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i Mr. Samuel J. Chilk, Secretary
'U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

f ATTH: Docketing and Service Branch

Subject: Request for Public Comment on the NRC's Statement of
Policy for Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal -'

Federal Register of Thursday, November 6, 1986
,

Dear Mr. Chilka

i The Long Island Lighting Company (LILCO), owners cf the Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station, desires to comment on the subject policy
statement.

I ^

- As you h.rt LILCO is in the beginning phases of_ operating the,

Shorde pu st - presently with a low power (less than 50
'

licerm wt to expire on April 13, 2013. Usual $ndustry practice
sets inic<1 licensing at 40 years after the date of conversion,

,'
of the construction permit to an operating license. In the case
of Shoreham, due to the absence of State and local government

, cooperation in emergency planning, it has now been more than two-

'
years that the plant has been held to its status.of less than 5%

-

of rated capacity. Much of the time the reactor has been at sero
power. Thus, 30 + very real sense, we_at Shoreham know that the
real service UQ:. Lme of a plant, nuclear or otherwise, is_ very
much a funct W . its integrated usage factors.' Certainly, as
long as the p hia is held virtually inactive, this time, however
much longer-it becomes, should be added to the termination date
of the present eventual' license period for plant operations.

In the matter of the NRC's request for public comment on the.
, commission's policy statement on nuclear plant license renewal or
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plant life extension, LILCO is in receipt of a copy of the
Nuclear Utilities Plant Life Exten.= ion (NUPLEX) Steering
Committee's letter to the NRC on the subject. Together with
other utilities, LILCO has been invited by the NUPLEX Committee
to comment to the Commission on any or all of the positions
outlines in Enclosuro A to their letter. At the outset, LILCO>

desires to state its general endorsement of the NUPLEX positions.
Discussion of our concurrence is outlined in the paragraphs below
which follow the NRC Questions published in the subject Policy,

statament.

NRC Ouestions 1.a, 1.b, 1.c, and 6: (Th=2= questions call for
discussion of the extent to which the NRC should proceed, in the
near term, in defining regulatory policy regarding plant life
extensions when such policy must be in placer and what is the
overall schedule appropriate to achieve resolution relative to
plant life extension.)-

We concur with the NUPLEX position in response to Question 1.a
that it is now timely for the commission to proceed in defining
the regulatory policy applicable to requests by utilities to
extend the operational life of commercial light water plants
beyond the current forty-year license period.

In particular, we endorse the twelve (12) year license period
stipulated as a reasonable time for planning should it become
necessary to provide replacement baseload sources for a nuclear
station which may be retired.

The schedule outlined by the NUPLEX Committee in response to
NRC's Question 6 to achieve timely submission of the earliest
applications for plant life extensions seems reasonable. Early
solidification of a regulatory policy vill provide all licensees
with guidance toward effective evidenciary plant record keeping
in support of eventual application for licensing plant life_

extension.

NRC Ouestion I.de (Asks for discussion of the extent of
individual license or industry group activity on planning, at.
this time, to request NRC permission for plant life extension
beyond expiration of licenses.)

,

Situated as LILC0 is, at the beginning of meaningful operation of
the Shoreham plant, we view positively the op*2cn to seek renewal
of licensure for plant life extension when that time arrives.
We, therefore, endorse the actions of the NUPLEX_, Steering
Committee in its response to this Question 1.d as presented in
Enclosure A to their letter.

LILCo, along with the nuclear utility industry as a whole desires
that 'a practicable and predictable process and critoria for
license renewal can be reached in a timely manner." We support
the industry groups (NUPLEX, NtMARC, the air, and others) in-
their work (in this as well as other work) with the NRC on behalf
of the industry.

'
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WRC Ouestion 2.at (Asks what timely and sufficient criteria
should be applied to judge that a request for licwnse extension,

i is both timely and sufficient).
!

| In regards to timeliness, LILCO agrees that (as noted in the
NUPLEX response to Questions 1 and 6 above) twelve (12) or more
years in advance of license expiration, in view of necessary lead -

time to prepare plans for replacement base load power, is a
reasonable time to seek license renewal for a commercial light t

water reactor power plant. The planning " lead time" is necessary
to allow for exploration of alternate baseload power sources
should it become apparent that these sources may become necessaryin lieu of the plant life extension under consideration.

We also concur, however, with NUPLEX's view that extenuating i

circumstances could result in a much shorter time for an !
individual plant request. We suggest in such cases that the 30-

-

day provision for any and all license renewals given presently in"

10.CFR 2.109 is-entirely. unrealistic for NRC's review to act upon
a license renewal of the-size and scope of permission.to operate
a power reactor beyond its original license term. We agree with
NUPLEX that, as a minimum, a two year lead'for filing would be
appropriate under conditions where a well formulated NRC policy
and industry experience are in place for plant life extension.
In the matter of sufficioney, LILCO concurs with NUPLEX's

-

response that these standards should be provided by the US Code,
(5 USC 558 (c)) . - the Administrative Procedures . Act, 'and are thus
best left to each. individual agency "in accordance with-(its)
rules,....". NUPLEX goes on to-state in view of the absence of
present provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and present
NRC regulations in the matter,Enew NRC. license renewal-policy and
implementation by the commission awe required. ,

,

! Paramount in this policy making should be implementation of 10
~

-

'

CFR 50.32 which permits incorporation by reference in-license
renewal considerations to documents previously filed with-the

.Commission. Much-of the-previous documentation will be
applicable. Where this data relates to aging of components,
etc., it is central to the application. If this kind of data

,

-

. -requires augmentation, it must he developed and furnished to
support the; application.

,

NRC Ouestion 2.br (Asks whether's plant should be limited in its
operations beyond its 40 year license expiration date pending NRC
completion of its plant life extension _ application..

As is stated in Enclosure A to.the NUPLEX 8teering Committee-
letter,-a ' timely and-sufficient "_ application for. plant life-
extension-should,'according to 5_USC.558(eF (the Administrative

- Procedures Act), evoke -permission to operate a plant in a safe?
and proper. manner until the NRC has given its decision on~the
application regardless of whether such decision comes later than

i

3
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the expiration date. As is noted by,NUPLEX, the Commission does !

have ample power and authority to limit or curtail-plant |

cperation under its rules now in place if there is legitimate |concern for the health and safety of the public - regardless of .,

'
where the plant is in terms of timing vis-a-vis expiration of its

|
license.

,

NRC Questions 3a and 3b (These address the use of performance
based information coupled wi % PRA insights for decision making

'

in license extension and ask . ether plants applying for life i

i extension should be required to change their licensing basis to i

conform with regulations or ' current require- ments" in effect at -
the date of the extension application).

LILCO concurs with the NUPLEX Steering Committee's contention !
'

that the plant's original * approved licensing basis' for the !

plants original license should be followed as the basis for :
. '

relicensing, provided that this basis will be augmented where
evidences of new. safety requirements have evolved. (The 3

enclosura to the NUPLEX letter cites as an example, the- TMt
Action Plan.) In such cases,1 the basis-for licenseLeutension- *

should be modified.to be.in compliance with ' current ,

"

requirements" on a case-by-case determination.- 2n these cases,-
use should be made of the NRC's revised backfit rule (10. CFR
50.109), as required, just as would be required-for a plant whose
original. license term still had not run its course. Further, as'

noted in the NUPLEX response,1the.use of relevant operating
experience regarding data related to the performance of equipment
subject to age degradation, would seem to be more appropriate
than changing the." approved licensing basis" for decision making _-
by MRC regarding life extension licensing.

NRC Ouestions 4.b and 4.cs (Asks which, if any, of the'NRC's
licensing criteria are not appropriate for the purpose of-

.

reviewing plant life extension and how and to what extent should
~

prior operating history of the plant be factored into
:considerations for license extensions.)

These questions again lead to the conclusion,.as stated above, f
that those original licensing basis criteria _which examined age
reisted degradation should again require examination for estab- 1

'

lishing the new licensing-basis for plant life extension.
License basis criteria,'ogher than age related are, by defini-

.

*

tion,-less time dependent and, therefore, less'strongly coupled-
to plant life and the extension thereof. !

. .

>

LILC0_regards records of the integrated-plant history as vitally
relevant to determining the service age of plant' components whose -

- present condition.are known~to-be= subject to age degradation. As
an example, an important factor in the service age of the resetor-
pressure vesselzis the effect of-neutron fluence or integrated-
neutron flux exposure as this relates to the embrittlement and
the related nil ductility temperature properties of the vessel.

!

f

.
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NRC Duestion 5.at (Asks which criteria for selection of com--

ponents and structures will require residual lifetime evaluations
] in consideration for life extension). .

.

! LILCO concurs with the NUPLEX response which states that
components and structures which are safety significants' subject'

to age degradation during extended life operations and are not
'

i part of normal maintenance or replacament should be part of the
life extension program,s

'
s

LILCO submits that these considerations should be approached on a
plant specific basis and should be analysed in the light of that ;'

; plant's integrated operating history its maintenance and repair '

historyt and its component replacement records.
t ,

| WRC Ouestions 5.b and 5.cs (Asks for major technical parameters
and criteria which should be. considered in NRC reviews to permitj -

'

reactor operation past expiration of its first full term licensei '

and'which are major lead time itans for review and data; -

i collection of such parameters.) |
,

.

; LILCO endorses the NUPLEX position that plant components should
j be considered by the following.two categories:

'

) Category 1 - Components of very long lifetimes where age :

related degradation is not a significant factor'

| for them during their projected life extension
,

| periodt_and
'

,

i Category 2 - Components which have known degradation ;

: mechanisms which could impact component, system,
or structure-performance and must be reviewed to'

| justify life extension.
i

~

| LILCO concurs with NUPLEX that it is Category 2 items which must

i be reviewed to establish a basis for continued operation of the
plant during extended life.

,

j Technical factors for ' lead time'; data collection of plant life
extension determination are accurate evidence of low cyclici

fatigue of safety significant components: records on' ambient*

Texposure conditions to which electrical cables _are expose'ds and
data on reactor vessel embrittlement resulting from integrated
neutron flux exposure.

Nuclear power plants, including Shoreham, maintain in place
'

3

careful and extended programs to ensure accumulation of these
data. These . record keepingL activities are the bases for
prediction of properties of the reactor-vessel' and other , safety
related equipment during extended plant life.

t

9 I
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NRC Ouestions 5.e and 5.fi (Asks about adequacy of codes and I
,

standards fo cover life extension and what studies or research
~

,

have been and are ongoing to addrews nuclear plant life [
; extension.) !

'LILCO endorses the NUPLEX views on the adequacy of present codes
I and standards. Ongoing review and control (as well as allocation

of jurisdiction of revising and formulation of new standards is
.

under the continuing review of the Nuclear Standards Review i

soard. This board, consisting as it does, of representatives'
,

from all parts of the-industry has functioned well over the years !
in guiding such code and standard groups as ANSI, ANS, IEEE, '

ASCRE, A5ME and others to_ formulate workable nuclear power plant
' documents which have withstood the test of time and ,

applicability. ;

LILCO has supported and will continue to support as well as-
-

contribute technically.to industry groups which are engaged in
research addressing generic issues for the industry as well as
reactor plant specific studies.

,

WRC Ouestion 7.a and 7.br (Discusses procedural considerations - ;,

; should there be procedural changes regarding future operating [license extensions and current treatment of initial license- i

applications? If so, what?)
,

! LILCO concurs with NUPLEX in response to these' considerations.
;' Wo believe that any changes to the existing rules and regulations

to allow and facilitate-plant life extension, can be achieved
under the framework of existing law. .

Determination of the appropriateness of plant life extension for
a particular plant falls properly under the aegis of amending an |

existing license. 10 CFR 50.90 through 50.92;(amended as_

necessary-to cover regulation of; plant life extension) should be
| the pattern for such an amendment request-and for the' :'

Commission's procedures'in conducting its determinations. .

The determination governing significant hazards consideration is |the appropriate arena for the amendment of a license to operate a
'

power reactor beyond.its originally stipulated term.; The
hearings which would' inevitably result from application for such,

| plant life extension'should probably follow the Commissions
'

existing rules. In cases where a "no significant hazards: i

determination" can be made, such hearings need not take place. '

_

| prior to granting the license amendment-to extend the life of the

L plant. -

In.the above discussion and other aspects of the procedural'
considerations-leading to plant. life extension-and the rules for
the granting thereof,:L2LCO generally concurs with the NUPLEX
. submission.

,

4
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LILCO welcomes the opportunity to supply its comments to this-

important matter of the NRC's development of its policy statement
on nuclear power plant license renewal.

,

very truly yours,

7f

k ' (*orn . L onar , r.
Vi e President - Nuc1 ar operations

Gsck
i

ect Mr. Jack M. Ferguson
=

Chairman, NUMARC Executive Group
_

.

Mr. Gerald Dells, Chairman '

''NUPLEX Steering Committee- .
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AVAILABILITY NOTICE

Availability of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publications

Most documents cited in NRC pubhcations will be available from one of tho following
sourCoS:

1. The NRC Pubhc Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW, Lower Level, Washington, DC

20555

2, The Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082,
Washington, DC 20013-7082

3. Tho National Technical information Servico, Springfield, VA 22161

Although the listing that follows represents the majority of documents cited in NRC publica-
'1 s. It is not intended to be exhaustivo.

--^ed documents available for inspection and copying for 'i foo from the NRC Public<

11 Room includo NRC correspondence and internal NRC memoranda; NRC Office of* -

.1 and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information notices, inspection and investi-,'

.N c - 4ticos; Licenseo Event Reports; vendor reports and correspondence; Commission
y mr nd applicant and licensee documents and correspondence.

The following documents in the NUREG serios are evallabio for purchase from the GPO Sales
Program; formal NRC staff and contractor repo1s, NRC-sponsored conference proceed-
ings, and NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regula-
tions in the Code of Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission issuancos.

Documents availablo from the National Technical Information Mrvice include NUREG series
reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by
the Atomic Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Documents available from public and special technical libraries include all open literature
item 3, such as books, journal and perisdical articles, and transactions. Federal Register
noticos, todotal and state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained
from those librarios.

Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign reports and translations, ono non-NRC
conference proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the
publication cited.

Single copies of NRC draft reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written
request to the Office of Information Resources Management. Distribution Seedon, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

Copios of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRO regulatory
process are maintained at tno NRC Library, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, and
are available there for reference use by the public. Ccdes and Standards are usually copy-
righted and may be purchased from the originating crganizction or, if they are American
National Standards, from the American National Standards Institute,1430 Broadway.
New York, NY 10018.
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| ings, and NRC booklets and brochures. Also availablo are Regulatory Guides. NRC regula-

tions in the Code of Federa! Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commissien issuances.

Documents available from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG series
i reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by

the Atomic Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,t

i Documents available from public and special technical libraries include all open literature

|
items, such as books, Journal and periodical articles, and transactions. Federal Register-

l notices, federal and state legislation, and congressional reports can usually bo obtained

j from these libraries,

; Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreicq reports and translations, and non-NRC-
conferenco proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the|

publ, cation cited.

Single copies of NRC draft reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written
request to the Office of Information Resources Management, Distribution Section, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory
process are maintained at the NRC Library,7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda,~ Maryland, and
are available thera for referance use by the public. Codes and standards are usually copy-
righted and may be purchased from the originating organization or, if they are Amrten
National Standards, from the American National Standards Institutt, 1430 Broadway,
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ABSTRACT
.

In order to limit the Commission's license renewal decision to consideration
of whether age-related degradation has been adequately addressed, the Part 54
rulemaking must make a generic finding for all nuclear power plants that the
adequate protection or reasonable assurance findings for issuance of an
operating license continue to be true at the time of the renewal application'

and accordingly need not be made anew at the time of license renewal. The
objective of this analysis is to describe the regulatory processes that form.
the bases for the staff's conclusion that any plant-specific licensing beses
at the time of license renewal will continue to provide reasonable assurance
of the protection of the public health and safety.

This document discusses how the licensing process has evolved in major safety
issue areas under existing regulatory processes that have ensured continued
adequacy of the licensing bases of all operating plants. The document
presents the described regulatory processes as the Commission's reasons for
considering it unnecessary to re-review an operating plant's licensing basis,
except for age-related degradation concerns, at the time of license renewal.

This report is a supplement to the Statement of Considerations for the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's proposed rule (10 CFR Part 54) that would establish
the criteria and standards governing nuclear power plant _ license renewal.

A
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1. GENERAL

1.1 Objective of This Analysis

In order to limit the Commission's license renewal decision to consideration of
whether age-related degradation has been adequately addressed, the Part 54 rule-
making must make a generic finding for all nuclear power plants that the adequate
protection or reasonable assurance findings for issuance of an operating license
continue to be true at the time of the renewal application and accordingly need
not be made anew at the time of license renewal. The objective of this analysis
is to describe the regulatory processes that form the bases for the staff's con-
clusion that any plant-specific licensing bases at the time of license renewal
will continue to provide reasonable assurance of the protection of the public
health and safety.

This report is a supplement to the Statement of Considerations for the Nuclear
heyulatory Commission's proposed rule (10 CFR Part 54) that would establish the
criteria and standards governing nuclear power plant license renewal.

1.2 Scope of lhis Analysis

This document discusses how the licensing process has evolved in major safety,

issue areas under existing regulatory processes that have ensured continued
adequacy of the licensing bases of all operating plants. - The-document presents
the described regulatory processes as the Commission's reasons for concidering
it unnecessary to re-review an operating plant's licensing basis, except for
age-related degradation concerns, at the time of license renewal. The document
does this in generic terms. Plant-specific details of how the regulatory pro- 4

cesses have been implemented for specific technical areas can be found in the
docket files containing the records of individual plant license applications
and licenses.

The statement of considerations for the license renewal rule includes an
overview of the basis for the initial and continued adequacy of the current
licensing basis (CLB), identifying and explaining the elements of the licensing
approach relied on, including the original licensing basis, the workings of the
Commission's backfit policy, and the roles of operating event monitoring and
safety issue resolution in ensuring that the CLS continues to be adequate. In
the present document, that overview is recapitulated and supported by addition
of a substantial detailed examination of the CLB adequacy basis for the full
range of specific major safety-issue areas. In the examinations for each of
these areas the safety issues involved are described, the key features of the
regulatory requirements are noted, the evolution of the current licensing bases
is explained, and conclusions are presented, recapitulating the main foundations
for the continued acceptability of the CLB for older as well as newer plants.

1
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1.3 Technical and Policy Overview

1. 3.1 Principles of Proposed Rule

The rule that the Commission proposes for license renewal is founded on two key.
principles. The first principle is that, with the exception of age-related - 1

degradation, the current licensing basis at any specific reactor provides and :

maintains an acceptable level of safety for operation during the initial term i
that is sufficient to provide reasonable assurance of the public health and !
safety, and that the same acceptable level of safety, if continued to be main- 1
tained, is also adequate for continued operation during any renewal period.
The second principle is that the plant's current licensing basis will be main-
tained during the renewal period, in part through a program of age-degradation
management for systems, structures, and components. This report relates to the
first of these principles--that any plant-specific current 1icensing basis
provides reasonable assurance of public health and safety.

1. 3. 2 Current Licensing Basis Defined and Explained
i

As defined in the proposed rule, the current licensing basis (CLB) means the !

Commission requirements imposed on the plant that are in effect at the time of
the renewal application. These include the requirements at the time that the
initiallicensefortheplantwasgrantedtogetherwithrequirementssubsequently
imposed. It includes the licensee s commitments for compliance with those
requirements at the time the initial license was granted,-including those docu-
mented in the operating license application or Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR). Further, the CLB includes those requirements and commitments as modi-
fled or supplemented by additional requirements imposed by the Commission and
by commitments made by the licensee during the period of plant operation up to
the filing of a renewal application that are part of the docket for the plant's
license. More specifically this includes, but is not limited to, plant-specific
compliance with the Commission regulations as prescribed in Parts 2, 19, 20, 21,
30, 40, 50, 55, 72, 73, and 100 and the appendices thereto of Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations; orders; license conditions;-exemptions; and tech-
nical specifications. In addition, the current licensing basis 1 includes written
commitments made in docketed licensing correspondence such as responses to NRC
bulletins and generic letters.

The CLB differs among plants. CLB differences arise from differences in license
date as well as differences in such factors as site, plant design, and plant
operating experience. This document describes and-discusses the regulatory pro-
cesses designed to ensure that the CLBs of older plants remain acceptable, in
part through backfit of newly evolving requirements and guidance when that is
necessary for adequate safety or warranted-as wor.thwhile safety enhancements.
Analyses in this document show in specific detail how these evolutionary pro-
cesses have worked-in the various safety-issue areas--and with what specific
results--in ensuring acceptability of the varying CLBs of the NRC-licensed
nuclear power plants.

1.3.3' Acceptable Level of Safety

The Atomic Energy Act directs the Commission to ensure that nuclear power plant
operation provides adequate protection to the health and safety of the public.

1-2
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However, adequate protection is not absolute protection or zero risk and there-
fore safety improvements beyond the minimum needed for adequate protection are
possible. As new information is developed on technical subjects, the NRC iden-
tifies potential hazards and then requires that designs be able to cope with
such hazards with sufficient safety margins and reliable systems. When new
information may reveal an unforeseen significant hazard or a substantially

-

greater potential for a known hazard, or insufficient margins and backup capa-
bility, the new information is carefully evaluated and the Commission ray, in
light of the information, conclude that assurance of an acceptable level of
safety requires changes in the existing regulations, or other re
Therefore, as the Commission identifies new issues or concerns, gulatory action.reasoned engi-
neering decisions occur within the Commission concerning whether any additional
measures must be taken at plants to resolve the issues. When specific actions
are identified, the Commission, through its regulatory programs, can modify the
licensing bases at operating plants at any time to resolve the new concern.
This process of determinations concerning backfitting of evolving requirements
to plants already licensed is currently guided by the provisions of the Backfit
Rule (10 CFR 50.109). Before promulgation of the Backfit Rule, similar consider-
ations were applied, although the Backfit Rule enhanced the discipline of the
process.

-

1.3.4 Regulatory Oversight

The Commission's regulatory oversight programs ensure that the plant's licensing
basis is modified as appropriate to reflect significant new information on tech-
nical topics affecting the design or operation of the licensed plant so that the
licensing bases at operating plants continue to provide an acceptable-level of
safety. These continuing activities in place during the initial license term
would continue during the renewal term as well. Examples of these types of pro-
grams include operating events assessment and generic issues programs, discussed
in the paragraphs below, as well as tne Commission's inspection program. In-
the cases where the Commission finds that additional protection is necessary to
ensure the public health and safety or where significant additional protection
at a reasonable cost substantially enhances plant safety,-the-Commission may
require the backfit of a licensed plant, i,e., the addition, elimination, or
modification of the systems, structures, or e sponents of the plant.-

The Commission has an aggressive program for the review of operating events at
nuclear power plants. As a requirement of the_ current licensing-basis, and one
which would continue during the renewal term, each licensee is required to notify
the Commission promptly of any plant event that meets or exceeds the-threshold
defined in 10 CFR 50.72 and to file a written licensee event report for those -
events that meet or exceed the threshold defined in 10 CFR 50.73. This infor-
mation is reviewed daily and followup efforts are carried out for events that
appear to be potentially risk significant or are judged to be a-possible:precur-
sor to a more severe' event. Depending on the significance, further action may-
be taken to notify all licensees-or to impose additional- requirements. Infor-
mation on operating events is disseminated by the NRC in the-form of information
notices, bulletins, and other reports;.by individual licensees in the form of-
licensee event reports; and by industry groups, notably the Institute of Nuclear -
Power Operations (INPO)_in the form of-significant operating experience reports.
The total process offers a high degree of assurance that events that are poten-
tially risk significant or precursors to potentially significant events are
being reviewed and resolved expeditiously.

d
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The Commission also maintains an active program for evaluating and resolving
generic issues that are related to safety. The current _ licensing basis includes
any requirements imposed on the licensee as a consequence of the resolution of
generic issues. A generic safety issue (GSI) is a generic iscue that involves
a safety concern that may affect the design, construction, or operation of all,'

several, or a class of reactors or facilities. Its resolution may have a poten-
tial for safety improvements and promulgation of new or revised requirements or
guidance. It should be noted, however, that GSIs generally address only
enhancements of safety or reetcration of safety margins originally estimated to
be present, because an adequate level of protection of public health and safety
currently is believed to exist at all operating nuclear power plants. This
belief is asse:wi during the initial evaluation of the generic concern which
determined whether any aspect of the generic concern might have a significant
impact on the protection of the public health and safety such'that immediate
remedial action would be warranted. The generic issues program is described
and discussed more fully _in Section 19.

1.3.5 Evolution of NRC Requirements

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's (now
Nuclear Regulatory Commission) scope of review of proposed power reactor designs
was evolving and somewhat less defined in-terms of specific detail than it is
today. The more detailed requirements for_ acceptability evolved as new facili-
ties were reviewed. In 1967, the Commission' published for commert and interim
use proposed General Design Criteria (GDC) for Nuclear Power Plants that estab-
lished minimum requirements for the principal design standards. The GDCs were
formally adopted in 1971 and have been used as guidance in reviewing new plant
applications since that time. Safety guides issued in 1970 became part of the
Regulatory Guide Serie in 1972. These guides described methods acceptable to
the staff for implementing specific portions of_the regulations, including cer- 1

tain GDCs, and formalized staff techniques for performing a facility review. In
1972, the Commission distributed for information and comment,a proposed " Standard

.

Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," now Reg-
ulatory Guide 1.70. It provided a standard format for these reports and identi-
fied the principal information needed by the staff for its review. The Standard
Review Plan (SRP), NUREG-75/087, was-published in December 1975 and_ updated in 4

July 1981 (NUREG-0800) to provide further guidance for improving the quality and
uniformity of staff reviews. This guidance consisted of acceptance criteria and
review procedures necessary to provide the staff with the basis for concluding
that applicable GDCs have been satisfied. For the most part, the detailed accep-
tance criteria prescribed in the SRP were not new; rather, they were methods of
review that, in many cases, were not previously published in any regulatory
document.

_

The General Design Criteria (GDC) are contained in 10 CFR Part 50, Append 1x A.
They. establish minimum broad requirements for the principal criteria for the
materials, design, fabrication, testing, inspection, and certification of all
structures, components, equipment, and systems that are important to safety.
The staff's plant-specific reviews with respect to the various safety-topic
areas (discussed in Sections 2 through 19) must arrive at a conclusion that the
overall plant design satisfies the GDC requirements and that the plant can be
safely operated.
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In 1977 the NRC initiated the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) to review the
designs of older operating nuclear power plants and thereby confirm and document
their safety. The review provided (1) an assessment of the significance of dif-
ferences between current technical positions on safety issues and those which - .

existed when a particular plant was licensed,.(2) a basis'for deciding how these
differences should be resolved.in an integrated plant review, and (3) a docu-

_

'

mented evaluation of plant safety. The reviews were organized into approximately ,

90 review topics (reduced by consolidations _ from 137 originally. identified). .The
'
t

review results were documented in a series of Integrated Plaat Safety = Assessment
Reports. Although the SEP demonstrated that, by and-large, older plants provided
a satisfactory level of safety for the large range of issues reviewed, with
respect to some of the issues, the licensees proposed.and implemented procedural
or hardware modifications or additional analyses to define corrective action

| that would improve plant-safety with respect to the differences-from current
: requirements that were identified. In addition to leading to some specific

improvements, the SEP led the staff to conclude that, although some of these
older plants were originally reviewed-befor_e the.. issuance of the Draft GDC in
1967, the SEP provides reasonable assurance that the designs of such older-

plants are acceptable.and that they can be operated without undue risk to the
~public health and safety.

Nevertheless, the SEP effort highlighted n smaller group _of.27 regulatory topics
for which corrective action was generally found to be necessary for. all of the
initial SEP_ plants and for which significant safety improvements for other oper-
ating plants of the same vintage could be expected. The, topics on this smaller
list are referred to as the SEP " lessons learned".and the staff expects that-
these topics would be generally applicable to operating plants that received
their construction permits in the late 1960s or early 1970s.

As part of the current staff effort associated-with documenting the regulatory
processes that contribute to the continued adequacy of the current licensing

.

,

-

bases at operating plants, the_ staff has.under way a short-term effort to iden-
tify how specific " lessons. learned" from the SEP effort have been factored into- '

the licensing bases of all operating plants, or-into-ongoing regulatory pro-
grams. The staff program includes-the identification and definition of the les-
sons learned as generic safety issues and the. determination of the appropriate. '

priority rankings for the resolution of these__ issues. Sine'e the. staff.has not
resolved these issues-at this time, they remain'open and could be potential =sub-
jects for litigation in any necessary hearings _on those-plants. However, the --

staff _is continuing in its efforts with respect to these issues and may have
them r~esolved before issuance of a final rule.-

1.3.6 Review of_ Changes-in NRC Requirements and Guidance

The NRC has in place arrangements for systematic review.to' help ensure the .
effectiveness, efficiency, and coherence of changes in requirements:and guidance.

.

The Committee _to Review Generic Requirements;(CRGR) has the responsibility to '

review and recomnend to the Executive Director for'0perations (EDO)~ approval or
disapproval-of requirements or staf f positions to- be imposed.by the NRC staff-
on'one or more classes of-power reactors. This review ~ applies to staff proposals
of requirements or positions that_ reduce existing requirements or positions and:
proposals that ihcrease'or-change rhquirements. The implementation of this' ;

responsibility.ir conducted in such a manner as to ensure that the provisions '
-

of 10 CFR 2.204,'10 CFR 50.109, and 10 CFR 50.54(f) pertaining to generic

i
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requirements and staff positions are implemented by the staff. Theobjectives
of the CRGR process are to eliminate or remove any unnecessary burdens placed
on licensees, reduce the exposure of workers to radiation in implementing some
of these requirements, and conserve NRC resources while at the same time ensur-
ing the adequate protection of the public health and safety and furthering the
review of new, cost-effective requirements and staff-positions. The CRGR and
the associated staff procedures are intended to ensure NRC staff implementation
of 10 CFR 50.54(f) and 50.109 for generic backfit matters. By having the ccm-
mittee submit recommendations directly to the EDO, a single agency-wide point
of control is provided.

For those rare instances where it is judged that an immediately effective action
is needed to ensure that facilities pose no undue risk to the health and safety
of the public (10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(ii)), no prior review by the CRGR is neces-
sary. However, before or after any such action, the staff conducts a documented
evaluation that includes a statement of the objectives of and reasons for the
actions and the basis for invoking the exception.

In earlier years, the function of the CRGR to determine the need for backfit
was performed by the Regulatory Requirements Review Committee, albeit the CRGR
introduced enhanced discipline and documentation to the process.

Throughout the process of evolution of requirements and staff guidance, the
Commission has had the benefit of advice on significant safety issues from the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.

1.3.7 Detailed Analyses

Sections 2 to 19 of this report describe and discuss, in more specific terms,
how the previously stated regulatory programs and processes have worked in major
administrative, technical, and procedural areas, thereby detailing the Commis<
sion's reasons for considering it unnecessary to review an operating plant's
licensing basis, except for age-degradation concerns,-at the time of license
renewal. These discussions also provide an indication of how'the regulatory
process will continue to ensure that, despite the variation of plant _ design cri-
teria, an operating reactor will continue to provide an acceptable level of
safety during any renewal term.

1.4 Conclusions

The processes outlined above and described and discussed in more substantial
detail in the specific major safety-issue areas in the remainder of this report
provide the foundation and justification for exclusion of the CLB from review-
at license renewal. The key elements include-the_ original _ licensing basis and
the Commission rules, regulations, requirements, and reviews underlying it;-the
Commission's backfit policy, which has historically resulted .in backfit of new

.

requirements being foregone only when-not required for adequate safety and not-
cost-Justified as safety enhancements on the basis of net incremental safety
value vs. net cost and other adverse impacts; and-the Commission's programs of-
inspection, of monitoring operational events, and for resolution of plant-
specific and generic safety issues. It is through these-processes and programs
-that the staff ensures the continued acceptability of_the licensing bases of
older as well as newer plants.
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2. SITE-RELATED ISSUES
,

The following section discusses a number of site-related topics that i' cluden
general site geography and demography, potential site-vicinity hazards, and
potential accidents from natural phenomena. The natural phenomena discussed in
this section include regional climatology and local meteorology, site hydrology ,

| and potential flooding issties, as well as geology and related seismic consider-
ations. The nature of the licensing basis:for each of these topics will be
discussed in greater detail below. ,

2.1 -Geography, Demooraphy, and Potential Site-Proximity Hazards

-- 2.1.1 Scope-

Site geography includes the consideration of site location and description. .
'

exclusion area authority and control, and broad land use patterns. -Demography
covers the population distribution in the vicinity of the-site. With respect to

_

both, geegraphy and demography, changes over the licensing term _are addressed by!
making conservative projections _ for land use and population ~ changes.

-Nearby industrial, transportation, and military _ facilities can pose a threat to
the safe operation of a nuclear power
part, on the adequacy of the licensee' plant. Site acceptability depends,. in .

s-assessment.of and protection against the
hazards' posed by-nearby man-made activities. Although these activities presen_t
a wide range of external events,-the hazards associated with themLean be grouped >

into four broad categories: -(1) missiles,-(2)' explosions, (3) fires, and-
(4) toxic gases, _

,

,

t

2.1.2 Safety: Issues and Regulatory Requirements -

The Commission-regulations require that. site evaluation factors-be considered
in the review of_a' license. application,cincludingTthose relating to site'loca-
tion,exclusionarea,-lowpopulationzonepa_ndpopulationLcenterdistance. In
addition, the regulations-require that~ plant systems, structures, and components-
important to safety be appropriately protected __against1the dynamic effects from
events and conditions-outside the nuclear power unit.

2.1.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis-
,

Prior to the' issuance of1the Standard Review Plan (SRP), the; staff reviewed site--

Lexclusion area control _and demography on'a case-by-case basis, with emphasision1
independent verification of site-specific characteristics such as property owner '
ship, mineralreig5ts, and_ nearby population distributions. -It'was recognized: . !

that-land uu and local and State regulations:can and do change with time.
.

Hence,"for example,~ staff teview of the licensee' stability.to exercise'appro-:
priate authority and control =of the; activities within the e'xclusion-areaz focused-
on those_ aspects that were deemed to be time-dependent.

:With respect to demography, efforts were.made.to obtain reasonable projections
of_ population-distributions to the end.of the' licensing term. This was done-in
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recognition that population changes, driven by such factors as local socio- ,

economic conditions, can be potentially significant with passage of time. ;

Similarly, potential external hazards in the vicinity of the site that could )
affect plant safety were reviewed on a case-by-case basis, with emphasis on

'

independent verification of individual hazards for each site. Review of numer- i- '

ous license applications in the early and middle 1970s led to a two part
approach in addressing site hazards. First, the site and its surroundings were ,

!examined with the intent of identifying all existing hazards that had a poten-
tially significant impact or, the safe operation of the plant. Once the hazards I

'

were identified, they were evaluated in terms of their severity and likelihood.

For hazardous industrial or military activities, conservative projections were
made concernir,g transportation traffic or accident rates. Where projections
were not feasible, conservatism commensurate with the potential changes to the
hazardous materials operations was applied to the current conditions.

The SRP was published in the early 1970s to improve the quality and uniformity
of staff review in the particular subject areas as well as to specify acceptance-

criteria of the staff for concluding that the applicable regulations had been
satisfied. The detailed acceptance criteria contained in the SRP were not new,

,

but rather were the acceptance criteria that had been in staff use but had not
been previously published in any regulatory document.'

As mentioned earlier, the regulations require that reactors be protected against
the dynamic effects of events and conditions outside the nuclear plant. For
external hazards such as toxic gases or airplane hazards, the licensees fre-
quently provided information, during the initial licensing review, concerning
the frequency of shipments or the amount of airplane traffic and then proposed"

plant protection features or determined that no protection was necessary based<

on a determination or analysis of the hazard. Because the regulations remain
in effect for the term of the license, licensees have the responsibility to
ensure that the plant remains appropriately protected from any site-related
hazards, new or existing at the time the plant was licensed. The staff recog-
nizes that licensees cannot control development around the site and the regula-
tions do not require licensees to do so. However, the regulations clearly place
the responsibility on licensees for ensuring the protection of the reactor.

The Commission inspection activities also provide another source of information
concerning changes that are occurring around the reactor site. The resident
inspector, who typically resides in the area of the plant, has direct knowledge
and access to the local media and therefore can'be informed of potential develop-
ments in the surrounding environment that can potentially affect plant safety.
In addition, regional and headquarters-based inspectors routinely visit sites,
thereby affording further opportunities for observations of potential changes
of the surrounding environment. As new issues are identified, these issues are
raised to both the licensee and the staff .for resolution. The' staff is under-
taking revisions to selected inspection procedures to require routine documenta-
tion of potential changes in the general environs of the facility.

2.1.4 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
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,

conclude that the siting of the plant met the intent of all applicable regula-
tions. As discussed above, the staff has and will continue to obtain informa-

*

'

tion through_a variety of sources regarding changes that occur around the site,
in particular, the changes in site demography or potential hazards in the vicin-
ity of the reactor site that would have a direct impact.on the continued safe
operution of the facility.

The staff continues to review new information that occurs as a result of updates
to the existing FSAR, plant events, and reutine' plant inspections. If the new
information suggests that changes in the site environment could potentially-
affect plant operation, current regulations require licensees to ensure facility
safety. The staff will require, under existing regulatory programs, that licen-
sees perform additional analyses or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure
adequacy of the plant licensing basis and the continued health and safety of
the public.

Through the processes discussed abcve, the ,taff has reasonable assurance that
operating reactors comply with the intent of applicable regulations and remain
appropriately protected from potential offsite hazards,

2.2 Meteorology

2.2.1 Scope

This section discusses the regulations and licensing requirements used by the-
NRC to ensure safe siting and operation of nuclear power plants with respect-to
meteorology. Site-specific data on meteorology and regional climatology is used
to ensure that continuing staff awareness of both regional and local meteorolog-
ical trends is maintained to ensure that the design bas met. urology conditions

-

remain sufficient to ensure safe plant operation in accordance with the current.
licensing basis (CLB).

2.2.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Nuclear power plants are designed, operated, and maintained such that offsite
exposure to accidental gaseous releases and their resultant.dase to receptors-at
the plant exclusion area boundary, low population zone distance, and the-popula-
tion center and offsite exposures _from routine normal operational releases et~
nearby receptors including residences, dairies, farms, schools, etc., comply
with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 100 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix _I,
respectively.

2.2.3 Evolution ~of Current Licensing Basis

" Meteorology and Atomic Energy-1968,",AEC 1968, generally, served as a compendium-
of meteorology measurement, dispersion modeling, and dose determination _during
the early 1970s. This document was later used as the foundation for issuance-

-

of safety guidos, regulatory guides, and the Standard Review Plan-sections in
the meteorology area of review.

Regarding the regional climatology, the long-term meteorological-conditions
af fecting the-plant vicinity, as described in the plant final safety analysis
report (FSAR). submitted by the licensee, and addressed in the staff safety
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evaluation report (SER), are nat expected to change significantly. The basis
for the expectation of minimal change lies in the meteorological and climatolog-
ical records collected from as far back as 1895 and published in documents pre-
pared by the National Climatic Center. The published data demonstrate that
nearly constant climatological conditions exist in a local area with only small
anomalies on a monthly or seasonal basis. Studies by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (formerly National Bureau of Standards) using long-term
data show the low probabilities of rapid significant changes in long-term tem-
perature, precipitation, and wind speeds. Thus, design basis characteristics
might only he exceeded for brief time periods in the near term (say, next 50 to
100 years), ,hile greater frequency of duration of " abnormal" conditions might
provide evidevie of a possible worldwide major climatic change. The changes of
global extent and recognition of its happening would be expected to provide suf-
ficient time to allow the staff to take appropriate measures to deal with the
changes such that the current licensing basis continues to remain valid for the
licensed term.

Recently, the staff considered the changes to global climate due to atmospheric
ozone depletion in response to concerns raised by the Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) pursuant to NEPA. The thrust of the memorandum dealt with high-
and low-level waste repositories and impact of global warming on rainfall and
flooding due to changes in climate. The original plant site evaluation was
based on the premise and expectation that site area climate would generally not
change significantly during the operational life of the plant. Based on current
information and staff review experience, site data concerning regional climate
provided in FSARs and staff conclusions contained in plant SERs are expected to
remain valid during any extended term of the operating license.

With respect to the review area of local meteorology, the local meteorology
conditions, generally, reflect the expected regional climate influence and
unique topographic features that may result in micro-scale phenomena that had
been addressed in the FSAR and SER and should remain the same as described in
those documents during any renewal period. However, in the event of-a marked
climatic change, it is probable that parameters representing " normals," such as,
extreme wind, precipitation, temperature, and structural capacities may require
reevaluation, since climatic change may result in storm systems with greater
intensities and frequency than those assumed in the design basis of the plant.
However, this type of reevaluation is a part of the NRC staff's continuous plant
safety assessment effort to ensure continued adequacy of the meteorology related
current licensing basis for operating plants. The licensee routinely publishes
specific information related to meteorology in semiannual reports of meteorolog-
ical joint frequency data as required by emergency planning requirements. Plant
modifications or improvements in the meteorological monitoring system dictated
by the semiannual reports have been implemented by the staff or licensee to
ensure the validity of the current licensing basis.

The current licensing basis requires each plant to have an onsite meteorological
monitoring program. This onsite metenrological measurement program continues
to monitor local conditions that would affect the dispersion of radioactive and
toxic gaseous effluent from or to the plant.

2.2.4 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient to conclude that
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the meteorological and climatological factors related to the siting of the
facility met the intent of the applicable regulations. The licensing criteria ,

are conservatively established to ensure adequate protection of the public from
extremeiy low probability meteorological phenomena. Included in these events

.

are tornadoes, high winds, extremes of temperature, and excessive rainfall and
snowfall. The design basis for these extremely low probability meteorological
events is selected with conservatism and is not expected to change _ appreciably.
during the next 50 to 100 year period. Based on the discussion above, the staff
also concludes that the current licensing basis related to-site meteorology is'

adequate, meets the intent of all applicable _ regulations, and will remain
adequate during any period of extended plant operation.4

'

2.3 Hydrologic Engineering

j 2.3.1 Scope

Nuclear power plants interact continuously with their hydrosphere (e.g. , rivers,
lakes, coastal environments, ground water, and water control structures). Such

2

interactions present potential hazards of flooding as a result of severe hydro-
meteorological conditions. This section discusses the regulations and licensing
requirements adopted by the NRC_to ensure safe operation of r.uclear power plants'

against severe flooding hazard over the-licensed plant life. The continuous
-

review process used by the NRC staff to assess safety impact resulting from
changes in hydrometeorological parameters and new information related-to

i flooding hazard is also discussed. Lastly, the rationale for an NRC staff
conclusion that the current licensing basis for operating plants is adequate
to protect public health and safety is discussed.

| 2.3.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission's regulations require, in part, tbt systems, structures, and
components important to safety be designed to withstand the effects.of natural
phenomena such as floods, tsunami, and seiches without loss of' capability to i

,

perform their safety functions. In addition, the regulations require that phy-
sical characteristics of the site, including meteorology and hydrology, be taken-
into account in determining the acceptability of a-site for a nuclear power
reactor. More specifically, the regulations require that''a detailed study be
performed and that the design bases for seismically iriduced floods and water
waves.be based on the results of the required geologic and seismic-investiga-

| t'ons and that these design bases be taken into account in the desiga of-the
nuclear power plant.

In order to demonstrate compliance with the above regulatory-_ requirements,
nuclear power plants are designed to prevent or mitigate the loss of capability '

,

for cold shutdown and maintenance thereof resulting from the most' severe flood
+

conditions that can reasonably be predicted to occur at a site as a: result of
severe hydrometeorological conditions, seismic activity, Lor both.

2.3.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The NRC has recognized the potential hazards resulting from the flooding of a.
commercial nuclear power plant since the mid-1960s. The flooding hazard review
of plants licensed in the late 1960s was implemented on an ad hoc and plant-specific basis.-
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In order to independently evaluate the potential for flooding at proposed reactor
sites, the Atomic Energy Commission contracted the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer.,
and the V,S. Geological Survey to evaluate flooding potential at-coastal sites
and river sites, respectively. In 1970 the AEC staff developed specific guidance
for use in determining flood protection requirements for all plant sites. The'

staff adopted the concept of the " Probable Maximum Flond' from the Corps of Engi-
neers and applied this concept to sites along streams and rivers. Guidance for
determining the Probable Maximum Hurricane Surge, Probable Maximum Seiche, and
Probable Maximum Tsunami flooding was also developed and applied for plant sites
along lakes and oceans.

During 1973 through 19,.,, the NRC, based on the above work, published integrated
staff positions and acceptance criteria related to acceptable design of nuclear
power plants against flooding hazard.

The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was initiated by the staff in 1977 to
review 10 older plants to compare their design against current licensing cri-
teria, SEP evaluation results led to some plant modifications of the older
plants in order to enhance protection against possible plant flooding.

As part of the Commission's process of reviewing new information related to -
specific technical issues, the staff learned that a number of probabilistic risk
assessments completed between 1981 and 1987 concluded that external flooding
could be a key contributor to overall plant risk. -As a result, the NRC staff
determined that it would be useful-to evaluate the continued adequacy of the
existing flood protection regulations by performing an individual plant examina- '

tion at each reactor site. The staff developed regulatory guidance and accep-
tance criteria for the evaluation of plant- pecific vulnerabilities to beyond

~

design bases events initiated from a severe flooding event and incorporated this
evaluation into the Individual Plant Examination External Events (IPEEE) program.
The staff intends to evaluate the results of the IPEEE program, not on a plant-
specific basis, but as an aggregate to determine whether deficiencies exist in
the regulations related to protections from potential external flooding. If

any deficiencies are identified, modification of the regulations will proceed
and implementation of any plant modifications would be required on plant-specific
bases to meet the revised regulations.

In October 1989, NRC issued Generic Letter 89-22 to inform licensees that the
staff has adopted for future plants the latest probable maximum precipitation
(PMP) criteria published by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), National Weather Services (NWS), to establish acceptable design config-
urations for safety-related nuclear power plant facilities. In this letter the
staff also concluded and stated that the existing criteria for determining PMP
at operating plants still provided reasonable assurance of the protection of
the health and safety of the public and that no additional backfit action by
licensees was necessary.

2.3.4 Conclusions*

At the time a nuclear power plant received-its initial license, the staff
determined that the licensee submitted sufficient information related to the
protection of the facility from floods and that the facility met the intent of
all apolicable' regulations. The evolution of flooding criteria has not changed
significantly since the early 1970s. Plant-specific evaluations of external
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floods have been performed for some of the older plants whose designs were not
based on the most recent criteria. Enhaacements such as procedure changes or
facility modifications were implemented on a plant-specific basis to enhance
the flood protection capability at these facilities.

Based on the above, the staff believes that the flood protection measures at
operating plants continue to provide reasonable assurance of protection of the
health and safety of the public from extreme flooding hazards. _The staff con- 4

tinues to review new information related to flooding and rt " ires licensees to
take actions, when necessary, to upgrade their plants to provide continuing
assurance that adequate protection of the public safety will continue duringthe operating lifetime. In summary, the current licensing bases for operatmg
plants regarding external flooding are adequate and meet'the intent of all
applicable regulations necessary to ensure the continued health and safety of
the public.

2.4 Geologic, Seismologic, and Geotechnical Engineering

2.4.1 Scope

This section discusses the regulations and licensing requirements adopted by
the NRC to ensure safe operation of nuclear plants subject to the influence of !

site-specific geologic, seismologic, and geotechnical hazards over the licensed
plant life. The ongoing review process used by NRC staff to assess the safety

,

impact resulting from changes in parameters related to the hazards and pertinent I

new information is also discussed.

2.4.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission's regulations require that systems, structures, and components
important to safety be designed, fabricated.. erected, and tested to' quality
standards commensurate with the importance of'the safety function to be per-
formed and that nuclear power plan _t systems,-structures., and components impor-
tant to safey be designed to withstand the effects of-natural phenomena such
as earthquakes without loss of capability.to perform the$r safety functions. In
addition, the regulations require,'in part, that suitable redundancy be provided
for the cooling water system to ensure that-its safety function can be accom-
plished and that measi : be established to ensure design _ control, material con-
trol, special processt :ontrol, and inspection and test controls. The regula-
tions also require _that all nuclear power plants be designed so that, if. the
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) occurs, all safety-related systems, structures,
and components remain functional.

In order to demonstrate compliance with these regulatory requirements, nuclear
power plants are designed to prevent or mitigate the loss of capability _for_ cold
shutdown and maintenance thereof resulting from the safe shutdown earthquake,
foundation settlement, or instability.

2.4.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

When the NRC first began to review nuclear power plant seismic-designs in the
1960s, the reviews were generally based on an ad hoc and plant-specific
approach.
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In 1971, the General Design Criteria (GDC) for Nuclear Power Plants were 4

formally adopted as the minimum requirements-for the principal design standards.
j These requirements-generally adopted the existing staff practice in effect at ,

that time. The GDC have been used as guidance in reviewing new plant '

applications since then.

i Because of the evolutionary nature of licensing requirements and the development
of technology over the years, nuclear power plants employ a broad spectrum of
design features and requirements depending on when the plant was designed and
constructed, who was the manufacturer, and when the plant was licensed for
operation.*

. . .

; The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was initiated by the staff in 1977 to
review 10 older plants to compare their design with. respect to the current seis-i

mic design criteria. The SEP results-led to some plant modifications of the
; older plants in order to provide additional margin in the plant protection

against postulated seismic events.
!

Aside from the SEP effort, the NRC staff, as part of its routine review process,-
continues to assess the potential safety impact of any new information related
to geologic and seismologic issues. New information can be derived from research.

or _ additional data observations since the issuance _ of operating licenses. When-
ever the results of such information indicated the need for-remedial actions,

.

including plant modifications,-the staff'has acted-to ensure the implementation
^ of such actions to ensure that the current licensing basis at potentially

affected plants remains adequate to protect the health and| safety of-the public.'

Examples of this include the ' discovery of 'the capable Hosgri fault near Diablo
Canyon and the assessment of earthquakes occurring near_Maire Yankee. One
nuclear power plant _(Humboldt Bay) and one non power reactor _(General Electric:
Test Reactor) were shut down, and remain permanently shut down, as a direct!

result of geologic concerns. Another example is the " Charleston Earthquake
Issue" which was raised as a result of a U.S. Geologic Survey letter in 1982.
This letter-highlighted the possibility that large damaging earthquakes have

: - some likelihood of occurring at locations not formally considered in past licen-
!- sing decisions. The staff initiated the.Soismic Hazard Characterization Project,

which provided probabilistic-seismic hazard estimates for nuclear power plant< -

j sites east of the Rocky Mountains. A similar project was carried out by the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)'for the electric utility industry. The
staff's purpose in evaluating the probabilistic studies has been to-identify
plants in the central and eastern United States where past licensing decisions

1

have resulted in the potential _ for plant-specific _ vulnerabilities to beyond
; design basis events with respect to seismic hazard. 'The! staff's plan for docu-

menting and reconfirning the degree of protection-.from seismic safety issues-is
part of the staff resolution of Generic Issue A-46, " Seismic Qualification of~
Equipment in Operating Nuclear Power Plants."-

The purpose of the A-46 -is to reverify. and document _ the seismic adequacy of
mechanical and electrical equipment qualification to ensure the survival and;
functionality of equipment required to' safely bring the re~ actor and' plant to-a--

safe shutdown condition. Consistent with the. guidance for developing an unre-
solved safety issue, the staf f performed an analysis to determine if the iden-
tified seismic concern might have a|significant impact on the protection of the
public-health and safety and, therefore, that immediate remedial action would

,

4
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be warranted. The staff's conclusions and their technical bases have been
published in NUREC-1211, " Regulatory Analysis for Resolution of Unresolved Safety
Issue A-46, Seiswie Qualification of Equipment'in Operating Plants," February
1987. In this document, the staff concluded that equipment installed in nuclea'r
power plants is inherently rugged and _not susceptible to seismic damage. How-
ever, the staff also concluded that sufficient justification of a safety benefit
could be made because, although the equipment was inherently- rugged and not sus-
ceptible to seismic damage, failures resulting from seismic loads were possible
if the equipment was not adequately supported or anchored. As a result, the
staff issued Generic Letter 87-02 to all operating reactors, which required, as
a backfit under 50.109, that licensees reverify the seismic qualification and
anchorage of installed equipment to provide additional assurance of the continued ,

protection of public health and safety. The staff will review the information-
provided in response to the generic letter and issue plant-specific safety eval-

j uations of the licensee's evaluation and any proposed plant improvements. The
L issue of seismic qualification is also discussed in Section 3.10 of this report.

In the staff review of areas related to plant foundation stability / settlement,
water control structural safety and heat sink integrity, etc., the staff has
generally upgraded established geotechnical engineering criteria and methodolo-
gies, which have been widely used to ensure full compliance with-the necessary
regulatory requirements.

As part of the staff's routine review effort, any new geotechnical engineering
data or analysis tecnniques, which are judged by the staff as pertinent for
inclusion in the current licensing criteria,- have'been incorporated following
established NRC procedures. Where aupropriate, the new analysis techniques were
applied to assess design adequacy and any plant-specific modifications were-
implemented on plant-specific bases in order to ent,ure continued validity cf the
plant-specific licensing basis. Examples of such staff actions are (1) resolu-
tion of Waterford basemat cracking and structural integrity issue, (2) resolu-
tion of North Anna ouried piping settlement and support integrity issue, and'
(3) resolution of San Onofre Unit 1 settlement of foundation and buriedequipment issue.

As part of the staff's effort to assess-the continued adequacy of the existing-
regulations, the staff has implemented the Individual Plant Examination External
Events-program. As part'of this program, licensees will be requested to look
for potential plant specific vulnerabilities to beyond design basis accidents
initiated from postulated seismic events and to report their findings to-the
Commission. The staff intends to use the results from all the plants in aggre-
gate to determine if deficiencies exist in present' regulations governing seismic
hazards. If such deficiencies are identified, the. staff intends to modify the
regulations as necessary and would require plant-specific modifications as
necessary to establish compliance with the .new regulations.

2.4.4 Conclusions

At the time the operating license for.a facility was initially granted, the
licensee submitted information sufficient for the staff--to determine that the-
facility under review met the intent of all applicable: regulations.
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Based on the above discussion which reviewed,_in general, the evolution of the
regulations related to seismic hazards and staff review practices, the staff'

-

concludes that operating plants are designed and operated based on established
criteria with respect to geologic, seismologic, and geotechnical hazards at the-.

i

time they were licensed. Plant-specific evaluations were performed for some of
the oldest operating plants whose designs were not based on the. current staff
review criteria. Enhancements which included plant modifications were,imple-
'mented on a plant-specific basis to provide additional-margin in the' protection;

against seismic events. As applicable, the staff has reviewed pertinent new
information arising from research or additional observed data and assessed its
safety implications. As discussed, one program, using the backfit process'

defined in 50.109, is requiring licensees to confirm and document the seismic>

qualification and anchorage of equipment and, where necessary, to make modifi-
cations to-enhance the licensing basis at individual plants _to-ensure thei

continued adequate protection of the public health and safety.

As part of the continuing assessment of tiie adequacy of the existing regulations,
the Commission has requested licensees to evaluate their plants for potential .a

vulnerabilities for beyond design basis' accidents resulting from geologic, seis--

mologic, and geotechnical hazard considerations. If the results of this evalua-
4

tion indicate that the existing regulations need modification, then the staff
will proceed to revise the regulations and require plants to meet the revised

; regulations. The staff also concludes that the current licensing basis for
operating plants, as they are related to the subject areas, is adequate and-

that plants currently meet the intent of applicable regulations necessary to
ensure the health and safety of the public.

,
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3. DESIGN OF GTRUCTURES, COMPONENTS, EQUIPMENT, AND SYSTEMS

3,1 Scope

This section addresses the principal criteria required for-the materials,
design, fabrication, testing, inspection, and certification of all structures,
components, equipment, and systems that are important to safety. Important to
safety is defined in the introduction to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, as-those
systems, structures, and components that provide reasonable assurance that the
facility can be operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the pub-
lic. The topics covered by tHs section are: the NRC General Design Criteria;
classification of systems, structures, and components; wind and tornado loadings

,

and water level (flood) design; missile protection; protection against-dynamic
effects associated with postulated rupture of piping; seismic design; design of,

Seismic Category I structures, mechanical systems, and components; seismic and
dynamic qualification of Seismic Category I mechanical _and electrical equipment;
and environmental design of mechanical and electrical equipment.

3.2 Conformance With NRC General Design Criteria

3.2.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, contains General Design Criteria (GDC) that
establish minimum broad requirements for the principal criteria mentioned in
Subsection 3,1 above.

3.2.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis
s

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the U, S. Atomic Energy Commission's (now
Nuclear Regulatory Commission)_ scope of review of proposed power reactor designs
was evolving and somewhat less defined than-it is today. The requirements-for
acceptability evolved as new-facilities were reviewed. In 1967, the Commission
published for comment and interim use proposed General Design Criteria'(GDC) for
Nuclear wer Plants that established minimum requirements for the principal
design stanoards. The GDC were formally adopted in 1971 and have been used as
guidance in reviewing new plant applications since that time. Safety guides
issued in 1970 became part of the Regulatory Guide Series-in 1972. These guides
describe methods acceptable to the staff for implementing specific portions of
the regulations,-including certain GDC, and formalize staff techniques'for per-
forming a facility review. In 1972, the Commission distributed for information
and comment a proposed " Standard Format and Content of-Safety Analysis Reports-
for Nuclear Power Plants," now Regulatory Guide 1.70. .It provided a standard
format for these reports and identified the principal .information needed by the
staff for its ' review. -The Standard Review Plan (SRP), NUREG-75/087, was published
in December 1975 and updated -in July 1981 (NUREG-0800) to provide further guid -
ance for improving the quality and uniformity _of staff reviews. This_ guidance
consisted of acceptance criteria and review procedures necessary to provide the
staff with the basis for concluding that applicable GDC have been satisfied. For
the most part, the detailed acceptance criteria prescribed in the SRP were not
new; rather they were methods of review that, in many cases, were not'previously
published in any regulatory document.
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Because of the evolutionary nature of the licensing requirements discussed above -
and the developments in technology over the_ years, operating nuclear power plants
embody a broad spectrum of design features and requirements depending on when
the plant was constructed, who was the manufacturer, and when the plant was li-
censed for operation. The amount of documentation that defines these safety-
design characteristics also has changed with the age of-the plant. Although
the earlier safety evaluations of cperating facilities did not-address many of
the topics discussed in current safety evaluations, all operating facilities
have been reviewed more recently against a substantial number of major safety
issues that have evolved since the operating license was issued. Conclusions
of overall adequacy with respect to these' major issues (e.g., emergency core
cooling system, fuel design and pressure vessel design) are a matter of record.
On the other hand, a number of other issues (e.g., seismic considerations, tor-

i nado and turbine missiles, flood protection, pipe break. effects inside contain-
ment, and pipe whip) were not originally-reviewed against today's acceptance.

; criteria for many operating plants.

. The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was initiated by the staff in 1977 to
' review the designs of older operating nuclear power plants-in order to enhance-

the documente. tion of their safety. The review provided (1)-an assessment of-'

the significance of differences-between current technical positions on safety
issues and those that existed when a particular plant was licensed, (2) a basis

_

for deciding on how these differences should be resolved in an integrated plant
review, and (3) a documented evaluation of plant safety. The results of the
staff's SEP reviews are documented in a series of. Integrated Plant Safety j,

'

Assessment Reports.
$

3.2.3 Conclusions

! The staff reviews for all plants that have been granted an operating license
since 1967 have determined that the information provided by each applicant has-
been sufficient to conclude that the plant design satisfies the intent'of the'

applicable GDC. Although some of these older plants were reviewed prior to the
,

issuance of the GDC in 1971, the staff concluded that the SEP provides a basis
for reasonable asssance that the designs of these older plants are acceptable.
Therefore, the staff reviews of all plants have concluded that each' plant can

; be operated without undue risk to the health ard safety of the public,
i 3.3 Classification of Structures, Components, and Systems

3.3.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

j The Commission regulations require that systems, structures,_ and components
important to safety be designed, fabricated, erected, anc tested to quality
stanc ds commensurate with the importance of the safety functions to be pe:.'-
formed. Regulatory Guide 1.26, " Quality Group-Classifications and Standards

| for; Water , Steam , and Radioactive-Waste-Containing Components of. Nuclear
-

Power Plants," contains staff guidance that may be used.to determine-how a-
plant-specific design satisfies the regulations.

In addition, the regulations require that systems, structures, and components
j' important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of. earthquakes without
- less of capability to perform their safety functions. Regulatory Guide- 1.29,

" Seismic Design Classification," contains staff guidance that may be used-to
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determine how a plant-specific design satisfies the applicable regulations by
identifying all systems, structures, and components-that-should be classified
as Seismic Category I.

3.3.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis .

During the 1960s, when General Design Criteria and the ASME Section III Code
for Nuclear Power Plant' Components were evolving, the staff reviews of quality
group and seismic classification were performed on a plant-specific basis. De-
cisions on the classifications for systems, structures, and components were.

i made based on staff positions at that time relative to the' importance to safety.
I of each item. These positions were first documented in Safety Guides 26 and 29

in 1970 and 1971 and later in Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29 in 1972.

Subsequent to an exchange of correspondence between the General Electric Company
~

and the staff during 1973 and 1974~, the staff developed its position on classi-
fications of the main steam and feedwater lines for BWR/6 plants. This position ;

allowed BWR/6 applicants the option of installing a third shutoff valve and a j
seismic restraint downstream of the outside isolation valve in these lines. If I

the applicant chose this option, then the main steam and feedwater lines.could
be classified as Quality Group D (Non-Nuclear Safety) and non-Seismic Category I
downstream of the seismic restraint. This position was implemented by the staff
during its reviews of all BWR/6 plants between 1975 and 1981.

3.3.3 Conclusions

During its initial licensing reviews, the staff concluded that the quality group
and seismic classification of all. plants demonstrated compliance with the intent
of the regulations and safety guides or regulatory guides-that were in_effect at-
the time of the staff review. Because the requirements in this area:have changed
little over the years, the staff can also conclude that all operating plants
since 1970 continue to meet the applicable regulations. If new information
should arise that would suggest that new or dif ferent requirements.are netr ad
in the classification of systems, structures, and components, the staff has the
capability within existing regulatory programs'to require additional analyses-
or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the. continued health and. safety
of the public and the acceptability of the plant licensing basis.

3.4 Wind, Tornado, and Flood Protection

3.4.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require, in part,'that systems, structures, and
components .important to safety shall be-designed to withstand the effects of
natural phenomena such as tornadoes, hurricanes, and floods.

3.4.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The Commission has recognized the potential hazards resulting from wind,
tornadoes, and floods imposed on a nuclear.-power plant since the early 1960s.
These early reviews were performed on a plant-specific basis and the staff's
guidelines for acceptability evolved as new facilities were reviewed. In 1975,=
the staff published sections of.the Standard-Review Plan addressing-these.
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sebjectareas. . These guidance documents formally published regulatory positions
that had been in practice at that time but had not been previously published in;

any type of regulatory document. Minor revisions were made to these SRPs in,

| 1981; however, guidelines therein have remained virtually unchanged since 1975.
i

3.4.3 Conclusions

Given that the regulatm v practice has remained relatively unchanged in this-
: technical area, the stait has concluded that for plants reviewed since the late
i 1960s, the plant-specific designs for protection against wind, tornadoes, and
4

floods have demonstrated m11ance with the intent of the applicable regula-
tions. If new informatior. .s obtained tu suggest that new or different require-*

ments are needed in these technical areas,-the staff has the capability within
: existing regulatory programs to require additional analyses or- plant modifica-;

tions as necessary to ensure the continued health and safety of the public and:
; the acceptability of the plant licensing basis.

3. 5 Missile Protection
.

3.5.1 Safety Issues and-Regulatory Requirements

, Although large steam turbines and their auxiliaries are not safety-related
| systems as defined by NRC regulations, failures that occur in these turbines

can produce large, high-energy missiles. If such missilos were to strike and
to demage plant safety-related systems, structures, and components, they could,

t

|
render them unavailable to perform their safety function. Consequently; the
regult.tions require, in part, that systems, structures, and compon mts important
to safety be appropriately protected against the effects of missilo that might
result from such failures.

3.5.2 Evolution of current Licensing Basis

The standard review plans for turbine missile protection were first published
in NUREG-75/087 in December 1975 and updated in NUREG-0800 in July 1981. Regu-
latory Guide 1.115 was revised in July 1977. The staff's guidance in these doc-
uments indicates that the hazard rate for the loss of essential safety systems
from a single turbine missile event must be less than 10 7 per year. Plants con-
structed prior to the publication of the staff guidance and evaluated as part of
the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) were reviewed to ensure that an adequate
level of protsetion from turbine missiles existed at these plants. Turbine
missiles are identified as SEP Topic III-4.B.

In the initial reviews of this topic, the value for the probability of turbine
[ failure resulting in ejection of turbine fragments through the turbine casing

(P ) was assumed be a constant of IC * per year for all turbines. Licensees or
3

applicants evaluated the strike probability (P ) and the dama e probability (Pa)2
to ensure that the product of P , P , and Pa is 1sss than 10- per year. These

i 2
early reviews indicated that large uncertainties exist in F2 and Pa becausa of
the difficulty in modeling missiles, barriers, obstacles, and> trajectories and
indeterminingcriticalimgactenergies. In an Electric Power Research Insti-
tute sponscred seminar on Turbine Missile Effects in Nuclear Power Plants".in
October 1982, the staff indicated that, because of the uncertainties in P2 and
Pa, they would amphasize the missile generation probability (P ) in future3

turbine dssile reviews P2 and P3 probabilities ar to be order-of-magnitudes

v
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estimates that are dependent on the orientation of the turbine to essential
safGy systeme. The revised method also ensures that the hazard rate would beless than 10 7 per year. In this method the staff evaluates the procedures and
methods used by turbine manufacturers to calculate the total missile generation
probability and the associated turbine maintenance and inspection procedures.

3.5.3 Conclusions

In summary, protection from turbine missiles are considered adequate when the
hazard rate for the loss of essential safety systems from a single turbine mis-
sile event is less than 10 7 per year. As new information from 31 ant mainte-
nance operations, inservice inspection, or research is received )y the staff,
(t is reviewed '1 determine if new or different requirements are needed in this
area. If new ,, different requirements are needed the staff has the capability-
within existing regulatory programs to require additional analyses or plant
modifications, as needed, to ensure the continued health and safety of thepublic.

3. 6 Protection Against Dynamic Effects Associated With Postulated Rupture of
b?!!ng

3.6.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that systems, structures, and components impor-
tant to safety be appropriately protected against the dynamic effects that may
result from equipment failures, including the effects of pipe whipping anddischarging fluids

3.6.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

In 1972, the staff documented the deterministic criteria that the staff had
been using for several years as guidelines for selecting the locations and
orientations of postulated pipe breaks inside containment and for identifying
the measures that should be taken to protect safety-related systems and equip-
ment from the dynamic effects of such breaks. Prior to use of these dt. ermin-
istic criteria, the staff used non-deterministic guidelines on a plant-specific
basis. The staff criteria were subsequently revised and issued in May 1973 as
Regulatory Guide 1.46, " Protection Against Pipe Whip Inside Containment "

Prior to 1972, the staff did not require g..tulution of pipe breaks cutside
containment, llowever, as a result of the continuing review of plant safety
during that time period, the staff determined that such breaks should be pos-
tulated and the effects of these breaks should be evaluated by all licensees
of operating plants and all applicants for Construction Permits or Operating
Licenses. Therefore, generic letters were sent'to all licensees and applicants
from late 1972 through mid-1973. These letzers provided deterministic criteria
to be used for postulating pipe breaks outside containment and guidelines for
evaluating the dynamic effects of these breaks. The letters requested that all
recipients submit a report to the staff that summarized each plant-specific
analysis of this. issue. All operating reactor licensees and license applicants
submitted the requested analyses in separate correspondence or updated the safe-
ty analysis report for the proposed plant to include the analysis. The staff
reviewed all of these submitted analyses and prepared safety evaluations for
all plants.
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:

In riovember 1975, the staff published Standard Review Plan sections that slightlyi

; revised the two generic letters discussed above. A:, a part of its plant-specific
j reviews between 1975 and 1981, the staff used the guidelines in Regulatory Guide

1.46 for postulated pipe breaks inside containment and SRPs 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 for;
~ outside containment. In July 1981, SRPs 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 were revised to be ap-

plicable to both outside and inside containment. On Ju..e 19, 1987, Generic Let-
;

i ter 87-11 was issued to provide revised guidelines for locations of postulated
j pipe ruptures,

i Another example of the continuing review of new technical issues is the potential
i problem of asymmetric loading on reactor vessel supports following a postulated
j reactor coolant pipe rupture. In 1975, the staff was informed that asymmetric

loading on the reactor vessel supports resulting.frnm a postulatef reactor cool-
ant pipe rupture at the vessel nozzle had not been considered in the original{.

i design of PWR plants. Following a brief review of this problem, the staff deter-
mined that a reevaluation of the reactor coolant system of all PWR plants was1

necessary to determine its capability to withstand these new loads. Unresolved
Safety Issue (USI) A-2 was originated to address this problem. All licensees
of PWR operating plants were requested to submit plant-specific analyses. In

; response to this request, several licensees formed an owners group and, in lieu,

i of an analysis, submitted a report that incorporated advanced fracture mechanics
j techniques to demonstrate that a full diameter break could not occur in their
i primary loop piping. In Generic Letter 84-04, dated February 1,1984, the staff

agreed that such a break was unlikely to occur, provided it could be demonstrated
by deterministic fracture mechanics analyses that postulated through-wall flaws

: in plant-specific piping would be detected by the plant's leakage monitoring sys-
,

,

[ tems long before the flaws could grow to unstable sizes. The concept underlying
such analyses is referred to as " leak-before-break" (LBB). Subsequent evalua-
tions of tnis issue by the staff led to the so-called " broad sco)e rule," which
revised GDC-4 in 1987 to permit the use of LBB-type analyses in aoth PWRs and

4

; BWRs.

3.6.3 Conclusions

I In summary, the staff has concluded that all plants reviewed since the late
1960s have submitted acceptable evaluations of the effects of postulated pipe

,

breaks both inside and outside containment and meet the intent of all applicable'

regulations. The staff will continue to monitor any new information that may-
develop as a result of operating plant events or research. If.this new informa-i

tion suggests that additional requirements are necessary, the staff using exist-
| ing regulatory programs will require additional analyses or modifications, as t

necessary, to ensure the continued public health and safety.'

3.7 Seismic Design.

3.7.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require, in part, that systems, structures, and 1

components important to safety be declgned to withstand the effects of earth- a

quakes without loss of capability to perfo"m their safety functions and provides,
in part, criteria _ required to determine the suitability of the plant design bases-

that were established by consideration of the seismic characteristics of the
proposed plant site,
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3.7.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The Commission has recognized the potential safety-related consequences of the
occurrence of a significant seismic event at a nuclear power plant site since
the staf f first began reviewi; g applications for licenses in t+e late 1950s.
These early reviews were performed on a plant-specific basis, and the staff's
guidelines for acceptability evcived as new facilities were reviewed. 10 CFR
Part 100, Appendix A, was later issued to establish the seismic design basis
for systems, structures, and components.

In 1973, Regulatory Guides 1.60 and 1.61 were issued to provide staff positions
relative to seismic input levels to be used for plant designs to ensure adequate
consideration of historical data, site characteristics, and material behavior.
In 1975, SRPs 3.7.1, 3.7.2, and 3.7.3 were issued to provide detailed guidelines
for analytical modeling techniques for seismic analyses. These guidelines were
used by the staff to determine that a plant-specific design satisfies applicable
portions of the Commission's regulations. These SRPs were revised in 1981 toreflect changes in these luidelines since 1975. For example, one of the signif-
icant changes was relatet to the staff position on soil-structure interaction
which was based on 1975 state-of-the-art. This position was widely debated amongindustry, ACRS, ano the staf f. These debates provided the basis for signifiant
industry research effort on this issue during the 1970s. The staffs' evaluation
of this research provided the basis for a change in the staff position which
incorporated the research recommendations and led to more realistic criteria.

In the course of evaluating several plant-specific piping designs in tM late
1970s, the staff became aware of significant discrepancies between the original
piping seismic analysis computer code and a staff-approved benchmark code. This
problem led to a March 13, 1979 Order to Show Cause from the Commission, which
resulted in the shutdown of five plants whose piping designs had involved the
use of the suspect computer codes. The differences between the computer codes
were attributed to the use of an inappropriate method of combining certain seismic-
induced loads in the original codes. In April 1979, IE Bulletin 79-07 was issued
to request all licensees and applicants to review their piping analyses and deter-
mine if any of their computer codes contained the unacceptable method of combin-
ing loads. In addition, they were requested to verify that all piping computer
programs were checked against either staff-approved benchmark problems or other
acceptable piping computer programs. All licensees were to submit reports to
the Commission describing the results of their review.. The staff reviewed the
submittals from all licensees and applicants and the issue was resolved on a
plant-specific basis by arriving at one of the following conclusions:
1. The licensee or applicant used acceptable methods of combining loads in

their piping analyses.

2. If the original analyses used the unacceptable method of combining loads,
all applicable piping was reanalyzed using acceptable methodology. The
results of these new. analyses showed that all piping stresses were within
the allowable. stresses of applicable ASME Section III or ANSI B31.1 Codes.

3.7.3 Conclusions

The staff has concluded that the plant-specific designs for protection against
earthquakes have demonstrated compliance with the intent of the Commission
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regulations in effect at the time of the staff review. The staff has revised
the guidance used over time to ensure the continued acceptability of the licens-
ing basis. As new inforcation continues to occur from plant events, research,
or processes described in Section 1 of this report, the information is routinely
evaluated to determine if new or different requirements are needed. If new or
different requirements are deemed necessary, the staff has the capability within
existing regulatory programs to require additional analyses, or plant modifica-
tions, as necessary, to ensure the continued public health and safety.

3.8 Design of Seisuic Category I Structures

3.8.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations contain various requirements for the design and
construction of concrete and steel containments as well as requirements for
all other Seismic Category I structures both inside and outside containment.

3.8.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

When the NRC staff first began to review design of Seismic Category I structures
in the 1960s, its scope and depth of review were not well defined and the staff
acceptance was generally based on an g hoc and plant-specific approach that
provided adequate protection of the general public. ,

Staff review of design adequacy of containment and other Category I structures
has been generally upgraded to use established structural design criteria and

.

'

methodologies. The primary codes used in the early 1970s to review the design
adequacy were the Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete (ACI-318)
and AISC, " Specification for Design Fabrication, and Erection of Structural 1

Steel for Buildings," American Institute of Steel Construction, for concrete
and steel structures, respectively.

In 1973, the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel' Code, Section III Divisions 1 and
2, became the standards for the design of steel and concrete containments. In
1975, the staff published the Standard Review Plans (NUREG-0B00), which adopted
the above-listed codes and standards with appropriate inclusion of new load com-
binations and analysis methods. The Standard Review Plans-were revised in 1981
and Sections 3.8.1 through 3.8.5 of the plans form the bulk of the current :
licensing criteria for containments and Category I structures.

'

The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was initiated by the staff at 10 older
plants to compare their design against current licensing criteria. The SEP
results-led to plant modifications of some of the older plants in order to
provide enhanced protection of Category 1 structures..

Aside from the SEP effort, the staff,- as part of its routine review process,
continued to assess the potential safety impact of any new information related
to design of structures and, as appropriate, caused plant modifications to be
impleiwnted for affected plants to ensure continued conformance with the current
licensing basis (e.g., modifications of torus supports and header piping supports
for all Mark I plants).
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i3.8.3 Conclusions :

Based on the described evolution of structural criteria and the staff review
practices, the Commission concludes that: (1) most operating plants structures
are designed based on conservative criteria; (2) for older plants whose designs
were not based on the current criteria, plant-specific evaluations were performed
to ensure conformance with the current ~ % ria; and (3) as applicable the impact
of new structural design information s a fh. 7 W o the structural Integrity ;assessments to ensure continued confor uno v. , ne sent licerising basis. 1

3.9 Mechanical Systems and Components
{

3.9.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirementn

The Commission regulations contain requirements to ensure that all of the e

different types of mechanical systems, components, and equipment will maintain
their structural and functional integrity for the life of the plant. !

. i

3.9.2 Evolution of Current-Licensing Basis *

During the early 1960s when 10 CFR 50 General Design Criteria a ,d the ASME
Section III Ccde for Nuclear Power Plant Components were evolving, the staff '

reviews of design criteria for mechanical systems and components were performed '

on a plant-specific basis. ASME Section VIII, " Pressure Vessels," and American t

National Standards Institute (ANSI) B31.1, " Power Piping," were the two main
design standards that were accepted by the staff to ensure the structural integ-
rity of safety-related mechanical systems and components. In 1963, ASME Section

,

III, " Nuclear Vessels," was published and accepted by the staff as a replacement r

for ASME Section VIII. In 1969, ANSI B31.7, " Nuclear Power Piping," was published
and accepted by the staff as a replacement for ANSI B31.1.- In 1971, ASME Section-
III was expanded to include rules for vessels, pamps, valves, and piping. ANSI
B31.7 was included in ASME Section 111-1971.~ In that same-year, 10 CFR 50.55a
was added to the regulations to provide a requirement for-applicants to use ASME
Section III for the design of reactor. coolant pressure boundary components. Sub-
sequent editions of ASME Section III through the present 1989 edition-have been
required by 10 CFR 50.55a for the designs of mechanical systems and components.

In 1975, Standard Review Plans 3.9.1 through 3.9.5 were issued to document '

guidelines that the staff had previously been using in its plant reviews of
mechanical systems and components to demonstrate compliance with the applicable

.

'

Commission regulations. . SRP 3.9.6 was also issued in 1975 to provide guidelines |
for the staff to use in evaluating inservice testing (IST) programs.for safety-
related pumps and valves in non-operating plants. At that time, there was no
requirement for IST applicable to operating plants. Therefore, in February 1976,
10 CFR 50.55a(g) was revised to-include specific IST requirements in accordance-
with ASME Section XI for all licensees of operating plants and all applicants -

for a license to operate. Included in this revision was a requirement for all
licensees to submit a new IST program to the staff every 10 years. These new
programs are updated to reflect the latest ASME Section XI requirements and

.

staff positions. Each licensee's program is reviewed and approved by the staff.

Prior to 1979, light water reactors experienced a number of occurrences of
improper performance of safety and relief valves installed in the reactor cool-
ant system. As a result in 1980, the staff issued NUREG-0737, " Clarification
of TMI Action Plan Requirements," Item II.D.1, which required all BWR and PWR
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1

1

| licensees and applicants to qualify reactor coolant system safety and relief;

valvet, block valves, and associated piping and supports under expected operat-
i] ing conditions for design basis transients and accidents. In response to this

requirement the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) conducted a series of
testsforIIcenseesandapplicantsin1981and1982todemonstrateoperability;

; of the components under the required loading conditions. All licensees and,

applicants have submitted information to demonstrate applicability of the EPRI4

test results to their plant-specific equipment. The staff has reviewed all but1

! a few plant-specific responses on this issue. The staff's reviews assure that
i all applicable valves, piping, and supports in each plant are enveloped by the
j EPRI test program. These reviews are scheduled for completion in 1990.

1

; 3.9.3 Conclusions
3

The staff has concluded that plant-specific designs of mechanical systems and
components important to safety have demonstrated compliance with the intent of

;

the Commission regulations in effect at the time of the staff review. On the;

basis of the IST requirements in 10 CFR 50.5ba(g) and submittals of.the plant-3

specific IST programs that commit to these requirements, the staff has further ,

concluded that there is reasonable assurance that all plants can be operated i
'

Iwithout undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
;

; 3.10 _S,eismic and Dynamic Qualification of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment

3.10.1 Safety Issues and Regula' tory Requirements
1 i

The Commission regulations contain requirements to ensure that mechanical and
electrical ecuipment important to safety remain operable under the full range

,

j of normal anc accident loadings, including seismic.
.

3.10.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis
.

<

The evolution of the GDC, safety guides, regulatory guides, and SRPs is discussed
in Subsection 3.2.2 above. Commission guidance was originally issued in March
1976. These guidelines documented staff positions on seismic and dynamic quali-
fication of equipment that had been implemented by the staff since the early,

,

| '1970s. The analysis and test criteria used by~the staff to review this issue
evolved rapidly between 1971 and 1980. Consequently, for plants that were re- *

viewed by the staff- prior to the early 1970s, the margins of safety provided
i in equipment to resist seismically induced loads are uncertain. This concern

led the staff to originate Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46, " Seismic- ,

Qualification of Equipment in Operating Nuclear Power Plants.",

i NUREG-1211, "Regul . tory Analysis for Resolution of USI A-46," February 1987, .
identified some operating plants to be reviewed under USI A-46 as those plants
whose equipment had not been qualified by using IEEE Standard 344-1975 or later-'

revision. On February 19, 1987, the staf f issued Generic Letter 87-02, "Verifi-'
cation of Seismic Adequacy of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment-in Operating
Reactors, USI A-46." This letter provided the staff's requirements for imple-,

menting the resolution of USI A-46. Each affected licensee is to submit the
results of its program to verify the seismic adequacy of all-applicable equip-
ment. The staff will conduct cursory reviews of each submittal to identify any.

major problems.and to select plants for detailed audits or inspections. If;this'

review uncovers-no major problems on a specific plant, the staff-will write.a.
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safety evaluation report (SER) which will conclude that based on the licensees j
use of the staff-approved methodology, the licensee has completed the USI A-46 ;
requirements as delineated in GL 87-02. For the remainder of the affected plants, !
the staff will also write plant-specific SERs which will identify all unresolved j
issues. These issues will be resolved by the staff on a case-by-case basis. . In i

addition, the staff will conduct detailed audits of a limited number of plants t

to verify that the licensee has implemented its program in accordance with GL
87-02. Enforcement or other regulatory actions could result from these audits.
When a licensee completes its followup actions, it will be required to submit
a letter stating that all plant modifications or followup actions related to
USI A-46 have been completed.

i

3.10.3 Conclusions

The staff has concluded that all plants whose FSAR or Updated FSAR contains a '

commitment to IEEE Standard 344-1975 and Regulatory Guide 1.100, Revision 1,
August 1977, or later revisions, have satisfied the Commission requirements
above. For all plants whose equipment has not been qualified in accordance
with IEEE Standard 344-1975 or later revision, the seismic adequacy of equip-
ment will be verified by the conclusion of the implementation of the USI A-46 ;
program.

3.11 Environmental Design of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment j
3.11.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

.

The Commission regulations require that systems, structures, and components '

important to safety be designed to accommodate the effects of and be compatible
with the environmental conditions associated with normal operation. maintenance,
testing, and postulated accidents, including loss-of-coolant accidents. They !

are to be appropriately protected against_the effects of discharging fluids.
Environmental qualification is one means of satisfying the Move requirement for 3

essential components. Specific requirements for environmetcal qualification of
electrical equipment important to safety are contained in 10 CFR 50.49, which
requires each licensee to establish a program for qualification of essential-
electrical equipment subject to harsh environmental conditions, and maintain
qualification of this equipment for the lifetime of the plant.

For purposes of the discussio'n on the environmental design basis, it should be
noted that licensees' current environmental qualification programs wi_11 include
equipment subject to periodic replacement and_ equipment that has been qualified.
for the currently licensed plant lifetime. A review of the program covering. ;

equipment periodically replaced is not necessary as- this process will continue
during the renewed-license life.

3.11.2 Evolution of Current-Licensing Basis

In November 1977, the Union of Concerned Scientists petitioned the Commission.
to upgrade the environmental qualification of equipmMt in" operating-facilities-
to current standards. This petition-led to the Commission Memorandum'and Order
of May 23, 1980 (CLI-80-21) which provided guidance and directives to resolve
this matter in an expeditious' manner. Part of this activity included develop-
ment of a.new rule for environmenta1' qualification of electrical equipment. .

,

&
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T

: This action culminated in issuance of 10 CFR 50.49 dated January 21, 1983. All
licensees have implemented programs consistent with 10 CFR 50.49 and supplemental

i staff guidelines to ensure the safety function of electrical equipment subjected
to harsh environments (radiation, temperature, pressure, and moisture) following
postulated design basis accidents. This has resulted in assurance of safe plant
shutdown following loss of coolant and steam line break accidents.

)
3.11.3 Conclusions

In summary, the environmental qualification program for electrical equipment

of the Commission'y at all existing o)erating reactors meets the requirementsimportant to safet
s regulations and t1at compliance will be required at all

times during operation, including during any renewal period. However, because
certain essential electrical equipment may have been qualified for a life no
greater than the term of the current license, this equipment will require staff
review as part of the license renewal evaluation in order to ensure its continued
function for the renewal period. Other equipment-that is subject to periodic
replacement will not require review because this practice will continue through
the renewal period as it did during the plant's initial licensed operating life.
In addition.-as new information is obtained from review of plant events or re-
search, the staff will determine the need for new or different requirements in
this area. Such requirements will be imposed within existing regulatory programs,
as necessary, to ensure the continued health and safety of the public.

;

h
!
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4. REACTOR

4.1 Scope
:

This section describes the evaluation and supporting information reviewed by -

the staff to establish the capability of the reactor to perform its safety
functions throughout its design lifetime under all normal operational modes,
including transient and steady state, and accident conditions. The evaluation
covers the areas of fuel system design, nuclear design, thermal and hydraulic
design, reactor materials, and functional design of reactivity control systems. ,

4.2 Fuel System Design

4.2.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements '

r

NRC regulations require that the reactor core and associated coolant, control,i-
'

and protection systems be designed with appropriate margin to ensure that spec
fied acceptable fuel design 1 %its (SAFDLs) are not exceeded durin any condition
of normal operation, including the effects of anticipated operation;al occurrences,
and that the reactor core and associated coolant systems be designed so that in
the power operating range the net effect of the prompt inherent nuclear feedback
characteristics tends to compensate for a rapid increase in_ reactivity. These
regulations also address the requirements of maintaining the capability to cool
the r9te under postulated accident conditions. Methods of adequately predicting
fuel rod failures during postulated accidents are adopted so that radioactivity
release ectimates are not underestimated and thereby ensure that the plant in
question would continue to satisfy the related requirements of 10 CFR Part 100.
Also, the acceptable fuel performance limits under a postulated loss of coolant
accident are specified in 10 CFR Part 50.46 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K.

4.2.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The evolution of the GDC, safety guides, regulatory guides, and SRPs is discussed
in Subsection 3.2.2 above. There have.been no significant changes to NRC
requirements related to fuel design since-the early 1970s.

4.2.3 Conclusions

Prior to each plant refueling, the design of a new fuel system is: reviewed and
approved by the staff in accordance with the acceptance criteria for fuel system
design. This established licensing process ensures that the-fuel system design
of each operating reactor is in compliance with applicable regulations and regu-
latory requirements during the lifetime of the plant-design. As new information
occurs as a result of plant operation, inservice inspection,: surveillance, mate-
rial testing, or_ research, this information' is routinely reviewed by the staff
to determine if'new or different. requirements are needed'in this area. - If new
or different requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within exist-
ing regulatory programs to require additional analyses or plant changes, as
needed, to_ ensure the continued health and safety of the public.
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4.3 Nuclear Design

4.3.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that acceptable fuel design limits be specified
that will not be exceeded during normal operation, including the effects of
anticipated operational occurrences, and require that, in the power operating
range, the prompt inherent nuclear feedback characteristics tend to compensate
for a rapid increase in reactivity. The regulations also require that power
oscillations that could result in conditions exceeding SAFDL are not possible
or can be reliably and readily detected and suppressed; and require instrumen-
tation and controls to monitor variables and systems that can affect the fission
process over anticipated ranges for normal operation and accident conditions,
and to maintain the variables and systems within prescribed operating ranges.
Further, the regulations require automatic initiation of the reactivity control
systems to ensure that SAFDLs are not exceeded; that reliable reactivity control
systems be provided under normal or accident operating conditions; and that the
effects of postulated reactivity actidents neither result in damage to the reac-
tor coolant pressure boundary greater than limited local yielding, nor cause
sufficient damage to impair significantly the capability to cool the core.

4.3.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The evolution of the GDC, safety guides, regulatory guides, and SRPs is discussed
in Subsection 3.2.2 above. There have been no significant changes in design
criteria for nuclear design since the early 1970s.

4.3.3 Conclusions

Prior to each plant refueling, each licensee is required to verify that any
changes in nuclear design do rot result in any unreviewed safety questions. If

an unreviewed safety question arises or if any technical specifications require
modification, staff review and approval is required prior to plant restart. This
established licensing review process ensures that the nuclear design of each
operating reactor is in compiiance with applicable regulations and regulatory
requirements during the lif6 time of the plant design. As new information occurs
as a result of plant operation, inservice inspection, surveillance, material
testing, or research, this information is routinely reviewed by the staff to
determine if new or different requirements are needed in this area. If new or
different requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within existing
regulatory programs to require additional analyses, as needed, to ensure the
continued health and safety of the public.

4.4 Thermal and Hydraulic Design

4.4.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission's regulations require that the reactor core and associcted
coolant, control, and protection systems be designed with appropriate margin to
ensure that specified acceptable fuel design limits (SAFDLs) are not exceeded
during any condition of normal operation, including the effects of anticipated
operational occurrences.
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4.4.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The evolution of the GDC, safety guides, regulatory guides, and SRPs is dis-
cussed in Subsection 3.2.2 above. There have been no significant changes in
design criteria of reactor core thermal and hydraulic design since the early
1970s.

4.4.3 Conclusions

Prior to each plant refueling, each licensee is required to verify that any
changes in thermal and hydraulic design do not result in an unreviewed safety
question during the next cycle of operation. If an unreviewed safety questioni

! is identified, or if any technical specifications require modification, staff
; review and approval is required prior to plant restart. This established licen-
'

sing process ensures that the thermal and hydraulic design of each operating
reactor is always in compliance with the applicable regulations and regulatory
requirements during the lifetime of the operating facility. As new information
occurs as a result of plant operation, inservice inspection, surveillance, mate-
rial testing, or research, this information is routinely reviewed by the staff
to determine if new or different requirements are needed in this area. If new
or different requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within exist-
ing regulatory programs to require additional analyses, as needed, to ensure
the continued health and safety-of the public.

4.5 Reactor Materials

4.5.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations, in part, require that the reactor coolant pressure
boundary have an extremely low probability of. abnormal leakage, of rapidly pro-
pagating failure, and of gross rupture under operating, maintenance, testing,
and postulated accident conditions. These regulations also require that struc-
tures, systems, and components important to safety be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of
the safety functions to be performed. In addition, the reaulations require that
one of the reactivity control systems shall use control rods, preferably includ -
ing a positive means for inserting the rods, and shall be capable of reliably
controlling reactivity changes to ensure that fuel design limits are not exceeded
under conditions of normal operation, including anticipated operational occur-
rences, and that components that are part of_the reactor coolant pressure bound-
ary be designed to permit periodic inspect'on and testing of critical areas to
assess their structural and leaktight integrity. |

To satisfy these regulations, the staff recommends.that contro1Lrod drive
structural materials, reactor internals, and core support materials be designed,
fabricated, erected, and tested using the published regulatory guidance and
inspected to the guidelines of Section XI, Cade Class 1, of the ASME-Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code (hereafter ASME_ Code). Proposed alternatives to the.recom--

mendations in the current criteria are reviewed by the staff to ensure that they
provide an acceptable level of quality and safety .

When inservice inspection requirements.of Section XI of the ASME Code are
determined to be. impractical, the NRC,'in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6),
may grant relief and may impose alternative requirements'that are determined to
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be authorized by law, will not endanger life or property or the common defense
and security, and are otherwise in the public interest, giving due consideration
to the burden upon the licensee that could result if the requirements were
imposed on the facility.

The staff has implemented requirements in addition to Section III of the ASME
Code because many of the components are constructed of austenitic stainless
steel material that is susceptible to intergranular stress corrosion cracking
in the BWR water environment.

4.5.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Sections 111 and XI of the ASME Code have changed and will continue to change
based on changes in technology and operating experience. The staff actively
participates in the process that revises the Code and reviews these changes
to determine whether they should be incorporated into plants' licensing bases.

Section XI of the ASME Code contains updating provisions. It requires licensees
to revise their inservice inspection program every 10 year interval. The revised
programs incorporate all the changes required by Section XI of the licensee's
program and, in accordence with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6), the staff may grant relief
or impose alternative requirements.

_

i
Changes in technologies (i.e., radiation embrittlement, ultrasonic examination,
etc.), which are not addressed by the ASME Code, are described in generic letters
and regulatory guides. These letters and guides are prepared and published by
the staff and become incorporated into the licensing basis of any nuclear power
)lant. Many of these guides recommend changes to the plant-specific licensing
3 asis when environmental conditions change. These licensing changes are reviewed
and approved by the staff on a plant-specific basis using generic acceptance
criteria.

4.5.3 Conclusions

In summary, the control rod drive structural materials and reactor internals at
any operating reactor meet the Commission regulations and the inservice inspec-
tion requirements in Section XI, Code Class 1, of the ASME Code, unless the
staff has approved alternative requirements or has approved relief requests.
As new information occurs as a result of plant operation, inservice inspection,
surveillance, material testing, or research, this information is routinely
reviewed by the staff to determine if new or different requirements are needed
in this area. If new or different requirements are needed, the staff has the
capability within existing regulatory programs to require additional analyses,
tests, or inspections,- as needed, to ensure the continued health and safety of
the public.

4.6 Functional Design of Reactivity Control Systems

4.6.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

T|.. Commission's regulations require that the protection system be desionea to
fail into a safe state or into a stata demonstrated to be acceptable c . some
other defined basis if conditions such as disconnection of the system, loss of
energy (e.g., electric power, instrument air), or postulated adverse envirdnments
(e.g., extreme heat or cold, fire, pressure, steam, water, and radiation) are
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experienced. These regulations also require that the protection system be
designed to ensure that SAFDLs are not exceeded for any single malfunction of (
reactivity control systems, such as accidental withdrawal of control rods, and
require that two independent reactivity control systems of different design ,

principles be provided. i

One of the systems uses control rods, preferably including a positive means for
inserting the rods, and shall be capable of reliably controlling reactivity
changes to ensure that under conditions of normal operation, including antici-
pated operational occurrences, and with appropriate margin for malfunctions such !

as stuck rods, SAFDLs are not exceeded. The second reactivity control system

shall be capable of reliably controlling the rate of reactivity) changes result .ing from planned, normal power changes (including-xenon burnout to ensure that
,

SAFDLs are not exceeded. One of the systems shall be capable of holding the
reactor core subcritical under cold conditions.

Further, these regulations require that the reactivity control systems be ;

designed to have a combined capability, in conjunction with poison addition by- '

the emergency core cooling system, of reliably controlling reactivity changes ,

to ensure that under postulated accident conditions and with ap)ropriate margin
for stuck rods the capability to cool the core is maintained; t1at the reactiv-
ity control systems be designed to consider the effects of postulated reactivity
accidents and maintain core coolability; and that the reactivity control systems
be designed to ensure an extremely high probability of accomplishing their safety
function in the event of anticipated operational occurrences.

4.6.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The evolution of the GDC, safety guides, regulatory guides, and SRPs is discussed
in Subsection 3.2.2 above. There have been no significant changes in design
criteria of the reactivity control system since the early 1970s.

4.6.3 Conclusions

Prior to each plant refueling, transients and accident analyses are~ evaluated
by each licensee to verify that the changes resulting from the new core do not
result 11 an unreviewed safety question. If an unreviewed safety question is s

identified, or if any technical specifications require modification, staff re-- i

view and approval is required-prior to plant restart. This staff review also
ensures that the reactivity and response characteristics of the reactor control.
systems are conservative with respect to the parameters assumed in_the tran-
sients and accident analyses. This review is performed in accordance with the
current licensing basis for the individual plah:. The plant technical specifi-
cation requires surveillance tests to verify the design safety function of-the
reactivity control system. This established licensin
that the functional design of the reactivity control g_ review process ensuressystem is maintained in-
compliance with the applicable regulations and regulatory requirements during
the lifetime of the plant. As new information occurs as a result of plant
operation, inservice inspection, surveillance,. material testing..or research,
this information is routinely reviewed by the staff to determine if new or
different requirements are needed in-this area. If new or different require-
ments are needed, the staff has the capability within existing regulatory
programs .to require additional analyses, as needed,- to ensure the continued
health and safety of the public. ,
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5. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM AND CONNECTED SYSTEMS

5.1 Scope
|

This section addresses an evaluation of the reactor coolant system and systems iconnected to it. Special consideration is given to the reactor coolant system |
and pressure-containing appendages out to and including isolation valving which |15 the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB), as defined in paragraph 50.2(v) '

of 10 CFR Part 50. The evaluation covers the areas of integrity of reactor
coolant pressure boundary, reactor vessels, and component and subsystem design.

5. 2 Integrity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary and Reactor Vessels

5.2.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements
i

The Commission's regulations require that the reactor coolant pressure boundary
have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage, of rapidly propagating
failure, and of gross rupture under operating maintenance, testing, and postu-
lated accident conditions and require that the reactor coolant system and asso-
ciated auxiliary, control, and protection systems be designed with sufficient
margin to ensure that the design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary are not exceeded during any conditions of normal operation, including
anticipated operational occurrences. These regulations also require that com-
ponents that are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fab-
ricated, erected, and tested to the highest quality standards practical and that
components that are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed
to permit periodic ins 3ection and testing of critical areas to assess their
structural and leaktigit integrity.

To satisfy these requirements, the reactor coolant pressure boundary components
must be designed, fabricated, erected and tested to 10 CFR 50.55a(c), inservice
inspected to 10 CFR 50.55a(g), and meet the fracture toughness and material sur-
veillance requirements of 10 CFR 50.60. Additional fracture toughness require-
ments for protection against pressurized thermal shock events are contained in
10 CFR 50.61. Also protection against overpressure is provided per the
requirements of ASME Code Section III, Article NB-7000.

10 CFR 50.55a(c) requires reactor coolant pressure boundary components _to meet
the Code Edition and Addenda of Section III of the'ASME Code that was required
by Commission regulations at the time of issuance of the regulations. 10 CFR-
50.55a(g) requires reactor coolant pressure boundary components-to meet Sec-
tion XI-of the ASME Code. Proposed alternatives to these ASME Code require-
ments are permitted in 10 CFR 50.55(a)(3) provided the applicant demonstrates ~
that (i) the proposed alternative would provide an acceptable level of quality
and safety or (ii) compliance with the specified requirements would result in
hardship or unusual difficulties without a compensating increase in the level
of quality and safety. When inservice inspection requirements of Section XI of
the ASME Code are determined to be impractical, the NRC,:in accordance with 10
CFR 50.55a(g)(6), may grant relief and may impose alternative requirements that
are determined to be authorized by law, will not endanger life or property or
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the common defense and security, and are otherwise in the public interest,
giving due consideration to the burden upon the licensee that could result if
the requirements were imposed on the facility.

10 CFR 50.60(a) requires that reactor coolant pressure boundary components meet
the fracture toughness requirements in Appendix G, 10 CFR Part 50, and requires
the reactor vessel material surveillance program to meet the requirements in
Appendix H, 10 CFR Part 50. These appendices impose additional requirements on
the reactor vessel because the reactor vessel is subjected to neutron irradia-
tion embrittlement. 10 CFR 50.60(b) permits licensees to meet alternative
requirements to those specified in Appendices G and H when an exemption is
granted by the Commission under 50.12. A low-temperature overpressure protec-
tion (LTOP) system is provided to ensure that the pressure-temperature limits
per the Appendix G requirements are not exceeded.

5. 2. 2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The reactor coolant pressure boundary is composed of piping, pum)s, valves, and
vessels. Prior to 1970, piping in the reactor coolant pressure ]ound ry was
constructed and fabricated to the American Standards Association Code B31.1,
" Power Piping," and pumps and valves were constructed and fabricated to manufac-
turer specifications. In 1970, the ASME Code was revised to include requirements
for reactor coolant pressure boundary piping, pumps, and valves in Section III.
Vessels within the reactor coolant pressure boundary are constructed and fabri-
cated to ASME Code requirements. Earlier plants were constructed to Sections I
and Vill and later plants were constructed to Section III requirements.

The fabrication requirements for reactor coolant pressure boundary piping,
pumps, and valves and vessels are specified in the plant's Final Safety Analysis
Report (FSAR). The staf f reviewed the plant's FSAR to determine that the alter-
native requirements to Section III of the ASME Code providea an acceptable level
of quality and safety.

Sections 111 end XI of the ASME Code have changed and will change during the
licensed lifetime of nuclear power plants. The staff reviews these changes to
determine whether they should be incorporated into the individual plant licensing
bases.

The most significant change in Section III of the ASl4 Code, which affects
reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity, was a change in fracture toughness
requirements initiated in the Summer 72 Addenda to the 1971 Edition of the ASP.E
Code. This change required additional material testing and required pressure /
temperature (PT) limits during heatup, cooldown, and hydrotest of the reactor
vessel. All licensees are required to heatup, cooldown, and hydrotest the reac-
tor vessel in accordance with plant-specific PT limits that are based on linear
elastic fracture mechanics technology. However, the Commission decided thatg

$ plants built prior to 1972 or plants that had ordered their reactor coolant pres-
sure boundary material prior to 1972 did not have to perform the additional test-
ing required by the Summer 72 Addenda. Except for reactor vessel materials, the
Commission concluded that the earlier test requirements were adequate to ensure
reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity. Commission acceptance of theseo

requirements are documented in Appendix G, 10 CFR Part 50. For reactor vessel
materials, the staff issued Branch Technical Position - MTEB 5-2, " Fracture
Toughness kequirement." This branch technical position described a method of
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;

updating the earlier test data to Summer 72 Addenda requirements. Updating of
the test data is needed to order to calculate PT limits. Licensees utilized
this method or developed their own method to update their reactor vessel material
test data. Methods developed by licensees were reviewed and approved by the
staff.

.

10 CFR 50.55a(g) requires that reactor coolant pressure boundary components
meet Section XI of the ASME Code. Section XI of the ASME Code contains updating
provisions. It requires licensees to revise their inservice inspection programs
every 10 years. The revised programs incorporate all the changes required by
Section XI of the ASME Code, except for those that are impractical. The staff
reviews the licensee's program and, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6), the
staff may grant relief or impose alternative requirements.

Changes in technologies (i.e., radiation embrittlement, ultrasonic examination,
etc.), which are not addressed by the ASME Code, are described in generic letters
and regulatory guides. These letters and guides are prepared by the staff and
may be incorporated into the licensing basis of the nuclear power plant. Many
of these guides recommend changes to plant licensing basis when environmental
conditions change. These licensing changes are reviewed and approved by the
staff.

In addition to these requirements, the staff may recommend or require additional
programs when it determines that the operating environment for the component is
particularly severe. These programs are imposed through issuance of technical
specifications or recommended through issuance of branch technical positions,
regulatory guides, standard-review plans, or generic letters. Examples of compo-
nents that operate in a particularly severe environment and upon which the
staf f has either recommended or imposed additional re
pressure boundary piping, PWR steam generator tubing,quirements are BWR coolantand all LWR reactor
vessels. Generic Letter 88-01 specified additional recommendations for BWR
coolant pressure boundary piping because the piping was' subjected'to inter-
granular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC), Generic Letter 88-11 recommended a
revised method of calculating neutron irradiation embrittlement of LWR reactor
vessels because analysis of Appendix H, 10 CFR Part 50, surveillance data
indicated that the previous method did not adequately. address the' issue. The
staff imposes-augmented inspection program requirements on PWR steam generator
tubing through its issuance of technical specifications.

5.2.3 Conclusions

In summary, the design of the reactor coolant pressure boundary' at any operating
facility must meet the requirements in 10 CFR Part 50-except when the staff has
approved: (1) alternative requirements in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3),
(2) relief requests or impc ed ilternative inservice inspection requirements in-
accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(g)(6), and (3) alternative requirements to the frac-
50.60(a)ghness and material surveillance requirement in accordance with 10-CFR
ture tou

.As new information occurs as a result of plant _ operation, inservice..

inspection, surveillance, material testing, or research, this information is
rnutinely reviewed by the staff to determine if new or different requirements
are needed-in this area. If new or different requirements are needed, the staff
has the capability'to require additional analyses, as needed, to ensure the
continued health and safety of the public.
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5. 3 Component and Subsystem Design

5.3.1 Scope

This subsection addresses the performance requirements and design featuras to
ensure overall safety of the various components within the reactor coolant sys-
tem and subsystems closely allied with the reactor coolant system. This compo-
nent and subsystem include reactor coolant pumps, steam generators, reactor cool-
ant piping, main steam line flow restrictions, main steam line isolation system,
reactor core isolation cooling system, residual heat removal system, reactor
water cleanup system, main steam line and feedwater piping, ptesaurizer, pres-
surizer relief discharge system, valves, safety and relief valves, component
supports, and reactor coolant system high point vents.

5.3.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that systems, structures, and components important
to safety be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to quality standards com-
mensurate with the importance of the safety functions to be performed and that
systems, structures, and components important to safety shall be appropriately
protected against dynamic effects, including the effects of nissiles, pipe whip- f

ping, and discharging fluids, that may result from equipment failures and from
events and conditions outside the plant. In addition, the regulations require
(1) that the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested so as to have an extremely low probability of abnormal leak-
age, of rapidly propagating failure, and of gross rupture and that the reactor
coolant system and associated auxiliary systems shall be designed with suffi-
cient margin to assure that the design conditions of the reactor coolant pres-
sure boundary are not exceeded during any condition of normal operation, includ-
ing anticipated operational occurrences. Further, these regulations require
that the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed with sufficient
margin to assure that, when stressed under operating, maintenance, testing, and
postulated accident conditions, the boundary behaves in a nonbrittle manner and
the probability of rapidly propagating fracture is minimized, (2) that components
that are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed to per-
mit periodic inspection and testing of important areas and features to assess
their structural and leaktight integrity, and (3) that a system to supply reac-
tor coolant makeup for protection against small breaks in the reactor coolant
pressure boundary shall be provided.

The system safety function shall be to transfer fission product decay heat and
other residual heat from the reactor core at a rate such that SAFDL limits and
the design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not exceeded.
Suitable redundancy in components and features and suitable interconnections,
leak detection, and isolation capabilities shall be provided.

5.3,3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The licensing basis for various components within the reactor coolant system
and subsystems has evolved as reactor events and generic studies by the NRC
staff provide new information that is determined to provide impravement in
the component and subsystem performance. The process of evaluating operating
experience and assessing plant data to determine the need for additional
actions is a continuous one.
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From operating experiences, many different forms of steam generator tube degra-
dation have been identified including: stress corrosion cracking, wastage,
in'ergranular attack, denting, erosion-corrosion, fatigue cracking, pitting,
fretting, support plate degradation, and mechanical damage resulting from im-
pingement of foreign objects or loose parts on steam generator internal compo- !nents. These degradations have resulted in extensive steam generator inspec- !tions, tube plugging, repair, or replacement. Also steam generator tube rupture
(SGTR) events have occurred in a few operating reactors. Steam generator tube
integrity was designated an unresolved safety issue (USI) in 1978 * Task Ac-
tion Plans (TAPS) A-3, A-4, and A-5 were established to evaluate w ,,afety
significance of degradation in steam generators of various designs. NUREG-0844
was published in September 1988 to present the results of the NRC integrated
program for the resolution of USIs A-3, A-4, and A-5 regarding steam generator
tube integrity. A generic risk assessment is provided and indicates-that risk
from SGTR events is not a significant contributor to-total risk at a given site,
nor to the total risk to which the general )ublic is routinely exposed. This
firding is considered to be indicative of t1e effectiveness of-licensee pro-
grams and regulatory requirements for ensuring steam generator tube integrity
in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendices A and B. This report also iden-
tifies a number of staff-recommended actions that the staff finds can further
improve the effectiveness of licensee programs in ensuring the integrity of
steam generator tubes and in mitigating the consequences of an SGTR. As part ,

of the integrated program, the staff issued Generic Letter 85-02 encouraging
licensees of pressurized water reactors to upgrade their programs, as necessary,
to meet the intent of the staff-recommended actions; however, such actions do
not constitute NRC recuirements. In addition, there are a number of ongoing
staff actions and stucies involving steam generator issues that are being
Jursued to provide added assurance that risk from SGTR events will continue to
ae small.

| Following the TMI-2 accident, the staff found that additional means were neces-
sary to vent noncondensible gases from the reactor coolant system which may
inhibit core cooling during natural circulation. Based on lessons learned from
the THI-2 accident, Item II.B.1, " Reactor Coolant Systen Vents," was incorpo-
rated into the licensing bases for individual plants when all o)erating nuclear
power plants were required to implement reactor coolant system ligh point venting
capability in accordance with these guidelines.

Also from the experience of the TMI-2 accident, the staff found.that operational
performance of the relief and safety valves.under various reactor operating con-
ditions is significant to safety. Performance-testing of boiling water reactor
and pressurized water reactor relief and safety valves was incorporated in in-

'dividual-plant licensing bases.when all nuclear power plants were required to
implement testing requirements in accordance with the guidelines contained in-
TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1.

5.3.4 Conclusions

Components within the reactor coolant system and subsystems at all-operating
reactors meet the applicable GDC and other specific regulations for ensuring-
their safety functions. In addition, compliance with the Commission regulations
remains effective at all times during the licensed lifetime of the plant. The
continuous staff review of events and operating experience and research has led,
where necessary to safety, to the issuance of new criteria and. implementation.
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of improvements in a number of areas over the years, including steam generator
tube integrity (GL 85-02), reactor coolant system vents (NUREG-0737,11.B.1),
<nd performance testing of relief and safety valves (NVREG-0737, 11.D.1). This
continuing process, coupled with future licensee efforts under the IPE program,
will ensure that if new or different requirements are needed, the staff will
*tequire, within existing regulatory programs, additional analyses, testing, or
inspection, as needed, to ensure the continued health and safety of the public.
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6. ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

6.1 Scope

Engineereo safety features (Eids) are provided to mitigate the consequences of
postulated accidents in spite of the fact that these accidents are very unlikely.
The engineered safety features included in plant designs vary depending on the
type of plant (PWR or BWR) under evaluation. This section will discuss five
general categories of features routinely considered under the subject of ESFs.
These include: metallic and organic materials, containment systems, emergency
core cooling systems, habitability systems, and fission product removal and con-
trol systems.

6.2 Metallic and Organic Materials

6.2.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that the containment boundary be designed with
sufficient margin to ensure that, under operating, maintenance, testing, and pos-
tulated accident conditions, its ferritic materials behave in a nonbrittle manner
and the probability of a rapidly propagating fracture is minimized. In addition,
the regulations require that systems, structures, tnd components important to
safety be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to quality standards commen-
surate with the importance of the safety function performed. Specific guidance
on satisfying these requirements is contained in applicable regulatory guides
that refer to the criteria of ASME Section III for metallic materials used inESF system construction. In specific cases, with proper justification, the staff
evaluated and found acceptable alternatives to these criteria that continue to
ensure ESF system integrity and performance.

In addition, 10 CFR 50.55a(g) requires that essential components in ESF systems
built to ASME Section III criteria receive regularly scheduled inservice inspec-
tion _in accordance with the criteria of ASME Section XI. Relief can be granted
against the criteria of ASME Section XI when the NRC staff determines that alter-
native measures are in place to ensure fracture prevention of the pressure
boundary.

6.2.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Sections III cad XI of the ASME Code have changed and will continue to change
during the plant lifetime of nuclear power plants based on operating experience.
The staff reviews these changes to determine whether they should be incorporated
into the licensing basis of operating plants.

Section XI of the ASME Code contains updating provisions. It requires licensees
to revise their inservice inspection program every 10 years. The revised pro--
grams-incorporate all changes required by Section XI of the licensee's' program
and, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6), the staff may grant relief or impose
alternative requirements.
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6.2.3 Conclusions

In summary, ESF system components meet the Commission requirements for design and
construction to ensure their integrity and safety function and for inservice in-
spection. These components meet the applicable criteria of ASME Sections III and
XI or appropriate alternatives. As new information occurs as a result of plant
operation, inservice inspection, surveillance, material testing, or research,
this information is routinely reviewed by the staff to determine if new or dif-
ferent requirements are needed in this area. If new or different requirements
are needed, the staff has the capability within existing regulatory programs to
require additional analyses or plant modifications, as needed, to ensure the
continued health and safety of the public.

6.3 Containment Systems

6.3.1 Safetv Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that nuclear power plants be provided with an
essentially leaktight containment as a barrier against uncontrolled release of
radioactivity to the environment following accidents. More specifically, the
regulations require that containment heat removal systems be designed, inspected,
and tested in a manner intended to ensure their safety function and that contain-
ment atmosphere cleanup systems be designed, inspected, and tested in a manner
intended to ensure their safety function. In addition, the regulations require
that the containment be designed to (1) withstand post-accident temperature and
pressure conditions without exceeding the design leak rate, (2) prevent fracture,
(3) perniit periodic integrated leakage testing, (4) permit periodic inspection
and pressure testing of resilient seals, and (5) provide appropriate isolation
valves.

6.3.2 Evolution of Current Liceasing Basis

In order to demonstrate that ecntainment designs are capable of withstanding
post-accident temperature and pressure conditions without releasing excessive
radioactivity, licensees and the staff have used mathematical models to estab-
lish and confirm acceptable containment performance. These models and the input
assumptions are conservative and have demonstrated that containments are designed
with substantial margin. As new information and research on containment design
and post-accident energy release are obtained, such information is applied to the
analytical methods as appropriate to ensure that adequate marginc against exces-
sive leakage are maintained.

For example, in the early 1970s, General Electric identified concerns regarding
post-accident pool dynamic loads on BWR pressure suppression containments. The
staff and BWR licensees performed significant reanalyses of containment perfor-
mance based on this newly identified load phenomenon. The result of this effort
was the formation of programs for modifications to the Mark I, II, and III BWR
containmer.t designs in order to reestablish the original containment design
margins.

In the early 1980s, Westinghouse informed the staff that steam line break
analyses may not have properly considered superheated steam blowdown condi-
tions into the containment which could occur as the steam generator drys out.
This information led to revised steam line break analyses by licensees which
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incorporated the new blowdown input. The new analyses confirmed that containment
performance remains acceptable and appropriate rurgins are maintained.

Following the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 in March 1979, the NRC staff
noted several concerns with regard to containment performance during the event
that warranted improvement. One area of major focus concerned the capability
to control combustible gas following accidents. Initially, the NRC staff required
licensees to provide dedicated hydrogen penetrations tc ensure the ability to
employ hydrogen recombiners to reduce post-accident hydrogen concentration in
the containment. This improvement was implemented as Item II.E.4.1 of the TMI
Action Plan Clarification, NUREG-0737. However, the NRC staff also recognized
that further research into combustible gas concerns was necessary. This led to
substantial modifications to 10 CFR 50.44 in 1981 and 1985 wherein more stringent
combustible gas control measures were specified for pressure suppression contain-
ment plants. Implementation of these requirements has improved combustible gas
control capability.

The THI-2 accident also pointed out the need for improvements.in containnent
isolation dependability. New criteria in this regard were istplemented as part-
of THI-2 Action Plan, Item II.E.4.2, which required all licensees to evaluate
their post-accident containment isolation capability against current criteria
anu make the necessary changes to improve its dependability.

Over the past few years, the NRC staff has undertaken research into severe
accident effects on containments for all types of o)erating plants. Tc date,
this program has pointed out weaknesses in the capa)ility of BWR plants with
Mark I pressure suppression containment designs to ensure adequate containment
integrity under severe accident conditions. This has resulted in issuance of
Generic Letter 89-16, which indicated the staff's intention to pursue plant-
specific backfit procedures for a wetwell vent on all Mark I plants if the
licensee does not -luntarily install the vent. Implementation of this
improvement is c - .ntly proceeding.

Based on the continuous review of Appendix J 1eak rate. test results, the NRC
staff has periodically updated this rule to incorporate improved containment
leak rate testing guidelines. One recent change was to permit use of the mass
point method when conducting a Type A integrated leak rate test. Other revisions
to Appendix J are currently pending and will provide further improvement in leak
rate testing.

In addition, inservice inspection requirements for the containment structures
and components are identified in Appendix J, 10 CFR Part 50. Section V.A in
Appendix J requires a general inservice inspection of the accessible interior
and exterior surfaces of the containment structures and components prior to
any Type A test to uncover any evidence of structural deterioration that may
affect either the containment-structural integrity or leaktightness. t

6.3.3 Conclusions

In summary, the containment designs at a11' existing operating reactors meet the
applicable Commission requirements for leaktightness, heat removal, testing
capability, and isolation, including the specific criteria for leak rate testing
and for combustible gas control.- The models used to confirm acceptable post.--
accident containment performance are conservative.for ensuring appropriate
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margin against unacceptable radiation releases and are updated as necessary when
new information is obtained. As new information is obtained as a result of plant
events or research, this information is routinely reviewed by the staff to deter-
mine if new or different requirements are needed in this area. If new or dif-
ferent requirements are neet i), the staff will impose these requirements within
existing regulatory programs, as necessary, to ensure the continued health and
safety of the public.

6.4 Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS)

6.4.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that nuclear power plants contain abundant
emergency core cooling capability and specifies the specific safety functions
for these systems. 10 CFR Part 50.46 and Appendix K to '.0 CFR Part 50 establish
the criteria and evaluation methods to be used by licensees and vendors to eval-
uate ECCS designs. The ECCS cooling performance must be evaluated using an ac-
ceptable model and must be evaluated for a number of postulated loss-of-coolant
accidents of different sizes, locations, and other properties to ensure that the
range of postulated loss-of-coolant accidents are considered.

6.4.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

In June 1971, prior to establishing Part 50.46 or Appendix K, the Commission
published interim acceptance criteria for ECCS designs by Westinghouse and Gen-
eral Electric reactor plants, and concluded that these criteria provide a rea-
sonable assurance that ECCS will be effective in the unlikely avent of a loss-
of-coolant accident. However, research was under way at the time, and increased
knowledge of heat transfer, fluid flow, and engineerir.g disciplines important to
ECCS analysis was anticipated.

Based on this research, modifications were made to the ECCS analysis guidelines.
In December 1971, the NRC amended tt.e interim criteria to add evaluation models
for reactor designs by Babcock and Wilcox and Combustion Engineering. In Jan-
uary 1972, the AEC undertook an extensive rulemaking hearing. As a result of
this proceeding, the Commission established a new Part 50.46 and Appendix K in
January 1974, setting fortt, the acceptance criteria and the ECCS evaluation
models in a final rulemaking. These regulations, which were enacted only after
extensive rulemaking hearings, established the general approach that remains
in use today. Between 1974 and 1976, extensive efforts were made to apply the
requirements and criteria of Part 50.46 and Appendix K to all light water reac-
tors then in operation. All plants subsequently licensed have been found to
meet Part 50.46 and Appendix K.

In 1987, the Commission proposed modifications to the regulations because
research, performed since the current rule was written, has shown that calcula-
tions performed using current methods and in accordance with the current require-
ments result in estimates of cooling system performance that are significantly
more conservative than estimates based on the improved knowledge gained from
this research.

The final rule incorporating new evaluation models was published in September
1988, but did not force facilities that had used previous models to perform new
analyses. The Commission concluded at that time that existing Appendix K
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evaluation models should be permitted indefinitely. The Commission also believes ;

that the decision to permit continued use of such models can and should be made ;

at this time because it believes that both methods provide adequate protection '

of the public health and safety. '

During the process of licensing, each applicant must submit in the FSAR suffi-
cient information to describe the design bases for.each ECCS subsystem, including
its functional requirements, reliability requirements, protection from physical ;

,

damage, and environmental conditions. Significant design parameters such as ~

design flow rates, system temperatures, etc., along with piping and instrumenta-
tion diagrams, are routinely included. '

t

Prior to granting an operating license, the staff reviews the described ECCS
| design against established acceptance criteria and concludes, in general, that

the plant-specific design of the ECCS meets all necessary requirements and is
acceptable. ,

The review process does not stop. The performance-requirements of the ECCS are
routinely evaluated during each plant refueling to ensure that operation during
the subsequent cycle will be wit 11n the safety envelope of.the plant design. In - ;

many instances, technical specification changes or license conditions are imple- ~

mented to govern operation during the period of operation. In the extreme case,
,

plant modification may be required to provide continued assurance of-public '

lealth and safety.

Plant operating events also generate _new information that may iequire operating
plants to reanalyze the performance of the ECCS-and, as necessary, make plant,
modifications. One such example was.the lessons learned from the accident at
THI-2. Following this event
their plant-specific response, all operating reactors were required to' reanalyzeto a range of small-break LOCAs. In some cases,
these reanalyses resulted in plant modifications or. changes _in operating proce-
dures being made. Another result of the TMI 2 vent was the requirement to insta11'
reactor head vents and to have operating procedures that describe how to use
these vents in the event of certain postulated accidents.. The net result was.an -

overall improvement in the level of safety _provided _ by-the ECCS at _ operating
nuclear power plants.

6.4.3 Conclusions

In summary, the ECCS designs at all existing operating reactors meet the Commis-
sion regulations set forth in Part 50.46, using the evaluation models required
by Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50. Compliance with these regulations will be
maintained at all times during plant operation, including during any renewal-.
period. - Though emergency core cooling systems. at;some older plants were~ anal-

-

yzed using evaluation models that no longer represent the,best available tech-
nology, new analysis has'not been required because the models used contain'large
overall conservatism. As new information occurs as a result'of plant events or
research, this information is. routinely reviewed by the staff to determine:if, 3new or different requirements _are needed in this area. If new or.different '

requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within existing regulatory-- '

progt :ms to require additional analyses or plant modifications, as needed, to
ensure the continued health and safety _of the'public.

>

>
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6.5 Habitability systems

; 6.5.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements |

lhe Commission regulations require that control rooms at nuclear power plaats
be provided with adequate radiacion protection to permit access and occupancy

'

under accident conditions such that personnel do not receive radiation exposures :

in excess of 5-rem whole body or its equivalent to any part of the body for the ,

duration of the accident. Additional guidelines are contained in regulatory :
'

guides for assuring) operator protection against both radioactivity and toxicgas (e.g., chlorine releases following postulated accidents..

6.5.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

To satisfy the Commission requirements, all licensees have performed dose anal- '

yses using mathematical models to ensure _ that post-accident radiation levels
within the control room are within the required limits. Guidelines for conduct- '

ing these analyses have remained essentially unchanged since the mid-1970s.-
The assumptions used are considered to be conservative in order to account for
uncertainties in the_ actual' radioactivity release mechanism following an ,

accident.

The accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 in March 1979 pointed out potential
vulnerabilities in the capability of control room habitability systems, i.e.,
the control room ventilation system to ensure adequate radiation protection for
the operators. Therefore, Item III.D.3.4 of the TMI Action Plan Clarification, '

NUREG-0737, was implemented at all operating plants. -This item required licens- '

ees to evaluate their control room habitability systems against the criteria of
Standard Review Plan Section 6.4 and perform the necessary analyses of toxic gas
and radiation exposure to the' operators in' order to demonstrate compliance with
these criteria. . All plants provided responses to this issue and made improve-. >

ments in the control room ventilation systems, as appropriate.

The staff also recognized the need to conduct a longer term review of criteria
for ensuring control room operator protection and began' a study in this regard-

;

under Generic Issue 83 in tie mid-1980s. This effort began with a survey of-12 i

nuclear power plants to determine _what improvements had been made as part of the
NUREG-0737, Item III.D.3.4, implementation. -Based on the results of the survey,
the staff determined that further guidance to improve control room habitability
systems was necessary. . This guidance is currently under development and is
intended to be issued in-a generic' letter to all: licensees soon.' -

6.5.3 Conclusions

In summary, the control room habitability systems at all existing operating-
reactors meet the Commission requirements for ensuring post-accident control room

be maintained at all times during operati. Compliance with' these regulations willoperator doses within acceptable limits.
on', including.any renewal period. :The

models used to confirm acceptable post-accident control room doses are conserva-
tive and updated as necessary when new inforriation is obtained. As new informa-
tion is obtained as a result of plant events or research, this information'is

,

routinely reviewed by the staff to determine if new or different requirements
are needed in this area. If new or different requirements are needed, the staff

: will impose these requirements using existing ' regulatory-programs, as necessary,
.to ensure the continued health and safety 'of the public.
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6. 6 Fission Product Removal and Control Systems

6.6.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that containment atmosphere cleanup systems
be designed, inspected, and tested in a manner to ensure their safety function
following postulated accidents.

6.6.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Staff guidance in the fission product removal and control area has changed little
over the years. Most nuclear power plants are equipped with ventilation systems
containing charcoal and high efficiency particulate air filters for fission pro-
duct removal and prevention of unacceptable radiological releases during normal
operation and post-accident conditions. Plants with filters have technical
specifications that require surveillance and testing of those filters to ensure
t1eir continued satisfactory performance. PWR plants are also equipped with
containment spray systems that provide both a post-accident heat removal and
fission product control safety function in containment. As a means of control-
ling pH in the spray water, these plants have utilized a sodium hydroxide solu-
tion as a spray additive. Over the years, however, the staff recognized, throuch- L

research of the post-accident source term, that a lower spray water pH (no lower
than 7) was acceptable to ensure iodine retention and long-term corrosion control
in ECCS systems. As a result, some PWR licensees base r noved the sodium hydrox-
ide addition system and replaced it with much simpler trisodium phosphate baskets
placed directly in the containment sump in order to achieve necessary pH control.

In BWRs, blowdown of the reactor through the suppression pool results in some
fission product removal following an accident. However, the staff had not pre-
viously credited this pathway in dose analyses. Staff review of recent analyses
by General Electric resulted in a recognition of the suppression pool as a means
of fission product control and led to a revision of the Standard Review Plan to
credit an appropriate decontamination factor. Future BWRs will utilize this i

additional credit in post-accident dose analyses as may currently operating
plants when proposing changes.

6.6.3 Conclusions

In summary, fission product removal and control systems at all existing reactors
meet the Commission requirements for design, inspection, and testing to ensure
their safety function. Com
all times during operation,pliance with these regulations will be maintained atincluding any renewal period. As new information is
obtained as a result of plant events or research, this information is routinely-
reviewed by the staff to determine if new or different requirements are needed-
in this area. If new or different requirements are needed, the staff will impose
these requirements using existing regulatory programs,- as necessary, to ensure
the continued health and safety of the public.
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7. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

7.1 Scope

The licensing bases and regulatory requirements for instrumentation and control
(I&C) systems are discussed in the following sections.

The systems to be discussed in this section include the reactor trip system,
engineered safety features actuation system, safe shutdown systems, and safety-
related display systems. Remote shutdown systems are included in safe shutdown
systems and post-accident monitoring _and safety parameter display systems are
included in safety-related display systems.

7.2 Development of Regulatory Requirements

Initially the regulatory recuirements came from'the need to develop highly
reliable instrumentation anc control systems to monitor _ and control the operation
of nuclear _ reactors and other critical systems. In response-to this need, con-
cepts and methods such as the single failure criterion, failure mode and effects
analysis, reliability,_ failure rates, sneak circuit analysis, redundancy, and.
diversity were developed and applied. -In August 1968, these concepts and methods
were originally collected into proposed IEEE Standard 279, " Criteria for Protec-
tion Systems for. Nuclear Power Generating Stations," which was incorporated _into

g 10 CFR 50.55a(h) in'.1970. In addition, these concepts and methods were made
{ part of the Commission regulations governing the' design, fabrication, construc-

tion, installation, testing, and operation of these highly _ reliable instrumen--

tation and control systems for riuclear reactors.

In 1974 and 1975, the staff went further in providing guidance by drafting and
issuing. criteria by which they * auld review the safety analysis reports (SARs)-
and other information submitte by: licensees and_ applicants. _The totality of
these requirements has become the regulatory requirements that-the licensees:
must address for their plant.- This body of requirements is frequently revised
and upgraded to take into. account technological aavances and lessons learned
from operating experience.

The licensee, however, is authorize'd through 10 CFR-50.59 to make changes to
the plant and its procedures and;to conduct tests'or experiments not described
in the SAR without prior NRC approval-unless the proposed change,. test, or
experiment involves; changes to the technical _ specifications or introduces an
unreviewed.-safety question. -This: body of requirements--as it e~xists at.the time

'

application is made for an operating license _and as reviewed and approved by the
staff becomes the specific. regulatory requirements for that_ plant.-

7. 3 Reactor Trip System
i

7.3.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The primary safety function of the reactor trip _ system (RTS) instrumentation is_
to monitor selected reactor and plant parameters related to nuclear power gen-
eration and transfer of the. heat from that. generation to the power conversion

7-1
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devices. When these parameters approach and exceed values deemed unsafe by
analysis, the system shall initiate reactor shutdowns that shall promptly maka
the reactor core subtritical, i.e., stop the generation of nuclear power, by
rapidly inserting control rods into t% core or by other means of rapidly
inserting enough negative reactivit., X o the core to make it subtritical and
to keep the core subcritical.

The RTS instrumentation must be highly reliable, minimize false shutdowns,
posse 3s high availability, be automatically initiated, provide for manual
initiation, and be designed so that the operators can easily and quickly
determine the state of the plant. Applicable design requirements ensure that
trip parameter monitoring channels and trip logic and actuation trains are
redundant and independent; that all channels and trains meet the single failure
criterion; that monitored parameters are sufficiently diverse; and that
measuring instrumentation possesses adequate range, sensitivity, and accuracy
and has adequate capability for test and calibration. These design require-
ments ensure that partt and components are specified that meet plant-specific
seismic and environmental requirements in accordance with IEEE Standard 344 and
10 CFR 50.49. Fabrication and installation requirements ensure that the system
or subsystem is built of Class 1E parts and components, that it is fabricated
and installed to meet plant-specific seismic and environmental requirements,
and that quality control and quality assurance programs and procedures are used
that meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and applicable IEEE
and ANSI standards. Testing and operational requirements :,et forth in 10 CFR
50.36, 10 CFR Part 50 Appendices A and B, IEEE standards, and various regulatory
guidance ensure that the system is adequately tested prior to and during
operation and that the system is operated within the limits specified in the
plant technical specifications.

7.3.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

As plants became operational during the 1970s, operating experience indicated
the need for improvements and changes in branch technical positions, technical
specifications, raquiatory guides, and IEEE standards. Changes at the nuclear
power plants were also recommended in generic letters and bulletins. However,
several major events occurred that caused major changes to be made to the
licensing basis.

The Brown's Ferry fire W 1975 taught lessons about separating and protecting
safety related irstrumentation, control, and power cabling. It also emphasized
the importance of providing remote initiation capabilities for safety-related-
equipment that could be made independant of cabling and equipment in the cable
spreading and rain control rooms. Revision of the IEEE standard and the regula-
tory guide on separation and independence as well as revisions to other IEEE
standards relating to testing, qualification, and installation of safety-related
equipment resulted from staff experience with this event. All plants licensed
subsequently were reviewed by the staff to confirm tbt the protection system
design precludes the use of components that are common to redundant channels,
such as: actuation, reset, mode and test switches, common power supplies, or
any other features that could compromise the independence of redundant channels.
IEEE Std. 279 Sec. 4.6; IEEE Std. 384; Regulatory Guide 1.75; GDC-22; and SRPs
7.2 and 7.3 were used as acceptance criteria for these reviews.

7-2
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The TMI-2 event in 1979 mandated many changes, which included significant
revisions to operating-procedures, incorporation of human-factors concepts into
the design and arrangement of instrumentation and controls on main control
boards, monitoring of reactor vessel water level for BWRs and for PWRs, and new
instrumentation to indicate reactor coolant sub-cooling margin for PWRs. The
changes were implemented through generic letters and confirmatory orders. ,

The Salem ATWS (Anticipated Transients Without Scram) events in 1983 involved
the only f ailure of a U. 5. reactor to shut down on demand. The rapid interven-
tion of the operators limited the consequences but the implications regarding

t

shutdown reliability were significant and brought changes in operating procedures, Ireevaluation of on-line testing capability of the _RTS, modifications to RTS-
breakers for B&W and Westinghouse plants, and changes to associated maintenance
procedures. These improvements were_ requested by Generic Letter 83-28. Each
licensee response was reviewed and approved by the staff. -In 1984, the Commis-
sion issued 10 CFR 50.62, which added diverse and independent reactor trip sys-
tems to further improve reactor shutdown reliability and-reduce the risk from
potential occurrences of ATWS events. The NRC is presently reviewing and
inspecting each plant to ensure that the systems have been installed properly.

7.4 Engineered Safety Features Actuation Systems-<

7.4.1 Scope

In this section are the actuating systems for typical ESF systems such as
containment and reactor vessel isolation, emergency core cooling, containment
heat removal, auxiliary feedwater, diesel generators, and standby gas treatment.

7.4.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The primary safety function of the engineered safety features actuation system
(ESFAS) is to sense the need for, select, and initiate systems that take action
to terminate or control and contain the effects and consequences'of design basis
accidents and oparational occurrences.

As for the RTS instrumentation and logic,.the ESFAS= instrumentation, logic, and
actuation equipment should also be highly reliable, minimize spurious actuations,
possess high availability, be automatically initiated,-provide for manual
initiation of protective action from the control room, and be.so designed that
the operators can readily determine the status of the ESF systems-and their
actuating systems.

7.4.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The ESFAS and the RTS are very similar systems, the difference being principally-
~

in the systems controlled or actuated and the mission of those systems. The-
licensing basis for the two systems' evolved in very much the.same way. The same-
IEEE standards and the same regulatory guides; apply to both systems. .Some staff
requirements apply-to the FSFAS that do not apply to the RTS and vice versa;-
however, the basis!for app.ying the_ requirements to the ESFAS and RTS subsystems
is the same. Similarly, the modifications to the licensing bases for the ESFAS
caused by the Brownts Ferry fire, TMI, Salem ATWS, the- ATWS- rule, and the feed-
back of operating experience are much the same for the.ESFAS as they were for
the RTS and are therefore not presented again.
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7.5 Safety-Related Display Instrumentation

7.5.1 Scope

This section includes the post-accident monitoring instrumentation (PAM) and the
safety parameter display system instrumentation with the normal safety-related
display instrumentation.

7.5.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The primary safety function of the safety-related display instrumenution (SRDI)
is to assist in meeting the Commission regulations by providing the capability
to display the instantaneous values of the monitored plant operating parameters
that provide the operators the information they need to form and update their
assessment of the plant's operating status.

.

j The primary safety function of the PAM is-to provide the capability to monitor
' appropriate plant parameters during and after plant accidents and transients to

assist the control room operators in preventing and mitigating the consequences
of those events. The primary safety function of the safety parameter display
system (SPOS) is to provide a concise display of critical plant variables.to the
control room operators to aid in rapidly and reliably determining the safety
status of the plant.

As with the RTS, PAM instrumentation must be highly reliable, possess high avail-
ability, and be so designed that the operators _can readily determine the status
of the key variables. Applicable design requirements ensure _that instrumentation-
channels are redundant and independent; that all channels meet the single failure
criterion; that monitored parameters are sufficiently diverse; and that the mea-,

suring and indicating _ instrumentation possesses adequate range and sensitivity
and has the capability _for test and calibration. These design requirements also
ensure that parts and components are specified that meet plant-specific seismic-

and environmental requirements in-accordance with IEEE Standard 344 and 10 CFR
50.49. Fabrication and installation requirements ensure that the instrumentation.'

is built of Class 1E parts and components, that it is fabrit.hted and installed
to meet plant-specific seismic and environmental requirements,-and that quality
control and quality assurance programs-and procedures are used that meet the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B and_ applicable.IEEE and ANSI standards.
Testing and operational requirements set forth.in 10 CFR.50.36, 10 CFR Part 50.

Appendices A and B, IEEE standards, and various regulatory guides ensure that-
the instrumentation is adequately tested and that the instrumentation is-operated,

within the limits specified in the' plant technical' specifications.

7.5.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis _

The TMI-2 event mandated many changes in safety. analysis' philosophy,_ operating __

procedures, incorporation of human factors concepts -into the~ design and arrange-
ment of-instrumentation and controls on the main control boards, monitoring of
reactor vessel water level for_ BWRs and for PWRs, and reactor coolant sub-cooling
margin for PWRs. Following the TMI-2 event, the NRC staff' developed a compre-
hensive and integrated plan to improve. safety at power reactors. As part of-

this plan,- the Commission required the installation of improved' post-accident.
monitoring instrumentation and SPDS. These improvements were intended to pro-
vide the operator with a broader range of information for accidents, including
those beyond the design basis.
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The SPDS and Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, were-items identified in the
TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0737). Additional clarification for implementation of
these items was addressed in NUREG-0737, Supplement No. I via Generic Letter
82-33. The SPDS and the instrumentation in Regulatory Guide 1.97 were required
for all operating plants, applicants for operating licenses, and holders of.
construction permits. The staff has reviewed almost all the submittals on
conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.97 and SPDS, Generic Letter 89-06 was issued
to all licensees-for the purpose of certifying that the SPDS fully meets or
will be modified to meet the requirements of NUREG-0737, Supplement 1.

7.6 Safe Shutdown and All Other Systems Required for Safety

7.6.1 Scope

This section includes systems and interlocks required for safe shutdown and safe
operation of the reactor which were not included as part of either the rer.cor.
trip system, engineered safety features actuation system, or the safety-related
display instrumentation. Examples include, for PWRs: residual heat removal,
auxiliary feedwater, boration, interlocks, and radiation monitoring 7 systems and
remote shutdown facilities; for BWRS: reactor core isolation cooling, residual
heat removal (shutdown cooling mode), standby liquid control, neutron monitoring
(including rod block monitor), recirculation pump trip, interlocks, and radia-
tion monitoring systems, low level set instrumentation, and remote shutdown a
facilities.

.

7.6.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The safety functions of the systems in this -section vary with the system or
equipment but, for tre majority of these systems, it is preventive for the
interlocks, boration, and SLCS systems and protective-for the shutdown cooling
systems and radiation monitoring systems.

In general, the instrumentation and logic systems.in this section should meet
the same safety criteria and regulatory requirements discussed in.Section 7.'.1
for the ESFAS instrumentation and-. logic systems; however, some systems and-por-
tions of systems, particularly radiation monitoring systems and portions of
interlock systems, may not be required to meet all the requirements for Class IE
systems. In addition, the Ccmmission regulations require the provision; for

-

remote shutdown facilities that are located outside of the main control room
and that meet the regulatory requirements. -

7.6,3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis'

The licensing basis for:these systems and equipment contains the same basic =
'

requirements as the RTS and ESFAS-relating to system and equipment reliability;-
availability; redundancy; independence; ability to meet thi single failure cri-
terion;-provision of adequate range, sensitivity,.and accuracy in sensing and
monitoring equipment; and provision of capability. for test and calibration of
the systems and equipment to which these requirements apply.

,

Modifications to the licensing basis for the safe shutdown and all other systems
required for safety that were found necessary by experience gained from the
Brown's Ferry fire, TMI, Salem ATWS, the ATWS rule, and the feedback of oper-
ating experience that updates it are the same for-the requirements applicable-
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I to these systems and equipment as they are for the RTS aad ESFAS systems. .These
i were previously discussed in Sections 7.2.2 and 7.3.2-and will not be discussed
; further.

'

7.7 Control Systems-

7.7.1 Scope

This section includes those control systems used for normal operation that are
not relied upon to perform safety functions following anticipated operational

4

occurrences or accidents but that control plant processes having a significant
impact on plant safety. Examples include the reactivity control systems; the ,

reactor coolant pressure, temperature, flow, and inventory controls; the secon-
dary system pressure and flow controls; and the environmental control systems
for safety-related instruments and instrument sensing lines.

,

7. 7. 2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements.

.

The licensing of earlier plants in the control system area usually encompassed;
the review of the interaction of the control systems with the safety systems
that have been discussed in the previous sections. This review was performed

: to ensure that no interactions existed that would prevent or inhibit the safety-
i system from performing its intended _ safety function,

i 7.7.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

As the licensing process evolved,-the review of the control system mentioned
above became somewhat more detailed. In addition,rthe environmental control

i systems were added to the' list of significant control systems and a' regulatory
guide that detailed the review bases for this system was published. During the
later licensing years, plant-specific |soudies were performed to determine the

~

effects of high energy-line breaks on control systems, the effects of the loss
,

of power to control systems used to shut the plant down in a normal manner, and
the results of multiple control system failures on the existing safety analysis.
Accordingly, requirements and criteria for- the review of these control systems
have been included in the SRP, and they_have been made a part of the licensing
bases.

I A generic study was undertaken (USI A-47)-that led to the conclusion that
some modifications to plants should be made and that the failure of some control,

| systems would have an impact on the safety analysis and, therefore, surveillance
of these systems should be-included i_n the technical ~ specifications along withi

the safety ' systems mentioned in the previous sections. For example, Generic
Letter 89-19 requested all reactor' licensees _to install, if not.already present,'

overfill protection instrumentation. All responses to the generic letters as
well as all changes will be reviewed by the-staff.-4

3

7.8 General Ccnclusions

At the time of-the initial' licensing for a plant, the applicant provided-

! sufficient information for.the staff to conclude that the plant design satis-
i fied the staff acceptance criteria which ensured that the intent of the appli-
j cable regulations were met. Consistent with the processes discussed generally-

above, the staff has modified the licensing basis to ensure not only the contin-'

ued' acceptability of the licensing basis but also the protection of the health
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and safety of the public. As new information continues to occur from plant-
events, research, or the processes discussed in Section 1 of this report, this
information is routinely evaluated by the staff to determine if new or different

-

requirements are needed in the specific _ area. If new or different requirements
are needed, the staff has the capability within existing regulatory programs to
require additional analyses or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the
continued health and safety of the public and the acceptability of the plant
licensing basis.

<
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8. ELECTRIC POWER

8.1 Scope

Electric power systems are provided to power safety-related equipment that are
necessary to mitigate the consequences of design basis accidents and to bring
the plant to a safe condition and maintain it in that condition. The electric-

,

power systems are comprised of an offsite power system and an onsite power sys-
tem. These two systems will be discussed jointly in this section since their
licensing basis is often contained in. common regulatory requirements.

8.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations _ establishes the basic criteria to which-the offsite
power system and _the onsite power system must be designed. These regulations -

require that each system -(offsite and onsite) have.suf ficient cap ,.ity and. cap-
ability by itself to support vital functions necessary to respond to operational
occurrences and mitigate the consequences of design basis-accidents. In addi-
tion, the onsite power system must be able to withstand a single failure,and the
offsite power system must have two power circuits designed and=1ocated so as to
minimize to the extent practical their simultaneous failure.

The regulctions also require that the electric power systems be designed to
permit appropriate periodic testing and inspection and that all operating plants
have the capability.to withstand and recover from a station blackout (loss of
all ac power). These regulations also apply to-portions of the electric power
systems insofar'as they provide general requirements for safety systems or
provide requirements for systems that interface with the electric power systems.

8.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis:
i

i The Commission regulations published in February 1971 have provided _and continue
to provide the primary licensing basis for the electrical power. systems. More
recently these regulations have been supplemented'with the-requirements in 10 CFR
50.63, published in-June 1988,'that require all plants be able to withstand and
recover from a ststion blackout (loss of all ac power). The station blackout:
rule provides=an illustration of how the regulatory process functions.to modify-

the licensing basis in the electric power systems ~ area when'a need is identified.

As operating experience was accumulated from license event reports'(LERs),Idiesel
generator failure reports, and feedback from the regions,_a concern arose that
the reliability'of both the.offsite and onsite emergency ac power systems might-
be less than originally _ anticipated, even for designs _that met the requirements
of.the Commission regulations. Some operating plants had experienced a total -

loss of offsite power, and operating experience with~onsite emergency power-sys -
tems. included many instances when diesel generators failed to_ start. 'In a few
cases there was even a complete loss of both the offsite and-the onsite ac power
systems, although ac power was restored in a short time without any serious con-
sequences. In 1975, the results of the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) showed
that station blackout could be an important contributor to._the total risk from
nuclear power plant accidents. . Although this-total risk was found to be small,
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the relative importance of the station blackout accident was established.
subsequently, the Commission designated the issue of station blackout as an

,

unresolved safety issue (USI); and studies.were initiated to determine whether
additional safety requirements were needed.

]
As a result of the station blackout studies, a proposed rule was published for

' comment in the Federal Register in March 1986. The final rule was published
in June 1988. Concurrent with the development of the station blackout regulatory .

guidance, the Nuclear Manngement and Resource Council (NUMARC) also developed
detailed guidelines and procedures for assessing station blackout capabilities
at light water reactors (NUMARC 87-00) which were reviewed and approved by the1

staf f and found acceptable for implementation of the station blackout rule. The
a

purpose of the effort in developing the NUMARC 87-00 guidelines and the staff's!

cooperation with chis effort was to iron out differences and misunderstandings
in advance and to establish acceptable approaches to various station blackout
issues for all utilities in responding to the aspects of the regulatory guide

,

and rule.
,

! All licensee responses to the station blackout rule were received in April
1989. The staff is presently reviewing these submittals and will issue safety
evaluation reports for each plant when the review-is completed. It is. expected
that all licensees will have implemented all required modifications'and proce-
dure changes within 3 years. While final plans for inspection have not been
completed, it is likely that an audit-inspection at some plants will be performed
to monitor the licensee's implementation efforts.

In addition to rule changes, other less rigorous methods have been employed by
the staff to make improvements in the electric power systems area when a need .

is identified. These include the use of generic letters, bulletins, revision ;4

to regulatory guides, creation of new regulatory guides,-modifications to the-
standard review plan, and more recently cooperation with the nuclear power
industry in the-development of industry-sponsored guidance documents.'

Generic Issues B-23 and B-48 on degraded grid voltages and station-electric
distribution system voltages are examples where generic letters have been used
to implement improvements to electric power systems. Events _at Millstone and
Arkansas Nuclear One power plants raised a concern that the offsite power sys-
tems required-by Commission regulations may not satisfy the capability require-

|i ments of the criteria in that they may not always provide adequate voltages to-
cperate safety related loads. This could cause loss or damage to redundant
safety systems during an event. As a _ result, generic letters were issuec' to all-
power reactor licensees in June 1977 and August 1979 requesting-them to analyze
their electric distribution systems for, adequate voltages and provide'to the
staff a description of the modifications:to upgrade the _ protection of electrical
relaying that separates the offsite power system from the safety loads when -volt-'

-

age levels are insufficient to operate these loads. These guidelines were later
incorporated into a new branch technical position (PSB-1) in the standard review

,

plan in order to ensure they-are consistently applied to new plant. license
applications. As of today, all operating p1v ts have submitted and received
approval for plant modifications that implemented a second level of voltcge -
protection for their safety-related electrical buses.

NRC Bulletin No. 88-10 on nonconforming molded-case circuit breakers is an
example of how a bulletin his been used to-require that licensees taxe some
action to verify that their electrical system is in conformance with the
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Commission requirements. Here again it was a question of whether the plant
electric power systems were continuing to meet the capability requirements;

specified in the applicable Commission regulations. The staff found that at
some plants circuit breakers supplied by a particular supplier were refurbished
rather than new, as indicated by the supplier, and several breakers did not meet
required performance specifications. If these breakers were used in safety-
related circuits, the reliable functioning of the circuit could not be assured.
As a result Bulletin 88-10 was issued in November 1988 requesting that all li-
censees verify traceability of certain circuit breakers used in safety systemsa

and test those breakers where traceability to the original manufacturer could
not be shown and report-the results to the Commission. The staff is reviewing
the licensee responses to determine if the licensee has implemented the actions

; contained in the bulletin. If the staff determines that the licensee has imple-'

mented the actions contained in the bulletin, no further staff action will-be t
performed. If a licensee-
these licensees on a case proposes alternative actions, the staff will handleby-case basis.

Generic Safety Issue B-56 on diesel generator reliability improvement provides
an example of the use of revised regulatory guides and industry sponsored guld-
ance documents to implement improvements to electric power safety systems. B-56
was begun as a response to the lower than expected reliability of diesel genera-,

tors as emergency power sources in the onsite power systems. It is related to
the station blackout issue in that it is one of the primary sources of unrelia-
bility in the total loss of ac~ power event. As a result the station blackout
regulatory guidance called for a reliability program at nuclear power plants
designed to monitor and maintain the reliability of the diesel generators and
improve the reliability if an acceptable level is not achieved. Specific guid-
ance to the utilities on how to implement such a program is being provided under
the B-56 resolution in the form of a revision to Regulatory Guide 1.9, which will
reference a NUMARC document for the diesel generator reliability program recom-
mendations. The NUMARC document (NUMARC 87-00 Appendix DJ was generated by the
nuclear power industry with input from the NRC staff as described above in our
station blackout discussion. The resolution of B-56 will be complete when, con-
sistent with the requirements of-the station blackout rule, each' licensee imple-
ments an emergency diesel generator reliability program to enhance'the reliabil-
ity of the onsite diesel generators.

Problems in the electric power systems such as the ones discussed above are
identified by the staff on an ongoing basis _through_the review of LERs-and other
licensee notification requirements and through the various license review and
inspection activities of the staff. Besides the vehicles identified above for- ,

making changes to the electric power systems licensing basis,.NRC-information
notices are often used by the staff to notify licensees of problems found in the
electrical systems at some plants. Although the notices do net require action
by the licensees, they serve to quickly _ advise them of problems that may exist,

} in their plants while the staff determines what, if'any, additional action is
warranted.

8.4 Conclusions

In summary, the primary current licensing basis for the electric power systems
is found in Commission regulations specific to electric power systems or in those ;

which describe general requirements for safety systems or describe requirements
for systems that interface with the electric power systems. The staff has used

,

;
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1

a number of methods on an ongoing basis to identify and correct problems or make
improvements to the design or operation of the electric power systems. These

,

include such things as LERs, inspections, generic letters, bulletins, regulatory' -

guides, standard- review plan, and industry-sponsored-guidance documents. These
devices provide the staff with the capability.to monitor, correct, and improve

,

the implementation of the Commission regulations. .The capability also exists to
modify or add requirements to the licensing basis as was recently done with .the
addition of Section 50.63 to 10 CFR Part 50. Based on the staff's continuous
review of information gained from operating experience and research, additional
requirements can be implemented within existing regulatory programs, as appro-
priate, to ensure the continued health and safety of the public.

!
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9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

9.1 Scope

Auxiliary systems are those secondary systems provided to support operation and
function of primary engineered safety features (ESFs) and also include other
systems not directly related to safe operation and safe shutdown of the reactor.
Their primary function is to remove heat from essential-. components (e.g. ,-cool-
ing water and ventilation systems) or provide motive power (e.g., compressed
air) to equipment needed for safe reactor operation and post-accident shutdown.
Support systems include cooling water systems (e.g., station service water, '

reactor auxiliaries cooling water, and the ultimate heat sink); compressed dir
systems; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems for various

_

plant creas; and diesel-generator auxiliaries (e.g., fuel oil, cooling water,
lubricati.on, and combustion air systems). Other auxiliary systems not _directly
related to safe reactor operation and shutdown include new and spent fuel stor-
age and handling systems, process sampling system, equipment and floor drainage
system, fire protection system, and communication and lighting systems'. In
addition, the chemical and volume control system that provides normal reactor
coolant system inventory in PWR plants and the standby liquid control system
that provides an emergency backup means of reactivity control in BWR-plants are
also a part of the scope of the auxiliary systems.- i

9.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that cooling water systems supporting primary
ESF systems be designed, tested, and-inspected in a manner-intended to ensure
their safety function and that ESF systems be compatible with' environmental con--
ditions, which includes HVAC systems relied on to-provide p_ roper-ESF equipment
operating conditiuns. These regulations also require that spent fuel storage
and handling systems be designed with features that ensure. spent fuel storage-
facility safety and that nuclear power plants be designed to minimize the pro-
bability of fires and have fire protection features to minimize the adverse
effects of fires. Specific additional fire protection requirements are contained
in 10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

9,3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis :

The licensing basis for auxil ury systems has evolved as reactor events and
generic studies by the NRC staff provide new information that is determined.
to provide improvement in auxiliary system performance. The process of evalu-
ating operating experience and assessing plant data to determine the need for
additfonal actions is a continuous one.

One important source of operating. experience information is the reportable events
and equipment failures provided by all licensees in accordance with the require-
ments of 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73. The-NRC Office for Analysis and Evaluation of-
Operational Data (AEOD) reviews this information and develops recommendations
for action. Examples of this with regard to auxiliary systems are discussed
below.

9-1
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Another means of identifying the need for further actions is through the
process rf identifying, prioritizing, and evaluating generic issues when poten-
tial safety concerns arise that require longer term study. Examples of the
generic issue process on auxiliary systems are also discussed below.

In 1980, the NRC staff became aware through reported events of fouling of
service water systems and the resulting degradation in system performance caused
by biological organisms. This resulted in the issuance of IE Bulletin 81-03,
" Flow Blockage of Cooling Water to Safety-Related Components by Corbiocula Sp.
(Asiatic Clam) and Mytilus Sp. (Mussel)," dated April 10, 1981. Licensees were
requested to assess the potential for biofouling at their sites and implement
appropriate monitoring or corrective actions. Subsequent service water system
problems were also identified and generically communicated in IE Information
Notices IN 85-30, Microbiological Induced Corrosion of Containment Service Water
System (April 19, 1985); IN 86-11, Inadequate Service Water Protection Against
Core Melt Frequency (February 25, 1986); and IN 86-96, Heat Exchanger Fouling
Can Cause Inadequate Operability of Service Water Systems (November 20, 1986).

As a result of the service water system degradation problems, several generic
issues (GIs), but primarily GI-51, " Proposed Requirements for Improving Open
Cycle Service Water Systems," were initiated to study the need for further recom-
mendations for improving service water system performance. In addition, as part
of their responsibility to evaluate operational data, AE0D undertook a study of
service water system problems. The AE0D findings were eventually published in
" Operational Experience feedback Report - Service Water System Failures and
Degradations," NUREG-1275, Volume 3, dated November 1988.

The AEOD report and GI-51 resoluticu led to development and issuance of Generic
letter (GL) 89-13, " service Water System Problems Affecting Safety-Related Equip-
ment," which recommended additional performance monitoring and design verifica-
tions in order to ensure the safety function of the service water system. All
plants were required to respono to GL 89-13 by indicating their plans for accom-
plishing the NRC staff's intent to improve service water system performance.
Through the inspection program, the NRC staff is performing audits of the imple-
mentation of the actions identified by the licensees in response to the generic
letter and will assess the adequacy of the licensee's actions.

A similar process was followed during the early 1980s to correct reported
failures and problems with degradation in the instrument air systems. Parallel
NRC staff evaluations were conducted under GI-43, " Air System Reliability," and
in AE0D which resulted in publication of " Operational Experience Feedback Report
- Air System Problems," NUREG-1275, Volume 2, dated December 1987. The GI-43
resolution and AE00 report led to development and issuance of GL 88-14, "Instru-
ment Air Supply System Problems Affecting Safety-Related Equipment," which
requested licensees to perform a design basis verification of their instrument
air systems and make the necessary improvements to ensure its proper function.
All licensees were required to respond to GL 88-14 indicating that they had
accomplished the recommended actions. Through the inspection program, the NRC
staff is performing audits of instrument air systems to assess the adequacy of
the licensees' actions for improving tne systems performance.

Following the TMI-2 accident, it became apparent from analysis of the event
that additional means were necessary to ensure prompt and accurate post-accident

]sampling of the containment environment and reactor coolant conditions in order

(
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to provide-information needed to manage post-accident recovery. -Based on
lessons learned from the TMI-2 accident, Item II.B.3, " Post-Accident Sampling
Capability," was incorporated in the Clarification of TMI Action Plan Require-

_

ments NUREG-0737. All nuclear power plants were required to implement post-
accident sampling capability in accordance with these guidelines.

Because of the safety significance of the fire at Browns Ferry Unit 1 in 1975,
the staff undertook a comprehensive effort to develop more specific criteria-to
enhance fire safety. This effort resulted in issuance of various staff posi-
tions ana guidance in 1976, which included Branch Technical Position (BTP) Aux-
iliary and Power Conversion System Branch-(APCSB) 9.5-1 and Appendix A to BlP
APCSB 9.5-1. Codification of fire protection requirements was eventually imple-
mented by the Commission with issuance of 10 CFR 50.48, " Fire Protection," and
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, dated November 19,_1980. All licensees with plants
licensed to operate prior to January 1,1979, were required to compare their
plant fire protection features against the above criteria and make the necessary
modifications. Plants not licensed prior to 1979 were reviewed against similar
criteria as part of the normal staff pre-licensing review, Completion _of these
actions has resulted in substantial improvement in fire protection and post-fire
safe shutdown capability in all plants.

With the recognition in the mid-1970s that spent-fuel from commercial nuclear _-
-

power plants would not be reprocessed, it became apparent that much greater 1quantities of spent fuel would be stored in onsite spent fuel pools. This
~

resulted in the development of additional guidance for ensuring safe spent fuel
storage when license. amendments were requested for expanding cepacity in spentfuel pools. This guidance was issued to all nuclear power reactor licensees by
a generic letter, oated April 14,-1978, This guidance continues to serve as a
basis for ensuring safe onsite spent fuel storage. Subsequent generic concerns
with spent fuel storage safety were evaluated by the NRC staff under Generic
Issue 82, "Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools."_ This effort
resulted in a determination that additional- criteria beyond these currently
established for ensuring safe spent. fuel- storage were not_ necessary. In addi-
tion, the requirements of 10 CFR Part 72 must be satisfied:if a licensee-pro-
poses to store spent fuel in an independent storage facility separate from the
spent fuel pool itself.

Concerns with regard to the safe handling _ of heavy loads at nuclear power plants
werethesubjectofagenericstudyunderGenericTechnicalActivityA-36duringthe late 1970s. This study resulted in publication of NUREG-0612, Control of
Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants," dated July 1980, and issuance of a generic
letter, dated December 22, 1980. The generic letter requested'all licensees to
implement-improvements per NUREG-0612 to procedures, training,' identification-of-

safe load paths,-and crane and lifting device maintenance and testing'in order
to reduce the probability of a heavy load drop near spent-fuel _or-safety-related
equipment that could lead to an unacceptable release of radioactivity. -The staff
reviewed and provided a safety evaluation of each licensee's proposed actions to
improve heavy loads handling safety. Through the inspection program,.the NRCL
staff performed audits of licensee-identified actions to satisfy the concerns
identified in NUREG-0612. Following-these reviews, the staff undertook ~a pilot
program to assess the need for implementation of additional NUREG-0612 guide-
lines. Based on the pilot program, the staff determined that further actions
recommended in NUREG-0612, which included the installation of single-failure-
proof cranes and performance of load drop analyses, were not necessary. This

.
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conclusion was described in Generic Letter 85-11, dated June 28, 1985, wherein
it was determined that actions already completed by licensees have satisfactorily
reduced the probability of unacceptable heavy load drops.

Since the TMI-2 accident, the staff has begun'in a systematic manner to review
the capability of nuclear power plants to cope with beyond design basis (severe)
accidents. This effort has relied largely on probabilistic risk asses.ement
techniques. A major objective of these reviews was to identify potential plant
vulnerabilities and take corrective actions accordingly. These reviews have
shown that auxiliary and support systems can be dominant contributors to risk,
and attention to their continued proper operation is important to plent safety.
Future licensee activities requested by the staff as part of the Individual
Plant Examination (IPE) and Individual Plant Examination of External Events
(IPEEE) will include a focus on auxiliary systems and their contribution to
plant safety. Licensee responses to the IPE and IPEEE will be provided in the
near future.

9.4 Conclusions

In summary, auxiliary systems at all operating reactors meet the applicable
Commission requirements for ensuring their safety function. Compliance with
these regulations will be maintained at all times during operation, including
during any renewal period. The continuous staff review of events and operating

'

experience and research has led, where necessary to safety, to issuance of new
criteria and implementation of improvements in a number of auxiliary systems

-

areas over the years, including service water' systems (GL 89-13), instrument air
systems (GL 88-14), post-accident sampling (NUREG-0737, Item II.B.3), fire pro-
tection (10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50), spent fuel storage
(generic letter dated April 14, 1978), and heavy loads handling (NUREG-0612).
This continuing process coupled with future licensee efforts under the IPE and -

IPEEE will ensure that as new information suggests, additional criteria are
implemented using existing regulatory programs, as appropriate, to ensure the
continued health and safety of the public,

l
'
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10. STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

10.1 Scope

The steam and power conversion system consists of those balance-of plant systems
necessary to provide feedwater to the reactor in BWRs and steam generators in
PWRs in order to produce the main steam supply to the turbine for generating
power as part of the normal operating function of the nuclear power plant. With
the exception of system piping interfaces to the primary (in BWRs) and secondary
pressure boundary (in PWRs), these systems have no safety function and are not

,

relied on to ensure a safe post-accident shutdown with one exception. The aux-
iliary feedwater system in PWR plants has.an important post-accident and tran-
sient decay heat removal safety function and is discussed below.

10.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that the reactor coolant pressure boundary
have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage, of rapidly propagating
failure, and of gross rupture under operating, maintenance, testing, and post-
ulated accident conditions. These requirements pertain to the steam and power
conversion system in PWRs because control of the secondary water chemistry and
inservice inspection to technical specification limits are essential to ensuring

,

steam generator tube integrity and preventing unacceptable primary coolant leak-
age into the secondary (steam) system.

In addition, the regulations require that nuclear power plants have a system to l

remove residual heat following accidents and transients and specify design
requirements for the system. In P%s, the auxiliary feedwater system provides
this function for most events, except pos;ulated large reactor coolant piping
failures.

10.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The 1979 accident at Three Mile Islanu Unit 2 heightened the NRC staff's
awareness of the importance of the post-accident-decay heat removal safety
function provided by the auxiliary feedwater system. Improper isolation of the
auxiliary feedwater flow path at THI-2 delayed the initiation of decay heat
removal through the steam generators. This resulted in implementation of Items
II.E.1.1 and II.E.1.2 of NUREG-0737, which required upgrades to the auxiliary.
feedwater' system in all PWR plants to improve its reliability. The specific '

improvements were identified in NUREG-0611 and -0635 and included changes in
system design, including initiation and flow indication, operating procedures,
and technical specifications. The staff reviewed licensee responses to this
item and provided a safety evaluation for each plant.

Despite the improvements obtained by the above effort, concern with auxiliary
feedwater system reliability remained. This concern grew cut of the review of-
auxiliary feedwater system reliability studies and continued failures noted from
operating experience data reviewa. The specific concern was that the availabil-
ity of an auxiliary feedwater system with two pumps was not sufficient to ensure
the secondary decay heat removal safet; function when compared to that of a

=

'
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three pump system. This concern was amplified by the loss of all feedwater
event at Davis-Besse in June 1985. The issue was pursued by the staff under
Generic Issue 124 where those few plants with just two auxiliary feedwater pumps
were evaluated to determine the need to make further hardware changes to improve .

; their auxiliary feedwater system reliability.

GI-124 was ultimately resolved with a requirement that two pump auxiliary
feedwater system plants backfit a third means of removing decay heat through
the steam generators. Those few licensees affected by this decision have
committed to implement this additional improvement for ensuring the auxiliary
feedwater system safety function.

In addition to the above, while the remaining portions of the power and convir-
sion system do not perform a direct function in ensuring post-accident plant
safety, events involving balance-of plant systems have resulted in the recog"i-
tion by the staff that certain improvements in order to ensure-the safety func-e

tion of interfacing systems, or reduce the likelihood of unanticipated plant
trips, were necessary. Two such areas of improvement include erosion / corrosion
and waterhammer prevention.;

In the 1970s, waterhammer events in main feedwater systems at several PWR
plants including Indian Point Unit 2, Calvert Cliffs, and others demonstrated
the need for hardware improvements in order to reduce the chance of breaching
the secondary side of the steam generator. The staff evaluated this issue under
Unresolved Safety Issue A-1. As a result of this effort, PWRs have installed
J-tubes on the feedwater ring header within the steam generator to reduce the
likelihood of steam void formation in the feedwater line and potential water-

' hammer from collapse of the steam bubble on auxiliary feedwater system initia-
tion. These actions have been effective at reducing the probability of damaging
waterhammer.

,

The feedwater line break event at Surry Unit 2 in Cecember 1986 pointed out the
adverse consequences to plant safety from unplanned-reactor trips due to balance-
of plant failures and to personnel from high energy system steam releases. As a
result, the staff issued Bulletin 87-01, which requested that all licensees
examine plant piping for wall thinning and take corrective action as necessary, !

A subsequent audit of licensee actions against Bulletin 87-01 indicated that.
continued programs to monitor for-future-erosion / corrosion were not in place at
the plants. Therefore, the staff issued Generic Letter 89-08, which requested!

licensees to implement a continuous-monitoring program to detect unacceptable
pipe wall thinning and c-artify that the program is in place. These programs
provide the necessary assurance against the type of severe wall thinning event
that challenges plant safety systems. Through the inspection program, the staff
audits licensee actions to ensure that adequate implementation has been under-
taken.

As a result.of steam generator tube degradation and leakage problems at many PWR
plants in the 1970s,.PWR licensees, NSSS vendors, and the NRC staff initiated-
studies to improve steam generacor. tube. integrity. One major early outcome of

,

these studies was a recognition that typical secondary water chemistry programs.

that included sodium phosphate were potentially contributing to the tube degra-;_

- dation being experienced. As a result, NSSS vendors recommended a change to an'

all volatile treatment (AVT) secondary water chemistry program utilizing ammonia
and hydrazine. Licensees have adopted this change, and. subsequent operating
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experience has indicated that it has been effective in improving steam generator
tube integrity. Steam generator tube integrity was also designated an unresolved
safety issue (USI) by the NRC staff in 1978 and Task Action Plans (TAPS) A-3; A-4,
and A-5 were established to evaluate the safety significance of degradation in
Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering, and Babcock and Wilcox steam generators,
respectively. These studies were later combined into one effort because many of
the problems being experienced by these plants were similar. The staff prepared
a draft USI report regarding this issue, which primarily considered corrosion-
related failure mechanisms, including the " denting" mechanism, since those fail-
ures were the main concern during the period when most of the technical studies
were performed.

In May 1982, subsequent to the Ginna steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event,
the staff initiated an integrated program to consider the lessons learned (1)
from the Ginna SGTR event, (2) from the three previous domestic SGTR events, and
(3) to consider the recommendations in the draft USI report. The objective of
the integrated program was to complete resolution of USIs A-3, A-4, and A-5 and
determine the need for further requirements to improve steam generator tube
integrity.

Concurrent with the completion of the staff study under USIs A-3, A-4, and A-5,
in 1985, the NRC staff issued Generic Letter 85-02, which requested all PWR
licensees to describe their programs, including secondary water chemistry con-
trol, for ensuring steam generator tube integrity. The NRC staff reviewed these
programs and accepted them with necessary changes made by licensees.

The results of the NRC staff' integrated program for resolution of USIs A-3, A-4,
and A-5 were ultimately documented in NUREG-0844, "NRC Integrated Program for
the Resolution of Unresolved Safety Issues A-3, A-4 and A-5 regarding Steam Gen-
erator Tube Integrity," September 1908. In NUREG-0844, the NRC staff concluded
that sufficient regulatory requirements were in place,-in conjunction with
industry initiatives, to ensure that SGTRs do not contribute significantly to
nuclear power plant risk, and thus, no further regulatory requirements were

,

necessary.
1

! 10.4 Conclusions

In summary, those portions of the steam and power conversion at all-operating
reactors performing essential safety functions meet current Commission require-
ments. Compliance with the Commission. requirements will be maintained at all
times during operation, including during any renewal period. The TMI-2 accident
led to significant improvements in the availability and reliability of the aux-
iliary feedwater system, which is the portion of the steam and power conversion
system providing a decay heat removal safety function in PWRs. Events at other-
plants in balance-of plant systems led to improvements to reduce the likelihood
of damaging waterhammer and unanticipated plant trips due to errosion/ corrosion-
of piping. These improvemants will. remain in place to provide continued plant-
protection. Further requirements as needed will be imposed, as appropriate,
based on the continuous review of operating experience and research in' order
to ensure the continued health and safety of the public.
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11. RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

11.1 Scope

Radioactive waste management systems are provided to control releases of
radioactive materials to the environmen; in liquid and airborne effluents and
to handle radioactive solid wastes produced during normal reactor operation.
Process and effluent radiological nonitoring and sampling systems- are provided
for monitoring effluent discharge paths for radioactivity that may be released
from normal operations and from postulated accidents.

Radioactive liquid and solid waste management systems are relatively independent
of the type of plant; however, radioactive gaseous waste management systems at
BWRs are significantly different from those at PWRs.

11.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations provide limitations and other requirements governing
the radioactivity in effluents released to unrestricted areas for the purpose
of providing protection against the hazards of radiation for normal plant oper-
ation. These regulations (1) provide requirements regarding the characteristics
of radioactive waste prepared and packaged for transfer to offsite disposal
sites, (2) provide design objectives for equipment to control releases of radio-
active materials in effluents, and (3) require technical specifications to keep
releases of radioactive materials to unrestricted areas during normal operations
as low as is reasonable achievable.

Furthermore, the Commission regulations require that (1) the plant desigrt include
means to suitably control the release of radioactive materials in gaseous and
liquid effluents and to handle radioactive solid. wastes produced during normal-
operations, including anticipated operational occurrences; (2) radioactive waste
systems be designed to ensure adequate safety under normal and postulated acci-
dent conditions; and (3) means be provided for monitoring effluent discharge
paths for radioactivity that may be released from normal operations, including.
anticipated operational occurrences, and from postulated accidents.

11.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Significant changes to the-regulations governing radioactive waste management
systems occurred with the establishment of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I, in 1975
and 10 CFR Part 20, S20,311, and 10 CFR Part 61 in 1982. Appendix I was issued
because the NRC recognized that specific numerical criteria were necessary to
ensure that licensees were maintaining radioactivity levels within-normal efflu-
ent releases to as low as reasonably achievable limits as required by 10 CFR
Part 20.

The technical specifications established under 10 CFR Part 50, $50.36a (" Appendix
I technical specifications") for all plants are intended to ensure that radio-
active waste processing operations are conducted within specific limits. These
technical specifications provide limiting conditions for operation and surveil-
lance requirements regarding (1) operation of the liquid and gaseous radwaste
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treatment systems, (2) radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous effluents,
(3) offsite doses due to radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous effluents,
(4) total offsite doses, (5) radiological environmental monitoring, (6) content
of liquid and gaseous waste storage tanks, (7) explosive miv.tures in gasecus
radwastes management systems, and (8) processing of solid iadioactive wastes.

Subsequent experience and problems with the acceptability of solid waste packages
from commercial nuclear power plants intended for burial at licensed offsite
facilities resulted in issuance of 10 CFR Part 20 requirements to more closely
control transfers of radioactive waste intended for disposal at a licensed land
disposal facility. These problems included excessive amounts of water in solid
waste packages and overly rapid deterioration of the waste form itself. Under
S20.311, licensees are required to (1) prepare all solid wastes so that they can
be classified according to 10 CFR Part 61,961.55,(2) meet the waste character-
istic requirements of 10 CFR Part 61, S61.56, and (3) conduct a quality control
program to ensure compliance with S561.53 and 61.56. These requirements are
intended to ensure that future solid waste packages from all plants will be
acceptable for burial at storage facilities ar.d will maintain their long-term
integrity.

Adc"tional generic requirements that have evolved governing radioactive waste
management systems are as follows. NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TM1 Action
Plan Requirements," Item II.F.1, issued in November 1980, provided new generic
requirements regarding additional monitoring and sampling, and analysis of post-
accident releases of radioactive materials. These requirements resulted because
of weaknesses noted at TMI-2 in this area following the THI-2 accident.

In the early 1980s, uncertainty arose with regard to future availability of
low-level waste disposal capacity at the licensed burial sites. This concern
resulted in issuance of GL 81-38, " Storage of Low-Level Radioactive Wastes at
Power Reactor Sites," dated November 10, 1981, which provided generic guidance
to be used by licensees in the design, construction, and operation of such
onsite storage facilities. This guidance continues to be used by licensees to
ensure proper storage of low-level waste at nuclear power plants.

11.4 Conclusions

In summary, the radioactive waste management systems at all existing operating
reactors meet the existing Commission requirements. Compliance with these
requirements will be maintained at all times during operation, including any
renewal period. As new information occurs as a result of plant events or
research, this information is routinely reviewed by the staff to determine if
new or different requirements are needed in this area. If new or different
requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within existing regulatory
programs to require improvements, if needed, to ensure the continued health
and safety of the public.
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12. RADIATION PROTECTION

12.1 Scope
'

General standards are provided forme protection of the individual from rad _ia-
tion hazards associated with activities licensed by the NRC. This section will
discuss the different control strategies in place to-limit thenaxposure of
occupational workers and the general public to ionizing radiation.

12.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations provide standards for the protection of licensees,
their employees, and the general public against the rLdiation hazards arising-
out of the possession or use of special nuclear, source, or byproduct material
under license issued by the NRC. Certain precautionry prtcedures and adminis-
trative controls are provided to ensure that the i aluation of these radiation
hazards are adequate and that the resulting radiacion. doses are kept as low as
is reasonably achievable-(ALARA). Different 'imits and controls are provided
for occupationally exposed individuals and %, bers of- the general public. 4

12.2.1 Occupational Exposures

10 CFR Part 20 prescribes dose limits that guvern the exposure of personnel to
radiation from sources external to the body. . In addition, limits on the quan-
tities of radioactive material- tak into'the body through inhalation or absorp-
tion are provided to control th, doses to individual organs-'and tissues from
internal sources.

10 CFR Part 19, paragraph 10.12, prescribes that plant workers be informed of-
the radiation hazcrds tc A':h they are subjected and-be instructed in the pur-
pose and function of_ radution protection devices and controls that- they must-observe,

12.2.2 Exposures to the General Public

10 CFR'Part 20 provides controls for radiation exposure to the general-public'-
by providing limits on the radiation levels that can' exist _in areas not con- |

trolled by the licensee, concentrations of' radioactive material that?may be
discharged from the facility.in gaseous and liquid form, and the transportation
and disposal -of radioactive wastes.

In addition to the-limits of 10 CFR Part 20 that apply to all NRC licensees,.
design specifications and operating requirements are provided in 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix I, to ensure that each power reactor licensee operates their facility.
such that the quantities of radioactive materials released-to the environment
in gaseous _and liquid effluents are maintained ALARA.

Also NRC licensees are subject to' regulations promulgated by other agencies.
40 CFR Part 190, issued by_ the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), provides
limitations on the dose to members of the public from facilities-in the uranium .

'
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fuel cycle (including those licensed by the NRC). The Department of Transporta-
tion (00T) provides requirements for the shipment of radioactive materials in
Title 49 to the Code of Federal Regulations (49 CFR).

12.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The adoption of 10 CFR Part 20 in 1957 establishea the basic framework currently
employed for the protection of licensee personnel and the public from exposure
to radiation. Extensive changes to the dose limits and the permissible concen-
trations of radioactive material in air and water, contained in Part 20, were
adopted in 1960. These dose limits and permissible concentrations were based
on the latest scientific knowledge of the time on the biological effects of
radiation exposure.

An assumption basic to the radiation protection methods used in 10 CFR Part 20
is that any exposure to ionizing radiation results in a proportional health risk
and that there should be no radiation exposure without a commensurate benefit.
From 1970 to 1975 the Commission undertook a series of rule changes to imprave
the framework in 10 CFR Part 20 for ensuring that reasonable efforts are made
to keep exposures to radiation, and releases of radioactivity in effluents, ALARA
and to specify design and operating requirements in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I,
to restrict quantities of radioactive materials released in gaseous and liquid
ef fluents from light water reactors (LWRs).

The dose criteria specified in Appendix I to Part 50 correspond to continuous
effluent releases that are a small fraction of the concentration limits in 10
CFR Part 20. Licensees were required to implement technical specifications to
ensure plant operations within the Appendix I requirements.

In 1981 the Commission amended Part 20 to incorporate the EPA requirements in
40 CFR Part 190, " Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Nuclear Power
Operations." 40 CFR Part 190 provides that LWRs be operated so that releases
of radioactive material and the resulting radiation doses to the public are be-
low specified limits. These dose limits are comparable to, and in some cases
more restrictive than, the dose objectives and operating conditions contained
in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 1.

In 1983, 10 CFR Part 20, S 20.311, was adopted to establish administration pro-
cedures and recordkeeping requirements to support the licensing requirements
for land disposal of radioactive wastes contained in 10 CFR Part 61. The waste
manifests, specified in S 20.311, document that radioactive wastes are properly
classified, described, packaged, marked, and labeled and are in proper condition
for transportation according to the applicable 00T regulations.

During the licensing process, pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, 6-50.34, the appli-
cant must submit a Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) that describes the
facility, the kinds and quantities of radioactive materials expected to be pro-
duced, and the means for controlling and limiting radioactive effluents and
radiation exposures within the limits of 10 CFR Part 20.

Additional design criteria are provided in Appendix A to 10 CrR Part 50 governing
the radioactive exposure to plant operators under accident conditions, the expo-
sure to radiation during fuel handling and storage, and the adequate monitoring
of radioactive concentrations in plant effluents and radiati- levels in plant
environs during normal operations and postulated accidents.
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Prior to granting a license, the staff reviews the FSAR against established
acceptance criteria and concludes that the facility design, and the radiological
controls proposed, are adequate, and that the facility can be operated within
all applicable limits and radiation exposures will be maintained ALARA.

The NRC inspection program ensures that each licensee adequately implements the
radiation protection controls described in their FSAR and incorporated in their
technical specifications. The performance of each licensee's radiation protec-
tion program is inspected by the NRC resident inspectors on a weekly basis, by
region-based specialists routinely, and by teams of specialists wnenever deemed-

;

necessary. When deficiencies are noted, the licensee is required to modify its
program or implement additional controls as corrective action. An example of
this is the finding from the 1980-1981 Health Physics Appraisal Team inspections
that efforts at maintaining occupational radiation exposure ALARA lacked licensee
support. Subsequently, each licensee implemented additional programs to ensure
occupational exposures are maintained ALARA.

Plant operating events also provide new information that may require changes to
a plant's licensing bases. Two examples are the serious exposure of plant work-
ers during a fuel transfer operation in 1978 and the radiation protection expe-
riences during the 1979 accident at Three Mile Island. In both cases, each LWR
licensee was required to reanalyze its plant design and make appropriate modifi-
cations to ensure adequate protection to workers during spent fuel transfer oper-
ations or during anticipated accident situations. In addition, the TMI accident
indicated a need throughout the industry to improve accident assessment and mon-
itoring capabilities related to potential radioactive releases offsite during
an accident. Upgrades in radiation protection during fuel handling operations
were made at all o'perating reactor licensees as a required response to Bulletin
79-08, " Radiation Level!, ' rom Fuel Element Transfer Tubes," dated June 12, 1978,
i.provements in-radiation protection programs to protect workers during.a poten-
tial plant accident were contained in NUREG-0660 and NVREG-0737 and the
implementation at each plant was subsequently required by Commission order.

Advances in the scientific and technical knowledge of radiobiology and the risks
associated with radiation exposure have been made since the current. limits in
Part 20 were adopted in 1960. The current recommendations of the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) provide a radiation protection
framework that relates the risks of nonuniform irradiation to individual tissues
and organs from internally deposited radionuclides to the risk of uniform irra-
diation.of the total body. This method differs.from the current standards in
10 CFR Part 20, which limit internal and external exposures separately.

The Commission staff has reviewed the ICRP recommendations and has concluded
that the framework more firmly establishes health risk as the basis for radia-
tion orotection than was evident for the current standards. The Commission-is
currently engaged in a rulemaking proceeding to revise Part 20 to be consistent-
with these international. recommendations and practices, even though the standards

.in the current Part 20, in concert with the ALARA programs implemented at LWRs, i

result in doses generally far below the limits specified in the proposed revi-
sion. Thus, revising the limits in Part 20 will have little impact on reactor
licensees. For example, limiting the sum of the dose from internally deposited
radioactivity and the dose from external sources will not be a significant
impact for LWRs since engineering and administrative controls, already required,
generally reduce the intake of radioactive material to insignificant levels. If
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approved by the Commission, all NRC licensees will be required to change their
programs to implement the radiation protection strategy provided by the revised
10 CFR Part 20. As-additional scientific findings become available, such as
those recently published by the National Academy of Sciences in their BEIR V
report, the Commission will consider their signi#icance and make changes to
its rules and regulations as appropriate.

12.4 Conclusions
4

The current standards in 10 CFR Part 19, 10 CFR Part 20, and 10 CFR Part 50
provide an adequate basis for the protection of workers and the general 1public
from the radiation hazards associated with nuclear power plants lic.ensed by the
NRC. The Commission staff has identified a need to revise 10 CFR Part 20 to
incorporate a different radiation protection framework that is consistent with
current international recommendations and practices. If approved by the Commis-
sion, all licensees will be required to change their programs to implement this
new radiation protection strategy. As new inforn-: tion occurs as a result of
research or plant events, this information is reviewed by the staff, through
the processes described earlier, to determine if new or different requirements
in this area are needed. If it is determined that new or different requirements
are needed, the staff has the capability within existing regulatory programs to
require additional analyses or plant modifications, as needed, to ensure the
continued health and safety of the public.

4
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13. CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

The following sections discuss a number of subject areas that generally affect
the conduct of operations around operating facilities. These subject areas
include discussions of the management, operations, and technical support org'an-
ization; training programs; emergency planning; licensee's self-assessment
capabilities; plant procedures; and physical security.

13.1 Management, Operations, and Technical Support Organizations

13.1.1 Scope

During the licensing of an operating imanagement and support organizations. plant, the staff reviews the licensee'sThis particular review area is limited
to ensuring that corporate management is involved with,_ informed 6 bout, and

_

dedicated to the safe design, test, and operation of the plant; that there are
sufficient technical resources available to ensure plant operational safety;
and that the structure, functions, and responsibilities of the licensee's

,

onsite organization are acceptably defined.

13.1.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that a licensee must be technically qualified to
operate the plant before a license can be granted and that provisions relating
to organization and management be included in the adtinistrative controls.sec-
tion of the-plant technical specifications. The re
licensed operator requirements during operation o' gulations also describea facility.- The TMI Action
Plan (NUREG-0737)-also describes specific requirements with respect to the
responsibility of both the shif t supervisor ar'! Wift_ technical advisor.

13.1.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

In general the safety evaluation report or its supplements contain descriptions
-of the management, operations, and technical- support organizations for. each fa-
cility at the time the license was issued. 'A licensee's management, operations,
and technical support organizations continually change during the: term of the
license. Changes to.the management, operations, and technical support organiza-

-

tion are monitored throughout the term of the license, and new criteria are
applied, if applicable.

10CFR-Part5C71(e)requireseachlicenseetoperiodicallyuddate_theFinal
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for their facility.' ;The FSAR contains.information-
with respect to.the management, op'erations, and technical. support organizations.
If changes are made to provisions relating to management and organ _ization that-
are in the technical specifications, the Commission reviews and. approves these
changes. Thereby,- the Commission:is continually updated on the licensee's
management and technical. support organizations at each facility.

.

The management, operations, and technical support organizations at each facility
are evaluated continually. The Commission, on a continuing basis, interacts.
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with the licensee through the evaluation of reportable events, license changes,
10 CFR Part 50.59 changes, the Commission resident inspector program, and spe-
cial inspections. These activities provide insight into the capability of the
technical support organization for the facility. The integration of all these
interfaces with the licensee provides a continual evaluation of the management,
operations, and technical support organization at each facility.

13.1.4 Conclusions

When a license is granted, the licensee must be technically qualified to engage
in the activities authorized by the license and remain so for the term of the
license, including any renewal term. Reviews and approval of technical specifi-
cation changes, interactions with the staff, and the inspection program provide
the Commission with a continuing evaluation ;f the licensee's management, oper-
ations, and technical support organizations. If new information occurs which
dictates that new or different requirements should be implemented, the staff
has the authority under existing regulatory programs to require plant changes
to ensure the continued safe operation of the plant.

13.2 Training

13.2.1 Scope

This section describes infermation relating to the operational training and
licensed operator requalification programs of the plant. The purpose of these
programs is to provide assurance that the licensee will adequately train a staff
to safely operate the plant and, thereby, protect the public health and safety.

13.2.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that licensees provide training and instruction
to individuals who manipulate the controls of a facility or direct any licensed
activity of a licensed individual and provide information concerning organiza-
tional structure, personnel qualifications, and related matters to ensure that
proper administrative and managerial controls are in place to ensure safe
operation.

13.2.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Following the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2), the NRC emphasized
the need to upgrade training and qualifications of nuclear power plant person-
nel. In the "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident"
(NUREG-0660, July 1980), the NRC cited its ongoing study of accreditation of
training as a possible means of upgrading training programs in the industry.

In the " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements" (NUREG-0737, November
1980), the NRC cited interim procedures to improve training programs and to
upgrade the qualifications of personnel prior to accreditation of the facility
training programs. Since that time, the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
(INPO), with its associated National Academy for Nuclear Power Operations
(Academy), has developed a training accreditation program that the NRC has
found to be an acceptable means of self-improvement of training.
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On March 20, 1985, the Commission published its policy statement on training
and qualification of nuclear power plant personnel allowing the industry a min-
imum of two years of accreditation activity without the introduction of new NRC
training regulations. In the policy statement, the Commission further endorsed
the training secreditation program managed by INPO, as it encompasses the elements
of effective performance-based training and provides the basis to ensure that
personnel have qualifications commensurate with the performance requirements of
their jobs, and recognized the accreditation of 10 utility training programs.

On November 18, 1988, the Commission published a revised policy statement that
reflected the minor modifications made by the Academy to its accreditation pro-
gram and the NRC staff to the methods by which it monitors the industry training
programs. Specifically, the amendments of the revised policy statement are:
(1) recognition of the establishment of an eleventh accredited training program;
(2) N..., staff will monitor the industry training programs and training program
results by conducting post-accreditation reviews; and (3) NRC will conduct in-
spections, as deemed necessary, and take appropriate enforcement action in at-
cordance with the Commission's enforcement policy in 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C,
when regulatory requirements are not met. However, the Commission's policy has
been successfully challenged [Public Citizens v. U.S. NRC No. 89-1017 - D.C.
Circuit, April 17, 1990]. The Commission has this matter under consideration.

-

To ensure that the nuclear industry's training program improvements are effec-
tive, the NRC monitors the accreditation process and its results by attending
and observing Accreditation Board meetings, observing training accreditation
team visits, conducting operator licensing and requalification exams, and con-
ducting performance-oriented training inspections to assess the level of
knowledge of plant personnel.

13.2.4 Conclusions
'

10 CFR 50.34 and 10 CFR Part 55 establish the requirements for the development
and implementation of training and requalification programs for facility person-
nel to prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents that could
cause undue risk to the health and safety of the public, The Commission believes
that an effectively implemented accredited te ining program is.'an essential-a
foundation in the continued safe operation of nuclear power facilities.

The Commission has reviewed the INP0 training accreditation program and found
it to be an acceptable means of self-improvement of training. The INP0 training
accreditation program requires the modification of accredited' programs based on
periodic evaluation'of existing plant and training materials and task lists, and
feedbcck from plant personnel concerning the training. materials and tasklists.
This modification of training materials and task lists. ensures that the' training
provided accurately reflects the current job requirements. To ensure the con-
tinued effectiveness and implementation of a-licensee's training programs', the.-
NRC monitors the accreditation process:and its results, observes INP0 training
accreditation team visits, conducts operator 11icensing-and requalification exams,.
and conducts performance-oriented training inspections. Under 10 CFR 50.54(a),
changes to relax or reduce previous training commitments must receive, Commission- '

approval before a licensee can. implement the change. As new information is ob-
tained as a result of plants events or research, this information:is reviewed
by the staff to determine if new or different requirements are needed. If it
is determined that new or different requirements are-needed,'the staff has the
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capability to require additional improvements to ensure the continued health
and safety of the public.

13.3 Emergency Planning

13.3.1 Scope

This section discusses the requirement that reactor licensees develop and
implement emergency plans to ensure the continued protection of the public
health and safety in the event of a radiological accident.

13.3.2 Safety issues and Regulatory Requirements

Prior to the issuance of a full power operating license, the emergency planning
regulations require a finding that there is reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emer-
gency. The regulations were adopted as an added conservatism to the defense-
in-depth philosophy. They dif fer in character from inost of the NRC's siting
and engineering design requirements which are directed at achieving or
maintaining a m um level of public safety protection.

13.3.3 Evolutio, current Licensing Basis
i

13.3.3.1 Onsite Emergency Planning

in June 1979, NRC began a formal consideration of the role of emergency planning
1or ensuring the continued protection of toe public health and safety in areas
around nuclear power plant facilities. A final rule, effective November 4, 1980,
was published in the federal Register on August 19, 1980 (45 FR 55402). It pro-

vides that an initial operating license will not be granted unless NRC can make
a favorable finding that the integration of onsite and offsite emergency planning
provides reasonaM a asserance that adequLte protective measures can and will be

NRC will base its finding on a
taken in the eveu of a radiological emergency (. FEMA) findings and determinationsreview of Feoeral Emergency Management Agency
as to whether State and local emergency plans are adequate and capable of being
implemented, and on the NRC assessment as to whether the applicant's onsite emer-
gency plans are adequate and capable of being implemented. In the case of an
operating reactor, if it is determined that there are such deficiencies that a
favorable NRC finding is not warranted, and if the deficiencies are not corrected
within four months of that determination, the Commission will determine expedi-
tiously whether the reactor should shut down or whether some other enforcement-

action is appropriate. In any case, where the Commission believes that the pub-'

lic health, safety, or interest so requires, the plant will be required to shut
down immediately. Licensees, howuer, will have an opportunity to demonstrate
to the satisfaction of the Commission, for example, that deficiencies in emer-
gency plans are not significant for the plant in question, that adequate interim
compensating actions have been or will be t%en promptly, or that there are
compelling reasons to permit plant operation.

The 1980 rule required that emergency planning considerations be extended to
emergency planning zones and that these consist of an area of about 10 miles
in radius for exposure to the radioactive plume that might result from an acci-
dent in a nuclear power reactor and an area of about 50 miles in radius for
food that might become contaminated. Additionally, the final rule sets forth

,

!
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16 emergency planning standards that must be met by onsite State, and local
emergency plans within the emergency planning zones.

13.3.3.2 Offsite Emergency Planning

Section 109 of the NRC FY 1980 Authorization Bill (PL 96-295) required that NRC
consult with the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) on
the status of State radiological emergency response plans with respect to the
issuance of an operating license for a reactor facility.

In response FEMA issued a rule concerning review and approval of State radio-
logical emergency plans and preparedness (44 CFR Part 350, September 28, 1983).
This rule established policy and procedures for review and approval by FEMA of-
State emergency plans and preparedness for coping with the offsite effects of
radiolcgical emergencies that might occur at nuclear p wer faci 10.ies. The
rule sets out criteria that are used h" FEMA in reviewing,.asessing, and eval-
uating the plans and preparedness; it specifies how and where a State may sub-
mit plans; and it descrives certain of the processes by which FEMA makes--find-
ings and determinationt as to the adequacy of State = plans and the capability of
State and local governments-to implement these plans and areparedness measures.-
Such findings and determinations are to be submitted to tie Governors of
affected States and to NRC for use in its licensing proceedings.-

13.3.3.3 Current Program

As experience'was gained in the implementation of the revised onsite and offsite.

emergency plans by both the licensees and the State and local governments, revi-
sions to t1e regulations were deemed appropriate. For-example, the 1980 regula-
tions required chat the licensees and State and local governments within the
10-mile plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone conduct ~an annual, full-
participation exercise. Mter considering the experience gained by all of the '

participants in these annual exercises, the Commission proposed, and then adopted
-in 1984 a change to a biennial full participation exercise. The revised rule
continued to require an annual onsite exercise for licensees, required State and
local governments to participate every 2 years with a provision for remedial ex-
ercises to ensure.that any deficiencies are corrected..and provided the opportun-
ity for State and local government > participation in the annual'11censee exercise,
if desired. The rationale behind the change was that (1) experience in observing
and evaluating over 150 exercises had shown a disproportionate amount of Federal,
State, and local government' resources were being expended to conduct and evaluate
the annual exercises, (2) State and local governments respond to a variety of
actual emergencies on a continuing basis, thus exercising their emergency pre-
paredness, capabilities, and (3) the flexibility provided for in a biennial fre-
quency would provide an incentive for State and local-governments to perform in
a satisfactory manner in order to avoid conducting remedial exercises.

In order to ensure that emergency preparedness around licensed nuclear facilitic:
continues to reflect current conditions and circumstances, licensees are permit-
ted.to make changes to emergency plans without NRC approval if those changes do-
not decrease the effectiveness of these pim, and the plans, as changed, con-
tinue to meet the standards of110 CFR 50.4?(b) and the requirements of 10 CFR
fart 50, Appendix E. Changes made without approval must be reported within 30-
days after the changes are made..-Proposed-changes-that decrease the effective--

ne w of the approved plans may not be implemented without application.to and-
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approval by the NRC. This requirement is found in 10 CFR 50.54(q) of the
regulations.

As required by 10 CFR 50.47(b)(8), licensees are to provide and maintain
adequate emergency facilities and equipment. fo satisfy this requirement,
licensees must ins;ect and perform operability checks of emergency equipment
and instruments at frequent intervals throughout the year. In addition, the

NRC performs an annual inspection of the licensee's program and equipment to
ensure that essential emergency facilities, equipment, instrumentation, an.d
supplies are being maintained in a state of operational readiness. Bued on
the above discussion, the staff does not believe that equipment used in assur-
ing the offectiveness of the emergency prep u .dness program needs to be
evaluated as part of the plant assessment of aging degradation required by th',,
new Part 54.

13.3.4 Conclusions

Reactor licensees are required to develop and implement emergency plans to
ensure the continued protection of the public health and safety in the event of
a radiological accident. State and local governments must meet the regulations
of the Federal Emergency Management Agency to ensure that their emergency plans
and preparedness are sufficient for coping with the offsite effects of radio-
logical emergencies that might occur at nuclear power facilities. Provisions
exist for the review and prior approval of any changes to the emergency plans
that may decrease the effectiveness of the plans. Furthermore, the NRC rou-
tinely inspects licensee emergencv preparedness programs, including required
f acilities, equipment, instrument'ation, and supplies, to ensure that they are
maintained in a state of operational readiness and meet licensee commitments
and NRC requirements at all times during plant operation, including any renewal
terms. If necessary, the NRC may take enforcement actions including assessment
of civil penalties. Finally, the "RC continues to evaluate the adequacy of
its emergency preparedness regulations, and where any new or different require-
ments are deemed necessary, they are implemented by rule, order, or other
existing regulatory documents.

13.4 Review and Audit

13.4.1 Scope

This section discusses tt'e licensee's operational review program. The purpose
ci this program is to implement the licensee's responsibility-related proposed
changes, test evaluations of unplanned events, and provisions for the evalurs-
tion of plant operations.

13.4.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that one of the considerations in granting a
license is the technical qualifications of the applicant. NUREG-0737,"Clarlfi-
cation of TM1 Task Action Plan Requirements," describes the requirements for an
Independent Safety Engineering Group (ISEG) for post-TMI licensed plants, in
addition, the regelations require that certain provisions relating to adminis-
trative controls be incorporated into the administrative controls section of
the plant-specific technical specifications.)

t
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13.4.3 Evaluation of Current Licensing Basis

In general, the safety evaluation report for each facility containu a descrip-
tion of the operational review program at the time the facility was licensed.

A licensee's operational review program is often revised during the term of the
license. Changes to the program are monitored by the Commission throughout the
term of the license, and new criteria are applied if applicable.

10 CFR Part 50.71(e) requires each licensee to periodically update the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for their facility. The FSAR contains a descrip*
tion of the facility operational review program. In addition, the Commission
reviews and approves any changes to the operatlunal review program that are-in
the facility technical specifications. Thereby, the Commission is periodically
updated on the current operational review program at each facility.

The Commission's inspection program provides for periodic evaluation of the
facility operational review program. Inspection Procedure 40500. " Evaluation of
Licensee's Self-Assessment Capability " and Inspection Procedure 88005, " Manage-
ment Organization and Controls," provide for the periodic inspection and evalua-
tion of the facility operational review program.

13.4.4 Conclusions

Commission regulations require that one of the considerations in granting
a license is the technical qualifications of the applicant to engage in the
activities of the license. Reviews and approvals of technical specification
changes and the Commission inspection program provide the Commission with a
periodic review and evaluation of the licensee's operational review program.

13.5 Plant Procedures

This section discusses two general categories of procedures: administrative
procedures and operating and maintenance procedures. Administrative procedures
include (1) those that provide the administrative contruls with respect to pro-
cedures, and (2) those that defino and provide controls for operational activi- E

ties of the plant staff. Operating and maintenance procedures are used by the
operating organization (plant staff) to ensure that routine operating, off-
normal, ern gency, and maintenance activities are conducted in a safe manner.

13.5.1 Administrative Procedures

13.5.1.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulation 4 require that one of the considerations in granting a
license is the technical' qualifications of the applicant to engage in the activ-
ities of the license and require that the licensee designate individuals-to be:
responsible for directing the activities of licensed operators. .The: regulations
also require provisions relating to-administrative controls in the Administrative-
Controls Section of the Technical Specifications. Further, NUREG-0737, ''Clari-
fication of TMI Task Action Plan Requirements," describes certain requirements
with respect to administrative procedures requirements.

13-7
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13.5.1.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The safety evaluation report (SER) and its supplements describe the administra-
tive controls program at the time of licensing of the facility. The administra-
tive controls relate to, in part, procedures and programs and to designating
individuals to be responsible for directing the activities of licensed operators.

A licensee's procedures and program for the control of procedures may change
during the term of the license. Changes to these procedures and programs are
monitored during the term of the license and new criteria applied if applicable.

10 CFR Part 50.71(e) requires each licensee to periodically update the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for their facility. The FSAR contains the admin-
istrative controls program for procedures. Changes to the procedures control
program that ev included in the technical specifications are reviewed and ap-
proved by the Commission. Thereby, the Commission is continually aware of the
administrative controls program.

The licensee's administrative controls program at each facility is periodically
evaluated through the Commission's inspection prog" ram. In particular, Inspection
Procedure 71707, " Operational Safety Verification, and Inspection Procedure
88005,"ManagementOrganizationandControls,"provideforacontinualreviewof
the licensee c administrative procedures control program.

13.5.1.3 Conclusions

The regulations require that one of the considerations in granting a licenst is
the technical qualifications of the applicant to engage in the activities of
the license. Reviews and approvals of technical specification changes and the
inspection program provide the Commission with periodit evaluation of the admin-
istrative controls program.

13.5.2 Operating and Maintenance Procedures

13.5.2.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements
'

The regulations applicable to administrative procedures require the determina-
tion that the licensec is technically qualified to engage in licensing activi-
ties and that the licensee designate individuals to be responsible for direct-
ing the licensed activities of licensed operators.

Commission regulations also govern operating procedures used by licensed
operators in the control room and other operating procedures and maintenance
procedures. Additionally, the TM1 Action Plari (NUREG-0660 and NUREG-0737)
requires licensees to upgrade their Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs).

Commission regulations also require that activities affecting quality be
prescribed by and accomplished in accordance with documented instructions,
procedures, and drawings.

13.5.2.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Requirements for the commercial nuclear power industry to improve the quality
and usability of plant procedures were established as a result of the accident
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l

at ihree Mile !$1and (THI). Following TMI, the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation developed the TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0660 and NUREG-0737) which rea

,

quired licensees of operating reactors to reanalyze transients and accidents
and to upgrade E0Ps (Item I.C.1). NUREG-0660 (Item I.C.9) committed the NRC to |-develop a long-term plan for the overall improvement of nuclear power plant
procedures.

Requirements for E0Ps were further defined in Generic letter 82-33. Generic
letter 82-33 transmitted Supplement I to NUREG-0737, " Requirements for Emergenc
Response Capebility," and directed each licensee to submit to the NRC a Proce y
dures Generation Package (PGP) from which licensees were to develop function or
symptom-based E0Ps. This document also indicated that the NRC staff would audit
E0Ps on a selective basis.

farly reviews of E0P programs identified potential concerns with their imple-
mentation. in response to these findings, the NRC staff conducted inspectioiis
to monitor the industry's procedure-upgrade programs. Initial inspections re-
vealed a number of problems, and Information Notice 86 64 was issued in August
1986 to alert licensees to these problems. Subsequent impections revealed sim-
ilar results and Information Notice 86-64, Supplement 1: -as issued on April 20,

1987, to describe further problems with E0Ps and PGPs and to inform the industry /that the inspection effort would be intensified. NRC Temporary Instruction 2515
91 was issued in April 1988 and defines the objectives of the E0P inspection.
The inspection effort now extends to all operating reactors in the United States
and has two objectives: (1) to assess the adequacy of the E0Ps themselves, and '

(2) to establish that the supporting programs and documents are sufficient to
ensure the integrity and continued adequacy of the E0Ps.

13.5.2.3 Conclusions

A sound procedure revision process will be particularly important if plant
aging accelerates the frecuency of maintenance, hardware modifications, and
need for the upgrading of safety systems. The staff has determined that the
licensee should have in place an ongoing procedure revision process that en-
sures that procedures are technically adequate, comprehensible, and usable.
The adequacy of the licensee's procedure revision process will be verified
through regular inspections by the resident inspector, as well as routine and
special inspections initiated by the regions. However, as new information oc-,

curs as a result of plant events or research, this information is routinely
-

reviewed by the staff to determine if new or-different requirements are needed
in this area. If new or different requirements are needed, the staff has the
capability to require additional analyses, as needed, to ensure the continued
health and safety _of the public.

13.6 PjiysicalSecurity

13.6.1 Scope

This section discusses the evolution of-the basis' of the reactor security' pro-
-gram.. The licensee's security program consists of the following three plans:
security, security contingency, and guard training and qualification. These-
three phas provide the physical protection envelope that provides the assur-
snces that the operation of these plants does not constitute an; unreasonable-
risk to the public health and safety.
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13.6.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

lhe Commission regulations require licensees to establish and maintain a
physical protection syn w and security organization that provides high
assurance against radiological sabotage.

13.6.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The purpose of nuclear power reactor security requirements is to protect
against the desion basis threat of radiological sabotage. The design basic
threatisgenerailyconsideredtobetheworst-casescenarioofattackby
several well-trained and dedicated individuals and an individual inside the
facility. In 1977, specific requirements of physical procettion of licensed
nuclear facilities against radiological sabotage were set forth by the NRC in
10 CFR 73.55. In publishing this rule, the Commission stated the following:
"The level of protection specified in Part 73.55 is adequate and prudent at
this time. The kind and degree of threats will continue to be reviewed by the
Commission. Should such reviews show change that would dictate different lev-
els of protection, the Commission would consider changes to meet the changed
conditions (42 FR 10836)."

The Commission has since made a number of changes to the requirement to main-
tain or increase the level of assurance. In 1978, the Commission issued re-
quirementsforasafeguardscontingencyplanandguardtrainingandqualifica-
tion plans to be prepared and noted in a facility s license conditions. Sub-
sequent changes in Part 73 have required the reporting of physical security
events, the protection of unclassified safeguards information, and the " Mis-
cellaneous Amendments." 1 hose amendments include a refined vital area access
policy, authority to suspend safeguards during safety emergencies, protection
of certain safeguards equipment, and upgrades to key and lock controls. Most
recently the regulations have been revised to require that any individual in
need of unescorted access at a facility submit to a Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation fingerprint check and chemical testing to determine that they are
f i t- f or-duty.

These changes were made to ensure that toe level of protection remains adequate
considering all new information and potential threats. In 1989 the Commission.

requested licensees to include in their safeguards contingency plan procedures
for short-term actions to protect against attempted radiological sabotage in-
volving a land vehicle bomb if such a threat were to materialize.

J

The NRC has conducted Regulatory Effectiveness Reviews (RERs) since 1982 to
ensure that safeguards required by NRC's regulations, as implemented by licen-
sees, provide the intended level of protection without compromising safety of
operations. The RER teams use NRC security personnel and members of the U.S.
Army Special Forces to test plant security systems and personnel. Regional
safeguards inspectors continue their routine unannounced and special inspec-
tions at all licensed facilities.

In addition to continued NRC review of industry-wide conditions, the status of
physical security measures are reviewed at each individual plant in the System-
atic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) program. Both headquarters cnd
regional safeguards staff provide comments for the " Security" functional area.

I
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Licensee-initiated changes to approved security plans (also contingency and
guard training) may only be made by two methods. Changes made pursuant to 10
CFR 50.54(p) may be made without prior Commission approval if the changes do
not decrease the safeguards effectiveness of the plan. The changes must be
submitted to the Commission within two months and changes are reviewed by thestaff. The second method for plan changes involves the amendment process as
specified in 10 CFR 50.90 to include reviews by the staff and Federal Register
notices soliciting public comment. These changes may involve measures that are
not contained in 10 CFR 73.55(b) through (h), but provide the equivalent high
assurance against radiological sabotage.

Age-related degradation of safeguards equipment is not a license renewal issue
because it is an issue that is being currently experienced and managed. A num-
ber of the originally licensed sites have reached the life expectancy of certain
types of security equipment. Because of the general performance objectives and
requ' ments of 10 CFR 73.55(a) and the site-specific ccmmitments contained in
the ...uividual plant security plans, normal inspection activities will force the
replacementofdegradedequipmentorsubjectthelicenseetoenforcementaction.

13.6.4 Conclusions

The licensee programs meet all existing Commiscion requirements relative to
physical security at reactor sites. NRC's existing regulatory base, ongoing
inspection activities, and continuing re-reviewing of threats policies, and
regulations will provide continued assurance against radiological sab:.+. age. A
level of protection will be maintained during the renewal period in t'.. samet

manner as during the original license term. The requirements of 10 CFR Part 73
will continue to be reviewed and changed, if necessary, to' account for new in-
formation, Currently there are several safeguards rulemaking activities under
way, including a site " access authorization rule" for screening of those indivi-
duals who require unescorted access to a facility. The above t
oversight will be present while any facility-is subject to the ype of regulatoryrequirements of10 CFR Part 73,
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14. INITIAL TEST PROGRAM

14.1 Safety Issues and Reaulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require, in part that an applicant for a license to
opstrate a production or utilization facility include the principal design cri-
teria for the proposed facility in the Safety Analysis Report ($AR). Taese
regulations state that these principal design criteria are to establish the
necessary design, fabrication, construction, testing, and performance require-
ments for systems, structures, and components important to safety, i.e.,
systems, structures, and components that provide reasonable assurance that the
facilit
public.y can be operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the

These regulations also require that a test program be established to ensure
that systems, structures,- and components will perform satisfactorily in service.
Since all functions designated in the General Design Criteria are important
to safety, all systems, structures, and components required to perform these
functions need to be tested to ensure that they will perform properl These
functions, as noted throughout the specific General Design Criteria,y.are those
necessary to ensure that specified design conditions of the facility are not
exceeded during any condition of normal operation, including anticipated opera-
tional occurrences, or as a result of postulated accident conditions.

14.2 Evolution of Current Licensino Basis

The NRC safety evaluation report (SER) and supplements describe and attest to
the adequacy of the initial test program for each faci 1 My at the time the
license was issued. Upon completion of the test program, the results are docu-
mented in a final test report subsequent to issuance of an operating lia nse
for each facility. The satisfactory completion of the test program provides
assurance that the systems, structures and components important to safety will
performasdesignedandthatthefacilItycanbeoperatedwithoutundueriskto
the health and safety of the public. During the term of the initial license,
Commission oversight, regulatory actions, and the implementation of technical
specifications provide assurance that the plant continues to meet the current
licensing basis. This is sufficient to conclude that the level of safety is
also adequate. for continued operation during any renewal period.

14.3 Conc' Jsions

At the time of the initial. licensing for a plant, the applicant provides
sufficient information for the staff to conclude that the plant design satisfies
the staff acceptance criteria which ensure that the intent of the_ applicable
regulations are met. Using the processes discussed above, the staff has modified
the initial licensing basis to ensure not only the continued acceptability of
the licensing basis but also the protection of the health and safety of the pub-
lic. As new information continues to occur from plant events, research, or the
processes discussed in Section 1 of this report, this information is routinely
evaluated by the staff to determine if new or different requirements are needed
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in the specific area. If new or different requirements are needed, the staff
has the capability with existing regulatory programs to quire additional analy-
ses or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the c. t inued health and
safety of the public and the acceptability of the plant 1. censing basis.
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15. ACCIDENT ANALYSES

15.1 Scope

This section addresses the analyses of the responso of the plant to postulated
disturbances in process variables and to postulated malfunctions or failures of
equipment. Such safety analyses provide a significant contribution to the selec-
tion of limiting conditions of operation, limiting safety system settings, and
design specifications for components and systems from the standpoint of public-
health and safety. Also, the effects of enticipated process disturbances and-
postulated component failures are examined to determine their consequences and
to evaluate the capability built intn the plant to control or acconimodate such
failures and situations. The situations analyzed include anticipated operational
occurrences (e.g., a loss of alectrical load resulting from a line fault), off-
design transients that include.a small amount of fuel failures, and postulated
accidents of low probability (e.g., the sudden loss of integrity of reactor cool-,

ant pressure boundary). The analyses include an assessment of the consequences-
of an cssumed fission product release.

15.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require, in part, that the reactor core and associated
coolant, control, and protection systems shall be designed with appropriate mar-
gin to assure that SAFDLs are not exceeded during any condition of normal opera-
tion, including the effects of anticipated operational occurrences; that the
reactor coolant system and associated auxiliary, control, and protection systems
shall be designed with sufficient margin to assure that the design conditions
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not exceeded during an
of normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences;y conditionand that..
redundant and reliable reactivity control systems are provided to assure that
under conditions of normal operation, including anticipated operational occur-
rences, SAFDLs are not exceeded.

15.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis-

The licensing basis for transient and accident analyses has evolved as reactor
events provide new information that is determined.to provide improvement in
the methods of evaluation. The process of evaluating operating experience and'
assessing plant data to determine the need for additional actions is a continued ~
one.

General staff guidance specifies that the transients and accidents analyzed in
the plant safety analysis report. ensure that a-sufficiently broad spectrum of
initiating events has been considered; ensure that initiating events of.certain
types and expected fre'quencies of occurrence be' analyzed.so that only the limit-
ing cases in each group are quantitatively-evaluated; and permit the consistent
application of specific acceptance criteria for each post.;'ated initiating event.
In general, each initiating event is assigned to one of three frequency groups,
which include incidents of moderate' frequency, infrequent; incidents, or limiting
faults. The quantitative evaluation of each initiating event in each of.the
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three frequency groups above establish th- limiting conditions of operation for
the required safety systems and those limiting parameters are routinely placed
in the plant technical specifications to ensure that the plant is operated
within its established design envelope.

The evolution of the current licensing basis regarding the perfortrance of the
emergency core cooling system following a postulated loss of coolant accident
is discussed in Subsection 6.4.2 of this report.

There are several post-TM1 action items that af fect the management of plant
transients and accidents. II.E.1.1 and II.E.1.2 of NUREG-0737 require up-
grades to the auxiliary feedwater system in all PWR plants to improve its
reliability. The specific improvements include changes in design regarding
system initiation and flow indication. II.K.3.5 provides guidelines on auto-
matic trip of the reactor coolant pump during a postulated loss of coolant
accident. II.K.3.44 requires an evaluation of anticipated transient with
single failure to verify no significant fuel failure.

15.4 Contiusions

Prior to each plant refueling, the transient and accident analyses are reviewed
by each licensee to verify that changes resulting from the new core do not
result in an unreviewed safety question. If an unreviewed safety question
arises, or if any technical specifications require modification, staff review
and approval is required prior to plant restart. This established licensing
process ensures that the results of the licensee's transient and accident analy-
ses are always in compliance with regulatory requirements during the lifetime
of the plant design. As new information is obtained from operating experiences,
this information is routinely reviewed by the staf f to determine if new or dif-
ferent reouirements are needed in this area. If new or different requirements
are needr , the staff has the capability within existing regulatory programs to
require eJitional analyses, as needed, to ensure the continued health and
safety of the public,

i
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16. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

16.1 Scope

Each applicant for an operating license is required to submit proposed technical
specifications and their bases for the facility as a chapter in the Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR). They should be consistent with the content and format
of the Standard Technical Specifications available from the Commission for the
appropriate nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor. After review and needed
modification by the NRC staff, these technical-specifications are issued by the
Comroission as Appendix A to the operating license.

The equipment included in the technical specifications is a broad spectrum of
structures and electrical and mechanical systems and components taken from the
safety analyses of the FSAR or Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR). It in-
cludes such structures as_the reactor vessel and containment, such systems such
as the emergency core cooling system and reactor protection system, and such
components as circuit breakers, valves, pumps, etc. , in these systems.

16.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that each license issued by the NRC authoriz-
int, operation of a utilization facility shall include technical specifications.
These regulations also describe the required contents of the technical specifi-
cations. Safety limits, settings for automatic protective devices, and limiting
conditions for operation are required to be included in these technical specifi-
cations. Survei lances are also required to ensure that the r.ecessary qualit
of systems and cumponents is maintained, that important parameters are main y
tained within specified limits, and that the limiting conditions for operation
are satisfied. Compensatory actions, which may include shutting down the
reactor, are required when it is found that these conditions are not met.

The technical specifications are derived from the analyses in the Final (or
Updated) Safety. Analysis Report. They ensure that the plant will be operated
so that the assumptions of these safety analyses remain valid. The assumptions
include both initial condt :ons and availability of equipment.

16.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Technical specifications are required by the Atcaic Energy Act of.1954 (Section

182)lfications, including information of the amount, kind, and sourco of special
which states, in part, that "the applicant shall state such technical

spee
neclear material recuired, the place of the use, the specific characteristics
of the facility, anc such other information as the Commission may, by rule or
regulation, deem necessary in order to enable it to-find that the utilization
or production of special nuclear material will .... provide adequate protection
to the health and safety of the public. Such technical specifications shall be
a part of any license issued."
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Section 50.36 of the Code of Federal Regulations was promulgated in 1968 to
specify the content of the technical specifications. From this time until
1973 each plant's technical specifications were unique but similar. In 1973
the concept of 5tandard Technical Specifications was introduced in en attempt
to make technical specifications of different plants more consistent. When a
plant is ready to be licensed, it uses the applicable Standard Technical
Specifications as a starting point.

Licensees typically request changes to the technical specifications in accor-
dance with existing regulations as the plant is operated throughout its life
to reflect modifications to the design and different methods of operation.
When such changes are requested, the NRC must review and approve the requested
changes before they can be implemented. In addition, the NRC also requires
changes to the technical specifications as new safety and licensing issues
arise. For example, changes were required to plant technical specifications
as a result of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident. The resolution of other
important issues, such as the potential for overpressurization of reactor ves-
sels at low temperatures and isolation of low pressure systems from high pres-
sure systems, have led to additions to technical specifications to ensure that
plant operation is in conformance with the resolution of these problems.

As discussed above, the surveillances required by the technical specifications
ensure that the plant is operated so that the technical specifications require-
ments are met. Technical specifications requirements on equipment are primarily
a check on operability of the equipment. Degradation (as, for e3 ample, from
aging) is in most cases not specifically required to be measurea, although the
ASME Code (which is incorporated in most technical specifiestions) requires a
limited amount of trending of performance for pumps and valves. However, the
surveillances are generally done frequently enough so that degradation is not
expected to occur to the extent that operability is affected between
surveillances.

16.4 Conclusions

Because a plant's technical specifications are continually subject to change asa

the plant's design and operation change or new safety issues arise, and because
the technical specifications surveillances ensure that systems, components, and
structures for which credit is taken in the plant's safety analyses remain oper-
able, the staff is satisfied that the existing technical specifications are
adequate.

<
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17, QUALITY ASSURANCE,

17.1 Scope
F

The quality assurance (QA) program of licensees applies to systems, structures,
and components that prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents

,

that could cause undue risk to the health and safety of the public. The QA pro- |
gram of each licensee is reviewed by the NRC to ensure that it meets the require- '

ments of Appendix B to-10 CFR Part 50, and the NRC performs inspections to-
determine whether the program is being implemented' effectively. - '

17.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requiremen_t_s

Commission regulations require tie, licenseer establish and maintain a'QA
program for the design, construction, and operation of systems, structures, and
components that prevent or mitigate the con,equences of postulated accidents-

that could causa undue risk to the health and safety of the public,
~

17.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

In p'ublishing a prorrsed rule in'1970 to add Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, the
Commission stated that its purpose was to establish QA requirements for systems, -

structures,_and components to prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated
accidents that could cause undue risk:to the health and safety of the public.
Further, the Commission stated that the requirements of Appendix B would apply
to all activities during design, construction, and operation'of such systems, '

structures, and components and that the criteria of Appendix B would be used >

for guidance in evaluating the adequacy of the QA programs in use by holders of
both construction permits and operating licenses. In essence,_ Appendix B estab-

,

lishes the minimum acceptable QA requirements for providing reasonable assurance,

I that (1) applicable regulatory requirements and the design basis for systems,
structures, and components, as specified-in the license application, are cor-
rectly translated into specifications, drawings, procedures an
and(2)subsequentactivities,suchasconstruction, operation,d-instructionstesting,
refueling, repair, maintenance, modification, and decommissioning, are con-
ducted and verified in accordance with appropriate procedures and instructions. . ;

In the early 1980s, the Commission identified a concern with' plant-specific
implementation and modification of-NRC-approved QA programs. The Comirission
noted that changes being made in previously approved QA programs could, diminish
their effectiveness and result in-unacceptable QA programs at some licensed fa--

cilities. In publishing a final rule addressing this concern, the Commission
stated that an NRC-approved QA program becomes a principal inspection and en-
forcement tool in ensuring that'a licensee is in' compliance _with QA requirements
for protecting the public health.and safety. In addition, the final rule

_
,

[S50.54(a) and 50.55(f)] established a procedure requiring review and approval
by the Co,nmission prior to implementing.any change to a previously approved QA :

program that would reduce its effectiveness.

,
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The final rule also required that each licensee submit a current description of
its QA program and thereafter submit any revisions annually for f4RC review and
re-approval. Through these requirements, the Commission established an accept-
able baseline for a QA program at each plant against which future changes to
the program would be judged and ensured that future changes would be available.
This rule change created a regulatory process by which the Commission ensures
that an acceptable QA program will remain in place at a licensed facility
throughout the life of the license and that changes to that program would be
routinely reviewed and evaluated to ensure that the program would continue to
satisfy the regulatory requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. Toward
ensuring this end, the NRC routinely inspects the implementation of QA programs.
Safety-related activities undertaken by licensees to obtain a renewed license:

are also subject to the requirements of Appendix B.

17.4 Conclusions

The Commission believes an effective QA program is an esse.itial cornerstone in
the construction and subsequent operation of nuclear power facilities. The NRC
has reviewed and approved the QA program for each reactor currently operating
or under construction. To ensure the continued effectiveness of a licensee's
program, the Commission has established a process requiring initial review to
satisfy the QA requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. Under 10 CFR
50.54(a) and 50.55(e), any subsequent change to relax or reduce the previous
commitments of the QA program of a licensee must receive NRC approval before
the licensee can implement the change. As new information occurs as a result
of plant events or research, this information is reviewed by the staff to deter-
mine if new or different QA requirements are needed. If it is determined that
new or dif ferent QA requirements are needed, the staff will require QA program
changes using existing regulatory programs to ensure the continued health and
safety of the public.

!

I
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18. HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

18.1 Scope

The following section describes the regulatory requirements in the human factors
area. The principal topics where human factors have had a significant role are
in the control room design and in the safety parameter display technical areas.
These technical areas are discussed in greater detail below.

18.2 Control Room

18.2.1 Scope

Nuclear power plants are provided with a control room from which actions can be
taken to operate the plant safely under normal and accident conditions. Outside
the control room, there is equipment with the design capability for prompt hot
shutdown of the reactor, which includes the necessary instrumentation and con-
trols to maintain the plant in a safe condition during hot shutdown, and with a
potential capability for cold shutdown.

18.2.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The safety issue addressed is to confirm that the design of the plant's control
room and remote shutdown capability facilitates the plant operator's ability to
prevent accidents or cope with accidents if they do occur.

The basis for regulating the-design of the p1hnt's control room and remote
shutdown capability is set forth in the enclosure to Generic Letter 82-33, "Sup-
plement 1 to NUREG-0737--Requirements for Emergency Response Capability."

| 18.2.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Requirements for commercial nuc1 car power plants to review their control room
design and correct deficiencies were established as a result of the TMI accident.
In May 1980, NUREG-0660, "1MI Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2
Accident," was issued. Task Item I.D.1, " Control: Room Design Reviews," stated
that "NRR will require that operating reactor licensees and applicants for oper-
ating licenses perform a detailed control room design review to identify and
correct design deficiencies." The review was to be performed on a schedule 1 con-
sistent with the implementation of other requirements for enhancing operator
effectiveness, including necessary retraining. In November 1980, the NRC pub-
lished NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Items," which identified
the requirements associated with detailed control room design reviews (DCRDRs).
Guidance published as NUREG-0700,-" Guidelines for' Control Room Design Reviews"
(1981), was also issued to the industry. In December 1982, " Supplement I to
NUREG-0737--Requirements for Emergency Response Capability," was issued as Gen-
eric Letter 82-33. This document implemented existing requirements for plants
to conduct a DCRDR and identify human engineering discrepancies and provided
additional clarification. For some, but not all plants, the NRC-issued Confir-
matory Orders, which required plants to submit schedules for completing a program

18-1.
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plan and a summary report (including a proposed schedule for implementation) of
their DCRDR.

For operating plants, the staff has reviewed the program plans for conducting
and implementing the DCRDR. These plants also have submitted a summary report
of their completed review, which outlines proposed control room changes and
implementation schedules. Using established criteria, the staff reviews plant-
specific summary reports and determines whether a pre-implementation audit is
necessary. After completing its review, the staff issues a safety evaluation
report documenting the acceptance of the licensee's proposals.

Since the issuance of NUREG-0737, Supplement 1. no new requirements have been
identified for completing the DCRDR. Through periodic resident and regional
inspections, and 10 CFR 50.59 reviews, the staff will ensure that future modifi-
cations to plant control rooms and remote shutdown facilities are implemented
in a manner consistent with the plant's approced DCRDR process and NRC acceptance
criteria. The staff will review and evaluate advances in technology that may
impa;; the design of the plant control room or remote shutdown facility through
periodic plant inspections and by sponsoring research in advanced control room
designs. If changes to the current requirements are needed, they could be imple-
mented using existing regulatory programs, as net tsary, to ensure continued
health and safety to the public.

18.2.4 Conclusions

in summary, the requirements for the DCRDRs were established as a result of the
TMI accident and are contained in NURFG-0737, Supplement 1. The staff reviews
and approves plant-specific DCRDR ef,~ orts and documents these approvals in pub-
lished safety evaluation reports after the review is completed. Resident and
regional inspections, and 10 CFR 50.59 reviews will ensure that future modifica-
tions to plant control rooms and remote shutdown facilities are made in accor-
dance with NRC-approved DCRDR programs and NRC acceptance criteria. Advances in
design technology will be reviewed by the staff and, if changes to the existing
requirements are necessary, they will be implemented through existing regulatory
programs, as necessary, to ensure the continued public health and safety.

18.3 Safety Parameter Display System

18.3.1 Scope

In additien to upgrading the design of their control rooms, licensees are to
install a Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) as an aid to operating person-
nel in rapidly and reliably determining the safety status of the plant and in
assessing whether abnormal conditicas warrant corrective actions to avoid a
degraded core.

18.3.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The safety issue addressed is to confirm that the design and implementation of
the plant's SPDS facilitate the user's ability to rapidly and reliably determine
the safety status of the plant.

In May 1980, requirements for commercial nuclear power plant licensees to
install an SPDS were established as a result of the TM1 accident. The basis

|
!
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for regulating the design and implementation of the plant's SPDS is set forth
in the enclosure to Generic Letter 82-33, " Supplement I to NUREG 0737--Require-
ments for Emergency Response Capability."

18.3.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

NUREG-0660, Item I.D.2, " Plant Safety Parameter Display Console," stated that
"In conjunction with the control room design upgrade 'jescribed in Item 1.D.1,
NRR will require all licensees and applicants to install a safety parameter dis-
play system that will display to operating personnel a minimum set of parameters
(safety state vector) which define the safety status of the plant." In November
1980, the NRC published NUREG-0737 " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Items,"
which identified the specific requirements associated with the SPDS. Guidance
published as NUREG-0695, " Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities"
(1980), and NUREG-0835, " Human Factors Acceptance Criteria for the Safety Para-
meter Display System, Draft Report for Comment" (1981), were also issued to the
industry. In December 1982, " Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737--Requirements for Emer-
gency Response Capability," was issued as Generic Letter 82-33. This document
implemented the requirements to install an SPDS and provided additional clarifi-
cation. For some, but not all plants, the NRC issued Confirmator
required plants to submit schedules for the design, installation,y Orders, whichand implemen-
tation of an SPDS.

In 1986, the staff issued NUREG/CR-4797, " Progress Reviews of Six Safety Para-
meter Display Systems," and concluded that utilities may be having major diffi- H
culties in designing and implementing their SPDSs. The staff subsequently issued '

NRC Inspection and Enforcement (IE) Information Notice (IN) 86-10, " Safety Para-
meter Display System Malfunctions" (1986), to inform licensees of the results of
the survey. After issuing IN 86-10, the staff received several requests from
licensees for extensions to implementation schedules, requests for clarification
regarding the definition of an "o)erational SPDS," and questions about SPDS
deficiencies and how to resolve tiem. In response to the continuing concerns
related to SPDS designs, NRC published NUREG-1342, "A Status Re) ort Regarding
Industry Implementation of Safety Parameter Display Systems," w11ch described
methods used by some licensees to implement the SPDS in a manner acceptable to

,

the staff and issued Generic Letter 89-06 in April 1989 requesting licensees to i
certify the operational status of their SPDS to the NRC, using guidance contained
in the generic letter and the stated NUREG. The staff is presently reviewing
licensee submittals requested by GL 89-06.

Since the issuance of NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, and the guidance' described above,
no new requirements have been identified for installing and implementing the
SPDS. Through the process of periodic resident and regional inspections and
reviews, the staff will ensure that future modifications to plant SPDSs are
implemerted in a manner consistent with the plant's approved design and NRC=
acceptance criteria. The staff will review and evaluate advances in technology
that may impact the design of the SPDS through
by sponsoring research in advanced SPDS design. periodic plant inspections andIf changes to the current
requirements are needed, they could be implemented by rulemaking on existing
requirements or under the backfit rule to ensure continued health and safety to
the public.
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18.3.4 Conclusions

In summary, the requirements for the SPDS were established as a result of the
THI accident and are contained in NUREG-0737, Supplement 1. Since NUREG-0737,
Supplement 1, was issued, v.-re have been no new requirements for SPDS. The
staff reviews and approver plant SPDS designs, and a safety evaluation report
is issued after the staff completes its review. Resident and regional inspec-
tions and 10 CFR 50.59 reviews will ensure that future modifications to plant
SPDS designs are made in accordance with NRC guidance and acceptance criteria.
Advances in design technology will be reviewed by the staff and if changes to
the existing requirements are necessary, they will be implemented within exist-
ing regulatory programs, as necessary, to ensure the continued pLblic health and
safety,
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19. SAFETY ISSUE RESOLUTION: TECHNICAL AND IMPLEMENTATION STATUS

19.1 Scope

lhe NRC has established an integrated program to review and analyze operating
experience to identify specific events and generic situations where the margin
of safety established by design through the licensing process has been degraded,
or where new information or insights lead to new concerns. The program, further,

4

includes steps to identify and implement corrective actions that will restore
the intended margin of safety.

19.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

NRC licensees must report any unexpected occurrence in operation that has actual
or potential safety significance Some events must be reported within one hour
via dedicated direct phone lines, and many are reported in writing within a few-
weeks. These reports, required by 10 CFR 50.73, are called Licensee Event Re-
ports (LERs) and provide a clear, narrative description of the event and cause
of each component or system failure, if known. The staff reviews these LERs to
determine the adequacy of short-term corrective actions and the need for possi- !

ble action at other plants, or to identify potential generic problems and signi-
ficant safety concerns warranting further study.

19.3 Regulatory Process and Implementation Status

For many safety-related operational events, NRC resident inspectors perform _the
initial NRC investigations, and the appropriate NRC regional office conducts
reviews. In addition, the technical aspects of potentially significant-opera-
tional events are studied by appropriate organizations within the'NRC, including
the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD) and the Offices,

I of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES).

The AE00 analyzes and evaluates al', operational safety data and provides a
strong technical capability that is independent of regulatory activities
associated with licensing and inspection. Engineering evaluations are per-

-

formed to examine the implications of operating experience and to determine if
intensive analysis and evaluation as a case study are warranted. If necessary,
in-depth case studies are performed to determine the level of safety concern
andfindingsandrecommendationsarecommunicatedtotheappropriatedRCoffIce
for action.

The AE00 recommendations and suggestions addressed to NRR-are reviewed and
prioritized according to a judgment of their safety significance. If an item
appears to have a high degree of safety significance, the need ~for an informa-
tion notice, generic letter, bulletin, or other appropriate prompt action is
determined. If the recommendation does not appear to warrant. immediate action, '

it is considered within NRR for appropriate action or a determination whether it
can be addressed as part of an existing issue (such as a generic issue) or by I

creation of a new generic issue. If this occurs, the issue is formally trans-
mitted to RES for their consideration and prioritization or' inclusion into an
existing generic issue.
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AE0D also screens the rec 6mmendations and suggestions contained in its studies
and evaluations for identification as potential generic issues. A generic issue
is an issue that is applicable to all, several, or a class of reactors or reactor-
related facilities. Such issues are identified to RES, which then evaluates and
prioritizes the issue in accordance with established procedures (see below). Ge-
neric issues may also be suggested by individuals withiii the NRC, the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), the nuclear power industry, or the
public.

The generic issues management program is divided into six distinct stages. In
addition to the identification stage discussed above, the stages are prioritiza-
tion, resolution, imposition, implementation, and verification. Each new gen-
eric safety issue (GSI) is prioritized by developing a quantitative assessment
of safety benefits (risk reduction) and impact (cost) for the utility, the NRC,
and any other entities involved, as described in NUREG-0933, "A Prioritization
of Generic Safety Issues." Based on the extent of potential risk reduction to
the public and value/ impact ratio developed from this assessment, and as further
adjusted by qualitative judgments, a priority is assigned to each GSI. Following
peer review of the initial prioritization, a final priority is recommended and
assigned.

Issues that receive a HIGH or MEDIUM priority are assigned for resolution by the
staff. An issue assigned a LOW or DROP priority by nature of the rating stan-
dard is of so low a public risk reduction potential that resolution of the issue
is not pursued. All issues are doc.imented in the catalog of generic issues
maintained in NUREG-0933.

lhe resolution process requires the development of a plan and schedule for the
work that needs to be done to resolve the issue. The plan also identifies
needed resources and coordination points. Following completion of the technical
studies, a final resolution package is prepared that includes a regulatory anal-
ysis describing various potential solutions and justification for any proposed
requirements based on a consideration of value and impact. The resolution pack-
age is considered by the ACRS and by the Committee for Review of Generic Require-
ments (CRGR) if new requirements are proposed. Resolved issues are forwarded to
NRR for imposition, implementation, and verification. This includes issuance of
generic correspondence to licensees informing them of the issue resolution,
establishment of an acceptable schedule for implementation of the resolution by
the affected licensees, and verification that the required improvements have been
made in an acceptable manner.

Value-impact analyses were employed as part of the basis of resolving some GSIs.
In the tradeoffs between net safety benefit and net cost, the remaining plant
operating term ordinarily enters the calculations. However, such calculations
do not have a precision sufficient to make a significant distinction between
plant operating terms with and without an additional 20 year renewal interval,
given the fact that these decisions have been based un average plant ages in the
first half of a 40 year license term. Accordingly, it is not necessary to re-
examine in the license renewal context such cost-benefit calculations underlying
decisions not to backfit. Should special circumstances in connection with a
particular issue as applied to a particular plant warrant reassessment, it would
be reconsidered on a plant-specific basis, as guided by the back'it rule.

19-2
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The generic issues management program was initiated in 1981. At that time, 511
issues were identified to be prioritized; 369 were IMI followup items (NUREGs-
0660 and -0737) and 142 were identified by previous assessments of generic issues
(NUREGs-0371 and -0471). These issues included 22 issues that had previously
been identified as unresolved safety issues (USIs), which are included in the
group of HIGH priority generic safety issues. In the past nine years, an addi-
tional 261 issues have been identified for a total of 772; this number includes
various human factor issues and issues identified by the staff assessment of the
Chernobyl accident. As of December 1989, 699 issues.have been resolved, includ-
ing all the USIs. Of the remaining 73 issues, 41 are to be prioritized and 32
are in the resolution process.y

. The implementation status of USIs was recently reviewed by the NRR staff. NRRis
i findings indicate that, in general, most USIs have been implemented and that-

unimplemented USIs are being addressed on a schedule satisfactory to the staff.
1he implementation status of the remaining generic safety issues is currently9

being assessed by NRR.

19.4 gnclusions

j The NRC has an effective program for the review and analysis of operating exper-
P ience and other new information and for implementing any necessary modifications

at operating reactors. The process allows for early notification of licensees
of potential concerns, if deemed necessary, or for more thorough evaluation!

through the generic issues management program. Plant modifications.are imple-
mented following an evaluation of various reasonable alternative solutions and
justification based on an assessment of value and impact. The licensing basis
for individual operating plants includes changes resulting from resolution of
generic issues determined to be applicable.

i

<
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ABSTRACT

i

On October 13, 1989, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ( KC) issued an
Advance Notice of -Proposed Rulemaking on nuclear power plant license renewal.
The notice presented the NRC's preliminary regulatory philosophy and approach
for developing license renewal regulations and solicited comments on a number
of technical and policy issues. It also announced plans for a public workshop:-

to discuss the issues e,id to receive comments and information. The workshop
was held on November 13-14, 1989,- in Reston, Virginia. .This document reports- .

on the NRC's response to the public comments from the workshop and written com- '

,

ments on the workshop topics received shortly after the. workshop, (The proceed-
ings of the workshop were reported-in NUREG/CP-0108.)
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1. INTRODUCTION

On 'actobe .B9,'the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued an
/ mce * Proposed Rulemaking on nuclear power plant license renewal.

ted the NRC's preliminary regu'latory philosophy and approach<-

.a cense renewal regulatinns and solicited comments on a number _
of policy issues.- It also announced plans for a public workshop-

to .ssues and to receive co=ents and information. The workshop
was .ovember 13-14, 1989,. in Reston, Virginia (NURi G/CP-0108, " Proceed-

dings of the Public Workshop on Nuclear-Power Plant License Renewal," U.S.-

Nuclear Regulatory Commission,- April 1990, proceedings prepared by the MITRE.

Corporation). This document (NUREG-1411) reports on the: NRC's response to- the
public comments from the workshop and written comments on the workshop-topics-
received shortly after the workshop.

The Federal Register notice (54 CR -41980)_for the license renewal workshop;
stated that written comments on matters covered by the workshop received _by;
December 1, 1989, would be considered _along with comments made during the_ work '
shop when drafting a proposed. rule and draft regulatory-guide. Twelve sets of-

written comments were submitted to the NRC following the workshop on' November
13-14, 1989. NUMARC, Yankee Atomic Electric Company, and Westinghouse Electric
Corporation submitted written comments in response-to the_ staff questions,that
were prepared to guide the discussion in eacn of. the eight workshop.. sessions.
The staff disposition of these-comments is presented in the following discus-
sion, which is arranged by_ workshop session.

-

In addition to comments on the individual sessions-, the 12. responders provided
a total of 25 comments _ on a variety. of topics related to license renewal. - The
staff resoonse to these comments is' addressed in Section 9 of this document.-

The 12 responders are identified in the appendix. Copies of the comments are
available for inspection at the NRC Public Document Room,- 2120;L Street, NW,_
Washington, DC.
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2. SESSIONS 1 AND 5--0VERVIEW 0F A CONCEPTUAL APPROACH TO A LICENSE
RENEWAL RULE

This section provides the questions and comments for Sessions 1 and 5 from the
Yankee Atomic Electric Company (Section 2.1) and the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation (Sectior, 2.2). The staff response to these comments is provided in
Section 2.3. For the remaining sections (Sessions 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8) the ques-
tions are provided together with the comments and staff response.

2.1 Yankee Atomic Electric Company Responses

I. APPROACH

Question 1

Is the approach taken reasonable in light of known technical information?

Response

Pilot plant studies and lead plant technical evaluation reinforce the philo-
sophical approach taken by the NRC,

Question 2

Are the two principles stated in the philosophy disc.ission supported by the
rule wording?

Response

he support the use of the two principles expressed in the philosophy, i.e.,-

(1) the current licensing basis should be used for the renewed license, and
(2) the current itcensing basis is adequate for the renewal term. However,
the conceptual approach does not always implement support for the philosophy-
expressed by the NRC. Examples: (1) The philosophy adopts the idea of screen-'

ing to focus on age-related degradation of certain equiament;-the conceptual
approach in Section XX.9(c) does not. (2)'The philosoply-adopts the concept
of carrying the current licensing basis forward because it provides an adequate
level of safety; the conceptual approach in Section XX.9(b) requires reanalysis
of th entire current licensing basis.

Question 3

Are there any known technical or safety issues-that would argue against the
selected approach?

2-1
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Response

We do not know of any technical or safety issues that would argue against the
selected philosophical approach. As a mstter of fact, the more work we do, the
more convinced we are of the correctness of this approach.

Question 4

What areas of the philosophy need additional clarif!caaon?

Response

The philosophy requires clarification on the following aspects:

Current Licensing Basis (Page 10).*

The focus of-license renewal is age-related degradation. Both the
philosophy and conceptual approach should clearly state that only
those portions of the CLB having to do with age-related degradation
are subject to license renewal review and submittal.

SSC Screening (Page 11)*

The NRC adopts a screening approach that eliminates frcm further
review those SSCs that are effectively covered by existing ongoing
NRC requirements and/or licensee programs or are not subject to aging
mechanisms. Yet the NRC subsequently suggests in the conceptual
approach that the only screening that will be-allowed is that which
identifies "important to safety." The conceptual approach assumes
that all important-to-safety-equipment must have a degradation

L evaluation as described in Sections XX.9(c)(2), (3), (4), and (5). ,

Our technical evaluations to date demonstrate that some components
do not require this level of detailed evaluation.

Backfit Controls (Page 14)*

It appears that the NRC is proposing an interruption of the backfit
rule for the license renewal review process. The-backfit rule should

- govern the review process as well as the rulemaking.

Question 5

Is the schedule for the rulemaking adequate to permit utilities to consider
license renewal as an option for ensuring adequate electrical supply?-

Response

No; the present schedule to issue a final rule in 1992 would leave the lead '

plants in regulatory limbo. Lead plants require that a final rule be issued
prior to their applications being filed. This means that the final rule should
be issued by April or '4ay of 1991.

I
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II. DEFINITION OF THE LICENSING BASIS

Question 1

Has the current licensing basis been adequately defined?

Response

We agree in general with the definition of current licensing basis as presented
in the conceptual approach. However, we recommend that the following phrases
be deleted:

"except for those which have time dependence based on the expected*

plant life or whose technical evaluation would be affected by aging
degradation;..."

This phrase is unnecessary because time dependencies-and age-related
degradation will be reviewed and evaluated under Section XX.9 of the
license renewal rule.

... adjudicatory decision;,..""*

This phrase is unnecessary because all license conditions ordered by.
adjudication are routinely incorporated into the license by the NRC
staff.

...and other licensee correspondence.""*

This catch-all phrase is unnecessary because the NRC is merely list-
ing a few specific examples of documents that are part of the CLB.
The NRC is not suggesting that the examples are all-inclusive.

Question 2

What requirements, if any, should be included or deleted?-

Response

See response to Question II'.1.

Question 3

Are the requirements clear and is it clear how the' requirements will be met?

Response'

The conceptual approach is not always clear r3garding'" current licensing basis";
Section XX.5(d) allows referencing previous applicaticns, etc. , t%t have been
filed with the NRC; Section XX.9 appears to contradi_ct XX.5(d). f.wtici,s XX.9(a)
and (b) require a description and analysis of the entire current licensing basis,
and dection XX 9 requires a new FSAR that presents the entire design basis for
the plent.

# 2-3
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As discussed in our response to Question 1.4, reidentification and reanalysis
of the-entire current licensing basis is unnecessary. -All that should be
required is to review the current licensing basis to identify documents related
to design of the systems, structures, and components and to identify / resolve

_

time dependencies.

Question 4

What type and amount of documentation should be required as part of a renewal
application?

Response

All that should be included is a description of how the current licensing basis
was reviewed to identify relevant _ documents and to identify / resolve time
dependencies. This should include:

a. A listing of the current licensing basis documents that address the
facility s systems, structures, and components,

b. Identification, from the occuments listed (a), of assumptions or
cenclusions which are based upon an assumed service life,- or period
of operation, bounded by the current license term.

c. Description and technical justification for and actions to be taken
to resolve time dependencies identified from (b).

Question 5

What are the problems or issues in meeting the proposed requirements and is
regulatory guidance needed in this area?

Response

The conceptual approach (Sections XX.9(a)!and (b)) call for reidentification
and reanalysis of the entire current licensing basis.- Such an exercise requires
an enormous amount of resources and time and is inconsistent with the NRC phi-
losophy expressed. Since the focus of license renewal is age-t' elated degrada-
tion,-and the NRC-has adopted.the approach _that the level:of-safety provided by
the current licensing basis is the same level of safety deemed necessary for
the renewal term,-it would be of benefit to both NRC and applicants to avail
themselves of existing docketed informati_on which already identifies the cur--

-rent licensing basis and has already been-analyzed. Regulatory _ guidance, in
the form of a discussion in_the Statements-of. Consideration, could. serve to
clarify the rule on this issue.

III. EXCLUSION OF REGULATORY. PROGRAMS FROM REVIEW-

Question 1

-.Should any identified programs or any other programs be included or excluded
from review during a renewal-application review? If so, identify those pro--
grams or issues and provide the technical or safety basis for-the need to
review or for exclusion from review.

2-4
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*Response

The initial list appears reasonable. ' t

Question 2

is it clear how the regulatory requirements of the programs excluded from review
will continue to be met during a renewal term?

Response

Continuation of these programs should not be a subject of license renewal.
Continued NRC oversight of licensee programs is all that is needed.

It ENVELOPE OF SYSTEMS, STRUCTURES, AND COMPONENTS TO BE CONSIDERED

Question 1

Is equipment "important to safety" adequately defined and comprehensive?

Response

The proposed definition of equipment "important to safety,". based on 10 CFR
50.49, is acceptable with the following exception. Systems, structures, and
components (SSCs) falling within the scope of the' draft rule are defined as
important to safety in Sections XX.3(c)(1), (2), and (3). However, we feel
that uniquely identifying certain post-accident monitoring equipment as impor-
tant to safety in Section XX.3(c)(3) is inappropriate. -Such equipment should
be identified important to safety only if they meet'the requirements defined-
in Sections XX.3(c)(1) and XX 3(c)(2).

AdditivtM1y, c'though event initiators are not discussed specifically as part
of the "imnetant to safety" definition in the draft rule, the potential need
to address event initiators was discussed by'NRC_at the workshop. We.believe
event initiators should be considered only to the extent.that age-related
degradation of such equipment affects the ability of safety-related SSCs to
perform their safety functions. Event initiator SSCs, in and of themselves,
are not sufficient basis-to be considered further for license renewal purposes.

Question 2

Is it clear how the requirements will be met and what problems-exist with estab-
ilishing the envelope of "important to safety?"

Response

The requirement in Section XX.9(c)(1) of identifying systems,-structures,'and-

components important to safety, as previously defined-in Sectiens XX.3(c)(1)-
and XX.3(c)(2), it. clear with the following exceptions. Uniquely identifying _

t certain post-accident monitoring equipment-in Section XX.3(c)(3) is inappro-
priate because equipment important to safety should be selected on the basis
of meeting the preceding requirements (i.e.,-Sections XX.3(c)(1) and

1
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XX.3(c)(2)). Additionally, the interpretation of Sections XX.3(c)(1) and
XX.3(c)(2) regarding the treatment of_ event initiators should be consistent
with our response to Question IV.1.~ i

The requirements of _ Section XX.9(c) of the draf t rule do not reflect expressed
NRC philosophy regarding components effectively covered by existing programs or
not subject to aging mechanisms. Specifically, the NRC states on page 11 of
the letter: "Those_ structures, systems, and components that are effectively
covered by existing ongoing NRC requirements and/or licensee programs, or are
not subject to aging mechanisms, need not be addressed in the application." It
is not clear where credit for these structures, systems, and components is
factored into Section XX.9(c) of the draft rule. '

Question 3

Is it clear that this rule requires the review of mild environment electrical
3equipment in systems important to safety to the identified .egradation

mechanisms?

Response

Mild environment electrical equipment, along with other electrical components,_
would be reviewed for degradation mechanisms only if identified as important to
safety and not subject to an effective maintenance program.

" Mild environment" electrical equipment are those electrical components that
Are important to safety but in a location that would at no time be significantly
more severe than the environment that would occur during normal plant operation.
These components were selected for application to the specific severe conditions
based upon sound engineering practices and manufacturer's recommendations.
Degradations are managed by preventative maintenance practices, based upon the
history and surveillance of the components.

V. DEGRADATION MECHANISMS

Question 1

Are there any additional known degradation mechanisms-which should be included
in a license renewal rule? If so, identify the mechanism and cite references
to technical information. describing the mechanism.

Response

The rule should not include a list of " degradation mechanisms," except to'
provide exam)les of aging phenomena that cause " age-related degradation." This
list sholild 3e included in Section XX.3 as part of a. definition of " age-related
degradation."

Question 2

Is it clear how the requirements for identifying the meenanisms will be met or
is there a need for additional regulatory guidance in this area or are defini-

.tions needed for the categories of the degradation mechanisms?

l
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Response

Section XX.9(c)(3) should require the licensee to determine which " imp'ortant to
safety" components are not covered by " established effective programs and are
subject to significant " age-related degradation" during the renewal term.
Section XX.3 should provide definitions of an " established effective program"
and " age-related degradation." The definition " age-related degradation" should
provide examples of degradation. No further guidance is needed.

Question 3

Should definitions of the mechanisms be included in the rule?

Response

The rule should define " age-related degradation." This definition should
provide examples of aging phenomena or " degradation mechanisms" which cause
such degradation. It is not necessary to define each mechanism, or provide
further guidance. Such information is available from the published literature.

VI. SEVERE ACCIDENTS

Question 1

Should the staff require a completion of the Individual Plant Examination as a
precondition to submission of a renewal application?

Response

The Commission should not precondition submission of a renewal application with'

completion of the IPE and should not precondition the rule with completion of
the IPE. If the NRC concludes that a generic letter is not sufficient to
ensure resolution of the severe accidents issue, NRC :hould condition the
plant-specific license to ensure resolution.

Question 2

Should severe accidents have any additional role in a decision on renewal of an
operating license?

Response

The focus of license renewal is age-related degradation. Severe accident
resolution is not related to age-related degradation issues, nor are severe
accidents part of the current licensing basis. Therefore, severe accidents
should have no role in a decision on renewal of an OL.

Question 3

Are the requirements clear and is it clear how the requirements can be met?
o

.
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Response

As we have previously stated, severe accident resolution should be treated
separately from license renewal; therefore, in our view, this question is moot.

Question 4

What are the problems or issues in meeting the proposed requirement and is
additional regulatory guidance needed in this area?

Response

See response to Question VI.3.

Question 5

Should the Accident Management Program be required to be in place?

Response

Because severe accident resolution is not related to age-related degradation,
an Accident Management Program should not be required to be in place prior to
license renewal issuance. Implementation of the Accident Management Program is
plant-specific. The schedule should not be tied to license renewal. However,
if the NRC insists on such implementation prior to renewal license issuance,
then the actual plant-specific license should be conditioned rather than
generically in the license renewal rule.

VII. CONTENT OF APPLICATION

Question 1

Are the requirements for what should be submitted clear and is it clear how
those requirements are to be met?

Response

The scope.of the requirement; exceeds what is needed to support license renewal.
See answer to Question VIII.3 below.

Question 2

Should a new FSAR be submitted in support of a renewal application or an i

addendum to the existing document? -

Response '

The NRC should require an addendum to a facility's FSAR. This report should
describe the methodology and results of an analysis to ensure that age-related
degradation has been identified and will be effectively managed throughout the
renewal term. Once approved by the NRC, this document would be maintained as
a controlled document and updated annually.

i
i
!

'
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Question 3

What amount of documentation of data, analyses, and program changes should be
provided in the application? Should the rsle propose the types of information
that can be retained in auditable forms at applicant locations?

Response

1. The amount of documentation required by Section XX.9 should be sufficient
to describe the methodology, implementation process, and results of the
evaluation of age-related degradation. This should include the following:

a. Review of the current licensing basis (CLB)

(1) Description of how CLB was reviewed to identify what
portion is relevant to this analysis.

(a) List of the pertinent documents.

(2) Description of how the relevant portion of the CLB was
reviewed for time dependencies.

(a) List and brief description of time dependencies
identified.

(3) Description of results of evaluation of time dependencies,
including identification of action to be taken, if a.1, and
justification that action is sufficient.

b, Plant Review (Screening)

(1) Description of methodology * and criteria used to identifyy systems, structures, and components that are:

(a) Important to safety;

(b) Not subject to existing effective replacement,
refurbishment, or inspection programs; and

(c) Subject to potentially significant age-related
degradation during the license renewal period.

-(2) Description of' plant-specific implementation of the <

methodology and criteria for an example system.;

(3) Summary of results, including:

( (a) Overall results for each review step.

(b) List of components, by _ system or structure, identified
for evaluation.

"The NUMARC HUPLEX methodology is an example of an acceptable review process.

2-9'
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c. Evaluations

(1) Description of evaluations of components identified in
Section b(4)(b), including:

(a) Description of methodology used to determine if
special actions are needed to ensure that the effects
of age-related degradatinn have been identified and
will be effectively managed throughcut the renewal
term.

(b) Summary of results, including:

List of components, by system or structure, for-

which special actions are necessary, including
description of the necessary action and justifi-
cation it will be sufficient.

List of components, by system or structure, for-

which no special action is necessary, with
justification.

d. Implementation Plan

(1) Description of plans for implementing actions, resulting
from the evaluations, with schedule for implementation.

(2) Identification of actions that will require NRC review in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

2. All other information that is needed to document or support results of the
analysis should be retained by the applicant in auditable form. This
should include:

a. Plant review results for each system,-structure, and component,

b. Basis for dispositioning of each system, structure, and component.

c. Documentation of evaluations of each component identified from
the plant review.

d. Details of implementation plans.

e. Description of actions taken that did not require NRC review,
with justification.

Question 4

Is additional regulatory guidance needed in this area and should publication of
additional guidance in this area be linked to publication of the final rule?

4

j

|
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IX. ENVIRONMENTAL IFtORMATION
'

Question 1

Should the staff prepare a generic environmental statement which would discuss
and envelop as many environmental issues as possible and which would then be
used as a cited reference and preclude litigation in any future licensing
proceeding?

Response

The scope of the environmental assessment must be balanced against the need to
provide an environmental analysis sufficient to support a final rule in April
1991. We recommcnd that, in parallel to the EA effort for the Part 50 rulemak-

,

ing, the NRC also conduct a more extensive environmental assessment to support i
a Part 51 rulemaking that would generically address as many issues as possible.

Question 2

Need for separate rulemaking on Part 51 or with proposed rule?

Response

The only change in Part 51 necessary to issue the Part '50 license renewal rule
is an administrative correction to 10 CFR 51.20(b)(2) to recognize that an
environmental assessment is sufficient for an individual license renewal.
Beyond that, any changes to Part 51 should be undertaken in parallel to the
Part 50 effort to ensure that the final license renewal rule is-issued by '

May 1991, prior to the date of the lead plant submittals.

X. STANDARDS FOR ISSUANCE OF A RENEWAL LICENSE

Question 1

Is it clear what the standards require end how the standards can be satisfied? ;

Response

The focus of license renewal is age-related degradation. - .Therefore, the only
standards required should. relate to age-related degradation. The NRC staff has
properly embraced the CLB as an acceptable concept for license renewal. The NRC
should take the next-logical step and conclude, aS-a generic finding-under-the
rulemaking, that the CLBs for the nation's- nuclear power plants are.suf ficient
for license renewal 2 If this were cone, it would nct be necessary to make any
findings regarding the CLB on an individual; plant basis, leaving the-effects of
age related degradation as the proper focus-of each license renewal application. -z

Question 2

Do the.specified standards provide reasonable assurance that a facility can be
operated beyond its initial term.or subsequent renewsl terms? If not, what-
additional standards should be established for the issuance of renewal licenses?

|
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Response

The NRC should be able to provide sufficient guidance for the lead plants in
the Statement ( Considerations to the rulemaking and in the final rale. 'f

it is decided that additional guidance is needed for subsequent applications,
it should be developed later based upon the lead pit < experience. 't should,

not be tied to issuance of the-final rule, as such a schedule may unnecessarily
delay the lead plants.

Question 5

Is rore detail needed to provide a regulatory framework in the conceptual rule
for a well-defined and acceptable screening process?

Response

Section XX.9(c) does not describe a plant review (screening) process consistent
'

with the NRC's stated philosophy. Accordingly, Sections XX.9(c)(1) through
XX.9(c)(5) should be restated to be consistent with this philosophy It should
include requirements for review of the current licensing basis, plant review,
evaluations, and development of an implementati_on plan,-as described in the
answer to Question VII.3 above.

VIII. CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE

Question 1

Is the requirement clear, and is it clear how the requirement will be met?
.

Response

The NRC staff has properly embraced the CLB as an acceptable concept for license
renewal. The NRC should take the next logical step and conclude, as'a generic.
finding under the rulemaking, that the'CLBs for. the nation's nuclear, power plants
are sufficient for license renewal. If this were done,-it would-not be necessary.
to demonstrate on an individual plant basis CLB compliance and certification of
compliance. This would leave the effects of age-related degradation as the:
proper focus of each license renewal application.

Question 2.

Should the NRC require appl'icants for renewal ~ licenses tofdescribe deviations
from the SRP as is required of. initial OL applicants?

Response

No; an exercise to describe' deviations from the SRPs, as: required for certainr
-

OL applicants,-is contrary to the philosophy expressed by the NRC regarding the
current licensing basis. _ The NRC has adopted the premise that the level of
safety that is provided by the current licensing ~ basis is_ sufficient _for a
renewed. term. Therefore, only those changes to-the current licensing basis that
are related to malagement and mitigation of age-related degradation should be
the subject of evaluation for license renewal.

2-11
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Response

See response to Question X.1.

Question 3

Should a limit be placed on the number of renewals permitted at any one facility?

Response

There should be no limit on the number of renewals permitted at any one facility.
The decision by the NRC to renew a license should be based-on whether the level
of safety provided.by the current licensing' basis can be maintained in any
subsequent renewal.

XI. POSTPONEMENT Y COMPLIANCE IN THE AREAS OF DECOMMISSIONING AND FUEL
MANAGEMENT

Question 1

Should a license renewal rule include an automatic postponement-of the existing
requirements, or should it be necessary to have the renewal applicant specifi-
cally request a postponement or exemption from the' stated requirements?

Response
i

Postponement should be automatic.

Question 2

Is the postponement period reasonable or sh'ould it be more limited in_ time,
1e.g., for 1 year or 2 years only?

Response

The postponement period should be tied to the review period, not the expiration
of the initial OL.

XII. MAINTENANCE, SURVEILLANCE, AND RECOR0 KEEPING

:Question 1 !

*
What, if any, maintenance prn tices should be required by a license renewal rule '
(such as reliability-centered maintenance)?

Response ,

Reliability-centered maintenance is one ~of a number of approaches to maintenance.
Specific methodology (approaches)-to provide a desired result should not be part
of any rule. _

,

;
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Question 2

What type of process should be required by this regulation to ensure that future
changes in the maintenance or surveillance programs do not reduce the effective-
cest, of these programs in monitoring plant degradation mechanisms?

Response

Where activities have been added for purposes of managing and mitigating
age-related degradation, these activities will be uniquely identified. Any
changes to such activities will be controlled per an administrative process to
ensure the continued effectiveness of the programs.

Question 3 i

What specific standards for maintenance practices should be developed and
issued in a regulatory guide related to license renewal?

Response

No specific standards for maintenance practices should be developed and issued
in a regulatory guide related to license renewal. Maintenance practices applic-
able to the satisfactory operation of the. specific plant for the original
license will provide a satisfactory program throughout the renewal period. As
a result of specific plant evaluations, enhancements may be required to the
practices to monitor identified potential degradation. These enhancements will
be plant-unique and not adaptable to generic regulation.

Question 4

What types and amount of documentation of existing or newly proposed maintenance
practices should be submitted as part of a renewal application?

Response |

The application should include specification of the criteria used in the plant 1

review to determine whether existing maintenance practices qualify as estab-
lished effective replacement, refurbishment, or inspection programs.-

The application should also include a description of' newly proposed maintenance
practices. This description should be sufficient to justify the basis for dis -
positioning of components identified for evaluation (from the plant review). '

See response to Question VII.3.

Question 5

What types of documentation can provide a verification of in situ equipment
condition and how much onsite inspection should be performed to validate the
documentation?

Response

Various levels of analysis and/or inspection of actual conditions can be used
to determine the degradation mechanisms that may be acting on system components.

2-14
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Management methods need only be demonstrated for components with an identified
potential for significant degradation.

Flexibility in deterinining the optimum method of managing identified degradation
is key, with trending used only where proved beneficial.

Question 6

What, if any, use and participation in NPRDS should be required in a license
renewal application?

Response

NPRDS participation should not be referred to in the rule. Participation in
NPRCS sheuld only be considered in the broader context of using past industry
experience as insight into component performance.

Question 7

What steps should be required as part of a license renewal to ensure that
programmatic aspects of an enhanced maintenance program are effectively
implemented?

,

Response

Where activities have been added for purposes of managing and mitigating
age-related degradation, these activities will be uniquely identified. Any
changes to such activities will be controlled by an administrative process to
ensure the continued effectiveness of the programs.

Question 8

What credit, if any, should be given for voluntary adoption and implementation
of an industry standard for maintenance?

Response

Utilization of industry standards is independent of renewal process and " credit"
is not applicable.

Question 9

What type of information should be included or required of maintenance records
for license renewal?

Response

For existing maintenance practices, records for license renewal should be the
same as required to support the original license. Regulatory audits, reviews,
and surveillance have verified the existence and_ adequacy of the records through-
out the life of the original license.

2-15
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For newly proposed maintenance practices, records will be kept as necessary. to
ensure that the required actions have been taken.

Question 10

What specific requirements should be included for monitoring aging effects on
specific critical components?

RESPONSE

Various levels of analysis and/or inspection _ of actual conditions can be used
to determine the degradation mechanisms that may be acting on system components.
Management methods need only be demonstrated for comptinents with an identified
potential for significant degradation.

Flexibility in determining the optimum method of managing identified degradation
is key, with trending used only where proved beneficial.

Quest'.on 11

Should the proposed license renewal rule require a prograre. for tracking mainte-
nance records (performance trending) on specific safety-related equipment in
order to monitor system performance, and how soon prior to submittal of the-
licensee renewal request should such a program be implemented?

Response

Various levels of analysis and/or inspection of actual conditions can be-used
to determine the degradation mechanisms that may be acting on system components.
Management methods need only be demonstrated for components with an identified
potential for significant degradation.

Flexibility in determining the optimum method of managing identified degradation
'

is key, with trending used only where proved beneficial.

Questimi 12
>

When inspections have not been made or operating history records and trending
information documentation have not been maintained, what alternative measures
can be taken to justify extended life?

l

;

Response

Management of an identified degradation mechanism can also be fulfilled by_
5everal methods, including:

Further analysis to demonstrate that-the projected _ degradation is*

acceptable because of' existing component design' margin.

Demonstrating that the current level of examination of the compo'nent*

is adequate to ensure that the identified degradation mechanism does
not impact safety or implementing enhanced examinetion, as necessary. |

In many cases, trending of material condition or rate of degradation '

can be very important in ensuring continued safety.
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Hodifications to operating practices.+

Replacement or refurbishment of the component.*

Questior,13

Can components which are " routinely maintained" be excluded from license renewal
considerations unless there are agreed upon reliability goals for these
components?

Response

Components that are " routinely maintained" can be excluded from license renewal
considerations without agreed upon reliability goals providing: (1) the main-
tenance addresses the potential age-related degradation mechanisms to which
the component is subject; or (2) the maintenance provides assurance that the
component-significant safety functions are being adequately addressed. Further-
more, NRC oversight of licensee prog" rams ensures adequate management and mitiga-
tion of age-related degradation for routinely maintained" components.

2.2 Westinghouse Electric Corporation Responses

I. APPROACH

Question 1

Is the approach taken reasonable in light of known technical information?

Response

The first principle set forth as a foundation for the proposed regulatory policy
for license renewal in the referenced Federal Register notice is fundamentally
sound. The second principle, however, seems to focus on the wrong objective,
Rather than providing assurance that the level of safety provided by the plant's
current licensing basis will not degrade during the renewal period, the policy
should prcvide assurance that the level of safety provided by the current licens-
ing basis will not degrade to the point that the required level of safety is not
met. If the second principle is revised to reflect this, tb approach is a
reasonaole one in light of the current technology and experience base.

Question 2

Are the two principles stated in the philosophy discussion supported by the rule
wording?

Response

No, there are a number of areas in the conceptual approach that are inconsistent
with the two principles notwithstanding our proposed revision of the-second
principle. The conceptual approach should be revised wherever necessary to con-
form to the two principles. The following are examples of areas in the concep-
tual approach that are inconsistent with the principles:
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The conceptual approach does not focus on age-related degradation of*
j

structures, systems, and components that are not effectively covered
by existing ongoing NRC requirements and/or license programs

Although the current licensing basis is a matter of record via the*

FSAR and other ;upporting information-in each plant docket, the con-
ceptual approach would require the recertification of the current
design basis and require a description and analysis of how the plant
complies with its current licensing basis. The NRC currently has
extensive programs dealing with license amendments, licensee docu-
mentation of changes that do not require license amendments, annual
FSAR updates, reporting of unusual events and occurrences, and
inspection and enforcement. These provide reasonable assurance that
plants continue to comply with their respective current licensing |

basis. Thus, the requirements with regard to identification of and '

compliance with the current licensing basis are inconsistent with- !

the stated principles and should be deleted in their entirety.

In the NRC presentation in Session 1 non-safety grade " initiators"*

were characterized as examples of SSCs-important to safety. .This is
.

inconsistent with the definition provided in XX.3(c)(2), which we agree-
is the appropriate definition to be applied consistent with the two
principles.

Question 3

Are there any known technical or safety issues that would-argue against the
selected approach?

Response

Based on our experience and studies that have been performed in connection with
plant life extension, we do not believe that there=are any technical or safety
issues that would argue against the selected approach.-

Question 4
_

What areas of the philosophy need additional clarification?;

Response

|

Westinghouse supports the. philosophy that the current licensing basis is
adequate to provide reasonable assurance of-protectior, to the public health'
and safety. Each plant for which an initial. operating-license was issued was
found by the NRC to be safe for_ operation;. i.e. , operation of the' plant could -
be achieved with reasonable assurance of the public health and-safety. There- R

,

after, throughout the' operating life of each plant, the NRC has required that
this standard be maintained. Where appropriate, improvenents and modifications

'

to individual plants have been required by.the NRC in oruer to make certain~
that the-standard continues to be met. Thus, for a plant to continue operating,
NRC must-be assured that the public health and safety is protected using the
reasonable assurance standard. Accordingly, the current licensing basis for a
plant provides reasonable assurance of the public health and safety with respect
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to such plant. Westinghouse, therefore, believes that the current licensing
basis should be used for license renewal.

Consistent with this position, the license renewal rule should not make it a
prerequisite that a license renewal applicant must comply with future regulatory
requirements which are currently under consideration by the Commission for
future adoption, but which may or may not be adopted by the Commission. The
renewal decision should depend on the considerations set forth in 10 CFR Sec-
tion 50.40(a) of the Commission's regulations in regard only to those factors
which are significant for license renewal, i.e., age-related degradation.

BACKFIT CONTROLS

In connection with the issue of application of the NRC backfit rule in the
license renewal process, Westinghouse generally supports the comments filed on
behalf of the Nuclear Utility Backfitting and Reform Group ("NUBARG") by letter
from Nicholas S. Reynolds, Esq., and Daniel F. Stenger, Esq., Counsel to NUBARG,
to the NRC dated December 1, 1989. We add the following comments.

The Federal Register notice states that the staff intends to propose a change
to the backfTt rule (10 CFR Section 50.109) "to specifically designate the
issuance of a renewai license as an event after which the requirements of the
backfit rule would apply." Although Westinghouse agrees that a technical
change to the backfit rule is required to eliminate any ambiguity and make cer-
tain that the backfit rule applies to the renewal license, there is an implica-
tion in the Federal Register notice that there would be an interruption of the
backfit rule and the rule might not apply during the license renewal review
process. Westinghouse believes that the backfit rule should apply throughout
the renewal process.

The backfit rule was adopted to bring stability and certainty to the regulatory
process. Suspension or elimination of the backfit rule during review for plant
life extension would introduce the ultimate in uncertainty.

The purpose of the backfit rule was not to prevent required changes. Rather,
the purpose of t ie backfit rule was procedural, to provide a rational decision-
making process and to instill a discipline on the determinations as to when
changes are regt. ired in regulatory requirements above the minimum and when
backfits are required to the plants.

As applied to plant life extension, the discipline of the backfit rule should
apply in determining what is required with respect to those things that are
central to plant life extension, namely, age-related degradation. The backfit
rule would require a hard analysis of the benefits to be derived f rom any pro-
posed changes to a plant that relate to age related degradation and the cost
of implementing those changes.

There is no justification for requiring backfits that cannot be rationally
supported, and there is no justification for opening up the entire plant to
backfits without benefit of the analysis required by the backfit rule.
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There may be some modifications necessary in connection with _ plant life extension
-to bring a facility into compliance _with_the license or rules or orders of the-
Commission or in conformance with written commitments by the licensee. In-such-
case, the backfit rule analysis would not be required and the backfit standard
would not apply where the staff made an appropriate finding and documented its
evaluation of that finding. This is contemplated by the_backfit rule itself.
However, in connection with plant life extension, the facility will have been

-

operating and will therefore meet the current licensing basis, and it would be
an unusual situation where this exception to the backfit rule would be
applicable.

2.3 NRC 5taff Responses

2.3.1 Yankee Atomic Electric' Company'(YAEC)

I. APPROACH

Question 1 - Response not required.

Question 2 - The principle of using the current licensing basis for the renewal
license, with the exception of aging' degradation concerns, has been clearly .
stated and implemented in the revised conceptual rule. -The licensee must iden-
tify those systems and structures-important-to-license renenal-(ITLR); including 1
those B0P components whose failures can challenge the: functions of the' safety-
related components as_defineo in 54.3(a)~. 'The revised 54.21 is general
enough to permit a licensee to determine his ITLR list by deterministic, prob-
abilistic, or hybrid approaches for screening methodologies. Reanalysis of the-
entire current. licensing basis-is not required.

Question 3 - Response not required.

Question-4~- The staff believes that each licensee.Must-identify the current-
'

licensing basis appropriate to-its;p1 ant. The' licensee.must_also provide-an-
evaluation demonstrating that he has an effective program to: manage? aging of
structures and components _ITLR. The method used by licensees for screening is
subject to review by-the staff. Acceptable screening methodologies may be
discussed in a staff regulatory guide or i_n a safety evaluation report (SER)
on an industry technical report -(ITR) if the staff- and NUMARC can _ agree _ on the
criteria contained'in the ITR. In any event', some structures and-components _-
may_ not require detailed evaluation 1if exempted by screening _ methodology found

_

acceptable to the staff,

i

Ihe staff does not agree that the backfit process should apply to the' license _ i

renewal rule development since it believes that it"is developing rules to ensure
" adequate protection" for the' renewed license period.

' Question 5 - The staff has revised-its schedule:and.expectsito-issue the fin'al 'l
rule in May of 1991.

'II. DEFINITION OF THE LICENSING BASIS-

' Questions 1 and 2 - All phrases that_YAEC recommends be deleted have been
deleted.

:|
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Question 3 - The conceptual approach has been clarified. Identification of the
current licensing basis is still required; however, certification of how the
facility complies is no longer required. The staff disagrees that identifica-
tion should not be required. Since facilities differ, only the licensee knows
what each facility has installed and has made commitments on, and therefore
each licensee must identify the licensing basis in the renewal application.

Question 4 - The conceptual rule has been clarified. After identifying the

current licensing basis, licensees perform an integrated plant review demon-
strating that they evaluated the facility systems and components susceptible
to aging degradation to ensure that the current licensing basis will be main-
tained for the extended term. This is in general agreement with the YAEC
recommendation.

Question 5 - Reanalysis of the current licensing tssis is no longer required.
The Statement of Considerations will further clarify the role of an " established
effective program" and what it must accomplish.

Ill. EXCLUSION OF REGULATORY PROGRAMS FROM REVIEW

Questions 1 and 2 - General agreement with YAEC comment.

IV. ENVELOPE OF SSC

question 1 - The staff disagrees with YAEC's proposed definition of important
to saTety (ITS), which the staf f now calls important to license renewal (ITLR).
Any non-safety-related equipment that can prevent or challenge a safety func-
tion accomplishment must be included as ITLR, irrespective of event initiator (s).

Question 2 - The staff believes post accident monitoring instrumentation, as
defined in 10 CFR 50.49(b)(3), must be included. The revised conceptual rule
in 54.3(a) further categorizes ITLR by establishing a list of structures
and components that are subject to an established effective program to manage
aging.

Question 3 - Those mild environment items of electrical equipment, ITLR, which
are not in an " effective program," would be monitored. There is no apparent
disagreement with the YAEC proposal.

V. DEGRADATION MECHANISMS

Questions 1 and 3 - The staff agrees that a specific list of degradation
mechanisms is not required in the rule. However, better definition of aging
and its associated phenomena as suggested in Question 3 is needed. The staff
believes that distinction should be made between age-related degradation and
aging mechanisms, as specified in 54.3(a) of the revised rule.

Question 2 - The conceptual rule has been revised to require that systems,
structures, and components important to license renewal be covered by an
" established effective program."

I
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VI. SEVERE ACCIDENTS )
A severe accident closure requirement has been removed from the conceptual rule.-

i
VII. CONTENT OF APPLICATION.

'

Questions 1, 2, and 3 - The conceptual rule'has been modified to permit the us'e-
; of the existing FSAR or a separate FSAR. The contents of a license renewal .J

application have been previously covered. An application should cover the.
current licensing' basis, appropriate aging degradation, and screening. _ The-

'

.
.

areas of disagreement pertain to how the screening. process'should: work to-.
; remove ITLR structures and components from the list required to.be monitored .

for aging degradation (aging management). The NUMARC methodology for screen-
,

ing is currently under review. It'may prove to-be acceptable if it is'appro-4

: priately revised in accord _with staff comments,

!- Question 4 - There is agreement with the concept _of-providing the necessary
regulatory guidance on the license renewal .. application :and appropriate 1 screen-,

; ing with the final rule. Additional guidance, if thought _to be necessary, can
follow the lead _ plant experience. The Industry _ Technical Reports will. play _
yet undetermined roles in the-process. -If.found to'be usable,:they will-assist.

j in providing guidance.
_

. Question 5 - The staff believes that_the screening process _ issue.has been
,' resolved by the revised conceptual rule describing an " effective" established-

program" and the revised-54.21, which' describes how the screening process would
4 work. '

VIII. CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE.

Questions 1 and 2 - A generic finding will be_made that' current licensing bases
are adequate, provided aging degradation is managed. . Life-assessment-will'-

! require licensees to' reconcile origina_1 designs and operating. service experience--
with the proposed extended li_fetime.

.

I- I X .~ ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION '

; Questions 1 and 2 - The staff currently believes that a generic environmental
~

document can be developed in parallel with the rulemaking as the basis for a-

change to Part 51. .A draft generic _ environmental document and proposed change
to Part 51 could be~ completed for publication in-May 1991 and the finalldocu -,

ment in April 1992. The staff'does-not agree with YAEC responses.,

4-

L X. STANDARDS FOR ISSUANCE OF A RENEWED LICENSE-
'

Questions -1, 2, and 3 - It is believsd that the revised S-54.29 agrees with thel,

i YAEC; recommendations. However, utilities will befrequired to identify their -

ITLR structures and components and then provide their aging management programs
to the staff. 'The revised rule no-longer _. limits the numberiof renewals of -f
licenses as suggested by YAEC.

.

r

.
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XI. POSTPONEMENT OF COMPLIANCE IN THE AREAS OF DECOMMISSIONING AND FUEL
MANAGEMENT

Questions 1 and 2 - The proposed rule addressed these concerns by amending
W TO.54(bb) and 50.82 in such a way that licensees who filed sufficient renewal
applications but have not yet received final determinations on their applica-
tions would not need to file either the interim spent-fuel trending plan or
the application for ter ination and accompanying detailed decommissioning
report. The Commission does not believe that any change to paragraph 50.75(f)
is necessary since the current wording may be interpreted to exclude 'icensees
who have filed renewal applications from the requirements for submissic) of the
interim funding reports.

XII. MAINTENANCE, SURVEILLANCE, AND RECORDKEEPING

Question 1 - The staf f has not required maintenance oy this rule but has stated
that the established effective program defined in paragraph 54.3(a) must
include maintenance, surveillance, trending, and recordkeeping to manage aging
degradation.

Questions 2 and 3 - Results of the aging management program will be required to
be trended and maintained and controlled. This is part of the 54.3(a) program.
Maintenance practice standards are not recuired where the aging management
program is effectively controlled.

Questions 4, 5, and 6 - Documentation and NPRDS data usage. The staff position
on management of aging includes identification of when and where aging degrada-
tion may occur, identification of aging stressors that induce those aging
mechanisms that may be present, and finally the appropriate aging mechanisms
that may be present and are monitored and trended, The YAEC responses are far
too vague to understand if they meet the above.

2.3.2 Westinghouse Electric Corporation

I. APPROACH

Question 1 - Westinchouse recommends that the second principle be revised to
state that the level of safety will not degrade to the point that the required
level is not met rather than to state that the level of safety provided by the
current licensing basis will not degrade. The staff believes that definitions
are important. While individual structures and components have levels of safety
that may vary with time during their respective lifetimes, depending on repair
or replacement schedules, the current licensing basis in effect provides a lower
limit, which is the required minimum acceptable level, fixed with time. Westi ng-
house apparently believes that the current licensing basis (CLB) level of safety
is above the minimum level. The staff believes its position is correct and is
citing a required minimum level that is fixed with time. This appears to be a
matter of definitions. Figure 1 should assist in understanding these concepts.

Question 2 - The revised conceptual approach does focus on the aging management
of structures and components. Identification of the current licensing basis by
each licenste continues to be needed (see YAEC response to Q4). Westinghouse
uses the term "non-safety grade initiators" as an example of SSC important to j
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safety with which they disagree, initiating events in non safety grade compo-
nents and systems that can lead to safety system failures do cause the non-
safety grade item to be included in an aging management program. The staff
disagrees with the Westinghouse discussion.

Qt- f. ion 3 - Agree with Westinghouse comments.

Question 4 - There is no apparent disagreement with the response to Question 4.
The staff is not requiring, as a prerequisite to license renewal, compliance
with new requirements, The necd for severe accident compliance has been
removed from the rule.

BACKFIT CONTROLS

The staff can be said to be using the philosophy of the backfit rule in its
approach. Aging management of structures and components important to license
renewal is believed by the staff to be the minimum necessary to achieve a level
of adequate protection. The Commission position on backfit considerations is
discussed in Sections IV.k and VII of the Statement of Considerations.

A

3
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3. SES$10N 2--REACTOR PRESSUR' BOUNDARYt

Question 1

Sixe the surveillance programs required by Appendix H of 10 CFR 50 to monitor
raaiation embrittlement of reactor vessels Generally have been designed for a
40 year period, what additional requirements should be implemented to comply
with this appendix for the entended life?

Response
,

NUMARC - No further requirements, but utilities planning to operate beyond 40
years may have to augment their surveillance programs to meet Appendix H
requirements.

Yankee Atomic Electric - Continuation of plant-specific surveillance programs
for the rd ewal period will not be necessary because resehrch and industry
surveillance efforts will continue and be adequate to define trends.

Westir)ghouse - No udditiona'. requirements are needd, but several options could
,

be empicyed, including better use of the third capsule, changing the withdrawal
a schedule or putting in reconstituted specimen capsules. A flux reduction

program is also suggested.'

Staff Response

We believe that the Appendix H requirements for surveillance programs are not
adequate unless it can be demonstrated that the plant surveillance program
results adequately cover the entire renewal period. In the latter case, how-
ever, we believe that additional surveillance dosimetry will be needed for the
renewal period We know that many plants will reach the PTS screening criterion-

at or just after the end of 40 year life so they will have to take additional
actions rer,uired by the PTS rule. Because flux reduction efforts and other
potential changes in fuel loadings are so plant specific, tue continuation of
the surveillance program to obtain surveillance data from each plant should be
needed for adequate evaluations. The staff agrees that using reconstituted
specimen capsules could be an effe tive approach to the additional surveillance
requirement. Finally, we reiterac 0 need for consideration of additional
dosimetry beyond normal 40 year requ wements and compliance with provisions to
address annealing as an option for continued operation.

Question 2

In view of the uncertainties involving the material properties of aged cast
austenitic stainless steel, what measures are needed to assure safe operation
of components manufactured of this material during extended plant life?
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NUMARC - No additional measures appear to be needed.

Yankee Atomic Electric - Ongoing NRC and industry research will better define
any potential concerns that may need to be addressed.

Westinghouse - Utilities could assure themselves that degraded material it not
Uproblem in their plants or could show that leak-before-break will occur for
cast components. Ongoing NRC and industry research will better define any
potential concerns thit may need to be addressed.

HaffResponn

1he staff agrees in general with the first part of Westinghouse's response,
that utilities need to evaluate their cast stainless steel components to assure
themselves that the materials are not subject to undue degradation. The ongoing
research will only define problems and ranges of degradation. The utilities

, must use the research to determine if such degradation has occurred and what
( fixes are required. It is not clear that leak-before-break analyses woula be

persuasive in addressing concerns about this degradation mechanism.

Question 3

Do the current 151 and IST programs adequately address aging mechanisms in
the reactor pressure boundary systems and components?

Response

NUMARC - Yes. Further, forthcoming industry reports will identify known and
potential aging mechanisms.

Yankee Atomic Electric - Essentially yes. Different kinds of analysis and
Tiispection can be used to determine degradation; management methods then
must be employed to resolve the issue and ensure safety.

Westinghouse - The ASME Section XI Special Working Group on Plant Life Extension
pTa'ys a pro-active role to review situations and recommend Code changes when
believed necessary.

Staff Response3

The ASME Section XI Special Working Group on Plant Life Extension is expected
to continue an effective process in recommending appropriate Code revisions te
accommodate license renewal. Current 151 prncedures do not directly measure
degradation that may result in reduced toughness or reduced fatigue capacity,
but research should continue to address these areas and seek improvement that
could be later used during extended life operation.

Question 4

Many operating plants with piping that cracked due to IGSCC have had weld over-
lay repairs. While this repair is safe for current operations, NDE is difficult
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and stress patterns have changed in ti.e piping system. What bases exist to
permit continued use of such piping for extended plant life?

Response

NUMARC - NUREG-0313 is adequate for application for extended service.

Yankee Atomic Electric - This issue is plant specific and should not be
addressed in the rule.

Westinghouse - No comment.

Staff Response

Based on service experience. NRC has on a case-specific basis permitted
continued operation with weld. overlays. The staff considers weld overlays to
be a nonpemanent repair procedure and will continue its periodic case-specific-
review into a plant's extended life operation. NDE research is continuing with
the expectation that improved methods for the inspection of overlays can be
developed and implemented.- As new research information from the program at the
Argonne National Laboratory on IGSCC in piping becomes available,-it will be
considered for use as a permanent renair method.

Question 5

Since plants have used less efficient NDE techniques than are available today,
should they be rebaselined with modern techniques? Should ISI intervals and
the extent of sampling remain the same? Considering loss of toughness with
aging, should flaw acc( 'ance standards be modified? Because of uncertainties
in the level of degradation and in the effectiveness of ISI, should continuous
monitoring NDE techniques be_ applied during extended life?

Response

NUMARC - Rebaselining need not be done, nor inspection intervals changed, flaw
F acceptance standards need not be changed. The use of continuous monitoring

should only be addressed on a case basis.

'' Yenkee Atomic Electric - The ASME Code Section XI should not develop special
ielairements dealing with license renewal, and.it should continue to play ai
pro-active role in addressing age-related degradation. Continuous monitoring-
should only_be addressed on a case basis.

Westinghouse - Agreement with both NUMARC and Yankee positions.

Staff Response-

The staff believes that rebaselining for license renewal will-not be necessary
provided that the entire inspection sample . required by the 1989 Edition and-
Addenda of.Section XI of the ASME Code for an inspection interval has' been per-
formed using qualified personnel, procedures, and equipment as specified in
Appendices VII and VIII of Section XI at least once prior to applying._for
' license renewal. Sho'.ld any portion not be done using Appendices VII and VIII
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of Section XI before applying for license renewal, it should be inspected using
the above procedures prior to operation in the extended life term.

Question 6

Existing fatigue requirements do not take into account the accelerated damage
caused by water environment and highcr temperatures of LWR plants. What provi-
sions should be required to permit operating life to be safely extended without
more definitive knowledge of this effect and how should these provisions affect
the application of Miner's rule and the S-N curves applied in the AS/.E design
code incorporated by reference into the NRC regulations? Should NDE techniques
be used that give measures of remaining fatigue life and levels of toughness?

Ry ponse

NUMARC - The code S-N curves are already conservative, so they do not need to be
changed for license renewal. NUMARC claims that fatigue damage can be evalua-
ted for temperature and environtrental f actors using ASME Section XI Appendix A
curves. The staff notes that these curves are for crack growth rate, not initia-
tion. One cannot skip over this difference by simply offering to assume an
initial crack so that the growth laws apply. What size crack? Can it be detec-
ted? NDE techniquee for measures of remaining fatigue life should be used on a
component and situation-specific basis.

<

Yankee Atomic Electric - A restetement of NUMARC's position.

Westinghouse - Although the PVRC is addressing the issue of environmental ef fects
on 5~h fatigue curves, they probably still are conservative. NDE methods to
address fatigue will probably not be required.

Staff Response

The current margins of 2 on stress and 20 on cycles in the S-N curves of Section
III of the ASME Code were incorporated to address data scatter and not specific ~
ally to address the difference in the operating environments of an actual operat-
ing light water reactor and the specimens from which the original data were
obtained. Hence, these margins may not be conservative when sufficient addi-
tional experimental data become available incorporating the environmental effects
(water environment and temperature) and the loading characteristics of actual
service. Such new data may lead to changes in the current fatigue design oro-
cedures and will need to be considered for operation in both normal term and
extended life term operation when available.

Question 7

Are there any kinds of tests that should be done to demonstrate integrity and
operability to qualify for extended life?

Response

NUMARC - The currently required tests on the pressure boundary remain sufficient
to continue to demonstrate integrity and operability for extended plant life.
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Yankee Atomic Electric - Normal management of age-related degradation will
reveal any additional necessary tests,

Westinghouse - No additional integrity and operability tests are believed to be
required f6~ qualify for extei.ded life.

Staff Response

We do not see the need for additional tests beyond those already noted in the
discussion above.

!
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4. SESSION 3--FLUID AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Question 1

What additional criteria should the proposed license renewal rule and
associated regulatory guidance contain regarding periodic surveillence and
preventative maintenance to ensure the operability of mechanical equipment
important to safety and fluid system performance beyond their initial design
life?

Responses

NUMARC - NUMARC's comments were specific. Forthevastmajorityofsystems
and components NRC's presently required specifications for periodic inspec-
tions and maintenance were sufficient into the renewal period. For those
components identified by the " screening process" as subject to significant age-
related degradation that cannot be handled by existirig programs, a " flexible
process to provide for aging management is required."

Yankee. Atomic Electric Comoany - Yankee's comments were, in general, similar to
NUMARC's, playing on the t1eme that only those pieces of equipment "important
to safety," and selected as subject to age-related degradation and not already
subject to effective programs for aging management need consideration for new
aging management programs. They emphasized " flexibility" in approach and the
use of trehding where proved beneficial,

Westinghouse Electric Corporation - Westinghouse's comments were in line with
NUMARC's and Yankee's, " Additional action" beyond the utility's " routine
maintenance" programs was not specified,

Staff Response

There are weaknesses in the presently regulated inservice inspection require-
ments. This is a "now" issue and is not within the purview of license renewal
rulemaking. Work is ongoing to correct this issue and the resultant improve-
ments will apply to " renewed" as well as presently licensed plants. In general,
the staff agrees with the comments, with the stipulation that trending may be
a requirement for all aging management programs for the identified components,

Question 2

What type of augmented inspections and/or analyses are needed to address aging
mechanisms in pumps and valves, such as:

Detection of degradation in pump and valve internals (e.g. , erosion*

and corrosion due to flow turbulence and chemical attacks)?
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Detection of possible cumulative fatigue of pump shaf ts which may*
lead to cracking?

Detection of possible cumulative fatigue effects to valve discs and*

hinges due to cyclic stresses and impact loading from valve operation
and flow excitations?

Responses

NUMARC - NUMARC'S position is that no new augmented inspections and/or analyses!

are needed to address the aging mechanisms in pumps and valves identified by
this question. NUMARC claims that all safety-related pumps and valves are sub-
ject to " effective NRC regulations and licensee programs" and that licensee
programs are continually being updated.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Yankee's position is that " analyses end/or
inspections of actual conditions can be utilized to determine degradation
mechanisms." Further aging management of an identified aging mechanism can be
used to justify continued operation, modification, and/or refurbishment /
replacement.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation - Westinghouse basically agrees with NUPARC
in that "no augmented ins ections or analyses are needed to address aging mecho-
nism in pumps and valves.p' They further state that "the single failure criteria
adequately cover the consequerces of aging of pumps and valves in nuclear
plants."

Staff Response

Basically, the staff is in agreement with Yankee's response. Additional
analyses and/or inspections may be required _for pumps and valves operating in
the license renewal period. As discussed under Question 1, there are weak-
nesses in the presently required IST procedures, and these weaknesses are being
addressed. However, even beyond the development and application of effective
IST procedures, there still remains the question of determining the residual
life of pump and valve bodies and internals. This can be done analytically or
empirically. However, it is clear that no determination of grMual aging
degradation of components can be accomplished without an effective inspection
for workability program (today's problem) and effective trending, recordkeeping,
and analyses (tomorrow's problem).

Question 3

What should the proposed license renewal rule require regarding functional
testing of systems important to safety as a prer64dsite for license renewal,
recognizing that such functional testing may not have been performed previously
as part of the original licensing basis?

Responses

NUMARC - NUMARC'S position is that-no new functional testing is required. If-
licen;e renewal requires modification then, as now, functional testing is
required.
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Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Functional testing may be a recommended proce-
dure as part of an overall aging management program for specific items. It

should not be man ad in general.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation - Functional testing should not be required
as a general procedure for license renewal.

Staff Response

The staff concurs that functional testing, in general, should not be a
requirement for license renewal.

Question 4

In light of the great variability in the treatment of fatigue in the design of ,

Class 1 (o* quality group A) piping and components, there is a need that license
extension requirements be based on operating history of individual plants. How

should the NRC confirm that Class I components have not exceeded their original
fatigue design requirements? Also, should the industry t.ddress this issue in
a topical report?

,

Responses

NUMARC - Each of the Industry Technical Reports (ITRs) that are being prepared
for major plant systems, structures, and components will deal directly, among
other things, with fatigue. Further, all other components that are not screened
out (including quality group A) must account for fatigue, Because of this,
there is no need for a specific ITR treating fatigue in general.

Yankee Atomic Electric Com3any "Each plant will be responsible for demonstrat-
ing continued adequacy witi respect to fatigue to confirm that original design
limits were not exceeded or to set appropriate ifmits. ASME Section XI is~
presently adding words to permit different methods of ensuring fatigue perform-
ance. Certainly, use of actual plant data on loads must be used. However,

,

other methods for fatigue evaluation such as the use of crack growth methodology
coupled with enhanced inspection and monitoring methods should be allowed.
Because of the differences in the fatigue lives of the different components,
systems, and structures (CSS) and because of-the presently developing Sec-
tion XI approach, no topical report on fatigue is required."

Westinghouse Electric Corporation - Utilities are presently using actual plant -

load and transient data for evaluating various components in their systems -
This should be the case for all Class I cr.mponents for license renewal. In many-
cases; occurrences of auxiliary system events can usually be inferred from the :

*

primary system data, with appropriate conservatisn.s added. Because of the
planned work on improved fatigue requirements by the PVRC and the ASME, and the
fact that each ITR and each component or structure not screened out will address
fatigue, Westinghouse sees no need for a separate topical report on fatigue.

Staff Response

In general, the staff concurs with t.he respondents' comments.
.
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Question 5

How can the residual fatigue life for Class 2 and 3 piping and components be
determined for license renewal?

Responses

NUMARC - NUMARC maintains that fatigue analyses for Class 2 and 3 piping and
components were not and are not needed for the design and construction of new
plants and that, following the procedures in the ASME B&PV Code, Section III,
for these components, the loads are low enough and the structures sturdy enough
to ensure structural adequacy for any license renewal period. Further, experi-
ence has shown that similar components in fossil fuel plants, subject to similar
loads, have fatigue exhibited lives in excess of 40 years.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - The content of Yankee's comments generally
follow those of NUMARC, above, with the additional note that " older plants with
piping designed to ASA B3L1 did not distinguish between classes in considering
fatigue." However, Yankee did note that selected Class 2 and 3 piping may war-
rant a fatigue evaluation based on localized conditions, "The need for such an
evaluat|on will be component-specific, as identified in the component review
process."

Westinghouse Electric Corporation - Westinghouse's comments were in-general
accord with the above two responses, with the added comment that "... Class 2
.and Class 3 safety system components (SSCs) are designed to GDC's which require
that their safety function can be accomD1ished assuming a single component
failure."

Staff Response

In general, the staff concurs that, for Class 2 and 3 SSCs,- no specific, overall,
fatigue analysis should be required. However, all Class 2 and 3 SSCs should be '

subject to the screening process, and those that show as important to safety
should be subject to an effective fatigue analysis. Such an analysis might be-
conducted using existing, actual plant load and transient histories, where avail-
able, and conservatively constructed histories otherwise. -It should be noted
that, in the case of aged equipment, no reliance can be pliced on the assumption-
of single component failure due to the potential for common mode failure of aged
equipment.

Question 6

Existing fatigue requirements do not take into account the accelerated damage
caused by water environment and higher temperatures of LWR plants. What provi-
sions should be required to permit operating life to be safely extended without
more definitive knowledge of this effect, and how should these provisions affect
the application of Miner's' rule and the S-N curves-applied in the ASME design-
code incorporated by reference into the NRC regulations? Should NDE techniques
be used that give measures;of remaining fatigue life and levels of toughness?
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Responses

NUMARC "No special license renewal provisions are believed to be required to
account for possible inadequacies in fatigue design analyses as may be reflected
in S-N curves or Miner's rule as specified in ASME Section III." Basically, the
NDE requirements of ASME Section XI should apply during the license renewal
period, and these requirements also permit the use of enhanced methods and
periods of inspection if needed based upon evaluation.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Yankee's comments agreed with those of NUMARC
above.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation "The PVRC is currently addressing the issue
of the effect of the reactor environment on the S-N curves currently used in the
ASME Section III." Regardless, Westinghouse believes that the present " safety"
factors of either 2 on stress or 20 on cycles, coupled with what Westinghouse
believer has been a very conservative design practice as regards transient loads,
has resulted in fatigue designs for most SSCs that are extremely conservative
and that any change in the 5-N curves to reflect the actual high-temperature,
water environment will not impact on present design adequacies for extended life
operation. Westinghouse believes that a non-destructive method to assess
fatigue will probably not be required.

Staff Response

The effect of high-temperature, hot-water environment on the ASME Section III
S-N curves is "today's" problem, and as pointeu out above, will be workea un by
the PVRC. It should also be noted that the NRC has been working on this issue
for several years. Neverthelet.s, since it is "today's" problem, coupled with
the fact that no definitive answers are in hand, and won't be for the foresee-
able future, this issue should not be part of the license renewal requirements.
Since NDE techniques that can give measures of remaining fatigue life (as dif-
ferentiated from fatigue crack growth) do not exist and there is no prognosis
for its development, this latter question is moot.

Question 7

Are there any kinds of proof tests or hot functional tests that should be done
to demonstrate integrity and operability te qualify for extended life?

Responses

NUMARC - Proof tests of operating and unmodified components and hot functional
tests of systems are not necessary for license renewal. However, if such tests
are required, they must be technically justified and the testing codified, with
relevant time scales, as "today's" problem and not an issue for license renewal.

Yankee A%mic Electric Companv - Yankee's comments concur with NUMARC's above.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation - Westinghouse's comments concur with NUMARL's.
They further note that early finilings from the NRC's NPAR program shows that
" frequent testing may, in some ccses, be more detrimental than helpful."

|
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Staff Response

The staff concurs with the opinions of the responders. It should be noted that
the Westinghouse comments regarding the f4 PAR findings on the frequency of test-
ing are not appropriate here, since we are dealing with the possibility of "one ~

time" new banchline tests for license renewal. Again note that this problem is
.

"todsy's" problem. If new functional tests are required to ensure structural
adequacy for safety and functional operability, such testing should not be I

limited to license renewal.
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5. SESSION 4--SCREENING METHODOLOGY FOR SYSTEMS, STRUCTURES, AND
COMP 0ND4TS IMPORTANT TO SAFETY

question 1e

Is the scope of the systems covered by the conceptual rule adequate to assure
safety?

Comment *

In general, t " scope was considered adequate. Exceptions to this general
conclusion we m the unnecessary (explicit) identification of pnst-accident
monitoring equipment; and the inappropriate inclusion of event initiators, which
should be considered only if age-related degradation of related equipment were
to affect the ability of safety related systems, structures, and components
(SSCs) to perform their function.

Staff Response

With respect to equipment associated with potential initiators, the staff
believes that these should continue to be included, king related degradation
of such equipment can potentially increase the frequency of challenges to safety
systems and thereby increase the frequencies of accidents.

The explicit identification of post-accident monitoring equipment was included
to be consistent with the types of equipment considered in the equipment quali-
fication regulations (10 CFR 50.49). Upon further review, the staff believes
that this explicit identification is not necessary.

Question 2

Are the requirements clear?

Comment

In general, the requirements were considered clear. Exceptions to this general
conclusion were: the unnecessary (explicit) identification of post-accident
monitoring equipment; the inappropriate inclusion of event initiators; and the
need to incorporate statements on the exclusion of components effectively covered
by existinq programs or not subject to aging. Such statements were included in
the preliuanary regulatory philosophy accompanying the conceptual rule, but not
in the conceptual rule 'itself.

*All gritten comments on Session 4 were submitted by the Yankee Atomic Electric
Company.

J
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Staff Response

Staff responses to the first two exceptions are provided in tne response to
Question 1 of this section.

With respect to the last exception, the conceptual rule will be modified to
be consistent with the preliminary regulatory philosophy. That is, the rule

,"will indicate that components that are effectively covered by existing programs
or not subject to aging can be excluded.

Question 3

15 it clear how the screening process in the rule works, and is it clear how
the requirements of the rule will be met?

,

Comment

The s *eening process was considered clear except for the issue of exclusion of
components effectively covered by existing programs or not subject to aging.

Staff Response *

The rule will be made consistent with the regulatory philosophy. That is, the '{rule will allow the exclusion of SSCs covered by effective existing programs or y-
not subject to aging. 1

Question 4 ,

Should the regulations permit the use of screening methods that are based on -
-

probabilistic risk assessments? If yes, describe the type of assessment and the
specific role of the risk assessment. If no, provide an explanation for your

,

answer.

Comment

The use of probabilistic risk assessment should be permitted for both screening
and for component-specific evaluations.

St_aff Response

The use of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) will be permitted in certain
parts of the screening method. Specifically, PRA will be permitted for use in
determining what SSCs are input to the screening process. However, unless

.

adequate data can be provided to demonstrate the absence of age-related
degradation (e.g., quantitative trending analysis on the failure rates of
systems and components), PRA will not now be permitted to be used to screen
out SSCs. However, as aging research progresses, it may be possible to use
PRA techniques more widely to screan out components.

Question 5

Should experimental aging models be required in probabilistic risk assessments
. .

to estimate aging degradation effects?

,
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giinments

Experimental aging models should not be required. Other methods exist that
better address such effects.

Staff Response

The use of experimental aging models will not be required. However, as
discussed in the staff response to the previous question, adequate analytical
models and data to demonstrate the absence of significant aging degradation
would be necessary if PRA was to be used to screen out SSCs. As noted above,
adequate data could be provided from, for example, quantitative trending
analysis of failures rates of systems and components.

Question 6

What are any additional issues or problems that might arise in meeting the
proposed requirements, and how can these concerns be dealt with through regula-
tory instruments?

Comment

The conceptual rule requires the generation of large amounts of infc . nation that
can be shown to be unnecessary to support the screening process. Credit for
existing programs to manage aging degradation or demonstration of the absence of
aging degradation for certain SSCs should be permitted in the rule to help focus
the screening process and make the over611 license renewal process more
efficient.

Staff Response

As indicated in the staff response to Question 3, the rule will be made
consistent with the preliminary regulatory philosophy, permitting credit for
existing, effective aging-degradation management programs and the demonstration
of the absence of aging degradation.

.

Question 7

Can defense in depth be incorporated into the screening methods?

Comment

The SSCs defined in the conceptual rule encompass the essence of the
defense-in-depth principle.

Staff Response

The staff agrees with this comment.

Question 8

How should the NRC judge the adequacy of an aging data model for use in PRA?

i
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Comment

As discussed in the comment on Question 5, an aging data model should not be
required. Better methods are available to deal with this issue.

Staff Response

lhe staff agrees that an aging model will not be required for license renewal.
The staff expects that the screening process will rely heavily on traditional
engineering (deterministic) analysis methods. In parallel, the staff expects

-

to continue research in the incorporation of aging effects in PRA, including
analysis of existing data on aging effects, and the adequacy of models to esti-
mate those effects. Thus, later license renewal applications may be able to
make wider use of PRAs with aging models incorporated.

Question 9

What, if any, should be tht role of a mandatory plant-specific data base in
license renewal?

Comment

Data bases may be beleficial in license renewal activities, but should not be
mandatory.

Staff Response

As discussed in the staff response to Question 4, adequate plant-specific data
(e.g., from quantitative trends analysis) would be required to support the use
of PRA to screen out SSCs. Data bases to assess the effectiveness of maintenance
programs may also be necessary.

Question 10

What types of data analysis should be used to detect increasing failure rates
of components?

Comment

Trending should be considered an option for data analysis.

Staff Response

As indicated in staff responses in previous questions, data analysis will play
a role in the use of PRA to screen out SSCs. Trending analysis would be an
acceptabic approach ior such data analysis.

Question 11

It is well known that the data used in PRAs can change the results as well as
the ranking of the contributors to core damage frequency. If a PRA is used in
license renewal, what role should plant-specific data play in this area? How
much data are required for plant specific application?

,.
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Comment

Plant-specific data should be used in PRAs to the extent that such data are
available and required by the process.

Staff Resp _onse

The use of plant-specific data to update the generic data is recognized as a
very important element of modern PRAs, either performed for license renewal
or other purposes. The staff agrees that they should be used to the extent
possible.

Question 12

PRAs normally do not incluoe passive components as basic events in the logic
models. How should passive components be treated in PRA for license renewal?

Comment

Passive components not considered in the i nAs should be evaluated
deterministically.

Staff Response

The staff agrees that passive components should be evaluated deterministically
for license renewal purposes. The staff also expects that future research will
include the consideration of the risk impact of passive component aging. Later
license renewal applications may benefit from such research to permit wider use
of PRA,

Question 13

If a PRA is used in a screening process for license renewal, how should the
human error probabilities be treated so that the PRA reflects the design and
not the human actions?

Comment

Treatment for human error in PRAs for license renewal should be no different
than for PRAs performed for other purposes.

Staff Response

The staff agrees.

Question 14

To what level of detail does a PRA need to be performed for use in license
renewal? Does specific guidance exist for performing a PRA for license renewal?

i
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Comment

Specific guidance for license renewal PRA is not required or needed. The
level of detail should be commensurate with the scope of PRA use in the renewal
process.

Staff Response

Given the role of PRA in the screening process (discussed in previous staff
responses), the staff agrees that specific guidance for license renewal PRAs
(viz, those performed for other purposes) is not required. However, as aging
research progresses, it may become appropriate to use PRA to a greater extent
in license renewal application. As such, the development of specific guidance
may become appropriate in the future.

Question 15

What is the role of Level I PRA in license renewal? Level II? Level III?
Comment

Use of ?RA is appropriate for screening and to support component-specific ~

evaluations. The level of PRA needed should be appropriate to the license
renewal activity for which it provides support.

Staff Response

In the PRA role supported by the staff (as described in previous responses),
the use of Level I and II information as input to the screening process is
appropriate. It is not now apparent that Level III information is necessary.

>
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6. SESSION 6--CONTAINMENTS

Question 1

What additional measures should be taken to monitor and address anticipated ard
unanticipated structural degradationt (including the loss of prestressing forces)
such that an acceptable level of safety is maintained during the extended life?

Responses

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Additional measures are not necessary related
to license renewal rulemaking. Existing monitoring and design considerations
(Appendix J and Section XI with the code enhancements currently being implemen-
ted) effectively address structural degradation.

NUMARC - Three containment related Industry Reports (irs) are being prepared,
they are: PWR Containments, BWR Containments, and Class I Structures.

The evaluation of a potential loss of prestressing force in the tendons of
prestressed concrete containments was included in these evaluations. For those
aging degradation mechanisms that were determined to be potentially significant
for the extended license term, the provisions of Section XI of the ASME Code,
in particular Subsections IWC and IWL, were considered, along with current regu-
lations and regulatory guidai.ee. It was found that, with a few exceptions, the
current regulatory requirements, guidance, and industry practice were sufficient
to manage the effects of aging degradation throughout the license renewal term,
without any reduction in the level of safety. The exceptions are typified by
the potential degradation of those portions of reinforced or prestressed con-
crete containments, or of freestanding steel containments, that are subject to
corrosion from aggressive chemical attack and that are not readily accessible
to inspection. For such situations, corrosion prevention procedures are recom-
mended, including ground-water monitoring or protective coatings. As an alter-
native, a safety consequence evaluation for excessive local degradation in an
inaccessible region is recommended.

Type A integrated leak rate testing limits are then used as the basis for
determining whether the consequences of this excessive local degradation are
acceptable.

Staff Response

The NRC staff disagrees with the industry consensus that the inspection
requirements provided in ASME subsections IWE and IWL of the ASME Code can be
made sufficient for monitoring and addressing anticipated and unanticipated
structural degradations provided that certain enhancements (which in the case
of Subsection IWE have been identified and discussed with the appropriate ASME
committees) to these subsections are incorporated.
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We also disagree with NUMARC that a Typt A test is the basis for determining
whether the consequences of excessive local degradation are accepteble. The
design limits on wall thickness would be exceeded long befcre a Type A test
indicated problems.

Question 2

For what additional degradation environments or mechanisms should containments
be monitored or inspected? Also, how can detrimental long-term chemical inter-
actions in concrete containment be measured and predicted in the future?

Responses

Yanker Atomic Electric Company - In general, most plants do not require any
further monitoring or inspections.

Examination in accordance with ASME B&PV Code provides for the necessary
monitoring of the environments or mechanisms that can degrade concrete.

There are no known long-term, internal chemical interactions that cause
significant degradation of concrete. Plausible damaging chemical reactions
among the concrete, aggregate, water, and admixtures only occur in the rela-
tively short term.

External water chemistry impact on containment concrete is applicable only to
sites with aggressive ground water. ACI literature provides techniques for
detecting and monitoring degredation, if existent.

NUMARC - Both the PWR Containments and Class 1 Structures irs have attempted to
evaluate the effects of a_Il plausible aging degradation mechanisms. The results
of the Class I Structures evaluations are not yet complete, but it is expected
that monitoring or inspection procedures currently in place will be effective
for any potentially significant aging degradation mechanism, with a few excep-
tions. Those exceptions are or will be identified in the twr irs, and are typi-
fied by the potential for corrosion from aggressive chemical attack in regions
that are inaccessible to inspection. It is also exper.ted that current contain-
ment pressure testing requirements, such as those of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, will
suffice for monitoring the effects of long-term concrete deterioration. Visual
inspection of containment surfaces provides early indications of deterioration
where such surfaces are readily accessible to visual inspection. Monitoring of
ground water, in order to ensure that the environmental conditions for aggressive
cha9ical attack have been prevented, is an alternative for those regions that
are not readily inspected.

Staff Response

In general, the NRC staff agrees with the NUMARC position on this question.
Additional monitoring or inspections beyond the current regulations (including
improved Subsections IWE and IWL) are not needed unless a facility has unique
conditions or design features. For example, consideration should be given to
an alkalinity test of concrete (especially for non prestressed concrete
structures) in harsh envircnmental conditions.
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Ouestion 3

Prior to granting a license renewal, should the licensee be required to implement
(a) containment leak rate qualification test, (b) containment structural integ-
rity test, and (c) containment configuration (including f oundation) surveillance?
for other Category I structures (including ultimate hest sink, water retaining
structures), what type of surveillance should be required for detection of
likely degradations during extended license?

Responses

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Neither a containment leak rate qualification
test, a containment structural integrity test, nor a one-time containment con-
figuration surveillance should be a prerequisite for license renewal. Further-
more, foundations are not susceptible to degradation unless the chemistry of the
ground water is much more severe than that assumed in the original design.

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Criterion 45, requires inspections of structures that
function as part of the cooling water system (s). Regulatory Guide 1.127 pro-
vides adequate guidance for the performance of the inspection. For other Cate-
gory I structures, surveillance of selected components should be performed.
An industry report on Class I structures is now being developed. Each plant
should identify the components that are important to safety and subject to an
environment that can cause age-related degradation and should establish an
appropriate surveillance program to monitor these components.

NUMARC - No additional testing beyond the three ILRTs per 10 year interval has
Ee~en identified as being needed to ensure containment performance throughout the
license renewal period. Furthermore, no need for structural integrity testing,
beyond that provided by 10 CFR 50, Appendix J ILRTs, has been identified. Con-
figuration surveillance has not been identified as an issue.

The industry report dealing with other Category I structures is not yet complete;
therefore, it is premature to anticipate the additional curveillance requirements
that might arise from a review of plausible degradatioi mechanisms and their

/ effects on such structures during the extended license term.

Staff Responce

The NRC staff agrees that rebaselining inspections of the containment and
structural integrity tests are unnecessary for license renewal. However, there
are certain required inservice inspections thet may be deferred until the end
of an inspection interval. These should be completed prior to startup under
lir~ ' ng renewal.

I
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7. SEJSION 7--ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

| Question 1

WMt should the proposed license renewal rule and associated regulatory guidance
contain regarding additional criteria for testing, analysis, or replacement of
electrical equipment currently included in the 10 CFR 50.49 Equipment Qualifica-
tion Program which is qualified for a life less than the original license term
plus the renewal period but is not subject to periodic replacement?

Responses

NUMARC - NUMARC's position is that the current EQ requirements, which specify
given periods of qualified life, is all that is required and that no new EQ
requirements for important to safety equipment for license renewal be required.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Yankee concurs with NUMARC's response.

Staff Response

It is the staff's opinion, as stated on page 11 of the ANPR on license renewai
rulemaking, that those SSCs that are effectively covered by existing ongoing
NRC requirements need not be addressed in the license renewal application. NRC
EQ programs specify a given " qualified life." Any operation of qualified SSCs
beyond the " life" specified requires requalification. Thus, no special EQ
requirements for important to safety SSCs should be required for license
renewal.

Question 2

What a'dditional programs are necessary to address aging degradation issues
associated with electrical equipment important to safety but located in mild
environments? What should the proposed license renewal rule or other associated
regulatory guidance require with regard to additional qualification or operabil-
ity verification for electrical equipment in mild environments which had a
design life less than the license renewal period but which is not subject to
periodic replacement?

Responses

NUMARC - No new EQ requirements are necessary"Such equipment is cevered by cur-
for electrical equipment important

to safety but located in mild anvironments.
rent NRC requirements." All existing programs and SSCs will be evaluated by a
screening procedure to determine their effectiveness for addressing aging degra-
dation processes that may affect them during the license renewal period.

l
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| Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Basically concurs in NUMARC's comments.

Staff Response

The staff concurs with the comments of both NUMARC and Yankee, with the added .

proviso of emphasizing the importance and the necessary effectiveness of the
screening methodology to be applied.

Question 3

Licensees have identified electrical components important to safety that have
been assumed to have a life expectancy of 40 years but have been found to fail,
or otherwise become unreifable, after 5 to 10 years in service. To what extent
has the industry identified electrical equipment that is known to exhibit high
failure rates in less than 40 years and what should be dcne to ensure reliable
equipment performance to support license renewal?

Responses

NUMARC - Basically concurs in NRC's stated position that "today's" problems
shouTd not be an issue for license renewal (e.g., mu;t be solved today).

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Yankee went into considerable depth, pointing
out the many proceciires already in place to handle today's problem. But their
bottom line was that the problems as defined in Question 3 are "today's" problem
and should not be an issue in license renewal.

Staff Response

The staff has already gone on record stating that the only technical issues that
should be addressed are those that are related to aging degradation, specifically
those that will only occur during the renewed license period. "Today's" problem
will be handled during the present license period. Any unanticipated safety
issue defined, whether during the first license period or during the period of
renewed license, will be handled immediately as a safety issue at the time of
definition.

Question 4

Most cable has been qualified by manufacturers for 40 years. The 40 year life
was predicated on certain installed and application conditions (including
environmental stressors, cable electrical loading, and cable mechanical loading)
for which the cable was designed. Given that manufacturers have provided cer-
tain important initial parameters for new cable, what kind of program should be
proposed that could be instituted to establish the in situ condition of cables
and the potential degradation that would take place beyond the current design
life? In addition, what in situ monitoring methods would be useful for an
aging assessment of circuit breakers, relays, reactor protection systems, and
electrical distributien systems?
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Responses

NUMARC - Experience has shown that cables are highly reliable, based on
conservative design and good installation practices coupled with good qualifi-
cation prectices. NUMARC is developing an IR on In-Containment Cable that con-
siders in situ monitoring as one of several options available for managing cable
degradation during a license renewal term. NUMARC believes that the industry
present aging management programs are effective in handling all the other com-
ponents specified. All components will be subject to the accepted screening
methodology that should identify those electrical SSCs that have aging degrada-
tion not being presently addressed by an effective program. These latter will,

of course, then be subject to license renewal considerations.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Basically concurs with NUMARC's opinion.

Staff Response

The staff concurs with the opinions expressed above.

Question 5

What requirements should the NRC issue as part of a license renewal package
for electrical equipment important to safety?

Responses

NUMARC - None. All issues presently addressed. (See response to Question 2.)
J

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - None. Identification of important to safety
electrical equipment that needs attention during the license application will
be accomplished through use of the approved screening methodology. For those
electrical SSCs identified, effective aging management programs will be
established as part of the renewed license.

Staff Response

The staff concurs with the opinions of the responders.

Question 6

What should the proposed license renewal rule require regarding the functional
testing of electrical equipment important to safety as a prerequisite for license
renewal, recognizing that such functional testing may not have been performed
previously as part of the original licensing basis?

Responses

NUMARC - None. Any electrical SSCs found in need of aging management as a
resiiTt of the screening process will be subject to an aging management program
as part of the new license. All other electritel SSCs are governed by existing
regulations.

*
|
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Yankee Atomir E19ctric Company - Basically concurs huMARC's opinion.'s

Staff Response

The staff agrees that no new functional tes+.ing should be a genrral part of
the license renewal process unless as a part of the aging management program
proposed for those electrical SSCs identified by the approved screening method
as .;ubject to aging degradation in the license renewal period.

.
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8. SESSION 8--ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Question 1

Is there any compelling reason not to permit the NRC the option of preparing
an environmental assessment rather than an environmental impact statement (or
supplement to) in individual relicensing actions as now required in 10 CFR 517

Responses

NUMARC - NUMARC stated that the NRC should modify Section 51.20(b)(2) to allow
an environmental assessment to be conducted for each individual plant renewal.
NUMARC elaborated further that a licensee will be providing supplemental infor-
mation to update existing data and environmental analyses and that an environ-
mental impact statement should only be required if that is the conclusion
resulting from the environmental assessmant conducted at that plant.

Northern States Power Company - Northern States Power supported modification of
10 CFR 51.20(b)(2) to allow the preparation of an environmental assessment.
Northern States Power stated that continued plant operation during the renewal
period should not result in significant environmental impacts that would
require an environmental impact statement.

,

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - The majority of environmental impacts have
already occurred during the initial operating term. Studies to date indicate
that the impacts associated with a renewal term are minimal and can be readily
dealt with in an environmental assessment (EA). If the EA does demonstrate that
the impacts are significant, then the NRC is required to do an environmental
impact statement. Therefore, an EIS will be conducted if necessary.

Staff Response

The statf is in agreement that 10 CFR Part 51 should be modified to permit the
NRC the option of preparing an environmental assessment. Environmental analyses
in support of the Part 54 rulemaking indicate that there is a reasonable potential
that no significant environmental impacts could be a finding at some plants that
might apply for relicensing. The National Environmental Policy Act would then
be served more efficiently if an environmental assessment were permitted, rather
than requiring a more costly environmental impact statement. The environment
would be no itss protected because, if significant impacts were identified, an
environmental impact statement would be developed. No reasons not to permit
an option of preparing an environmental assessment were identified.

,uestion 2Q

To what extent might a generic environmental impact statement reduce the number
and scope of environmental issues which would need to be addressed in individual
relicensing actions?
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Responses

NUMARC - NUMARC did not directly address this question. However, NUMARC did
state that an evaluation of potential generic environmental issues should be
conducted to be embodied in a rule. NUMARC went on to discuss in some detail
the results of a NUMARC NUPLEX Working Group study, " Study of Generic Environ-
mental Issues Related to License Renewal," dated May 9, 1989. Generally, impacts
were determined to be small or of no significance. Environmental topics were
structured according to Regulatory Guide 4.2. All the topics discussed were
found to be amenable to some degree of generic assessment, including those that
might require additional site-specific assessment in relicensing a specific
plant.

Northern States Power Company - Northern States Power stated that items such as
severe accidents could be handled generically and disposed of in a rule. No

| further elaboration is provided.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - 1he response of Yankee Atomic Electric is
Inat an environmental assessment should be done supporting a generic Part 51
rulemaking. The response, however, does not directly address the question
asked.

Staff Response

The staff is using the term generic environmental document rather than generic
environmental impact statement until the precise legal and procedural function
of the document is identified. The staff believes that a generic environmental
study and accompanying Part 51 rule change will reduce the number and scope of
environmental issues that would need to be addressed in individual relicensing
actions. The extent to which this objective will be achieved will be determined
by the generic enviror. mental study now in progress.,

The environmental assessment of the proposed Part 54 rule ~ found that the
environmental impacts associated with repair, replacement, or refurbishment in
general would be of the same magnitude as those experienced during other main-
tenance or replacement activities conducted during the previous operation on
the plants. Also, the environmental impacts associated with plant operation
during the renewal term would be generally the same as'during the previous !

operation because basic plant operating parameters would not, in general, be.
expected to change. The staff believes that a generic rulemaking on Part 51
will substantially reduce the number and scope of environmental issues-that
would need to be addressed in individual relicensing actions. |

Question 3

What are the advantages and disadvantages'of concurrent NEPA (10 CFR Part 51)
and health and safety (10 CFR Part 50) rulemakings? -Should these rulemakings be- .

combined and pursued on the same schedule? "

Responses

NUMARC - NUMARC supports.10 CFR Part 51 generic rulemaking but takes the position
that the NRC should not allow the license renewal rulemaking, and parallel

i
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" environmental survey" rulemaking, to delay the processing of, and NRC deter-
mination on, lead plant license renewal applications. NUMARC supports the
separation of the two rulemakings and acceleration of the license renewal (10
CFR Part 50) rulemaking. Other than timing relative to the lead plants, no advantages
and disadvantages were identified.

Northern States Pnwer Company - Northern States Power stated that the use of
parallel, but separate, paths for the renewal rule and the generic environmental
assessment will reduce the risk that the generic environmental assessment will
delay the issuance of the renewal rule. Northarn States Power requested that
the generic environmental rulemaking be completed so that the lead plants may
take advantage of the generic resolution of as many environmental issues as
possible.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Yankee Atomic Electric stated that a Part 51
rulemaking should envelop generic environmental impacts in parallel with the
environmental assessment for the Part 50 license renewa; rulemaking, so the
final license renewal rule can be issued by May 1991. No additional advantages
or disadvantages were identified.

Staff Response

The staff has separated the license renewal (Part 54) rulemakinU schedule from
that of the generic environmental rulenaking (Pert 51). This allows the license
renewal rulemaking to proceed on a schedule that would have the final rule pub-
lished in May 1991, prior to the scheduled submittal of the first license renewal
application. The generic environmental rulemaking would continue on a schedule
that is reasonable relative to the extent of the analysis required and the level
of public involvement desired by HRC. This rulemaking would be completed prior
to completion of the staff's review of the first renewal application and would
be available for the staff's environmental review of that application.

Question 4

What are the potential sources of environmental effects fr'im relicensing?

Responses

NUMARC - iiUMARC referred to the report of the NUMARC NUPLEX Working Group " Study
of Generic Environmental Issues Related to License Renewal." dated May 9, 1989,
previously submitted to NRC. Seven initiators of environmental effects were
assessed. These are: heat discharge; chemical and t'iocide discharges; routine
radiological emission- gaseous, liquid and solid; decommissioning and dis-3

mantling; radiological emissions due to accidents; uranium fuel cycle; con-
struction at the plant site.

No additional initiators applicable to license renewal were identified by the
NUMARC study.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Yankee Atomic Electric cited the same seven
environmental initiators referred to in the NUMARC response.

!
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Staff Response

The staff agrees with the NUMARC list of initiators that was taken from
"~1atory* Guide 4.2,"PreparationofEnvironmentalReportsforNuclearPower

ions. Several additional in:a ' ors should be added, including severe.

.udents (which should be considen. 'n addition .to accidents from postulated
events), station water use, sanitary and other waste, and low-level waste included
as part of the uranium fuel cycle. In addition, initiators of socioeconomic
effects such as tax payments, local plant expenditures, and employment that
are not included in the initiators previously mentioned should be included.

Question 5

What are the potential magnitudes and significances of such environmental
effects?

Responses

NUMARC - NUMARC supplied the following statement:

"With regard to the scope end magnitude of i:, pacts the NUMARC study found the
routine radiological impacts from gaseous and liquid releases associated with
the period of plant license renewal to be comparable to the impacts of
currently operating plants.

Increases in population density at some sites might result-in an increase in
potential risks due to accidents, but the NUMARC study determined that these
increases were small in comparison with the variability in risks among plants,
and very small in comparison with the overall uncertainty in the calculations.

The impacts from the non-radiological releises were found to be of no
significance, as well as those impacts due to the ultimate decommissioning and
dismantling of the plants at the end of the renewed license term.

These impacts were estimated using generic data and conservative assumptions,
for example, a population growth rate of 2 percent per year was assumed around
all sites. Individual license renewal applications will need to identify any
plant-specific conditions that do not fall within the envelope of p'arameters
used in this generic study and assess their environmental impacts.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Yankee Atomic Electric supplied the following
statement:

" Heat Discharges - Thermal systems and releases have not changed significantly
since original plant design and are not likely to change significantly in the
future. The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits
process under the Clean Water Act ensures that thermal-impacts are kept within
an acceptable range. This is an ongoing process with permit review by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency at least every five years. Therefore, thermal
discharges need not be evaluated as part of the PLEX process.

Chemical and Biocide Discharge - Chemical dischargee to.the aquatic environment
are small. They will likely continue at the same 1sel during plant license
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renewal or decrease with improvements in technology. Regardless, the NPDES
permit process governs these types of discharges also.

Routine Radiological Emissions - The designs of radwaste treatment systems have
changed substantially from original designs. Accordingly, radiological
releases have decreased. Future releases are likely to remain the same or
possibly decrease further.

Decommissioning - The increased inventeries of long-lived radionuclides will
not measurably change plant radiation fields. Tterefore, the generic decommis-
sioning and dhmantling studies prepared by the 14RC will continue to be appli-
cable af ter license renewal. Also, since utilities have financial arrangements
for decommission 1 m after 40 years, deferment due to license renewal further
discounts the present value of utility resources required--a PLEX benefit.

Radiological Emissions Due to Accidents - PLEX is not expected to result in
changes to radionuclide inventories, release fractions, or atmospheric disper-
sion factors. Increases in nearby populations may cause an increase in popula-
tion doses, however; but these doses are small, and an increase in these doses,
because of an increase in population, is not significant.

Uranium Fuel Cycle - Spont fuel storage will be precluded by the establishment
of a waste reposHory. However, if the repository is delayed, onsite storage
will be necessary. High-densiry racks and Dry Cask Storage System are likely
options. Assessments of the eevironmental impacts performed to date
deconstrate them to be negligi:,e.

Construction at the Plant Site - Plant construction during operation has
occurred to varying degrees at each plant, but at a greatly reduced level as
compared to original plant construction. The environmental effects-of plant
construction during PLEX are expected to be comparable or less than during
plant operation, which has been relatively small."

Staff Res p e

The staff will assess the potential magnitude and significance of environmental
effects of license renewal, in detail, in the generic environmental rulemaking
(Part 51). A general understanding of the likely environmental impacts associ-
ated with relicensing was gained in developing the environmental assessmen*,
(NUREG-1398) for this (Part 54) rulemaking. The staff anticipates that environ-
mental impacts from license renewal will be much the same as those experienced
during the initial operating term. Activities associated with license renewal
are expected to fall within the range of experience during the initial opeating
term. Modifications, repairs, and replacements undertaken in each plant wouM
likely not entail changes to the overall. design of the plant; thus, basic plant
operating parameters, such as thermal performance, power output, and fuel utili-
zation would not, in general, be expected to change during the renewal term.
Occupational exposure and both radiological and nonradiological releases from
the plant efter the renewal are not expected to differ in kind or magnitude
from those experienced during operation prior to license renewal. Activities
required for license renewal will ensure that the risk of accidents will not
increase during the renewed term. These impaccs would, however, continue to
De experienced for an additional 20 years of plant operation.
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The staff intends to more thoroughly bound the magnitude and significance of
the set of possible environmental effects across the range of nuclear plants
and sites in a study supporting the Part 51 generic environmental rulemaking.

Question 6

What experiential knowledge, studies. ind ds' - e available to perform generic
evaluations of potential environrus m ?ffects?

;

Responses

NUMARC - NUMARC presented a list of the types of informatLn and the sources
of that information and data currently available to perform generic evaluations
of potential environmental effects. The discussion is structured according to
Regulatory Guide 4.2, " Preparation of Environmental Reports for Nuclear Power
Stations," and summarizes material in the NUMARC report,-" Study of Generic
Environmental Issues Related to License Renewal," dated May 9, 1989. One
hundred and seventeen references are cited in that report. In its response- '

NUMARC identified arns where information is not readily available,.-thus requir-
ing special studies or surveys of the industry.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - Yankee Atomic Electric referred to the NUMARC
generic report, the numerous plant environmental impact statements, 316
demonstrations, and utility data.

Staff Response

Considerable experiential knowledge, studies, and data are available to perform
generic evaluations of potential environmental effects associated with relicens-
ing. The environmental effects of nuclear power plants have been well studied
and documented. A major challenge of a generic study will be to ensure that
information drawn upon and findings derived therefrom encompass the full-range
of plant and site-diversity.

i
Question 7 *

( To what extent would such environmental effects differ from those experienced
during the-initial term of operation?

Responses

NUMARC - See NUMARC response to Question 5.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company - In response to this question, Yankee Atomic
Electric stated:

"Nonradiological effects would be no different, provided the same cooling I

system is maintained. Radiological effects could differ only to the extent. ,

that disposal options change and on-site storage is increased." Additional
detail is provided in their response to Question 5.
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Staff Response

Based on the programmatic review undertaken for the environmental assessment
supporting the Part 54 rulemaking, the staff anticipates that the environmental
effects during the renewed term will be essentially the same as during the
initial term. See the staff response to Question 5. The extent to which there
will be variation of effects among sites will be determined in the Part 51
generic environmental rulemaking.

Question 8

What should be the focus and scope of analysis of severe accident consequences
in a generic environmental impact statement?

Responses

Yankee Atomic Electric Company " Discussion of severe accidents and SAMDAs
analogous to that done recently for Limerick and Comanche Peak could provide
sufficient detail to permit treatment of severe accidents for the purpose of
issuing the renewal rule. Individual plant licensing actions may be able to
reft ence this material."

staff Response

The staff believes that a generic disposition of severe accident consequences'

can be based on a bounding of severe accident attributes for the current
population of nuclear power plants during their additional term of operation.
These attributes include source term, probability of release, dispersion, path-
ways, health effect, and economic costs. The analysis should use the extensive
body of studies on severe accidents already available and should explicitly
account for the potential effects of IPEs and severe accident management plans
on accident prubabilities and releases.

Question 9

Shculd plant specific Level III PRAs he required in the NEPA severe accident
consequence analysis?

Responses

NUMARC - NUMARC does not favor requiring PRAs for license renewal. One problem
cited for this use of PRA is that commonly accepted methods for incorporating
age-related degradation are yet to be developed. In addition, NUMARC stated,
"from an environmental standpoint, the off-site ritks have been and will
continue to be addressed in on going programs that are established in the CLB."

Yankee Atomic Electric Comaany - Yankee Atomic Electric observed that it was
demonstrated in the Comancie Peak evaluation that information from a plant-
specific Level III PRA is not necessary for discussion of severe accidents in
renewal reviews.

I
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Staff Response

The staff believes that plant-specific Level III PRAs should not be specifically f
required of the applicant or staff in NEPA severe accident consequence anal- .

ysis. The use of accepted consequence models and plar,t-specific input, includ- 4

ing plant-specific source term estimates, should be encouraged but not required.

Question 10

To what extent should future availability of spent fuel storage capacity be a
conside,ation in the generic environmental impact statement? '

Response

Yankee Atomic Electric Com)any - The findings of the Waste Confidence Decision
update, now in progress, s1ould be adopted.

Staff Response

Long-term storage of spent fuel after decommissioning of a plant at the end of
the renewal term is covered by the Waste Confidence Decision update. The staff
will attempt to generically handle storage of spent fuel during the renewed
operating term as part of the Part 51 rulemaking.

Question 11

What should be the focus and stape of analysis of alternatives to relicensing
the current generation of LWRs?

Response

Yankee Atomic Electric Company "The f.:us and scope of alternatives to renewal
licensing should recognize the fact that the plant exists and alternative siting
does not have to be done. Sufficient information should be supplied for the NRC
to make findings showing a reasonable need for power and the cost of renewal
power is either competitive with the new generation or required for other
reasons, such as fuel diversity and air quality."

Staff Response

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and the implementing regulations of the Commission
provide that operating licenses may be renewed upon expiration of their 40 year
term. The staff has found no substantive technical reason or other policy moti-
vation to foreclose che license renewal option for every plant. For the reli-

~

censing of individual plants, not granting a renewed license is an alternativey

that must be considered. Specific issues that would require analysis incide
need for power from the facility, alternative sources of power and their
environmental effects, and alternative substitute sources of energy and their
envirormental effects.,

Question 12

What role might utilities and Federal and State agencies play in the process of
developing a generic environmental impact statement?
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Re:ponse

NUMARC - In May 1989, NUMARC provided the report, " Study of Generic Environmental
Issues Related to License Renewal," dated May 9, 1989. At the public workshop
on November 14, 1989, William H. Rasin, Director,-Technical Division, offered
NUMARC auspices for coordinating the collection of plant-specific data from

:
industry. Subsequently, on January 31, 1990, NUMARC' met with the staff to
begin identification of the data to be compiled.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company "NRC should ensure that States and other
Federal agencies are solicited for written comments on the-draf t en'cironmental
assessment issued with the proposed rule. Additionally, States may wish to
adopt the environmental assessment and involve themselves in the future survey ,

to satisfy statutory requirements."
,

Staff Response

The staff is working to develop a list of site-specific information that can
he most appropriately compiled by utilities. This list will be provided to'

NUMARC. The staff will meet with appropriate environmental staff from other
Federal agencies to enlist their support in identifying and furnishing studies
and other information from agency files and to enlist their support in scoping
the generic study. The-staff-also will contact all appropriate State agencies
to enlist their participation in scoping, review, and identification of relevant
studies and information.
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9. MISCELLANE0US COMMENTS

The following presents the staff response to the miscellaneous comments that
were submitted following the workshop. The number (s) at the end of each
comment identifies the responder (s) making the comment (see list of responders
in the appendix).

Comment 1

Four responders stated that the NRC should accelerate its schedule for issuance
of the final rule so that it would be available for the lead plant applications
(1, 2, 3, 4). One responder encouraged the NRC to resist efforts to rush the
schedule (5).

Response

The NRC plans to issue tN final rule by May 31, 1991. This date precedes the
anticipated submittal of the two lead plant license renewal applications.

Comment 2

Six responders indicated that resolution of severe accident issues should not
be considered in the license renewal rule (1, 3, 5, 8, 9, 11).

f<esponse

The severe accident closure requirement has been removed from the conceptual
rule.

Comment 3

Five responders stated that the backfit rule should apply throughout the
license renewal process to ensure regulatory stability (1, 2, 8,10,11).

Response

The staff position on backfit considerations is discussed in Sections IV.k and
VII of the Statement of Considerations.

Comment 4

It is important that the staff has criteria against which to judge an
application so a timely review can be performed (2).

Response

The staff agrees with this comment; an appropriate regulatory guide and
standard review plan uidance -are scheduled to be issued by April 1992.

|
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Comment 5

The NRC should consider additional changes to 10 CFR Part 2 (hearings) to limit-
room for abuse of the process (2).

Response

The staff position on hearings is presented in Section IV.j of the Statement
of Considerations. The proposed rule does not include any special hearing
procedures for license renewal.

Comment 6

Six responders indicated that they agreed with the NUMARC positions presented
at the workshop and provided in followup correspondence (3, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12).

Response

No response is recuired. The NUMARC comments are considered in the appropriate
sections of this cocument.

Comment 7-

Seven comments were received regarding the current licensing basis (CLB). Five
indicated that it was not necessary to resubmit the CLB or certify compliance
with the CLB (3, 6, 8, 9, 11). One responder indicated that the NRC should
hold firm the requirement to submit the CLB (5).- One responder stated that the
CLB is not a technically valid reference from which to project a safety risk in
the future (4).

Response

The staff position regarding the CLB is presented in Section IV.b of the
Statement of Considerations.

Comment 8

One responder submitted comments regarding the maintenance of the current level
of safety during the extended life of the plant. It was indicated that the
level of safety is a subjective term,-and the basic concept of maintaining a
level of safety runs contrary to many NRC and industry pronouncements regarding
age degradation (4).

Response

The staff disagrees with this comment. The staff's programs to maintain the
current level of safety at operating plants-are discussed in Section IV a in
the Statement of Considerations.

,

Comment 9

The philosophical basis for the proposed ruling is weak and anticipated appli-
cation of the backfit rule may result in an creding of assessment of risk (4).
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; Response

The staf f's reguiatory philosophy and approach to the license renewal rule are
discussed in Section IV.a of the Statement of Considerations.

Comment 10

The screening criteria should consist of the NUMARC proposed methodology in
combination with NRC results of W P evaluations (5).

Response

The NOMARC screening methodology is still under review by the staff. However,
the staff does not agree that the results of SALP evaluations should be
considered for this purpose.

Comment 11

It is recommended that PRA methodologies and insights be a part of the
rulemaking (5).

Response ,

The staff disagrees with this comment. There is no provision in the proposed
rule to require a PRA. However, the Commission understands that most plants
will have completed a plant-specific PRA as-part of the Individual Plant-
Examination program. Additional staff comments on the use of PRAs are provided
in response to Question 4, Session 4.

Comment 12

The NRC should explore development of installed instrumentation. designed to
detect age-related failure mechanisms for. key cumponents-(5),

Response

Although the staff agrees with the intent of this comment,. it should be
recognized that such instrumentation is generally beyond the current state of
the arti -It should be noted that the revised rule-requires that licensees pro-
vide a program to manage-age related degradation (54.15(b)) for all-systems.and

~

structures important to 1icense renewal that are not subject to an established
effective program to ensure continued performance of its safety function.-

Comment 13-

The NRC should continue the practice of adopting appropriate sections-of.the
ASME Code as they apply to nuclear power plants and continue to allow the ASME-
committees to identify, in the ASME Code,: the appropriate inspection criteria
for the degradation mechanisms _(5).

Response

The NRC staff agrees with the comment.
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Comment 14

An interactive and cooperati"e effort between-the NRC and the electric utility
industry is encouraged (7).

-

Response

The NRC staff agrees with this comment.

Comment 15

It is not necessary that a complete reanalysis of all systems, structures, and
components important to safety be included in the application for license
renewal (8, 11).

Response

The NRC staff agrees with this comment and has modified the proposed rule
accordingly.

Comment 16
!

The NRC should pursue-the development of a-generic environmental assessment or
environmental survey-to bound the environmental impacts-of license-renewal. The
generic environmental assessment should be completed in parallel with the rule-
making so that the lead plants may take advantage of the generic resolution of

-

as many--environmental issues as possible (8).

Response

A draft generic environmental document is scheduled to be published for comment
by May 1991; the final document should be published by April 1992. -This date
is before the anticipated completion of the staff review of the lead plant-
license renewal applications.

Comment 17

Licence renewal is not an issuance of a new license, but an extension of the
existing license (8).

Response

The NRC staff disagrees with this comment; the renewal license should be the
issuance of a new license.

Comment 18 !

The renewal term should not be limited to 20 years if the applicant can
demonstrate the technical basis justifying plant operation for a longer renewal-
term (8). <
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Response

The staff believes that the maximum term of a renewal license should be limited
to 20 years beyond the expiration of the existing operating license. This
position is discussed in Section IV.g of the Statement of Considerations.

Comment 19

The license renewal rulemaking should focus primarily on plant material
conditions and address age-related degradation over the renewal-term (9).

Respense

In general the staff agrees with this comment.
.

Comment 20

The rulemaking should not succumb to pressures for resolving current regulatory
issues as part of license renewal. Also, the level of protection should not be
allowed to degrade over the renewal term (9).

Response

The staff agrees with this comment.

Comment 21

The detailed contents of a license renewal application are more appropriately
specified in a regulatory guide rather than-in the license renewal rule (9).

Response

The staff agrees with_this comment; the regulatory guide is scheduled to be
issued by April 1992.

Comment 22

The license renewal rule should define the terms " current licensing basis" and
" renewal" or " license renewal" (9).

Response

" Current licensing basis" and " renewal term" are defined in.the staff's revised
Pule.

;

Comment'23

The portion of the FSAR submitted with-each application should be' limited to
changes in tne FSAR to accommodate age-related-degradation (11).

|

;

I
|
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Response

|
The staff disagrees that the FSAR should be limited as specified'in the comment.
The contents of the FSAR are described in Section 54.15 of the staff's revised<

rul e.-

Comment 24

The proposed rulemaking determination should be expanded to conclude that,
based on the NRC's continuing regulatory. oversight activities and the existing
record of safe operation, the CLBs for the nation's population of-operating
lignt-water nuclear power reactors are sufficient to support the issuance of a
renewal license subject only to review for the effects of age-related
degradation (11).

Response

The staff is in limited agreement with this statement. The standard for-
issusnce of a renewed license is given in 54.29 of the revised rule.

Comment 25

Section XX.19(e), concerning the establishment of a trending program is an
unnecessary reprtition of XX.19(d). The appropriate actions under XX.19(d),
that would be th%en with respect to degradation of SSC would include identifi-
cation, evaluation, and trending of the effects of age-related degradation.
Therefore, XX.19(e) should_be deleted (11).

Response

The staff continues to believe that a' requirement for a trending program;should ;

be specified, as stated in Section.54.21(a)(4) of-the revised rule.
<
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APPENDIX

ORGANIZATIONS PROVIDING WRITTEN C0!!MENTS

1. Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC)

2. Yankee Atomic Electric Company

3. B&W Owners Group

4. J. B. Gardner, Consultant

5. Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety

6. United States Department of Energy
s

7. Pennsylvania Power and Light Company

8. Northern States Power Company

9. Grove Engineering, Inc.

10. Bishop, Cook, Purcell & Reynolds (on behalf of the Nuclear Utility
Backfitting and Reform Group)

11. Commonwealth Edison Company

12. Westinghouse Electric Corporation
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monts and correspondence.
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conference proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the
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request to the Office of Information Resourcos Management, Distribution Section, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatcry Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory
process are maintained at the NRC Library, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, for
use by the public. Codes and standards are usually copyrighted and may be purchased
from the originating organization or, if they arc American National Standards, from the
American National Standards Institute,1430 Droadway, New York, NY 10018.
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ABSTRACT

The Atomic Energy Act and Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations
provide for the renewal of nuclear power plant operating licenses beyond their
initial 40 year term. The Act and NRC regulations, however, do not specify
the procedures, criteria, and standards that must be satisfied in order to y
renew a license. The NRC is proposing a rule (10 CFR Part 54) to codify such
requirements prior to the receipt of applications for license renewal. The
rule for license renewal ensures that a plant's current licensing basis will
be supplemented by an effective program to manage plant equipment aging so as
to ensure continued acceptable safety during the renewal term.

The NRC ha assessed the possible environmental effects of promulgating require-
ments in 10 CFR Part 54 now rather than employing such requirements in an _a_d hoc
manner ir individual licensing actions. The rule requires the development of
information and analyses to identify aging problems of systems, structures, and
components that will be of concern during the renewal term and will not be con-

4

trolled by existing regulatory programs. Required action may be replacement,
refurbishment, inspection, testing, or monitoring. Such actions will genera:1y
be within the range of similar actions taken for plants during the initial
operating term. These actions would be primarily confined within the plants
with potential for only minor disruption to the environment. It is unlikely
that these actions would change the operating conditions of plants in ways that
would change the environmental effects already being experienced. Relicensing
under' existing regulations would also be primarily focused on aging degradation
and would likely result in requirements similar to those that will result from
relicensing under the proposed rule. The promulgation of 10 CFR Part 54 has
clear advantages relative to regulatory stability and administrative efficiency.
However, it will not result in environmental effects significantly different
from those arising from relicensing under existing regulations. The NRC con-
cludes that promulgation of 10 CFR Part 54 would not significantly affect the
environment and, therefore, a full environmental impact statement is not
required and a Finding of No Significant Impact can be made.

.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) proposes to amend its regulations to
define the regulatory requirements for renewing operating licenses for nuclear
power plants for up to 20 years. In fulfillment of the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and 10 CFR Part 51, the NRC must consider the impacts
on the environment of the promulgation of the proposed rule. The purpose of
this environmental assessment (EA) is to provide an evaluation of those impacts
and to determine whether an environmental impact statement (EIS) needs to be
prepared in support of this proposed rule.

Description of Proposed Action

The proposed action is the issuance of a rule (10 CFR Part 54) by the NRC that
will set forth the procedures and requirements for utilities to submit license.
renewal applications and that will prc, vide the standards for NRC staff review
and approval of those applications. Under this proposed rule, a licensee sub-
mitting a license renewal application would be required to provide to.the NRC
sufficient information to determine whether or not continued operation of the
facility during the renewal license term would endanger public health and safety
or the environment.

Regulatory guidance and a standard review plan are also being developed to
provide guidance to the industry and to the NRC staff on the manner in which
the rule will be implemented. Part of the regulatory guidance to industry will
be provided by safety evaluation reports on approximately 11 industry technical
reports.

Need for Proposed Action

In anticipation of the expiration of nuclear-power plant 40 year operating
licenses, the NRC staff is developing a license renewal rule and associated
safety and aging criteria. The NRC believes that developing a rule for. license
renewal that sets forth clear standards and technical requirements for the
license renewal process is desirable:

To ensure that license renewal plants operate with an acceptable*

level of safety.

To ensure uniformity and consistency in implementing license renewal.*

To ensure that aging of nuclear plant components is adequately*

considered.

To ensure that the license renewal review process is efficient and*
' effective.

To allow timely and adequate planning by the electric utility industry.*

vii
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Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action

The staff has considered how environmental impacts from relicensing under the
proposed 10 CFR Part 54 might differ from environmental impacts that might
occur with relicensing under existing regulations. There will be little
difference because the requirements should be similar. Both approaches would
result in operation of plants up to 20 or more years beyond the expiration of
the initial license. Under both approaches, there will be emphasis on the
identification, monitoring, and mitigation of aging degradation that can affect.
the safety performanca of systems, structures, and components. In recent years
increasing attention is being given to aging degradation as the central tech-
nical concern for plant life extension and license renewal, both in this country
and abroad. There is rea:;on to believe that relicensing under present reguia-
tions has the potential for requiring the same or more monitoring and mitiga-
tion of potential aging degradation in the same or more systems, structures,
and components than would the= proposed rule. -The proposed-rule accepts the
current licensing basis of each plant at the time of renewal application, gives
credit to the continued effectiveness of ongoing regulatory programs, and
focuses the renewal assessment on syste.ns, structures, and components that
require special attention relative to aging degradation in the renewal term.

In developing the proposed rule, the staff was considered and resolved a-number
of topics that would likely be considered on-an ad hoc- plant-by plant basis
under the existing regulations. Under the existing' regulations, there is the
potential for greater conservatism resulting in more requirements being placed
relative to plant modifications, refurbishment, testing, monitoring, and operat-
i.ng conditions. These differences, however, are not expected to result in
significant differences in the relative environmental impacts.

Many of the potential requirements involve enhanced inspection, testing, moni -
toring, and engineering analyses. These activities will identify necessary '

plant modifications, refurbishment, and additional testing and monitoring .
requirements. The construction impacts are expected to be insignificant and
will not differ greatly between the two approaches.

Under both approaches, the modifications, repairs, and replacements undertaken
in each plant would not entail changes to the overall design of the plant;
thus, basic plant operating parameters, such-as thermal performance, power out-
put, and fuel utilization would not, in general, be expected to differ or to
change during any renewal term under tne proposed action. Occupational expo- <

sure and both radiological and nonradiological releases from the plant after
the renewal are therefore not expected to differ in kind or magnitude between
approaches not from those experienced during operation prior to license renewal.
The current (1987) average dose per plant of 425 person-rems per year is
expected to continue under each regulatory-approach at about that level through
the 20 year license renewal term.

Under either approach each licensee will be required to identify safety-
.

- significant components and structures of the plant that are subject to aging-,

and, during the renewal term, to assess and manage the aging degradation of
those components. These activities will ensure that a reactor will be main-
tained so as to prevent degradation of plant systems that could initiate core

viii
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damage accidents and degradation of systems designed to prevent accidents or
mitigate their consequences.

Finally, .elicensing under either approach would not significantly change the
environmental impacts from storage of spent fuel and high-level waste.

Conclusions

After reviewing the possible differences in requirements for license renewal
under the proposed rule and under the existing regulations and the environmental
significance of these differences, the staff found no significant environmental
impacts from the proposed 10 CFR Part 54.

Additicnal Alternatives Considered

In addition to the proposed rule, the following alternatives were evaluated in
the regulatory analysis (NUREG-1362):

License renewal using current licensing basis with no additional*

requirements. .

License renewal using extension of the proposed acticn to require*

assessment against selected new plant standards.

License renewal using extension of the proposed action to require*

compliance with all new plant standards.

Environmental Impacts of Alternatives to Proposed Action

The environmental impacts of the rulemaking alternatives to the proposed
action would be similar to those of the proposed action, differing only in
detail.

l
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1. !NTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is responsible for licensing and
regulating civilian nuclear power plants, as mandated by the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, as amended, and by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of
1969. These responsibilities include protecting the public health and safety
and the environment. The nuclear power industry has matured, with several

~

plants in operation for more than 20 years. The Atomic Energy Act and the NRC
regulations provide for the renewal of nuclear power plant operating licenses
beyond their initial 40 year term. The NRC proposes to issue a rule, 10 CFR
Part 54, which will establish the standards-that must_be met by all license
renewal applicants, define the scope of information required for reviewing the
applications, and specify .he procedures for submitting license renewal
applications. In addition, a proposed change to 10 CFR Part 51 is being issued
to permit the use of environmental assessments-(EAs) in license renewal reviews
rather than requiring environmental impact statements (EISs). As required
under the provisions of NEPA, the NRC must consider the environmental impacts
of the promulgation and implementation of the proposed rule. The NRC must also
decide whether or not to prapare an EIS to support the proposed rule.

1.1 Background

On November 6, 1986, a request for comments on establishment of a policy state-
ment on life extension of nuclear power plants was published in the Federal
Register (Ref. 1.1), Comments were requested on seven major policy,-technical,
and procedural issues (21 separate questions). Comments received were reviewed
and a summary was provided in SECY-87-179, " Status of Staff Activities to Develop
a License Renewal Policy, Regulations and Licensing Guidance-and to Report on
Public Comments" (Ref. 1.2). The staff published an Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (ANPR) on August 29,~1988, in the Federal Register (Ref. 1.3) in
which the Commission announced its intention to bypass.a policy statement and
go directly to preparing a proposed rule on license renewal. The-ANPR-also
announced the availability of NUREG-1317, " Regulatory Options for Nuclear Plant
License Renewal" (Ref. 1.4) and requested comments on the issues discussed in
the NUREG.

Fifty-three written comments were received from nuclear industry groups and
individual utilities, public interest groups, and Federal and State agencies
in response to the ANPR and commenting on NUREG-1317. An overview and summary
analysis of the comments-are contained in NUREG/CR-5332, " Summary and Analysis
of Public Comments on NUREG-1317: Regulatory Options for Nuclear Plant License
Renewal" (Ref. 1.5). The NRC staff's views on specific license renewal issues,
as they evolved in early 1989, were presented-to the public in an NRC panel ,

discussion and question and answer session at the NRC's Regulatory Information
Conference, held on April 18,-19, and 20,1989.

On October 13, 1989, the Commission announced in a Federal Register notice that
a workshop would be held on November 13 and 14, 1989, to focus on specific
technical issues, including identification of the significant technical issues

1-1
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bearing on safety. The schedule for rulemaking and alternatives for addressing
compliance with NEPA were identified as issues for discussion. The Federal
Register notice also included a " Preliminary Regulatory Philosophy and_ Approach
for License Renewal Regulation" and an " Outline of a Conceptual Approach to a
License Renewal Rule." Two hundred and one persons (not including NRC staff)
representing 89 organizations registered for the workshop. In addition,
written comments were received from 12 organizations.

The identification and management of aging degradation is a central concern of s

license renewal. Over the past decade, efforts have been made by the NRC,
industry, and DOE to better understand the degradation of nuclear power plant
systems, structures, and components. The NRC's research on degradation due to i

aging phenomena began in the early 1980s. In 1982, the NRC staff,_ recognizing

the potential impact of plant aging p' Workshop on Plant Aging" in Bethesda,
henomena on the continued _ safe uperation

of nuclear power plants, convened a
Maryland (Ref. 1.7). The purpose of the workshop was to focus attention on how
to best proceed to identify and resolve the various technical plant aging
issues relevant to life extension. In 1985, the Division of Engineering of
the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research issued the first comprehensive
program plan (NUREG-1144) for nuclear plant aging research (Ref. 1.8); By
1986, age related degradation became a more important prico.ty with the recog-
nition that utilities were interested in extending the life of their existing
power plants beyond the term of up to 40 years of their original operating
licenses. In response, the NRC staff developed a document, the " Plan to
Accomplish Technical Integration for Plant Aging / Life Extension," and estab-
lished a Technical Integration Review Group for Aging and Life Extension
(TIRGALEX). The objectives of TIRGAI.EX were to clearly define the technical
safety and regulatory policy. issues associated with plant aging and life exten-,

sion and to develop a plan for resolving the issues in a timely, well-
integrated manne . In May 1987 the TIRGALEX report was issued (Ref 1.9). It
identified a broad spectrum of technical safety and regulatory policy issues.
These included identification of systems, structures, and components that are

,

susceptible to aging and could_ adversely affect safety; degradation processes;
testing, surveillance, and maintenance requirements; and criteria for_evaluat-
ing residual life. TIRGALEX concluded that many: aging phenomena.are readily
managed and do not pose major technical issuas that would preclude life exten-
sion, provided that necessary compensatory measures such as maintenance,
surveillance, repair, and replacement are effectively implemented during the
extended operation and, for a number of the measures, during the existing license
term as well.

'

Also in 1988 the NRC, in cooperation with the American Nuclear Society (ANS),
the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers (ASME), and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), sponsored an International Nuclear Power Plant Aging Symposium. The
symposium, which was held in Bethesda, Maryland, from August 30 to September 1,-
1988, was attended by more than 550 internationally prominent nuclear scientists
and engineers-from 16 countries. The symposium focused on the potential safety
issues arising from progressive aging of nuclear power plants. These issues
included aging of structures in austenitic steel, fatigue life of structural
materials, aging of insulating materials, degradation of pumps and valves,
reliability of safety system components, radiation and thermal embrittlement of-
metals, and erosion-corrosion of fluid-mechanical systems. Discussion addressed

1-2 -
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topics in the NRC staff's report NUREG-1317, which had been published imme-
diately preceding the symposium. The proceedings of the symposium were
published as NUREG/CP-0100 (Ref. 1.10).

The NRC has been closely monitoring industry efforts in plant life extension.
3

The DOE and the Electric Power Research Institute are sponsoring a Lead Plant
Program to demonstrate the viability of plant life extension and the license
renewal process developed by NRC. Under this program, renewal applications for
the Yankee, Massachusetts (167 MWe) and the Monticello, Minnesota (541 MWe)
plants will be submitted to NRC in 1991. The Nuclear Management and Resources
Council (NUMARC) is coordinating the development of a series of industry
technical reports dealing with aging degradation of major plant components and
structures. One report provides a methodology with criter'a for evaluating
plant equipment for license renewal.

A regulatory analysis of the benefits and costs of the proposed rule and
alternatives was prepared by the NRC staff (Ref. 1.11). In it the efficacy of
alternative technical and procedural requirements was assessed with respect
to safety and regulatory efficiency. The proposed rule and alternatives were
evaluated with respect to reductions in radiation exposure and the costs of-
meeting the requirements of the rule.

As part of a separate rulemaking, the NRC is undertaking a generic environ-
mental study for the purpose of narrowing the scope and focus of environmental
effects that would need to be cnnsidered in individual relicensing actions. To
the extent this study is successful, reductions in the scope and focus will be
codified through changes to 10 CFR Part 51. Comments previously solicited and
the programmatic findings in this environmental assessment in support of the
present rulemaking, 10 CFR Part 54, indicate that the generic environmental
study wili achieve some degree of success. That study will assess the full
range of NEPA issues that will need to be reviewed in the relicensing of indi-
vidual plants under Part 54. The study will also bound the full range of
p' ants an: sites in order that any issues eliminated or bounded by Part 51 will
be applicaule to as.large a number of plants as possible. The study will build
from the foundation provided by this environmental assessment.

1.2 Purpose of This Environmental Assessment

Under the NEPA, all Federal agencies must consider the effect'of their actions
on the environment. Section 102(1) of the NEPA requires that the policies,
regulations, and public laws of the United States be interpreted and admin-
istered in accordance with the policies set forth in the NEPA. Section 102(2)
contains provisions to ensure that Federal-agencies act according to the letter
and spirit of the NEPA. Regulations of the U. S. Council on Environmental
Quality, contained in 40 CFR 1500-1509. implement the requirements of Sec-
tion 102(2) of NEPA within the Fedeu government. Regulations implementing
the NEPA within the NRC are contained in 10 CFR Part 51. This rulemaking is a
major Federal action under the criteria set forth in 10 CFR Part 51. The pre-
paration of an environmental assessment of the proposed action is an initial
step in fulfilling an agency's responsibilities under NEPA. If the appropriate
NRC director determines from rnsults of the assessment that the proposed action
will significantly affect the quality of the human environment, an environ-
mental impact statement (EIS) must be prepared. If the NRC director determines
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that the environmental impacts of the proposed action are not significant, no
further environmental action is required other than preparation of a Finding
of No Significant Impact (F0NSI). A determination may be made to issue a draft
FONSI for public review and comment before making a final determination whether
to prepare an EIS or a final FONSI on the proposed action. The objective of
this environmental assessment then is to assess-the potential environmental
impacts of promulgating the proposed rules to set standards and procedures-to
renew nuclear power plant licenses, to permit the use of EAs in license renewal
reviews, and to determine whether the proposed action will significantly affect
the quality of the human environment, thus requiring the preparation of an EIS,

,

b
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2. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action is the issuance of a rule, 10 CFR Part 54, " Requirements
for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants," conforming amend-
ments to other parts of 10 CFR, and changes to 10 CFR Part $1 " Environmental
Protection kegulations for Domestic Licensing and Related Regulatory Functions,"
to permit the use of environmental assessment < (EAs) at part of license renewal
reviews rather than requiring environmental impact - tements (EISs). The
Atomic Energy Act, which permits renewal of li u ..,es, and the license renewal
rule already in effect (10 CFR 50.51) do not contain specific procedures, crite-
ria, and standards that must be satisfied in order to renew a license. The
proposed rule would codify, in NRC regulations, the procedures, criteria, and
standards governiag nuclear power plant license renewal. Relicensing under the
license renewal rule already in effect probably would focus on the same age-
degradation concerns addressed in the developmerit of the proposed rule but
likely would result in less consistent and perhaps less comprehensive reviews "

of individual plants during the license renewal review.
,

The substantive requirements of the rule are:

" Integrated plant assessment ...which demonstrates that age-related*

degradation of the facility's structures, systems, and components has
been identified, evaluated, and accounted for to ensure that the facil-
ity's licensing basis will be maintained throughout the term of the
renewal license" (10 CFR 54.21(a)).

A justification for continuing those plant-sweific exemptions granted*

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.12, and reliefs granted pursuant to 50.55(a)(3).on
the basis of an assumed service life or p riod of eperation bound by the
original license term of the facility (10 CFR 54.21(b)r.

Proposed modifications to the facility or its administrative control*

procedures resulting from the aforementioned assesa.ments (10 CFR 54.21(c)).

An eny honmental report (10 CFR 54.23).*

The proposed rule also addresses:

Timeliness of submittal, the application for renewal to be submitted no*

later than 3 years prior to expiration of the existing operating license.

Referral n' renewal applicacions to the Advisory Committee on Reactor*
Safety.

Opportunity to request a public hearing.*

Term of license, equal to the period of time remaining on the current*

license plus the additional time period requested by the licensee (no
longer than 20 years).

,
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Requirement to continie to comply with all Commission regulations.e

Recordkeeping requirements.*

Upon review of the application for license renewal and the preparation of a
safety evaluation report and the EIS or EA, as appropriate, the NRC may issue
the requested license r?'Awal if the staff determines that there is reasonable
assurance the far.ility can be operated for the term of the renewed license
without endangering the public health and safety or the common defense and
security. This decision De based upon the following finding:

" Appropriate actions have oven or will be taken with respect to age-related
degradation of those SSCs (systems, structures, and components) important to
license renewal such that there is reasonable assurance that the activities
authorized in the renewal license can be conducted in accordance with the
current licensing basis" (10 CFR 54.31).

Under S 54.33 (Conditions of renewed license), the following become part of
the renewed license cf any facility:

The current licensing basis for the facility.*

Conditions set forth in Sections 50.54 and 50.55a(9).*

Conditions and limitations including technical specifications and provi-*

sions with respect to any incompleted items of plant motlifications.

Conditions to protect the environment that are part of the cui' rent licens-( *

ing basis supplemented or amended as necessary to protect the environment
during the term of the renewed license.

.

Concurrent with the rulemaking, the NRC is developing regulatory guidance as to
what will satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR Part 54. A regulatory guide on
the format and content of renewal applications wiil be published in draft form
shortly after the-proposed rule is published and in final form shortly after
the final rule is published. Additional regulatory guidance will be provided
by the NRC through safety evaluation reports on a series of industry technical
reports on major components and structures of concern for license renewal and
an industry repcrt on the process of identifying at individual plants those
systems, structures,'and components that are subject to aging and require
special attention for license renewal. Standard review plans wil: be developed,
consistent with the regulatory guidance, to guide the NRC staff review of
renewal applications.
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3. NEED FOR PROPOSED ACTION

3.1 Introduction

The installed capacity of the approximately 118 nr. clear power reactors that
will be in operation by the year 2000 will total at,out 108 GWe. The first
operating license of these plants will expire in 2000, the second will expire
in 2000, and the licenses for the other 116 reactors will expire between 2007
and 2035.

The NRC believes that development of a rule for license renewal that establishes
clear standards and technical requirements for the license renewal process is
necessary:

To ensure that li:ense renewal plants operate with an acceptable lovel of*

safety.

To ensure uniformity and consistency in the regulatory process of imple-*

menting license renewal.

To ensure that aging of nuclear plant components is adequately considered.*

To ensure an efficient and effective application review process by the NRC.*

To allow timely and adequate planning by the electric utility industry.*

3.2 To Ensure That License Renewal Plants 0;erate with an Acceptable Level
' '~

of Safety
.

The r.oposed rule is founded upon a generic determination that each nuclear
power plant's current licensing basis provides reasonabl assurance of adequate
protection throughout the renewal term. The NRC believes that compliance with
the licensing basis can and will be assured by (1) requiring licensees to comply
with their plant's licensing basis throughout the term of their renewed licen-
ses, including those addressing age-related degradation, and (?) continuing the

,

NRC's regulatory oversight program throughout the term of a plant's renewed
license.

3.3 To Ensure Uniformity and Consistency in Implementing License Renewal
_

Not providing explicit guidelines on the contents and procedures for license
renewal applications is contrary to the NRC's practice of delibec:cing in
advance on potentially significant regulatory issues-and providing a regula-
tory framework that meets the needs of both the NRC staff and the licensees.-

Under.the proposed rule, the license renewal process would be administered in
a structured and predictable technical, administrative, and procedural manner.
Because the criteria for determining the completeness of the information to be-
submitted to the NRC in support of license renewal would be well defined, the

3-1
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possibility for nonuniformity in license renewal decisions would be largely
avoided. The uniformity and consistency associated with this approach will
enhance the regulatory process.

3.4 To Ensure That Aging of Nuclear Plant Compomnts is Adequately Considered

The NRC believes that specifying license renewal requirements through rulemak-
ing, supplemented by revisions to regulatory guidance and standard review
plans, and by s6fety evaluation reports prepared for industry technical reports
will ensure that all technical information relevant to aging is considered in
the preparation and review of applications for license renewal. The technical
information that must be considered includes analysis of component aging
remainingservicelifeofcomponents;andidentificationandimplementatIonof t

surveillance, inspection, testing, maintenance, repair, and replacement activ-
ities to ensure that compcnent aging is adequately addressed during the remain-
ing plant operating life.

'

3.5 To Ensure an Efficient Application Review by the NRC

The license renewal requirements specified in a rule would provide the rigorous
and consistent bases for review by the NRC staff of the utility technical sub-
mittal and for regulatocy guidance and the stanard review plan that would be
prepared to support license renewal. This guidance will be used by the NRC
P.aff in its evaluation of the adequacy of the license renewa1' justification
provided by the utilities, thus ens'. ring that all relevant technical issues
would be considered.

3.6 To Allow Timely and Adequate Planning by the Electric utility Industry

The nuclear power industry must plan for future electricity generating capacity
needs. This planning must include consideration of the likelihood and tithing-
of renewal of licenses for nuclear power plants. The electric utility industry
believes that economic considerations will be the main determinant as to whether
or not a renewal license will be sought for a particular plant. To calculate
the costs and benefits of renewing.the license-for a plant, the industry has
stated that there must be a clear,-practical, and predictable framework for.the
renewal process. Although safety of the plants is the major statutory'obliga-
tion of the NRC, it is also the NRC policy to consider the need.for and the
consequences of its regulatory actions in a broader context. The NRC believes
that promulgation of a rule will meet the planning need: of the industr
reducing uncertainty and ensuring the timeliness of the review process.y by
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

4.1 Activities Associated with Relicensing
'

4.1.1 Relicensing Under Proposed Rule i

The proposed rule carries the licensing basis existing at the time of submitting :
a renewal application into the renewal terin and requires an integrated plant
assessment to demonstrate that age-related degradation of the facility's struc-
tures, systems, and components nave been identified, evaluated, and accounted
for as needed to ensure that the facility's licensing basis will be maintained ;

throughout the term of the renewed license. The required assesstaent consists
of a screening process to select systems, structures, and components important '

to license renewal based on their intended safety functions or contributions to
challenging safety systems; an evaluation and demonstration of the effective-
ness of the already ongoing licencee actions under existing regulatory require-
ments and plant-specific programs to_ address aging concerns; and the imple-
mentation, as necessary, of supplemental programs to prevent or mitigate age-
related degradation during the renewed license period. Where such supplemental .

p"ograms are not needed at the inception of the renewal term the plan may
provide for a deferred start. Therecognizedelementsfortimelymitigationof
age-related degradation effects are inspection,_ surveillance, condition moni-

'

toring, maintenance, trending .recordkeeping, replacement, refurbishment, and
appr'.priate adjustments in the operating environment of the equipment in which
the degradation occurs.

The enhanced inspection, surveillance, testing, and maintenance (ISTM)' effort ;
_

'would be incremental to routine plant operation and maintenance that would be
continued from the initici license term to the renewed license term. The ISTM -

effort consists of two phases:

1. Installation of special diagnostic and monitoring equipment and evaluation
of plant system, component, and structural tests and examinations to estab-
lish a data basel!ne on plant condition.

2. Required surveillance, monitoring, and maintenance activities during the
renewal term.

Table 4.1 is a representative listing of the principal diagnosis and testing
activities in an ISTM program. These activities do not include repair and-
replacement of equipment and structures identifled as a result of ISTM and-
related assessment activities. An enhanced ISTM program would typically
involve an upgrading of some or all of these activities. -The components and
structures listed would also be the likely focus of refurbishment or replace-
ment requirements coming from an integrated plant assessment.

Implementing this proposed action would result in repair,-replacement, or ,

refurbishment of selected components and structures:that are subject.to aging.
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Table 4.1 Representative enhanced inservice test and inspection
activities in support of aging assessment and management

1. Typical Candidate BWR ISTM Enhancements

BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel
Volumetrically examine all RPV beltline welds e'/ery 10 years.

* Add fracture toughness and tensile stress specimens to survoillance
program.
Expand ISI beyond ASME Section XI requirements to include:

UT of support knuckle and attachment weld*

Dimensional survey of studs, refueling bellows, and skirt weld*
* UT of CRD stub tube to bottom head clad weld and stabilizers* Visually assess cotidition of vessel exterior when insulation is removed

for general degradation of surface.
Perform a BWR vessel replacement study, including complete replacement
of the vessel internals and support attachments.
Enhance monitoring of core spray nozzles and CRD penetrations.

* Install additional neutron flux dosimetry near the predicted peak
fluence locations at vessel beltline and near sample baskets.
Increase scope of volumetric weld examination from one weld every
10 years to all welds every 10 years.

BWR Recirculation Piping and Safe Ends
* Install humidity sensors in containment to detect leaks.

Implement an online monitoring system to monitor pipe condition,
including piping vibration and dynamics effects measurements.
Provide additional piping and safe-end temperature monitoring to
better characterize transients experienced by piping.
Periodically inspect selected piping locations for mechanical wear
caused by contact with attachments.
Perform an evaluation on the remaining service life of the recircula-
tion pipe system cast austenitic stainless steel components due to the
effects of SCC, fatigue, and thermal embrittlement.
Increase inspection frequency of stainless steel safe ends and pipe
welds.

BWR Metal Containment Including Suppression Chamber
Develop and implement an enhanced monitoring of the metal containment
structure to include wall temperature, bellows alignment, and exterior
surfaces and penetrations.
Adopt ASME containment inservice _ inspection revisions.-

* Perform a surface and volumetric examination of fabrication welds.* Inspect suppression pool and vent system exterior.
* Examination and analysis of shell liner base, including removal and

replacement of a 6" square section of concrete.
Install neutron flux measuring device in drywell to record integrated'

flux.
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Table 4.1 (Continued) |

BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals
Develop and implement ultrasonic testing (UT) techniques to inspect
the top guide in the central core region for IGSCC, the shroud-to- '

shroud support cylinder welds, the core spray inlet tee attachment, ;

and the jet pump riser elbow to thermal sleeve weld region and the 1

jet pump dif fuser-to-adapter weld joint, ,

Monitor for degradation the performance of the safe-end replacement
on the jet pump riser brace. -

Perform underwater ISI of core plate for IG5CC.
. ,

Develop and implement a procedure for inspecting shroud-to throud
support flange and access hold cover.
Develop and implement a procedure to predict incipient bolt failure
due to high-cycle fatigue and stress corrosion cracking.

* Install an enhanced loose parts monitor in accordance with proposed
ASME DM-12.

'

|
BWR Reactor Recirculation Pumps

* Perform periodic detailed inspection (disassembly / reassembly) of ;

pump and motors.
;.

Implement an improved pump shaft inspection using UT techniques. !
* Implement a comprehensive pump shaft vibration monitoring program.

Periodically determine ferrite level on pump casing exterior (thermal j
embrittlement).
Perform periodic surface and volumetric inspection of pump shaft.

BWR Control Rod Drive Mechanism
Perform ultrasonic examination of~CRD housing.

.

Develop and implement a crack detection and crack growth monitoring
program of CRD housing.
Visually inspect CRD housing for leakage.

* .
.

Perform discharge and vent valve tests at frequent intervals.

BWR Auxiliary Pumps (Motor and Tur' bine Driven)
Install bypass piping to allow testing during operational periods.
Install monitors for motor / turbine fault lndications. .'

* Perform periodic detailed. disassembly-inspection-overhaul-reassembly
of pump internals.
Implement a standard sequence'of' full-service testing. ;

2. Typical Candidate PWR ISTM Enhancements
,

PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel
* Add fracture toughness and tensile stress-specimens to surveillance

program.
Volumetrically -examine all beltline welds every X vears.

'
,

Visuallyjexamin. RPV stabilizers during each outage'.-
* Install additional excore 6eutron dosimeters near predicted peak

fluence locations at' beltline.
* Perform visual examination of RPV exterior.

Increase scope of volumetric weld examinat. ion from one weld every 10-
years to all welds every 10 years.
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Table 4.1 (Continued)

PWR Reactor Coolant Piping
Install humidity sensors in main reactor building compartments and*

HVAC intakes for leak detection.
Perform piping vibration testing per ASME OM-3 during post-refueling
hot hydrotesting.
Perform piping deformation testing per ASME OM-7 during post-refueling
hot hydrotesting.
Increase safe-end inspection frequency.
Establish and implement a prog a? for periodic visual inspection of
piping during refueling outages.
Increase frequency of nozzle weld inspections. .

_

Continuous monitoring of coolant water chemistry (conductivity
measurements).

PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Supports
Add neutron monitoring in RPV support structure area.
Evaluate support structure scrapings for radiation history and
perform nil ductility tests on samples.
Inspect conditions of dry lubricants in sliding foot areas.
Inspect neutron shield for corrosion.

PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals
Visually examine internal component mounting bolts.
Develop procedures.to predict incipient bolt failure due to high-
cycle fatigue and IGSCC degradatior.
Establish and implement a vibration monitoring program of internals*-

in accordance with ASME OM-5..
Install an enhanced loose parts monitor in accordance with proposed*

ASME OM 12.

PWR Steam Generators
. .

Increase scope of steam generator tube eddy-current testing.
Perform volumetric weld examination..

Install enhanced secondary-side loose parts monitoring system.*

PWR Reactor Coolant Pumps . .

Perform periodic detailed inspection (disassembly / reassembly) of pump*

and motors.
Install comprehensive online shaft vibration monitoring ' system.*

,

-Periodically determine ferrite leve' on pump casing exterior-
(thermal embrittlement).
Perform periodic surface and volumetric inspection of pump shaft.

PWR Control Rod Drive Mechanism
Perform-visual inspection of CRDMs.
Perform electrical characteristics test to detect abnormal drive-
current requirements.

PWR Pressurizer and Surge Line
Perform. volumetric inspection:of.the spray and nozzle safe'. ends.
Install online transient monitoring system.
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Table 4.1 (Continued)

PWR Auxiliary feedw ter Pumps (Motor and Turbine Driven)
Install bypass piping to allow testing during operational periods.
Inst.all monitors for motor / turbine fault indications.* Perturm periodic detailed disassembly-inspection-overhaul-reassenbly
of pump internals. (
Implement a standard sequence of full-service testing.

3. Typical ISTM Enhancements on Components Common to Both PWRs and BWRs

Critical Concrete Structures (CCS)
Implement methods to inspect or remotely monitor the condition of
reinforcing steel for corrosion.
Implement a program to identify and quantify degradation in reinfo ced
and prestressed concrete.
Perform periodic boroscopic examination of exterior surface near
penetrations.

Take core samples to determine material properties of concrete.
Inspect accessible ennerete surfaces for freeze-thaw damage, calcium
hydroxide leaching, and chemical attack.
Monitor temperature and radiation levels at penetrations and other
strategic locations.
Monitor ground water level, chemistry, and pH where lower containment
concrete could be affected.
Monitor and evaluate the condition of pad.
Implement a crack napping and growth monitoring program (periodic
monitoring and analysis).
Establish and implement a long-term program of periodic visual

7 condition survey of CCS.
J Implement a vibration monitoring program.

Implement a program to verify concrete protective coating thickness.
Perform periodic evaluation of tendon condition.

Emergency Diesel Generators
* Monitor engine starting system for the following three functions:

' Control current operation*
Fngine cranking*

Fuel delivery*
* Implement a vibration signature analysis program for diesels.

Develop actual loads and profile analysis for load shedding and load
sequencing,
Develop an inspection program for windings to include megger result
trending.
Implement a surveillance program for the turbocharger drive gearing.

AC and DC Electrical Ct.bles and Buses (including medium voltage connectors
and circuit breakers)

Install online circuit characterization system.
Use characterization system to develop and trend electrical signatures
of safety critical circuits.

Develop and monitor temperature and radiation map for cable locations
in containment.
'levelop criteria for cable replacement in severe environments.
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Table 4.1 (Continued) ,

Develop an integrated system for testing electrical and mechanical
functioning of critical circuit breakers.
Add cable inspection to routine outage inspection requirements.
Inspection topics include: corroded terminals; brittle or cracked
insulation; water in conduits /J boxes; physical damage of cables /
connectors; plugged weep holes.

>

Class IE Station Batteries
Perform loaded-battery cell voltage tests more frequently.
Vary discharge current to enable cell resistance calculations.
Perform impedance measurements at various frequencies and calculatc
reac ...i :e.
Excitt battery with white noise for indications of degradation -

mechanisms.
Analyze electrical noise generated by batteries under discharge
conditions for indications of degradation.

Actuation and Instrumentation Channel
Perform enhanced surveillance testing of all safety critical relays.
Increase scope of calibration and automatic actuation testing.

Hydraulic or Air-Operated Valves
Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves
for leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage or degradation
of stem packing.
Perform visual inspection of lines and reservoirs for signs of
hydraulic fluid leakage or air system deterioration.

Safety-Relief Valves
Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves
for leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage.

Manual Valves
Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves
foa leak detection.

'

Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage or degradation
of stem packing.

Check Valves
Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves
for leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage.

* Overhaul each safety check valve seat and hinge mechanism every outage.

Motor-Operated Valves
Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves
for leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect valvo leakage or degradation
of stem packing. "

* Install diagnostic system such es H0 VATS.
* Overhaul worst 20% at each outage.
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Table 4.1 (Continued)
,

.

Snubbers
Perform periodic enhanced qualification testing on snubbers rated at

,

or below 50 KIPS.
,

,

Main and Critical Transformers
Install combustible gas monitoring system on main and critical
transformers.
Perform partial discharge measurements.
Inspect terminations and bushings.

i

Heat Exchangers
Periodically perform eddy-current testing of heat exchanger tubirg.

!Periodically perform hydrostatic testing of heat exchanger slall.
Perform periodic shell thi.kness measurements.
Perform periodic comprehea.ive efficiency test.*

Fan Coolers / Chillers '

Perform visual inspection of chiller assembly,
i'erform electrical inspection of motor.
Pe-form periodic vibi ation checks.

..

Source: Reference 4.1.

;

,

i

*ISTM activities marked with "*" were deemed to be sufficiently effective in
detecting aging degradation and thus are candidates for inclusion as part of
the developed safety-centered maintenance ISTM activities.
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This proposed action would also result in an incremental increase in surveil-
lance, inspection, and maintenance activities. The environmental impacts asso-
c.iated with repair, replacement, nr refurbishment would be of the same magni-
tude as those experienced during other maintenance or replacement activities
conducted during the previous operation of the plant.

The modifications, repairs, and replacements undertaken in each plant under *

the proposed rule would not entall changes to the overall design of the plant.
Thas, basic plant operating parameters, such as thermal performance, power
output, cr.d fuel utilization, would not be expected to change during the
renewal term. Further, occupational exposure and both radfological and non-
radiological releases from the plant are not expected to differ in magnitude
from those experienced during operation prior to license renewal.

There are, however, two situations that could occur during the renewal process
or during the renewal term at some plants that would result in operational
changes. The first involves the potential for increased outage time during
either the renewal process or renewal term. The second is the possible derat-
ing of the power output of the plant. The potential for increased outage time
is due to the expanded scope of inspection, surveillance, test, and maintenance
activities required either in conducting the integrated plant assessment or as
a result of it. Both the frequency and duration of periodic planned outages
could increase to accommodate expanded ISTM requirements.

,

Derating a nuclear power plant lowers the maximum allowable power level for
continuous operation. A utility could elect to lower plant power level to
extend the operating life of some major components as an alternative to costly
repairs or replacements. This could be considered as an option in cases where
the anticipated length of the renewal term at tne full power level is short,
for example, 5 to 10 years. Licensees would have to decide on the merits of
derating by weighing the avoided costs of major repairs and replacements
against the costs of replacement power, penalties in plant performance, and
technical and safety considerations associated with operating the plant in a
derated mode. Examples of situations where plant derating might be selected
over equipment repairs or replacements include:

Reducing reactor neutron flux to reduce pressure vessel embrittlen.ent as*

an alternative to replacement or annealing.

Blocking out degraded portions of PWR steam generators as an alternative*

to their repair or replacement.

4.1.2 Relicensing Under Existing Rules

Both the Atomic Energy Act and implementing regulations of the NRC provide that
licenses may be_ renewed upon the expiration of the initial license term. Thus,
the .RC may grant license renewals without the benefit of a license renewal
rule. Implementing this alternative would result in a case-by-case review of
license renewal applications. Decisions on individual plants reviewed in this
manner would lead to the development-of de facto regulatory procedures and
criteria for license renewal. The particular requirements of each case would
create the need for additional regulatory guidance or criteria that cumulatively
become part of the standards against which subsequent renewal applications would
be judged.
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The existing regulation (10 CFR 50.51) allows the NRC to consider ap)1ications
for license renwal. Adoption of this alternative would result in tie review
of each application without the use of specific and uniform criteria for deter-
mining renewal requirements. Under this alternative, the plant license renewal
requirements could be as minimal as allowing license renewal with no new safety
or aging requirements or as extensive as requiring the licensees to meet stand-
ards applicable to new plants at the time of license renewal application. For
example, the requirement in 10 CFR 50.34(g) calls for an evaluation of the
facility against the standard review plan (SRP). Such reyuirements would
penalize older plants since they were not reviewed under the current version of
the SRP. A more likely scenario, however, would be that without specific
guidance to the staff, case-by-case review of renewal applications and deci-
sions on individual plants as tney are presented to the NRC for review would
lead to the development of de facto regulatory procedures and criteria for
license renewal as experience is gained from each application review. The
widespread emphasis an agine degradation as the focal issue of pitint life
extension and license renewal would a tainly imply that the same emphasis
would be maintained in the de facto coach under the existing rules. How-
ever, without specific guidance the manner in which the aging of components
is handled could also be inconslstent from plant to plant if left to the dis-
cretion of individual reviewers. The particular requirements of each case
would create the need for additional regulatory guidance or criteria 'Sc
cumulatively become part of the standards against which subsequent renewal
r.pplications would be judged. This is essentially what occurred in tne time
period before development of the standard review plan by the NRC staff.

There is reason to assume that relicensing requirements and standards under
existing regulations would tend to converge on those in the proposed rule. The
widespread attention being given to aging degradation as the central technical
concern for plant life extension and license renewal, both in this country and
abroad, would make aging degradation a central concern of NRC in license renewal
reviews. NRC's activities involving aging degradation were described in
Chapter 1. At this time it is unclear as to how the current licensing basis
of a plant at the time of application would be considered and the extent to

'

which existing effective programs would be given credit. To the extent consid-
eration is given to these two areas on an ad hoc oasis, less credit may be
given than by the proposed rule. It is the5 conceivable that relicensing under
existing rules would tend to result in increased ISTM and refurbishment and
replacement relative to the proposed rule.

4.2 Environmental Impacts

The potential for environmental effects from relicensing under the proposed
rule has been assessed relative to the potential effects from relicensing under
existing regulations. No basis was found for believing that the effects would
differ rignificantly. To the extent that there may be some differences in the
requirements for ISTM and refurbishment and replacement, linkage between the
activity conducted within the plant and support buildings and the external

4

environment is limited. The differences in relicensing requirements may result
in differing worker exposure'and generation of low-level. radioactive weste. To
the extent that there would be differences, exposure and waste generation would
tend to be lower under the proposed rule.
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4.2.1 Occupational Radiation Dose for Requirements Implemented at-Time of
License Renewal

Worker exposure to radiation during special ISTM activities, which may be
required in addition to those continued from the initial license term, has been
estimated as part of the regulatory analysis of the proposed license renewal
rule (Ref. 4.1). The radiation exposure rate was assumed to be 0.004 person-
rem /e posure hour. The average worker exposure per plant was estimated to be ;

173 person-rems. For comparison, the average collective occupational dose per
plant in 1987 was 425 person-rems. '

]
The total exposure resulting from special ISTM activities at all 118 plants is
estimated to be about 20,400 person rems. Based on the cancer risk estimator
(800 p tential cancer fatalities per million person rems; Ref. 4.2), this total
exposure translates to about 16 potential cancer fatalities. In comparison,

.

ebout 15,000 cancer deaths due to caus?s unrelated to nuclear power plant 03 era-
tion would occur within the total work force of at least 75,000, assuming a)out
650 additional workers per plant to implement license renewal.

Implementing license renewal under existing regulations will also involve
similar worker ext jures The increased level of ISTM activities will be the
result of resolving agin degradation concerns and implementing appropriate
aging management activit es, as oging degradation issues are identified on an
ad hoc basis. Therefore, worker exposures due to relicensing under existing
rules will be comparable to, or greater than,-those resulting from the special
ISTM activities pre planned and implemented as part of the aging management
requirements of the proposed license renewal rule.

In order to extend the useful life of their plants, the' licensees may also
propose major replacements and upgrades of plant equipment. These changes
primarily would be based on the licensee's economic evaluation of the costs and
benefits of life extension and the proposed _ term for a renewed license.
Examplesofmajorreplacementsorupgrades,andworkerexposuresassociated
with such changes, are provided in Tables 4.2 ::nd 4.3 for BWRs and PWRs, respec-
tively. Then proposed changes will be reviewed by the NRC whether license
renewal is imolemented using the proposed rule or using the existing regula-
tions; any mitigative actions resulting from such review and analysis would be
the same in each case.

Based on the above considerations, occupational exposures from license renewal
activities would not be expected to differ significantly between the alterna-
tive relicensing regulations.

4.2.2 Population Radiation Dose for Routine Operation

The airborne and liquid effluents released during normal operation translate
into radiation dose to the general public through direct radiation frcm the
plume,' ground deposition, inhalation, and food consumption (Ref. 4.3). Figure
4.1 shows a downward trend in population radiation exposure since 1977.

' The public risk due to continued radiation exposure during the renewal term may
be estimated by using the somatic (cancer) and generic risk estimators and the
projected population doses. The following estimators are used: 800 potential
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Table 4.2 Estimated radiological impa;., for boiling water reactor
|_ upgrade items implemented at license renewal.

Occupational Exposure (person-rem)

Oldr:r Plants Newer Plants
3 (24-month (12-month

Activity or Item outige) outage),

l

Replace pressure vessel 2000 - 3000 --
3

or
Anneal pressure vessel 50 - 400- 50 - 400
Replace safe ends 100 - 800 100 - 800-
Replace pressure vessel

internals 100 100
Replace recirculation

piping 1600 - 1900 --

Replace recirculation
pumps 100 - 300 --

Replace recirculation
system valves 100 - 300 --

Mark I containment
improvements

.
50 - 1000 --

Replace-station batteries -- '-

New control room -- --

New Class 1E building -- --

Replace one diesel generator -- - - - --

Replace 30% of electrical
cabling 100 - 1000 100 - 1000

--

_

h

_
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'Table 4.3 Estimated r.diological impacts for pressurized water
reactor upgrade items implemented at license renewal.

Occupational Exposure (person-rem)

Older Plants Newer Plants
(24-month (12-month

Activity or Item. outage) outage)

Replace pressure vessel 2000 - 3000 --

or
Anneal pressure vessel 50 - 400 50 - 400

'

Replace safe ends 100 - 800 100 - 800-
Replace pressure vessel

internals 100 100 ?

Replace primary coolant
pumps 100 - 300 --

Replace steam generators 1400 - 2000 --

Replace primary coolant
piping stainless steel
components 1000 - 2000 --

Ice condenser containment
irrrovements 50 - 1000 --

P ' :. c ' station batteries -- --

itrol roomu. t
-- --

Nes c ass IE building -- --

h ; L :e one diesel generator -- --

O p'dce 30% of electrical
cabling 100 - 1000 100 - 1000

4
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-Figure 4,1- Total-body population dose from nuclear power -
plant effluents during normal operations.
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deaths from cancer per million person-rems and 220 potential cases of all forms
of genetic disorders per million person-rems (Refs. 4.2 and 4.4). The total.

: annual population dose used in estimating the health effects .is based on
multiplying the last reported (1985) average individual total body dose commit-
ment per year (0.002 mrem) within 50 miles of & nuclear plant by the projected"

population (180 million) within the same distance of plant sites in the year
2030. The year 2030 is representative of the midpoints of 20-year renewal
terms for the operating and planned nuclear olants. The result of multiplica-
tion is a projected value of 360 person rems for the annual population dose
from the continued operatian of all nuclear plants. Based on the above assump-
tions, the health effects of extending the operation of all plants by 20 years |

are estimated to be one potential death from cancer, two potential cases of
genetic disorders, and two cases of- nonfatal cancer. These estimates cover
20 years of additional operation at 74 nuclear plant sites. ]

'
The radiological impacts of the extended operation of plants may be compared
with the incidence of actual cancer fatalities and genetic disorders within the
exposed population due to causes unrelated to nuclear plant operations. Multi-
plying the projected population within 50 miles of nuclear plant sites by the i

current incidence of actual cancer fatalities (about 20%) shows that about
36 million fatal cancer cases would be expected to develop !n this group-of-
persons over their lifetimes (Ref 4.5). Also, the annual population dose due

'

to extended power plant operation, estimated above at 360 person-rems, is negli-
gible compared to the annual dose due to natural background radiation received
by the same population, which will amount to about 18 million person-rems.
Therefore, the radiological risk of fatal cancer due to continued normal opera-
tion of nuclear plants is insignificant. Operating parameters are expected to
be the same whether the operating license is. renewed'under the proposed rule
or undar existing regulations. -There. is. then no reason to anticipate that ;

population radiation doses for routine operation would be different.
'

4.2.3 Occupational Radiation Oose for Routine Operation

Most of the dose from rout ua operation to nuclear plant workers results from *

external exposure to radiation emitted by radioactive materials during the
performance of maintenance ard inspection of primary coolant systems inside the
containment. Figure 4.2 shows-the collective occupational radiation exposures
from 1973 to 1987. It exhibits a downward trend.during the last 8 years;.the-
average person-rem exposure per year for all plants-has declined from 791' '

'

person-rems in 1980 to 425 in 1987. The lower occupational exposures'have been
iattributed to better chemistry and radiological controls and as-low-as-

reasonably-achievableL(ALARA) programs. Better water chemistry control in the >

- secondary system of PWRs reduces steam generator tube corrosion and the need-
- for more frequent inspections. The application of hydrogen water chemistry in -

BWRs mitigates. intergranular stress corrosion in-the-primary system and the
_

'

need for inspection.- Themajorfactors-inhigherradiationexposuresatsome- '

-

plants have been steam generator' inspection, repair; and replacement in PWRs and ;

primary system piping repairs and replacement in BWRs.
.

The collective occupational radiati. n doseLto a11 ' nuclear plant workers due too :

20 additional years of' operation at each of 118 plcnts-istexpected to be'about
1 million person-rems. This is based on assuming tno 1987 average co11 active' :

-occupational dose.of 425 person-rems per plant. The 425 person-rem figure.is ' '
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assumed because, although exposure is expected to decrease further because of N
improvements noted in the previous paragraph, exposure will increase somewhat i

because of enhanced ISTM requirements to accommodate potential aging. However,
the increase should be similar for current and proposed regulations. Multiply-
ing this collective dose by the cancer risk estimator of 800 potential deaths
from cancer per million person rem exposure results in an estimate of about 200
additional cancer fatalities over the lifetime of the entire work force (approx-
imately 78,000 workers). About 16,000 fatal cancer cases would be expected to
develop in this group over their lifetime from natural causes. The risk of
additional cancers is small compared to the incidence of naturally occurring
cancers and does not dif fer significantly between existing regulations and the
proposed regulation.

The risk of potential genetic disorders caused by exposure of the work force is
a risk borne by the progeny of this group of population and is thus properly
considered as part of the risk to the general public. An estimated one-third
of the occupational radiation dose is received by workers who have offspring
subsequent to the radiation exposure (Ref. 4.6). Multiplying one-third of the
total occupational dose by the genetic risk estimator gives an estimate of 73
potential genetic disorders among the progeny of nuclear plant workers. Adding
this to the earlier estimate of two such disorders due to radiation exposure of

the population surrounding the plants, about 75 cases of potential genetic
disorders may occur in all future generations of the exposed population. This
in(rease should be about the same under the existing regulations and under the
proyosed rule.

This estimate may be compared with the risk of actual genetic disorders in
future generations of the exposed population, including the nuclear plant work
force, due to causes unrelated to nuclear plant operation. Since the mean per-
sistence of the major types of genetic disorders k ahnut 5 nr 10 generations
and the incidence of actual genetic disorders in -a h o m ralinn is about
11 percent (Ref. 4.4), about 100 million genetic abnormalities are expected in
the five generations of the population within 50 miles of nuclear plants
(0.11 x 5 x 180 million). The risk of genetic disorders due to radiation expo-
sure during renewal terms of nuclear plants is therefore also insignificant
compared to naturally occurring causes.

Most of the occupational radiation doses for routine operation received by
workers are from maintenance and inspection of the primary coolant system.
Age-related degradation of this system would be a major concern under both the
proposed rule and the existing rule. Relicensing under either rule is
expected to require an enhanced ISTM to manage age-related degr3dation. The
ISTM techniques and frequencies will be primarily dependent on the conditions
and design of the primary coolant system. Significant differences in occupa-
tional radiation doses are not expected between the proposed rule and the
existing rule.

4.2.4 Severe Accidents

Under the proposed license renewal rule, each licensee will be required to
systematically identify important components and structures of the plant and
to assess and manage the aging degradation of those components during the
renewal term. These activities will preserve the operability of plant systems
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that could initiate core damage auidents or of systems designed to prevent
accidents or mitigate their consequences. The notential for risk due to severe
accidents would be mitigated since those areas ii which risk might be increased
because of plant aging would be addressed during the relicensing process and
potential degradation cf safety-related equipment would be mitigated. Based on
these considerations, the frequency of occurrence of a severe accident is not
expected to increase during the renewal term of a plant.

Under existing regulations, it is likely that license renewal reviews would
include consideration of severe accident risk from aging degradation. This
review would be expected to result in most of the same mitigative measures as
under the propsed regulation.

The offsite consequences of a severe ,cident during the renewal-term could be
different from those at the time the initial license was granted because of
changes in population and land use. One of the principal offsite impacts of a
large release of radioar:tive material is the latent cancers among the population-
near the plant. The number of latent cancers is approximately proportional to
the total exposed ppulation.

An estimate of the impact on public risk due to severe accidents is provided by
multiplying:

1. Average frequency of latent cancer fatalities for the five plants evaluated
in the NUREG-1150 study (approximately 0.01 per reactor year),

2. Factor of 3 as an upper-bound adjustment for consistency with BIER V risk
estimate,

3. Factor of 1.2 to adjust this frequency estimate for the increase in
population at a site from 1980 to 2030,

4. The renewal term (20 years), and

5. The number of plants (118).

The result is an estimate of 84 additional potential cancer fatalities that may
occur with license renewal within the projected total population of 180 million
living within 50 miles of all nuclear power plants. in the year 2030. In com-
parison, about 36 million cases of latent cancer fatalities will occur in the
same population due to causes other than nuclear power operation. The impact
of license renewal on public health due to potential severe accidents is
insignificant and about the same under current and proposed regulations for
license renewal.

4.2.5 Ecological Impacts

4.2.5.1 Requirements Implemented at Time of License Renewal

Terrestrial Ecosystem Impacts

impacts to terrestrial ecosystems principally arise- from land disturbance dur-
ing construction that removes wildlife habitats from biologic production. Most
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construction activities would likely take place within existing structures and
facilities, so the potential for extensive disturbance associated with excava-
tion and site development is very low. Also, similar activities are antici-
pated under both the current and proposed regulations. Disturbances occurring,

; under typical conditions of the proposed action are short-term increases in use i

of site acreage for laydown areas, the construction of temporary buildings and
trailers to house contract personnel, and the use of some heavy equipment not
typically found at plant sites during routine operations.

Impacts of these site disturbances will be site-specific, depending on the
extent of plant modifications, their timing, and the physical characteristics
of each plant site. The potential for adverse impacts on terrestrial ecosystems
is minimal and about the same under the current and proposed regulations.

Aquatic Ecosystem-Impacts

Aquatic impacts will not differ in relicensing under the current regulations
or under the proposed rule since no changes in plant systems that would affect
entrainment, impingement, thermal discharges, biocide and other chemical dis-
charges, site runoff, water quality, or water use are anticipated.

4.2.5.2 Operation

Terrestrial Ecosystem Impacts

0,nsite land use during the license renewal term would be the same whether
plants are relicensed under the proposed rule or under current regulations.
Some additional land may be required for additional onsite fuel storage facil-
ities. The land occupied by these facilities in comparison to the total land
area already occupied by the plant and its support facilities would have mini-
mal additional impact on the terrestrial ecosystem. The only additional
terrestrial impact of plant operation under a renewal license would bt the
additional plant operating period.

Aquatic Ecosystem Impacts

Power plants use large quantities of water for condenser cooling and lesser
quantitics of water for other cooling. Most plants use adjacent surface water
as a source of cooling water and receiving water for cooling system discharges.
Potential environmental impacts associated with cooling systems can result-from
impingement of aquatic organisms on water intake structures, entrainment of
organisms into the cooling system, use of chemical and other methods to control
biofoul.ing in the cooling system, and discharge of heated effluents into the
receiving waters.

Entrainment is the process of aquatic organisms being pulled through the con-
denser cooling system along with the cooling water. -The organisms most affected
by en+cainment include phytoplankton, zooplankton, drifting macroinvertebrates,
and fu h eggs and. larvae. Organisms or aquatic life that are affected by
entrainment are damaged by a number of causes, including physical impact in-
the pump and condenser tubing, pressure changes caused by the flow or the-pump -
ing of cooling water, thenaal shock in the condensers or the discharge stream,~
and chemical toxicity caused by entifouling agents.
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Impingement is the entrapment of larger aquatic life against the outer parts
of the cooling water intake structure. It is generally caused by the hydraulic
forces of the intake stream as the flow passes through the screens or other
intake protection devices.

Entrainment and impingement have been major concerns and will continue to be
studied. Because of the passage of PL 92-500 and the implementation of Sec-
tion 316(b) of this Act, this environmental problem has been maintained at
acceptable levels at existing sites. Also, with the institution of the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit system, Sec-
tion 316(b) is continuously enforced through permit reissuance at least every
5 years and more frequently, if deemed necessary. The NRC staff does not-
anticipate that this will be a significant-future environmental issue.

Biofouling is a problem for every electric utility because these organisms are
found in all aquatic environments--fresh water, marine, and estuarine. Biofoul-
ing occurs when organisms, animal or plant, may be impinged or attached to and
grow on the condenser tubesheet and other power plant components. The basic
effects are reduced heat transfer, decreased flow, increased backpressure, and
accelerated corrosion. Biofouling at nuclear power plants is also a safety
concern because of the potential for clogging or severe flow restriction of
safety related components of open-cycle service water systems.

Certain developments are likely to occur by the time of license renewal that
can affect a plant operator's activities with regard to biofouling control.
Federal and State regulatory agencies are increasingly concerned about all
chemical discharges. Although chlorinetion will continue to be a major method
of biofouling control, it is highly probable that en New -limitations for
chlorine residual products (such as trihalomethane) will be reduced compared
to present . imitations. Increasingly stringent effluent limitations will
often require utilities to adapt their present biofouling control to meet
these new limitations.

Research will continue on new methods of biofouling control. Whether by the
use of chemicals other than chlorine, the development of better methods for
using the chemicals, or the development of nonchemical control methods, many
utilities will very likely be required to add dechlorination systems to their
effluent controls. The development of any new method of biofouling control
will require considerable expenditures.

Another factor that will affect the methods and costs of biofouling control at
the time of license renewal is water quality. The existing controls and new
effluent limitations on effluents from all sources will generally produce a
higher water quality in the source water used by a power plant. This can have
a twofold effect on biofouling control. A cleaner source will have' increasingly
stringent effluent limitations'foc all effluents. In addition, the cleaner
waters may allow for the. reappearance of species not presently occurring in
more polluted waters, and such species can include organisms not presently
seen as a biofouling problem at a particular location.-

The neeo to dissipate excess heat is common to all nuclear power plants. Many
different systems are used to handle the excess load, including mechanical

- draf t and natural draf t cooling towers, cooling lakes and reservoirs, spray
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canals, and once-through cooling. All power plants must obtain an NPDES permit.
This permit sets the conditions for thermal effluents. The 5 year cycle of the
NPDES permit allows for modifications of effluent limitations.

License renewal would not cause any change in thermal effluents at a nuclear
power plant compared with present thermal effluents unless the plant is derated.
Tt.ermal discharge temperature and volume would be the same in the renewal term
as in the original operating term since plant operating parameters would not
change. These would be a continuation of any environmental effects of thermal
discharges experienced at all plants before license renewal for the additional
period of time of the license renewal. No difference in operating parameters
is expected between relicensing under the proposed rule and the existing regu-
lations; thus, the aquatic impacts would be the same.

4.2.6 Socioeconomic Impacts
,

4.2.6.1 Construct:on

The socioeconomic impacts of construction associated with relicensing under
the proposed rule are not expected to differ significantly from those that
would result from relicensing under the current regulations. Generally, the
same requirements relative to plant modifications, refurtM hment, testing, and
monitoring are anticipated; thus, about the same size labor force would be
required. The range of community impacts associated with this labor force
would be within the range of experience for major outages already encountered
by a number of plants.

4.2.6.2 Operation

Socioeconomic impacts of operation span a range of issues concerning the
social, economic, and political well-being of community residents. These
issues typically involve employment opportunities in both the public and
private sector and services administered by Federal, State, and local govern-
ment agencies. The presence of a nuclear power facility creates opportunities
for eniployment at the site, whit.n 'n turn creates secondary opportunities to
support facility operations. Such opportunities include employment for housing
and school construction, retail sales, and the creation of recreational facil-
ities to accommodate a growing and diverse population. All these activities
provide direct inputs to the local economy. This section addresses the exist-
ing socioeconomic conditions in terms of employment, wages, and tax revenues
attributable to nuclear power facilities,

a

In terms of socioeconomic impact, operation of plants in a renewal term whether
licensed under the proposed rule or existing regulations would be similar
the operation durirg the initial operating term. In both cases, direct ems ,-
ment required for plant oneration in the renewal operating term would be the
same or slightly greater than in the initial operC ing term because of the
requirement for more frequent surveillance and inspection as part of the aging
management program.

Wages paid to plant personnel would not changa tecause of license renewal sinceu

the plant would not operate differently in the renewal term. Total wages paid
could increase slightly if additional personnel are hired because of increased
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inspection and surveillance requirements. Money in the local economy could
increase slightly because of more frequent visits of crews for maintenance
activities and increased plant expenditures for goods and services due to more
frequent surveillance, inspection, and maintenance activities. State and local
tax revenues are generally site-specific and can change in their level and
distribution over time. There is no reason to anticipate any dif ferences in
these effects between license renewal under the proposed rule and the existing
regulations.

4.2.7 Environmental Impacts oi Decommissioning

The environmental impacts of decommissioning are not expected to differ signifi-
cantly in relicensing under the proposed rule or under the current regulations.
Decommissioning procedutas would not differ and the time of decommissioning
would differ only slightly.

4.2.8 Economic Impacts on Utilities and Ratepayers

Under the proposed rule and under current regulations, renewal of a plant
operating license will not alter the plant design basis or other plant operat-
ing parameters and conditions. During the renewal term, therefore, the plant
would operate in the same manner in which it operated during the initial
license term. In both cases, there is expected to be added costs associated
with preparing and reviewing the license renewal application, added costs asso-
ciated with the ongoing ISTM effort, and costs associated with plant replace-
ment and refurhishment to accommodate aging problems.

4.2.9 Spent Fuel Management

The environmental impacts of spent fuel storage do not significantly differ in
relicensing under the proposed rule or under the current regulations. The fuel
characteristics are not changed in either case. To the extent that the pro-
posed rule provides a climate of regulatory stability, utilities may find
relicensing more attractive for a greater portion of their plants, thereby
leading to a greater volume of spent fuel to be stored over time. The environ-
mental impacts of spent fuel storage, present and future, have been shown to
be insignificant, as discussed below.

The NRC has assessed the environmental effects of spent fuel storage in numerous
licensing actions and two rulemakings. Over 110 actions to provide additional
reactor pool storage capacity through reracking have been assessed with no
significant environmental impacts found. The long-term integrity of spent fuel
in wet storage, storage basins, and spent fuel storage pool components has been
well analyzed (Refs. 4.7 and 4.8). Dry storage of spent fuel has also been

- assessed with no significant environmental impacts found. Dry storage has been
licensed by NRC at the H. B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2, in South
Carolina and the Surry Nuclear Station in Virginia. An environmental assess-
ment of dry storage at the Oconee Power Station in South Carolina also resulted
in a finding of No Significant Impact. The environmental assessment for an
amendment to 10 CFR Part 72 (License Requirements for the independent Storage
of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste) assessed dry storage of
spent fuel for a period of 70 years after receipt of spent fuel from a reac.or
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and found no significant environmental impact (Refs. 4.8 and 4.9). Most re-
cently the Commission's rereview of its waste confidence decision resulted in a
proposed revision to 10 CFR 51.2.U Tffirming, "... spent fuel generated in any
reactor can be stored safely anr at significant environmental impacts for
at least 30 years beyond the lics life for operation (which may include the
term of a revised license) of that reactor at its spent fuel storage basin or
at either onsite or offsite independent spent fuel storage installations"
(54 FR 39765). While the rule change continued to refer only to environmental
impacts beyond the licensed life of reactors, the waste confidence review sup-
porting the rule change did refer to considerable evidence of the general lack
of environmental effects of fuel storage during the operating term (initial and
renewed) of reactors (54 FR 39767).

4.2.10 Low-level Waste Hanagement

Low-level radioactive wastes from nuclear power plants arise primarily from
routine plant operation and maintenance activities and from repair, modifica-
tion, or replacement of plant equipment. Low-level wastes consist of solids
and licuids that, af ter generation, are segregated by type, stabilized
(liquics are reduced and concentrated by evaporation and mixing with solidi-
fiers), reduced (solids are compacted), packaged, and transported to interim
storage or to disposal sites. Typical low-level-waste (LLW) volumes from
routine operations range from about 33,000 to 57,000 cubic feet per reference
reactor year (RRY) for PWRs and BWRs, respecti/ely (Ref. 4.10). Wastes
typit. ally consist of solidified (stabilized) and packaged liquids, spent
resins, filter sludge, and compactable refuse.

Under the requirements of the Low Level Waste Policy Act of 1980 (PL 95-573),
responsibility for disposcl of low-level radioactive wastes was transferred
from the Federal government to each State. The Act encourages the formation of
interstate compacts which, upon approval from Congress, may refuse to accept
LLW from outside their respective compacts af ter January 1,1986 (Ref. 4.11).
Each State, or group of States, must site, develop, operate, and maintain its
own LLW disposal facilities, subject to the licensing requirements of 10 CFR
Parts 20 and 30.

,

Model LWR plants would typically require from 0.1 to 0.2 acre per year for dis-
posal of LLW from routine operation only (Ref. 4.12). Using this acreage for
the 40 year initial license term results in 4 to 8 acres of LLW burial area
required per model LWR plant. Extending the renewal term results in total
acreage of 6 to 12 for LLW disposal per plant, depending on reactor type,
size, and length of renewal term.

License renewal would necessitate an approximately 50 percent increase in LLW
storage capacity. Issuing 40 year licenses for replacement capacity could-
double the required LLW disposal area allotted for routine operating wastes.
Additional national total area for routine LLW disposal would range from 650
to 1,300 acres for 20 year license renewal and up to 1,700 acres for 40 year
licenses for replacement nuclear plants.

During the total plant lifetime (original term plus renewal term), repair and
replacement of some major plant components will likely take place. Example-
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include steam generators, primary loop piping, valves, pumps, and other hard-
,

ware. Some recent studien by PWR vendors indicate that disposal volumes asso-
ciated with steam generator replacements range from about 37,000 to 58,000 cubic
feet (Ref. 4.13). Although major hardware replacements would not be specifi-
cally required as conditions for license renewal, a decision by a licensee to
operate a generating unit for more than 40 years could be a deciding factor in
determining the hardware replacements of repairs undertaken.

License renewal under both the proposed rule and the existing regulations could
result in increased volumes of irradiated components and materials requiring
storage, transportation, and ultimate disposal at LLW burial sites. The above
estimates imply that 1 or 2 years of total LLW space per plant could be required
as a minimum to accom:nodate wastes resulting from major maintenance and repair
activities.

Sustained impacts of LLW disposal sites are the withdrawal of land from alterna-
.

tive use for periods of several hundred years and the emission of low levels of
radiation, which results in personnel and public exposure.

There is no basis to believe that relicensing under the proposed rule will
significantly alter the nature or volume of the low-level wastes that would be
generated otherwise.
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' 5. CONCLUSIONS

ts. enewal is permitted under the Atomic Energy Act and NRC regulat,ons.
'he p, 'osed action in this environmental assessment is to set forth the proce-
auses at.d requirements for utilities to submit license renewal applications and
to provide the standards for staff review and approval of the applications in a
new proposed 10 CFR Part 54. The staff has reviewed the po:sible differences
in requirements for license renewal under the proposed rule and under the exist-
ing regulations and the environmental significance of these differences. Both
app oaches to relicensing would emphasize the identification and mitigation of
aging degradation of systems, structures, and components. Requirements under
both approaches would be similar. Major areas of the environment were examined
to aetermine whether any differences in possible impacts existed between the
two approaches it reli ?nsing. No significant impacts were identified.

;
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APPENDIX

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVES TO PROPOSED RULE 3

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

The NRC has considered four alternative ways to further define its requirements
for license renewal. They differ in terms of the safety review star.dards and
the scope of technical assessment and information that would be req,1 red of the
licensees in support of license renewal applications.

The four safety review alternatives for license renewal are those that have
been evaluated for their values and impacts in the regulatory analysis for the

,

proposed rule (Ref. A.1). There are significant ditferences among the alterna-
tives with respect to the scope of safety review required to support license
renewal. The differences among the alternatives regarding the environmental
review are not significant.

A. License Renewal Using Current Licensing Basis With No Additional
Requirements

This alternative is based on the use of the plant current licensing basis as
the safety review standard. It wnld impose no additional requirements for
license renewal other than those that were applied to the plant during the
initial term of operation.

This alternative is based on the assumption that current and future NRC regula-
tions and programs will be adequate to ensure safety throu0hout extended opera--tion. As technical issues affecting plants due to extended operation are
identified, adop+1on of this alternative would assume that these issues will be
resolved and corrective actions taken. Thus, the NRC wouH assume that its
aging research and inspection programs and the licensee maintenance and surveil-
lance programs would address potential aging concerns without the need for
formal plant aging evaluations prior to issuing a renewal license.

B. License Renewal Using Current Licensing Basis With Requirement for
Assessment and Management of Agino (Proposed Action)

Alternative B is also based on the use of the plant current licensing basis as
the safety review standard but in' addition would require a formal comprehensive
aging assessment and management effort by all licensees at the time of license
renewal. The approach is to require licensees to assess continued aging through-
out the renewal tsem and to account for aging in the operation, surveillance,
and maintenance of the plants.

This alternative's requirements are as followc.

To assess continued aging throughout the renewal term to ensure that aging*

does not compromise the performance of safety-significant components.

A-1
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To account for aging _in the operational, surveillance, and maintenance*

procedures of the plant.

3 C. License Renewal Extending Proposed Action to Require Assessment Against
| Selected New-Plant Standards

This alternative expands the scope of safety review from that of Alternative B
to address design and operational issues that go beyond aging concerns. In'

audition to satisfying the aging requirements specified under Alternative B,,

tt.e licensee would be required to satisfy the intent of safety acceptance
criteria used for new plants (at the time of submitting the renewal application) ,

in specific selected areas identified in advance by the NRC. These selected
safety review areas would be derived from the NRC standard review plan (SRP),
which embodies the regulatory standards apolicable to new operating licenses
(Ref. A.2). The m tailed list of additional safety review areas is yet to be
determined.

The requirements for this alternative are:
,

The licensee will follow all Alternative B requirements to assess and*-

manage aging.

The licensee will identify and assess discrepancies between the current*

design of the plant and selected aspects of the licensing basis for new
i plants as embcdie; in the SR?.

For those areas in which discrepancies are identified, the licensee will*

propose hardware, operational, or procedural changes or will supply addi-<

tional analysis.
4

Supporting information, such as probabilistic risk assessment or deterministic
j analysis, will be provided to demonstrate _that the discrepancy is not safety

significant and thus may be granted an exemption from the regulations as e ci-
fied in 10 CFR 50.12 or that-a change in plant design or' operating procedures4

1 will resolve the discrepancy.

D. License Renewal Extending Proposed Action to Require Compliance With All
New-Plant Standardsi

In addition to satisfying the aging requirements specified under Alternative B,
Alternative D would require the licensee to demonstrate compliance with all4

sLandards that apply to operating licenses for new plants at the time of the
license renewal application. It would ensure that the design standards of new

; plants are fully incorporated intu plants with renewal licenses.

The current SRP and other relevant guidance referenced by-the proposed rule
(regulatory guides and industry codes and standards) would be used as a basis
for the design review of plants whose licenses-are'to.be renewed. In evaluat-
ing the plant against safety acceptance criteria-provided in the SRP, the
licensee will apply the same deterministic safety analysis inethodology that is
used in current licensing of nuclear plants.
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Tht requirements for this alternative:

Follow all of Alternative B requirements to assess and manage aging.*

Are similar to the second requirement of Alternative C except that the*

licensee will be required to review the plant design against all safety
acceptance criteria specified in the SRP, and

Are the same as third requirement of Alternative C.*

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVES TO PROPOSED ACTION

A. Current Licensing Basis With No Additional Requirements (Alternative A)

This alternative is based on the assumption that NRC regulations and programs
that apply to plants in their initial term of operation will be adequate to
ensure safety throughout extended operation. As technical issues affecting
plants due to extended operation are identified, adoption of this alternative
assumes that they will be resolved and corrective actions taken. Thus, the NRC
aging research and inspection programs and the licensee maintenance program
will be assumed to address potential aging concerns without the need for formal
plant aging evaluations prior to issuing a renewal license.

Also, in the future, the NRC may identify the need for new regulations and guid-
ance to address aging issues for specific components. This could arise from
the efforts of the Nuclear Plant Aging Research (N M.1) program and the work
being cerried out under the auspices of the various professional societies to
revise the applicable codes and standards for extended service life of elec-
trical, mechanical, and structural components. The resolution of aging problems,I would be required as a ba.kfit for all plants when identified as a safety con-
cern. This applies to plants in their initial term of operation as well as in
their renewal term.

The demonstration of continued compliance with cureant regulations will require
the licensees to evaluate the qualification of certain equipment (limited to
that which is covered in the current regulations) for extended ser, ice. It
would also require licensees to submit supporting technical information as part
of the license renewal application.

Under this alternative, plants would continue to operate under their current
licensing basis as amended during the initial operating license terms or during
their renewal terms. No specific requirements for plant assessment of aging

'

effects, or programs of enhanced inspection, r :llance, testing, and main-
tenance (ISTM) would be a condition for-license enewal. Effects of-aging
would be addressed as they arise or as regulations evolved before.or during
any license renewal term.

Since changes to the plant licensing basis would not be required as a condition
for license renewal under this alternative, plant operating practices and para-
meters, in general, would not be expected to change from those that occurred
during the initial operating license term. Consaquently, there would be no
significant changes to operating parameters such as the volume of cooling water
required,-temperature of cooling water released, or the type and amounts of
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spent fuel and low-level radioactive waste produced due to plant operation in
the renewal term.

Environmental Impacts

The environmental impacts associated with coastruction would be of the same
magnitude as those experienced during other maintenance or replacement activi-
ties conducted during the previous operation of the plant.- Nonradiological
impacts and radiological releases would continue with little change because the
fundamental operating characteristics of the plant would not be altered. The
only impact would be that associated with the 6Gitional years of release due
to extended plant life.

There would be some increase-in occupational exposures as plant components that
may require modification, repair, or replacement are identified during the
extended life of the plant. The impact of: plant modifications under this alter-
native should be equivalent to those of the proposed action. This impact was-
calculated to be about 120,000 person rems for all of the 118 plants.that could
eventually receive authorization for extended operation. Using n conversion of
800 potential cancer fatalities per million person rems 120,000 person-rems
equates to about 96 potential additional cancer fatalitles for= the-nuclear
power plant work force.

There is potential for increased risk of severe accidents if plant aging con-
cerns are not adequately addressed. The draft regulatory' analysis for the
license renewal rule (Ref. A.1)' estimates that' core damage frequency, under
this alternative, could increase by as much as'1.6E-3/ year. if plant aging con-
cerns are not adequately' addressed. Even if this maximum increase orr:urred,
the corresponding potential increase -in-radiation dose' to the public- from a -
core damage accident (that leads to containment failure) over a 20 year renewal
period would only be about 28,000 person-rems for _a typical plant. This trans-
lates to about four additional potential cancer deaths in the populatio_n within.
a 50 , nile-radius of a nuclear power plant.--

The currently-available estimate of risk increase .due-to-aging was developed -
from studies conducted to classify |and to set priorities for. components and
structures .in the NRC aging research program. It is not-based on modeling the
effects of aging-into probabilistic risk assessments, nor does it employ-a-

comprehensive component failure data base. The NRC currently is reviewing its
present- regulations and regalatory guidance to determine'their effectiveness ;in
addressing plant aging conceras for the' renewal term. This ongoing work will=
improve the-basis for estimating risk- due to aging.

_

[ Environmental Impacts-of Dacommissioning-

The impacts of decommissioning under this alternative would be similar to thosef
of the proposed action.

Economic Impacts On Utilities and Ratepayers-

Renewal'of a plant operating license under this altirnative would not alter the
plant design basis or other plant operating parameters and conditions. . During
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the renewal term, the plant would operate in the same way that it operated dur-
ing the initial term. Except for the added costs associated with preparing and
reviewing the license renewal application and with as yet unspecified plant
modifications to accommodate aging problems that are identified as operation
continues, the economic costs associated with this alternative will be similar
to those encountered during operation prior to license renewal.

Spent Fuel Management

The impacts will be essentially the same as for the proposed action discussed
in Section 4.2.9.

Low-level W ste Management

Under this alternative no more low-level radioactive waste will be generated
than under the proposed action. This issue is discussed in Section 4.2.10.

B. License Renewal With Assessment Against Selected New-Plant Standards
(Alternative C)

With this alternative, the scope of the safety review is increased to include
plant design and operational issues not considered in the assessment and manage-
ment of aging concerns. As with the proposed action, this alternative will,

require the licenree to assess continued aging throughout the renewal term and
to account for aging in the operational and maintenance plans of the facility.
In addition, the plant licensee will be required to satisfy the intent of
safety acceptance criteria used for new plants (at the time of submitting
the renewal application) in specific selected areas identified in advance by
the NRC. These selected safety review areas will be derived from the NRC
standard review plan, which contains the regulatory standards applicable to
new operating licenses

In addition to plant changes that are necessary to address aging concerns,
hardware modifications would be required for soinc plants to meet selected
new plant staadards.

Modifications necessary to plant equipment and facilities for license renewal
cannot be predicted since they have not yet been identified by the NRC. Also
they would be specific to each plant based on the findings of a systematic
review. The results of recent NRC investigations of the significance to plant
safety of the differences in design between older plants and current newer
plants can serve as indicators of the general types of modifications that might
be required for license renewal under this alternative.

The proccss that might take place to determine which new plant standards must
be in:orpo-ated at a plant to qualify for license renewal would be parallel to
a previous NRC program, called the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP). This
program was conducted by the NRC and the licensees. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the experience obtained through the SEP might not be directly appli-
caMe to license renewal because the 10 nuclear plants in the SEP all predated
the standard review plan (SRP). Post-SRP plants included many of the design
requirements that encompass the current design basis. Nevertheless, the SEP
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serves as an example of the Scooe of plant modifications that might be required
under this alternative.

The SEP was carried out to determine the extent and significance of differences
aung the design bases of 10 older operating 1. clear units and the current SRP,
which is the current design basis for new plants. The program objective was to
document and confirm the safety of the 10 plants. Results of the-effort
revealed areas for each plant in which some SRP requirements were not being
met. Using risk screening criteria that were developed based on limited,

systemlevel}fferencefromtheSRPwasdeterminedforeachplant.probabilistic risk assessments, the risk significance of eachidentified d Using this
analysis, p M t modifications necessary to correct the deficiencies were identi-
fied and py initized based on the significance of each to continued safe opera-
tion of the plant. The participating utilities implemented those modifications
of highest priority at each plant. Table A.1 summarizes the hardware-related
plan:. modifications that resulted from the SEP at three of the participating- a
plants (Millstone 1, h nsades, and San Onofre 1). A

Examination of the modifications to plant facilities and equipment that may
occur as a result of this alternative shows that no significant changes to
plant operating conditions would be likely to result from these modificat. ions.
Plants would operate the same in the renewal term as in the initial operating
term. There would be no changes in plant parameters, such as in the volume of
cooling water required, temperature of the cooling water released, and types
and amounts of radioactive effluents, solid wastes, spent fuel, and nonradio- '

active waste products.

Environmental Impacts

The potential for nonradiological effects would be about the same at plants
under this alternative as for the proposed action. There is a potential for v
somewhat more construction because of the added requirements to comply with h

"selected new plant standards. Land required, however, should not exceed that
already disturbed during original plant construction since overall activities
would still be less than during original construction and would likely be
internal to the plant rather than external.

,

Renewal of plant operating licenses under this alternative would not alter tk.e
major plant operating parameters or conditions. The potential impacts of rou-
tine operation during the renewal term would be the same as those discussed for
the proposed action.

Under this alternative, plant changas will be required to meet selected new-
plant standards.- Since specific modifications to comply with these standards
have not yet been identified, the associated radiation exposures can be only

*grossly approximated.- In the regulatory analysis of the license renewal rule
(Ref. A.1), the estimated additional occupaticnal exposure, relative to the
proposed action, ranges from about 40 persen-rw.s per plant to 550 person-rems
per plant. The yper bound applies to those plants when a large fraction of
the modifications will take place in highly radioactive treas. This dose is
equivalent to about one to nine additional cancer fatalities over the lifetime
of the nuclear plant work force, based on -108 nuclear reactors potentially
seeking license renewal.
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Table A.1 Summary of hardware-related modifications
resulting from Systematic Evaluation Prog v,
reviews of three nuclear power plants.

SAN ONOFRE 1

Install grade beams to span the backfill soil beneath safety related-

structures and components.
- Make unspecified seismic design modifications.

Touch up paint on reactor coolant pumps, containment-hatch door, and HVAC-

recirculation fans.
' Remove coating of surface rust on piping.-

Recoat HVAC equipment exterior surfaces.-

- Install locking devices for the refueling water supply line.
Provide automatic termination of the feedwater safety injection flow on-

low refueling water storage tank level.
Relocate air horn and-provide drip proof cover for emergency core cooling-

system.
Install pcwer interrupt devices on safety injection system.-

Reroute power cables for emergency core cooling sjstem.-

*
Provide physical separation of vital buses for emergency core cooling _-

system.
Install new tank of condensate water for auxiliat y feedwater that'is-

Seismic Category 1.
Replace existing relays of the degraded grid voltage with coincident logic.-

Remcve tsunami gates to ensure that tsunami-induced valve failure will not-

contribute to salt water cooling system unavailability.
. a

Install a dedicated safe shutdown system consisting of a;new diesel-

generator (non-safety related) and associated switchgear and transfer
switches.
Install a remote shutdown panel for process instrumentation and controls. (

-

Provide a tnird train (motor-driven) of-auxiliary feedwater to prevent-

single failure of the pump.

i d5 TONE 1-

Install scuppers on roofs of the turbine building, reactor building,-

warehouse, and heating and ventilation areas.
- Modify doors of the floodwalls to ensure adequate design for flooding

events.
Remove handrails obstructing floodgates.-

Replace flood door gaskets.-

- Provide a connection to the underground city water system and a missile-
protected pump'in the reactor building to supply additional. cooling water.
to the isolation condenser.

-Modify the anchoring system of the condensate storage tank and firewater
~

-

tank.

1
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Table A.1 (Continued)

Install recirculation pump snubber supports.-

Modify pipe supports for seismic purposes.-

Install an independent pressere interlock for activator of the reactor-

water cleanup system relief valve.
Incorporate degraded grid voltage protection.-

Modify the gas turbine generator start logic to bypass excitation trips.-

Modify five gas turbine generator output breaker protective trips.-

Modify electrical supplies for the feedwater and feedwater coolant-

injection area coolers for automatic sequencing onto a_ gas turbine
generator.

Modify the power supply for the intake structure exhaust fans to allow-

automatic sequencing of one fan'onto la gas turbine' generator and the other
onto a diesel generator.'

PALISADES,

Modify the main steam isolation valves / main steam line configuration to-

make it single failure proof to alleviate potentialLfor two steam
generator blowdown events.
Autorcate and add a third pump-to the auxiliary feedwater_ system.-

Change manual isolation valve in the containment isolation system to power.-

operated.
Modify threaded pipe connectors in the containment isolatior. system.-

Place block valves'in front of threaded caps-on various containment-

penetrations or weld caps,
Add qualified isolation-devices on the steam generator A and B pressure-

channels and on the reactor coolant flow channel going to the_ plant
computer.
Install another 16,ul sensor to the component cooling water surge tank and

'

-

its indicator in the control room. -

Replace one 26-inch manhole cover with a grated cover to increase drainage-

flow.
Add fans to provide cooling to inv(rtor cabinets, charger cabinets, and-

auxiliary feedwater junction boxes.
,

P

;

.:
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The additional requirements to comply with selected new plant standards may
potentially reduce the risk of sever <. accidents. Estimates of core dama0e fre-quency reduction in the draft regulatory analysis of the license renewal rule
(Ref. A.1) indicate that risk reductions for the 10 plants reviewed under the
NRC Systematic Evaluation Program ranged from 7.1 x 10 5 core damage per year
to 2.9 x 10 4 core damage per year. The regulatory analysis uses the lower
value of 7.1 x 10 5 as the best estimate of risk reduction for this alterna-
tive relative to the proposed action. The principal reason for this assump-
tion is that past and ongoing programs, including SEP, generic safety issue

-

resolution, individual plant examinations, and backfits associated with rules
such as station blackout, have reduced the potential for further risk reduc-
tion. If the additional requirements of this alternative were to result in a
reduction in core damage frequency of 7.1 x 10 5 for a typical plant, the
reduction in public dose would amount to 1,240 person-rems over a 20 year
renewal term. This represents less than 1 percent reduction in radiation
exposure due to severe accidents relative to not modifying to new plant
standards.

Environmental Impacts of Decommissioning

The impacts of decommissioning under this alternative would not be different
from those of the proposed action since plant operation in the renewal term
would be the same.

Spent Fuel Management

The impacts will e essentially the same as for the proposed action discussed
in Section 4.2.9.

Low-Levely,asteManagement

$ Under this alternative there is a potential for a greater amount of refurbish-
ment and plant modifications and consequently more associated low-level radio-
active waste. This issue is discussed in Section 4.2.10.

C. License Renewal With Compliance With All New-Plant Standards (Alternative D)

In order to receive a mnewal license with this alternative, the licensee's
plant must be in cenpiime with all standards that apply to operating licen-

,

ses for new plants at the time of the license renewal application. The licensee
must also carry out a program for the assessment and management of aging. The
NRC SRP and the guidance referenced in it (regulatory-guides and industry codes
and standards) would be used as a basis for the desi0n review ~of plants for
which a renewal license is requested.

Under this alternative, nuclear units would have to meet all applicable licens-
ing standards and requirements in effect at the time of license renewal. This
overall requirement could be met through a combination of refurbishment of
existing plant systems, components,'and structures and/or the addition of new
safety systems as backfits. These modifications would be in addition to those
undertaken specifically to address aging effects.

A-9
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The modifications needed ^.o meet new plant standards cannot be predicted and
would depend on the circumstances of each-plant Lt the time of ree wal. The
modifications, however, are likely to be extensive. Examples include:

,

Addition of redundant trains in safety-related systems, such as auxiliary*

feedeater systems.

Addition of switchgear and cabling associated with emergen;y power*

supplies as required from station blackout considerations.

Rearrangement of equipment to meet fire protection standards or to reduce*

the possibility of adverse system interactions in plant transient
conditions.

Modifications of these types have the potential for requiring concomitant
,

changes in interfacing systems and. structures so that plant construction activ-
ities could extend beyond those required to make the identified licensing basis
changes.

While considerable rebuilding and modifications of power plants may be required
under this alternative, no changes to plant operating conditions would likely
result. The plant would operate the same in the renewal operating term as in
the initial operating term. There wound be no changes in such plant parameters
as the volume of-cooling water required, temperature of the cooling water
released, and the types and-amounts of spent fuel and radioactive waste produced.

Environmental Impacts
,

Collective dase would he at the high end of the estimates given in Tables 4.2
and 4.3, considering that up to 950 rJditional workers per plant may be needed
to perform hardware modifications consistent with new plant standards. The-
1,930 person-rem upper limit radiation dose noted in Table 4.3-equates to the
equivalent of about 1.5 cancer fatalities per plant.- . The regulatory analysis
of the license renewal rule (Ref. A.1) identified 63 plants (23 BWRs and 40
PWRs) as high cost plants based on design basis used, design features, and

'

operating experience to date. 7f the above assumptions were applied to these
plants alone, an additional 94 cancer fatalities, relative to the proposed
action, may be expected under this alternative.

Another method of estimating this same impact places the impact at 12.8 cancer
fatalities per plant or 806 total. These figures are derived by multiplying .
1,000 workers per plant by two years by 2,000 working hours per year by average
dose of 0.004 person rem per hour to obtain 16,000 person-rems, which equates to
about 12.8 cancer fatalities per plant.

Renewal of a plant operating . license under this alternative may potentially
change the plant operating parameters or conditions. The potential radiolog-
ical impacts of routine operation during the renewal term should be similar to
those discussed for the proposed action.

The more stringent requirement of meeting all new plant standards, as called
for in this alternative, may f urther reduce the risk of severe accidents. The
draft regulatory analysis for the license renewal rule (Ref. A.1) assumed that

) .
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the risk reduction for this alternative is 3 x 10 4 core damage per year rela-
tive to the proposed action. The modifications that 'nay be needed to a plant

yunder this alternative will depend upon its specific design. A risk reduction
of the amou.? stated above translates to 5,220 person-rems avoided dose to the
public and p'lant workers for a typical plant over a 20 year renewal term or
about 2.5 percent reduction in radiation exposure due to severe accidents
relative to not modifying to new plant standards.

Environmentai Impacts of Decommissioning

The impacts of decommissioning under this alternative would not be different
from those discussed for the proposed action since plant operation in the

,

renewal term would be the same.

Spent Fuel Management

The impacts will be essentially the same as for the proposed action discussed
in Section 4.2.9.

Low-Level Waste Management

Under this alternative a greater amount of low-level waste would be generated*

because of plant modifications and refurbishment. This issue is discussed in
y

Section 4.2.10.

h
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ABSTRACT

This regulatory analysis provides the supporting information for a proposed rule
that will define the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's requirements for renewing -
the operating licenses of commercial nuclear power plants. The staff considers
thrce broad policy alternatives in relation to license renewal. These are:
(1) disallow renewal, (2) implement license renewal without a rule, and (3)
develop a rule to implement. license renewal. The staff concludes that the
development and implementation of a license renewal rule, which specifies the
technical and procedural requirements for obtaining a renewed operating license,
is the most reasonable approach.

A set of four specific alternatives for the safety review-of license renewal
applications is defined and evaluated. These are: Alternative A--current-

licensing basis; Alternative B- extension of Alternative A to require assessr. ant
and managing of aging;-Alternative C--extension of Alternative B to require
assessment of design differences against salteted new plant standards using

-

probabilistic risk assessment; and Alternative D--extension of iternative B
to require compliance with all new plant standards. A quantita, ve _comparieon
of t!ie four alternatives in terms of-impact-to-value ratios is presented, and
Alternative B is the most cost-beneficial safety review alternative. . Environ-
mental review requirements under 10 CFR Part 51 and a number of procedurol
requirements are also considered.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This regulatory analysis provides the supporting information for a proposed
rule that will define the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) requirements
for renewing the operating licenses of commercial nuclear power plants. The
Atomic Energy Act and NRC regulations limit the operating license term to 40
years; however, the regulations explicitly provide that licenses may be renewed.
The development of the license renewal rule at this time is consistent with the
need of the nuclear utili+4es for advance planning with respect to future elec-
tricity generation capac and the expected schedule of license renewal appli- ,

cations. The licenses u turrently operating plants will expire starting in the
year 2000, and the first license renewal applications are expected in 1991.

At the start of this regulatory analysis, the staff considered three broad
policy alternatives in relation to license renewal: (1) disallow license
renewal, (2) implement license r(rewal without a rule, and (3) develop a rule
to implement license renewal. With regard to the first alternative, the staff
has concluded that there is no substantive technical reason or other aolicy
motivation to foreclose the license renewal option for every plant. Pursuing
the second alternative will result in considerable uncertainties and inconsis-
tencies in the license renewal process since the criteria for judging the com-
pleteness of applications and the basis for approving them will initially be
unspecified and will be developed on an ad hoc, evolutionary basis. Therefore,
the development and implementation of a license renewal rule, which spedfies
the technical and procedural requirements for obtaining a renewed opere ag
license, appears to be the most reasonable approach. It will provide a

regulatory framework that meets the needs of both NRC staff and licensees.

The specific objectives of the license renewai rule are to define the scope of
information required for the review of renewal applications, to specify proce-
dures for submitting applications, and to establish the standards for issuance
of a renewed license. In order to determine the contents of the rule that are
consistent with these objectives, the staff has defined and evaluated a set of
specific alternatives for the safety review of license renewal applications.
They have also considered alternative regulatory positions on issues related to
environmental review and procedural requirements.

S_afety Review

Four alternatives that reprosent a range of approaches to the safety review
for license renewal have been analyzed. These are:

* Alternative A: Current licensing basis (original licensing basis, as
amended up to the date of renewal application) that relies on applying
existing regulations, that is, no additional requirements would be
imposedonlicensees.

* Alternative B. Extension of Alternative A to require assessment and
management of aging.

* Alternative C: Extension of Alternative B to require assessment of design
differences against selected new plant standards using probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA).

xi
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4 * Alternative D: Extension of Alternative B to require compliance with
ill new plant standards, j

4

Differences among the alternatives exist with respect to safety standards, PRA,
and assessment and management of aging effects. The staff has estimated the
consequences of implementing the above alternatives. These consequences include
the costs and occupational exposure associated with performing analyses and

.

implementing plant modifications and the benefits to the licensee and to the l
'

public of reducing the risk of accidents.;

4

Based on evaluation of the four safety review alternatives, the staff recommends
the implementation of Alternative B. This alternative will require the following:
(1) identification and compilation of the current licensing basis for the facility
to provide information for subsequent analyses of agi g; (2) systematic identi-

. fication of structures and components for detailed ag ng assessment; (3) collec-'
tion and analysis of sufficient data from past nperat ons, which will allow an
adequate assessment of the current physical condition and future aging of these'

structures and components; (4) assessment of aging to provide the basis for
estimating the remaining service life of these structures and components, for
identifying changes necessary to operational and maintenance plans, and for de-
termining the parameters that should be monitored during the renewal term; and
(5) identification of aging mai, ;cinent activities that will ensure preservation
of adeq; ate margins of safety throughout the renewal term. -

The staff recommends Alternative B because it will provide a formal and
consistent structure to the licensee's efforts to assess and-manage aging during
the renewal term. The results of the licensee's assessments will also provide
information essential t. the staff's finding of whether or not the renewal term4

* requestedisjustified. Furthermore, since the ongoing regulatory efforts of
the NRC ensure that design-related safety concerns are addressed on a continual
basis the staff believes that additional design review, as required by Alter-
native,s C and D, is not necessary. Examples of the
design review are the Systematic Evaluation Program,past and current programs forthe individual plant
examinations, and the safety system functional-inspections.

The quantitative comparison of the four alternatives in terms of impact-to-value
ratios shows Alternatives B and C to be preferable to Alternative A in that both
achieve enough risk reduction to warrant the additional cost. -However the dif-
ferentialimpact-to-valueratioforAlternativeCrelativetoAlternstIveBis
very large. This result means that the requirements of Alternative C, beyond
those of Alternative B, are not cost-beneficial. Alternative D is the least
cost-beneficial of the four alternatives, -The uncertainty analysis shows that
these results are not sensitive to uncertainties in the input data. Thus, there
is a high degree of confidence that Alternative B is the most cost-beneficial
safety review alternative.

Environmental Review

The staff has prepared an environmental as'sessment of the proposed' rule. The
draft environmental assessment of the proposed rule shows tnat environmental
impacts of license-renewal will not be significantly different from those
during the initial license term; however, the significance of these impacts
would be variable among plants.

xii
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The staff is also proceeding with a separate rulemaking effort to make the
appropriate changes to 10 CFR Part 51 that will limit the environmental effects
that need to be considered in plant-specific license renewals. As part of
this effort, the staff is developing a generic e'ivironmental document
that will examine the potential environmental effects in sufficient detail to
bound all site-specific conditions.

Procedural Aspects

License renewal will be iniplemented by issuing a renewed license to supersede
the current license. When the Commission approves i:newal application, the
renewed license becomes immediately effective, thus voiding the existing license.
The term of the renewed license will be the sum of the remaining number of years
on the operating license currently in effect, plus the additional period beyond
the expiration of operating license (not to exceed 20 years) that is requested
in the renewal application. The total number of years for any renewal term will
not exceed the 40 years allowed by the Atomic Energy Act. The 20 year limit on
the additional period beyond the license expiration date recognizes the present
limitations in the understanding and evaluation of age-related degradation.

Orderly submittal and processing of license renewal applications is necessary
for effective regulation. A procedural framework for administering license
renewal will be established in the rule. The earliest date for submittal of
license renewal applications will be 20 years prior to license expiration. A

20-year limit will allow sufficient time for review by the NRC and subsequent
planning by the licensee. It will also prevent applications from plants without
significant operating experience and data. A renewal application will be
considered timely if submitted no later than 3 years prior to license expira-
tion. This timely renewal period will give the NRC staff sufficient time to
complete the safety and environmental reviews of the application. Licensees
submitting applications after that point will not be assured of continued
operation when their existing licenses expire.

Legislative history of the Atomic Energy Act indicates that formal hearings
are required for power reactor licensing cases. The NRC .oroposes nr. special
hearing procedure for license renewal. All contested license renewai issues

! will be resolved through formal hearings. Since the staff findings for issuance
of a renewed license will primarily focus on age-related degradation concerns,

I the scope of these hearings will be more limited than those for issuance of an
initial operating license. The scope of litigable environmental issues is also
expected to be limited in any license renewal proceeding by virtue of the
proposed environmental rulemaking.
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Implementation

The NRC's license renewal program includes the following separate but
interrelated major activities:

Developmer,t of the license renewal rule.*

Development of regulatory guidance to support the rule.*

Development of environmental documents to support license renewal*

rulemaking and modifications to 10 CFR Part 51. j
1Review of the lead plant applications,*
i

The proposed rule is scheduled to be issued for public comment in June 1990,
with the final rule expected to be issued in May 1991. A draft EA. to support
the proposed license renewal rule also would be published for comment along
with the proposed rule. A draft generic environmental document and associated
changes to 10 CFR Part 51 will be published in May 1991. The final rule on changes
to 10 CFR Part 51 would be issued in April 1992.

Implementation of the license renewal rule will require development of new
regulatory guidance and modification of existing guidance. A regulatory guide
on the format and content of license renewal apnlications currently is being
developed by the staff. This will be issued in its draft form for public
comment in December 1990. The final version is scheduled to be published in
April 1992.

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI), and the utilities have sponsored research and other efforts in prepara-
tion for license renewal. Thus, the nuclear industry already has submitted to
the NRC for review a report that describes a screening methodology for selecting
systems, structures, and components (SSCs) important to license renewal. It is
also developing several other industry technical reports (ITRs), which address
important aging mechanisms that can affect SSCs that are important to license
renewal. The NRC review of these reports, which is scheduled _for 1990 through
1992, will result in safety evaluation reports (SERs). These SERs will comple-
ment the staff's overall regulatory guidance for license renewal.

The DOC and EPRI also are sponsoring the lead plant program, for which the
Yankee and Monticello nuclear plants have been selected. These two plants will
submit license renewal applications in 1991. Final NRC determinations on these
applications are scheduled for 1993. Achievement of these milestones will
depend on timely issuance of the rule and development of the necessary
regulatory guides.

xiv
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1. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of 1954 and the implementing regulations of the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) provide a limit of 40 years on the
duration of licenses issued to electric utilities that operate commercial
nuclear power plants. The AEA and the NRC regulations also provide that the
operating licenses may be renewed upon expiration ~f their 40 year term.
However, the regulatory process by which license renewal may be accomplished
arw the requirements for the scope and content of renewal spplications have yet
to be established. Considering the schedule of license expirations, the
nuclear industry's interest in license renewal, and the advance planning
necessary, there is a need to' define the conditions and requirements for
license renewal.

The 40 year license terms of the currently operating nuclear plants will expire
starting in the year-2000. The license expiration schedule and the resulting
effect on the nuclear generating capacity are shown in Appendix A.. Consistent
with the need of the electric utilities for advance planning with respect to
future electricity generating capacity, the nuclear industry, in cooperation
with the Department of Energy (DOE), has undertaken technical and economic
studies to evaluate the feasibility of operating plants beyond 40 years. Based
on the results of these studies, the-industry considers plant life. extension
through license renewal as a viable approach that could offer significant
economic benefits when compared to the construction of new plants. Both the
nuclear industry and the DOE presently are supporting the efforts related to
life extension at the lead plants (Yankee and Monticello) that are expected
to submit license renewal applications in 1991. Figure 1.1'shows the potential
number of license renewal applications, by year, that-the NRC could receive,
assuming these are submitted 12 years prior to license expiration. By the year
2002, a total of 45 applications would have been submitted for the NRC's review
and approval. Therefore, it is imnortant that the NRC's license renewal
requirements be defined sufficiently in advance for utilities to plan-for the
resources necessary for extending the operating periodLof a plant.

In light of . industry initiatives and in recognition of_ the need to resolve
issues affecting public health and safety in a timely manner, the-Commission, ,

in its 1986 Policy and Planning Guidance, stated the following:

Requests for an operating license renewal are to be anticipated
and will require advance planning and' analysis. The Commission
intendt to continue development of the policies and criteria to
define requirements for operating license extensions to help
assure that industry's efforts in this area are focused on the
primary regulatory concerns.

The implementation of this guidance and development of a regulatory approach- ,

for license renewal- has involved consideration of the' following hierarchy of 1

questions: ]
>

1. Should the NRC allow renewal of operating licenses for nuclear power |
plants? :

!

1-1 i
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2. Is it necessary to develop a rule in order to facilitate or implement j
the license renewal process? '

L 3. What additional regulations, revisions to existing regulations, or i

regulatory guidance are needed as part of a license renewal rule to I

ensure continued safe operation of plants during the renewal term?

The above questions have led to the consideration of three alternative regula-
tory policies: (1) disallow license renewal, (2) implement license renewal
without a rule, or (3) develop a rule to implement license renewal. Based on
the reasons discussed in Section 1.1, the first two regulatory policies are
considered to be neither reasonable nor practical. The staff is therefore
following the third policy alternative, which is to develop an appropriate
license renewal rule. The scope of considerations for developing the rule is
discussed in Section 1.2.

1.1 Need for License Renewal Rule

The rationale for developing a license renewal rule has involved consideration
of the relative merits of the three alternative policies stated above. These
are discussed here and also summarized in Figure 1.2.

1.1.1 No License Renewal

The regulatory policy to disallow license renewal for every plant could involve
amending the NRC's present regulations that allow license renewal or issuing
policy guidance to the effect that no nuclear plant operating license will be
renewed. One argument made in favor of such a policy is that, if no plant is
allowed to operate beyond 40 years and the retired nuclear generating capacity
is replaced by new nuclear plants, this policy of not allowing renewal will
provide impetus to the introduction of advanced, and perhaps safer, nuclear
plant technology. Furthermore, the additional NRC-and industry research to
confirm the safety of plants operating beyond 40 years will be unnecessary.

However, there are several arguments in support of keeping open the license
renewal option to any given plant. First, the 40 year statutory limit on
nuclear plant licenses was not based on the consideration of plant life ur
safety. Rather, it was based on a compromise that balanced plant depreciation-
and utility financing considerations with concerns about the monopolistic
advantage that nuclear utilities could derive from longer license terms. Fur-
thermore, the AEA and the NRC regulations explicitly permit license renewal.

Second, the NRC's aging research has shown that the many identified aging
phenomena do not pose major technical safety issues provided plant management
effectively implements surveillance, inspection, testing, maintenance, repair,
and replacement (Refs. 1.1 and 1.2). As a result of the NRC's Primary Systems
Integrity Research program (which includes the Heavy Section Steel Technology-
program and-Degraded Piping and Steam Generator Integrity projects), the major
factors affecting aging of reactor pressure vessels and other primary reactor,

! coolant-pressure boundary-components are relatively well understood, thus con-
| tributing to a high degree of plant safety assurance. For example, the appli-

cation of the NRC's regulatory guidance to estimate the safe remaining life of
a reactor pressure vessel shows that many of the existing pressure vessels could
be operated for longer than 60 years (Ref. 1.3). Furthermore, several alterna-
tive strategies, such as reduced power or fluence, are available to extend

|
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the life of such critical components and structures. The Nuclear Plant Aging
Research (NPAR) program has provided-further understanding of the degradation
processes cffecting other nuclear power plant components, systems,.and civil
structures, including replaceable items such as cables, connectors, pumps, and
valves. The technical feasibility studies and engineering evaluations sponsored
by the nuclear industry and the DOE in support of plant life extension (Refs.
1.4 and 1.5) have' also indicated that the life of nuclear power plants can be
safely extended beyond 40 years. Therefore, there appears to be no fundamental
technical or safety reason to deny license renewal and to shut down every plant
when it is 40 years old.

Finally, the nuclear industry has made strong economic-arguments in support of
its efforts to seek the renewal of operating licenses. According to studies
sponsored by the DOE, the present value of benefits-(in excess of costs) in
extending the operation of-plants by 20 years amounts to about_$350 billion
nationally-(Refs. 1.7 and 1.8). While the NRC's major statutory obligation is
to ensure that plants operate safely and that they comply with the provisions
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the NRC has'an established-
policy of considedng in a. broader context the need for, and consequences of,_
its proposed regulatory actions.

Therefore, while the NRC has the authority to deny license renewal for any
specific plant whose continued operation could' endanger public. health and- '

safety, no technical, policy, or legal arguments exist to support an action-
that categorically forecloses the license renewal option for every plant.

1.1.2 No License Renewal Rule

The NRC may grant license renewals without the benefit of a license renewal
rule. A case-by-case review of renewal applications and decisions on.indivi-
dual plants would lead to the develo) ment of- de facto regulatory procedures
and criteria for license renewal as aetter knW1 edge is gained in the future.
The particular requirements of_each case would create the need for additional

-

- regulatory guidance or criteria that cumulatively-become part of the standards
against which subsequent renewal applications would be judged.

If no regulations-are developed _for license renewal, the application of_ existing
regulations may be interpreted-as requiring the licensees to-meet standards

-

applicable to new plants at the' time of license renewal: application. For ex '
ample, tho requirement in paragraph 50.34(g) of 10 CFR Part 50 calls for an
evaluation of the facility against the standard review plan (SRP). Such require-'

ments could unnecessarily penalize older plants. that-have operated safely for.
40 years.

Not providing explicit guidelines on:the contents and procedures for license
renewal applications-is contrary:to the-NRC's practice of deliberating in
advance on potentially significant regulatory issues -and providing a. regulatory-
framework that meets the needs of both the NRC staff and the licensees. -

Without a rule, the criteria for establishing the completeness of 'the information
to be submitted in support of license renewal would remain undefined. Under
these conditions, renewal of a license would be administered in'an unstructured,
unmanaged, and highly uncertain technical ~, administrative, and procedural-

1-5
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environment. This could delay individual license renewal decisions. Under the
current provisions of 10 CFR 2.109, the operating license is not considered to
have expired and facility operation could continue if an application for renewal
was submitted within 30 days of license expiration and the NRC has not acted
upon the application.

For the reasons cited above, absence of a rule that explicitly specifies in
advcnce the requirements for license renewal is unreasonable.

1.1.3 License Renewal Rule

The NRC's ef fort on license renewal rulemaking so far has resulted in the
identification of several regulatory issues. This regulatory analysis, which
presents the consideration of those issues, shows that new requirements and
various clarifications or revisions to the existing requirements may be needed.
The promulgation of a license renewal rule that sets forth those requirements
appears to be the most logical and reasonable course to follow. This is also
consistent with the Commission's policy of addressing issues that affect numer-
ous licensees by rulemaking or standard orders instead of by case-by-case review
(Ref. 1.9). A rule facilitates a coherent and efficient execution of policy and
provides consistency in enforcement.

The license renewal rule will establish the scope of safety review and define
the standards that the NRC will use in determining if an operating license
should be renewed. In addition, there are environmental review and procedural
aspects of license renewal that require regulatory consideration. The following
chapters discuss the development of a rule that properly takes into considera-
tion the plant safety, environmental review, and procedural issues associated
with license renewal.

1.2 Scope of Considerations

The various topics of concern to license renewal, identified as a result of the
consideration of responses to the NRC's solicitations for public comments (Refs.
1.10 and 1.11), are shown in Figure 1.3. A discussion of these topics as well
as a summary of the public comments has been reported previously (Refs. 1.12,
1.13, and 1.14). In adaition, the NRC published an advance notice of proposed
rulemaking (ANPR) describing the NRC's regulatory philosophy and conceptual
approach for license renewal (Ref. 1.15). The NRC held a public workshop on
November 13 and 14, 1989, to elicit public views on the philosophy and approach
set forth in the ANPR and on a number of specific technical issues related to
license renewal. The NRC also solicited written comments on matters covered in
the ANPR and the workshop. A summary of comments at the workshop and those
submitted in written form is documented in NUREG/CP-0108 (Ref.1.16).

The NRC's technical and policy considerations on license renewal embody two
important principles (Ref. 1.15). The first is that, with the exception of
age-related degradation and other time-dependent factors, the current licensing
basis (CLB)* provides adequate protection during the initial licensing term and

* Current licensing basis is defined as the NRC's requirements and the licensee's
commitments for a nuclear power plant at the time that the initial license was
granted, including those documented in either the licensee's initial operating
license application or Final Safety Analysis Report as modified and supplemented
during the period of plant operation up to the filing of the renewal application.

1-6 I
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Topics Related to
License Renewal

Technical Environmental Procedural
Topics Topic Topics

Licensing Basis Environmental Form of Renewal
.g

O Review Length of RenewalTermPlant Aging
Latest Date of Application

Earliest Date of Application

Effective Dets of Renewal

Use of Backfit Rule

Public Hearings

Material Alteration

Decommissioning

Antitrust Review

Figure 1.3 Categorization of license renewal topics.
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will be sufficient during the renewal period if it is maintained. The second
principle is that each plant's current licensing basis must be maintained during
the renewal period, in part through a program of age-related degradation manage-
ment for systems, structures, and components t5at are important in this
connection.

These two important principles provide the basis for developing the standards
that the NRC would use in the safety review of a license renewal application
and for defining the scope of such review. However, these principles do not
limit the consideration of a higher level of plant safety that may be specified
based on comparison of its values and impacts. Furthermore, while age-related
degradation is a central safety consideration in license renewal, the require-
ments that may be specified for aging assessment and management depend on the
extent to which current regulations and industry efforts are relied upon. In
order to resolve the safety review issues, the staff has developed and evaluated
a set of alternatives for safety review. Chapter 3 of this regulatory analysis
describes the5e alternatives, and Chapter 4 presents their consequences.

Another.significant topic relates to the environmental review requirements for
license renewal. One issue here is whether regulations that would permit using.
an environmental assessment (EA) to determine the naed for an environmental im-
pact statement (EIS) in site-specific license renewal decisions would provide
more efficient implementation of NEPA provisions than preparing an EIS for every
license renewal action as required by current regulations. This is discussed in
Chapter 5.

Other areas of concern to license renewal include the procedures for license
renewal, the timing of applications, the renewal term, and the applicability.of
current regulations (see Fig. 1.3). The discussion and proposed resolution of
these icsues, which involves the consideration of administrative and legal
factors, is presented in Chapter 6.

Based on the assessment of safety, environmental, and procedural issues, the
staff has developed a set of regulatory requirements that define elements of
the proposed license renewal rule. The decision rationale for including those
elements and the method of implementing the rule are discussed in Chapters 7
and 8, respectively.

As part of the development of this rule, the staff has identified various areas
where more detailed regulatory guidance needs to be provided to license renewal
applicants. The development of this guidance should take into consideration
all relevant technical and other information, including the NRC and industry
research findings. This is discussed also under the proposed implementation of
the rule in Chapter 8.

>
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2, OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of developing a license renewal rule is to define the~ reg-
ulatory requirements for renewing the operating licenses of commercial nuclear
power plants.

The current regulation under 10 CFR 50.51 states that licenses may be renewed
but does not describe sufficiently the process for granting and implementing
license renewal so that the needs of the NRC and the licensees are served.
Therefore, the specific objectives of the proposed license renewal rule are as
follows:

1. To specify the standards and criteria for granting license renewals.

2. To specify the scope of information required for reviewing license
renewal applications,

3. To specify the procedures for submitting license renewal applications.

With the implementation of _the rule, the NRC intends to provide a clear under-
standing of the basis for granting- renewals and to establish an efficient struc-
ture for making individual license renewal decisions by means of uniform and
consistent procedures for submitting and reviewing license renewal applications.
The NRC also expects that the contents of a renewal application will provide
the necessary information to support an NRC decision on renewing the operating
license of a plant. -

In support of meeting the above objectives, the staff has prepared this regula--

tory analysis of its proposed requirements for license renewal. The objective
of the regulatory analysis is to ensure that the basis and consequences of the
propcsed requirerants have been sufficiently examined and explained.(Refs,-2.1
and 2.2).

L
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3. ALTERNATIVES FOR SAFETY REVIEW

One specific objective of developing a licen'e renewal rule is to specify the
standards and criteria for the safety review of license venewal applications.
The safety review will provide the basis for determining whether the plant whose
operating license is to be renewed will continue to operate safely during the
renewal term requested by the licensee. The nature and scope of such_a safety
review is influenced by two major considerations:- (1) the extent to which age-
related degradation of systems, structures, and components (SSCs' of the plant
is explicitly considered, and (2) the extent to which design sta aards for new
plants are to be met.

One approach for ensuring that continued aging of the plant's SSCs will not com-
promise safety during extended operations is to rely fully on the adequacy of
existing regulations and on the assumption that-future regulatory activities
will address any plant-specific or generic aging concerns as they are identi-
fled. Thus, no additional requirements to assess and manage aging effects-be
those currently applicable need be specified for renewing operating licenses. yond
Alternatively, the NRC could require a comprehensive assessment of the SSCs whose
continuing qualification during the proposed service life is of particular safety
significance. The results of this assessment, together with the licensee's plans
for managing future aging of these SSCs, would provide a greater assurance of
safety and a justification for allowing extended operation of the plant for the
specifled duration of the renewal term.

There also are alternative approaches for considering the need to review the
design of a plant against current licensing standards for new )lants, such as
those embodied in the standard review plan.(SRP). One approac1 is not to require
a comprehensive design review at the time of license renewal. This is based on
the rationale that, while the older plants may not meet tbs most current inter-
pretatica of the NRC's regulations, they would have a long and satisfactory re--

cord of operating experience at the time of license renewhi.- Furthermore, all
plante , including tha older ones,_are the subject of numerous ongoing regulatory-
programs that identify and rectify safety-significant-design or_ operational de
ficiencies. Alternatives =to this approach are to require plant modificati 6
in those areas identified as risk-significant, or to require modifications thsit
would bring the plant into full compliance with the standards for issuing new
operating licenses. These alternatives would incorporate.the. safety features
found in newer plants into the designs of the older plants,

Based on-these considerations, the staff has identified fcur alternatives for
the safety review of license renewal applications. They represent a spectrum
of approaches, ranging from virtually no additional regulatory requirements to-

. requiring the assessment and management of aging and compliance with all stan-
dards.for new plants. As a minimum, they all will ensure that continued aging
of SSCs over the renewal term will not compromise safety. These altercktivesi

are as follows:

* Alternative A: Current licensing basis (original licensing basis, as
, amended up to the date of_the renewal application) with-no additional-
I requirements.
l
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* Alternative B: Extension of Alternative A to require assessment and
management of aging,

* Alterriative C: Extension of Alternative B to require assessment of design
differences against selected new plant standards.*

* Alternative D: Extension of Alternative B to require compliance with all
new plant standards.

Differences among the alternatives are with respect to safety standards, PRA,
and the assessment and management of aging effects. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show
the general characteristics of the four alternative approaches. Each alternative
is further described in Sections 3.1 through 3.4.

3.1 Alternative A: Current Licensing Basis with No J.dditional Requirements

This alternative imposes no additional requirements for license renewal other
than those that already apply to a plant during its existing term-of operation.

Alternative A is based or the assumption that present and future NRC regulations
and programs applying to a plant during its existing operating term are adequate
to ensure safety during the renewal period. As technical issues affecting plants
because of extended operation are identified, they will be resolved and correc-
tive actions taken. Thus, the NRC's aging research and oversight programs, and
the licensees' programs of self-inspection, maintenance, and surveillance, are-
assumed to address potential aging concerns without the need for formal up-front<

aging evaluation;.

Also, in the future, the NRC may identify the need for new rules and guidance
to address eing issues for specific SSCs. This could arise from the efforts
of the NPAR program and the work being carried out under the auspices of the
various professional societies to revise applicable codes and standards for ex-
tended service life of. electrical, mechanical, and structural components. The
resolution of aging problems will be required for all plants'when identified as
a safety concern, and this will apply to plants during their existing term of
operation as well as in their renewal term. 1

Similarly, plants applying for license renewal will-need to comply with ongoing
NRC programs that identify _ safety-significant design vulnerabilities. Such past
and current regulatory programs are the resolution of generic safety issues
(GSIs); the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP), in which design and operations
of several older plants were reviewed; and the individual plant examination (IPE)
program for identifying safety-significant vulnerabilities to severe accidents.

The demonstration of continued compliance with current -regulations will recuire
the licensees to reevaluate the qualification of certain equipment (limitec to
what is covered in the current regulations) for extended-service and to submit

*Standarus as embodied in the regulations and regulatory guides, including the
SRP, applicable to new operating licenses at the' time of the submittal of the
license renewal application.

3-2
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Table 3.1 Alternative approaches for license renewal safety review.

Requirements Alternaaive A Alternative B Alternative C Alternative D

Safety * Current 1^ censing * Current licensing * Current licensing * New plantstandards basis. basis. basis supplement- standards; full
s

ed by sele. led application of
new plant the standard
standards. review plan.

Prot,abilistic * None. * Optional use of * Extend * Same asrisk assess- plant-specific PRA Alternative B to Alternative B. '

7

ment (PRA) to assist in the require PRA to
identification of demonstrate that
SSCs that are impor- design differ-

w tant to license ences fromd, renewal. selected new-
'

plant standards
are not risk-
significant or

^

that proposed
changes are
adequate.

Assessment and * None. * Assess and manage * Same as * Same asmanagement of aging in Alternative B. Alternative B.aging accordance with a
set of new
requirements
presented in
Section 3.2.

!
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Table 3.2 Advantages and disadvantages of safety review alternatives.

|

Alternative Advantages Disadvantages

!

Relies completely on currentLeast prescriptive safety reviewA: Current licensing basis e*

with no additional requirements. regulations to identify and
requirements address design and aging

concerns.

Gives licensees more flexibility Least uniform approach to* *

in addressing aging concerns. aging assessment and
management; all SSCs that
are important to license
renewal and are subject to
aging may not be identified.

)( * Least burdensome in terms of * Lacks supporting technical
licer.see and NRC resource information to justify
requirements. renewal term.

Provides'a systematic approach Requires additional licensaeB: Extension of Alternative A * *

to require assessment and- for identifying SSCs for safety resources to perform safety
management of aging review and for evaluating-the analyses and provide

plant's physical' condition. documentation.

Requires additional NRCEnsures that aging concerns are **

addressed in a more consistent rerources to review and
and uniform manner. ensure tenewal conditions

are met.

|
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Table 3.2 Advantages-and disadvantages of safety review alternatives (Continued).
.

Alternative Advantages Disadvantages
B: Extension of ' Alternative A * Provides sufficient technical

to require ~ assessment and information for justifying the
and management of aging renewal term.
(continued)

C; Extension of Alternative Those listed for . Alternative B.*
Those listed fo: Alternative*

B to require. assessment of
B.design differences against

selected new plant standards

Ensures that older plants*
Uses license renewal to*

exempted from new plant- impose additional require-
to standards are at least ments that could beJn reevaluated on those areas that addressed through continuingthe NRC deems important. programs.

Imposes more requirements on*

licensees in terms of
analyses, documentation, and
necessary design upgrades. ,

!

Requires additional NRC*

resources to ensure that
design differences are
adequately addressed (in
addition to aging concerns).

Imposes burden on the NRC to*

periodically review and
select new plant standards
that will apply to future
license renewal applications.

_ _ _ _ . - . _ _ _
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!' Table 3.2 Advantages and disadvantages of safety review alternatives (Continued).

Alternative Advantages Disadvantages

| Those listed for AlternativeThose listed for Alternative B. *
D: Extension of Alternative *

8.B to require compliance with
all new plant standards

Uses license renewal toEnsures a level of review **

comparable to that provided for impose additional safety
new plants. requirements that could be

addressed through continuing
NRC programs.

Imposes requirements that mayReferences standards that have *
*

been developed and documented. by physically impossible to
implement.

4' |
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I

supporting technical information as part of their license renewal applications.
Listed below are examples of current regulatory provisions that, when extended
to the renewal term, will address technical issues that may arise because of-
extended operation: j

Requirements for environmental qualification of electrical equipment, which*

include the consideration of all sianificant types of degradation that can
affect the functional capability of the equipment (10 CFR 50.49).

,

i

Requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, which provide*

for the inservice inspection of Classes 1, 2, and 3 pressure-retaining com-
ponents and attachments and of other safety-related piping, pumps, and
valves (10 CFR 50.55a).

Requirements for fracture toughness and material surveillance programs for*

the reactor coolant pressure boundary, which provide adequate margins of
safety during any condition of normal operation, including anticipated
operational tests (10 CFR 50.60).

Requirements for protection against pressurized thermal shock events, which*

provide for monitoring changes in the fracture toughness. properties of the
reactor vessel resulting from exposure to neutron irradiation and the
thermal environment (10 CFR 50.61).

Requirements for radiological surveillance and monitoring programs to con-*

firm that environmental releases of radioactive materials are within spec-
ifications (10 CFR 50.34a and 50.36a).

Ongoing inspection programs, including safety system functional inspections,*

safety system outage management inspections, and independent design inspec-
-tions, which verify and improve the design basis documentation for safety
systems.

Ongoing programs to evaluate operational experience and reportable events*

and to feed back significant findings to the licensees.

Requirements for maintenance plans and activities implemented in accordance*

with the proposed maintenance rule.

.However, Alternative A does not require a uniform and comprehensive effort by
all license renewal applicants to assess the-future effects _of aging and to;
identify potential concerns based on an evaluation of the operating history and--

physical condition of the plant. The absence of a formal aging assessment and
management program may increase the uncertainties in the prevention or control
of aging.

3;2 Alternative B: ' Extension of Alternative A to Require Assessment and
Management of Aging

Alternative _B is based on the use of the plant's current licensing basis as the"
. safety. review standard. This alternative differs from Alternative A in that it
! requires a.. formal aging assessment and management effort that corrects for poten-' -

| tial aging problems and ensures that age-related degradation of SSCs does not
' compromise the plant's design bases or performance to the point that plant safety

,
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is significantly reduced. This approach would shift the focus from system or
component operability and actions taken when a failure occurs to gradual changes
due to aging that could lead to an increase in the possibility of a serious
event.

The set of SSCs whose continuing qualification for extended service life could
be of particular safety significance during the license renewal term will vary
from plant to plant. Such a plant-specific set is termed as SSCs important to
license renewal. Using 10 CFR 50.49 as a basis, the SSCs important to license
renewal ace categorized as follows:

Those safety-related SSCs that are relied upon to remain functional during*

and following design basis events to ensure the integrity of the reactor
coolant pressure boandary, the capability to shut down the reactor and main-
tain it in a safe shutdown condition, and the capability to prevent or miti-
gate the consequences of accidents that could result in potential offsite
consequences comparable to 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines. Design basis events
are defined the same as in 10 CFR 50.49(b)(1).

Those non-safety-related SSCs whose failure could prevent satisfactory*

accomplishment of required safety functions.

Certain post-accident equipment as defined in 10 CFR 50.49(b)(3).*

In addition, all SSCs used in a safety analysis or plant evaluation for the li-
censing basis would be included in the list of SSCs important to license renewal.

In this alternative, the list of SSCs important to license renewal would be re-
viewed within the framework of an integrated piant assessment to identify which
of those SSCs require action to manage age-related degradation. The methodology
for making this selection is expected to focus on deterministic methods to select
SSCs with known important-to safety functions although it may allow PRA to be
used to supplement deterministic methods. The most effective form of PRA for
this purpose would be analysis that incorporates the effects of aging into the
risk estimates. The NRC currently is conducting research to improve techniques
for modifying probabilistic assessment procedures to capture the effects of aging
and to develop a more comprehensive data base for age-dependent failures.

The requirements for this alternative are described in more detail below.,

1. Identification of Current Licensing Basis

Identify and compile the current licensing basis (CLB) for the facility to
provide information for the integrated plant assessment. The CLB includes
the licensee's commitments for complying with the Commission requirements
at the time the initial license was granted, such as the commitments docu-
mented in the operating license application or Final Safety Analysis Report.
The CLB also includes those requirements and commitments as modified or
supplemented by additional requirements imposed by the Commission and by
commitments made by the licensee during the period of plant operation up
to the filing of a renewal applicat. ion. More specifically, this includes,
but is not limited to, plant-specific compliance with the Commission regula-
tions as prescribed in Parts 2, 19, 20, 21, 30, 40, 50, 55,~72, 73, and
100 and the appendices of Title 10 of the Code of_ Federal Regulations;
orders; license conditions; exemptions; and technical specifications.

3-8 <
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In addition, the CLB could include written commitments made in docketed licens-
ing carrespondence such as responses to NRC bulletins and generic letters.

2. Identification of Structures and Components for Further Analysis of Age-
Related Degradation

Perform a plant-specific evaluation to identify structures and components
that will require actions to manage age-related degradation. - This list of
SSCs would be derived from an integrated plant assessment that is primarily
deterministic in nature, to be optionally supplemented by a plant-specific
PRA. As indicated in Figure 3.1, the integrated assessment consists of
the following parts:

a. A methodology for identifying SSCs important to license renewal.

b. A methodology, including acceptance criteria, for identifying those
structures and components that contribute to the performance of a
safety function or whose failure could preclude performance of an
intended-safety function.

c. A methodology for identifyinn structures and components that are sub--

ject to an established effective program that will continue to ensure
the capability of the structure or component to perform its safety
functions during the renewal term.

Additional information will be required for both nonreplaceable structures
and components and those that are routinely maintained or replaced if the
integrated assessment indicates that they should be subjected 'o further
review with respect to managing age-related degradation.

3. Collection and Analysis of Data

Collect and analyze data for the selected structures and components. This
includes information about the design basis of the structure _or_ components-
and its past operation, such as the following:

a. Design configuration and equipment qualification data that could be
used to establish original material condition, design. loads,.and design
life.

b. Fabrication and installation records.

.c. Component operating history information, including all operating condi-
tions that could affect the agina process, e.g.,-operating pressure
and temperature, environmental c, cditions, time -of operation at these
conditions, and number of cycles experienced.

d. Component test history information that includes-.a chronological file
of_all tests that have been performed, a description of each test and-
test condition, the results, and any repairs performed as a result of
the test.

3-9
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5421(c)(1):
543(a)(1) 543 (a)(2) 543(a)(3) 543(a)(4)

-

SSCs used in a safety Nonsafety-related SSCs Pa~ accident
analyss or plant whose failure could prevent ' ment

montt]10%.49 .Safety-related SSCs evaluabon for the satisfactka@[T- sinent Wm
of s fur onsficensing basis ,

I
|

SSCsimportant to license renewal

i. Does the structure or component
J

contribute to the performance
of a safety function?

5421(a)(2) or
. Does failure of the sintture

or component preclude a system

or structure from p?erformingits safety funchon

I,

Yes | | No
| .. ,

E is there an estatiished No further action* $421(a)(3) effective program for the
|structure orcomponent?
!

I

No | IYes

Does detailed evaluation
indicate that degradation . No further action

5421(a)(4) of the structure or
- component is significant
with respect to the CW7

I

| NoYes |
__

Desenbe and pnmde
the basis for acton No further action -

relatedto managge

Figure 3.1 Integrated plant assessment for identifying
structures and components for aging management.
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e. Repair and replacement history information, including the cause or !

reason for the needed action. j

f. Maintenance history information, including the bases for the raainte-
nance schedule and whether or not maintenance requirements are periodi-
cally reevaluated.

g. Inspection history information, including inspection intervals e.nd a
description of the purpose of the inspection.

The required design basis and operational information will be of sufficient
detail and scope to allow adequate evaluation of the current physical condi-
tion of the structure or component. If necessary, the licensee may have to
reconstruct operational records or perform additional testing and inspection
at the time of license renewal.

4. Aging Assessment

Evaluate the future effects of aging for the selected structures and compo-
nents, accounting for the information developed above. The type of analysis
is for estimating degradation modes and rates depends on the structure or
component. For active components, the emphasis will be on trending and analy-
sis of root causes of past failures, For passive components and structures,
the emphasis will be on projecting remaining service life and estimating
uncertainties using damage models that incorporate projected operating con-
ditions and material properties of the structure or component.

Both types of analyses will include explicit consideration of the dominant
modes of degradation and environmental conditions and operational loads
experienced in the initial term of operation, as well as those expected
during subsequent renewal terms. Since there could be large uncertainties
associated with the aging models, the licensee.also will be required to
identify key assumptions and parameters that could be monitored to check
the validity of the assumptions and results of the model.

5. Aging Management
;

Incorporate aging management activ' w for selected structures and compo-
nents (based on the assessment dese. t u above) into the existing mainte-
nance program. The license renewal application will contain sufficient

~

information to demonstrate that the aging management activities will main-
tain an adequate margin of safety throughout the renewal term. It also
will demonstrate that there is adequate warning if the safety margins are

! reduced faster than predicted in the analysis performed in support of
license renewal. Aging management' includes the following:

a. Identification of minimum acceptable margins of safety for each SSC
subjecttoaging.

b. Development of activities for each structure and_ component to control
-the rate or effects of aging. All maintenance and replacement activ-
ities will be included, and any changes to the design of a structure
or component or its environment will-be identified.

3-11
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c. Development of a monitoring plan to ensure that the safety margins
identified in step (a) are maintained throughout the renewal term.
This plan will include surveillance activitles, online monitoring,
inspections, testing, trending, and recordkeeping for each component,
as appropriate. The plan also will contain provisions for comparing
the results of these activities with the minimum safety margins to
identify the need for corrective actions and opportunities for
improvements,

d. Provisions for updating the aging evaluatians as new information
is collected or as modifications are made to plant operations or
equipment.

6. Changer to Technical Specifications

Submit a list of the proposed technical s >ecification changes necessary to
account for any plant modifications and t1e activities im)1emented to
manage aging of structures or components. The technical sasis for any such
changes will also be submitted.

3.3 Alternative C: Extension of Alternative B to Require An' nont of Design
Differences Against Selected New-Plant Standards

This alternative expands the scope of review from that of Alternative B to
address design and operational issues that go beyond aging concerns. As under
Alternative B, this alternative will require the licensee to assess continued
aging throughout the renewal term and to account for aging in the operational
and maintenance plans of the facility. In addition, the plant will satisfy
the intent of safety acceptance criteria used for new plants in specific
selected areas identified in advance by the NRC. These selected safety review
areas will be derived from the SRP.

The implesentation of this alternative will require the use of a PRA to esti-
mate residual risks and to assess the risk significance of differences between
plant design and the selected new plant st-~ 5rds.

The list of additional safety review are 6 is ,<et to be determined. However,
a review of the SES which had similar c.e i es as Alternative C, pnovides al

i starting point fo' aeveloping such a list. n 1984, as a result of the insights
! gained from the C Phase II experip.nce with 10 older plants, the staff identi-
I fled a set of saf m review topics, "which warrant further consideration in an

integrated review for other operating reactors" (Ref. 3.1). These topics are
summarized in Appendix B. For these topics, there is a significant difference,

| between the design bases of the 10 SEP plants at the time they were originally
; licensed and the licensing criteria in 1984. It is important to note, however,
'

thtt the differences will be less for most plants licensed sibsequent to the
SEP plants. New regulations and regulatory programs since j)84 (e.g. , the

i station blackeut rule and the IPE program), as well as generic or plant-specific
I actions arising from generic letters and inspection and enforcement builetins,

also have the effect of reducing the differences. Consequently, it is likely
that there will be fewer safety review areas to be considered in Alternative C
than those listed in Appendix B.

3-12
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The requirements for this alternative are described in more detail below.

1. Assessment of Design Differences Against Selected New-Plant Standards

identify and assess discrepancies between the current design of the plant
and selected aspects of the licensing basis for new plants as embodied in '

the SRP. The initial step in this process will be to review the current
design of the plant against safety criteria in specific areas identified
by the NRC. The licensee will categorize each issue area as follows:

a. Does not apply to the plant,

b. Applits, but no discrepancy exists. '

c. Applies and a discrepancy exists.

2. Plant Modifications

For those areas where discrepancies are identified, the licensee will
propose hardware operational or procedural changes, or supply additional
analysis. PRAwl11beusedtodemonstratethatthediscrepancyisnot
safety-significant or that a proposed r.hange will rerolve the discrepancy.

3. Requirements 1 through 4 of Alternative 8 to Assess ar.d Manage Aging

3.4 Alternative D: Extension of Alternative B to Require Compliance with
All New-Plant Standards

The objective of this alternative is to seek the closest possible safety
equivalence of the license renewal plant with new plants, in recognition of the
historic gradual tightening of safety requirements over the years and increas-
ing evolution of more conservative, more risk-averse public attitudes toward
safety of nuclear power plants. Alternative D will require plants to demon-
strate compliance with all standards that apply to operating licenses for new
plants at the time of license renewal application. It will ensure that the
design standards of new plants are incorporated into plants with renewed
licenses, to the maximum extent possible. Some limited compromises could be
ir,volved in implementing this alternative since it may not be possible or,

! practical to comply with all new-plant requirements. Without some tolerance
| for near-eqivalents or specific exemptions, this alternative may be likened to
| the no-renewal option, which is nnt warranted on a general safety basis. How-

ever, this alternative would have a less liberal policy of compromises about
the more difficult and less risk-beneficial new plant requirements than those
embodied in Alternative C. Alternative D provides the broadest scope of safety
review and is the most demanding of tne four safety review alternatives.

| The SRP and the guidance referenced in it (regulatory guides and industry codes
and standards) will be used as a basis for the design review of piants whose
licenses are to be renewed. In evaluating the plant against safety acceptance
criteria provided in the SRP, the licensee will apply the same deterministic
safety analysis methodology that is used in current licensing of nuclear plants,
tinlike_ Alternative C, an assessment of the risk significance of any discrepancy
between plant _ design and SRP criteria may not be used to justify exemptions from
meeting the requirements. However, specific exemptions from the requirements

3-13
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may be granted by the NRC provided they meet the conditions specified under 10
ClR $0.12. Plant SSCs need not be new in order to meet the design standards for
new plants. Therefore, SSCs that are important to license renewal will be
identified, and the licensee will be requird to carry out the assessment and
management of aging as described in Alternative B.

The requirements for this alternative are given below.

1. Assessment Against All New-Plant Standards

Similar to Requirement 1 of Alternative C except that the licensee will
review the plant design against all safety acceptance criteria specified
in the SRP.

2. Plant Modifications
'

Propose hardware and operational and procedural changes, or supply analysis
to demonstrate that all new plant standards are met.-

3. Requirements 1 through 4 of Alternative B to Assess and Manage Aging.

I

.
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4. CONSEQUENCES OF SAFETY REVIEW ALTERNATIVES

The safety review alternatives introduced in Chapter 3 have been evaluated with!

I respect to their values (reductions in radiation exposure) and impacts (costs)
| to provide a common basis for comparison. The specific values and impacts that

are analyzed are designated " attributes," and they are described in detail in
Section 4.1. These attributes include the benefits of avoiding accidents as
well as direct consequences of implementing license renewal requirements.

In this analysis, Alternative A was treated as the baseling against which the
relative values and impacts of the other alternatives were estimated. This does
not imply that there are no consequences associated with Alternative A, but
that the consequences of Alternatives B, C, and D are included only insofar as
they differ from those of the minimum-action alternative. The assessments of
values and impacts for Alternatives B, C, and D are described in Sections 4.2,
1.3, and 4.4, respectively. The best-estimate results for all three alterna-
tives are summarized in Section 4.5, and the results of sensitivity and uncer-
tainty analyses are described in Section 4.6. The relationship of the alterna-
tives to other regulations and constraints to be considered in their imple- '

mentation are discussed in Section 4.7.

4.1 Attributes for Estimating Values and Impacts

NRC guidance for performing regulatory analyses and value-impact assessments
provides a set of attributes to be considered as candidates for analyzing reac- :

tor safety issues (Ref. 4.1). The attributes that are relevant to license
renewal regulation are shown in Figure 4.1, where they are identified as aris-
ing from avoidir.g accidents or as direct consequences of implementing license
renewal requirements. The attributes are summarizec' below:

* Values. Two values arise from decreases in the frequency or consequences
of accider.ts. The change in core damage frequency was estimated for Alter-
natives B, C, and D and translated into avoided dose to the public (VI)
and avoided occupational exposere associated with accident management and
cleanup (V2). The benefit associated with avoiding radiation exposure from
accidents is offset to the extent that-there is an increase in routine oc:u-
pational exposure to implement and operate with plant modifications (V3).
Increases in routine occupational exposure are treated as negative values,
while decreases are treated as positive values (Ref. 4.2).

Impacts to Licensees. The direct' cost to the licensee to implement*
,

| license renewal requirements (11) includes the cost to perform analysis,
' collect data and maintain records, and implement and operate with plant

modifications. -These costs are treated as positive impacts. Avoided
onsite cleanup costs (12) and avoided replacement power costs after an
accident (13) are treated as negative impacts since they reduce overall
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Figure 4.1 Attributes for regulatory analysis of license renewal alternatives.
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costs. Another impact that offsets the direct cost of implementation is
the cost saving associated with any increase in availability or reduction
in maintenance costs. While this saving was not included in the cost sum-
maries, a parametric analysis of its potential for cost reduction was .

performed.

* Impacts to the NRC The NRC implementation cost (14) includes the cost
to develop regulatory guidance to support the license renewal rule, to
review the license renewal application, and to inspect and enforce changes

,

made for license renewal.

Offsite property damage was not treated explicitly in this analysis. It is

assumed that using $1,000/ person-rem to evaluate the effectiveness of a regula-
tory action is large enough to account for property damage costs such as decon-
tamination and interdiction as well as the costs of treatment for radiation-
induced injuries and compensation for injuries and deaths (Ref. 4.2).

The results of quantitative evaluations are summarized as impact-to-value
ratios. Routine occupational exposure (V3) and avoided onsite consequences
(V2 12 and I3 are treated as special considerations, and impact-to-value
ratlosa,rerepor)tedwithandwithouttheseattributesusingthefollowing
equations: <

With special Total Impact _ 11+12+I3+I4
considerations: Total Value vl+v2+v3

Without special Total Impact _ 11+I4
~

considerations: Total Value Vl~ '

Impact-to-value ratios were compared across alternatives and with the reference
value of $1,000/ person-rem. Alternatives with computed ratios larger than
$1,000/ person-rem are less cost effective than those with ratios less than
$1,000/ person-rem.

Quantitative estimates of avoided accident consequences and direct consecuences
were developed for Alternatives B, C, and D using the approaches outlinec below:

Alternative B. Values and impacts were developed only for those activities
that are required in addition to the activities of Alternative A.

Alternative C. Values and impects were developed relative to Alternative
B to emphasize the effects of requiring additional design changes based on
risk insights. It was assumed that the consequences of the additional
activities for Alternative C are independent of the aging assessment and
management activities of Alternative B,

Alternative D. All consequences are reported relative to Alternative B.

1
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| 4.2 Alternative B: Extension of Alternative A to Require Assessment and
,

M,anagement of Aging
1

4.2.1 Approach for Estimating Values and Impacts
,

The implementation of Alternative B would require the licensee to identify and'

compile the current licensing basis (CLB) for the facility. The licensee would '

then perform an integrated plant assessment to identify all systems, structures,
and components (SSCs) that are important to license renewal and to further iden- "

tify which of the structures and components are critical to the safety of the
plant and not a part of an established effective program to manage age-related
degradation. The methodology for this integrated plant assessment is expected

i to focus on deterministic methods to select SSCs with known important-to-safety
functions. The methodology may allow PRA to be used to supplement deterministic
methods as a means of identifying additional SSCs that are important to license
renewal from a risk perspective.

For the purpose of estimating consequences for regulatory analyses, it was
assumed that the licensee would perform a plant-specific probabilistic assessment
using standard data bases and methodologies, with modifications to account for
aging to the extent possible. This is not intended to imply that probabilistic
risk assessment (PRA) would be required or that it could fully replace deter-
ministic analysis of SSCs. Rather, PRA is used as a surrogate for the actual
assessment, which has not yet been sufficiently defined to allow costs to be
estimated.

The licensee resources required to develop and use a probabilistic assessment
and the benefits to be obtained from it are considered here in the context of
other NRC programs. All nuclear plant licensees have recently been required to
perform an individual plant examination (IPE) to identify and address vulner-
abilities to severe accidents at their plants (Ref. 4.3).- In fulfillment of
the requirements of this program, each licensee will develop either a plant-
specific Level 1 PRA with containment performance analysis or an equivalent
systematic assessment. For the analysis of license renewal requirements, it
was assumed that a standard PRA will be available at the time of license
renewal for one-half of the plants and that it could be modified for use in
license renewal with minimal additional effort.

The other requirements of Alternative B (see Section 3.2) involve assessment and
management of aging of selected structures and components and documentation of
new procedures in the technical specifications. Each plant will develop a list
of structures and components from a plant-specific screening process as discussed
above. For this regulatory analysis, a generic set of structures and components
was selected to represent the items that could arise from an integrated plant
assessment and require additional analysis of age related degradation. The list '

in Table 4.1 includes items _that are currently being studied by the Nuclear Plant-
Aging Research (NPAR) program, as well as several additional structures and com-
ponents that were identified as risk-significant on a generic basis in an NRC
study to prioritize SSCs for aging research (Ref. 4.4). The list in Table 4.1
should not be interpreted as exnaustive, nor should it be inferred that all items
on the list would be the subject of additional aging review.at every plant re-
questing license renewal. Rather, this list reflects the-NRC's current research-
priorities and analysis of risk significance and is representative of the types ;

of structures and components that are likely to be identified as warranting |

additional analysis with respect to aging.
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Taile 4.1 Representative list of structures and components for
regulatory analysis of Alternative B.

|
Components PWR/BWR

1

AC and DC bus, including medium voltage cables, connectors, Both
and breakers

Actuation and instrumentation channel, including associated Both
relays, breakers, cables, connectors, and instruments

Battery banks, class 1E Both

| Check valves Both
<

Control rod drive mechanism Both

Critical concrete structures Both

Containment, metal (including suppression chamber) BWR

Containment (other) Both

Diesel generator, emergency Both

Fan coolers and/or chillers Both

Heat exchangers Both

Hydraulic or air-operated valve Both

Manual valves Both

Motor-operated valves -Both

Motor-driven pumps and motor Both

Reactor coolant, feedwater, and recirculating piping and Both -

safe ends inside containment
Reactor coolant and/or recirculation pumps - Both

'
Reactor pressure vessel Both

Reactor pressure vessel internals Both ,

Reactor pressure vessel supports PWR

Safety / relief valves Both

Snubbers Both

Steam generator PWR

Transformers, critical Both

Turbine-driven pumps and turbine drive Both

.
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Estimates of the consequences of assessing and managing aging for each of the
structures and components on the generic list were developed for this regulatory
analysis. While it is difficult to provide a precise estimate of values and,

impacts until specific regulatory guidance is developed, industry information'

and results of NPAR studies were used to estimate the values and impacts presented
in this analysis.

4.2.2 Avoided Accident Consequences
' Avoided accident consequences include two positive values (avoided dose to the

public [V1] and avoided occupational exposure [V2]) and two negative impacts
J (avoided onsite cleanup costs [I2] and avoided replacement power costs [13]).
,

Assumptions

The expressions that are used to estimate the avoided consequences of accidents
are shown in Table 4.2. As indicated in the table, numerical values are

: required for the following items:

Annual core damagt frequency reduction.*

Containment failure probability given core damage.*

Public dose given release.*

Accidental occupational exposure given core damage.*

Cleanup cost given core damage.*

Replacement power cost given core damage.*

Length of the license renewal term.*

The first two of these factors--annual core damage frequency and containment
failure probability given core damage--are important in estimating the probabil-
ity that a large amount of radioactive naterial will be released to the public.
Estimating the reduction in core damage frequency for Alternative B involved a
complex modeling effort, as discussed below. For the purpose of this analysis,
generic relationships between decreases in core damage frequency and releases
were used in this analysis. The value-impact handbook (Ref. 4.1) suggests that-
when specific release categories cannot be identified, each core damage acci-
dent should be assumed to result in a large scale, early release of radioactiv-
ity. This approach considerably overstates the change in offsite impact of
events due to a generic change in the core damage frequency. In this regula-
tory analysis, it is assumed that the conditional probability that a core

"

damage accident leads to containment failure and a large release is 0.1. The
risk assessment results reported in NUREG-1150 indicate that this is a reason-
able value to use as a best estimate, although.the conditional probability of
containment failure ranges from values near zero to approximately 0.9, depend-
ing on the reactor design and the accident sequence (Ref. 4.5). This range cf
probabilities is given explicit consideration in the sensitivity and uncertainty
analyses.

The estimation of avoided dose to the public depends on the public dose given.
release. The generic value of 28 million person-rems per large-scale release
was used in this analysis. It was derived from an NRC siting study in which
offsite consequences were estimated for every reactor site in the United States
(Ref. 4.6). The results in that study were adjusted by dividing by three to
account only for the dose within a 50-mile radius of the release point.

4-6
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Table 4.2 Equations for estimating avoided accident consequences.

Attribute Equation
1

| V1 Avoided dose - (Annual core damage frequency reduction) l
to the public x (Containment failure probability given

core damage)
x (Public dose given release)
x (Years in renewal term)

V2 Avoided occupa- - (Annual core damage frequency
tional exposure reduction)

x (Accidental occupational exposure
given core damage)

x (Years in renewal term)
$

12 Avoided onsite - (Annual core damage frequency reduction)
cleanup cost x (Cleanup cost given core damage)

x (Discount factor accounting for years
in renewal term and 10 years for

,

cleanup)

13 Avoided replace- - (Annual core damage frequency reduction)
ment power cost x (Replacement power cost given core

damage)
x (Discount factor accounting for years

in renewal term and 10 years of
replacement power) r

The onsite consequences associated with severe accidents include occupational
exposure to clean up the accident, cleanup cost, and the cost of replacement ,

power for the duration of the outage. The estimation of avoided onsite conse-,

quences depends on the reduction in core damage frequency, but not on assump-
tions about containmer.t failure probability or public dcse. Occupational dose
to manage and clean up a core damage accident, given that such an accident has
occurred, is assumed to be 40,000 person-rems (Ref. 4.2). Avoided onsite cost
for accident cleanup is based on a cost per accident of $1.2 billion, which is
spread over a 10 year interval (Ref. 4.2). Avoided onsite cost for replacement
power is based on a cost of $0.4 million/ day (Ref. 4.7) for a 10 year outage
or for the remainder of the license renewal term, whichever is less. '

| The length'of the renewal term was assumed to be 20 years in this analysis. It
' was assumed that the benefits arising from avoiding accidents would accrue
| throughout 20 years following the first 40 years of operation under the original
l license.

Estimating Annual Core Damage Frequency Reduction

Estimation of avoided accident consequences is based on estimation of:the aver-
age annual change in core damage frequency arising from the requirements of the

,
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alternative. In this analysis, the core damage frequency reduction associated
with Alternative B was not estimated directly. Rather, the increase in risk

due to aging was estimated for Alternative A, in which current aging management
practices are continued throughout the renewal teru without additional aging
management activities. Thus, this analysis assumes that the inspection, sur-
veillance, test, and monitoring (ISTM) activities developed for Alternative B
are effective in reducing the risk associated with the structures and components4

used in the risk calculations for Alternative A. This increase in risk was
treated as the maximum potential risk reduction that could be achieved by improv-
ing aging management through the requirements of Alternative B. The models and
data for this estimate of risk reduction associated with Alternative B are
described in detail in Appendix C and summarized below.

~

There are several elements in estireating the change in core damage frequency
due te aging using the framework of PRA. It was assumed that the integrated
plant assessments would identify all the structures and components listed in
Table 4.1 as needing additional analysis of age-related degradation. Two types

i of impacts were considered: (1) the impact on core damage frequency of unavaila- '
;

: bility of the structure or component to prevent or mitigate an accident, and
(2) the impact due to a structure or component initiating a sequence that could
lead to core damage. In the first case which applies primarily to active
componentssuchasvalves, pumps,andd!eselgenerators,thechangeincore

i damage frequency was modeled as a product of two factors: (1) sensitivity of
the core damage frequency to unavailability of the structure or component, and
(2) the change in component unavailability, structure failure probability, or
initiating event frequency, denoted here as aq (Ref. 4.8). This is based on an
approximation to a Taylor series expansion.

Sensitivity coefficients for SSCs can be generated in standard PRAs, assuming
that these coefficients are not dependent on the effects of aging. In this.

analysis, sensitivity coefficients were obtained from dominant accident sequences
for the Surry plant and the Peach Bottom plant in the NUREG-1150 study (Ref.
4.5). These sequences were used to generate coefficients for the contribution
of each SSC individually and for the aging effects arising from multiple inter-,

: actions. If aging had been considered for all components in the fault trees,
additional components might have contributed to increased risk in this type of
analysis.

For active components that contribute to unavailability, it was assumed that
Aq depends on the following factors (Ref. 4.9):

Age of the equipment since itc last replacement or refurbishment and*

the offects of age on equipment performance.

Inspection and testing intervals and effectiveness of these activities*

in detecting failures.

Effectiveness of maintenance or replacement activities in restoring*

equipment to its original condition.

The effects of aging were modeled in this analysis by assuming that failure
rates increase linearly with the age of an SSC (Ref. 4.9). Other models exist,

'

such as the one based on an exponential increase in failure rate, and could be
used. The linear aging model requires that the aging rate, or increase in

-

i
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failures per hour per year, be specified for each SSC. The principal source
of information to estimate aging rates is the 1987 NRC study (Ref. 4.10) in

i

which a panel or experts reviewed failure data on selected SSCs and developed
'

estimates of aging rates for 51 SSCs. Other analyses of failure data performed
after that study indicate that there is a large degree of uncertainty associated
with estimates of aging rates. In one survey of the Nuclear Plant Reliability
Data System and Licensee Event Reports, statistically significant aging effects
were found for only one failure mode of one component, failure to run for the

BWRemergencydieselgenerator(Ref.4.11)Impliesthatagingratesderivedfrom
with more ambiguous indications of

i

aging for several other components. This
expert opinion should be treated as uncertain quantities and that the effects
of different assumptions about aging rates should be analyzed.

Intervals for inspection and testing for this analysis are based on standard
intervals in the technical specifications for currently operating reactors.
Estimates of the effectiveness of these activities were made by the experts in
the NRC study and used in this analysis.

For the case in which an SSC initiates an accident sequence, the change in
core damage frequency was modeled as the product of the sensitivity coefficient
and the average increase in the probability of the initiating event occurring.
The SSCs in this category are primarily passive components and structures so
they are seldom included in PRAs, and sensitivity coefficients are more diffi-
cult to obtain than for the active components. The 1987 NRC study (Ref. 4.10)
to develop risk-based priorities for aging research was used as the source of
sensitivity coefficients that could not be extracted from the NUREG-1150 PRAs.
The increased probt.bility of occurrence depends on the age of the SSC and the
rate at which aging increases the failure rate of the SSC. The 1987 NRC study
was the source of aging rates for SSCs that initiate accident sequences as well
as those that contribute to risk through unavailability.

The model and data described above were used to estimate the average increase
in core damage frequency due to aging over a 20 year renewal term, assuming
there are no changes to the current aging management activities. The change in
annual core damage freque cy due to both unavailability of SSCs and increased

; probability of accident initiation was estimated to be 2.2*10 8 for PWRs and
9.1^10 4 for BWRs, with an average over 107 plants of 1.8*10 8 As discussed'

above, this change in core damage frequency can be treated as the maximum
potential for reduction if Alternative B is implemented. The principal con-
tributors to aging risk are shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. For the PWR, four
types of active components account for 42 percent of the total increase in risk
due to aging, while eight types of passive components and structures account
for the remaining 58 percent of the risk. For the BWR, seven types of active
components account for 16 percent of the total risk increase, and eight types
of passive SSCs account for 84 percent of the risk. For both types of reactors,

,

I risk is dominated by a small number of SSCs, implying that aging management
| activities could be rather narrowly focused on selected items.

The reduction in core damage frequency over all 107 reactors was translated
into avoided public dose, avoided occupational exposure, avoided onsite cleanup
cost, and avoided replacement power cost using the assumptions described
earlier in this section. The results are summarized in Table 4.5.

.
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Table 4.3 Dominant contributors to risk due to aging for PWRs.

Average Annuai increase1

$$Cs in Core Damage Frequency

Contributors to unavailability 9.4*10 4

Motor-operated valves i

Emergency diesel generators
Turbine-driven pumps

2 Motor-driven pumps

Contributors to accident initiation 1.3*10 3

Steam generator tube
Connectors
Pi )ing -
Ca>1e
Reactor pressure vessel

internals
Bolts on primary and -i

secondary side components
Snubbers
Reactor pressure vessel i

It'is recognized that there are large uncertainties associated with these .

results. Some of these uncertainties arise from gaps in the analysis. For
example, there was no attempt to model the interactions between those SSCs
contributing to unavailability and those that' increase the probability of acci-
dent initiation. Another source of uncertainty is the lack of reliable data
about aging rates and the sensitivity of the results to~ assumptions about these

,

rates. The aging rates used in this analysis were derived from expert judgment, ~

with some data analysis for selected SSCs at selected plants. Recent analyses
of failure data indicate that aging rates for specific-SSCs could be larger or -

smaller than the values used in this1snalysis by more than a-factor of 10
depending on the plant-specific operating environment.' Moreover. it is possible
that aging degradation in some-SSCs could be nonlinear, with increasingly-larger
effects as the item ages. There are also uncertainties associated with effi--
ciency of detection and effectiveness of mitigative actions. There is some i-

evidence that the effectiveness factors used in_this analysis overstate the- '

effectiveness of current industry practices.

In order to determine the effect of assumptions about aging rates and effective-

nessfactorsontheoverallestimateofincreaseinriskduetoagingIskbasedtwo addi-
tional risk estimates were developed: a high estimate of-increased r
on high ' aging rate:: and a low estimate of increased risk based on low aging rates

.

i
and maximum efficiency of detection and effectiveness of mitigative measures.

'With this approach, the largest increase in risk due to aging was estimated to i
- be 2.7^10 2, and the lowest risk increase was-estimated to be 4.4*10 5 This:

'

l implies that as assumptions about uncertain inputs. vary through reasonable- jL
a

'
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Table 4.4 Dominant contributors to risk due to aging for BWRs.
i

Average Annual Increase
SSCs in Core Damage Frequency

Contributors to unavailability 1.5*10 4

Air-operated valves
Safety / relief valves
Battery banks
Motor-operated valves
Emergency diesel generators
Motor driven pumps
Turbine-driven pumps

Contributors to accident initiation 7.6*10 4

Connectors
Pising "

Ca)1es
Reactor pressure vessel internals
Bolts on primary and secondary

side components
Snubbers
Reactor pressure vessel

ranges, the estimate of the increase in risk can be reduced by a factor of 40
with respect to the best estimate or increased by a factor of 15. One possible
way to interpret this result is that this is the type of variation that might
be observed from plant to plant, based on different maintenance programs and
operating conditions.

Another perspective on the risk results comes from looking at the risk associated
with passive SSCs only, which are treated as contributors to accident initiation.
While aging of active SSCs (contributors to unavailability) is likely to
become apparent during the first 40 years of operation and thus is likely to
be controlled effectively by the time a plant enters its renewal term, this may
not be the case for passive-SSCs. The average annual increase in risk due to
the aging of passive SSCs alone is estimated to be 1.1*10.a using the model

| described above.

Another approach was applied to generate estimates of risk due to the aging of
aassive SSCs. The initiating event frequencies in the Surry and Peach Bottom-
) ras were adjusted to account for the increase in failure rates associated with-
some of the passive SSCs shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. With this approach, the
increase in core damage frequeicy was approximately a factor of 10 lower than-
the 1.1*10.a estimated above. Thus, there is considerable uncertainty in these
estimates of risk increase due to aging.
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Table 4.5 Summary of avoided accident consequences for Alternative B.*

Attribute Unit Best Estimate

VI Avoided dose person-rem 29,880
to the public

V2 Avoided occupa- person-rem 1,440
tional exposure

12 Avoided onsite million $ (11.8)
cleanup cost

13 Avoided replace- million $ (12.1)
ment power cost

* Average over 107 plants, per reactor.

4.2.3 Direct Consequences

Direct consequences associated with nuclear plant license renewal have been
developed to cover the range of alternative rules presently being considered.
The costs and occupational radiation exposure presented here represent the
incremental efforts on the part of both the industry and the NRC relative to
the effort called-for by Alternative A. Costs for license renewal activities
associated with Alternative A are assumed to represent a baseline and, for the
purpose of assessing relative cost impacts, are assumed to be zero. The dis-
cussions that follow present only the results of the direct consequence anal-
ysis. More detailed explanations of specific aspects of the cost and radia-
tion exposure impacts associated with license renewal are provided in Appudix D.

4.2.3.1 Assumptias and Bases

Several assumptions were made in producing the incremental cost and occupa-
tional radiation exposure estimates. In addition, a number of ground rules or
bases were established and used throughout. These ground rules were needed to
promote consistency among the estimates. Several of these were discussed in-
Section 4.2. Othere that are specific to the direct consequence analysis are i
presented here. '

Direct Consequence Baseline. Industry costs.and routine occupational
radiation exposures and NRC costs associated with license renewal Alterna-
tive A are. considered as consequence baselines, Since Alternative A uses
the current licensing basis this baseline is also representative of the
currentactionsandactivitlesonthepartofbothlicenseesandtheNRC
-that are carried out to help ensure-safe operation of.all nuclear plants.-

All impacts presented herein are considered to be incremental to the base-
line impacts. As such, they are the costs and exposures for activities
and actions that are over and above those "normally" incurred by both
indu'stry and the NRC, ,

4-12
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No Credit for Rule Requirements Already Being Performed by Certain
Utilities. A number of utilities may already be performing some of the
actions called for under the license renewal rules being proposed. The

'

analysis presented herein does not attempt to take credit for existing !

,

programs that might satisfy the requirements of the alternative rules. ;
The approach assumes that all plants will have to implement the rule
requirements and bear the full costs of such implementation. The informa- ,

tion reviewed indicates that relatively few plants currently have such
programs in place.

,

; High Cost Plants Versus low Cost Plants. Some variation in cost impacts
'

from one group of plants to another can be expected because of the improved '

technology used in some plants and the more stringent design standards
employed as compared to those used in other. plants. In general, the older

,

plants are expected to-have greater difficulty in complying with license
renewal rule requirements and, therefore. are expected to incur greater
cost impacts than newer classes of plants-in meeting these requirements.
This is not true of all license renewal requirements. For example, the
analysis pe: formed here assumed that activities and cost impacts asso-
ciated with aging assessment ~ and management would not be materiali dif-
ferent between old and new plants. These assessments entail rough y.the
same. type and extent of actions regardless of plant age. Data col ec-
tion and data reconstruction activities may be somewhat more difficult to
establish at older plants because of the-greater likelihood that some of '

the early plant data and information may have.been lost over the years.. i

However, any differences between old and newer plants in data reconstruc-
tion cost impacts are assumed to be fairly minor. Then, too,Ldata collec-
tion and data reconstruction costs could be dependent on recordkeeping
done to date, and this is not necessarily. dependent on plant age but *

rather on individual utility management and staff policies and procedures, i

Variation in cost impacts among plant groups for meeting license-renewal
requirements does not depend strictly:on plant age. . The design basis

..

used, design features, operating experience to date, etc.. all enter into
whether a plant:is likely to incur high or low costs-relative to-license ;

renewal requirements. Therefore, plants are simply classified as high '

cost or low cost in displaying the results.of the cost impact analysis.

For the purpose of. establishing.and assigning costs,'the following divi-
sion.of the plants into the high and low cost categories was used: - ;

BWRs PWRs

Number Low Cost Plants 13 31
Number High Cost Plants =23- 40

The BWRs were roughly categorized according to containment type. The
Mark I-containment designs were classified in the=high cost group; those
with Mark II or Mark III containments were. classified as low cost plants.
For the-PWRs, those with: initial operating dates prior. to the accident
at Three Mile Island were considered.high cost. Those PWRs with post-TMI 1,

accident start dates were considered to be in the low cost category. :i
This approach was judged to provide a reasonable scheme for classifying.
plants.
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! Replacement Energy Costs. Costs were not included for makeup power to
; accomplish any plant modifications associated with aging assessment and

management activities. The expectation is that these modifications can<

be accomplished without impacting normal refueling and maintenance outagei

| critical path times. This expectation is applicable to Alternatives A,
: B and C. Alternative D, on the other hand, may require substantial
! plant modifications. Formajorrepair/ replacement /refurbishmentactiv-

ities, extended plant downtime may be required.

Routine Occupational Ediation Exposure. The only activities for which'

Fadiation exposure would be anticipated are those requiring access to
' radioactive systems and those related to handlinq of radioactive wastes or

samples. The detailed evaluations of inspection', surveillance, testing, and
monitoring (ISTM) activities performed to assess and manage were reviewed tod

;

' identify those activities where. radiation exposure would likely accrus to !
workers performing these activities. For those. activities that would i

require access to radiation areas, exposure-was estimated using either !
| high (0.015 rem /hr), medium (0.0075 rem /hr), or low (0.0025 rem /hr) exps- :

sure rates. The exposure rates used a re Jetermined from surveys of a |
"

J number of nuclear plant actual work activities, ranging from major repair /
'

modifications to containment walkdowns. Specific activities envisioned
| for aging management were evaluated as to the in plant locations involved,

the local radiation levels, and the activity duration-(person-hours). i
.
' From this information, the occupational radiation exposure associated with

the conduct of that activity was estimated.

) - Radiation exposure estimates for major repair or replacement activities
i were based on actual records of accumulated doses from similar activities '

performed in the past. Where actual exposures were not available for 3,

particular activity, a generic estimating method was used to arrive at a'

dose estimate. These estimates took into account the normal dose rate t"o-
ical of the system or component being re? aired or replaced (Ref. 4.12), '..)e.

; estimated labor required to accomplish t1e activity, and the simildrity
{ of the activity of interest to repair.or replacement: actions for which
j actual exposure data are available.

All exposures are given in person-rems and have not been converted to an
.

equivalent dollar value. However, health physics-related-costs.have been- ;'

included and are assessed at the rate of $8,000/ person-rem. This exposure-
cost represents the amount typically spent at nuclear: power-plants in
minimizing occupational exposures (Ref,.4.13). *

I Discountina. The alternative license renewal rules call for the conduct
of various activities that occur at various times both' preceding-and dur-
ing the license renewal term._ W different alternatives call for differ-
ent activities, and the schedule?for performing these Activities also ,

varies from one requirement to the next; Defining cost impacts:for the-
different alternatives required that they be normalized to a common base ,

or common point in time.
.

:

The determination of cost impacts for the various proposed alternatives
-

!- required the use of discounting of the various cost elements to_a parti-
cular datum year _ keyed to a major milestone.;;The milestone selected for-

-

this regulatory analysis was the point'at which the licensee would submit
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a license renewal application to the NRC, All cost streams were appro- !
priately discounted to the selected datum year. '

In order to appropriately discount the cost impacts to the datum year,
the license renewal activities had to be scheduled with respect to this
point in time. Figure 4.2 presents the major license renewal activities
in timeline format. Both the datum year chosen and the overall schedule |shown in Figure 4.2 were judged to be reasonable by the NRC staff. The :
k(y underlying assumption for the timeline is that the licensee should be

'

given assurances by the NRC that the plant in question is suitable for |

,

relicensing 10 years prior to the expiration of its current operating i
license. These 10 years are required for the licensee to arrange for |

alternative sources of power in the event that a renewed license would not !be granted. The license renewal process was presumed to start with the :

licensee initiating a number of studies and analyses to support the li-
cense renewal applica*, ion 3 years before submittal of the application,

I to the NRC. The NRC would then perform a detailed review of the applica- t'

tion and, in the successful cases, issue a new license (with conditions)
2 years after the application is received. The new license would go into
effect at that point. It would _ cover _tho balance of the original 40-year

iterm as well as the 20 year period beyond.that. time. '

As Figure 4.2 indice+es, the identification of the current licensing basis,
the identification of structures and components for further analysis of
age-related degradation, the collection and analysis of data,-aging assess-
ments, and technical specification changes all occur in a time period
characterized by an intensive 3-year effort following the decision to-
start the license renewal process. After the application is submitted r

the licensee would enter into a maintenance mode for these functions en, ding
only at the end of the license renewal period. .'The aging management activi-
ties are characterized by the implementation of the hardware and training
of personnel for the enhanced ISTM program. These activities .could begin -
immediately upon the issuance of the new license, and they would have to

-

i

be completed and fully implemented within the first 10 years after the_new t

license is issued. For the purpose of this economic analysis, the assump- +

tion was used that the ISTM implementation program is initiated in year 5
of the new license and is fully implemented by year 10. The cost. impactsi

L associated with the NRC reviews and inspections were presumed-to occur in__
'

two distinct periods. The first period is an-intensive-2 year period follow-
! ing the submittal of the license application in which five major review

activities:were identified: review of the current licensing basis; review '

,

of the probabilistic aging assessment;; review of licensee plans regarding,

'

. aging assessment and management; review of the revisions to the technical
specifications; and review of the assessment against-new plant. standards.

~

The second major period for NRC activities is associated with the ongoing-
L review and inspection of license renewal. activities by the' licensee, which'

is initiated at the start of the new license period and terminates at the.
:end of-the license renewal _per_iod.-

.

This regulatory analysis is based on using the:date~at which a licensee
,

submits an= application for license renewal' to the NRC. This is the refer- '

ence point'used for discounting. :Further, all costs are expressed in-
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a

constant dollars (i.e., 1990 $). The effects of selecting a differ-
ent datum year for the economic analysis are discussed in Section 4.6.

Discount Rates. Cost analyses were performed using a discount rate of
5 percent for the base case. The discount rate is interpreted as the
;9tv mf return on invested funds over and above the rate of inflation.

4.2.3.2 Appre6ch

Alternative B requiret, licensees to perform certain actions over and above
those called for by Alternative A. These requirements for Alternative B are
characterized by six fairly distinct elements or aspects:

1. Identification of current licensing basis,
2. Identification of structures and components for further analysis of

age-related degradation,
3. Collection and analysis of data,
4. Aging assessment,
S. Aging management and
6. ChangestotechnIcalspecifications.

The following sections discuss cost to both licensees and the NRC for each of
these elements and radiation exposure impacts to the licensnes.

1. Identification of Current Licensing Basis

Licensee Costs

Alternative B requires that applicants for license renewal identify the current
licensing basis for their facility to assist-in the integrated plant assessments.
This description is to include all regulations and exemptions, orders, license
conditions, technical specifications, and written commitments made in docketed
licensing correspondence. The effort required to identify the current licensing
basis will vary widely, depending on the degree to which the plant documentation
has been kept up to date. Where good records have been ke
tional changes as well as the basis for any such change.;,pt of design and opera-a minimal effort
shouldberegulredtodocumentwherethedetaileddesign/licensingbasiscanbe
found. A minimal effort of 1 person year of engineering, plus another one-half
person year of management / licensing review, could produce the required summary
documentation requested by the NRC. However, for plants where documentation has
not been kept up to date and where much of the original design basis has been
lost, a very large effort may be required. For example, at one plant where much
of the original documentation was lost or out of date, and where many changes
had been made to the facility without maintaining adequate configuration control
documentation, the effort required to document the current design basis was on
the order of-$30 million. This example is considered to be an extreme case, and
few plants should have to go through this level of effort to identify the cur-
rent licensing basis. Nevertheless, for those plants that do not currently have
up-to-date design basis documentation,'the efforts associated with meeting this
requirement will not be trivial. For plants in this category, the average cost
per plant of preparing the 1eeded documentation is estimated to be about $3.0-
million. For plants thu iiave kept their design and licensing basis documenta-
tion fairly current, the expectation is that, on average, the cost of complying-
with this aspect of license renewal will be about $1.0 million.
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NRC Costs

The NRC will not conduct a formal review of CLB information but will audit the
information as needed. The cost to the NRC is estimated to be only a fraction
of the licensee costs associated with this element. For the purpose of this
analysis, the assumption has been made that NRC costs will be about 20 percent
of the licensee costs. Thus, the reviews of current licensing basis document-
ation for those plants where significant updating was necessary are estimated
to cost about $0.6 million while, for plants whose documentation has been kept
current, the cost is estimated to be about $0.2 million.

2. Identification of Structures and Cmuponents for Further Analysis of
Age-Related Degradation

Licensee Costs

Alternative B requires that each licensee perform an integrated plant assessment
to identify the plant-specific SSCs that are important to license renewal and
to identify which of those structures and components are critical to the safety
of the plant and not a part of an established effective program to manage age-
related degradetion. For the purpose of this analysis, it was assumed that a
PRA could be used as a surrogate for estimating the costs of such an integrated
assessment. The PRAs considered in this analysis would empicy standard techniques
and methudologies, but they would ba modified to specifically account for the
effects of aging-related degradation.

Some type of PRA has been performed on about one-half of the nuclear power
plants in the United States. However, the scope, level, and detail of these
PRAs vary censiderably from one plant to the next, and none of the existing PRAs
accounts for aging effects in any significant or comprehensive manner, if at
all. The individual plant examinations (IPEs) (Ref 4.3) recently called
for by the NRC wfl1 increase the number of plant-specific PRAs completed in the
near future, but these efforts will not specifically address aging effects.
The existing PRAs and soon-to-be-completed IP2s will provide a base from which
an integrated piant assessment for license renewal can be performed.

Current estimates for the ents of producing a plant-specific Level II PRA that
includes external events range from atmut $1.6 million to about $2.6 million
(Refs. 4.14 and 4.15). These costs are for conventional PRA9 that do not
explicitly account for aging effects. Discussions with PRA experts indicate
that the inclusion of aging effects into a PRA will increase the costs by 20 to
50 percent. Therefore, the incremental costs of performing a probabilistic
assessment that includes aging e#fects are estimated to be $0.4 to $1.4 million.
This is the cost increment relative to the basic PRA, and it is assumed that
PRAs will be available for about one-half of the nuclear power plants. A point
estimate value of $0.9 million has been used here. The other half of the reac-
tor population would have to perform their FRAs from scratch, and with aging
effects included, thesa efforts are estimated to cost between 52.0'and $4,0
million per plant. For the. reactor population as a whole,: therefore, the
avereae cost per plant associated with the integrated plant assessment to

.

identifySSCsforagingreviewisestimatedtobeabout$2.0million. Con-
sistent with the schedule presented in Figure 4.2, for each plant, this assess-
ment is assumed to be performed over the 3 years prior to the licensee's
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submittal to the NRC for license renewal. Using a 5 percent discount rate, the
effective cost at the time of submittal is about $2.2 million per plant.

Once the initial effort to identify and assess selected SSCs is completed,
there may be a need to evaluate and trend effects of degradation during the
renewal term. If the initial PRA is periodically updated, it could assist in
this type of monitoring. Updates would incorporate the most recent failure and
aging data and would help ensure that the list of critical items subject to |aging is kept current. Industry personnel estimate thht an effort of auout
1 person year per year per plant would be needed for this annual updating.
This effort has been included in the cost estimate for producing and main-
taining the PRA for each plant. The expenditure for this annual updating is
assuaec to be about $114,000 (1990 $). This effort starts as sou as the PRA

'

is completed and continues until the new license expires. Thecost(prosent
value) of this continuing effort in 1990 dollars is about $1.8 million.

NRC Costs

The probabilistic assessments used to assist in selecting structures and compo-
nents for further aging analyses will have to be reviewed and evaluated by the
NRC. Reference 4.15 indicates that the NRC effort required to review IPE sub-
mittals by licensees is expected to be about 6 person months per plant. This
estimate provides a reasonable basis for evaluating the effort by the NRC to
review licensee PRAs. As with the licensee efforts, the assumption can reason-
ably be made that the basellne effort will have to be increased by 20 to 50
percent to review the probabilistic assessment that includes agin
The mean costs, based on a loaded NRC iate of $45 per staff-hour,g effects.then, are
about $60,000 per plant. This is assumed to be a one-time cost. No allowance
was made for any NRC efforts to review annual updates of the probabilistic
assessment, as it is not clear that incremental efforts would be needed or
expended for such reviews.

3. Collection and Analysis of Data on SSCs Important to License Renewal

Alternative B calls for the collection and analysis of pertinent data for the
structures and components identified as requiring additional assessment of age-
related degradation. The effort needed here would collect background information
regarding the design and fabrication of the components and operating and main-
tenance histories during the plant initial licensing term. This effort would
also establish a data collection scheme applicable to the renewal term. Some,

| of the effort may be devoted to the reconstruction of operating histories if
. these histories have not been rigorously tracked and recorded during the initial
i licensing term. This type of information is needed to assess the current status

of the component and is input to the residual life assessments'that must be
performed.

The costs of establishing and maintaining a data collection program were esti-
mated on a total plant basis rather than on a component-by-component basis. In
defining these program costs, the assumption was made that the most efficient
means of maintaining most data is through electronic data sets (or computer data
bases). Advantages include compact storage, perpetual data. organization by-

| data set structure (no misfiling.or multiple formats for a given type of data),
the facility for direct loading of input data for analytical codes (either at
the plant or at corporate headquarters), the facility for input from multiple
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unprotected turminals to a protected computer, and ease of data review. Envi-
sioned here is a data base developed by the utility or by the nuclear industry
for aging recordkeeping (and, obviously, many other purposes). The costs '

indicated for these activities reflect the cost of installing, adapting, and
checkout of the software syst.em at an ind vidual plant, the supervisory over-
sight of the program, and the routino entry of data. In addition, for data not
suitable for elect onic data sets (such as plant drawings, control room strip
charts), estimates are made for haro copy data assimilation and storage. Costs
cited here are not to be considered the cost of complete record activities for
a nuclear plant, but, rather, only those incremental activities associated with
aging and needed to help ensure that critical systems and components still
rctain reasonable safety margins, Appendix 0 discusses the types of data
collection activities taken into account in dealeping cost estimates.,

The licensee costs associated with the collection and analysis of data result
in up-front costs (prior to Ikenso submittal) of about $0.95 million per
p1Lnt. The ongoing costs were estimated to be about $2.25 x 105 per year for
updating and maintaining the data and record systems. These recurring costs
have a worth of about $3.6 million at the time of license submittal. The pre-

submittal costs of about $1.0 million must be added to the recurring costs.

Associated NRC Reviaw Costs

The NRC's costs associated with the review of utility data collection and anal-
ysis efforts are discussed in Item 6 below.

4. Aging Assessment

Alternative B requires that an aging assessment be performed for all items that
arise from the integrated plant assessment. Analysis of the remaining safety
margins of structures and components would have to be performed by the applicant
prior to the application for license renewal. These analyses would also have
to be updated periodically throughout the renewal term to take account of actual
duty cycles, changes in operating conditions, or other f actors that could degrade
the integrity of the items of concern.

Licenseo Costs

The licensee costs associated with aging assessments were derived assuming two
major aspects to this effort:

Aging assessments performed prior to license renewal submittal, and*

An ongoing program to periodically update the aging assessments through-*
out the renewal term.

The initial assessments performed in advance of the submittal for license
renewal are estimated to cost between $2.0 and $5.0 million per plant. These
estimates were established in part by reviewing the costs of the LWR pilot
plant life extension studies. Those studies evaluated the status and remaining
life of a_ number of critical structures and components. However, for license
renewal, more comprehensive and in-depth analysis may be needed, in addition,
industry cost estimates for regulatory review costs were also used to derive
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!

the per-plant cost range for this activity (Ref. 4.16). A point estimate of i
$3.5 million per plant has been used in the base cost estimate. |

The second element of the aging assessment program is geared to providing
periodic updated evaluations of component status. The cost estimate for this-
element assumes that an initial effort is expended to establish the program.

.

This effort would include the purchase of analytical tools, software, etc., !
that can be used to assess aging effects throughout the renewal term. It also |includes training plant personnel so that they can effectively perform these i

-

periodic analyses and/or monitor the results if the actual analysis is per-
formed automatically. This initial effort also includes tailoring of analyt- i
ical tools and/or data sets to the specific conditions and configuration of the;

plant. Finally, the cost estimates for this aspect of. aging assessments'

includa the labor effort to perform the: periodic analysis updates, to evaluate
the results, and to document the results periodically during the renewal term. |
This initial setup of the program was estimated to cost about $1.4 million. !
This effort is expended arior to license submittal. The assumption was also '

made that roughly a one 1alf person effort per year would be. expended in main- !
taining the tools and programs used, keeping documentation up to date, etc. *

| These recurring costs have a value of $0.9 million for the 20-year license
renewal period. This effort is separate from, and in addition to, that needed '

to actually perform the periodic aging assessment analysis updates.

Little data were found reflecting actual or. industry-estimated costs for per- '

forming the ongoing residual life assessment activities, although-Nine Mile'
Point (Ref. 4.17) did report fracture analysis estimates. The cost estimates :
provided here assumed that the analysis required by these activities could be '

accomplished by the equivalent of slightly under one person per plant on the
average, with an associated equivalent annual cost of about-$76,000-(1990 $). ;

This estimated' level of effort assumes that data on the component status, ~

*

operating cycles, etc., are arovided by the ISTM program.and that the data .
, are readily available from t1e data collection and storage activit.es called-
i for by Alternative B. These periodic costs are assumed __to occur every:5 years

from the time of license submittal until the plant is retired at-the end of *

the rer,ewal term. Their equivalent value at the time of license submittal-is|

$1.17 million,

In summary, the costs of aging assessment are estimated to be as follows: ;

Pre-license aging assessment: $3.5 million - '

Initial setup of program: - $1.4 million
Recurring program maintenance: $56,800 per year
Recurring analysis costs (every 5 years): $0.43 million ;

HRC Costs
^

NRC review costs associated with the initial and periodic agin'g assessment
information provided by licensees is included in the estimates provided in
Item 6 below.

.

| | 5. Aging Management--

Alternative B requires licensees to develop and implement-a program _to manage
aging of those structures and components for which degradation has the.
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potential to significantly ifect sa.'ety. An example list of structures and
components that may need this type of program was presented in Table 4.1.

This requirement basically calls for a program that provides ISTM of critical
items in the plant. As such, it may require the installation of additional
instrumentation and surveillance equipment relative to what is currently
installed in nuclear plants. This program will also require periodic inspec-
tions of critical components by plant personnel. The types of ISTM activities
needed vary, depending on the component involved and the type of information
needed.

The aging management program assumed here, and which was used to provide the
basis for estimating costs, provides the means for plant personnel to adequately
monitor the condition of selected SSCs. While nuclear utilities currently do
considerable ISTM activities, these efforts may not be judged adequate for assess-
ing and managing aging into'the license renewal term. The-ISTM activities used
for preparing cost estimates portinent to license renewal are considered to be
incremental to current utility practices as defined by technical specifications.
The ISTM program called for to help assess and manage aging will provide indic-
ations of components whose margins of safety are either out of bounds or are
approaching pre-established limits. As such, the enhanced ISTM program should
give indications of when selected SSCs in the plant must be repaired, replaced,
or refurbiched to ensure that adequate safety margins are maintained. For some
components, the reference ISTM program calls for a phased replacement of the
entire population over a fixed period of time. However, for most components,
the program costs presented here do not include any costs associated with addi-
tional analysis or diagnostic efforts for items determined to be at or near a
questionable state, nor doet it include the costs to actually repair or replace
the degraded items. These adu'tional analysis and diagnostic efforts, as'well
as any component repairs or replacements, were considered to be part of the
utility's normal responsibility to ensure that its plants are safe and in sound
operating condition.

The cost estimates for ISTM activities were developed en a component-by-
component basis. They were developed based on the types of activities identi-
fied in the industry pilot plant studies on life extension-(Refs. 4.18, 4.19,
and 4.20) as well as the guidance provided in recent NRC-sponsored studies on
component aging and aging mitigation (Refs. 4.21 and 4.22).

All recommendations for ISTM requirements (Refs 4.21 and 4.22) were evaluated
to ensure that those recommendations _were not already within'the scope of cur-
rent NRC requirements and to assess whether a significant_ portion of the effort
was already being accomplished by licensees. In addition, all candidates for
enhanced ISTM activities were evaluated as to their potential effectiveness
toward reducing failure rates.of the selected SSCs. Only those activities with
an apparently significant potential for reducing failure rates were retained.

-

Several modifications to the ISTM recommendations resulted, and the cost esti-
mates provided are based on this revised listing of.ISTM requirements.

The costs of performing ISTM activities in support of an aging management
program vary somewhat between BWRs and PWRs. The-differences are due to the
differences in the components and systems between the two reactor types and-the
different types of ISTM _ activities appropriate for BWRs versus PWRs. The aging

_ management (ISTM) costs for each reactor type are estimatr:d to differ by less
_
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than $2 million on a per plant basis between BWRs and PWRs when these costs
are discounted to the datum year.

Appendix 0 lists the components for which ISTM activities were defined and
evaluated for the current cost analysis. The costs and radiation exposure for
caicying out the associated ISTM progr a are detailed for each component / item
of interest to license renewal.

Significant radiation exposure to plant personnel is anticipated in carrying
out the ISTM activities required by the aging management program. Personnel
will have to conduct much of this effort inside containment where radiation
levels are relatively high. In addition, these activities must be repeated
throughout the license renewal term. Some ISTM activities must be performed as
frequently as every few months; in other cases, the inspection interval is as
infrequent as every 5 or 10 years. Radiation exposure estimates were derived
for ISTM activities using the number of person-hours spent in a radiation field
to carry out each activity and for each component, factoring in the number of
times each activity would be performed over the license renewal term, and
assuming a nominal effective dose rate typical of the location where the activ-
ity was carried out. The different exposure rates used were discussed in
Section 4.2.3.1.

The incremental costs associated with an enhanced ISTM aging management program
are estimated to be about $6.7 million per plant on average over the entire
reactor population. This estimate includes the related health physics support
costs that are charged at the rate of $6,000/ person-rem of radiation exposure
received. Also, this dollar figure represents the cost at the onset of the
20 year extension period. When discounted to the point of the license renewal
application submittal by the licensee (i.e. , the datum year), the average cost
per plant for the enhanced ISTM program is about $3.7 million.

6. NRC Costs Associated with Review of Aging Assessment and Management
Submittals by Licensees

lhe aging assessment and management programs called for by the license renewal
rules will result in the production of significant quantities of new informa-
tion on the part of licensees. Each iicensee program must be thoroughly reviewed
by the NRC to ensure that it meets established guidelines and standards. Analy-
ses performed to assess component / system status regarding useful remaining life
and safety margins must also be thoroughly reviewed by NRC analysts. In many
cases, independent analyses must also be performed as a check on the adequacy
and accuracy of licensee submittals. Therefore, a substantial NRC review effort
will be associated with this aspect of license renewal. The estimates provided
here include roughly a 2 person-year effort per plant for the initial review and
a continuing effort of about 1 person-year per year per plant. The continuing
effort will be needed to perform ongoing reviews of licensee submittals on aging-
assessments, to verify ISTM activities, and to ensure that plant data records
are suitably maintained and updated throughout the renewal term. The recurring
NRC efforts are assumed to commence as soon as the new license is granted and
continue throughout the period of extended plant life. The NRC's expenditures
for this portion of its reviews are estimated to be about E 4,000 per plant per
year. The NRC's initial review effort immediately following the licensee's sub-
mittal for licunse renewal is estimated to cost about $190,000 per plant. This
overall effort is considered to be incremental compared to current NRC review -
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efforts and the efforts called for under Alternative A. The datum year worth of
these NRC review activities is about $1.5 million.

7. Changes to Technical Specifications

Alternative B requires that licensees submit a list of the proposed technical
specification changes necessary to account for any plant modifications and the
activities implemented to manage aging of SSCs. The technical basis for any
such changes must also be submitted. To estimate the costs associated with
technical specification cha..ges, the number of changes were defined based on
the number of ISTM changes identified with the enhanced aging management
program. Seventeen such changes were identified. Th; costs nsociated with
making technical specification changes were derived from NRC's generic cost
estimation methodology (Ref. 4.23). The further assumption was made that there
changes would be split about evenly in the categories of complicated versus
noncomplicated and the costs per change selected accordingly. This approach
yielded industry costs of about $450,000 per plant to accomplish the expected
technical specificatdon changes.

NRC's costs for the review of these changes were estimated to be about $270,000
per plant (Ref. 4.21).

4.2.3.3 Summary of Direct Consequences of Alternative B

Table 4.6 summarizes the estimated per plant direct consequences associated
with Alternative B. The costs are shown for each of the six major elements
called for by this license renewal alternative. The numbers shown are based on
a 5 percent discount rate. In addition, the values presented represent the
mean or "best estimate" for each particular element. The requirements called
for by Alternative B have roughly the same cost and exposure impacts on all
plants. These impacts, for all practical purposes, are independent of plant
type and plant age. Table 4.6 also presents NRC costs associated with
Alternative B.

Table 4.6 indicates that the typical licensee costs associated with Alterna-
tive B and a 20 year license renewal term are estimated to be about $22 million
per plant. In addition, the imposition of this alternative is ex)ected to
result in a cumulative incremental exposure to plant workers of a>out 173
person-rems over the 20 year license renewal period. NRC costs are about
$2.3 million per plant. These costs, in 1990 dollars, represent the worth at
the time of licensee submittal of the expenditures called for by the'Alterna-
tive B requirements. Exposures are not discounted, but represent the linear
summation of personnel exposures incurred both in the setup of the required
programs and the conduct of these programs throughout the 20 year license-
renewal period.

4.2.3.4 Potential Imprc.veinonts in Plant Performance Due to License Renewal
Requirements

The requirements called for under license renewal Alternative B (and C and D)
have the potential for improving plant performance compared to what might be
expected under Alternative A. The impreved performance aspects are discussed
below.
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Table 4.6 Individual plant impacts for Alternative 8
relative to Alternrtive A.

Estimated Impacts

Attributes Cost Exposure
($ million) (person-rem)

11. Licensee Implementation Costs

1. Identification of Current
Licensing Basis $2.2 0

2. Identification of Safety-
Significant Items 4.0 0

3. Collection and Analysis of
Data 4.6 0

4. Aging Assessments 7.3 0

5. Aging Management 3. 6 173

6. Technical Specification Changes 0.5 0

.. _

Licensee Subtotal $22.2 173

14. NRC Implementation Costs

1. Identification cf Current
Licensing Basis $0.4. 0

2. Identification of Safety- '

Significant Items 0.1 -0

3. Aging Assessments and Management 1.5 0

4. Technical Specification Changes 0. 3 0

NRC Subtotal $2.3 0

Total (24.5 173

.

Notes:
1. Estimates are presented in 1990 dollars for a licensee that applies

. ..
.

for license renewal in 1999.
2. Costs reflect a 5: percent discount race.
3. License renewal period is 20 years.
4. Estimates do not include potential improvements in plant performance

due to' enhanced ISTM requirements called for by Alternative B.
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1. Averted Costs and Radiation Exposure Due to Enhanced ISTM !

The impacts of the proposed enhanced ISTM program (i.e., aging management) used
'

in this regulatory analysis did not include two major factors that could be at- ]tributed to incipient failure detection--sverted radiation exposure and averted
repair costs. A typical example would be the impact of an enhanced loose parts
monitoring system whose installation and operatinn costs were included for all
plants in this analysis. Loose parts are either foreign metallic objects, such
as wrenches, or internal component parts that become loose, such as locking cups
from thermal barrier bolts, and that subsequently become entrained in the pri-
mary coulant flow. Over the past 20 years the frequency of loose parts events
in U.S. reactor systems is approximately one event every 4.8 years of reactor
operation (Ref. 4.24). The French nuclear program reports their loose parts
incident rate is on the order of one event for every 5 to B reactor years (Ref.
4.25). The consequences of a loose parts incident range from enhanced monitoring
requirements of those parts that become trapped and do not further-impact, to
substantial damage to steam generator tube sheets or the incore instrumentation
nozzles. Other failures attributed to loose parts incidents include failed fuel
elements caused by fretting in the presence of metallic fines. In addition to
the immediate equipment failures, there is a concurrent' generation of metal fil- ;,

ings, which cause increased buildup and wider distribution of radioactive mater-
ial. This results in higher levels of system radiological contamination.

;
'

In the United States, most plants have installed loose parts monitors of older
vintage in compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.133. The monitors are basically
unreliable and prone to false alarms (Ref. 4.26). The monitors whose costs.
were estimated and included in this. analysis are commercially available state-
of-the-art systems. These.new systems have-incorporated several enhanced
detection and false alarm rejection techniques (Ref. 4.27) and conform to_the
draft ASME standard on loose parts monitoring. A conservative assumption would-

i

be to attribute an early loose parts detection rate of 75 percent using the new
monitors as compared to less than 10 percent for the currently installed-
systems. Using the population of 107 reactors, it can be estimated that there
would be an early detection of 278 loose parts incidents over a 20 year' reactor
population extended life. If 10 percent of these incidents are assumed to-
evolve into major incidents causing significant damage to either reactor inter-
nals or a steam generator tube sheet,-it can be estimated that 27 major 1cose
parts incidents might well occur over the 20-year license renewal period.

-Repair costs for a severe steam generator. incident can be estimated at $20
million and 1,500 person-rem exposure per incident (Ref. 4.27). Using the dis-
counting methodology previously described and assuming that the incident rate
is constant, the industry could avert $360 million over a 20 year life. This-
is a saving of about $3.4 million per plant. .With respect to the averted radia- !

tion doses,_ the enhanced systems could avert, on the average, approxirrately 400
person rems per plant over 20 years.

The enhanced loose parts monitors perhaps.do not contribute significantly to
reducing the risk _ of core damage; however, they can av4rt substantial occupa--,

tional exposure as well as substantial financial impacts. The impacts of other
proposed enhanced ISTM program elements used in this regulatory analysis could
also add to averted radiation exposure and averted repair costs. These include
reactor internal monitoring systems, reactor coolant pump and other major pump
monitoring systems, leak detection systems, as well.as the periodic structural-
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:

mechanical testing and enhanced inspection-of critichi systems. In addition to j
averted radiation exposures and costs, the enhanced ISTM program would also :

contribute to enhanced plant availability by substantially reducing the occur- .i
rence of unanticipated or forced outages.

The foregoing examples indicate the potential for averted costs and radiation
- ,

exposure that may accrue from the enhanced ISTM activities called for by Alter-
natives B, C, and D. Essentially every separate element of the enhanced aging-
management program has some potential for averting problems by alerting plant-
personnel to impending failures, breakage, etc. This will allow them to take

,

corrective action before problems and failures develop. Considerable cost and
exposure can be avoided in that the efforts required for the preventive actions
should be less difficult and should involve less exposure than corrective actions
taken after a component has failed or broken. In effect, the ISTM activities
called for by Alternatives B, C, and D should predict when maintenance and
repair actions should be performed to preclude component failure. Predictive
systems and approaches have been applied at some nuclear plants with good
results (Ref. 4.28).

The current assessment of values and impacts associated with license renewal
requirements has not attempted to quantify in any comprehensive manner the cost
and exposure reductior.s possible due to enhanced ISTM programs. Based on the
potential benefits from the loose parts monitoring example noted above,-the
total program benefits _ could be very large. While these benefits for the
complete ISTM program have not been quantified, they have the potential for
offsetting a large fraction of the implemc.ntation and operation costs asso+
ciated with this program.

2. Averted Costs Due to Improvements in Availability

The impacts of the proposed alternatives estimated in this regulatory analysis
did not include any averted costs due to improvements in availability that may

'

result from the enhar.ced ISTM program, better insight and understanding of the
aging and wearing processes, and higher reliability:of new components. These
averted costs would probably vary considerably from one plant to another. On-
a per plant basis, they can be characterized as percentage improvements-over a-
year of plant operation. Using the point estimate of;$0.4 million;per day of-

.

operation, Table 4.7-depicts averted costs for a 1 through 5 percent improve-
ment in availability for a single operational plant. Using the discounting
methodology previousiy described, Table 4.7 also presents estimates for the
averted costs over a 20 year license renewal period for the 5 percent discount
rate.

The impact of. increased. availability does not contribute significantly to a
decreased risk of core damage. The.potentially averted costs are, however,
rather significant. For even a modest improvement of availability of=1 per-
cent over the entire reactor population of -10' plants, the potentially averted
costs are impressive--approximately $1',100.million over 20 years. These. averted
costs are approximately 46 percent of the best estimate for the industry costs
of Alternative B for a 20 year-license renewal _ period. In addition to the
averted costs,. the increase in availability could also avert occupational radia-
tion exposure due to decreased repair and maintenance exposures. ~ No estimates
were made for averted accupational radiation exposure due to increased availability.
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j Table 4.7 Potential cost savings due to
improvements in availability.4

:

Annual
Availability,

'

Improvement 5% Discount

1% $10.2
2 20.4
3 30.6
4 40.8
5 51.0

i Note: All costs are presented for.one
plant in millions of 1990 dollars and
are discounted relative to the license
application date. _ Savings are assumed
to start at the end of the 40 years of
the original licensing term.

4.3 Alternative C: Extension of Alternative B to Require Assessment'of Design
Differences Against Selected New-Plant Standards

| This alternative supplements the aging assessment and manage.11ent requirements
of Alternative B with requirements to ensure that renewal plants meet the
intent of selected safety acceptance criteria used for new plants. In order1

to implement this alternative, the NRC would have to identify a specific set
of standards to be reviewed at each plant. Since this set of standards has
not been developed and it would be a major effort to do so, the analysis of <

the values and impacts of Alternative C is based on-an NRC program that had,

sinjilar objectives.
'

4.3.1 Approach for Estimating Values and Impacts

The NRC's Systematic Evaluation Program (GEP) was initiated in 1977 to deter--
mine the extent and significance-of differences between the designs of the 10
older plants shown in Table 4.8 and the newer design standards embodied in the
standard review plan (Ref. 4.29). The first phase of the SEP was a review of a I

wide range of safety issues that identified a set of 137 topics to investigate
_

I

at each of the 10 plants. .This was followed by. plant-specific reviews-in
which deviations from_new plant standards were assessed as having.high, medium,
or low risk significance. Finally, corrective actions were identified.to
minimize the risk due tn the design. discrepancies.

While the specific topics chosen for license renewal review might differ _fromt
those developed for the SEP, the objectives of Alternative C and the SEP are-
very similar, Therefore, the SEP is used as a surrogate to indicate.the
general types of results that could be expected if a similar review were

| _ required of plants applying for license renewal.
'

.
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Table 4.8 Plants reviewed in the Systematic Evaluation Program.

Date of Power . Type of Reactor
Name Operation Level Reactor Manufacturer

Yankee 1961 167 PWR Westinghouse

Big Rock Point 1962 69 BWR General Electric
-\

Lacrosse 1967 50 BWR Allis-Chalmers

Haddam Neck 1968 582 PWR Westinghouse

San Onofre 1 1968 436 PWR Westinghouse

Oyster Creek 1969 620 BWR General diet ic
Dresden 2 1970 772 BWR General Electric-

Millstone 1 1970 654 BWR General Electric

Ginna 1970 470 PWR Westinghouse

Palisades 1971 730 PWR Westinghouse.

There are several-reasons to be cautious about applying the SEP results directly
4

to license renewal. First, all of the 10 plants that were reviewed for the !

SEP were designed and-built before the NRC formalized the general design crite-
ria and the standard review plan. Nuclear regulation vas changing and expand-
ing very rapidly during the 1960s and early 1970s, and all of the 10 SEP plants
were in operation by 1971, For many other plants, the change in regulations
has been.less dramatic. For example,.all plants _that started operation after
1982 were explicitly reviewed against the standard review plan at-the time the
license was granted, and there has been relatively little change in its require-
ments in recent years. If this trend continues, it can be. expected that the
44 plants starting operation after 1982 would 'show fewer discrepancies at the
time of license renewal than did the 10 plants in the SEP review (Refs. 4.30
and 4.31).

Another factor to consider in interpreting the-relevance of the SEP results to-
-license renewal relates to ongoing NRC reviews. Since the completion of the
SEP, the NRC has initiated a number of programs to address safety issues at.
currently operating plants. While the focus of these programs was not neces-
sarily to assess discrepancies.from new plant standards, many.of the modifica - -i
tions that arose from these programs have the effect of reducing the.signifi-
cance of discrepancies. _ For example, a recent rule requires that all licensees
demonstrate that their islants can cope with a prolonged loss.of all ac. power
(Ref. 4.32). The direct effect of this rule is to reduce the. risk associated
with . station blackout, and this indirectly' reduces the significance of dis-
crepancies between older plants-and new standards for the SEP topics on elec-
trical power systems, including emergency ac and de power. Another NRC
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activity that will probably narrow the gap between older plants and newer
standards is the individual plant examination (IPE) program in which compre-
hensive, plant-specific evaluations will be prepared for every operating plant
to identify and minimize vulnerabilities to severe accidents. Since these
evaluations will be completed by the time of license renewal, it is less likely
that as many high-risk discrepancies will be discovered through an SEP-type
review at the time a licensee submits a renewal application.

In summary, although the SEP is used to develop values and impacts for the
purposes of regulatory analysis, it is likely that the risk reductions asso-
ciated with license renewal would be less for Alternative C than those found
for the SEP plants, particularly for later applicants for license renewal.

4.3.2 Avoided Accident Consequences

In the SEP, differences from the standard review plan were identified and cate-
gorized as having high, medium, or low risk significance. Although a plant-
wide PRA was used for Millstone 1 to translate discrepancies with new plant
standards into contributions to core damage frequency, in most cases the
assignment of risk significance was based on systems-level analyses of reli-
ability or on qualitative consideration. In the absence of quantitative PRA
results, the SEP assessments of high, medium, and low risk were translated
into quantitative ranges as follows:

High = 10 5 to 10 4 core damage events / year
Medium = 10 6 to 10 5 core damage events / year
Low = 10 7 to 10 6 core damage events / year

These ranges are generally consistent with the NRC's guidance for setting
priorities for generic safety issues and with the quantitative results reported
for Millstone 1.

Based on this assignment of quantitative ranges to the qualitative SEP results,
an estimate of the total risk reduction associated with SEP at each plant was
made by summing the risk reductions for all risk-significant discrepancies.
The best estimates of the total risk reductions for the 10 plants ranged from
a low of 7.1*10 5 core damage / year to a high value of 2.9*10 4 core damage /
year. While the list of identified discrepancies was not checked against
corrective measures at all the plants to ensure that the full amount of risk
reduction was achieved, the NRC review of the SEP indicates that corrective
actions were taken to fully resolve most of the identified discrepancies
(Ref 4.31).

The extrapolation of SEP results to other reactors is based on the assumption ,

that the smallest of the risk reductions found at the 10 plants is the most
representative of the type of risk reductions that could be achieved by imple-
menting Alternative C for license renewal plants. The principal reason for
this' assumption is that ongoing programs, including generic safety issue reso-
lutions, individual plant examinations, and backfits associated with rules
such as station blackout, will have the effect of narrowing the gap in risk
between older and newer plants. In subsequent' calculations, a value of 7.1*10 6
is used as the best estimate of the reduction in risk for Alternative C rela-
tive-to Alternative B. In Section 4.5, a fairly wide range of uncertainty is
considered for.this estimate.
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The avoided accident consequences-for Alternative C arising from a reduction in
core damage frequency are summarized in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9 Semmary of avoided accident consequences for
Alternative C relative to Alternative B.*

Attribute Units Best Estimate

V1 Avoided dose person-rem 1,180
to the public

V2 Avoided occupa- person-rem 60
tional exposure

12 Avoided onsite million $ (0.5)
cleanup cost

13 Avoided replace- million $ (0.5)
ment power cost

* Average over 107 plants, per reactor.

4.3.3 Direct Consequences

Alternative C calls for an assessment against selected new plant standards.
It also imposes the requirements discussed for Alternative B in Section 4.2.3, ,

Licensee and.NRC efforts associated with this requirement are judged to be
comparable to the efforts that characterized the SEP. Therefore, costs were
estimated based on SEP results.

Cost and occupational radiation exposure estimates for Alternative C were based
on the same assumptions and bases as were used for Alternative B and as dis-
cussed in Section 4.2.3.

4.3.3.1 Assessment of Design Differences-Against Selected New-Plant Standards

The licensee costs for the evaluations and engineering analyses required by' the
SEP were about $4_million per plant in about 1980. This equates to a cost'.of

|E about $6.2 million in 1990 dollarr.. Since the SEP dealt only with_ older
nuclear plants, these costs should represent an upper bound estimate-for the-
evaluations and analyses needed to assess design deviations against selected
new-plant standards. Newer plants are assumed to require a less extensive and
less costly effort than older plants. This'is because there will be fewer

. deviations as a whole for newer plants relative to new plant standards. Less
effort will have to be expended by newer plants in evalusting the significance
of, and remedies for, deviations. Based on engineering judgment, the assess-
ment efforts for newer _ plants were estimated to be roughly 35 to 40 percent of-.
the efforts needed by plants whose design basis is further removed from new-
plant standards. The average' cost for newer plants to_ perform the needed-
analysis is assumed to be $2.3 million per plant (1990 $).
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4.3.3.2 Plant Modifications

Identified deviations from selected new-plant standards may have to be
corrected. Physical modifications and/or revised operating procedures may be
needed. The costs of such actSns are difficult to estimate since specific
deviations from new plant standards have not yet been identified. The best'

indication of such costs are those that resulted from SEP actions. The costs"
of plant modifications due to the SEP ranged from an equivalent of $4.6 million
to $39 million per plant (Ref. 4.29) in 1990 dollars. While considerable <

uncertainty is associated with using the SEP-related cost impacts to estimate |
,

license renewal requirement costs, they nevertheless are the best indication l
available of costs resulting from the evaluation of design deviations from j
selected newer plant standards. Older plants are assumed to have extensive ;
deviations from new plant standards and are assumed to incur higher-range costs '

. in remedying deficiencies, i.e. , on the order of $39 million per plant. Newer' plants are expected to have few deviations on average and will require less
costly modifications to correct deficiencies. A figure of $4.6 million is used
for the newer plants. These costs are assumed to be incurred-in the 5 year
time span prior to the time when the original 40 year license period would have
expired. At a 5 percent discount rate, the value at the time of license sub-
mittal becomes about $23.7 million for the high cost plants.and about $2.8--

million for the low cost plants. As noted previously, the variation in costs
among plant groups should be characterized by factors-other than strictly plant
age. Therefore, plants whose designs deviate substantially from new plant
standards are referred to as high cost plants; plants with fewer aeviations are
referred to as low cost plants.

Any physical modifications performed as a result of assessing selected new-
plant standards, as well as any changes required in procedural or operational
activities, are assumed to take place prior to the licende renewal date. These
physical and procedural changes to plants are not expected to extend plant
outages, so no replacement energy cost impacts are expected.

Physical modifications made to nuclear plants to comply with selected new plant
standards will almost certainly result in radiation exposure to plant workers.
Since specific modifications to comply with these standards have not yet been
identified, only gross approximations can be made regarding the associated
radiation exposure. Estimates of radiation exposure were-produced here by-
reviewing previous ratios of person-rem per dollar for both large and small
plant modification efforts. The ratios thus derived were used to estimate.
radiation exposures associated with plant modifications as might~be required by
Alternative C. Different ratios were used for the high cost versus the low
cost plant categories. This differentiation between high and low cost plants is
based on the assumption that a high fraction of the modifications in high-cost
plants will be made to radioactive systems and/or take place-in radiation
areas. Using this approach,.the higher cost plants are estimated to incur
about 550 person-rems in carrying out the needed modifications, while-the low

- cost plants incur about 40 person rems.

4.3.3.3 NRC Costs-

NRC costs associated with assessments of design deviations from selected new-
plant standards should be comparable to the SEP efforts expended by the NRC.

~

SEP required 8 professional staff years and $860,000 (1980 $) in contractor
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support per plant. This is equivalent to an NRC cost of about $2.07 million
per plant (1990 $). These are the costs applicable to plants with significant
deviations from new plant standards. The more recent vintage plants should
present fewer differences when compared against the selected new plant stand-
ards. Therefore, their associateo review effort by the NRC should also be less
complex and should regaire less resources than is the case for plants with
substantial deviations. For these plants, the NRC review costs are assumed to *

be 35 to 40 percent of those for the higher cost plants. This assumption
yields an NRC review cost for the low cost plants of 10.78 million per plant,
or about $ 0.7 million considering its value at the time the licensee submits
the application for license renewal.

4.3.3.4 Summary of Direct Consequences of Alternative C

Table 4.10 summarizes the estimated cost impacts associatad with Alternative C,.
not including costs associated with the requirements of Alternative B. The-
presentation in Table 4.10 shows costs separately for high cost and low cost
plant categories. Table 4.10 indicates that cost impacts for the high cost
plants are roughly double those for the low cost plants, while the high cost
plant radiation exposure is more than three times that estimated for the low
cost plants. The dominant effect is the perceived need for the higher cost
plants to undergo more substantial physical modifications to meet the selected
new plant standards. Substantial worker radiation exposure is incurred in
making these physical modifications.

4.4 Alternative D: Extension of Alternative B to Require Compliance with All
New-Plant Standards

4.4.1 Approach for Estimating Values and Impacts

As discussed in Chapter 3, Alternative D requires compliance to the maximum
extent possible with all provisions of the standard review plan (SRP) at the

,

| time of the license renewal application. The impacts and values for this
alte-native will be discussed relative to Alternative C, which requires a review
against a selected list of SRP topics. The two alternatives clearly differ in
scope since Alternative D requires review against all SRP topics while the
review for Alternative C would be limited to some subset of the full list of
topics. More importantly, Alternatives C and D differ in the criteria by which
the plant is judged to satisfy any SRP requirement. With Alternative C, a
licensee could provide analysis to demonstrate that a discrepancy with the SRP
is not risk-significant, and this would be a sufficient justification to relax
that SRP requirement. Many of the SRP requirements were judged to be too. severe
and costly to warrant the minimal reduction in risk that full compliance would-
achieve. Several examples from the SEP illustrate how risk-based arguments
could be used to justify deviations fre new plant standards:

Flood protection requirements. Less than full. compliance was. required*

.for external events with a likelihood of 10 G to 10 7 per year and
minimal-offsite consequences.

Missiles generated by natural phenomena. In the SEP analysis, the*

frequency of. energetic tornado generated missiles was estimated to be
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Table 4.10 Individual plant impacts for Alternative C
.

relative to Alternative B.1

Low Cost Plants High Cost Plants,

*

Cost Exposure Cost Exposure
Attributes ($ million) (person-rem)= ($ million) (person-rem)-

!

:. II, Licensee implementa-
i tion costs

,

Assessment again>t $2.3 0 $ 6.2 0
. selected new plant

..'
standards *

; Upgrades to meet 3.0 44 26.6 555
'

selected new plant
standards

4

i Licensee subtotal 5.3 44 32.8 555

I4. NRC implementation
costs

. Assessment against 0.7 0 2.0 0
i selected new plant

standards '

Total 6.0 44 34.8 555

Notes:
1. Estimates are presented in 1990. dollars for a licensee that applies for

~

.

license renewal in 1990.
2. Costs reflect a-5 percent discount rate.
3. License renewal period is 20 years.
4. Estimates do not include potential improvements in plant performance due

to enhanced ISTM requirements ~ called for by Alternatives B and C.
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less than 5*10 8 and the prc5 ability of such a missile generating a
core damage accident less than 5*10 9

* Reactor core isolation cooling system. Risk assessments indicated that
failure to generate initiating signals did not contribute to risk at
operating plants.

The safety. review for Alternative D will be based on the deterministic methodo-
logy used in reviewing operating licenses. This implies that exemptions for
design differences from the SRP that might be justifiable based on a risk-
argument in Alternative C will not be allowed with Alternative D.

With this interpretation of Alternative D, some SRP requirements could be very
difficult or even impossible to implement at older plants. For example, the
ASME Code allows older plants to limit their compliance with new requirements

'

"to the extent practical" with regard to preservice examinations and access to
perform inservice testing of pumps and valves for assessing operational readi- <

ness. It is possible that full application of these requirements might be
satisfied only by large-scale replacements or rework of major components.
Another example of requirements that could prove very difficult to meet are
those relating to the documentation, inspection, and testing during construc-
tion'that are part of quality assurance programs at new plants. The implica-
tions for plants that were constructed before quality assurance was strictly i

defined and implemented are unclear.-

Since Alternative D requires full compliance with the SRP, it is likely that
it would require more extensive analyses and plant modifications than needed
for the implementation nf Alternative C. It is difficult, however, to ident-
ify specific modifications to quantify values and impacts. The approach in
this analysis for estimating avoided accident consequences is to use the-
results of the-SEP and other NRC risk assessments to provide a perspective on
the maximum amount of risk that could be reduced by implementing Alternative D.
The approach for estimating direct costs is to identify several modifications
that could involve extensive downtime to complete. An estimate of the replace-
ment power costs associated with these modifications:is made and treated as
the lower bound of the cost to implement Alternative D.

4.4.2 Avoided Accident Consequences

The requirements for assessing and managing aging for Alternatives C and D are <

the same, but the requirements for design review in Alternative D are broader
in scope than those for Alternative C; hence, larger risk reductions (and much
larger costs) are expected for Alternative D. Moreover, Alternative D could
require more extensive plant modifications than-Alternative C to address common
topics. However, it is unliimly that the difference in activities to address
common topics would involve significantly greater risk reductions for Alterna-
tive D as compared to Alternative C since Alternative C already requires com-
pliance with selected new plant standards unless the difference is not risk-
significant.

Overall, the risk reduction associated with Aiternative D is likely to be at
least slightly larger than that for Alternative C. In this analysis, a value
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of 3.0*10 4 is used to represent the risk reduction that might be achievable
with Alternative D. This number is larger than any of the risk reductions
estimated from the SEP, which ranged from 7.1*10 5 to 2.9*10 4 As previously
discussed, the largest of these risks overestimates the average amount of risk
reduction that could be achieved through the application of Alternative C in
two ways: (1) it was the largest risk reduction found in the review of a set
of plants for which the risk reductions could be expened to be larger than
average since they were all licensed before the standard review plan was devel-
oped; and (2) ongoing NRC programs to identify and Strect significant contri-
butors to risk will further reduce the risk associaud with discrepancies
between older plants and new plant standards. By extension, the average risk
reduction that could be ach,eved under Alternative D is probably less than
3.0*10 4, so this number will be used to represent the upper bound of average
risk reduction. Table 4.11 summarizes the avoided accident consequences asso-
ciated with this reduction in core damage frequency.

4.4.3 Direct Consequences

Alternative D requires an evaluation against all new plant standards. This
alternative could well require substantial physical modifications to a larae
number of nuclear plants, especially those whose design basis is considerably
different from what is called for by the newer standards. These major physical
modifications, should they be required, will likely necessitate periods of
extended plant downtime. Outage durations of 1 to 2 years can be expected,
depending on the nature and extent of the required modifications. Replacement
energy costs, therefore, may well be in the range of $150 to $300 million per
plant at the time the modifications are made. These estimates are consistent
with those presented by industry for major repair / replacement activities under-
taken in support of plant life extension (Ref. 4.22).

Although the basic requirements of Alternative 0 have been formulated, the
impacts in terms of mandated physical, procedural, or operational changes to
plants have not yet been established. Therefore, cost impacts associated with
the adoption of Alternative 0 have not been developed. Since Alternative D
imposes more demanding requirements on licensees than does Alternative C, the
cost and occupational exposure impacts for Alternative D will be larger than
those for Alternative C. This is especially true considering the sizable
replacement energy costs expected with Alternative D.

4.5 Summary of Values and Impacts for Alternatives B, C, and D

The values and impacts from Sections 4.3 and 4.4 are summarized in Table 4.12.-

When special considerations are included in the results for Alternative B, the
best estimate of the net value relative to Alternative A is 31,150 person-rems
per reactor and the net impact is $0.6 million per reactor. In this case, the
cost for the licensee and the NRC to implement the requirements of Alternative
B are almost completely offset by the cost saving expected from avoiding acci-
dents. The impact-to-value ratio for Alternative B is $20/ person-rem, which is
considerably less than the reference number of $1,000/ person rem. When special
considerations such as avoided onsite costs are included, the impact-to-value
ratio for Alternative B is $820/ person-rem, which also is less than $1,000/
person-rem. It can be concluded that the requirements implied by Alternative B
are cost-effective when compared with Alternative A.
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Table 4.11 Summary of avoided accident consequences for
Alternative D relative to Alternative B.*

Attribute Unit Best Estimate

VI Avoided dose person-rem 4,980
to the public

V2 Avoided occupa- person-rem 240
tional exposure

12 Avoided onsite million $ (2.0)
cleanup cost

13 Avoided replace- million $ (2.0)
ment power cost

* Average over 107 plants, per reactor.-

For Alternative C, the total values and impacts relative to Alternative B are
890 person-rems and $22.0 million, respectively. The impact-to-value ratio for
the additional requirements of Alternative C is $24,800/ person-rem, including-
special considerations. Since this ratio far exceeds $1,000/ person-rem, the
requirements of Alternative C that are superimposed on Alternative B are' not

-

cost-effective. This effect is masked when the values and impacts for-all the
activities of Alternative C, including aging assessunt and management,'are
considered. In this case, the impact-to-value ratio is $850/ person-rem, which
is less than $1,000/ person-rem but much greater than the ratio obtained for
Alternative B with special considerations included.

for Alternative D, no attempt is made to-develop accurate estimates of-the,

|
values and impacts.- Rather, an upper bound is developed for avoided accident
consequences, and a lower bounJ is developed for cost to the licensee and NRC.'

Tha overall effect of this approach is to provide.the lowest possible estimate-
of the impact-to-value ratio. As-discussed in Sections 4,3 and 4.4, the average-

| reduction in core damage frequency assumed for Alternative D is 3.0*10 4 and
the cost-to provide replacement power during plant modifications-is.$225 million.

~

With these assumptions, the impact-to-value ratio for Alternative D relative to
Alternative B is_$42,300/ person-rem, and this.is much greater than $1,000/
person-rem. Since further refinement of the values and impacts would increaseL
the ratio, it can be enneluded that the design-related activities of Alternative-
0 are not cost-beneficial relative to. Alternative B.

4.6 Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analyses of Alternatives B and C

Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses were performed to determine the effects of-
changing the values of specific parameters on the impact-to-value ratios of
Alternative B (relative to Alternative A) and' Alternative C (relative to Alter--
native B). Both analyses started with the identification of parameters that
affect the impact-to-value ratios and estimation of-the likely range of each
parameter.- The sensitivity analysis involved calculating impact-to-value-
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Table 4.12 Summary of values and impacts for
Alternatives B, C, and 0.*

Attribute Units Alt. B Alt C** Alt. 0**

V1 Avoided dose person rem 29,880 1,180 4,980
to the public

,

V2 Avoided occupa- person-rem 1,440 60 240
tional exposure,

V3 Routine occupa- person-rem (173) (345) Not est.
tional exposure

,

Total value
With SC*** person-rem 31,150 890 5,220
Without SC person rem 29,880 1,180 4,980

Il Licensee imple- million $ 22.2 21.5 225
mentation cost

12 Avoided onsite million 5 (11.8) (0.5) (2.0)cleanup cost

13 Avoided replace- million $ (12.1) (0,5) (2.0)
ment rower cost

14 NRC implementa- million $ 2.3 1. 5 Not est.tion cost

Total impact
With SC million $ 0.6 22.0 221
Without SC million $ 24.5 23.0 225

Impact-value ratio
With SC $/ person-rom 20 24,800 42,300
Without SC $/ person-rem 820 19,500 45,200

* Average over 107 plants, per reactor.
** Relative..to Alternative 8.

***Special considerations.

|
1

I
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ratios, including special considerations as each parameter was sarled indi-
vidua11y throughout its range, while the uncertainty analysis examined the-
combined effects of simultaneous variation in all the parameters using proba-
bility models.

The nine parameters selected for study are:

1. Licensee cost increase.
2. NRC cost increase.
3. Routine occupational exposure increase.
4. Core damage frequency reduction.
5. Containment failure probability given core damage.
6. Public dose given release.
7. Accidental occupational exposure given core damage.
8. Cleanup cost given core damage.
9. Replacement power cost given core damage.

Parameters 1, 2, and 3 are the direct consequences of_ implementing any alterna-
tive. The best estimates of these consequences were developed in Sections 4.2
and 4.3 for Alternatives B and C. In this section,-the effects of variations
in the estimates of direct consequences for the two alternatives on the impact-
to-value ratio are examined.

Parameters 4 through 9 are inputs to the equations for estimating avoided acci-
dent consequences, as shown in Table 4.2. Core damage frequency reduction
(parameter 4) varies depending on the requirements of the alternative, but it
is assumed that the values of parameters 5-9 are common to all alternatives.

High and low estimates were developed for the nine parameters, as shown in
Table 4.13.

4.6.1 Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity analysis was performed in two phases:

1. Impact-to-value ratios were calculated by holding-the values of all but
one of the parameters constant and allowing the remaining parameter to
assume its-largest and smallest values.

2. The ranges of impact-to-value ratios were compared among the nine param-
eters to identify those parameters that were most_important to the
results of the analysis.

The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 4.3 for Alternative B and in
Figure 4.4 for Alternative C. Several conclusions can be drawn from these
figures.

Alternative B

The reduction in core damage frequency is by far the most important| *

[ factor in. determining the impact-to-value ratio for Alternative B. As it
| varies through its-low and high values, the impact-to-value ratio.can
; range from a negative number to a number much greater than $1,000/ person-

A negative ratio is a very favorable outcome in this case since itrem.
|
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Table 4.13 Parameters for sensitivity and uncertainty analyses.

'

Alternative B Alternative C
Relative to Alterna- Relative to Alterna-
tive A tive B

Parameter Units Low Best High Low .Best High

'

1. Licensee cost million $ 14.0 22.2 30.4 10.8 21.5 32.2

2. NRC cost million $ 1.3 2.3 3.3 0.9 1. 5 2.1

.
3. Routine occupa- person-rem 112 173 243 220 345 470

'

tional exposure
.

4. Core damage fre- core damage 4.4E-5 1.8E-3 2.7E-2 1.8E-5 7.1E-5 2.9E-4'

; quency reduction events / year

I 5. Containment probability 0.01 0.1 1.0 0.01 0.1 1. 0
failure proba-
bility given'

core damage
f

'

6. Public dose person-rem 2.1E+6 8.3E+6 -3.2E+7 2.1E+6 8.3E+6 3.2E+2-
given release

,

7 Accidental person-rem 2.0E+4 4.0E+4 6.0E+4 2.0E+4 4.0Ev4 6.1E+4
occupational
exposurs giver' ;

j core damage

8, Cleanup cost million $ 600 1,200 1,800 600- 1,200 1,800
given core

-

damage

9. Replacement million $ -1,095 ~ 1,460 1,825 1,095 1,460 1,825
i -power cost

given core
e damage

i-

9-

*
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Figure 4.3 Alternative B relative to Alternative A:
Sensitivity of impact-value ratics.
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arises from a combination of a positive value and a negative impact, with ,

avoided costs that more than offset dircct costs.

The impact-to-value ratio is somewhat sensitive to licensee cost, contain'*

ment failure probability given core damage, accident cleanup cost, and
replacement power cost, but the ratio is less than $1,000/ person-rem over
the full range of these parameters. It can be concluded that while assump-
tions concerning these parameters could change the calculated ratio, they
would not change the conclusion that Alternative B is cost-effective with
respect to Alternative A.

Over the ranges considered in this analysis, the impact-to-value ratio*
for Alternative B is virtually insensitive to assumptions about NRC cost
increase, routine occupational exposure increase, public dose given
release, and accidental occupational exposure given core damage.

Alternative C

The impact-to-value ratio for Alternative C with respect to Alternative B*

is very sensitive to the values of several parameters: licensee cost
increase, core damage frequency reduction, public dose given release, and
contaiament failure probability given core damage. However, the variation
of any single parameter through its full range of values always results in
it, pact-to value ratios that exceed $1,000/ person-rem. It can be concluded
that there is virtually no set of reasonable assumptions for which Alterna-
tive C is cost-effective with respect to Alternative B.

The rescits for Alternative C are moderately sensitive to the assumption*

about routine occupational exposure increase. The results are insensitive
to NRC cost increase, accidental occupational exposure given core damage,
cleanup cost given core damage, and replacement power cost given core
damage.

4.6.2 Uncertainty Analysis

Uncertainty analysis was performed to supplement the-sensitivity analysis in
l two ways: (1) to understand the combined effect of simultaneous' changes in

more than one variable, end (2) to incorporate information about the likelihood
of observing low or high estimates. This analysis was developed in three
phases:

1. The nine parameters were treated as random variables. A probability
distribution was defined for each of the nine random variables over the
ranges reported in Table 4.13. For simplicity, triangular distributions
were chosen for most of these probability distributions, with the low,
best-estimate, and high values assigned to the vertices of the triangular
distribution. Log scales were used to model public dose given release and
containment failure probability given core damage. A log-uniform distribu-
tion was chosen for the core damage frequency reduction with the low and
high estimates from Table 4.13 assigned to the 5th and 95th percentiles of
the distribution.

2. A single value was extracted from each of the nine distributions using
Monte Carlo sampling, and an impact-to-value ratio was calculated from this
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set of nine numbers. The sampling was repeatad 1,000 times and the inputs
and outputs were saved from each iteration.

3. The 1,000 impact-to-value ratios were treated as random samples from the
,

output distribution, and various graphics and statistics were developed
to characterize the distribution.

The output distributions for Alternatives B and C are summarized in the form of
frequency histograms in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. For Alternative B, the distribu-

tion of impact-to-value ratios is sharply peaked at a value far below the refer-
ence value of $1,000/ person-rem; very large or very small ratios are much less.

likely than ratios near zero. There is a fairly large probability that the
ratio for Alternative B will be less than zero, implying that this alternative
is very cost-effective.

In contrast, the impact-to-value ratios for Alternative C relative to Alterna-'

tive B are generally much larger than the $1,000/ person-rem reference value.
For Alternative C, fewer than 1 percent of the 1,000 samples resulted in impact-
to-value ratios that are less than $1,000/ person-rem; moreover, more than 14 per-
cent of the iterations produced the undesirable combination of positive impacts
and negative values. The negative values arise from large routine occupational

1

exposures that are not offset by reductions. in exposure to the public and
workers from avoiding accidents. It can be concluded that the additional activ-
ities associated with Alternative C generally are not cost-beneficial.

The same results for Alternatives B and C are displayed in the form of a cumula-'

tive distribution in Figure 4.7. From this graph it can be seen that approxi-.

mately 62 percent of the impact-to-value ratios for Alternative B were less than
$1,000/ person-rem. Note that 48 percent of the ratios are negative, implying
that the total impacts were less than zero while the total values were greater
than zero. From this distribution of results it can be seen that the impact-to-,

value ratio for Alternative B generally is less than $1,000/ person-rem, and
hence that Alternative B is cost-effective with respect to Alternative A.<

Also, the impact-to-value ratios for the additional activities of Alternative C
generally are much larger than those for Alternative B.,

4.7 Relationship with Other Requirements and Activities: Impacts and
-Constraints

Current requirements and activities of the NRC and other organizations may
affect or constrain the development and implementation of the license renewal
process. Conversely, the development and implementation of the license renewal
rule may influence other requirements and activities.- The differences in the
potential impacts and constraints of the rulemaking alternatives are discussed
with regard to NRC activities and requirements for the following general areas:

, ,

i

1. Licensing Activities H

2. Inspection Activities |

3. Research Activities
4. Coordination with Industry Groups
5. Policy and Public Considerations
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Table 4.14 provides a summary view of the ongoing activities that are discussed.
Considerations arising from the requirements of each rule alternative are
analyzed.

4.7.1 Licensing Activities

1. Incorporation of Aging into Licensing Process

Broad technical concerns such as plant aging often require separate, independent
efforts on the part of the NRC to ensure proper implementation in the licensing B
process. For example, resolution of severe accident concerns has required a O

'
systematic program (including individual plant examinations) in excess of pre-
viously existing NRC activities. Alternative A rests on the premise that aging
and plant life extension technical concerns can be adequately incorporated into
the licensing process through existing NRC programs such as equipment qualifi-
ration and aging research. An ad hoc (rather than a systematic) approach is
less likely to ensure that all Tdentifiable issues become part of the licensing
process. Alternatives B, C, and D require an integrated plant review to
identify, evaluate, and account for degradation of plant systems, structures,
and components. Assessment and management of age degradation safety problems
would become part of the licensing basis of the plant under these alternatives.

Alternative A would not establish a separate program activity (for licensees
or the NRC) to specifically account for aging at nuclear power plants. Alter-
native A is not a no action alternative; however, under Alternative A, a sig-
nificant amount of management initiative and coordination effort would be nec-
essary within the fiRC to ensure that technical issues that could affect the
safety of plants during license renewal terms are incorporated appropriately
into ongoing programs. For example, as aging concerns relating to license
renewal (i.e., those that might limit or prevent a renewal term) are identified
by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES), these technical issues
would be communicated to the responsible branch within the Office of Nuclear >

Reactor Regulation (NRR). The NRR technical staff would determine whether
changes needed to be m de in ongoing licensing and inspection activities to
account for technical issues related to license renewal. If NRR determined
that changes were needed, then it would have a range of mechanisms 1to-accomp-
lish the change--such as bulletins, notices, gnaeric letters, or a request for
RES to develop a new regulatory guide for backfit of older plants. Substantial
implementation effort will be required for Alternative A, except that this
effort will not be part of a systematic effort for license renewal as is -
defined for the other alternatives

2. New Licensing Interpretations Required of NRR

Technical interpretations of the regulations require extensive effort on the
part of licensees and the NRC. NRC management involvement is often necessary
to resolve differences between staff and licensee technical positions. Alter-
natives A and B would not require new design _ interpretations. With the adop-
tion of Alternative C, however, the staff would be called upon to provide inter-
pretations of the regulations to individual plant designs in_ areas that may-
not have been previously addressed at those plants. -Each plant applying for
license renewal will have specific circumstances and designs that will neces-
sitate individual attention by staff reviewers within NRR. Because of the sub-
stantial economic impact involved with license renewal-and related decisions to
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Table 4.14 Impacts and constraints of other NRC activities.

4.7.1 Licensing Activities

Incorporation of Aging into Licensing Process
New Licensing Interpretations Required of NRR
Review of Exemption Requests
NRC Management and Commission Review of Applications
Administration of Transition Between Original and Renewal License
Project Manager Interface with Licensees
Implementation of Individual Plant Examination Program
Safety Evaluation of Industry Technical Reports
Decommissioning Licensing Responsibilities of NRR and NMSS

47.2 Inspection Activities

Reliance on Routine Headquarters and Regional Inspection Programs
Special Team Inspections
Additional Inspection Requirements for Resident Inspectors
Design Verification

,

4.7.3 Research Activities

Ongoing NRC Aging Research
Development of Aging Techniques for PRAs
Development of Maintenance Standard and Potential Rulemaking

4.7.4 Coordination with Industry Groups

Industry Initiatives for License Renewal
Code and Stardard Development

| 4.7.5 Policy and Public Considerations-

Energy Policy and National Generation Planning
Specific-Demonstration of Safety for License Renewal
Recommendations of Other Groups: DOE, State, and Public
International Activities
Advanced Reactors
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upgrade, replace, or refurbish the plant, licensees will be motivated to avoid
extensive plant hardware changes. Any differences between the licensee and
the NRC staff have the potential for substantial cost impact to the licensee.
These co_sts could be large enough to threaten the economic feasibility of the
renewal option for a particular plant.

Although the NRC would develop general positions _on design issues under.
Alternative C,- basic technical decisions relating to license renewal would_be
delayed until each individual application is reviewed. Because the decisions
about plant-specific conformance to the specified set of requirements would be
subject to licensing staff interpretations, there might-be some variability
aniong reviewers or over time. Development of: generic guidance for'NRC reviewers :

!would be difficult because of the plant-specific nature-of the technical issues
of concern. For Alternative C, licensing review effort for each plant would be
similar to the analysis that was required for the Systematic Evaluation Program- _;

(SEP). Plant-specific actions would probably include hardware _, technical speci-
fication, and procedural changes. Additionally, NRC resources would be necessary
to maintain and update the list 6f_ selected new plant standards to be_ applied- ' +
for license renewal as experience is gained with the process and as new-plant
standards evolve.

Under Alternative D, license renewal applicants mest demonstrate that new-plant
standards-are met.- The role of the NRC would not_be as-simple asian admonition-
for licensees to meet the guidance of- the standard review plan (SRP). ' Deviations
from the SRP would have to be identified and justified so that findings could
be reached about alternative means of_ meeting _the mandatory regulations of NRC.
Informal guidance would likely be necessary for license renewal applicants
preparing exeinption-justifications.

_

Interpretation of the regulations,. including the general design criteria, would
be of critical importance under Alternative D. Licensees doubtless vculd make '

strong arguments that certain existing or preposed: design. features meet the- u
intent of the regulations, although the proposed approach differs |from the-cur-
rent SRP or regulctory guide approach. For plants that-choose:to applyxfor .__ _1

renewal, a considerable amount of review would be necessary on the part of-the-
NRC.. While Alternative D might appear to be a straightforward policy decision
to require.srtisfaction of new plant; standards, it would,|in reality, become a 1
lengthy process of plant-specific technical interpretations of;the Commission's
regulations. If these technicai interpretations can-be resolved between the
agency and the licensee, it is likely that they would be contested by others in
hearings, greatly increasing the level nf NRC= staff work required..

3. Review of Exemption Requests

NRR intends to . conduct 'a review of current' license exemptions- for license _-
renewal applicants. The revi d will-ensure that no exemptions'oased onitime-

!dependent variables bound'by the existing license-term-are continued into the
renewal period without specific consideratione -This process would beLequally; ~o~
applicable to all alternatives, Additionally; if new requirements for-license -
renewal lead to licensee exemption requests,- then review of-justifications'for
exemption requests will require-significant resources. Under Alternative C,
existing exemption . justifications would be; evaluated differently than under
the previous license. Equivalency ~ to selected new plant' standards-will need
to be demonstrated or the safety s_ignificance of'the difference must be
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demonstrated to be acceptable. Under Alternative D, exemption justifications
would have to be equivalent to those required of a new plant.

4. NRC Management and Commission Review of Applications

The amount of time NRC management spends reviewing technical issues-for each
individual license renewal application is lik,ely to differ depending on the
alternative chosen. Alternative A has no systematic means of identifying and
resolving specific technical issues for plant life extension. While this alter-
native seems straightforward on the surface, because the scope of issues to
be examined for license renewal is not precisely defined, a substantial amount
of management revies would likely be necessary. For Alternative B, age-related
degradation issues important to license renewal would be identified and addressed
within the aging assessment and management activities required of licensees.
A refined methodology for integrated plant review would focus licensee attention
and NRC review on the'most important technical topics. It is more likely that
management and Commission reviews, hearings, and other proceedings would be
limited to technical aging and plant life extension safety issues under Alterna-
tive B than under any of the other alternatives. This is true because Alterna-
tive B provides a better technical basis for life extension than Alternative A,
and Alternative B more narrowly focuses the technical issues than do Alternatives
C and D.

As a result of the increased number of licensing-interpretations required for
Alternative C over Alternatives A or B, greater levels of NRC senior management
review will be necessary. It is likely that the resolution of one or more
technical issues could determine whether or not license renewal at a particular
plant would be acceptable to the NRC and economically feasible for the licensee.
Alternative C would likely put NRC managers and the Commission in the position
of making engineering judgment decisions for each applicant plant for renewal.

4

These technical decisions would determine the fate of many license renewaldpplications.

Alternative D would require even mere licensing interpretations than Alternative
C, and greatar levels of review effort by NRC upper management and the Commission
would be necessary. Similar to Alternative C, Alternative D would establish
licensing criteria-in the license renewal rule or by reference. However, the
technical resolution of issues would be subject to interpretation on a plant-specific basis.

5. Administration of Transition Between Original and Renewal License

If license renewal action were to result in significant changes in the licensing
basis between the original license and the renewal license, additional admini-
strative effort would be necessary to ensure an orderly transition without vio-
lation of the license that is in effect at any particular time. Alternatives C-
and D include added requirements for design adequacy and the potential for plant
hardware changes for license renewal. These alternatives wculd r muire more
attention to the transition between licenses than Alternatives n 8 and wou',

i

place more importance on the determination of the effective date of the renewal
,

license (discussed in Chapter 6).
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6. Licensing Project Manager Interface with Licensees

Time spent by NRC licensing project managers (and project directors) with
licensees concerning license renewal requirements will be significant regard-
less of the alternative chosen. Other important licensing issues may be forced ,,

to 1 lower priority because of license renewal. Alternative B would require
more effort on the part of project managers in the explanation and interpreta-
tion of additional requirements than would Alternative A. Under Alternative C,
even more effort would be required of-NRC licensing project managers for plants
that apply for renewal. Communication requirements with the licensees would be
extensive concerning the required assessments of risk-significant design differ-
ences from new plant standards. More work would be required of NRC licensing
project managers for Alternative D than for any of the other alternatives. The
licensing effort would likely be on the same order as the review of a new oper-
ating license application. Plant equipment changes needed to meet current
requirements may require almost as much review as a normal operating license
review.

7. Implementation of Individual Plant Examination Program

The NRC has a program in place for the closure of severe accident issues. The-
elements of this program include the individual plant examination (IPE) program,
the containment performance improvements program, efforts to improve plant
operations, the severe act.ident program, consideration of external events, and
the accident management prngram. Adoption of Alternative A would not affect
the implementation of the main elements of the NRC's severe accident integra-=

# tion plan. Alternatives B, C, and D would require an integrated plant review
to identify, evaluate, and account for age-releted degradation of equipment
important to licenne renewal. These requirements could influence the ways in
which licensees choose to implement the IPE program of the NRC severe accident
integration plan.

NRC Generic Letter 88-20 (Ref. 4.3) sets forth the acceptable means of licensea
performance of the IPE. One method of implementation (among three options) is
the performance of a PRA to identify plant .pecific vulnerabilities. Elements
of this same PRA could be used to aid in the integrated plant review for license
renewal under Alternative B but would not be required. Both Alternatives C and
0 require performance of a PRA for license renewal. For licensees contemplating
application for license renewal within the next 10 to 15 years, adoption of
Alternatives C or D'by the NRC would serve as an incentive for these licensees
to perform a PRA for the IPE rather than the alternative IDCOR/IPEM method pro-
posed by some members of the industry. '(The third implementation option for the
IPE is for the licensee to formulate some other program that would have to be
reviewed by the NRC on a case-by-case basis.) The NRC staff has stated that a
PRA is the preferred IPE method, but the alternative IDCOR/IPEM method appears
initially to be less costly to the licensees if only the requirements of the IPE
program are considered.

A PRA developed to satisfy IPE requirements would be directed toward identify-
ing plant-specific severe accident vulnerabilities. Use of a probabilistic
assessment for Alternatives C or D would involve identification of specific
plant equipment (systems, structures, and components) needed to be evaluated
for continued operation and use during the renewal term. For these alterna-
tives, some additional PRA work and continued update to reflect plant changes
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would be required of licensees that had performed a PRA for the IPE, cut still
much less than the work required of licensees that had not performed a PRA atall.

Aduitionally, alternative C requires use of a PRA to demonstrate that design
dif ferences from selected new plant standards are not risk-significant or that

posed changes are adequate. .A strong correlation between any risk significant
m

,ferences from new plant standards and any hardware enange recommendations
'

resulting from the IPE program should develop. Alternative D contains the same
requirements as Alternative C with respect to aging assessment and management
efforts and performance of a probabilistic assessment. Also, Alternativs 0
t equires conformance with licensing standards for now plants. Some significant
pitr.t hardware changes could be required to meet these standards at some plants.
The correlation between all changes to comply with new plant standards and any
hardware change recommendations resulting from the IPE program may not'be asi stror*j as that of Alternative C.

; 4.7,2 Inspection Activities

1. Reliance on Routine Headquarters and Regional Inspection Programs

Tht NRC routinely conducts inspections at every nuclear power plant as part of
the Turdamental Inspection Program under the direction of NRR In addition tothe cow inspection program that provides a balanced look at crest section
of pl.nt activities, team inspections are regularly performW to 6 ress9ecific subject areas. Recently, an area of special inte u t h the NRC has
Men mainterince and, as a result, many maintenance team iripsetinni have beenperformed.

It is likely tha.l. NRC special inspection teams would be assigned to inspectpla,.ts applying for license renewal. Many of the inspection elements currentlyused by the NRI. t a ensure readiness of
chutwwns could be used, if necessary, plants that are restarting from longto help assess licensee areas with
wbich The NRC has questions concerning continuing readiness. The nature and
level of effort involved in these inspections or assessments is likely toN olvt as experience is gained with the license renewal process. As with any
new technical program, experience with the license renewal process will indi-
cate areas where increased effort is needed as well as those that prove not to
be a major concern and can receive decreased attention. Efforts a're also
liWy to vary depending on which plant is applying for renewal.

Alt +rutive A wnuld likely include special verificat on or readiness inspectionsby the M C. While these efforts could be conducted under normal NRR programs
significant additional resources would be required. AlternstiveBwouldrequlteadditional insof licensees. pection activity related to the integrated plant reviews required

Greater levels of inspection would be necessary fur Alternatives
C and 0 to verify potential plant hardware changes. During years projected as
htving a high number of license renewal applications, inspection activity would
require substantial resources for each of the alternatives, tijugh the level
could be expected to increase trom Alternative A to Alternative D.
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2. Additional Inspection Requirements for Resident Inspectors - ;

NRC resident inspectors would need to become familiar witt license renewal
requirements. For example, for Alternatives B, C, and D, resident inspectors
would need to understand what constitutes satisfactory aging assessment and
management activities. Yhis would likely involve the devnlopment of training
and guidance documents by NRC. Resider.t inspectors could become familiar with
the requirements in advance through briefings or through interaction with in-
spection teams sent to the plant at the time of the renewal application. Addi-
tionally, resident inspectors would be expected to verify plant hardware changes -

undertaken for license renewai (whether required by the N1C or undertaken '

independently by the licensee).

3. Design Verification

Confirmation that the present configuration of a plant comports with its safety
design basis is important to proper engineering functions and operation of the
plant. Verification of proper design basis documentation at current plants is
being provided by ongoing inspection efforts e.g., safety system functional ,

inspections. For license renewal, the NRC wIll insist on a high level of
assurance that the design basis documentation of an applicant plant is complete
and aca rate,

r

Alternative A would rely on current ef forts to provide that assurance rather <

than on some new design verification inspection developed for license renewal.
Alternatives B, C, and D would require more documentation because of the addi-
tional requirements of those alternatives. Verification of plant and equipment
data used in the integrated plant reviews would help to establish the complete-
ness of a plant's documentation. To perform the integrated plant review, design
basis documentation would need to be verified. Under Alternative C, assessment
of design differences against new plant standards would require proper design
basis document,ation. Alternative D, in applying new-plant standards, *:ould

.

provide confirmation that a plant's present-configuration matches its safety '

design basis through a special inspection similar to NRC efforts prerequisite ;

to granting an original operating license. ,
.

4.7.3 Research Activities !

1. Ongoing NRC Aging Research

Extensive investigation is being done into the safety ramifications of aging !
by the Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR) program. Selection of Alternative
A would place the highest responsibility on NPAR cf all the possible courses (
of action on license renewal. By opting not to require comprehensive aging
assessment and management activities by licensees, the NRC would place reli--
ance on ongoing research activities-to continue to identify safety concerns ,

related to aging and to address each such issue generically within the current 1

NRC licensing framework. However, much of this work is applicable to plants
regardless of their licensing status and-is not specific to license renewal.
Continued efforts to incorporate the results of the NPAR program into the
equipment qualification program and plant maintenance activities would be of
increased significance with no systematic license renewal. activities required
-of' licensees. Alternatives B, C,- and D require licensees to perform integrated
plant reviews to identify, evaluate, and account for age-related degradation
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effects, These specific requirements would focus attention on technical aging
issues for license renewal and responsibility for identifying and addressing
age-relateo safety issues would remain with licensees. While NRC aging research
would continue, the burden of demonstrating safety during the renewal period
would be on the licensee.

Under Alternatives B, C, and D, NPAR would continue to contribute by providing
detailed information regarding the specific degradation mechanisms, equipment
environments, and specific components of greatest safety concern for license
renewal. However, most age-related technical 1ssues are not specific to license
renewal or plant !ife extension and are of concern during the original license
term as well. NPAR work would continue to examine the actual safety margins
of currently operating plants as they progress through their design life.

It should be noted that Alternative 0 would more than likely foreclose the
renewal option for most current plants. In order to justify adoption of this
alternative, NPAR or some other program within NRC should be able to demonstrate
why it is technically unacceptable to adopt one of the alternatives that would
more readily facilitate the renewal option. Such a demonstration is not neces-
sarily required of the relemaking, but probably would be requested by Congress
or the courts should Alternative D be adopted by the NRC.

2. Development of Aging Techniques for PRAs

( PPAs have been used to gain safety insights at nuclear power plants since the
i early 1970s. Use of probabilistic techniques in the license renewal process

would be different from previous applications for license renewal. NRC and
industry efforts to develop aging assessment techniques for PRAs are in the
preliminary stages. These activities are in progress within RES, but the
tr.ethodology for incorporating time-dependent aging failure rates into a PRA is
still evolving. No consensus on standards and decision criteria for aging
models has been reached. Alternat'.ves A and B would enable licensees to use

{ probabilistic techniques in performing the integrated plant review, but do not
require it. Alternatives C and 0 require the use of probabilistic assess-
ments. Currently, the limits of PRA technology constrain use of this_ tool in
license renewal. It is unclear whether proper accounting for the effects of,

plant aging on the safety of the plant and on the risk to the public from
continued operation of the plant can be made.

,

The prior use of PRAs for evaluating the impact of aging on safety is limited
because of the lack of a complete understanding of the nature of aging, degra-
dation processes, and the effects of aging on structures and component reli-
ability. Conseqc9ntly, some age-related failure modes may not be known today
and cannot be mooeled in current PRAs. Failure rate models that adequately' consider aging generally do not exist at this time. However, research is under
way to better understand the aging process and its effects on components and
structures and to develop aapropriate aging models. -Even with the successful
outcome of this research, tie NRC does not intend to use PRA'as the sole basis
for regulatory decisionmaking.

3. Development of Maintenance Standard and Potential Rulemaking

The NRC published a revised policy statement on maintenance in December 1989.
The Commission plans to hold rulemaking in abeyance until' June of 1991 but will
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'

continue to conduct maintenance inspections at nuclear power plants and monitor
'

industry efforts in the maintenance area. The NRC staff is developing a regula*
tory guide for the conduct of maintenance, though it is preferred that the
industry develop a maintenance standard for voluntary implementation by
licensees.

A maintenann regulatory guide or standard should be in place before many"

license tDewal aoplications are submitted. Adoption of Alternative A would
,

place reliance on effective implementation of a maintenance standard that
fully addressed age-related degradation. However, some maintenance needs for
license renewal might not be appropriate or necessary for initial license !
terms. Injection of additional major considerations, such as safety analysis
for license renewal, into the efforts, to develop a maintenance standard would,

greatly complicate the effort. The integrated plant review required by Alter-
; natives B, C, and D could address age-related degradation issues and allow i

current maintenance initiatives to proceed with greater likelihood of success. .

The quality of maintenance programs at individual plants is likely to have a
large effect on the license renewal process for those plants. Alternatives B,
C, and D require licensee efforts to assess and manage aging. If ongoing
licensee maintenance efforts incorporate some of these activities, the NRC '

,

could then monitor programs at individual plants well in advance of license
renewal application and reduce review and inspection resource requirements at

I the time of license renewal. The time required to complete a licensing review
of renewal applications could also be reduced. If maintenance programs that'

addressed age-related degradation were in place in advance of license renewal,
'

some additional safety benefits could result because much age-related degrada- )tion is a safety concern during the original license period as well as the j
>

; renewal period. It should be noted that comprehensive maintenance program ;

implementation by licensees during existing license terms would greatly j
decrease the safety differential between Alternative A and Alternative B.

Research is under way in the Office of Assessment and Evaluatiol af Operational 5
'

Data (AEOD) to develop maintenance performance indicators. These quantitative
indicators, if successfully developed, would serve as an additional tool for
the NRC to evaluate plant safety perfu mance in the maintenance area. If.

Alternatives B, C, or D are adopted, the equipment trending and recordkeeaing
requirements for license renewal would need to be considered by AE00 in t1eir.

development of maintenance performance indicators. Coordination of information
and paperwork needs might be possible.

.

4.7.4 Coordination with Industry. Groups

: 1. Industry Initiatives for License Renewal

NUMARC, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), and the U.S. Department
of Energy (DCC) have expended resources to conduct pilot studies and research
efforts to demonstrate the desirability of extending the operating life of ;

nuclear power plants beyond the original 40 year license period. A methodology ;
for identifying critical components that must be evaluated for license renewal
has been developed and submitted for NRC review. If this industry-supported
document is found to be substantially sufficient for use by license renewal4

applicants'as a standard methodology for integrated plant review, the choice '
,

of Alternative B over Alter, eive A would seem clear. -The major-difference'
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between Alternathes A and B is the requirement for an integrated plant review.
It would be difficult for the NRC to justify not incorporating this industry .

safety initiative into the license renewal process. Yankee Atomic has applied ;

a version of this methodology at the Yankee plant, one of the industry-sponsored ,

lead plants for license renewal, and submitted the initial results to the NRC
for review.

Additionally, NUMARC is developing 10 other technical reports that are intended
to provide the specific basis for extended plant life. The NRC has been asked
to review these reports for generic reference by license renewal candidates.
Interaction between the NRC and the NUMARC NUPLEX Committee, which is coordina-

'ting industry efforts, will likely be necessary to reach consensus on many tech-
nical issues. Regardless of the exact approach adopted by the NRC, continued
discussion of acceptable approaches for evaluating equipment will be important
to the license renewal process. Similar to development of the equipment review i

methodology by industry, successful completion of these technical reports would '

reduce the incremental effort between Alternative A and Alternative B. While
these efforts by industry may also ease implementation of Alternatives C and D,
they would not reduce the incremental costs between Alternatives B and C or
between C and D.

The NRC prefers that the industry continue safety initiatives relating to
license renewal. Adoption of Alternative A would remove regulatory incentives
for the implementation of such ongoing industry programs unless such programs
were required to continue as a prerequisite to NRC adoption of Alternative A.
If Alternative A is adopted, comprehensive aging assessment and management may
not be realized.

Alternative B includes requirements that encompass present industry efforts
while not requiring extensive additional measures that could reduce incentives
for license renewal. For Alternative C, if the set of backfit requirements is
too large or costly, though that should not be the case because the plants are
already licensed to operate, then it could dissuade some current industry
interest in license renewal. If that were to happen, the NRC would not be able

| to rely as much on industry to produce the technical justification for. license
'

renewal.

Alter.iative D might foreclose license renewal for many (or aerhaps all) current
plants that would not be able to demonstrate compliance wit 1 new plant standards
without prohibitively expensive studies and potentially costly upgrades.
Adamant opposition to this alternative can be anticipated from the entire
industry, DOE, and others. Industry technical safety initiatives relating to
license renewal would probably be suspended following adoption of Alternative
D by the NRC.

2. Code and Standard Development

In anticipation of extended life for nuclear power plants, industry codes and-
standards groups have begun efforts to develop recessary changes to existing
codes and standards. These efforts should address such areas as inservice' test-
ing, equipment qualification, surveillance, and others. The NRC is wonung
closely with standards organizations to ensure that proper technical input is

.

made during the development of these revisions. Code and standard development
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will t,e needed for license renewal regardless of the rulemaking alternative
,

j selected by the NRC.

4.7.5 Policy and Public Considerations

1. Energy Policy and National Generation Planning

The DOE is developing a comprehensive national energy strategy. Projections
for electricity demand and the steps necessary to provide sufficient electrical
capacity and reserves are expected to be included in this 00E document. While
the NRC must focus on safety in setting the standards for license renewal, the
rule alternative chosen by the NRC may affect DOE strategic planning. The four
alternatives under consideration for license renewal are likely to lead to
different numbers of plants that would attain renewal. Because nuclear power
plants currently represent almost 20 percent of the installed national generat-
ing capacity, the NRC's choice of license renewal approach would therefore have"

a large effect on long-term capacity utilization. The number of plants likely
to apply and be approved for license renewal under the alternative ultimately.

! adopted by the NRC would need to be considered by DOE in formulating their

|
national energy strategy.

2. Specific Demonstration of Safety for License Renewal
.

The NRC, as a Federal agency, is subiect to oversight by Congress review by
the courts, and criticism by the public. LicenserenewalrulemakIngisamajor
action by the NRC and will be scrutinized by these groups and others. Alter-
native A relies on existing programs to identify technical issues of safety,

importance during the renewal period. Without an easily recognizable, separate
process to identify these issues, the NRC may spend a great deal of effort
explaining to Congress, the courts, and the public how existing programs are
sufficient to deal with the technical questions inherent in license renewal.

Alternative B requires an integrated plant review by license renewal applicants
for the demonstration of safety during the renewal periud. This systematic
effort can be readily identified as the L jor area of NRC evaluation for license
renewal. By separating the technical concerns of license renewal from the
technical matters concerning day-to-day operation, explanation of the license
eenewal program will be focused more appropriately. Such a program is likely
to be more intuitively appealing to the public and Congress than that of
Alternative A.

Alternative C contains the same specific activity areas for the demonstration
of safety during the renewal period as does Alternative B. In addition, Alter-
native C contains the requirement to assess safety-significant differences
relt.tive to selected new plant requirements. This draws other technical issues
not specific to aging or plant life extension into the license renewal process.
The inclusion of these issues in Alternative C, as compared to Alternative B
would create a contradiction in policy for the NRC that is difficult to justify.
-If Alternative C is chosen, it would not be clear why similar potential safety
differences should not also be assessed for plants not applying for license
renewal. It would seem that any such backfit questions must be considered on
their own merit for all plants or for new plants, and there is no particular
reason to single out license renewal plants.-
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In requiring satisfaction of all requirements to be met by new plants, Alterna- '

tive D implies that many aspects of currently operating plants are incufficient '

for license renewal, even though no such unsatisfactory aspects have been
specifically identified. Under Alternative D, it would be difficult to justify ;

why now plant standards should not also be met by plants not applying for '

license renewal.

3. Recommendations of Other Groups: DOE, State, and Public

The DOE has wide responsibility for developing solutions to national energy
policy questions. Though the NRC will make completely independent decisions
concerning regulation of license renewal, suggestions from a knowledgeable
federal agency are to be considered in the decisionmaking process, as are all
public comments. DOE is supporting the industry in efforts relating to license
renewal. For example, DOE has provided funding for the development of the ,

" Methodology to Identify and Evaluate Plant Equipment for License Renewal" and 4

continues to sponsor the license renewal lead plants. As a whole, these efforts
constitute a license renewal approach similar to Alternative B under considera-
tion by the NRC.

Alternative C represents a safety review approach that has not been advocated
by any group--whether industry, government organization, or public interest.
While this alternativo may seem to be.1 middle ground choice, selection of
Alternative C is likely to receive opposition from all interested parties. Com-
menters have suggested that this alternative does not embody straightforward
logic as a regulatory approach nor does it eliminate the perceived drawbacks 4

of the other alternatives. Public comments have indicated a lack of distinct
support for this approach.

In general, public activist groups that have commented thus far in the license
renewal rulemaking process favor the adoption of Alternative D. License renewal
is seen by these groups as an alternative to building new plants and, therefore,
the same safety standards and review that apply to the licensing of new plants
should also apply to a plant applying for license renewal.

4. Advanced Reactors

Much of the work and research related to age-related degradation is-specific
to light-water reactors. In order to effectively apply a selected license
approach to. assessment of a license renewal application for an advanced reac-- <

tor, the development of analytical approaches and data collection techniques
tailored to the advanced reactor design of interest will be required. Although
li. cense renewal for advanced reactors is a potential only for the distant
future, consideration has been given to advanced reactors in framing a compre-
hensive license reaewal approach to account for the different systems and '

increased design life of the next generation of reactors. Conceptuallyi each
of-the four alternative appr m nes could be implemented in the future for
advanced designs. Precise wording of the rule and supporting guidance will
ensure that the overall framework chosen has the flexibility to account for
future reactor designs.
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW REQUIREMENTS

The NRC regulations under 10 CFR Part 51 implement the provisions of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969. Before implementing a proposed action,

^

t.he NRC must determine whether the action is excluded from the requirements for
an environmental analysis or whether an environmental assessment (EA) or environ-
mental impac.t statement (EIS) must be prepared (10 CFR 51.25). The purpose of
an EA it to determine if an EIS is needed. Regulations in 10 CFR 51.20, 51.21,
and 51.22 contain criteria for making this determination.

Most existing licenses have required a comprehensive environmental evaluation ;

at the initial licensing stage, including ) reparation of an EIS by the NRC.
During the initial operating term, plants Tave been operating under regulations
to control and mitigate environmental effects of plant operations. These regula-
tions require monitoring programs by the licensee and reporting of results to
the NRC and other Federal and State agencies. For example, Appendix I-to 10 CFR
Part 50 requires the licensee to establish appropriate radiological surveillance
and monitoring programs and to conduct periodic sampling and evaluations to con-
firm that the environmental releases of radioactive materials are within specifi-
cations. Similarly, the effects associated with the use of water for condenser
cooling and the discharge of other nonradiological waste waters are regulated
under the Clean Water Act through permits issued to the licensee by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency or the States. Environmental effects are re-
viewed as part of the decision to renew these permits (generally every 5 years)
or at any other time if conditions warrant it. The preparation of an EIS or a
supplement to an existing EIS for each decision on the renewal of a full-power
operating license for a nuclear plant is required by 10 CFR 51.20(b)(2).

The staff has considered how environmental impacts from relicensing under the
proposed 10 CFR Part 54 might differ from environmental impacts.that might occur
with relicensing under existing regulations. There will be little difference
because the requirements for renewal should be similar. Both approaches would
result in operation of plants up to 20 or more years beyond the. expiration of
the initial license. Under both approaches, there will be emphasis on the iden-

| tification, monitoring, and mitigation of aging degradation that can affect the
| safety performance of systems, structures, and components. In recent years.

increasing attention is being given to aging degradation as the central technical'

concern for plant life extension and license renewal, both in this country and
abroad. There is reason to believe that relicensing under present regulations.
has the potential-for requiring more monitoring and mitigation of potential aging ,

degradation in more systems, structures, and components than would the proposed a

rule. The proposed rule generally accepts the current licensing basis of each
plant at the time of renewal application, gives credit to the continued effec- -

i tiveness of ongoing regulatory programs, and focuses the renewal assessment onE

systems, structures, and components that require special attention relative to .

aging degradation in the renewal term. In developing the proposed rule, the

.
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staff has considered and resolved a number of topics that would likely be con-
sidered on an ad hoc plant-by plant basis under the existing regulations. Both

approacheswouTdinvolveenhancedinspection, testing,monitoringlfications,and engineer-
ing analyses. These activities will identify necessary plant mod
refurbishment, and additional testing and monitoring requirements. All these
activities are within the range of nuclear power plant experience during the
operating period. There would be essentially no disruption of the environment
on site or off site since the activities take place within the plant and support-
ing buildings. Under both approaches, modifications and refurbishment are not
expected to involve changes to the overall design of plants; thus, basic plant
operating parameters, such as thermal performance, power output, and fuel util-
ization, would not differ. There will be, therefore, no basis for differing
environmental effects.

It is conceivable that in relicensing under existing regulations the NRC would
be more conservative in identifying requirements for refurbishment and modifica-
tion. The main effect this would have is through the length of outages and the
size of the additional work force required to complete the work. These dif fer-
ences would be within the range of what is considered normal experience and gen-
erally would not be considered significant in terms of environmental considera-
tions.

The NRC is undertaking a separate rulemaking to change 10 CFR Part 51 by limit-
ing the environmental effects to be considered in individual relicensing actions.
The rule change will be identified from and supported by a generic environmental
document now being prepared. In conjunction with the 10 CFR Part 51 rule change,
the NRC plans to develop a supplement to Regulator
Environmental Reports for Nuclear Power Stations,"y Guide 4.2, " Preparation ofto ensure that the environ-
mental report for license renewal, together with previous environmental reports
that the licensee has submitted, provides a comprehensive set of information
that will enable the NRC to comply with NEPA requirements.
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6. PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS

'

Procedural topics relevant to implementation of license renewal involve a combi-
nation of technological, administrative, and legal factors. These issues relate
to relatively broad areas of concren, including the licensing procedures for
renewal, the timing of applicatiot , and the applicability of current NRC regula-
tory policies and practices. Many of the topics discussed in this chapter were
previously identified in NUREG-1317 (Ref. 6.1). Resolution of each of these
issues will be the same regardless of the rule alternative adopted by the NRC.

Public comments on NUREG-1317 were-requested by the NRC, and a substantial number
were received in 1988. Additionally, comments were requested in association
with a public meeting held in November of 1989 primarily to discust technical
aspects of the license renewal rule. AllpublIccommentshavebeenconsidered
in the resolution of these procedural issues. The positions of selected groups
and individuals are referenced in this section to illustrate alternative ap-
proaches to some of the procedural issues. These references in no way represent
the entirety of NRC consideration of the public comments received. Public com-
ments on NUREG-1317 are discussed and summarized in NUREG/CR-5332 (Ref. 6.2).
Public comments in response to the November 1989 public meeting are discussed
and summarized in NUREG/CP-0108 (Ref, 6.3).

6.1 Form of License Renewal

Section 103c of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) and 10 CFR 50.51 explicitly permit
the renewal of nuclear plant operating licenses. !iowever, very little guidance
is provided concerning the process to be followed to achieve renewal.

The approach chosen for the form of license renewal must satisfy the limitations
set forth in the AEA and be a workable regulatory licensing scheme. -Two poten-
tial forms for license renewal have been identifiad. The first is the use of
an amendment of the current license to extend the term of operation. Alterna-

,

tively, a license renewal application could be treated as a request for a com-'

pletely separate license.

An additional consideration that is appropriately addressed with the form of
!

license renewal is the effect of the two types of operating licenses granted by
the NRC. Section 103 of the AEA authorizes NRC licensin0 of commercial nuclear
power plants, while Section 104b authorizes the licensing of reactors whose con-
struction permits had previously been issued as research and development facil-
ities under Section 104b. Until 1970 the NRC issued a Section 104b license-to
all applicants for an operating license because the Commission had not made the'

-Thus, many operatin
required finding of practical value for any reactor design.-In 1970, Congress amended the AEA to elimi gplants hold Section 104b licenses.
nate the finding of practical value. Thereafter, all plants whose construction
permits were issued after December 1970 have operating licenses ' issued under
Section 103.
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The issue of interest in this distinction between the license types is that the
AEA Section 103 license is limited to a 40 year term, whereas no limit is explic-
itly set for Section 104b licenses. Thus, while a Section 103 license may not
be amended to exceed 40 years because of statutory limits of the AEA, a Section
104b license conceivably could be so amended.

The NRC has determined that the form of license renewal will be to issue a sepa-
rate, renewed license to supp1hnt the current license. Licenses issued under
Section 103 of the AEA are limited to a maximum term of 40 years. Therefore,
license renewal for these plants rust be accomplished by issuing a separate,
renewed license.

Although licenses issued under Section 104b could legally be amended to exceed
40 years, nost Section 104b licensed commercial plants have no special techni-
cal features that distinguish them from Section 103 plants. Creation of a sepa-
rate licensing process for the Section 104b plants would neither be equitable
for all licensees nor lend itself to regulatory clarity. NRC policy and practice
is to treat all licensees in.the same manner. NRC regulations will be developed
to treat both license types identically for license-renewal. Life extension
for both Section 104b licenses and Section 103 licenses will be accoinplished
through the issuance of renewed licenses.

6.2 Public Hearings

The Atomic Energy Act (AEA) does not specifically address the issue of hearings
'

with reference to license renewal. Section 189 of the AEA is the only section
dealing with hearing rights. It states in part:

"In any proceeding under this act, for the granting, suspending, revoking,
or amending of any license or construction permit, ... the Commission shall
grant a hearing upon the request of any person whose interest may be af-
fected by the proceeding...."

The word " renewal" is not used in conjunction with the requirement for an oppor-
tunity for public hearing. The initial question to be resolved regarding public
hearings is whether there is a right te a hearing opportunity under the AEA for
license renewal decisions. However, the lack of specific reference to renewals
in Section 189 may well be because Congress understood that a renewed license
is a license and, therefore, is covered by the statutory-language requiring an
opportunity for hearing concerning the granting of an operating license. As a
conceptual matter once a license expires, it normally ceases to have any furtherlegallifeorvalldity. Thus, if a renewed license is-issued, it should be
viewed as a grant of a new operating license for which an-opportunity for hearing
is provided under Section-189 of the AEA.

Congressional intent on the formality of Section 189 hearings is'somewhat unclear
from the-legislative history of the AEA. The rationale for requirin
on-the-record hearings under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) g formalisthatIf
the investigation and the possible resulting actions are of such far-reaching
importance to so many interests, sound and wise government requires that the
proceedings be conducted publicly and formally'so that the information on which
these actions are based may be reviewed, tested, and recorded. This ensures

.the opportunity for all. parties to present evidence and make arguments before
the official body having authority to make a final decision.
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It has been suggested that special hearing procedures be established for license
renewal, which would encompass limits on the number of contentions and interroga-
tories that can be filed by an intervenor. Such procedures were considered but
are not included in the proposed rnewal rule. This decision is based in part
on the timely renewal doctrine of the Administrative Procedure Act, which allows
the licensee to continue operation of the plant unt1i final determination of
its renewal application, even if the existing license expiration date has passed.
Thetefore, a license renewal applicant is not as substantially affected by the
hearing process as the applicant for an initial operating license.

The Commission has recently adopted changes to Part 2 (54 FR 33168, 8/11/89)
'that raise the the threshold for admission of contentions, reduce discovery

against the staf f, and explicitly authorize the presiding officer to require
the filing of cross-examination plans (although a suit has been filed challenging
the validity of these changes). These procedural changes are likely to be more
effective in focusing and expediting the hearing process than any special proce-
dures for license renewal bearings. Furthermore, the NRC intends to propose
technical findings for issuance of a renewed license that focus primarily on
aging degradation concerns and, therefore are much narrower in scope than the
10CFR50.57findingsforissuanceofanInitialoperatinglicense. The scope
of litigable environmental issues is expected to be similarly limited in any-
license renewal proceeding by virtue of the generic environmental rulemaking
and generic environmental document.

6.3 Definition of Adequate Safety for License Renewal and Role of Backfit Rule

The fundamental tenet of the selected alternative is that the current licensing
basis (CLB), with the exception of age-related degradation concerns, is suffi-
cient to ensure adequate protection if maintained throughout the term of the
renewed license. The acceptability of the CLB is addressed generically in the
proposed rule. The NRC believes that compilation of the CLB by the licensee
should be part of the integrated plant assessment to determine 550s to be eval-
uated and the acceptance criteria to be used.

Promulgation of the license renewal rule raises the issue of the need to perform
a backfit analysis under 10 CFR 50.109. This analysis involves identifying the
costs of the proposed backfit and comparing those costs with safety benefits to
be derived from implementation of that backfit. The industry has asserted that
a backfit analysis should be prepared for the license renewar rule in order to
impose discipline in the rulemaking process when determining what additional
actions are necessary to adequately address age-related degradation. The indus-
try has also proposed ti n tl.a license renewal rule contain a provision that
explicitly imposes backfit requirements during the license renewal review process
in order to control the reconsideration of the adequacy of the current licensing
basis. However, the backfit rule states that a backfit will be imposed regard-'

less of cost / benefit analysi if it meets any of the following criteria:

The backfit is necessary for compliance with the rules,*

The backfit is necessary to provide " adequate protection," or*

The backfit involves defining or redefining " adequate protection."*
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The NRC does not believc that a backfit analysis is required for the license
renewal rulemaking since backfitting concerns are not relevant to the type of
rulemaking represented by license renewal. The license renewal rulemaking is
exempt from a backfit analysis pursuant to the adequate protection exemption of
Section 50.109(a)(4)(iii), which exempts those rules that involve defining or
redefining adequate protection. The Commission has never established the tech- s

nical standards for operating a nuclear power plant beyond the initial 40 year
term, nor has it defined in detail the procedures to be followed in applying
for, evaluating, and approving an application for renewal. The life extension
rulemaking is intended to address these needs by establishing specific technical
standards and requirements, as well as the procedures to be followed in issuing
a renewed operating license. Thus, the license renewal rulemaking is essentially
defining de novo the standard of adequate protection for the extended term of
operation for a nuclear power plant. Accordingly, by virtue of Section 50.109(a)
(4)(iii), a backfit analysis need not be prepared.

The backfit rule's rationale does not apply to the de novo establishment of tech-
nical standards and requirements intended to address' protection of public safety
and security during-the period of extended operation. The license renewal rule
will only address the standards for obtaining a future benefit--a renewed operat-
ing license. It does not in and of itself affect the licensees' existing rights
to operate nor does it impose any additional technical, administrative, or finan-
cial burden related to activities covered by the current operating license.
Licensees will not be required to make any change in design, construction, or
nperation as a result of the license renewal iule unless a renewed license is
sought. Thus, the license renewal rule does not involve a "backfit" in the sense
that the term implies a change in regulatory standards applicable to the current
operating license.

The regulatory analysis process, as well as the.high degree of public interaction
in the development of the proposed license renewal rule should ensure disciplined
rulemaking. Further, the NRC's first key regulatory principle for license renew-
al is that the CLB (with the exception of age-related degradation concerns) is
sufficient to maintain adequate protection if maintained throughout the term of
the renewed license. Technical difficulties will undoubtedly arise (especially
in the area of equipment qualification) related to licensee efforts to comply
with the CLB beyond the originally projected 40 year design life, but the ade-
quacy of the CLB will not be revisited. Appropriate standard review plan (SRP)
guidance will be developed to ensure a consistent approach and use of the CLB
during license renewal reviews.

Once a renewed license is issued, the Commission believes that all regulatory
action proposing the imposition of additional recuirements would necessitate
the preparation af a backfit analysis for the adcitional requirements.(unless
one of the exceptions in 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4) is met). In this case prepara-
tion of a bar.kfit analysis is consistent with the backfit rule's policy of en-
couraging regulatory stability and predictability throughout the term of a
license.

Application of the backfit rule to the review, evaluation, and disposition of
license renewal applications is another consideration. It is recognized that-
the decision process (including hearings as discussed in Section 6.2) will in-
volve judgments and determinations as to the adequacy of measures taken to
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extend equipment qualifications and preclude any deleterious effects due to age-
related degradation. It may not be feasible to achieve full compliance with j
original qualification requirements reflected in the CLB. Although many techni- ;

cal issues will be treated generically, decisions and deliberations relative to
the imposition of additional plant-specific requirements on a case-by-case basis
are anticipated. The backfit rule should be applied to these judgments to give

'

assurance that the projected costs of any additional measures are commensurate
with and justified by the anticipated benefit over that portion of the renewal '

term extending beyond the expiration date of the current license.

In summary, the NRC does not regard preparation of a Section 50.109 backfit anal- |
ysis to be required for the license renewal rulemaking. However, imposition of
new requirements related or prerequisite to approval of the renewal application
would be subject to the backfit rule. The backfit rule would also be_ applicable
during the renewal term. i

6. 4 Earliest Date of Application for License Renewal i

Currently, there is no statutory or regulatory limit as to how early a renewal
application may be filed by the licensee or approved by the NRC. Licensees have i

indicated a need to know the outcome of license renewal decisions 10 or more ,

years in advance of license expirations so that they can build replacement capa-
city should the NRC decline to approve the license renewal application. !

License renewal application and subsequent NRC review that occur closer to the
existir.g license expiration date would provide more data for assessing compo-
nent aging. A significant amount of o)erating history should be accumulated so :

that the license renewal decision can 3e based on as much technical information
about the individual plant as )ossible. For example, more data concerning pres-
sure vessel embrittlement can )e obtained from sample capsules analyzed later
in plant life. This information could be-vital in establishing the limits of
the renewal term.- Licensee experience with aging management during the existing
license will probably be the best indicator of aging management performance dur-
ing the renewal term. More demonstrated experience by the licensee in the orig-

'

inal term will lend more assurance to the license renewal decision.- Additionally,
uncertainties in the analysis of the effects of aging would be minimized for
projections made closer to the original license expiration date. In fact, the

Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) Nuclear Plant Life Extension
(NUPLEX) Working Group has taken the position that premature applications should i

be avoided. While these points argue for a decision on license renewal later
in the existing license period, data analysis will continue after renewal in: .

ongoing utility programs monitored by the NRC, reducing any potential disadvan-
tage incurred by early review of license renewal applications. The NRC has ex ' ,

isting programs that monitor operations at new and older plants to ensure safety. 1

A-limit on how early a plant may-apply for renewal _must allow for adequate
licensee planning so as to not impact regional electric generation capacity. ;

Ten- to 12-year planning horizons are often necessary for the development of'addi-
-tional capacity.- NRC review and disposition of the application should be com-

i

plete with at least 10 years remaining on the existing license to allow maximum
licensee flexibility. With staff review of license renewal applications esti-

| mated to take up to 3 years, depending on resource allocation, the earliest date
|

of submittal must' allow for NRC review and subsequent industry capacity develop- ,

j. ment in the_ event of a denial of the renewal request. A 20-year limit on the
,
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earliest date before existing license expirations will be set for submittal of
license renewal applications. A 20 year limit is far enough in advance to allow
flexibility for licensee submittals and sufficient time for NRC evaluation and
subsequent licensee capacity planning. However, 20 years is also late enough
to ensure sufficient time for accumulation of significant plant operating data
and licensee experience in the assessment and management of aging.

6. 5 Timely Renewal Period and latest Date of Application

A timely renewal application is currently defined by 10 CFR 2.109, "Effect of
Timely Renewal Application," which allows continued operation if an application
for renewal is made 30 days before expiration. The 30-day period was established
well before the NRC had fully focused on the technical and policy issues of li-
cense renewal. At that time only a few plants had been licensed and there was
very little operating experience information or aging research data available.
Thus, the timely renewal period was established without consideration of the
time necessary for the NRC to complete its review and make a determination as
to the acceptability of an application for renewal. In view of the technical
matters that are now realized to be involved in license renewal, 30 days is an
insufficient time period for adequate SRC review. Additionally, the currently
stipulated 30-day period could serve as an incentive for late applications for
renewal, leading to incomplete review by the NRC or operation past analyzed li-
cense periods.

The original intent of the timely renewal doctrine was to prevent inaction by
a government agency from restricting the private sector. Any period determined
as reasonable for NRC review of license renewal. applications should ideally not
M restrictive to licensees. The first consideration in setting the timely re-
newal period is to ensure that the NRC has sufficient time to review the applica-
tion, evaluate the adequacy of the application and the plant in question, and
conduct administrative actions necessary to grant or deny license renewal prior
to the expiration of the original license.

NUMARC favors a relatively short timely renewal period of 1 year. Public activ-
ist groups favor a much longer period, up to 5 years, or revocation of Section
2.109 altogether. Operation of nuclear power plants beyond the existing NRC-
approved term without additional analysis was not seen as an acceptable safety
risk by these groups. The NRC has determined that the timely renewal period
should be set at 3 years. This should not present any significant difficulties
for licensees who plan ahead. Licensees who decide to apply for renewal after
the timely renewal period would not be inhibited.

While NRC' review of license renewal applications is likely to be significant,
this review will not be as resource-intensive for the NRC as the analysis neces-
sary for original plant licensing. -The technica1' areas that need to be reviewed
for license renewal applicants will be substantially smaller than those reviewed
for initial licensing. The original (and ongoing) licensing analysis for each
plant provides much of what is likely to be required for evaluation of license
renewal applications.

Industry sources, including the NUMARC NVPLEX Working Group, have indicated that
utilities plan to submit applications for license renewal from 5 to 15 years

Y
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in advance of their license expiration dates. Most licensees should apply for ;

license renewal well in advance of license expiration for their own planning '

purposes. Even if many do delay application until just prior to the timely re- :
newal deadline, proper staff allocation of review resources and NRC management .

,
' prioritization of license renewal applications should result in proper NRC eval- :

uation and licensing action within 3 years of docketing the application. '

6.6 Effective Date of License Renewal'
'

The effective date of license renewal inust be defined with respect to the expira-
'

tion date of the existing license and with respect to the time of approval by
the NRC. There are two basic approaches available in setting the effective date .

of renewal. A renewed license could be issued that becomes effective at the <

expiration of the existing license ( " tack-on" license).' Alternatively, the
license renewal could take effect at the time the application is-approved by'_ -

the NRC, superseding the remaining term of the existing license, which would '

then be void (" supersession" license).
f

The significant issue relating to the effective ~date of renewal concerns the
manner in which potential equipment changei are accomplished at the plant. An
plant changes deemed necessary (whether initiated by the NRC or the licensee) y
must be performed in accordance with.the operating license that the licensee- ' ,
possesses, as well as the licensing framework defined by the rule. Conformance :
among licensing commitments, licensing documentation, and the actual plant con- t

figuration must be maintained. Because much of this concern involves admini-
stration, consideration must be given to the requirements of the rule in-this

,

<

regard.

Each of the two approaches to the earliest date of application has distinct con -
siderations. NUMARC-has stated that licensees should have the~ option of choosing
either approach. Other industry commenters have' expressed a preference for the 1

supersession approach.

In some ways, the tack-on license renewal approach will encourage early-submit- o
licensees would benefit from early

.

jI tals. From a capacity-planning standpoint,ld also give'the plant the opportunity-Early approval by_the NRC cou 'application.
to make any modifications or refurbishments.necessary for. license renewal'during ,

the remaining existing license term, taking full-advantage of regularly scheduled " '

outages and eliminating the need for a special shutdown period to complete plant
changes for license renewal. -It is-likely that incorporating license renewal
hardware activities into regular refueling outages would be preferred by most i

utilities for financial reasons? This would be a major benefit _ of tack-on li- ,

cense renewal.

To fully achieve this benefit, NRC approval of license-renewal would need to be.-

final and depend only on the licensee s achievement of the state of_ readiness-
described in its application. Ideally,_ ongoing NRC: review ~of that" readiness-
could ensure proper and timely regulatory . verification. Care would be necessary - ,

in-the administration of licensing during the: transition period (the period be-
tween renewal' application-approval' and effective renewal date) to ensure that
licensee plant changes did not constitute a violation of the existing license-
in an. effort to satisfy the pending renewal license - Additionally, there is 3

little precedent.for' granting licenses that do not become effective until some-
1years in the future.
,
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Supersession of the existing license at the time of NRC approval of the renewal
application raises a different set of considerations. Necessary plant equipment
changes could be accomplished in two ways. Plant changes could be required prior
to approval of the supersession license. A disadvantage of this approach is
that resource commitments would be requi' d of the licensee with no assurance
of approval of the renewed license. This would encourage late applications as
licensees would have an incentive to postpone any expensive refurbishment or
replacement. Alternatively, the NRC could a) prove a renewed license with neces-
sary changes as license conditions. A possi)1e implementation approach would
be for the licensee to commit to an integrated schedule for accomplishing any
such changes with the completion date to coincide with tha expiration of the
previously existing license. The use of an integrated schedule would ensure
accomplishment of necessary changes without creating financial incentives for
the licensee to delay application for renewal. All changes would be accomplished
prior to the expiration of the existing term, representing a safety improvement
up to that time over the option of the plant simply serving out its existing-
license without applying for renewal.

The Commission has decided that a supersession license provides the best alterna-
tive in terms of administration and enforcement simplicity. Thus, when a renewal
application is approved, the renewed license will be immediately effective and
the existing license will simultaneously be vuided. The term of the license
will be for a renewal period (beyond the existing license expiration date, but
not to exceed 20 years) requested by the licensee, and appioved by the NRC on a
technical basis, plus the remaining life of the old license.

The total term of the license will not exceed 40 years due to the statutory limi-
tations of the Atomic Energy Act. Modifications or refurbishments required for
license renewal would need to be accomplished prior to the expiration date of
the old license or would be written into or committed to with the new license
as a condition with a technical basis.for implementation by a specified time.

An example of this approach is illustrative. If a licensee aaplied for a 20-
year extension that was approved 15 years before the end of tie existing license,
a new 35 year license would become effective, and the old license would be sur-
rendered. The total-licensed life of the plant under both licenses would became
60 years (25 years under the initial license, the 15 years of remaining time.
now authorized under the renewed license, and the additional 20 years of extended
life under the renewed license).

This approach makes the licensing decision final and enacts the new license.
This administrative finality will reduce the litigation vulnerability and the
licensing basis _ changes inherent in the interim period of the tack-on approach
while still providing full opportunity for public participation and discussion
of the technical issues during the decisionmaking stage. The simplicity of hav-
ing only one license of concern is important. Such a renewed license would re-
move any ambiguity that would otherwise exist concerning the conditions under
which a licensee would operate a plant during any period that may' overlap the
issuance of the renewal license and the term of the pre-existing license. Under
the supersession approach, any modifications or refurbishments necessary will
become licensir.g commitments similar to those imposed on operating plants under
current procedures. Safety requirements for license renewal would be tracked
and verified by existing NRC inspection and-enforcement programs.
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6.7 Renewal Term

Each renewed license will ntcescarily have some fixed term af duration. The
term of license renewal could be set generically by the rule or decided indi- >

vidually for applicants within some established range of values. The NRC is
authnrized, under Section 103c of the Atomic Energy Act, to issue operatinq li-
censes for a "... specific period, as determined by the Commission, but not ex-
ceeding forty years..." As discussed in Section 6.1, " Form of License Renewal,"
the NRC intends to limit all commercial reactor licenses, including renewals,
to a maximum of 40 years. While this limit is statutory in nature, a limit on
the maximum life extension granted by a renewed license is a technical or policy
decision.

No minimum term is set by the statute; the Commission is charged with the
responsibility of determinir.g the appropriate length of each license up to the
40 year limit. Initially, the Commission set operating licence terns to expire
40 years from the date a construction permit was granted. In the early 1980s,
however, the NRC started dating its 40 year operating licenses fro:: the Mme
the applicant received a full power operating license. Since thco the Commis-
sion has changed the starting dates on the licenses of over 20 untm that began
operation before 1980 and has applications pending for many other units for
similar extensions.

In the proposed renewal rule, the renewal term is defined as the sua cf remaining
years on the current operating license plus the additional amount of timr beyond
the expiration date of the existing license (not to exceed 20 years) tqat is
requested in the renewal application. Since no application for renewd will be
accepted more than 20 years before expiration of the current operating i; cense,
the renewal term is effectively limited to 40 years. This is consistent with
the 40-year limit imposed by the Atomic Energy Act.

Although there is no strong technical reason for setting a maximum limit of 20
additional years in the renewal rule, and the choice is somewhat arbitrary, there
are important policy considerations that support this restriction. The introduc-
tion and acceptance of advanced reactor technologies, though difficult to
ject, may have an impact on the acceptability of current reactor deFigns (pro-some
of which are already 30 years old) from a safety and regulatory perspective.
Currently, experience with the aging of nuclear power plants is limited, and a
conservative approach by the NRC is warranted. If plants subsequently prove to
justify operation for longer periods than the 60 year maximum allowed by the
original license and one renewal term, additional renewal applications will be
considered by the NRC. Until that time, however the NRC has determined that
itisprudenttoproceedcautiouslyinsettingIIcenserenewalterms.

On the other hand, a renewal term limitation that is too restrictive would
unnecessarily discourage renewal applications. The administrative, technical,
and legal costs associated with preparation and processing of renewal ap>1ica-
tions for a short renewal period.might not be justified relative to the 3ene-
fits to be gained from the limited license extension. The NRC believes a poten-
tial 20 year extension is sufficiently long to preclude administrative burdens
of this type from discouraging license renewal applications.

If no limit were set on the extension period of a renewed license, a subtle in-
centive might be created for licensees to delay application until.very late
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in the existing license term so as to receive the maximum life extension period.
The NRC believes that license renewal will be better accomplished with a more
orderly approach that will encourage licensee application and subsequent NRC
review well in advance of license expiration. Under the proposed approach, it
is anticipated that licen wes will request the full 20 year extension or a spe-
cific renewal period consistent with projected technical restrictions related
to age-related degradation of safety-related components. Essentially all tech-
nical analyses would therefore be based on a fixed total plant life equal to
the original license duration plus the requested additional renewal period.

Setting a minimum term for license renewal is a policy matter rather than a tech-
nical concern. It is possible that the NRC could eliminate or reduce the neces-
sity for repetitive review by setting a minimum term for renewal. However, pro-
perly setting the timely renewal pericd for license renewal will eliminate any
incentives for licensees to apply for a series of short terms in an attenpt to
continue operation past expiration without complete NRC review. (This scenario
seems unlikely to be attempted or permitted in practice, regardless of the frame-
work of the rule, but the possibility has been repeatedly raised in comments
concerning the general timing topic.)

It is more likely that establishing a minimum term would unnecessarily limit
licensee flexibility. Such a limit would have the potential for impacting
short-term regional generating capacity if a licensee needed to continue plant
operation during a short period until new capacity is completed. With no indi-
cation that short renewal requests will overburden NRC staff review resources
and a good likelihood that some licensees may desire renewal for only a short
period, no minimum length is set for the terms of renewed licenses.

In summary, the Commission has decided to set a maximum limit on the renewal
term but no minimum limit. The 20 year restriction on the extension period com-
bined with the proposed 20 year restriction on early application for renewal
effectively encure that the renewal license will be within the 40 year maximum
permitted by the Atomic Energy Act. Individual plants may be able to justify
only some shorter term, and each plant will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
-Specific 1h * M ees a m likely to request shorter terms that are bounded by tech-
nical IWri as sto as total pressure vessel neutron embrittlement or compo-
i;ent tiw w /4 aperature.

,

6.8 Djy a g foning Rule Requirements

The decommissioning rule enacted by the NRC in June 1988 specifies requirements
of licensees that must be considered in the context of the license renewal ap-
plication. Section 50.75, " Reporting and Recordkeeping for Decommissioning Plan-
ning." states in paragraph (f):

"Each lice m u all.at or about 5 years prior to the projected end of oper-
ation sube t 311minary decommissioning plan containing a cost estimate
-for deccmmiswung and an up-to-date-assessment of- the major technical '

factors that could affect planning for decommissioning."

This section of the regulations goes on to-specify factors to be addressed in
the plan and makes it clear that this plan will require a considerable amount
of work for the licensee to prepare and similarly for the NRC to review._ Sub-
sequently,10 CFR 50.82, " Application for Termination of License," requires
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submittal of a complete proposed decommissioning plan no later than 1 year prior
to expiration of the operating license. Preparation of a final deccmmissioning _'

plan is an extensive , effort, and NRC review of such a plan would require signif-
icant resources as wei..

The intent of these decommissioning regulations is basically twofold:
,

* To ensure that a licensee has sufficient financial resources dedicated to
fully and safely accomplish decommissioning, and

To ensure that a licensee has adequate programs and plans in place at ap-*

propriate times to accomplish decommissioning.
.'

The NRC has established a two-step process to provide cssurance that adequate
funding will be available for the decommissioning of each reactor facility.
Each licensee must periodically update the certification of funds defined in
the regulations and, 5 years prior to the projected end of operations, provide
a plant-specific assessment. The rule requires continued certification of gen-
eral decommissioning funding throughout plant life with specific evaluation close
to the end of plant life to ensure that sufficient funds are available at the
permanent end of operations to safely decommission the plant.

The need for continued assurance of funding for safe decommissioning will be
unchanged throughout the license renewal period. Because most licensees are
likely to apply for license renewal 10 or more years prior to scheduled termi-
nation of the license, and NRC review of such applications is expected to take
2 to 3 years, a decision regarding the renewal application is expected to be
made before the 5-year point, thereby eliminating unnecessary decommissioning
submittals. Also, the proposed rule-specifies that,-if a timely application
has been docketed, the decommissioning appilcation will be postponed until a
final determination has been made on the renewal application. If the applica-

| tion is disapproved, the decommissioning plan will be submitted within 1 year
of the disapproval.

The actual cost of decommissioning at a facility may increase because of the
additional operation during the renewal term. Since license renewal will effec-

; tively postpone decommissioning of a facility, the effect of inflation and the
| potential for increase in the level of effort required to decommission the facil- <

| ity at a later date must be considered. The effect of inflation on the cost of
decommissioning has been considered and incorporated into the present require-
ments. The decommissioning rule requires maintenance of 'unds in a manner to
keep pace with inflation with additional review and adjustment to ensure that
funding methods have accounted for actual inflationary effects. Current regula~

,

tions that address the effect of inflation on the fuming of decommissioning
will continue to apply during a renewal period.

A second decommissioning cost concern associated with license renewal is the
likalthood that'an increased level of effort will be necessary to decommission i

the facility at a later date. However, the decommissioning rule requires li-
censees to submit periodic updates to the funding plan and to maintain the plan
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.71. Any increased cost of decommissioning due to
operation during the license renewal term would need to be addressed in updates

|
to the decommissioning funding plan. Current requirements for periodically up-
dating the decommissioning funding plan will continue to apply during the-license!

| renewal period.
|
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The least desirable outcome of postponing decommissioning planning would be that
a plant's operations would be terminated (at the end of the existing license
period with renewal denied) with no approved decommissioning plan in place. The
NRC is currently dealing with a similar case at the Rancho Seco plant. Opera-
tions at Rancho Seco have been curtailed, and the intent of the licensee is to ..

decommission the plant. No decommissioning plan has yet been submitted to the
NRC for approval, however. Discussions between the NRC and the licensee are
proceeding to ensure that all systems and equipment required for safety during
shutdown, prior to beginning decommissioning activities, are maintained. The
major concern in this case has been one of excess cost on the part of the util-
ity because decommissioning progress has been delayed by the lack of planning.
While this may present a financial burden to the licensee, as long as sufficient
funds will be available for ultimate decommissioning, NRC should appropriately
allow licensee flexibility.

Notwithstanding the above, it should be clear that the Commission specifically
retains the prerogative to require additional submittals or demonstration of
the assurance of safe decommissioning where safety concerns or special
circumstances necessitate.

The Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) assists NRR in the
review of decommissioning plans. Once a nuclear power plant has been defueled
at the end of life and certain steps toward decommissioning are taken, the facil-
ity ceases to function as or embody the risks of a power reactot. Activities
at such a facility fall under the jurisdiction of NMSS. NRR and NMSS have devel-
oped a protocol for the transfer of licensing responsibility.from NRR to NHSS
both during the review of plant decommissioning plans and once the actual decom-
missioning process begins at the facility. License renewal will delay the decom-
missioning of power plants and thus the transfer nf licensing responsibilities
to NMSS from NRR. Because most licensees who chose the renewal option are ex-
pected to apply significantly in advance of license expiration, ample time
should be available to the NRC for allocating resources appropriately among the
licensing offices.

6.9 Irrad,iated Fuel Management Program Requirements

A licensee is required by 10 CFR 50.54(bb) to submit a program for the
management of irradiated fuel no later tnan 5 years before license expiration.
This program must provide for the handling of irradiated fuel after license
expiration until title transfer to the Department of Energy (DOE) for ultimate
disposal in a high-level waste repository. Plans for the funding of irradiated |
fuel management must also be included. Though the intent of the irradiated
fuel management plan is separate from that of the decommissioning plan, the
effect on license renewal of this section of the regulations is very similar
to that of decommissioning plannino discussed above.

If a renewed license becomes effective, the irradiated fuel management program
plan becomes unnecessary until the end of the renewal term, at which point any
such plan is likely to be significantly different because of developments:in
technology and the DOE high-level waste program. If the' renewal application-
is denied, the irradiated fuel management plan becomes necessary to ensure
final disposition of spent fuel.

As discussed above for decommissioning considerations, most licensees are likely
to apply for license renewal 10 or more years prior to scheduled termination of
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the licens6. NRC review of such applications is expected to take 2 to 3 years
and a decision regarding the renewal application is expected to be made before
the 5 year point prior to expiration, thereby aliminating unnecessary irradiated i

,

fuel management plan submittals. As with the discussion in Section 6.8, the
proposed rule specifies that the licensee's program for management of all ir- '

radiated fuel need not be submitted if a timely application for a renewed operat-
ing license has been filed.

Only in the most extreme scenarit euld a plant reach final shutdown without an
irradiated fuel management plan, Such a case should not pose a safety hazard,
however. Sufficient spent fuel storage capability is ensured at each plant by -;

current regulations. Delay in the removal of the fuel from the site and ulti-
mate decommissioning is a remote possibility in this framework. The licensee
may incur some increase in decommissioning and capital costs because of delays
in finalizing a plan, but should be given this flexibility if no safety risks ,

are present.

A separate consideration is the licensing determination that long-term, :afe
dispcsal of spent fuel is reasonably ensured. The Commission has made this de-
termination generically in its Waste Confidence findings. In September 1989,
the NRC issued for public comment a revision to the Waste Confidence findings
thot specifically addressed the potential for license renewal of currently oper-
ating reactors. The NRC found that temporary onsite or offsite storage of spent
fuel was available (even with (c:. teased amounts possible due to license renewal)
untP cc pletion of 6 permanent repus:i.ory. Deiays or problems in the DOE high- ,

level waste program could cffect the Commission's Waste Confidence findings'and,
potentially, license renewal of plants.

6.10 Material Alteration

In order to satisfy safety, reliability, or regulatory requirements, significant i

refurbishment replacement, or desi n alteration may-be deemed necessary (either
| bytheoperatIngutilityortheNRC for nuclear power plants seeking license-
'

renewal. An important procedural question is whether a' construction permit is
required for plant equipment changes that may be necessary to comply with tech-

,

nical requirements of the license renewal rule.

The Atomic Energy Act requires a construction permit'of the applicant in or(.
to " construct" or " modify" a facility. A construction permit is required by t. t

CFR 50.92 if a " material alteration" to a licensed facility is proposed. The
concern for license renewal is whether modifications representing material alter-
ations will be necessary and, if so, the manner in which such changes will be
administered.

In the absence of a specific statutory definition for material alteration, the
';

historical practice of the NRC with regard to changes in design and construc- -

tion has been examined. There have been two facilities that held oper4 ting li-
censes and subsequently received construction permits in order to perform hard-
ware changes or additions. The extent of the facility changes in each case'is
summarized in Tablo 6.1. No other changes to licensed facilities have resulted
in +.he issuance of a second construction permit. Neither of the facilities in
Tan.a 6.1 is a commercial reactor, but the examples' indicate that some changes i
to a commercial reactor could conceivably be of such significance as to require
a construction permit.

,
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Table 6.1 Material alterations requiring a construction permit
j for a licensed facility,
k -

| Licensee Proposed Material Alteration to Facility
:
,

Vniversity of Maryland Change in type of reactor, new reactor control<

1969-1971 and instrumentation systus, new control console,
j and substantial change in reactor building

,

j Nuclear Fuel Services Application to construct additions to existing
! West Valley Fuel plant to provide for new and different plant
; Reprocessing Plant, 1975 reprocessing capabilities

i

Licensees perform changes under the provisions of-10 CFR 50.59 and under the
authorization of license amendments without requiring the issuance of a construc--

i tion permit. Such modifications do not represent material alterations. Examples
of changes-to licensed plants that have not required a construction permit in-;

clude taose listed in Table 6.2.,

i Some of the changes listed in Table 6.2 were performed adhering to the require- '

' ments of 10 CFR S0.59, including the preparation of safety evaluations providing
; the bases and documentation of the acceptability of the change, and some required

formal licensing amendments.

Table 6.2 Changes to licensed plants not requiring new construction permit. ,

Equipment Change LicensingP[ocessUsed

PWR Steam Generator License Amendment and 50.59
Replacement (Indian Point 3,
1988)

PWR Recirculation Piping License Amendment.and 50.59
Replacement (Nine Mile Point 1,
1982; Monticello,-1982)

Installation of Vent on 50.59
Mark 1: Containment (Pilgrim 1987)

Change from Low to High Density -License' Amendment and 50.59
SpentFuel(PeachBottom2,1986;

' South Texas Project 1, 1988)

Addition of Safety Components License Ameadment and 50.59-
Auxiliary Feed Pumps or Emergency
Diesel Generators (Rancho Seco,
1988)'

, _.
,
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Commenters from both the industry and the public agree that the question of
whether a construction permit is necessary to perform construction to comply
with license renewal requirements is not a subject for generic treatment in the
license renewal rule. The NRC will address the issue on a plant-specific basis.

The NRC concludes that plant changes for license renewal should not be addressed
differently from changes at currently licensed plants. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 indi- 7

cate that it is unlikely that plants would propose material alterations for li-
cense renewal that would require a construction permit. Plant changes related
to license renewal that would recuire a license amendment under normal operation
will be authorized by the renettec license issued by the Commission. If the Com-
mission determines a construction permit is necessary, the regulatory framework
is in place to respond to such requests.

6.11 Antitrust Review

Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) requires that the NRC obtain an anti-
trust review of certain license applications from the U.S. Attorney General.
Under the AEA as originally enacted, the Atomic Erergy Commission could license
a reactor as a commercial facility under Section 103 or as a research and develop-
ment facility under Section 104b. Section104blicenseswerenotsubjectto
the antitrust review of Section 105c. Therefore, the NRC concludes that no anti-
trust review is required with respect to renewal of Section 104b operating li-
censes. With respect to Section 103 licenses, the legislative history of the
1970 amendments to the AEA indicate that conaress intended to require antitrust
review only of initial licensing actions, unless there is a modification to a
facility such that it constitutes a new or substantially differert facility.
The NRC does not expect that any plants will require such modifications as a
prerequisite for license renewal approval. Thus, antitrust review of the re-
newal of an operating license is not likely.
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7. DECISION RATIONALE i

This action provides a summary of the various elements of the proposed action
and the principal reasons for recommending them. The proposed action is to
issue a rule that specifies the NRC's lequirements for license renewal. The
propoced rule will consist of a new section, 10 CF81 Part 54, and appropriate
revisions to 10 CFR Part 51, which together will set forth all of the license
renewal requirements. The text for the proposed rule is provided separately
as part of the rulemaking package.

At the start of this regulatory analysis, the staff considered two other policy
alternatives to developing a rule; namely, disallowing license renewal and
implementing license renewal without a rule. The reasons for not recommending
those alternatives were discussed and scmmarized in Section 1.1 and, therefore,
will not be repeated here.

7.1 Summary of Safety Review Requirements

Based on the evaluation of the four safety review alternatives described in
Chapter 3, the staff recommends the celection of Alternative _B. The requirements
of this alternative, which were detailed in Section 3.2, are restated briefly
as follows:

.

1. Identification ci systems, structures, and components (SSCs) for detailed
aging assessments baseo on a plant-specific evaluation that takes into
account the operating W iu y, results of the NRC's and industry's agingr

research, and potent' H 6 ,adation that could preclude an SSC from
performing its intenha e fety function.

2. Collection and analysis of sufficient data from past operation, including
the results of inspection, surveillance, tests, and design basis informa-
tion, which will allow an adequate assessment of the current physical
condition and future aging of the selected SSCs.

3. Assessment of aging that considers the significant aging degradation
mechanisms such as fatigue, embrittlement, corrosion, and wear and that
provides the basic for estimating the remaining service life of the com-
ponents, for identifying any changes necessary to'the operational and
maintenatice plans, and for determining the parameters that should be
monitored during the renewal term.

.

4. Identification of. aging management activities that will ensure that
adequate margins of safety are preserved through the renewul term. The-
activities will include the monitoring of key. parameters and comparing the
results of monitaring with critoria for implementing corrective measures.

These requirements will define the scope and nature of the technical information
to.be providcd by the applicant for license renewal and the_ scope of the NRC's
sa'ety review effort in approving or disapproving'the application.

7-1-
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In arriving at the selection of Alternative B, the staff has considered the
relative merits of imposing no additional requirements and simply extending the
current requirements to the renewal term (Alternative A); requiring a program
of ag ng an essment and management (Alternative B); and requiring, in addition
to the requirements of Alternative B, varying degrees of design review (Alter-
natives C and D). The rationale for selecting Alternative B is provided below.

1. Justification for Determination of the Renewal Term. The requirements of
~

Alternative B are directed loward providing information on the projected
service life of components and on the conditions for extended service,
which will be essential to the staff's finding of whether or not the
renewal term requested by the licensee is justified. A comprehenshe
check on the significant age-dependent aspects of the plant prior to the
commencement of the renewal term at age 40 is necessary and appropriate.
While aging is not unique to the licenca renewal term, it assumes greater
importance as the plant becomes older; and while the 40-year period for
the initial license term was set arbitrarily, it has influenced plant
design and operation, either directly-by providing a reference point for

"ety margins or indirectly through performance and economic considera-

> P s. The extension of current regulatory requirements alone,ith respectas required
!

G Alternative A, will not provide sufficient information w
w t e projected service life and aging management plans for all safety-
s 4 'ficant components of the plant.

2. caf N y Assurance Through a Formal Agiro Assessment and Management Program.
A U.ernative B ensures safety during the renewal term by providing the major
steps of a formal effort to assess and manage the aging of selected struc-
tures and components. Those steps also will ensure a uniformity in the
scope of the licensees' efforts and in the standardi that they must meet,'swhile allowing the necessary degree of flexibility. The nuclear industry
pilot plant and lead plant studies, while not identical to all aspects of
Alternative B, underscore the importance of aging analyses in support of
license renewal and life exter.sion. It is reasonable to expect that similar
efforts will be undertaken by all the licensees applying for license renewal
and that these will take into account the significant findings of the NRC's
dnd the industry's own agirg studies. The aging management strategies for
the renewal term that will be adopted by the licensees likely will be plant-
specific, depending on plant type and vintage. However, the development
and implementation of these strategies will depend also on the quality of
dsta and methods used in the aging analyses. Therefore, the NRC's speci-
fication of a formal framework- for these analyses, such as embodied in the
requirements of Alternative B, will-provide a high level of safety assur-
ante during the license renewal term. Also, it ;i the staff's judgment
that the extension of current requirements to-the reaewal term under Alter-
native A will not be adequate to ensure the scope of the aging assessment
and management effort needed for license renewal.

3, Lack of Need for Additional Design Review. The issues of regulatory concern
for a plant that has shown a satisfactory operating history cver a 40 year
period are expected to be related to_the aging and degradation of hardware
and not to the basic design aspects of the plant. As noted in Chapters 3
and 4, various past and current regulatory programs such as the SEP, IPE,
and GSI, as well as the NRC's evaluation of abnormal operational events and
inspection efforts, ensure that design-related safety concerns are addressed
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on a continual basis and modifications are made to the plant as necessary.
Thus, the design basis of the older nperating plants is assumed to be
adequate, although it may differ from the design basis of new plants,
Therefore, the staff believes that Alternatives C and D, which include the,

'

additional requirements for design review against new plant standards, are
unnecessary.

4. Favorable Impact-to-Value Ratio. The analysis of values and impacts
described and summarized in Chapter 4 shows that Alternative B provides-
the smallest ratio for the total impact per avoided person-rem of expos-
ure or, in other words, the greatest value per unit of total impact in
dollars. The impact-to-value ratio for Alternative B is also much smaller
than the reference value of $1,000 per avoided person-rem. The ratio
remains favorable even when uncertainties of the parameters used to esti-
mate the impact-to-value ratio are considered. Furthermore, Alternatives
C and D result in very large impact-to-value ratios when they are evaluated
in relation to Alternative B. This implies that the design-related activi-
ties in Alternatives C and D that go beyond the aging assessment and man-,

agement activities of Alternative B cannot be justified on the basis of
quantitative values and impacts. Therefore, both qualitative and quantita-
tive considerations provide a strong support for adopting the requirements
of Alternative B.

7.2 Summary of Environmental Review Requirements
<

Based on the discussion of Chapter 5, t:.e staff proposes that the current
regulation 10 CFR 51.20(b)(2) be modified so that a site-specific environmental
impact statement (EIS)-no longer be required in connection with the issuance of
license renewals. Instead, the NRC will prepare an environmental assessment
(EA) for a license renewal application to determine if an EIS or a supplement
to an existing EIS is required. The NRC will retain the discretion to require
an EIS in spec:al circumstances.

The rationale for this recommendation is derived from the draft environmental
assessment of the proposed rule, which shows that many plants have been operating,.

and will continue to operate, to the satisfaction of. regulatory agencies respon-
sible for environmental protection. The environmental impacts of license renewal
will not be significantly different from those during the' initial license term;
however, the significance of these impacts would be variable among plants. In
many cases, the preparation of a site-specific EA that supplements the pre-4

viously prepared EIS will be sufficient. Therefore, the proposed approach that'

permits using an EA to determine the need for an EIS will provide an efficient
implementation of the NEPA provisions,

7.3 Summary of Procedural Requirements

A procedural framework will be established in the rule for administering
license renewal. The resolution of procedura) issues will be essentially the
same regardless of the safety review alternative chosen by the NRC. Severai
procedural issues that w re analyzed are appropriately dealt with by the current
regulations and no NRC action is necessary for resolution of these topics.
More detailed discussion of the procedural issues, associated considera'fons,-

and alternative approaches to each issue are presented in Chapter 6.
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License renewal will de accomplished by issuing a separate, renewed license to
supplant the current license. When the Commission approves a renewal applica-
tion, the renewed license will immediately become effective and the existing
license voided. The term of the renewed license will be for an additional
period (beyond the existing license expiration date) requested by the licensee,
plus the remaining life of the previous license. The NRC will limit the addi-
tional period of license renewal to a maximum of 20 years. While there is no
firm technical reason for the limit, and it is somewhat arbitrary, the NRC sees
strong reasons to proceed cautiously with regard to the safety of long-term
reactor operation. A 20 year limit would not unreasonably restrict or burden
licensees.

Orderly and predictable submittal and processing of licente renewal applications
are necessary for effective regulation. The earliest date for submittal of
license renewal applications will be 20 years prior to expiration of the exist-
ing license. A 20 year limit will allow sufficient time for NRC evaluation and
subsequent licensee capacity planning while also preventing applications from
plants without significant operating data and experience in the management of<

aging. A renewal application will be considered timely if submitted 3 years
prior to license expiration. This requirement is necessary to ensure sufficient
time for safety review of the application by the NRC staff. Licensees submitting
applications after that point will not be assured of continued operation after,

the expiration date of the existing license if application review by the NRC
is not complete.

Federal licensing actions require the opportunity for public participation in
varying degrees. Legislative history indicates that formal hearings are required
for power reactor licensing cases. _The NRC proposes no special hearing procedure
for license renewal. All contested license renewal issues will be resolved at,

formal hearings. The scope of these hearings will likely be more limited than
; original operating license hearings, however.

The cost / benefit analysis requirements of the backfit rule do not apply to the
general requirements that the NRC finds necessary to specify in its regulations
in order to provide adequate protection to the health and safety of the public
for a plant with a renewed license. Safety' improvements'beyond the licensing
basis established by the rule will be subject to the cost / benefit analysis of
the backfit rule both during the review of license renewal applications and
during the renewal term.

J
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8. IMPLEMENTATION

Development of the regulatory framework for license renewal is_a-major NRC
action Similarly, the preparation and application for licente renewal will ,

beamajorundertakingforlicensees. The schedule for necessary NRC staff
actions tu complete and implement license renewal rulemaking are described in
this section.

8.1 Schedule

The schedule for development of the license renewal process includes separate, '

but interdependent, schedules for each of the following:

* - Part 54 rule development,
Regulatory guidance development.*

*_ : Generic environmental review and Part 51 rulemaking, and
Lead plant implementation.*

TM progress in each of these four activities will influence the progress of-
the others. Appropriate participation'by the industry has been assumed based;
on commitments and schedules provided to the NRC_by the Nuclear:. Management and >

Resources Council (NUMARC).-

8.1.1 Part 54 Rule Development '

'

In November 1986, the NRC published a Federal Register _ notice'(Ref.-8.1) concern-
ing license-renewal-policy development.- Subsequently, the_ Commission recognized'
the need to establish requirements for license renewal:in as timely a manner as--
possible-and made the decision to proceed-directly to: rulemaking rather than
issue a policy statement. ~

-

NUREG-1317, " Regulatory Options for Nuclear Plant License; Renewal,'? was pub 11shed
| in. August 1988 (Ref. 8.2). NUREG-1317 was developed from the-15 topics 'f concerno
l- identified by public comments received on.the NRC's. November 1986 Federal Re is-

ter notice. An_ advance notice of proposed rulemaking was-published in-the e-
eral' Register on August 29,- 1988, requesting comments.on NUREG-1317 and other--
issues related to license renewalc(Ref. 8.3). These comments ontthe proposed--

rulemaking were issued as NUREG/CR-5332 in March 1989;(Ref, 8.4).

In September 1989,!the NRC. staff presented for Commission: approval a.progran
plan and~ schedule.to develop regulations and implement licensing < guidance for-
the renewal .of power plant operating-licenses. ' . Also discussed wereistaff plans :
to. hold a public workshop-in November 1989 to' solicit comments;on its regulatory

.

-

approach to development 1of a rule- for _ license renewal. In the October 13,' 1989-.
- Federal- Register notice announcing the workshop, the NRC ' published.a preliminary
regulatory philosophy and approach to_ license renewal regulation for comment-
(Ref.-8,5).- Also published was the outline of a conceptual; approach to rule o

- wording.
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As a result of this public workshop, associated written comments; and further
refinement of tne NRC staff's approach to license renewal rulemaking, several
changes to the original plan and schedule were mede. Figure 8.1 illustrates
the current schedule. The most significant changes are associated with the
uncoupling of the proposed Part 54 license renewal rulemaking from the Part 51
generic environmental rulemaking. This uncoupling will permit acceleration of
the schedule so that the final Part 54 rule can be published in May 1991. This
rule will be suppo.ted by an environmental assessment for which considerable
progress has already been made. The Part 51 rulemaking is scheduled for'

completion in April 1992.
;

This accelerated schede e was designed to respond to complete final action on
the proposed Part 54 ru' e change prior to submittal of the first licensee
application for license renewal. The schedule could be affected by many related

4

factors, many of which are not under the control of the NRC. Therefore, as the
program proceeds, the schedule will need to be periodically reassessed in light
of ongoing developments

| 8.1.2 Regulatory Guidance Development

Implementation of the license renewal rule wi'l require development of new
regulatory guidance and modification of existing guidance, A preliminary
draf t of a regulatory guide on the format and content of license renewal
applications, which addresses technical information requirements, is currently

,

being developed by the staff and will be published in April 1992. Regulatory
guidance addressing the screening methodology for selection of systems, struc-
tures, and components important to license renewal will be provided through a
safety evaluation report (SER) of an industry report, submitted by NUMARC,
entitled " Methodology to Evaluate Plant Ec;uipment for License Renewal." If a

complete endorsement is not possible, the staff will generate necessary supple-
mental guidance for_ performance of the integrated plant review for license renewal.
The SER on equipment screening methodology is scheduled for publication in April
1992.

The NRC staff anticipates other necessary guidance will be provided over the next
2 years by SERs on the 10 remaining industry technical reports scheduled to
be submitted by February 1991. If the staff _ deems necessary, a separate regula-
tory guide could be developed un_the subject matter of any individual industry
technical report to fully address related technical issues. -Work on the SERs
and necessary regulatory guides will proceed in parallel with the proposed Part4

54 rulemaking. These industry _ technical reports will address such topics. as-
fatigue evaluations, low-temperature neutron embrittlement, and other age-related
effects associated with containments, Class 1 structures, primary system boun-
daries, etc. Staff review of industry efforts will include consideration of
whether the collective industry. efforts comprehensively. cover all ' major license
renewal concerns.

8. L 3 Environmental Review
,

Compliance with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) regulations relative
to the two distinct, but related, actions of promulgating a license renewal
rule and renewing licenses of individual nuclear power plants has been given
considerable consideration by the NRC and interested commenters. The Part 54

8-2
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'1988 1989 1990 '99 A 1992 1993 |

2|3|4 t|2|3|4 1|2|3|4 t|2|3|4 t|2|3|d|13|4 1

Part 54 ' Rule Development | | | [ |,

ANPRWUREG-1317 for comment Y |
Workshop on Techrweal and Err-ea- ,i.: Issues V
Pubash Proposed F art 54 V
Comment Period --|

,

Putpsh Final Part 54 17
_

|

Regulatory Guidance Development | |
Cc w Penod PubEsh FinalAppEca6on Format and Conter(Reg Guide g

m*@l I i Vi i
Stardard Review Plan Revisions | 'M d 'pm fn,

man g; | | y
|f||' t7 ,Safety Evaluation Report on Equipment Screerwng Methodology ,

, ,

' ' ''' '
Safety Evaluation Reports on 10 Indos:ey Technical Reports , ,

' ' '''
Develop other tecfv*:al guidance if necessary , ,

cn
J,- Part 51 Rule Development / Environmental

_

ErrAronmental Assessment to supp:rt Part 54 Rulemakiry p,,iod ptNeh Fenal EA

0+tp 'V
' 'oComment period for scope of Generic Enwhcomental Document (GED' . .

Pubiish Draft Part 51 Rule and supporting GED . V
Comment Period on Draft Part 51 Rule and spirg GED C

PubBsh Final Part 51 Rule and supporting GED y
IIndustry Lead Plant ' !mplementation |

'

Iniss! NRC Briefing .. .y |

- Project Management plan Meeting ' y
Inidal On-site NRC Briefings M
Yankee Pilot Evaluation Rep 3rt y |
Yankee Application and Deterrivnetion Appheation Determenation,

C E |
Monticello Appscation and Dea... ;. L. Appucanon | o.te,m.na.4on

15 9

Figure'8.1 . Schedule of license renewal rule implementation.
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rule can be supported by an environmental assessment. A draft document that
would provide the basis for the environmental assessment can be completed on
the same schedule as the proposed rule and would be published for comment along-

' with the proposed Part 54 rule in June 1990. The scope and level of treatment
of possible environmental effects will be sufficient to support the selection of
the preferred set of requirements for license renewal. The environmental assess-,

- ment would not be used to legally limit the scope of environmental effects
treated in individual license renewal actions.

The basis for a change to Part 51 to limit the environmental effect considered 1

in individual license renewal actions would be the development of a generic
,

environmental document. This document would be tiered on the environmental- |
*

assessment. However, the generic envirormental document will treat the set or
potential environmental effects in sufficient detail to bound all site-specific
conditions. Because of the time required to gather site-specific information and
to complete analyses, as well as to complete the public scoping process, a generic
environmental document cannot be completed on the same schedule as proposed for;

the license renewal rule. NUMARC has volunteered to make available industry~

sources of information to aid development of the generic environmental effort.
A draft generic environmental document and proposed changes to 10 CFR Part 51
are scheduled for publication in May 1991 and the final effort in April 1992..

8.1.4 Lead Plant Implementation

Yankee Atomic Electric Company's Yankee and Northern States Power Company's
'

Monticello will be the first two plants to apply for license renewal. The
preparation and application work at taese plants is being sponsored jointly by
the Department of Energy and the Electric Power Research Institute in an effort>

to test the license renewal process establisned by the NRC. A series of meetings
among the lead plants, the lead plant program sponsors, and the-NRC has been
initiated. An information briefing concerning the lead plant program implementa-
tion was presented to the NRC in December 1988.- A project. management plan meet-
ing was held in May of 1989. A pilot evaluation report, issued by Yankee:
Atomic Electric Company in December 1989, indicated the preliminary results of
application of the industry license renewal equipment- screening methodology and
is under review by the NRC.

The Yankee application for license renewal is expected in-June of 1991, with a,

final NRC determination scheduled for May of 1993. The Monticello application
is scheduled for December 1991, with a final determination in December of 1993.
Achievement of_these milestones will_ depend on timely: issuance of the rule,
development of regulatory guides,-and resolution of-technical issues.

~

8.2 Staff Actions

NRC staff action will be required for each of the four activity areas-
described in Section 8.1. Various staff license renewal efforts are being
coordinated _at both the working level and among senior management. A brief
ciescription of those efforts and organizational responsibilities follows.

8.2.1 Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES)

Overall coordination of the rulemaking is the responsibility of the Director,
Division of Safety Issue Resolution (DSIR), who will-meet as required with senior

NUREG-1262 8-4
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managers in RES and the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to resolve program
issues that may affect schedule or technical quality of work and to address
important policy issues that might arise.

DSIR is responsible for task management for development of the Part 54 rule,
statement of considerations, regulatory analysis, environmental assessment,
generic environmental document, and rulemaking package for changes to Part 51.
The NRC staff will support the Director, DSIR, in coordination with other
activities to ensure consistency of technical and policy positions and
W :aining of the schedule.

The Division of Engineering (DE) is responsible for supporting the development
of the technical requirements in the license renewal rule, most of the technical
effort needed to develop regulatory guides, and appropriate task management.
DE will provide support for technical evaluation of industry technical reports
and technical support for the lead plant reviews and the development of standard
review plans. DE will also participate in, and coordinate NRC activity with,
the national technical societies related to aging and plant life extension
standards development.

The Division of System Research (DSR) will provide expertise in the use of PRA
and risk assessment methodologies as applicable to requirements ia.ccrporated
in the rule, regulatory analysis, and regulatory guides. DSR will also provide
expertise on severe accident issues, especially with regard to treatment within
the generic environmental document.

The Division of Regulatory Applications will provide expertise and contract
support for cost analyses in the regulatory analysis and economic and socio-
economic expertise in guiding the development and review of the generic
environmental document.

; 8.2.2 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)
|
' NRR will provide technical support cnd consultation in the refinement of the

rule and the regulatory analysis, in scoping and reviewing regulatory guides,
in developing regulatory positions on industry technical reports and in scoping
and reviewing the generic environmental document. NRRwillpartIcipate,as
necessary, in code and standards development. NRR is responsible for developing
safety evaluation' reports on the industry technical reports, developing standard
review plans, and for all interaction with and actions on the lead plants. NRR
will coordinate with the RES staff the review of materials submitted-to NRR
by the lead plants and ensure appropriate participation in technical meetings.

8.2.3 Office of the General Counsel (0GC)

OGC will closely monitor all license renewal rulemaking activitias, participate
in appropriate technical and policy meetings, and review written material for
legal considerations. 0GC will also provide legal representation in any
hearings associated with the lead plants' renewal applications.

8.3 Relationship to Other Major NRC Actions

Licence renewal is a major regulatory action that will influence many other
NRC programs and activities. Current regulatory activities and some prior

NUREG-1362 8-5
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decisions may need to be reviewed and possibly-reworked in light of generic or
plant-specific impilcations arising from renewed operating licenses. Major
areas of impact involving integration of license renewal activities and

,

requirements are:

gingResearch--Continuingresearchtoidentifyandmitigatetheeffectsof
aging on safefy-related systems, structures, and comoonents is an essential
element in the implementation of license renewal. Strong finarcial incentives
exist for extension of qualified design life for many of these components rather
than the costly alternative of removal and replacement.

To ensure safety during the renewal term, it is expected that industry will.

bear the major burden for research. Also, the NRC will serve its traditional
role of providing independent confirmatory research. For example, in the
past several years some evidence has arisen that steel reactor support
structures may exhibit greater embrittlement than originally estimated at
low flux levels. The NRC has undertaken to resolve these uncertainties.and
ensure that adequate safety margins exist. Effective aging innagement programs,
including analysis, surveillance, and testing, will be predicated on the
results of such aging research.

Equipment Qualification Revised equipment qualification reports will
-Ee required of license renewal applicants for review by the NRC staff in
its evcluations of license renewal applications. Significant NRC staff
resources will be required to support evaluation of equipment qualification
considerations from multiple license renewal applications. The results of
aging research will be reflected in changes to the NRC equipment qualitica-
tion requirements to be used in reviews of license-ren6wal applications.
Such revised requirements define the methodology to be used in equipmont
and component design life determinations or augmented surveillance of aged
equipment. Coordination between aging research within RES and equipment
qualification activities within NRR will need to continue.

Severe Accident Resolution--The proposed license renewal rule (Alternative
B) does not specifically address severe accident closure. Resolution of
severe accident issues (through the individual plant examination (IPE) pro-
gram, the accident management program, and other current initiatives) is
expected to occur at almost all plants before those plants submit license
renewal applications. Plants will have completed IPEs and have in place
accepted implementation schedules for resulting actions. Specific con-
sideration of the lead plants for license renewal is anticipated, however.

Maintenance Standard Development--The NRC has taken initiatives to emphasize the
importance of maintenance practices at nuclear power plants. . Careful coordina-
tion is necessary in the development of a maintenance regulatory guide or stan-
dard to ensure that elements that relate to recordkeeping, trending, and-surveil-
lance important to license renewal are considered. The NRC. recognizes that con-
sistency between these two important regulatory areas,- maintenance and license
renewal, is of great-importance.

Generic Safety Issues--Many generic safety issues currently in the process
of resolution by the NRC are potentially affected by age-related degradation.
Ongoing NRC research in' resolving these issues will need to consider the

NUREG-1362 8-6
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potential for plant life extension as well as additional licensee actions in
_

'preparation for license renewal. In considering new hardware requirements for
the resolution of generic _ safety issues, the. NRC has performed. regulatory analy- 4

sis and cost-benefit analysis to consider the average remaining operating life
of the reactors that would be affected by a generic action. With implementa-
tion of license renewal, the actual remaining life of at least some reactors
will be greater than that considered in the analysis of-past safety issues.
Without comprehensive review-of past regulatory analyses, it is not clear
whether extended plant life would have affected the decision outcome of such-4

issues.

Comprehensive Review of Existing Regulations and Guidance--License renewal
will require some degree of alteration or modification for many parts of the
current regulations and regulatory guidance. Major changes have been identified
and addressed, and a systematic review for editorial and other. minor changes is

_

planned.

The license renewal safety review approach does not independently address
management performance issues. The presumption in _this regulatory analysis is
that NRC will grant license renewals only to plants that are in good management:
standing. Presently,-the NRC conducts comprehensive reviewslof a-licensee that--

is not in good management' standing prior to making important determinations con >
cerning the plant. The importance of both plant hardware and management
readiness for a major action such as license' renewal cannot be overstated'.

|

|.

|
!

-
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Table A.1 Schedule of license expirations for currently operating plants.*

Date of
; Design Operating

Name of Rating License License
No, Plant PWR/BWR (Net MWe) Issuance Expiration

1 Yankee Rowe PWR 175 07/60 2000 **
2 Big Rock Point BWR 72 08/62 2002'

3 San Onofre-1 PWR 436 03/G7 2007
4 Haddam Neck PWR 582 06/67 2007 **
5 Nine Mile Point-1 BWR 620 08/68 2008 **
6 Oyster Creek-1 BWR 650 08/69 2009
7 Ginna PWR 470 09/69 2009 **

'
8 Dresden-2 BWR 794 -12/69 2009
9 Monticello-1 BWR 545 09/70 2010 **

10 Robinson-2 PWR 700 09/70 2010
11 Millstone-1 BWR 660 10/70 2010
12 Point Beach-1 PWR 497 10/70 2010'

13 Dresden-3 BWR 794 03/71 2011
14 Surry-1 PWR 788 05/72 2012
15 Point Beach-2 PWR 497 05/72 2012 **
16 Turkey Point-3 PWR 693 07/72 2012-'

17 Pilgrim-1 BWR 655 09/72 2012
18 Palisades PWR- 805 10/72 2012

: 19 Quad Cities-2 BWR 789 12/72 2012
20 Quad Citics-1 BWR 789 12/72 2012
21 Surry-2 PWR 788 01/73 2013,

22 Vermont Yankee BWR 540 .02/73 2013-
1 23 Oconee-1 PWR 887 02/73 2013

24 Turkey Point-4 PWR 693 04/73 2013
1 25 Maine Yankte PWR 825 06/73 2013'

26 Fort Calhoun-1 PWR- 478 08/73 2013
27 Prairie-1 PWR 530 08/73 2013 **

'

28 Indian Point-2 PWR 873 .09/73 2013
29 Oconee-2 PWR 887 10/73 2013'
30 Zion-1 PWR 1040 -10/73 2013- 131 Peach Bottom-2 BWR 1065- 11/73 2013 i32 Zion-2 PWR 1040 11/73 2012
33 Browns Ferry-1 BWR 1065 12/73 2013
34 Kewaunee-1 PWR 535 12/73 2013
35 Cooper BWR 778 01/74 2014 '

36 Duane Arnold-1 BWR 538 02/74 2014
37 THI-1 PWR 819 04/74 2014
38 Arkansas-1 PWR 850 05/74 2014
39 Oconee-3 PWR 887 07/74' 2014
40 Peach Bottom-3 BWR 1065 07/74 2014
41 Calvert Cliffs-1 PWR . 845 07/74 2014
42 -Browns Ferry-2 BWR 1065 08/74 2014
43 Rancho Seco-1 PWR 918 08/74 2014
44 Hatch-1 8WR 776 10/74 2014
45 Fitzpatrick BWR 816 10/74 2014

A-4
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Table A.1 (Continued)

Date of
Design Operating

Name of Rating License License
No. Plant PWR/BWR (Net MWe) Issuance Expit ation

46 Cook-1 PWR 1030 10/74 2014
47 Prairie-2 PWR 530 10/74 2014 '

48 Bruaswic k-2 BWR 821 12/74 2014
49 Millstone-2 PWR 870 09/75 2015-
50 Trojan-1- PWR 1130 11/75 2015
51 Saint Lucie-1 PWR 830 03/76 2016
52 Indian Point-3 PWR 965 04/76 2016
53 Beaver Valley-1- PWR 835 07/76 2016
54 Browns Ferry-3 BWR 1065 08/76 2016
55 Calvert Cliffs-2 PWR 845 11/76 2016
56 Brunswick-1 BWR 821 11/76 2016
57 Salem-1 PWR 1115 12/76 2016
50 Crystal River-3 PWR 825 01/77 2017
59 Davis Besse PWR 906 04/77 2017
60 Farley-1 PWR 829 06/77 2017
61 Cook-2 PWR 1100 12/77 2017
62 North Anna-1 PWR 907 04/78 2018
63 Hatch-2 BWR 784 06/78 2018
64 Arkansas-2 PWR 912 09/78 2018
65' North Anna-2 PWR 907 08/80 2020
66 Sequoyah-1 PWR 1148 09/80 2020
67 Farley-2 PWR. 829 03/81 2621
68 Salem-2 PWR 1115 05/81 2021
69 McGuire-1 PWR 1180- 07/81 2021
70 Sequoyah-2 PWR. 1148 09/81 2021
71 laSalle-1 BWR 1078 08/82 2022
72 San Onofre-2 PWR 1070. 09/82 2022
73 Susquehanna-1 BWR 1050 11/82 2022
74 Summer-1 PWR 900 11/82 2022
75 McGuire-2 PWR 1180 05/83 2023
76 Saint Lucie-2 PWR 830- 06/83 2023
77 San Onofre-3 PWR 1080 09/83 2023 **
78 LaSalle-2 BWR 1078 03/84 2024
79~ WNP-2 (WPPSS-2) BWR 1100. 04/84 2024
80 Susquehanna-2 BWR -1050 06/84: 2024
81 Callaway-1 PWR 1171 10/84 2024
82 Grand Gulf-1 BWR 1250 11/84 2024
83 Diablo Canyon-1- PWR 1086 11/84 2024
84 Catawba-1 PWR 1145 01/85 2025
851 Oyron-1 PWR 1120 02/85 2025
86 Waterford-3 PWR 1104 03/85 2025
87- Palo Verde-2 PWR 1270 06/85 2025
88 Wolf Creek-1 PWR 1170 06/85 2025
89 Fermi-2 BWR 1093 07/85 2025
90 Diablo Canyon-2 PWR 1119 08/85 2025

<
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Table A.1 (Continued).

Date of
Design Operating

Name of Rating License License
No. Plant PWR/BWR (Net MWe) Issuance Expiration

91 Limerick-1 BWR 1055 08/85 2025
92 River Bend BWR 936 11/85 2025

i 93 Millstone-3 PWR 1154 01/86 2026
94- Palo Verde-2 PWR 1270 04/86 2026-

-

95 Catawba-2 PWR 1145 05/86 2026
96 Hope Creek-1 BWR 1067 07/86 2026

3 97 Perry-1 BWR 1205' 11/86 2026'

98 Harris-1 PWR 900 01/87 2027
99 Byron-2 PWR 1120 01/87 2027
100 Vogtle-1 PWR 1101 03/87 2027
101 Clinton-1 BWR 933 04/87 2027'
102 Nine Mile Point-2 BWR 1080 07/87 2027
103 Braidwood-1 PWR 11?0 07/87 2027
104 Beaver Valley-2 PWR 836 08/87 2027
105 Palo Verde-3 PWR 1270 .11/87 2027
106 South Texas-1 PWR 1250 03/88 2028
107 Braidwood-2 PWR 1120 05/88 2028

.

'

TOTAL CAPACITY (MWe) 96567

Date Source: USNRC, " Licensed Operating Reactorsltatus Summary Report Data
as of 12-31-88," NUREG-0020, Vol. 13, No. 1, January 1989.

* All nuclear plant licenses are assumed to provide _a full year
i- operating term. Actually, many 40 year operating license terms

included the construction period. However, since the NRC has
determined that the license term begins-from the date of-issuance of
the operating license, all
40 year operating license. plants are assumed _to'be granted a fullNote that license. amendments to this
effect have not been made as yet to all~ operating plants. '

** Initial operating license date derived from reference below since
NUREG-0020 provides only the most recer<t operating license issuance
date:
NUS Corporation, " Commercial Nuclear Power Plants," Edition No. 18,
November 1987. l

1
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Table A.2 Schedule of license expirations for plants expected
to be licensed in 1989 through 1995,*

.

Date of
Operating

Design License
Ncme of .

Rating Issuance License
No. Plant PWR/BWR (Net MWe) (Estimated) Expiration

108 South Texas-2 PWR 12!i0 1989 2029
109 Vcgtle-2 PWR 11'i0 1989 2029
110 Comanche Peak-1 PWR 1150 1989 2029
111 Limerick-2 BWR 1055 1990 2030
112 Comanche Peak-2 PWR 1150 1992 2032
113 Shoreham BWR 319- 1992 2032
114 Seabrook-1 BWR 1150 1952 2032
115 Watts Bar-1 PWR 1170 1992 2032
116 Watts Bar-2 PWR 1170 1993 2033
117 Belafonte-1 PWR 1213 1993 2033
118 Belafonte-2 PWR 1213 1995 2035 -

TOTAL (MWe) 12500

*5ource: Nuclear News, pp. 83-86, February 1989,
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Table B.1 A representative list of selected new plant standards
for Alternative C based on review of SEP experience.

e

Applicable
Safety Review lopic SRP Section

_ _ -

Stability of Subsurface Materials and Foundations: 2. 5.1- 5
Assurance of all safety-related structures and buried 3.8.1
equipment against potential static and seismically 3.8.5
induced settlement. 3.9.1-6

3.10

Flood Protection Requirements: Assurance of structural 2.4.2
integrity against loads and dynamic effects from winds, 2.4.5
tornado flooding, hurricanes, tsunami, and seiches, 2.4.10
taking into account the following plant characteristics 2.4.11
and capabilities:

Site hydrologic characteristics.*

Capability of structures important to safety*

to withstand flooding.

Adequacy of cooling water supply.*

Adequacy of inservice inspection of water control*

structures.

Identification of Potential Hazards in Plant Vicinity: 2.2.1
Assurance of integrity of safety-related systems, 2.2,2

structures, and components against the folloving
types of hazards:

Shock waves from explosions,*

Fires or explosions from chemicals and gases*

transported in the vicinity of the plant.
,

Missile-and debris impact f rom explosions.*

Missiles Generated by Natural Phenomena: Assurance of 3.5.1.4
systems, structures, and components-important to safe
shutdown capability to withstand the impact of an
appropriate spectrum of tornado generated missiles.

Terbine Missiles: Assurance of the following: 3.5.1.1-3
10.2

Turbine disc and rotor integrity through material 15.2.3-*

quality and inspections.
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Table 8.1 (Continued)

3 Applicable
Safety Review Topic SRP Section

,

Overspeed protection systems to preclude turbine*

missile generation.,

Unobtrusive protective barriers to mitigate*

consequences from missile impacts.

ASME Code Class 1, ', and 3 Components, Component Supports, 3.9.1-3
apd Core Support Structures: Assurance of Category 1 5. 2.1.1

; structures (the containment, structures inside containment, 5.2.1.2
and structures outside containment) safety functions, in
accordance with up-to-date standards for the design,
fabrication, erection, and testing of structures.

.

Concrete Containment: Assurance of the adequacy of the 3.8.1-3
inspection program for prestressed concrete containments.
Inspections should include liftof f tension and accept-
ance criteria, testing or prestressing of tendons, and
review of deterioration and corrosion of prestressed
tendons.

Seismic Design Parameters: Verification of the design 3.7.1-4,

adequacy of the plant, particularly structures, piping,4

and equipment, with respect to appropriate f ree ground-
motion spectra of the safe shutdown earthquake.- Emphasis
to be placed on the following:

'

Structural integrity of anchorage and support-*

systems of all safety-related electrical equipment.

Structural integrity of vertical pumps.' *

I e Field-erected tanks.
:

Support systems of small-diameter, safety-related*

piping with large valve operators.

Safe Shutdown Systems: Assurance of adequate design,- 7.4
f abrication, and testing of systems, components, and
equipment necessary to achieve safe. shutdown under
postulated external events.,

Residual Heat Removal System: Assurance of '5.4.7
electrical, instrumentation, and control features to
achieve safe chutdown using only safety equipment.

,
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Table B.1 (Continued)

Applicable
Safety Review Topic SRP Section

Station Service Water System: Assurance of the station 9.2.1
service and cooling water systems to remove decay heat 9.2.2
from the core under normal and emergency conditions.
Specifically, assurance of the following should be
provided:

Cooling water system capable of transferring heat*

from systems, structures, and components
important to safety to the ultimate heat sink.

Adequate physical separation of systems to avoid*

adverso systems interactions.

Sufficient cooling water inventory or provisions*

for makeup water.

Ventilation Systems: Assurance that ventilation systems 9.4.1-5
have the capability to provide a safe environment under
all modes of operation for plant personnel and for
engineered safety features.

Interlock Systems Important to Safety: Assurance of 7.6
sufficient redundancy and reliability of valves and DTP ICSB-3
valve interlocks between the high- and low presture
safety injection systems.

Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS): Assurance of 6. 3
procedures; instrumentation, and information display BTP-ICSB-20
for manual switchover from injection to recirculation !

mode for the ECCS if automatic switthover is not an
attribute of the original design.

ACPowerSystems{{ 'te): Assurance of electrical 8.2
independence of reo ! ant safety related onsite 8.3.1
power sources.

DC Power Systems (Onsite): Assurance of dc power 8.3.2
system redundancy, battery system capability, and Appendix 7-A
bus voltage monitoring and annunciation design. BTP'EICSB-6

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leak Detection: 5.2.5
Assurance of the reliability and sensitivity of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage detection.
system to provide the reactor operator with adequate
time to identify, isolate, and repair the leak.

B-5
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Taole 8.1 (Continued)
__

_

Applicable
-Safety Review Topic SRP Section

Shared Systems: Assurance that safe shutdown capability BTP EICSB-7
for one unit at a site is not compromised by accident
conditions at a second unit.

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System: Assurance of- 5.4.6
adequate isolation devices to prevent nonsafety failures 7.3
from propagating to common-mode failures of safety systems. *

Reactor Protection System and Engineered Safety Features: 6.3
Assurance of an adequate integrated test program for
ECCS components.

Protective Coating Systems (Paints) for Organic Materials: 6.1. l
Assurance of organic paints, coatings, and lnsulation 6.1.2-
materials to withstand harsh environments inside
containment so as not to contribute to corrosion and
debris. that could adversely affect plant operation.

,

Reactor Water Cleanup System: Assurance of the reactor 5.4.8
water cleanup system capability to remove conta.ninants
introduced by main condenser leakage and the maintenance
of water purity limits consistent with Regulatory
Guide 1.56.,

-

Steam System Piping Failures Inside and Outside 15.1.5 '

Containment: Assurance of pipe break and crack propagation- 15.2.8
analyses -in evaluating dynamic ef fects of high- and
moderate-energy fluid system piping.

Containment Isolation System: Assuranceaof containment _-6.2.4-7
penetration integrity to prevent uncontrolled release of ~ BTP ICSB-6-4 i
radioactivity and primary system coolant. l

,

'
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EVALUATION OF CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY INCREASES DUE TO AGING
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C.1 DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSES PERFORMED

: The objective of this work is to quantify the core damage freque uy increases
that result from component aging under current test and maintenance practices.
The core damage frequency increases from the aging of both active components
(valves, pumps, etc.) and passive components (containment, piping, etc.) are
calculated. To quantify the core damage frequency increases due to the aging
of active components, two NUREG-1150 probabilistic risk analyses (PP.As) are
used, one for a PWR and one for a BWR (Ref. C.1). Aging models are in::orporated
into the PRAs to calculate the core damage frequency increase that is due to
aging. The methodology uset. to calculate the core damage frequency effects due
to I.he aging of active components is taken from NUREG/CR-5510 (Ref. C.2) and is;

described in a subsequent section.
,

To quantify the core damage frequency increases due to the aging of passive
components, the core damage frequency importances of the passive components are

: combined with the associated passive component aging effects to obtain the core
damage frequency increases due to' aging. The core damage frequency importances
used are those given in the TIRGALEX report (NUREG/CR-5248) (Ref. C.3). The,

methodology used to combine importances and aging effects is again taken from
NUREG/CR-5510 and is described in a later section. The passive components.

require a separate evaluation because the NUREG-1150 PRAs used do not incor-
: porate passive component contributions to the detail required for the-aging

evaluations.'

! Point estimates of the core damage frequency increases due to aging are obtained
using component and structure aging rates and using models for current. testing
and maintenance practices. Sensitivity studies are also performed using upper-
bound data values and-lower-bound data values. Uncertainty analyses are further-,

more carried out-to calculate the probability distribution of the core 8 mage,

frequency increase due to aging by assigning probability distributions w the
data to represent the data uncertainties. By carrying'out point evaluations,_
sensitivity evaluations, and uncertainty evaluations, more comprehensive anal-

: yses of the core damage frequency increases due to aging are obtained.

; C.2 BASIC HETHODOLOGY USED TO CALCULATE AGING EFFECTS ON CJRE DAMAGE FREQUENCY

The basic methodology used to calculate the increase in the core damage fre-
quency from aging effects is that described .in NUREG/CR-5510 (Ref. C.2). The
core damage frequency increase is the increase above the baseline core damage
frequency calculated in the PRA. Using the methodology in NUREG/CR-5510, the
core damage frequency increase AC due to aging is expressed as a sum of con- -

tributi.;n terms from successively higher order aging interactions:-

ACly + AC2 * * * ' * OEM (1)6C =

where .

ACy = the increase in core damage frequency due to the aging of (2)
individual components

C-6
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aC2 = the increase in core damage frequency due to the (3)
simultaneous aging of two components -

.

.

.

ACg = the increase in core damage frequency due to the (4)
simultaneous aging of M components

,

The maximum size of iging interactions H is the maximum combination of compo-
nent failures cons u red in the PRA that results in a core damage (i.e., the '

largest core damage frequency minimal cut set evaluated in the PRA). Equation
(1) for AC is exact io that all the contributions included in the PRA are
included in the contr A -ions to the core damage frequency increase due to,

aging.

From NUREG/CR 5510, the terms AC ,aC .....aC are given byy p g
i

601 = I c3 (5)
i

ACp=IIcjj (6)
i>J

AC3 = I I I cijki>j>k
.

.

.

AC'q = 1 I I c (7)
1 >i '''I I I '''I1 2 M I2 M

,

| Each core damage frequency contribution is a sum of individual component
contributions cj, cjj, etc. -over all the components in the PRA. The terms c4
give the contribution from each component i, the terms cjj give the contribu-

I tion from the simultaneous aging of components i and j, and so on, up to the
'

maximum cotoponent interactions considered in the PRA. Thus, the detailed aging
contributions from every component and from every component. interaction are
identified, providing comprehensive information on the aging contributions.

Finally NUREG/CR 5510 shows that each component cortribution cj, ejj, etc. ,
can be expressed as a product of appropriate risk importance factors and aging
factors:

= S aq, (8).c3 j
,

=S aqaq) (9)cjj jj j

c jk " SijkO9 09j 9 -0i 1 k

.

e

c3 . 9 =S j.9 aqq ...aq, (10)-

'l
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where 5 Sjj, etc. , are the risk importance factors (or risk sensitivity4

factors) and aqj are the aging factors. More specifically,

S = the core damage frequency importance of component i (11)4
'

Sj3=thecoredamagefrequencyjointimportanceofcomponents (12)
i and j

.

.

.

S = the core damage frequency joint importance of components (13)j..4
3 M 1,....i

1 g

the aging . ; ors are defined by:

Aqj = the aging effect in component i due to aging (14)

aq aq) = the product of the agir.g effects in components i and j (15)q

aqq aqq . 649 = the product of the aging effects in components (16)
2 2 M i ,...iy M

The core damage frequency importance factors S , Sjj, etc., are determined fromj
the PRA using importance algorithms such as defined in NUREG/CR-5510. The aging
effects aqj are calculated from appropriate aging models.

Substituting the above component formulas into the core damage frequency
contributions, the core damage frequency increase AC can then be explicitly
expressed in terms of the component risk importance factors and aging effects:

60 = I S aqq+ S)aqaq)j $ q

+...+ 1 1...I S jj.4 aqj aqj ...aqq (17)
1 *i '**>I 32 H 1 2 M1 2 M

As NUREG/CR-5510 indicates. this detailed expression for AC can be viewed as a
Taylor expansion, which is encountered 'a standard calculus and which contains
all the PRA contributions. Tne advan e,,a of this methodology, in addition to
explicitly identifying all the component contributions, is- that U4e risk impor-
tance factors S , 5jj, etc. , can be computed from presently available= PRAs thatg

do not include aging effects and then the aging effects Aq can be calculated'j
from separate aging models. The risk importance factors .S ,_ S ), etc., thus ($ j
need to be only calculated once from _the original PRA. As different aging-
effects or different maintenance programs are evaluated for their effectiveness.
in controlling aging, only the aging effects aqq need to be changed and be sub-
stituted into Equation-(17) to determine the resulting core damage frequency
changes AC.

"
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1

C.3 APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY TO ACTIVE COMPONENTS

To calculate the contribution to the core damage frequency increase from the
aging of active components, the contributions from the aging of individual
components and from the interaction of two aging components are calcula ad.
This amounts to calculating the first two contributions to the core damage
frequency increase:

AC = AC1 + AC2 (18)

or ;

AC = 1 S ogg+ Sqgog4q) (19)j

The +runcation of higher order aging interactions, i.e., AC , 40 , etc., will'

3 4 ;
result in a slight underestimation of the total core damage frequency change AC. '

However, as NUREG/CR-5510 discusses, this underestimation is generally negli-
gible and the truncated result for AC is accurate to several significant figures
unless AC is very large (e.g. , when AC is greater than 1x10 2 peryear). For these '

cases of very large core damage frequency increases, the approximation given by-
Equation (19) will alsn show a large core damage frequency increase, but the ;

value will be somewhat smaller than the actual increase. '

For the calculations performed, the core damage frequency increase AC due to
aging effects at a plant age of 50 years is calculated. The 50 year time point

,

is the midpoint between 40 years and 60 years, representing a 20 year life
extension for the plant. The use of the 50-year time point also gives results
that are numerically equal (to several significant figures) to the results-
obtained by averaging the aging effects from 40 years to 60 years.*

For active standby components, the appropriate aging effect Aq to calculate is
the increase in component unavailability due to aging. Because of the 50 year
time period, if the replacement interval for the component is less than 50 years,
then the unavailability increase Aq is calculated to be the average increase in
unavailability due to aging between component replacements. Using the average
unavailauility increase between replacements corresponds to replacements being
equally likely to be performed anywhere in the time period up to 50 years, when
replacements.are performed. '

;

When the replacement interval for the component is longer than 50 years, the
aging effect Aq is calculated to be the unavailability increase at the 50 year
time point. There is no averaging of the unavailability increase between
replacements for this case because'there is no expected replacement in the time '

period up to 50 years.
.

The formula for the average unavailability increase Aq between replacements is
taken from NUREG/CR-5510. This formula is:.

Ao = la(L-T)7 + laT2 (20)'

4 B

*For the linear aging models used, as ,ubsequently discussed.

C-9
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where L is the replacement interval (overhaul interval) and I is the surveil-
lance test interval for the component. The other parameter it. the formula is
the component aging rate, which is denoted as a. As discussed in NUREG/CR-55n ,

i the above formula models surveillance tests as being functional tests with
minimal replacements being carried out if no functional failure is detected.
(In reliability terminology. the surveillance tests are modeled as leaving the
component in "as good as old condition" if no functional fa),ute is detected.)

If there are no surveillance tests expected on the component between replacements,
then T is set equal to L in Equation (20) as discussed in NUREG/CR-5510. In
Equation (20), replacements are modeled as involving complete restorations of the
component with no burnup problems. (In reliability tern.inology, the component
is modeled as being restored to "as good as new condition" after replacement.)

If there are inefficie.icies associated with the surveillance tests or replace-
ments, as NUREG/CR-5510 discusses L and T in Eqaation (20) are the effective
intervals, which are the actual intervals divided by the respective surveillance
and replacement efficiencies:

T (21)

T = 'T
and

t (22)L=o
L

where T and t are the actual intervals and ci and ct are the efficiencies.o o

For component replacement intervals larger than 50 years, the_ unavailability
increase aq is calculated using the formula given in Appendix B to NUREG/CR-5510:

og = 21 a [t T + T2] (23)g
3

where t is set to 50 years. The above formula is an average unavailabilityg

increase between surveillance tests at t = 50 years. If there is no surveil-
o

lance test expected in 50 years, the formula for the unavailability increase
with no testing and replacement is-used:

1 at 2ag = I (24)

As NUREG/CR-5510 indicates, the above formulas are standard first order
equations for the unavailability increase when the-aging-rate is modeled as
being a linear aging rate.* For the linear aging rate model, the failure rate
increase A(t) in the component due to aging is modeled as.being linear with
component age t:

^10 minimize truncation errors, Aq is replaced by the. formula 1 - exp(-Aq) when
aq is larger than 0.3.

-
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A(t) = at (25)
where a it. the aging rate. NUREG/CR-4769 (Ref. C,4) describes the bases for
the linear aging model and its applicability. It is important to note that the
above formulas also apply if the parameter a is the time trend in tho failure
rate due to any causes, not only aging-related causes. Thus, the above formulasapply for any failure rate time trend.

C4 APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY TO PASSIVE COMPONENTS

The methodology in NUREG/CR-5510 can be applied to passive components if the
component aging effect Aq is properly calculated. As NUREG/CR-5510 discusses,
the aging offect Aq can be a change in unavailability, a change in failure pro-
bability, or a change in initiating event frequency depending upon the contri-
bution of the component to the core damage frequency or to the risk result.

Two types of passive components are evaluated here. For a passive component '

whose failure constitutes an accident initiating event Ac is calculated as the
change in the failure frequency of the passive component cue to aging. Examples
of passive components whose failure causes an accident initiating event include
small piping (initiating events for small loss-of-coolant accidents (small
LOCAs)) and large piping (initiating events for large LOCAs). To avoid confu-
sion with the previous section where Aq is used to_ denote the change in unavail-
ability, the change in failure frequency due to aging will.be denoted as af.

I
From NUREG/CR-5510, if a is the aging rate for a passive component whose failure-
causes an accident initiating events then the change in the failure frequency Afis given by:

Af = at
(26)

'

where t is the time (age) from last renewal or. replacement of the component.
!

Thequantityofissimply_theincreaseincomponentfailurerateduetoaging)as modeled by the linear aging model and was previously given by Equation (2s .
!

For a passive component whose failure initiates an accident, the risk importancefactor 5j 4 is the change in core damage probability given the initiating event.*
The change in core damage frequency AC due to aging of the passive component
is then: g

60,=Sjaf; ( 27)~

The contribations ACj are summed over all passive components whose failure
'

caut.es an initiating event to obtain the total core damage frequency-increase
from aging. Contributions f rom multiple interactions of passive components can
also be obtained using the NUREG/CR-5510 methodology but they are not evaluated-
for these analyses.

*Whe q is an unavailability change, S j is the change in core melt frequency.
When aq is the change in frequency, 5 is the change in core melt probability9

since the frequency factor has been removed.

C-11
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The second type of passive component considered for these analyses is one whose
function is to mitigate or control consequences from an accident. Examples of c

such components are the containment and containment systems. For these compo-
nents, aq is the increase in unavailability of the component to perform the
mitigation or control function caused by aging. Becausa aq is an unavailability,
the unavailability formulas given in the previous section apply to these passive
components.

When the passive component unavailaV i g is W 10ded as a contributor to con-
tainment failure probability, the as'lic o < \ :-nortance S is the increase

4

in the conditional containment f ailu. > pr sty At - a the component is
unavailable. The conditional containam 4 e irn ot.eility is the antain-
ment failure probability given a core damage If ac4 is the increase in the
conditional containment failure probability cue to the passive component agings
then:

(28)acj = S aqjg

In the above formula, the lower case letter "c", i.e. , acq, is used to differen-
tlate from the core damage frequency increase calculated earlier and denoted by
AC. The sum of ac4 over all the contributing passive components gives the total
increase in the conditional containment failure probability from aging of the
relevant passive components. Contributions from interactions of aging passive
components are again not included in the present analyses.

C.5 DATA USED TO APPLY METHODOLOGY

To apply the previous methodology to calculate aging effects, the following data
are required:

1. The risk importance coefficients, S , S4j,etc.,j

2. The component aging rate a for each component, and {

3. The test and replacement (or overhaul) intervals T and L for each
component.

The following subsections discuss the data used for each of these items.

C.5.1 Risk Importance Coefficients UjLed

As was discussed in Section C.2, the risk importance coefficients S , $43,etc...4

that need to be obtained for the active components are the core damage frequency
importance coefficients (previously defined by Equations-(11)-(13)). For the
single component contribution (60 ) and double component contribution (AC )-

1 p

obtained, the core damage frequency coefficients:S$ and Sjj for individual
components i and for double components i and j are calculated using two'NUREG-
1150 PRAs, one for a PWR and one foi a BWR. (The PWR is also termed Plant A-
and the BWR, Plant B.)

C-12-
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. The algorithm used to calculate the core damage frequency importante coeffi-
' cients is described in Appendix A to NUREG/CR-5510. The computer program used

is aiso described in NUREG/CR-5510. Since the individual importance coeffi-
cients 54 are also given in the NUREG-1150 reports (and are also called
Birnbaum importance coefficients), the individual coefficient values from the
computer program are compared to the values in the NUREG-1150 report as an ,

additional check. The two sets of values agree, generally to at least two
significant figures. The double coefficients S have also been hand-checkedjj

,
for specific cases. Because there are a large number of c. ore damage frequency
importance coefficients, the values that are obtained are reported in the*

tables given in the subsequent sections reporting the results.
,

'

For passive components, as was described in Section C.4, the risk importance ,

coefficients needed are the enre damage probability importances Sj for passive.
components whose failure constitutes an accident initiating event. For passive
components whose unavailability is included as part of containment unavail-
ability, the risk importance coefficients required are the containment failure

is theprobability importances S . The core damage probability importance 54j
increase in core damage probability when the passive component has failed and

'

has caused an initiating event. The containment failure probability importance
S is the increase in the conditional containment failure probability when thej
passive component is unavailable.

The values for both the core damage probabil.ity importances and the containment
failure probability importances are taken from Table 2.5 of the TIRGALEX report,
NUREG/CR-5248 (Ref. C.3), and are reproduced again here in Table C.1.

It should be noted that NUREG/CR-5248 reports all importances in units of core
damage frequency per year (CD/yr) and does not differentiate between core damage
probability importances and containment failure probability importances. The
objectiveoftheTIRGALEXreportwasdifferentfromthepresentanalysisandwas
solely to rank the relative importance of aging contributors and not to quantify
thecoredamagefrequencyandrisketfectsofagingasistheobjectivehere.

L For more detailed evaluations as done here, the differentiation of importances
is necessary.

'

As the TIRGALEX report warns, there are-large uncertainties associated with the
passive component importance values that are given and are used here. Because
of the uncertainties associated with the values, the values should be inter-
preted only as gross, order-of-magnitude characterizations of the importances.
The uncertainties assigned to the results and described in subsequent sections
reflect the uncertainties in these.importance values.

C. 5. 2 Component Aging Rate Data Used

for the. active and passive components, the base case aging rates (a) that are
used are those reported in the TIRGALEX report NUREG/CR-5248. These aging rates
are reproduced in. Tables C.2 and C.3 for the active components and passive

~

components, respectively, which' are considered for their aging effects. The-
TIRGALEX aging rates for active components have also been used in NUREG/CR-5510.
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i-
1

:
[ _

)

!_ Table C.1 Risk importance coefficients I

: used for passive components.
;

i . _ _-
,

'

PWR/BWR Core Damage Proba- Containment failure
! Component Only bility importance Probability Importance
!

-

3
-

Steam Generator P 3.03-04 |
Tube 1

j Connector 2.0E-02
!:.

{ CRDM B 1.0E-01 ,

Small Safety Piping 1.0E-03 -

| Cable 1.1E-01

Reactor Internals 1.0E-01 f
i -

i Bolts 1.0E-04
i ,

Small Pipe (Small B 1.0E-03
1. LOCA)
i

| Large Safety Piping 6.4E-03 :
;

a Snubber 1.1E-06
i
l' Reactor Pressure 1.0E+00 :
i Vessel ,'
4

i

i- - Concrete Structures 1.0E+00
l

|. CRDM 'P. 1.0E-03

) Containment B 1.0E400
4

! Chiller -6.0E-04
f-

Containment (Other)- 1.0E400|
.

'

+

i

:$

d
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: ;
i

!

i

I

Table C.2 TIRGALEX aging rates used for active components. !

!

Component Aging Rate (per hour per year) (
i

AC Bus 1.0E-09 |

Air-Operated Valve 4|0E-07
i

Battery 3.0E-07 :
: i

Check Valve 4.0E-09
;

Circuit Breaker 2.0E-08 '

'
DC Bus 1.0E-09

*

Diesel Generator 3.6E-06 i

Motor-Driven Pump 2.0E-07
,

I

Motor-Operated Valve 3.6E-06
,

Relay 3.0E-07 .>

Safety-Relief Valve 7. 0E-07

Transformer 2.0E-09 - ;

Turbine-Driven Pump -3.0E-06 1

Solenoid-0perated Valve 6.7E-07 *

,

1

i

[

.

,
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Table C.3 TIRGALEX aging rates used for passive components.

Component Aging Rate (per hour per year)

Steam Generator Tube 5.0E-06 )
!

Connector 2.7E-08 1

CRDM(BWR) 3.0E-09

Small Safety Piping 3.0E-07

Cable 2.7E-09

Reactor Internals 2.0E-09

Bolts- 5.1E-07

BWR Pipe (Small LOCA) 3.0E-08

Large Safety Piping 3.0E-09

Snubber 5.1E-06

Reactor Pressure Vessel 2.0E-12

Concrete Structures 1.0E-13,

CRDM(PWR) 3.0E-11

Containment (BWR) 1.0E-07

Chiller 1.5E-06

Containment-(Other) 1.OE-13

;
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t

' The TIRGALEX aging rates are generic aging ratos and have large associated '

uncertainties. The TIRGALEX report warns about their use. NUREG/CR-5510 -

compared the TIRGALEX aging rates with aging rates obtained from a sampit of
licensee event report (LER) data, data from the nuclear plant reliability data '

system (NPRDS), and plant-specific data. For diesels, aumps, and motor-operated :

valves, the estimated midpoint aging rate values from tie independent samples i

of data agreed within approximately a factor of 5 with the associated TIRGALEX i

values. There was approximately a factor of 10 uncertainty associated with the >

estimated aging rates. For check valves, the TIRGALEX aging rate value was a
factor of 10 to 100 lower than the estimates obtained from these uther data #

<

Sources.

Because there are large uncertainties associated with the TIRGALEX aging rates,
uncertainty analyses are performed and are reported in a later section. Also,
two additional aging rate data bases are constructed for sensitivity studies.
These sensitivity aging rate data bases are specifically constructed for active
components that are dominant contributors in the PRAs.

Table C.4 gives the low sensitivity aging rates that are defined for those ;

components indicated. The aging rates are lower-bound aging rates in that the ;

aging rate only doubles the baseline PRA failure rate of the component after
40 years. All aging rates for other components not shown in the table are kept '

'
at their TIRGALEX values. These low sensitivity aging rates are a factor of 2
lower than the low threshold aging rates defined in NUREG/CR-5510. (The low
threshold aging rates defined in NUREG/CR-5510 cause a doubling of the_ failure
rate after 20 years.)

Table C.5 gives the high sensitivity aging rates that are defined. Except for
the components indicated, all other component aging rates are b ot at their .

TIRGALEX values. These high sensitivity aging rates are the same as the upper
threshold aging rates used in NUREG/CR-5510. These high aging rates cause an !

unavailability of 0.1 after 18 months, which is characteristic of a more severe
type of aging.

| C.S.3 Test and Replacement. Intervals Used

The final data required ft.r application of the methodology are the test and
| replacement intervals (or overhaul interval as termed in NUREG/CR-5510).for

each component. The surveillance test interval T-used for each component is
the technical specification (tech spec) interval. The test' interval used for y

each component is printed out as part of the results given in subsequent
sections. >

,

Two sets of efficiencies are assigned to the tech spec surveillance tests for
detecting aging effects. For one-set of evaluations, the surveillance tests are-

.

assumed to.have perfect efficiency (efficiency cT = 1)._ For the second set of *

evaluations, the. surveillance. tests are assigned the efficiencies cT given in |
'The efficiencies are reproduced

. Table 2.6 of the TIRGALEX report NUREG/CR-5248. . are used, the effective testin Table C.6. When the TIRGALEX efficiencies cT
interval printed out is the actual test ir.+erval divided by cT (Equation (21)
in Section C.3).-
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Table C.4 Low sensitivity aging rates used for active components.

Component Aging Rate (per hour per year)

Air-Operated Valve 7.0E-08

Battery 2.0E-08

Check Valve 5.0E-09

Diesel Generator 2.0E-07

Motor-Driven Pump 2.0E-07

Motor-0perated Valve 2.0E-07

Safety-Relief Valve 7.0E-08

Turbine-Driven Pump 2.0E-06

The replacemtnt interval L used for each component is tne mean tink between
failure for the component. Use of the inean time between failure as the replace-
ment interval represents current maintenance practices in which the component
piecepart that failed is replaced at failure and not before. At a component
failure, it is assumed that the entire component is restored to as good as new
condition (i.e., the age of the component is set back to zero).

The mean time between failure for the component is calculated as one over the
component failure rate, where the failure rate is that used in the PRA (con-
verted to an hourly failure rate). The value for the mean time between failure
(MTBF) for each component is given as part of the results presented in sub-
sequent sections.

Use of the PRA failure rate ignores the additional effects that the aging rate
has on the mean time between failure. For the TIRGALEX aging rates and low sen-
sitivity aging rates, these effects are small compared to the uncertainties in
the failure rate. For the high aging rates, neglect of these effects will cause.
the mean time between failure to be larger than if these effects were considered.
This will add an extra conservatism to th. high aging rate results (somewhat
hi0her core damage frequency increases). Use of an hourly failure rate also
does not differentiate between a pure cyclic contribution and a time-related
contribution to the failure rate, which is consistent with current PRA practice.
The uncertainty analyses described in subsequent sections include uncertainties
in the mean time between-failure estimates to cover the above effects.

C.6 POINT RESULTS OF CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY INCREASES FROM AGING OF ACTIVE
COMPONENTS

Tables C.7, C.8, and C.9 present the point results of the core damage frequency
increases for Plant A (the PWR) for the three cases analyzed, which consists of

C-18
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Table C.5 High sensitivity aging rates used for active components.

Component Aging Rate (per hour per year)

Air-Operated Valve 1.0E-05

Battery 1.0E-05

Check Valve 1.0E-05

Diesel Generator 1.0E-05

Motor-Driven Pump 1.0E-05

Motor-Operated Valve 1.0E-05

Safety-Relief Valve 1.0E-05

Turbine-Driven Pump 1.0E-05

the base case, the upper-bound sensitivity case, and the lower-bound sensitivity
case. Tables C.10, C.11, and C.12 present similar results for the three cases
analyzed for Plant B (the BWR).

For each plant, the bue cas: uses the TIRGALEX aging rates (previously given
in Table C.2) and the TIRGALEX surveillance test efficiencies (Table C.6). The
upper-bound case uses the high sensitivity aging rates (Table C.5) and the
TIRGALEX test efficiencies, The lower-bound case uses the low sensitivity
aging rates (Table C.4) and surveillance test efficiencies of unity. All other
data are unchanged. The upper-bound case thus represents an upper-bound type
of evaluation on the core damage frequency increases from aging using high aging
rates. The lower-bound case represents a lower bound on the core damage fre- <

quency increases from aging using low aging rates and perfect test _ efficiencies.;

For each case analyzed, two tables are presented. The first table presents the
core damage frequency increases, AC), from single component aging effects. The

second table presents the core damage frequency increases, AC , from double compo-
2

nent aging interactions. For example, Table 7A presents the single contributions
for the base case for Plant A and Table 7B presents the double-contributions."

.-

The top 25 contributors are given in each table, representing approximately
99 percent of the contribution. The component name is given as used in-the
PRA; the name identifies the system-component type failure mode and specific

^The . term " Expanded contributions" in the upper left-hand side of the table
indicates that all the PRA minimal cut sets are evaluated for the selsitivity
coefficients.
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Table C.6 TIRGALEX surveillance test efficiencies.

I
J Component Efficiency

AC Bus 0.45

Air-Operated Valve 0.45

Battery 0.86
'

Check Valve 0.09

Circuit Breaker 0.45
.

DC Bus 0.45

Diesel Generator 0.27

Motor-Driven Pump 0.44

Motor-Operated Valve 0.60

Relay 0.18

Safety-Relief Valve 0.82
,

Transformer 0.62

Turbine-Oriven Pump 0.44

Solenoid-Operated Valve 0.82-
'

,

(component identifier. The core damage frequency sensitivity coefficient S orj
S ij is then given for the contributor. The aging rate and the mean time i

between failure (MTBF) are next given. The MTBF is used as the replacement {time (L). Components whose MTBF is larger than 50 years are indicated by.HTBFs- :
of 720 months; for these components the appropriate nonreplacement unavailabil-
ity formula is used (Equation (23)).

The remaining entries in each table are the test interval, the unavailability
increase aq due-to aging, and the core damage frequency increase AC for the
contributor. The test interval T is the effective-test interval if TIRGALEX
efficiencies are used and is-the actual test interval according to tech specs-
if-efficiencies = 1 are used. The aq value in the table (i.e., agi or age) is
the unavailability increar,e for the component for the given aging rate, test
interval, and MTBF (or at the 50 year time point if the MTBF. is set at 720
months). The core damage frequency increase AC is the increase in core damage
frequency due to aging for the-individual component contributor or double
component contributor.
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Table C.7A Core damage frequency increases from active components
for Plant A: Base case, single contributions.

Pjant A: Single Contnbutions 13-Feb-90
TIRGALEX Aging Rates 11:32 AM
TIROALEX Testing Efficiencies

Expanded Contnbutors Total a C: 1.8E-04 / year
Test

Rank Component Name Sensitivity Aging Rste MTBF Interval a q1 aC
,

Coefficient (/br/yr) (months) (months) _ (/yest)

1 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E-04 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 3.9E-05

2 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-04 3.6E-06 167 30 2.65-01 3.9E-05

3 LPR-MOV-IT-1890A 1.4E-N 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 3.5E-05
4 HPI-MOV-FT-1350 6.7E-03 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.7E-05

5 LPR-MOV-FT-1862D 2.lE-05 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 5.4E-06

6 OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 3.8E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 5.3 E-06

7 LPR-MOV-FT-1860B 2.0E-05 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 5.3E-06
8- OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG1 3.4 E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 4.8E-05
9 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 2.0E-N 3. tie-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.8E-06,

10 OEP-DON-FS-D002 2.0E-N 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.8E-06

11 OEP DON-FR-6HDG3 1.9E-C4 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.7E-06
12 ' OEP-DON-FR-6HDG2 1.7E-04 3.6E-06 72' 4 1.4 E-02 2.5E-06
13 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 - 9.5E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 2.4E-06
14 HPI-CKV-IT-CV225 2. lE-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8 E-04 1.7E-06

'

15 HPI-CKV-FT-CV25 2.lE-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4. 8E-04 1.7E-06

16 HPI-CKV-FT-CV410 2. lE-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8 E-04 1.7E-06

17 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5C 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.5E-06

18 HPI MOV-FT-1115D 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.5E-06,

I 19 IIPI-MOV-FT-ill5B 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.5E-06

20 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5E 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.5E-06 <

21 LPR-MOV-FT-1890B 4.5R-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.2E-06

22' PPS-MOV-FT-1536 3.4E-06 3.68-06 167 30 2.6E-01 8.8E-07

1 23 HPJ-MOV-FT-1867D 2.9E-06 3.6E-06 161 30 2.6E-01 7.5E-07
'

24 OEP-DON-FR-DG01 5.0E-05 3.6E 06 72 4 1.4E-02 7.2E-07

25 ' SIS ACT-FA-SISA 1.8E-05 3.0E-07 720 6 1.8E-02 5.4E-07

.
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Table C.7B Core damage frequency increase 5 frOct active components
for Plant A: Base case, decble contributions.

Flant A: Double Conent=4mm 13-Feb 90

TIRGALEX Aging Rates 11:33 A M

TIRGALEX Tester Eff,c.enews

EwPar+d Contritmtors Totsi a C. 7 6E f4 tyear
Test Test

Rank Componer.t Name Sensuivity Agmg Rate MTBF Intervel a ql Ccwgwent Nome Agmg Rote MTBF In*ensi a92 aC

I liPI-MOV-FT-ill5B 19E-03 3 6E-06 167 30 2.6E-OI HPI-MOV-FT-III4_
(Irlyr) (menths) (monthsl (t e.rl_ monthe (montin)Coefficient (the tyr) ( y

3 6E-06 167 30 2.6E -01 1.3 E-n4

2 IIPI-MOV-FT-Ill5C I .9E-03 3 6E-06 167 30 21E-01 HPI-MOV-FT-IIISE 3.6E-06 167 30 2 6E-O! I.3E-04

3 LPR-MOV-FT-1890A 1.5E-03 3 6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 LFR-MOV-FT- 3 8908 3.6E-06 167 30 2 6E-01 1OE-04

4 LPR-MOV- FT-18U)A 1.5E-03 3 6E-06 167 30 2. 6E-01 LPR-MOV-FT- 18fC8 3 6E 4M 167 30 2 6E-01 IEE-04

5 LPR-MOV-FT-1862 A !.5E-03 3. 6E-06 167 30 2.6E-0I LPR- MOV-FT-3 8m3 3 6E-06 167 to 2 6E-nl IFE 04

6 LPR-MOV-FT- 3 860A I .5 E -03 3.6E-06 167 30 2 M -01 LPR -MOV-FT- 3 862B 36E44 167 30 2.6E -01 1DE-04 |

7 LPR-MOV-FT-! B62A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-Cl LPR-MOV-FT-18628 3.6E-06 167 30 2 6E-01 1.0E-34

7 8 SIS- ACT-FA-SISB 6.5E-03 3.0E-07 720 6 f8E-02 STS- ACT-FA-SIS A 3.0E-07 720 6 1.8E-02 5.9E-06

y 9 RMT- ACT-FA-R MTS 1.5E-03 3.0E-07 720 6 f.8E-02 RMT- ACT-F A-R MTS 3 0E-07 720 6 ISE-02 1.4E-06

3 6E-06 72 4 14E-02 f.lE-061.4E-02 gOEP-DGN-FR-61TDGI10 OEP-DGN-FR-61tDG3 5.6E-03 3.6E-Gd 72 4

II OE P- DG N-F S- Ex',01 4.9E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FS-DG02 . 3 6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 9 9E-07

12 OEP-DGN-FS-DGol 4.9E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FS-DGO) ' 3 6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 9.9E -07

13 OEP-DG N-FS-DG01 4 OE-03 3 6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-elIDG2 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 8. !E-07

,
14 OE P-DGN-F S-DG01 4 OE-03 3 6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN>rR-6IIDGG 3 6E-05 72 4 1.4E-02 8. l E -07

OEP-DGN-?R-68tDGI | 3.6E-06
72 4 1.4E-02 8 IE-07! 15 OEP-DGN-FS-DG02 4 OE-03 3 6E-06 72 4 1.4;i-02

16 OEP-DGN-FR-611DGI 4.0E-03 3.6E -06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-f R-6lf DG2 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4F-02 8 IE-07

17 OEP-DGN- FS-DG03 3.9E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 14E-02 OEP-DGN :FR-s llDGI 3 6E-06 72 4 14E-02 7. 8E -07

18 OEP-DGN- FS-DG01 5CE-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7 OE-07 22 22 3 4E-03 2.4 E - 07

19 LPI-M DP-FS-Sil B l .5E -03 2.0E-07 86 2 58E-04 LPR-M OV - FT- I'62 A 3 6E-06 167 30 2 6E -0! 2.3E 07

20' LPI-M DP-FS-SII A 1.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 2 5.8E-04 LPR-MOV- FT-I R603 36E- C4 867 30 2 6E-01 2.3 E -07

21 I.PI- M DP- F S-S!! B I . 5 E-0 3 2.0E o7 86 2 5.8E-Os LPR-MOV F T'-18to A 3 6E 06 to7 30 2 6E-Oi 2 3F-07

2.0E f 86 2 5. 8 E-04 LPR-MOV- FT-18623 3 6E-06 167 30 2 6E 01 2 3E-0722 LPI-MDP-FS-Sil A 1.5 E-03

23 OEP-DG N-FR-61IDG I 4 6E-03 16E-06 72 4 L 4E-02 MSS-SRV-OO -SGSRV 7 CE-07 22 22 3 4F -03 2 2E 07

24 PPS-MOV-FC-1536 2 9E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 PPS- MOV-FC- 1535 3 6E-06 167 30 2 6E -08 19E 07

g 25 OEP-DGN-F S- DG03 9.IE-04 3 6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 0.iP-DGN FR-DG0l_ 3 60-06 72 4 1.4F-02 1 8E-07
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Table C.8A Core damage frequency increases from active components
for Plant A: Upper-bound case, single cont ributions,

r

.

Plant A: Single Contributions 13-Feb-90

lligh Aging Rates 11:02 AM

TIROALEX Testing Efficiencies
Expanded Centnbutors Total a C: 1.0E-02 lyeat

Test :

Rank Componcnt Narne Sensitivity Aging Kate MTBF Interval a ql aC
Coefficient (/hr/yr) (months) (roonths) (/ year)

1 Hi'l-CKV-FT-CV225 2. lE-03 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 2.5E-03

2 HPI-CKV-FT-CV410 2.l E-03 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-Ol 2.4E-03

3 11PI-CKV-FT-CV25 2.lE-03 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 2.4E-03

4 ACC-CKV-FT-CVl45 5.0Ee04 =1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 5. 8 E-04

5 ACC-CKV-17-CV147 5.0E-04 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 5.8E-04

6 ACC-CKV-FT-CV130 5.0E-04 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 5.8E-04

7 ACC-CKV-FT-CV128 5 OE-04 1.0E-05 720 11 7.Ch-01 5.8E-04 t

8 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E-N 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 7.5E-05
'

9 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-N 1.0E 05 167 30 5.lE-01 7.8E-05

10 LPR-MOV-Ff-1890A 1.4E-04 1.0E-05 167 30' 5.lE-01 7.0E-05

11 HPI-MOV-FT-1350 6.7E-05 1.0E-05. 167 30 5.lE-01 3.4E-05

12 OEP-DON-FS-DG01 3.8E-OS 1.0E-05 72 -4 3.9E-02 1.5E-05

13 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG1 3.4 E-04 1.0E-05 72 4 3.9E-02 1.3E-05

14 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 2. lE-05 1.0E-05 167 30 5lE-01 1.lE-05

15 LPR-MOV-FT-1860B 2.0E-05 1.0E-03 167 30 5.lE-01 1.0E-05

16 OEP-DON-FS-D002 2.0E-04 1.0E-05 72 -4 3.9E-02 7.9E-06

17 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 2.0E-04 1.0E-05 72. 4 3.9E-02 7.9E-06 ;

18 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG3 1.9E-04 1.0E-05 72 4 3.9E-02 7.6E-06

19 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDO2 1.7E-04 1.0E-05 72 4 3.9E-02 6.8E-06

20 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 9.5E-06 1.0E-05- 167 30 5.lE-01 4.8E-06

21 M SS-CKV-PT-SGDHR 4.1 E-06 1.0E-05 '720 11. 7.0E-01 4.7E-06

22 HPI-MOV-FT-Ill5C 5.7E-06 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 - 2.9E-06

23 HPI-MOV-FT-11ISD 5.7E-06 1.0E-05 I67 30' 5.1E-01 2.9E-06 -

24 HP!-MOV-IT-1Il5E 5,7E-06 1.0E-05 167 30 '5.lE-01 . 2.9E-06

25 HPI-MOV-FT-lll5B 5.7E-06 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 2.9E-06 ;

,

t
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Table C.BB Core damage frequency increases from active ccaponents
for Plant A: Upper-bound case, double contributions.

Plent A: Double Coetntmtaons 13-Feb-90

liigh Aging Rates II:'t0 AM
TIRGALEX Ter. ting Efficiencies
Expanded Conenbutors Totsi a C: 4.5E43 tyest

Test Test

Rank ' C-- g c.:Name Sensstivity A% Pat MTBF Interval agl C-avponent Nome Apg Rene MTUF Interve! a q2 eC
Coefficient Chr/yr) (mmths) - (months) Chr!yri lawatWe fummthsl Uyest)

1 HPI-MOV-FT-li '5B 1.9E-03 1.CE-05 167 30 5.IE-01 HPI-MOV-FT-t liSD 1.0E-05 167 30 5.IE-01 4.9E-04

2 IIPI-MOV-FT-! 15C 1.9E-03 1DE-05 167 30 5.IE-01 ffPI-l/OV-FT-Ill5E I.DE-05 167 30 5. IE-CI 4 9E-04

3 IIPI-CKV-OO-C958 1.3E-02 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 IIPI-MDP-FR-I A24H I GE-05 36 2 2.9E-02 4.4E-04 i

4 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-03 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 LPR-MOV-FT-IE62B I.0E45 167 30 5. ! E-O f 3.9E-04
' 5 LPR-MOV-FT-3 890A 1.5E-03 IEE-05 167 30 5.IE-01 LPR-MOV-FT- 3 8009 i DE-05 161 30 5.lE-01 3 9E-04

- 6 LPR-MOV-FT-IS60A 1.5E-03 ;I.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 LPR-MOV-FT-le60B I.0E-05 IM 30 5.lE-Cl 3.9E -04

7 LPR-MOV-FT-3862A I5E-03 1.0E-05 167 30 5.!E-01 LPR-MOV-Fi-le62B IDE-05 167 30 5.lE-01 3.9E-04

3 8 LPR-MOV-FT-IB62A 1.5E-03 IDE-05 167 30 5.1E-01 LPR-MOV-FT-l*30B I.0E-05 167 30 5.IE-01 3.9E-04

$ 9 AFW-TDP-FS-FW2 5.4E-03 1.CE-05 72 2 2.4E-02 AFW-CKV-OO-Cvl42 1.0E-05 720 Il 7 'OE-01 1.5E-04

10 ilPI-CKV-OO-CV258 4.0E-03 1.0E-05 720 II- 7.0E-01 IIPI-MDP-FR-I A611R I.OE-05 86 2 2.9E-02 1.4E-04

-II AFW-MDP-FS-FW3A 3.6E-03 1.0E-05 86 2 2.9E-02 AFW-CKV-OO-CV157 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 12E-04

'12 A FW-CKV-OO-CV172 3.6E-03 I.0E-05 720. 11 7.CE-01 AFW-MDP-l S-FW3B 1.0E-05 80 2 2.9E-02 1.2E-04

13 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 - I.IE-04- 1.0E45 167.- 30 5.lE-01 AFW-CKV-OO CVl42 1.0E-05 T20 11 7.0E-Cl 6.7E-05

14 AFW-CKV-OO-CV142 1.lE-04 1.0E-05- 720 11 7.0E-01 PPS-MOV-FT-1536 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 6.7E-05

IS LPI-M DP-FS-SII A 1.5E-03 1.0E-05 * 86 2 2.9E-02 LPI-CK''-OO-CV58 1.OE45 720 11 7.0E-Cl 5. lE45
16 LPI-MDP-FS-SilB - 1.5E-03 1.0E-05 86 2 2.9E-02 LPI-CK5 -OO-CV50 1.0E-05 720 11 7 M -01 5. lE45
17 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7.9E-04 1.0E-05 22 22 4.9E-02 AFW-CKV-OO-CV172 1.0E-05 720 11 7.DE-01 4.5E-05

18 AFW-CKV-OO-CV157 6.4 E-05 1.0E-05- . 720 11 7.0E-01 PTS-MOV-FT-1536 IEE-05 167 30 5. i E-01 3.8E-05

19 AFW-CKV-OO-CVl72 6.4E-05 ' !.0E-05 720 11 7.OE-01 PPS-MOV-FT-1536 i GE-05 167 30 5.IE-01 3.8E-05

20 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 6.4E-05 1.0E-05 167 . 30 5.1E-01 AFW-CKV-OO-CVI57 1.0E-05 720 ?I 7.0E-01 3.8E-05

21 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 6.4E-05 1.0E-05 - 167- 30 5.IE-01 AFW-CKV-OO-CVl72 I.0E-05 720 11 7 CE-01 3 8E-05

| 22 OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 - 6.6E-04 't.0E-05 ' 72 4 3.9E-02 AFW-CKV-OO-CVl72 IDE-05 720 Il 7.0E-04 3.0E-05

( 23 LPI-MDP-FS-SilB .I.5E-03 1.0E-05 86 2 2.9E-02 LPR-MOV- FT-1860A 1.0E-05 167 30 5 IE-Cl 2 2E-05
g

1 24 LPI-MDP-FS-Sil A . 1.5E-03 1.0E-05 86 2 2.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT- t8523 1.0E-05 167 30 5 IE-Oi 2.2E-05

25 ! LPI-M DP-FS-SII A - 1.5 E-03 1.0E-05 36 2 2.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-3860H I.0E-05 167 30 5. t E-CI 2.2E-05

s

-



Table C.9A Core damage frequency increases from. active components
for Plant A: Lower-bound case, single contributions.

Plant A: Single Contributmas 13-Feb-90

lew Aging Rates 11:31 AM

Efficiency = 1
Expanded Contnbutors 'lotal a C: 6.4E-06 / year _

Test

Rank Component Name Sensitivity Aging Rate a ql MTBF Interval aC
Coefficient (/hrlyt) (months) (months) (/ye.st)

1 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E 48 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 1.3E-06

2 LPR-MOV-IT-1860A 1.5E-04 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 1.3E-06

3 LPR-MOV-FT-1890A 1.4E-04 2.0E-07 8.8 E-03 167 18 1.2E-06

4 HPI-MOV-FT-1350 6.7E-05 2.0E-07 8. 8 E-03 167 18 5.9E-07

5 HPI-CKV-FT-CV225 2.l E-03 5.0E-09 5.5E-05 720 1 1.9E-07

6 HPI CKV-FT-CV410 2.lE-03 5.0E-09 5.5E-05 720 1 1.9E47
7 IIPI-CKV-FT-CV25 2.lE-03 5.0E-09 5.5E-05 720 1 1.9E-07

8 LPR-MOV-FT-186213 2.lE45 2.0E-07 4.8E-03 167 18 1.8E-07

9 LPR-MOV-IT-1860Il 2.0E 05 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 1.8E-07

10 AFW-TDP-FS-FW2 6.8E45 2.0E-06 2.2E43 72 1 1.5E-07

11 SIS- ACT-FA-SIS A 1.8E-05 3.0E-07 3.3 E-03 720 1 9.8E-08

12 SIS-ACT-FA-SISD 1.8E-05 3.0E-07 3.3E-03 720 1 9.8E-08

13 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 9.5E-06 2.0E47 8.8E-03 167 18 8.4E-08

14 OEP-DON-FS-DG01 3.8E44 2.0E-07 2.2E44 72 1 8.2E-08

15 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDGl 3.4E-04 2.0E-07 2.2E-04 72 1 7.4E-08

16 AFW-TDP-FR-2P611R 2.6E-05 2.0E-06 2.2E-03 72 1 5.6E-08

17 HPI-MOV-IT-ill5B 5.7E-06 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 5.0E-08

18 HPl-MOV-FT-ill5D 5.7E-06 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 5.0E-08

19 HPI-MOV-FT-lll5C 5.7E-06 2.0E-07 8.8 E43 167 18 5.0E-08

20 HPl-MOV-FT-1115E 5.7E-06 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 5.0E-08

21 ACC-CKV-FT-CV130 5.0E-N 5.0E-09 5.5E-0$ 720 1 4.6E-08

22 ACC-CKV-IT-CV145 5.0E-M 5.0E-09 5.5E-05 720 1 4.6E-08

23 ACC-CKV-FT-CV128 5.0E-04 5.0E-09 5.5E-05 720 1- 4.6E-08

24 ACC-CKV-FT-CV147 5.0E-04 5.0E-00 5.5E-05 720 1 4.6E-08

25 OEP-DON-FS-DG02 2.0E-04 2.0E-07 2.2E-04 72 1 4.3E-08
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Tcblo C.9B Core damage frequency incre::Se5 from cctive components
for Plant A: Lower-bound case, double contributi0nS.

Plant A: Double Coetnhwions 13-Feb-90
II:31 AMLow Aging Rates

Effsciency = 1
Expanded Cm e a a.- Totsi a C: 1.lE-06 Iyear

Test Test

Rank' C + a..: Nome Sensitmry Agmg Rafe MTBF Interval a ql Component Name Agine Rate MTDF Imerval a q2 aC

Coefficient Fhrfyr) (m.inths) (remoths) f/hr/yr) (mombsi temmhst Uyeer)

i S!S-ACT-FA-SISB 6.5E-03 3.0E-07 720 I 33E-03 SIS- ACT-FA-SISA 3.0E-07 720 I 33E-03 1.9E -07

2 HPI-MOV-FT-t il5C -L9E-03 2.0E-07 167 18 8 SE-03 lit'l-Mf)V-FT-il l5 E 10E-07 167 18 8.EE-03 1.5E-07

3 IIPI-MOV-FT-IIISD L9E-03 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 fiPI-MOV-FT-!!!5D 2.0E-07 ie7 18 8 8E-03 1.5 E-07

4 LPR-MOV-FT- 6862A 1.5E-03' 2.0E-07 167 18 S.8E-03 LPR-MOV-FT-18603 2.0E47 167 18 8 SE-03 L2E-07

.5 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E-03 2.0E-07 167 18 8.!E-03 LPR-MOV-FT-15628 2 PE-07 167 T8 8*E-03 1.2E-07

6 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5 E-03 2.OE-07 167 18 .8.8E-03 LPR-MOV-FT-38623 2.0E-07 167 IS 88E-03 i.2E-07

7 'LPR-MOV-FT-1860A !.5E-03 2 ME-07 167 18. B.8E-03 LPR-MOV-FT-18608 2.0E-07 167 .18 8 8E-03 1.2E-07

Q S LPR-MOV-FT-IB90A 1.5E-03 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 LPR-MOV-FT-IBMB 2.0E-07 167 18 8 IE-03 1.2E-07 I

cg' 9 RMT-ACT-FA-RMTS 1.5E-03 3.0E-07 720 1 33E-03 RMT- ACT-FA-RMTS 3.0E-07 720 1 33E-03 4.5E-08 |
10 LPl-M DP-FS-SIIB I.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 1 2.6E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-18tnA 2.0E-07 167 18 8 8E-03 3.4E-09 f

II LPI-MDP-FS-SII A I.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 I 2.6E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-18509 2.0E-07 167 18 8 8E-03 3.4E-09

12 LPI-MDP-FS-S!!B 1.5 E-03 2.0E-07 86 1 2.6E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 2.OE-07 167 18 8 8E-03 3'4E-00.

, 13 LPI-MDP-FS-SII A 1.5E-03- 2.0E-07 86 I 2.6E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-3 862B 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 3.4E-00

! I4 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A .l.0E-03 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 LPI-MDP-FR-B21HR 2.0E-07 86 1 2.6E-04 23E-09

15 LPR-MOV-FT-IB62R I.0E-03 2.0E-07 *167 15 S.8E-03 LPI-MDP-FR-A21IIR 2.0E-07 86 1 2.6E-04 2JE-09

_ 16 LPR-MOV-FT-18608 1.0E-03 2.OE-07 167 IS 8.8E-03 LPI-MDP-FR-A21IIR 2.0E-07 - 86 I 2.6E44 2.3 E-09

17 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A I.CE-03 2.0E-07 167 58 8,8E-03 LPI-MDP-FR-B21HR 2.0E-07 86 I 2.6E-04 23E-09

18 AFW-7DP-FR-2P6HR I.8E-04 2.0E-06 72 I 2.2E-03 AFW-ACT-FA-FMP3B 3.0E-07 720 I 3.3E-03 2 lE-00

.19 AFW-TDP-FR-2P6liR I.8E-04 2.0E-06 72 8 2.7E-03 AFW-ACT-FA-FMP3A 3.0E-07 720 1 3JE-03 2. I E-09

20 LPI-MDP-FS-SII A ' i.5E-03 2.06-07 86 'l 2.6E-04 SIS-ACT-FA-SISB 3.0E-07 720 1 3.3E-03 2.lE-09

21 LPI-MDP-FS-SilB I.5E-03. '2.0E-07 86 1 2.6E-04 SIS-ACT-FA-SISA 3.0E-07 720 1 3.3E-03 2 IE-09
;

:22 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 5.0E-04 2.0E-07 -167- 18 8.8E-03 LP!-MDP-FR-A24 fir 2.CE-07 'Tr 1 2.6E-04 I.lE-09'

23 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 5.0E-04 .2.0E-07 167 - 18 8.8E-03 LPI-MDP-FR-B241(R 2.0E-07 -5 1 2.6E-04 1.lE-09

'24 AFW-TDP-FS-FW2 5.4E-03 2.0E-06 72 1 2.2E-03 AFW-CKV-CO-Cvl42 5 0E-09 7 I 5.5E-05 I.IE-00
25 A FW-TDP-FS-FW2 !.3E-03 2.0E-06 72 1 2.2E-03 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7.0E-08 22 18 3. l E-G, 9.0E-10

.- _ . . _ -
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Table C.10A Core damage frequency increases from active components
for Plant B: Base case, single contributions.

Plant 3: Smgle Contributsons 13-Feb+90

TIRGALEX Agmg Rates 11:37 A M

TIRG ALEX Testing Efficiencies
Expanded Contributors Total a C: 9.1E45 /yeat

Test

Rank Component Name Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF Interval a ql AC

Coefficient (/hr/yr) (months) (months) (/ year)

i ESW AOV-CC-CCF 9.70E-05 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E 01 2.8E-05

2 EllV-AOV-CC-CCF 6.34E-05 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-01 1.8E-OS

3 ESW-AOV-CC-0241 B 3.68E -05 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E 01 1.lE-05

4 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 3.68E-05 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-01 1lE-0$

5 EliV-SRV-CC-RV2 2.53E-05 7.0E4'i 720 22 1.7E-01 7.0E-06

6 EllV-SRV-CC-RV3 2.53E-05 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E-01 7.0E-06

7 DCP-BAT-LF-CCF 2.16E-04 3.0E-07 720 4 1.lE-02 4.lE-06

8 IICI-MOV-CC-MV14 5.42E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.4E-06

9 hcl-MOV-CC-MV19 5.42E-06 3.6E-06 . I67 30 2.6E-01. 1.4E-06

10 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 2.09E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 7.0E-07

11 ACP-DON-FR-EDOD 2.09E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 7.0E-07

12 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 1.31E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 4.4E-07

13 ACP-DON-LP-EDOC 1.31E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3J 02 4.4E-07

14 ACP-DON-LP-CCF 1.16E-05 3.6E-06 '167 4 3.3E42 3.9E-07

15 ESW-CKV-IlW-CVS13 4.25E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8 E-04 3.4E-08

16 ESW-CKV-CD-C515 A 4.12E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 3.3E-08

17 ESW-CKV-CD-C51$B 4.12E-05 4.0E49 720 11 4.8E-04 3.3E-08

18 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPB 2.35E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 2.7E-08

19 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2.35F-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 2.7E-08

20 hcl-TDP-FS-20537 5.42E-06 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 2.4E-08

21 ilCI-TDP-FO-20S37 5.36E40 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 2.4E-08

22 SLC-CKV-HW-CVl7 2.69E-05 . 4.0E 09 720 11 4.8E-Ot 2.2E-08

23 S LC-CKV-HW-CV16 2.69E-05 - 4.0E-09 720. 11 4.8E-04 2.2E-08

24 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPD 1.60E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 1.8E48

25 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 1.60E-05 2.0E 07 167 2 1.lE-03 1.8E-08
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Table C.10B Core damage frequency increases from active components
for Plant B: Base case, double contributions.

!

Plant B: Double Ccetntmasons 13-Feb 00
TIRG AIEX Aging' Rates IIJ8 AM

TIRGALEX Tesung EfSeiencies
Erpanded Centrit= tors Total a C: 1.6E-04 / year

Test Test

Rank C . & ..;Name Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF Interval a ql Component Nome A; ng Rsee MTBF Interval a q2 aC
Coefficient (thr/yr) (owmehs) (months) Chriyr) (anontin) lawwhs) (tyeer)

I ESW-AOV-CC-024I B 134E-03 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-01 ESW-AOV-CC-024 tC 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-01 !.lE-08
2 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 8.50E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33 E-02 ESW- AOV-CC424 f C 4 CE-07 720 40 1.7E-0! 8.IE-06
3 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 8.50E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B 4 OE-07 72G 40 f.7E-01 8.IE-06
4 ACP-DGN-LP-CDGC 7.69E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 7 OE-07 720 22 1.7E-01 7.l E-06
5 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 7.69E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 . 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E-01 7. I E-06
6 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 4.79E-Oe 3.6E-06 167 4 33 E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-0241B 4.0E-07 720 40 I.7E-01 46E-06n

4 7 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.79E-04 ' 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-01 4.6E-06
m 8 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 4.40E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 EHV-SRV-CC-:tV2 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E 0I 4.lE-06

9 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.40E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 720 22 f.7E-01 4. IE-06
10 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 534E-04 3.6E-06 - 167 4 33E-02 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 5.9E-07
11 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 5.17E-04 - 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 5.7E-07
12 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC. 5.17E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 3.6E-06 167 4 3]E-02 5.7E-07
13 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA IJ8E-03 2.0E-07 167 2 1.IE-03 ESW- AOV-CC-024 tC 4.0E-07 T20 40 1.7E-01 4.5E-07
I4 ESW-M DP-FS-M DFB IJ8E-03 ' 2.0E-07 167 2 f.lE-03 ESW-AOV-CC-024 !B 4 DE-02 720 40 1.7E-01 4.5E-07
15 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 134E-03 2.0E-07 .167 2 1.IE-03 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E-01 4 2E-07
16 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 134E-03 2.CE-07 167 2 1.IE-03 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E-01 4.2E-07

17 ESW-CKV-CB-C515A 1.54E-03 4.0E-09 720 .Il 4.8E-04 ESW-AOV-CC-0241B 4.0E-07 720 40 1 7E-Cl 3.6E-07
18 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 1.54E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 ESW-AOV-CC-024 IC 4 0E-01 720 40 1.7E-01 3.6E-07
19 ESW-CKV-CB-C515D 1.49E-03 4.0E-07 720 11 4.8E-01 EHV-SRV-CC-RV) 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E-01 33E-07
20 E5W-CKV-CB-C515A 1.49E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 EIIV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-07 720 22 f.7E-CI 3 3E-07
21 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 6.28E-04 2 0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 ESW- AOV-CC-0241C 4.0E -07 720 40 I.7E-Cl 2 0E-07
2? ESW-M DP-FR-MDPB 6.28E-04 2.0E-07 167 2 1.IE-03 ESW-AOV-CC-024 8 B 4 CE-01 720 40 1.7E-01 2.0E-07

23 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 8.18E-05 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-01 IICI-TDP-FR-20S37 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 1.0E-07

24 HCI-TDP-FS-20537 8.18E-05 3.CE-06 44 2 4.4E-03 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 4 OE-07 720 40 1.7E-0I l.0E-07
25 EHV-AOV-CC+CCF 535E-05 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-Of HCI-TDP-FR-20S37 3 OE-06 44 2 4.4E-03 6.8E-08

,
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Table C.11A Core damage frequency increases from active components
for Plant B: Upper-bound case, single contributions.

,

~ ~

Plant B: Single Contributions 13-Feb-90
High Aging Rates 11:34 AM
TIRGALEX Testing Efficiencies
Expanded Contnbutors Totsi 6 C: d.2E@ lycar

Test

Rank Component Narne Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF Inte 'ai a ql aC
Coefficient (/hrlyr) (months) (me m) (/ year)

1 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 9.70E-05 1.0E45 720 40 9.9E-01 1.6E-04

2 DCP-DAT-LF-CCF 2.16E45 1.0E-05 720 4 3.2E-01 1.lE-04
| 3 ' HV-AOV-CC-CCF 6.34E-05 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 1.0E-N

4 ESW- AOV-CC-0241C 3.68E-05 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-O t 6.lE-05
5 ESW- AOV-CC-0241B 3.68E-05 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 6.lE-05
6 ESW-CKV-HW-CV513 4.25E-05 1.0E-05 720 !! 7 0E-01 5.0E-05

7 ESW-CKV-CB-C515A 4.12E-05 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 4.8E-05

8 ESW-CKV-CD-C515D 4.12E-05 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 4.8E-05

9 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 2.53E-05 1.0E-05 720 22 9.!E-01 3.8E-05

10' EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 2.53E-05 1.0E-05 720 22 9.lE-01 3.8E-05
'

11 SLC-CKV-HW-CV16 2.69E-05 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 3.lE-05
12 SLC-CKV-HW-CV17 2.69E-05 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 3.lE-05
13 ESW-CKV-HW-C515 A 7.63 E-06 1.0E-05 720 11 .7.0E-01 8.9E46'

14 ESW-CKV-HW-C515D 7.63E-06 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 8.9 E-06

15 HCI-CKV-HW-CV65 5.01 E-06 1.0'/.-05 720 11 7.0E-01 5.9E-06
16 HCI-CKV-HW-CV32 5. ole-06 1.0E-05 720 !! 7.0E-01 5.9E-06 -

17 hcl-MOV-CC-MVl4 5.42E46 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 2.8E-06

18 hcl-MOV-CC-MVl9 5.42E-06 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE* 01 2.8E-06

19 ACP-DGN-FR-EDt.iC 2.09E-05 1.0E45 167 4 9.2E-02 1.9E-06

20 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 2.09E-05 1.0E-05 167 4 - 9.2E-02 1.9E-06

21 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPB 2.35E-05 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 1.3E-06

22 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2.35E-05 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02. 1.3E46
23 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 1.31E-05 1.0E-05 -167 4 9.2E 02 1.2E-06

24 ACP-DON-LP-EDGC 1.31E-05 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 1.2E-06

25 ACP-DON-LP CCF - 1.16E-05 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-O'2 1.1E46
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Table C.11B Core damage frequency increases from active components for
Plant B: Upper-bound case, d3uble Contributions.

}Plett B: Double Ccatributions 13-Feb-90

I!igh Aging r.ates iI:35 AM
iTIRGALEX Testing. Efficiencies

Eupanded Contributors Total e C- I.7E-02 Iyect
Test Test

Rank Co.. g ntName ses:sinvity Aging Rete MTB) Icterval aqs Componens Nome Agu g Rate MTBF Interval a q2 tC

Coefficient (/hr/yr) (neths) imor'hs) Uhr/yr) (monthsl Imdrs) Fyear)

I ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B IJ4E-03 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 ESW- AOV-CC-024 t C 1.0E-05 720 40 9 9E-Ol 3 GE-03

2 ESW-CKV-CD-C5158 1.54 E-03 f.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C t.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-Oi 3.0E-03

3 ESW-CKV-CB-C515 A 1.54E-03 1.0E-05 720 Il 7.0E-01 ESW-AOV-CC-0241B l.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-Oi 3.0E-03

4 ESW-CKV-CB-C515A 1.49E-03 1.0E-C5 720 18 7.0E-Ol ENV-SRV-CC RV2 1.0E-05 720 22 9 *E-Cl 2.6E-03

5 ESW-CKV-CD-C5!5B 1.49E-03 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 El!V-SRV-CC-RV3 1.0E-05 120 22 9. l E-01 2. 6E-03

6 ACP- DGN-LP-EDGC 8.50E-04 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B l.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 1.3 E-04

7 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 8.50E-04 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-ts2 ESW-AOV-CC-024 tC 1.0E-05 720 40 9 9E-08 13E-04

n 3 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA I35E-03 1.0E-05 167 2 53E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024 f C l.OE-05 720 40 9.9E- 01 13E-04

E 9 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB IJ8E-03 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-0241B I.0E-05 720 40 9 9E-Ol I.3E-04g

10 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA IJ4E-03 f.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 ElIV-SRV-CC-RV3 LCE-05 720 22 9. lE-Of 1.2E-04

h 11 ESW-M DP-FS-MDPB IJ4E-03 1.0E-05 167 ' 2 5.7E-02 ElIV-SRV-CC-RV2 1.0E-05 720 22 9.lE-01 1.2E-04

, 12 ESW-CKV-CB-C5ISB 1.0$E-03 1.0E-05 72") Il 7.0E-01 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 1.lE-04

13 ESW-CKV-CB-C515A 1.0$E-03 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-Cl ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB ! 1.DE-05 167 4 9.2E-02 1.lE-04

14 ESW-CKV-CD-C515 A I70E-03. 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 1.lE-04

15 ESW-CKV-CD-CSISB 1.70E-03 1.0E-05 720 !! 7.0E-01 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E 02 1.IE-04

16 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 7.69E-04 1.0E-05 .I67 4 9.2E-02 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 1.0E-05 720 22 9. l E-02 8.lE-04

17 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 7.69E-04 - 1.0E-0! 167 4 9.2E-02 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 1.0E-05 720 22 9.lE-O! l.IE-04
18 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 439E-04 LOF-05 167 4 9.2E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-0241B I.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 73E-05

19 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGO '4.79E-04 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024 tC 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 73E-05

'20 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 5.77E-04 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 ESW-CKV-CB-CSI5A 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 6.2E-05

| 21 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 5.77E-04 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 ESW-CKV-CD-C5 85B 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 6.2E-05

| 22 Ar.'P-DGN-FR-EDGC - 4.40E-04 1.0E-05 167' 4 9.2E-02 EIIV-SRV-CC-RV2 1.0E-05 720 22 9.lE-Of 6.2E-Oi

23 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGD 4.40E-04 1.0E-05 167 -4 9.2E-02 ElIV-SRV-CC-RV3 1.0E-05 720 22 9. l E- 01 6.?E-05

24 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 6.28E-04 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 ESW- AOV-CC-0241C 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 5.9E- 05

25 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPB 6.28E-04 'I.OE-05 167 2 5.7E-02 ESW- AOV-CC-0241 B 1DE-05 7N 40 9.9E-CI 5 9E-05

_
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Table C.12A Core darnage frequency increases from active components
for Plant B: Lower-bound case, single contributions.

,

'

.

Plant B: Smgle Contributi.7 13-Feb-90
1.ow Aging Rates 11:35 AM
Ef6ciency = 1 -

Expanded Contnbutors Total 6,C: 6.9E46 / year
Test

Rank Component Name Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF Interval a ql aC
Coefficient (/hrlyr) (months) (months) (/ year)

,

1 ESW- A G Y-CC-CCF 9.70E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4 E-02 2.2E-06
2 EHV-.AO V-CC-CCF 6.34E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 1.4E-06
3 E SW- AOV-CC-0241C 3.68E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4 E-02 8.4E-07
4 ESW-AOV-CC-0241B 3.68E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 8.4E-07
5 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 2.53E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4 E-02 5.8E-07 i

6 EHV-SRV-CC-Rv3 2.53E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 5.8E-U
7 DCP liAT-LF-CCF 2.16E-04 2.0E-08 720 3 6.6E-04 2.4E-0 I
8 HCI-MOV-CC-MV14 5.42E-06 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 4.8E-08
9 HCI-MOV-CC-MVl9 5.42E-06 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 4.8E-08

10 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2.35 E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-04 1.2E-08
11 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPD 2.35 E-05 2.0E-07 167 i S.lE-04 1.2E-08
12 ACP-DON-FR-EDGD 2.09E45 2.0E-07 167 1 5 lE-04 1.lE-08
13 ACP-DON-FR-EDGC 2.09E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5 lE-04 1.1E-08
14 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 1.60E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-04 8.lE-09 *

15 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 1.60E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-04 8 !E-09
16 HCI-TDP-F3-20S37 5.42E-06 2.0E-06 44 1 1.3 E-03 7.2E-09 ;

17 HCI-TDP-FO-20S31 5.36E-06 2.0E-06 44 4 1.3E-03 7 lE 09
18 ACP-DON-LP-EDGB 1.31E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-N 6.6E-09 >

19 ACP-DON-LP-EDGC - 1.31 E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-04 6.6E-09
20 ACP-DON-LP-CCF 1.16E-05 2.0E-07 ' 167- 1 5.lE-04 -5.9E-09
21 ESW-CKV-HW-CV513 4.25E-05 5.CE-09 720 1 5 $E-05 3.9E-09
22. ESW-CKV-CB-C515 A 4.12E-05 5.0E-09 720 1 5.5E-05 3.8E-09
23 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 4.12E-05 5.0E-09 720 1 5.$E45 3.8E-09

24 SLC-MDP-FS-CCF 6.08E-06 2.0E-07 167 1 5.1E-04 3.1E-09
25 SLC-CKV-HW-CV16 2.09E45 5.0E-09 720 1 5.5E-05 2.5E,Q

,

4
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Table C.12B Core damage frequency increases feOm active components
for Plant B: Lcwer-bound case, double contributions.

13 -lit >-90Plant B: DouMe Contritetens
Il36 AM

Low Aging Rates
Efficiency = 1

Te et a C: 8 SE-07 tyes,Expanded Cminteto'rs
Test Tnt

Ranit Cmq w Name Scositivity Agmg Kate MTBF laterval aql Componest Nome Ageg Ps*e MTitF laterval a q2 aC

Coefficient - (/hdyd (months) (rrmths) (1wlyr) (mentin) (mmths) (tyeer)

1 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B 134E-03 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-02*IC 7.0E-08 729 IS I 4E 02 7.0E-07

2 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA I IJ8E-03 2.0E-07 167 - 1 5.IE-04 ESW-AOV-CC-024 IC 7.0E-08 720 18 I.4E-02 1.6E-08

3 ESW-MDP-FS-MDFB IJ8E-03 2.GE-07 167 1 5.!E-04 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B 7.0E-08 72C 18 1.4 E-02 f.6E-08

4 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB ' 134E-03 2.DE-07 167 I 5.IE 44 EllV-SRV-fC-Rv2 7.0E-08 720 18 IAE-02 1.5E-08 )
5 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA IJ4E-03 2.0E-07 167 1 5.IE-04 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.CE-08 720 18 IAE-02 1.5E-08 |
6 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 8.50E-04 2.0E-07 167 I 5.IE-04 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 7.0E-08 720 18 IAE42 9.8E-09 I

.7 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 8.50E-04 2.0E-07 167 1 5.IE-04 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B 7.0E4NI 720 18 1.4E-02 9.8E-09

Q B ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 7.69E-04 . 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-04 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-08 720 18 IAE-02 8.9E-09

'y 9 ACP-DGM-LP-EDGB 7.69E-04 - 2.0E-07 167 I 5.lE-04 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-08 720 18 1AE-02 8.9E-09

10 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 6.28E-04 2 0E-07 167 1 5. lE-04 ESW- AOV-CC-0241C 7.0E-08 720 18 14E-02 73E-09

11 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPB ' 6 2EE-04 2.0E-07 167 I. 5.lE-C4 ESW- ACV-CC-024IB 7.0E-08 720 18 IAE-02 7.3E-09

12 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC - 4.79E-04 2.0E-07 161 1 5.lE-04 ESW- AOV-CC-024 f B 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 I.5E-09

13 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.79E-04 2.0E-07 167 I 5.lE-04 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 7.0E-OS 720 18 1.4E-02 5.5E-09

14 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 4A0E-04 2.00-07 167 I 5.lE-04 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-08 720 18 IAE-02 5. lE-09

. 15 ACP-DGN-FR-FDGB 4.40E-04 2.0E-07 .167 1 5.Iti-04 ElIV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E42 5.IE-09

16 ESW-CKv-CB-C515A 1.54E-03 5.0E-09 ~ 720 I 5.5E-05 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 3.2E-09

. 17 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 1.54E-03 5.OE-09 720 .I 5.5E-05 ESW- AOV-CC-0241C 7.0E-08 720 38 14E-02 3.2E-09

18 ESW-CKV-CB-C585B IA9E-03 5.0E-00 720 I 5.5E-05 EHV-SEV-CC-RV) 7.0E-08 720 18 I.4E-02 3. IE-09

19 ESW-CKV-CB-CSl5A L49E-03 ' 5.0E-09 720 I 5.5E-05 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-C8 720 18 1.4E-02 3 3E-09

20 ESW-AOV-CC-COF - 8.18E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 IAE-02 hcl-TDP-FR-20S37 2.0E-06 44 I 1.3 E-03 2.5E-09

21 IICl-TDP-FS-20537 8.18E-05' 2.0E-06 44 1 IJh- - ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 7.0E-08 720 18 IAE42 2.5E-09

22 hcl-TDP-FS-20537 - 5.35E-05 2.0E-06 44 I IJE-43 EHV-AOV-CC-CCF 7.0E-08 729 18 f .4 E-02 I.6E-09

23 EHV-AOV-CC-CCF 535E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 11Cl-TDP-FR-20S37 2.0E-06 44 I IJE-03 1.6E-09

I. 24 ESW-MDP-FS-M:'PB 6.99E-04 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-04 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2.0E-07 167 I 5.lE-04 1.lE-10

25 ESW-MDP-FR- MDFB 6.99E-04 2.0E-07 167 I 5. lE-04 ,ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2 DE-07 167 I 5.lE-04 1.RE-10
-
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For a given table, the sum of the core damage frequency increases from the ;
contributcr? i s given at the upper right-hand side of the table. For example, t

'for the bese case for Plant A shown in Table C.7A, the total core dam 6ge fre-
quency increase AC due to sging from single contributions is 1.8x10 4 per year.

,

from Table C.7B, the total core damag? frequency increase AC f rom two corgo- -

nents simultaneously aging is 7.6x10 4 per year, ;

For a given case analyzed, the total core daruge frequency increase due to -

aging is the sum of the single component contribution and the double component
contribution, Thus, for the base case for Plant A from Tables C.7A and C.7B,
the total core damage frequency due to aging is 1.8x10 4 + 7.6x10 4-= 9.4x10 4 ;

per year. Consequently, the tables provide comprehensive information on the '

core damage frequency _ircreases due to aging, , Jiving the detailed component
contributors, the component interactions, and the factors constituting each '

contribution. ;

C.7 UNCERTAINTY' ANALYSES OF CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY INCREA$ES FROM AGING OF ,

'
ACTIVE COMPONENTS

in addition to the point evaluations, uncertainty analyses of the core damage
frequency increases from the agirig of active components are carried out. The i

uncertainty analyses consist of assigning probability distributions to the input ,

data to represent the associated variability and uncertainty. The uncertainty
distributions are then oropagated to obtain the resulting distribution in the :

core damage frequency inc.rease due to aging.
,

For the uncertainty analyses, the base cases for. Plant A and for Plant B are
used, Error factors are assigned to the base case values to represent the :

5 percent and 95 percent lower-bound and upper-bound valaes, respectively, of. ,

'

the range. As in NUREG/CR-5510, a log uniform distribution is assigned as the
distribution over this range, A log uniform distribution is flat on a log
scale over the range with no most likely value..

The error factors that are assigned to the data are: .

'

DATA ERROR. FACTOR

TIRGALEX aging rates 10
TIRGALEX testing efficiencies 2 ,

MTBFs - 3
-

Rish sensitivity coefficients -5

The above error factors are similar to those used in NUREG/CR-5510 and cover ;

significant uncertainties associated with~the data. .The uncertainty propagation
that is carried out is similar to that described in NUREG/CR-5510 except. that ;

correlated sampling-is carried out for the TIRGALEX aging ratesp TIRGALEX test- .

ing efficiencies, and the component MTBFs._ In correlated sampling, when one-

value isLselected for the aging rate, efficiency, or MTBF, then all similar ,

components having that aging: rate, efficiency, or HTBF, respectively, are . ;

assigned tnat value; This. type of correlated sampling is a_nalogous to the-type ;

of correlated sampling performed for the uncertainty analyses for the NUREG-
1150 PRAs. 1

Figures 0.1 bnd C.2 show the results'of tha uncertainty; analyses for Plant A
. and for Plant 8, respectively. The y-axis of each figure is the probability

>
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that the core damage frequency increase exceeds a given value. - In P.% Lermi-
nology this is called the CCDf, or complementary cumulative distribution. The
x-axis is the log to the base 10 of the core damage frequency increase; the
x-axis is thus exponent of 10 of the core damage frequency increase.

On each figure, curves for the singles contribution, doubles contribution, and
the total contribution are given. For. example, in Figure C.1, the probability
that the doubles contribution gives a-core damage frequency increase that is-
greater than -4 on a log scale (i.e., greater than 10 4) is approximately
80 percent. The probability that the total core damage fraquency is greater
than -?.5 on a log scale (i.e. ,10 2 s or 3x10 3) is approximately 4d percent.
The oncertainty cuives thus provide destiiptive information on the uncertainty
and variability in the core damage frequency increase for the input distribu-
tions used. *

C.8 RESULTS OF CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY INCREASES AND CONTAINMENT FAILURE
PROBABILITY INCREASES FROM AGING OF PASSIVE COMPONENTS

Tables C.13 and C.14 glw the core damage frequency increases and containment
failure probability incroses, respectively, that are calculated for the aging
of passive components. The calculations use the methodology described in
Section C.4 and the risk importances and aging rate data given in Section C.S.

4 The risk importances and aging rates are reproduced again in the tables. The
assigned error factors to the results are shown in parentheses.- The error
factors are assigned to help account for the associated uncertainties in the
data as described in the TIRGALEX report.

C9 CONTROL STUDIES

This final section presents examples of-how aging effects'on the core' damage
-frequency can be controlled by appropriate additicnal aging management programs.
In many cases, the additional control measures will'not necessarily involve

y large resources, provided the aging controls-are-focused on the dominant con-
tributors to the core damage frequency increase,

,

The examples provided -invol,a additional aging management of risk-important
active components to reduce the core damage frequency due to aging of these
components. The specific aging control measures examined involve institutinga

scheduled overhauls or replacements and modifying surveillance. tests to be more
effective in controlling aging. Two additioral aging control alternatives are
illustrated for.each plant. The benefits of. these control- alternatives are '

measured with regard to the base case core damage frequency increase for each
plant previously given in Section C.6 (Table C.7 for the PWR and Table C.10 for
the BWR).

-

:
D

Tables C.15 and C.16 give the results for the additional two control alterna-
tives for. Plant' A (the PWR), and Tables C.17 and C.18 give the results for the
two additional control alternatives-for Plant B-(the EWR). .Each_ table gives
the single and. double contributions to the core damage frequency increase with,

the modified replacement and testing schedules. The modified schedules are
,

indicated with asterisks in the table.
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Table C.13 Core damage frequency increases due to
aging of passive components.

Aging
Lei-e Damage Rate Core Damage'

PWR/ Probability (failures / Frequency
Component BWR Importance br/yr) (yr)

.-

Steam Generator P 3.0E-04 5.0E-06 6.6E-04 (10)
Tube

Connector 2.0E-02 2.7E-08 2.4E-04 (10)
CRDM B 1.0E-01 3.0E-09 1.3E-04 (10)

Small Safety Piping 1.0E-03 3.0E-07 1.3E-04 (10)
Cable 1.1E-01 2./E-09 1.3E-04 (10'

Reactor Internals 1.0E-01 2.0E-09 -8.8E-05 (10)
Bolts 1.0E-04 5.1r-07 2.2E-05-(10)-
BWR Pipe e'.Small B 1.0E-03. 3.0E-08 1.3E-05 (10)

LOCA)

Large Safety Piping 6.4E-03 3.0E-09 8.4E-06 (10)
Snubber 1.1E-06 5.1E-06 2.5E-06 (10)
Reactor Pressure 1.0E+00 1.0E-12- 8.7E-07 (30)Vessel

Concrete Structures 1.0E+00 1.0E-13 -4.4E-08.(30)-

CRDM P 1.0E-03 3-0E-11~ 1.3E-08 (30).
, _ .

TOTAL PWR 1.3E-03

BWR= 7.6E-04
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Table C.14 Containment failure probability increases due to
aging of passive components.

'

Containment Aging
Failure Rate Core Damage

PWR/ Probability (failures / Frequency
Component BWR Importance h*/yr) (yr)'

.

Containment B 1.0E+00 1.0E-07 4.6E-02 (10)

Chiller 6.0E-04 1.5E-06 4.8E-04 (10)
:

Containment (other) 1.0E+00 1.0E-13 1.1E-06 (30)
.

For the first control alternative for Plant A (Table C.15), because the motor-
operated valves (MOVs) in the emergency core' coolant system (i.e., the HPI and -

.

LPR systems) are the dominant contributors to the aging effects as was identi-
' fied in Table C.7, additional aging management is focused on these valves. The

aging management considered consists of overhauling or replacing the_ valves
every 60 months and improving the test and ircreasing the test frequency so
that the effective test interval is 6 months. A total of 14 valves are
inmived in this additional aging management.

From Table C.15, this first control alternative results in a core damage fre-
quency increase from aging of 3.8x10 5 + 1'.9x10 5 = 5.7x10 5 per year. This

,

compares to the base case core damage frequency increase from aging of 1.8x10 4
+ 7.6x10 4 = 9.4x10 4 per year from Table C.7 without the additional aging con-
trol. The additional-aging control thus produces a factor of 16 reduction in
the core damage frequency increase due to aging (from 9.4x10 4 to-5.7x10 5 per
year). For this alternative, it is important to note that aging controls need
to be focused not only on the top single MOV contributors (in Table C.7A) but
also on the HOVs involved in the top double-interactions-(Table C.'78) since
different valves are involved.

For the second control alternative for Plant A, in addition to the MOV ag'ing
management, aging management is also focused on the remaining contributors iden-
tified in the base case evaluations in Table C.7. The diesel generator test.-

efficiency is improved.so that the effective interval is 1 month, the three
check valves in the high pressure injecticn system are overhauled or replaced-
every 20 years (240 months), and the four actuation trains are replaced or
renewed every 20 years. From Table C.16, for this second control alternative,
the core damage frequency increase from aging that results is 2.3x10 5 per' year,.
which is now a factor of approximately 41 reduction in the. core damage frequency
due to aging as compared-to the base case (9.4x10 4 per year).

For Plant 8,_the dominant aging contributors to the cor'e damage frequency-
increases as shown inX 51e C.10 are the- air operated valves (A0Vs) and safety-
relief valves in the :,aergency service water system and in the emergency heat-
ing and ventilation system. Four specific valves are involved. The batteries
are also important contributors. The additional aging management is thus focused
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Table C.15A Core damage frequency increases for Plant A: Control
alternative 1, single contributions.

Plant A: Smgle Contribuuons 14-Feb-90
Control 1 11:21 AM
TIRGALEX Aging Rates
TIRGALEX Testine Efficiencies Total a C: , .8E-05 / year1

| Test
Rank' Component Name Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF Interval A ql aC

Coefficient (/hr/yr) (months) (months) (/ year)
I I OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 - 3.8E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 5.3E-06

2 OEP-DGN-FR-SH DG 1 - 3.4E44 3.6E-06 - 72 4 1.4E-02 4.8E-06
3 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.9E-06
4 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.9E-06
5 OEP-DGN-FS-DG02 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.8E-06
6 OEP-DON-FS-DG03 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.BE-06
7 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG3 1.9E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.7E-06
8 LPR-MOV-FT-189CA 1.4E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.GE-06
9 OEP-DON-FR-6HDG2 1.7E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.5E-06

10 HPI-CKV-F1-CV225 2. l E-03 4.0E-09 720 -11 4.8E-04 1.7E-06
11 HPI-CKV-FT-CV25 2. l E-03 4.0E-69 720 11 4.8E-04 1.7E-06
12 HPI-CKV-FT-CV410 - 2.1E-03 4.0E-09 720 11. 4.8E-04 1.7E-06
13 HPI-MOV-FT-1350 6.7E-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.3E-06
14 OEP-DGN-FR-DG01 5.0E-05 3.6E-06 72 4- 1.4E-02 7.2E-07
15 SIS-ACT-FA-SISA 1.SE-05 3.0E-07 720 6 1.8E-02 5.4E-07
16 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 2.lE-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * - 1.9E-02 4.0E-07
17 LPR-MOV-FT-IS60B 2.0E-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 3.9E-07

'

18 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 9.5E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.8E-07
19 HFI-MOV-FT-11ISB 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 - 1.1E-07
20 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5D 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 - 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.lE-07
21 HPI-MOV-l'T-il 15C 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6-* 1.9E-02 1.lE-07
22 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5h 5,7E-06 3.6E-06 . 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.lE-07
23 LPR-MOV-FT-1890B 4.5E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 8.5E-08
24' PPS-MOV-FT-1536 3.4E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 6.5E-08
25 HPI-MOV-FT-1867D 2.9E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 5.6E-08 )

1

1
1

* - Control Value

I

:
l
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Table C.15B Core daniage frequency increases for Plant A:
con'.rol alternative 1,' double contributions.

| Plant A: Double Contrhuti< ns
14-Feb 00

C<mtrol I 11.25 A M

TIRGALEX Aging Rates
TIRG AL'iX Testiqr Efficicacies Total a C ISE-05 /yes

Test Test

Rank Component Name . Sensitivity Aging Rate MTliF Intervel a qi Component W:x Aging Rete Mil 1F . Interval aq2 aC !

Coefficient (/hr/yr) (months) imont'is) (/hr/yr) (months) (monrhs) (tyear)

I SIS- ACT-FA-STSB 6.5E-03 3.0E-07 720 6 I.8E-02 SIS- ACT-FA-54S A 3.0E -07 720 6 1.SE-02 5.9E-M

2 RMT-ACT-FA-RMTS 1.5E-03 3.0E-07 720 6 1.8E-02 RMT- ACT-FA-R MTS 3 OE-07 720 6 1.8E-92 1.4E-06

f 3 OEP-DGN-FR-611DG3 5.6E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-61!DGI 3.6E-06 12 4 1.4E-02 I.lE-06
4 OdP-DG N-FS-DG01 4.9E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FS-DG02 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4F-02 9.9 E-07

5 OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 4.9E-03 3.6E 06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 - 3.bE-06 72 4 1.4 E-02 9.9E-07

6 OEP-DGN-FS-LX101 4.0E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-6llDG2 3.6E-06 72 4 I.4E-02 8. lE-07

7 OEP-DON-FS-DG01 4.0E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-611DG3 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4 E-02 8.lE-07 |

8 OEP-DGN-FS- DCO2 4.0E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-611DG1 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 8.lE-01

9 9 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDGI 4.0E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-6!!DG2 3.6E-06 72 4 I4E-02 8. l E-07

$ 10 OEP -DGN FS-t'<s03 3.9E-03 ' 3.6E-06 72 -4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-6f f DGI , 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 ' 7.8E-07i
il llP14dOV-FT-Ill5B 1.9E-03 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * L9E-02 IIPI-MOV-FT-ill5D 3.6E-06 60 * 6* 1.9E-02 6 SE--07

12 IIPI-MOV-FT-Ill5C 1.9E-03 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * l.9E-02 IIPI-MOV-FT-Ill5E' 3.6E-06 60 * 6* 1.9E-02 61E-07

13 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 fe * 6 *l.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-IB608 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * l.9E-02 5.4E-07 I

!4 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E-03- 3.6E-06 (0 * 6 * l.9E-02 LPR-MOV-IT-1862D 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * l.9E-02 - 5.4E-07
15 LFR-MOV-FT-1860A I.5E-03 3. 6E-06 60 * 6 *l.9E-02 LFR-MOV-FT-1862D 3.6E-06 60 * 6* I .9E-02 5.4 E-07

16 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 to * 6 *I.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-IB605 - 3.6E-06 fe * 6* 1.9E-02 5.4E-07

17 LPR-MOV-FT-1890A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 60 * . 6 t l.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-18908 3.6E-06 (o * 6* l .9E-02 5.4E-07

:18 OEP-DGN-FS u.iOI 5.0E-03 ' 3.6E-06 72 . 4 1.4E-02 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7.0E-07 22 22 3.4E-03 2.4E-07

'19 OEP-DON-FR-6flDG1 4.6E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 I.4E-02 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7.0E-07 22 22 3.4E-03 2.2E-07

20 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 9. l E-OS ' 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-DG01 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 - 1.EE-07

86 2 5.8E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.7E-0521 LP!-M DP-FS-SII A 1.5E-03 2.0EW.
, 86 2 5.8E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 3.6E-06 (O * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.7E-0822 LPI-MDP-FS-SIIB. 1.5E-03 2.0E-07

. 23 LPI-MDP-FS-SilB 1.5E-03 2.0E-07. 86 2 5.8E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E 02 1.7E-08

24 LPI-MDP-FS-Sil A ' I.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 2 5.8E-Of LPR-MOV-FT-18608 3.6E-M - 60 * 6 * I.9E-02 1 7E-08
,

25 |PPS-MOV-FC-1536 2.',2-06 3.6L-06 (D * 6 * 1.9E-02 PPS-MOV-FC-1535 3.6E-06 (4 * 6* 1.9E-02 1.lE-09
|

| ~ * - C<merol Value
|

|.
!

I
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Table C.16A Core damage frequency increases for Plant A:
Control alternative 2, sing 7a contributions.

Plant A: Single Contnbutions 14-Feb-90
Control 2 01:46 PM
TIRGALEX Aging Rates
TIRGALEX Testing Efficiencies Total a C: 1.8E-05 / year

Test
Rank Component Name Seneitivity Aging Rate MTBF Interval a ql aC

Coefficient (/hr/yr) (months) (months) (/ year)
1 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.9E-06
2 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.9E-M
3 LPR-MOV-FT-1890A 1.4E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.6E-06
4 OEP DGN-FS-DG01 - 3.8E-04 3.6E-06 72 - ! * 3.9E-03 1.5E-06
5 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG 1 3. 4E-04 3.6E-06 72 ' I * 3.9E-03 1.3E-OS
6 HPI-MOV-FT-1350 6.7E-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.3E-06
7 OEP-DON-FS-DG02 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 1 * 3.9E-03 7.8E-07.
8 OEP-DON-FS-DG03 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 1 * 3.9E-03 7.8E-07
9 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG3 1.9E-04 3.6E-06 72 1 * 3.9E-03 7.5E-07

10 OEP-DON-FR-6HDG2 1.7E-04 3.6E-06 72 1 * 3.9E-03 6.8E-07
!! LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 2.lE-05 3.6E-06. 60 * . 6 * - 1.9E-02 4.0E-07
12 LPR-MOV-FT-18608 2.0E-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 3.9E-07-

13 HPI-CKV-FT-CV225 2.lE-03 4.0E-09 240 *- 11 1.6E-04 3.4E-07
14 HPI-CKV-FT-CV410 2.lE-03 4.0E-09 240 * 11 1.6E-04 3.3E-07
15 HPJ-CKV-FT-CV25 2. l E-03 4.0E-09 240 * 11 1.6E-04 . 3.3E-07
16 OEP-DGN-FR-DG01 5.0E-05 3.6E-06 '72 1 * 3.9E-03 2.0E 07
17 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 9.5E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.8B-07
18 HPI-MOV-FT-ll l5B 5.7E-06 3. 6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.lE-07
19 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5E 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.lE-07
20 HPI-MOV-FT-lil5D 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 'e0 * 6_*'l9E-02 1.lE-07
21 HPI-MOV-FT-lil5C - 5.7E-06 ' 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.lE-07

-22 SIS-ACT-FA-SISA 1.8E-05 3.0E-07 240 * 6 6.0E-03 1.lE-07
-23 1.PR-MOV-FT-1890B 4.5E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 8.5E-08
24 PPS-MOV-FT-1536 3.4E-06 3.6E-06 60 * - 6 * 1.9E-02 ' 6.5E-08
25 HPI-MOV-FT-1867D 2.9E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 5.6E-08 |

1

|
|

* - Control Value

!

l
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p Table C.168 Core damage frequency increases for Plant A: j
L . Control-alternative 2, double contributions. 1

- >

*
,

Plant A: Double Contributions 14-Fetr90

Control 2 01:55 PM q
TIRGALEX Aging Rates [
TIRG ALEX Testing Efficiencies Totsi aC: 5.lE-06 Iyeer [

'

Test Test

Rank Component Nome Sensuivity Aging Rate MTBF Interval aql Compocent Name Aging Rate MTBF Interval a q2 aC' h

Coefficient (/hrfyr) ' (months) (months) (/hr/yr) (months) (months) (/yess)

'I IIPI-MOV-FT-il!5C I.9E-03 ' 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 IIPI-MOV-FT-Ill5E 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * ' l.9E-02 6.BE-07 |

'

2 IIPI-MOV ::T-Ill5B - 1.9E-03 3.6E46 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 IIPI-MOV-FT-Ill5D 3,6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 6.8E-07

3 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A - .l.5E-03 3.6E-06 60 * 6 *l.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * l.9E-02 5.4E-07

.4 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-03- 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-3860B 3.6E-06 .60 * 6 * I.9E-02 5.4E-07

5 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A - 1.5E-03 ' 3.6E-06 60.* 6 * !.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-1862D 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 5.4E-07*

6 LPR-MOV-FT-1890A - .l.5E-03 - 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-18908 3.6E-06 60 * 6'* I .9E-02 5.4E-07
~

,

7 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A ' l.5E-03 3 6E-06 60 * 6 * l.9EM IJR-MOV-FT-18608 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 5.4 E-07

8 SIS-ACT-FA-SISB 6.5E-03; '3.0E-07- 240 * 6 6.0E-03 SIS-ACT-FA-SISA 3.0E-07 240 * 6 6.0E-03 2.3E-07m
1 9 OEP-DGN-FR-6tIDG3 "5.6E-03 3.6E-06 72 1 '3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FR-611DG1 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 - 8.6E-08

' N LIO OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 4.9E-03 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 7.5E-08

11 OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 " 4.9E-03 - 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FS-DC-02 : - 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 7.5E-08 ,

12 OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 5.0E-03 3.6E-06 - 72 I * 3.9E-03 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7.0E-07 22 22' 3.4E-03 - 5.7E-08
,

13 OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 4.0E-03 . 3.6E-06 72 1 *3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FR-6flDG2 . 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 6.2E-08

14 OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 '4.0E-03 : 3.6E-06 - 72 1 ' * 3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FR-6tIDG3 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 6.2E-08

15 OEP-DGN-FS-DG02 - 4.0E-03 - . 3.6E-06 72- 1 * 3.9E-03 OEP-DG N-FR-6flDG I 3.6E-06 72' I * 3.9E-03 6.2E-08

16 OEP-DGN-FR-6flDGI 4.6E-03 3.6E-06 72 . ' I + 3.9E-03 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7.0E-07 22 22 - 3.4E-03 6.lE-08 1
'

17 OEP-DGN-FR-611DGI 4.0E-03 3.6E-06 72 1 * 3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG2 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 6.lE-08

18 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 ' 3.9E-03 3.6E-06 72 1 '3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FR-6flDGI 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 6.0E-08.

19 RMT-ACT-FA-RMTS 'l.5E-03- 3.0E-07 240 * 6 6.0E-03 RMT-ACT-FA-RMTS 3.0E-07 240 * 6 6.GE-03 5.4 E-08 -[
20 LPI-MDP-FS-SII A - l.5E-03 2.0E-07. 86 2''5.8E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.~ 08 |-

:21 LPI-MDP-FS-SilB ' l.5E-03- 2.0E-07 86 2 '5.8E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.7E-08
'

22 LPI-MDP-FS-SIIB - 1.5E-03 ' ' 2.0E-07 . 86 2 5.8E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 3.6E-06 60 *- 6 * I.9E-02 : 1.7E-08 [
23 LPI-M DP-FS-Sil A 1.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 2 5.8E-04 LPR-MOV.-FT-Ir60B 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * I.9E-02 1.7E-08 .;
24 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 9.lE-04 ' : 3.6E-06 72 .1 * 3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FR-DG01 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 ; I.4E-08 [

-. 25 PPS-MOV-FC-1536 " 2.9E-06 - 3.6E-06 (0 . * ' 6 ~ * 1.9E-02 PPS-MOV-FC-1535 : 3.6E-06 60 * 6 1.9E-02 1.lE-09 l

'
,

,
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Table C.17A Core damage frequency increases for Plant B:
Control alternative 1, single contributions.

Plant B: Single Contnbutmas 14-Feb-90
Control 1 11:28 AM
TIRGALEX Aging Rates
TIRGALEX Testina Efficiencies Total a C: 1.0E-05 / year

Test
Rank Component Name Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF interval a ql aC

Coefficient (/hrlyr) (months) (months) (/ year)

i hcl-MOV-CC-MVl9 5.42E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.4E-06
2 HCI-MOV-CC-MV14 5.42E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 - 1.4E-06
3 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 9.70E-05 4.0E-07 120 * ~18 * 1.2E-02 1.2E-06
4 EHV-AOV-CC-CCF 6.34 E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 7.9E-07
5 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 2.09E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 7.0E-07
6 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 2.09E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 *L3E-02 7.0E-07
7 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 2.53E-05 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * . 2.2E-02 5.5E-07
8 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 2.53E-05 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 5.5E-07
9 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 3.68E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 4.6E-07

10 ESW- AOV-CC-0241B 3.68E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 4.6E-07
11 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 1.31E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 4.4E-07
12 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB l.31E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 4.4E-07
13 ACP-DGN-LP-CCF 1.16E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 3.9E-07
14 DCP-BAT-LF-CCF 2.16E-04 3.0E-07 120 * 3 * 1.6E-03 .3.5E-07
15 ESW-CKV-HW-CV513 4.25E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 3.4E-08
16 ESW-CKV-CB-C515A 4.12E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 3.3E-08
17 - ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 4.12E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 3.3E-08
18 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2.35E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 l.lE-03 2.7E-08

_ _

19 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPB 2.35E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.1E-03 2.7E-08
20 hcl-TDP-FS-20S37 5.42E-06 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 - 2,4E-08

21 hcl-TDP-FO-20S37 5.36E-06 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 2.4E-08
22 SLC-CKV-HW-CV17 2.69E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 2.2E-08
23 SLC-CKV-HW-CV16 2.69E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-00 2.2E-08
24 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 1.60E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03- 1.8E-08

25 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 1.60E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 1.8E-08

* - Control Value
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Table C.178 Core damage frequency increases for Plant B:
Control alternative.1, double contributions.

L

|PIsnt B: Double Contributions
14-Feir-90

Control I 11.29 A M

TIRGALEX Aging Rates
Trwal a C: 5 OE-06 /yeerTIRGALEX Testing Efficiencies

_ '

Test Test

Rank Component Name Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF Interval a ql Component Neme Agmg Rate MTBF Interval aq2 aC
'

Coefficient '(/htlyr) months) (months) (/hrlys) (months) (months) (/ year)

I ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 5.34E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3 E-02 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 3 t>E-06 167 4 33E-02 5.9E-07

2 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 5.17E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 3.6E-06 167 4 33 E-02 53E-07

3 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 5.17E-Ol 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 5.7E-07

4 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 7.69 E-04 3.6E-06 ' 167 4 33E42 ERIV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.OE-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 5.6E-07

5 A CP-DG N-LP-EDGC 7.69E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 EllV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E42 5.6E-07

6 A CP-DGN-LI'EDGC 8.50E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33 E-02 ESW- AOV-CC-0241 B 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 3.5E-01

7 ACP-DGN-LP-EDG B 5.50E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 3.5E-07

8 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.40E-04 3.6E- 06 167 4 33 E-02 EllV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 3.2E-07

7 9 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 4.40E-04 3.6E-05 167 4 3.3E-02 ElIV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E42 3.2E-07

$ 10 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B IJ4E-03 4.0E-07 120 * 18 *l.2E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 4.0E-07 I20 * 18 * 1.2E-02 2.lE-07
11 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.79E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 ESW- AOV -CC-0241C 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * I .2E42 2.0E-07

12 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 4.79E-04 3.6E-05 167 4 33E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024115 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 2.OE-07

~ 13 ESW-M DP-FS-M DPB !.34 E-03 2.0E-07 167- 2' l.lE-03 EllV-SRV-CC-Rv2 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E42 3.3E-08

14 ESW-M DP-FS-M DPA 1.34E-03 2.0E-07 167 2 1.!E-03 EllV-SRV-CC-R V3 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02. 33E-08

15 ESW-CKY-CD-C515 A 1.49E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 EllV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 2.6E-08

16 ESW-CKV-CD-C5158 I.49E-03 4.0E-09 720* 11 4.8E-04 EllV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 2.6E-08

17 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA I.38E-03 2.0E-07 167 2 -1.lE-03 ESW- AOV-CC-024 f C 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 2.0E-08

18 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB L38E-03 2.0E-07 167 2 1. i E-03 . ESW- AOV-CC-024 f B 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 2.0E-08

. 19 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 1.54 E-03 4.0E-09 720' 11 4.8E-04 ESW- AOV- CC-024 f C 4 OE-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 I.6E-08

20 ESW-CKV-CB-C5154 L54E-03 4.0E-09 ' - 720 II 4.8E-04 ESW-AOV-CC-0241B 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 1.6E-08 .

21 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPB 6.28E-04 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 ESW-AOV-CC-0241B 4.0E-07- 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 8.9 E -00

22 ESW-M DP-FR- M DPA 6.28E-04 2.0E-07 167 2- 1.lE-03 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 4.0E-07 320 * 18 * I.2E-02 8.9E-09

23 ESW-AOV-CC' CCF 8.18E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 'l 2E42 IICI-TDP-FR-20537 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 4.5E-09

. 24 ilCl-TDP-FS-20S37 - 8.18E-05 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4 E-03 ESW- AOV-CC-CCF 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 4.5E-09

25 EliV-AOV-CC-CCF . 5.ME-05 4 0E-07 120 * 18 *l.2E-02 IICl-TDP-FR-20S37 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 3.0Ef

* - Conimi Value

- .._ _____ _ ,
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Table C.18A Core damage frequency increases for Plant B:
Control alternative 2, single contributions. *

Plant B: Smgle Contnbuuons 14-Feb-90
Control 2 01:59 PM
TIRGALEX Aging Rates
TIRGALEX Testing Efficiencies Total a C: 5.0E-06 / year

Test
Rank Component Narne Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF Interval a ql aC

Coefficient (/hr/yr) (months) (tnonths) /lym;

I ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 9.70E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 .,iE-Oo

2 EHV-AOV-CC-CCF 6.34E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 7.9L 437
3 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 2.53 E-05 7.0E-07 120 * 13 * 2.2E-02 5.5E-07
4 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 2.53E-05 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 5.5E-07
5 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 3.68 E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 4.6E-07
6 ESW-AOV-CC-0241B 3.68E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 4.65-07
7 DCP-BAT-LF-CCF 2.16E-04 3.0E-07 120 * 3 * 1.6E-03 3.5E-07
8 HCI-MOV-CC-M Vl9 5.42E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.0E-07
9 HCI-MOV-CC-MV14 5.42E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.0E-07

10 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 2.09E-05 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 8.2E-08
11 ACP-DON-FR-EDGC 2.09E -05 3.6E% 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 8.2E-08
12 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 1.31E-05 3.6E-06 - 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 5. lE-08
13 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 1.31E-05 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 5.lE-08
14 ACP-DGN-LP-CCF 1.16E-05 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 4.6E-08
15 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2.35E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 2.7E-08
16 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPB 2.35E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 2.7E-08
17 HCI-TDP-FS-20S37 5.42E-06 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 2.4E-08
18 HCI-TDP-FO-20S37 5.36E-06 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 ' 2.4E-08
19 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 1.60E-05 - 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 1.8E-08

I 20 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 1.60E-05 2.0E-07 167- 2 1.lE-03 1.8E-08
21 ESW-CKV-HW-CV513 4.25E-05 4.0E-09 240 * ~ 11 1.6E-04 6.8E-09
22 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 4.12E-05 4.0E-09 240 * 11' l.6E-04 6.6E-09
23 ESW-CKV-CB-C515 A 4.12E-05 4.0E-09 240 * 11 1.6E-04 6.6E-09
24 SLC-CKV-HW-CVl 7 2.69E-05 4.0E-09 240 * 11 1.6E-04 4.3E-09
25 SLC-CKV-HW-CVl6 2.69E-05 4.0E-09 240 * 11. 1.6E-04 4.3E-09

_

* - Control Value
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Table C.188 Core damage frequency increases for Plant B:
' Control alternative 2, double COntributi0rIS.

14-Fep90s
Plant B: Doub!e Contributions

11:18 A MControl 2
TIRGALEX Aging' Rates

Total a C: 7.2E-07 / yearTIRGALEX Testing Efficiencies
Test Test

Rank Component Name Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF Interval .s ql Component Name Aging Rate MTBF Intervsl a q2 4C

Coefficient (/hr/yr) (months) (months) (/hr/yr) (months) (months) (lycer)

I ESW-AOV-CC-0241B I.34E-03 - 4.0E-07 120 * IB * I.2E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t C 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * l2E-02 2.lE-07

2 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 7.69E-04 - 3.6E-06 72 * I ' 3.9E-03 ElIV-SRV-CC-Rv2 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 6.6E-08

3 ACP- DGN-LP-EDG B 7.69E-04 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 EllV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 6.6E-08

4 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC -8.50E-04 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 4.2E-48

5 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 8.50E-St 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 4.2E-08

6 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.40E-04 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 ElIV-SRV-CC 81V3 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 3.8E-08

7 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 4.40E-04 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * J.9E-03 ElIV-SRV-CC-itV2 7.0E4)7 120 * IS * 2.2E-02 3.8E-08

8 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPD - I.34E-03 - 2.0E-07 167 - 2 1.lE-03 EllV-SRV-CC- RV2 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2,2E-02 33E-08

'? '9 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA I.34E-03' 2.0E-07 1:27 2 1.!E-03 EllV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 120 * IB * 2.2E-02 3.3E-08

$ 10 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 4.79E-04 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 EsW-AOV CC-0241D , 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 2.35-08

-11 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.79E-of ' 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 23E-05

.12 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA IJ8E-03 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 ESW-AO V-CC-O'41 C ' 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 2.0E-08

13 ESW-MDP-FS-M DPB 1.38E-03 ' 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 ESW-AOV-CC-0241B 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 2.0E-08

14 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPD 6.28E-04 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 ESW-AOV-CC-02418 4 OE-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 8.9E-09

15 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 6.28E-04 ~ ' 2.0E-07 167 2 I.IE-03 ESW- AOV-CCr024 |C 4.0E-07 120 * IS * 1.2E-02 8.9E-09

16 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 53 tE-04 - 3.6E-06 7{ * I ?3.9E-03 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 3.6E-06 72 * I * 3.9E-03 8.2E-09

17 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 5.17E-04 - 3.6E-06 72 *, I ' 3.9E-03 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3 9E-03 8.0E-09

18 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC '5.11E-08 -- 3.6E-06 '72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 8OE-09

19 ESW-CKV-CB-C515A 1.49E-03 4.0E-09 210 * ' 11 f.6E-04 - EllV-SRV-CC-Rv2 7.OE-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 5.2E-09

20 ESW-CKV-CD-C515B 1.49E-01 ' . 4.05-09 240 ? Il 1.6E-04 EllV-SRV-CC-RV3 - 7.0E-07 120 * I R * 2.2E 42 5.2E-09

21 HCI-TDP-FS-20S37 _8.18E-05 3.0E-06 4to 2 4.4E-03 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 4.0E-07 I20 * IB * I.2E-02 43E-09

22 ESW - AOV-CC-CCF 8.18E-05' 4.0E-07 I?O * - 18 * l.2E-02 IICl-TDP-FP-20S37 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 4.5E-09
_

-23 ESW-CKV-CB-C5159 1.54E-03 4.0E-09 240 * ' 11 1.6E-04 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 3.IE-09

24 ESW-CKV-CD-CSIS A 1.54E-03 4.0E-09 240.* 11 I.6E-04 ESW-AOV-CC-024 f B 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 3.lE-09

3 OE-09 |3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03. 25 EllV-AOV-CC-CCF 535E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * I.2E-02 IICl-TDP-FR-20S37 ,

* - Control Value
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on these four valves and the batteries. The aging maintenance considered con-
sists of overhauling or replacing the valves every 10 years (120 months) and a
improving the tests so-that the effective test interval is 18 months. In addi-
tion, the batteries are overhauled or replaced every 10 years and the tests are
improved so that the effective test interval is 3 months. As shown in Table
C.17, this additional aging maintenance results in a core damage frequency in-
crease from aging of 1.0x10 5 + 5.0x10 6 = 1.5x10 5 per year. This represents
a factor of approximately 17 reduction in the core damage frequency increase
from aging as~ compared to the base case value of 2.5x10 4 per year in Table C.10
(9.lx10 5 + 1.6x10 4).

For the second control alternative for Plant B, additional aging management is
focused on additional aging dominant contributors for the base case identified
in Table C.10. The additional aging management-considered consists of over-
hauling the diesels every 6 years (72 months) and making the surveillance tests '

more effective so-that the effective test interval-is 1 month. The fin check
valves in the' standby' liquid control system are overhauled every 20 years. .
Finally, the two MOVs in in coolant injcction system are overhauled every 5 years
and the surveillance tests improved and increased in frequency so that the
effective interval is 6 months.

AsshowninTableC.18,fortnesecondcontrolalternative,theresultingcoredamage frequency increase due to aging is, 5.0x10 6 + 7.2x10 7 = 5.7x10- per-

year. This represents a factor of approximately 44 reduction in the core damage
frequency increase due to aging as compared to the base case value of 2.5x10 4
per year. It is interesting:to note that, from Table C.108, the dominant aging

'interactions involve not only A0V interactions but also interactions between
an_A0V and a diesel. Thus, to control these interactions,-additional aging
managerrent for alternative 2 is focused on the air-operated valves and the
diesels.

The above evaluations only represent examples of possible aging control alterna-
tives. More thorough evaluations would need to be performed in actual practice
and would_need to encompass expanded considerations; However, the above examples
illustrate that by implementing additional aging control management practices in

'a focused manner, core damage frequency increases-from aging can be-effectively
controlled.

y
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This appendix presents additional information on the direct consequences
,

associated with the proposed license renewal rule requirements. The discus-
sions focus on two elements called for by Alternatives B, C, and D. These are
(1) the efforts needed to comply with data collection and analysis requirements,
and (2) the efforts needed to adequately manage aging. The basis for other

#

aspects of direct consequences were adequately treated in the body of this ,

analysis.
1

0.1 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS EFFORTS

The costs of establishing and maintaining a data collection program were
estimated on a total plant basis rather than on a component-by-component basis.
The types of data pertinent to this type of data collection, analysis, and stor-
age requirement are listed in Table 0.1. The following discussions present the
rationale used in establishing data collection and analysis costs.

D .1.1 Electronic Records

Installation of the required data set would include adapting the program to
'

the particular facility computer system, providing for automatic entry of some
data (such as location-specific temperatures and pressures resulting from plant
and system transients) from the reactor computer, tailoring the program for any
site-specific peculiarities, and training key and clerical personnel. This
activity is estimated to require slightly under 2 engineering person years.
Slightly under a one-half person effort would be required to maintain contin-
uous administrative oversight of the system.

Reconstruction and entry of historical data would likely be a significant effort
for the older plants and would involve engineering, administrative, and clerical
personnel. This effort is estimated to require slightly under one-half engi-
neering person year and about 3 person years mixed administrative and clerical
(includes training of clerical perse;mel).

Maintaining the data set would require stightly over 100 engineering person-
hours and about one-fourth clerical person year on an annual basis. Initial
procedures and familiarization would cost approximately $17,000.

1

D 1.2 HardCopiRecords

Included in this activity is a minimal cost storage facility in the administra-
tive area priced at $125 per square foot.

The major effort associated with hard' copy records would be the one-time col-
lection, organization, and filing of historical and baseline information. The
cost estimate includes slightly under one-third engineering person year and
about 4 administrative and clerical mixed person years. The reconstruction of
basic information and data, if needed, is assumed to be accomplished in the
effort expended to identify the current licensing basis.

Maintenance of the records would require approximately 100 clerical person-hours
per year. Procedure establishment would be approximately_$5,000 in engineering
costs and $10,000 in administrative / clerical costs.

D-4
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Table D.1 Typical plant record data requirements. ,

General: LER synopsis- -

Other off-normal events / indications
Hard copy record indexing / file locations
Available past control room strip charts
Equipment qualification records
Baseline design and fabrication data
Current plant configuration

Plant piping and instrumentation drawings
Plant layout drawings
Electrical distribution system
Security system

Primary System: Temperature / pressure transients
Weld inspections
Inservice inspection and maintenance records
Coolant levels and flow rates
Water chemistry analysis
Piping vibration data
Loose parts monitoring data
Reactor internals ' vibration monitoring data
Reactor coolant pump vibration monitoring _ data
Ultrasonic test results
Eddy current test results
Leak rates
Integrated netstron dose

Safety Systems: Electrical measurements
Inservice inspection and maintenance records-
Performance data
Replacement and repair data
Emergency diesel generator inspection, testing, and

maintenance records

Concrete
Structures: Inservice inspection and maintenance records-

Repair history
Crack-locations and propagation
Tendon surveillance
Protective coatings
Water chemistry results
Core sample analysis
Vibration monitoring data

,

.

i

i
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0.1. 3 Aging Records Supervision4

Supervisory oversight of the aging records is estimated to require one-half
time of one engineer. This is in addition to the efforts noted above.4

The licensee costs associated with the colleci. ion and analysis of data result
in up-front costs (prior to license submittal) of about $0.96 million per plant.
The ongoing costs were estimated to be about $2.25 x 105 per year for. updating +

and malntaining the data and record systems. These recurring costs have a worth:

of about $3.6 million at the time of license submittal. The pre-submittal costs,

of about $1.0 million must be added to the recurring costs.>

4
0.2 ASSESSMENT OF AGING MANAGEMENT DIRECT CONSEQUENCES

-The assessment of direct consequences associated with aging management required -'

an eva% ation of the inspection, surveillance, test, monitoring (ISTM) and
; repair / refurbishment / replacement practices that will be used to__ mitigate the -

effects of aging degradation of systems, structures, and components (SSCs) im-:

portant to license renewal. This evaluation looked at both current practices-

and proposed enhanced practices that may be needed during the_ license renewal
period to help ensure that adequate safety margins are maintained for all
critical SSCs.

'

The list of SSCs that arise from an integrated plant assessment will'likely be
unique to each nuclear plant. However, for the purposes.of this analysis an,

example list of specific SSCs was developed and presented in Table 4.1 (see
Table D.2). The items included in-the list are considered to be representa-;

tive of the SSCs that are likely to be both safety-significent and susceptible;

to aging degradation.
t

The requirement to assess and manage aging basically calls for a program that.

determines the condition of critical items in the plant at reasonably frequent4

intervals and then takes action to ensure that risks are maintained at accept-
ably low levels. Such a program, to be effective, requires that limits of ac-
ceptability regarding the condition of each important SSC be established.. Fur-
ther, an effective aging management program must also specify the. actions Lto be-

taken when an SSC is found to be outside its established limits of acceptability.
When an out-of-bounds condition is detected, or perhaps at more frequent inter-L

vals, the item in question must be' maintained,- refurbished, or replaced in order
to mitigate or eliminate the effects of aging,;

An effective ISTM program may require the installation of additional instrument-
ation and surveillance equipment relative to.what'is currently installed in4

nuclear plants.

D.2.1 Evaluation of ISTM Effectiveness-

All recommendations for ISTH activities (Refs. D.1 and D.2) were evaluated to-
ensure that those recommendations were not already within the scope'of current
NRC requirements and to assess whether a significant portion of the effort was
already being accomplished by licensees. In addition, all candidates for en-

-hanced ISTM-activities were evaluated as to their potential effectiveness
toward reducing failure rates of important SSCs.

D-6
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Table 0.2 Representative list of structures and components
for regulatory analysis of Alternative B.

Components PWR/BWR

AC and DC bus, including medium voltage cables, connectors, Both
and breakers

Actuation and instrumentation channel, including associated Both
relays, breakers, cables, connectcts, and instruments i

Battery banks, class 1E Both ,

Check valves Both

Control red drive mechanism Both

Critical concrete structures Both

Containment, metal (including suppression chamber) BWR

Containment (other) Both

Diesel generator, emergency Both

Fan coolers and/or chillers Both

Heat exchangers Both

Hydraulic or air-operated valve Both

Manual valves Both

Motor-operated valves Both

Motor-driven pumps and motor Both

Reactor coolant, feedwater, and recirculating piping and Both- i

safe ends inside containment
Reactor coolant and/or recirculation pumps Both

Reactor pressure vessel Goth

Reactor pressure vessel internals Both

Reactor pressure vessel supports PWR

Safety / relief valves Both

Snubbers Both

Steam generator PWR

' Transformers, critical Both

Turbine-driven pumps and turbine drive Bath

D-7
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The process used to evaluate IS1M effectiveness for detecting and mitigating'

aging' degradation of important SSCs is illustrated in Figure 0.1. This evalua-
tion process was~ undertaken for two purposes in support of the license renewal1

.

regulatory analysis.- First, the process provided a means for evaluating indi-
vidual candidate ISTM activities for each important SSC in terms of their quan-:

titative contribution for reducing plant risks. The evaluation produced numer-
'

*

ica1' estimates of the following measures of ISTM effectiveness:;

Detection efficiency.o

Renewal probability,o-

.
o Renewal interval, and

'' o Degree of renewal.
t

These parameters could then be used in risk models to assess the risk reduction
'

effectiveness of the proposed ISTM actions. In fact, each proposed ISTM enhance-
ment (in conjunction with its associated repair or replacement actions) was eval-

-

: uated as to its relative effectiveness for reducing failure rates of:important
SSCs. Only those activities with an apparently significant potential for reduc-

) ing failure rates were retained. Several modifications to the original ISTM
| recommendations resulted, and the cost estimates provided are based on this

revised listing of candidate ISTM activities. *,

.

Inspection, surveillance, and test intervals, as wc11 as intervals for repairing,
refurbishing, or replacing critical SSCs were. determined in several ways. First,-;

for an activity that is a current practice, current intervals were maintained
unless factors such as failure rate data indicated that the current interval was'

inappropriate. For activities that are curtently practiced, only changes that
might result.in reduced intervals were considered. That is, current intervals,

were either maintained or reduced,-but were not lengthened. Intervals for new
ISTM or repair / refurbishment / replacement actions were determined based on both
suggestions from industry studies and NRC's research programs if such sugges-i

tions were available. In addition,_ intervals were set based on considerations
of SSC failure rates, i.e., the intervels were set so as to detect SSC deterior-
ation in its early stages. Failure rates were used to gage appropriate intervals
in these cases.

The second purpose accomplished in evaluating ISTM practices was to characterize,

them so that the_ associated costs and occupational radiation exposures could be
estimated. .

|

'

Table D.3 ;ists the specific ISTM enhancement activities evaluated in this
analysis. ISTM activities are noted for each SSC. currently identified as beingimportant to license renewal. The table is comprehensive in that it lists most
of the ISTM enhancements identified by the NRC research programs-and those re-
sulting from the indur.try pilot and lead plant studies supporting license renew-.

al. Table D 3 further indicates those ISTM activities that were -judged to be
most effective in detecting _ aging degradation = and thus that are the most likely
to contribute significantly to an effective aging management program. Table D.3
does not reflect current ISTM practices but-rather only proposed enhancements to
ISTM activities.

The listing in Table D.3 should be regarded as an example of potentially effec-
tive 'ISTM activities. The effectiveness evaluations performed were based on
both limited _and preliminary data;

D-8
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' Example ilsts of SSCs
for Further Aging

Assessments Failure Modes,
Failure AcceptanceDegradation ,

* NPAdProgram Mechanisms Rate Data Criteria

* PRAs
* Industry Pilot and jf-

Lead Plant Studies
.I ISTid Characteristice ISTM Effectiveness

in Detecting and

Y- * Types of At.tiv'tists Likelihood Mitigating Aging

'I and Type 7* Fre
*.

quency
Assessment of + Level ofInspection of Acilon e Detection Efficiency
ISTM Fractices

-

c,-
.

* Inspection Coverage g * Renewal ProbatWilty
~

E * Current * Detection Effectiveness l l i * RenewalIntervsla
-Tech Specs ~ * Degree of Renewal

_-

- - NRC Contractor. .J ( ._
i

, [Reports F
"*""""*P'" 1* Enw

A|W N gW SWus
- NPAR Program

* Operational 'e Good as Old !'~

* Standby * Good as le
- Other .

-

' * NPAR - NRC Nuclear Plant Aging Research

Figure 0.1 ISTM evaluation process.
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Table 0.3 Typical candidate ISTM enhancement activities
evaluated for safety centered maintanance program. t

1. Typical Ca_ndidate BWR ISTM Enhancements-
,

-
.

~

BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel
Volumetrically examine all RPV Leitline wa ds every 10 years. [

.

* Add fracture toughness and tensile stre. ,.acimens to surveillance
program.

: Expand ISI beyond ASME Section XI requirements to include:
.

UT of support knuckle and attachment weld*

Dimensional survey of studs, refueling bellows, and skirt wela; *

UT of CRD stub tube to bottom head c?ad weld and stabilinrs*.

* Visually assess condition of vesul exterior when insalation is removed
for general degradation of surface.

.

4

1 Perform a BWR vessel replacement' study, includio; complete replecement
of the vessel internals and support actachments.n

Enhance monitoring of core sprav acu.les and CRD penetrations.* Install additional neutron flux dosimetry near the predicted peak*

fluence locations at vessel-beltline and near sample baskets.
Increase scope of volumetric weld enmination from one w?ld e erys

10 years to all welds every 10 years.

BWR Recirculation Piping and Safe Ends
!* Install humidity sensors in containment to detect ~ leaks.

Implement an online monitoring ~ system to monitor pipe condition,.

including piping vibration and dynantics effects measurements.'

Provide additional piping and safe-end temperature monitoring to
better characterize transients experienced by piping.

4

Periodically inspect selected piping locations for mechar.ical wear,

-

! caused by contact with attachments.
Perform an evaluation on the remaining service Mfe of the recircula-
tion pipe system cast-austenitic stainless-steel components due to the

! effects of SCC, f atigue, and- thermal embrittlement. '

;

Increase inspection frequency of stainless steel' safe ends and pipe,

'

welds.

| BWR Metal Containment including Suppression Chamber
Develop and implement an enhanced monitoring of the metal containment
structure to include wall temperature, bellows alignment',1 and' exterior,

surfaces-and penetrations.
| Adopt ASME containment inservice inspection revisions.
.

*
Perform a surface and volumetric examination of fabricationLweldr. :1

| * Inspect suppression pool and vent system exterior.
* Examination and analysis of shell liner base, including removal and.

!'

replacement of a 6" square-section of concrete.'

Install neutron flux measuring device in drywell to record int 4; grated
flux.;

*
,

'

;

L 1
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Table'D.3 (Continued)

BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals
Develop and implement ultrasonic testing-(UT) techniques tolinspect
the top guide in the central core region for IGSCC, the shroud-to-
shroud support cylinder welds, the. core spray inlet tee attachment,

,

and the jet pump riser elbow to-thermal sleeve weld region and the
jet pump dif fuser-to-adapter weld joint.
Monitor for degradation the__ performance of the safe-end replacement
on the jet pump riser. brace.
Perform underwater ISI of core plate for IGSCC.

_

_ _

Develop and implement.a. procedure for inspecting shroud-to-shroud
support flange and access hold cover.
Develop and implement a procedure to predict incipient bolt failure
due to high-cycle fatigue and stress corrosion cracking.
Install an enhanced loose parts monitor in accordance with proposed-*

ASME OM-12.

BWR Reactor Recirculation Pumps
Perform periodic detailed inspection (disassembly / reassembly)'of

_

*'

pump and' motors.
Implement an_ improved pump sbaft inspection using UT techniques,

7
Implement a comprehensive pump shaft vibration monitoring program.*

Periodically determine ferrite level on pump casing exterior (thermal
embrittlement).
Perform periodic surface and volumetric.. inspection of pump shaft.

BWR Control Rod Orive Mechanism
q Perform ultrasonic examination of..CR0 h'ousing.

Develop a;3-implement a crack detection'and crack growth' monitoring-
program of CRD housing.
Visually inspect CR0 housing for leakage.
Perform discharge'and vent valve.testsfat frequent intervals.*

'BWR Auxiliary Pumps.(Motor and Turbine Driven)' f-Install bypass piping _ to allow-testing during operational periods. -
Install monitors for motor / turbine fault indications.-
Perform periodic detailed disassembly _-inspection-overhaul-reassembly'*
of pump-internals, __ _ 1

-

Implement a: standard sequence?ofjfull-service testing.

2. Typical. Candidate PWR ISTM Enhancements:

PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel.
L* Add fractureitoughnessIand tensile-stress specimens to surveillante_

^

'

. program.'

.

. .
.

Volumetrically. examine all beltline welds every!10 years.
Visually examine RPV stabilizers during each outage.
Install additicaal excore neutron | dosimeters-.near predicted peak-, *

fluence locations at beltline.
-Perform visual examination of RPV exterior;*

. Increase. scope of| volumetric; weld examination from one weld every 10
years to 'all welds every 10_ years._
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Table D.3 (Continued)

PWR Reactor Coolant Piping
* Install humidity sensors in main reactor building compartments and-

HVAC intakes for leak detection.
pef.)rm piping vibration testing per ASME OM-3 during post refueling
hot hydrotestinS
Perform piping' deformation testing per ;.SME OH-7 during post refueling
hot hydrotesting.
Increase safe end inspection frequency.

- :
Establish and implement a _ program for periodic visual inspection of
piping during: refueling outages.
Increase frequency of nozzle weld inspections.-

Continuous, monitoring of coolant water chemistry (conductivity-
)- measurements).
4

PWR Reactor Pressure Vessei Supports
._

_

4

j Add neutron mo.nitoring in RPV support structure area.
~j Evaluate support structure scrapings-f" radiation history and

i perform nil ductility tests on samples.
__

| Inspect conditions of dry lubricants in sliding foot areas.
[ Inspect neutron shield for corrosion.
,

i PWR Reactor Pressure Vpssel internals
-

_

Visually examine internal component mounting bolts.
.

,

Develop procedures-to predict incipient bolt failure due to high-
__

a

! cycle fatigue and-IGSCC degradation.
*

Establish and implement a vibration monitoring program of= internals
.

in accor(ance with ASME OM-5.,

: *-
Install an enhanced loose parts monitor. in accordance with proposed'

ASME OM-12.

PWR Steam Generators
Increase scope of steam generator tube eddy-current testing.;

Perform volumetric weld examination..

*
Install-enhanced secondary-side-loose parts monitoring system.

,

$ .i
PWR Reactor Coolant Pumps

_ !*
Perform periodic detailed inspection (disassembly / reassembly) of pump- '.

and motors." *-
' Install- coinprehensive online shaf t vibration monitoring ' system.
Periodically determine' ferrite level on pump casing exterior-

2- . (thermal embrittlement). ..

Perfonn periodic surface'and volumetric < inspection of pump shaft.
.

9

-PWR' Control Rod Drive Mechanism-
Perform visual inspection of CRDMs.

_ ;
-

Perform electrical characteristics test to detect abnormal drive '

current requirements.

PWR Pressurizer and Surge Line:
.

PerformLvolumetric inspection of the sp hy and nozzle safe ends.
Install online tensient monitoring system.

.

i
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Table 0.3 (Continued)

PWR Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps (Motor and Turbine Driven)
Instail bypass piping to allow testing during operational periods.
Install monitors for motor / turbine fault indications.

* Perform periodic detailed disassembly-inspection-overhaul-reassembly
of pump internals.
Implement a standard sequence of full-service testing.

3. Typical ISTM Enhancements on Components Common to Both PWRs and BWRs

Critical Concrete Structures (CCS)
Implement methods to inspect or remotely monitor the condition of
reinforcing steel for corrosion.
Implement a program to identify and quantify degradation in reinforced
and prestressed concrete.
Perform periodic boroscopic. examination of exterior surface near
penetrations.
Take core samples to determine material properties of concrete.
Inspect accessible concrete surfaces for. freeze-thaw damage, calcium
hydroxide leaching, and chemical attack.
Monitor temperature and radiation levels at penetrations and other
strategic locations.
Monitor ground water level, chemistry, and pH where lower containment
concrete could be affected,

Monitor and evaluate the condition of pad.
Implement a crack mapping and growth monitoring program (periodic
monitoring and analysis).
Establish and implement a long-term program of periodic visual
condition survey of CCS.
Implement a vibration monitoring program.
Implement a program to verify concrete protective coating thickness.
Perform periodic evaluation of tendon condition.

Emergency Diesel Generators
* Monitor engine-starting system fu the following three functions:

Control current operation*

Engine craaking*

Fuel delivery*
* Implement a vibration s_ignature analysis program for diesels.

Develop actual loads and profile analysis for_ load shedding'and load
sequencing.

_

s' Develop an inspection program for windings to include megger result
trending,
' Implement a surveillance program for the turbocharger drive gearing.

AC and DC Electrical Cables and Buses (including medium voltage connectors ;

and circuit breakers)
Install online circuit characterization system.,

.

lise characterization system to develop and trend electrical signatures
of safety critical circuits.

_

' Develop and monitor temperature and radiation map for cable locations
in containment.
Develop criteria for cable replacement in severe. environments.
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Table D 3 (Continued)
i

Develop an integrated system _for testing electrical and mechanical.

functioning of critical circuit breakers.
Add cable inspection to routine outage inspection requirements.d

Inspection topics include: corroded terminals; brittle or cracked
insulation; water in conduits /J boxes; physical damage of cables /
connectors; plugged weep holes.

Class IE Station Batteries
! Perform loaded-battery cell voltage tests more frequently.

Vary discharge current to enable cell resistance calculations,
Perform impedance measurements at various frequencies and calculate !
reactance, i

Excite battery with white noise for indications of degradation j
; mechanisms.

Analyze electrical noise generated by batteries under discharge,

; conditions for indications of degradation,

j Actuation and Instrumentation Channel
Perform enhanced surveillance testing of all safety critical. relays.,

Increase scope-of calibration and automatic actuation testing.

Hydraulic or Air-0perated Valves
Install tempereture sensors on cold side of normally closed valves1

I for leak detection.
-

Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage or degradation
-

of stem packing,
Perform. visual inspection of lines and reservoirs for signs of
hydraulic fluid leakage or air system deterioration.

!

: Safety-Relief Valves
Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves

'

for leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage. -1

: Manual Valves
I: Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves

for leak detection.
i ' Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage or degradation

of stem' packing.

Check Valves
| Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves -

for leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage.,

* Overhaul each safety check valve seat' and hinge mechanism every outage.
-

Motor-0perated Valves-
Install temperature sensors on cold-side of normally closed valves-

for leak detection.
i - Install _ acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage or degradation

of stem packing.
L

* Install diagnostic system such-as MOVATS.
* Overhaul worst 20% at each outage.
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Table 0.3 (Continued)

Snubbers
Perform periodic enhanced qualification testing on snubbers rated at
or below 50 KIPS.

Main and tritical Transformers
Install combustible gas monitoring system on main and critical
transformers.
Perform partial discharge measurements.
Inspect terminations and bushings.

Heat Exchangers
Periodically perform eddy-current testing of heat exchanger tubing.
Periodically perform hydrostatic testing of heat exchanger shell.
Perform periodic shell thickness measurements.

* Perform periodic comprehensive efficiency test.

Fan Coolers / Chillers
Perform visual inspection of chiller assembly.
Perform electrical inspection of motor.
Perform periodic vibration checks.

.

*lSTM activities marked with "*" were deemed to be sufficiently effective-
to be-included as part of the developed Safety-Centered Maintenance ISTM
activities.
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The actiona noted in Table 0.3 are not firm since the actual IS1H requirements
have not yet been fully defined. However, the actions assumed here are repre-
sentative of what is expected as the requirements are developed. Equally im-
portant, the evaluation process developed presents a practical and effective
means of evaluating the ef fectiveness of plant-specific ISTM programs used in
support of aging management.

D.2.2 Costs and Occupationai Radiation Exposures

The aging management program assumed here, and which was used to provide the
basis for estimating costs, provides the means for plant personnel to adequately
monitor the condition of safety-significant components and systems. While nu-
clear utilities currentiv do considerable ISTM activities, these efforts are not
judged adequate for a:,sessing and managing aging. The ISTM activities used for
preparing cost estimates pertinent to license renewal, therefore, are considered
to be incremental to current utility practices.

The cost estimates for ISTM activities were developed on a component-by-component
basis. They were developed based on the types of activities identified in the
industry plict plant studies on life extension (Refs. D.3, D.4, and 0.5) as-well
as the guidanca 'ovided in recent NRC-sponsored studies on component aging and
aging mitigatic 'efs. D.1 and D.2).

The costs of per. ming ISlM activities in support of an aging management,
'

program vary somewnat between BWRs and PWRs. The differences are due to the
differences in the components and systems between the two reactor types and the
dif ferent types of ISTM activities appropriate for NRs versus PWRs. The aging
management (ISIM) costs are estimated to differ by less than $1 million on a
per plant basis between BWRs and PWRs. This estimate represents the diftsren-
tial costs in 1990 dollars between a typical BWR and a typical PWR ISTM program,
carried out over the 20 year license renewal term. This difference in costs is
based on programs that both continue most current practices and also include
ISTM enhancements as needed to adequately monitor the condition of all SSCs
important to liunse renewal.

TahNs D.4 and 0.5 show the incremental costs and occupational exposures for.
ISTM activities associated with Alternative B (and C and D) compared to Alter-
native A. Table 0.4 applies to PWRs and Table 0.5 to BWRs. Each table lists
the components for which ISTM activities were defined and evaluated for the
current cost analysis. Note that these are the direct consequences that are
incremental to Alternative A. The zero-valued entries in the tables indicate
that the T5TM activities associated with Alternative B are the same.as those
for Alternative A, i.e., there are no effective enhancements identified for
those SSCs.

.

The costs include both nordware/ equipment needed for the enhanced surveillance
and monitoring and the labor required for its installation, as well as-the asso-
ciated engineering effort. The costs also include the periodic labor needed to

-

carry out the ISTM program.

Both' tables were developed using a 5 percent discount rate and a 20 year license-
renewal period. The timeline displayed in Figure 4.2 (see Fig.-.D.2) was adhered
to in calculating the 1990 dollar worth of activities occurring both before and-
after the submittal of the license renewal application by;the licensee (i.e.,
the datum year).
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Table 0.4 ISTM cost estimate summary--PWR.
(Incremented impacts of Alternative B
relative te Alternative A; license ;

renewal period--20 years; 5% discount
rate)

.,

Radiation Exposure
System, Structure, or Component 30e$ (person-rem)

:

Reactor Pressure Vessel 0.39 37

Reactor Coolant Piping and Feedwater 0.24 5

Piping Inside Containment !

Reactor Pressure Vessel Supports 0 0

Critical Concrete Structures 0 0
'

Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals 1.08 20 |

Emergency Diesel Gena ators 0.25 0 ;

Steam Generators 0.05 1

Reactor Coolant Pumps 0.41 19
,

Class 1E Batteries 0 0

Valves (H0Vs,CheckValves,etc.) 0.60 37 -!

Control Rod Drive Mechanisms 0 0 ,

Pressurizer and Surge Line 0 0'

Auxiliary Pur.ps (Motor and Turbine 0.08- 0

Driven)
Snubbers 0 0

Main and Critical Transformers 0 0
( ,

1 Actuation and Instrumentation Channel 0.01 0
(Incl. Relays, Breakers Cables,

'

Connectors, rnd Instruments)
Critical Heat Exchangers- 0.001 0

*

AC and DC Electrical Bus (Incl. Cables, 0.06- 0
Connectors,andBreakers)

Critical Bolts 0 -0-

Fans for Critical Chillers 0 0

Chillers--Room Coolers 0- 0

Thermostats 0 O
'

.

Chillers--PWR Containment 0 J
TOTAL 3.16 119

_
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Table 0.5 IST* cost estimate summary--BWR,
(Incremented impacts of Alternative B
relative to Alternative A; license|

renewal period--20 years; 5% discount
rate)

Radiation Exposure
System, Structure, or Component 10*$ (person-rem)

Reactor Pressure Vessel 0.44 56

Recirculating Piping and Safe Ends and 0.24 5
Feedwater ?iping Inside Containment

Reactor Pressure Vessel Supports 0 0

Metal Containment / Suppression 0.15 17
Chamber

Critical Concrete Structures 0 0

Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals 0.92 20

Emergency Diesel Generators -0.25 0

Reactor Circulating Pumps 0.34 13

Class IE Batteries 0 0

Valves (HOVs, Check Valves, etc.) 0.60 L37

Control Rod Drive Mechanisms 1.85 180

Snubbers 0 0

Motor and Turbine Driven Pumps 0.07 0

Main and Critical Transformers 0 0

Actuation and Instrumentation Channel 0.01 0
(Incl. Relays, Breakers, Cables,
Connectors,andInstruments)

Critical Heat Exchangers 0.001 .0
AC and DC Electrical Bus (Incl. Cables, 0.06 0

Connectors, and Breakers)

Critical Bolts 0 -0

Fans for Critical Chillers 0 0

10TAL 4.90 321
_
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A comparison of the totals on the two tables indicates that the incremental ISTM
costs are estimated to be about $3 million higher per plant for BWRs than for
PWRs, and the incremental occupational exposure is also estimated to be higher
for the BWRs. The higher direct consequences can be attributed largely to the
enhanced ISTM activities associated with the BWR control rod drives (and
housings).

Some incremental occupational radiation exposure to plant personnel is
anticipated in carrying out the inspection, surveillance, test, and maintenance '

activities required by the aging management program. Personnel will have to
conduct much of this effort inside containment where radiation levels are rela-
tively high. In addition, these activities must be repeated throughout the li-
conse renewal term. Some ISTM activities must be performed as frequently as
every few months; in other cases, the inspecticn interval is as infrequent as
every 5 or 10 years. Radiation exposure estimates were derived for ISTM activi-
ties usin0 the nurtber of person-hours spent in a radiation field carrying out
each activity and for each component, factoring in the number of times each
activity would be performed over the licenso renewal term, and assuming a nom-
inal effective dose rate typical of the location where the activity was carried
out. For the purpose of this analysis, exposures were estimated using either
high (0.015 rem /hr), medium (0.0075 rem /hr), or low (0.0025 rem /hr) equivalent
dose rates. The equivalent exposure rates used were determined from surveys of
a number of nuclear plant actual work activities, ranging from major repair /
modifications to containment walkdowns.

D.3 OTHER TOPICS

Certain other aspects of the direct consequence analysis are pertinent. The
aspects are briefly discussed here.

0.3.1 Sensitivity to Datum Year Chosen

The estimates of cost impacts discussed previously assume a basepoint or datum
4

year centered around the licensee's submittal to the NRC of the application for
license renewal. This event is assumed to take place 12 years prior to the ex-
piration of the initial license period for each plant. This choice of a datum
year is somewhat arbitrary, but it does have an important impact on the dis-
counted cust results. In broad terms, the costs based on the licensee applica-
tion submittel date give the then-present value of the identified expenditures
that will occur over the extended lifetime. As depicted, the costs shown indi-
cate the amount of funds the utility would have to have available, if they could
achieve the designated discount rate, at the time of license application that
would be sufficient to pay for the costs of the entire program.

Other datum years could have been chosen. Another obvious choice is~ the year
that the license renawal term goes into effect (i.e., at the end of the initial
40 year license term). Using this time point as the reference, all costs would
increase by about 80 percent for a 5 percent discount rate.

D.3.2 , Timing of Physical Modifications for Alternatives C and D

For Alternatives C and D, the assessment against' new-plant standards .would. occur
over the 3 year period following the decision to start the license renewal pro-
cess with the actual implementation of any required plant modifications occurring

D-20
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between years 5 and 10 of the new license (i.e., they would be completed not-
later than the time coinciding with the end of the initial 40 year term). For
Alternative D, if major modifications / upgrades are required, it is likely that
an extended plant shutdown (1 to 2 years) would be required. This activity-is
assumed to start at a point coinciding with the end of the initial 40 year ,

s

license term.

o

)
.

\
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ABSTRACT i

1

'lhls report provides a summary and analysis of public comments on the proposed license
renewal rule for nuclear power plants (10 CIR Part 54) published in the Federal Register on 17 July l

1990. It aleo documents the NRC's resolution of the issues raised by the commenters. Comments
from 121 organizations and 76 individuals were reviewed and analyzed to identify tie issues,
including those pertaining to the adequacy of the licensing basis, tim performance of an integrated
plant assessment, backfit considerations, arxl need for pubile learings, The analysis included
grouping of commenters' views according to the issues raised. The public comments analyzed in
this report were taken into consideradon in the development of the final rule and revisions to the
supponing documents,
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I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

l

INTRODUCTION j

On 17 My 1990, the Nuclear Replatory Commission (NPC) issued for public comment a
?roposed rule for senewing operating licenses for nuclear power plants (55 FR 29043), which would
atroduce t, new Part $4 in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). In addition, the NRC
proposed resistons to existing regulations contained in 10 CFR Pan 2 (Rt.les of Practice for
Domestic Licensing Proceedings) and 10 CFR Part 50 (Domestic Licensing of Pmductim did
Utilization Pacilities) for consistency with the proposed provisions of 10 CFR Part 54. Comments
were also solleited on the Statement of Considerations (SOC) for the proposed rule, as well as the
supporting documenu that pmvided the basis for the proposed action.

We proposed action was based on two underlying principles: (1) that, with the exception of
age-related degradation, each nuclear plant's current licensing basis (CLB), if complied with,
provides reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety tiuvughout the
renewal term; and (2) that the CLB must be maintained during the renewal period, in part through a
management program for age related degradation of systems, structures, and comporents (SSCs)
imponant to license renewal. To ensure that the CLB is maintained, the NRC proposed specific
provisions rec ulting lleense renewal applicants to perform and submit an integrated plant assessment
(IPA), which ,dentifies SSCs imponant to license renewal and describes the required age related
degradation management actiom.

De NRC has taken into consideration all comments received as a result of the solicitation
described above in hs development of the final rule and supporting documents. The first pdnciple in
the SOC of the proposed rule has been revised to emphastre that the NRC's regulatory pmcess, with
the exception of nj|e related degradation unique to license renewal,is sufficiently broad and rigorous
to make it unnecesnry to irnpose the discipline of a formal renewal 11 censing review against current
safety regallements. Such revlew is not needed to ensure that continued operation during the period
of extended operation is not hdmical to pubile health and safety or common defense and security.

This repon pmvides a summary and analysis of the pub!!c corrunents, and documents the
NRC's resolution of the issues raised by those comments.

|

|

| NATURE AND SCOPE OF COMMENTS

A total of 197 susponses were received and docketed on or before 31 December 1990. The
nuclear 1rdustry pmvided 83 sepamte comments, the most extertsive of which came fmm the
Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC). Four other industry organizations
responded: the Electric Power Research Institute, the Nuclear Utility Omup on Equipment
Qualification, the Nuclear Utility Backfitting and Reform Omup, and the Utilhy Decommissioning

,
Oroup. In adaltion,40 comments were received from organir.ations representing vendors and

| manufacturers of nuclear rtisted equipment: 2 imm engineering ihms; and 36 frotn nuclear utilhy

! companies. Included in the comments submitted by the utilities were those submitted by 2 law firms
| (WWlon and Strawn, and Newman and lloltzinger).
:
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Gilei groups provided 23 commats: 19 from public interest groups, including extensive
comments from the Union of Concemed Scientists (UCS), Ohio Cittrens for Responsible Energy
(OCRE), and the Nuclear Informadon and Resource Service (NIRS); I from a publirAlng company
(Nuclear Plant Joumal); 1 G@n a business organization (U.S. Chamber of Commerce); I from a
professional organization trunerican Nuclear Society); I from a law firm (llopkins and Sutter); and
2 from anotherlaw firm (Spiegel and McDiarmid) on behalf of the American Public Power
Association, the National Rural Electric Coopendve Association, and Power Systems.

In addition,12 coauuents were received frotn Federal and State agencies, and 1 from a State
senator. Of the 76 individuals submitting comments,15 reside near the Yankee Rcwe plant and are
concerned in panicular about this plant's license renewal. Yankee Rowe is exp:cted to be the flist
plant to apply forlicense renewal.

Public views on the NRC's issuance of the proposed rule were highly polnited. ne nuclear
Industry generally supports the NRC's action. Ticy believe that the rule will telp tatilities in tielt
long-range planning for electrical generating capacity, and will ensure affordable e:ectricity.
liowever, they provided extensive comments on specific issues.

%c opposition voiced by individuals and public interest groups reflects considerable mistnist
of the NRC and the nuclear industry. Rese commenters perceive existing nuclear plants as unsafe,
particularly because of plant aging wncems. They also see the NRC as, inappropriately, more of a
promoter of nuclear power than a regulator.

APPROACil TO SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

All comments were summarized and entered into a database management file in order to
ensum that they would be documented and categorized into topics consistent with those addressed in
the SOC and the pmposed nile. The comments were then analyred to identify issues ralf.ed by
comrtenters ne NRC determined responses to these issues, and where it mnsidered a change to be
appropriate, either revised the rule itself or added discussion or clarification in the SOC and
supporting documents.

IIIGI!LIGitTS OF COMMENTS AND TIIE NRC'S RESOLUTION OF ISSUES

ne following summary highlights comments made on major issues and the NRC's resolution
of theseissues.

Adeausev of the Cunent Licensing Basis (CLB)

De NRC's generic determination in the pmposed rule that each nuclear plant's CLB provides
reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety throughout the renewal term
generated significant opposition from pubile interest groups and indhiduals. They provided
arguments for a belief that the NRC's reasoning on this issue is flawed. Furthennore, they said that
the public canrot trust such a determination because of the NRC's history ofincomplete regulatory
enforcement.

In the final rule, the NRC concludes that, with the exception of age-related degradation
unique to lleense renewal,its regulatory pmcess is sufficiently broad and rigorous to make it
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unnecessary to imjwe the discip1hw ut a funne n newal licensing tevicw again:t cur:ent safety
requirements. Such review is not needed to ensure that continued operadon during the period of
extended operation is not inimical to public health and safety or common defense and security. His
conclusion is based on NRC programs and activities designed to ensure the evolution of the CLB in
the light of operating experience and new informadon and to casure the plant's continued
compliance with its CLB.

Public interest groups criticized the apparent "grandfathedng" of all exemptions for
noncompliance during the life of the plant. Dey, along with other indhiduals, believe that the
proper standards forlicense renewal r.hould be the same as for issuance of a new licer.se.

The NRC disagttes with the suggestion that plants not meeting current new plant standards
should not be relicensed. Plant design arvi operr, tion have not remamed static; where appropriate,
backfits have been required to maintain an acceptable level of safety. Rus, while older plants may
not meet standards for new plants, they can still be operated and relicensed without endangering
public health and safety.

Public interest groups were also critical of the proposed rule's failure to pmvide a mechanism
for addressing the effect of new informadon or changed circumstances (e.g., new scismic
information) on CLB adequacy since the proposed rule limits challenges to the CLB to age related
degradadon issues.

Secdon 2.758 of 10 CFR Part 2 has been amerded, as part of the final license renewal rule
package, to permit admission in a formal license renewal proceeding, on a case by-case basis, of
certain issues claimed to be necessary to ensure either adequne protection or compliance with the
CLB, only during the period of exterxled operadon after expiration of the initiallicense term.

Comollance with the CLB

%c midor point of disagreement voiced by public interest groups and individuals related to
NRC's decision not to nquire a finding, for the purpose oflicense renewal, that a specific plant is in
compliance with its CLB. One commenter cited examples of enforcement actions describing areas
of noncompliance by individual licensees.

The NRC disagrees with these argumtats. It has determined that the licensee's programs and
actions to ensure continued compliance wkh its evolving licensing basis, together whh the NRC's
oversight and enforcement activities, pmvide reasonable assurance that a plant pmvides adequate
protection of public health and safety r.t the time the renewed license is issued. The final rule does
not require a finding that a nuclear power plant seeking license renewal is in compliance with its
CLB.

Complistion of the CLB

'

De nuclearindustry generally opposes the requhement to compile a list of documents
describing the CLB. They argued that this is unnecessary since the CLB is aheady docketed.t

Moreover, they believe issues intlevant to license renewal could be litigated. On the other hand,
. public interest gmups and individuals believe the ''mue" listing of documents to be inadequate.
According to them, such a requirement could mean that the CLB would be inaccessible to the public.
Insteed, they recommended that all CLB documents should be compiled and reviewed.
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'the NRC has concluded that it is not recessary to compile, review, and submit a list of
documeras that comprise the CLB in order to identify the SSCs important to license renewal and to
be mnsidered in the IPA.

The NRC still believes that a thorough understanding of the pl.nt specific CLB is important
for determining the need for and establishing programs for the management of age related
degradation unique to license renewal, llowever, the NRC hu determir.ed that lic.asees should be
pmvided tie flexibility to develop the methodology to ensure that (1) all SSCs imponant to licenu
renewal have been identified,(2) the effects of age related degradation unique to license renewal
have been evaluated, and (3) the necessary programs for management of this age retated degradadon

,

have been or will be implemented.
,

Qgg.ric Safety Issues (OSis)

Industry groups generally supponed the NRC's tmatment of Unresolved Safety issues (USIs)
and OSis as stated in the SOC. liowever, public interest groups and several individuals argued for
the implementation of all resolved USIs and OSis n a prerequisite tolicense renewal. Public
interest groups criticited the NRC for attempting to m'nimize the significance of outstanding
unresolved OSis by characterizing them as just " enhancements" to anfety. They also questioned the
reliability of the cost benefit analysis process in making regulatory decisions. For different reasons,
industry and public interest groups asked the NRC to determine the impset of the additional 20 year
life on past decisions irlated to resolved OS!s.

All USIs have been irsolved. Most of the USI resolutloas have been impicmented; the
remaining USIs are being hnplemented on a satisf actory schedule. In ore case, USI A 46, the NRC
and the utility groups are negotiating the implementation schedule in accordance with the NRC
polley on integrated schedules for plant modifications (Genede Letter, OL 83 20). None of the
commenters provided any specific reasons suggesting that a OSI, in fact, raises questions including
adequate protection. The NRC has determined that implementing the resolution of any 051 or USI
is not necessary forlleense renewal. The NRC has a regulatory process which ensures that issues
constituting USIs will be identified, resolved and implemented so that there is no undue risk to
public health and safety or common defense and security.

The NRC has sponsored a study to examine resolved OSIs for possible cases in which
consideration of the additional operating time might have altered the regulatory decision. Allissues
identified for reexamination do not involve adequate protection concems. Since OSis involve safety
enhancements only, the final rule does not require implementation of resolved OSIs for license -
renewal.

jp'errated Plant Assessment (IPA)

Industy groups are concemed that the IPA is bfonder than is neecssary to ensure adequate
pmtection of pubile health and safety. 'Ihey recommended that the NRC adopt the approach
developed by NUMARC, which givea lic:nsees the flexibility to manage their operations.

"Ihe NRC agrees that a more detailed description of the IPA process is needed, but rejects the
recommendation to adopt NUMARC's approach. The final rule suppons the approach that the IPA
is actually a tiedng process.
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Industry commented that the evaluation and mitigation of age related degradat3on should bc )
restricted only to "significant" degradation. 'lhey also acommended thG, if an SSC is effectively )
managed, the scope of aging tnanagement programs should be reduced.

The definition of the terms " aging mechanism" and " age mlated degradatloa" in the final mie
shou'd resolve the issues that should be addressed in evaluating equipment for aging, and where to
focus aging management activities.

The definition of an established effective progrnm (EEP) forlicense renewal, acmrding to
industry, is too restnctive, and the criteria are not clearly defined. They aasened that, consequent.ly,
a systems interaction review may be necessary. Such action then becomes inconsistent with the
resolution of the systems interaction issue as documented in Generic Letter (GL) 8918. The final
rule has been revised to ethninate reference to EEP; instead the term " effective program" is u!ed. .
and a revised definition of this term is provided. The criteria by which the effectivenen of a new or

,

planned program will be judged am the sa ne as those for already established pmgrams The NRC
'

disagrees with the observation that a systems interaction review will be required. The definition of ,

SSCc important to license renewal is not intended to Irelude SSCs identified by considering tre
propagation of hidden or unanticipated failures, as provk''d in the definition of systems interaction
in OL 8918.

There were corcems expressed about the definition of SSCs imponant to license renewal,
including what was perceived as an unclear definition of the criteria for selection of these SSCs.
NUMARC noted that inclusion of all SSCs identified in safety analyses or plant evalcations could

'

bring into the scope oflicense renewal balance of plant (BOP) systems not required by regulation.

The definition of SSCs important to license renewal has been revised to reflect precisely the
NRC's poshion. It includes (1) safety related equipment. (2) nonsafety telated equipment relled
upon to meet a specific set of NRC regulations,(3) any nonsafety related SSC that directly suopotts
the function of a safety telated SSC or whose failure could pcVent the performance of a safety
function, and (4) any SSC subject to the operability requirements contained in the facility technical >

specification limiting conditions for operation. Further, SSCs imponant to license renewal would
include those relied on to temain functional during design basis events, including conditions of
normal operation, anticipated operational occunences, design basis accidents, extemal events, and

,

natural phenomena for which the plant was designed.

Finally, comments on the use of pmbabilistic risk assessment (PRA) ranged from suggesting
there is inappropriate emphasis on PRA in the proposed rule to recommending a more definitive
statement in the rule requiring PRA for SSCs when sufficient data are available.

The NRC stands by its origind position not to require a PRA forlicense renewal.

Backfit Considerations

industry commenters are concemed that, becau .e Part 54 has no specific provision addressing
! the imposition of backfits during the review of a license renewal appilcation, the statement in the

SOC describing the applicability of the Backfit Rule will not be binding and enforceable.

'Ihe NRC has determined that a special provision in Part 54 imposing backfit requirements is
. unnecessary. All requirements recessary to ensure adequate protecdon of public health and safety
| will be imposed reganiless of cost.
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Neture of. lip _e.ng,

Industry representatives provided argements in support of issuing a renewed licenw by
anieruiment instead of as a new license. n,elt arguments were that lleenx amendment would lhalt
license proceedings to age.related degradatien issues, and that Price Anderson coverage may not
apply to renewed licenses. On the other hand, a law finn egreed with the NRC that the legal fonn of
a itnewed operating license has no substantial effect on the technical aspects of license renewal.

De NRC trjects the arguments presented in favor oflicense renewal by amendment. 'Ihe
SOC emphastres that the form oflicense with remect to extended operation has no effect on
whether and under what conditions and mstrictions a nuclear power plant should be allowed to
operate during the renewal tenn.

Pubtl MUL4DTJE

Commenters advocated speellic provisions in the rule to limit the scope of hearings and to
require the Atomic Safety and 1.icensing Board (ASLB) to adopt a hearing schedule. Other
comtnenters were concerned about limking the scope of heatings to just age related degradation
issues.

The NRC has detennired that the standards for issuance of a renewed license provided in
i 54.29, as well as the amendment of 10 CFit 2.758, deune the scope of pmperty lidgable issues.

i'Ihe NRC concludes that the amendments to 10 CPTt Part 2, along with the authority of the NRC tind j
ASI B to adopt a hearing schedule, obviates the need for a hearing schedule in Part 54.

t

Decommistioni,ng

The ambiguity in the requirements regarding submittal of prelim! nary decwimissioning
plans, partictdaily if a renewal application is denied, concerns some commenters. Others would like
ast:urance on the availability of sufficient funds for decommissioning, regardicts of the prospect for
Ucense renewal. To address the latter concem, they recommended that the license renewa! rule
shotdd clearly state that the funding arrangemems specified in the decommissioning rule apply to
license tenewal.

.

In the proposed rule, the submittal of spent fuel management plans and preliminary
decommissioning plans is postponed until a final determination of the renewal application has been
taade. Upon coludderation of the policy issues involved, the 'IRC has determined that a wrJver of
the preliminary decommissioning plan und financial assurance requirements wiu no'in pwvided
automatically for plants secking liceme renewal. The NRC alt.o teafilnns hs poshior that the
funding anangercena contained in the decommissioning n0c apply to license renewal. !

Apth, st P.eviewm

0;cmentc.rs provided opposing views on whether an antitrust review should be required for
license renewal. One commenter pointed out that liceme tenewal could provide competitive
advantages to a utility, warrantog antirnut teview. Another commenter diallenged the NRC's
position not to require antitrust review of Section 103 licenses since a trnewd license is e
Section 103110ense, and therefore is Subject to Section 105 antitrust review, On the other hant
coomenters represeming utdities operating nuclear power plan;s pmvided arguments to suppon the
NRC's poshion of not requiring antitmst revicu,
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The NRC finds that antitrust considerations are mt relevant in the context oflicense renewal*

since renewal appilcations are neither an initial application for an opersdng license, nor an initial
application for a new or a substantially different facility. J

OtherIssues

|
Comments were also provided on other issues, including the following: content of the license j

application; earliest and latest date for filing of the lleense renewal applicadon, and effective date of .,

the lleenae; emergency planning; plant physical security review; firwicial qualification review; and
envimnmental considerations. Conceming the latest date for fulng the senewal application, although ;

no specific comment was roccived regarding the proposed provision for submitting a license '

application no later than 3 years prior to the expiration of the op6tatang lictare. the final rule now
requires a 5 year provision to be consistent with the &==issioning requirernents. With respect to
the other topics, the final rule generally adopts the requirements presided in the proposed rule. .
However, the discussion in the SOC and supporting documents has been expanded or clarifled to
explain the NRC position.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 11ACKGROUND

On 17 hdy 1990, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued for public comment a,

proposed nde (55 FR 29043) that would entablish the requirements for renewing a nuclear power
plant operating license, the infomistion an applict.nt must submit for review so that the agency can
determine whether these requirements have been met, and the appilcation procedures %e public
was given 90 days to provide comments on this proposed tale; the comtnent period expired on
15 October 1990.

The proposed rule would introduce n. new pan in Title 10 of the Oade of Feded.1 Regulations
(10 CFR Part 54), Requirements for Renewal of Operating IJeenses for Nuclear Power Plants. In

,

addit;on, the NRC propcsed revisions to existing regulations contained ' i0 CFR Part 2 (Rules of
Practice for Domestic Licensing Proceedings) and 10 CM Part 50 (Domestle Licensing of
Pmduction and Udllradon Facilldes) for consistency with the proposed provisions of 10 CFR
Part 54. These revisions are to Sections 2.4 (Dennitions) and 2.109 (Effect of Timely Renewal
Application) of 10 CFR Part 2, Sections 50.47 (Emergency Plans), $0.54 (*bnditions of Licenw),
and 50.82 (Application for Termination of License) of 10 CfR Part 50, and Sections 140.2 (Subpart
A. Scop:) argi 140.10 (Subpan 13. Scope) of 10 CFR Pan 140.

The Federal Regi:;ter notice included or referenced considerable infortnation in support of the
requ!rements specified in the pmposed rule. De Statement of Considerations (SOC) includes
discussion of the following:

The ptoposed action.*

Principles underlying the regulatory philosophy and appicach adopted by the NRC.*

Re NRC's position on various technical and proceduralissues identified at various*

stages of development of the license renewal requirements, including previous
policitations forpublic comment.

%c Federal Register notice also requested comments on tbc following principal supporting
documents which pmvided the basis for the pmposed rule:

NUREO 1412 (Draft), Foundation for the Adequacy of the Licensing Bases.*

NUREG 1362 (Draft), Regulatory Analysis for Proposed Rule on Nuclear Power Plant*

License Renewa1.

NUREG 1398 (Draft) Environmental Assessment for Proposed Rule on Nuclear Power*

Plant License Renewal.
'

The NRC also solleited public views on three questions related, respectively, to the following:
(1) any plant equipment or specific topics that should be excluded from age related degradation
review; (2) any plant equipment or time-related topics that should be added to the review
requirements; and (3) the basis for removal of t* resolved or gene.ic safety issues (USIsKISIs),

a
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which have been resolved but not yet implemented, from the proposed pluvision that the findings
under 10 CFR 50.57(a) need not be made in order to twc a renewed license.

As documented in this report, the NRC has considered au comments received as a result of
the solicitation described above in the developrnent of the final rule and its supponing documents. |
The NRC will issue the final nde after making necessary and appropriate modificatiore to the

'

proposed rule, its SOC; and the vrrious supporting analyses and documents, including the regulatory
analysis and the envherunental ancssment. Hgure 1 1 illustrates the role of public comments in the
development of the proposed rule,

Public comments on the proposed mle wul also be considered in prepaling the final versions |
of regulatory guidance documents asr.ociated with the rule. 'Ihe draft Standard Review Plan for the
Review of License Renewal Applicadons for Nuclear Power Plants (NUREG 1299) and Draft
Regulatory Guide on Standard Format and Content of Technical Information for Applications to
Rermw Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses (DO 1009) were issued for public comment on
4 December 1990 (55 FR 50065). The commerit period closed on 8 March 1991,

Similady, the NRC is in the protxss of developing revisions to 10 CFR Part 51 to ensure that
environmental impacts oflicerse renewal are taken in a manner consistent with pmvisions of the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Pdlic comments related to envimamental
considerations submitted in response to the propased rule will also be considered in developing
proposed revisions to 10 CFR Part 51; these revisions are expected to be issued for pubile comment ,

at tle stame tiene that the final rule on license renewal is issued.

1.2 OII,rECTIVES AND APPROACll
,

This report has two objectives:

To summarize and analyze the public comments so that all views and si ,nificant issucs
'

* t
are identiSed for consideration in the final rule.

To document the NRC sesponse to the issucs raised, which clarifles the basis for actions* '

to tx taken, and for any revisions to the ptoposed rule or to the suppo. ting analyscs and '

documents.

The approach used to achieve these objectJves included the following steps: analysis of each
comment to catalogue all comments by topic and subtopic, characterization of uress of consenses or

,

differences among commenters within each subtopic, identification ofissues raised, and
documentation of responses to the issues raised. All com2nents were entered into a database
managenwnt file to ensure that they wonid be documented and properly catalogued tmder topics
consistent with those addressed in the SOC and the proposed rule.

1.3 SCGPE AND NATURE OF COMMENTS :

In developing the fmal rule, the NRC considered all comments teceived up to 31 December
1990. A total of 197 commenters pmvided responses dur'ng that period.
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The categories of commenters are listed in Table 1 1, while Figure 12 shows the distribution of h
commentersin the four major codes Several commenters who sent coarate responses rer'esented

e a single organihtion in some cMew ve set coruner.ts was suttnitted oc whalf of more than one

] organization. Other submissions were stoplements to previously submitted comments. A

7 comprehensive list of commenters is provided in Appendix A. The tabulation 1: Appendix Al shows
1 the commenten by category, and that in Appendix A2 lists them alphabetical' Appendix A3 lists

those who submitted comments after 31 De: ember 1990; these comments are aeither summadzed nor
analyzed in this report.

'Ihe 197 commenters are categorized as follows: 19 public interest groups; 76 individuals; I
media representative; 83 0,)resentatives of the nuclear industry; 13 Federal and State agencies; and 5
representing a broad range of independent organizations, such as a law firm and pmfessiont.1/ business a
organizations. Some public interest groups submitted comments jotritly with others (ce,jolnt
responses by the Union of Concemed Scientists (UCS) arx! the New England Coalhion on Nuclear
Pollution [NECNP]; and by the Nuclear Information and Resource Service [NIRS) ani Greenpeace).

Of the 76 individuals submittingmments,15 reside near the Yankee Rowe plant. Comments
r;ubmitted by the Rowe residents general) were concemed with licente renewal for tais plant, which is
expected to be one of the first plants to apply for license renewal.

The Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) submitted the most extensive
comments on behalf of the nuclear industry, in addition, four other industry organizations responded:
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), the Nuclear Utility Orcup on Equipment Qualification

,

(NUGEQ), the Nuclear Utility Backfitting and Reform Group (NUBARG), and tre Utility
Decommiscaning Group.

Comments were received from tlute Federal agencies, eight State agencies, and one State
senator. The Federal agencies were the Depanment of Energy (DOE), the Depamnent of the
Intedor(DOI), and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The State agencies were the Ohio
Budget and Management Agency, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, the Ohio Emergency
Management Agency, the Resources Agency of Califomia, the Ullnois Depanment of Nuclear
Safety, the New Jersey Depanment of Environmental Protection, the Erie County Environmental
Managereent Control, and the Alabama Public Service Commission. Senator John Olver of the

Massachusetts Senate, who represents a district located near the Yankee Rowe plant, also submitted
comments. DOE provided two sets of comments. Although the Resources Agency of Califomia
acknowledged receipt of the solicitation package and noted that it will provide comments at a later
date,it did not do so.

One hw firm. Hopkins and Suner, submined comments independently. However, three other
fums submined comments on behalf of utilities, nuclear industry groups, and other organizations:

Spiegel and McDiannid submitted comments on behalf of the American Public Power*

Association (APPA), the National Rural Electdc Coopemtive Association (NREC), and
Power Systems. Their comments focused on the antitmst rev!cw issue.

'
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Tabie 1 1. Categcries of;,ommenters

Category No. Description
i

1 Individaals, public interest groups, and media representatives

2a Nuclear industry; comminees, task forces, and similar extemal groups

2b Nuclear industry; engineering, construction, consulting, and service
nrms

2c Nuclear industry: manufacturers and suppliers of equipmera

2d Nuclear industry: utilities, holding cornpanies, and investor associations

3 Govemment agencies: Federal an2 State agencies

4a Other organizations: law / legal nrms

4b Other organizations: professional sociedes and industrial institutions

4c Other organizations: public power associations and electric cooperatives
.
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Winston and Strawn submitted four separate sets of comments. One was on behalf of thee

Utility Decommissioning Group. Two were on behalf of the following utilities:
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation,
Northeast Utilities, Public Service Electric and Gas, Rochester Oas and Electric, South
Camlina Electric and Gas Company, Teus Utility Electric, Washington Public Power
Supply System, and Yankee Atomic Company. The founh s:rt of comments was on
behalf of r.even utilities: Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Entergy
Operations, Niagara Mohuwk Power Corporation, Nonheest Utilities, Public Service
Electric and Gas, Rochester Ons and Electric, and South Camlina Electric and Oas
Company.

Newman and Holtzinger submitte.d comments on behalf of 15 utility companies. Their*

comments, along with the last et of comments by Winston and Strawn, addressed the
antitrust nylew topic, mainly to dispute arguments presened by Spiegel and McDiarmid.

t
'

Two engineering fimas responded: Grove Engineering and Maltiple Dynamics Corporation.
Eighteen organizations representing vendors and manufacturers of nuclear related equipment
submitted comments, including Westinghouse Corporation and ABB Combustion Engineering
Nuclear Power. Five of the manufacturing firms (Bicron Corporation Eastem Technologies,Inc.,

'

Mer!!n Gerin, Inc., Applied Radiological Control, and Dosimeter Corporation) submitted comments
signed by different individuals, which were docketed separately.

1.4 ORGANIZATION OF TIIE REPORT-

Section 2 highlights comments pertaining to the NRC's general approach for developing
license renewal requirements a id to principal issues such as the current licensing basis (CLB) and
integated plant assessment (IPA), included is discussion of comments related to the NRC's -
regulatory philosophy, as well as the basis for the generic find!ng that an existing plant's CLB
provides adequate protection of public health and safety. Public comments on the ilute NRC
questions are also paesented as they relate to the specific topic; discussed in this section.

:

| Section 3 summarizes the comments on other principal issues, primarily pmcedural in nature.
These include backfit considerations, the nature of the license, timing issues, pubile hearings,
decommissioning, emergency planning, antitrust review, compliance with the Price-Anderson Act,

! and environmental considerations. The discussion includes public ccmtnents on the three NRC
'

questions as they relate to the topics addressed. Section 3 also presents specific comments made on
the supporting NUREO documents identified above. -

Section 4 presents the NRC response to principalissues raised by commenters. Note that
response is not made to each comment, but rather efforts have been made to consolldate all
comments and identify important issues.
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Appendix A lists the names and a!fulations of commenters, both by category and 11.
alphabetical order. Appendix B provides the following:(1) a list of topics, subtcples, and questions
addressed by each respondent anaged by docket number, and (2) summades of specific comments,
categodzed by topic.
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2. OVERVIEW OF COMMENTS RELATING TO GENERAL APPROACH

Dis section provides an overview of comments related to the general approach for developing
requirements forlicense renewal, as presented in the SOC. Comments cu principalissues, such as
CLB and IPA, that concem this approach alc summarized and discussed here. De intent of the
discussion is to highUght major areas of consensus and differences among the commenters.
Responses to issues raised by the commenters are provided in Section 4. Public comments on the
three questions posed in the Federal Register notice are also discussed here as they relate to IPA

,

requirements and OSis; additional comments on these questions conceming anergency planning and
envuonmental review requhements are discussed in Section 3.

Table 2 1 lists the organizations and individuals commenting on particular topics. For
purposes of cross-referencing, the table also pmvides specific comment numbers, which correspond to
the tabular summary of comments in Appendix B.

2.1 GENERAL

Public views on the NRC's issuance of the proposed rule are highly poladzed. The nuclear
industry, the Department of Energy (DOE), the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the American Nuclear
Society (ANS), and a number of individuals generally support the NRC's action. They believe that
the rule will help utilities in theirlong-range planning for electrical generating capacity and will
(nsure affordable electricity.

De opposition voiced by individuals and public inte:tst groups reflects considerable mistrust
of the NRC ard the nuclear industry. They perceive existing nuclear plants as unsafe, particularly
because of growing aging concems. They also see the NEC, inappropriately, as more a promoter of
nuclear power than a regulator.

The nature of opposition to the proposed rule varies widely. Some simply reject the concept of
Ilceme renewal for all plants; some reject the rule in its present fonn; while others suggest significant
revisions to the NRC's approach that would allow them to support license renewal. Furthennore,
several individuals are opposed to the NRC's renewing licenses of specific plants: Yankee Rowe and
Vermont Yankee. Specific concems on Yankee Rowe, which is one of the lead plants for license
renewal, are discussed la rection 2.5.

2.2 REGULATORY PHILOSOPHY AND APPROACH
,

The NRC has stated that the proposed license renewal rule is founded on the following two key
I principles: (1) that the CLB for each nuclear pcwer plant, with the exception of age-related

degradaticra, provides and maintains an acceptable level of safety for operation during any renewal
term; and (2) that each plant's CLB must be maintained during the renewal period, in part through a
mr.nagement program for age-related degradation of systems, structures, and components (SSCs).
important tolicense renewal.,

2-1
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Table 21. Respondents Commenting on Topics Related to General
Regulatory Approach

Tagie Subgic , Organi=%%iividual Canment Nun.Ler.

Reg. the@y Adegone Sarcy UCS,NBCNP ILS.006,101009
Environmemal r%=he= on

'"

Nuclear Power (ECNP) 111.013,111.014

Wenem Nebraaki Resources Council 12.001,12M7
1Asing, De<!d 14.001,14.002
Jusdce, Marita 32.001 V
Orocupeace,N1RS 56.002,56.003

U.S. DOE 57.001

U.S. DOE $8.001

Interprtmacial Peace, Justice, 8.001
and Hurtan 1Asmty Commhtee (IPJHDC)
NUMARC 35.P003,35.1004,

35.PO10,35.M034
EPRI 50.002
Bahimore Oas & Electric 54.017
Lewis, Marvin 9.001

CLB Maintenance U.S. Dep. of the hannor (U.S. D01) 143M7
Oslethorpe Power Corporadon 34.002
NUMARC 35.P011
Muhiple Dpamics Corporation 79.001.79.005
UCS,NECNP 101002

General UCS,NECNP 101001,101007,
101008

NUMARC 35.P005,35J007
Maryland Safe Energy Com!ition (MSEC) 52.003,

52.012 thru $1015,
52.017,52.o18

Greys Engineedng 62.015
D1inois Departmara of Nuclear

Safcry GDNS) 76.001,76.006
State of New Jersey Dept. of,

Envir.Protectica CODEP) 80.002 -

US1KIS1 UCS, NECNP 101024,101025,
102.042 thru 00

ECNP 111.012
Western Nabraska Rascurces Council - 12.004
Justice,Marita 32.003
Tular,Seth 33.005
Patton, Susan . 39.002
Gordon, Bradley M. . 42.0034

Toledo Coeluion for Safe Energy 44.002
MSEC 52.002
Greenpeace NIRS 56.012,56.013
Sinclair, Mary 71.009
Massachusetts Putdic taterest
Research Ottnip 04ASSEG) 15.005

2-2
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[ Table 21 (Continued) h
!.

i
|

Topic sulmat c Orsnoization/Indivitual Canment Nurnbar.i

Reg. Philoso@y USLOSI Muhiple Dynamics Corporation 79.003
Concem AboutRadieria in 84.003
the Environment (CARIE)

Ohio Citizens for Responsible .
.

Enersy(OCRE) 98.009 -

CL3 Adequacy Don't Wasie Us 100.002
UCS,NECNP 101004,101010,'

102.011,102.015,'
102.018,101019,.
102.020 thru 023, ;
102.026 thru 028, --
101 039

lbibeim, Nancy 11.001
BCNP 111.015,111.016
U.S. DOI 143.005
NUMARC 35.A035 thre A037, .

35.B001,35.8002, =
35.B008,35.lTA6,--
35.P008,35.P012 -

~35.P017
-MSEC 52.001
Bahimore Oa & Electric 54.018,54.019,

54.022
' U.S. DOB ' 58.002'

-

-

Orove Engineering - 62.003,62.021- -

Sinclair, Many . : 71.00t,71.003,
71.004,71.006 thru q
006

'

MASSPIRG .
'

75.002 .
Muhiple Dynamics Corpcration 79.002,79.008
CARIE -

'

88.001--
Pennsylvania Pont & Ijsht Co. - 90.002 ~
Vi@iis Blactrie & Power Co. 97.0(L,

-OCRE 98.016,98.019,
- 98.022,98.023,-
i 98.025,98.026,'

98.036 -

Adequacy,
,

. Compliance Massachusetts Senna - 59.005

! Scope /- UCS,NECNP 102.035 =
Changes '.

| .~
'

'
NUMARC- . 35.1015 . *

Baltimore Gas & Electnc -- 54.023 -
, f*an Michisen Pon Company i;; '*D

. -I(
r'"-~ - UCS, NBCNP ' 101029 thau 034,

102.036 '
- NUMARC- 35.P015,35.IE08,

s

. ~35.1314- -

-Panon, Sus *.: : 39.001
- State of('.iio. IPA 46.001 . i

Greerrace,N)IS .
' Ir6na Midiles s Power Co,.

:56.005
" 61.007

rrove Engineer w :. ' 62.006-
OCRE

'

98.027-

23
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Table 21 (Continued)

Topic Subsqnc Organization /Irdividual Comment Nr her.

CL3 Deanition hverest, Helen . 5.002
Rodre'er 0 i & Electric Corp. * S .002
Vermoen Yankee Nuclear Power
Corp. 103.002

Duqueme Ught Company 104,003

%esternNebraskaResourcesCous a 12405,12.006
Tuler Seth 33.004
Oglethorpe Pwwer Corporatior 14.0C0
NUMARC 35.001,35.A007,

35.A008,35.B003 diru
B007,35.D002,
35.P016,35.1404

Gordan, Bradley V. 42404
OPU Nuclear Ce poration 48.002
Daltimore Oas 4 Electric $4,024
Oreenpace AIRS 56.011
U.S. DOF 57.004,58.006
Mas se'aietts Senate 59.008
Ireas Middsan Power Company 61.004
Gove Engineering 62.0M
Northeast Utilities 64.002
Winston and Strtwn
(for 9 utilities) 70.001,70.002,7aC10

Erie County Envir. Msnasament

Contml(ECEMC) 77405
Commonsuhh Edison 87.003
Multiple Dynamics Corpontion 79.006 '
Westinghouse 3ectdc Corporation 92.002 thm 004
Casolidated Edison Ccaipany of
New York 93.002

Florids Power and Ught 95.002 thru 006

Docurnentation UCS,NECNP 102.013,102.016,
102.017

Duqueme Ught Cocapany 104.002
Western Nebraska Resources Council 12,002
U.S. DOI 143.003
Estice, Marita 32.002
Tuler, Seth 33.001
NUMARC 35.A023,35.B009,6 . 35.B010,35.B013 thm

B015,35.F018
Alabama Putdie Service Commissiua 38.001
Gordon, Bradley M. 42.001

GPU Nuclear Cortnut. ion 48.0CD,48.004
-EPRI 50.006,50.014 -
. Yankee AtomicGatriccompeny 53.004,53.005,

33.0012
Baltimore Gas & I2 terne 54.004,54.020,54.021
Greenpeace,NIRS - 56.004,56.006
U.S. DOB 58.003 thm 005
Massachusetts Senate 59.002,59.006 -

Juliana Middac Power Company 61.006
Gme Engineering 62.004,62.014
Winston and ftrawn .

(for 9 utilitica) 70.0G3,70.007
,
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Table 21 (Continued)
1

Tgh. Sukopic Organization /Indwidual Cmunent Numte
--

CLB Documentatice Wisecesin Putdic Savios Corp. 78.005
Muhiple Dnamics Corp. 79.007,79.009
Amaticans for Nucicar Energy,Inc. 82.004
CARIE 88.002
Nwthem States Power Canpany 91.009 thru 013
OCRE 98 034,98D38

Docummtatam,
Canpliana MASSPIRO 75.004

Seqe Gardner,L B. 47.0W
Yankee Atomic Dectdc Company 53.0m
Nuclear Utihty Group on EQ 68.001 thru 004

IPA Aging Management UCS.NECNP 102.N0
NUMARC 35.C012,35 F020,

35.F024
Gardner,L B. 47.002 thra 004,

47.009,47.019
EPRI 50.008,50410,50 011
MSEC 52.0M
Yankee Atomic Dsx2ric Canpany 53.002
U.S. DOS 38.012,58.015
Wa' uton and Strawn

(for 9 urihtic.s) 70 005
Wisconsin Public Service Corpontion 78 002,78.004
Muhiple Dynamics Corporation 79.012
Northem States Power Canpany 91.003
Consolidated Edisco Company of
New Ycnk 93.001
OCRE 98.006,98.024

Established Westem Netraska Resources Council -12.008
Effective NUMARC- 31002,35.A009 thru
Program (EEP) A012,35.A026 thru

A029,35.C011
EPRI 50.0M,50.009
Yankee Atomic Electric Canpany 53.006
Baltimore Gas & Dectric 54.005,54.012,54.016
Greenpeace,hTRS 56.014
U.S. IX2 58.011,58.017
Grove Engineering - 62.010
Nu: lear Utility Group on

- 68.005
Equipnen Qualification (EQ)

Multiple Dynamics Corporatian 79.014 thru 016
Wisconsin Electric Power Canpany - 96.003, 95 004

Genent Rochester Gas & Electric Corp. 101.003
American Nudear Society 142.002
NUMARC 35.A006,35.A(B2
Gardner, J. B. 47h08
EPRI ' 50.005
Baltimore Gas and Bectric SWO
U.S. DOE 57.002,58.009-
Northeast Utilities 64.003

-Winston'and Strawn
(for 9 utilities) - 70.006

Northern States Power Company - 91.006

2-5
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Table 21 (Continued)

Tcpic Sutaopic Organi'atiosdhlividual Commem Number-

IPA General Wesonghouse Dearic Corporanon 92.005

OCRE 98.035

Scremeg Don't Wsste Us 100.003
UCS, NBCNP 102.037
NUMARC 35,A013 thru A016,

35.A020 thru 022,
35.A024,35.A025,
35.B012,35.CE01 thru
008,35.CD10,35.C013,
35.FON,35.1019,
35.F021 thru F023,

35.PU78
Ganiner, J. D 47.011, 47.012

Yankee Atomic E1= cmc Company 53.003,53.008

Baltimore Oas & Decuic 54.011,54.013 thru C15

U.S. DOB 57.003,58.010,51.013,
58.014

Grows Engineering 62.009
IDNS 76002
ECEMC *n.OlB
Wisconsin Public Servia Corporation 78.003

Muhiple Dynamics Co.poration 79.004,79.010,79.017,
79.018

NIDEP 80.001

Conunonwealth ihm 87.005
Norttem States Power Cornpeny 91.0t4
Weaunghouse Electric Corpwation 92.006
Wisconsin Electric Power Canpany 96.002

Screerting EEP EPRI 50.004

General Don't Waste Us 100.001,10a005
Eanern Technologies, Inc. 106.001,107.001,

108.001,100.001,
110.001

ECNP 111.001,111.071 thru
009

Bistm Corpontien 114.001

NE America 115.001

Power Produa A Services Co.. loc. I16.001
Intentata Nuclear Services 117.001

Alnor Nuclear Corporation 118.001
Bicacm Corporation i19.001
XETEX hc. 120.001
Docitec,Inc. 121.001
FAJ Specinhy Products,Inc. 122.001.
Nuclear Plant Journal 123.001

Applied RadiologicalControl, lac. 124.001,151.001,
'

152.001,153.001,
155.001 thru
158.001

LANCS Industries,Inc. 125.001
Miller, Edwed D. 126.001

Nuclear Research Corporatico 128.001

1
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Table 21 (Continwd)

Tcpic Sutscpic Organiunce/Indivklaal Ccmment Number.

Ocueral Merlin Gerin,Inc. 129.001,130.001,
- 131.001,132.001,

133.001,134.001,
135.001,13& O01

- Densm, Ruben G. 137.001
Edidin,lenore F. 138.001
DeHaan, tkiel R. I39.001
Emmms, Dana L 141.001
Aret rican Nuclear Society 142.001
Technology for Energy Corporatias 144.001,148.001
Dosimeter Cor;estia. 141 001,147.001,

160.001
State of OhieBudga & Management 30.001
Tuler, Seth 33.006
Panon, Susan . 39.fXD,39.004
UA EPA- 45.002
DeNerdo, PeterJ. P. 49.001
Yankee Atomic Electric Cornluny 53.001
Dahimore Gas & Elecuic 54D01
Greenpeace,NIRS 56.001,56.015
Ma4:achuseus Senate ' 59.001
Mierstesh, Bill 6.001
New York Power Authcrity 60.001 !

,

C- dair, Mary 71.005
MASSPIRO 75.001
IDNS 76.0tB
ECEMC 77.001, 71.010
Goodman, Sidney J. 85.001
U.S. Chamber cf Commerce 86.001
CARIE 88.010
Nonhem States Power Cornpany 91.002
American Friends Servia Committee 94.001
OCRE 98.002

- MohawkIndostrial & Nuclear
Supply.Inc. : 149.001

Reuter Fred -- . 159 001
Virzi, Patrida

- 161.001
Schuhz, Gerald

162.001*
Meiser, Marian

163.001
Oubsch, Carol A.

164.001
Spencer, Essie M.

165.051
Hogg, Joel

166.001
5ibcy, John 167.001
Adams, Barbara -

- 168.001
Brock, Roetta

169.001
Moore, Anna

170.001
McCoy, Alma 171.001-

- Strauss, Billie 172.001
McCoy Jr,Roderia 173.001-
Breeze, Rotrn 174.001

- Albrecht, Mary 171001
Benkowski, Flocue 17MX)]
Domas,Juanha 171.(0!
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'Iable 21 (Continued)
_

Topk Suhtopic Organaation/ individual Canment Numben-

General Riley, Dennis 178 001

Parker. l. 179.001
Avel, Susan 180.001
llanis, Margle K. 18121
Meyer and Bailey 182.001
Baker, Maa 183 21
Onaz, Christopher 184.001
lloludsk, June 185.001
Reiff, Macie 18&001
Bilhnst, Raymmd 187.001
Oyt..(uareadable) 188.001
Brown, Deny 189.001
Chamberlain, Brenda 19a001
Waddle, WQda Jean 191,001

Ks.!!y, E. 192.001
'

Morgan, Kathleen 193.001
Newcomb, Duniel 194.001
lloege.la, Dana 195.001
Lambdin, Beuy 196.001
Morton, Martha 197.001
Smith, Lane R. 198.001
McCoy, Jeanne 199.001

Age.Related ECNP 11124
Degradation DeBolt, Robert 29.001

(ARD) Butler, Rev. George 4.0(11

Tolado Coalition for Safe Energy 44 001
Sinclair, Mary 71.001
CARIE 88.005, 88.007

Altemauves ECNP 111.010

Design Buis ECNP 111.011

NUMARC Rochener Gas & Elearic Corp. 101.001
Vermmt Yankee Nudcar Power Corp 103.001
Duquesne light Cmpany 104.001 -
Cmsumen Power a 105.001
Pacific Gas & Electric Company 112.001
Ariume Public Service Company 113 001
Centerior Energy 140.001
Oglethorpe Power Curporation 34.001
Gsorgia Power 36.001
Alabama Power Cmpany 37.001
Asea Bromi Boveri
Comt= stim Engineering 40.001

Duke Power 41001
GPU Nuclear Power Corporation 48.001
EPRI 50.001
Omaha Puthe Power District 51.001
Bal:imore Gas & TDrcuic 54.001
New York Power Aushority t:0.002

2-8
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Table 21 (Co-duded)

Topic $utsgic Orsinizatim/ Individual Caranient Norrbici

Northr:sst Utilities 64.001
Phnadelgtia Electric Company 73 21
Wisemsin Public'Sevice Ccap. 7821
Entergy Operaties 81.001
Centerior Enary 83.001
Florids Pmr Corporation 84.001
Oviuronweahh Edison 87.001
Femsylvania Power & IJsla Company 90.001
Northern S:aus Poww Capany 91.001
Westingboose Elecinc Corparation 92.001

Pk>rida Power and Ush 95.001
Wisconsin Eleanc Power Cornpany 96.001
Virginia Dactric and Power Company 97.001
Union Elearic 99.001 )

Public Particip. MSEC 52.016

SOC ECNP 111.005 -
NUMARC 35.F001,35.F002

Terminotosy Grove Engineenns 62.002
Entergy Operation 4 81.002, 81.005
Canmmwnshh Edism t',002

Typo OCRE 98.040,98.041

Vennmt Yankee Butler,Rev. George 4.001

Yankee Rowe Stairner,Janice 15.001
Rubens, Pam 16.001
Bdtier, David 17.001
RothenHd, Abby 18.001
Kramer, Susan 19.001
Perkins, James 20.001
Alves, Stevens 2121
Bair :,Jami 22.001
Okun, Rob A, 23.001
Evans, Beuy 2421
Ooustein,Marcey 21001
Finestone,lisa 2621
Lirnont,Lisa 27.001
Schneide, Barbara 28.001
Fergum, A-drew 31401
Massad ssetu Senate 59.003-
Grater New BeEwd Creens 7.001 -
OCRE 98.001,98.039

See Appendix B for comment Summaries,-

s.
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2.2.1 First Principle of the Proposed Rule: CLB Adequacy
,

I
The trst principle of the proposed nde was founded on the NRC's generic determina '= c that !

each nuclear plant's CLB,if complied with, provides reasonabb usurance of adeo.uate protection of |
pubh health and safety throughout the renewal tenn. j

Comments on this principle ranged from general agirement to opposition to what commenters
interpret as the NRC's assertion that existing plants are safe.

The DOE stengly supports the regulatory philosophy that the " current licensing basis for each
reactor, augmented by steps recessary to manage age related degradation, provides an adequate level
of safety forlicense renewal." Ilowever, DOE suggested that the NRC revise discussion of the first
principle to establish that the CLB is adequate for the initial term, and that it is adequate for the
tenewal term, with the "possible exception of age:related degradation."

The Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety (IDNS) is satisfied with the application of th!s
principle in formulating the rule. Their comment was that "the pmposed rule can be effective
provided the acceptance criteria used in reviewing the application are satisfactory and consistently

'

applied."

While the nuclear industry generally supports the intent of this principle, NUMARC and EPRI
are concerned about the wording because it does not give credit to existing programs for managing; :

age-related degradation. NUMARC pointed out that, as stated, the adequacy of the CLB excludes )
age related degradation. They argued the contrary--that age-related degradation is " subsumed and is
an integral part of any CLB." NUMARC offered numerous sugge:tions for scorganizing and
modifying the discussion of this issue in the SOC _ (see Appendix B). Similarly, the Baltimore Gas
and Electric Company (BO&E) disagreed with the implication that age-related degradation is not _ !

adequately managed and ? t additional actions are therefore necessary during the renewal period.

Regarding the SOC discussion on use of severe accident management studies forlicense
renewal, NUMARC is concemed that performance of an individual plant examination (IPE) and
closure of severe accidents may be interpreted as requirements forlicense renewal. They said these
studies will be performed regardless ofifcense renewal, and hence changes made as a result ofIPEs
and in response to severe accidents would become part of the CLB.

Commenters opposing this philosophy cited many reasons why they believe the NRC's
arguments are flawed. Private citizens nnd public intenst gmups questioned the NRC's generic
l'mding that all operating plants are safe. The Western Nebraska Resources Council (WNRC)
believes that the public cannot trust such a determination, given the NRC's history of regulatory
enforcement. The Maryland Safe Energy _ Coalition (MSEC) cited the NRC's call for simplified and
safer tr.w reactor designs while at the same time advocating license renewal for " greatly troubled
reactors." MSEC views this as imposing an unacceptable level of risk on the public. The
Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power (ECNP) cited the multitude oflessons 1camed frora
cunently operating plants as evidence that methodologies used in the initiallicensing of plants -
"cannot now be considered to be adequate even for assessment of plant safety for the remainder of
presentlicenselife."

NIRS and Greenpeace disagreed with the NRC's assertion that all existing nuclear power
plants are safe. They stated that many plants do not meet their CLBs. UCS and NECNP said they do -

2-10
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not accept the NRC's " major premise that existing plants a e safe enwgh, either now or for the
future."

Other comments challenging the CLB adequacy of operating plants are discussed in
Section 2.3.1.

2.2.2 Second Principle of the Proposed Rule: Maintaining the CLB During Rouewal Term

Omve Engineering and BO&E noted that the requirement to malntain the, CLB for the renewal
tenn appears to elevate the CLB to a level equivalent to a license condition for the renewal term.
Orove Engineering pointul out that the NRC's regulations provide the safety standards and the CLB
* identifies plant-specific methods for satisfying applicable regulations." BO&E funher said, "'Ihe
standard for issuance of a renewed license should be the public health and safety. ."

,

UCS and NECNP interpreted the language in proposed Pan 54 as "...the only time in the life of
the plant that its licensing basis and conformance with it cannot be challenged." Funhermore, they
painted out that the proposed rule provides no indication of how the NRC intends to address the
complex problems posed by plant aging.

The other comments regarding changes necessary to maintain the CLB are discussed in
Section 2.3.2 as they relate to the CLB definition pmvided in the proposed rule.

2.2.3 Generic Safety Issues

in its discussion of the above two underlying pdnciples, the NRC provided justification for
why it is unnecessary, in the license renewal context, to reexamine cost-benefit calculations
underlying the decision not to backfit, unless warranted by special circumstances (e.g., findings under
10 CFR 50.57(n)). In the lauer cases, such reassessment would be undertaken on a plant-specific
basis. This pmvision is addressed in i 54.29 of the proposed rule. Funhermore, a question posed by -
the NRC relates to wlether there is a basis for removing fmm the provisions of 9 54.29 a number of
technicalissues for which resolutions have been developed but not implemented at nuclear plants.
Mentioned specifically were USIs, OSIs, and the lessons leamed issues of the Systematic Evaluation
Program (SEP).

The majority of commenters are concemed with the implementation of resolved USIs and GSIs
at nuclear plants as a condition forlicense renewal. In general, industry groups, including NUMARC
and Multiple Dynamics Corporation, supported the NRC's treatment of USIs and OSIs as stated in the
SOC; while public interest groups and individuals are critical of the NRC for not making
implementation of all resolved USIs and GSis a prerequisite to license renewal. Public interest -
groups and private citizens commenting on this topic are listed in Table 2-1.

With regard to the SOC b.rssion on the SEP, NUMARC stated that resolution of SEP issues
4

should not be tied to ligense suowal since these issues require resolution in accordance with cunent -
licensing terms. NUMARC noted that implementation of corrective actions to resolve SEP 'essons
leamed issues was being reviewed by the NRC, and if an issue was assessed as a USI or.GSI, then it
would be treated as such. NUMARC recommended that the regulamry process for addressing USis
and OSIs should be funher evaluated prior to issuance of the final rule to identify appropriate

,

revisions that may be promp'.ed by continued plant operation foran additional 20 years. Specifically,
NUMARC expressed concem with the effects of the proposed rule on the following aspects of-
USIs/OSIs: priority ranking among unreselved OSIs, USIs and GSIs resolved without backfit

2-11
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requirements, and backfitted requirements that have not been implemented. NUMARC pointed out
that priority ranting of unresolved OSis thould be reviewed and the additional 20 years of remaining
plant life incorporated into corresponding value/ impact estimates to further rapport the NRC's
position that the cost-benefit estimates "do not have a precision sufficient to make significant
distinctions," with or without 20 years of renewed operation.

NUMARC also identified 54 issues that were resolved after 1983, with no backfit
requirements, for which information is available in the Generic Issues Management Control System
(OIMCS). NUMARC stated that resolution of these issues was not deemed necessary to provide
adequate protection of public health and safety. They disagreed with the SOC statement that !
reassessment of prior backfit decisions would be undenaken on a plant-speel$c basis if warranted by
special circumstances. In NUMARC's opinion, this statement implies that it may be necessary to ;

reexamine some of these backfit decisions for license renewal. This " belies NRC's conclusion that
irecalculations an unnecessary" and is contrary to the stated goal that license renewal should be

limited to age related degradation issues. NUMARC recommended that before issuing the final
license renewal rule, the NRC reexamine several of these decisions to confirm its judgment that the
original calculations were sufficiently bounding to accommodate the renewal period.

NUMARC recognized that, in some cases, the NRC and the licensees have not yet completed
implementation of USIs/OSIs, and that these issues are safety enhancements, which under the
provisions of the backfit rule must be " scheduled in light of other regulatory activities" at affected
plants. NUMARC contended that plant CLBs would reflect these backfit actions when the
implementation process is completed.

UCS and NECNP questioned the adequacy and effectiveness of the NRC's process for
identifying and resolving issues with the highest safety significance. They cited six examples as
typical issues (such as Anticipated Transients Without Scrams [ ATWS] and power oscillations) not
adequately addressed by regulations. They also criticized the proposed rule for nuempting to
minimize the signlileance of outstanding unresolved OSIs by characterizing them as mere
" enhancements" to safety. Moreover, they questioned the reliability of the cost benefit analysis . >

process used in making regulatory decisions since, as stated by the NRC, such analysis would ''not be
sensitive to a potential doubling of remaining plant life." UCS and NECNP dernanded that the NRC
reassess issues that were not backfitted on the basis of cost-benent analysis assuming a plant life of 60 ,

years to determine the impact of the additional 20 years of plant life.

NIRS and Greenpeace pointed out that OSIs have a way of becoming USIs and that even once
resolved the issue is rarely solved. Susan Patton questioned the adequacy of the NRC's compliance
review process used to ensure the implementation of USI resolutions. Mary Sinclair criticized the
NRC for lack of regulatory oversight since no timetable has been established for resolving all -
USIs/OSIs.

2.2.4 Other Concerns

While not directly addressing the NRC's discussion of the principles underlying the i

fonnulation of requirements in the proposed rule, some respondents offered suggestions on what
should be required for license renewal. For example, MSEC suggested tha: plant oversight for a.

i

renewed plant must be more rigid than that during the initial term. The NRC slould also do the
follawing: (1) establish a threshold of 70 percent capacity for five years prior to the renewal
application (as a measure of management and plant perfonnance); (2) establish specific qualifications
with which utility managers must comply: (3) assess the availability of qualified personnel to operate
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nuclear power plants; and (4) not tulicense plants located within a 50-mile radius of popedation
centers. The New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) recommended that the
NRC require an accident management program to enhance plant safety and reduce the risk of an
accident. Other more general comments are categorized under the topic, General, atx! the summaries
are provided in Appendix B.

2.3 CURRENT LICENSING BASIS

in the proposed rule, the NRC prevides a definition of the CLB and specifies licensee actions
and activities required to ensure that the plant being relicensed is in compliance with its CLB. _ The
pmposed itquirements and discussion related to CLB genemted considerable comtnents on the -
following aspects: (1) adequacy, (2) definition. (3) compliance, (4) documentadon, and (5) scope of
and changes to the CLB.

2.3.1 Adequacy

In general, the nuclear industry suppons the NRC's position in the proposed Jule that the CLB
is adequate for all existing plants. However NUMARC pointed out that the language in i 54.29 can
be interpreted to mean that it is perrnissible to "temake" $ 50.57(a) findings for issuance of renewed
licenses. They also recommended that a paragraph be added in i 54.29 stating the generic nnding
that the CLB is acceptable and that it serves as baseline for evaluating aging. DOB expressed the
sarne concem; they suggested editorial changes to avoid the implication that fmdings would be
mmade, and therefore could be relitigated.

The SOC briefly discusses current NRC cffort to document the regulatory pmcesses that
contribute to the adequacy of the CLB. Multiple Dynamics stated that such considention would
diminish the justification for the adequacy of the CLB, Rey recommended that SEP topics and other
USIs should not be made part oflicense renewal (see also the discussion on OSIs in Section 2.2.3).

Private citizens and public interest gmups disagired with the NRC's position that the CLB is
,

adequate. Mary Sinclair cited examples of past events to strengthen her argument that the NRC is
wrong to assume that the existing plan}'s CLB is adequate for license renewal She also pointed to
reported observations of the NRC's " laxness" in regulating the utilities as compared with Eumpean
regulatory agencies.

Ohio Citizens for Responsible Energy (OCRE) questioned the assumption that the CLB is
adequate when the present " attitude" of the NRC seems to favor deregulation. They believe that the
NRC is cager to please the " industry and ready to acquiesce to [its) complaints." Rey cited examples
of programs that " degrade" the CLB:

4

Safety goals and the concept of " coherence" in the regulatory system.
*

ATWS and station blackout rules.*

:

Emergency planning participation and pmmpt notification system rul:s.*

OCRE also pointed out that, in addition to aging, design and safety factors that could change over
time should be considered in a license renewal proceeding.

2-13
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UCS and NECNP Ree no ratione.le for the NRC's conclusion that the CLB of each operatind
plant is adequate. They cited the following to support their position:

The SEP has not provided sufficient information to describe the CLB for each plant*

examined under this program.

Some safety issues are not addressed by regulations and, unless they are resolved, the NRC*

has no basis for concluding that the CLB is adequate.

Cuts in the NRC's research budget since 1986 raise the question of how knowledge gapr in*

hs regulatnry programs have been addressed to ensure adequate protection.

Exemptions to regulations and grandfather clauses weaken the licensing basis (e.g., the fire*

protection rule contains liberal provisions for exemptions).

Unless the NRC actually reviews the CLB and holds a hearing on this issue, it cannot {
*

conclude that the CLB is sufficient.
|
.

UCS and NECNP also observed that the pmposed rule provides no mechanism for addressing
N effect of new information or changed circumstances on assumptior,; regarding the adequacy of the
CLB (e.g., new seismic information). They offemd another penpective: the proposed rule should use
license renewal as an *opponunity to publicly reassess its [NRC's] conclusion that a plant is safe
enough...," They also stressed that 55 opers. ting plants received their11 censes before the NRC was
created. Therefore, renewal oflicenses for these plants deserves more scrutiny. Senator Jolm Olver
of the Massacimsens State Senate expiessed the same view, that "NRC must requ!re a complete
review of whether the licensing basis pmvides an ussurance of safety...and then whether the plant is in
full compliance with its licensing basis."

Another argument against the adequacy of the CLB was provided by ECNP, who said that
NRC's radiation exposure standards are not as stsingent as thog recommended by the National
Academy of Sciences and other expens on radiation pmtection. Don't Waste Us said, "CLB is hanity
sufficient assurance of protection and should at least be qualified by 'lF complied with' and 'IF

s
enforced'."

Pnvate citizens and some public intemst groups suggested that license renewal applicants meet
new plant standards instead of their CLBs. UCS and NECNP pointed out that the proposal rule
"grar.dfathers all exemptions and excuses for noncompliance that were granted during the life of tim
plant itganiless of why and when." Wey believe that the "pmper standard...should le the same as
forissuance of a new license " MSEC expressed doubt that the CLB for each plant would provide
and maintain an acceptable level of safety during the renewal term. Tney recommended that phmts
should meet today's standards in order to be relicensed.

7 3.2 Definition

Definition of what constitutes the CLB is addressed in i 543(a) of the proposed nde. De
basis for this dermition is explained further in the SOC and in NUREG-1412. Private citizens, public
interest groups, and nuclear industry representatives who commented on this issue were unanimous in
their concem about how the CLB is dermed in 6 54.3(a). Their major concem is that, as defined, the
CLB stquirements will be frozen during the license renewal application period. .Their reasons for this
concem vary, however. The WNRC opposes the idea of a licensee not being required to address age-
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related degradation problems for as long as 20 years (i.e., the period between the earliest date for
license application and the end of the initial operating license tenn). Erie County Environmental
Management Control (ECEMCS is concerned about the possibility that important safety information
in the remaining term (potentially 20 years) might be excluded in the decision to grant a renewed
license. On the other hand, NUMARC believes that such a requirement will cause unwarranted
shutdowns--discouraging licensees from pursuing the trnewal option.

Another concem involves the question of what constitutes the CLD. Some respondents (e.g.,
Multiple Dynamics and Westinghouse) pointed out that the definition of CLB requirements is too
broad, particularly because of the use of such words n "but are not limited to." They recommended
that the NRC be more specific in defining the documents it needs from the licensee. Westinghouse
noted that the definition does not specify that commitments, which are pan of the CLB, should be in
writing; this creates uncertainty in the licensing process since oral commitments may become part of
the CLB. NUMARC expressed essentially the same position. They suggested that, to be a part of the
CLP, a license commitment must be written and docketed.

Winston and Strawn suggested that the CLB definition should include changes made to the
original plant configuration, such as those resulting from compliance with 10 CFR 50.59
requirements. The licensee must not be required to retain ordy the information described in the
originaldocuments.

Florida Power and Light (FPL),noted that the term " commitment" is not defined, and suggested
that this is a flaw in the pmposed rule. They suggested further that the CLB must include those
documents that pennitted the NRC to issue nnd maintain an operating license, such as the Fmal Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR), operating license and technical specifications, and NRC generic letters and
bulletins. Ilowever, licensee responses to NRC bulletins, generic letters, and enforcement actions
would be excluded from a plant's CLD.

GPU Nuclear Corporation suggested that the CLB be defined as a " licensing envelope" made
.

up of the following: plant operating license, techrdcal specifications, updated FSARs. quality
assurance (QA) plan, emergency plan, security and safeguards plan, and other plans to meet NRC
regulations.

2.3.3 Compliance

Some public interest groups disagreed with the NRC's finding that each operating plant is in -
compliance with its licensing basis. OCRE cited the 1990 civil penalty at Minstor.e I for violations
that occurred in 1976 and 1978. Similarly, UCS and NECMP see no rations' for the NRC's finding
that each plant compiles with its CLB, for the following reasons:

-

The NRC's past admission that it does not know whether plants meet its regulations.o

Instances of the NRC's refusal to enforce compliance with its regulations.+

Incomplete examination of safety issues during the originallicense proceeding.e

Instances where licensees provided the NRC with false or misleading infonnation.*

Widespread noncompliance with environmental qualification requhements.*
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Industry groups rejected the requirement for compliance with the CLB. The pmposed mie's
mandate for conducting the plant operation in " strict compliance" with the Cl.B "clevates the CLB to
the equivalent of technical specifications, which would dictate plant operations."

In addition, NUMAPC suggested editonal changes in several amas of the SOC and
NUREG 1412 to additss specific concems regarding the need to review compliance with the CLB
before issuing a renewed license.

2.3.4 Documentation

As pan of the IPA, 5 54.21(a) requires a license renewal applicant to " compile a list of
documents identifying ponions of the current licensing basis...and mairnain all documents describing
the current licensing basis in an auditable and retrievable form." In i 54.37, the licensee is required
to " retain in auditaNe and retrievable fann for the term of the renewed operating license all
information and documentation...necessary to document compliance...."

The nuclear industry generally opposes these requirements. NUMARC argual that the
requirements are "neither needed nor necessary...and are 1!kely to generate dispute and litigation...."
instead, NUMARC called on the NRC to continue its reliance on regulations and oversight activities
as means of ensuring adequate document contml. EPRI and several utilities providing additional
comments believe there is no justification for these requirements and therefore they should be deleted
from the rule. Yankee Atnmic Electric Company (YAEC) expressed the belief that the requirement to
compile CLB documentation "almost demands NRC review of adequacy." "Ihey and otherindustry
commenters are concemed that this requhement would provide opponunities forlitigation ofissues
that are not relevant to license renewal,

Grove Engineering pointed out that supporting documentation to the pmposed rule does not
pmvide justification for the safety benefit or basis for these requirements. Winston and Strawn also
suggested that the NRC clarify its requirements to indicate that "only documented commitments
(documented in the FSAR or elsewhere) should be considered pan of the licensing basis."
Funhennore, DOE suggested that "only those requirements and commitments on the docket should
form the basis for the CLB."

On the other hand, private citizens and public interest groups believe that a " mere listing" of
documents is not adequate. Bradley Gordon pointed out that " documents for the CLB should be
co:npiled and reviewed." NIRS and Greenpeace stated that these requirements will not help the NRC
" substantiate the condition of the plant."' UCS and NECNP also interpret these requirements to mean
that the CLB will be inaccessible to the public. Concem About Radiation in the Environment
(CARIE) believes that the trquirement merely to complic the CLB "reilects a naive and undeserved
trust in the nuclear industry.../'

The U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) recommended that documentation prepared for
license renewal include a cenification that the plant is operating u . der its CLB. This conunent is alao
related to the issue of determining compliance with the CLB.

2.3.5 Scope and Changes

The scope of the CLB, as discussed in the SOC and NUREG 1412, elicited several comments,
particularly regarding consideration of the Equipment Qualification ('dQ) pmgram. J. B. Gardner
pointed out that NUREG-1412 does not refer to EQ as a foundation of adequacy. The Nuclear Utility
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Oroup on Equipment Qualification (NUGEQ) called on the NRC to acknowledge the continued
validity of EQ-related st,;ndards nflected in a plant's CLB. They also recommended that the SOC
reaffirm that new accidents beyond the CLB need not be postulated in an EQ program during the
renewal term.

UCS and NECNP were critical of the SOC dis ussion on CLB changes, which to them implies
that the NRC will allow changes in the CLB when a licensee asserts that age-related degradation
compliance is impossible or impractical. They also argued that if a licensee is allowed to " seek
relaxation in its requirements in the course of the proceeding, the public and the NRC Staff must be
able to seck strengthening of, or at the ,very least compliance with, those requirements."

Indiana Michigan Power Company stated that the proposed rule would requim pdor NRC
approval of all changes in the CLB since the provisions appear to elevate CLBs to the equivalent of
technical specifications. This would nullify the licensee's ability to make changes in the CLB per
10 CFR 50.59.

2.4 INTEGRATED PLANT ASSESSMENT

The proposed rule requires a license tenewal cpplicant to perform an IPA to " demonstrate that
age related degradation of the facility's systems, structures and components has been identifled,
evaluated, and accounted for...." Comments on this topic are summarized below.

2A.1 General

DOE, NUMARC, and other industry commenters criticized the IPA as being broader than
necessary to ensure adequate protection of public heahh and safety. Among their concems are the
following:

The IPA requires an evaluation of all components that have potential age related 'e

degrad tion (ARD),instead of those with ARD that are signif! cant to safety.

The IP A requirements ate not well focused and appear to require more than is necessary to*

make a finding that aging will be adequately managed during the renewal term.

These commenters recommended that the NRC adopt the approach developed by NUMARC, which is
" comprehensive and reasonable " Northem States Power Company (NSP) added that NUMARC's
proposed approach provides licensees flexibility in managing their operations.

Commenting on behalf of several utilities, Winston and Strawn questioned the. concept of
requiring an IPA since " age-related degradation is not unique to the fortieth year of plant cperation."
They contended that aging management is a teclu.ical problem that needs to be additssed even during
the originallicense term. Furthermore, they believe that license renewal regulation should provide
only administrative and procedural requirements for gove' ming the renewal process. '
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2A.2 Aging Management
,

Industry comments on the management of aging as part of the IPA reflec; their general concem
that the IPA is too broad, and that aging management is important not only for license renewal, but also
for the initial term. In emphasizing the latter point, EPRI referred to the NRC's Nuclear Plant Aging
Research (NPAR) umgram, and noted that the "NPAR program results do cot support unique
requirements forlicense renewal...[and)... aging management recommendations...are just as applicable
to plants not seeking license renewal.. "

In a related matter, NUMARC suggested that equipment important to license renewal that is
replaced ioutinely should not be subjected to detailed aging assessment. They also said no additional
topics for age-related degradation review are necessary since the prop sed rule already requires aa

comprehensive evaluatloa of SSCs imponant te license renewal (see Appendix B, Response to
Question 2).

DOE and YAEC want evaluation and mitigation of age-related degradation to be restricted to
only "significant" degradation. Multiple Dynamics recommended that there be flexibility in def5ning
the scope of existing pmgrams, if an SSC is effectively managed, then the scope of such programs -
may be reduced. After all, they added, there is evidence that some cunent programs cause aging.

Cenain public interest gtoups were not suppo:tive of the aging management requirements
provided in the pmposed rule. MSEC pointed to the "less than assuring" NRC history of dealing with
aging management problems. UCS and NECNP stated that the goals of the NPAR program have not
been embodied into the mle. J. B. Gardner noted lack of emphasis on common-cause failures as an
imponant factor in evaluating and managing the effects of aging.

OCRE stated that the proposed maintenance rule was relevant to license renewal, and "its
approval would probably help licensees meet the requhements of the aging-related portions of the
rule." Unfommately. OCRE said, this rule was " shelved due to industry complaints."

"Ihe fint question posed for pubhc comment is also nelated to aging management requirements.
Specifically, this question asked whether there "are any specific equipment items, equipment
categories, er topics that should be excluded by rule from review under the age related degradation
menagement program regulrements of the proposed rule?" ECNP said no equipment, topics, or
regulatory requirements should be excluded, and added that human factors may be important in -
identifying / mitigating aging effects. OCRE also said that, because of the large differences among -
plants, no equipment should automatically be excluded from a review program.

k
On the other hand, NUMARC contended that its suggested IPA methodology would exclude

specific equipment items and categories from further review at various stages in the assessment. Ohio
EPA suggested that " electrical equipment not pan of the nuclear island or in contact with any part Of
the functional nuclear system" should be excluded. Although EPRI believes that no plant equipment
imponant to liccuse renewal should be excluded, those that are " routinely or periodically replaced"
need not be evaluated in detail.

2 18
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244.3 Estab!!shed Effective Program

As part of the IPA, the license applicant must describe the mesodology for identifying
stmetures and components imp.7ttant to license renewal that are subject to aa estabHshed effective
p/agram (EEP). The scope of this prognan and the way it should be doccmered are addressed in
i 54.3(a)of the proposed rule.

Indurtry commenters Drx1 flaws with she EEP definition as provided in i S4.3(a). Per example,
NUMARC believes that this definition is too restrictive and that the scopnf systems and stmetuNs is
too broad NUGEQ suggested that environmemal qualificadon efforts le ocasidend an EEP as 6:fm' ed
in pmposed i 54.3.

NUMARC also pointed out that the requirement to docoment the EEP in tic FSAR is
lInconsistent with the principle that the CLB is adequate, since many programs in the CLB aru not _

documented in the FSAR Furthermore, NUMARC noted that. a " systems intemction review will be
necessary to meet the criteria as defined in the EEP " llowever, the issue of systenia interactiors has
already been resolved, and no licensee action was reqalred fo. fits resolution. lience, NUMARC

argued, the NRC needs to limit the scope of review to only those SSCs " required to perfonn safety
functions." Accordingly NUMARC suggested revisions to i 54.3(a) and 5 54.21(a)(3) of the
proposed rule.

For those structures and components not subject to an EEP (i 54.21(a)(4)), NUMARC
suggested that they be evaluated to determine whether age-related degradation is potentially
significant, and, if so, that necessary actions be required to assess and manage their aging, i

in line with their response to Question 1 on aging manag'ement requirements (see Secdon 2.4.2),
EPRI suggested that periodic / routine replacement should be recognized as an EEP for aging
management.

Of the public interest groups, only NIRS and Greenpea'ce provided specific comments on the
EEP. They believe the NRC's attempt to address age-related degradation through an EEP is bound to
fall since NRC regulatory philosophies "actually serve to underrnine the NRC's notion of defense-in-
depth arid allow for a degradation of the nuclear power plant's operational safety margin."

.

- 2.4.4 Screening k

The term screening is generally used to refer to those activities within the IPA that help identify
plant SSCs for which an aging management program must be established. Screening includes the
following: (1) definition of SSCs important to license renewal () 54.3(a)); and (2) the steps to be
followed as part of the IPA in ceder to identify those SSCs with potentially significant age-related
degradation, and determine the actions to manage their aging during the license tenewal term
(i 54.21(a)(1) through (a)(4)).

Many commenters expressed concem about the definidon of SSCs important to license renewal.
Grove Engineering pointed out that the criteria for the selection of SSCs important to license renewal
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are not clearly defined. In their opinion, the definition of SSCs is 'ntended to expand gatly the scope
of equipment to le evaluated for aging. NUMARC noted that inclulon of all SSCs identified in safety
analyses or plant evaluations could bring into the scope oflicense renewal balance-of-plant (DOP)
systems not required by regdaden. They also suggested revisions to the definition of nonsafety-related
SSCs to include only those *nonsafety related SSCs required to support the performance of safety
functions by safety-related systems.. " They secommended deletion of post accident monitoring
equipment fmn the dermhion of SSCs important to license renewal. Funbennore, they suggested that N

the NP.C revise i 54.21(a) to state that NUMARC's " Methodology to Evaluate Plant Systems,
Structures and Components for License Renewal" (NUMARC 90-11,1990)is acceptable for
perfonning the IPA.

>

J. B. Gardner observed that the definition of SSCs important to license renewal does not include
those whose failure may cha!!enge safety systems, In addidon, he recommendeo that the rule, or -
perhaps the regulatory guide, should provide for the prioritizing of certain systems that am more
critical to safety in order "to overcome unresolved potential weaknesses that have or could result in
common cause failures."

UCS and NECNP said that the " proposed mle does not identify even generally the systems,
structures, r.nd components important to license renewal, nor does it even prescribe a methodology for
applicants to use in identifying such '3SCs."

The following is a summary of codunents on the use of PRA as pan of the IPA: '

Multiple Dynamics criticized the SOC as emphasizing PRA inappropriately, addlag that it ise

only one of many ways to provide insights into plant design. The statement "it may be
appropriate to use PRA to a greater extent in license renewal applications" could result in
" continuous challenges by licensees to demonstrate that PRA is not appoprirJe."

IDNS argued that the probabilistic methods used in the Individual Plant Exsminationso

(IPEs) are appropriate fer the IPA.

ECEMC found inadequate justification for ignoring the use of PRA and secommended*

neerximent of 9 54.21 to require PRA for SSCs when sufficient data are available.
.

NIDEP said that a Level,1 PRA is esse,ntial.*

23 COMMENTS RELAT'ED TO LEAD PLANTS

At the time the proposed nde was issued for public cortunent, DOE and the nuclear industry hsd
identified two lead plant applications forlicense renewal: Yankee Rowe in Massachusetts and

Montice40 in Minnesota. Yankee Rowe has since withdrawn from the lead plant program.
Summarlied below we specific comments opposing the renewal of Yankee Rowe's license.
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Concemed citizens cited serious embrittlement and other age-related problems at Yankee that
call ior its shutdown instead of( . tended operation, 'lhe) argued that "no price can be put on the health

.

and safety of people living near the plant." They also cited other reasons, such as radioactive waste

storage, obsolete design, and absence of any economic argument tojustify continued operation and
contended that there is "no acceptable level of radiation."

Senator John Olver of the Massachusetts State Senate pointed out that very little is known about
aging pmblems at Yankee Rowe. He placed gmat importance on this issue, panicularly out of concem
for thousands of people in his district living near the plant.

While not specifically against license nnewal for Yankee Rowe, OCRE cited the issue of the
integrity of Yankee Rowe's pmssure vessel and the way this issue could impact license renewalin
general.
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3. OVERVIEW OF COMMFNTS ON OTIIER PRINCIPAL ISSUES>

T; tis section highlights comments on procedural and envimnmental issues, as well as
commems specific to tree supporting documents: Regulatory Analysis (NUREO-1362),
Environmentel Assessment (NUREG 1398), and Foundation of the Adequacy of the Licenshtg
Dases (NUREG 1412). Tabic 31 lists te organirollons or individuds who commented on these
issues. It also indudes specific comment numbers as h cross-reference to comment summaries in

i Appendix B.

3.1 CONTENT OF APPUCATION: TECIINICALINFORMATION

Section 54.21 of the pniposed nde provides requhements for tecimicalinformation C.at must
be submitted as pan of she license renewal application. This infonnation will be contained in a -
supplement to the FSAR. The NRC requires technical infonnadon in the following areas: (1) IPA;
(2) plant-specific exemptions and reliefs granted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.12 and 10 CFR 50.55a,
respectively; and (3) proposed plant rnodifications. This so .of the pmposed nde includes

i

performance of an IPA, comments on which have already ' e iiscussed in Section 2.4;,

NUMARC suggested revisions to i 54.21(b) and (c They believe only time-dependent
nemptions granted pursuant to i 50.12 should be submittes with the application. On the
requirement in ;i 54.21(c) regarding proposud plant modifications, NUMARC and Multiple
Dynamics :uggested that any changes to the technical specifications should be included as part of
the description of modiScations. Furthermore, NUMARC suggested lectusion of an administrative
step that would require an applicant to notify the NRC of changes to the CLB that could impact the
appilcant's IPA.

In gern 41, public interest gmups and private citizens do not consider the pmposed technical
htfonnation requirements to be sufficiem. UCS and NECNP stated that the pmvisions in & 54.21
and i 54.29 " set forth no real or defmid sequ)tements forinfonnation. : Applicants were free to -
submit whatever they consider necessary and sufficient...." They argued that the "Ccmmission
cannot wah and provide such fundamenial requirements only in regulatory guides...it should pmvide
detailed binding norms for applicants...and incorporate them into its regulations." David Leising
and others interpreted the technical infonnation requirement as allowing a license applicant not to
" explain shoncomings to NRC by not identifying them as having significant implication on public
safety " The Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power (ECNP) called this pmvision a "self-
assessmem" by license applicants.

3.2, CONTENT OF APPLICATION: ENVIRONMENTALINFORMATION
,

Section 54.23 of the proposed rule requires the applicant to submit an envimnmental repon
that complies with 10 CFR Pan 51. Subpart A. Comments on this secdon were provided by DOI
and Entergy Operations. DOI recommended that the envimnmentalinfonnation requiremems be
made stmager. Entergy Operations suggested that this section be defened until 10 CFR Pan 51 has
been amended. dol's other concems about treatment of environmentalimpacts in the license
renewal process are discussed in Section 3.13.
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3. OVEltVIEW OF COMMENTS ON OTilER PRINCIPAL ISSUES

1his section highlights comments on procedural and environmental issues, as well as
comments specifk, to three supporting documents: Regulatory Analysis (NUREO 1362).
Environmental Aaessment (NUREO.1398), and Foundation of the Adequacy of the Licensing
Ilases (NL'REO 1412). Table 31 lists the organizations or individuals wha cornmented on these
issues. tt also includes specific comment numters as a cmss reference to conunent summaries in
Appendix it.

3.1 CONTENT OF APPLICATION: TECilNICALINFORMATION
,

Section 54.21 of the proposed r de pmvides requirements for technical information that must
le submitted as part of the lleense renewal app!! cation. *lhls information will be contained in a
supplement to the FSAR The NRC requires technical infonnation in the following areas: (1) IPA:
(2) plet specific exemptions and reliefs granted pursuant to _10 CFR 50.12 and 10 CFR 50.55a,
respecovely; and (3) proposed plant modifications. This section of the pmposed rule includes
perfonnLee of an IPA, comments on which have hircady been discussed in Section 2.4.

NUMARC n ggested revisions to i 54.21(b) and (c). They bellsve only time dependent
cxemptions granietaursuant to I, J0,12 should be submitted with the opplication. On the
req.nnment in i 54.21(c) reganiing proposed plant modUlcations, NUMARC and Multiple
Dynamics suggested that any changes to the technical specifications should be included as pan of
the de.scription of modifications. Funbermore. NUM ARC suggested inclusion of an administrative
step naat would require an applicant to notify the NRC of changes to the CLil that could impact the
applicant's IPA.

In general, public interest groups and private chizens do not consider the proposed technical
information requirements to be sufikient. UCS and NECNP stated that the provisions in I 54.21
arvi i 54.29 * set forth no real or defined requirements for infonnation. Applicants were free to
sulmit whatever they consider necessary and sufficient...." They argued that the " Commission
tanaot wait and provide such fundamental requirements only in regulatory guides .it should pmvide
detailed binding norms for applicants...and incorporate them into its reEulations." David Leising

) and othen 'nterpreted the technical information requirement as allowing a license applicant not to
'' explain rinortcomings to NRC by not identifying them as he.ving significan tuplication on public
safety.'' The Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power (ECNP) called this provision a "self<
assessmertt" by license applicants.

3.2 CONTENT OF APPLICATION: EMIRONMENTALINFORMATION

Section 54.23 of the proposed rule requires the applicant to sutxnit an environmental repon
that complies with 10 CFR Pan 51, Subpan A. Comments on this section were p'uvided by DOI
and Entergy Operations. DOI recommended that the environmental information requirements be
made stronger. Entergy Operations suggested that this section be defened until 10 CFR Part 51 has
been amended. dol's other concem: sbout treatment of envimnmental impacts in the licenAe
renewal process are discussed in Section 3.13.
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i

Tahte 31 Respondents Commenting on Other PrincipalIssues

. .
,

To,de Sutarple C,8anisacknandsidual Cement Number *

Uc. Badnsimerdal , U.S. DOI 143.001,143.011
Application Informaim

Entergy Operstione 81 M

Todmkal UCS,NECNP 102.038,101 041r

Information CCNP 111.017
leisir:g, Dev84 14.003
Justice, Marua 32.005 j

Tuler, Seth 33 002 i

NUMARC 35A017,3$.A0ll,35.A019,
35.A030,3.T Aall

Everea,11elen 5.001
Greenpeace, NIRS $6M,56.008
Indiana Middsan Power Canpany 61.005
Grove Engineering 62.011,62.017
M,iltiple Dynamics Corpuratlan 79.019
CARIh 85.006

V'ithdrao a! NUMARC 35. A005,35.A044
,$ltiple Dvnamics Cor wation 79.011n

!tadfs Vermca.' kkee Nuclear
l u etCa p n d.m 103M
NUMARC 33.004,3SM,

35.A033,35.D001,
35.D003 tiau D005,
35.F025,35.M026

MSEC 52.006
Yankee Atomic Doctric Com;uny $3011
Grove Ihsin:erirg 62.016
Nonheast Uillades (4004

; Nucle tr Utility Backfit & Reform
Group 09 (Cl thre 004

Winstort and Strawn

(for 9 utilities) _ 70.ng 3

Muhiple Dynamtes Corporatksi 79.013
Americans for Nuclear Energy,Inc. 82.003
Cunmenweahh Edison 8E004
Westinghouse IDearie Corporation 92 M
Florida Pows. mid I1 ht 93.0078
OCRE 98.004,98.020 .

Nature of Amenenent Nonbem States Poser Canpany 9t M
Ucense Winstan and Strawa

(for 9 unhties) 67.004

Renewed OCRE 98.008
Ilopkins and Sutter 127.001,127.002

,
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Table 31 (Continued)

Tcpic Suttcpic Organlutian/ttdividul Cmunent Nu:nber*

Renewed C<sidities Wenern Netraaka Ru. Council 12 M
lloesse NUMARC 35.A041 thre A043,

SSJW7
Oorden, Bradley M. 42.002
Masseausetts Semie 59.@
Indiana Mietsan Power Campany 61402
Orove Brsineertng 62.00$,62 013
Philaddphia Dutric Ccnipany 73D02
OCRE 98.010
NUMARC 35.A003

Timing Eadiest Date UCS, hTCNP 102.043 thru 047
ECNP 11120
Justim, Martta 32.004
Teler, Seth 33.003
Greenpaece.NIRS 56410
Masneusetts Soute $9204s

MAS $PIRO 75403
EC31C 77 404,77.006
OCRB 98D05

Effecthe Date Orove Engineerirq 6;.015
Ernergy Oper3tions 81.004
CARIE 88.004

Lawst Date Wrment Yankee Nuclear
Power Ccr;orstke 103.004

Renewd Term Duquesne U6 t Conpany 104404h
FCNP 111.021
NUMARC 35.A035
NUMARC 33JiOO1,3$.B0cl
Alamada Cetuny SANEhllEEZE 55401

,

Greenpene,NIRS $6.009
CCRE 98.007

s
Tirnely Romewal UCS, hT.CNP 102.048

NUMARC 35.A001,3$.A039,
-

35.A040
Yar.kee Aicmic Deetdc Company 53210
Indiana Middsam Fn Ccacpany 6121
Grove Engineering 62.012, 62.019

Puh Generst h7DEP 10.005
11mrings OCRE 98.0ul,98.017

Schedals llopkira and Sutter 127.003 thre 006
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Table 31 (Continued)

Tcgde Sukcric organintkm%1ividual Cunment Number *

Puhtle $ cope UCS, NECNP 10100),101005,
llaanngs 101012,101014

ECNP 111! 3 ,111.018,
111.019

IlogAine and Sutter 127 Art
NUMARC 35.A034,35.B011
MSEC 32.007
1CrMC 77.002,'TT.009,77.011
Noniera Smes Power Cunpeny 91.008
OCRE . 98h:2.98.015

Serge, $diedule YarAse Akanic T3ectric Cumpany $3.0(n

Emersexy Dun't Wasta Us 100.004
Plarusng UCS.NECNP 102.049.102,050

NUhMRC 35.A002
MSEC 52.00s -
IICEMC 77.007
State of Otdo, runer. Mst Aswwy 89.001
OCRE 98.014,98.037

Physical M5EC 52.009
Securtry ECEMC 77.008

Finandal Qualifac4 tion ECNP 111K2
MSEC 52.011
OCRE 98 018

Demmmissiming Leistrig.Devid 14.005
m

Pvo! Management NUMARC 35.A004

Punds Don't Waste Us Ita005
Wir4 ton sad Strews M005 duu 008

Sdedu:s Winstm and Strewn
(far Unl. Dects Oroup) M DI), E 0al

Sutenitial ECNP 111.023
Winston and Straov
(for Util Doomn. Oroup) E 001, E 002

Antitn.st General Ersergy Operations 81.003
Oglethorpe Power Coquradua 34.004,34.005
APPA,NRIC, and Power Systems 65.001,65 D02,

65.004 thru 65.007,
and 65.012

Winston and Strewa

(for 9 utihties) 67.003

-
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Table 31 (Continued)

|
Tcpic subtmic organizauon/travklaal Cmeen: Number'

l

Andtrust Competitiuo Newman and fluluinges 1

Uot 15 utilida) 150.001 004 )
Winswe and strswn 1

154.0014X22; 154 004
'

(for 7 stilides',

| - APPA.NREC, ad Power Spiems 65.003,64 410,65.011,
65.018, 65.019

Ocoeric Findint APPA,NREC, and Power Systems 65.005. 65 4 09,65.013,
65420

Newman and liaitaie3ar
Uor 15 ud1hin) l$0L00$

Sec.104bIlcenn APPA,NREC, and Power Systems 65.014 thru 017

APPA,NREC, and Power S; siems 146001

Price Anderse Winston and sunwn
0o: 9 utihdes) 67.001, 67.002 -

Newmen and flattringer
gor 15 stilhies) 150.UJ6

Wmston and Strewn

(for 7 Utihtin) 154.003

Etrimnmeraal Osnaral U.S. D0! 143.004,143.008
MSEC 52.005
NJDEP 40.004

Pan 51 Krm, linda 10.001
ECh? !11.029
Watem Nebraska Raourus Camcil 12.009

U.S. DO! 143.002,143.009
DeBob. Robert 29.002
Juntim, Marits 32.006
Gord:m, Bradley hl 42.003
U.S. EPA 4 1001,45.003

Environtnenial Pan 51 Alaneda Couray S AhMREEZE 55002
U.S. DOE 57.005
IDNS 76.007
Ernergy Operstione 81.007
Americans for Nuclear Energy,Inc, 82J006 -

CARIE $8.006
Virginia Doctric and Power Company 97.003
OCRE $8.013

Pan 51,0EIS Gordan. Bradley ht 42.006
Americans for Nuclear Energy,Inc, 82.005

,

I
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Table 31 (Continued)

Topic Sutsopic Organlution/Indandual Cummant Numtu*

.

Badrunruental Radwasis 14iskg, Devid I4.004
MSEC 52.019
IDNS 76.005

Ika's Waste Us 100.007

ECNP 111.006
Panon, Susan 39D05
B udet, Rw. Oeurse 4D02

MSEC 52.010

NJDEP 80 E
CARIB 88.009

Resulatory Anivid.s NUMARC 35.CD09,33J023,

Analysis 35J024,33X006,

(NUREO.1362) 33X030,35X031,
35X056,35X047,
35X049,35.KO50,
33X055,35X076,
35X082,35XC':3

- 35.M031
Oardnet, J.B. 47.003,47t06 ,

U.S. DOE $8.016
OrweIbsineering 62.008

Muhiple Dynamir.s Corpora'.lon 79,020

Alt: A, B, C, D NUMARC 35X002,35X007,
35X008,35.K016,
35X032,35.KQ59,
35J003,35J019

EPRI 50.003

Baltimore Oaa and Elactric $4.002,54.007 thre (D9

UI DOE $ 8.007,58.008

Orovo Engineering 61001
Wmston and Strawn

(for 9 utilidw) 70 004,70.012
Nenham States Poww Company 91 # 05
Oardnst, J. B. 47.001

OCRE . 98.028 thru 0J0,98.032

Alt: Nolleense ECNP 111.030
Rmews!, No Rule NUMARC 35J026,35X011,

35J022,35X001,
331003,35X012-

Baltirnare Oss and IIJoctrio 54.006
Cassolidavd Edison Cearpany
of New York 93.0 2

Bnckfit NUMARC 35X015,35X017,
35X(TF0
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Table 31 (Continued)

T(pic S.ugde Orgsalzadon/ Individual Carnment Nwnber' f

Regulary ClJI hTMARC 35XDD4,35.K014
Analysis 351024,35X025
(WRLO 1362) 35.K05),35X065,

331069
%

Qarificadm/ WMARC 35X027,33X058,
Cmectim 35X060,35X061,

35X080

Cmstraints WMARC 35X063,35X064,
35.Kc57,35XO68

Cost WMARC 35X052,35X056,
33X057,35.M0;0

Winnan and Strawn
(for 9 utilaies) 70.008

General WMARC 35J002,35J025,
35J078,35X010,
35.K.013,35 K018,
35X020,35.K045,
35.K074,35KW5,
35XM9

OCRE 98.011,95 021,98.042

IPA WMARC 35J020,35J021,
35J027,33X005,
35X019,35.K0:1,thru
K023,35X026,35X028,
35.K029,35X034 thru
36,35XO40,35X044,
35X053; 35X054

laplementation WMARC 351077,35X078

Prwedural WMARC 35X009,35X048,
lasues 35.K071,thru K073

Rado WMARC 35J001,35J018,
35.K062

Grove Engineering 62 020
OCRE 98D31

Risk N W. ARC 35X041 thr.' K043,
35.MQ32,35.M033

4
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Table .11 (Conduded)

,,

Tipic Sutscpc organizade in&vidual Canrnent Nunde'r

Regulawy Rak r .. NUMARC 35)(FJ6,35J007,
Arial) sis 35J009 thru J012,
(NURI!O 1362) 33J015,30.K066

U.S. Doll 58 020

Riaki Mel NUMARC 35J01),35J014,
35.K037 thru KQ)9,
35.K0tl

U.S. Doll 58.018

hk: Resuhs NUMARC 35 003
hTMARC 35JCnt,35J005,

35J008,35J016,
35J017,35.K033

U.S. IX)B 5t 019
Amencans for Nuclear thergy,Inc. 82.001,82.002

SOC NUMARC 35.I'U29,35J030

liA Agitig Managernent NUMARC 35.M001,35 A1006,
(NVRIC 1398) 35.M012 thru 15

General UCS, NECNP 101.05I
LCNP 111.(U2

General U.S. DOf 143.006
NUMARC 35.M007,35 A1018,

35 M019,35.M021 thru
15,35 A4029

IDNS 76.0M

IPA:II.P NUMARC 35.M002

!PA: Sctrerdng NUMARC 35 A1010,35A101i

Reg Analysis NUMARC 35.M016,35 At020,
35.M026,35A4028

Reg Pldkwphy NUMARC 31A1009

1emunul<5y NUMARC 35 A10N,35.a '008,
35 A1017,35AtC7

Typo NUMARC 3511003,35.M005

CLB Adequacy liUMARC 351D01 eru IIC3,
(NUltrol412) 35.1105 thm th07,

35.1I09 thm 1413,
35.1JD16 thru 1421

* See Appendix D for comment summaries,

4
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3.3 WITIIDRAWAL OF LICENSE APPLICATION

NUMARC noted that the proposed rule does not provide license applicants an opponunity to
withdraw their applications at any time during the renewal proceeding. 'Ihey suggested that a new

|section (i 54.34) be added to permit such action.

3.4 BACKFIT CONSIDERATIONS

All age related requirements the NRC telieves are necessary for adequate protection during
extended hfe will be imposed without regard to cost. Also, any age related requirements necessary
to ensure that the plant will operute in confonnance with the CLB may be imposed without !cgard to
cost. 'Ihese points follow the " adequate protection exemption" and " compliance exemption"
provisions of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(ll) and 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(1), respectively.

Public interest 6,roups, OCRE and Maryland Safe Energy Coalition (MSEC), are pleased that
the NRC has decided not to apply costjustification provisions of 10 CFR 50.109 to license renewal
rulemaking. Ilowever, they voiced some skepticism as to whether the NRC would abide by its
statements.

i NUMARC stated that backlit analyses are inappropriate to those requirements the NRC may
impose in cases where aging degradation is significant, and the equipment is both important to
license renewal and not pan of a currently effective program. Also, while NUMARC and other

|' industry representatives agree with the NRC's position as presented in the SOC, they want a more
explicit treatment of backfit requirements in 10 CFR Pan 54. They favor the provirJon that any new
requhements imposed by the NRC, that go beyond adequate protection and compliance with the
CLB, must te justified under 50.109(a)(3) and (c). Without such provision in 10 CFR Part 54, they
were concemed that the staff may later expand the CLB to address issues beyond age-related
degradation w!;hout regard to cost-benefit considerations. NUMARC pmposed that a new section in
10 CFR Part 54 be added, including specinc pmvisions such as requiring the NRC to comply with
the documentation requirements of i 50.109(a)(4).

Other industry representatives expressing suppon for codification of the backfit requirements
in Pan 54 include Grove Engineering, Westinghouse, Northeast Utilities, Multiple Dynamics,
Commonwealth Ediscn, and Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power. While Northeast Utilities agrees with
most of the NRC's views on the applicabilhy of the backlit rule, they proposed that selection of the
most cost effective option for meeting NRC imposed requirements be allowed if there are several
options available. Americans for Nuclear Energy stated that without a specific provision in Part 54,
licensees would be denied the pmtection of i 50.109(a)(7), which gives them the flexibility to
choose among equivalent options for meeting NRC-imposed changes.

Additional industry comments were offered by the Nucleat Utility Backfitting and Reform
Group (NUD ARG) and endorsed by Florida Power and Light. Specifically, NUB ARO advocated
that the backfit rule serve as a framework for evaluating any changes in the CLE and that Safety
Evaluation Reports (SERs) supponing the adequate protection provisions of the backfit rule
(i 50.109(a)(6)) describe the basis for its use in detail.

39
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3.5 NATURE OF LICENSE

The NRC has determined that authorization for extending a plant's operation beyond 40 years
should be accomplished through issuance of a renewed license and not through amendment of die
existing operating license. Hopkins and Sutter agree with this determination. %ey also agree that the
legal form of a rerv:wed operating license has no substantial effect on the technical aspects oflicense
renewal.

Northern States Power (NSp) provided arguments for issuance of a renewed license by
amendment. Dey said that license amendment is a more logical approach: it limits the licente
proceedings to age related degradation issues, which is consistent with the NRC's regulatory
philosophy. !

Winston and Stnmn, representing a group of utilities, believe that licente serewal should be
accomplished by amerximent because the Price Anderson provisions may not apply to terewed
licenses (see Section 3.11).

3.6 ISSUANCE AND CONDITIONS OF A RENEWED LICENSE

The cornments discussed here relate to standards !orissuance and conditions of a renewed
lic:nse provided in i 54.29,5 54.31, and i 54.33. Comments on CLB adequacy and compliance,
which are also related to license conditions, were discussed in Section 2.3.

Section 54.29 of the proposed rule states that basically the NRC's finding will be based on
actions taken or to be taken by the license applicant with respect to age related degradation of SSCs
imponant to license renewal. This section also states that the findings under 10 CFR 50.57(a) nced not
be made in order to issue a rer.ewed license.

Section 54.31 of the proposed rule pmvides the procedural requirements for issuance of a
renewed license, including the renewal term. Since the provisions of this section are closely related to
license renewal timing issues, comments on this section are discussed below in Section 3.7. Section
54.33 of die pmposed rule provides for continuation of CLDs and for the conditions of renewed
licenses.

As noted earlier in the discussion of regulatory philosophy (Section 2.2), Orove Engineering
pointed out that the CLU should not be used as the standard for issuance of a renewed license (as
established in i 54.29) since it is not in itself a safety standard.

NUMARC is concemed with tie language in i 54.33(d) that mandates the CLB as a condition

of the license. neysuggested revisions to avoid such interpretation, Shnllarly, NUMARC suggested
editorial changes to % 54.33(b) to avoid the impression that the NRC intends to regulate the
mana6ement of pbnt aging through tet.hnical specifications.

, ,
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%c WNRC asked the NRC to require that a license applicant c9mply with commitments made
under its CLB prior to issuance of a renewed lleense. Senator John Olver of Massachusetts ruggested
that a renewed license should be granted conditionally, pending knowledge and experience gained until
the eid of the initial 40 year tenn.

OCRE recommended that the results of the IPE and severe accidents prognun should be fully
implemented prior to license renewal.

3.7 TIMING

De timing issues discussed here include the latest and earliest dates for filing the renewal
application, the applicability of the timely renewal doctrine (as defined in 10 CFR 2.109), the length

I of the renewal term, and the effective date of the renewed license,
t

3.7.1 Latest Date for Filing Rene, val Application, the Timely Renewal
Doctrine, and Sufficiency of the Renewal Appl! cation

ne latest date for filing a license renewal appilcation is related to the thne period established
for timely renewal in 10 CFR 2.109. As currently provlued in i 2,109, a licensee that has applied
for renewal at least 30 days in advance of the expiration ofits initial license may continue to operate
past the expiration date if the NRC has not ruled on the renewal application. The NRC found that
this provision does not give the staff reasonable time to review the license application. Derefore, it
preposed a modificat!on of f 2.109 to require license renewal applications be submitted no later
than 3 years before license expiration.

There were no comments objecting to the proposed latest date. However, NUMARC
suggested a revision to the proposal that would allow delay in filing the application (beyond the
proposed 3 yearlimit)If a licensee can demonstrate good cause.

Vermont Yankee urged the NRC to make renewal decisions at least 6 months before the

expiration of the cunent term. They believe that plant operation after the license has expired, even if
allowed by the timely renewal doctrine, creates economic uncertainty. -

UCS and NECNP are concemed about the potential for abuse of the thuely renewal provisions.
They recommended that a limit of 4 to 5 years be placed on the period of time in which an applicant
must satisfy the requirements fer license tenewal. On a matter related to timely renewal
requirements but addressing a different concem, YAEC said that timely renewal may be jeopndized
if the proposed rule does not establish a schedule for hearings.

3.7.2 Earliest Date for Filing Applications

ne proposed rule would allow licenses to be renewed as early as 20 years before the original
'

operating license expires. The renewed license will supersede the originallicense. Several private
citizens and public interest groups disagreed with this proposal and stressed the following points:

.
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Marita Justice said that de rule ignores the effects of age related degradation becausee

plants may apply for renewal before their original license expires. This allows for renewal
decisions to be made on plants where safety hazards may be discovered later and may
remain uncorrected.

Seth TVer said that allowing for relicensing 20 yean before expiration of the original*

license would neglect use of full operating data and implementation of safety
enhancements.

Senator John Olver said that granting renewal halfway through the expiration of the I*

originallicense is not prudent since the effects of aging are unknown at that time.

2.inssachusetts Public Irterest Research Group (MASSPIRG) believes that allowing plants*

to apply for license renewal 20 years before their cunent license expires would exclude
significant operational experience gained during the next 20 yean.

NIRS and Orcenpeace oppose supersession. They argued that the rule sen'es to insulate*

licensees from addressing age related degradation encountered in the 20 years between the
license renewal application and the end of the original 40-year license.

ECEMC said 20 years is too early and unprecedented ed may potentially violate tlw*

Atomic Energy Act.

There were a number of recommendations to change the earliest date. ECEMC said it should
*

be 5 years before the original license expires. OCRE proposed 25 ?0 years of initial operation
before license renewal applications would be accepted. UCS and NECNP said the period should be
13 years before expiration of the originallicense.

3.7.3 Renewal Term and Subsequent Renewals

The proposed rule (i 54.31) allows for a renewal term of up to 20 years and provides for
subsequent renewals upon expiration of the renewal temt Very limited comments were made by the
nuclear industry on this provision. NUMARC suggested that there may be a middle ground between
a 20. and 40-year renewal term, and that the NRC should revisit this issue after experience has been
gained on the licensee's aging management performance. Duquesne Light Company noted that the
NRC has not pruvided sufficient justification for the 20-year limit. They suggested that renewed

.

licenses should be granted for terms in excess of 20 years, ifjustined.

On the topic of subsequent renewals, NUMARC suggested that the language in the rule be
revised to indicate clearly thet a subsequent renewal appilcation may be submitted prior to the
expiration of the cunent renewat tenn. In addition, Grove Engineering pointed out that the r

,

supporting documents do not discuss suf!1cien0y the concept of subsequent renewals as provided in
'

f 54.31(d). *lhey agree with this provision as long as it can be technically jus:ified,

l
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Public interest groups oppose the 20-year tenn, as well as the provision that allows for

subsequent renewals. OCRE said that the maximum tenn should be 20 years reganiless of any
changes in the earl'est date of application. ECNP interpreted the provision in f 54.31(b) as the
granting of a renewal tenn "in accordance with the wishes of the applicant, rather than the
regulators." They stated that this "...is the antithesis of sound regulatory practice "

3.7.4 Effective Date of the Renewed License
j

!
Comments on the effective date of the license referred to the requirements in f 54.31. Dese

!
comments are also relevant to the timely renewal doctrine discussed above. Indiana Michigan
Power Company was concemed that the language in i 54.?! could be interpreted as potentially

i leaving the plant without an effective license in the unlikely event that the granting oflicense'

renewal is delayed for administative orjudicial reasons. NUMARC voiced the same concem and
proposed revisions to | 54.31. Orove Engineering noted that the supersession approach could lead

) to a possibility of co-existing licensing dockets-existing docket and renewal application docket,
ney suggested that the NRC provide more information on how it would address such a situation so
that duplication of effort would be minimized.

3.8 PUBLICllEARINGS

The pmposed rule pmvides opportunity for pubile hearings. !!owever, no special hearing
procedures are included became the NRC believes the scope oflitigable issuer is much narrower
than that in construction permit and initial operating license proceedings.

Comments on this topic focused on the NRC's general approach for addressing this issue, the
scope of issues that can be adjudicated, and the need to prepare a schedule for such hearings,

in general, OCRE is pleased that the proposed rule provides for formal adjudicatory hoarings.
They said that " members of the public must be afforded the oppommity for meaningful participation
in such an imponant decision." On the other hand, the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection (NJDEP) asked the NRC to make the public hearing a requirement, insf cad ofjust
providing an opponunity for one.

Ilowever, both industry and public interest groups are concemed with what theyinerpr-' to be
the scope ofissues forlitigation. UCS and NECNP believe that the proposed rule's intent is to limit
the scope of the license renewal proceeding and public involvement in it. Hence, they oppose the
NRC's position that only age-related degradation issues are subject to adjudicatory hearings.
Funhennore, they are critical of the NRC's decision to put CLB issues outside the scope oflitigable -

issues as "the worst possible kind of head-in-the sand non regulation."

ECNP and ECEMC have similar concems. ECNP pointed out that not all accident scenarios
and conditions have been considered in public hearings held for construction permit and initial
operating license proceedinFs. They also noted that the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB)
had ruled severe accidents to be "beyond the scope of the proceedings" because they are deemed to
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be highly impmbab!c, based on engineering judgment. Ilowever, according to ECNP, this has never
been demonstrated to be so thmugh adjudicatory pmcesses. ECEMC views the limitation ofissues
in the license renewal process as providing " rubber stamp" appmval.

OCRE also asked the NRC to make sure that plant management performance is included as an
important issue for a hearing. His issue, they pointed out, was addresse<lin the regulatory analysis
(NURBO 1362), but not in the proposed rule.

Industry's concenas regarding the potential scope ofissues for litigation are cleady opposite to
those of public imerest groups. Ilopkins and Sutter said that the NRC's intent to limit issues to age-
related degradation will not succeed because the IPA and CLB documentation requirements are so
broadly denned NUMARC pointed out that the NRC is opening up unnecessary opportunities for
expanelon of issues at license renewal hearings because of the rule's pmvision to compile the CLB
(see Section 2.3.4). Ilence, NUMARC suggested revisions to | 54.27 thr.t would limit findings to
those defined in i 54.29 and in proposed Pan 51 (envimnmental issues).

Industry commenters (i.e., YAEC and llopkins and Sutter) also raised the issue of establishing
a schedule for public hearings, llopkins and Sutter urged the NRC to " incorporate, as guidance, a
hearing schedule as a part of the final Part 54 rule." They pointed out that the NRC cannot rely on
the timely renewal doctdne to remedy the adverse effects of hearing delays on the ' .casee's need to
plan for future electrical generating capacity 10 to 15 years before license expiration. Dey
suggestui that " schedules that impose rigomus but even handed deadlines" can be established only
through rulemaking since, based on experience, the NRC has established schedules on an ad hoc
basis in only a handfulof cases.

3.9 CERTAIN CATEGORIES OF TIME RELATED CIIANGES

Four time related changes were addressed in the SOC: emergency planning, plant physical
security, operator licensing, and financle.1 qus11fication. Ilowevt.r.there were no specific comments
on operator licensing considerations.

3.9.1 Emergency Planning

Section 50.47 and Appendix E to Part 50 establish requirements and performance objectives to
protect public health and safety by ensuring the existence, implementation, revision, and
maintenance of emergency preparedness programs for licensed nuclear power plants. Requirements
are independent of the du:ation or renewal of the operating license arxl continue to apply during the
license renewal term. The proposed rule revises i 50.47(a)(1) to clarify that a finding, at the dme
ofinitiallicensing, of reasonable a.mrance that adequate protection can and will be offered in the
event of a radiological emergency carries forth to license renewal, Pmvisions for detailed annual
review of a facility's emergency preparedness plan ensure that the plan remains adequate to protect
public health and safety.

|
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NUMARC suppons the NRC's pmposed change to 10 CFR 50.47 as sufficient forlicense
renewal. On the other hand, public interest groups (e.g., UCS, OCRE Don't Waste Us, and MSEC)
believe that existing emergency plans are not adequate; thus to them, exclusion of emergency
planning considerations from license renewal appears unwarranted. Emergency plans for pilgrim,
Nine Mile Point, Seabrook, and Shoreham plants were cited as being inadequate at inidal lkensing
and as continuing to be inadequate. These groups also consider periodic revisions to emergency
plans and execution of drills as generally inadequate to keep pace with changing demographics, land
use, and transportation pattems. UCS is concemed panicularly that the public may not be allowed
to raise environmental planning issues during the license renewal proceeding.

Ohio Emergency Management Agency does not fully suppon the proposed changes to;
'

10 CFR 50.47. In suppon of this posidon and in response to Question 2, they argued that there is a '

need to readdress Section 110 of Appendix E to Pan 50 since the NRC may have to provide
guidance to licensees for reviewing evacuation time studies periodically in light of changes in
demographics and nearby hazards.

3.9.2 Plant Physical Security Considerations

he NRC has detennined that the adequacy of a renewal app!! cant's physical protection
program will not be readdressed during review of the renewal application. Licensees must establish
and maintain physical protection of plants and materials in accordance with 10 CFR Pan 73. The
NRC reviews the adequacy of such pmgrams periodically through Systematic Assessment of

Licensee Performance (SALP) reviews and Regulatory Effccuveness Reviews (RERs). Programs to
ensure continued adequacy of the physical protection program will carry over into the license
renewal term.

Comments fmm MSEC and ECEMC emphasized that physical security considerations are of
prime concem and should not be neglected in the license renewal review, MSEC is concemed about
the greater inventory of radioactive waste that would accumulate at reactor sites and the risk of
security violations. As a result, they argued that physical security must be reviewed totally.
ECEMC contended that the exclusion of physical security considerations is unwarranted since it is
tantamount to excluding "useful safety-relevant information" from public scrutiny.

3.9.3 Financial Qualification Considerations

he NRC has concluded that exclusions from financial qualification review, as provided for in
10 CFR 50.57(a)(4) and 2.141(c)(4), would apply to licensees seeking license renewal. Rose

exclusions apply to electric utilities subject to rate regulation that apply for or possess operating
licenses.

Commeu concerning financial qualification considerations were received from the following
pubile interest groups: ECNP, OCRE, and MSEC. ECNP pointed out that licensecs should not be
exempted from demonstrating that they are financially qualified to operate a nuclear power plant,
particularly if operation of an " aged unskfe plant is to be extended." OCRE urged the NRC to retain
the option of requiring financial qualification review as a license renewal condition if conditions
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have changed since the originallicensing. Dey also cited drastic changes taking place in the
stmeture and regulations of utilitics that raise concems about whether the rate maklug process would
ensure availability of funds for safe reactor operation throughout a renewal term. They see this as an

,

important indication that strengthens the need to reexamine utilities' financial qualifications. MSEC
recommended that all utilities be required to reevaluate their services to customers and conduct
least cost planning, including all envimnmental costs, for pmviding service at a reasonable cost.

3.10 DECOMMISSIONING AND SPENT FUEL PLAN SU11 MISSION
CONSIDERATIONS ;

l

Currently, the NRC requires that a pn:liminary decommissioning plan, a cost estimate for j
implementing this plan, and identification of any changes necessary to ensure that there will be !

sufficient funds for decommissioning be provided 5 years prior to the pmjected end of plant
operation. One year before the license is to expire, the licensee must file an application to terminate
its operating license, together with a detailed olan for decommissioning. A separate requiren,ent
concems the filing of a spent fuel managemi .4 plan: 5 years before an operating license is to expire,
the licensee must submit written notification to the NRC regarding funding of the costs of managing
spent fuel during the time between expiration of the operating license and the time when the spent
fuel is transfened to DOE for disposal in a spent fuel repository.

Winston and Strawn (on behalf of the Utility Decommissiotting Group) pointed out an
ambiguity in the proposed mle regarding the provision allowing a 1 year delay in sulxnission of a
decommissioning plan after denial of a license renewal application. ney cited an example in which
a licensee files a license renewal application 20 years before expintion of its original license, and
the NRC dentes that app!! cation 4 years later. As written, the proposed rule would require the
licensee to submit a decommissioning plan 15 years before the odginallicense expires.

Another point made by Winston and Strawn was that i 30.82(b)(1)(i) requires completion of
decommissioning within 60 years, but does not specify when the 60-year count actually begins in
the context oflicense renewal. Also, they said that the requirement in 10 CFR 50.75(f) regarding
submittal of preliminary decommissioning plans does not clarify the required licensee action while
the lice 1se renewal application is being resolved if the application is denied.

Some public interest groups (Don't Waste Us and ECNP) are concemed that
decommissioning funds would not be collected and properly set aside because of_the prospect of
license renewal ney believe sufficient funds shculd be collected for a scheduled decommissioning -
at the end of the original term. Don't Waste Us contended that these funds should be "several times
in excess of the largest estimate for plant decommissioning " On the other hand, Winston and
Strawn argued that licensees should be granted more time to collect decommissioning funds because
of extended life. They suggested that the NRC revise the decommissioning rule and Regulatory .
Guide 1.159 on decommissioning fmancing to allow for this situation. They also suggested that a
generic finding in the license renewal rulemaking should be made about the " continued validity of
its [NRC's] determination in the final decommissioning rule...conceming acceptability of funding
over the life of the ficility."
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Other comments related to decommissioning include considerations for interim spent fuel
funding. NUMARC suggested that 10 CFR 50.54(bb) should be revised to allow deferral of filing
the spent fuel management plan if a renewal application is filed during the period 3 to 5 years before
license expiration. Winston and Strawn also requested clarification of this issue.

3.11 ANTITRUST REVIEW

The NRC detennined that the license renewal decision does not require antitrust review by
the Attomey General because license renewal will not require modifications that consdtute a "new or
di!Terent facility." Furthermore, the NRC noted that plants licensed under Section 104b of the
Atomic Energy Act (AEA) are exempt from antitrust review under Section 105c(3).

Four sets of comments were received on this issue. Oglethorpe Power Corporation pointed
out that license renewal may pmvide competitive advantages to a utility that could warrant antitrust
review. ney recommended that the NRC require applicants, as well as interested parties, to submit
evidence of changes in licensee activities.

The law firm of Spiegel and McDiarmid submitted comments on behalf of the American

Public Power Association, the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, and Public Systems
(hereafter these groups are referred to as APPA). Like Oglethorpe Power, APPA telieves that the
SOC did not adequately convey need for antitrust review as part of the license renewal process,
hey agreed that a renewed license is an operating license issued pursuant to Section 103 of the
AEA. Ilowever, they noted that mandatory antitrust review is the only statutory requirement
omitted from the proposed rule. APPA believes that antitrust review at the time of license renewal
is essential. They provided the following arguments in support of this position:

* Mandatory antitrust review by the Attorney General is required by Section 105(c)(2) of the
AEA for all commerelal nuclear power plants.

"To construe ' license application' as somehow more restricted in scope when that term is
e

used in the antitrust review pmvision than when used in other sections of the Act goes
against basic tenets of statutory interpretation as well as common sense."

* Allowing a utility to operate a plant for another 20 years could potentially exacerbate any
existing competitive advantage since only post-renewal capital costs will be amortized for
the renewal period.

* The NRC incorrectly focuses on the license renewal process itself to justify its finding that
there will be no significant modification of the facilities to be relicensed. Insted the NRC
should compare the activities at the time of the last antitrust review and at license renewal.

Responding to the NRC's statement that plants licensed under Section 104(b) are exempt
from antitrust review, APPA cited the following:
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e Sorne plants licensed under Section 104(b) were subject to antitrust reviews under Section

105(c).

* Oiven that relicensing would occur under Section 103, those plants licensed under Section
104(b) for which no antitrust review ever occurred must le subject to such a review as pan
oflicense renewai.

APPA does not view the nxluirement for antitrust review as excessively time consuming.
Rather,it would simply involve the Attomey General's conferdng with interested utilities to
determine waether license renewal would create or maintain a situation inconsistent with .:ntitrust
laws. 'Ihus, APPA recommended that the NRC make a genede finding that "significant changes
have occuned in the licensecs' activities since the last antitrust review." APPA adds that even if
such a finding is not made, interested panies must be given the "opponunity to make such a showing
in order to demonstrate that an untitrust review is required."

Winston and Strawn, on behalf of seven utilities, supported the NRC's arguments for not
requiring antitrust review. Similarly Newman and llottzinger, representing 15 utilities, submitted
comments refuting APPA's arguments and supponing the NRC's position. They said APPA is
asking the NRC to do what it cannot do under the statute,i.e., make a generic finding that significant
changes have occurred to warrant an industry wide Section 10% review.

3.12 COMPLIANCE M TII 10 CFR PART 140 (PRICE ANDERSON ACT)
i

Licensees are required to comply with 10 CFR Pan 140, which codifles requirements of the
Price Andenon Act. This act establishes financial protection and indemnification requitarnents for
NRC licenses, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.57(a)(5), each licensee was found to comply with
requirements of 10 CFR Pan 140 when the originallicense was issued. In addition, the NRC
periodically reviews changes in insur.mee for nuclear power plants to ensure compliance with
requirements of the act. For those reasons, the NRC concluded that a finding of compliance with
10 CFR Part 140 need not be made in any individual nuclear power plant operating license renewal
pmceeding under proposed 10 CFR Pan 54.

Winston and Strawn questioned whether the Price Anderson Act recognizes the type of
supersession license contemplated in the proposed rule. 'Ihey said one could argue the.t a
supersession license is a " wholly diffewnt" license not covered by the act. To avoid such risk, they
suggested that the new license be issued as an extension or renewal by amendment to ensure the
act's applicability.

Winston and Strawn also cited the issue of whether the Price Anderson indemnification
applies during the interim period of opemtion where a timely and sufficient renewal application has
been filed, the operating license has expired, and NRC has yet to act on the application. They
presented arguments to support the position that the act covers this interim period of operation.
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Winston and Siniwn pointed out that if a new supersession license were granted by the NRC,
the attachment to the standard indemnity agreement entered into between lice'iseen and the NRC
(10 CFR 104.90, Appendix B) would have to be changed to include a license number for the
renewed license. They suggested that the license renewal application include a request to make
changes in the attachment to confomi to the standard indemnity agreement.

3.13 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

As part ofits effort on the separate 10 CFR Part 51 proposed rulemaking, NRC is undertaking |
,

| a generic environmental study to define the scope and focus of environmental effects that need to be
'

considered in individual relicensing actions. This study will assess the full range of National
Environmental Polley Act (NEPA) issues that will need to be reviewed in individual relicensing
actions.

Comments submitted addmssed a range of approaches to environmental assessments for
license renewal, including whether a plant specific environmental impact statement (EIS) is needed
or a generic EIS (GEIS) would suffice. Comments more specific to the environmental assessment
(NUREO 1398) published with the proposed rule are discussed in Section 3.15.

ECNP called the NRC's finding of no significant environmental impact from the
promulgation of the license renewal rule as " negligent and totally capricious." 'Dicy bellese that a
full EIS is ' essential" in onier to comply with NEPA. Similarly, IDNS emphasized that the license
renewal rule, which potentially involves more than 100 nuclear power plants, is a major Federal
action requhing a full EIS. In addition, OCRE said the rule should reflect many new factors other
than aging related changes over time. Such factors include population densttles, natural phenomena
data, and man made huards, which are normally considered in plant specific EISs. DOI said
license renewal should require a new EIS supplement as part of the application because significant
environmentalimpacts may have occuned that have not been analyzed previously. Private citizens
argued that a OEIS unfairly limits the issues to be addressed at public hearings. Many others
favored plant specific EISs, as opposed to a OEIS (e.g., WNRC, Alameda County SANFJFREEZE,

and CARIE and severalindividuals).

DOE and Americans for Nuclear Energy submitted comments in favor of the OELS approach.
DOE stressed that infonnation gathered toward a OEIS could be published as an environmental
survey if the GEIS approach fell short of addressing some environmentalissues. They noted that
this option would significantly streamline individual plant NEPA reviews. Americans for Nuclear
Energy supports the environmental survey approach. Virginia Electric and Power Company
supports the NRC's present plan for amending Part $1.

i Some commenters called for more information and guidelines for preparing EISs, and
'

suggested that such information should be included at the initiation of a license renewal program.
EPA offered to provide informational support, such as NEPA requirements, site proximity to
drinking water sources, and site prothnity to valuable habitat communities. In addition EPA

|
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suggested regional geophysical inspections and surveys in selsmically active areas to determine any
changes in seismic conditions since the odginal licensing.

Several commenters expressed concem about the environmental impilcaticms of radioactive
waste storage and d!sposal. Specifically, MSEC, NJDEP, CARIE, Don't Waste Us, ECNP, and two
individuals stated that the issue of storage needs to be resolved prior to license renewal. Some also
commented that license renewal would require storage of spent fuel for 30 years beyond the
expiration of an extended license and that the rists to nearby residents would be increased for nearly
a century before decommissioning.

MSEC and iDNS provided comments regarding disposal. MSEC considered it irresponsible
to even contemplate license renewalin the absence of a proven means for waste disposal. IDNS
pointed out that based on their experience with 13 conuncre!al power plants in Illinois, they know a
20 year life extension for these plants would have a significant impact on the volume, timing, and
radioactive parumeters connected with the planned Central Midwest Interstate low Level
Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility. They said this is sufflclent to refute the NRC's "no significant
impact" findings.

Some responses to Question 2 in the S0C were associated with environmental considerations.
Several commenters, including Ohio Envimamental Protection Agency Don't Waste Us, and
ENCP, recommended inclusion of the following in the review requirements: population changes,
transportation and traffic factors, pubtle exposure to radiation, and blofouling. Don't Waste Us
stated that part of any consideration of renewing operating licenses should be an independent study
concerning deaths due to cancer in ths vicinity of all nuclear facilities. On the other hand,
NUMARC believes that no additional topics, including envimnmental issues, need to be added to
the revicw requirements.

3.14 NUREG 1362t REGULATORY ANALYSIS

NUREO 1362," Regulatory Analysis for Proposed Rule on Nuclear Power Plant License
Renewal," defines and analyzes regulatory altematives for lic.nse renewal and dercribes the
decision rationale for the proposed rule. It includes general discussions of three attemative
regulatory approaches: no license renewal, no license renewal rule, and a license renewal rule. It
expands on the appmach of developing a license renewal rule by describing four altematives for
safety review standards and criteria. These attematives, denoted A, B, C, and D, differ with respect
to the extent to which age related degradation is explicitly considered and the extent to which design |
standards for new plants are to be met. Briefly, attemative A is CLB with no additional
requirements; attemative B extends attemative A to include an IPAt attemative C extends altemative
B to require assessment of design differences against selected new plant standards; and attemative D
extends altemative B to require compliance with all new-plant standards.

NUREG 1362 describes a reprt:sentative set of activities associated with each altemative and
provides estimates of risk reduction and the cost of implementing the requirements. Based on both
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qualitative and quantitative considerations, the analysis results in the recommendation of
altzmative B.

Deze were numerous comments on the three gcneral regulatory strategies, the four safety
review altematives, and the quantitative analysis of risks and costs. Rose comments and others are
summarized below.

3.14.1 Alternatives

Nuclear industry commenters deem it inappropriate for the NRC to consider the attemative of
disallowing license renewal, stating that license renewal is allowed by law. NUMARC suggested
that the regulatory analysis should make a stronger case against allowing license renewal without a
rule since there would be serious dis!ncendves associated with the uncertainty of such an approach.
Moreover, NUMARC disagrees with the NRC's interpretation of the application of new plant
standards iflicense renewal were allowed without a rule to implement it, claiming that current
tegulations do not require licensees to meet new standards.

In reviewing the summary of the regulatory analysis in the SOC, ECNP concluded that none of
the NRC's altematives,are acceptable since they fall to include the attemative of no license renewal.

There were numerous comments on the safety review altematives. NUMARC suggested that
the NRC add a statement that all safety review altematives ensure adequate protection and that cost-
benellt analysis provides the basis foridentifying the preferred altemative. Winston and Strawn
supports the selection of attemative A since age related degradation is covered in existing
regulations and will continue to be addressed in future regulations. This view is also supported by
NSP. NUMARC stated that its proposed approach falls between ahematives A and B. Other

industry commenters and DOE support attemative B, with some modifications. While supporting
the selection of altemative B, J. B. Gardner noted that consideration of the reaction of the utilitics
detracts from the integrity of the analysis.

OCRE favors attemative C, noting that it is necessary bemuse a decision to renew an operating
license is also a decision not to build a new nuclear power plant with an advanced and safer design
or another type of plant.- OCRE suggested that altemative D might not be feasible because of the

difficulty in interpreting new plant stahdants for older facilities. UCS, on the other hand, supports
ahemative D, suggesting that the NRC require license renewal plants to meet current new plant
safety standards, NUMARC and DOE noted that altematives C and D would require a change to the
CLB that cannot be supported.

3.14.2 Activities

Several industry commenters expressed concem that the' regulatory saalysis in NUREO 1362
does not properly characterize the activities used to develop risk reductions arvi cost estimates and
that these activities could be interpreted as the requirements of the rule. J. B. Gardner suggested that
the list of activities for managing age related degradation be revised to reflect the importam'e of
cables.
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3.14.3 Estimates of Rhk Reduction

NUMARC and DOE offered many comments on the analysis of risk reduction associated with
the management of age related degradation in attemative B. NUMARC identified several concems
with the model used to estimate the increase in risk due to aging and noted that this model did not
undergo peer review. Other NUMARC comments were directed to the data used in the risk
estimation for attemative B. NUMARC questioned the test interval used for motor operated valves. |

the failure rate for steam generator tube rupture, and the importance measures for passive I

components. ney noted that NUREO ll50 used different values and sugFested that the data in the !
regulatory analysis should be more consistent with NUREG 1150. DOE also expressed their
concem that the regulatory analysis is inconsistent with NUP,EG 1150. Another NUMARC
comment asked for clarification of the connections between some of the passive components and
accident sequences.

The regulatory analysis develops estimates of the increase in risk due to aging if the license
renewal mle does not include additional requirements for managing age related degradation. Both
DOE and NUMARC objected to this analysis, asserting that such large increases in age-related
failures would draw the attention of the NRC and the licensees, and actions would be taken to
eliminate or reduce the risk. NUMARC stated that the conclusions in the regulatory analysis
regarding increased risk due to aging imply a complete breakdown of NRC oversight, which is not
likely to happen. As a result, DOE and NUMARC concladed that the risk reductions associated
with ahemative B should be much lower than those reported in NUREG 1362. Americans for-
Nuclear Energy took h f'alerent view, s:ating that the regulatory analysis underestimates the risk
reduction benefits of altemative B. Rey claimed that additional maintenance and surveillance in
attemative B to address pl at agir:g and to maintain the CLB am likely to improve safety and further
reduce risk.

NUMARC and Americans for Nuclear Energy concluded that the risk reductions estimated for
altematives C and D are overstated. OCRE noted that the use of a generic analysis based on SEP
results may grossly underestimate the benefits of altemative C. Moreover OCRE suggested that the
analysis of attemative C should include the reduction of political risks of another severe core
damage accident.

3J4.4 Cost Estimates

NUMARC criticized several elements of the costs for attemative B as being overstated,
including the following: cost of performing the IPA; inspection, surveillance, testing, and
maintenance (ISTM) costs; and costs associated with making changes to the technical specifications,
In contrast, Winston and Strawn noted that the costs reported for allemative B are not large enough
since they do not include the cocts of energy and national security, as well as power replacement for

'
plants that choose not. to renew their licenses.

|
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3.14.5 Cost Benefit Results

NUMARC suggested that the risk reduction associated with attemative B be revised to account
for actions that will be taken by the NRC and licensees to manage aging risks. With NUMARC's
estimate of risk reduction, the trapact value ratio for alternative B would be $13,000/ person-rem,
which falls the test of $1,000/ person-rem. NUMARC also provided revised estimates of the ratios
for alternatives C and D that are larger than those in NURF4 1362.

Orove Engineering pointed out that the cost benefit results are extremely conservati e upper
bounds, but are not characterized as such.

| OCRE noted that health physics costs are assessed at a rate of $8,(X)0/ person rem for
'

occupational exposures and that this figure would be more appmpriate to use than the reference
value of $1,000/ person rem.

3.14.6 Other Comments

NUMARC offered comments on the discussion in NUREG 1362 of constraints regarding the
followirg items: role of resident inspectors in reviewing aging assessment and management
activities, need for inspections to ensure design verification; and need for mvisions to codes and
standards. NUMARC also made numerous commems on certain elements of altemative B, such as
the need foridentification and compilation of the CLB and the scope of the IPA. Comments such as
these that do not relate directly to the analysis in NUREG 1362 but to the content of the proposed
rule are summarizedin Section 2.

3.15 NUREG 139fi: ENVIRONMENTA!, ASSESSMENT

NUMARC provided an itemized set of comments that requested clarification and suggested
enhancements to specific sections of NUREG 1398. 'Ihey requested that the document reflect the
idea that ongoing reconi of neduced exposures can be anticipated through the renewal tenn. They
suggested that ::ssumptions in the document that worker exposures would be greater during the
renewal tenn are inconsistent with the current exposure reducticn trend. They believe sections
should be enhanced or added conceming impacts of radioactive waste transportation;
meteorological, hydrological, geological, and noise impacts; decommissioning; front-end (uranium
min!ng and milling) fuel-cycle impacts; and economic impacts on utilities and rate payers as a result
of new plant standard requirements.

IDNS stated that NUREG 1398 does not address the full range of issues and potential impacts
resulting from license renewal. UCS recommended that the NRC should consider "no license
renewal" as one of the altematives evaluated in the environmental assessment,

.
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3.16 NUREG 1412: FOUNDATION FOR TIIE ADEQls. ,Y OF Tile LICENSING
BASES

Other comments on the CLB (previously discussed in Section 2.3) that relate more
specifically to NUREG 1412 are presented below.

Consistent with their comments on the exclusion of age related degradation from the CLD,
NUMARC criticized NUREO 1412 for neglecting to give licensees credit for rnonitodng the
adeque.cy of the CLB. Sp*cifically, they recommended that a discussion of such programs be
provided in Section 1.3.4 of the document. Funhennore, they suggested that NUR"O 1412 should
clearly state that " age related degradation is elfcctively mtnaged dudng the initial term."

NUMARC and BO&E also poimed out that the NRC discusses the evolution ofits
requirements, but does not address the mechanism that can cause a change to the CLB. Dey
recommended that the NRC include a discusdon on how changes to the CLB are controlled in order
to avoid a tnistaken notion that CLBs can be changed for any reason.

NUMARC is concemed about specific portions of the document that appear to distingd:.h
betwcen the CLBs of newer plants and those of older plants. Funher, there appears to be a
distinction between plants licensed before the standard review plan (SRP) was issued and those
reviewed under the SEP. His implies that pre SRP plants not reviewed under One SEP have CLBs
that do not provide an acceptable level of safety. NUMAR C argued that this conflicts with the
regulatory philosophy that the CLB is adoquate for all plants (old and new). In addition, Orove
Engineering observed that the NRC's argument for CLB adequacy seems to depend on favorable
findings from the SEP or cornp!!ance with the SRP, thus discriminating against pre SRP plants and
those not part of the SEP.

NUMARC pointed out that the dennition of CLB in NUREO 1412 is inconsistent with that in
the proposed rule, hey also recommended editodal changes in specific sections to address
concems on the reed to review compliance with the CLB before issuing a renewed license.

L B. Gardner noted that while Sections 3.11.1 and 3.11.3 address how electrical equipment
imponant to safety and harsh environments can meet requirements related to aging through the EQ
programs, Sections 7 (on instmmentation and control systems) and 8 (on electric power) do not refer
to EQ as a foundation for CLB adequacy. Derefore, he believes that while NURCO 1412 is
generally informative, the discussion of cable systems is " misleading and troublesome."
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4. RESOLUTION OFISSUES RAlSED

All public comments on the pmposed rule were taken into consideration in developing the i

final license renewal rule. The final rule is supported by the revind SOC aM revised NUREO
reports, which pmvide the bases for the action taken. This section presents the NRC's response to
the principalissues arising fmm comments received, it also indicates which and how specific,

| sections in the proposed ru?e and the supponing documents were revised. As in the discussions in
Sections 2 and 3, comments were categorized into principal topics and subtopics, consistent with
those in the SOC. The NRC does not respond to each individual comment made, but rather to the

l issues arising from these comments. Table 4 1 provides a summary of issues identified from the
comments received up to 31 December 1990. Although the comments on certain topics were further
categorized into subtopics to ease infonnation retrieval, they led to a common issue. An example is
the antitrust review topic where corrments were categorized into four submples, but resulted only in
one issue-whether an antitrust review should be requirod forlicense renewal.

To avoid repetith.a. the summary of responses presented in this section is based on the
following approach. If an issue has been addressed in the final rule, SOC, or supporting dccuments,
then the response reported here is simply a brief statement of where this issue hae been addressed
and the nature of the action taken (e.g., change in language of the rule, revision to the SOC or
supporting documents). The resfonse is rnore detailed for issues not addressed in other documents.
Molvover, a rationale is pmvided if no further action was taken in spite of concems raised.

4.1 RESOLUTION OF ISSUES RELATING TO TIIE GENERAL APPROACl!

4.1.1 Regulatory Philosophy

4.1.1.1 First Principle of the Propoted Rt! r: CLH Adeauscy!

issue (ah Whether there is sufficient basis for the public to accept the NRC's generic finding
that all operating plants are safe, which was one of the two underlying principles upon which the
NRC will base its decision to renew a license. Commenters cited many reasons for believing the
NRC's arguments on this subject were flawed.

Restonse: The NRC's regulatory process is sufficiently broad and rigorous to make it
unnecessary to impose the discipline of a formal renewal licensing review against current safety
requirements. Such review is not needed to ensure that continued operation during the period of
extended operation is not inimical to public health and safety or common defense and security.
'lhus, the NRC will issue a renewed license based upon reviews required with respect to age-related
degradation unique in license renewal, and satisfaction of any applicable requirements of
10 CFR 51 Subpart A. This requhement is stated in i 54.29 of the final rule hs foundation is
explained in the SOC (Section ivc (i) and (ii)). More detailed information in support of that
explanation is pmvided in NUREG 1412. " Foundation for the Adequacy of the Licensing Bases."
As explained in the SOC and NUREO 1412, the NRC's regulatory process ensures that the CLBs of
operating nuclear power plants continue to pmvide an acceptable level of safety so that the original;
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Table 4-L Principal Issues Raised on the Proposed Ucense Renewal Rule and Supporting Documents
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determination (at issuance of the inidal operating license) of adequate safety protection remains
velid during the term of the operating license, including the renewal term. This process ensures the
evolution of the CLB in the light of operating experience and new information and the licensecs'
compliance with their CLBs. NUREG-1412 pmvides examples of how the licensing process has
addressed potential safety issues and new information. 'Illis funhet suppons the hRC's conclusion
that it is unnecessary to review a plant's entire CLB, with the excepdon of age-related degradation,

unique to license renewal.

Issue (b): Whether the first principle implies that existing programs do not manage aging shice
the SOC statement specifically excludes this activity from the scope of the CLB.

Resconse: The NRC acknowledges that some existing regulatory programs or activities may
be effective in managing certsin types of age-related degradation. 'Ihe language in the SOC has
been modified to avoid the implication that the NRC will not recognize the effectiveness of some
current pmgrams to manage aging (SOC, Section We (v)). liowever, the NRC emphasizes that each
renewal applicant bears the burden of showing in its application that existing activities are sufficient
to address age-related degradation unique to license renewal. I

!

Issue (c): Concem about the language in the SOC regarding how the results of severe accident I
programs (e.g., IPE) will be used for license renewal. The performance of an IPE and closure of
severe accident programs could be interpreted as license renewal requirementsi

Rescogs: The NRC makes clear in the SOC (Section IVb (vi)) that completion of the IPE will
not be a requirement for license renewal.

4.1.1.2 Second Princlole of the Prooosed Rule: Maintaining the CLB During Renewal
i

Issue (a): Concem that the proposed rule provides no indication of how aging assessment and
managtment activities should be addressed forlicense renewal.

Response: The NRC does not find it necessary to be more specific 'Jian in the final rule
regarding its requirements for aging assessment and managing activities. The final version of
NUREG-1362, " Regulatory Analysis for Find Rule on Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal,"
provides examples of activities that could occur as a result oflicense renewal, but these activities
should not be considered as requirements forlicense renewal at all plants. The NRC's experience
shows that specifice on tests and inspection procedures .ue best given in regulatory guidance, not in

- the rule itself. The following documents have been prepared (in draft form) and issued for public
comment to provide such guidance:

SRP for License Renewal (NUREG-1299)*

I

Dmft Regulatory Guide DG-1009, " Standard Format and Content of Technical Information*

for Applications to Renew Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses"

4-14
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These documents identify spccific tests and inspections a licensee might have to perform in
order to be granted a renewed license. In addition, the NRC is curantly reviewing indusvy reports
(Iru) relevant to license tenewal, which also contain information on specific tests and inspections
forlicense renewal. After completing this review the NRC willissue a safety evaluation report
(SER) for each IR.

Issue (b): Concem that the wording of proposed Part 54 could be interpreted as elevating the
CLB to the level of a license condhion for the tenewal term.

Response: The NRC did not intend for all commitments to have the same level of safety
importance or enforcement. To resolve this concem, the NRC has included a pmvision in
i 5433(c) to state that th; renewed license will not change the status of commitments on the
existing Pan 50 docket. See also the discussion in the SOC (Section IVd (1)).

Issue (c): Concem that the pmposed rule makes license renewal the only time in the life of the
plant when its licensing basis and conformance with it could not be challenged. { Note this issue is
also related to concems about the scope of public hearings dScussed in Section 4.2.6.] Furthermore,
concem that rulemaking should not be used to make a generic determination that all plants are
equivalent in level of safety or regulatory comphance.

Response: he plant's CLB and conformance with its CLB can be challenged at any time,
following the p. , visions set forth in 10 CFR Part 2. The final rule establishes a pmcess that is
directed at age-related degradation unique to license renewal. It does no;make a generic
determination that all plants are equivalent in safety or regulatory compliance. Rather, the NRC

finds thtt its reguWry process is sufficiently Ivoad and rigorous to make it unnecessary to impose
the discipline of a formal renewallicensing review against current safety requirements. Such review
is not needed to ensure that continued operation during the period of extended operation is not
inimical to public health and safety or common defense and security. Section 54.29, which defines
the standard for issuance of a renewed license, does not require a finding on the adequscy of, or
compliance with, the plant's CLB. Section 2.758 of 10 CFR Pan 2 has been amended to permit
admission in a formal hearing, on a cawby<ase basis, of certain issues that are unique to license
renewal and claimed to be necessary to ensure either adequate pmtection or compliance with the
CLB during the period of extended operation. A detailed discussion of the NRC's position on this
issue is provided in the SOC (Section IVf).

4.1.1.3 Generic Safety Issues

issue (a): Need to reevaluate, pri6r to issuance of the final rule, those GSIs and USIs not

backfitted based on cost-benefit analyses in order to determine the impact of the additional 20-year
life en past decisions.

'

Response: The NRC has sponsored a study to examine resolved GSIs for possible cases in
which consideration of the additional operating time might have altered past regulatory decisions.
All the issues identified in the reexamination do not involve slequate protection concems, ne
results of this study are summarized in the SOC (Section IVb (ill)).

<
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!ssue (b): Whether hnplementation of all resolved GSIs and USIs should be made a
prerequisite to license renewal.

Response: GSIs involve enhancements to safety and do not call into question the CLB
adequacy. In contrast, USIs may involve concems related to adequate pmtection of heahh and
safety. All USIs have been resolved. Most of the USI resolutions have been implemented; the
remaining USIs are being implementui on a satisfactory schedule, in one case, USI A-46, the NRC
and the utility gmups are negotiating the implementation schedule in accontance with the NRC
policy on integrated schedules for plant modifications (Generic Letter, GL 83 20).

The NRC has determined that implernenting the resolution of any GS! or USI is not necessary
forlicense renewal. The NRC pmcedures for processing GSIs and USIs implement resolutions on a
senedule consistent with the safety significmce of the issue involved and do not involve issues
which are unique to license renewal (SOC, Section IVb (iii)).

4.1.1.4 Other Concerns

issue (aj: Need for establishing specific qualification requirements for utility managers and for
assessing the availability of personnel qualified to operate plants granted renewallicenses, j

i

Response: Specific criteria for obtMning a license are set fonh in 10 CFR Part 55. Individuals '

who operate nuclear power facilities, licensed under 10 CFR Part 50, are also licensed by the NRC.
Operators are required to participate in periodic training pmgrams, which cover important changes
to the facility or supporting programs and procedures, and to requalify for their licenses,
demonstrating this knowledge on a periodic basis. The NRC's response to this concem is discussed
further in Section IVug " Operator Licensing Considerations," of the SOC.

Issue (b): Whether a severe accident management program should be required as part of-
license renewat in order to enhance safety and reduce accident risk.

Response: 'Ihe severe accident management program, although importart to the NRC, is
considered a safety enhancement, and thus its completion is not a requiremerd for license renewal.
The NRC expects that as licensees complete the Individual Plant Er. amination (IPE) and IPE for
Extemal Events (IPEEE) programs, the lessons teamed from these programs will be integrated into
the plant-specific CLB. The NRC's response to this concem is discussed further in Section IVb (vi),'

.

"Probabilistic Risk Assessment,"of the SOC.

'
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4.1.2 Current Licensing Basis

4.1,2.1 Adeousey

in addition to concerns about the generic finding on the adequacy of the CLB for license

renewal, discussed earlier in Section 4.1.1.1, other issues relevant to this topic are presented below.

Issue (ak Connicting comments on whether plants licensed before the intmduction of the SRP
(NUREG-0800) should require more detailed review at license renewal Some ccamenters believe
that the pmper standard for license renewal should be the same as forissuance of a new license, i.e.,
compliance with cunent NRC regulations as required in Section 183 of the Atomic Energy Act.
Hence, plants that could not be licensed under today's standards should not be allowed to operate for
up to 20 more years.

Response: De SOC addresses the fact that the licensing criteria for each plant vary depending
on the time oflicensing. As illustrated by examples in NUREG-1412, the NRC has shown how its
regulatory process has ensured that imponant safety issues are evaluated legardless of when the
plant was irstiallylicen:,ed. De regulatory process discussed in NUREG 1412 also illustrate,in
general terms, how new information gets reviewed and incorporated into new regulatory
requirements for allplants.

The NRC disagrees with th: recommendation that plants not meeting new plant standards
should not be relicensed. While it is true that standards have changed over the years, plant design
and operation have not remained static since the day a plant was first licensed. : Where appropdate,
backfits have been required to maintain an acceptable level of safety. In some cases, e.g., station
blackout, backfits have been requhed to provide an enhanced level of safety. Thus, while older
plants may not meet current SRP criteria, they can still be operated and relicensed wi hout -t
endangering public health and safety.

As stated in Section IVe of the SOC, the regulatory process provides reasonable assurance that
the CLB of cach plant provides an acceptable level of safety for operation and will also ensure that -
the licensee remains in compliance with its CLB. The NRC's condnuing regulatory oversight
results in ongoing regulatory initiatives and backfits to incorporate safety requhements that ensure
adequate protection of public health and safety. Rus, a plant's CLB is not static, but - .nges
accordingly. De fact that a plant is required to operate in accordance with its CLB, m combination
with continued reguatory oversight, pmvides reasonable assurance that an acceptable level of safety
exists at the plant today. The license renewal rule provides requhements to ensure that this will
remain Inte during the period of extended operation.

Issue (bh Concern that the proposed rule did not provide a mechanism for addr.ssing the
effect of new information or changed circumstances (e.g., new seismic irformation) on CLB
adequacy.

R esponse: In general, issues resulting from new information or changed circumstances will be
litigated if the threshold for admissibility lound in the revised 10 CFR 2.758 can be met. Challenges
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to the adequacy of the CLB are more appropriately raised under the license in effect. For example,
if a serious concem on seismic design or a new seismic fault were identified, the NRC would
address this coricem under the current license and not wait until the license renewal proceed!ng. The
public can raise immediate concems about the adequacy of the CLB by following the pmvisions of
10 CFR 2.206, i.e., pedtion the NRC to take action on modifying or terminating the current license,
or by following the provisions of 10 CFR 2.802, i.e., petition the NRC to initiate uems2dng.

Issues specific to age-related degradation unique to license renewal, including required
conective actions and aging management programs, are clea:ly litigable during any Part 54 license
proceeding. Part 2 pmvides a mechanism for introducing new information or changed
circumstances t&t could challenge CLB adequacy for specific plants.

Issue (c): Concern that pli exemptions for noncompliance granted during the life of a plant
appear to be grandfathered in the pmposed rule.

Remonse: Section 54.21(c) requires any licensee seeking renewal to provide a list of plant-
specific exemptions and reliefs granted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.12 and 10 CFR 50.55a. It also
requires the licensee to provide justification for continuing those exemptions or reliefs which were
granted on the basis of an assumed service life or period of operation bounded by the original license .
term of the facility, or which relate to SSCs subject to age-related degradation miique to license
renewal. 'Ihe NRC does not agree that all exemptions are autoraatically grandfathered under the
rule, in addition, a plant in compliance with its CLB also complies with current NRC regulations,

issue (d): Whether special scrutiny of those plants s dch obtained their lic:nses prior to
creation of the NRC ir needed forlicense renewal since the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) had
the dual iesponsibility of regulating and promoting nuclear power. Licensing decisions may have
beca " tainted" by AEC's desire to promote use of nuclear power.

Femonse: 'Ihe NRC has determined that there is no cvidence tojustify special scrutiny of
these plants; therefore, no action has been taken to address this issue. The NRC's regulatory
oversight ensures that even if a plant's CLB is found to not provide the requisite adequate

| protection, for whatever reason, the CLB would be modified to provide assurance that the plant can
; be operated safely.
1

4.1.2.2 Definition

igue (a): Concem that the CLB definition appears to " freeze" the CLB, and that no chinges
can be made fmm the time the license renewal application is sutxnitted up to the time the NRC
grants a renewed license. This concemed public interest groups and some individuals because age-
related degradation protdems may not be addressed during this period and important safety
information dudng the remaining term may be excluded in the decision to grant a renewed license.
Industry's concem reganis a licensee's inability to make changes to the CLB during this period,
which could discrverage pursuance of the renewal optica
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Respon -e: he NRC does not intend to freeze the CLB during this period. His issue is

addressed in the SOC in Sections ivc (discussion of the CLB) and IVd (discussion of the second
principle). The final rule also includes a requirement for licensees to provide pedodic updates to
reflect changes to the C12 while a renewal application is pending (i 54.21 (e)).

Issue (bh Concem that the definition of what constitutes the CLB was too broad, particularly
because of the use of such words as "but are not limited to." Also, the definition does not specify
that commitments which are part of the CLB should be in wridng. 'RJs could create uncertainty ing

the licensing process since oral commitments m,ay become part of the CLB.

Response: he CLB definition in i 54.3 of the final rule has been modified to state the
requirements more precisely. Only written (docketed) license commitments are required. This is
discussed funher in the SOC (Section IVe (i)).

;
1ssue (ch Need to better define what makes up the CLB. A commenter suggested that the

CLB be defined as a licensing envelope consisdng of documents such as the plant operating license,
technical speelfications, updated FSARs, QA plan, and other plans to meet NRC regulations.

Response: De NRC agrees that such documents would be necessary for the CLB, under the
cur:unt definition. However,it disagrees with the suggestion that the 3 censing envelope is fully
contained in the list of docmnents provided by the commenter. The licensing envelope must consist
of all exuments that demonstrate how a licensee will satisfy all regulaticus and must identify
measures for ensuring compliance with existing regulations.

Tnc NRC has determine, that it is impractiu to define exactly the list of documents

comprising the CLD because the means of documenting and ensuring compliance are plant-specific.
Therefore,the NRC ilnds it . Tre practical to define the general categodes of documents in which
the CLB would be described.

Issue (d): Need to include, in the CLB definition, changes made to the original plant
configuration, such as those resulting from compliance with 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The
commenters suggested that the licensee must not be required to retabt only information as described
in the odginaldocuments. ''

,

Response: The NRC agrees tnat changes made in accordance with i 50.59 are part of the
plant CLB. These changes are currently required to be submitted to the NRC and reflected in the
process of updating the plant-specific FSAR. _ However, the NRC does not find it necessary to revise
the definition in the Gnal rule to addn.ss this concem. De discussion h the SOC of how a plant's
CLB basis evolves with time has been modified to address this concent

e
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4.1.2.3 Compliance

issue (a): Concem about the NRC's decision not to require forlicense renewal a finding that
the licensee is in compliance with its plant's CLB; in light of widespread noncompliance by utilities,
NRC's refusal to enforce compliance even when it is aware of situations of noncompliance and its
limited ability to completely inspect all safety issues.

Response: 'Ihe NRC has determined that such a finding is not required since the existing
regulatory process ensures compliance through oversight and inspection activities. Moreover,
licensees must comply with the facility's CLB at all times. When an area oi non compliance is
identified, the process also ensure that corrective actions are taken. The NRC's position on this issue

is discussed further in Section IVe (iii) of the SOC.

4.1.2.4 Documentation

issue (a): Conflicting positions on whether compilation of documents that make up the CLB is
needed and the extt! of such compilation (i.e., submission ofjust a list or all documents
themselves).

Response: After consideration of all comments conceming the compilation of the CLB, the
NRC has concluded that it is not necessary to compile, review, and submit a list of documents that
comp:ise the CLB in order to identify the SSCs important to license renewal end to be considered b
the IPA.

The NRC stillbelievemat a thorough understanding of the plant-specific CLB is important
for determining the need for and establishing prognms for management of age-: elated degradation
unique to license renewal. However, the NRC has determined that licensees should be pmvided the
flexibility to develop the methodology to ensure that (D all SSCs important to license renewal have
been identified,(2) the effects of age-related degradation unique to license renewat have been
evaluated, and (3) the necessary programs for management of this agenclated degradation have been
or will be implemented, rather than the NRC explicitly prescribing compilation of the CLB.

The final rule has been revised to require license renewal applicats to describe and justify
their methodology for (1) identifying all SSCs important to license renewal; (2) identifying
structures and components (SCs) that contribute to the performance of a required function or whose
failure could prevent the performance of a required function; (3) identifying the SCs that could have
age-related degradation unique to license renewal; and (4) demonstrating that the age-related
degradation unique to license renewalis managed during the period of extended operation. This is -

discussed in the SOC (Section ivc (iv)).

Issue (b): Conecrn that the need for documentation specified in i 54.37 was not sufficiently
explained.

.
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Response: The SOC has been revised to address this concem (Section ivc (iv)). The NRC
concludes that it is not necessary to compile, reviety, and submit a list of documents that comprise
the CLB in order to identify the SSCs important to license renewal and to be considered in the IPA.

4.1.2.5 feooe and Channes

issue (ah Concem about the NRC's failure to acknowledge the continued validity of EQ-
related standards reflected in each CLB, including qualification in accordance with NUREG-0588,
10 CFR 50.49, or Division of Operating Reactors (DOR) g@Hw.

Response: The NRC disagrees. 'Ihe EQ programs established to sadsfy the nquirements of
10 CFR 50.49 do not, by themselves, establish effective pmgrams for use in license renewal. For

many unponents, the EQ program can be justified as an effective program. However, further ._
todas and analysis may be necessary to determine whether the equipment will continue to meet the !

requirements of i 50.49 during the period of extended operation. 'Ihe NRC is working with
industry to resolve this matter.

Issue (bh Need for a conespondhig opportunity for others to demand strengthening of
requirements, if a licensee is allowed to appiy for exemptions to the existing CLB, when alicensee
asserts that compliance with a requirement to address age-: elated degradation is impossible or -
impractical

Response: Licensees may pedtion, under i 54.15, for exempdons. However, they would
- have to meet the standards of 10 CFR 50.12. Persons who think that the CLB requirements should
be strengthened, for reasons that do not impikate issues unique to licers te:4wal, may either file a
petition under 10 CFR 2.206, or petition for rulemaking under i 2.802. -

4.1.3 Integrated Plant Asacssment '

4.1.3.1 General Concerns

Issue (ah Concem that the IPA requirements are broadee than necessary to ensure adequate
protection of public health and safety. In view of this concem, the rule and supporting documents
should endorse NUMARC's methodology for identifying and evaluating plant equipment for license
reneWP,1 ;

'

Response: The NRC disagrees with this proposal. 'Ihe final rule supports the approach that -
the IPA is actually a tiering process. This is discussed further in the SOC (Sections IVe (111), IVe(v),
and IVe (vi)). However, the NRC has decided not to incorporate a specific methodology in the rule.

. Elimination of some SSCs from further consideration of aging effects should be justified on a
technical basis. An acceptable technicaljustification would include a demonstration,using technical
arEuments, that programs are effe::tive for managing ageatlated degre.iation unique to license
renewal.
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4.1.3.2 Adna Management

issue (a): Concem for the implication that aging is unique to license renewal. |
t

Response: Aging becomes a regulatory concem. in the context oflicense renewal,if the SSCs j
involved have a role in ensuring plant safety and their degradation can progress to the point of s

impatring safety during the pedod of extended operation. Funher discussion of this issue is 2
provided in the SOC (Section IVe (11)).

Issue Co): Whether equipment that was mudnely replaccd should be subjected to detailed
aging assessment.

Response: After performing an IPA, as described in the final rule, a licensee may conclude
tht an SSC is not subject to age-related degradation unique to license renewal because it is routinely
replaced. However, the NRC can not, at this time, make a generic determination that all periodic
replacement schedules meet the requirements for an effective pmgram to manage age-related
degradation. Draft Regulatory Oulde DG-1009 addresses the issue of pedodic replacement
programs and schedules, and their cceeptance in managbg age-related degradation. Further
discussion !s provided in the SOC (Secdon IVe (v)),

Issue (c): Whether investigation and mitigation of age-related degradation should be restricted
to those SSCs with significant age-related degradation.

1

Response: Section 54.3 of the final rule defines the terms " aging mechanism" and " age-related
degradation". Addidonal guidelines on aging management are provided in Draft Regulatory Guide
DG-1009. Based on discussion in the SOC, the term "significant degradation" is not used in the mle
(Section IVe (v)).

Issue (d): Whether some current programs themselves were the prireipal causes of aging.

Restense: 'Ihe NRC aanowledges that some of the current test pItgrams could degrade
certain structures and components. Thir test-related issue is being addressed as part of ongoing
regulatory activities (SOC, Section IVe (v)).

Issue (e): Concem that the goals of the NPAR program are not embodied in the nde.

Response: The NRC disagrees. The NPAR goals to taxlestand and manage aging were
considered in developing the rule and associated regulatory guidance (SOC, Section IVe (v)).

1ssue (f); Concem about a lack of emphasis on consideration of common-cause failures as an3
important factor in aging assessment and manage nent.

,

Besponse: In providing for the use cf PRA as a supplemental tool for the IPA, the NRC
recognizes the importance of common-cause fallures, but finds that a separate treatment of such
failuresis unwarranted.
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4.1.3.3 Established Effective Program (EEP)
I

) Issue (a): Concern that the EEP definition appears too restrictive. Some suggested that EQ
programs should be included in the EEP definition and that a periodic replacement schedule should
be recognized as an EEP.

?
)

Resoonse: The final rule hes been tevised to eliminate reference to EEP; instead the term

" effective program"(EP) is used, and a definluon of this term is provided. The criteria by which the
effectiveness of new or planned programs will be judged are the same as those for established

programs. EQ programs can not be considered effective without a determination that the applicable
aging mechanisms for the SSCs in the EQ program would be adequately managed during the period '

of extended operation (SOC, Section IVe (v)).

The acceptability of periodic replacement schedules in managing age-related degradation
occumhg during the period of extended operation is addressed in Dmft Regulatory Guide DG-1009.
This issue is discussed in the SOC, Section iVe (v).

Issue (b): Concem for a systems imeraction review in the absence of clearly defined criteria .
for the EEP, which is inconsistent with the tes)lution of the systems interaction issue as documented
in Generic Letter (GL) 89-18.

Response: The NRC disagrees with this observation. De definition of SSCs important to
license renewal is not intended to necessarily include SSCs identified by considering the propagation
of failures that are hidden or unanticipated, as pmvided in the definition of systems interaction in
OL 89-18. His issue is discussed in the SOC, Section IVe (111).

,

4.13.4 Screenine

issue (aY Need for a better definition of what constitutes SSCs important to license renewal
and the criteria for their selection. De definition of SSCs im,rrrtant to time tenewe16cc not
include those whose failures may challenge safety systems. Moreover, the definition of nonsafety-
related SSCs needs revision to include only those required to support the performance of safety
functions by safety-related systems. Post-accident monitoring equipment should also be excluded
imm the definition of SSCs imoortant to license renewal. All SSCs used in safety analyses or plant
evaluations could include any items referenced in response to an NRC inquiry (e.g., balance-of-plant
{ BOP) items).

Resoonse: The definition of SSCs important to licerne renewal hat Nen revised. The
definition and the selection process take into consideration those SSCs whose failures may prevent
functioning of safety systems (see i 543). They include safety-related and nonsafety-related
equipment relied upon e2ther to meet a specific set of NRC ' gulations or to demonstrate safe plant
operations. He defmition of SSCs important to license renewal also clarifies reference to

nonsaferv-related SSCs. This issue is discussed funher in the SOC (Section IVe(iii)).-
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1ssue (bh Conflicting positions on whether probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) r.hould be useds

as part ofIPA.

Response: The discussion of the fhst principle behind the regulatory philosophy for license
renewal recognizes use of PRA in the IPA (SOC Section IVb (vi)). Draft Regulatory Guide
DO-1009 also recognizes the usefulness of PRA as a supplemental tool for the IPA. However, the
NRC stands by its original position not to requhe the use of PRA in the rule. Further discussion is
provided in the SOC (Section IVe (iv)).

4.2 RESOLUTION OF OTHER ISSUES

4.2.1 License Application

4.2.1.1 Content of Application: TechnicalInformation

Issue (ah Need to limit the list of exemptions to those which contain time 4ependent
functions, rather than a complete list of all exemptions and reliefs in effect.

Response: The NRC disagrees A complete list of all exemptions and reliefs is necessary
because (1) it allows the NRC to assess independently that all exemptions and reliefs have been
evaluated as part of the license renewal review process; and (2) it provides a list of items in the CLB
for which the NRC has determined that strict compliance with regulatory requirements is not needed
to ensuse adequate protection of public health and safety. Section IVn of the SOC provides a
detailed discussion of the NRC's position on this issue.

4.2.1.2 Content of Apolication: EnvironmentalInformation

issue (ah Conflicting positions on whether a more stringent environmentalinfonnation
acquirement is needed than that provided in the proposed rule, or such requirements should be
defened until Part 51 is amended,

a

Response: 'Ihe NRC has determined that environmental requirements should be addressed in
Part 51 instead of Part 54. The proposed revisions to Part 51 were published for public comment on
September 1991. These revisions specify the cavirunmental information that should be submined
with alicense tenewal application.

4.2.1.3 Withdrawal of License Apolication

issue (ah Whether there is a need to add a requirement in Part 54 to specifically permit
whhdrawal of license renewal applications at any time during the renewal proceeding.

'

Resconse: 'Ihe NRC has determined that such a provision is not needed in Part 54. Currently,
applicants for any NRC license may withdraw their applications at any time (SOC, Section IVj).
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4.2.2 Backfit Considerations

Issue (a): Whether the imposition of backfits during review of a license renewal application
should be specifically addressed in Part 54 since the discussion in the SOC is not legally binding. *

Response: The NRC has decided that a specie.1 provision in Part 54 that would impose
"backfit-style'' requirements on the agency is not needed (SOC, Section IVp).

Issue (b): Need to describe the basis for applying the adequate pmtection provisions of
f 50.109(a)(6) in the SERs; and whether NRC's findings should be made separately from its
overall safety evaluation.

Response: De SER prepared for each renewal application will clearly state a "backfit" is
necessary. Denfon, the NRC does not fux! it necessary to m2ke a separate fmding. See Section
IVp of the SOC for more details.

4.23 Nature of License

Issue (a): Whether a renewed liceme should be issued by amendmcnt.

Response: The NRC rejects the arguments p.fesented in favor oflicense renewal by
amendment. The form of the license with respect to extend At open! ion has no effect on whether
and under what conditions and restrictions a nuclear power plant shodd be allowed to operate
beyond the term ofits existing opemting license (SOC, Section IVg).

4.2.4 Issuance and Conditions of a Renewed License

Issue (ah Concem that the langur.ge in the proposed rule could be interpreted as establishing .
the CLB as a standard for issuance of a renewed license.

Response: Section 54.29 of the fmal rule defines the standants forissuance of a renewed
licaise; it does not requim a finding regarding the adequacy of, or compliance with, the plant's CLB.

The NRC's decision to issue the renewed license will be based on whether actions have been or will
be taken to address age-related degradation urlque to license renewal and whether the relevant
NEPA requhements tet fonh in 10 CFR Part 51 have been met (SOC, Section IVf).- Licensee
commitments in the CLB, which are relied upon for aging management during the period of
extended opention, will becou.c regulatory requirements for license renewal.

Issue (bh Conflicting positions on whether results of the IPE and severe accident prognm
should be fully implemented prior to license renewal.

Rest'onse: he NRC does not require completion of the IPE as a license renewal condition '

(SOC,SectionIVb(vi)).
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4.2.5 Timing

4.2.5.1 Latest Date for Fillne and the Timely Renewal Doctrine

Issue (a): Concem for potential abuse of the timely renewal p'ovisions of the regulations since
there is no limit on the period of time within which the applicant must satisfy renewal requirements.

Response: The cpecific language of i 54.19,0 54.21, and i 54.23, in combination with
specific guidelines pmvided in regulatory guidance documents (SRP for License Renewal and Draft
Regulatory Guide DG-1009), should preclude this concem (SOC, Section IVh).

4.2.5.2 Sufficiency of the Renewal Application

Issue (ah Concem about economic uncertainty if a finding of sufficiency of the application is
made after the current license has expired. Hence, the commenter recommended that the NRC
should make a finding of sufficiency oflicense renewal application six months before the existing
license expires.

Response: The NRC agrees that licensees should be given timely notice as to whether their
application is sufficient. However, it has determined that a specific provision need not be made in
the rule (SOC Section IVh).

4.2.5 3 Earliest Date for Filine Applications

issue (ah Whether allowing renewal applications to be filed after 20 years ofinitial operation
is sufficient to accumulate information and experience on plant aging. Funhermore, new
information and additional aging concems may be discovered after a plant with 20-year experience
has had its license renewed, and these concems may remain uncorrected.

Response: The NRC disagrees with the suggestion that 20 years of operational and regulatory
experience with a particular plant is insufficient to make a 11nding on whether that plant should
receive a renewed license. For reasons discussed in the SOC, the NRC retains the proposed
language on this provision and permits cpplication for a renewed license 20 years before the
expiration of the cunent license. The licensees must continue to ensure that their plants are operated
safely and it. conformance with the CLB (SOC, Section IVI).

4.2.5.4 Renewal Term and Subseauent Renewals

issue (ai: Whether a renewed license in excess of 20 years beyond the expiration of the
existing operating license should be allowed. Those in favor of a longer term pointed out that the
NRC has not provided sufficient justification for this limit. A less extreme recommendation was for
the NRC to revisit the issue oflimiting the term to a maximum of 20 years as more experience is
gained.
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Response: The NRC disagrees with the recommendation to allow extended operation beyond
20 years. A 20 yearlimit on extended operation would provide opportunity to revalidate end
reassess cunent understanding of aging. However, the NRC agrees that this limit could be removed

as more experience is gained and the NRC develops sufficient confidence in the adequacy of
Heensee programs to detect and midgete age-related degradation during the period of extended
operation. This issue is discussed in the SOC (Secden IVk).

Issue (bh Whether the rule should make clear that a subsequent renewal application may be
submitted prior to exp! ration of the previous renewal term.

Response: Section 54.31(d) c1carly states that a renewed license may be funher renewed in
accordance with " applicable requirements," which would include the pmvisions of Part 54. Further
discussion is pmvided in the SOC (Section IV:n).

Is_s_u1(d: Cancem that the ccncept of subsequent renewals is not fully developed in the
supporting docu nents.

Response: The NRC has dennninM that there is no need for further exposition of this concept ;

at this time. This issue is discussed funher in the SOC (Section IVm).

4.2.5.5 Effective Date of the Renewed License

issue (ah Concem that the supersession approach to relicensing could bring about potential
problems, such as duplicate submittals.

Retoonse: The NRC disagrees. Supersession would avoid duplicate submittals and other
administrative problems (SOC Section IVI).

Issue (bh Need for the rule to clarify that a super;ession license will be issued only after the
renewal application has been finally determined and all administrative and judicial appeals
exhausted. The proposed $ 54.31(c) may be interpn:ted as leaving a facility without a license if its
renewed license is sc: aside upon appeal.

Respons: To preclude any misunderstandings in this regud,5 54.31(c) has been modified to
clarify that the prior existing operating license shall be reinstated if the renewed license is

svbsequently set aside, unless the prior operating license has expired and the renewal application
was not timely filed (SOC Section IVI). '

4.2.6 Pubik Hearings

issue (ak Whether proposed i 54.27 should define the scope of hearings with respect to
licerae renewal.

Response: The NRC has determined that ) 54.27 need not b: expanded to define the scope of
hearingr. The final i 54.27 closely parallels 9 50.58(b)(2), which govems the procedural aspects
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of providing an opponunity for hearings in operating Ilcense and construction pennit amendment
proceedings. 'Ibe scope of such hearings is defined in accordance with the findings set fwth in
i 50.57. Forlicense renewal, 5 54.29 sets fonh the standards forissuance of a renewed licens,:,
which in tum define the scope of properly litigable issues in any license renewal hearing. See the
SOC, Section IVf, for details.

Issue (bh Concem that limiting the scope ofissues to be litigated provides a " rubber star;p"
approval.

Response: The NRC disagrees. The purpose of i 54.29 is to focus proper attention on
relevant issues,i.e., those related to age related degradation unique to lleense renewal. Tlw changes
to 10 CFR Part 2 are intended to ensure that intervenors would have a substantial and valid basis for
challenging any aspect of the NRC's relicensing decision. Any person who has a valid concem and
is able to show a substantial basis for that concem may request a hearing. The licensee and the NRC
then ber.r the burden of ad( sssing the issue raised.

Issue (ch Whether the pmposed rule should include a pmvision that the ASLB be mquired to
adopt a hearing schedule.

Response: The NRC maintains its odginal position that the new pmvisions in 10 CFR Pan 2,
together with the authority of the NRC and ASLB to adopt a hearing schedule in any individual
license renewal, obviates the need for a hearing schedule in Part 54.

Issue (dh Whether a hearing for issuance of a renewed license must be mandatory.

Response: Section 189 of the AEA requires a mandatory hearing (even in uncontested cases)
'

only for nuclear power plant construction permit applications. The NRC intends to conduct any
necessary hearings in accordance with Subpart O of 10 CFR Pan 2 (Section IVq).

4.2.7 Emergency Planning

Issue (ah Whether exclusion of emergency planning review from the proposed rule is
warranted. The public is being precluded fmm raising imponant emergency planning issues during
thelicense renewal proceedings.

Besconse: The NRC has determitied that current ingulations and its regulatory process
provides reasonabic assurance that an acceptable level of emergency preparedness exists at an -
operating reactor at any time in its operating ilfe. Revisions to 10 CFR Pan 2 set the standards for
admission of issues for hearings during license renewal proceedings. Hence, the NRC has
determined that no new finding relative to the adequacy of emergency plans for ilcense renewal need
be made (SOC, Section IVs).

Isme (bh Whethcr annual drills conducted by the NRC and the Federal Emergency
Mar:agement Agency (FEMA), and the evacuation time to account for demographic changes were
adequate.
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Response: his issue is not unique to license renewal. Consistent with the response to Issue
(a) above, the NRC concludes that this should not be part of license renewal rulemaking (SOC,
SeedonIVs).

4.2.8 Plant Physical Security Considerations

issue (a): Whether review of plant physical security plans for license renewal should be
required. His need arises because ofincreased spent fuel storage and risk of security violations.a

Response: De discussion in Section IVt of the SOC supports the NRC's position that it is not
necessary to re-review security plans that meet current standards for physical protection. Regarding
the need for a plan for protection of a waste storage facility, there are existing regulations (10 CFR
Parts 72 and 73) that apply to the construction of highJ1evel waste storage facilities. His issue is
also discussed in the SOC (Section IVt).

4.2.9 Mnancial Qualification Considerations

Issue (a): Whether review of financial qualification for license renewal should be required, and
whether utilities should be required to conduct cost evaluations of all options and perform least-cost
planning in pmviding electrical service.

Response: The present language of the SOC does not preclude the introduction of new issues
'

related to financial qualification reviews. The threshold for considering financial qualification
issues was established in a rulemaking modifying 6 50.57 and i 2.104 (49 FR 35747: September
12,1984). De NRC pre.ently knows of no unique or special circumstances that would invalidate
the conclusions presented in the SOC. Therefore, no changes are necessary (SOC, Section IVv).

De issue ofleast-cost planning is not within the scope of the NRC's statutory authority. The
specific utility decision and supporting bases for proceeding with license renewal would be
discussed before individual public utility commissions.

4.2.10- Decommissioning and Spent Fuel Plan Submission

Issue (a): Concem that the language in the preposed rule could result in a licensee's having to
request a premature termination of its license.

Response: This was clearly not the NRC's intent. He fm' al rule has been revised to clarify
this requirement (SOC Section IVw).

Issue (b): Need to clarify the schedule for submittal of decommissioning and fuel management
plans.

Response: In the proposed rule, the NRC intended that postponement of the submittal of
,

preliminary plans would be permanent if a renewal application were under review 3 years prior to
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expiradon of the operating license. Licensees whose sutrnittal was postponed would need only to
include final plans whh the submission of an application for tennination of the opemting Ilcense.
However, the NRC has revised its previous position; the final rule now requires the submittti of the
preliminary plans in accordance w!th current regulations. Further discussion of this issue is
provided in SectionIVw of the SOC.

Issue (ch Need to ensure that adequate funds for decommissioning will be available reganiless
of the prospect for license rerewal. It should be clearly stated that funding arrangements specified
in the decommissioning rule apply to license renewal. The amount of funding should be several
times greater than that contained in the decommicsloning rule.

Respons,e: In the proposed rule, the submittal of spent fuel manageruca plans and preliminary
decommissioning plans is postponed until a final detennination of the renewal application is made.
Upon consideration of the policy issues involved, the NRC has determined that a waiver of the
preliminary decommissioning plan and financial assurance requirements will not be providCd '
automatically for plants seeking license renewal. The submittal of the final plans are still postponed
until a final determination is made on the renewal application (SOC, Section IVw).

,

The changes to the decommissioning rule included in this rulemaking do not affect the
requirement that licensees continue to set aside funds for decommissioning. The NRC has
determined that the amounts contaired in the decommissioning rule should not te changed at this

time (see below).

Issue (dh Need for a generic finding to enstire the validitv of the decommissioning rule for
calculating the acceptability of decomm*.ssicntng fund requirements.

Response: The NRC has determined that the funding plan provided in the decommissioning
rule provides reasonable assurance that sufficient funds to decommission the plant will be available
at the end of the license renewal term. This conclusion was recently confirmed by an NRC-
sponkred study. This study quantified the pmjected increase in decommissioning costs for a 20-
year period of extended operation and showed that this increase is small as compared with the
furaling limits specified in the decommissioning rule. Therefore, the NRC finds that the present
decommissioning rule is adequate and that no special finding is necessary as pan oflicense renewal
rulemaking.

Issue (eh Need to give1. nsees more time to collect decommissioning funds because of
extended operation.

Response: Present regulations do not prevent a licensee from extending the period for
collectha decommissioning funds in order to account for a longer period of operation should license
renewal be granted.

4.2.11 Antitrust Review

issue (ah Conflicting positions on the need for an antitmst review for license renewal.
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Response: The NRC rejects the arguments presented in favor of antitrust Irview, 'Ihe NRC
finds that antitrust review is not required for license renewal since a renewal application is neither an
initial application for an operating license, nor an initial application for a new or a substantially
different facility (SOC, Section IVx).

4.2.12 Compliance with 10 CFR Part 140 (Price Anderson Act)

Issue (a): Need for the license renewal application to include a request to make confonning
changes in the attachmera to the standard indemnity agreement.

Itesponse: The NRC agrees with this suggestion. A new provision has been added to i 54.19
that requires a licensee to identify conforming changes in the attachment to the standard indemnity
agreement (SOC Section ivy).

Issue (b): Whether the Price-Anderson Act may apply if the renewed license is granted in the
form of supersession.

Response: 'Ihe NRC disagrees with this contention. It is unclear how the statement in Section
170c of the Price-Anderson Act, reganiing the applicability of coverage to "any license issued for
such [ production or utilization) facility subsequent to August 1,2002,"_could be interpreted as
excluding a supersession license to extend the opcmting life of commercial nuclear power plants
(SOC, Section ivy).

4.2.13 Environmental Considerations

Issue (a): Need to address various environmental protection concems, including the following:
3

need for plant-specific EIS: scope of environmental issues that need to be addressed (e.g., changes in
demographics, biofouling, seismic conditions, and others); need for environmental review
gurdehnes; coordination with Federal and State environmental agencies; generic 10 CFR Part 51
rntmalng; and use of a GEIS.,

Response: These comments have been addressed generally by additions and modifications to

text in NUREG-1398 (Environmental Assessmtat (EA)) and to Section VI of the SOC. Some
comments raised issues that have been considered in preparing the EA. These comments are

relevant specifically to individuallicense renewal actions and to the proposed rulemaking on Part 5 t
(55 FR 29964). The NRC will consider these specific comments in that generic rulemaking.

Issue (b): Concern about the generation and storage of additional radioactive waste resulting
- from operation under a renewed license.

Response: 'Ihese issues have been considered in the EA, which focuses on disceming -
Ocrences in environmental impacts that would result from license renewal under 10 CFR Part 54

relative to license renewal under 10 CFR 50.51. Spent fuel management prior to decommissioning
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and low. level radioactive waste management continue to be within the scope of environmental
reviews for individual license renewal actions.

>

4.3 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON NUREG 1362: REGULATORY ANALYSIS

4.3.1 Alternatives

Issue (a): Conflicting positions on including the alternative of no license renewal in the
mgulatory analysis.

Response: While license rerewalis allowed by the AEA and the NRC's current regulations,
the NRC could change its regulations as a matter of polic/ if there were strong arguments for
disallowing license renewal. Section 1.1.1 of NUREO-1362 summarizes the arpmnents on this issue
and states that while the NRC has the authority to deny license renewal for any specific plant, there
are no fundamental technical, policy, or legal arguments for categorically foreclosing the license
renewaloption forevery plant.

Issue (b): Need for a simnger case against allowing license senewal without a rule tecause of
the uncertainty of such an approach.

Response: A strong case has already been made in Section 1.1.2 of NUREG 1362 that without
a rule, license renewal would be admint-tered in an unstructured and highly uncertain technical,
administrative, and procedural environn.,.ut.

Issue (c): Need for the regulatory analysis to state that all safety review altematives ensure
adequate protection.

Response: All four safety review attematives provide adequate protection, including
altemative A, which imposes no new requirements for license renewal in addition to those that apply
to otherlicensees during the first term of operation. Under altemative A,it is assumed that age-
related degradation is adequately controlled through the NRC's ongoing research and oversight
programs, and thmugh the licensees' programs of self-inspection, maintenance, and surveillance.

j
Issue (d): Whether the regulatory analysis provided convincing support for altemative B. It

could be argued that other attematives would be preferable to ahemative B: altemative A, because
age-related degradation is adequately covered in existing regularlons; altemative C, because a -

decision to renew an operating license is also a decision not to build a new plant; or altemative D, . :
because new plants should meet current new-plant safety standards, regardless of the cost.

Response: Chapter 4 of the regulatory analysis describes the appmach and results of a
systematic evaluation of the quantitative consequences of the attematives, as well as the qualitative . '

impacts of the attematives on other regulatory pmgrams< There are strong arguments in favor of
altemative B; they are summarized in that chapter.
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Issue (e): Whether attematives C and D would require a change to the CLI) that could not be
supported.

EgIp.n.s..q: ne regulatory analysis was initiated at an early stage to consider a spectrum of
polley and safety review attematives. It was decided not to constrain the analysis by the key
principles for license renewal describd in the SOC.

4.3.2 Acti:itles

bFuds): Need for better characterization of the aging snanag gi mt activitics listed in
allemative Il to avoid the interpretation that they are requiren.ma of the rule.

Ber, oonse: he list of activities in NUREO 1362 should not be interpreted as requirements, but
only as repmsentative of the types of activiljes that might arise 'mm an IPA. De list provides the
basis for estimating costs for the a'tematives considered in the regulatory analysis. The text has
been revised to provide a better explanation of this perspective.

4.3.3 Estimetes of Risk Reduction
'

Issue (a,): Whether the linear aging model for estimating the increase in risk due to aging is
overconservative, and whether it has been pxr-reviewed.

Besconse: ne linear. aging model is based on a linear approximation of the actual aging rate.
Analyses for the Nuclear Plant Aging Research Program Indicate that aging is often nonlinera, *

resulting in larger aging effects than those predicted by the linear model Also, the approximations
made in the regulatory analysis, such as tmncation ofinteractive effects among three or more
components, may result in underestimating aging effects. The m-thodology has been extensively .
peer reviewed.

Issue (b): Whether the data used in the risk analysis should be consisten6 with NUREG 1150.

Espq133: The sensitivity coefficients used in NUREG 1362 am drawn imm a consistent data
set that includes both active and passive componentA (zee NUREO/CR 948). While NUREG 1150
cutsets ween tned fer the two reference plants in the re.gulatory analysis, it was not possibic to
cxtract a complete set of sensitivity coefficients frora NVREG 1150 since very few passive :
components were modeled in that analysis. De discussIan in Appendix C to NUREO 1362 has
been revised to compare the sensitivity coefficients for the few components common to both studies
and to demonstate that the differences are small and fully capturu! in the tmccriainty analysis.

Other comments about the f est intervals for motor-operated valves have been addressed by
expanding the dir:ussion of these intervals in Appendix C. The test inte vals used in the regulato.'y
analysis are cons, stent with those used in NUREO 1150, allowing for adjustments to account for the
efficiency of surveillance tests.
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Issue (c): Whedter the estimates of large risk redus.tlons for ahemative D are urutalistic
tese they imply a complete bre6 Jown of NRC oversight in the absence of a formal agingt

manageet program

Response: Ongr ah. key messages of the analysis of risk due to aging is that the core-damage
frequency can increase to t@lvely high levels before failures occur, so that waiting to observe
failures does not adequately conud fisk. What is needed is an aging management orograrn th4

inecq'oblems when they begin to degrade perfonnance, butmonitors aging degradattor e
before fattures occur. '~ " to.1.s been revi@o reinforce this point.

Imit_M): Whether the regulatory analysis urvlerestn444 the benefits in risk reduction of
attemative B since additional maintenance and surycillance activi,-* are likely to improve safety.

,Remonse: The NRC agrees that them aN likely to be additional safety teidts associated with
the analysis and aging management activities c7altemative B. 'Ihese benefits are dithJ to capture

'

quanthatively but previde additional support for the selection of the attemative for the firni na..

Lstutig): Conflicting opinions on the risk reduction for alte.mative C (l.c., overstated or
grossly underestimated); risk reduction for alterr ative D is too large, w

J3esponse: 'lhe specific standants that would be applied under attemative C have not been
identitled. In the absence of a more precise characterization of the altemative, the analysis of costs
and risk reduction in NUREO 1362 wra based on a pe4 NRC prograrn with similar objectives. The ,

uncertainty in this type of analysis is reflected in the large range of values assignod to the core.
damage frequency for the sensitivity and uncertainty analysis. Tir appronh for the analysis of
attemative D was to show that, even under corrervative assumptions, the impact value ratio for
altemative D is very unfavorable, so there was no need to refine the enluation fmther.

g

4.3.4 Cost F.stimites

issue (a): Whether the costs for ahemative B are overstated, including those associatxl with
the IPA, ISTM, and changes to technical specifications.

Resteng;: The approach for estimating costs for altemative B was to develop realistic
estimates to the extent possible. Since the detailed guldance has not been issued in final form, it is
not possible to estimate costs precisely, liowever, there was no bias to overstate the costs.

Issue (b); Whether the costs for altemative B are large enough since they do not include the
custs of energy and national security, as well as replacement power for plants that choose not to
renew theirlicerues.

Respog: While these considerations may be of general interest, it is not appropriate to
include these costs in analysis of the safety teview altematives. The goal of this analysis is to
compare the consequences of four attematives, given that a licensee chocses to apply for a renewal.
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4.3.5 Cost Benent Ratlos

hat (3): Confileting opinions on the impact value ratios ft,r altematives A, D, and C (i.e- all
should be !xteased venus characterized as estremely conservative upper bounds).

R;gsg: 1he risk reduedon for alternative B (reladve to altemative A) was calculated based
on tne assumption that there would be no changes in aging management programs under altemative
A. This implies that the impact value ratio for altemative B wonN probably increase if the
evolution of programs under altemative A could be mort sharply defitied. The ratios for alternatives
C and D include the same risk reduction for aging management as those for altemative B and so also

underestimate the impact value ratio. 'the irrpact value ratio for attemative D was conservatively
estimated, for the reason discussed above, by cverestimating risk reduction and underestimating
costs.

h,su,_e.jd: Whetherit is more appropdate to use $8,000/ person rem as a reference value for
,

comparison with impact value ratios.

B.tms.ng: The NRC has traditionally used the reference value of $1,000/ person tem for
comparing the merits of ahemative regulatory actions. The rationale for this value has been reported
in several studies.

2

4.4 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON NUREG 1398: ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

hpuc 'a): Need to modify or enhance discussion of the following: replatory philosophy. IPA,
aging managemei.:,9tematives addressed in the regulatory analysis, impacts of radioactive waste
transportation, and use os ce tenninologies,

*
Kesponse: Most of these comments unive wording changes in the EA for clarification of fact

or aeaning or for consistency with usage in other dennents. * *ai of these comments were
accepted and appropriate chanp int.de M Cs "'.. Several couanents wem concemed with lasues
that nat outside the scope of the rulemaking and of the EA, but will be additssed under 10 CFR

Pan S t . in Individual 11 cense renewal actions. These issues involve the tr%tment of altematives.
including no license tenewal, and mitigation of environmentkl Mpacts. Appropriate text has been,

added to the EA and to Section VI of the SOC to put these concems in proper pe:apective,

4.5 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON NUREG 141;: FOUNDATION FOR THE
ADEQUACY OF Tile LICENSING D ASES

J.ssue (a): Inconsistency in the wording of CLB definition in the proposed rule *r j in the
NUREO.

Response: NUREO 1412 has been :evised to incorporate the same wording for the license
renewal principles arxl the definition of CLB as that contained in the rule and the SOC.
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Issue (b): Need to acknowledge daily activities to monitor aging that are cunently perfonned
by utilities.

Remonse: The NRC agrees with this observation since Section 1.3.4 of NUREO 1412 was
wthten to reflect only NRC related activlites that ensure CLB adequacy. Therefore, discussion of
current 2censee actions was not included.

Inue (c): Need to conclude that age.related degradation is being effectively managed during
the irdLlaloperating tenn.

Restens: While the NRC agrees that there are cunent programs to monitor are related
degradation,it cannot conclude that age related degn dation is effectively monitored and managed in
all cases. Technical discussions between NRC staff and industry on the irs have identified areas
where additional tests and inspections am nccessary to ensure that age related degradation will be
adequately mortitored for the pedod of extended operation.

Issue (dj: Concern about the discussion of the acceptability of the CLBs for post SEP and.

pre-SRP plants; the NRC should conclude they are acceptable, or the plants would not be allowed to
operate,

gemonse: NUREG 1412 has hen revised to be consistent with the discussion in Section IVb
of the SOC,in which the NRC concludes that its regulatory process will ter.sonably ensure that the
operating plants' CLDs provide an acceptable level of safety through any renewal period. The
licensee must perform an IPA to determine whether license renewalisjustified. See also the
response to issue (a), Section 4.1.2.1.

Issue (e): Need for the NRC to acknoMedge the formal processes for changing the CLB,
which are important considerations in establishing CLB adequacy.

Response: 'Ihe NRC has revised the discussion of tlw evaluation of the NRC requirements to
add a discussion on how the CLB can change under regulations contained in i 50,59, I $0.90, and
i 50.109. This important point is also included in the revised SOC discussion of regulatory
philosophy (Seciton IVb(i)).

Issue (f): Need for editorial changes in the text to describe better the review proc:ss and
development of acceptance criteria prior to pubilcation of the SRP.

Respons.1: The NRC agrees and has revised the text to resolve this concem.

4.6 - RESPOSSE TO COMMENTS RELATED TO LEAD PLANTS
.

LLsr;[a): Opposition to rtnewing the license of Yan'cee Rowe, widch used to be one of the
lead plants, becace of age-related degradation problems (e.g., embrittlement of reactor vessel),
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insufficient knowledge about aging i d, na equate radioactive waste storage capabilities, and
unjustifiable economic considerations.

E,esponse: The license renewal rule outilnes the procedural requirements utilldes stust fulfill
should they consider the renewal option. Its pubilcation does not mean that all plants will
autornatically be granted renewed operating licenses, llence, the above concems are outside the

scope of this rulemaking. If and when an appilcation for license renewalis received imm any plant,
including Yankee Rowe, the NRC will review all technical issues important to license renewal prior
to a decision to grant or deny a renew ed license, This review will ensure that continued plant
operation will be in accordance with established NRC rules and regulations, 'Ihe results of this
revicw will be available for public inspection.

Tr.e issue of Yankee Rowe's reattor vesselis currently being reviewed. !!ence,its impact on
license renewr3 cannot be determined until after the NRC has made a determination on the issue -
under the plant's current operating license The question of vessel integrity will be m inportant
consideration in the revlew if and when Yankee Rowe applies for a renewed license.

2
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Als COGEENTUt3 BY CD50ETER CATEGatY h

i
i

CATEGORT WD. DOCET NO.' ORCM12AY10Rf!IWlVIDUAL CSS GITER CATE2iRY ;

i
043 Ir:tertech Consulter =to MI M eted

,
,

074 Peters, nenry W. niedseteted ,

1 055 Atenede County SANE'FaEEZE Pibtic Interest Grp

!

1 094 Ameri-m Frf% Service cummittee Pietic Interest Grp

i
'

1 082 Americane for uuttew Energy, Inc. Pihtic Interest Grp
;

1 008 Cancern About Radletion in the Envirm Pshtic Interest Grp ;

1 -100 Don't usate us Pietic Interest Grp ,

> !

Y t til Emireramentet Coetitlen on nucleor Power Pihtk, Interest Grp [c

e.- |

1 007 Groeter new sedford Greens Pihtic Interest Grp I
!

1 008 Interprevis:ciet Peace, Justice, and aimore signity Camelttee Pietic Interest Srp

1 052 Marytaruf Sefe Energy Caetitleri Pihtic Intereet Grp
''

.

1 075 W ts Pietic Interest seeeerch Groep Piette Interoet Srp ;

t

1 003 mucteer Inforestim and seesurce Service (stas) Public Interest Grp
>

1 0% muclear Inferimetteri and aeocurce Service eruf Gi. .We Pietic Interest Grp

1 001 chio Citizens for Responsible Energy Public Interest Grp

,
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A1: CGOEENTERS SY CtteEENTER CATEGORY

CATEGORY No. DOCKET No.- ORGANIZATION /Iselvt00AL CaeqERTER CATE90Rf

1 093 chio Citizens for peepensible Energy Putdic Inteeest Grp

1 064 Toledo Costition for safe Energy P etic Interest Grp

1 0 72 UCS and new Enstand Costition en bucteer Pottution (NEcur) P etic Interest sep

1 102 UCS eruf New England Costition on mucteer Pottutten (uECNP) P elle Interest Crp

1 002 Union of Concerned scientists (UCS) Petic Interest Erp

_

1 012 Western pebreake Resources Councit omtc) P etic Interest try

1 168 h , Serbers trdividet

>
T 1 15 Albrecht, sesry Individset
w

1 021 Alves, Stevers Individel

1 190 Avet, sunen Individset

1 183 seker, feare trutiviesnt

1 022 seleer, Jamie Individsel

1 137 Derwen, Robert G. Ind!vidst

1' 187 aiitines', Raymond truftvidset

1 017 schler, Devid 1%vidst
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A1: CupW4 ENTER $ SY 03sENTER CATEliORY

CATEGORY uO. 900ET 50. ORGANIZATIOW/ INDIVIDUAL 035EENTER CATElmRY

1 176 Sankowski, Florine !Mividset

1 174 Breeze, Robert Individuet

1 169 srock, Roette Indivieset

1 189 Srown, Betty Indivieset
..

1 006 Butter, Rev. George Indiviesel

1 190 Ch=nberteln, Srede Individet

1- '029 ' DeSott, Robert Indivieset

'>' I

_Y '1' 139 Dseleen, Daniel R.. Individset
w

1 069 Deserdo, M ter J.P. Individsel
|

1 138 Edidin, tenere F. Indivissei |
I

1 ,141' Esmons, Dona L. Indiviesel

1 024 Evans, Betsy Individset

-1 OE Everett, Weten Individet

1 031 Fergeson, Andrew Individset

'1 C26 Finestone, Lise Individast

_ . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
. . .. - . . . --



_

Alt CWWENTERS ST 1235 ENTER CATEGWtf

OppEWTER G TEGENT
CATEGERT NO. DoCET 30. ENtMIZAftos/Intv!9unL

individet
1 011, Flershele, Wency

IMivWt
1 164 Gorbach, Carol A.

truffvht#
1 067 Cerdrwr, J. s.

truffvidust
1 184 Gnar, Christcpher

Individant
1 085 Eoodman, Sidwy J.

Indiv w t
1 042 sord e , sradter .n

truffvht
1 025 Goustein, parcey

> Individset
*f 1 188 syt... (isweeduble)

|
#

truffv h t
1 181. -Norris, norgie E.

indiv W t
1 195 Moosete, tene

remHvidet
1 166 sogg, Joet

Individet
1 185 potuttak, June

IMIvh!
1 032 Justice, norita

Inffvidust
1 192 Ecey, E.

truffvWt
1 019 tremer, Susan

..

_ - _ _
,
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A1: CDOEENTERS SY COBOIENTER CATEGORY

CAlfGORT NO.- 900ET NO.' ORGestZATIOW/IIetVIDuAL M UTER CATEsoRY

1 194 neweenuh, Daniet trufividust

treivi& st1. 023 Chri, aab A.

f. 1 179 Perker, I. truftvi&st i

|

5 039 Petten, Susari . truftvl&st

1 020 Perkir:s, James truftvidet

i 186 Reiff,seettle trutivf & s.

-1 159 Reuter, Fred trullvid et

D 1 178 Riley, Demis truftvidset

b'
1 016 Roberts, Pan truHvidset

-1 ' 018. Rothchitd, Abby 1 ufivient

1 028 .Schneide, serbers trutividaat

(L 1 162' schutta, Gerald ~ truffvfdset

1 167 Sthey, Je n_ truffv & et8

1 071 . Sinctoir,sesry - Imfividset

'1- - 198 s Smith, Lane R. -stuffetdat
i

_

ism. _ mum ______.. .
' " ' ' ' # ''' "''' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ''



o

Alt OpWENTftS ST CENGENTER CATE90RT

CATEstRT Wo. DoCET 50. . ORGANIZATION /ItervtouRL QNUENTER CATEeotY

1 165 Spencer, Essie M. Indivf&et

1 015 stelser, Janice truffwi & et

'1 172 streues, sittie Indivi & st

1. ITT Theses, Juanita truffvl&st

1 033 Tuter, Seth trafivhtnt

1 161. Viral, Patricle Individuet

1 191 Weddie, Wilde Jean Individet

D
4 '1 123 mucteer Ptont Journei seedia

2e 050 Elect *fe Pouer Reneerch Institute (EPRI) Wucteer Groi ,

2a 035 sucteer monocement and Resources Caimell (numARc) - mucteer scon ,

2a 069 mucteer Utttity Seckfittiry & Eeferen Greig (NUBARC) Bucteer Grene

2a' 068 micteer Utility Croi ,en Ee (uu2 0) sucteer tron ,

2e 066 - Winstort & Stroert (for Utility Decesariselon!ns crate) sucteer Greig

2b 062 Grove Engineering Engineerfrg Fire

2b G79 nuttiple Dyneeles Corporatiers Eygineerles Firu

.. ... .. .. . . ... .. . .
. . . . . .

. . . . .
. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .
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Alt CtpeENTERS ST C!sserTER CATEGORY

CATE0tR7 90. DOCKET WO. StANIZATION/IGIVIDUAL CDeeffEt CATEgcRY

!-

searwfecturw'2c 118 Atner mucteer Corporation

searwfecturer
, 2c 124 Applied sodiotocicet controt, Inc.

2c 151 Applied awfiologicet controt, Inc. storusfacturer

Annufacturer2c 152 Apptfed Radiologicet Centrot, Inc.

2e 153 . Applied Radiological Control, Inc. pannufacturer

2e 155 Applied sodiologicet contrsi, Inc. sennufacturer

samrasfecturer
2e - 154 Aggdied mediotocicet controt, Inc..

>
seawrecturw

- 2c. 157 APPaled Radiological Contro9, Inc.

2e 158 Aaptied Radiote:;ics' control, Inc. sennufactur s

2e 040 *see seem towerl caduettera Engineering unnufacturer

sem wfecturer
2e 1%. Tieren Corporettori

'2e '119. steren Corporetton seenufacturer

2c 145 Doelmeter Nation Manufacturer

2c ,147 Dooleeter forporation 'powfecturer

parwfecturer
2e 160 Dosfeeter Corporation

- .- - - _ -
- 1
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A1: COMENTERS BY M*g* +b W '

i i
;

j - CATEGORY NO. 90 MET NO. -OntANIZATtos/ INDIVIDUAL CtseesttR CATEGestT:

r

i.. 1

j 2e 121 Domitec, Inc. fearwfectw !
|

2e 106' Eastem Technologies, Inc. teorudectwer
,.. t

t
! :- 2c~ 107 festern Technologies, Inc. sternefacturer !
, ,

L
!2c 108 Eastern Technologies, Inc. sennufacturer

hn 109 Eastern Technologies, Inc. seurusfactwer
ii [

f1

2c 110 Esotem Technologies, Inc. sternstectwer
i -

2c 122- F8J Specialty Products, Inc. storusfacturer
' :> [w .

4 2c _ - ; IIT - Interstate mucteer Services- anmufecture- I
'

i - 2c.
. .

.

\, ..

125 LANCS frubstries, Inc. leanufacturer )
:

|.
' L

h: 129- Isertin Gerin, Inc. storerfectwer
i

i

2c' 130
'

feerlin Gerin, Inc. fearndseturer '

i

t

2c 131 seertin Gerin, Inc. searwfectwer '

..

I

' 2e - 132- seerlin cerIn, Inc.- fearmsfacturer h;

r

'
)

_ '2c - 133 feerlin Gerin, Inc. ' seerurtectureri

2c 136 leertin Gerin, Inc.' stormafecturer
I

!i

. f
i< t

i .

!
,

I
g '.

i
, > _ , . . . . . . _ _' . -, . . _ , - , . ,, . _ . . _ . . . _ . . . . , , . . . _ , ,. ._ _ . . _ . _-. .._
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A1: CDe4 ENTERS BT COMMENTER CATEGORY

CATEGDRY NO. DOCKET NO. ORGJUf!ZATION/ INDIVIDUAL CD84 ENTER CATECORY

2c 135 Merlin Gerin, Inc. Manufacturer

2c tM Merlin cerin, Inc. Manufacturer

2c - 1*? Mohawk trdstrist & Nuctear signty, Inc. W acturer

I
2c 115 NE America Manufacturer

2c 123 NucIear Research Corporation Marudactu-er

2c 116 Power Products and Services Co., Inc. Manufacturer

2c 144 Technology for Energy Corporation Manufacturer

b 2c 1&S Technology for Erergy Corporation manufacturer
7

2c 072 Westinghouse Electric Corporation Manufacturer-

2e 120 XETEX Inc. Manufacturer

2d 037 Alabama Power Capany utility

2d 113 Arizona Ptblic Service Ca pany Utility

2d 054 Saltimore Gas and Electric Utility

2d 083 Centerior Ewrgy Utility

Ed 140 Centerior Energy UtI(ity

.__i.,..........

_ _ _ _ _ _ _



_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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A1: CDe4 ENTERS ET CDPOIENTER CATEGORY

CATEGORY NO. DOCKET NO. ORGANIZATicit/tNDIVIDUAL CDelENTER CATEGORY

2d OST Comunenwealth Edison tititity

2d 093 Consolidated Erfisan Cospwty of New York Utility

!

2d 105 Consumers Power utitity
,

2d 061 Duke Power Utility
i

2d 104 Ducpesce Light Conpany Utitity

2d 081 Entergy Operations Utility

2d -084 Florida Pcwer Corpo ation Utility

h 2d 095 Florlds Power and Light Utility

|

2d 048 - GPU Wuciear Corporati::n utitIty '

2' 036 Georgio Power ComphV Utility

2d 061 !ndiene Mich! gen Power Company Utility

2d 060 New York Pw Authority Utility

2d 150 Newmn & Nottringer, P.C. Utility
,

2d 064 hortheast utitities utility

2d 091 ucrthern States Power Conpov Utility .

!s.

i
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . - - _ _ . - _



.__ _

At? CO MENTERS BY CupmENTER CATEGORY

CATEGORY No. DOCKET NO. ORGANIZATION /IMDiv1 DUAL C N R CATEGORY ,

I
,

1

i. 2d 0% ogiethorpe Power Corporation Utitity i

[
i

2d 051 Osehe Pshtic Power District Utility ;
j

,

2d 112 Pacific Gas and Electric Coupery Utitity

T

2d 090 PemsyLvanie Power & Light Cwoeny Utitity

>

2d 0 73 Philadelphia Etectric Company utitity

i

2d 101 Roenester Gas and Electric Corporation Utility

2d 063 Luth Carotize Electric and Gas Co. Utility

U
i

2d 099 Union Electric Utility '

2d 103 Verwent Yardee Nuclear Power Corporation Utility

2d 097 Virginia Electric and Powee Company Utility
[

t

2d 154 Winston & strewn (for 7 utilities) Uttt!ty *

1

2d 067 Winston & stram (for 9 Utititles) Utitity
!

2d 070 Winsten & Strewn (for 9 UtititGes) Utitity

2d M6 visconsin E1ectric Power Comony Utitity

2d 078 uisconsin Ptblic service Corporatim Utility

!

!

i
'

!

. _ - - _ _ - -
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i
A1: COW 8 ENTERS BY COpMEN1Et CATEGORY ?

!
e

CATE0nRY NO. 00CRET NO. ORGANIZATIO4/tNDIVIttJAL CGeENTElt CATECNY
i
?

2d 053 Yankee Atomic Electric Ca m. Utility t
,

3 057 U.S. Departamt of Energy Federal Agency 1

!
3 f758 U.S. Departisant of Energy Federal Agency

[

3 143 U.S. Department of the Interior Feds et Agancy '

i3 045 U.S. Envira nental Protection Agency Federal Agency |

3 038 Alabama Ptblic Service Consission State Agency

i
3 077 Erie Consity Envirornental A r--..; Control State Agency *

>
w
' 3 076 Ittinais Department of kuclear Safety State Agency
tA

3 059 Massachusetts Senate State AgeEy
i

3 080 State of new Jersey Department of Envirorvetet Protection State Agency
,

3 030 State of Ohio--Bud 2et and Management State Agency

3 039 State of Ohio--Emergency Managewnt Agency State Agency
,

i3 046 State of Ohio--Envirornentet Protection Agency State Agency +

. ,.

3 013 The Pesources Agency of California State Agency
:

4a 127 Mopkins & Sutter Gthers !

i

k

a

- _ _. . _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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A1: CDe4 ENTE 15 ST CDGENTER CATEGCstY
f

CEPeeOETER CATEEztY

CATEGORY tiO. DOCKET 880. ORGAE!ZATION/IMDIVIDUAL

Others
ab 142 American k leer Se-letY

Ot W e
4b 086 U. S. Chastier of Coronerce

C hers
4c 146 APPA, NIEC, eruf Power Systems

Others
4c 065 APPA, NREC, and Pubtle Systens

>
I
~
b

f

| .

!

_

- - - .
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A2: COMMENTERS IN ALPilABLTICAL ORDER

t-
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A22 CW MENTERS IN ALFRABETICAL ORDER

CATEGORY NO. DOCET kO. CGANIZATICE/iliDIVIDUAL Cm ME4TER CATEGORY

&c 146 APPA, NREC, and Fower Systems Others

&c 065 APPA, Nric, and PWtic Systems Cthers i
1

I
ij '168 Adams, Serbere Individal l

2d C3T AIabama Power Company 1.tItity

3 038 ' Atebeme P etic service Consission State Agency

1 055 Ate Canty SANE /TREEZE Put:ife teterest Grp

1 1 75 Aterecht, Mary tr=firid mt
-b
1 .Ze 118 Ainor nuclear Corporation Manufacturer

-1 021 Alves, Stevens Irtfiridst

1 ' 094 . American Friends service conerittee Pd>lic-Interest Grp

Ab 142 American Nucteer Seclety. Cthere

1 082 - Americans for Nucteer Energy, Inc. P 4(fc laterest Grp
~

2c 137 .. A mtied Radiological Centret; Inc. marsrfecturer

2e 124 Applied Redfotegical control, Inc. Manufacturer

2e -- 151 A m tied Radiologicat contret, Inc. Manufacturer

.__.. .__ . , . . . . ..-., .... -.- . . .. ~ ..
. -. .. . .. . . . . . - ... --.-. . .. . . . ... . .

.

.
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A2: COPMENTERS IN ALPhASETICAL ORDER

CATEGORY NO. DOCKEY #C. ORGANIZT,'ICN/IND!VfDUAL COMMENTER CATEGCRY

2c 153 Applied Radiciogical Control, Inc. Marwfacturer

2e 155 Amtled padictogical controt, Inc. Marwfacturer

2c 156 Amtled Radiologkat Controt, Inc. Marnsfacturer

2e 15? Apotled Radiologlia! Control, I v . Marwfecturer

2e 158 Amited Radiologi+41 cmtret, . . Marwfects.irer

2d 113 Erizone Ptblit SS vice Corpary Utility

2c 040- Asee Brown Roveri Ccd:ustion Engineering Marst'octurer

>.
84

L1 150 Avet, Susan Individal

-1. 183 Bake , Mona Individual

1 022 Baiser, Jamie Individuel

2d : 054 settimore cas and Electric utility

1 137- 5enson, Robert G. Individuel

2c 114 Bieron Corporation Messfacturer ,

2c 119 Bieren Corporation Manufacturee

1 187 Bittings, Raymond treivid. set

t

[ ;_ . ' . _ _ _ _ _ _ , . - .- -
- - - - - - - - - - - < -' ' '~-
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A2: CD9(NtERS IN ALPHARETICAL OCER

CATEGORY No. WT ar. CRGARIZATIO4/INDlWIDUAL COeENTER CATEGORY

N
\̂

1 017 Bohler, Levid Irvilvl&st
-

1 176 Screewski, Flrrirw IrdividJR t.

1 174 5reere, Rdert !rdtvidust

1 169 Brock, Roetta Individuet

1 189 Brown, Betty ladividst

1 004 sutt<r, Rev. George Irdivi&mt
|

2d 083 Centerior Energy UtI(lty

b
2d 140 Centerior Energy utitItyt.a

1 190 Chas6ertain, trerde truffwidat

2d 057 Cenemarmseaith Edlsor, UtiIIty

1 088 P,orrern About Radiation in the Envircrvnent P elic Interest Crp

2d 003 ConsotIdeted Edison Ccepany of New Yort Utility

2d 105 Ceneneers Power utItIty

1 029 Descit, Rdert trdividst

1 139 DeNeen, Daniel R. ledivident



.

.

A2: COMMEhTE23 I4 AL8%BETICAL ORDER

COe O TER CATEGORf
CATEGORY NO. DCCKET NO. CRCANIZATION/INDIVltrJAL

frdivMast
1 049 Dewerdo, Peter J.P.

Pubtle Interest Grp
1 100 Don't Weste Us

morafectwer
2e 147 Dwfecter Corporation

newfsetwer
2e 145 Doelmeter Corporation

merufseturer
2c 160 Desteeter Corporation

Manufactwer
2c 1 21 Doeftec, Inc.

!
titIIIty

2d Det DtAe Power

>
ra UtIUty
[ 2d 106 ha7Jesrve Light Camony

Annufact-eer
2c 109 Eastern Technologies, Inc.

Marufsetwer
2c 107 Eastem Technolegies, Inc.

Manufsetwer
2c 106 Eastern Technologies, Inc.

Mawfectwer
2c 108 Eastern Technologies, Inc.

Penufactwer
2c 110 Eastern Technologies, Inc.

I*dividuet
1 138 Edidin, tenore F.

mueteer Croto
2e 050 Electric Power Research Institute (Eret)

I

~

'
~

.

y
~

; ,
,

: .
- . . t

.
C
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A2: CDeENTERS 15 ALPMABETICAL tacER

CATEGORY 20. DCO:ET M. CRGANIZATIcel/IMDIVICUAL CDOENTER CATEGORY

1 141 Emuons, Dona L. IMlvidant

2d 081 Entergy operations etttity

1 111 Envirornentet Costitfon on Nuctwr Power Abile Interest Cro

3 C77 Erie Coanty Erwirinsentet Manogement Cmtrol state Agency

1 024 Evans, Betsy trdividaal

1 005 Everett, 3eten Iruftvidaat

2e 122 F&J Specletty ProdJcts, Inc. Manufseturer

>
y 1 G31 Fergeson, Ardeu IMtvidjet

tre

1 026 Finestene, u se IMividuet

2d 084 Floride Power Corporation Utility

2d 095 Floride Power :vd Light tititity

1 011 Flershefe, Nancy trdividael

2d 068 CPU Nucteer Corporation Utility

1 164 Corbsen, Carol A. Irdiv% ant

1 047 Co** er, J. 8. Indivl&ol

|

|



_ _

- . ~ _

A2: C M ERS I4 ALPMASETICAL Ce0Et

CATEGORY WO. DOCKET kO. ORGAM!ZATION/lpDIV'Duti CDeENTER CATEGORY

2d 036 Georgia Power Coripeny Utility

Irdividuet
1 184 Gnar, Christorber

3 rdivid.ast
1 085 Coodnen, sichey J.

trdividust
1 042 c h , Bradley M.

t rdividan t
1 025 Goustein, Mar:ey

1 007 Creater New Bedferd Greens P WLie Interest Crp

2b C62 Grove Engineering Engineerirg Firm

>
IrdividuetY 1 188 Gyt... (unreedebte}

::n

1 181 Marris, Margie K. Irdividust

1 195 Moegete, Dana Irdividuet
,

|
Irvjiwid;et

1 166 Mogg, Joet

I
Individust

1 185 Motutiek, June

4a 127 Mopkins & sutter others

3 076 Ittinois Department of nuctese safety State Agency

2d 061 Indiana MicMgen Power Coppear Utility



A/: COMMENTERS is ALPHABETICAL ORDER u
CATE(K4Y No. DOCKET Wo. ORGAN!ZATION/ INDIVIDUAL C@MfMTER CATEW

1 n08 Interprovincial Peace, Justice, and Human Dignity C-wittee Ptblic Interest Grp

2c 117 Interstate Nuclear sersices Ma ufacturer

043 Intertech Consultants Mistock +M

1. 03? Justice, Merita Individua*
'

1 192 Ketty, E. Irdividaat

1 019 Kr w e, susan 1:idiwIduet

1 010 Krop, Linda Individst

> -

Manufactureru
', 2e 125 LANCs inaustri.2, Inc.

1 196 Lartdin, St ty Individual

1 014 Leising, David Individual

1 009 Lewis, Parvin Individaat

1 027 Linent, 8 iss Individual

1 M2 Maryland safe Fnergy Coalition 8'ublic Interest Grp

1 UM Massachu etts PLb'ic Interest Eetearch Group P 2 tic 1..terest Grp

3 059 Massachusetts senate state Agency

_

W

8
__



8 ~. . . . . . . ..

. . ,'

. A2: CupKMTEtt Im ALPMA.*ITICAL atDER

. CATEGtRY iso. DODET No. ORGAH TATION/INDIVIDunt CapeIENTER CATEGORY

1 173 McCoy Jr. , toderick fruffvfduet

1 171 -McCoy, Alan Irwividset

1 .199' Mcce_*, Jeanne fruftvidset

-1 163 pelser, Marian truf t vidsel

' Ie 136 nortin Gerin, Inc. . perudecturer

2e 134 MertIn Gerin, Inc. Marudecturer

- 2c 135 Meriin Gerin, Inc. Maradseturer
->
Y 2c 129 - Meetin Gerin, Inc.- Konufacturer
ca

2e - 133 Mer1in Gerin,.Inc. Marudecturer

i
Ze 130 Mertin Gerin, Inc. Manufacturer. |

)
2e 131 MeriIn serin, Inc.. menufacturer >]

. . "!
2e. 132 portin Gerin, Inc. perwfa turer

.,
'f.. : 182.' n Meyer and Seiiey : - Iruftvi&et

1 006 _ miersteelt, sitt' Indivf&et

1- 126 Mitier, Eduard 0.' iruftvidra

L---
^

'
. - _ _ - = _ r -
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A2: Cm MENTERS IN Al.PMABETICAL ORDER

CATEGORY No. DOC'27 No. ORGANIZATION / INDIVIDUAL C h fTER CATTGORY

2c 149 Mohawk Industrial & Nuclear Supply, Inc. Manufacta m

!rtiividuet
1 170 Moore, Anne

1 193 Morgan, Kathleen ;<ufivi h t

Individaat
1 197 Morton, Martha

2n 079 Multiple Dynnales Corporation Engineerbg Firm

2c 115 ' NE America manufacturer

2d 060 .New York Power Authority UtiiIty |

I
>
71 194 Newconb. Daniet Individuet
o

2d 150 Neenen & Hoit2inger, P.C. Utitit

2d 064 hortheast Utilities Utility

2d 091 Northern States Power Company Utility

1 005 Nuclear informstlen ar4 aesource Service (NIRS) Public interest Grp

1 956 Nuclear information and Resource service end Greerpeace P Atle Interest crp

2e G35 Nuclear Manegement and Resources Council (NUMARC) Nucteer Group

1 123 Nuctesr Ptant Journal Medis

_._.._____._ ___ _ _ _
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A2: CopeEENTERS IN ALPHARETICAL ORDER,

*
i

CATEQDRY NO. 00DET No. . CRGANIZATION/INDIVIOUAL CUpeqENTER CATEGORY .I
!

:;.

'i2c 128 Nucteer sesesrrh Corporation nonufacturer '

2e 069 - Nutteer utI(lty Beckf1tting & Reforw srog (NUBARC) Nuc1ser Gruup
...,

.

E J

Ze 068 . Nucteer Ut"ility Crow on EQ (NOGEG) Nucteer Cetmp a

' '

2d . 034 < ostethorpe Power Corporation Utility ;

*

1 001 Ohio Citizens for aesponsible Energy' Putdle Interest Crp
- -

, .

. 096 ' Ohio Citizens for Responsible Energy '' Pubtle intereet Grp i1

. .

'

1' 023 okun, Rob A. Indivlht

1
. w.

.,z y
L

- t 2d - --051" Omaha Public Power District Utility
.

o-
.

-)
e

|
,

2d 112-- -Pacific ses and Electric Company Utility !
t

. .

.t '179' Parker, I. Indtvidst '
'i

IL . G39 ' Patton, Susan Indivishet
.

' 2d 1 090 Permeytvenio Power & Light Coveny UtILItf .(
1

'

1'- 020,, Perkins,' James IndividJet '' |

.. 074 ' Peters, Henry W. ' Misdocketed
'.. }

*

1

2d 075 c- P:tilede'.phieElecthicCcemony utility ?!
t j
t

U

,
.1

g- 1 ;-

1

?*

!. .!
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d
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A2: COMMENTERS IN ALPMABETICAL ORDER

CATEGORY 100. DOCET NO. ORGANilATION/ INDIVIDUAL C&AENTER CATEcotY

2c 116 Power Pro 3xts ami Services Co., fre. Manufacturer

Individust
1 166 Relff, mettle

~ IMfvfdent
1 159 Weuter, Fred

Individ;et
1 173 Ritey, Dennte

Individaat
1 016 Roberts, Pam

26 101 Rochester Gee and Electric Osporation Utility

1 018 #cthchltd, Abby Individuet

> .

N Ircilvidaei
1 028 fchne!de, sort:ss

1 162 Schuttz, Gerald Individuel

1 167 Sibey, Jdm Individtet

1 071 Sinclair, Mary- IntMvid;st

Ind> vidset
1 198 -Smith, Lare R.

2d 063 South Caroline Electric and Ees Co. I!tility

IMividaat
1 165 spencer, Essia M.

1 015 stelser, Janice Individuet

a



. . . .

S

A2: CCNMENTERS IN ALPHACETICAL ORDER

i

CAT 2004T Wo. DOCKET NO. CRCA41ZAT10N/IlelviDUAL COMENTER CATEGORY
|'

3. 080 state of New Jersey Department of Frwironmental Protectim Sts.e Agency

3- 030 State of Ohio--sudget and Manag e state Agency
i

3 089 State of thlo-Emergeticy Managemt Ageery state Agency ;

3 046 state of Ohio-Erwirorssentet >Protectiori Agency state Agerry |'

1 172 . Strauss, B!ttle Individuet
' i

2c 144 Technology for Energy Corporation Menufacturer

. Ze 148 Technology for Energy Corporation Marwfacturer
>
ro
a 3 013 The aceources Agency of California state Agency
to

1 1 77 Thomas. Juanits Individat

1 044 Tolac'o Coelf tlers for Safe Energy P elic Interest Crp

1 033- Tuter, seth Individuet '

.4b 086 U. S. Chardaer of Camerce othes i

3 058 U.S.' Department of Energy Federal Agency

-3 057 U.S. Department of Energy ' Federst Agency

3' 143 U.S. Department of'the Interior Federal Agency
a

!

!

- - _ _ _ - .
. . -.
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A2: COMENTERS IN ALPMABETICAL ORDER

CATEGORT do. :00CKET NO. ORGAWlZATION/ INDIVIDUAL CJf94ENitR CATE90RT

3 04$ ' U.S. Envirornental Protection Agency Federet Army

1 '072 UCS and New England Coalition on Nuclear Potiution (NECEP) Pshtic Interest Grp

1 902' UCs and new England Costition on Nuclear Pottution (NECNP) .Pubtle Interest Grp

' 2d 099' Un en Electric -Utility

1 002 Union of concerned Scientists'(UCS) 'P 4 tic Interest Grp

2d ~ 103- Versent Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation iftitity

2d 097 Virginia Electric and Power Conceny ' Utility
y_

Y- .,

Viral, Patricia ,Individuet
[ t .- 161..

1 -191- ' Weddle, Wilde Jean' Indivi&nt
~

'11 012 - Western Nebraska Resources Courrit (WNRC) ,Public Interest Grp-

2c ' 092 ' Westinghouse Etu tric Corporation manufacturer-

-2d 154- . Winston & Straun (for 7 utilities) Utility

2d 067 Winston'& Straun (for 9 Utilities) . Utility

2d . 070 - Minaton & Straun (for 9 Utilities) Uti t t_ty
f

'2a 066- : Winston 8 strawn (for Utility Decomunissioning Grote) Nuclear Group

O.
_ .__

_
. - _ - - .

. - - - - s,
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A2: COMMENTERS IN ALPHABETICAL i)RDER

CATECORY NO.' DOCKET Ho. ORGANIZATI0tt/ INDIVIDUAL CDU4 ENTER CATEGORY

. 2d 096 WIscansin E1ectrie Pcwer Company UtiIIty

2d 078 Wisconsin Pubtle service Corporation UttiIty

f 2r' 120 METEX tm. Manufacturer

j. 2d 053 Yankee Atomic Electric Coppery Utility

e
i

&

_ . _ . _ _ . _

_ _ _ _ _.
.

. - - - . - - -
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A3: COMMENTS RECEIVED AFTER DECEMBER 31,1990
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A3: COMMENTS RECEIVED AFTER DECEMBER 31, 1990

CATEGORY NO. 00CKE1 1:3 ORGANIZATION /INDIV!CUA1. COMMENTER CATEGORY

1 200 Darlene Jones Individuet

' 4c ' 201. APPA, NREC, ard Power Systems Others
.

>

2c 202 Technotcgy for Energy Corporation Manufacturer

2d 203 Winston & Strewn (for 7 utiliti n ) Utility

2a - 204 - Winston & Strawn (for Utility Decomissioning Crop)- Nuclear Group-

Others4e' 205 APPA, NREC, and Power Systems

>
w
I

.**

'

|

|
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -

. . .

.
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COhtMENTS
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B1: LIST OFTOPICS ADDRESSED BY COMMENIERS
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B1 ' LIST 0F TOPICS ADDRESSED BT COMMENTERS

DOCLET COMMENT ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT'S NAME
ho. ha. INDIVIDUAL (foit ORGS ONLY) TOPIC tVBTOP!C

001 001.001 OCRE Histt,
susan L.

002 002.001 Harmon, curran, & Tousley curran,
Efene

003 003.001 NIRS Riccio,
, Joseph

0% 004.001 Butler, Rev. George General VT Yardee
s

004 004.002 Butler, Rev. George Enviroreental Radweste

004 004.003 But ter, Rev. C*orge General ARD

005 005.001 Everett, Helen Lic Application Technical Information

005 005.002 Everett, heten Reg Philoso(hy Aging Management

006 006.001 Mierstealt, BILL General

007 007.001 Greater kew Bedford Greens Haninond, General Yankee Rowe
David

003 008.001 IPJHDC Oruhe, Reg Philosophy Adequate Safety
Virginia

009 009.007 Lewis, Marvin Reg Philosophy Aging hanagerrent

010 010.001 Krop, Linda Environmental Part 51

011 011.001 Florsheim, Nancy CLB Adequacy

012 012.001 Western Webcaska Resources Johnson, Mike Reg Philosegny Adequate Safety
Council

012 012.002 Western Nebraska Resources Johnson, Mike CLB Doctmentation
Council

012 012.003 Western Nebraska Resources Johnson, Mike. Renewed License Conditions
Council

012 012.004 Western Nebraska Resources Johnson, Mike Reg Philosophy USI/GSI
Councit

'

B1-1
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B1:, LIST OF TOPIC $ ADDRESSED BY COMMEhTERS

'- DOCKET COMMENT ORGANIZAfl0N/ RESPONDENT'S NAME

NO. NO. lWO!VIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) topic SUBf0Plc

012 012.005 Western inebraska Resources Johnson, Mike CLB Definition
Council

012 012.0 % Westerr Nebraska Resources Jeninson, Mike CLB Definition
Council

012 012.007 Westerc. Nebraska Resources Johnson, Mike Reg Friitosophy Adequate Safety

Council

012 012.008 Western Nebraska Resources Johnson, Mike IPA ELP

Ccuneil

012 (J12.009 Western Nebraska Resources Johnson, Mike Envir W ental Fort 51
Council-

013 013.001 The Resources agency of Snow, Gordon F.

California

014 014.001 Leising, David Ray Philosophy Adequate Safety

014 014.002 Leising, David Reg Philosophy Adequate safety-
,

'14 014.003 Leiting, T-vid Lle Application' Technical Information' ,

'

014 014.004 Letsing, David Envirorsnental Radwaste

014 014.005 Letsing, David Decomissioning

1

015 015.001 Staimer, Janice Gerral Yankee Rowe |

|

016 016.001 Roberts, Pam General - Ye*Aee Rowe

017 017.001 Bohler, David Cenceal Yankee Rowe

018 018.001 RothcFild, Abby General Yankee Rowe

019 019.001 Kramer, Susan General Yankee Rowe

020 020.?'11 Perkins, James General' Yankee Rowe

021 021.001 Alves, Stevens General Yankee Rowe

022 022.001 Balser, Jaime General Yankee Rowe

B1-2
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81: LIST OF TOPICS ADDRESSED BY COMMENTERS

DOCKET CCMMENT ORGAN!2Afl0N/ RESPONDENT'8 NAME
NO. NO. INDIVIDUA! (80R ORGS ONLY) TOPlc SU8TOPlc

023 023.001 okun, Rob A. General Vankee Roi?

024 024.001 Evans, Betsy General Yankee Rowe

025 025.001 Goustein, Marcey General Tankee Rowe

026 026.001 Finestone, Lisa General Yankee Rowe

1027 027.001 Livent, Lisa General Yankee Rowe

028 028.001 Schneide, Barbara Generat Yankee Rowe

029 D29.001 DeBott, Robert General- ARD

029 029.002 DeBolt, Rot >crt Envirorriental Part $1

030 030.001 State of chlo+-8udset & General
Management

031 031.001 Fergeson, Arrirew General Tankee Rowe

032 032.001 Justict, Marita Reg Philosophy Adequate Safety

032 032.002 Justice, Macita CL8 Docunentation

032 032.003 Justice, Maelta Reg Philosc@ y USI/GSI-

032 032.004 Justice, Marita Timing Earliest Date,

4
032 032.005 Justice, Marita Lie Application Technical .Information

i

j 032 032.006 Justice, Marita Environmental Part 51I-
Y 033 033.001 Tuter, Seth CtB ' Docunentation 5

033 033.002 Tulee, Seth Lie Application Technical Inf or;e.tlon

033 033.003 Tuter, Seth Timing _ Earliest Date

033 033.004' Tuter, seth CL8 Definition

033 033.005 Tuler, seth Reg Philosophy USI/GSI

033 033.006 7 uter, seth Generat,

B1-3
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Bin LIST OF TOPICS ADDRESSED BY COMMEN1ERS

DOCKET COMMEkT ORGANIZAfl0N/ RESPONDENT'S NAME

WO. WO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOP!C SUBTOPlc

".34 034.001 Ogtethorpe Power Corporation McGee, General WJMAPC

Steven R.
-

034 034.002 Oglethorpe Power Corporation McGee, Reg Philosophy CLB Maintenance

Steven R.

034 034.003 ogtethorpe Power Corporation McGee, CLB Definition
Steven R.

034 034.004 Oglethorpe Power Corporation McGee, Antitrust Ge wral

Steven R.

034 034.005 oglethorpe Power Corporation McGee, Antitrust General

Steven R.

'

035 035.001 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Definition

035 035.002 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA EEP

035 035.003 WUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Results

035 035.004 WUMARC Colvin, Joe Backfit

035 035.005 WVMARC Colvin, Joe Backfit

035A 035,A001 WUMARC Colvin, Joe Timing Timely Renewat

035A 035.A002 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Emerg Planning
(

035A 035.A003 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Renewed License . Issuarte

035A 035.A004 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Decornissioning Fuel Mantnerent

035A 035.A005 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Lic Application Withdrawal

0354 035.A006 WUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Generst

035A 035.A007 WUHARC Colvin, Joe OLB Definition

035A 035.A008 NUMARC. Colvin, Joe CLB Definitico

035A 035.A009 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA EEP

035A 035.A010 WUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA EEP

B1-4
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B1: LIST OF TOPICS ADDRES0ED ST CCHMEWfERS

DOCKET - CCMMENT ORGANIZATION / PESPONDENT'S NAME

40. NO, INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOPlc SUSTOPIC

035A 035.A011 WUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA EEP

035A 035.A012 WUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA EEP

035A 035.A013 MUMARC Colvin, Joe -IPA Screening

035A 035.A014 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

035A OI5.A015 9UMARC Colvin, Joe . IPA Screening

035A- 033.A016 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

0354 035.A017 NUMARC Colvin, Jo s Lic Application Technical Information

035A 035 A018 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Lic Application- chnical Inforfretion
|
'

035A 035.A019 NUMARC Colv{n, Joe- Lic Application- Technical Inform tion

035A 035.A020 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

035A 035.A021 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA : Screening

035A 035.A022. NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA -Screening

035A 035.A023 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CL8 : Occunt9 tat t on

035A 035.A024 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA- Screening-

035A 035.A024 NUMARC - Colvin, Jce IPA ;creening.

035A 035.A025 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA . Screening '
,

|

- 035A 035.A026 NUMARC Colvin,: Joe IPA EEP

035A 035.A0'7 NLMARC Colvin,. Joe IPA - EEP2

| 035A 035.A028- NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA EEPJ
|-
'

035A- .035.A029 NUMARC Colvin,| Joe IPA . - EEP
..

035A 035.A030' NUMARC- Colvin,-Joe .'Lic Application Technical'Infornation

035A. :035.A031 NUNARC Colvin, Joe . Lie Application Technical.Information
'

'

o
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B1: LIST OF TOPICS ADDRESSED CY C04HENTER$

DOCKET CCMMENT ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT'S KAME

NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR DAGS ONLY) TOPIC SUBTDPlc ;

0354 035.AC12 NUMARC Colvin, Joe I&A Ceneral

035A 035.8533 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Backfit

035A 035.A014 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Public Hearings Scope -

035A 035.A035 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035A 035.A036 NUMtRC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035A 035.A037 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035A 035.A03d NUMARC Colvin, Joe Timing Renewal Term

035A 035.4039 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Timing Timely Renewal

D35A 035.A040 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Timing Timely Renewal

0354 035.A041 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Renewed License Cenditions
i

035A 035.A041 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Renewed License Conditions

035A 035.A043 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Renewed Lite 3 e ~ Conditions

035A 035.AG44 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Lic Application -Withdrawal

035B 035.B001 NUMARC Colvin, Joe - CLB' Adequacy

9

0358 035.B002 NUMARC Colvin,' Joe CLB Adequacy
-

4
~

035B 035.8003 NtiMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Definitfon -

0358 035.8004 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB ' Definition-

0358 035.8005 NUMARC ' Colvin, Joe CLB Definition

035B 035.D006 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Definition

0358 035.8007 uuMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Definition

0318 035.B008 NUMARC Colvin,-Joe CLB . Adequacy

0358 035.8009 NUMARC Cclvin, Joe - CLB Documentation

B1-6
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B1: List OF TOPICS ALDRESSEC BT COMMENTERS

DOCKET C09 TENT ORCANIZATION/ RESPONDENT'S N W
NO. No. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOPIC SUSTOPlc

035B 035.B010 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Doctsnentation

0358 035.8011 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Ptblic Hearings Scope

0350 035.8012 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

0358 035.s013 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Documentation

035B 035.8014 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Doctanentation

0358 035.B015 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Doctanentation

035C 035.C001 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

6 ic 035.C002 NUMARC Colvia., Joe IPA Screening

035C 035.C003 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening
1

035C 035.C004 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

035C 035.C005 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

035C 035.C006 NU*lARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

035C 035.C007 dUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Scremling

035C 035.C008 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

0350 035,C009 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activltfes

035C 035.C010 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening
,

035C 035.C011 ManRC Colvin, Joe IPA EEP

035C DIS.C012 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Aging Management

035C 035.C013 NUKLRC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

0350 035.0001 NUMARC Colvin', Joe Beckfit

0350 035.0002 NUMARO Colvin, Joe CLB Definition

0350 035.0003 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Backfitj

B1-7
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81: List OF TOPICS ADDRESSED BY CCMMEnTERS

DOCKET CGeiEhi ORGAkilATION/ RESPONDENT'S NAME

No. k0. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOPIC SUBTOPIC

0350 035.0004 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Backfit
,

t

0350 035.0005 NUMADC Colvin, Joe Backfit

035E C35.E001 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Timing Renewal Term
.,

035E 035.E002 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Timing Renemat Term

035F 035.F001 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Generet SOC

035F 035.F002 NUMARC Colvin, Joe General SOC

035F 035.F003 NLMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Philosophy Aging Management

035F 035.7004 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Philosophy Adequate Safety

035F 035.7005 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Philosophy General

035F 035.F006 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Ad4quacy

- 035F 035.F007 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Philosophy General

C35F 035.r008 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLs Adequacy : .

035F 035.F009 -NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

035F 035.F010 NLHARC Colvin, Joe Reg Philosophy Adequate Safety

035F 035.C11 NUMARC Colvin, J w Reg Philosopny CLB Maintenance

M5F 035.F012 NLHARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy
9

0357 035.F013 kUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035F 035.F015 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CL8. Cornpliance

'

035F 035 F016 NLMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Definitico

035F 035.F017 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035F 035.F018 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CtB Docunentation

*
035F 035 F019 NU NRC Colvin, Joe IPA' Screening

B1-8
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81: LIST OF T00!CS ADDRESSED BT COMMENTER$

DOCKET COMMENT ORGANIZAfl0N/ RESPONDEN1's KAME
NO. NO. INDIV100AL (FOR ORCC-ONLY) TOPIC SUBTCPlc

035F 035.F020 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Aging Management

035F 035.F021 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

035F 035.F022 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

035F 035.F023 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

035F 035.FC24 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Aging Management

035F 035.F025 NUMARC Colvin, Jow . Backfit
<

035F 035.F026 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Backfit

035F 035.F027 NUMARC Colvin, Joe ' Renewed License Conditions--
~

035F 035.F028 NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening

035F 035.F029 NUMARC Colvin, Joe SOC Reg Analysis.

035F 035.F030 NUMARC Colv h, Joe. SOC ' Reg Analysis

035G 035.G001 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Questions 1

035G 035.G002 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Questions- 1

035G 035.0003 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Questi m .1 -

035H 035.H001 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Questions 2

035N 035.H002 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Questions 2

035H 035.H003 NUMARC .Colvin, Joe Questions 2

0351. 035.1001 NUMARC 'Colvin, Joe Questions 3

035I 035.!002 NUMARC rolvin, Joe Questions 3

0351 035.1003 WUMARC Colvin, Joe Questions 3

0351 035.1004 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Questions 3

0351 035.1005 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Questions. 3

B1-9
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Bit LIST OF TOPICS ADDRESSED BY COMMENTER$

DOCKET COMMENT ORGAN 1ZATION/ RESPONDENT'S NAME

NO. No. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) topic SUBTOPlc

0351 035.1006 NLMARC Colvin, Jeu Quvstions 3

035J 035.J001 MJMARC Co', vin, Joe Reg Analysis Ratlo

033J 035.J002 WUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis General

035J 035.J003 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Alt: A, B, C, D

035J 035.J004 NUMARC Cctvin, Joe Reg Analysis Riskt Results

035J 035.J005 NUMARC Co(vin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Pesults

035J 035,J006 NUMARC Colvin, Jee Reg Analysis Risk: Data

035J 035.J007 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Data

035J 035.J008 NUNARL Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Results

035J 035.J009 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Riski Data

035J 035.J010 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Red Analysis Risk: Data

035J 035.J011 NUMARC Colvin. Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Data

035J 035.J012 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Date

035J 035.J013 NUMARC .Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: 7% del,

035J 035.J014 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Model

035J 035.J015 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Data

035J 035.4016 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Results

035J 035.J017: NUMARC t;olvitt, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Results

035J 035.J018 NUMARC. Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Ratio

035J 035.J019 -NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Alt A, B, C, 0

035J 035.J020 .NUMARC. Colvin, Joe steg Analysis IPA

035J 035.J021 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA

BI-10
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.B18-. LIST OF. TOPICS ADDRES$tD BY COMMENTERS

..

DOCKET CCMhENT ORGANIZAfl0N/- RESPONOCNi88 NAME -

=

WO. NO. ' INDIVIDUAL : (FOR ORC $ ONLY) _ TOP!U SUBTOPit'

-035J 035,J022 WUMARC . Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis - Alts No LR, No Rule

035J 035;J023 NLMARC ' Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Act*' titles

-033J - 035.J024 NLMARC :Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities

035J- -035.J025 NtMARC Colvin, Joe ' Reg Analysis General:

035J - 035;J026 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Alta No LR, No Rule

035J 035.J027 WUNRC z Colvin, Joe _ Reg Analysis IPA

035J 035.J028 WUMARC- Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis General

035K 035.K001' -NUMARC Colvin, Joe Leg Analysis. Alta No LR No Rule E
~

035K. 035.K002 NuttARC Colvin, Joe -- Reg Analysis Alt: A, B,.C. D
'

-035K 035.K003- NUMARC' Colvin, Joe Reg-Analysisj 7 Alt * No LR, No Rule

035K 035.K004 WUMARC- ,Colvin,.Joef Reg Analysis - LLB

035K 035.K005 utMARC - Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis - IPA

035K 035.K006 NLMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities

035K 035 K007 NUMAf C -Colvini| Joe m.g Analysis- .-A|tt A, B, C, D-

035K 035.K006. NUMARC Colvin,- Joe . _ Reg Analysis Alt * A, B, C, D
.

035K. -035.K009: NUMARC. -LColQin,. Joe- .. Reg Analysis Procedural Issues

- 035K r 035.K0%) NUMARCL l' Colvin, Joe. | Aeg Analysis - -General' i

~

1035K - 035.K011 NtMARC - Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis- ;A|ts No LRi No Rule--
io

4035K 035.kO12 NUMARC Colvin,' Joe'
, .. . . - ,,. < ,

: Reg Analysis ' %( Atti No LRf 39 RQe "

"035Kl ' 035.K013 NUM RC'- 1Colvini-Joe- . Reg Analysis LGeneral; 1

;4# , 035K i ' 0%.K01A : NUMARC ' -|Colvin,-Joe: Reg Analysis: :CLB-

'.035K : 035.K015: NUMARC: Colvin,. Joe-. ' Reg' Analysis :Backfi'
~
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B1: tisi Of TOPICS ADDRESSED'BY COMMENTERS
_ _

DOCKET COMMEWT ORGANIZAfl0N/ RESPONDENT 8S NAME

40. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORCS ONLT) TOPIC SUBTOPlc
__

035K 035.K016 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Alt: A, B, C, 0

035K 035.K017 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Backfit

035K 035.K018 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis General

035K 035.K019 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA

035K 035.K020 NUMARC Colvin, Joe _ Reg Analysis General

'

035K 035.K021 NUMARC: Colvin, Joe . Reg Analysts IPA

035K 035.K022 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Re9 Analysis IPA

C35K 035.K023 NUMARC ~ ,Colvin, Joe , Reg Analysis IPA

-035L 035.K024 WUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis CLB

035K 035.K025 - NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis CLB-

-035K 035.K026 . NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg AmelysIs IPA

035K 035.K0k7 NUMARC Colvin, Joe - Reg Analysis Clarification /
~ Correction

035K 035.K028 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA

035K -- 035.K029 NUMARC Colvin, Joe- Reg Analysis IPA -

035K 035.K030: NUMARC' Colvin,-Joe Reg Analysts.: Activltles
~

--

035K -035.K031- NUMARC Colvin, Joe - Reg Analysis' Activities

1035K 035.K032 NUMARC 'Colvin,= Joe Reg Analysis Alt A, B, C, D

035K ! 035.K033 .WUMARC -Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis .Riska Results--

'035K , 035.K034 .NUMARC Colvin, Joe. Reg Analysis IPA

035K ~035.K035 NUMARC Colvin, Joe.- Reg Analysts IPA

035K- 035.K036-- NUMARC. -Colvin, Joe . Reg Analysis ' IPA '

.035K 035.K037 NUMARC' Colvin, Joe. Reg Analysis Risk: Model

- t ..-
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Big LIST OF TOPICS ADDRESSED BY COMMENT [R$

DOCKET COMMENT ORGANIZAfl0N/ RESPONDENT 85 NAME

NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORCS ONLY) TOPlc $UBTOP!C

035K 035.K038 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk Modet

035K 035.K039 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Model

935K C35 K040 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA

035K 035.K041 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk

035K 035.K042 NUMARC 'Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk

035K 035.K043 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk

l
035K 035.K044 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg AnMis IPA

03 6 035.K045 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis General

03M 035.K046 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities

035K 035.K047 NUMARC Colvin, Joe. Reg Analysis Activitlea

035K 035.K048 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Rsg Analysis Procedurst issues

035K 035.K049 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities

035K 035.K050 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis- Activities

03h 035.K051 NUMARC Colvin, Joe- Reg Analysis CLB

035K 035.K052 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Cost

035K 035.K053 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA

035K 035.K054 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Anstysis IPA

035K 035.K055 NUMARC Cetvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities

035K 035.K056 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis. Cost

035K 035.K057 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Cost

035K. 035.K058 NUMARC Co(vin, Joe Reg Analysie Clarification /
Correctlan

035K 035.K059 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Att: A, B, C, D

B1-13
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B1: Litt OF 10 PICS AbORESSED BY COMMENTER$

DOCKET COMMENT ORGANIZAll0N/ R[$PONDEN18$ NAME
,.

;J0. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORG$ ONLY) topic SUDIOPI,C

035K 03$.K060 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Clarification /
Correction

035K 035.K061 NUMARC Oolvin, Joe Reg Analysis Clarification /
Correction'

035K 035.K062 h0 MARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Ratio

035K 035.K063 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Constraints
,

035K 035.K064 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Constraints

035K 035.K06$ NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis CLB

035K 035.K066 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Data

035K 035.K067 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Constraints

035K 035.K068 NUMARC .Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Constraints

035K 035.K069 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis CLB

03$K 035.K070 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Backfit

035K 035.K071 .E9 MARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Procedural Issues

035K 035.K072 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Procedu | lasues

035K 035.K073 NUMitC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis ProcediJral Issues

035K 035.K074 NUMARC 'Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis General

035K 035.K075 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis. General

035K 035.K076 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities

035K 035.K077 NUMARC Colvin, Joe ' Reg Analysis- .lglementetion -
.

'035K 035.K078 NUMARC Colvin, Joe - Reg Analysis Iglementation<

035K 035.K079 NUMARC Colvin, Joe- Reg Analfsis General

,035K' 035 K080 NUMARCI . Colvin, Joe - Reg Analysis Clarification /
Correction

B1-14-
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B1: LIST OF TOPICS ADDRESSED BY COMMENTER$

DOCKET COMMENT ORCANIZATION/ RESPONDENT'S NAME

NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (F04 ORGS ONLY) TOP!C SUBTOPIC

035K 035.K081 NUMARC CClvin, Joe Reg Analysis Riskt Model

035K 035.K082 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities

035K 035.K083 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities

035L 035.L001 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L 035.LD02 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L 03) L003 WUHARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L 035. LOO 4 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Definition

|
035L 035. LOO 5 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L 035.L006 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L 035. LOO 7 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L' 035. LOO 8 NUMARC Colvin. Joe CLB Cornplience

035L 035.L009 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L 035.LO10 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L 035.LO11 NUMARC . Colvin, Joe -CLB Adequacy

035L 035.L012 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L 035.LO13 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L 035.L014 NUMAtC Colvin, Joe CLB Conpliance

035L 035.LD15 . N'# ARC Colvin, Joe CLB Scope / Changes

035L 035.L016 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L C35.LO17 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L 035.LO18- NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L 035.LO19 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

B1-15
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B1: LIST OF TOPICS ADDRESSED BT COMMENTERS

DOCKET COMMENT ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT'S NAME

NO. NO. IEDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOPIC SUBTOPlc

035L 035.LO20 kUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035L 035.LO21 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy

035M 035.M001 WUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Aging Management

035M 035.M002 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA IPA: EEP

035M 035.M003 WUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Typo

035M 035.M004 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Terminology

035M 035.M005 NUMAR C Colvin, Joe EA Typo

035M 035.M006 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Aging Management

035M 035.M007 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA General

035M 035.M008 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Terminology

035M 035.M009 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Reg Philosophy

035M 035.M010 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA IPAt Screening

035M 035.M011 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA IPA: Screening

035M 035.M012 MMARC Colvin, Joe EA Aging Management

035M 035.M013 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Aging Management

035M 035.M014 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Aging Management

D35M 035.M015 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Aging Management

035M 035.M016 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Reg Analysis

035M 035.M017 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Terminology

035M 035.M018 NUMARC Colvin, Joe- EA Ceneret

035M 035.M019 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA General-

035M 035.M020 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Reg Analysis

B1-16
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Bis llST OF TOPICS ADDRESSED BY COMMENTERS

DnCKET COMMENT ORGANIZAil0N/ RESPONDENT'S NAME

NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOPIC SUBTOPIC

035M 035.M021 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA General

035M 035.M022 NUMARC colvin, Joe EA U < at

035M 035.M023 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Ge.aral

035M 035.M024 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA - General

035M 035.M025 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA General

035M 035.M026 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Reg Analysis

035M 035.M027 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA -Terminology

035M 035.M028 $UMARC Colvin, Joe EA Reg Analysis

035M 035.M029 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA General
|

l 035M 035.M030 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Cost

035M 035.M031 NUMAitC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities

035M 035.M032 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk

035M 035.M033 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Rink

035M 035.M034 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Philosophy. Adequate safety

036 036.001 Georgia Power Company Hairston, General NUMARC

W. G. 111

037 037.001 Alabama Power Company Hairston, General NUMARC

W. G.

038 033.001 Alabama Public Service Hanes, CLB Docunentation

Ccmnission Eugene G.

039 039.001 Patton, Susan CLB Conpliance

039 039.002 Patton, Susan Reg Philosophy US!/CSI

General039 039.003 Patton, Susan

General039 039.004 Patton, Susan

B1-17
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B1 Lisi 0F TOPICS ADDRESSED BY COMMENTER$

DOCKET COMMENT ORGANIZA110N/ RESPONDENT'S NAME

NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) topic SUBTOPlc

039 039.005 Patton, Susan Envircernental Redweste

040 040.001 Asea Brown Boveri Toelle, S. A. General NUMARC

Ccetaustion Engineering

041 041.001 Duke Power Tucker, Hal B. General NUMARC

042 042.001 Gordon, Bradley M. CLB Docunentation

042 042.002 Gordon, Bradley M. P.enewed License conditions

042 042.003 Gordon, Bradley M. Reg Philosophy USI/GS!

042 042.004 Gordon, Bradley M. CLB Definition

042 042.005 Gordon, Bradley M. Envirorpental Part 51

042 042.006 Gordon,-Bradley M. Envircrvnental Part $1, Gels

043 043.001 Intertech consultents Baughman, Mike L.

044 044.001 Toledo Coalition for Safe Schut, Dini Ceneral ARD

Energy

044 044.002 Toledo Coalition for safe Schut, Dini Reg Philosophy USI/GS!
Energy

045 045.001 U.S. EPA Sanderson, Environmental Part 51
Richard E.

045 045.002 U.S. EPA SanW rson,. General
Richard L.

045 045.003 U.S. EPA Sanderson, Environmental Part 51
Richard E.

046 046.001 state of Ohio- EPA Weaver, CLB Carpt ience
Larry W.

046 046.002 State of Chlo- EPA Weaver, Questions 1

Larry W.

046 046.003 State of Ohio EPA Weaver, Questions 2

Larry,W.

'
- B1-18
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B1: LIST OF TOPICS ADDRESSED BY COMMENTERS

DOCKET CCHMCNT ORGAW12ATION/ RESPONDENT'S NAME

NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TCPIC SUBTOPIC

047 047.001 Gardner, J. B. Reg Analysis Alts A, B, C, D

047 047.002 Garcher, J. B. IPA Aging Management

047 047.003 Gardner, J. B. IPA Aging Management

047 047.004 Gardner, J. B. IPA Aging Management

047 047.005 Gardner, J. B. Reg Analysis Activities

047 047.006 Gardner, J. B. Reg Analysis Activities

047 047.007 Gardner, J. B. CLB Scope

047 047.008 Gardner, J. B. IPA General

047 047.009 Gardner, J. 5. IPA Aging Management

047 047.010 Gardner, J. B. IPA Aging Management

047 047.011 Gardner, J. C. IPA Screening

047 047.012 Gardner, J. B. IPA Screening

048 048.001 GPU Nuclear Corporation Clark, P. R. General iidnARC

048 048.002 GPU Nuclear Corporation Cle.-k, P. R. CLB . Definition

048 048.003 GPU Nuclear Corporation- Clark, P. R. i CLB Docunentation

048 048.004 GPU Nuclear Corporation Clark, P. R. CLB Docuwntation

049 049.001 DeWerdo, Peter J. P. General

050 050.001 EPRI Marston, T. U. General NUMARC

I
050 050.002 EPPI Marst6n, T. U. Reg Philosophy Aging Managenent

050 050.003 EPRI Marston, T. U. Reg Analysis Alt: A,B,C,D

050 050.004 EPRI Marston, T. U. IPA Screening, EEP

050 050.005 CPRI Marston, T. U. IPA General

B1-19
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Bij LIST OF TOPICS ADDRESSED BT CCMMENTERS.

DOCKET COMMENT ORGANIZAf!DN/ RESPONDENT'S NAME

NO. NO. INDIV10UAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOPIC SUBTOPlc

050 050.006 EPRI Marston, T. U. CLB Ooctanentation

050 050.007 EPRI Marston, T. U. IPA EEP

050 050.008 EPRI Marston, T. U. IPA Aging Management

050 050.009 EPRI Marston, T. U. IPA EEP

050 050.010 EPRI Marston, T. U. IPA Aging Management

050 050,011 EPRI Marston, T. U. IPA Aging Management

050 050.012 EPRI Ierston, T. U. Questions 1

050 050.013 EPRI Harston, T. U. Questions 1

050 050.014 (PRI Marston, T. U. CLB Oocumentation

|
051 051.001 Omaha Public Power Olstrict Gates, W. G. General NLWARC !

i

1
052 052.001 Maryland Safe Energy Sirnie, CLB Adequacy

{Coalition Patricia

i
052 052.002 Maryland Safe Energy Birnie,. Reg Philosophy USI/GSt

Coalition Patricia

052 052.003 Maryland Safe Energy Birnle, Reg Philosoohy General
Coalition Patricia

052 052.004 Maryland Safe Energy Birnie, IPA Aging Management
_ Coalition Patricia

052 052.005 Maryland Safe Energy Birnie, Environmental General
Coalition Patricia

052 052.006 Maryland Safe Energy dirnie, Backfit
Coalition Patricia

052 052.007 Maryland Safe Energy Birnie,- Public Hearings Scope
Coalftlon Patricia

052 052.008 Maryland Safe Energy ,Birnie, Emerg Planning
Coalit(on Patricia

B1-20
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Bin LIST OF TOPICS ADDRESSED BY COMMENTERs

DOCKET COMMENT OGCANIZATION/ RESP 0hDENT's NAME'

NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) topic SUBTOPlc

052 052.009 Maryland safe Energy Birnie, Phys security
coalition Patricia

052 052.010 Maryland safe Energy Birnie, Envirorsnental Radweste

Coalition Patricia

052 052.011 Maryland safe Energy Birnie, Financial Quel
Coalition Patricia

052 052.012 Maryland safe Energy Birnie, Reg Philosophy General
Coalition Patricia

052 052.013 Maryland safe Energy Birnie, Reg Philosophy General
Coalition Patricia

052 052.014 Maryland safe Energy Birnie, Reg Philosophy General
Coalition Patricia

4 052- 052.015 Maryland safe Energy Birnie, Reg Philosophy General
Coalition Patricia

052 052.016 Maryland safe Energy Birnie, General Public Particip
Coalition Patricia

052 052.017 Maryland safe Ehergy Birnie, Reg Philosophy General
Coalition Patricia

052 052.018 Maryland safe Energy- Birnie, Reg Philosophy General
Coalition Patricia

052 052.019 Maryland safe Energy .Birnie, Environmental 'Radweste
Coalition Patricia

'

053 053.001 Yankee Atomic Clectric Edwards, General
*Corpany Donald W.

053 053.002 Yankee Atomic Electric Edwards, IPA Aging Management
Conpany Donald W.

053 053.003 Yankee Atomic Electric Edwards, IPA screening
Cxpany Donald W.

053 053.004 Yankee Atomic Electric Edwards, .CLB Docunentation
Conpany - Donald W.

B1-21
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~B1: LIST OF TOPICS ADDRESSED BY COMENTERS

DOCKEi C(NMENT ORCAh!ZAT|ON/- 'RE$PONDENT'S NAME

Wo. No. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) topic $UBTOPlc
'

053 053.005 Yankee Aton'ic Electric Edwards, CLB Docunentation
Comany Donald W.

053 053.006 Yankee Atomic flectric Edwards, IPA EEP

Company Donald W.

051 053.007 Yankee Atomic Ettetric Edwards, CL8 Scope
Comany . Donald W.

053 053.008 Yankee Atomic Electric Edwards, IPA Screening
'Conpany Donald W.

053 053.009 Yankee Atanic Electric -Edwards, Public Hearings Scope, Schedule
twpany Donald W.

1

053 053.013 Yankee Atomic Electric Edwards, Timing- Timely Renewal
Conpany . Donald W.

053 053.011 Yankee Atomic Electric . Edwards,. Backfit -
Conpany Donald W.

053 053.012. Yankee Atomic Electric Edwards, CLB Docunentat ion
Conpany Donald W.

054 054.001 Baltimore Gas and Electric .Creet, G. C. General-

054 054.002 Baltimore Gas and Electric Creet, G.'C. Reg Analysis Att: A, D,-C, D

054 054.003 Baltimore Gas and Electric. Creat, t.. C. General NUMARC"-

_ 054 054.004 _BaltimoreGasandEfectric-Crect,G.C. CLE. 1 ocunentation -D

054 054.005 Baltimore Gas and Electric .Creet, G.'C. IPA. ~EEP

054- -054.006 Baltimore Gas and Electric Creel, G. C. Reg Analysis .Altt No LR, No Rule'

054- 054.007 Baltimore Gas and Electric Creel, G. C. Reg Analysis Att A,,B, C,.D

054 054.008 Baltimore Gas and Eter.tric Creet, G. C. Reg Analysis Alta Ai 8, C, D

054 054.009 Baltimore Gas and Electric fCreel, G. C. -Reg Analysis- .Atts A, 8, Ci 0

,

054 054.010- Baltimore Gas and Electric Creet, G. C.- IPA General.

B1-22
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1

| DOCKE1 COMMENT OPGAN!ZATION/ RESPONDENT'S NAME j
|'

NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) ' JPlc SUBTOPIC

054 054.011 Baltimore Gas and Electric Creel, G. C. IPA Screening |
|

054 054.012 Baltimore cas and Electric Creel, G. C. IPA EEP )

054 054.013 Baltimore ces and Electric Creal, G. C. IPA Screening

054 054.014 Baltimore ces and Electric Creel, G. C. IPA Screening
.

054 054.015 Baltimore Gas and Electric Creel, G. C. IPA Screening

054 054.016 Baltimore Gas and Electric Creel, G. C. IPA EEP

054 054.017 Baltimore Gas and Electric Creel, G. C. Reg Philosophy Aging Management

054 054.018 Baltimore Gas and Electric Creel, G. C. CLB Adequacy

054 054.019 Baltimore cas and Electric Creel, G. C. CLB Adequacy

054 054.020 Baltimore Gas and Electric Creel, G. C. CLB Documentation

054 054.021 Baltimore Gas and Electric , Creel, G. C. CLB Documentation

054 054.022 pattimore Gas and Electric Creel, G. C. CLB Adequacyj

|

! 054 054.023 Baltimore Gas and Electric Creel, G. C. CLB Scope / Changes

054 054.024 Baltimore Gas and E|ectric Creel, G. C. CLB- Definition

055 055.001 Alameda County SANF/ FREE 2E Strong, Madge Timing Renewal Term

055 055.002 Alameda County SANE / FREEZE. Strong, Maoge Envirornental 'Part 51

056 056.001 Greenpeace, NIRS Riccio & General

Marriotte

056 056.002 Greenpeace, N!RS Ricc!J & Reg Philosophy Adequate Safety

Marriotte

056 056.003 Greenpeace, N!RS Riccio & Reg Philos @ y Adq uate Safety
Marriotte

056 056.004' Greenpeace, NIRS Riccio & CLB Doctmentation

Marriotte
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DOCKET COMMENT ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT'S NAME

NO. W3. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) topic tuBTOPlc

056 056.005 Greenpeace, NIRS Riccio,& CLB Conpliance
Marriotte

056 056.006 Greenpeace, blRS Riccio & CLB Doc mentation
Marriotts

056 056.007 Greenpeace, NIRS Riccio & Lic A mtication Technical Information
Marriotte

056 056.008 Greenpeace, NIRS Riccio & Lic Application Technical Inf ormation
Harriotte

056 056.009 Greenpeace, NIRS Riccio & Timing Renewal Term
Marriotte

056 056.010 Greenpeace, WlRS Riccio & Timing Earliest Date
Warriotte

056 056.011 Greenpeace, N!R$ Riccio & CLB Definition
Marriotte

056 056.012 Greenpeace, NIRS Riccio & Reg Philosophy USI/GSI
Marriotte

056 056.C13 Greenpeace, NIRS Riccic & Reg Philosophy USI/GS!
Marriotte

056 056.014 Greenpeace, NIRS Riccio & IPA EEP

Marriotte

056 056.015 Greenpeace, NIRS Riccio & General
Marriotte

057 057.001 U.S. DOE Yomg, Reg Philosophy Adequate safety
Wittiam H.

057 057.002 U.S. 00E Young, IPA General
William H.

'
- 057 057.003 - U.S. DOE Young, ' IPA Screening-

Wittiam H.

057 057.004 U.S. DOE Young, CLB - Definition
William H.
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057 057.005 U.S. DOE Young, Environmental Part 51
William H. |

058 058.001 U.S. DOE McGoff, Reg Philosophy Adequate Safety

David J.

058 058.002 U.S. DOE McGoff, CLB Adequacy

. David J.

i

058 058.003 U.S. DOE McGoff, CLB Documertation

David J.

058 058.004 U.S. DDE McGoff, CLB Documentation

David J.

058 058.005 b.S. DDE McGoff, CLB Docunentation

David J.

058 058.006 U.S. DTA McGoff, CLB Definition
David J.

058 058.007 U.S. DOE McGoff, Reg Analysis Alt: A, B, C, D

David J.

058 058.008 U.S. DOE McGoff, Reg Analysis Alt: A, B, C, D
David J.

058 058.009 U.S. DDE McGoff, IPA General

David J.

058 058.010 U.S. DOE McGoff, IPA' Screening

David J.

058 058.011 U.S. DOE McGoff, IPA EEP

David J.

053 058.012 U.S. 00E McGoff, IPA Aging Management

David J.

058 058.013 U.S. DOE McGoff, IPA Screening

David J.

058 '058.014 U.S. DOE McGoff,' IPA Screening

David J.
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058 058.015 U.S. DOE McGoff, IPA Agine Management

David J.

058 058.016 U.S. DOE NcGoff, Reg Analysis Activities
David J.

058 058.017 U.S. DOE McGoff, IPA EEP

David J.

058 058.016 U.S. DOE McGoff, Ryg Analysis Risk: Model
David J.

058 058.019 U.S. DOE McGoff, Reg Analysis Risk Results-
David J.

058 058.020 U.S. DOE McCoff, Reg Analysis Riskt Data
David J.

059 059.001 Massachusetta Senate Olver, John W. General

059 059.002 Massachusetts senate otver, John W. CLB Documentation

059 059.003 Massachusetts senate olver, John W. General Yankee Rowe

059 059.004 Massachusetts senate Olver, John W. Timing Earliest Date

059 059.005 Massachusetts Senate Olver, John W. CL3 Adequacy, Conpliance

059 059.006 Man echusetts Senate Olver, John W. CLB Documentation

059 059.007 massachusetts Senate Olver, John W. Renewed License Conditions

059 059.003 Massar5usetts senate otver, John W. CLB Definition

060 060.001 Nea York Power Authority Brons, John C. General

060 060.002 New York Power Authority Brons, John C. General NUMARC

061 061.001 Indiana Michigan Power Alexich, M. P. Timing Timely Renewat'
Coppany

061 061.002 Indiana Michigan Power Alextch, M. P. Renewed License Conditions :
Company
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DOCKET COMMENT ORGAhllAfl0N/ RESPONDENT'S NAME

NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) topic SUBTOPlc

,

061 061.003 Indiana Michigan Power Alexich, M. P. CLB Scope / Changes

Comany

061 D61.004 Indiana Michigan Power Alexteh, M. P. CLB Definition
Crepany

061 061.005 Indiana Michigan Power Alexich, M. P. Lie Application Technical Information
Company

.

061 061.006 Indiana Michigan Power Alexich, M. P. CLB Docunentation
*

Company

061 041.007 Indiana Michigan Power Alexich, M. P. CLB Compliance

Company

D62 062.001 Grove Engineering Walker, Reg Analysis Att A, B, C, D
Robert S.

062 062.002 Grove Engineering Welker, General Terminology

Robert S.

062 062.003 Grove Engineering Walker, CLB Adequacy

Robert S.

062 062.004 Grove Engineering Walker, CLB Docunentation
Robert S.

062 062.005 Grove Engineering Walker, Renewed License Conditions
Robert S.

062 062.006 Grove Engineering Walker, CLB Compilance

Robert S.

062 062.007 Grove Engineering Walker, CLB Definition.
Robert S.

062 062.008 Grove Engineering Walker, Reg Analysis Activities
Robert S.

062 062.009 Grove Engineering Walker, IPA Screening

Robert S.

062 062.010 Grove Engineering Walker, !PA ' EEP

Robert S.
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062 062.011 Grove Engineering Walker, Lic Application Technical Information
Robert S.

062 062.012 Grove Engineering Walker, Timing Timely Renewal
Robert S.

062 062.013 Grove Engineering Walker, Renewed License Cor# -t ons
Robert S.

062 062.014 Grove Engineering Walke ,- CLB Docunentation
Rob,rt S.

r

062 062.015 Grove Engineering Walker, Reg Philosophy General
3 Robert S.

062 062.016- Grove Engineering Walker,-- Backfit
Robert S.

062 062.017 Grove Engineerirj Walker, Lic Application Technical Information-

Robert S.

062 062.018 Grove Engineering Walker, Timing Effective Date.
Robert S.

062 062.019 Grove Engineering Walker, Timing Timely Renewal
Robert S.

062 062.020 Grove Engineering Walker, Reg Analysis Ratio
Robert 3,

062 062.021 Grove E gineering Watker, CLB Adequacy
Robert S.

063 063.001 South Carolina Electric & Skolds, John General NUMARC

Gas Co.

064 064.001 Northcest utillties Sears, C.F, General- h'. MARC

Mroczka, E.J.

064 064.002 Northeast Utilities Sears, C.F. CLB Definition
Mroczka, E.J.

064 Ov 003 Northeast Utilities Sears, C.F. IPA' General
kroczka, E.J.

>
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NO. NO. INDIVIDLJAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOPlc SUBTOPIC

I

064 064.004 Northeast Utilities Sears, C.F. Backfit
Mroczka, E.J.

065 065.001 APPA, NREC, ard Power Jablon, Antitrust General
Systems Robert A.

065 065.002 APPA, EREC, and Prver Jablon, Antitrust Gercrat
Systems Robert A.

065 065.003 APPA, NR!C, and Power Jablon, Antitrust Comet ition
Systems Robert A.

065 065.004 APPA, NREC, and Power- Jab!9n, Antitrust General
Systems Robert A.

065 065.005 APPA, NREC, and Power Jablon, Antitrust General
Systems Robert A.

065 065.006 APPA, NREC, and Power Jablon, Antitrust General
Systems Robert A.

065- 065.007 APPA, NREC, and Power Jablon, Antitrust General
Systems Robert A.

l
| 065 065.008 APPA, WREC, and Poute hblon, Antitrust Generic Finding

Systems Robert A.
|

065 065.009 APPA, NREC, and Po er Jablon, Antitrust. -Generic Findingw

Systems Robert A.

065 065.010 APPA, NREC, and Power Jablon, Antitrust Conpetition
Systems Robert-A.

065 065.011 APPA, NREC, and Power Jeblon, Antitrust- Competition
Systems Robert A.

065 065.012 APFA, NREC, and Power Jablon, -Antitrust General
Systems' Robert A.

065 065.013- APPA, NREC, and Power Jablon, Antitrust. . Generic Finding
3ystems Robert A.

065 065.014 APPA, NREC, and Power Jablon, Antitrerst Sec 104b License -
Systems Robert A.
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NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOPlc SUSTOPIC

065 065.015 APPA, NREC, and Power Jeblon, Antitrust see 104b License

systems Robert A.

065 065.016 APPA, NREC, and Power Jeblon, Antitrust See 104b License

Systems Robert A.

065 045.017 AFPA, NREC, and Power Jeblon, Antitrust Sec 104b License

S ys t''ns Rober't A.

065 065.018 APPA, NREC, and Power Jablon, Antitrust Conpeti t ion

Systems Robert A.

065 065.019 APPA, NREC, and Power Jablon, Antitrust Conpeti t ion

Systems Robert A.

065 065.020 APPA, NREC, and Power Jablon, Antitrust Generic Finding
Systems Robert A.

066 066.001 Winston & Strewn Knotts, Decomissioning Sut:mit tat
(f or Util . Decom. Grp.) Joseph B.

066 066.002 Winston & Strewn Knotts, Decomissioning Submittal

(for uti1. Decom. Grp.) Joseph B.

046 066.003 Winston & Strown Knotts, fue| Management Submittat

!.for Util. Decom Grp.) Joseph B.
I

066 066.004 Winston & Strewn , Knotts, Decomissioning Schedule
(for Util. Decom. Grp.) Joseph B.

l
066 066.005 Winston & Strawn Knotts, Decommissioning F4ds

(f or Utit. Decom. Grp.) Joseph B.

066 066.006 Winston & Strawn Knotts, Decomissioning Funds
(for Utit. Decom Grp.) Joseph B.

066 066.07 V*nt*cn & Strown Knutts, Decomissioning - Funds
(for Utit. Decort. Grp.) Joseph B.

066 066.008 Whston & Stram Knotts, Deconinissioning Funds
(for;til. Decom. Grp.) Joseph B.

067 067.001 Winston & Strewn Knotts, Price Anderson
(for 9 Utilities) Joseph B.
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067 067.002 Winston & Strewn Knotts, Price Anderson
(for 9 Utilities) Joseph B.

067 067.003 Winston & Strewn Knotts, Antitrust General

(for 9 utilities) Joseph B.

067 067.004 Winston & Strawn Knotts, Nature of Lic Amerdnent

(for 9 utilities) Joseph B.

068 068.001 Nuclear Utility Group on EQ Philips, CLB Scope

Malcom H.

068 068.002 Nuclear Utility Group on EQ Philips, CLB Secpe

Kalcom H.
,

068 068.003 Nuclear Utility Group on EQ Philips, CLB Scope

Malecm H.

068 068.004 Nuclear Utility Group on EQ Philips, CLB Scope

Malcom H.

068 068.005 NuclearUtilityGbouponEO-Philips, IPA EE?

Malecm M.

069 060.(,01 Nuclear Utility Beckfit. & Knotts, Backfit
Reform Group Joseph B.

069 069.002 Nuclear Utility Backfit. & Knotts, Backfit
Reform Group Joseph B.

069 069.003 Nuclear Utility Backfit, & Knotts, Backfit.
Reform Group Joseph B.

069 069.004 Nuclear Utility Backfit, & Knotts,_ Backfit
Reform Group Joseph B.

070 070.001 Winston & Strewn Reynolds, CLB Definition
(for 9 Utilities) NichokasS.

070 ~ 070.002 Winston & Strewn Reynolds, CLB Definition
(for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S.

070 070.003' Winston & Strawn Reynolds, CLB . Docunentation
(for 9 Utilities) Sicholas S.
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070 070.004 Winston & Strawn Reynolds, Reg Analysis Atti A, B, C D

(for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S.

070 070.005 Winston & Straan Reynolds, IPA Aging Management

(for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S.

070 070.006 Winston & Strewn Reynolds, IPA General

(for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S.

070 070.007 Winston & Strawn keynolds, CLB Doctmentati on

(for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S.

070 070.008 Winston & Strawn Reynolds, Reg Analysis Cost

'for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S.
1

070 070.009 Winston & Strewn Reynolds, Questions 2

(for 9 Utilities) Nichclas S.

070 070.010 Winston & Stravn Reynolds, CLB Definition
(for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S.

070 070.011 Winston & Strawn Reynolds, Backfit
(for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S.

070 070.012 Winston & Strawn Reynolds, Reg Analysis Alt: A, B, C, 0

(for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S.

071 071.001 Sinclair, Mary CLB Adequacy

071 071.002 Sinclair, Mary General ARD

071 071.003 Sinclair, Mary CLB Adequacy

071 071.004 Sinclair, Mary CLB Adequacy

071 071.005 $1nclair, Mary Generat

071 071.006 Sinclair, Mary CLB Adequacy

071 071.007 Sinclair, Mary CtB Adequacy

071 071.008 Sinclair, Mary =CLB Adequacy-

071 071.009 Sinclair, Mary Reg Philosophy US!/GSI

r
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0 73 073.001 PhILadetphIa Etectrie Hunger, G. A. Generel NLMARC

Conpany

073 073.002 Phltadelphia Electric Hunger, G. A. Renewed License Conditions
Conpany

075 075.001 Massachusetts Public Nogee, Alen General
Interest Res. Group

075 075.002 Massachusetts Public Nogee, Alan CLB Adequacy
Interest Res. Group

075 075.003 Massachusetts Public Nogee, Alan Timing Earliest Date
Interest Res. Group

075 075.004 Massachusetts Public Nogee, Alan CLB Doctanentation, .
Interest Res. Group Conpliance

075 075.005 Massachusetts Public Nogee, Alan Reg Philosophy USI/GS!
Interest Res. Group

076 076.001 IDNS Ortciger, Reg Philosophy Generst
Thomas W.

.

076 076.002 IDNS Ortciger, IPA Screening
Thomas W.

076 076.003 ILNS Ortciper, Luneral
Thomas W.

076 076.004 IDMS orteiger, EA ' General
Thomas W.

076 076.0:5 IDNS Ortciger, Enviruwental Radweste

Thomas W.

076 076.0 % IDNS 'Ortciger, Reg Philosophy General
Thomas W.

076 076.007 IDNS Ortciger, Envirorsnental Part 51
Thomas W.

077 077.001 Erle County Envir. Boyer, General'
Management Control Barry B.
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077 077.002 Erie County Envir.. Boyer, Public Hearings Scope
Management Control Barry B.

077 077.003 Erie County Envir. Boyer, IPA Screening

Management Control Barry B.

077 077.004 Erie County Envir. Boyer, Timing Earliest Dat?
Management Control Barry B.

077 077.005 Erie Comty Envir. Boyer, CLB Definition
Menagement Control Barry B.

6

077 077.006 Erie County Envir. P?yer, Timing Earliest Date
Management Control Barry B.

077 077.007 Erie County E* vir, Boyer, Emerg Plbnning
Management Control Barry'B.

077 077.008 Erie County Envir. Boyer, Pnys Security
Management Control Barry B.

077 077.009 Erie County Envir. Boyer, P*lic Hearings Scope

Management Control Barry B.

077 077.010 Crie County Envir. Boyer, General
Management Control Barry B.

077 077.011 Erie County Envir. Boyer, Public Hearings. Scope
Management Control Barry B.

078 078.301 Wisconsin Public Service Evers, K. H. General NUMARC

Corporation

078 078.002 Wisconcin Public Service Evers, K. H. IPA Aging Management

Corporation

078 078.003 Wisconsin Public Service Evers, K. H. . IPA Screening
Corporation

|

078 078.004 Wisconsin Public Service Evers, K. H. IPA Aging Management '

Corporation

078 078.005 Wisconsin Public Service- Evers, K. H. CLB Docunentation
Corporation
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079 079.001 kultiple Dynamics Gregor, Reg Philosophy CLB Maintenance
Corporation Frank E.

079 079.00? Muttiple Dynamics Gregor, CLB Adeg;acy
Corporation Frank E.

079 079.003 Muts'ple Dynamies Gregor, Reg Philosophy US!/GS!
Corporat im Frank E.

079 079.004 Multiple Dynamica Gregor4, IPA Screening
Corporation Frank E.

079 079.005 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, Reg Philosophy CLB Maintenance
Corporation Frank E.

079 079.006 eiultiple Dynamics Gregor, CLB Definition
Corporation Frank E.

079 079.007 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, CLB Docunentation
Corporation Frank E.

079 079.008 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, CLB Adequacy
Corporation Frank E.

079 079.009 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, CLB Docunentation
| Corporation Frank E.

079 079.010 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, IPA Screening
Corporation Frank E.

079 079.011 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, Lic Application.- Withdrawat
Corporation Frank E.

079- 079.012 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, IPA Aging Management
Corporation Frank E.

079 079.013 Muttiple Dynamics Gregor, Backfit
Corporation Frank E.

079 079.014 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, IPA- EEP

Corporation Frank E.

079 .079.015 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, IPA EEP

Corporation Frank E.
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079 079.016 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, IPA EEP

Corporation Frank E.

079 079.017 Multiple Dynamics Grego[, IPA Screening

Corporation Fresk E. ',

079 079.018 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, IPA- Screening

Corporation Frank E.

079 079.019 Multiple Synamics Gregor, tic Application Technical Information
Corporation Frank E.

079 079.020 Mutt!ote Dynamics Gregor, Reg Analysis Activities
Corporation Frr'k E.

080 080.001 State of New Jersey Dept. of Lipoti, Jltl IPA Screening

Envir. Prot

080 080.002 State of New Jersey Dept. of Lipoti, Jitt Reg Philosophy General

Envir. Prot

080 080.003 State of New Jersey Dept. of Lipoti, Ji|| Envirorpental Radweste

Envir. Prot

C80 080.004 State of New Jersey Dept. of Lipoti, JiL L Envirorpental General

Envir. Prot

080 080.005 . State of New Jersey Dept. of Lipoti, Jill Public Hearings General
Envir. Prot.

081 081.001 Entergy Operations Muench, General NUMARC

Gerald W.

081 081.002 Entergy Operstions Muench, General Termirwiegy

Gerald W.

081 081.003 Entergy Operations Muench Decennissioning Sdstittet
Gerald i

081 081.004 Entergy Operations Muench, Tiaing Effective Date
Gerald W.

081 081.005 Entergy Operations Muench, General Terminology

. Gerald W.
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081 081.006 Entergy Operatione Muench, Lis Application Envirornnental
Gerald W. Information

081 081.007 Entergy Operations Muench, Environmental Part $1
Gerald W.

081 081.008 Entergy Operations Muench, Timing Earliest Date
Gerald W.

082 082.001 Americans for Nuclear Lee, Reg Analysis Risk: Results
Energy, Inc. Douglas 0.

.

082 08,?.002 Americans for Nuclear Lee, Reg Analysis Risk: Results
Energy, Inc. Dougtes 0.

082 082.003 Americans for Nuclear Lee, Backfit
Energy, Inc. Douglas 0.

l 082 082.004 Amer (Cans for Nuclear Lee, CLS Docurentation -
Energy, Inc. Douglas 0.

082 082.005 Americans for Nuclear -Lee, Enviroivnental Part 51, Gels
Energy, Inc. Douglas 0.

082 082.006 Americans for Nuclear Lee, Envirorsnental Part 51
Energy, Inc. Douglas 0.

083 083.001 Centerior Energy Shelton, General WUMARC '

Donald C.

084 .084.001 Florida Power Corporat.on Beard, P. M. General NUMARC

085 085.001 Goodnan, Sidney J. General

086 086.001 U. S. Chamber of Convwrce Hardy, General
Stuart 8.

087 087.001 Comonwealth Edison Kovech, General NtMA*C
T. J.

057 087.002 Comonwealth Edison Kovech, General Terminology
T. J.

087L 087.003 Conmonwealth Edison Kovach, CLB- Definition
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T. J.

087 '187.004 Ccmowealth Edison Kovech, Backfit
T. J.

087 087.005 Camcrmeestth Edison 'Kovach, IPA Screening

T. J.

)
088 088.001 Concern About Radiation in Prat %r, CLB Adequacy

the Envir. Karen H.

088 088.002 Conrern About Radletion in Prather, CLB Docmentat ion

the Envir. Karen H.

088 088.003 Concern About Radiation in Prather, Reg Philosophy USI/GSI

the Envir. Karen H.

088 088.004 Concern About Radiation in Prather, Timing Effective Date

she Envir. Karen H.

088 088.005 Concern About Radistica in P.*s eher, General ARD

the Envir. Karen H.

088 088.006 Concern About Radiation in Prather, Lie Application Technical Informationi

the Envir. Karen H.

088 088.007 Concern About Radiation in- Prather, General ARD

the Envir. Karen H.

Envi rorvnental Part 51088 088.008 Concern About Radiation in F d' .*

the Envir. Kart

088 088.009 Concern About Radiation in pr..nvr, . Environmental Radwaste

the Envir. Karen H.

088 088.010 Concern About Radiation in Pratner, General

the Envir. Karen H.

089 089.001 State of Ohio, Emer. Mat. Wittiams, Emerg Planning

Agency James R.
t

089 089.002 State of Ohio, Emer. Mgt. Wittlems, Questions 2

Agency- James R.
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t
090 090.001 Pemsylvente Power & Light keiser, H, W. General WlMARC,

*

Conpany

o

090 090.002 Pennsylvania Power & Light toiser, H. W. CLB Adequacy
Coppenv

091 091.001 Northern states Power Parker, General WUNARC
Capany Themes H.

,

,

C91 091.002 Worthern States Power Parker, Generet
Coppeny Thomas H.

091 091.003 Northern States Power Parker, IPA Aging Hanagement
Ccepny ibwas H.

091 091.004 Northern states Power Parker, IPA screening
Company Thomas H. '

091 091.005 Northern states Power Parker, Reg Analysia Alt A, 9, C,- D
Conpany Thomas H.

091 091.006 Northern States Power Parler, IPA General
Coppe9y Thomas H.

091 091.007 horthern States Power Parker, Natu.'s of Ltc Amenrinent
Conpany Thomas H.

091 091.008 Northern States Power Pa r'> Public Hearings $ cope|
Conpany TF m *

091 091.009 ,%rthern States Power Fa i t - CLS Docunenta t ion
,

rpny Thomas e..

091 Cil.010 >J *hern States Power -Parker, CtB Docipentation.

Conceny Thomas H.

091 091.011 Northern States Power Parker, CLB Doctrwntat ion
Conpany Thomas H.

091 091.012 Northern States Pc.wer Parker,. CLB Documentation'

Conpany Thomas N.

091 091.013 Northern States Power Parker, CLB Documentation
Conpany Thones H.
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Bla List 06 M*lCE ADDiill5LO B1 CfMMEWi!R$

Docktf Cor9tiki ORCAhl Z AT 10h/ RE5bOWDtW18$ NAME

NO. No. IWDivlDUAL (FOR OR(.) ONLY) 10Plc $UB10PIC

092 L42.001 Westir<ghuse Electric Johnson, W. J. General WUMARC

Corpor at im

092 092.002 Westinghouse tiectric Johnson, W. J. CLB Definition
Cerporation

092 092.001 Westinghouse tiectric Johnson, W. J. CLB Definttlon
Corporation

092 092.004 Westinghouse ticctric sohnson, W. J. CLB Definition
C orpor ation

092 092.005 Westinghuuse (tectric Johnson, W. ,, IPA Generet

Corporation

092 092.006 Westinghouse (tectric Johnson, W. J. IPA Screening

Corporation

092 092.007 Westit.ghour.e t|ectrIc Johnson, W. J. BackfIt
Corporatlon

093 093.001 tonsolidated Idison Cortpuny Bram, IPA Aging Management

of New York $tephen B.

093 093.002 Consolidated tolton Coyny B ra, CLB Definition
of hew York Stephen B.

093 093.003 Contotidated Edis'en Conpany Bram, Reg Anal) sis Alt No LR, No Rule

of Ne.# York Stephen B.

094 094.001 American Friends Service Rauch, Generet

Crepittee Thomas M.

u

095 095.001 Florida Power and tist't Bohlke, W. H, . General WUMARC

095 095.002 Florida Power and tight Bohlke, W. H. CLB Definition

095 095.003 Florida Power and Light Bohtke, W. H. CLB . Definition

095 .095.004 Florida Power and Light' Bohtke, W. H. CLS Definition

095 095.005 Florida P;;wer and Light Bohlke, W. M. - CLD _ Definition

095 095.006 Florida Power and Light Bohlke, V. k. CLB DefinitionY
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81: List 0F 10rits ASDit$$10 BY COMMINitt$

DOCKti COMMitt OaGAsillAfl0W/ RESPO4 TNT $ NAME
Wo. No. IWD|VlDUAL (fOR OFCl DNLY) 10PjC SUB10PlC

095 095.007 ftorida Power a M Light Sohlke, W. H. Backfit
.

096 096.001 Wisconsin tiectric Power Fay, C. W. Generel NUMARC

Cwperr/

096 096.002 Wisconsin tiectric Power fay, C. W. IPA screening
Coeveny

096 096.003 Wisconsin tiectric Power Fay, C. W. IPA ftP
Conpany

-

.

096 096.004 Wisconsin tiectric Power fay, C. W. IPA ttP
Corveny

i

097 097.001 Virginia flectric and Power $tewart, General NUMARC
Conpany W. L.

097 097.002 Virginia tiectric and Power Stewart, CLB Adequacy
Cmpany W. L.

097 097.003 Virginia Electric ard Power stewart, Environmental Part $1
Conpany W. L .

098 098.001 Oct! Histt. General Tankes Rowe
Susan L.

095 098.002 OCRE Hlatt, Reg Philosorhy General-
Susan L.

098 098.003 OCRE Histt, Public Hearings General
susan L.

098 098.004 0 Cat Histt, Backfit
Susan L.

098 098.005 OcRE Histt, ilming Earliest Date
susan L.

098 098.006 ocRE Histt, IPA Aging Management

Susan L.

098 098.007 Ocat Hlatt, ' Timing Renewal Term
Susan L.
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Bit tilf of 10 PICS ADDRttttb BT COMMihitRS

DDCLET COMMINT DRGAWi!AllDW/ RESPONDth188 hANt
'

W0. WD. 'WDIVIDuAL (FDR ORGS DWLY) 1DPlc $U81Drit

096 098.008 OCRt Histt, keture of Llc Renewat

tusen L.

098 008.009 DCRt N!stt, kes Philosophy Ull/Cll
Susan L.

098 098.010 OCRt Miett, Renewed License Conditions
tusen L.

098 098.011 DCRt Niett, Reg Abelyste General

Susan L.

098 098.012 DCRt Histt, Public Hearings scope

Susan L.

.

098 098.013 DCRt hiett, Envir onmental Part 51
susen L.

098 098.014 DCRt hiett, Emerg Planning

Susan L.

098 098.01$ DCRt Niett, Pubtle hearings scope
Susan L.

098 098,016 DCRE Miett, CLB Adequacy

Susan L.

098 008.017 OCkt Hlett, Publin Nearings General
Susan L.

098 098.018 OCRE Miett, Financial Quet
Susan L.

098 098.019 DCRt Histt, CLW Adequacy

susen L.

098 098.020 DCRt Histt, Beckfit
Susan L.

098 098.021 DCRt Niett, Reg Analyste Generet

Susan L.

098 098.022 OCRt Niett, CLB Adequecy

Susan L.
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Bit List of TOPICS ADDREstfD BY COMMENTER$

DOCKET C04 MENT ORGANIZA110N/ RESPONDENT's hAME ,

NO. NO, INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORCl DNLY) TOPit SUS 10PIC -

,

D9b 098.023 ccRE Miett, Ct g Adequacy

tusen L.

098 098.024 OCRE Niett, IPA Aging Management

Susan L.

098 D98.02$ DCRE Miett, CLB Ad*44*CY '

Susan L.

D98 098.026 0CRE Hlett, CLp Adequacy -

susen L.

>

098 D98.02T DCRE Histt, CLB Compliance

-- Susan L.

| D96 D90.028 DCRE Miett, teg Analysis Alts A, P, C, D
tusen L.

D98 D98.0?9 DCRE Histt, Reg Analyste Alt A,B,C,D
{ Susan L. !

098 098.030 DCRE Niett, Reg Arelysle Alt A, 9, C, D
'

susen L.

D98 098.031 DCRE Miett, Reg Analysis Ratio
susen L.

.

D98 098.03; OCRE Hlatt, Reg Analysis Alts A, B C. D i

susen L.

D90 098.033 OCRE Histt, Questions 1

susen L.

D98 098.034 DCRE Histt, CLB Documentation
Susan #L.

D98 098.015 OCRE Histt, IPA Ceneral
Susan L.

.

098 D98.036 DCRE Histt, CLB Adequacy

sus.n L.

098 D98.037 OCRg Histt, Emerg Planning

Susan L. -
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B1: Llti 0F 1001C$ AD09tl$tD BY COMMEktERS

DOCKL1 COMMEW1 C*LAhllATILw/ ALEPONDEhi's KAME

WO. WO. IWDIVIDUAL (f0R ORGS OhtY) 10Plc $U310Pic

098 098.038 OCRE Histt, CLS Docunent at ion

Susan L.

098 098.039 OCRE Miett, G w ret Y a'* ee t wo

Susan L.

098 0?t.040 OCat Niett, Generet typo

Susan L.

096 098.041 OCPE M8att, General Typo

Susan L.

098 098.042 OcRE Histt, Reg Anotysis Generet

Susan L.

099 099.001 Union Etectric schnet|, Genere| NUM8.t C

Donetd F.

100 100.001 Don't Weste Us Weiss, James Generet

100 100.002 Don't Weste Us Weiss, James CLt Adequecy

100 100.003 Don't Weste us Weiss, James- |PA Screening

100 100.004 Don't Weste Us Weiss, James Emerg Planning

100 100.005 Don't Weste Us Weiss,, James Decomissioning Funds

100 100.006 Don't Weste Us Weiss, Josee Questions 2

100 100.007 Don't VaMe Us Weiss, James Environmentet Redweste

100 100.008 Don't Weste us Weiss, James Generet

101 101.001 trebester Gas and Electric Meeredy, General WUMARC

Corporation Robert C.

101 101.002 Rochester'Ges and Electric Mectedy, CLE Definition
Corporation Rotert C.

101 101.003 kochester Gas and Electric Meeredy, IPA Generet

Corporation Robert C.

102 102.001 UCS, ktCNP Pollord, teg Phitosophy Genere|
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gi Lilf 0F 10 PICS AD02t$$t0 BY COMMtWirts

DOCKlf COMMENT OPCAul! At!ON/ RESPONotN18$ NAME

NO. NO. IN0!VIDUAL (FOR ORCS OWLY) TOPIC SV8tCPIC

Curran,
!

Tousley

!
102 102.002 UCS, htCNp Pollard, teg Philosophy CL6 Naintenance i

Curren,
fousley

102 102.003 L'CS, NECNP Potterd, Public Metarings SCOPE
Curran,
1ousley

?
102 102.004 UCS, NECNP Pollard, CLS Adequacy *

Curran,
fousley

+

102- 102.005 UCS, NECNP Pollard, Nblic Hearings $ cope
Cveren,

tousley
l

i 102 102.006 UCs, NECNP Pollard, Reg Philosophy Adeque:e Safety
Curren,
Tousley

102 102.007 UCS, htCNP Pollard, Reg Philosophy General
Curran,
Tousley

102 102.008 UCs, ktchp Pollard, = Reg Philosophy General
Curran,
Tousley

102 102.009 UCS, htCNP Pollard, Reg Philosophy Adequate safety
turran,
fousley

102 102.010 UCS, NECNp Pollard, . CLR ? = Adequacy

Curran,
Toutley

102 102.011 UCS, htCNP' Pollard, CLg' Adequacy
Curran,
Tousley

102 102.012 Uts, NECNP Pollard, =Pubtle Hearings' Scope
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31: titi 0F TOPICS ADDRES$t0 gY COMMENTERS

DOCKET CCMMENT ORGANIZA110N/ RESPONDENT 8S WAME

Wo. NO. INDivlDUAL (FOR ORG4 ONLY) TOPIC SusTOPIC

Curren,
toustey

102 102.013 UC$, NtCNp Pottard, ;ts Docwentation
Curren,
toustey

102 102.014 UCs, NtCNP Potterd, Pd> tic Heartnes Scope
Curren,
tousley

102 102.015 UCS, NECNp Potterd, CLg Adequacy

Curren'
fousley

102 102.016 UCS, NECNP Pollard, CLg Docment at ion
Curran,
Tousley

102 102.017 UCS, NECNP Pollard, Ctg Docwentation
Curran,
toutley

102 102.018 UCs, EECNP Pottard, CLg Adequacy

Curran,
.T ous t ey

102 102.019 Uts, NECNP Pollard, CLg Adequacy

Curran,
tousley

102 102.020 UCS, NECNP Potterd, CLg Adequacy

Curran,
Tousley

102 102.021 UCS, NECNP Pollard, CLB Adequacy.

Curren,
fousley

,

"
102 102.022 UCS, NtChP . pol Lerd, CLS .. Adequacy

Curran,
toustey

102 102.023 UCs, NtCNP Potterd, CLg Ade94acy
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99e tttt of 10 PICS ADDRtttto BY C p tNTER$

DOCKET COMMENT ORGANIZATION / RESPONDEN188 NAME

No. NO. (NDiviDUAL (FOR ORCS ONLT) 10Plc SUBTOPlc
*

Curran,
tousley

102 102.024 UCS, NgCNP Pollard, Reg Philosophy USI/C$l
,

Curran,
toutley

,

102 102.025 UC;,, NECNP Pollard, Reg Philosophy- U$l/CSI
Curran,
fousley

102 102.026 UCS, kECNP Pollard, CL B Adequacy

Curran,
fcusley

102 102.027 UCS, NECNP P CLB Adequacy,

Cu..Jn,,

| 1outley
i

102 102.028 UCS, NECNP ' Pollard, CLB Adequacy
Curran,
tousley

102 102.029 UCS, NECNP Pollard, CLB Conpliance
Curran,
Tousley

102 102.030 UCS, NECNP Pollard, CLB Conpliance
Curran,
Tousley

102 102.031 UCS, NECNP Pollard, CLB Conpliance
curran,
Tousley

,

102 102.032 UCS, NECNP Pollard, CLB Conpliance
Curran,
Tousley

102 -102.033 UCS, NECNP Pollaro, CLB Compilance
Curran,
Tousley

102 102.034 UCs, NECNP Pollard,- CtB Conpliance
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31: 11.f of TOPICS A40RES$rn SY COMMENTERS

DOCKET COMMENT ORGAN 12Afl0N/ RESPONDENT'S hAME

No. No. INDlblDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOPIC $USTOPIC

:

Curran,

touster

102 102.035 UCS, NECNP Pollard, CLp Scope / Changes

Curran,
Tousley

102 102.036 UCS, NECWp Potterd, CLg Coppliance

Curran,
fousley

102 102.037 UCS, NECNP P0ll''de IPA **'''"i"8

Curran,
Toustey

102 102.038 UCS, NECNP PollatJ, Ltc A mtication Techniest Information
turran,
tousley

102 102,039 UCS, NECNP Pottard, Ctg Adequacy
,

Curran,
Tousley

102 102.040 UCS, NECNP Potterd, IPA Aging Management

Curran,
1ousley

102 102.041 UCS, NECNP Pollard,- Ltc Application Technical Information
Curran,
Tousley

102 102.042 UCS, NECNP Pollard, Aeg Philoe.ophy UCl/CSI
Curran,
Tousley

102 102.043 l'CS, NECNP Pollard, Rep Philosophy U$l/GSI
curran,
Tousley

102 102.044 UCS, NECWp Pollard, Reg Philosophy llSI/GSI
curran,
Tousley

102 102.045 UCS, NECNP. Pollard, flaing Earliest Date
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Bit Lili 0F TOPICS ADDRESSED BY CCMMENTER$

Docktf COMMENT ORGANIZATION / RESPONDEN188 NAME

NO. No. INDIVIDUAL (f0R (20$ ONLY) 10Plc $US10PIC

Cur.an,
tousley

102 102.046 UCS, NECNP Pollard, ilming Earliest Dete
Curran,
tousley

102 102.047 UCS, NECNP Pollard, 11 ming Eartlett Dnte
Curran,
fouttey

102 102.048 UC$, NECNP Pollard, 11 ming Timely Renewal

Curran,
Toualey

102 102.049 Uts, WECNP Pollard, Emerg Plaming
Curran,
Tousley

102 '02.050 UCS, NECNP Pollard, Emerg Plaming .

Curran,
toasley

102 102.05' Ut.S, NECNP Pollard, EA General

curran,
tousley

103 104.001 Vermont tweee Nuclear Power Pelletter, General NUMARC

Corporatico James P.

'

103 103.002 Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Pelletter, CLB Definition
torporation James P.

103 103.003 Vermont Yankee buclear Power Pelletter, Backfit-
Corporation Jemen P.

103 103.004 Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Pelletter, Timing Latest Date
Corporatim James P.

104 104.001 Duquesne Light Conpany Siebec, J. D. General WUMARC-

'

,

104 104.002 Dvsne Light Conpany sieber, J. D. CLB Documentation

104 104.003 Omsne Light conpany $leber, J. D. CLB Definition
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Bit Lilf 0F 10 PICS ADDRESSED BY COMMENTERS

DOCKET CCMMENT ORGANIZAfl0N/ RESPONDENT *$ NAME

NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOPIC $UB10Plc

,

104 104.004 Dawesne Light conpany $leber, J. D. Timing Renewat Term
.

105 105.001 Consunere Power Hoffman, General NUMARC

David P.

106 106.001 Eastern Technologies, Inc. McWaters General

107 107.001 Eastern Technologies, Inc. Feltows, General
Mark

108 108.001 Eastern Technologies, Inc. McWaters, C. General

109 109.001 Eastern Technologies, Inc. Ferris, General
Janice

110 110.001 Eastern Technologies, Inc. McWaters, General
Laurie

111 111.001 Envirorvnental Coalition on Johnsrud, General
Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.002 Envircrvnental Coalition on Johnsrud, EA General
Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.003 Environnental Coalition on Johnsrud, Public Hearings Scope
Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.005 Environmental CoatitIon on Johnsrud, General $0C
Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.006 Environmental Coalition on Johnarud, Enviromental Radweste
Nuclear Power Judith H.

til 111.007 Enviromentat Cos'lition on .Johnsrud, General
Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.008 Envirorraental Costitloo on. ~ Johnsrud, General
Nuclear Power . Judith H.

111 111.009 Envlronmentat Cos1ition on Johnsrud,' Genera |
Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.010 Enviromental Coalition on Johnerud, General Alternatives
Nuclear Power Judith H.
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81: List OF TOPICS ADDREsstD BY COMMEWitRF

DOCKET CfJMME NT ORGAWl2All0N/ RESPONDENT'S NAME

NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLT) TOPIC SUB10PIC

111 111.011 Envitorynental Costition on Johnsrud, General Design Basis

Nuclear Power Judith H.

til 111.012 Environmental Coelltlon on JohnsrW, Rep Philosorfiy (1st/C$1

Nuclear Power J With H.

ill 111.013 Envirorvnental Costition on Johnsru:f, Reg Philosophy Adequate Safety

Nuclear Power Judith H.
,

111 111.014 Envitormntal Costition on Johnsruf, Reg Philosophy Adequate Safety

Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.01$ Environmental Coalition on Johnerud, CLt Adequacy

Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.016 invironmental Costition on Johnsrud, CL8 Adequacy

Nuclear Power Judith M.

'

111 111.017 invirorvnental Coalition on Johnsrud, Llc Application Technical Information
kuctr ar Power Judith H.

111 111.018 Environmentut Coalition on Johnsrud, PWile Hsarings Ecope
Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.019 Environmental Coalition on Johnsrud, Pubtle hearings $ cope
Nuclear Power Judith M.

111 111.020 invirorvnental ^oalltion on Johnsrud, Timing Earliest Date
Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.021 Environmental Coalition on Johnsrud, Timing Renewal 1erm

Nuclear Power Judith M.

til 111.022 invironmental Costition on Johnsrud, Financial Qual

Nuclear Power Judith H.

til 11h 023 Environmental Coalition on Johnsrud, Decommissioning SWmittal

Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.024- Envirorvnental Coelltlon on Johnsrud, General ARD

Nuclear Pouer Judith H.

111 111.025 Environmental Coalition on Johnsrud, Questions 1

Nuclear Power Judith H.
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Bin Lllt of TOPICS ADDRESSED BY COMMENTERS

DOCKET COMMENT ORGAhlfAT IDN/ RESPONDEN!'$ NAMf
NO. No. INDIVIDUAL (FDR DRGS ONLT) 10Plc $UBfDPlc

,

111 111.026 Envieonmenta| Contition on Johnstud, Questions 2

Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.027 Envirorrnenta| ContitIon on Johnsrud, ovestions 2

Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.028 Enviromental Coalition on Johnsrud, ouestions 3

Nuclear Power Judith W.

111 111.029 Enviromental Coalition on Johnsrud, Envi ronment al Part 51
Nuclear Power Judith H.

111 111.030 Environmental Costition on Johnsrud, Reg Analysia Alts No LR, No kule
Nuclear Power Judith H.

112 112.001 Pacific Gas and Electric Shlffer, J. D. General NUMARC

Company

113 113.001 Arizona Pubtle Service Conway, General WUMARC
'

Company William F.

114 114.001 Bicron Corporation lettien, General
Joseph G.

115 115.001 NE America Wi ls on, General
Barry J.

116 116.001 Pouer Products and Servicts dedure, General
Co., Inc. Dominic R.

117 117.001 Interstate Nuclear services Johnstone, . General
Gregg

118 118.001 Atnor Nuclear Corporation Kahltainen, General
itna Marie

119 119.001 Bicron Corporation Nedorost, General
John

120 120.001 XETEX Inc. Wantess, General
John

121 121.001 Dositec, Inc. Hsu, Sam S. General
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Dit List of 10 Pits ODRES$tD BY CCPNENitR$

DOCKtt CCMMENT ORGAkilATIDW/ RISPONDtWT88 KAME

Wo. No. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORC $ ONLY) 10Plc $USTOPlc

122 122.001 f &J $pecletty Prooucts, Inc. Gavila, General

f rara M.

123 123.001 Nuclear Plant Journal A0nthotrl, Generat

Wewel K.

124 124.001 Applied Radiotopical Cossart, General

Control, Inc. Amr M.

125 125.001 LAkCs Irdustries, Inc. Hollinguorth, General

C+aham

126 126.001 Miller, General

Edward D.

127 127.001 Hopkins & Sutter Callo, hature of Ltc tenewed

Joseph

127 177.002 Hbpkins & Sutter Cello, Nature of Lic renewed

Joseph

127 127.003 Hopkina & Sutter Cello, Public Hearings Schedule
Jo$eph

127 127.004 Hopkins & Sutter Gallo, Public Hearings schedule

Jebeph

127 127.tQ$ Hopkins & sutter Colto, Public Hearings Schedute
Jr,$eph

127 127.006 Hopkins & Sutter Calto, P 4 tic Hearings Schedule
Joseph

12T 127.007 Hopkins & tutter Gatto, Pubtle Hearings scope
Joseph

128 128.001 Nuclear Research Corporation Pollock, General

E. M.

i29 129.001 Merlin Gerin, Inc. ten (?), General

Joseph

130 130.001 Merlin Gerin, Inc. Rick (?), General

Matt
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Bin Ll5T OF TOPICS ADDAttsfD Bf COMMENitRS

DOCKit COMMENT DAGAN12 Afl0N/ REtPONDtW188 KAME

NO. No. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOPIC SUBf0Plc

131 131.001 Merlin Gerin, Inc. Smith, Thomas General

132 132.001 Merlin Gerin, Inc. unreadable Generet

133 133.001 Merlin Gertn, Irc. Martin, General
'

Barbara

134 134.001 Merlin Gerin, Inc. Cootsky (?), Generet

$utette

135 135.001 Merlin Gerin, Inc. Lark, Brigitte General

136 136.001 Merlin Gerin, Inc. 7, Robert General

137 137.001 Benson, General
Robert G.

138 138.001 Edidin, General
Lenore F.

139 139.001 DeNaan, General
Danlet R.

140 140.001 Centerior Energy shetton, General WUMARC

Donald C.

141 141.001 Emmons, General
Da a L.

:

142 142.001 American Nuclear Soclety Ohanian, M. Jack General

142 142.002 American Nuctuar Society Chanlan, M. Jack IPA General

143 143.001 U.S. Department of the schrote,Johnd.-LicApplication Environmental !

Interior Information

143 143.002 U.S. Department of the Schrote, John E. Environmental Part 51
interior.

143 143.003 U.S. Department of the schrote, John E. CLB- Documentation
Interior

143- 143.004 U.S. Department of the Schrote, John E. . Environmental General.

; interior
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DOCKtt Comthi (*cAhlZ AT IDN/ RELPD@tWi's NAMI

NO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (fC* (&C$ (WLT) 10Plc SUBTOPIC

143 143.005 U.S. Department of the Schtete, John L. CLs Adequacy

Interior

143 143.006 U.S. Department of the $chrote, John E, in Generet

Interior

143 143.007 U.S. Department of the Schrote, John t. Reg Philosophy CLB Melntenance

Interior

143 143.000 U.S. Department of the Schrote, John t. Enviromentet Generet

Interior

143 143.009 U.S. Department of the schrote, John E. Environmental Part 51
Interior

143 143.010 U.S. Department of the schrote, John E. Questione 2

Interior

143 143.011 U.S. Departnent of ,the schrote, John E. Ltc Application Environmentet
Interior Information

144 144.001 Technology for Energy Brenner, Ronald General
Corporation D.

145 145.001 Dosimeter Corporation Terry, A. D. General

146 - 146.001 APPA, NREC, and Power Jeblon, Robert: A. Antitrust Section 104(b)
Systems Licenae

147 147.001 Desimeter Corporation trybnik, Mel Generet

148 148.001 Technology for Energy Mott, Julien E. General
Corporation

149 149.001 Mohawk inctustrist & Nuclear Decettes, Gere;d Generet
Supply, Inc. L.

150 150.001 Newman & Nottninger (for 15 Newman, Jack R. Antitrust Generet

utilities)

150 150.002 Newman & Nott:Inger (for 15 Newman, Jack R. Antitrust Generet

utilities)

150 150.003 Newman & Ho|tringer (for 1$ Newman, Jack R. Antitrust General'
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B1: Ll$f 0F 10 PICS ADDR!$$tD BY COMMthitRS

Doctfi COMMfWT CeGANIZ Af l0h/ RESPONDENT'S NAME

Wo. No. INDIVIDUAL (f0R ORGS ONLY) TOPIC SUBT0Plc

utilities)

150 150.004 kewman & Moltilngar (for 15 Newnan, Jack R. Antitrust Generet
utilities)

150 150.005 Newnan & Mottninger (for 15 Newman, Jack R. Ant trust Generic finding
utilities)

150 150.006 kewman & Hottninger (for 15 Newnen, Jack R. Antitrust Sec 104b License
utilities)

151 151.001 A mtied Radiological ingram, Dawn General
Control, Inc.

152 152.001 Applied Radiological titolo, Richard General
Control, Inc. J.

153 153.001 Apptled Radiological Martucci, General
Control, Inc. Theodore

154 154.001 Winstun & firewn (for 7 No signatory Antitrust General
utilities)

154 154.002 Winston & Strewn (for 7 ho algnatory Antitrust General
utilities)

154 154.003 Winston & Strewn (for 7 No signatt.ry Antitrust see 104b
utilities)

154 154.004 Winston & Strawn (for 7 No algnatory Antitrust General
utilities)

155 155.001 Applied Radiological Rust, Michael J General-
.

Control, Inc. '

156 156.001 Amtled Radiologicat Martiny, Marlere General
,

Control, Inc.

157 157.001 Applied Radiological Corris, Frank M. General
Control, Inc.

158 158.001 Applied Radiological Karr, David P. General
Control, Inc. *

B1-56
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B1: Lili 0F 10 PICS ADDPESSED BY COMMENTER$

!

DOCKET #9MMENT ORGAN 12Afl0N/ RESPONDENT'$ NAME ,

WO. NO. INDIVIDUAL (FOR ORGS ONLY) TOPIC SUBTOPlc !

159 159.001 Reuter, Fred Ceneral
4

160 160.001 Dosimeter Corporation General

4

161 161.001, viral, Patricia General

162 162.001 Schutta, Cereld General .

163 163.001 Melser, Marian General

164 164.001 Carbsch, Carol A. Generet

165 165.001 spencer, Easte M. General

166 166.001 Hogg, Joel General

167 1( /.001 tiocy, Jahn General

168 168.001 Adama, Barbara General

169 169.001 ftock, Roetta General

170 170.001 tbore, Anna Generet

171 171.001 9ecoy, Alma General

172 172.001 Strauss, Biltle Generst

173 173.001 McCoy Jr., Roderick General

174 174.001 8.'eeze, Robert General

175 175.001 Albrecht, Mary . General

'76 176.001 kedowsky, Ftorine General-1
1

1 77 177.001 ' Thomas, Juanita General

178 178.001 Riley, Dennis Generet

179 179.001 Parker, I.. Generat

180 180.001 Avet, Susan General

B1-57
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Bit LIS107 70 PICS @DitS510 Bf COMMEN1tts

00CKti C seM(NT OR'aNIZATION/ RESPONDENT 8S NAME

NO. Wo. 1";DIVIDUAL (fon ORC 5 DNLV) topic $USICelt

181 181.001 Norri., ka6vle Ee General

182 182.001 Meyer and Balley General

183 183.001 Baker, M me General

184 184.001 anos, Christopher General

185 185.001 w th;isk, Jme Generale

186 186.001 meiff, Mattle Generat

137 187.001 Blltings, Raymo,d Generet

165 188.001 Cyl...(unreadadte) General

169 189.001 trown, Betty General

190 190.001 Chantiertain, prert*n General

191 191.001 Waddle, Wilde Jean General

192 192.001 Ketty, E. General

193 193.001 Morgan, Kathleen General

194 194.001 Wee m b, Daniel General-
,

195 195.001 Hoegete, Dana General

196 196.001 Lantdin, Betty General

197 197.001 Morton, Harths Generat

198 198.001 smith, Lena 4 cenerst

199 199.001 McCoy, Jeanne M. General

B1-58
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82: TAsutAR SUMMART OF PusLIC ComENTS ARRAMGED BY TCP!C

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPOeCENT CCPMEw'J

No. INDIV! DUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC m3. CopaquTS

e

001 OtRE Miett, 001.001 fecuest for e= tending etweent pericd.

$usan L.

002' pareen, Curran, & Curran, 002.001 Request for extending comunent period on behatt of UCs.

Twtey Diane

003 mIRS Riccio, 003.001 Rwpest for entending conenent period.

Joseph

.

0,13 The Resources Aymcy Snow, Gordon F. 013.001 Acknowledges review of EA docupient and states that the

of California
Ptblic Utilities Conurission will provide comunents at a

later date. No other etweents given on proposed rule.

tr

043 Intertech Baughman, Mike 043.001 Eisdocketed--conuments related to 10 CTR Part 60

Consu'tants L. petition stheitted by DOE.

065 ..APPA, NREC, and Jablon, Antitrust Competition 065.003 The antitrust review precedures sust be in place for

Poner Systems Robert A. cases where the granting of LR without edit".lonal
conditions uitt result in the abusive use of ptbtiety

developed resources. WRC eust protect public interest &
promate competition.

065- APPA, WREC, and Jchton, Antitrust Corvetition O(3.ft10 Regulators are relying more on competition to assure

Power Systems Sobert A. Low cost & reliable stgply. Various potential
participants in the bulk power market cust be given
access. Large utilfties have rot provided seatter
systems access to essentia". services.

065 APPA, NREC, and Jabtcm, Antitrust Ccepetition 065.011 With only post-renewet capital costs to amortire over

Power Systens Robert A. the renewal period, tha notder of a renewat license

_.



82: TABULAR SLMMARY OF PUBLIC CON 4ENTS ARRANGED SY TOPIC

00CKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT COMMENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL . MAN TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. COMEENTS

will be granted access to inexpensive eneegy for a
20-yr terar. This will exacerbate any existing
conpetitive advantage.

065- APPA, NREC, and Jabton, Antitrust C e tition 065.018 The Conssission's faIiure to prowide for ontitrust
review of applications for LR directly conflicts with' Power Systess Robert A
Congress' overriding concern for the oversight of
. private companies that are permitted to use technology
developed with p 4 tic funds.

065- APPA, NREC,' and Jablon, Antitrust Cometition 065.019 Key witnesses supporting the antitrust review

'
- Power Systems Robert A. provisions focused on the fact that a rusclear facility

N could create or maintain an_antico g etitive situaticn

' -k by erdwncing the cost ef ficiencies aschieved thru
coordirvation services. i

1

'034 ' Ostethorpe Power McGee, Antitrust Generat 034.006 NRC's statement that Las witt never constitute -
modifications resulting in a new/different facility isCorporation- ' Steven R.
too broad. LR may provide utilities witt. certain
advantages that have antitrust Ispilcations.

:034 'Oglethorpe Power - ncGee, Antitrust General- 034.005 NRC will need a proper admirist-ative record to
determine d at changes have occurred to warrantCorporation . Steven R.
antitrust review. Therefore, it should require
applicants, as weit as interested parties, to stheit
such evidence as part of the LR applicafien.

065 APPA, NREC, and Jablon, Antitrust Generet 065.001 mandatory antitrust review by the Attorney General (AG)

Power systems . Robert A. is required by sec. 105(c)(2) of the AEA for att
coussercial nuclear plants. The rule should be

_
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B2: TAB AAR "NY CF PUBLIC CapeEENTS ARRANGED SY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGAJE!7ATICW/ RESPONDENT CDmENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL RAME 7'#!C SUsTOPIC NO. CCPaENTS

redrafted to provide for this review, whit need not be
time consuming.

C65 APPA, WREC, ard J ab' or, Antitrust Gerr* rat 065.GW The antitrust review in many cases could involve the AG

Power Systees Robert A. conferring with interested utilities to determ W
whether LR would create or maintain a situation
inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

;- 065 APrA, NREC, and Jablon,. Antitrust Generat 065.004 In the absence of of a futt antitrust review with
power Systems notert A. participation from interested utilities, LR must be

conditioned en continued aderence to the initial
antitrust conditions. At least such review MJst be
available on a case-by-cese basis.g

E

us
065 APPA, NREC, and Jetton, Antitrust Generat 065.005 Agrees with NRC conclusion that LR is an eperating

Power Systems Rekert A. License within the meaning of various provisions of the

AEA. Mowever, the only statutory Licensing requirerent
anitted from the preposed rute is the mandatory
antitrust review.

065 APPA; WREC, and Jablon, Antitrust Generai 065.006 To construe "ticense arplication" as more restricted in

Power Systems Robert A. scope then that term is used in antitrust review

provision than **.en used in other sections of the AEA
goes against the basic tenets of statutory
interpretation and cosmon sense.

065 APPA, WREC, and Jablon, Antitrust Generat 065.007 Section 105(c)C) recognizes that a second antitrust

Power Systems Robert A. review may be afpropriate even in the relatively short
time between the construction ;ermit ard the inittet [

OL. ,
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82: TA8ULAR SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS ARRJu6GED BY TOPIC !

,

j. 1
i

JDOCKET ORGANIZAT104/- PESPONDENT CDeENT !
'

i- .NO.. IWDIVIDUAL hAME TOPIC SUBTCPIC NO. COMMENTS f
\'

|
065 APPA, ##EC, arvJ Jablon, Antitrust Generet 065.012 mRC incorrectly focuses en the reticerstN process

3 Power Systests Robert A. Itself to justify a finding that there is no i
;

significant modification of the facilities to be

! reticensed. Couperism must be between the activities !

j ..
"I

e at time of test artitrust review and Lt.
[

067 'Winston & Strawn Knotts, Antitrust' General C67.003 supports NRC position,that no antitrust review is . ;.

,

(for 9 uti1itles) ~ JoserA 8. needed for LR appticatlens. Cltes Joint Commeittee on -.

,t- t

'

Atomic Energy position that antitrust review was only '

ameant to apply to initial license appti stions.
'

'

.i
150 Newman & nottainger meunen, Jack R+ Antitrust. Generat 150.001 Agrees with mRC position thet antitrust review of i

tz :(for 15 utlittles)- ticense renewet applications is not regaired.w.
8

;

'..
> .

*

.. . -

150- Neunen & nottzinger . Neumen, . Jack R.' Antitrust Generet 150.002 ' Provides numerous argaments refutins APPA comments (see !
*

f(for 15 utitities)' Comment mos. 65.nu and 146.001) in favor of antitrust
review porticuterly for Sec. 106b plants, sayir.s that '

.wpA's argiments heve tons been rejected by the -[,

Comerission and the courts. !
+

|
i

150 Newman & nottzinger . Neunen, Jeck R. Antitrust ' Generat . 15G.003 The economic impact on competition resulting from
.(for 15 utilities)'- operation of nucteer power plants is s4 ject to review I

f by FERC, SEC, Federal Trade Commission, and Dept. of 1

1 ~ Justice, rm the meC. uRC hos no pienery authority over
the electric utility frabstry.

3

'150 neuman & Nottainger Neuunn, Jack R. Antitrust ' Generat 150.006 motes thet the tioins of Section 105c review is- .

'(for'15 utilities) . triggered try only one event--the application' for an
f' ' initial license free amt. This reflects betence unde ,

by Congress between ef ficacious antitrust review and

[
, <

d

,
,

I
,

;

.. u _ _ _ --- e rn-~~' ,,- + m m- r~ vv, - - , ~ ~ mw-~,v ww- -w--- .- or wa ,wo -a n ave ~e--w e e '. +-n- n =n -
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82: TAEULAR SUMMARY OF StSLIC CCM84EICS ARRANTD BT TOP!C

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT CuenENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. CD MENTS

etioinstion of uncertainty in planning.

154 Wfnston & Strewn No signatory Antitrust Generat 154.001 Reiterates previaus subutttaL (Cossnent No. 67) en

(for 7 utititles) betlef that there is no need for antitrust review of en
LR application. RegJests WRC to ediress conernts sede
by APPA (Corsnent Nos. 65.xxx and 146.001) in st@ port of
eendatory antitrust review.

re st 154.002 Points out that AEA, as amended, provides for only two154 Winston & Strewn No signatory Antitrust

(for 7 utilities) antitrust reviews for nutteer plant licensing. APPA

a. p t that significant economic changes in nuclear

plents mandate antitrust review for LR is contrery to

AEA and related NRC decisims.te
ea

8

"
154 Winston & Strewn No signatory Antitrust Generet 154 004 States toet an affected party can etways file a 10 C*t

(for 7 utilities) 2.206 petition for enforcement of existing conditions

or enforcewet of e Federal court d= cision in
accordance with Se tion 105e of the AEA.

065 APPA, NM C, and Jablon, Antitrust i,eneric Findino 065.008 in view of the changas in the electric utility industry

Power Syrtems R(tzert A. & the significant modificatiens that have been made to

licensed facilities, a generic finding cor- be made that ,

substantist changes have occurred since the test

antitrust review.

065 APPA, NREC, and Jablon, Antitrust Generic Finding 065.009 The amou-t of time possed since the initiet antitru=t
Power Systems Robert A. review justifies a generic finding of stestantial

change in the Licensee's activities.

065 APPA, NREC, and Jablon, Antitrust Generic Finding 065.013 Even if NRC does not make a generic finding that each

_ _________

~
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82: TABULAR SupeuRY OF PUBLIC CDRENTS ARRANGED 87 TCFIC

DOCKET ORGsJelZATION/ RESPONDENT CDe4ENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL MAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. CU MENTS

Pcwer Systems Robert A. of the Licensee's activities have significantly

changed, interested utilities and the Dept. of Justice
sticuld be given an o p ortunity to demonstrate that en

antitrust review is required.

065 APPA, WREC, and Jabt vi, Antitrust Generic FiMing 065.020 f f utt detemines that a pendatory rev*ew is

Power Systems Robert A. inappropriate, it aust, at a stir.isus, provida en

cgortwsity for review on a case-by-case basis at the
request -f inte*ested utilities. (See also Comnent
65.C06.)

150 . mewnen & Mottringer new mn, Jack R. Antitrust Generic Firding 150.005 APPA is asking NRC est it cemet do tsder the ste%e

tn (for 15 utititles) aM its own precedents--seke a generic findine sur

Y there had been significant changes to tris p

* industry-wide Section 105c review.
..

154 Winston & Strewn no signatory Jmtitrust Sec 104b 154.003 States that as long as any chanses to a f acility see

(for 7 utilities) not so materlat as to regJire a new construction permit
^ no additionet antitrust review is mandated by AEA.

Mence, APPA argument is not gecuided In any statutory
(anguage in the AEA.

065 : APPA, NREC, and Jablon, Antitrust Sec 104b 065.014 Sixty-three plants were ticensed ssider Sec.104(b) as

Power Systems Robert A. License experimentet and were not subject to antitrust review
required for att other plants licensed after 1970.
There is greater need for en antitrust review of these
plants for LR.

065 APPA, WWEC, and 'Jablon, Antitrust Sec 104b 065.015 Plants originally ticensed wider Sec.106(b) are

Power Systems Robert A. License stestantially different from those to be reticensed.

L _ _ _ . .._.m
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32: TAsuLAR StsetARY OF PUBLIC CtBSIENTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC
i.

500CKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT C3esENT
; No. 'ImpivtDuAL' #4ME TOPIC SU5 TOPIC WO. CD44ENTS I

t
t-

:

{
t: b

!
4 Therefore, ttwy must be reticened tsder Sec.103. Even f4

ff renewes taider Sec. 1 %(b), antitrust review is !
-

rweesvn and a;propriate. t,,

065 APPA, M.EC, and Jablon. Antitrust See 104b 065.016 the absence of an antitrust review requ6rement for Sec.
Power E ntens Robert A. License '104tb) plants does not precitat WRC from censidering.

antitruct protness in the context o? Lt. Federet
j

regulatory agencies are required to ovoid I
anticoupetitIwe consecpaences.

t
,

. -

!, -065 APPA, NREC, and Jablon, Antitrust See tMb 065.017 Time between issuance of the La cute & the fitif4 ef
.

i .

t,; Power Systems Robert A. License the first LR application is sufficient to plan for
{g entitrust review and future toed requireamts. This

=

$. will elleinste industrv*s mejor reesons for coposig
. antitrust review of Sec. 104(b) plants.

(

150' Newman & Holtzinger Neunen, Jack R. Antitrust Sec 104b 150.006 The 1970 miendments to the AEA ececifically i,

(for 15 utitit4es) License granrifsthered ptents atreadr Iicensed truke Section
,

i

104b ad mere, -dth e ir elevant enception, emenptedi
.

7

p from the c etrust review provided for in the AEA.
i; 1

146' APPA, NREC, and- Jebton, Robert Antitrust- Section 104(b) 146.001 Steptements comments previously provided (see casemmts'
Power Systems A. License 065.xxx). There are plants licensed taider 104(b)--those

that were steject to antit.w t reviews under Sec. ;

105(c)--for editch the ergisment for pi<tteensing
fantitrust review is coussetting.

035 WUMARC Colvin, Joe' Sockfit C35.004- Proposed new regairements that go beyond edecpaete
protection and complir w with CLE aust be justified {!'
taider 50.109 (3) (a) s ic). j

s

.

;

+

I

I,

!- ,
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DOCKET .ORGANIZA110N/ RESPONDENT CostENT s

,

NO. ' INDIVIDUAL MAME ' TOPIC' SUBIOPIC MO. C0peEENTS
}

?. ;

- l
q

'035 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Backfit 035.005 Add new sec. 54.22 ockfressing backfitting requirements.
~

(see Attachment A.) !
j 6

'

[
. 035A . NUMARC' Colvin, Joe Rackfit 035.A033 $0C views on backfits not cleerty reflected in the ;

.

rute. A new sec. 54.22 should be added. (see (d) pp.' j.

A-25-26.) f
-

,
h

<
~

i.

0350 ktmARC 'Colvin, Joe' Backfit 035.D001-' Given the concerns that CL8 provides"an adequate I4

standard, it seems reesanebte, on the surface, that the {
Backfit Rule not be required f x ticense renewet f

ruteenking. i.

i 035D ' MUMARC Colvin, Joe ~ Backfit 035.0003 See Comment .35.0002: Provision to freete the CLB during . ;.m,

j ~7 LR application review may werrant en enetysis pursuant' !
#' to the bec6 fit rute.

{

- t.0350 :: O.**/uc Colvin, Joe 'Backfit 035.0004 ' section 50.109 is included in the sec. 54.35 tue of .
;

~
~

requirements that continue to apply to the licensee L >

'during the licensing tem.'.section 50.109 applies to .
the NRC organization rather than a licensee activity.

" ' 'UqARC propotes sec. 54.22 to rectify.: '

i

0350 NUMARC ' Ceivin,' Joe Backfit- 535.0005 The rute' does not specify a focused IPA and one that -
'

,

accepts the CLS as an adequate stenderd for renewet.

; NUMARC proposes a new sec. 54.22 concerning
applicability of provisions of Cec. 50.109 during LR . ;

review and during Ut teria.
,

035F NUMARC Colvin, Joe Backfit. 035.F025 Delete last sentence on p. 43, lines 6-7 of SOC, "The-
;

. Countission does not agree that a new beckfit provision f

- i

. k

.

.._-.___:.__.s _. r w~ 't t r" M' t-u. W g--- + + ' -= e~+=u %,-_-ow <*w-_.___,
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B2: TABULAR SL* MARY OF PUB 11C COPMENTS ARRANCED 8Y TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZAT!ON/ RESPONDENT C0peENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL RAFT TOPIC SUBID'IC NO. COMMENTS

...is required." Since provisforn of 50.107 acety more
to the staf f, 54.35 should be augmented. (See Coppents
35.004-005, & 35.A033.)

035F NUMARC Colvin, Joe Backfit 035.7026 Propose eradifications to SOC, p. 43, lines 12-18, and
p. 43, Lines 24-26, consistent with Coment Nos.
35.00b 35.005, and 35.A033.

052 Maryland Safe Energy Birnie, sackfit 052.0M No backfit regairement should be attowed a cost-benefitCoalition- Patricia . option. The NRC has stated that age-related backfits to
ensure adequate prot =ction will be determined without
regard to cost. However, past NRC-ticensee historytrs
indicates the contrary.to

t
c

053 Yankee Atomic Edwards, Backfit 053.011 Endorses MtMARC's Sec. 54.22 addition concerningElectric Coppeny Donald W. Backfit. Licensees should be allowed flexibility to
r

provide safety in most cost-effective menner.

062 Grove Engineering Walker, Backfit 062.016 The final ruto should incorporate specific beckfit rule
Robert S. provisions to prevent NRC staff from expending the CLB

without conducting cost /banefit analysis and toassing
the backfit rute.

064 Northeast Utilities Sears, C.F. Backfit 064.004 The majority of staff views on the app'.icability of the
Mroczke, E.J. backfit rule is in line with CYAPCO & NNECO thinking.

Staf f-imposed requirements that go beyond adequata
protection or conpliance with the CLB should be
justified under Sec. 50.109.

069 Nuclear Utitity Knutts, Backfit 069.001 Phrase "..any additional consideration related to

. , _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ -
Y
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B2: TABULAR SUMMARY OF PUBLIC CDe<NTS ARRANGED at TOPIC

)
CD*ENT

00CSET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT

No. INDIV100AL NAME TWIC SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

possible degradation.." in Sec. III of Notice is overly
Backfit. & Reforia Joseph E. broad and could result in additions to licensing banis
Grote without a teckfit analysis that are not fuity stsported

by fact.

069 Nuclear Utility Knotts, Backfit 069.002 The bact. fit rule should serve as a disciplined
framework to evatuste any changes to the licensing

Backfit. & Reforts Joseph B.
basis.

Group

069 Nuclear utility Knotts, Backfit 069.003 A clear indication shoutd be added to SOC for the finst
~

rule that att new age-related requirements must be done
Backfit. & Reform . Joseph B. under Sec. 50.109. This neould clarify aribiguities in
Group

Section IV.k of the Notice on deteneinstion of
N age-related recpirtw=nts.
1
O

069- Nuclear Utility Knotts, Backfit 069. E SERs stoporting the " adequate protection" exception to
j backfit rute should describe the basis for that use in
| Backfit. & Reforta Josc;W 9.

detail. Since SERs may not include a sufficient levet
Greurj of detait, CRGR should bactme involved in any attNt

'

to invoke 50,109(a)(6).

070 Winstc7 & Strewn Reynolds, Backfit 070.011 Application of the backfit rule, as currently stated in
SOC, should be included in SOC accospanying the finst

(for 9 trit (ties) Nicholas S.
rule or in a new section of Part $4.

I

079 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, Backfit 079.013 The exploration for when a beckfit analysis is needed
Leaves substantial freedom of interpretation. Wording

Corporation Frank E.
is needed that provides a bourrfing definition of
age-related requirements that don't need a backfit
analysis. (SOC, IV.k)

|

'

__ _ _
. - - --

_' _ _ _ - - _
'
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82: TA8UtAR SUMMARY OF PUBLIC C0pmENTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC '

DOCEET' ' ORGANIZATION / . RESPONDENT CapeqENT
#0. . INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SU8TOPlc NO. CapeENTS

.082 'Amnicans for Lee, asckfit 082.003 The SF rule should be applied in its entirety andNuclear Energy, Ire. Douglas 0.
referenced in the proposed Part 54. Otherwise, the
licensees would be denied the protection cf Sec.
50.11)D9(a)(7), giving them the freedom to choose among
several equivalent options.

087 Consionwealth Edison ' tovach, Backfit 087.004 Under proposed LR, age-related requirements are mt '
!

'T. J. sebject to ST. Clarify the wording to ifidicate that 8F
requirements of 50.109 would apply to modi,fications
made in the time frame between the approvat of LR and1

expiration of the current license.

' $ L 092 . Westinghouse Johnson, W. J1 Backfit 092.007 Codification of NRC's exptenation es to how the teckfitElectric Corporation
rule will operate during the LR application period is- I

necessary so that future generations of licensees and'
regulators have a eteer guidunce of codified standard'
for backfitting.

J 095 7torida Power and- -Bohlke, W.'H. Beckfit' .095.007 Endorses comments shitted by NU8ARG related to the
Light.

.

8sekfit Rule (1C CFR 50.109).
,

098 OCRE. Miatt, , BackfitL- . 098.004 Pleased that the NRC has decided not' to apply the
' Susan L.- Backfit Rute to Licerse renewet rutemaking.

~ 095 ' 'OCRE -Histt, Backfit 098.020 See 98.019,021--The Backfit Rute is a significant
Susan L.:,

ispediment to WRC f position of regulatory requirements
as evidenced in CE-PORY decision. With the CE-PORV as
an example, would the license renewat term have made a

. difference in the decisian?'
i

s
~

1

9
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82: TA90LAR SUPE (ARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC .

4

DOCKET' ORGANIZATIDN/ RESPONDENT. ComENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL: NAME TOPIC. SUETOPIC NO. CDOIENTS

;
,

103 Vercant Ter*ea. Pettetier, Beckfit 103.003 Concerned with the provision that att ARD remstrements !

Nuclear P w James P. determined ty NRC to ensure adequate protection j
Corporation throughout extended life would be imposed without

regard to cost. NUMARC provides a rewonable aging ,

assessment method.

~

011 - Florsheim, Nancy CLB Adequacy 011.001 Plant should be required to meet current licensing.
~ tandards et the time renewat takes effect.s

035A' .NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLS Adeq3ecy 035.A035 Add peregraph'in 54.29 on Consnission finding that CLD
'

' is an acceptable standard and serves as besetine for
evolusting oging. Such CL8s, es modified to .

$ acconseodete ARD and the findings of 50.57a, will- .

1 continue in effect over the LR terin. ,

'

hs

035A. NUMARC' 'Co* vin, Joe CLs Adequecy 035.A036 Provides explanation for proposed changes to Sec.
54.29. Licensees would continue to be bourus by att NRC
requirements and ptant CL5s would be used ta
demonstrate compliance, as necessary. ;

~

035A NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy 035.A037 Proposes deletlen of entire peregraph under Sec. 54.29 ,

t end replacement with peregraphs shown. (See Comuments

35.A035 A036.):

0358 -NUMARC ~ 'Co8v4 . Joe . CLS Adegmcy 035.8001 tonguege in 54.29 on the finding concerning 50.57(a) .
requires modification /clerification. It faits to
establish a genera.1 finding that would be operable when

,

Part 54 is issued (including unfavorable consideration
by NRC of L R application)..:

|

|-
L.
;

f
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82: TAstP.AR SupstARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS ARRANGED BY TCPic

DOCKET -ORGANIZAfl0N/ RESPONDENT
,

CoppENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. CopWEENTS

035B MUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy 035.s002 Use of "need not be mode" for Sec. 50.57 finding in

Sec. 54.29 suggests that it is permissible to remake
Sec. 50.57 findings for issuance of renewed licenses.
Revision is necessary to eliminste this unintended
meaning.

0358 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequecy 035.8008 Besides generic finding of adequecy cf CLB, the only
- other finding for LR is that ege-related degradation of

SCITLR has been adequately addressed.

~

035F NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequecy 035.F006 Add to Sec. iv.e(fi) a conclusion that describes the -
end result of NRC's efforts, i.e., that the CLS and v

g finding of adequate protection are einintained

Y throughout the originet- term of plant operation. (SOC

C p. 15, tine 9)

03SF -Nt9%RC. - Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy 035.F008 The SEP requires resolution in today's licensing terms.
It has re reason to be tied to Lt. Recceanends sentence
be added to p. 18, line 13: " Resolutions are metters
for the current licensing terms."

035F . Mt#UtRC . Co'tvin,~ Joe. CLB AM 035.F012" use of " thought to be" arvJ "betleves" suggest that NRC
~

does not have proof that CLB is odespJete. Delete
phrase / word (Soc, p. 20, lines 19-20).

035F- Ntm4RC ' ' Colvin, Joe- CLB Adequecy 035.F013 Delete the word " believes" for the same reesan given in

Comment 35.FD12 (SOC, p. 21, tines 11-15).

035F '- NtMARC 'Colvin, Joe CL5 Adequacy 035.F017' Statements in p. 25 (tines 20 & 23) infer that "old"
plants are excused from having to maintain an

_ - . _ - .
- - - - - - - - - - --

-
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82: TA8ULAR SUMMART OF PUBLIC C0MMENTS ARRANCED SY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT COMMENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NC. COMMENTS

acceptable level of safety. All plents undergo review
for backfit of new and/or changed requirements
promulgated bw blRC.

035L NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB AdeqJacy. 035. LOO 1 NUREG-1412, p. 1-1, tine 10: Change sentence that reads
"... conclusion that ... continue to provide reasonable

assurance..." to "... conclusion that... provide..."

Assurance of health & safety aust be provided at any

time license is in effect.

035L NUMARC Colvin, Joe CL8 Adequacy 035. LOO 2 NUREG-1412, p.1-1, line 15: Change sentence that reads
"... areas under existing regulatory...that have

y ensured..." to "... areas urder regulatory... that

1 ensure...", tise of " existing" lapties thist process
*- itself has not evolved.

03SL NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy 035. LOO 3 NUREG-1412, p. 1-2, line 4: In the discussion on the
key principles to LR, these principles shoutJ be
identified first verbatim from the SOC. (See Comment
35.F003.)

035L NUMARC Colvin, Jo4 CLB Adequacy 035.L005 Part of the adequacy of CLB is that it camot be
changed without justification. This attritute should be
highlighted. Add sentences to Sec. 1.3.2, p. 1-2, tine
33 " Changes to CLB are covered by methods defined in
the CTR...."

035L NUMARC Colvin, Joe CL8 Adequacy 035. LOO 6 NUREG-1412, p.1-2, tine 37: Change "the CL8s of older
plants" to "the CL8s of att plants." Distinguishing
betwen older and newer plants is in conflict with the

.
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B2: TAButAR submAaY of PUBLIC COMMENTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT COMMENT
WO. IldDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

principle that CtB is edeg; ate for all plants, not just
newer ones.

035L NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy 035.L007 NUREG-1412, p. 1-3, line 21: wRC nestects to give
licensees credit for mortitering adegacy of CLB.
Discussion of ongoing program to assure etspl?ance
with CLB should be providad in Sec.1.3.4.

035L NUMARC Colvin, Joe Ct B Adequacy 035. LOO 9 NUREG-1412, p.1-3, line 49: Use of the thrase "The
total process... offers s..." does not take a firm stand
on safety oversight. Change " offers" te **provides an

tu acceptably..."
N

1 035L NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy 035.L010 WJREG-1412,' p.1-4, line 3: Delete the phrase "la"
betieved."
The statement should read that an adequate levet of
protection of ,Nblic health and safety " exists" at att
operating nuclear power plants.

035L NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLE Adequacy 035.LO11 NUREG-1412, p. 1-4, line 12: Change the word " belief"
to " conclusion." This change strengthens the statement
ard more accurately reflects NRC's position.

035L NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLS Adequacy 035.LO12 NUREG-1412, p. 1-4, line 20: The first sentence of this
section infers that "earty" NRC reviews of ticense
applications were not conptete or adequate. This
relates to coment No. 35.t006 regarding " older" vs.
" newer" pients.

035L- ,NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Adequacy 035.0013 NUREG-1412, p. 1-5, tine 21: statenent infers that

. - _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .
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B2: TABULAR SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMENTS ARRANGED SY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGAWIZATI*JN/ .. RESPONDENT ComEWT '

NO. INDIVIDUAL. NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. CO MENTS ; - -

. post-SEP/ pre-SRP plants do not have licensing bases
that provide en acceptable tevet of safety. Revise. - !<

statement to remove such inference. >

035L 'NUKANC Colvin, Joe . CL8 Adequacy 035.LO16 ' WUREG-1412, p.1-6, line 46: 'In statement *..the staff
' ensures the continued acceptaoltity of the licensing ;

bases of older as well as newer plants", use of " older"
is inappropriete. NRC maJst ensure att plants have
acceptable safety level. j

i
iNUREG 1412, p.' 2-2, tine 18:.The sentence does not j035L NUMARC Cetvin, Joe CLB Adegaacy 035.LO17 :

firety state that the referred to practices are

$- acceptable, it merely refers.to them as not having been

1 pihtished.-The sentence should state that the SRP
* standardized acceptance practices.

,

035L' .NUMARC . Colvin, .. Joe' ~ CLB Adequacy 035.LO18 I E EG-1412,'p. 2-5, line 44: NRC refers to post
SEP/ pre-SRP plants as having had "ad hoc" flooding

'

haran$s reviews. The term "ad hoc" infers the review ;

was informat. On the contrary, it was a formal review.
' Delete statement referred to.

035L -NUMARC 'Cotvin, Joe: CLs Adequacy . 035.LC19 NUREG-1412, p. 2-6, dine 29: Use of wo M " deficiencies"
'isplies a less tfan adegJate level of safety.' The

,
,

Severe Accident Policy states that taitess new .
. .

' infonaation is introdsced to the contrary, the tevet of i

safety is, adequate. {
;

035L' ~ 'NUMARC Colvin, Joe. CLs1 Adequacy 035.LO20 NUREG-1412, p. 3+11, tina 15: The stataaent referring
..to verification of.the seismic adegJacy of equipment

~

'

.

i
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82: TABULAR SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COPMENTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONCENT COMP *E NT

W IWlVIOUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. C0pe'ENTS

through the conclusion of the i mtementation of US!

A-46 program is inappropriate for LR and should be

deleted.

035i WUMARC Cnivin, Joe CLS Adequacy 035.LO21 NUREG-1412, p. 6-5, tine 19: Use of the term " extreme
case" iglies that NRC regaeds plant edifications as o
measure of test resort. This suggests that NRC is
concerned with licensee hardship, not safety. Change to
" sane cases."

052 Maryland Safe Energy Birnie, . CLS Ada picy 052.001 ouestions whether the CL8 for each reactor provides and
Coalition Patricia maintains an adequate levet of safety during a renewat

tu period. Those reactors which would not qualify to be
8

._

ticensed inder today's standards should not be
w retIcensed.

054 -8attimore Gas and Creet, G. C. CLB Adequacy C54.018 The conclusion provided in Sec. 1.4, p. 1-6 of
Electric. NUREG-1412 regarding the exclusion of CLB from review

at tR is not steported by conclusions in each issue
area (Sec. 2 thru 19). They should be reworded to
support the overett conclusion.

:054 Baltimore Gas and Creet, G. C. CLS Adequacy 054.019 Concluding statements in each issue erea (Sec. 2 thru
Electric 19) should address that plant-specific CL8s are

adequate now and will be maintained adequate over.the
renewat term,'and CLBs need not be reffewed at the time-
of LR.

054 Baltimore Gas and Creel, G. C. CLB Adequacy C54.022 The CLB is being misapplied as a safety starriard (Sec.
Electric- 54.21(3), 54.29). The standard for issuance of a

_

- ,
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82: TA90LAR SupWARY OF PUBLIC COIFENTS ARRANGED SY Tre:C |

' DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT- COMMENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL MAME TOPIC SUST0FIC NO. CofWENT! *

.

$

renet M ticense thould be the ptbtic M atth and safety ,

& not "...that activities...cen be conducted in - - i

accordance with the CLE."

' 058 - U.S. 00E ~ McGoff, - CLB Adeg wey 058.002 Suggests changes to Sec. 54.29 to state that the |

David J. findings'of 10 CFR 50.57(s) shalt not be made !n order, ,

to issue a renewed liceme, as opposed to "need act be-'

made." The current wording may isoty that the findings ,

are remede/relltigated.
,

- 062 Crove Engineering Walker,- CLB Adeg;ecy 062.003 The finst ru;e should be based on the adequacy of t5e
,

Robert S. - CLB.'as in the proposed regulatory approach.

?' .

- Wetter, CLB Adequacy .. . 062.021 .The argument for ad.xquecy of CLB depends on favorable ''
. \

, - ,

h 062 Grove Engineering
CD Robert S. findings from SEP or compliance with the SRP, This'

insdvertently discriminates against non-SEP,'non-SRP }
plants. These other plants should be discussed in |

similar detu"'. [

071 Sinctalri Mary; CLB Adequacy 071.001 - The. esstmption that the CLS is adequate for license.
renewat is flowed, as Irdicated by the cases of Midtend
and Zinseer. Emperts were unable to demonstrate and .t

. confirm the adequacy of the safety systems,'and these *

plants are now defunct.' ]
071- Sinclair, Mary CLB Adegwy 071.003 The safety of Mark I contetruments,L such as that of ' "!

.-
: Fermi-2, is snuch in doubt. Despite wernings of
,iredequate contalrument design, Fermi-2 received a futt
power license. Such an emaapte casts dotets en'the - I

adequacy of CLB.'
i

't

t i

a *

, . . _ . _ _ i
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82: TABULAR SLMMARY OF PUBLIC t.De!ENTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC

DCCKET ORGANIZATIOW/ RESPONDENT COM4ENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME. TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

071 Sinclair, Mary CLB Adequacy 071.004 As evident in the 1975 Reed report prepared by GE,
German and Swiss regulators are for more atringent than
their U.S. comterparts in requiring better backtp
safety systems, physical security, and automation for I

the unettended reactor.

071 Sinclair, Mary CLB Adequacy 071.006 narold Denton said in 1986 that the Mark I reactor had
a 90% chance of failure in an accident involving a core
meltdown. The cost to fix those contairments ranged
from $1 to 53 million per plant, but the NRC
Indefinitely postponed fixes.

E 071 Sinclair, Mary CLB Adequacy 071.007 Chernobyl accident underscored the importance ofb
reactor contaissents and designs. Although Europeanse

have adopted contairment safety isprovements, U.S.
nuclear industry has resisted low-cost liv ea..-..tsr

that would redre risks 25 times.

071 Sinclair, Mary CL8 Adequacy 071.008 NRC internal auditing of insin. ; ion md enforcement is
lacking. A 1975 Senate Cousnittee (John Clem) indicated
serious deficiencies in the Office of Inspector and
Auditor's objectivity and investigative practices.

075 Massachusetts Ptblic Nogee, Alan CLB Adeq2acy 075.002 NRC should require conformance to the ticensirg basis
Interest Res. Group in ef fect at the time of the renewal application. As

plants age, it becomes even more important for them to
meet current licensing standards to ensure overall
plaat safety.

079 . Multiple Dynamics Gregor, CLB Adequacy 079.002 Reference to the SEP in the LR rule is not appropriate
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DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT Cupe9ENT

. 18 0 .- INDIVIOUAL NAf4E 'TOPlc SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

i

Corperation Frank E.- and would substantietty erode the justification for the

first principle of the reguietory philosophy ard

approach. (SOC-IV.e(v))

079 -Multiple Dynamics'- Gregor, CLB AdeqJacy 079.008 It is not true that older plants are excused frtze
' ' Jroviding an ecceptable tevet of safety, as implied in-Corporation frank E. '

ife SOC, IV.B(I). The test sentence in this section .

should be deleted.
t

04 8 Concern About -Prather, CLB Adequacy 088.001 CLB is not odegante. Plants that 'would not be licensed
Dsdiation in the Karen N. 4.rder todey's standards could continue to operate for
Envir. 20-40 more years. 'The rute implies that there is no

w need for improvement, d ich is far removed from
a
w- reality.
O

093 Pemsylvania Power & Keiser, H. W. CLB - Adequacy . 090.002 Concurs with IIRC determination that a facility's CLt
Light Company should continue through the LR period, except for such'

changes as may be necessary to maintain an acceptable
tevet of. safety.

097 . Yirginia Electric. Stewart, : CLB - Adespecy 097.002. Supports aseC principle that CLS provides adequate
and Power Company W. L. sefety. The LR process should not offer.the opportamity

to review onew the bases or adequacy of the CLB er to.
impose new' requirements on the licensees.

098 OCRE Hiatt, CLs- Adequacy 098.016 See Ceaunents 96.013,014: White environmental ' changes
#

Susan L. are considered,' design and safety factors that could
change mer time should not be isumne from
reconsideration.

,

6
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3!

!

098 OCRE Histt, CL8 Adequacy 098.019 See Comments 98.020,021:_ ouestionable asse ption of CLB
1

*

Susan L. as pr'widing acceptable tevet of safety. Many problems
' and attitudes in NRC undermine this asswption. Ex:

:

Backfit rule is significant tapediment to staf f's
imposition of new requirements.

L
'

' CtB Adequacy 098.022 Safety goals & concept of " coherence" in the regulatory
098 OCRE Hiatt,

1

Susan L. system are examples of programs that degrade CLB. NRC
staff efforts are being constrained.

i. *

,
.

, 098 OCRE Histt, - CLB Adequacy 098.023 NUREG-1395 on indastry perspectives of NOC signets
4

Susan L. potential NRC acquiescence to industry complaints.
tz .
Y5 ' Jtne 21,1990 NRC Comunission Chairman letter cited.
m

4 - 098 OCRE. 'Hiatt, CtB Adequacy 098.025 ATWS and Station Blackout Rules felt short of enhancing -
-Susan L. ~~

. ptar.t safety /CLS. '

098 OCRE. ; Niett, . CLB Adequacy - 098.026 CLs does not provide adequate protection of ptbile'
: Susan L. , health and safety as evidenced try Perry seismic-

'

,

design ~ station blackout effect on hydrogen centrol.

098 .OCRE Hiatt, ' CL8 Adequacy 098.036 Emergency plane.ing (EP) norparticipation and prompt ':

Susan L. .. notification system rules have eroded CLS. Source term
_;

reevaluation wac aimed at relaxing EP regulations. '

- 100" Don't Weste Us Weiss, James -CL9: Adequacy 100.002 CLS is hardly sufficient assurance of protection and
should at least be qualified by capitalized "lF
complied with" and "lF enforced." An example of an -i

, 11-yr*old radioactive sludge in a store room at Nine
Mile Point-1 uns cited.

,

,

'l
)
i
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'82: TABULAR SLMMARY OF PUBLIC C0seqENTS ARRAMGED BY TOPIC . f
L

,DOCE T''CRGANIZATION/ RESPONDENT COMMENT |

NO. IN0lV! DUAL 'WAME. TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. CU MENTS

'

.102 . UCS,.NECNP Pottard, CLB Adequacy 102.004 Rather than using LR to sxbtlety reassess the adequacy
Curran, of the CL8, the rule declares that plants are safe !

Tousley enough. The LR proceeding is the only time in the life
of a plant that its licensing basis and conformance
with.It cannot be chattenged.

. . ;
;102 UCS, NECNP Potterd, CL8 - Adequacy 102.010 The Commission should, at a minlaus, require plants to [

Curran, meet current new plant safety standards to qualify for
Toustey license renewal. . This corresponds to Alt. D in th*

.

*
regulatory analysis. -

102 .UCS, NECNP Potterd, ' CLB Adeauncy 102.011 The proposed rute grardfe,thers att exemptions and

to Curran, excuses for m4~4+11ance that were ever granted during

7 Tossley the site of the plant, regardless of why or when. The t

r$ ' ptper standard for LR should be compilence with

current NRC regulations.

102. UCS, NECNP Pollard, CLB Arhquacy 102.015 -Approximately SS operating plants received their
. Curran, licenses from AEC,' prior to the. creation of the NRC,
Toustey. and these decisions may have been tainted by trdse

; promotional considerations. Rencuet of thee.e licenses

should receive special scrutiny.

102 UCS, li' 0P Potterd, CLB .- . Adequacy 102.018 Rutemaking is not an appropriate forua for thef

| Curran,- adjudication of disputed facts in particular cases.
Toustey The+e is no basis to make the generic detensination

that att plants are equivalent in level of safety or
regutetery cceptiance.

-102 UCS, NECNP Potterd, ' CLB .. Adequacy 102.019 NRC cannot claim that Clas are adequate. In 1979,it was

t

!

l.
I

'

|-

L
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DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT COMMENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPlc SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

Curran, inable to corply with Congress' mandate that it
Tousley s-pecificatty identify regulations applicable to each

plant and which regulations were complied with.

102 UCS, NECNP Pottard, CLB Adequacy 102.020 The SEP does not a p ar to have yielded sufficientiy
Curran, detailed information to describe the CLB for each
Toustey plant. Even af ter having ccepteted the SED, licensees

are spending htsidreds of mittions of dollars trying to
reconstitute the licensing basis.

102 UCS, NECNP Pcitard, CLS Adequacy 102.021 NRC will have no grounds for reaching any conclusions
Curran, about the sufficiency of CL8s unless and until it

N Tou= ley actually re.lews the CLBs and holds ptblic hearings.
I
to
"

102 UCS, NECNP Pottard, CLB Adequacy 102.022 It would be impossible to provide conptete
' Currar., doctsnentat'lon of every instance in which the design
Toustey basis of en v rating plant is inadequate or unknown.

Seven examples of inadequate design bases are given.

102 UCS, NECNP Pottard, CLB Adequacy 102.023 NUREG-1412 faits to ackncwledge the significant'ntster
Curran, of safety issues that remain una @ essed. If these

Tousley issues are not resctved, there is no tesis for

concluding that the CLB is adequate.

102 UCS, 3:ECNP Pottard, CLB Adequacy 102.026 Cuts in NRC's research budget (reported 1986) raise the
Curran, question of whether or how regulatory gaps in many
Tousley areas have been sufficiently addressed to assure

adequate protection. Seven research areas that were cut

are cited.

_ . _ _ _ - - - _
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NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPlc k0. COMMENTS

102 UCS, NECNP Pot t r4 CLB Adequacy 102.027 UCS opposes the NRC's proposal to accept CLBs without
Curran, examining the appropriateness of grandfather clauses or
Tousley exenotions to the regulations. The fire protection

rute is an example where there were anny technical
toopholes ard exewptions.

102 UCS, MECNP Pollard, CLB Adeo.zacy 102.028 The rule faits to provide any sechanism for artiressing
Curran, the ef fect that new inferination or changed
ioustey ciretenstances may have on asstaptiens about the

adequacy of the CL9 for an indivicbat plant. Seismic

design is used as an exanple.

$ 102 UCS, NECNP 'Poitard, _ CLB Adequacy 102.039 UCS proposes the appropriate standard for LR which the

b Curran, NRC should apply: a finding of conpliance with
# Toustey existing new ptant standards.

111 Environmental Johnsrud, CLB Adequacy 111.015 NC cannot arbitrarity conclude that the CLB provides
Coalition on Nuclear Judith H. an acceptable level of safety during any 'renewet per_ lod
Power since NRC's radiation exposure standards do not confor1s

with more stringent health protection requirements.
(See Ccanent 111.014.)

111 Environmental Johnsrud, CLS Adequacy 111.016 The use of CLB is unacceptable. The CLB requires a far
Coaliti m on Wuclear Judith H. more copptete review and tpdating than the' staff has
f o.ner provided.

14T U.S. Department uf Schrote, John CLB Adequacy 143.005 Questions the validity of NRC's assumption that the
the Ir:terier E. requirements trder the CLs have been and will continue

to be sufficient to protect the environment, without
site-specific analyses.

_ _ _ . - _ _ - _ .
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059. Massachusetts Senate Olver, John W. CLB Atequacy, 059.005 Since the tw license will steersede the orQinst
Compliance license, NRC nust require a conotete review of abether

the licensing basis provides a sufficient asstv.nce of
!safety, particularly about aging, and then whethe* the

plant complies futty with its Cts.

035F NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Compliance 035.F015 The word anew" should be added before "finesing" (SOC,.

p. 22, 29, lines 19, 26) to clarify statements in Sec.
IV.a(x) and IV.b(lii) that Sec. 54.29 does not rewire
a new finding that the plant's CLB is adequate.

035L NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLR Corpliance 035. LOO 8 NUREG-1412, p. 1-3, ilne 24: For clarity, the docment
should clearly state that ARD is effectively managed

{8 during the initiet ters. Insert af ter the phrase
{ "...information on technical topics..." the words
u

"...incitding the ef fects of ARD..."

035L NLMARC. Colvin, Joe et8 Conpliance 035.LD14 NUREG-1412, p. 1-5, line 33: The resolution of lessons
learned from SEP should not be linked to LR. Revise
paragraph to state that resolution of such safety
issues will'be evaluated en their own merits & actions
inposed regardless of LR.

039 .'Patton, Susan CLB Compliance 039.001 The current review process of ruclear power plants and
compliance in correcting USIs is already weak. The
proposed rute for extending att existing licenses
without plant modification w utd make estters worse.

046 State of Ohio--EPA Weaver, CLB Compliance 046.001 There is no requirement for a licer.see to be in
cornpliance with its current license. This does notLarry W.

.. . . . - . . . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _
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DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT COMMENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. COPGENTS

appear to be a major issue since significant vlotation -
of ticense requirements would make passage of renewat
difficult, if not impossible.

056 Creenpeace, WIRS Riccio & CL3 Conptience 056.005 The proposed rule le founded on the determination that
Marriotte each plant 8s CLB, if conplied with, provides reasonable'.

assurance of adequate protection throughout the LR
term. This is unstbstantiated & arbitrary, absent a
showing of cwptience.

061 Indiana Michigan Alexich, M. P. CLB Corpliance 061.007 Rute mandates that Jperation be Conducted in strict
Power Conpany conpliance with the CLS. This elevates the CLB to the

N equivalent of Tech Specs, which would dictate plant
b operations. (See Coment 61.002.)o.

062 Grove Engineering Walker, CLB Compliance 062.006- ~ Agrees with NRC that a specific requirement in tne rule'
Robert S. for conpliance with the CLB is tsvweessary. 2ecopraer&.

that the final rule should not contain a specific
requirement for coeptience with the CLB.

098 OCRE stiett, CLB ' Corrptiance 098.027 trrationet to asstane corptience with CLB for every
Susan L. plant as evidenced in 1990 civit penalty at Mittstone I

for vietations that existed in 1976 and 1978.

102 UCS, NECNP Pottard, CLB Comtliance 102.029 The NRC's determination that there is a reasonable
Curran, assurance that plants comply with their CL8 is utterly
Toustey irrational in 11 ht cf the known history of widespreadP

noncorptiance.

102 UCS,:NECNP Pottard, CLB Cw pliance 102.030 WRC has adentted it doesn't know wheti.er p; ants meet '

!

. - _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _. .. _ _ - - ,-- . - _ _ _
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NO. INDIVIDUAL MAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

Curran, the regulations. It has repeatedly asid that it is tp

Tousley to the licensees to make sure the regulations are met.

102 UCS, NECNP Pottard, CLB Compliance 102.031 NRC of.en refuses to en*orce coupliance with its

Curran, regulations even when it is aware of noncomptlance.
Tousley Exwptes are cited for provisional operatirs licenses,

'

MOVs, and 3 plants.

102 UCS, NECNP Pollard, CLB Compliance 102.032 The erisinal licensing process did not involve corptete

Curran, exemination of sefety issues. NRC conciJets onty agur*i t

Toustey reviews" of design and construction, and inspects less

than 1% of the completed plant to determine coupliance

E with regulatient.
I

M
"

102 UCS, NECNP Potterd, CLB Cw ptience 102.033 NRC's purported easurance that plants meet their Cts is
Curran, untenable because it is based in part on false
Toustey information provided by licenseas. Three examples are

cited.

-102 UCS, NECNP Pottard, CLB Compliance 102.034 NRC has tolerated a long history of none w llance with
curran, environmental qualification requirements, giving many
Tousley exter sions of the conpliance deadline. NRC continues

to discover cases of st.hstantial noncompliance sith its
rule.

102 UCS, NECMP Pr.,t t ard, CLB Compliance 102.035 Treatment of the adecpmey of the CL8 should be
~

Curran, synnetrical. If the licensee any sect relaxation of
Tousley requirements, the public and NRC must be able to seek

strengthening of, or et the very least coacliance with,
,

those regsf rements.

.

_
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012 - Western Nebraska Johnson, Mike CLB Definition 012.005 Rule insulates the licensee from addressing aging
'

' Resources Council errotsitered in the 20 yrs between application and the
end of the original 40-yr term.

012 'Wastern Nebraskt Johnson, Mike CLB Definition 012.006 Amlicant sust comply with CLS & ring the 20-yr period
' Resources Councit between application and the end of the original 40 yr

term. ' i

033 ' Tuter, Seth . CLB Def init ion - 033.004 The proposed rt.te protects licensees from having to-
'

address age-related problems in the yrs between
m mtication and original license -

expiration- potentially 20 yrs.
.to
w

*

b 034 Oglethorpe Power . McGee, CLB Definition 034.003 opposed to any definition of the CLM that would appear !-.

" . Corporation Steven R. to freeze the CLB requirements W ring the renewet-
process, which could potentially cause plant' shutdowns.

= }
!

LO35 .NUMARC -Colvin, Joe CLB . Definition 035.001 . Definition will freeze CLS white LR eisp!!catim is |
pending. Witt cause unwarranted shutdowns. Licensee ' I

will shtmi LR option.

035A NUMARC Colvin, Joe- CLB : Definition 035.A007 Change CLB definition to reflect fact that CLB
continues to change & ring rev!ew of renewat1 |

'application and & ring renewat term.

035A .huMARC'. .Colvin,' Joe CLS ' Definition 035.A006 NUMARC-proposed CLS definition will not freeze CLS at-
time renewal application is filed and will assure that
CLB includes only the commitments that are in writing,.- <

on docket, and in effect.:

!
t

&

9
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035B 6"".** C Colvin, Joe CLB Definition 035.8003 Definition should make clear that to be part of CLB, a
license comitment must be written and on the docket.
Any process based in pm.-t on oral comitments would
create ts1 certainty and confusion.

0358 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Definition 035.8004 Second sentence of Sec. 54.3(a) appears to freeze CLB
as of time applications are filed. Ipplication-is that

the CLB carmt inetude new reg 2irements and coernitments
during review of LR epplications.

035B NUMARC Colvin, Joe CtB Definition 035.B005 Freering the CtB during review of arptication and
during renewal period is tsworkable. CLB is dynamic andto

^ ao subject to change to accomodate new information.I
PJ
@

0358 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CtB Definition 035.B006 The CtB definition includes plant-specific requirements
and avndnents which in turn " include trJt are not
limited to" NRC regulations, etc. What other
requirewnts are contenplated by NRC 2s being part of
the CLB definition?

,

0359 NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Definition 035.B007 It appears that trider the CLB definition the "ticensee
comitment" would consist of, for exemple, the entire
analysis required by 10 CFR 50.61. Thus, targe
segments of technical analyses submitted on the docket
would become part of the CLB.

0350 "UMARC- Colvin, Joe CLB Definition 035.0002 "Freeting" the CLB during staff review, hearings, and
appeals would impose constraints on abilities to

regulate and operate.

|

|

|
__

i
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033F NUMARC Colvin, Joe CL8 Definition 035.F016 Statement in Sec. IV.a(x) does not indicate that CLB is
changing daring the initial license term. Suggests that

test 2 paragraphs in IV.a(x) be replaced with statement
indicating that CLB mry be changed white LR application
is pending.

035L NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLb Definition 035. LOO 4 WUREG-1412, p. 1-2, tine 15: sevise Cte definition to

be consistent with final rule wording.
-

042 Gordon, Bradley M. ~CtB Definsi Dn 7.2.004 The 20-yr period between application and renewal should
be used to ensure that the licensee conplies with the
CLB as it develops rather than CL8 at the time of

8 application. The licensee a m ears insulated froro
$ ad3ressing ARD for 20 yrs.
O

048 CPU Wuclear Clark, P. R. CLB Definition 048.002 GPU defines tLe CLB as a * Licensing Erwetope" made to
Corpor ation of the following: plant OL & Tech Specs, todated FSARs,

Fire Nazards Analysis Report, Operational QA Plan,
Emergency Plan, Security & Safeguards Plan, * other
plans to meet regulations.

054 Baltimore Gas and Creet, G. C. CLS Definition 054.024 The definition of CLB contains larguage that limits the

Electric CLB to a single point in time--the time of LR
application. This incorrectly isolles that the CLB

i

concept is exclusive to LR. There should 'ce no time |

| timitation in the CL5 definitioit.
l I'

i
056 Grec y ace, NtRS Riccio & CLS Definition 056.011 The rule mLM ensure that the licensee meet the CtB at

Marriotte the time the renewat takes effect rather than at the
time ths. stelication is stbnitted.

;

.-.1-

- . _ _ . _ . _
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057 U.S. DOE Yog, CLB Definition 057.004 Only those requirements and comaitments on the docket
'Jilliam N. should form the basis for the CLB. Limiting the CL8 to

docketed commitments will assure that only those which

are wrty reviewed, docunented, and approved are
inc tts$ed.

058 U.S. DOE McGoff, CLB cefinition 058.006 CLB definition shostd be modified to clarify that it is

David J. not " frozen" from the time of application to the time

of renewat approvat. Non-docketed and non-written
comitments should not be part of CL8. Coment
incitEfes a revised definition.

i

$ 059 Massachusetts Senate Olver, John W. CLB Definition 059.008 It should be made clear that a plant must meet the CLS
as of the effective date of the renewel.

061 Indiana Michigan Alexich, M. P. CLB aefinition 061.004 The preposed rule would arbitrarily limit or-freeze any.

Power Coepany changes to the plant's CLB during the LR review pericd.
Changes to the CLB may be necessary d3 ring this period.

062 Grove Engineering Walker, CLB Definition 062.007 The definition of CLB inagpropriately limits the CLB to
Robert S. a point in time. The definition should be revised to

delete any time limitations and any implication that

the CLB is cactusive to ticense renewal.

064 Northeast Utilities Sears, C.F. CLB Definition 064.002 Concerned about the proposed freeze of the CLs du Ing
Mroczka, E.J. the pendency of the LR process. A moratorius on

changes dJring the LR applicatinn review introduces an
artificial and ilt-advised constraint.

070 Winston & Strawn Reynolds, CLB . Definition 070.001 Definition of modification to comitments made during

!
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(for 9 Utilities) Witholas S. operation is broad. Volts 1tary coenitments, not tied to
a legatty binding requirement, should not be part of
CLB.

070 ' Winston & Straini Reynolds, CLS. Definition 070.002- CLB should incorporate changes to the originst pier.t
(for 9 Utilities). Nichotes S. ' configuration made under 50.59. The licensee should not !

be required to retain the plant & procedures as -
described l'i the original doctments. The rule should
clarify this distinction-.

.C70 Winston & Strain) Rey? olds, CLB. Definition 070.010 NRC should prov'ide additional clarification in Scc that
(for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S. plant site would not be considered in the renewet of

txs the license.ra
i

U 077 Erie Cotrity Envir.' Boyer, " CL8 Definition 077.003 ' -See Comsment 77.004: CLS includes only those
Mvingement.Controt Bary 8. requirenumts in place as of the time a renewet .

application is filed. This means that leportant _ safety '
|

infonnation in the remaining term,-potentiatty 20 yrs,
might be enciuded in the decision process.'. r

.

079 Multiple Dynamics: Gregor, CLB ' Definition 079.006 ~-- ' The explanation of the CLB leaves much to..
<

Corporation Frank E. ipterpretation. The NRC should define each.
regulation /doctament for which the utility is expected
to have a cefi& Jing docament. The burden should not -

t #

be on the licensee.'(SOC, tv.b(i))

087; Consnonwestth Edison Kovech, .CLE Definition 037.003 .Section 54.29 should be clarified to consider that CLB
.T. J. is a contirustly developing body of requirements and

~

' not a static catalog of license conditions for the

renewet period. The proposed IrJMARC changes reflect the

i .

e
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necessary focus.

092' Westinghouse Johnson, W. J. CtB Definition 092.002 The detineation cf requirement ir- the definition of CLB

Electric Corporation is too broad because of use of the words % are not
limited to."

092 Westinghouse Johnson, W. J. CLS Definition 092.003 The definition does not specify that comitments that

Electric Corporation are part of the CLB should be in writing. It leaves the
door open to later suggestions that c'al consnitments
may ' a part of the CL8. This would create uncertainty
in the process.

$ 092 Westinghouse Johnson, W. J. CLB Definition 092.004 The definition can be interpreted to mean that the CLB

b Electric Corporation is frozen at the time the application is fited and no~

" further modifications will be made to the CL8. This
would rnt permit safety irprovements to be made in a
timely manner.

093 consolidated Edison 8 ram, CLE Definition - 093.002 The definition of CLB in Sec. 54.3 gces too far in

Carpeny of New York Stephen 8. defining the proper scope of the plant's CLB. Same as
Westinghouse coment 92.002.

095 Florida Power and Bohlke, W. H. CL8 Definition 095.002 The CLB definition excludes the requirement for a

Light written N9C @finition of acceptability on any
licensing action either requested by the licensee or
mandated by NRC. Licensee responses to generic
ccmminicatiers beces the CLB for the facility.

095 Florida Power and Bohlke, W. H. CLS Definition 095.003 There is no definitten of "cmunitment" as interpreted

Light by the staff. This is a fatet flew that will result in

a

l

L___--___- _. - -
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a spectrum of CLE definitions since ccapitwent" mey be ia

interpreted in a rumber of ways.

095 Florida Power and - 'Bohtke, W'. H. CLB Definition 095.004 Enforcement action responses /comunitrents are' included
Light, in the CLB definition. Enforennent action responses are

compliance issues and not CLB issues.

095 Florida Power and Bohlke, W. H. CLB Definition 095.005 Any CLB definition must include, as an integrei
Light - constituent, att documents which NRC issues to -

acknowledge the acceptability of a licensee's proposal,
e.g., SERs and feeduck <n licensee responses to
generic comummications & ticensing actions.

txt
N

d 095 Florida Power and Bohtke, W. H. CLB Definition 095.006 Proposes that the CLS be defined as that collection of
* Light' doc m ents that permitted NRC to issue and maintain an

OL, and that corusist of FSAR, OL and Tech Specs, SER
and setements, & NRC documents regarding Licensee
responses to licensing actions.

101' Rochester cas and- Meeredy, Ct B Definition 101.002 The proposed CLB definition appeers to freeze the CL8
Electric Corporation Kobert C. during the pendency of the' application. Such a -

moratorium could cause amwerranted shutdowns and
discourage utilities from the LR option. CL9s
continuous 1y change over time.

103 Vermont Yankee ~ -Petletler,. CLR Definition '103.002 CLS should not include responses to NRC buttetins,.
"./ leer Power; -James P. generic letters, and enforcement actions. The process

'r oration - to change these. is burdensesse, does not tmdergo the -
same review process, and applicability of each varies
by plant..

;

1
'
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104 Duquesne Light Sieber, J. D. CLB Definition 104.003 It is not clear whether a plant's CLB will be froren
Comporrf daring LR a p lication review. The licensees need the

flexibility to' change the CLB to order to address new I

regulations as they are prcoutgated.
'

.

012 -Western Nebraska Johnson, Mike CtB Doctmentation ' 012.002 NRC should require not only a CLs list, but the
' Resources Council. dcasnents themselves.

>

032 Justice, Marita . CLs Documentation 032.002 A mere list of documents for the CLs is not suf ficient.-
Those documents should be compiled and reviewed. Even K
Mart has more stringent rvirements for personal check
approvats.

tn
. 9

~

Docunentation 033.001 .The sute does not require the documents themselves to,1 033- Tuter, Seth 'CLBta
'u be assembled and reviewed. It.is not sound practica to

assume that licensees are in full. compliance with att
requirements-if inspections do not take place. t

1

035A NUMARC Cetvin, Joe CLB' Docunentation 035.A023 ReviseSh.54.21(a): Delete requirement to ccapite ' '

list of documents identifying CLB relevant to IPA since
'50C states that CLB is adequate.

=r.

'

>
0358 NUMARC Colvin, Joe ' CLB 'cocumentation 035.5009 ' Ccepitire and maintaining the CL8 in auditabte and *

,

retrievable form is neither needed nor necessary.
Likely to generate disi:ute and.titigetton.

0358 NUMARC - Colvin, Joe- CLB Documentation ' 035.9010 During initial tens, IIRC retles on regulations and
oversight activities to ensure adequate document

'

control. This same process should ce fottnwed for LR.
.

,

|
,

_

-
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i
0358 WUMARC Colvin, Joa CLs teru=mtet ton C35.8013 mRC has nr t justified *Ay e diffew, seterwistty i

iratensistene obligation shcutd be creeted just for
rer=wat applicants. Evm where att has constitutM

unitase recordkepng require =umts, it has not icccsed
same tevel of restrictions.

0358 'iUMA2C Cetvin, Joe CLS Documentation C35.BC14 Wat doas the reference in Sec. 54.21te) altisfing to.

docummts identifying portions of the CLS =*mn? Aat do
portions of CLS relevant to IPA mean?

i

035B NUMARC Colvin, Joe CLB Doewentation 035.5015 What des it mean whm Sec. 54.21(a) refers to
d'cwents * describing" the CLS7 Does it mean e vto

N document describing arvy portion of requirement imposedI
w by WRCses

035F sotARC Colvin, Jw CLB Doctsamtation 035.FC15 Congsitation of''CLS is not necessary for the IPA since
Sec. 54.21(a)(4) regsires applicant to describe &
provide besis for resolving issues presented by the ARD
of SSCs. The todatod SAR recysired te be maintained in
Sec. 50.71 also sasports LR review.

C33 Atebene Public Manes, CLB Docwentatin 038.C01 The preposed mat retasirenew to document CLB is overty
Service Conseission - Eugere G.. broad and is trrie essary. There is no need to reverify

the same licensing basis that plants heve been required
to operate trder. The mein objective of LR should be
limited to ARG.

042 Cordon, Brac*tey M. CLE Documen nt;an 'M .001 Dotwee.s for the CLR should be comited and revieted
by the utt. Thit should not be serely a list of

doctsments.

1

__. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i_
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I i-068 GPU Wucteer Clark P. R. CLS Documentation 048.003 This Licensi?g Erwetope is adequete neer, with the
[Corporation

enception of ARD considerations. There is no rwed for k.

additionel ecuellation or ettechummt of CLBs to the k
rerwwed OL es a cortfition of the licervic.

i
i 048 'GPU Wucteer- Clark, P. R. CLB Docussentation 068.004 It is a licewisee's obligation to assure centiruJed

Corporation
compliance thru goed monocement practices, e.g.,

{esintenance of Licensing Action Itest and Comunitment !

Tracking Systems. Therefore, the proposed recpsiresamt
to compile Clas is m.

' ,

{
4 050 EPRI' Marston, T. U.. CLS Occusentation 050.006 The requiressents to esintain ett documents describirs'E

- the CLB in an aucitable and retrievable fone should be
,

e ;

wi iremoved from the LR rute.; w i
ii i

1050 EPRI marston, T. U.' CLS Documentation 050.016 Besed on the teed plant projects, e plant's CLS rieed i
7 not be cogited in its entirety to perform the IPA. s

'sSee Comument 50.005.)
i- !

i 053 Tankea Atouric- Edwards, CL9 Occumentatiert 053.004 Mo justification for compilation of CLB. nRC alreedr
,; Electric Company Donald W. has most important CLS doctments--TSAR eruf Tech Specs !i econtret ted under Sec. 50.71 and 50.59. ''

i

053 Yankee Atomic | Edwards, CL8 ~ Documentation 053.005 CLB documentation cgitatiwi eteost deennds Nec review 5

Electric Company : Dor:atd W, for edequacy. Chattenges to CL', edmosecy would not im !,1-

F insufeted from license renewet process.

I- - 053 Yankee' Atomic ~ Edwards, CLB - Documentation 053.012 See Comument $3.005t CLs weutd be urriecesserity elevated

~

; ' Electric Company . Donstd W.- to status of Technicet Specifications, limiting plant;

, operator flexibility to ensure safety..i

|
;

e i

5 ,:

r :
1
.

4

4 e
' '
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054 saltimore Gas and _Creet, G. C. CLS Documentation 054.004 tempilation of CLE is w.ed and hos the potentist
9

2

Electric to widm the renewet process beyorvi the focus en ARD.g ;

i

j 054' Saltimore Gas and Creet, G. C. CLB Docummtation 054.020 the CLE exists on the plant docket and. therefore, 6s [

[ ' Electric etreedy conciled. The pn.edic can Stupect and retrieve - |
,

this information. !

!. h
j 054 -saltimore cas end Creet, G. C. CL8 Docuwetation 054.02T Strengly opposes the rewirement of ceiling the CLS f
i Electric. in an "auditable and retrievable format.' Also not sure .

!
l d et this actuelty w ens since it is not defined i

ar ruhere in the rule package. IstC should delete this $

y -

irequireamt.
.

1 N |
9

c2 056; Greereace, utts -| Riccio &) CLB ~ Docuumtation 056.006 segaesting that utitities List t% relevant documents

itarriotte and are able to retrieve these is not regutetton end k
+

t
cannot help the M C substantlete the condition of the '; ,

plant.
-t

,

1
.i

056 Gree m ence, utts .ticcio & CLS cocumentation .C56.006 'uRC aust review the documents ehich sehe e the CLB and
foerriotte esaurine the plant itself to aske e determinetton t*tet

the CLB is complied with. To do otherwise would be an
]

*
<

abrogotion of MRC's duties to ereure ptbtic heetth and
,
.

| Safety.
'

!-. 058 U.S. DOE 84cGof f - CLE- Documentation 05E.003 - newireamts to compile tists and maintain docuuments ,

!-

|_ relevant to CLS armi 570' are su6iguous, smeteer, ard ' IDavid J.
a

j. unnecessary. Such re wir m s are inconsistent with

; those of initiet licensing actions. Ceepitation would [
'

'
not erdience NRC enforcement.

-

|
; _

!

fi-

! f
i
L

9 i
i

i~ _ . .., ._, .- . ~ _ - . - .- - -,,; - , ~ , ~ ---:__- _ -
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>

!00077 ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT
CDuesENT

f. 40. - INDIVIDUAL NAME TOP!C SUBTOPIC NO. CouMENTS
j !

| k
,
4 058 U.S. DOE . McGoff, CLB Documentation 058.004 Provision for auditability could be potentietly

.

.. David J. inconsistent with reconAseping represents in 10 CTR i
'

t50.49(d) and (J). Metrievability is e new
{ ,

teruitrequiressent and also potentist!y incorsistent with
current requirespmts.

4

; 058 ' U.S. DOE McGoff, CLs Documentation 058.005 Provisions to compite and aus*ntain **czaired CLB (David J. documents voittd not necesserity include suost pertinent I
doctsments for screening SSCs (e.g., P& ids), yet could h
incitx;e rsamerous dansments of little use in screming.

'

t

} 059 Massachusetts Sernte otver, Jen W. 0.8 Doctmentation 059.002 Finds inconceivebte that NRC could suggest that a plant
P

-

to
M

8 need nr,t even spec 4fy its license requiressents or show
{

1 s

i w"

hther those retp4ressents e e being meet in order to beo
>

reticensed for 2P sore vrs. i
.. ;'

.059' Massachusetts Senate Olver, John W. CLB Documentation 059.006 The proposet that plants need not specify the ceglete
f
I

I.
i terms of the CLS does not sunke sense armi obvietes i

1 intettigent comuments by inte.ested parties. i

('
L

061 Indiana Michigan Alexich, M. P. CLB . Documentation 061.006 . The proposed rule would result in requiring LR (
, )

Power Company
i- ' applicants to compile the CLS into one set of I
,

! doctaments. Intervenors would bewe a:: cess to this h
information, thereby increesing the potentist for 'i.
Issues irrelevent to Lt to be introduced into the '

process..
-

)

062- Grove Engineering Welker,. CL8 Documentation 062.004 The supporting documentation does not justify fM
Robert S. .;

safety benefit or basis for the requirement to compite [
.

and maintain the CLB. This requiressent should be,

.-

I
.

.

!

*

n.
, . . _ ~ . - ., _ _ . . .. -.__. _ _ . . . . - . . _ _ . - . . _ . ~__ _ _ . . _ . _ _ . - _ . .
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B2: TABULAR SumARY OF PUBLIC COoENTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RES M NT COas5sT

NO. INDIVIDUAL MM'E TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. ComENTS

emetuded from the final rule.

062 Grove Engineering walker, CLs Documentation 062.014 The provision in Ser 54.37, Aesitional Records and
Robert S. Recordkeeping Requireneetts, is not suf ficiently

- justified or developed in the SOC or si.pportirg WUREGs.
|

070 Winston & S*ra m Reynolds, CLB Docteentation 070.003 The rule should be clarified to indicate that only

(for 9 Utilities) nicholas S. documented conswitments (cbcumented in FSAR and
etsetAere) should be considered part of the licensing
basis.

nuditable and, 070 Winston & Stra m acynolds, CLE Docunentat ion 070.007 Dock *ted infonnation provides an a

y (for 9 Utilities) alcholas S. retrievable * CLS. The Licensee should not be required

to reconstitute CLE through an IPA.g

075 Wisconsin P'.btic Evers, K. M. CLB Docummtation 078.C05 Co g itation of a CLS should not be required since

Service Corporation docketed dotunents are readily available & have

provided sufficient Ilcensing basis for plant eperation
over the original license. Also, conotlance with Cts is

,

not required for issuance of LR.
!

t
079 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, CLB Documentation 079.007 Or4y the portion of the CLS that is relevant to

'

{
Corporation Frank E. LR/ aging considerations is needed for *be p.irpose of

co m iting the itees to be tested against the screening
,' criteria. (SOC, IV.b(i), 2nd par.)

079 Multiple Dynamics Greger, CLB occunentatice 079.009 hRC has datermined that the CLR is required as tesis

Corporation Frank E. for screenin- ef safety-related SSCs. This is not so
and aury be plant specific. Most plants have
sopnisticated databases, e.g. 0 4ists, P& ids. No need |

.

- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ _ _ _ _ _ an ,, _ _ _, _
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B2: TABULAR SLBMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS ARRANCED SY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPOCENT Co MENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME Top!C SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

r

I

to compite a CLB tist for Lt. ISOC IV.b(ii))

082 Americans *or Lee, CLB Documentation 082.004 The requirement to ccupite and maintain an auditable [Nucteer Energy, Inc. Dougtes 0. CLB should be deleted. Of particuter concern is the
possibility of titigation of issues regarding the
inctusion and etetusion of specific documents from CLE
and their edequacy.

i

085 Concern About Prather, CLB Docu entation 088.002 Mere corpitation of CLB documents without WRC review or
Radiation in the Karen M. verification of compliance reflects a naive and en
Envir.

uideserved trust in the ructeer inciastry's * good word."
!

$ 091 Northern States Parker, CL8 Document 6 tion 091.009 The requirement in Sec. 54.21(a) to *compite a tist of
Power Capany Thomas M.

documents... relevant to the IPA...and neintain ett
documents describias the CLS in in auditable and
retrievable form is vague end can be potentietlya

burdenscue.

091 Northern States Parker, CL8 Docunentation 091.010 It is tot cteer what " portions" of the CLS should be
Power Company Thones M. considered relevant to the IPA. Any document relatirg

to en SSC could t:e included. The ano;nt of

documentation could be enotinous. i

091 Northern States. Parker, CLB Docummtation 071.011 The ;Arese "to be submitted as part of the apptication"
Power Coupeny Thomes M. is not etese. It can be construed to require the

f
submittat of att listed docunents as part of each,

'

application, which would delige the MC staf f with
wwwcessary infora tion.

i

091 Northern States Parker, CLB Doctraentation 091.012 The proposed requirecent to "sisintain ett homents

,

i

, , .. ~
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!82: TA8ULAR SUMMARY OF PUBIIC C3sguTS ARRAmGED SY TOPIC

000tET ORGANIZATION / RESPOMDENT COMMENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME topic SUBTOPIC WQ. C3 GENTS

|

Power Compmary Thorses M. describing the CLB in an etsHtable and retrievable
foW suggests that it is not just a list of docummts
that must be compiled, but the h.ts themselves, &

sury include those describing the CL8.
1

091 worthern States Parker, CL8 Coctsamtation 091.013 The todated FSAR as required in 10 Cia 53.71 should i

Power Congrey Thomas M. provide MeC with a enore than ers>te general reference |
.tesel in sugeort of review of the LR ecptication. ')
Seewends that WRC delete the regstrement to conqpite -

the CLS.
j

098 CCRE piatt, CL8 Docunmtation 098.034 Docsswnts of CLS shcutd be sede phliety evaltabte I
i

txt
w Susan L. although only a list is stinitted in the

applicatie-especially iscortant given 2.714 !o I,
N (contentions). l

|
.

i 093 OCRE Miett, CL8 Doctmentation 098.038 See Comments 93.034 ard 93.035: Doctaments should be |

i Sus e L. auditable and retrieveble. (

102 UCS, NECND- Poltard, CtB Doctementation 102.013 At the same time the Caeseission pronounces the admusey

Curran, of the CLS, the iruisstry is struggling to create CL8s.

Tousley

102 UCS, NECNP Pottard, CLS Documentation 102.016 Appticants need only emintain etwytete docuumtation

Curran, for the CLS in etsfitable and retrievable form. This
Tousley makes the CLS inaccessible to the p; Otic, since only'

" submitted * documentation will be avat tebte. This
prevision is outrageous.

;

I

102 UCS, NEChP Pollard. CLS Doctemtation 102.017 If the CLS doctmentation is part of the basis for the
;

. - _ -__ -.
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DOCKET ORGANIZATION / ' RESPONDENT CDesENT
NO. INDIVIDL;AL #AME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. CDPWENTS

t

Curren, decision on LR, there it suJst be sabeitted to the NRC l
Tousley eM mede available to the phtic, together with att

other inforsetion meteriet to the egu>tication.

104 oug>esrw Light Sieber, J. D. CLS Doctrentation 104.002 Commitirg the CL8 in en stafitabte form is amecessary
Conpeny since att such hts are streedy on file with the

NRC in its public doctsamt room. These &cummts
include the FSAR and has. Technical
Specifications, and changes in programs.

143 U.S. Department af Schrote, John CLE Docuamtation 143.003 Very imw M that the CL8 is prcposed for ett nucteer
the Interior E.

tri power piant license renewels. This ers to preettsse
w. timely envirmnental actions. Recomapeds tttat thea r

o documentatien prepered for reticensing certify thet thew
plant is operating u-W its CLB. !

l015 Massachusetts Ptblic Nogee, Alan CLB Documentation. 075.004 As e mininun NRC should require the licensee to:
Interest Res. Grosp Comptience 1- Provide ett relevant licensing basis does.

2- Demonstrate that it is in casuptience with the
appropriate licensing basis, and,
3- Compite ett consmitments made tnder the originnt
License.

047 Gar & er, J. 8. CLB Scope 047.007 It is strange that Sec. 7 of spAEG-1412 does ret refer
to E0 es a foisidation o* edequecy. Although this

o

dotwemt is en infonnetton generet suunsry, it is
misleading and treiblesame with respect to cables.

053 Yankee Atanic Edwards, CLB Scope 053.007 See Ce $3.006: CLS does not incita$e ett progrens,
Electric Company Donstd W. such es those neich annage aging. ~

u

i
, . , - _ _ _ ___ _'
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CWWEENT
DOCKET ORGANIZATICE/ RESPDECENT

50.. IIStV100AL IusqE TOPIC SUBTOPIC N0. CGGEENTS

068 stuclear Utility Philips, CLS Scope 068.001 The Comerission should ackrewtedse the continued
votidity of EQ-related stendores reflected in eech

Group on EQ Malcom W.
licensing basis, editch include OJetification in
w J a with WUREG-0588, 00R guidelines, and to Cia
50.49. (See Comments 68.002 thru 63.006.)

068_~ wucteer tJtitity Philips, CLS Scope 068.002 WRC should reef firm in 50C that new accidents beyond
the current litersing basis need not be postulated for

' Gro@ on EO Malecem N.
an E0 progran during the period of Lt.

_

068 Nuclear Utility Philips, CLS Scope' 068.003 The Comerission should acknoutedge that the applicable
:ticeming tmsis standards, as they may agqMy to the

Group on EQ . Metcom N.-
" establishment of gastified lives of e quipment, wilt

$ remain votid.
1.c

068- mucteer Utility Phitfps, CLS Scope 068.004 EQ-related comunitments should be esplicitly noted as
retaining their status es commitments, srhject to such

Group on f*J Malcom M.
controls os usy apply to any Licensee commaitment.

035L - MusenRC Colvin, Joe .CL8 Scope /Changea 035.Lc15 uuREG-1412, p. 1-5,-tine 39: mRC discusses the
evolution of its regairements but does not address the
upchanisms that can camme e change to the CLS. Include
a discussion on how changes to the CL8 ere controtted.

054- settisere Ses and Creet,' G. C.- CLB Se ge/ Changes- '054.023 Discussions in uuREG-1412 do not specificetty address
existing mechanisms for controtting changes to the CLS.

Electric' : This could creete notion that the CLB can be thenged
arbitrarity for ar=y reason. Suggests discussions be
empended to aodress this.

. . . . . - _ _ _ _ . _
_ _____

- - - -
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*
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r

D002T ORGAllIZATION/ . RESP 3|IDEuf CDPMENT
>

[2 #0. TuDIVlounL leMEE . TOPIC SUB10PIC 90. Cryongts;- {;
I
f

..

061 Indiano Michigan Alexich, M. P. CLS Scope / Changes 061.003 The provisions of the rule *eutd tegsf re prict NRC !
[ Power Company

agwrovst of att changes in the CLS, witifyint the (,

Ifcensee's abiiity to sete chang s per to CFR 50.59.
ji

..102 UCS, NECMP Pollard, CLE Sctpe/ Changes 102.035 The rule pmmits apolicants to seek ref eration of the
iJ

-

t
l~ iCurran, CLS if they show that AstD makes compliance *ispossible

Tousley
!' or extremely ispracticat." This provision is

incredible.
,

l'014 - Leising, David Decoussissioning 014.005 See Comument 14.006.
,

0354 -NUMRRC .Colvin, Joe Decauseissioning Fuel P-r. ; C35.A0tKf- g
j 2f

Revise See. 50.54tts) to atlow deferrat cf fiting the I

;

| $ spent fuet and management report if twt arplication
|

was filed 3-5 yrs before 1icense empiration. *

.066
. ?

*

Winston & Stroun ' Knotts, Decourissioning Ftres 066.005 To etietnote potentfet influmce of LR on other f(for tltit. Deece. ' Joseph 8. regulatory authorities (i.e., PUC), an emplicit {
'

Grp').

statement should be previded thet addressas !!
,.

non-finstity of an tR application tritit actuntly acted!-
upon by mRC.

g ..
!
,

,.

066 Winston & Stroun Knotts,. Decomunissioning Ftrids 066.006 WRC should aske eteer the expectation that licensee
, ,

' (fo- Utit. Decom. Joseph 5, will cetteet funds specified in deconuristioning ,f
,

Grp.)-
subaittats untit NRC e m t of LR and change in i
ckcomunissioning stdemittet is finet.

t
066 Winston & Stroun Knotts, Deconseissioning Funds 066.007 LR does not address the potential re&ction in er 1uel

| : (for Utit. Decom. .' Joseph 8.-
contributions to externet ftsids because of entended

{Grp.) .
Life. The licensee should be given more time for

;

cettections. Suggests generic word changes revising RG !
i
i

[

i. {
:.

|
:
1

L

6
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82: TA8ULAR St.MMutY OF PJELIC CGotE4TS AntAmGED SY TOPIC
!

' DOCKET ONCAE!ZAfl0N/ atSPONDENT C0ueuENT ;,

NO. IISIVIDUAL MAME TOPIC Subtopic NO. COIGEENTS [
e;

t. .

!
'

t
1.159 and the rute.

,

! !
4 ,

066 - Winston & Straun Knotts,- Decommissioning Fmds 066.008 The Commisssion should make a ge wric finding ie ta of ;

(for Util. Decae. Jtseph B. the validity of its determination f.4 the finst oecom. [

'Grp.) rule concerning the acceptability of fwufing over the I
I

fa.-itity Life. Suggests apprcpriate wording. j
!

100 . Don't Weste Us Weiss, James Deconswissioning Funds 100.005 NRC should reestre et t ticensees, regardless of renevel !
status, to deduct from their profits, and deposit in j

escrew, fwuta several times in excess of the terNst [
estiente for plant decem. *ot doing so is bietantly |g.

' 'freesconsible.
.i .

txt i
to : >

: o 066 Winston & Strewn Knotts, Decauseissiomng Schedute 066.0 % Section 50.82(b)(1)(i), which regstres completion of
. ;t' s

;

; e |

| (for Utit. Decem.. Joseph 8. decomunissioning withii 60 yrs, does not specify h

Grp.)' the block begins to run let the contest of Lt. Suggests
i appropriete wording.

i<

.
. .

, |!
.

Winston & Strawn Knotts, Decommissioning Sdunittat 066.001 An LR scoticetion may be filed 20 yrs before the i! -066
;. '

3

;' |(for Utit. Decom.- Joseph 8. espiratie of its license. Asassing an NRC deniet of Lt

Crp.) 4 yeert teter, the Licensee is required to sdamit a ;

deensumissioning plan 1 ye Later, aAlch is 15 yrs before

j . espiration of License. Clerify rule. I

~ i
~ - 066 ' Winst m & Strain Knotts, ' Deccanissiming Sdsmittat 066.002 10 CTt 50.75(f), es currently written, icewes i

(for Utit.'Decost. ' Joseph 5.. unresotwed the regstred licensee action pending f
n.

Grp.) resolution of the LR application and in the event of

- its deniet. Clerify the rule to oddress this concern.
,,

!

Suggests appropriate wording. I
f

I

!
.

< l.

4

!-

!
;

.. - . - - . . . - . , _ . . - - ,- - . , - - . - -. - _, -- .,--, - . - .__ . _. ~ . _ . . _ - ,, _ !
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B2: TABULAR Sl89t*RY OF PUBLIC COMMEaTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT
(XMMENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL. NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC No. Coastwis

081 Entergy Operations Mumch, 0.comissioning Stbnittal 051.003 The requireets of 10 CFR 50.82(a)(1)(16) to provide
Gerald W.

an apptication for tenmination of license within 1 year I

if LR a; plication is disapproved s%m.std only accly to
plants that ar* within 1 year of license expiration and
not att applicants.

111 Envirorwental Johnsrud, Decornissioning sdznittat 111.023 Decor =issioning plans and ftrids aust continue to te
~

Coalition on Nuclear Jt.dith M. required for a reactor as if the erpirati e of licem e
Power

is the original, *iot an esteeded, date. There is no
certainty that these reactors will be capable of
operation beyond the present license tena.

E 03589 NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Aging 035.M001 NUREG-1395 state =nt en the need for en + w 4- - :.
.

Management progrant sugplementing CLB should be chargad to reflect

that the Licensees have been and will continue to
address ag+-related degr'adation. (EA, p. iii, line D

!035M NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Aging 035.w006 Delete any references te % er-.tism" smce the
Management requirements in existirg regulations may be more or

less conservative with respect to plant ends.,
refurbishment, testing, monitoring, and operating
conditions. (EA, p. vili, pa . 3, tines 3-5)

035M NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Aging 035.M012 The 'w' in "ISTM' es irdicated in Waf t MUREG-1362
Me or- .. .; stands for "neanitorirs," while it stands for

" maintenance" here. The fonner definition should be
useo for consistency. (EA, p. 4-1, Line 23)

0354 NLMARC Colvin, Joe EA Aging 035.4013 Detete the ISTM wording iniptying the need to inspect
Manag==ent the entire ptent. Varying degrees of enhancemmts any

- - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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DOCKET ' ORGAN!2AT134/' RESPONDENT CopenENT

'NO. IMOIVIDUAL mAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC WO. fUo4ENTS !
I

i- .t
>

f
be necessary for congenents within the scope of Lt. j
These actions will be identified in IPA. (EA, per. 4-1, .|
Sec. 4.1.1, tine 25) f2

f-
3

I 035M muutARC Colvin, Joe EA Aging 035.pu014 Tabte 4.1, consistent with its source (wultEG-1362),
Manageaumt includes the *candidet?" ISTvt activities eweluoted for j

potentist effectiveness ieder LR smd should not be i.

t
characterized as e *.= ,. m aetl e listing. (EA, p. '|

4-1, tine 32)
-

i,
'

I'

) 035M NUptARC Colvin,' Joe EA Aging 035.M015 octete Tabte 4.1 aruf any references to it. As sheen in (
-- L . . .t Sec. 4.2, the differences in 1; . programms, w/ & w/o r

tss
1- w the preposed rule, ere not identifiable and would rot |
!, t

4 - e- of fect the environount. (EA, p., 4-1, Lines 32-40, & ,

. co .. t

Tabte 4.1)_ |
|

.
>

. 035M . IRPARC ' Colvin,' Joe EA General 035.p007 The words "or teuer* should be added to the existirs [
test to reflect the ongoing record of reauced egosures |

and even toiser anticipated egootes tewels through the [
^

!20 yr LR period. (EA, p. wili, par. 4, line 10)
L I

,

. 035M | NUptsatt 1Colvin,' Joe' EA Generet 035.M015 Include an emplarution as to ashy espesure and esoste 'I3

| generation would tend to be tower wuser the proposed !

! rule. (EA, p. 4-9, lines 8-9) [

f
035M NUMARC CciviniJo= EA Generat 035.no19 Inciude on egtenotien e' e6y worter exposure 2suser the |,-

;. existing rensuel rule eseutd be greeter then thi.t esv$er i
f

{. the proposed rute. (Es., p. 4 10, Sec. 4.2.T. per. 3,
,

; ~ tine 6)
.

,

!,

L .= .I
L

'|

, ___u,.- . , _ - - , , ----.; . - - . _ .- . - _ . . . . . . . . ~ ~ _ . _ .
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IDOCKEi ORGAMf2 Aft 0M/ RESPO4 DENT
CCPHEuT#0. INDivlDUAL MAME TOPIC SU8 TOP!C N0. CDWENTS

035M NUMARC Cotvin, Joe EA General 035.pC21 att should inclu$e the Iweact of transportation
accidmts involvirwJ radioactive material and other
accidents (explosion, fire, etc.) to be consistent with
htC guidance in this seen. This d es not effect
alternative selection. (EA, p. 4-16)

035M NUMARC Colwin, Joe EA General 035.H022 to be cmsistent with siEC guidance, the E4 should
include stbsections to more futty e*1ress
seteorological, hydrological, p togicat, and noise
twt. (EA, p. 4-17, Sec. 4.2.5)

035M NL. MARC Colvin, Joe F.A Generat 035.MC23 It is not obvious why the time of the decom. for aN
$. re wwed license *uould dif fer only slightly" from tt.e
e

time of decosurissioning of a nore-renewed license.

Either delete or explain the quot*d phrase. (EA, p.
4-21, Sec. 4.2.7, lines 3-4)

035M AUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Generet 035.MC24 A separate section should be aMed to EA to address the
ispects of the front end of the uranium fuel cycle
(i.e., uranitse mining and mi t t ing). (EA, p. 4-21, af ter,

Sec. 4.2.7)

035M WLMARC Colvin, Joe EA General
035.M025 Revise the entire Sec. 4.2.10 on tene-level waste

i
mensgewent so that it is parattel in construction to
Sec. 4.2.7 on envirervemtal impact of decenamissioning.
Suggests a N iate wording. (EA, p. 4-22, Sec.,

6

4.2.10)
''

0354 WUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Generat 035.M029 Add a section wi the economic ispects on the utilities
and rate peyees as a result of new plant standard

- _ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ .
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requirements. Reflect the major ecenesic ispect d;e to
increased capital & cperating costs. (EA, p. A-11,
Add.)

076 IDmS Orteiger, EA Ge m et 076.004 Pas deep reservations and concerns regarding the EA
Thomas W. prepared to support the rule. The EA doas not ackfress <

the full range of issues and potentist impacts [
resulting f rom LR--Limited to coegparisons between LR
with/without proposed criteria.

_.
|

102 UCS, NECNP Potterd, EA Generat 102.051 mRC should consider no ticense renewet as an
Curran, alternative in the EA. This att. could arise if the weC !

y Toustey concludes that it would be imprudant to consider

g entending licenses beyond 40 yrs. ,

!

111 Envircrrientet Johnsrud, EA Generst 111.002 Requests for a copy of the Envircreental Assessment
Coalition on Nuclear Judith N. referenced in the CFR notice.
Power t

e 143 U.S. Department of Schrote, John EA Generat 143.006 If the principle of ret changing operations is applied

the Interior E. to att license renewels, then the enty alternatives to

be analyzed in any environmental documenW will be
whether to renew or not. Atto consider estternatives
that mitigate existing ispects.

035se NUMARC Colvin, he EA IPA: EEP 035.M002 The ters " regulatory program isplies that entya

age-manegament prograses established by NRC are votid.
Replace that term by * established effective program."
(EA, p. iii, tine 15)

i

- - _ _ _ . _ - - - , , _n- , - ,-
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035M iduptARC Colvin, Joe EA IP4: Screening C35.M010 The statements in the section on ensuring that eging is I

adequately considered should timit aging considerations
j

to a subset of SSCs lacortant to LR. (EA, p. 3-2, line t

5)

035M NUPtARC Colvin, Joe EA IPA: Screening 035.M011 Remove the phrase "or contrhtions to chattenging
safety systems" since it would require the systen
interaction review addressed traler USI A-17. (EA, p.

,

4-1, Sec. 4.1.1, per. 1, lines 8-9)

035M NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Reg Analysis 035'.M016 Activities in Table 4.1 should not be characterized es

$ " representative" of an ISTM progree. This would violate
the premises of LR that neither NRC nor the inctJstry
knows what activ?tles are needed. That was the basis
for IPA. (EA, Table 4.1)

035M NUMARC Cotvin, Joe EA Reg Analysis C55.M020 Delete peregraphs discussity the dif ference in the
consequence of a severe ac:Ident during re m t vs.
Initiet license term. The GA should focus on the
dif ference between LR trder the existing and proposed
rule. (EA, p. 4-16, Sec. 4.2.4)

!

l035M NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Reg Anetysis 035.M026 The discussion should reflect the fact that the
benefits of the alts. will very. Since the cost of
tseptementing Atts. C & D witt be more than that fnr
Alts. A & 8, fewer renewels would be expected if Alts. *

C or D is adopted. (EA, p. A-1-11)

035M Nr. MARC Colvin, Joe EA Reg Anstysis 035.MC28 Delete quantitative discussicri of increased risk of
severe accidents dJe to eging to indicate that the

i

[

_ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - __
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"... oversight responsibilities of met and ticensee

uould ressvvibly assure that to sigr ificant change in
the risk would occur." (EA, p. A-4)

035M NbMAeC Colvin, Joe EA Reg Philosophy 035.M009 Delete the first buttet irdicatire that development of
the LR rule is recessary "to ensure that LR plants
operate w/ an acceptabte tevet of safety.* An LR rule

would not change the levet of safety. (EA, per. 3-1,
Sec. 3.1, lines 9-10)

035M NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Teminology C35.M004 The tenn *reticensing" shoi,td be replaced by "ticense
renewat" to ensure consistency between Part 54 ard EA.

N (EA, p. viii, pee. 1, lines 1, 3, 11 & throughout EA)
vi i

N
035M NUMARC Cotvin, Joe EA Terminology 035.M008 Use correct quotation and reference in the peregraph

extracted fram the new Part 54 regulation to indicate a
cpJote from Sec. 54.29 & not Sec. 54.31. The EA shoittd
also reflect the final language ct-anges in Sec. 54.29.
(EA, p. 2, per. 3, lines 9-13)

i

035M IrJtARC Colvin, Joe EA Terminology 035.M017 The footnote should be the same as it aweers in the
source document NUREG-1362, for consistency. (EA, p.
4-7, lines 20-22)

035M NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Terminology 035.M027 The term " safety review standards" emears throughout
A,Wim A. This should be corrected since no safety
review is involved. (EA, m . A-1 thru A-11)

035M NUMARC Colvin, Joe EA Type 033.M003 The title cf Table 4.1 should be the same as that foisd
in the source document. (EA, p. vi & p. 4-2) '

,

. _ _ _ - _ .
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035M ~ NUMARC' Colvin, Joe EA Typo 035.M005 Remove the word "was" to correct gransnatical error.

(EA, p. viii. par. 2, line 1}

035A NUMARC Colvin, Joe Energ Plaming C35.AOO2 Proposed revision to Sec. 50.47: see Comnent no.
-

35.A003 for suggested addition of paregraph 5'.

052 Maryland Saf e Energy Birnie, Emrg Plaming 052.008 NRC requirements do not provide an acceptable tevet of
Coalition Pa;ricia ;,. 6 cy prepare + ess for many existing reactors, and,

theref. ore, there is a deficiency or requirements for
license renewat applications.

077 Erie County Envir. Boyer, Emerg Ptaming 077.007 Exclusion of ;; ,. g-(y planning consideestions is
E Management Control Barry B. unwarranted. Changes in demographics, tend use, and
E transportation patterns would issanct emergency
"

planr.ing. One might interpret this ornission for feer
'

that the licensee carmot address these issues.

089 . State of Otio. Emer. Williams, Emerg Ptaming C87.001 10 CTR 50.47 ard Amendis E Sec. f t.G may need
Mgt. Agenef James R. modification. NRC may need to provide guidance to

licensets for reviewing evacuation time stisfies
periodicatty as a result of ticense renewat.

ReqJirements for FSAR todstes steport this.

i

098 OCRE niett, Emerg Ptaming 098.014 See Conenent 98.013: Contefrunent teak rate, LPZs, and
Susan L. population center distances may reg; ire changing, thus

EPs will change. Delete proposed change to Sec. 50.47.

098 OC1tE Hiatt, Emerg Planning 098.037 See Comunent 98.036.

Susan L.

.

w
- - - _ _
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100 Don't Paste Cs Weiss, James Emerg Plaming 100.004 Emergency preparedwss is lacking throughout the
initial licensing term. Annual dritts are saider ideal

conditions with asinimet inwelvenient of these most
affected, namely residents. Nine Nite Poirt, Seabrook,
ard Shoreham cited.

102 UCS, NECNP Pollard, Emerg Planning 102.049 If WRC intends to rely for its LR decishvis on its
Curran, amust reviews of .._ w .y plans, it mst stbject
toustey their aden.Jacy to hearings to escts individual License

-

renewat proceeding.

L

102 UCS, NECNP Pottard, Emerg Planning 102.050 The :rvnJat FEWMRC review on which NtC intmds to relytxt
to Curran, is utterly insuf ficient to provkie assurance of

Tousley adequat protection for en additionet 20-yr licensing
tem. Examples frco Pilgrim ard Seebrocat are cited.

052 Maryland Safe Energy Birnie, Emircrwental General 052.005 Erwir:mentst consideratime should be given great
Coalition Patricia aseight in *;e Iticerne rener.1 process. The

environmental informath portion of the rulemaking
should be reviewed and conwented on before the license '

renewat section.
.

,

f

OSO State of New Jersey 8.ipoti, Jill Envirorumentat Generet- 080.004 See Consnent 80.003: Envirorwentet ispects of
Dept. of Envir. Prot radioactive weste generatit:n.

143 U.S. Department cf Schrote, John Environmental .Generat 143.004 WRC's introdJetory statement ehould inctisje a
the Interior. E. discussion of the relationship of the license renewel

process teith other Federal and State regulatory
octions, particuteriy those required tsider Sectiens
316(o) and (b) of the Clean Water Act.

,

4

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . . _ _
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p

i

143 U.S. Department of Schrote, John Emiroreentet Generet 143.008 See causent 143.007, reg'Mrg emiroriumtal monitoring k
the Interior E. and how data have been used to assure plants are

operating unoer thel * CL8s .P h respect to
envirorwentat condit;ons.

010 Krop, Linda Emirernental Part 51 010.001 Renewal of each ptsc should tn addressed in individuet
Els.

012 Western Nebraska Johnson, Mike Environmental Part $1 01_2.000 Ensure that emiroruentet guidelines have ten
Resources Councit

'

established prior to issuance of rutef GEIS wilt limit
issues addressed at phiic hearings.

'

tn

y _ 029 DeBott, Robert Emirornentat Part 51 029.002 Of the emirornentet probtevas, potts show that 75% rif
y Americans feet that radioactive waste is most is

pressing. A GEIS will eerely limit the issues to be
addressed at the pJbtiC hearing stege. Plant-specific
EISs are needed.4

032 Justice, Marita Environraental Part 51 032.006 Any guidelines for the emirorment as af fected by
b

nuclear power plants should be investigated or, an
individual plant basis, and definitely before a license
renewet rute is mada. Thi- information aust be includst
in creating an La program.

,

!

042 Gordon, Sradley M. Emirernentet Part 51 042.005 The applicable emirormentat guldettnes for ticense;

! renewat should be established prior to the issuance of i

< the proposed rute.

!
d45 11.S. EPA Sanderson, Erwircreental Part 51 045.001 EPA is offeri,g to prmide informational stgport in '

Richard E. areas of envircreental concern. Exa mies. include WEPA
|
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,

requirements, proximity to drirAing water sources, and
proximity to valuable habitat comramities.

045 U.S. EPA Sanderson, Environmental Part $1 045.003 . EPA believes that regional ge @ ysical
Richard E. inspections / surveys should be conricted of plants in

seismically active areas to determine any changes in
seismic conditions since the originat licensing.

055 Alameda County Strong, Madge Environmental Part 51 055.002 Strongly objects to allowing a generic EIS for the
$ANf/ FREEZE purpese of Lt. No extensims should be granted without

a site-specific analysis and determination of safety
for each plant. A GEIS is totatty inadequate.

N
s

y 057 U.S. DOE Toteg, Enviremental Part 51 057.005 Urges ARC to ptbtish its ganeric envirorimental imact
Wittiam M. statement as art envirormental survey if only some

envirormentat issues can be ackfressed. Such an
envirereental survey could significantly streamline
individual plant NEPA reviews.

076 IDMS Orteiger, Environmental Part 51 076.007 Based on waste impact, the adaption of a 20-ye renewei
Th mas W. policy by hRC that potentietty involves more than 100

ccamercial plants is a mejor Federal mdm repiring a
fuit EIS ptet to WEPA. WRC should prepare such a
statement. (See Coment 76.005.)

081 Entergy Operations Muench, Environmental Part 51 081.007 Requirements un Ervironmental Inforestion in to CFR
Gerald W. 54.23 should be deferred totit Part 51 is amendad. (See

c e t 81.006.)

082 Americans foe. Lee, Envirorumtal Part 51 082.006 stiminate to CFR 51.20tb)(2) requiremmts to prepere an

_ _ _ _ _ _
- - - _
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!

hier N vy, Inc. Dougias 0. EIS fcc LR. Such regsirements were not pubtished for ii

coussents on the rule in 1954. Also this requirewent is I

cor trary to normal NRC practice of first preparing an
Et eruf then. If needed. EIS.

t088 C meern About Prather, Emircreentet Part 5) 088.008 Envirersnental guidelines should be in place before the
Radiation in tha Karen ft. rute is passed. GElss are not appropriate occause of
Emir. the unique characteristics of various reactors.

097 Virginia Electric Stewart, Envirormental Part 51 097.003 Supports changing current reIpstations (to Cft
and Power Conpany v. L. 51.20tb)(2)) that regJire preparation of an EIS for

each renewal 1icense. There is no persuasive argsment
ea to conclude that att, or most, LRs will result in
u envirormental ispects.
u

098 CCRE Miett, Envirormental Part 51 C93.C13 The rute needs to better reflect that sunny factors
Susan L. ether than agirg change over time. These include,

population densities, naturet phenomena e%te, and
man-made bezards. Energency plans are ispected. Part
100 requirements sha4d not be vietated.

111 Emircewental Johnsrud, Emircewentet Part 51 111.029 NRC's Finding of No Significant Ispect from the ;

Coalition on Nuclear Judith M. ;;roposed extension of OL can be characterized as
Power negligent and totatty capricious to the point of

intentional criminality. To comply with WEFA, a
programmatic EIS is essentist.

143 U.S. Department of Schrote, John Environenental Part 51 143.002 License renewat should regaire a swetement of a new
the Interior E. EIS for each renewat regJest--has significant impacts

on emicorner.t :nd changes in the adjacent emircrwent

- - . - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ -
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mey have occurred that have not previously been
anstyred.

143 U.S. Department of Schrote, John Environental Part 51 143.009 The Els should anatyre the cunutetive impacts of

the Interior E. nuclear power plants, along with other types of
projects on adjacent water bodies. Also, indivicbet
EISs should be prepared to analyre site-specific
conditions for each power ptont.

042 Gordon, Bresley M. Envirtn=mtet Part 51, GEIS 042.006 Each reactor is unicpae and should be addressed in
individual Elss. The GEIS will merely serve to tiertt
the issues that will be addressed at the pthlic

$ hearings stage. The efficacy of this approach is
& cpJestianebte at best.
to

082 Americans for Lee, Envirornental Part $1, GEIS 082.005 n$toricatty GEISs take en inordinate amoisit of time
Nutteer Energy, Irc. Douglas O. . anit resources. WRC she/.d prepare a generic survey of

Et of LR to identify .rrelevant insects & those that

can oe addressed ytte-icatty. This flexible esproach
expedites the envircrumental review.

004 Butter, Rev, m Erwironmental Redweste 004.002 There it m ptoce to store radioactive weste. This is

cae reason not to renew licenses. Living between
Yardtee Ecwe and Versiant Yankee, commenter ches not want
tow-tevel waste in his bock yard.

014 Leising, David Envirorinentat Redwaste 014.004 Decomissioning and disposet of high-level weste should
not be approached by avoidance and procrastinetton,
hoping that they might go away.

|-.

. . _ = _ _ _ _ _
. . . . . . . _ . . . .

_ . . .
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039 Patton, Stanan Envircrwental Radweste 039.005 Nucteer weste is not containebte. Ccessenter would
rather live without the 5Z e,ergy that is s e tied by

rwxtear power plarsts than contirue living with the

acctzmatating tonic weste from ructeer f acilities.

t

052 Marytend safe Energy Sirnie, Emircrventet Radweste 052.010 See coment 52.009: meed to incresse dry cask,
Coatitton Petricie ateve-grourtf-storage capacities.

052 Maryland Safe Energy 81rnie, Envirementet Rackeste 052.019 It is the ultimate in irrespor*sibility that the mRC

Costition Patricia should eveee contesqplete license renewat in the obsence
of proven technology and operationet sites for the safe

isolation of radioactive westes.,

on
M .

I
m G76 IDws Ortelser, Environmentat Redweste 076.005 A 20-yr renewal for the 13 plants in Ittinois will move

Thames J. significant ispect on the volune, timing, and
* radicactivity parameters ctrinected with the plamed

Cen? ret Mi& est Interstate Low-Levet Radioactive %*ste
Disposat Facility.

080 State of New Jersey Lipoti, Jitt Erwirorumental Radweste 080.003 The environmental ispect of radioective weste storege

Dept. of Envir. Prot must be considered in the LR process. Aging plants
would beve conteninetion problems , therety increasing

'
I waste over time. Additionet spent fuel essemblies will

need to be stored onsite.

088 Concern About Prather, Envircrinental Radweste Cl,8.009 Safe 6 spocal of radioactive westes has net been .

1

Radiation in the Karen N. resolved. Extended life nucteer plants would ircreese '

Erwir. the votume of those westes that sust be safety and

permerumtty stored.

i

I

e .
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'
100 Don't Weste Us Weiss, J ees Enviroreental Radweste 100.007 Tb acewutation of adfitional bitt fore of curies of

irradiated fuet in storage pools ercurd the comtry in
the obsence of ary long-term management plan is
macceptable.

111 Environmental Johnsrud. Environmental Rachaste 111.006 The recent decision on storage of spent fuet would
Coalition on Nuclear t.Jdith N. permit storage at reactors for 30 yrs beyond the
Pc=*r espiration of an extended operatirg license. Nearty

residents will bear the high risks for rieerty a century
before daccareissioning.

052 Maryland Safe Energy Birnie, Financial Quat 052.011 Att utilities should be requi- co re-evaluate their,

y Coetition Patricia services to customers and cenawt least cost planning,
g and include att envircreentet costs as well.

(T18 OCRE Miatt, Financial cunt 098.018 Retain option of requiring financial quellfications4

Susan i. review. A 1966 surwy of fers little assurance that
rate-'mking processes to previde funds reeded for safe
cperation will be made available to regulated utilities
by year 2026.

111 Environmental Johnsrud, Financial cual 111.022 t,icensees must not be eme=pted from demonstrating that
Coalition on Nuclear Judith E. they possess financist 4.se'ifications to operate a
Power reactar, especletty if tne tife of an aged, unsafe

plant is to be exte used.

066 Winston & Strom Knotts,' Fuel Management submittet 066.003 The proposed rute does not adfress required licensee
(for Util. Decom. Jesash 8. action on the interie spent fuet feding requiremmts
Crp.) of Sec. 50.54(te in the event of disapprovst of the LR

a mtication. The rute should be clarified. Suggests

.. . _ . _ . _ _
. - _ _ _ _
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appropriate 'mording.

006 Mierstaalt, Bitt Generet 006.001 Lack of safety for workers and pecpte livir=g neer
reactors and redweste storege e M es scare people ebout
nucteer power.

030 state of General 030.001 Sae Cements 46.00T-46.003'.
mio--Cudget &

Panagament

033 Tuter, Seth Generat 033.006 The preposed rute should be withdrew and new

guidelines for license renewel should be developed.
to

039 Patton, Susan Cenerat 039.003 The American taxpeyer is being forced to saksidize the
"

nuclear irs $ustry, which has consistently gone over
tu$get throughout att phases of plant life cycle. I

Ructeer power has not lived up to its promises of safe
end eccnomiest energy.

039 Pettes, Susan Generat 039.004 operating licemes/ renewals sust net be granted to any
ptant cur-entty buitt on or neer o fet4t. Those ptants

must be shut down ismediately.

045 U.S. EPA Sardersor:, Generat 045.002 EFA has a prias.y concern for potentistly severe
alcherd E. emirorimmtat damage due to occidents or sabotage.

Emircrwental safety and ptblic beetth should have

priority over ecorweies in sitowing eging facilities to

continue to operate.

049 Deaserdo, Petet J. P. Geeeral 049.001 C ecerned that issuance of extensions to plants may be

. - ~ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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e resh decision that pctentietty could result in greet

tragedies. The INtc is urged to act es a regulator and
not as a prometer.

053 Yardee Atomic Edwards, Generat 053.001 Endorses NLetARC's tvuents.
Etectric Company Donaid W.

54 Settimore ces and Creet, G. C., Generat 054.001 Applauds met ef forts in the development of LR rule. The
Electrie techniest rsquirements of the finet rute will be one of+

the prime factors used to jetermine the economic

feasibility of Lt.

N .056 Greenpeace, Mits Riccio & Generet- 056.001 opposed to exte ufing nucteer pnw-r plant licenses
$ Merriotte beyond their current 40 yrs.

,

'

u

'056' ;Greenpeace, Nits .'Riccio & Cenerst. 056.015 Despite ird!stry's experience to date, mec and the
" Merriotte int %sstry have tm empending significant resources to

extend licenses beyond 40 yrs. These funds would have
beet better spe m addressing safety issues during the
plant's operating ticerme.

059 messachusetts senate otver, John u. Generet 059.001 Strongly opposed to the proposed rute on Lt. It isoutd
c'eerty fait to adequately protect pietic safety.

. . ,

0604 . Near Yoric Posser -~ Srons, Jdin C. Generat: 060.001 setieves the proposed rule is a good one, appropriately
Authority - , limiting itself to age-reteted effects and maintenance

of the CLs.

071 sinclair, pory Generet 071.005 The IWtc has had its shore of scandels, negligence,
temness, and corruption .o cast dothe on its ability to _

!

f --

_ . _ . _ _.
. -
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regulate the industry.

075 Massachusetts Public nogee, Aten cenerat 075.001 There is no tw for an te rule since:

Interest Res. Groi.e 1- The oldest plant has 10 yrs remining en its current

license
2- DOE's mfavorable econon c analysis of nuclear
plants, and,

3- Boston Edison's cost analysis for Filgrim did not

justify additional tife.

076 IDMS Orteiger, General 076.003 Cautions WRC to resist ef forts to rush schedate for LR
Thomss W. rutemaking. Use of PRA in the IPA methodotogy is

txt
eo another competting reason not to rush schedute. (See
$ Concent 76.tX:2)

'

w

077 Erie Comty Envir. Boyer, General 077.001 The relationship betwen Federal rm . ear regulators ard ,

Management Control Barry B. the indastry is too close ord is a reason for current {
environmental f ailures of the ruJetene industry.

Radioactive contamination in and aromd Erie County,

such as West Valley, abounds.

077 Erie County Envir, Boyer, Geneest 077.010 The Atomic Energy Act provides for an cpen review
Management Control Barry B. process and infersetion availability. This reflects a

historical belief that the technology is dynsmic and
potentietty destructive. The ptbite is entitled to

provide its irput.

085 Goo & an, Si@ ey J. Generat 085.001 Existing y unts are not safe. The intent of the

proposet is the ultimate in moratty depraved

derettetton of responsibility by the NRC to protect
,
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ht.non health and the envitorument. The proper.ents of
the pr@ osat betong in jeit.

026 t'. S. Chanber of Hardy, Generai OS6.0dI At present, it appears that the proposed rute would

- Comme *ce'- -Stuart 5. provide a' sound besis for license renewet without
requiring mejor capital additions.

~ 086 - Concern About- Peether, ' General 088.010 Resents the efforts to bypass insilding new nucteer

; Radiation in the Karen N, , ewer plants (and suf fulng the political censequmees)*

Erwi r. . white still promoting msafe nucteer power generation'*

for mary yeers ints the future.

-t#. - - -

Parker, 'Generet 091.002 Rute wilt assist utilities in their tong-range planning
-

N- 091 7orthern States
I

. g PoweiCocony ' Thomas H. for electrical generating capacity. The rute avoitas
(aposing unekse capitat berriet s by permitting LR on the
basis of existing design & pract! es deemed adequate to
protect p etic heetth.

.

094 ' ?American Friends Rauch, Generat. 094.001 Dothts if any nucteor power plant will be operating .
'

|. ' Service Echseittee Thomas M. safety and ectnamicetty af+er 40 yrs given the early

-

,

closures of some ef ter only 10 yrs and others likely to
close before 40. NRC should consider an individust

. plant process.

100 Don't-Weste Us' . Weiss, James- Generat ' 100.001 Skeptical of the rutensking process regarding attention
given to "pstic interest" comments as esposed to=

industry or "self-interest" coseents. NRC disdeln for
. = citizen Irput at BRC public meetings was cited as an .

example.

.

.+-

.q.r ,

_

..,,,,m,-*#',---.u.: ,_.-a---_ e
- - - - - ' - ' ' *-

' " - ' - '' - - ' " - - ^ ^ ' ' ' ' - ' '' '"'
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,

100 Don't Waste Us Weiss, James General. 100.008 The proposals seek to appear well thought evt.,
thoeough, and effective. In actuality, the kRC is "

bolstering the failing nuclear power industry at the
experse of pJbtic health and safety. Revisions to Part
20 also sta: ort this assertion.

106 Eastern McWaters Generat 106.001 Stocorts proposed rule en ticense renewel. Rule will
Technologies, Inc. serve to help ensure en adequate, rettable source of

, af fordable electricity for the Avrerican ptblic.
-

107 Eastern Fettows, General 107.001 Stgports proposed rute en license renewal. Rule illw >

Technologies, Inc. Mark merve to help ensure an adequate, rettable source of
y affordable electricity for the American ptbtic,
m
w.

108 Eastern McWaters, 8. Generat 10R.001 S4 ports proposed rule on license renevat. Rute will

Technologies, Inc. serve to help ensure ar. adequete, reliable source of
af fordable electricity for the American ptblic.

109 Eastern Farris, Generat 109.001 Stgports prcposed rute on license renewal. Rute wilt

Technologies, Inc. Janice serve to help ensure an adequate, rettable source of
affordable electricity for the American public.

110 . Eastern McWaters, General 11it.001 Stpports proposed rule on license renewel. Rule witt

Te-hnologies, Inc. Laurie serve to help ensure en adeqpate, reliable source of
af fordable electricity for the American ptblic.

111 Envi rornentai Johnsrud, Generat 111.001 Adopts by reference the commmts subsitted on 1:ehalf of

Costitio , on Nuclear J6dith 18 " Don't Weste the U.S." See Corswnts 100.00x.
Power

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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- 111 Enviro'unental Johnsrtsi, Gemrat 111.007 Opposes entensicntrenewet of reactor ticenses that
Costition on Nuclear Judith H. would lengthen the operational. Life of reactors beyond
Power. that of the originet license.

t

'

111 Envircrunensat Johnsrud, General 111.003 Nec should withdraw this proposed rule and instead ;

' Coalition on Nuclear Judith H. direct its ef forts to improve regulations of existing I

Power aging reactors.
r

t

111 Environmental Johnsrud, Generat 111.009 NRC should issuediately place att licenses on e - !

Coalition on Nuclear Judith M. *coraditionet. status" & undertake a thoW
Power reexaminst8cn of the adequacy oft staff's evaluations ' !

cf safety, compliance records, enforcement of
"

regulations, & facility's finenelet status at end of

e OL.
@ !

t

114. Bicron Corporation ,?ettlan,' Generet 114.001 Supports =tc's prwosed LR rule. It vitt help enscre en ,

- Joseph G. % te, retlable source of effordoble electricity for

_. the American petic.
1

115 NE America Wilson, General 115.001 Sw ports WRC's proposed LR rute. It will help ensure en
Barry J.' adequate, reliable source of affordoble electricity for.>y

the American pubtic.
,

,

tic Power Products and Medure, General 116.001 S w ports WRC's proposed LR rute. It will help ensure an
Services Co., Inc.- Dominic R. adequate, rettable source of effordable electricity for

the American p e tic.p. ,

117 Interstate' Nuclear ~Johnstone, Generat 117.001.' Swports WRC's proposed LR rute. It witt help ensure eni

Services. Gregg adequate, rettable source of affordable electricity for
the American p etic.

, ;
i

S

*
_ - _ _ _ . - - - - v~ - ~. .
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i

118 'Ainor Nuclear Kehitsinen, Generat 118.001 Supports WRC's proposed LR rule. It witt *elp em ure en
Corporation fina Marie adwte, reliable source of af fordable electricity for

the American ptblic.

119 Bieron Corporation Nedorest, General 119.001 Supports NRC's proposed LR rule. it will help ensure an
John adequate, reliable scuece of af fordable electricity for

the American ptblic.

120 XETEX Inc. Wsnless, General 120.001 Swports NRC's proposed LR rute. It will help ensure an -
John adequate, reliebte s.ource of affordable electricity for

the American public.

8 121 Dositec, Inc. Hsu, Sam S. General *21.001 St@rorts NRC's proposed LR rute. It will help ensure an
1 adequate, reliable source of affordable electricity for"

the American ptblic.

122 F8J Specialty Cavite, Generst 1221001 Stworts NRC's proposed LR rute. It witt help ensure an
Products, Inc. Frank M. adequate, reliable source of af fo-dable electricity for

' the American ptblic.

123 Nuc(eer Ptant Agnihotri, Genera 1 121 001 S w ports kRC's proposed LR rute. It wiIL heip ensure an
Journal Newat K. adequate, reliable source of affordable electricity for

the American public.

124 Applied Radiological Cossart, General 124.001 Swports NRC's proposed LR rule. It will help ensure an
Control, Inc. Asy M. %te, reliable source of affordable electricity for

the American pt6 tic.,

125 LANCS Industries, Nottingworth, General 125.001 Sumorts NRC's proposed LR rute. It wilt help ensure an
Inc. Graham adequate, reliable source of affordable electricity for

,
_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - _ .
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the Ameriem ptblic.
i

126 " M t ! ! er,' seneral 126.031 Steports hRC's proposed LR rute. It will help ensure an
Edward D. ,

aderpete, retisbte source of af fordable electricity for
the American public.,

i

128 Nuclear Research Pottock, General - 128.001 stoports WRC's proposed LR rule. It wilt help ensure an
Corporation' E. M.. adequate, reliable source of affordable electricity for *

the American public.
'

w.

129 Mertin Gerin, Inc. ~'Len (?), Generat 129.001 Stoports NRC's proposec LR rute. It will help ensure en-
Joseph

to adequate, reliable source of affordable electricity for
, y the American pthtic.t '

& .
,"

~Generet- 130.001 stoports NRC's proposed LR rute. It will help ensure en130 Merlin Gerin, Inc. ~ Rick (?),
Matt adequate, reliable source of affordable electricity for i

the American ptetic.. !
'

.. .

|= 131 Merlin Gerin, Inc. . Smith, Thomas , General 131.001 styports NRC's preposed LR rute. It will help ensure an
. I

.

adequate, retlebte source of affordable electricity for -,.
,

the American pihtic. *

132- Mertin Gerin, Inc. Unreadable General 132.001 Supports NRC's proposed LR rule. It will help errsure en
edequate, retlebte source of effordable electricity for
the American otetic.

.

133 Merlin Gerin, . Inc. Martin, : Generat ' 133.001 stoports WRC's proposed LR rule. It will help ensure an |
8erbara- odeqtaste, reliable source of affordable electricity for

cthe American pihtic
-1-

i,

"

!
'

,

b
,

|' ,

-
__.2.--_-_. . _ _ _ _ .a w 6vww-- *"-t',r % P -M" -'si iw-+ 5s-i v- s k m-
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134 - Merlin Gerin, Inc. Cootsky (7), Generet 134.001 Surports NRC's pr:pos=d La rute. It uitI help ercure ,an
Suzette adequate, reliable source of affordable electricity for

the Amerlean pubtIc.

135 Merlin Gerin, Inc. Lark, Brigitte Generat 135.001 Steports hRC's proposed Ll! rule. It will help ensure an
adaquate, rettable source of affordable electricity for
the American phlic. <

136 Merlin Gerin, Inc. 7, Robert Generat 136.001- Supports NPC's proposed LR rule. It will help ensure an
adequate, reliable source of affordable electricity for
the American public.

tu

y 137 9enson, Generet. 137.001 Steports WRC's proposed La rute. It will help ensure an
@ Robert G. adequate, rettable source of affordable electricity for

the American public.

138 Edidin, Generat 135.001 Supports NRC's proposed La rute. It will help ensure an
Lenore F. adequate, reliable source of affordable electricity for

the American pLblic.

139 DeMaan, Cenerat 139.001 Supports WRC's proposed LR rule. It will help ensure an
Daniel R. adequate, retlable source of affordable electricity for

the American public.

141 Emons, General 141.001 S w ts WRC's proposed LR rule. It will help ensure an
Dana L. adequate, reliable source of affordable electricity fo?'

the American public.

142 American Nucteer chantan, M. Genera 1 142.001 Steports NRC's ef forts to estobtish the requirements
Society Jack for nuclear energy plants to extend their operating

- ____-_. - ________ . _ _ _
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~ {'

i

licenses. Believes that the two key principles texn
which the license renewet rule is tarted are sotsid. +

,
i

144' Technology for Brenner, Ronald General 144.001 . ' Expressed st@ port for NRC's proposed rule on nutteer '
1

Energy Corporation D. ~ power ptant 1icense reneweI because it is an isportsnt {
program to ensure adequate, reliable and ef fordable j

Jetectricity for America.

145 Dosimeter Terry, R. D. Generat 145.001 Expressed su;4mrt for NRC's prmosed rute on nuctese
Corporation power plant ticense renewat to help ensure an adequate,

reliable source of effordebte electricity.
t
Y

|. N 147 ' Dosimeter Srybnik, Mel Generat 147.001 Empressed steport for NRC's proposed rule on twxteer f' b- . Corporation power ptant 1icense renewet to heIp e'isure an adequete, ' !O '

reliable source of affordable electricity.
!-

148 ~ Technology for Mott)JulfanE. General 148.001 Empressed sigport for NRC's proposed rule on nuclese
. Energy Corporation- power plant licerse renewel to help ensure an adequate, }

reliable source of effordoble electricity.1 ]
[ ..

. .

..

c

149- Mohawk Industriot & (Deceltes, . General 149.001 Expressed steport for,NRC's proposed rule on nucteer
Nuclear Supply,'Inc. Gerald L. Power plant ticense renewet to help ensure an adequate,

reliable source of affordoble electricity.' '
,

151. Applied Radiological Ingram, Dawn ; General 151.001 Expressed sigiport for NRC's proposed rule on nucteer.

,

Control, Inc.. power plant license renewat to help ensure en adecpate,
reliable source of affordoble electricity.

152 Amtled Radiologicat. Titoto, Richard General 152.001- Espressed steport-for mRC's preposed rule on nucteer
!' Controt, Inc. J. power plant license renewel to help ensure en adequate,

!

. t

*

_ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . f 9 9n d -- * -- - t = w v, m.__u -'
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r

retlabte source of affordable electricity.

153 Applied Radiological Martucci, Generat 153.001 Expressed suspert for NRC's proposed rule on ruclear
Control, Inc. Theodo+e

power plant license renewat to help ensure an adequate,
rettable source of affordable electricity.

155 Applied Radiological Rusk, Michael J General 155.001 Empressed sipport for NRC's proposed rule on nucteer
Control, Inc.

power plant License renewat to help ensure en adaquate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

156 A;otied Radiological Martirrt, General 156.001 Expressed support for N#C's proposed rule on nuclear
Control, Inc. Marlene

g power plant License renewal to help ensure en adequate,
t rettable source of affordable electricity.

%
~ 157 Applied Radiological Corris, Frar*. Generat 157.001 Expressed syoport for NRC's pror> sed rule on nuclear

Control, Inc. M.-
power plant licerwe renewet to help ensure an adequate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

158 Applied Radiological Karr, David P. . General 158.001 Expressed support for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear
Centrol, Inc.

power plant license renewat to help ensure an adequate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

159 Reuter, Fred Generat 159.001 Expressed sipport for NRC's propcsed rule on nuclesr

power plant ticense renewat to help ensure an ac%quate,
relisbie source of affordable electricity.

160 Dosimeter General 160.001 Expressed support for haC's proposed rule on nuclear !. Corporation
power ptont license renewat to help ensuee an adequate,

.

rettable source of affordable electricity.

, . ._
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"
..

161 Virzi, Patricia - Generat 161.001 Expressed sipport for NRC's proposed rule on meteer

. power plant license renewet to help enrire an adequate, -
,

reliable source of affordable electricity.- "

b
:162 Schultz . Gerald Generat 162.001- Expressed s spert for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear - I

poute ptant . license reneuel to help ensure en adeqLete,
,,

reliable source of' affordable electricity. [
I

.163 Meiser, Marian Generet 163.001 EJtpressai steport for NRC's prcposed rule on rut. lear I
!power plant !! cense reneunt to help ensure en adeopate,

rettable sovece of affordable electricity. .

'

tr - '|to 164" ~Garbsch, Carol A. ' Teens at 164.001 Expressed steport for 4kC's, proposed rute on meteer
b power plant ticense reneust to help ensure an adequate,w

reliable source of offordable electricity.

L. . .

'165- Spencer, Essie M. LGenerat 165.001 Expressed stsport for NRC's proposed rule on melear
a

- - power plant license reneuel to help ensure an adequate, [
reliable source of affordable electricity. -

166 Hogg, Joet 'Generat' 166.001 . Expressed sipport,for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear ;

; power plant license renewel to help ensure an adequate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

t

.167- Sibcy, fehn- -General- 167.001i . Expressed steport for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear
power plant- ticense reneust to help ensure an adequate,
reliable source of affordelde electricity.-

1
168 Adams,iBarbara. 'Generat 168.001 -Expressed styport for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear. '

power plant license renewal to help ensure an adequete,
.

I

L

|. ,-
'

-

;

i
.

_ _ _ _ - - , . . .. . ,- . . . . . . ,_ _
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rettable source of affordable electricity.
169 Brock, Roetta Generat 169.001 Expreesed st4 port for NRC's proposed rule cn rnetear

' power plant license reneunt to help ensure en adequate,
rettable source of affordable electricity.

170 Moore, Ama Generat 170.001 - Expressed support for NRC's proposed rule on ructear

power plant ticense renewat to help ensure an ade w ate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

171 4cCoy, Alah Generst 171.001

..

Expressed stoport for NRC's prcposed rule on rLctear

E power plant license renewat to help ensure an adeemte,
reliable sasrce of affordable electricity.I

172 Strauss, Bittle Generat 172.001 Expressed stwort for Nec's proposed rule en ruclear
power plant license renewat to help ensure en adeqJete,
reliable sourca of affordable electricity.

173 ' McCoy Jr., Roderick General 173.001 Expressed stpport for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear
power plant license renewat to help ensure en adequate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

174 t<reeze, Rcbert General 174.001 Exprestwf support for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear

power plant license renewat to help ensure an adequate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

175 Albrecht, Mary General 175.001 Expressed support for NRC's proposed rute on nuclear
power plant license renewat to heto ensure an tdequate,
rettable source of affordable electricity.

._.

__-____.__m....__-_-
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176 Bonkowsky, Florine General 176.001 Expressed support for NRC's proposed rule on raJelear
power plant license renewat to help ensure an adequate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

~177 Thomas, Juanita Generat 177.001 Expressed stgport for NRC's proposed rute en nuclear
power plant license renewal to help ensure an adequate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

1 78 Riley, Dennis General 178.001 Expressed support for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear
- power ptarit iicense renewal to help ensure an adequate,

reliable source of affordable electricity.

$ 179 Parker, I. General 179.001 Expressed stggert for NRC's proposed rute on nuclear

$ power plant license renewat to help ensure an adequate,
d reliable source of affordable electricity.

180 Avet, Susan General 180.001 Expressed stgport for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear
power plant license renevat to help ensure an adequate,
rettable source of affordable electricity.

181 Harris, Margie K. General 181.001 Expressed support for NRC's proposed rule on reclear
power plant license renewst to help ensure an adequate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

152 Meyer and Battey Ge.wra t 182.001 Expressed stoport for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear
power plant ticense renewat to help ensura en adequate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

183 Baber, Mona General 183.001 Expreesed stoport for NRC's prcposed rule on nuclear
power plant license renewat to help ensure en adequate,

_ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ . _ _ ;
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reliable source of affordable electricity.
184 Gnar, Christopher Generet 184.001 Expressed agport for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear

power plant ticense renewat to help ensure an ad=quate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

IS$ Hotutfak, June General 185.001 Expressed steport for NRC's proposed rule on nutteer
power plant ticense renewat to help ensure an adenste,
retlable source of affordable electricity.

186 Reiff, Mattie Generat 186.001 Expressed stsport for NRC's proposed rute on cutteer
power plant license r wewat to help ensure an adequate,N

reliable source of affordable electricity.w
w

187 Bittings, Raymond Generet 157.001 Expressed support for WRC's procosed rule on nuclear

power plant License renewet to help ensure an adequate,
rettable source of affordable electricity.

188 Gyt...(tnreadable) Generat 188.001 Expressed sgrort for NRC's proposed rule en nuclear
power plant license renewat to help ensure ar adequate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

'189 Brown, Betty General 189.001 Expressed stoport for NRC's prgosed rule en nutteer
power plant license renewat to help ensure en adequate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

190 Chanberlain, Brenda - General 190.001 Expressed support for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear

power plant license renewet to help ensure an adegate,
reliable source of effordaate electricity.
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191 Waddle, Wit 6e Jean Generat~ 191.001 Supressed sumort for NRC's preposed rule on reactear
power plant license renewal to help ensure en cdequate,
reliable source of af fordable electricity.

192 Ketty, E. Ganeral 192.tX)1 Expressed stoport for NRC's proposed rule on nuttear
power ptont Ifcense renewst to help ensure an adeg.Jate,
retlable source of affordable electricity.

193 Morgan, Kathleen Generat 193.001 Expressed sumort 'or NRC's propos_ed rule on nuclear
p w plant license renewat to help ensure an adequete,

reliable source of affordable electricity,

te
to -

194.001 Expressed support fe' 2RC's proposed rtste on rexteart 194 Newonb, Daniel . General
u
cw power plant licensa ranewet to help ensure an adequate.

- reliable source of affordable electricity.

195 Hoegele, Dana Generat 105.001 Expressed stwort for itRC's proposed rule on nuclear
ger plant licerse renewat to help ensure en adequate,
reliable source of affordable electricity.

196 Lan6 din, Betty Generat 196.001 Expressed sig ort for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear
power plant !! cense renewat to help ensure en adequate,
reliable source of af fordable elect.-icity.

197 Morton, Martha ceneral 197.001 Expressed stwert for NRC's proposed rule on nuclear
power ptant ticense renevat to hetp ensure en adequete,

reliable source of affordable electricity.

198 Smith, Lane R. Generat 198.001 Expressed st.oport for NRf'T proposed ruta on nuclear
power plant license renewst to help ensure en adequate,

. _ _ _ _ .
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reliable source of affordable electricity.

199 McCoy, Jeanne M. Generet 199.001 Expressed s@ port for NRC's proposed rule on tweleer
power plant License renewet to help ensure an edequate,

e

reliable source of affordebte. electricity.

004 Butler, Rev. George .Generet ARD 004.003 Inter-granuter stress corrosion is present'a< older
plants such as Yankee Rowe and Vermont. Yankee. this is

., a reason not to renew licenses. ^

"

629 DeSott, Robert Generet ARD 029.001 Omosed to re-ticensing. Many reector components are
,

txs agiry. Many plants may be closed because of safety enri. -Iy ecoronic factors prio.- to expiration of their currenti- u
w ticenses.

!044' Toledo Costition for.Schut, Dini General ARD 044.001" Opposed to nucteer power. Aging plants with increased
Safe Energy -

' mintenance costs, decreased safety (e.g.,
brittleness),' ard increased radiation exposure to

- workers must not be allowed te operate..-

i

071 Sinclair, Mary General ARD 071.002 The nucteer industry was unable to anticipate the
effects of aging in a highty radioactive environment as
exhibited in the steep generator progrsns being L

implemented, particutsrty at Polisades. Other. '

components may not exhibit cbvious ARD.e.

088- -Concern About'' 'Prother, Generat- 'ARD' ~ 088.005 Civen the prevalent effects of s1 ng well before the-

1 -

Radiation in the' . Karen N. expiration of the current ters, the NRC should conclude
- Envi r,| that extended operation will have the potential for

catastrophic safety, health, and financiat'
.
P

h

3

;

, - -. , ~ , . _ -- .
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ramifications.
,

088 Concern About Prather, General ARD CSS.007 Age +retated degradation problems of reactors sust be ,

addressed in a cerner that disavows previous methods !

Radiation in the Karen N.
that'sitew d releases of radiation into the biosphere, fEnvir,

'111 Envirorumentat ; ' Johnsrud, General ARD 111.024 Agrees with wat that ARD annagesmant is important. It is

Coa 1ition on Nuctcar Judith H. Important now and NRC resaurces shoutd focus on this
~

issue instead of the prop med LR program, jPower-

! '111 Envirorinentet - =Johnsrud, -General Atternatives 111.010 Findings of reviews noted in Corunent

Coalition on Nuctear Judith H. . 111.011 shoutd be compared by independent anotysts aruf
by responsible State regulatosy bodies with atternative$ ' Power

$
, forms of energy prodJction,' including renewebte energy

CD scurces and conservation.
'

I

111- Envirorunental Johnsrud, Generat Design Basis 111.011 Sy definition of the design bnees for reactors, it is a

Coalition on buclear Judith M. contradiction for NRC to extend Ols for plants that
were designed, constructed, and maintained f M the- Pcuer - '

operational life specified in applications for-
construction permits and Ols.

034 Oglethorpe Power McGee,. General' NUMARC '034.001 St@ ports WRC's development of technical requirements,
standards, and procedures for license renewal.- AlsoCorporation- . Steven R.
endcrses NUMARC's position on the technical and
procedural requirements proposed by NRC.'

0M- Georgia Power Hairston, Generat NUMARC 0 % .001- Endorses NUMARC's comuments.
,

Company W. G.'i1I

,

h

>

L

__.-_.m__ v v e . . _ . , . , _ _ ,.
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DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT COMMENT
NO. *NDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC k0. COMMENTS

03T Alabama Power Hairston, General NUMARC 037.001 Erdoeses NUMARC's cocments.
Cosnpany U. C.

040 Asea Brown Boveri Toette, S. A. Generat NUMARC 040.001 Endorses NUMARC's coments.
Conbust ion

Engineering

047 Duke Power Tucker, Hat B. General NUMARC 041.001 Endorses NUMARC's crements.

048 - GPU Nuctest Clark, P. R. General WUMARC 048.001 Endorses MM4RC's co nents.Corporation

to

7 050 EPRI Marston. T. D. General NLMARC 050.001 Endorses NUMARC's cocenents.u
*D

'051 -Omaha PLblic Power- Gates, W. G. General NUMARC 051.001 Endorses NUMARC's careents on the specific content of
District the proposed rule.

054 Baltimore Gas.and Creet, G. C. Generat NLMARC 054.003 Endorses NUMARC#8 coctnents on proposed rule.Electric

060 New York Power' Brons, John C. General NUMAP.C 060.002 Endorses cosnents sulwitted by NUMARC, NUGARG, andAuthority -
MUGEO. (See Coments 035.xxx, 065.xxx, and 069.xxx. )

063 South Carolina Skolds, John General NUMARC 063.001 Endorses coments submitted tw NUMARC on behalf of the~ Electric & Cas Co. nuclear irrbstry.

064 Northeast Utilities Sears, C.F. General EHARC 064.001 Endorses coments provided by N'JMARC, NUGEC, and
Mroczka, E.J. NUBARG. Also st w orts NRC's development of the rule and

believes NRC statf has developed the framework for a
workable, practicable, and demonstrable renewal
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. > ,

t

process.

1 !
073 Phltadelphia Nteger, C. A. General NLMARC 073.001 Endorces the coments sthmitted by NUMARC, WJEARG, and - i

Electric Company the Nuclear Utility Group on Equipment cualJfication. ,

078' Wisconsin Pt6ticy Evers, K. M. General NUMARC _ 078.001 Stpports NUMARC's comments. Also stresses NUMAC's

Service' Corporation comments on the extent and depth of IPA and the
' requireasents for compitirs CLB doewentation as ;

elaborated in Corseents 78.002 through.78.005. f
.

081- Entergy Operations Muench, General NUMARC 081.001 . Endorses NUMARC's comune'its. . {
s

Gerald W. ;
.. m
PJ
a
en 083: . Centerior Energy . [Shelton,: General - NUMARC 083.001 Endorses NUMARC's comments. I

.o " 1

-Donald C.. ,

.

t

084" Florida Powerz ' Beard, P. M. General NUMARC 084.001 Endorses NUMARC's commmits.

JCorporatEen

' '

087 Cessnonwealth Edison ' Kovech, iGenerat NUMARC '0S7.001 Endorses WJMARC's cesaments and euphestres senral
"'

'T. J. ; concerns as described in comuments 87.002 through ,

87.005.

090 . Pennsylvania Power & Keiser,l H. ' W. Cenerat.- IsuMARC .- 090.001 Endorses MUMARC's comuments.

Light Company
,

'091 ' . Northern states .. Parker,J Generall NUMAAC. 091.001 Endorses NUMARC's consments.

Power Company Thomas M. ,

092; . Westinghouse. :Johnsoni W. J. ceners! - NUMARC 092.001 ~ Endorses NUMARC's causments. ;

.,

..

;

# y w. n s . , - w+ .y
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Electric' Corporation

095 Florida Power and Bohlke, W. H. General NUMARC 095.001 s* worts ht.mAat's etnn=nts.Light

096 Wisconsin Electric Fay, C. W. General NUMARC 096.001 Endorses Mt. MARC's comments.
Power Ccppany

097 Virginia Electric Stewart, General NUMARC 097.001 Errhrses NUMARC's careents.
ard Power Corpeny V. L.

099 Union Electric schnett, General NUMARC 099.001 Endorf.es NUMARC's conments.

,

N conal'd F.
I

o>
*~

101 Rochester Gas and Sectedy, General NUMARC 101.001 Futty erne ses the consuents st6mitted by NUMARC,Electric Corporatio, Robert C,
highlightiry ? * * conenents pertaining to CLB and IPA.

103 vermnnt Yankee Pettetier, General NUMARC 103.001 supports the coments made by NUMARC, highlighting
Wuclear Po u r , James P. . Issues of CLS, the backfit rule, and the license
Corpora:fon renewet application.

104~ Duquesne Light sieoer, J. D. General r 'tARC 104.001 Endorses the conments stkreitted by NUMARC and
Capany

highlights those concerning CtB.

105 Consuners Power Hoffman,- General ML. MARC 105.001 Endcrses NUMARC's conenents in their October 15, 1990 jDavid F. tetter. -i

112' Pacific Gas and. shiffer,' J. D.' 'Generat NUMARC 112.001 Endorses NUMARC's etaments.Etectrie Conpany

i
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t

;

-113 . Arizona Ptblic Conway, General. NUMARC 113.001 Endorses NUMARC's comuments. ' l
Service Company . Wittiam F.

140. Centerior Energy Shelton, General NUMARC 140.001 Endor*es NUMARC's comments.
'

.

Donald C. - *

052' Maryland Safe Energy B!rnie,. General . Ptblic Particip C52.016 The prospect of ticense renewal for individuet plants
Coalition - Patricia . should be put to the pthtic as e referendtse. Thesa meio ' [

bear the risks shculd be ellowed to make that choice.
,

f

' 033F - 'NUMARC' Colvin,' Joe' Generat 50C 035.F001 Proposes minor modifications to introductite of SOC, ;

referring to DOE support of MRC initiative on license

8 - renewat. (p. S tines 16, 18 t,f SOC)-
8 ;

-. en _"
035F- NUMARC. - Colvin, Joe. General SOC' 035.F002 . Proposes modification to SOC, referring ts EPRI ,

co-sponsorship of leed plant projects. (b 5, tines
14-15 of SOC)' ., ;

i

til EnvironmGntat.? Johnsrud,. Geteral SOC - 111.005 NRC's meJar justification for proposing'to atlow LR for - q.

Costition on Nuclear Jtafith H. a time period neerty as long as that of the originetn-

Power license--the considerable interest expressed by f
IndJstry--is irrelevent to NRC*a regul' story

a
responsibility. See Section I of SOC. l

i

L062 -Grove Engineering Walker,- '. General' Terminology. - 062.002 Statweents in Ni;9EGs implyhg that ti.tensees will be ,

' Robert S... required to perforst actions or meet criteria could tre ' .j
miscoritrued as .xtual rectnrements. The NUREGs should i

be revised to make it cicar that ttwee are
,

reLopunendations, not rerpitements,

i .

.

!
>

1

m . . _ _ _ , w .N---- v --"v ,- 'am_ ,
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081 Entergy Operations Muench, General Terminology 081.002 Terms " sufficient application" in prceosed revisions to
Gerald W.

10 CFR 2.109(a) & (b) & 10 CFR 50.54(bb) should be
clarified to determine what constitutes " sufficient."
Proposes replacement of the term by * acceptable for
docketing."

.

081 .Entergy Operations Muench, General Terminology C81.005 Define the term " constituent elements * in the proposed
Gerald W. 10 CFR 54.21(a)(2).

087 Ctesnonwealth Edison kovach, r,eneral Terminology 087.002 Sections of the rule should be re-stated to clearly
T.-J. reflect the triderlying assumtions and efforts made to

d M top the rule (SOC and NUREGs) to en wre that$ aebiguities are addressed at this stage. NUMARC's
{ corwnents will accomplish that. -

ta

098 OCRE Hiatt, General Typo 098.040 Corea between " erosion" and " wear" in Sec. 54.3(a).Susan L.

098 OCRE Histt, General Typo 098.041 WUREG-1362, p. 6-4, Tabte 6.2, second item should read
Susan L. "8WR Recirculation Piping Replacement."

004- Butter, Rev. George Generat VT Yankee 004.001 Gr+ atty concerned about proposed life extension for

nuclear reactors. Versont Yankee and Seabrook are
unsafe and dangerous. The NRC deregulation prograrn is
an outrage.

007 Greater New Bedford Hammond, Generat. Yankee Rowe 007.001 Reactors are trisefe--even NRC studies show this. ListenGr wa David
to your own reparcs! Yankee Rowe should already be shut
down. More waste is being createo and you don't know
what to do with it.

_ _ _ - - . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - -
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015 | _ : Staimer, Janice General Yankee Rowe 015.001- Opposed to reticensing Yardee Rowe. Problems ez'st with . ,

aging and embrittle% t at Yankee towe. A forse*r NRC
'~ Commissianer cetted such aging plants "tonded ers,*

2 --

accidents waiting to happen. The plant should *.* closed
and decounissioned. ;

016 ' Roberts, Fam General [ Yankee Rowe 015.001 Close and decesamission Yankee Rowe in 2001 or eartier.
*A former NRC Commissioner catled aging plants like

Yar*ee Rowe..* loaded guns"--eccidents waiting to happen.-

017 Bohier, David - Ger: erat Yankee Rowe- 017.001 Conosed to reticensing Yankee Rowe, whose design is
'cbsolete. There are aging and embrittlement praetems. ,

txt
N .As a former afRC Commissioner stated, plants such as
I

!
' Yankee Rowe are ." loaded gtsia," accidents waiting to ' - i.

m-
2~ happen.

i

018 ,Rothchild, Abby. Generet. Yankee Rowe . 018.001' opposed to reticensics Y'ankee Rowe. Not safe. Something'

- very dangerous could happo, so pteese close the plant Li

soon.'

i
,

. .
. . .

019: ' Kramer, Susan. : General" Yankee Rowe 019.001 Yankee Rowe's design is obsolete and it should be
-closed on schedule. A former WRC' Commissioner called ,

.such aging plants *toaded g m s." The safety of. Franklin " .[
5 i

' - Comty residents'should not be sacrificed to the '
.,

utility's perceived econom;c concerns.

' 020 - Perkins, Jones ' GeneralI Yankee Rowe 020.001 ^ Yartee Rowe is old and otrotete--the turbine shattered
some years ago. It's an outrage that it should be

. operated until it blows.
,.

.-

1

-

!.h

..
,
&

,a I., a..N_.._~__-:-9-- W- <- t *- '' G "-' ~ e M' n u wa.
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,

p

021 Alves,'Stevens General Yankee Rowe 021.001 opposed to reticerising YarAce Rome because it is the
oldest in the nation and has had problems with aging
and e e rittled reactor meterlats. There is no econenic - I

argtsent to justify continued operation at the expense
of health and sufety.- '

022 ~ Batser, Jaime Generat YarAce Rowe 022.001- Yankee Rowe should be closed and decommissioned on
schedste. NRC cited economic arguments for extending
the license, but no price can be put on the health and
safety of people edio tive near the plant.

023- okur., Rob A. ';enerat YarAce Rowe 023.001 Yankee Rowe should be decomunissioned as soon as-
$ possible. Extended operation poses unneceptable danger.
f It has had problems with eerittlement of reactor
:u

materials and is a "toaded gm," as a former NRC
Conseissioner has said.

024 Evans, Bet y General "arkee powe 024.001 YarAce Rowe should be closed and decwamissioned on - t

schedule. Tte design is obsctete, it is a " loaded gm," , 1

an' accident waiting to happen. No price should be
placed on the health and safety of all who live near-
the plant.

025- Goustein, Marcey General- Yankee Rowe 025.001 YarAee Rowe should be closea. The idea of " acceptable
levels" of radiation fross nuclear power is a bad joke.
There is no acceptabte level of radiation. Enforce the
regulations you now have ar.d make these stricter in the
future.

I
026 Finestone, Lisa. Generat - Yankee Rowe ~026.001 Yankee Rowe should be closed and decomovissioned on

b

t

a

r,, g- ) *- f
-- + 4 e w >
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DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT ComENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME 10P!C SUBTOPIC liO. COMMENTS

schedute. The design is obsolete and would not meet
new-plant standa.11s. There have been aging problems.
No price can in put on the health and safety of pecpte
living near the plant.

027 Linumt, Lisa General Yankee Rowe 027.001 Yankee Rowe should not be re-ticensed. 7ne utility arti
NRC cite economic arg eents, but no price can be pt on
the health and safety of people who live near the
plant.

028 - 'Schneide, Barbara General Yankee Rowe 025.001 Yankee Rewe should be closed eruf deccenissioned on
schedule. Extending operation for 20 to 40 sere yrs is

N more time than is safe for the citizens of the area..E
ro
*

031 Fergeson, Andrew General Yankee Rowe 031.001 Yankee Rowe should l'e closed and decommissioned on
schedule. The utility and NRC cite economic argt.snents
for extending the license, but no peice can be put on
health and safety.

059 Massachusetts Senate Otver, John W. General Yankee Rowe 059.003 we know too little about the aging issues at Yankee
Rowe. Aging is so important that our actions should be
based on rest knowledge and not sere essWtions.

093 OCRE Hiatt, General Yankee Rowe 098.001 ACRS warns that large uncertainties in vesset integrity
Susan L. r:ske the long-term operation of Yantee Rowe

unacceptable.

095 OCRE Hiatt, General Yankee Rowe- 098.039 See Comment 98.001: Reactor vesset integrity concerns.
Susan L.

_ _ _ .
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'

035C NUMARC- Colvin, Joe . IPA Aging 035.C012 Requirement that ett $5C ARD be property evetusted ty
5

Menegewnt program procedures is inconsistent with principte. A ;

unique approach to monitoring the assiseptions used in .t
LR vs. that utilized today to monitor licensee !

. setivities is trinecessary. -i

. 035F NUMARC. Colvin, Joe. IPA Aging 035.F020 Vibration is not en aging mechanism, but a stressor *

Management driving the sechanism. (SOC, p. 20, test tine)

035F 'NUMARC .. Colvin, Joe IPA- Aging 035.F024 suggest changing the words a... mitigating deletericus ia-

Management degradetion" to "... mitigating age-related I
w degradstion." (SOC, p. 41, line 25)

,w
a.

i *' - 047. Gardrer, J. B. IPA Aging 047.002 'It is not appropriate to depend en IEEE to change
Management existing standards to address license extension issues.

NPEC W 3.4 started to address PLEX and 6,es deflected
byin9ERC. It.is now addressing aging essessment of
equipment.

1

047 cercher, J. s. . IPA' Aging- 047.003 iEEE 323 is the prime consensus standerd addressins
'

. Menegement environment equipment quellfication, .end it is
surprisi n that so tittle reference is ande to it in :I
any of the information.

047 ' Garcherf J 8. IPA- Aging- 047.004 With respect to revisions to consensus standards,.NPEC
.

Menegement SC-2 is only giving imut to W 3.4. The power of a
skitled NRC staf f member to " insure that proper -

technical i g ut is ande* to WG 3.4 may be quite,

limited. '

4

i

g. r .e.4 g ;.: , - , 7 v ,.y, -_ w., s. s. ~ y %
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i

k047 Ger& er, J. 8. IPA Aging 047.009 A:tions to manage ARD need to en m a non-physical
; Management things'such as cettection and analysis of data.

t

;

047 Gar & er, J. 8. IPA Agirag 047.010 There is a total lack of emphasis of the safety'.

Management ~ isportance of common came f attures as an %ortant
- [

factor in as essing ary! managing aging. i
' ;

i~MD EPRI: Marston, T. U. IPA Agirg 050.008 Broad references to the ITRs and their role in LR
I :

Managesent process are absent frtun the styporting doctments
accompanying the proposed rule. The indestry's ,

conclusions in each 11R d monstrate that most ARDs are |

, manuged by currentty effectIwe proeraus. fN
i

. g ' ' 050 .
.

Aging 050.010 . WPAR program results do not styport unip recpdrements !EPate Marst ', . T . U. - I PA . ,

Management. . for LR. Aging management 'recomunerdstions that are

demonstrated to be cost-effective are'just as '

applicable to plants not seeking LR as to those that,

are.

050- EPRI Marston, T. U. IPA. Aging- 050.011 The Conesission's Poticy on Maintensmce does not '
Management explicittr e&fress the need to sanew, MD, This

a

suggests no need to redefine programs, such as'. *
'

: mainter.ance, surveittance, etc., to maintain plant.

equipment and t&ich account for aging.
<

.052 ' Marylanr8 Safe Energy af rnie, LIPA .= Aging 052.004" NRC's history of dealing with ag'ne sumagement prc6tems .
:

Coalition - Patricia ' Management is less than assuring. For example, the torus thiming
-at Nine Mile Point I was progressing twice as fast as *

had been expected. Are there other unforeseen
instances?- '

.

i

( 1

_ . - -. ,- --- 1 - ~ ~- w a .
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>

053 ; Yankee Atomic; .Edwerds, IPA Aging 053.002 aute should focus only on age-retetsd degradotion of

- Etectric C<mpany Donetd V. Management signifIcant ptant components fer which remedia1 actiens
,

are necessary in the renewet period. [
.i

058 U.S. DOE ' McGo'f, IPA' Aging 055.012 . Investigation and mitigation of ARD should be I

m David J. Management restricted to only "slanificant" degradation, i.e., .t

that tevet of degradation, which, if inneneged, could

preclude the e ponent from performing its intended . .i
function.

>

058' ~ U.S._ DOE .: . McGoff,'* IPA. Aging 058.015 Aging asnagement activities that are determined
Osvid J. Management- necessary from the application of the IPA should be ',

4 D focused on the plant-specific needs to provite a .

i

'
t

; ce reasonable assurance of adequete protection. :|
'

I ' '' * - (NUREG-1362, Table D.3 and pp. D-8 and 15) -|

070 Winston & Strewn - 'Reynolds,- ' IPA Aging 070.005 The current maintenance programs at plants are. ,

:-(for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S. Management ... corgrehensive and may only require minor modifications.
Applicants should m t be re wired to develop new
asintenance programs. I

i

-078 ' Wisconsin PublicL Evers, K. H. IPA' Aging- 078.002 The existing wording of Section 54.21(e), on IPA, :.

iTService Corporation : Management- rew ires performing aging evetuation more extensive
than that necessary to steport the conclusion that .- ]

;- aging is being managed during the renewat term. j

iI
.

E**rs, K; N. IPA: . Aging 078.004 The level of ARD evetuations should be consistent with ;F G78, LWisconsin Public '
' Service Corporation Management the couplexity and degradation mechanism of the |

_
component A reed not be performed on every conponent..

...

.
_

Evaluations should verify the ability of a conponent to )

i
,

i

L

,..]

. _ , - , , _.. , , . -. .. - _ _ . _ _ _
l.
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perform its safety fmetion.

079 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, IPA Aging 079.012 the door should be opa,,to reduce the scope of entsting

Corporation Trar* E. Managanent program If it is found that an Ssc is being

ef fectively neneged. Atsc, there are cases where the
current procram are the principal causes of aging.
(S% IV.I)

091 Northern States Parker, IPA Ag ir,g 091.003 The process proposed in the rule to ensure that ARD

Power Conpany Thomas H. Management will not corpromise safety has been made more difficult
than is recesiary, it does not allow varying degrees of

evaluation ode <pate for deconstrating aging maragement
tv during the renewal term.to
t
V)
o

093 consotidated Edison Bram, IPA Aging 093.001 Aging issues are better addressed by aging programs

company of New York Ste@en 8. Management - that rely primarity on ongoing equipnent ord cerconent
surveillance & inspection & irdestry-wide data
collection & trending. NRC need not require a

comprehensive reevaluation at end of 60 yrs.

|

| 098 OCRE Histt, IPA Aging 098.006 See Corment 98.005: Aging conditions of pipe thinning

Susan L. -Nenagement and corrosion of steel contairenent vessets have just

become known.

|

098 OCRE Hiett, IPA Aging 098.024 Maintenance rule was shelved because of industry

|
Susan L. Management cceptaints. Maintenance rule would help me eging, e

prime concern for license' renewal.'

102 UCS, NECNP Pottard, IPA Aging 102.060 None of the goals of the NPAR program (identify sging

Curran, Management effects, identify ISTM sctivities, and evaluate

1

"w . .
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r

.

Toustey ef fectiveness of mitigetton sensures) found their.wey ;

in concrete fone into requirements in the rule. Details
,

cf aging management must be specified.
_

'012 Western Nebraska - Johnson, Mike IPA EEP. 012.008 . NRC must' ensure that previously espoused regulatory
Resources Council ,

#titosephies do not teidermine "ef fective" programs
established to a&fress the problems of nuclear power

. plant aging.

.035: WUMARC - 'Colvin, Joe. IPA . ,,EEP 035.002 S2 ope of systems arrt atructures is too broad. Depth of '.
~

evaluations rewired is more extensive than necasary.
EEP definition is too restrictive... te ,

,

v3 : 035A LNUMARC Colvin, Joe IFA' EEP C35.A009 systems interaction review will be necessary to meet~ "

criteria as defined in EEP. However, issue hos been '

resolved hith no licensee action rewired (GL-89-18).
Limit scope of review to S*E required to perforts safety
function by regulation.

-035A WLMARC. Colvin, Joe IPA . kEP ~ 035.A010 Renieve reference to " sufficient retlebility" for SSC to -- )
maintain CLS. The requirement is vap w , difficult to

I

!
.

demonstrate, & may require PRA. Add testing, .!

i quetification, & preventative and corrective'
maintenance,to list of items in EEP.

035A' NUMARC Colvin,. Joe- IPA .'EEP ''035.A011 EEP need not be documented in FSam. te should. L

recognize existing plant administrative procedures and
j controts contalmd in program manuets/ documents''and in

.

the Adelnistrative Controts section of Tech Specs. It
I' abould not establish new 7?quirements.
!.

?

| ..

!: i

!
l

"

f.
'

, , .-c .- . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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t

035A estseNtc . Colvin, Joe IPA EEP 035.A012 Evetustion of ege-eeteted degradetion of periodicalty
reptoced t w is n . Ged. (

0354 - NUMARC. Colvin, Jee IPA EEP 035.A026 Revise step (3): reptsee *ert e* with provide
{

"reesensbie assurar.v sf fe' a comusement's capnbility [
tc perform, safety 4 rce cons undee EEP.

;,

0354 utsenPC Colvin, Joe IPA EEP 035.A027 Revise step 4(i) to be step (4) resguiring
*

identification of tesquenents not subject to EEP for !

eAich age-related degradetion is not potentietty
significant.- (T

$ . 035A _ Nist4RC Colvin, Joe IPA TEEP 035.A028 Lewise step &<ti) to be step (5) providing for actions
s

C " . to essess or manage potentietty s8prificant ege-reteted [
,

degradation. I

[- . !
'

0354- Inst 4RC ' Colvin, Joe IPA EEP 035.A029 Steps 4(i) arid (ii) in aute er 2 discrete steps. I

r , _ ~.;s should ba evetuoted to detenmine if AE3 is !
-

|

s!pificant & more detolles anotysis for these '

~ comusenents for dich insiprificam of ano can't be !
dumenstrated (i.e., proposed stgp 53.

*
.

..
t

035C stAtMtc Colvin, Joe IPA EEP. 035.C011 Definitiv of EEP is inconsistent with principle that
{
)

CLB is edeouste. Ieuny programs in CLB ere not ;
,

documented in FSar. The*efore, resprirements to document f
EEP in the FSAR is incursistent. [

,

>
!-.050 .EPRI storston, T. U. tra EEP 050.0P7 Supports saputeC's idescification of e ensudier of f

pretdems with the deflnition of EEP, dich is I
restrictive to the point thet certain effective I,

,

k.

| |
.

.

>

'

t
'

t
_ __. ,. ,c ,. _ , - - . . . . , . _ , - . , . . . _ - _ _ - . _ . , . . - . . . ~ . , _ . - ~ . . _ . _ , _ _ _ _..
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S2: TA8UL*t Smn OF PUBLIC COMENTS ARRANGO ST TCPIC

DOCKET ORGAw!ZATION/ RESPONDENT CCPMENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL KAME TOPIC SU8 TOPIC a0. CDauENTS

licersee progeans aury not be credited, e.g., nury EEPs
identif fed in ITRs devetoped try EPS! & D&.

CSO EPSI Marstor , T. U. IPA EEP C50.007 segulatory eversi@t programe provide & mitt centinua
to provide assurance to WRC that e adepaste safety
levet is maintained. utC should ist rww * criteria *r

that seek to acM safety margins above those rmired in-
ticensees net seeking tR.

I

053 Yankea Atonic Ecberos, IPA EEP C53.006 Definitionet requir e s of EEP are inconsistent e th
Electric Ce peny Donald W. principle that CLS is **gaste for safety. Cite-

examples of progrants not port of CLB, such as aging.
to
92

$ C54 Sett% Cas ard ( P t, G. C. IPA EEP 054.005 The proposed IPA is too breed in scope. There is also"
Electric little credit givm to established licensee moms

that a!reser address eging thru sound sumintenance,
suodifications,' inspution, & testing. This amreech
defeats t % Tst LR principle.

054 Baltimore Gas ard Creet, G. C. IPA EEP 054.GT2 The proposed definition of EEP is too restrictive

Electric because of the does.smentetion and imptwation
requirenents. It would put e stronglehotd en changas to
eve erinor meintenence procedares. These tl#t
constraints would be tremensgeable.

054 Balti wee Gas and Creel, G. C. IPA EEP C54.0M The current definition and intend =d use of the EEP i
Electric places hardcuffs on a ti(mee with regerti to normt

plant eperations and maintenance. The definitiert should
be medified to reflect NUMARC's preposed werding. 3ee
Comment 54.012.

.. . . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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DOCKET ORGAM1ZATION/ RESPOMDEWT CDWEET
EO. INDIVIDUAL. EAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC 20. CD9ENTS

056 Greerpeace, WIRS Riccio & IPA EEP C56.014 mRC's attenet to address AND through EEP serely serves
Rarelotte to degrade the eceratianal safety margin and Nine

the notion of defense-in-*pth. The PTS rute is an

exaepte of where EEP has been undermined t r WRC in
favor of aerinistrative expediem.

I
058 U.S. CM McGoff, IPA EEP 058.011 Not att SSCs should be evaluated foe AED without regard

David J. to signif 6cance to safety fmetion. It should not be a
requirement that EEPs tur documented in the F15AR. Sudh
documentation is not nometty darve.

058 U.S. DOE McGoff, IPA EEP 058.017 A more plant-specific, focused evaluation consisteat,

David J. with DOE-developed methodetogy should te adopted tw
stC. I m o. - as in a ptant's ongoing maintanance t,

prograa should be considered on a plant-specific bas!s
as s natural outcome of EEP.

062 Crowe E*u;ineering Walker, IPA EEP 062.010 The definition of EEP Inaccropriately limits the naber
Rchert S. of existing programs that are considered " effective."

[
The tanguage also rese etes assects c' the proposed
esintenance rule, d ich is as yet unresolved.

>

058 Wuclear tititity Philips, IPA EEP 068.005 NRC should Indicate that environmental OJalification
Grote on EQ Maletus M. efforts should be considered an EEP as defined in

preposed 10 CFR 5# .3. There*ere, references to
"ewironmentet cpasilfications* In Sec. 54.3(aMili and

att of Sec. 54.3(aMiv) should be deleted.

0?e Muitiple Dynamics' aregor, IFA EEP 077.014 For a program to te considered an EEP, there is tw2 need
Corporation Frar* E. to confirm that faiture coute prevent successfut

.

u. _m.._ _ r ce ' +,3 ,,.- - ,, .i.m-
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,

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT C3eENT
I|WO. INDIVICUAL mAME TOPIC SUBTCPIC 40. C3esENTS
[

'

s

I

eccomplishment of a safety ftriction by onether SSC.
State 4,psies the h of CLS would nead to be
evaluated for Lt. Delete gArose.

079 Nttiple Dynamics Gregor, IPA EEP QM.015 It is not clear how to interpret the words "sufficimt
Corporation ' Frank E. r*' v..Lity." C tinuirup to ccompty with the Technical i

specifications is att that is emessery. These words
should be deleted. '

!
079 Wltiple Dynewics Gregor, IPA EEe 079.016 The &finition of_ EEP W some enor additions to {Corporatim frank E. frclude programs that are *stuest* ef fective--p. ogress '

with enhancements that are comunitted to be isplewed
to
ro in the license application.
I'
o
tn "J96 Wisconsin Electric Fay, C. V. IFA EEP 096.003 The definition of EEP in 54.3(a) would require

*

Power Conveny sigreificant changes to existing inspection, testing,
q repeir, reptocement, & Ela pregrams since they may net

;

set the restrictive definition. These prtgrams foru ;

the besis for ttrrent continued operation.

096 Wisconsin Electric Foy, C. W. IPA EEP 096.004 The definition of EEP shouid eccept the licesing besis
1Power Cenpeny for existing programs that howe been submitted and !

reviewed by MRC. It should specificatty recognize '
a

arproved programs that are fulfitting the intent of the
{"regulations.

+

035A NLMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Ceseral C35.4006 Revise definitions of aging sechanisms ard ARD--delete
esangles. Add definition of si vificant ARD.

035A NUsuRC Colvin, Joe IPA Cevrat 035.A032 Rute should be revised to include an actsinistrative
4

i

f

I

1

. __ _ . .___ _ _.__ _
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DOCKET ORGAWIZAT104/ RESPONDEWT CanuuEuf

NO. - : INDIVIDUAL nmsE topic Subtopic ac. COMMENTS

step thet emuld regsfre licensee to notify tetC of
changes to CLE that le IPA or related acttwities
ress; red ty Port $4

~

067 Gordwr,J.B. IPA General 047.0C8 the teck of mention of EO is a serious oversight. EG

ony be very feportant to cosignment that is possive or
inaccessible. E2 could be e valid base for establishing

assurance of operability in the future.

050 EoRI seerston T. U. IPA Gereret 050.005 Doessments relied tyen to perform the IPA should be onde
eveitable for meC review but a plant's Ct3 need not be
congrited in its entirety in order to perform the

to
- N essessment.

e
w
&

. Battfeere Gas and Creet. G. C. IPA Generet 054.010 The proposed IPA goes beyond whet is necessery to054 -
provide the technicet beels for the stated principlesElectricf
of the ruie. These orinciples should be modified to
reflect proposed changes suburitted by Insehec. (See 035F
Comuments.)

057 U.S. DOE -toung, IPA Generet 057.002 The proposed IPA is too broad. As sisted in the rule,

Wittlee M. the IPA receires the oppticent to ewetuste ett
etsuponents thet have potentist eye-reteted des edetion
(AAD) em if there is no essociated safety

significence..

058 U.S. DOEi facCof f, , . ira Generet 058.0D9 Scope of IPA es defined is broeder thee necessary to

Devid J. ensure protection of pihtte heetth omt safety. It
creates disincentives to license renewet.
Comparent-levet evetuotions are escessively deteited.

_

- _ .
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,

i
fThe NUMARC seethodology should tw edopted.

j 064 wortheast utilities Sears, C.F. IPA Gmt 064.003 Concerned that the IPA detailed in the rule soy te too
' Mroczka, E.J. broad and that the d eth of evaluations may be more 't

extersive than necessary to ensure ARD is teing
!

etfwetivety maneged. Endorses muMARC methedotogy es e
more ecceptable method for the IP4.

070 Winston 1 Strewn Reynolds, IPA Generat 070.006 And is not unique to the 60th yr of plant escretiert.
.

;

(for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S. Regairing IPA answ-Ja importance of ARD dJring 5

the initiet ficense teem, es wett as the attainistrative
,

. to and procedret nature of , -- A
N
4

e 091 Northern States Parker, IPA Generet Cv1.006 Sets NUML*C's prervr A er :h for IPA. It would
i

M '
< Power Company Thomas M. provide WRC with ink:. ; e establish reasonable i

\

assurance of =**.~. CM '' fety iAf te providing

licensees the W 4 % tR in maneging their !
j cparations. I

092 Westinghouse Johnson, W. J. IPA General 092.005 The require =mts for en t re not uptt focused. They
Electric Corporation<

ameer to catt for acr* Nn is tweessary t- make the i
'finding that eging -4tt av prety maneged daring th-

LR term.
>

'

096 CCRE Niett, IPA General 095.035 See Commmts 93.033 and 95.C34I

Susan L.

101 Rochester Gas and Meeredy, IPA Generet 101.003 The secte of $*;Cs to tv evalmred is more entensive
.

Electric Corporation Robert C. .than necessary to sispset a ff W ng that aging is being
manegad during License renewet. '

i

t

. - . . . . . , , . , _ . . . - , . . ~ _ -, - , _ - . . _ .____m___.___ _ ._.________.___ _ ___ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _
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DOOTT ORGAsil2ATIOM/ RESPOCEst CCMuCNT

NO. INCIy! DUAL NAPE Tor!C SUBTOP!C WO. COMmEWTS

|

|

142 American muttese Chenian, M. IPA Ganeret 142.002 The required essessment is a prudent and technicatty

sound accroec*v to License re iewel.society Jack

035A WJMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Scite-d .J 035.A013 septace *consecuences* with =ewposure --es occidenta

consequmtes are defined in te ws of of fsite expnure.
(See definition cf SSCs (i) in Sec. 54.3.)

035A 4UMARC Colvin, Joe IPA S- W ng C35.A014 make (ii) into (iii): Revise definition of
nonsafety-related SSCs--words in rute greetty expand
score of +eview, it shculd incita3e enty those
nonsafety related SSCs taed to satisfy regulatiers to
perforer specific safety fisictions.

to

Y 035A MUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening 035.A015 make (iii) into (ii): As written nonsafety SSCs would

$ incitz$e any systee d ose feiture could prevent
satic*actoay wetectishment of re saired safety
fisiction. This could require e systens interaction

review.

035A NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening G35.A016 Delete (iv), which includes post-accident wenitoring
equipnent. Staff egreed to the positten that: "Upon
further review e glicit identification of post-eccident
isonitoring equip is not necessary.* (NLetIG-1411)

035A WJiARC ' Colvin, Joe IPA Screening C35.AC2O mty those SSCs twoortant to ticense renewet need be
considered under the IPA. Also limit scope of
significant ARD, as oefined in suggested Sec. 54.3a.

035A FAM RC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening 335.A021 Section 54.21te) should be tied to the safety function

of the structure or etyponent (revise Sec. 54.21 (a),

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -

p
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,

t
see p. A-20). '

035A NUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Sercartirs 035.A022 sevise Sec. 54.21 (e) to state that supARC scre.ning l

snethodetogy is en eccwteble method for perforwing IPR.

035A WUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening 035.A0?4 Revise Sec. 54.21(a)-- w (insteed of "revie # 3 the
Cta to determine w,4- criterie to ba used in IPA.
Ct8 should be used es apprwriete in the IPA.

t

035A MUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening 035.A024 Revise stes (1) and (2) to rencve redurdancies in use
of SSCs. Atse recognire thet struttures are composed
of components.

N
-

s

y 035A WUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening 035.A025 sevise step (2) to idemify ordy those cumcewnts I,

contributing to perforsuunce of en " identified" systm
or structure (SS) sof-ty fte,ction or whose fatture

could directly prevent en identified $$ frems perforwing
.

Its intended safety function.;.

0358 NLMARC Cetviti, Joe IPA Screening 035.80?2 Atthough Sec. 34.31(e) rewires CLS comitation for
detemining SSCs to be evetusted in IPA, there is no
need for rutc to pMjtaige docummts used in IPA. !

035C 40* ARC Cetvin, Jte IPA screening C35.CDCT IPA is too breed and the dep+h of evetustions performed
on co m onents is more extenstwe then necessary to

.

1

streert fircing regardirg eging. i

l

035C utNRC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening 035.C002 The inclusion of SSCs usst in safety onetysis or plant
;

evetustien could encompass work cbne in response to any '

Mrt inquiry that is docketed. This would bring wder tt
;

t

I

i

- . .- _ , - - .- - - . _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _
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DOCKET ORGA4tZATION/ RESPOWDENT C04MEuT

NO. 14DIVIDUAL sAME TOPIC SUETOPIC W3. C3*eEWTs

scope meny 90P systems not rerpsired by reputetfors & le
m essary.

035C setmArt Colvin, Joe IPA screening 035.CDC3 The reference to SSCs in FSAR an.std also cause scope to
be euch broeder then is necestery to w et statutury
safety standard, aumerous norsafety-t+teted system are
described in FSAR.

fT eUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA screening 035.CD04 more definitive criteria se needed to rewire
difference Ntween systees regsired and designed to
perfore e spacific safety ftretion vs. secondary

txt systems.
PO

3

b 035C NUP! ARC Colvin, Joe IPA screening 035.C005 Inctusion of att ssCs that could prevent satisfectoryo
accomotishment cf safety fuiction is too broad. It

could be interpreted as a requirement to resolve ett

t!sts as a condition to LR (e.g., p. A-17 on systM

interacti m).

035C setmARC Colvin, Joe IPA screcaing 035.C006 Appropriate way to focus the system interaction issue

is to include nonsafety ssCs regsired by safety system
in orde to perfor1m its safety function.

,

035C NumARC Colvin, Joe t'A screening 035.C007 50C, p. 31, refers to ssCs ITtt based on their

contribution to chattenging safety systems. This is
incensistent with principle that CL5 is eckquete. It is

not necessary now, es in the post, to include tre Nient
initiators within scope of Lt.

035C mumAsc Colvin, Joe IPA screening 035.C008 A seperate reasirement to include post-accident

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _

.- -
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_.

monitoring equipment is re&ndent erud not recessen.

'035C Mummet Colvin, Joe IPA Screening 035.C010 The ewipment qustification (ES) progree giricotty

demonstrates that aging of quellfied cesuponents is
effectively sensged. If 'cosuponents are replaced at
intervels, rio furthee evolustion or ductamentetfort is

needed.

035C apJuemec Colvin,' Joe IPA Screening ' C35.C011' Nt.Peket methodoteyr should be ecceptable es one way of
consoleting the IPA. It should be referenced in $4.21 as

an acceptable method.
.

tu

y 035F Imp *Atc Colvin, Joe IPA Screening 035.FOC9 The statement that the Consnission "wusersterids" that
_g att plants would have conspleted a plant specific Peta es
* part of the 1PE is dierturbing because it any teed staff

to view the IPE as e W site to 12. (SOC, p. 19,r

lines 16-18)

035F' ' mustnet .Colvin, Joe IPA ~ Screening 035.F019 SOC's use of iftrose "...and that other plant SSCs do
not substantially increase the frequency of chattenges
to plant safety systesus' introduces into scope of LR

systems that ere second-tier. initiators being et$ressed
in current activities.

035F uummet 'Colvin, Joe IPA Screening 035.F02T Initiators of transients that result in challenges to

safety systems esere within scope of originot license
~~

and should not be sede port of Lt. (SOC, p. 31, tine
17, see etso Comument 35.C007.)

035F aumnRC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening 035.F022 This section esstames that for ett c -as ITLR, somme

. _ _ _ . ._-..:. _ - _ _ .,
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DOCKET. ORGANIZATIDe/ RESP 0 CENT CDa4ENT

asO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC no. CD*ENTS

sort of active aging e,-.; or ARD mitigatim is

reg; ired. This is clearly not the case. Suggest
insertion of text to clarify this. (SOC, p. 33, tine

19)

i
G35F hUMARC Colvin, Jo= IPA Screening C35.F023 TM regtsirement to *revfew" design, fabrication,

instattation, creratiert & aminterance goes far beyond
neat is a5propriate for 15 Suggests text revisions to

SOC, p. 33, tine 7
,

035F WUMARC Colvin, Joe IPA Screening 035.F028 SOC, p. 61, line 1: The cm.t wortfing is not

a consister: esith the process presented in Sec. 54.2ita),
N

g IPA. Suggests aggrepriate clanges to text.
~
o
"

047 Garcher, J. B. IPA Screening 047.011 There is no reference to failures chat soy chatterux
safety systems. Should they not prereely be inttibd in
the definition of SSCs ieportant to License remt?

047 Gardner, J. 8. IPA screening 067.012 Latitude should be incorporat=d in the tute er
'

Regulatory Guide to prioritize systens or entsipment as *

eore critical to safety in order to make economicalty
feasible the option of ecstly, but needed design
5,- u -,.;s aruf changecasts.

053 Yankee Atomic Echards, . IP4 Screming C53.003 act att c .-,;s importeret to ticense renewet need to

Electric Company Donald W. be erwtyred in-depth, i.e., station batteries are

rigorously monitored and testad throughout their
lifetime.

*

053 - Yankee Atomic Edwards, IPA Screening 053.003 IPA is too broad. Evaluations of compments important

_ _ _ _ _ _ .
- - - . . - . ._ _.
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rElectric Ccogany Donstd W. 6

to safety are sore extensive then necessary to assure
.

ege-reteted degradation is inonsged.
v

054 Baltimore Ces and Creel, G. C. IPA Screening 054.01%
Electric The rule shoute not rendre an evolustion of each SSC

used in a safety onetysis or plant evaluetten of a
Licensee. This goes beyond the peranieters of defense in
depth that Licensees currently seeintain & is '

inconsistent with riste's principles.
'

.

054 Baltimore ces and Creet, C. C. IPA Screening 054.013
Electric contemed about defiMtion of ITtt ard extent to =Aich

evaluations are to be performed en SSCs iTtt. The IPAe,
,

7 scope cato be interpreted to include $sts merely |

8 mentioned in the tJpdated FSAR and to reintremiace
previously corpleted U$1 A-17. S=e 54.011.w

054 Baltimore cas ard Creet, G. C. IPA Screening 054.014 i
. Etectric utt should remove the tricertainty in the setpe of the

{IPA. It sh<Ntd focus on SSCs iAose prfee parpose is toi

provide safety fsrictions or uhose feiture could
directly cause feiture of SSCs serving safety
f trictions. '

054 Battisere Gas and Creet, C. C. IPA Screming 054.015 for SSCs that are net ITtt, continued licensee '

Electric.
meintenance ectivities, eroticable regulatory
requireemts, & other plant progrees will continue to
serve as reesonable assurance of safe operatfu during

;
the retewet term.

<

057 U.S. 00E Vaung, IPA Screening 057.G73 Encouregn ett to use the methodology of the Leed Ptent '

Wit tlers N.
Licerce Renewal Prog as to identify safety significant
and potentist ARD im,cds. That methodology is

e

s --- v , , - -
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.

cmsistent with the CLS philosoghy.
i

058 U.S. DOE McGnff, IPA Screening 058.010 The proposed rule incitdes a troad range of
David J. nonsafety-related $$Cs that soy have ety en irdirect

,

effect on plant safety and should swt be considered I
1

incertant to license renewet. Fire Protection, PTS, and
Station Blackout are agpropriate.

058 tl.S. DE McGoff, IPA Screming 058.013 The att egoroach witiv IPA should be hierser.hical as is

David J. the case with !n.s%RC's methodotogy. That is, it
proceeds first witn systems and componmts to see if
they are important to safety, then proceeds es [tz

N necessary to the siksystem tevet. '
E

w . (o
*- 058 17.5. DOE McGoff, IPA Screaning 058.c14 It is ret cteer whether the mRC methodology evetuates

| David J. ARD mechanisms et the i-va lev t wder specist '

cwtainations of ciretestances.

062 Crowe Engineering Walker, tea Screening 062.000 The criteris for SSCs Itta are not entirety eteer. The

Robert S. inte*.* le to expend the list of SSCs ingnetent foe

coeration tedey, which is inconsistent with the besic

principle of LR. Also, the tere ITLR rese etes

*important to safety."

1

076 IDMS Ortciger, IPA Screening 075.002 The probabilistic methodotegies used in the IPE process
Thorses W. are appropriate to the IPA. Due to differing content of !

individuet plant FSARs, use of PRA in IPA could,

id-ntify SSCs important to safety which might otherwise

) ba missed.

l

3

|
!

_ _ _ _ _ _
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DOCKET CeGANIZATION/ RESPONCENT CDenENT
88 0 . INDIVIDUAL MAME TCPIC SUBTOPIC 20. COMMENTS

077 Erie Comty Envir. Boyer, IPA Screening C77.003 There is ineckquete justification der ignoring PAA in
Mew- .m Control Barry 8.s

\- tR proceedirw. uet appe to tack 'ufficient

knowledge to estimate SSCs* feitures. Section 54.21
shoutd be ant **d to require PSA for SSCs ces w*tich risk
assessamt is technically feosible.

078 Wisconsin Pshtic Evers, K. E. IPA screening 078.003 The IPA scre ming criterie is vague and could tw
Service Corporation

interpreted ta incitde systems that are not required to
perform e safety ftretiers. The criterie should be set
to ensure that only systens performing e safety
ftsiction are incit&d.

tz

7 079 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, IPA Screening 079.004 The SOC gives a , ine;propriate engshesis to PFA. It is8 Corporation Frank E. or ty one of several usys to achieve insight into plant-"
design. (SOC, IV.e{vii))

079 Muttiple Dynamics Gregor, IPA Scraening 079.010 The state =wrt in th ? SCC that *it mey be agpropriate to
Corporation Frank E.

use PRA to e greater entent in LR applicati.srs* eury
result in continuous chattenges t y licensees to
&monstrate thet PRA is ret appropriate. [50C, IV.c,
7th perscroph;

079 Muttiple Dynamics Gregor, IPA Screening 079.017 Iten tii) trder SSCs ITLE should be very specific withCorporation Frank E. respect te regutetion metters that need to be
addressed. Only ATUS, station blackout, artf fire
protection should be included.

079 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, IPA Screenirus 079.018 item (iv) trider SSCs ITLa should not incitrie aceitoriNCorporation Frank E. eg.rigreent other than that needed for SSCs to r a in
ftrictionet.

- _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ -_
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00CKET ORGAs!ZATION/ RESPONDEst CuresEWT
f

WO. IM0!VIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC u0. Cup * TENTS

080 State of New Jersey Lipeti, Jitt IPA Screenirs 080.001 A Levet i PRA is eswatiet. Although the rule rer3Jires
the tiemsee to ctsiply with Cl 83-20 (IPE), there is

Dept. of Envir. Prot
enough flexibility that licensees can evoid
plant-specific PRAs, thereby ev>t identifying plant
vutnerabitities.

087 Cerrorweetth Edison Kovech, IPA Screening 037.005 %.21te) revisions regarding IPA's seme ord
mthodology are irdispensable. The screening

T. J.
meethodology, which was s e itted to NRC severst svv-ths
ago, should be adopted. Also & tete the current
tonguage imlying a needless reexamination of CLB.

tz'

7 091 Northern States Parker, IPA Screening 091.006 The proposed rule requires the sme,tevet o. extemive
justification and enelysis for every $50 without regard

5 Power Com ony Thomas M.
to that actually necessary to dmmonstrate satisfactory*
perf oriaance dring the renewat term.

092 Westinghouse Johnson, W. J. IPA Screening 092.006 The definition of SSCs ITLt in Sec. %.3(e) woutd meer,
that metters totatty unrelated to egirig ce to the CLB

Electric Co poration
would be rasrired as part of the IPA. ##C should edbpt
uuMARC's w thodology to evetuate SSCs for LR fer
carrying out the IPA.

096 Wisconsin Electric Fey, C. W. IPA Scremieg M6.002 Concerned that the se m e of plant-spacific evaluations
idantified in Sec. %.21(s) is too broad and puts

Power com ony
trinecessary burden on tlemse-s and WRC. The SSC review
is not limited to safety systeaus. Suggests that tte
wording stete eteerty the sccee.

100 Don't vaste Us Weiss, James IPA Screening 100.003 One portion of the rule irdicetes that there ere ser==

|

l

|

_
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82: TA8ULAR Stee9ARY CF MJBLIC COMMENTS ARRA4GED SY TOPIC

DOCKET CeGAt!2ATION/ PESPONDENT CDMMEWT
WO. INDIVICUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC 40. COMMENTS

$!Cs not stbject to ARD, yet teter en the same page
indicates that aging can affact att SSCs to some
degree. This suggests that the licensee will

arbitrarity decide those stbject ta ARD.

102 UCS, WECNP . Pottard, IPA Screening 102.037 The rut _ does not establish re<sairements for LR, nor
Curran, does it define the information that sust te stkweitted ,

7oustey to mRC. It does not identify even generatty the 55Cs i
1

imortant to LR, nor does it prescribe a methodology to
use.

eo 050 EPRI Marston, T. U. IPA Screening, EEP 050.004 the IPA outlined in proposed rule is excessive. The
"[ scope of SSCs ITLR is too broad aruf the requirassants
$ for LZP are too prescriptive. WRC should structure the"

IPA to be in line with WUMARC's Methodology to Evaluate
Plant SSCs for Lt.

081 Entergy Operations Muench, Lic Application Emironnentat 081.006 The propes=d Sec. 10 Crt 54.Z3, " Contents of
Gerald W. Information #mtication-Emironmentat Information,* should be

deferred until Part 51 is ace nded for ticense renewat.

143 U.S. Department of Schrote, John Lic Amtication Emironmmtal 143.001 Steports the rationate for license renewet but
the Interior E. Information reconomends that the environmentei information

requirements be mode stronger.

143 U.S. Department of Schrote, Jchn Lie Apptication Emironmental 143.011 Any referenced information should be ends avoitable to
the Interior E. Information the reviewing agencies upon reqJest--porticularly

important for documents filed 20 to 40 years apart
since egency records may not be ctmplete.

[ . _ _ ____ - --- -- - - -- - ' "
' ~ ~~ ' ' ' ' ' ~ ~ '' '

'~ ~~
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DOCKET ORGANTZATION/ RESDONDENT CGeENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL RAME topic SUBTOPIC WO. COPOENTS

005 Everett, neten Lie A mtication Technicat 005.001 Questions adequacy of the requirement that ticensees
_ Information should identify I g ortant safety issues. Regairements

sbcutd inctuse provisions to istement amarded safety
rules before a cerwat license is issued.

014 Leisirs, David Lic Application Technicat 014.003 Rute allows a licensee to not exptain shortcomings to

information NRC by not identifying them as having significant
i glication for public safety.

032 Justice, Marita Lic A m tication Technicat 032.035 Information requirenents are such that the ticense.

Information must mtify NRC r.f significant heetth and safety
information, but not of problem solutions. Safety

to

7 margins wilt falt, nece:sitating a change in safety
fpiloso@y at ERC.~

o
<n

033 Tuler, Seth Lie A mtication Technical C33.002 The licensee is only in v ctation of the rute when8

Information infor1 notion on health and safety issues identified by
it are not sthmitted to WRC. There is no assurance that
the Licensee must identify such issues.

f'
035A NUMARC Colvin, Joe Lie Application Technicat 035.A017 to Cit 50.4 should be referenced in sec. 54.7 in same

Information menner as sec. 50.47 and see. 50.54 in Part 50.

035A WlMARC Colvin., Joe Lic Application Technicat 035.A018 The requirements of sec. 50.9 need ret be spetted out

Information in sec. 54.13. Delete sec. 54.13(a) ed (b).

035A NUMARC Colvin, Joe tic Application Technicet 035.A019 Filing of amtication: sec. 54.17(b) should only
Information address renewed licenses.

I'
035A NLMARC Colvin, Joe Lic Application Technicat 035.A030 Revise step (b}: Delete reqJireernt to list ett

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . - - . . - = . . - . - . . . . .
- - - - . .. . . - . - - - - . . - . . .. . . . . . .

.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _
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DOCKET CRGANIZATt0N/ RESPONDENT CupesENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TCPIC SUBTOPIC Wo. COIWEENTS

Information plant-specific exceptions. Only time-deperdeM,
plant-specific ene mtions should be evalueted.

t

035A wtmARC Colvin, Joe Lic Application Technicat 035.A031 Revise steo (c): Include as part of description of
Information acdifications any changes to Tech Specs.

056 Creercesce, WIRS Riccio & Lic Application Technicat 056.007 The rute reo2 ires that the information provided to sRC
Marriotte information be comtete and accurate. Mowever, if a licensee fatts

' ' to identify or document a significant safety issue, the
aplicant is in no danger of violating the reesiremmts
of the rute.

tzt

7.056 Cree m esce, NIRS Riccio & Lic Aplication Technicat 056.008 tJrder the proposed rule, a license aplicrit is5 Marriotte Information actuelty dissuaded from thoroughly exploring the safety#

i mlications of LR.

M1 Irdiana Michigan Alexich, M. P. Lie Application Technicet 061.005 Concurs with utmARC's recensemdation that atC maintain '

Power Comony Information two parattet ticensing dockets, one to st4 port the
renewal amlication, ord a seperate docket for
coritinued operation weer the existing OL.

062 creve Engineering walker, Lic A p lication Technicet 062.011 The provision in Sec. 54.21(b), Exemtions, is not
Robert S. Information sufficiently justified or developed in the 50C or

supporting NUREGs.

062 Grove Engineering walker, Lic A mtication Technicet 062.017 trubte to ctzmemt on regaireamts for content of
Robert S. Information ticense renevat applications untit the draft Regulatory

Guide is issued.

079 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, Lie Application Technicet 079.019 The description of proposed plant modificati es shoutd

4

. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ . _
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Corporation Frank E. Information also specifically include any change to the Tech
Specs.

088 Concern About Prather, Lic Applicatim fechnicat 088.000 The provision in the rute stating that each 8(censee

Radiation in the Karen M. Information must notify NRC of infora tion having significant,

implication for phtic health and safety is sebiguous.
Envir.

The licensee determines that is "significae

information to be reported.

102 UCS, NECNP Pottard, Lie Application Techni' cat 102.G38 Amticants are free to submit whatever thw considee

j Curran, Information necessary and sufficient, and NRC gives itself no
objective basis for saying that sutzaissions are

i Toustey
inadequate,

y
w

O 102 OCS, NECNP Potterd, Lic Application Technicat 102.041 NRC camot wait and provide fundamental reqJf rements
j

Curran, information only in regulatory guides. It should provide detailed
binding norms for a mticants and incorporate them intoTouster
its regulations.

111 Environnental Johnsrud, Lic A m tication Technical 111.017 Finds unacceptable the self-assessment by LR e mt' cants

Coalition on Euclear Jtdith M. Information of those SSCs af fected by ARD sanagement action

requirements. Those with the greatest vested inter <nt
Power

in LR camot be entrusted to identify adequately the
w aknesses of their facilities.

035A NUMARC Colvin, Joe Lic A mtication Withdrat.at 035.A005 Clarify revision ta 50.52 so that licensee is not
regJired to file license termination amtication
earlier than would otherwise b the case. Also final
determination should include judicial review.

. ___._.
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DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDEhT CD94ENT
}NO. INotVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SU8 TOPIC NO. COeEENTS
t

f935A NUMARC Colvin, Joe Lic Application Withdrawat 035.A044 New 54.34 to provide for withdrawet of apetication et
;

ony time during the proceeding.
!

r

n

079 Multiple Dynereies Gregor, Lic A y tication Withdrawat 079.011 The f.R eroticant should be eticwed to wit * crew the
Corpo*ation Frank E. application at any time without ar'y cesequeente or '

effect on his existing license. M is is of perticuter
imortance when there is a mestion about the CLB.
(SOC, (V.f)

-

067 Winsten & Strawn Knotts, Nature of Lie Amendnient 067.004 See tcerent 67.001--suggests license be issued as a
t

(for 9 utilities) Joseph B. renewet or extension by essendnsent.
tn

7 091 Northern States ' Parker, Notwe of Lie Amentreant 091.007 Sec.103 of AEA does not prohibit e enewed license
t

C Power Capany -Thomas N. frees extending authoeired m eration beyond 40 yrs.~

Prevides reasons why a ticense ameruf, is a more logical
procedure to adopt. It (laits proceedings to ARD issues
& consistent eelth CLE principle.

098 OCRE Niett, Nature of Lie Renewet 098.006 Rute statement that finaings of Sec. 50.5f(e) rwed not
Susan L. be made for issuance of renewed Ifcense is inconsistent

with practice for license amenthuents.

127 Nopkins & Sutter Gatto, Nature of Lie Renew =d 127.001 Concurs with WRC conclusions (in SOC) that the 40 yr
-

Joseph operating licenses can only be renawed by issuance of a
i

,

new 1icense and not by ween 'ent. Prowides es
|Enclosure A e teget mencra a that anstyres this '

issue.
.

127 Nopkins & Sutter Gatto, Nature of Lic Renewed 127.002 Agrees with WRC that the teget forw of a renewed
i

Joseph operating license does net how any s4bstantive effect

i

,

+

y
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NO. INDIY! DUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC to. CtMMENTS

cn the technical especes of license renevel. The
technicet istsues will be the same regertfless of how mRC
processes the renemet application.

052 Marytend Safe Energy simie. Phys Security c52.009 License renewet stants will most surely need to

increase their dry cast above-grotr e storegaCoalition Patricie
especities. The Jreater the irwentory of radweste, the
greater the risk for security vioistions. Physicet
security aunt be totatty reviewed.

OTT Erie County Emir. Soyer, Phys Security 077.005 Emetusion of physical security considerations is
trwarranted. This is en issue of prime concern. Not

tzt A % .; Contro! Barry 9.

Y ~ considering this issue excits$es useful safety-relever,t

U information froar consideration in the license renewet
n process.

067. Winston ! Strawn Knotts, Price Anderson , 067.001 Stssersession 1: cense issued af ter 8/1/2002 could be
argued es a different license based on interr-etation

(for 9 tititities) - Joseph 8.
of "any ticense." The new ticense should be issued es a
renewet or entension by amendment to ensure
acpticabitity of the Act.

06T Winston & Stressi Knotts, Price An&rws 067.002 If a sagiersessia:t license is granted, then the liceme
number in the attachment to the indesnity n,._ ~,;

(for 9 Otilities) Joseph 8.
should be changed to sustain the agreement's validity.
Suggests that the LR application include e rigsest to
suske changes in the attacha"nt.

080 State of New Aersey L8poti, Jitt Psblic mescings Generat 080.005 A public heering should be e requirement since renewel
of an operating license is essentially the granting of

Dept. of Emir. Prot

' ~ - -

_ . _ _ . . . _ . . _ . . . _ _ . . _ . - . . . . . . .
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,

!

I

a license for en exterded ters. T5 proposed rule only I
provides an c5portunity for an interested person to I

re w t a hearing. l'

t

09S 'OCRE Wintt, Ptblic Meerings General C98.003 Pleased that rute provides for ptblic adjudicatory'

Susan L.
hearings on renewal applications and for ACRS review.

098 otrE elett, Ptbile Mearings General 093.017 Lock of itdicist review--NRC can deny 2.206 petitions
[
5

l
Susan L. and not be held accountable. Rute dte not provide for i

dJe process -no egeortsriity to litiPete or I
cross-examine uitnesses.

tzt
y 127 Maskins & Sutter Gatto,- A btic Reerings Schedute 127.003 Urges WRC to incorporate, as guidance, e hearing fJoseph_
ta8 schedute es a part of the finet LR rute (cites

!
precedent--BLW rutemaking). The timely renewat doctrire |
is ret a panaces for the rest problem that can erise es

e

a rest..t of protracted LR heneings.
_

t127 Ropkins & Sutter Gallo, Public Hearings SchedJte 127.004 Licensees need to plan for future generating capacity
Joseph,

and reptacement power. The tinety renewsi doctrine wilt
not remedy the adverse ispects of hearing deleys on i

systee plaming actions that must be trdertaken 1:mg I

before license expiration.

; 127 Mopkins & Sutter Gatto, Psetic'neerings Schedute 127.005 The ne=d for predictability in License renewel heerings
!

Joseph diminishes the votidity of MtC's secced reeson for ret I
>edopting a heering schedate--the Commissioners and i

AStas have pienery authority to impose ed bot hearingj.

schedules.

,

,_ . , _ _ _ _ . , - - . - , _ . _ . _ . ,
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I,

127 nopkins & Sutter catto, Public Meerings Schedute 127.006 The hearing schedules established ty A$tas are I

'

Joseph determined ty consensus ard compromise. They are not
sched.rtes that impose rigorous, but even-handad
deedtines. Such schedules can only be isposed thrcugh
the rutemoking pi w ess.

.

035A MUMARC Colvin, Joe Ptblic Meerings Scope ~ 035.A034 Revise Sec. 54.27, Scepe of Meering: Limit find bgs to

those set forth in Sec. 54.29 ard requirements of part

51 ti.e., ARD end envircruentet issues specifically i

related to LR). Rute should reflect SOC position en

scoping litigable issues.

tz
N 035B NUMARC Colvin, Joe P 4 tic Meetings Scope 035.8011 Crepited CLBs will provide treecessary opportmity for
I
g expanding issues et Lt hearings. (See etso Co e t No.

o 35.8009.)

052 Maryland Safe Energy sirnie, Public Hearings Scope 052.00T The constraints vpon petitioners--which limit access ta
Costition - Patricle inforristion, nereew the isstes that can be chattenged,

and determine e sulf t pace for heerings--meke a mockery
of the hearines process. The process aunt be

guarante=d and timitations removed.

077 Erie County Envir. Soyer, P s tic Meerings Scope 077.002 See Carmen * TT.Os The above emcern makes then
Management Control Barry B. skaptical that heetth and emircruental horards can be

edaquetely ediressed outside the arene of pabtic
accomtabi tity. The proposed rute relies eImost

exclusively on contacts betwaen licensee & WRC. f
!

077 Erie Comty Emir. Boyer, P * tic Hearings Scope 077.009 The limitation of issues in the LR process provides for
Management Controt Barry 8. "Rthber-Stang" esproval. The potential to reticense

_ _ - _ -. - - .. .__
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indefinitely exists. In tight of no rww plant orders,.
possibly the WRC fears that it will be deconseisaloned
along with reactors.

h077 . Erie Cotnty Envir. Boyer,- Ptbtic Meerings scope 077.011 See 77.003 & 77.010--Lock of knowledge of whether SSCs '

Managceent Controt Barry 8. would fait dtring the renewel ters constitutes a strong
argtswet for entouragiry p;blic accomtebility throuft
hearir:ss. The issues must not be limited--the ptblic
has right to proaride its ircut. L

091 Northern States Parker, Ptblic Hearings scope 091.008 The CLB is adequate to protect phile health & safety,
w Power Cenoeny Thomas N. and th-re is no need to reevetuate,in e re wwat
u, proceeding, att the issues that were considered in en '

initist licensing proceeding. Rute property focuses the~
\n

inquiry to ARD issues. '

098 OCRE. Riatt, Public Mearings scope 098.012 See 98.011--Make plant -, .a performance port of
Susan L. the rule es a materiet issue for hearings.

098 OCRE , Niett, Ptistic neerings scope 093.015 See Ccements 98.013.014: Cweerwd that severet istues :

Susan L. mov not be stbjected to thorough review as occurred f
during initial t'; censing. Ptblic heerings are the
arcropriate fortse to recertify pop. densities,
ledsstrist activities, and enternet phenomena. '

102 1A:5, NECNp Potterd, Ptblic Mearings scope 102.003 The only parcose of the rule is to limit the scope of
Curran, the LR proceMing and ptblic invotwemmt in it.
Toustey

-102 t!CS,' WECNP Pottard, Public Hear % Scope 102.005 The prop:rsed rule with its severe constreints en phtic

,

)

w
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-

[4- j
L- C#ran, porticipation would de massive duence to the i

Tousley credibility of both the industry and the Commission. h
;.

I
TP7 t'C , NECNP Pottard,' Pselic Neerings Scepe 102.012 omosed to the concept that the public are not

'

Curren, chattense either the tufficiency of a pts >;'s CLE or I

foustey the plant's compliance with its CLS in the LR
fproceeding. As proposed, only metters related to ARD '

4

ore subject to adjudication in any LR proceeding.

102 r (JCS, NECMP Potterd, Ptblic Nearings Scope 102.014 . The Caesrission's dectoratiers that CLS iss:Jes are
Curran, outside the scope of the LR proceeding is the worst I

w Tousley possible Itind of heed-in-the-sand non-regi,tation.
| I '

{
.. [ til Environmentet Johnsrud, Ptblic hearigs scope 111.003 Severe accidents, which are deened highty ingrabable,

[
,

* Costitivt on Nucteer Judith M. but not demonstrated to be so through adjudicative !
,

Power' processes,. ore never part of the edninistrative law h
. record because the ASL3 hos ruled them to be beyerd the [

scope of proceedings. I

111 Environmental Johnsrud, Pubtle Neo-ings scope 111.C15 Finds unacceptable the regrirements involving !

Com1ition on Nuc1eer Judith M. ocportunity for grJbtic heerings. The fute shoutd !

Power regsire mandatory heerings with a low threshold of :
6

entry for standing and fuit porticipation by the ;
#

. pubtle, . including financial assistance to interm.
.

('

111 . Environmentet Johnsrud, Ptblic hearings Scope 111.019 opposes NaC*s recent cheges to Port 2 raising the I

'Costition on Nucteer Judith M. threshold of admissl*Jritity for contentions, denying j
Powerr discovery, ard demanding the filing of '

cross-emminaticri pters. The scope of litigebte issues
j should be greeter then that of an initiet license.

-

p [

.-
!
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{
!-

{. .127 .! ;hopkins & Sutter Gatto, Public nearings Scope 127.007 The broad reoch of the orteone ! IPA and the requirement

Joseph to compile CLBs empend tfie opportwitty to present
,

'issues and the range of issues presentable to the AsLS
for titigatien. set's initiative to limit issues to Aa0 i
will be frustrated. !,+

!.

j; .053 Yankee Atomic Edwards, Pthiic Meerings Scope, Schedale 053.009 Public participation helps ensure vetidity of licensing
Electric Ccapany Donat.1 V. process, but should not tie attewed to lapede re dring I

a decision. Define scope and schedule.
f
b035G, .NUMARC" Colvin, Joe .0uestiom 1 035.G001 Based on modified IPA described in NUpWWtC's suggested r

revisien to sec. 54.21(a), specific equipment item ard ~I..
r txt

[ha categories would be emettafed frem further review at -'
tvarious stages in the asses 1memt. (See cosaments
<

-
o

-N 35.A021-031 on IPA.) I

!
!

.G35G : NUMAtc - Colvin, Joe Questions 1 035.G002 Proposed rule suggests aging assessment would be i
'~

applied uniformly to SCITLRs, tMeh elevates need to ,I

Identify, at the outset, egripment that would be i.

escluded. This might inject controversy and delay the f
'

j final rule. f
4 4

1 i

f -035G NLSWWtt .Colvin, Joe . uestions 1 035.G003 Preposed sec. 54.29 serves to eactude topics such as
.[

Q

the following fer ressons emplained in SOC: emergency
'*

f? ptarviing, physical security, operator itcensing,
financial eastification, antitrust, and Part 140

comptiance.

046 State of Ohio--EPA"; Weaver, Que*tions 1- 046.002 Electricet equipment not part of the nucteer Island or ;

Larry W. ' in contact with any part of the functional ruclear [
>

hu .

!
c
>

>

4

'

,. , . , - - . , ~ , . - ~.- .. , . ;; - - . u.-. - . , . , .+ , . , - ~ . .- . , - _ . .-
.

.
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82: TABULAR SUPMARY OF PUBLIC CD4MENTS ARRANCED BY TOPlc

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT CDNENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TCFIC SUBTOPIC 20. Cope 8ENTS

i

i systee should be enemt iras review. Such exaction
should ret emly to the tuebice equignent.

| 050 EPat Marston, T. U. Questions 1 050.012 Oces not believe that ary plant equismant ITLR s%Ad
be excluded frere review trder the ruie's ARD 3:rogram
requirements. However, the scope of such ewigosant

i' included in the definition cf SSCs ITLR is too becad.
Adopt MUMARC's definition.

050 EPRI Marston, T. U. Questions 1 050.013 Equigment ITLR that is rustinety or periodically
replaced, based on plant or frubstry experience, need

g
not be stbject to deteited aging analysis orY

$ evetustion. Periodic / routine rectacessent sh-add be
co recognized es en EEP for maneging oging.

078 OCRE Niett, Quastions 1 095.033 No equipment should be emetuded ai.4. centicatty frue e
Susan L. review program genericetty- high degree of variability

armong plents.

111 Erwircrvnental Johnsra.f, Cuestions 1 111.025 No equisnent items or categories, topics, or other
Costitlan on Nuclear Jtafith M. regulatory requirements should be excluded from review
Power under ARD management program. Nt.sien factors may prove

significar t in the recognition / response to other
age-related dif fererces.

035# NUMARC Colvin, Joe cuestions 2 035.n001 No additionet e wipment itenc need be added to rule. It
is c4-J.._,eive, and SCITLRs defined by NUMATC's
modified definitien in Sec. 54.3(a) enconcess ett
pertinent equissient.

_ _ - - - .
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B2: TABtR_AR SLMMARY OF PUBLIC C0184ENTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC

IDOCKET ORGAMIATION/ RESPONDENT CapeqEWT

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC 40. COMMENTS

03SN NUMARC Colvin, Joe Questions 2 035.M002 no aWitionet topics should be added for specist

review. With respect te site-related issues, draf t
NL4tEG-1412 eddresses contirmaing edequecy of CLB.

035M wJMAPC Colvin, Joe Cuestions 2 035.M033 Concerning CLB adequecy for site-related factors,
MUMARC provides additionet discussion to itiustrate

that th* foltowing issues are revisited regulerty or as
needed: public dose da ing normet operations,
accidents, arti externet events.

046 State of CHo--EPA Ueaver, .stions 2 046.003 Biofouting may twed to be addressed and the geologic
, Larry W. setting may nead to be re-evetusted because of che w
y in eresion or sediment depcsition petterns, new or
g eactivated fault renes, ard volcanic activity.
e

I 070 Winston & Straun Reynolds, cuestions 2 070.009 site "tocies" should not be inctu & d in the review of
(for 9 t;tititles) alcholas 5. LR asplication. Compliance with Pert 100 casures this

throughout the aife of the plant and is e part of R 8. -

089 State of Ohio, Emr. Wittiams, ouestions 2 080.002 See Coment 87.001: Nead for -. -r plan tgxfating in

Mgt. Agency James R. light of changing demographics.

100 Don't Waste Us weiss, James cuestions 2 100.006 Ir*pendmtty ademistered, case-controtted studies of

cancer incidence erowid nucleer plants should be
performed et the license re wwet b.rrture. Latent

cancer effects sheutd be apparent efter 40 yrs of

operation. '

111 Environnental Johnerud, Questions 2 111.026 weeds additionet time and orportsmity to respond to
Coalition on Nuclear Judith H. this question in some deteit. Demograohic changes,

t
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B2: TABULAR SLHMARY OF PUBLIC 4:0MMENTS ARRANGin BY TOPIC.

DOCKET ~CRGANIZATION/ RESPONDENT CO PENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. O)mENTS

Power facil 'tles, arri activities that could pose a hazard to
the ptsnt, etc., mey have significant lepsets span a
licensed facility and its safety.

111 Environmental Johnstv$, oues + w - 2 111.027 Of extreme twortence is the new irderstanding of the
Coalition on Nuclear Judith H. nealth effects of env8ronmental pottutants, especially
Pow those associated with ionizing radiation and its

relationship to oth*r factors.

143 U.S. Department of Schrete, John ouestions 2 143.010 Reconsnervds the following be reviewed both ensite & in
the Interior E. surround'og area:

1-fish & wildlife resource population charnes, '

N
2-Federal & State programs to I N rease fish runs &

~
u waterfowl habitat,
o 3-new listings of endergered species, &

erreircrvnental areas

035I NUM *,RC Colvin, Joe. ouestions 3 035.1001 Iectementation of SEP " lessons learned" issues is
already being reviewed W ERC. If an issue is assessed,

as a GSI or USI, it should be treated as discussed in

- coernents 35.1002 through 35.1006.

0351 NUMARC Co! vin, Jce -Questions 3 035.1002 concerning unresolved GSis: It would be appropriate to
re-examine the previously set priorities by emsidering
renewat terer in the value/ispect analyses.

0351 NUMARC .Colvin, see cuestions 3 035.1003 Concerning resolved GS!s/US!s that N#C decided not to
backfit: SCC conveys disparative meanings e., efficacy
of backfit calculations. Revise SOC to explain
"boundinga nature of calcutetions. See 35.1004.

,
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B2: TABULAR SupmARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS ARRANED BY TOPIC

DOCKET CRGANIZATION/ RESPC*10ENT Ct>MERT

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME' TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

0351 NtDULEC Colvin, Jo@ ouestions 3 035.1004 Further on resolved CSIs/USIs: NGC statement that prior
backfit decisions would be reassessed on a
plant-specific basis as a pecist ciremstances" warrants

beiles conclusion that recalculations are tsinecessary.
(See Concent 35.1005.)

0351 NUMARC Colvin, J A cuesticris 3 035.1005 .orther on resolved CSis/USIs: Plant-specific
reassessment is contrary to goat that LR be timited to
ARD issues. NUMARC res ,.~ J that Net re-enamine these

issues before final rule and conclude on CL8
acceptability.

- te

0351 WUMARC Colvin, Joe . Questions 3 035.1006 Concerning unimplemented USts/CSIs requiring backfits:
ev These involve safety hencements iglemented on an~

appropriately balanced scheetate. No basis exists for
excluding these fNxe CLB acceptability.

'til Envircevnental Johnsrua, Questions 3 111.028 There is & can be em justification for WitC failure to '
Coalition on Nuclear Jta.iith H. ccmplete att work, implementation, & compliance on att
Power issues that pertain to reactor operation & ts safety. j

There are no bases for removat of much issues from the
requirements of the prop. rule.

035C NUMARC
'

Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities 035.C009 Regulatory Analysis (RA) does not provide flexibility
in deciding the arpropriate information to be provided ' '

' to suppert the evaluation required irt IPA.

035J NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities 035.J023 The aging management activities in the RA are

unnecessary or excessive. The activities in Table i

are f rors the Pilot Plant Program where att possible

. - _
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S2: TABULAR SUMMARY OF PUBLIC CO W NTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT COMMENT
No. INDIVIDUAL NAME TCPIC SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

ISTM were considered frdependant of techniques,
utility, or cost.

035J NUMARC .Coli.h, Joe Reg Analysis Activities 035.J024 NUMARC does not egree that current ISTM activities at
operating plants "are not judged adequate for assessing
ard managing agirg."

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities 035.K006 RA, p. mil: NUMARC agrees that additional design
reviews are not necessary due to ongoing NRC regulatory
oversight.

ce 035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities 035.K030 RA, p. 3-11: Revise description of eging *snagament
7 activities to avoid implication that att these
C activities would be required for every corponent. Sone"

may not require examination of margin of safety,
detailed monitoring, or mitigatter

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities .035.K031 RA, m . 3-12 and 4-4: Note that doewentation of '

changes to Tech Specs wilt * wily be necessary if they
are required by Sec. 50.36.

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities 135.t046 RA, p. 4-15: The need for ISTM hardware and training
should be minimat and should 2:e based on the results of
the IPA.

035K NLNARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities 035.K047 RA, p. 4-15: There is no basis for regsfring that ISTM
activities have to be completed end futty implemented
within the first 10 yrs. Some activities mey be I

contingent on the result of inspections late in the
term,

.

m ___
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B2: TABULAR SUK9ARY OF RstIC COMENTS ARWAMED BY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT COMMENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC WO. Ca mENTS

035K WUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities J35.KD49 RA, pp. 4-15 and 4-16: Delete .vferences to review of
PRA and review of aesessment against rew-plant
standards in the description of the discounting
associated with NRC activities. There are no such
requirements for licensees.

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe aeg Analysis Activities 035.K050 RA, p. 4-17: Recornend that the requirement for
compilation of the CtB be W and referanres
remved f rom att stoporting dociments. If there is a
configuration control problem, then the adequacy of
regulatory oversight must be questioned.

txs

y 035% - NtMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities 035.KD55 RA, p. 4-22: The ISTM activities used in Alt. 8 were,

drawn from sources that the frukJstry was not asked to
W

review.
.

.

035K WlMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities 035.K076 RA, p. 8-6: Equipmmt qualification requirements are
expected to evolve, and att plants should adopt
irproved methods eruf mre reports as needed. These
reports should not be required at the time of LR.

035K WUMARC Cclvin, J N Reg Analysis Activities 035.K082 RA, p. D-10: The title of the table of ISTM activities

used in Alt. 8 refers to a " safety-centered maintenance ,

program," which is not discussed elsewhere. Change to
" Car <idate ISTM Enhancement Activities..."

035K- WUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities 035.KC33 RA, p. D-16: Describe the candidate activities

dif?erentty: reptace the word " assumed" with "might be
expected" to avoid leptication that the activities will

be required under the rule.

?

i
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82: TABULAR SUBg4ARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS ARRANGED SY TOPIC
t

.

.-

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT C0fe4ENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL .NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC - NO. C0pe8ENTS

!
.

035M 'NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Activities 035.M031 Activities in Table 4.1 should not be characterited as
* representative" of en ISTM program. This would violate
the premises of LR that neither Nec nor the industry
knows what activities are needed. That was the basis
for IPA.(EA, inble 4.1)

>

047 Garder, J. 8. Reg Analysis Activities 047.005 The isportance of cable systems is evident in Tables
0.2 and D.3, but D.3 does not indicate a need for ISTM

enhancements in I&C channels. febte 0.4 includes costs
for cable systems, suggesting an oversight in D.3.

tr 047 Gardner, J. g. . Reg Analysis Activities 047.006 The references for Sec. 4 do not list Vol. 2 of'

NUREG/CR 4731. Perhaps consideration of Chapter 13 on
w cables would have avoided the apparent oversigSt in#

'1

Tabte 0.3. ~

;-058 U.S. DOE McCoff, Reg Anotysis Activities 058.016 Disagrees that the current plant oging management
,David A activities *are fut judged edegJetc for essessing and

seneging agirf as stated on p. 0-16 of NUREG-1362. -
See etso Coussent No. 58.015--tist of activiti's in
Table D.3 isplies an excessive program.

,

062 Grevo Engineering;. . Walker,- meg Analysis . Activities
.

|
.

..

.

062.008- NUREG-1362 should be revised to eteerty characterire
-- Robert S. specific descriptions of activities es recommendations

, and not requirements. The degree of specificity in
NUREG-1362 is inappropriate and too restrictive.

079 feitiple Dynamics Gregor, Reg Analysis Activities 079.020 It is inappropriate to I N candidate ISTM ertencements
Corporation - Frank E. since that could create perceptions or expectations -

that will preludice the review of a utility's IPA.
<

b

5

-- ~ + ,- ,
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.82: TAOULAR SLSetARY OF PUBLIC CGa4ENTS ARR?NGED BY TOPIC
|

DOCKET ORGANIZATION /. RESPONDENT CG94EMT '

.1
NO. . INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC. SUBTOPIC- No. CGeqENTS 'i

'
I

i-
.

Delete Table D-3 and reword Sec. D.2.1. (1362. App. O, j
p. 6 and Tabte D-3) ;-

'035K NUMARC .Colvin,' see ' Reg Analysis Att: A, B, C, 035.K002- dA,'p. mit Esplain that Alternetic:s C and 0 involve
' .

'D' imposing a change on the CLS of plants at the time of._s

l.R that is not supported by an inpact-value analysis. I

J

035K NUMARC Colvin, doe Reg Analysis Att: A, B, C,.035.K007 P.A, p. mil: teUMARC supporth Alt. 8 on the belief that 4

D some aging senagement actions *#itt fse eppropriate for a -f
limited rudser of ctmponents.

}
035K WUMARC' Colvin, see Reg Analysis Att: A, 8, C, 035.K008'' RA, p. mil: Note that att safety review alts. ensure -

},
to D adequate protection independent of the consideration of !
I tg their costs. Cont-benefit analysis provides the basis ;
u for ideritifying the preferred alt.

'

~

,!

035K : NUMARC Colvin, soe Reg Analysis. Att: A, B, C, 035.K016 RA, p. 3-5: one of t M greatest disadvantages of Att. C
D. is that the requirements could change arid-stream if NRC ' .;

designeted additional new-plant standards as applicable. :|
. to LR. Revise table to reflect this uncertainty.*

,

035K N'JW Colving foe .. Reg Analysis. Alt: A, B, C, 035.K032 . RA, pp.'3-13 and 3-14: Include requirements for aging
'

D m.~a and changes to Tech Specs in the description.
{

of Alts. C aruf D.- i

1

035K NUMARC-- "Cotvin,; toe. Reg Analysis .Att: A, s, C, 035.K059 RA, p. 4-29: The use of the word .* discrepancy" in the
' D discussion of the SEP comparison of deslys of. older

'

; . plants with new-plant' standards le inappropriate. >RC
would backfit if it tsere justified on a cost-benefit >

,

~ basis. ;

!
!

i
i

k

i

,~r, , , - , ,. . ,.- - y .m . . - . . . , , _ m. . , . . . -
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B2: TABULAR SUPetART OF PUBLIC COMMENTS ARRANGED 8T TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZAf!ON/ RESP 0ktENT C09 TENT

NC. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

|

050 EPRI Marstor, T. U. Reg Analysis Att:- A, B, C, 050.003 Att. B with its rute-pre wribed assessment of ARD is a
D mora conservative sad prtdent approach. Mcwever, this

assessment should be focused on imortant safety
equipment and give credit to current programs for
punaging ARD.

054 Baltimore Gas and Creet,. D. C. Reg Analysis Alt: A, B, C, 054.002 Supports the selection of Att. B with the exe mtion of

Electric D the requirearnt to ecnolie the Cts.

054 Baltimore Gas aevi Creet, 4. C. Reg Analysis Att: A, B, C, 054.007' Both Alts. A & B are acceptable alternatives for tR

l Electric- D safety review. Although Alt. B is the optina.su for LR,
1

BG&E agrees with NUMARC that the effects of aging are|-

l t2
' N overestimated. The RA also overestimates potential

1

benefits fr a Alts. C & D.-
n
m .

1

054 Baltimore Gas and Creet, 3. C. Reg Analysis Att: A, B, C, 054.008 2 of 6 regsf rements for Att. B are emnecessary to j
Electric D acco mtish the approach's intent: CLB identification & '

conpitation, & cettectiorVanalysis of data. The

requirement to collect / analyze information on design
basis is inconsistent with rule.

054 Battinore Gas and Creet, @. C. Reg Analysis Att: A, B, C, 054.009 Recormends that RRC exclude the CLB identification &
Electric D ccecitation, & collectiorVanalysis of data frm the

requirements reteted to Alt. B.

058 U.S. DOE -McGoff, Reg Analysis Att: A, B, C, 058.007 Alternatives C ard 0 are inconsistent with the CLB,
David J. D i.e., they regJire a change to a different licensing

basis compared to how plants are operating today. Their
potential safety ispects are exaggerated. There is no
basis to incose C or D.

. _ . .

-- - --
- D,,

_

. . . . _ -. ,
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82: TABULAR SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COP 9ENTS ARRANGED BY TCPlc

COCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT COPv4ENT

NO. IN0lVIDUAL. NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

058 U.S. DOE McGoff, Reg Analysis Alt: A, 8, C , 058.008 Endenes the selection of A!t. 8, with some
David J. D modifications to IPA, ISTM, ard to the overty

conservative anetysis of ARD safety ing> acts. Estimates
don't reflect safety improvements resulting from
regulatory oversights and PRA methodology leviv. m ots.

062 Grove Engineering Walker, Ecg Analysis Att: A, 8, C, % 2.001 Agree with and sigport the selection of Alt. B.

Robert S. D Re w .~ a that the basic regulatory approach described
urder Alt. 8 be incorporated in the final rute.

070 'Winston & Strewn Reyrelds, ' Reg Analysis Att: A, 8, C, 070.004 Atternative 8 underestimates the leportante and entent
t (for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S. D of degradation management during the original ters ofy

~

the license. An " intensive * aging managenmtI -

N requirement is a couponent of a plant's CL8. See
Ccenents 70.005 thru 70.008 for specifics.

091' Northern States Parker, Reg Analysis Att: A, B, C, 091.005 In support of a sispler IPA process, a corrected
Power Coppany Thomss H. O version of the Reg Analysis would stgeort the selection

of Alt. A (as concitded by NUMARC).

035J NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Att: No tR, No 035.J026 An ad hoc La process could create a serious
Rule disincentive to licensees dJe to the trcertainty.

035K NtMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Att: No LR, No 035.K011 RA, p. 1-St Delete the paragrapt on interpretation os
Rule existing regulations if there is no LR rute since it is

factually incorrect. Nothing in the regulations

requires licensees to meet new-plant standards.

054 Battisere cas and Creet, G. C. Reg Aristysis Att: No LR, No 054.006 The discussion of the first policy alternative (no

Electric Rule renewal option) is not needed ard not desirable since

- - _ _ - -
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82: TABULAR SUMMARY CF PUBLIC CDe8ENTS ARRANCED BY TOPIC

DOCKET 0%%N]ZAf!ON/ RESPONDENT CDe8ENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC h0. CO#8ENTS

the AEA specificatty provides licensees the option to
renew Ots upor: their expiration.

111 Erwironmental Johnsrud, Reg Analysis Att: No LR, na 111.030 None of the alternatives of fered is acceptable. The

Coalition on Ntxtear Judith H. Rule Carvaission faits to include en alternative of no
reactor license renewats.Power

035J NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Att: A, B, C, D 035.J003 NUMARC's approach f at ts tietween Alt. A and B. It

attows efforts to tw focused on SSCs that are
identified through a seqJentist process that narrows
the scope of detailed eg:ng evaluations.

to

7 035J NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Att: A, 5, C, D 035.J019 NUMARC proposes an alternutive that is between Alt. A

C arti Att. 8.

co

047 Gardner, J. B. Reg Analysis Att: A, 8, C, D 047.001 overalt a;proach to atternatives ano selection of Alt.
8 is good. However, consideration of reaction of
utilities detracts from the integrity of the report.

070 Winston & Straun Reynolds, Reg Analysis Alt: A, B, C, D 070.012 NRC should reconsider ar4@ tion of Att. B. A

(for 9 Utilities) Nicholas S. seated-dcun version of this alternative--that
recognizes effectiveness and sufficiency of ARD
--si.t during the original ters & acknowledges its
continuation after renewal--is a p epriate &
preferable.

098 OCRE Histt, Reg Analysis Att: A, is, C, D 098.028 Alternative C sore ct'osely considers m Jern design

Susan L. technology replacements of existing nuclear power
plants. A preserved Model T is not the safest car to be
in on the highway.

' ~

- - - -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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DOCKET ORCANIZATI(*/ RESPONDENT COMMENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOP!C SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

098 ~ OCRE Histt, Reg Analysis Att: A, B, C, D 098.029 Atternative D sey not be feasible. Agree with reg
Susan L. analysis that Alt. D would become "a lengthy process of

plant-specific technical interpretations of the

Cormission's regulations."

098 OCRE Hiatt, Reg Analysis Alt: A, B, C, D 098.030 The C/B analysis that rejects Alt C is flawed:
Susan L. 1. NRC should not rely on C/8 to determine the content

of LR rulemaking.
2. SEP review of 10 older plants underestimates
benefits.

,

3. Analysis ignores political risk to industry of
, accidents.
sa

1

[ 098- 'CCRE Niett. Reg Analysis Att: A, C, C, D 098.03; Rejectiert of Att C is flawad--does not take into
C Susan L. accourtt that plants not seeking ticense rewwat do not

operate tr.ted 40 yrs.

035J NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Alt: No LR, No' 035.J022 It is inappropriate for the NRC to consider the "no

Rule renewat" alternative. The statute specifically
authorizes license renewat end that regulatory
structure provides for such renewal.

*

035K NUMARC. Colvin, Joe. Reg Analysis Att: No LR, No C35.K001 RA, p.mi: Make a stronger case for not.considering
Rule peticy attematives 1 (disallow LR) ard 2 (iaplement LR

without a rule).

035K NUMARC Cotvin, Joe Reg Analysis Att: No LR, No 035.K003 RA, p. 21; Delete the reference to "other policy ' !

Rule motivations" to support the conclusion that there is no

reed to foreciose the LR option since these
considerations are outside the scope of NRC's

.,.
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authority.

'

.035K MimARC' Colvin, Joe Reg Anotysis Att: No LR, No 035.K012 RA, p. 1-6: Delete conclus;on that it would be :
Rule .wiressonable to renew licenses without a rt.le. This

option is not steported by frukstry, but it is not

unreasonable.

093 Consolidated Edison Brem, Reg Anotysis . Atti No LR, No 093.003 The alternative approeches to ticense renewat should be' !

Company of New York Stephen B. Rule ' expanded to include not only safety considerations, but -

also other AEA objectives, i.e., etternettve energy
sources needed to replace reactors whose licensees

. eg - choose not to seek Lt.

Y
( C 035K NUMARC. 'Colvin, Joe Reg Anotysis Backfit 035.K015 RA, p. 1-8: LR should not serve me e atrigger" for

I O . consideration of safety evihancements that have streedy
been rejected on the basis of.lapect and value. Revise
per. 2 to reflect this.

035K NUMARC. Colvin, Joe Reg Anotysis Backfit 035.K017 RA, 3-6: Alt. O would impose a very lorge cost on

licensees without en edeepsete demonstrebte safety
justification for such beckfits.

035K --' NUMARC| _ Colvin,' Joe Reg Anotysis 3eckfit 035.K070 -- RA, p. 6-4: In the discussion of procedural'.-

requirements related to beckfits, delete the refeeences
to equipment quotification daring the renewet term.

035K' NtJuRC .~ Colvin, Joe Reg Anotysis CLs 035.K004 RA, p. xil: Delete the description of the

identification and compilation of 'the CLS since it is
inconsistent with the sigpteamentary meteriet in the

-rute.

t

L._____1.,.. ...~.m_.. .-.~+-+--r- . - - - = " - ~ * ~ - ' " - " ~ ~ ' ' ' ' " " ' " ~ '' ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ' ' ' ~ ' ' ~
' ' '
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'

No. INntVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SU8t0Plc NO. CopeENTS
L

e

035K. NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis- CL8 035.K014 RA, p. 1-6: Delete footnote on definition of Ct3 or

revise to make it consistent with septementary i

material in the rule,
i

035K, IfJMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis CLB 035.K024 RA, p. 3-8: Delete the regJirement for t M compilation'

of the CLB for Alt. 9 since it is adequate. Neither the
compilation of the CLB nor the list of CtB doctaments
for en IPA is necessary. '

i

-- 035K NUMARC - Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis CtB 035.t025 RA, 3-9: Note that CLs includes att written ,
,

cosuoltments made in docketed licensing correspondence
w (not *could include")..
to
I

.
.

.035.K051 RA, p. 4-17: Delete att references to the re-creation-

*

C 035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis. CtB
. .

" ~

;and review of plant design basis. If a plant is
coerating today, then the design basis must be
adegJete.'

035K .NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Cts 035.K065 RA, p. 4-54: In the discussion of impacts and
constraints, delete att referentes to design

verification as a part of Lt. There should be air, i
'requirements for inspections to ensure design-

verification..
t

035K NUMARC- Colvin,' Joe Reg Analysis Cts - -035.K069 RA, p. 6-4: In the discussion of procedural-
,

requirements associated with CLB, delete the reference
to equipme=1t gJalification that singles it out es an
expected area of * technical difficulty" in complying
with the CLR beyond 40 yrs.

.

J

"
, _- . __, , ~ -. _ ___._ _ _
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82: TAa AAR SupaNLRY OF PUOLIC CDuqENTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC .

00CKET . ORGANIZATION /- RESPONDENT CupeqENT

. NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME . TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. C0pW4ENTS.

035K ' NUMARC Colvin, Joe ' Reg Analysis Clarification / 035.K027 RA, p. 3-9: Clarify what is meant by " additional ;
Correction informatford needed for SCs requiring review of ARD.

035K NLMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Clarification / 035.K058 RA, p. 4-29: Revisions to the tabte listing the SEP
< Correction plants are suggested. Change " Reactor Manufacturer" to
a *NSSS Designer % and list the NSSS designer of Palisades

as Contustion Engineering.

1

- 035K -WJMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis ClarificaticuV - 035.K060 RA, p. 4-36: Describe the term "special considerations"
Correction in detail. This term appears in the description of

certain types of values and ispects.
t ,

. -

8 035K .NUMARC- Colvin, Joe ' Reg Analysis- Clarification / 035.KD61 RA, p. 4-36: Sthetitute the word "excludee for
,r

.

y correction aincludee in describing the impact-to-value retto for '

Alt. 5 ard the assumptions about special,

considerations.

035K NtmARC Colvin,' Joe Reg Analysis Clarification / 035.K080 RA, p. A-4:. Point Beach it's license empires in 2013,
Correction rot 2012. *

035K NUMARC- Colvin, Joe ' Reg Analysis Constreints 035.K063' RA, p.~4-49: Not att the iteams in the table of impacts
and constraints are discussed in the test. Revise the
text to be consistent with the table. '

035K NUMARC- Colvin, Joe. : Reg Analysis constraints' 035.K064 RA, p. 4-54: Resident inspectors should be given a
greet deal more credit as to their understarvJing of
what constitutes satisfactory agitsJ assessment and
management activities. Revise the discussion of

additional inspection requirements.

t

4

m_.m_ . t . - r p , . , ....-e
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DOCKET- ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT CopeqENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. CapeqENTS

-035K Wim4RC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis constraints 035.K067 RA, p. 4-56: Revise the discussion of impacts and
constraints associated with the development of a
maintenance standard and potentist rutensking to
recognize that current programs routinety address AAD
of components.

'035K NUMARC 'Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis constraints 035.K068 'RA, p. 4-56: Revise the discussion of i g acts and
constraints associated with codes aruf standards to
recognize that only selected codes and standards will
have to be chsW to accommodate LR rather than imply
many changes are neaded.

to

7 035K . NUMARC Colvin, Joe | ' Reg Analysis Cost 035.K052 RA, p. 4-18: Revise the costs of the IPA, dich witt be
-g exh less costly than the estimated 52 million per
u plant.

; 035K NUMARC ' Colvin, Joe Reg Anotysis. Cort 035.K056 RA, p. 4-24: The number of changes to Tech Specs and-

the associated costs are emaggerated.'

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg ArWysis . Cost- 035.K057 RA, p. 4-26:.tSTM costs and activities are exaggerated.
The RA should not assume the adoption of every research
item as a foregone conclusion.

. _

035M - NUMARC. . Colvin, Joe ' Reg Analysis ' cost 035.M030 The discussion should reflect the fact that the
benefits of the alts. witt very. Since the cost of
'laptementing Alts.' C & D will be more than that for
Alts. A & B, fewer reneuels could be essected if Alts.

. C or D is adopted. (EA, p. A-1-11)

070 Winston.& Straun' Reynolds, Reg Analysis' Cost" :070.006' The cost associated with Att. B, discussed in

_

,--._.s _
---..-a----- .-a-.m_. -- -a - - .e , - - - -
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82: TAsutAR SumARY OF PUBLIC 1%F4 ATS ARRANGED SY TOPIC

'

DOCKET- ORGANIZATION / ' RESPONDENT COMMEW,

NO. INDIVIDUAL ' NAME - TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS.
-

.

i
(for 9 Utilities) Nichotos S. MUREG-1362,'is underestimated. The RA should include

additionet costs, in terms of energy and notionet i
security and power replacement, of plants not renewing f

y.

their Licenses. i

035J' NUMARC- Colvin, Joe . ' Reg Analysis Generet 035.J002 NRC's program for LR is excessive and should be:

. reptoced by NUMARC's approach, which is cogrehenstwe
and reasonable.

-035J NUMARC. Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Generet '035.J025 A plant-specific, focused programe consistent with
q

iridustry report positions ..is more reasonable.
- en

Y 035J ~ NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Generet ~ 035.J028 . Aging concerns may be adrsressed through igtementation
U ' of the NLMARC approach. " I
n-

035K - NUMARC. Colvin, Joe . ; Reg Analvsis- Generet. 035.K010 RA, p. 1-3: Change discussion of rad savings due to ..

-

prohibiting plant operations beyond 40 yrs since much !

of the R80 vill be needed to confirm the safety of-

plants in the first 40 yrs.

035K NUMARC ' Cotvin," Joe Reg Analysis Generet. '035.K013' RA, p.'1-6: Recognize that many espects of ARD are
, ,

currently reguteted during the initiet tere.'
,

035K i NUMARC-. Colvin, Joe. '_ Reg Anotysis 'Generet- 033.KD18 RA, p. 3-7: Delete reference to proposed maintenance.

rule as a current regulatory provision thet will

address technical issues in the reneuel term. NRC has
- demonstrated the edespancy of maintenance programs et

the vest majority of plants.. J
. !'

035K 'NUMARC, Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Generet'. 035.K020 RA, p. 3-8: Alternative a should ret resutt 'in a j

1

.i

_ _ _ . _ . _ . , . , f ,- - ...J.,, , .- ., 4 v .m s . . ...u. m, s , _
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s2: TAeULAR spewty or PUsLIC topeqENTS ARRANGED gY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT CupeIENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. C0f00ENTS

general study to predict falture due to aging. Delete

statement about the shift in focus from operabitity and

'falture recovery to gradual changes dJe to aging.

035K NtmARC Colvin, Joe- Peg Analysis Generat 035.K045 RA, p. 4-13: Delete references isptying that older
plants wilt have more difficulty complying with the LR
rule. There is no styport for this statement.

035K NUptARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Generat 035.K074 RA, p. 6-9: The suggestion that advanced reactor
technologies may render current designs unacceptable to
M C seems at odds with the NRC's 2 key principles for
LR.

,txt(
U 035Kt NUMARC' Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis General 035.K075 RA, p. 7-2: A plant's cperating history is a proper

sahject for NRC regulation before and after LR, but
should rust be an issue dering LR proceedings.

-
Reg Analysis General 035.K079 RA, p. 8-7: The RA lapties that a plant must be ini035K NUMARC -Colvin, Joe

" good management standing" as a prerequisite to LR.
' This is not mentioned in the proposed rule and seems to
be at odds with NRC's 2 key principles.'

098 OCRE Niett,. Reg Analysis Generat 098.011 ~ NUREG 1362 implies that plant management perforamnce,

' Susan L. should be explicitly addressed in the rute. NRC should
make management performance a part of the rule as a
materiet issue to be addressed in t M heerings process.

098~ ' OCRE . 'Niett, Reg Analysis General 096.021 See Consents 96.019,020: Regulatory analysis assertion
Susan L. -that NRC orders modifications, as necessary, is

questionable, as eviders-ed in CE-PORV decision thet

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . ,

m--5' --- _- C.--
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B2: TA$dLARSUMMARYOFPUBlikCopa9ENTSARRANGEDBYTOP!C

DOCKET ORGANIZAi!ON/ RESPONDENT COMMENT

No. INDIVIDUAL MAME TOPIC SU9 TOPIC NO. COMMENTS

invoked the backfit rule to avoid addition of PORVs.

098 OCRE Hiatt, Reg Analysis General 098.042 See Cornent 98.004: Pleased that rule does not include
Susan L. backfit analysie for rulerraking.

035J NUMARC Colvin,. Joe Reg Analysis IPA 035.J020 Aging management should focus on SSCs impoetant to
license renewet that are not in EEP and for which
long-term ARD may cause foiture to perform safety
function.

035J NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA 035.J021 Risk is dominated by a small rs.mber of SSCs. Aging
, w % ..,..t activities could be rather narrowly focused
7 . on selected items ard stitt assure public health and
[ safety.
m

035J NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA 035.J027 Chty those components that may fait unexpectedly af ter
the 40-yr terie or that may dewenstrate an increased
unavailability, affecting safety and previously
undetected, are important.

035K Nt. MARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA 035.K005 RA, p. xil: Revise the descriptions of cettection and

analysis of data, and assessment of aging to recognize
tt.4 restricted set of equipment that will require
detailed aging analysis.

035t ' .NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA 035.K019 RA, p. 3-7: Ncte that aging management activities will
be narrowly foct. sed on those selected items that are

- inportant to enstring public heetth and safety.
Recorrmend referencing NUMARC methodology.
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82: TA8ULAR StD04ARY OF FUBitC CDetENTS ARRANGED Bf TOPIC

DOCKET ORGAffIZAT10N/ RESPONDENT cot"ENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPlc SUBT'7tC NO. COMMENTS

035K NueARC Cotvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA C35.1021 RA, p. 3-8: Zstootish a consistent definition of SSCs
"i g ortant to license renewsta among rule package
doctments.

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe . Reg Analysis IPA 035.CO22 R4, p. 3 3: Revise discussion of $$Cs used in safety
analysis or plant evaluations for the CL8 to be
consistent with IU1 ARC smethodology. Limit these SSCs to

,those specified in the NUMARC proposal.

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA 035.8223 RA, p. 3-8: Delete reference to "isportant to safety
f metions" and use "i m ortant to ticense renewat."

tv

Y 035K NUMARC Colvin,' Joe Reg Analysis IPA 035.8026 RA, p. 3-9: Revise description of screening to reflect-

U
IC4 ARC methodology. MRC's IPA is et internally"

self-consistent.

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysit IPA 035.1028 RA, p. 3-9: itevise Gscussion of collection and
enstysis of data to focus narrowly on the specific
functional requirements of the se8ected SCs. LR is not
a deteited research program, but a program to ensure
continued safe operation.

035K NUMARC Colvin,' Joe. Reg Anelyst*, IPA 035.Kt129 RA, p. 3-o: The implication that there is a requirement
to reconstruct operationet and <1esign histories of
conponents could open an area to intervenor chattenge
that we believe is unintended by the NRC.

035K N8JNARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA 035.K054 RA, p. 4-4: Note that it may be possible to demonstrate
by evaluation that ARD is not significant with respect
to the CLB for sTe comenents, and there would be no
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s2: TAaULAR SUMARY OF PUBLIC COMENTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT ComEM
~ NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. Co mENTS

!,

i
need to manage eging for such components. .

035KL NLMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis ipr. 035.K035 RA, p. 4-4: Characterfte the'tist of representative SCs
for Alt. 8 as including many SSCs that will be foisx! to
be ITLR,.not "likely to be identified as warranting Lf
additional analysis with respect to aging." teany wilt ;

_

be covered by an EEP.

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg nnalysis IPA 035.K03 6 RA, p.'4-5: Add pressurizer to the table of'

representative components for the regulatory analysis
of Alt. 8.

,

to -
y '035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis IPA 035.Ko&3 RA, p. 4-9: Revise to CFR 54 to reflect the conclusion
~C that risk is dominated by a amatt rumber of. SSCs. As
*

written, the aging management program is Independent of ;
- contributtort to rick or significance of ARD.

F

035K ' IPJMARC Colvin, Joe . Reg Analysis IPA 035.K04s RA, p. 4-13:1tn the discussion of credit for existing.
^: n programs that satisfy the rule requirements; revise to

give credit to effective aging management programs at
currently operating plants.

035K : NUMARC; -Colvin,1 Joe Reg Analysis IPAf 035.K053 RA, p. 4-19: Revise description of 'cests to cetteet and
'

.,

-anatyre data to recognize that residual life - r

assessments are not neces'sery for every component.lTLR
and that there are satisfactory alternatives to this

- type of assessment.:
.

035K " NLMARC '- ,Colvin,. Joe. . Reg Analysis IPA 035.K054 - RA,.p. 4-22: The focus of aging management should not
be on maintainirn safety margins, but on maintaining. *

>

m

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ , y , 7 +-. ~ -w.- ,s , ,e,. - ,y-- ,e -w -g .<,
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82: TABULAR SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS ARRANGED BY TOPIC

DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT C09 TENT

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOFIC NO. CD#fENTS

plant operations within prescribed timits. Revise text
to delete reference to safety margins.

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis I mtementation 035.K077 RA, p. 8-6: Comtetion of IPEs ty the time of LA is
!svaaterlat. No special consideration of sevare

accidents is requireo. The statement that sp wific
consideration of the tend plants is anticipated is
inamropriate.

035K ~ NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis. I mtementation 035.K078 RA, p. 8-6: The discussion of GSIs in the RA is

inconsistent with that in NUREG-1412 concerning GSI
, g resolution, cost / benefit anstysis, and the ef fect of an

additional 20 yrs of operation.

035K NLMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Procedurst 035.K009 RA, p xill: Recognize that the 20-yr timit for LR is
Issues arbitrary and that there is no technical basis kr it.

(p. mil, tine 41)

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis' Procedural 035.K043 RA, p. 4-15: *n the discussion of timely renewat, it is
issues assumed that there witt be a 1-yr hearing. In the

discounting for the RA, it is assised that there witt

be no hearing, only a 2-yr NRC review. This discrepancy
should be corrected.

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Procedural 035.K071 RA, p. 6-8: There is no reason why all plant changes
issues should have to be coupleted by the end of the initial

license. The changes need only be Iglemented by a
specified time. License renewat should not be en excuse
to accelerate activities.
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. DOCKET ORGANIZATION / .
[r

'

RESPONDENT COMMENT. 4

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME'- TOPIC SUBTOPlc NO. COMENTS

.

i

'035K 'NUMARC Colvin,' Joe : Reg Analysis Proceducat 035.K072 :RA, p. 6-9: The timitation to no more then 23 yrs
Issues beyond the initial term is expressly at odds with the

statute.'The NRC should establish 20 yrs es the
regulatorynoratsstessan,applicantisebtetojustify; ;
e longer .ters, tq) tc 40 yrs.

.

035C NOMARC'' Colvin, Joe ' Reg Analysis Procedural -035.K073{ RA, p. 6-9: The 20-yr timit is at ockis with NRC's 2
' Issues'' basic principles governing LR. Except for ARD, the CtB

should keep the plant-safe indefinitely, and once e
" plant has an aging management progren, there is little.. h
value in another review.

to
-

035Jj MUMARC Colirin, ' Joe Reg Analysis -Ratio 035.J001 Alt. A is the only one that meets the NRC's
*-- impact /value test of $1000/ person-re. . The ratio for.
O

| alt.' 8 is $13,000/ person-rem.

LO35J. NUMARC' -Celvin, Joe Ec; analysis Ratio- ~035.J018 Revised ispect-value rettos are (in S/ person-ree): j
: Alt. 8 vs. A--13,C")0 Alt. C vs. 8--180,000

'

*- Alt. D vs. B--1,300,000.
>

035K .NUMARC Colvin, . Joe - Reg Analysis Ratio. 035.K062 RA, p. 4-37: Change the discussion -4 the'
value-to-tafSet ratio of Att. C to be consistent with &

the table of results. i

062 : Grove Engineering ' Walker,' Reg Analys'is Rotio 062.020 The vetues in the cost-benefit anstyses are extremely ' ;

' Robert S.' conservative upper batsids, but are not specificatif

characterized es such. This could cause umecessory

. concerns fer the generet pt6 tic. [
.a

096 10CRE Hiatt,- Reg Analysis- . Ratio. 098.031 L Discrepency between occtestionet estposure V/t *

_

I

:
-1

. -

_
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DOCKET ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT ComENT

NO. thDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBt0PIC #0. COMMENTS

Susan L. (SC000/ person-ren) and public exposure V/I
(S1000/persert-ren). Shoutd consistent 1y use 58000.

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk 035.K041 RA, pp. 4-10 & 4-11: Change the heading of tables of
the dteinant centributors to risk to iruficate that the
increase is for a specified ruter of years and state
the ru ter of years.

035K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Afsk- 035.K042 RA, 4-10-8 4-11: Include the fatture andes in the
,

tables of the dominant centributors to risk so thet a
better tnderstanding of that is causing EDF increase
can be obtained.

to

035K WUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk 035.KO43 RA, 4-10 & 4-11: in the tables of the dominant~

- contributors to risk, describe er define the foltasing
erds: comectors, piping, and cables. (See Coment
35.J012.)

035M NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk u35.MOE detete petegr5 '; discussing the differerce in the
co x vavaanc? c' t ::evere accident durirg renewet vs.
1." tim li wise ters The EA should focus on the
d h fer n e tcO,een LR ander the existing and proposed
rute. (EA, Peg- 4-16,. ^ac. 4.2.4)

035M NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Anstysis Risk 035.M033 Delete quw45teHm discussion of increesed risk of
severe acctdent e 4Je to eging to indicate that the
".. oversight responsibilities of NRC and licensee enutd
reasonably assure that no significant change in the
risk would occur." (EA, p. A-4)

.
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B2: TABJLAR SU48ARY OF PUBLIC COPMENIS ARRANGED BY TOPIC '

DOCKET - ORGANIZATION / RESPONDENT COMMENT
'

NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC 51)BTOPIC NO. CG4MENTS -

|. . .j035J NUMARC - Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Data 035.J006 Assuiptions lead to mrealistic results, such as high
"

unevaltabilities that would leed to action certy in the

cycle, rather than et the end. Neither the utility nor

NRC could attow such failure rates to exist.

.
. i

- 035J ' NUMARC Colvin, Joe ' Reg Analysis Risk: Date 035.J007 Regulatory analysis assunes e testing intervet for Movs *

30 times longer than that used in NUREG-1150 PRAs.
NUREG-1150 PRAs use failure-on-demand rather than
failure as a f metion of time.

.

M

035J - NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Data 035.J009 Analysis for cegonents contributing to accident
to . initiation teeds to un(eetistic results. Excessive
N ~

1

I feiture rate for steen generator tube 4t9ture is not

d emsistent with reesonable indastry data.
N.

- i,
,

035J- NUMARC Colvin, Joe ~ ' Reg Analysis Riskt Data 035.J010 Isportance meesures for passive components are not
~

taken from NUREG-1150 PRAs. Much sr. ter contributions
to CDF would have resulted from us * MUREG-1150

importances.

035J NUMARC Colvin, Joe . Reg Analysis Risk: Data 035.J011 High initist'ng event probabilities predicted by linear j

.oging modet esti into serious question the predictions ;

of CDF based on initiating event frequency at the 50-yr
period.

035J ' $.1JMARC : ..Colvin, Joe- Reg Analysis ~ Risk: Data 035.J012 The comection between some of the component f attures *

(trakbers, botts) and accident sequences is not cteer.

035J. . NUMARC- Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Data 035.J015 Data are mixed from a verlety of sources: NUREG-1150 i

PRAs, RSSMAP PRAs. The nu@ers should have e consistent

,

'

a- - --- - , - - - - < , , ;a.
_
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DOCKET ORGANIZATIC2t/ RESPONDENT COMMENT
NO. INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTOPIC NO. COMMENTS

basis aruf should be from the best available sources.

035K N8JM# tC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Data 035.K066 RA, p. 4-55: In the discussion of developrent of aging
techniques for PRAs, note that few faltures can be
shown to be statistically related to eging. Reference
the paper by Wolford et al.

058 U.S. 00E McGoff, Reg Analysis Risk: Data 058.020 Alternative a: MCrv fatture rate used in the analysis a
David J. Inconsistent with NUREG-1150--a factor of 30 higher.

This propagates through the analysis, creating
mrealistic f alture scenarios. Similar emanptes are

g cited for accident initiation.to
'1

035J wuMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Modet 035.J013 Concerned with use of the Linear eging erdet. Some
deternination of the point in time at which aging
begins to affect reliability is necessary.

033J NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Model 035.J014 Concerned with the application of the Taylor series
methodology to project risk function as a function of
time over targe time increments. Sensitivity
coef ficients should not be presumed to be constant.

035K NtmARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Modet- 035.Kt:37 P.4, p. 4-8: The report on linear aging models did not
undergo peer review and is viewed as non-conctr ive by
the industry. (See Conssents 35.J013, 35.J014.)

035K WUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Modet 035.K038 RA, p. 4-9: Revise the description of the risk results

to be consistent with Appendix C, edrich is based on e
plant's aging steadily for 50 yrs, with th? 50th yr
representing the midpoint of the LR period.

. - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _
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035K NUMARC' Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Model 035.K039 RA, p. 4-9: Review the risk anstysis to determine where
weaknesses exist. The TIRGALEX analysis ovtvestimates
the rate of increase in risk conalderably. (See

Corsnents 35.J009 and 35.J0 0.)

135K NUMARC Colvin, Joe Jeg Analysis Risk: Model 035.K081 RA, p. C-9: 50 yrs of aging is assa ed. A more
restistic analysis would be to start with the tailure

rates at the time of LR and evaluate aging for the

remaining yrs of operation (tess than 50 yrs). '

058 U.S. DOE McGoff, Reg Analysis Risk: Modat 058.018 Alternative A: The asstaption of a linese aging modet

David J. is overty conservative in that NRC oversight will
correct the kinds of gross equipnent faltures that they
NRC postulat&4 to cause high core damsge frequency.{

n

035 NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Results 035.003 Estimates of red;ction in core damage freque cy for a* t
alterr1tives are overestiasted. Only + . A is

supportebte by NRC's con data. Although results {sp!y
complete breakdown of NRC oversight, principal fault is
data and modeling--no basis.

035J NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Resutts 035.J006 NUMARC strongly disagrees with conclusions regarding !

increases in risk cbe to aging for Alt. A and expects

that NRC oversight will correct f altures causing high
CDFs predicted for Alt. A.

035J NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Results 035.J005 CDF for Att. A would not exceed 1*10-4/yr. CDF would
not be 1.8*10-3/yr, as in the regulatory analysis.

035J NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Results 035.J008 Conbined contribution of Tables C.7A and C.73 (active

. _ _ .

_____..m_-_____ k
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,

corvonents, PWit) should drop from 9.4*10-4/yr to twtow
3*10-5/yr.

035J NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Results 035.J016 CDF increases due to aging for Alt. A would be small,
and the matinten CDF reduction that Alt. B would schieve'
would be tess than 1*10-4/yr. t

035J 'NUMARC - Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis Risk: Results 036.J017 Risk reductions for Alts. C and D are clearly I

- overstated. kUREG-1150 estimates are tower than .
previous estimates, and C and D would not redxe CDF by
more than 1*10-5/yr. I

to .
' 035K 'NUMARC Colvin, Joe Reg Analysis. Risk: Results 035.K033 RA, p. 4-1: Qualify the conclusion about the risk

3 redtetion associated with Alt. 9 by stating the*
- asstrptions ard implications of asstaptions used in the
ana1ysis.'~(See Cannents 035.J004-035.J016.)

058 U.S. DOE: McCoff,- Reg Analysis Rick: Results 058.019 Alternative A: The calculated change in CDF of
D+vid J. 1.8E-3/yr is overty conservative. Aging of mitigation

systems and SSCs will likely be discovered through NRC
oversight programs to evert failures

~ rOS2 Americans for Lee, ; Reg Analysis' Risk: Results 082.001 The PA underestiftstes the benefits of Alt. 8 over Alt.,

Nuclear Energy, Inc. Douglas O. A. Under Alt. 9 the additional maintenarce and
stm eillance activities to address plant aging and
maintaining CtB are likety to leprove safety and reduce

' CDF.

- 082, Americans for L?e, Reg Analysis 8tisk: Pesults 082.002 The reductions la co m damsge freq;encies calcuteted, ,

' Nuclear Energy, Inc. Douglas 0. for Alts. C and D are clearly overestimated.

_
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.

i

C08 IPJMDC Oruhe, Reg Philosophy Adeqpate Safety C08.001 Questions ruling that att existing plants'are safe. f
'

Virginia i
!

'012 Western Net:raske . Johnson, Mike | Reg Philosophy' Adequate Safety 012.001. The mRC's history of regulatory enforcement is not such
.

Resources Comcil that the p;blic can or should take the artzitrary j
generic determination of power plant safety en faith. [

a
012' Western Nebraska Johnson, Mike Reg Philosophy Adequate Sciety 012.007 Rule dissuades applicant from thoroughty exploring :!

-

'
' Resources Councit.. safety i mlications of license renewal.

i

014' Leising', DavidI , Reg Philosophy _ Adequate Safety 014.001 Perpteted by rule statement that currently operating 3

. txt reactors are safe enough. Plant granted a license in -i
'

1961 could not meet today's requirements.
. g,.

_

*
014/ ' Leising,~ David Reg Philosophy AdegJate Safety 014.002 A plant meeting NRC regulations today puty not meet

these rules.after 20 more yrs of wear.

:032 Justice, Marita ; Reg Philosopiy Adegaste safety 032.001 The concept of CLs cotg> led with provisions for managing
aging as providing an acceptable'levet of safety is
absurd. As wIth outcaobite drivers who sust renew !

their licenses, safety levels drop despite renewet
based on an original licensing basis.'

,

6

'035F NUMARC. Colvin, Joe' Reg Philosophy Adequate Cafety 035.F004 - To clarify matter (see 35.F003), ARD should be removed '!-
''from the first principle and treated |n a seperate

~ sentence after first & second principles:
"...Conunission makes special note...that ARD management
is an integret part of CLB...' ~|

I' '
. .

Adequate Safety 035.F010 The performance of IPEs and the closure of 1 severe
..

035F 'hlMARC . Colvin,' Joe- (Reg Philosophy

t

t

!.

= .. ~- - . - - - = .
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!

i,
,

accidents will proceed irrespective of Lt. When changes
are made in response to severe accidents, those changes [
will become port of the CL8. (SOC, p.19, lines 16-18) !

-Ol5M NUMARC -Colvin,: Joe Reg Philosophy Adequate safety 035.M034 NUREG 1398 statement m the need for an age-menegement

|_ program st@ptementing CLB should be changed to reflect
that the licensees have been and will contirue to

: address age-related degradation. (EA, Page lii, Line
7). ;

+

056. . Greenpeace, N!RS'' Riccio &' . Reg Philosophy AdegJate Safety 056.002' NRC' asserts that att existing reactors are safe enough,
t::s Marriotte when in fact many reactors do not even meet their CLBs.
N
;g The argument that reactors are safe because they have
d operated without meltdown for 20 yrs does not stand-a

test of togic or restity.

.

056 Greenpesce, N!RS . Riccio 8 Reg Philosophy Adequate Safety 056.003 Quotes M. Lewis (ACRS-T-1789, 3-26-90) statement re:<

Marriotte' - "The fact that one has operated stfety. for a finite.

, period of time proves that the stafety levet is adegJete ,

is just not statisticatty right because there isn't .

.that auch history...."

057 ti.S. DOE : Yoteg, Reg Philosophy- Adequate Safety 057.001 Strongly st9 ports the CLB philosophy. .Given NRC's
William H.' oversight functicris,'a reactor that is safe to operate ~ '

in the test month of its initial License term should be
safe to operate in the first month of its renewed

'ticense term.

058- ' O.S.L DOE . McGoff, Reg Philosophy : Adequate Safety 058.001 Suggests modification of the CLB discussions to

' David J. Indicate that CLB is adequate for the initial term, and

'!
,

e
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DOCKET ORGANIZATION / 1*SPONDENT CDe'Euf

No. 14DIv100AL NAME TOPIC SLSTOPIC me. Cr,MuTS.

seith the possible emception of Aan, erkauste fer ary
renewet. Such modification would be more cmsistent
with the Ampt principles.

102 UCS, mECup Potterd, Reg Philoseghy A& g ate Safety 102.006 Adequate protection, accordice to etc, must seen either

Curran, @ etever levet of protection e plant hacorns to

Tousley provide, or thet tewet of protectir; previoed ty the

least safe plant et its teest sefe e .

102 UCS, NECNP Pottard, Reg Philosog*y Adeguete Safety 102.009 UCS does net accept the Ceresinien*S smejor preerse that

Curren, existing plants are ufe erwugh, either for nou oc for
toustey the future.

f
- 111 Envircrementet Jahrerud, Reg Philosophy A&quate safety 111.013 In view of the euttitude of *te= sons teemad.,*

\
v
co Coalition on mucteer Judith M. information, assurances, and methodologies used in the

Power, initiet licensing 20 yrs ses cemet now be considered
o&gmte even for essesweent of plant safety for the

remainder of current license ters.

'111 Enviraramentet Johnsnai, seg Philosa *y Adegaste Safety 111.G14 In tight af recent firufings are adverse effects of

Coetit -m crt Nuc1e9r Judith N. Iow-dose iartiaing redietion, NRC*s enistiN reyJ4etione8

for issuance of CLs are inedequate and ebsetete, and fPeuer
not suitebte fer entensten of plant Licenses for

another 20 yrs.

005 Everett, Reten . Reg Philosophy Agine 005.002 setteves licensees will not heve to act$ress eging

4- a & ring the 2G years between asq>ticotton fer renewet
ticense and the end of the originot 40-y=or !!ce ww.

Er Lewis, nervin seg Philosegby Aging 009.001 Staf f has refusef to look et tarys feiture retas of

= . _ - . - -
- - - - --

-
- -

-. ,. _ _ _ _
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DOCKET ORGas!ZATItM/ PEsp040fET CCretENT

#0. INDIVIDUAL 4AME T&tC SUBTOP!C mo. CDeEENTS

m. .. ~A SSCs es plant ages. seed trblesed Isok et costs of
operating eging pierrts, incitsfing likely increase in
exposure to woriters and the p6blic.

,

035F spJptARC Colvin, Joe seg Philosophy Aging 035.T003 M 'ication to SOC: The first principle should give

Manage =ent credit for esisting programs. Problem is that ARD is
stated es enception to CLB. A80 is not enception tut is
substened in sM is integral port of C18. (Pege 13, lifw
15 of SOC)

050 EPat norston, T. U. Reg Philoserby aging 050.002 Concerned with statement of two key LR p inciples n

manngemert givee ;<e L%e SOC. As stated they can be letterpreted to
y

meen that ARD monogement is not port of a plant's CLS.y
Sue to current ##C rWietions, ade? Ate mefesur% are7

* in ptoce to sonoge ARD

J 054 Baltimore Gas and Creet, G. C. Reg Philosophy Aging se54.017 Disagrees with the faplicatione of the first eruf sets.us

Electric 4.- .-u . .t principles of the rute--that Aa0 is not edequetely,

managed and edfitionst actions would be necessary to
manege eging during the ree*wt ters_ Shor?ld adact
NL94 ARC's proposed sedifications.

034 - Ostetherpe Power mcGee, Reg Philosophy CLs waint=nnnce 034.002 Strongly supports amC's principle that each plant's CLs
must be ,sintained dJring the recevet period since itCorporction Steven R.
recognizes the evetving set of corditiens that aury
css 9pe as tSe technetegy odwarces and acre opereting
esperience is gained.

035F WJmARC Colvir., Joe Weg Philosophy CLB Maintenance 035.FST) Problem esith the second principle as provi: led in the
rule *...and each plant's current licensing besis is

. . _ . . . . ~ . _ . . . . . . _ . . . . ~ _ . .

. . . . . _ . _ _ _ .. _ _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.

. . . _ . . . . . _ . . . . _. .. . ..
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saintei.ned daring the renewet period....* Use of
*esintained' suggests t* tat CIS et time of re wwel is

static. (SOC, p. 23, ti me 13)

077 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, Reg Philos W CLB Maintenance G79.001 There is too such euthesis on an6ntenance of tM CLE
Cceporation F; anit E. dJring the ranewet period. T M principles of

regulat:ary gAltosch for license remwat should

et*erly focus on matters thet will maintain eccecable
lev *ts of safety.. (SOC IV.eti))

079 Multiple Dynamics Gregor, Reg Philot *y CLE Maintenance C79.005 The principle of meintaining the CLS during the rewwet
as Corporation Frank E. term is ret a necessary comptes=nt to the first
y principle _ tether, meintenance of the CLS is just
G *t:usinees es amuel.* % tv.e(in))o

102 UCS, NECNP Potterd, Reg Phil_oso W CLS Maintanence 102.0CE The la rule cetains .e fed;cetion cf tM ssrrer 6n

Curran, which WPC Intends to gregsde with the enoruuss and
Toustey ceuptem problems posed try powee pist oging.

143 U.S. cmi t- .a of schrote, John Weg Philosophy CLB Maintenance 143 007 W. oversight progrees that are to prwide the
the Inttrior E. rationate for ncrt requiring a finding that a plant is

operating tyder its CLS do not imits$e envircreentet
acrtitoring.

035F NLMARC Colvin, Joe teg Philoscehy Generst C35.F005 Change title e' first principle to " Licensing Basis
Adequacy" insted of Ticensing smis tetentiere to

adegartely descrioe *** meinc!pte. (SOC, p.14, line 1)

035F NUMARC Cetvin, Joe seg Phiteseg*y Generet 035.F007 Reccommends additionet clorifi stien to sec. iv.e{li) ty
! seking IV.s(iii)-(vill) sabestvies to IV.e{il) and

t

!

L___ _______ '
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18 0 . INDIVIDUAL NAME TOPIC SUBTCPIC uc. COmENTS

neking *Secord Principle: meietoining the Lic=nsieg
Basis Duri-g seec=t TenW* Sec.IV.e(lit h ts0C, p. 20)

052 ; Maryterd Safe Energy sirnie, Reg Phitoscohy General 052.003 met oversight ef renewed Lice m plom s should be sere
rigid ord conscientious than rAaring the inittet

Costitlen Patricia
operating license period. This greater vigilance stens
frtue treertainties of plant eging and a uectining pooi
of technical talent.

052 maryterd safe Energy sirnie, Reg Philosophy Generat 052.012 A threshold of 70% capacity should be established fo-
ithe 5 yrs prior to reneust for the amticat on em toCostiticu Patricia

te considered. Anything less t w ts poor
n,

W . ,ms..t. poce w ai r , poor construction, poc.cy
cperation, or some ceabination. |

*".*"w
e

052 Maryland Safe Eg simie, Reg Philosophy General 052.C*3 met should establish smific regsfred qtotifications j

with which managers of utilities etnt couwdy twfe-v j
Costit6cn Patricle

M:ense renewet is srgreted. |
|

052 Me-yIand safe Energy aimie, eeg PhItosoge; Geneest 052.0 % met shoutd essess tu sweiiabitity of ouetif fed
perservet to coerste caseteer power plants t:eforeCoalition Petricia
reding the licenses of ery ef t9w= in light of the
shrirdting pool of nuctegr engirews. g

I

052 maryterd safe Energy sirnie, teg Philosov y General 052.015 The rusteer irdJstry is touting sleptified, safer new
designs, yet also 4 & ocatirg license renewet of greetlyCostition Patricio
troubted reactors. This points to un tsweceptable
levet of risk beicq imposed tsen the puhtic.

'052 Meryland Safe Energy airnie, Reg Philosophy Ge wrat 052.017 Those ptents thet have experienced excessive worter
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Coelition Patricie ewposure to radiation sheutd ret tw ret icansed.

09 Maryland 5sfe Erwrgy Birnie, **g Philosophy Ganeemt C52.013 Those plants tocated within s 50-site radius of

Costition Patricia peculation cMers s-%td ret be reticensad.

062 Grove Engirweeirs vaiker, Neg Philoso e y W el 062.C15 Agrees that fottowing requires should be

Robeet S. spacificatty etetuded from the rule: F8A, IPEs, sav*ee
accidents, enti-trust review, W eensissioning,
engevey pregere@ess, financial quetificstice,

ccerator licensing, and physiest security.

1

m 076 IDES Ortciger, Reg PhitesetAy Gerwrat 076.001 The regulatory accroach and @itosc@y used to
7 Thones W. fo'vulate the rule is satisf actory. Setievas t% !

C preposed rule can be effective, pnwi* d t5e ecce:-tonce
"

criterie used in review'. 9 the ecotication are
satisfactory and c e sistently appiled.

076 10ws Orteiger, Reg Phitosghy Generat 076.t06 Itotes that the documents en SSC screanirs nethodblogy
Theres W. and industry technical reports en aging have not yet

been ptetished. If they are found to be

trsatisf actory, the philosophy and eperosch of proposed
rute asy not be votid. See Con wnt 75.001

030 State of afew Jersey Lipoti, Jitt Rag Philosophy Gwat 080.002 Rersairing an occident - , - , program in the license
Dept. of Erwir. Prot renewet process would e+ance piant safety ower tM

plant's lifetime end reduce the rist of a nutteer plant
|
'

sceident in h*w Jersey.

098 OCRf Miett, Reg Philoso#y Generat 095.002 ACRs and ptttic irwolved in SsF/ Reg Guide develecrwnt,
Susan L. but not in review toop of industry tepicet r w ts that

!

I
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imay address techrtical issues suc* es P2 ng.

102 UCS, 4ECMP Pottard, Reg Philoscgby Generst 102.001 The primary ct>jective of the LR rule should be to
ensure that plants do reirt rm beyerd their originst

Curran,
fticensing period witees they can do so safety.toustey

102 UCS, 4ECNP Pollard, Reg Philosog*y renerat 102.007 The Consission seems to reed Sec.103(c) of t*w Atenric
Energy Act to say that a license must be renewed uponCurran.
the expiration of its initial forty years, rather thanTousley
that it may be re M .

102 UCS, NECNP Petterd, Reg Philosogby Generat 102.008 ft is not eteer to us, nor has the Consissioi ottam tad
tz, to denonstrate, that nucteer power plant Licmees7 Curran.

should be renewed at alt.G Toustey
w

012 idestern Nebreske Johnson, Mike seg Philoseg*y USI/GSI 012.004 Require utilities to impte= rett resolutions to USIs
prior to receiving renewad license.Resources comelt

032 Justice, Merita Reg Philosophy USI/CSI 032.003 Ust and GSI resolutions sust be implemented before
tirense rewt. The rule considers anything atme CLS

not such gravity" to requirears * enhancements" etc are
action, whether that be repairs or shutdown.

033 Tuter, Seth . Reg Philosophy USI/GSt 033.005 The proposed rule would not re wire that USI/GSI
casumitments be isoleme ited tefore e re wwet is granted.
This contradicts the shote ideo of USI/ESI process.

039 Patton, Tissan Reg Philoseghy USI/GSI 039.002 See 39.001--The current review process of nutteer power
plants and compliaice with correcting USIs is already
week. The proposed rule for extendiry ett existig

. - _ _ _ . _ _ _ - . .. .. ..
. . . .. .. . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _
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ticenses without plant modification would make setter,

worse.

042 Cortbn, Bradley M. peg Pnitosephy USt/GSt 042.003 set should rerJuire that utilities istement rnotutions
to USI/GSI prior to receiving a renewad Iicerne.

044 Toledo Coalition for Schut, Dini Reg Philosophy USI/CSI 044.002 Aging plants shotrid ret have their licenses extented
Safe Energy and attowed to operate with USI/GSis. WeC *wst insist

that att safety %anceets" have been corrief out.

By not doing so, att hos lost its credibility.

052 marytard Safe Err *rgy sirnie, Weg Philosophy USI/GSI 052.002 wo ticeese should be renewad at any facility for e ich
ra Coalition Patricia CSts are stilt outstanding.I
~

v
I- 056 Greerpeace, WIRS Riccio & peg Philoscphy USI/GSI 056.012 The riste mis e ts the nature of GSis and faits to

marriotte require that GSts/USIs be adkessed prior to issuance
cf a rerewed license. Also points cut inceralstevies

in 55 FR 29046 Backgrotrid and MUREG-1412 regartfing what
GSis address.

056 Greerpeace, WIR$ Riccio & pas Philosophy USI/GSI 056.013 By reneviry the license without Isolementing GSt
marriotte resolutions, NRC wist let a plant operate which it

knows is more dangerous than the ptant it origina!ly
licemed. GSis beve a wey of becuring USIs & even once
reselved, the issue is rarely solwad.

071 Sinclair, Mary reg Philosophy USI/GSI 071.009 WRC does not establish time tables to resotwe UST/GSI
on the grourds that they wiit be resetved at some
future date. As e resutt, sane of the est scrit*Jr

safety prtbtems have 1 pone seresotwed for yeses, scrae
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for lenger then a decacie.

075 messectuett* P. bile Nogee, Aten - seg Philosechy ust/GSI 075.005 WRC should ensure thet the licerisee hos iaytemented the
resolution of wreselved Safety issues (Ust) and

. Interest Res. Group
>

Generic Safety Issues (Gst).

. 079 multiple Dynamics Gregor, Reg Phitosephy Ust/GSI 079.003 Gereret topics such as Usts should net be introduced in

-Corporettorr. Frank E. the licerse reneust process. These are opplicable and
- enforceable to att coersting plants, regerdiess of

their desire to entend life. (SOC ty.etv))

m 088 Concern About' Prother, Reg Philosophy USI/Est 088.003 Att USI/Gsf thet the NRC hos *resolveeP should be-

ingdemented try the wtitity se a preregrisite to ticenseY Rediatieri in the Keren N.

1 ' Erwir. reneunt. Other esumitments or c*aressants should be
" included as reesirements for iteense teneunt es port of

the CLS.

098 'OCRE Wiett, Reg Philosophy USt/GSI 048.009 It is taicorincienmede to perarit USUCSI to go tairesotwed

Susan L. throughout the operetirg Lifettee of a plant.
Resettitlen and imudementetiert as pre egeisite for

license re.wust is the teost NRC can do to be credible.

'02- . UCS, NECNP '- Potlord, Reg Philosophy USI/GSt 102.024 The proposed rute ettempts to minleine the significance
1

c? outstandirg unresolved generic safety issues, .Currae,

Tousley cherecteriting these et reteting to sere %.^e4 .as*
of safety.

-102' UCS, NECNP Potterd, Reg Philosophy tfst/GSI 102.025 Esemples of 6 safety issues that are not e*austety
addressed by regutetions are citeds including ATWS eruf'Curr m ,

Toustey' power oscittettens, feiture of MUws, norpower

_
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eccidents, lifetime of pipirg, hydrogen centnastion, and -
boekflow through egri m .

102 UCS, mECup - potterd, Reg Philosophy USt/GSI 102.062 met should not grant any license edere Septementation
Curran, of Cst er USI resolutions remains tancingdeted. Idhere
Tousley it is not possible to cons > tete iusrtemmtetien, a

ti<ense should not be renewed.

102 UCS, NECNP. Potterd, peg Philosophy USI/ Cst 102.043 The cost-benefit onetyees used to reject bactfits frame
Curran, Cst resolutions mer be fundamentally tairetlebte since

..Tousley they are not sensitive to e dadding of remaining plant
es . tife.

Y'
C -102 :UCS, mECMP Potterd, aeg Philosophy USI/CSI 102.064 Ar y cost-beewfit eretysis thet reoutted in the
-* Curran, rejection of a backfit oseecletid with a GSI thet tes

Tousley based en e 40-yr plant life eheutd be reesocoeed in the
content of a presoset to entend the (Ife en additionet

20 years.

111 Erwirennentet . Jehrsrud, Reg Philosophy USI/SSI 111.012 mac cannot legitimately estet>tish technicet crite-se

Coelition en aucteer Judith N. - and regrirements for LR etit ett US!s and those

Pouer' . etteged to heve been remotwed have been demonstreted,
not merely doctored, to heve been in fact asotwed."

012 uestern Nebreake Johnson, utke. eenewed License canditions 012.003 set should reorire that applicants compty with -
Resources Co m cit- coeuritments ande tsudor CLS prier to issuance of a

renewed Iitense.
a

0354 musstec - Colvin, Joe menewed License conditions 035.A061 ' Section 54.33(bh Delete h_u.-r to address Ancai- -

- - witft reference to conditlens and limitotiers, including

u_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ - -
^ - - -
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technical specifications. It creates incression that
mRC interds to regulate ARD -, , et thru Tech Specs.

035A NUMARC Colvin, Joe Re*wwed License Conditions 035.A042 section 54.33(c): Replace use of teen CLS with
*ticense" since reference are to conditiers of tice se
ard not the licensing trwis.

035A WLMARC Colvin, .:oe Renewed License Conditions 035.AC43 section 54.33(d): Revise tonguege to reintain tecet
status of CLS end to be consistent with suggested
revision to see. 54.29. This wilt avoid interpretation
that att wants CLS to be a cerMition er e pr-t of the
rerww M iicense.

,
In

G 035F wuMARC Colvin, Joe tenewed License Cor.:litions 035.T027 SOC, p 59-60: In the sentence begircing et line 26, |1

delete the phrese *...for es much es 1 to 2 yeers"

prior..." There's no besis for stating that an

additionet 1-2 yrs prier to ewpfretion of initiet
license mey be required to accesplish LR changes.

042 cordon, Bradicy M. aenewed License conditions 042.002 mRC should recp; ire that the tican=+e ccmpty wit' 'w
*

ctszeit w * made under the current License * ce

issuance of a re wwed 1ictnse.

059" Massacht:setts Senate Otveri John W. RenewM License Conditims 05&.007 The renewed License should be granted en*y
corditimaity, pending knowledge end esperience gained
through the eed of the originnt 40-yr te m.

051 Indiana Michigan Alexich, M. P. tenewed License Conditions 061.002 The propes-ed rule mundates that plant CL8s be see e
condition of the license and that w etion bePower Cenpery
corviJcted in strict complierce with the CLS. This

I

i____ - -
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elevates the CLB to the equivalent of Tech Specs, which
would dictate ptar t cperations.

062 Grove Engireering Walker, Renawed Licerse Conditi:ms 062.005 The proposed rule frcorrectly establishes the CLB as

Robert S. tM standard for Issuance of a licerse. The
regulations ;rovioe the starderds of safety, and the
CLB identifies plant-specific methods for satisfying
these.

062 Grove Engineering Walker, Renewed License Carditions 062.013 The provisiert in Sec. 54.33(c) regereing envirarw-ntal
Robert S. ticense conditions is not sufficientty justified or

] developed in the SOC or stzrorting WUREGs.
t

073 Philadelphie nonger, G. A. renew =d License Corditions 073.002 Section 4.33 should clarify the role of Tech Specs to
Electric Company address conditions ard Unitations in the CLB that do

not cover ARD, and there should be a singte
cornotidated Technical Specifications mariunt.

098 OCRE niatt, Renewed License Conditions 098.010 Results of IPE process and related severe accident

Susan L. prograns, such as accident managamant, must be fut ty
implemer tad prior to License renevat.

035A NUMAaC Colvin, Joe Renewed License issuance 035.A003 Revise Sec. 50.51 to state that renewal of tice mes is
provided for t.rder to CFR Port 54

035F NLMARC Colvin,.f;e SOC Reg Anstrsis 035.F029 S T , p. 64, Line 7: In the cescription of Alt. 8,
delete the phrase *for estimating the reaminisq service
tife of the (- . -.:s." Estimting remaining service

life will be done enty for a tioited set of crapenants

for managing AaD.

^
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035F NUMARC Colvin, Joe SOC Reg Analysis C35.F330 SOC, p. M, t irw 1G ( A t t. S ): The ghrese in itam (4)
"... adequate mergins of safety are peeserved..." is
troubting. Does it intentienetty aske a distiretion
betwee i adequate safety and a+ Sate enrgins of safety,
os is it en inecrisistency?

C32 Justicc, Marita Timing Eartiest Date 032.004 The rute ottows an0 to be ignrved because piants my

agply for renewst be8ere their originst ticmse
espires. Thus, renewat decisions mey 1:e M on p8. ants
that have not discovered and corrected saf ety beta %

that m uld surface later.

t#

3 033 Tuter, Seth Timing Eartiest ete 033.003 Attowing for reticensing with 20 yrs left on t5. lra
originnt license neglects the use of all availabte

y operating data and imteamtetion of all avaitable j

|safety er*ance*ents.
1

i
1

056 Greerpeace, w!RS Riccio & Timing Earliest ca te C56.010 The rute ircutets the licensee from beving to aMress
AFD enc w tered in the 20 yrs between the LRMarriotte
agoticat tri eruf the end of the crigirst 40 yrs. TMsi

20 yr pe-fed should be narro W . The renewed lic e se
should not steersede the existfrg License.

059 Messachusetts Senate Olver, John W. Timing t'artiest Cate C59.006 it makes no sense to grant a license hetfway through an
OL before the horst ef fects of eging can even t:e inoun,
much less asses. sed.

Ear 'est Date 075.003 It is ret pruoient to ettow ptonts to asety for LR 20s
075 Massachusetts Ptblic Wogae, A!an Timing

iyears before their current eneratirq license e 9 res.
Interest Res. Greip

This could exclude significant creretionet experience -

o _ . . . . . . .
. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . _ . . .. .. . .. .

.. . . . . _ . . . . _ _ . . _ .. .. .
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gained over this time spen.

077 Erie Conty Erwir. Soyer. T imirig Earliest Date G77.004 Amticettors 20 yrs in schence of license expiration is
M- 6 .._;i Control Sorry 8. tot' ear 1y, e,y &A,iimf, eruf potentia 1ty in vioIetion

of the Atomic Energy Act. Such a provision va-=td
exctd highty relevant inforwetion, including safety
records and new technology.

077 Erie Courity Erwir. Boyer, _ Timing Earliest Date C77.006 See Carment TT.005: Filing $ yrs prier to licence
mer--; i Contret Barry B. expiration should be sufficient and emuld be consistem

with the deadline established in Sec. 50.54.1 efo wet
, discussions with the Wec prior to filing for LR shouldy minimize deleys.
m

' O 081- Entergy Operations Muench, Timiag Earliest Date 081.008 See Comunent 81.006. Recousends thet a reneuet
Gerald W. opplication should not be submitted before 22 yrs of

the expiration of the originnt license (thet is if
: there is a naed to regutete this date).

098 OCRE Niett, Timing Eertiest Date 095.005 Require 25-30 yrs of operation before eccepting licerse
Susan L. renewet applications. The I d atry has experienced

* surprise" oging conditions of pipe tMrning and
corrosion of steel containnmt vessets.

102 t%S, WEcup Potterd, Timing Earliest Sete 102.045 It is too certy to sitow e mlication for o renewed

Curren, licerne 20 yrs prior te expiration of the existing
Teustey IIcense. There is too such ebeut ARD that viti stiit

be ts*nown h the plant is enty hetf-way through its
40 yr tife.

__
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80. !WlV! DUAL mA. E TOPlc SUBTCPIC 80. COMMENTSN

102 UCS, WEtme Polt ed. Timiro Eertiest Date 102.046 The certiest that an Le agotication should be accepted
is about 13 yrs prior to lice ==se e miration. ThatCurran,

Teuster teeves 3 yrs fee the protec*i v plus 10 wrs for the
utility to pesue ettematives if renewat is &nied.

102 UCS, NECMP Potterd, Tiaing Eartiest Date 102.067 A 20-yr teed time ard prwisions for ackfielenet
renewels would atteu o ~_ ice see to scely for a setend

Curren,

Toustey rewt to 80 yrs the dey of ter the ir*itial tica se

emires. This is abeurd

111 Envircrvuental Johnerud, Timing Earliest Date 111.020 The provision to attew ag*>tication fer renewal es such
as 20 yrs in advance of ticense e miretion is sk urd,

tz ' Costition on Wuclear Judith M.
especially in iriew of the other provision the.t reewsi7 Power

o", ticense becomes ef fective toon its issuence.
-

062 Grove Engineert Father, Timing Effective Date 062.013 With supersession, tSere is a possibility of
co esistent ticensing dockets I.e., the existingRobert S.. ,

docket ard en apptication doctet. h esy tw

togistical issues regarding the necessity for dJplicate
stessittats.

081 Entergy Operations Muench, Timing Effective Date 081.0C4 The dets of issuance of the r W ticense is the date
Gerald W. to be reguteted and ret the acet Scation date. Sugg*sts

scorepriate wording--a renewad license will not be
issued et teest 20 yrs of the expiration o* the
originst License.

088 Concern Abcut Prather, fising Effective Cate C88 006 le- renewad ticm should not begin etit ef ter the

Initist license has erpired. Seing able to raww,Radiation in the Keren R.

Envir. ef fectively for 40 yrs after 20 yrs on the initial

|

L .. _ . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . _ _ _ . _ . . . .. . .. .
. . . _ . . . _ __ _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . , ____
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license, should not be ettemed.

103 versant Yar*ee Pettetter, Timirig totest Date 103.006 Urges the ueC to make tvueust decialens prior to
Nucteer Power L James P. License eviration because such tancer*eirrties "W
Corperation' fuet purchesing commritments, plant closing notices, and

ptenning to evoetve open itees. Suggest 5nterin

judement 6 ao. be'ere espiretion.

.035A supueC Colvin, Joe' Tising sencuet Teen G35.A036 nevise 54.31 to eterify specificetion of reneuet teen.
The term uould include remaining period on the current
OL p e additionet period "reussested" by licanece (not

txs te exceed 20 yrs). The word "reepsestee substitutes for

Y *justifice in rule.
s
e

)035E' Nip 44RC Colvin, Joe Timing me.sevel Teen 035.E001 The Commission shor4d recormider its decision to limit
rencuet terms ts the time remaining plus 20 yeers. It

has brood inspection and enforcement powers to suspend
or revolte e license if unforseen age-retsted

degredation poses unehse risits.

035E. neWWC. Colvin, Joe Timing Reneust Tere 035.E002 There may be middle grenaud between 20 and *0 w

reneuet remasirements. After emperie ce with licensee's

. performance in seneging esing, NRC should revisit this
issue. Longer terms muutd teed to greeter regutetary
ef fieiercy.

055 Atenede' County - , strong,sendge' Timing'- Renewel Tere 055.'J01 strongly ebjects to grantig 40-yr estensions of

SANE / FREE 2E ticenses to att entsting nucteer reactors in the U s.

-- It is too long to assure that e review of safety

problems essociated teith emerittlement and aging of
-.

. .

- . . ,
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ensipment wiIL occur.

056 Greegeoce, utRS Riccio & Timing senevat Term 056.009 under the rute, a 20-yr-old plant could coerste for 40

karriotte more yrs. The decision us ARD any be based on enty
20-yrs operational experience. new ARD probless in the
20 yrs remaining on the original license will not be
accotreted for in the decision.

098 ocRE niatt, Timing Renewat Tem 098.007 20 yrs is the monisus NRC should attow es a re wwel

Susan L. terer rega-dtess of any changas in the earliest date of
application.

txt

Y 104 Duquesne Light Sieber, J. D. Timing senewat Term 104.004 The NRC has not provi&d a basis for rerwwet teria

5 Comany limits cf 20 yrs. Renewet terms in excess of 2e yrs
" should be considered given e licensee who deterwim re

adverse ef fects to the gxhtic heett% and safety for

that time period.

111 Environmental Johnsrutt, Timing Renewat Tere 111.021 (tposes the granting of a renewst term in accordov e

Coalition on Nuclear Judith M. with the wishes of the applicant, rather than the

regulat r a. This prevision is the antithesis of soundPower
regulatory practice.

035A NtMARC Colvin, Joe Timing Timely Renewat 035.A001 Revise timely renewet requirteent to ettow delay in
fiting application if license * demonstrates good cause
to justify untimely arptication.

035A NUMARC Colvin, Joe Timing Timely Renewet 035.A03 Revise Sec. 54.31(c): Languege about current cperating
license being w irely ineffective and s e i. M

could be interpreted as tesving facility without

u_ _. _ . . .
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ticense if timety renewst doctrine does not oppty and
LR is set aside on judiclat ag ent. '

1

033A NUMARC Cetoin, Joe Timing Timely Renn.at OI3. AS/.0 Sentence added to Sec. 54.31(d) to attow a stesequent
application prior to expiration of previous renewat

tenu.

053 Yankee Atenic E<bseds, Timing Timely Renewet 053.010 Timely renewet may be jaopardized untess a schedute for
Electric Corparw Donald W. bearings it established by rute and seeeed to in the

reticensing process.

to 061 Indiana Michigan Atemich, M. P. Timing Timety Renewat 061.001 tanguage in $=c. 54.31 could be interpreted to have the
Y Power Concany effect of tesving the facility without any effective

license in the milkety event that the renawed license
#

was set aside en administrative or judicial ameat.
Recorrands appropriate changes.

062 Crove Engf reering Walker, Timing Timely Renewet 062.012 The prevision in See. 54.32 regarding stesee

Robert S. renewats is not sufficleatly jr4tified or developed in

the SCC or supporting NUREGs.

062 Crowe Engineering Walker, Timing Timely Renewat 062.019 The concept of schsequent renewals in Sec. 54.31(d) is

Robert S. not developed to any extent by the st4 porting
docm entation. Sets the etncept provided contfruard
safe operat on 8s technicatty justified.i

102 UCS, NECMP Potterd, Timing Timely Remwat 102.048 the timely renewat doctrine should not be abused.

Curran, There should be a firm tioit--parhaps 4 or 5 years-m

Toustey the time an applicant has to satisfy the regtrirements
for renewal.

L____________
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GLOSSARY

ORGANIZATION ACRONYMS

AEC Atomic Energy Cenmission

ANS American Nuclear Society

APPA American Public Power Association

ASLB Atomic Safety and Licensing Joan!

BO&E Baltimore Oas and Electric Company

CARIE Concem About Radiation in the E~ "renment

CRGR Committee to Review Generic Requirements

CYAPCO Connecticut Yankee A tomic Power Company

DOE U.S. Depanment of Energy

DOI U.S. Depanment of the Interior

ECEMC Erie County Environmental Management Control,

ECNP Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power

EPA U.S. Environmental Pmtection Agency

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency -

FPL Florida Power and Light -

IDNS Illinois Depanment of Nuclear Safety

IPJllDC Interprovincial Peace, Justice, and lluman Dignity Committec

GL-1
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MASSPIRO Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

MSEC Maryland Safe Energy Coalition

NECNP New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution
i

NJDEP New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection

NIRS Nuclear Information and Resource Service

NNECO Northeast Nuclear Energy Company

NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
:

NREC National Rural Electric Cooperative

NSP Northem States Power Company

NUBARG Nuclear Utility Backfitting and Reform Group

NUGEQ Nuclear Utility Group on Equignent Qualification

NUMARC Nuclear Management and Resources Council

NYPA New York Power Authority ,

OCRE Ohio Citizens for Responsible Energy

PO&E Pacific Gas and Electric Company

UCS Union of Concemed Scientists

WNRC Westem Nebraska Resources Council

YAEC Yankee Atomic Electric Company

OL2
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OTIIER ACRONYMS /AllilMEVIATIONS

AEA l. 3alc Energy A'ct of 1954

ARD age related degradation

BOP balance of plant

CDP core damage frequency

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CLD cuntnt licensing basis

DOR Division of Operating Reactors

EA environmental assessment

EEP established effective program

FtS Environmentalimpact Statement

EQ equipment qualification

ESFS engineered safety feature system '

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report,

GEIS Generic Environmental Impact Statement

GIMCS Generic issues Management Control System
t

OL genericletter

OSI generic safety issue

IPA integrated plant assessment

IPE individual plant examination

IPEEE individual plant examination for extemal eYentS

OL-3



IR Industry Report

ISTM inspection, surveillance, testing, and maintenance

ITLR important tolicense renewal

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act

NPAR Nuclear Plant Aging Research

PRA probabilistic risk assessment

QA- quality assurance

RA regulatory analysis

RER Regulatory Effectiveness Revicw

SALP Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance

SEP Systematic Evaluation Program

SER safety evaluation report

SOC Statement of Consideraticm j

SRP standard review plan

SSCs systems, structures, e.xi components

USl unresolved safety issue

GL-4
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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NAC) is developing
regulations for renewing the operating licenses of nuclear power plants
to ensure that they operate safely beyond the present license terms of
40 years. One consideration relates to past resolutions of generic
safety issues (CSIs) that did not result in backfit requirements on the
licensees. The consideration of an additional operating term of 20 years
which the proposed license renewal rule allows, could have retrospective
implication for the basis of those CSI resolutions. As part of its tech-
nical support to the NRC for the development of license renewal regula-
tions, MITRE has performed an independent review of the CSIs to identify
those that could be potentially affected by license renewal consider-
ations. This report describes the screening process and the results of
that work.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

' Part $4, " Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for
Nur i sr Plants", provides the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
' .teria and procedures for exten61ng operating _ licenses by an

period up to 20 years. In the past, generic safety issues
, resolved without consideration of the 20 years of additional ~"

. . ation permitted under the proposed license renewal rule. Con-
sn of extended plant life and any increase in population around

......ar plant sites may alter the resolution bases of GSIs that-have not
been backfitted. These license renewal considerations may influence the
resolution bases fither directly, in cases where the remaining plant life
was explicitly used in the resolution bases, or indirectly by affecting
the corresponding value/ impact (V/I) estimates.

This report prepared by MITRE presents a systematic evaluation of-
all GSIs resolved through tatober 1990 and identifies those-whose reso-
lution bases are potentially affected by the possibility of an additional
20 yea:s of plant life permitted under the proposed license renewal rule;-
projected increase in population around plant sites is considered as well.

'

MITRE evaluated a total of 249 GSIs that were resolved through
October 1990 and identified 139 CSIs that did not result in backfit
requirements. . The CSIs not backfitted belo0g to. one of the following
categories, depending on their resolution-basis: GSIs that have been
resolved without resulting in any new requirements for either operating or
future nuclear power plants; GSIs that vere resolved resulting.in new
requirements only for future plants; ;and GSIs _that.were eliminated from
further consideration by NRC based-on their limited safety significance as-

determined in the priority ranking process and peer review.-

In general, the resolution basis for CSIs- consists of qualitative
considerations and quantitative values and. impacts, all of which could be
affected by license renewal. All-availab,e quantitative.V/I estimates
were updated to determine the'effect-on GSI resolutions |of an additionalf

20 years under a renewed operating license and increase in population in
the vicinity of= nuclear plantisites.,

MITRE did not identify any instances where-the remaining plant life
or the population density.vas the soie basis for resolving a GSI that did
not result in backfitting. In most cases the role of ' qualitative argu-
ments in resolution basis outweighed the influence of quantitative V/I
estimates. In general, qualitative discussions in support of not back-:
fitting included e;g one or a combination of the following factors: NRG
initiativrp /Irtusnee of Policy Statements and N" REG, documents, NRG

vil
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organizational changes, etc.); industry initiatives; scope of CSI being
covered in other NRC programs; issue being of no concern after further NRC
staff investigation; and low risk or V/I estimate.

Based on a review of all resolved CSIs that were not backfi:ted,
MITRE identified three CSIs where V/I estimates played a relatively
significant role in their resolution and where the revised V/I estimates
were judged to be sufficiently close to or exceeding the 1,000 person-
rem /$M guideline that NRC has used in the past for resolving CSIs. In
addition, the priority ranking of six CSIs are potentially affected by
license renewal considerations; the revised V/I and averted public dose
estimates placed them in MEDIUM priority category. Issues prioritized as
MEDIUM or HICH undergo further review and resolution by NRC. None of.the
CSIs that resulted in new requirements only for future plants are affected
by license renewal considerations. GSIs that are potentially affected by
license reneval considerations are briefly discussed in Table ES 1.

viii.
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Table ES-1. CSIs Potentially Affected by License Renewal

Gsr
Identi- Cate-

fication gory Title Discussion i*

Ill.A.1.3(2) 3b Maintain sumlies of The issue is concerned with stockpiles of KI agent for pubtle use to help

Thyroid Blocking Agent prevent radiation injury to the thyroid gland by radionuctice releases in
the event of a rurteer power plant accident. ' A FEMA policy statearnt that j
recomerrjed against a nationwide requirement was approved by the NRC. The ;

vetue impact anstysis in NU"EG/CR-1433 showed that "K! of fered en entremely
smelt benefit in relation to its cost over the mcertainty ronge." The V/t
anstysis is unique since it considers the everted ptblic dose in mits of

2thyroid nodules and essmes a popdation density of 100 persons / nite . The
V/I estimate calculated by NRC is not effected by the remaining plant life

* and is only influenced by the population density espect of license r eewel.
* This issue is currently under review by the NRC staf f (55 FR 39768), eruf

license renewet would be factored into any new resolution of this issue.

82 3b Beyond Design Basis NUREG-1353 includes the value japact onetysis for dif ferent options to
Accidents in Fuel Poots address damage in spent fuel pools in response to beyond design basis

accidents. Evatustion of instatting a sprey system resulted in V/t esti-
mates of 330 and 833 person-rem /SM for the tyt-estimate eruf worst case
(Zion station population of 860 persons / mite') scenerlos, respectively.
Consideration of License renewet would increase these V/I estimates to
approximately 500 and 1,400 person-rem /SM eccordingly.

101 36 BWR Water Level Redundancy The issue is concemed with BWR plant response to e tevet instrment line
break concurrent with a single failure. NUREG/CR-5112 includes the vetue
ispect enetysis for this issue. Based on tow probability of core melt and
a mexistse V/I estimate of 909 person-ree/$M, the resolution of this issue
did not cett for any additionet actions. The staff concluded that ett
SWR designs streedy provide aceptable protection, in conimetion with
operator training and procedures, to respond to en instrassent line break.
Consideration of License renewat increases the mest limiting V/t es*imete

to -1,606 person-rem /SM.

_ _ _ - -
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Table ES-1. CSIs Potentially Affected by License Renewal (Concluded)

GS!
Identi- Cate-

* Discussionfication gory Tit s

II.D.2 LOW aesearch on actief and Consideration of ticense renewat increases v/I estimate and the total
Safety Valve Test averted pblic dose to 113 person-rera/SM and 2,432 person-rem,

respectively. This may place the issue in MEDitM priority.

!!i.D.2.1 LOW radiological Monitoring Consideration of ticense renewat increases v/I estiente and the total
verted p blic dose to 66 person-reW SM and 7,714 person-rem, respec-

(3 Separate of Efftuents' tively. This may place the issue in MCDits priority.Giss isder
Parts 1 thru 3)

Consideration of License renewat increeses v/I estimate ord the totalX 35 LOW Degradation of Internal
Appurtenances in LWs averted pbtic dose to 77 and 8,325 respectively. This may piece the

issue in MEDIUM priority.

Co., sideration of license renewst increases V/I estimate arti the
80 LOW Pipe Srtak Effects on

Control aod Drive total averted public dose to 45 person-rea/SM ard -100 person-rem,
Hydraulic Lines in the respectively. This may place the issue in MEDILM priority.
Drywells of BWR Mark I
and II continirments

* Consistent with the destgrution used by NRC (see Table 1-1)
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The resolution of generic safety issues (GSIs) by the l'.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) involves the consideration of several factors,
one of which is the remaining operating life of nuclear power plants.
10 CFR Part 54, " Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for
Nuclear Power Plants," provides the criteria and procedures for extending
their operating licenses by an additional period of up to 20 years.
Resolution of those CSIs that were not backfitted may be affected by the
consideration of extended plant life and the increased population density

-

around nuclear plant sites. These factors may alter the resolution bases-

either directly, as may be explicitly stated in the resolution basis,-

or indirectly by affecting the quantitative value/ impact (V/I) estimates.

This report presents a systematic evaluation of all CSIs resolved
through October 1990 and identifies those whose resolution bases are-
potentially affected by the introduction of an additional'20 years of
plant life permitted under the proposed license _ renewal rule and bf the-

-projected increase in population around nuclear plant sites.

1.1 STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

In situations-inLwhich the CSI involves a potentially worthwhile
safety enharcement, rather than involving a question as to adequate
safety, a comparison of the safety value of the improvement with the.
cost _ impact of implementing it ordinarily has a role.in the resolution
rationale. Both the safety value and the cost impact:can increase with
added plant operating time. The safety value could increase over time-
more than the cost-impact, as would be the case-when-costs are largely
one-time initial costs but the risk reduction benefit accumulates year
after year with continued-operation.

As part of its efforts-towards developing license renewal regula-
tions, which will permit extending operating licenses by a period up to
20 years, NRC decided to examine the resolved CSIs for possible cases
having the following characteristics: _

Backfitting of a new requirement within the original license term*

was judged not 'to be worthwhile.

. Addition of a renewal' term could increase the safety _value without
commensurate increase in cost impact.

1+1
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* The extent and other circumstances of license renewal on values
and impacts are such as to suggest the possibility that with the
increased operating time backfitting deserved consideration.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

This work was undertaken to investigate the potential impact of the
proposed license renewal rule on resolution of GSIs that have not been
beckfitted. The specific objectives of this effort were to determine the
impact of an additional 20 years of plant life and increase in population
density on:

* Resolved GSIs that did not result in any new requirements;

Resolved CSIs that resulted in only forwardfit (no backfit)e

requirements; and,

CSis with LOW priority ranking that were eliminated from furthere

evaluation by the NRC staff based on their limited safety
significance.

1.3 BACKGROUND

1.3.1 Categories of Generic Issues

Generic issues include safety, environment, licensing, or other
< er.c et r., that relate to the design, construction, or operation of all,
sever.1, or a class of nuclear power plants. Generic Safety Issues (GSIs)
are- subset of generic issues that generally are concerned with the
safety of plants and have the potential for leading to safety improvements
and promulgation of new or revised regulatory requirements or guidance.
Other specific categories of generic issues, including " Regulatory
Impact," " Licensing," and " Environmental" issues, do not have direct
safety significance.

" Unresolved safety issues" (USIs) are a class of CSIs that are of
considerable safety importance; their resolution is high on the NRC
staff's agenda. These issues are listed and described in NUREG-0606
(NRC, 1985a). All USIs have already been resolved and have resulted
in numerous safety enhancements to the design and operation of nuclear
plants.

1-2
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Another group of CSIs is identified in NUREC 0371 and NUREC-0471,
" Task Action Plan Items" (NRC, 1978a; NRC, 1978b). These documents
provide NRC's initial consolidation and prioritization of generic
activities. In a descending order of importance, the issues were placed
into Categories A, B, C, and D.

Following the accident at Three Mile Island unit 2 (TMI). NRC
staff developed the Action Plan, FUREC 0660 (NRC,1980a), to provide a
comprehensive and integrated plan to improve safety of nuclear power
plants. Subsequent to a review by the Commission, specific items from

,

NUREG-0660 were approved.and forwarded to' the licensees for implemen-
| tation. NUREC 0737 (NRC, 1980b) mandated the implementation of these
'

specific issues, known as "TMI Action Plan Items," and provided additional
information on: schedules, applicability, method of imp]-centation review,
submittal dates, and clarification of technical positions,

The NRC's formal process for prioritizing and resolving CSIs is
discussed in NUREG-0933, "A Prioritiration of Generic Safety Issues"
(NRC 1987). GSIs may be further classified- according to - their_ resolution >

status they may be: resolved; in the resolution process; or scheduled
for prioritization in the-futuro.

1.3.2 Resolved CSIs and Regulatory. Analysis

A large number of CSIs have been resolved over the years. Some
have resulted in new requirements impored on nuclear plants. These new
requirements are either imposed on operating plants (backfit) or are
applicable only to future construction permit or operating license
applicants (forwardfit). The need=to. impose 1backfit or-forwardfit
requirements is based on the importance of an issue to public. health and-

safety and _its costs as determined by_ engineering and safety evaluations.

Since 1983, the staff has prepared a regulatory. analysis- for each
substantive regulatory action resulting from the resolution of CSIs.
Regulatory analysis is'a process that provides a structure for the NRC to
identify alternative approaches for resolving a safety issue, to compare
the - consequences of .each identified alternative, and to select- the best
alternative. The results of regulatory-analysis provide a> formal

. ..

statement for the selected regulatory action. The; selection is normally
based on an evaluation of important. attributes, including _both. qualitative

_

factors-and quantitative values and impacts (NRC, 1986; PNL, ' 1983) . The
remaining average plant life has been_used~to support such quantitative
evaluations.

1-3
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1.3.3 Prioritization of CSIs

0513 are prioritized for subsequent resolution in order to ensure
proper allocation of resources of the NRC staff in resolving CSIs in
accordance with their importance to safety. NUREG 0933 provides infor-
mation on the resolution and prioritization status cf all generic issues
with particular emphasis on CSIs. Table II of NUREG 0933 includes a
complete listing of all generic issues and their resolution status, An
excerpt from Table 11 providing information on the generic issue code
designation for different stages and methods of resolution is reproduced

'

in Table 1 1. The resolution status of GSIs is tracked through a
computerized database management system, the Generic Issue Management
Control System (G1MCS), which is updated quarterly (NRG, 1990a). .GIMCS
supplements NUREG 0933, which is updated annually.

The resolution of GSIs that resulted in new requirements and those
that did not are designated "3a' and "3b", respectively, in NUREG-0933
Table II. A " LOW" priority-designation is used to identify CSIs that
were determined not to require backfit based on their limited safety
significance reflected by their low priority ranking and peer review.

The prioritization process includes a preli'minary evaluation of
values and impacts associated with a proposed solution (PNL,1982). A
V/1 analysis balances potential risk reductions against the costs to
achiave such reductions and is used to rank CSIs based on established
prioritization criteria. The NUREG 0933 prioritization criteria
(Figure 1 1) provide _the basis for placing a GSI in one of the following.
categories: .HICH, MEDIUM, LOW, or DROP. The calculated V/1 estimates are

~

used as an aid in decision making, not as the sole basis for the ranking
results. In conjunction with quantitative V/I analysis, qualitative
fectors are considered in establishing the prioritization category. In-

general, safety -engineering judgement, and qualitative arguments _have a
significant influence on the prioritization of CSIs.

CSIs in LOW and DROP priority categories were eliminated from further
evaluation by NRC since there was little or no prospect of safety impro--
vements that were both substantial and worthwhile ~. However, consideration
of the proposed extended plant life and projected increase in population
may change the status of GSIs from LOW to MEDIUM priority ranking, which
may require further NRC staff consideration of such CSIs, and eventually

result in a 3a or 3b resolution status (see Table 1-1.)

1-4
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Table 1-1. NUREG 0933 Category Designation of Generic Issues *

Table II
Listine of All TMI Action Plan items. Task Action Plan item?,,

New Ceneric Issues. and Human Factors issues

| This Table contains the priority designations for all irsues
listed in this report. For those issues found to be covered

) in other Issues described in this document, the appropriate
nocations have been made in the Safety Priority Ranking column,
e.g. ,1. A.2.2 in the Safety Priority Ranking column means that
Item 1. A.2.6(3) is covered in Item 1. A.2.2. For those issues
found to be covered in programs not described in this' document,
the notation (S) was made in the Safety Priority Esaking column.
For resolved issues that have resulted in new requirements for
operating plants, 'the appropeinte multiplant licensing action
number is listed. The licensing action numbering system bears
no relationship - to the -numbering systems 'used for identifying -
the prioritized issues. An explanation of the classification
and status of the issues is provided ^1n the legend below.

Lerend

NOTES: 1 - Possible Resolut!on identified for Evaluation -
2 - Resolution Available (Documented in NUREG, NRC Hemorandum, '

SER, or equivalent)
3 - Resolution Resulted in either; (a) The Establishment of New

Regulatory Requirements
(By Rule, SRP Change,
or equivalent)

'orI (b) No New Requirements
4 - Issue to be Prioritized in the Future
5 - Issue that is not a Generic' Safety Issue- but should be^

Assigne? Resources for Completion

HIGH - Nigh Safety Priority
MEDIUM - Medium Safety Priority
IM - Low Safety Priority -
DROP - Issue Dropped as a Generic Issue.
EI - Environmental Issue

* Source: Copied from NUREC-0933,fRevision 11 '

1-5
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Table 1-1. NUREC-0933CategoryDesignationof
j

Generic Issues (Concluded) j

Lezend

I - Resolved IMI Action Plan Item vich Implementation of
90Resolution Handated by NUREG-0737

LI - Licensing Issue

MPA Hultiplant Action
NA Not Applicable
R1 - Regulatory impact
S - Issue Covered
USI - Unresolved Safety Issue

i
,

,

* Source: Copied from NUREG-0933, Revision 11
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-Figure 1-1. NUREG-0933 Prioritization Criteria
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1.4 CENERAL APPROACH

The evaluation consisted of a two-phased approach to achieve the
objectives of this report. In Phase 1, the total population of all
generic issues was screened to identify the subset of CSIs in Categories
3b, 3a, and LOW thct were resolved through October 1990.

In Phase 2, the basis for resolution of CSIs identified in Phase 1
was first reviewed to identify those CSIs that were not backfitted. MITRE
constructed a PC based database to summarize essential information on the
resolution of the CSIs that were not backfitted. The basis for resolution
generally consists of qualitative and quantitative arguments, which may
include consideration of the remaining average plant life and the popu-
lation density around nuclosr plant sites. Subsequently, the additional
20 years of plant operation and increase in population were used to revise
available V/I estimates and enter them in the database. Finally, a review
of the qualitative end quantitative basis for resc1ving this set of GSIs
was performed to identify those that were potentially affected by license
renewal.

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

Section 2 provides a more detailed overview of the evaluation and
the methodology used in performing it. Phases 1 and 2 of the screening
process are described. The two aspects of license renewal, i.e., addi-

tional 20 years of operation and increase in population, that could
potentially affect the resolution basis of CSIs are also discussed.

In Section 3, the results of the analysis are presented. The
screening results of Phases 1 and 2, and a description of the issues
potentially affectad by license rt newal are provided. Appendix A
provides a list of CSIs with revised V/I estimates exceeding a value
of 500 person rem /$M irrespective of the resolution basis, Appendix B
provides the database of CSIs in Categorias 3b, 3a, and 1DW that were not
backfitted and sumr.arizes pertinent information concerning the basis for
resolution of those CSIs. Appendix C provides the projected populations
around nuclear plant sites used to adjust the risk reduction estimates in
V/I analysis.

Section 4 presents a summary and conclusion of MITRE's evaluation of
resolved GSIs.

1-8
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SECTION 2

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The analysis and evaluation of resolved CSIs was based on a
two phased approach. Phase 1 consisted of the screening of a total of
772 generic issues to identify those GSIs that were closed out before
1 November 1990 and that were in Categories 3b, 3a, and LOW. Explanation
of these categories has been provided in Table 1*1.

In Phase 2, a detailed evaluation of=CSIs that resulted from Phase 1
screening was performed to identify those CSIs that were not backfitted.
This reduced the list to all 3b issues, a limited number of 3a issues that
were not backfitted, and GSIs that were ' eliminated from further consid-
eration by NRC because of LOW priority designation. These GSIs~were
evaluated in detail to determine the impact on their resolution by the
additional twenty years of plant operation and increase in-population
around nuclear plant sites.

2.1 PHASE 1 SCREENING'

As stated above, this phase included an initial screening of all
generic issues to identify those that were resolved as of 1 November 1990.
NRC established thic late at the inception of the project -in recognition
of the continuing nacure of the-ongoing GSI resolution process and the
necessity to establish a-cutoff date.

NUREG-0933 was the primary source of information:for performing the
evaluation. Table II of NUREG-0933 provided'a complete list of all
generic issues and their resolution status. .The GIMCS database (NRC,
1990) provided the most up-to-date information on the current. status of
GSIs in the resolution process. Other references were used as' necessary
to clarify any ambiguities in the source documents.

The list of generic issues from NUREG 0933 was reviewed and reduced
in accordance with the list of categories of. issues to be excluded shown
in Table 2-1. Deleted from further consideration at this1 stage were
non safety related issues, CSIs scheduled for resolution after the cut-off
date of 1 November 1990, GSIs scheduled for future prioritization, GSIs in
DROP prioritization category, and GSIs' identified-in NUREC-0737 that were-
mandated to be backfitted by the Commission.

..

21
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Table'2 1. Categories of Items Deleted from the
List of CSIs in Phase-1 Screening

.

!
Designation Description

i

i LI Licensing issues

E Environmental issues

| RI Re6ulatory impact ~ issues

Other CSIs CSIs that . refer to other CSIs

Note 4 CSIs to be prioritized'in the future-
,

DROP GSIs in DROP Priority' category.

HIGH, MEDIUM CSIs in HICH'and MEDIUM Priority categories
~~

,

. that were not resolved by 1 November 1990

I GSIs mandated under NUREG 0737- |
,

i

<

J

4

2

4

2-2
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It was decided by NRC that CSIs in DROP category would not be
considered in this' ovaluation since' they could at best move to the LOW
priority ranking'and would not require further evaluation by NRC.. In-
general, consideration of license renewal increases safety benefits and
V/I estimatet by a factor of less than 2. This factor is representative
of a typical case where the original NRC's-V/I evaluation considered a
remaining plant life of 28 years and the most' limiting case where the
corresponding impact was a one-time implementation cost independent
of the remaining plant life. In order.for a CSI in the DROP priority
category to shift up to the MEDIUM priority, both the safety benefit and
V/I estimates should increase'by at least a' factor of 10 (see Figure 1 1).-
A preliminary review of selected DROP priority CSIs'did not identify any
such cases.

|
. 1

At the conclusion of Phase 1 screening, the remaining CSIs fell into-
one'of the following categories:

CSIs resolved without'resulting in any new requirements (3b);*
_

CSIn resolved and_resulting in new-requirements (3a); and,e

CSIs with LOW priority status _that were eliminated from further*

NRC evaluation since their implementation would have. limited
benefit to safety based on NRC staff judgement or V/I estimates.

2.2- PRASE 2 SCREENING

The resolution bases as described in NUREC-0933 and documents
referenced in it were reviewed in depth _ of particular 'importance ' vere
the regulatory analyses underlying the decisions not to backfit. Other,

~

references were used to clarify ambiguities in=the source documents,
especially where no regulatory analysis was performed. . In addition,
discussion with,'and input from, several NRC staff _ members responsible
for individual-issues-helped MITRE-understand and describe the resolution
basis for a number of CSis resolved shortly before_1 November 1990-and for-
which limited documentation was available. The. resolution basis was
reviewed from the perspective of tlicense' renewal considerations, namely,
the additional; 20 years of plant operation and projected-increase in
nearby population. '

In general -the resolution basis consists of two aspects: .quali-
tative arguments and quantitative results, such as values, impacts, and-

2-3
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VI ratios. The importance of one or more factors may override the other,
'depending on the issue of concern and the proposed resolution. MITRE

identified all available quantitative information so that .the effects of
20 additional years of operation and increase in population could be
quantitatively factored into the evaluations of GSIs. Many issues that
were not backfitted did not have any regulatory analysis in the resolution
document. In such cases, the V/1 values from NUREC-0933, if available,
were considered in the evaluation.

CSIs in Category 3a resulted in new backfit and/or forwardfit
requirements. A review of the resolution of these-CSIs available in

1

NUREG-0933 was performed to identify those that were not-backfitted. CSIs j

that hed been-fully backfitted were eliminated from further review since i
operating nuclear plants already have been required to make the necessary
plant modifications.

Given the rather large number of GSIs that were not backfitted and
that required detailed evaluation of their resolution basis, it was
decided to prepare a database to collect important information required to
determine the potential impacts of license renewal. MITRE selected a
PC based system that would allow transfer of the information to the NRC
upon the conclusion of the project.

All pertinent information associated with CSIs in Categories 3b and
LOW and Category 3a items that were not backfitted were entered into the .
database, so that all the information could be reviewed consistently.
All available V/I estimates from regulatory analyses or NUREG 0933 were
revised as necessary by incorporating an additional 20 years of plant life~

and increase in population, and the revised V/I ratios were entered into
the database.

The methodology used to derive revised value-impact ratios includes
two separate calculations for risk reduction and costs to implement a
proposed resolution (NRC 1983a). In the V/I. analyses revised, there were
no instances where occupational radiation exposures and accident avoidance
costs (e.g. , cleanup and replacement power costs) uere explicitly used in
the original calculation of V/I ratios.

The equation used to calculate risk reduction -(V) for am operating
term that includes a 20-year license renewal |is as follows:

2-4
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WLR " Wo x PF x [(T+20)/T]

where

WLR is the total risk reduction over the new operating life, in
units of person rem

W is the risk reduction over the original remaining life aso
provided in original value-impact analyses, in units of
person rem

PF is a dimensionless population adjustment factor representing
changes in the average population density considered in the
original calculation (see discussion below)

T is the average remaining life of reactors affected as used in
the original value impact analysis, in units of years,

In resolving GSIs in the past, the NRC staff has used an average
population density (340 persons per square mile) around nuclear power
plants as projected for the year 2000 in its calculation of risk to the
public. This date represents the approximate midpoint for all nuclear
power plants under their original operating license term. Given the
potential for un additional 20 years of plant operation, as allowed in
the proposed license renewal rule, the midpoint of plant life would shift
to the year 2010. Consequently, the projected population density in the
year _2010 was used in recalculating V/I ratios for CSIs that were not
backfitted.

The revised V/I calculations in this report use a population
adjustment factor (PF) of 1.06 based on projected population data in
NRC's " Interim Draft for Generic Environmental Impact Statement-for
License Renewal of Nuclear Power Plants" (NRC, 1990b). Information
from this report is summarized in Appendix C, which shows the projected

~
~

populations within the 50 mile radii of all nuclear power plants and.the
cumulative totals for the years 2000 and 2010. The ratio of the total
projected population within the 50 mile radii of nuclear plants in the
year 2010 to that in the year 2000 is approximately l'06. .The number of.

remaining years of plant life in the original analyses were generally more
than 20 years, so that the maximum correction factor, to account for both
a longer term and an increased population density, was approximately 2.

The second aspect of the V/I analysis is calculation of costs
associated with the proposed resolution. Costs incurred for implementing
safety improvements include: (1) the cost to NRC for developing each
requirement and reviewing the utility's design to assure that the

I
I
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requirement is properly implemented, operated, and maintained; and
(2) the utility's cost of design, procurement, installation, and testing
to implement the requirement and its cost for operation and maintenance.
The equation used to calculate the total cost of implementing safety
improvements that includes the additional 20 years of operation under
license renewal is as follows:

SLR - So + 20 Co + 20 I o

where

S is the total impact under the original license term, ino
units of $M

C is the annual incremental NRC costs for reviews of safetyo
improvements, in units of $M

Io is the annual incremental industry costs for operation and
maintenance of safety improvements

The revised V/1 estimates were simply the ratio of all values to
all impacts that were calculated considering license renewal. Typically,
since the incremental costs associated with the license renewal period
were often zero or minimal, the revised V/1 ratio to include license
renewal was approximately a factor of 2 greater than the original
V/I ratio, not including a 20-year renewal term.

Appendix B is the GSI database including essential information
extracted from various sources, such as the original V/I estimates and
summary descriptions of resolution bases. The database also provides the
results of this review and evaluation, such as the revised V/1 estimates
and determinations of any impact of license renewal considerations on the
resolution basis of CSIs.

2-6
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SECTION 3

RESULTS

The methodology described in Section 2 was implemented to determine
the potential impact of the proposed license renewal rule on_the resolu-
tion of CSIs that had not been backfitted. The results of analysis for
different categories of CSIs are discussed in this Section.

.

3.1 PHASE 1 SCREENING

A review of all generic issues was performed to identify GSIs that
were resolved as of 1 November 1990 and that were in Categories 3b,.3a, or
LOW. The screening basis summarized in Table 2-1 was used. At the con-
clusion of this phase 249 CSIs of a totalJof-7/2 generic issues remained
on the list. Figure 3-1' depicts the breakdown of generic issues according
to the various categories and highlights categories of GSIs-that were

- analyzed further in Phase 2.

3.2 PHASE 2 SCREENING

The initial stage of- screening in' this- phase consisted of identifying .
those GSIs, out of the 249 GSIs from Phase 1,-- that were not backfitted.

All of the ill issues in Category 3b and all of the 22 CSIs _in Category-
LOW were not backfitted. The resolution basis of CSIs in Gategory 3a
were reviewed to identify those that were not backfitted. NUREG 0933 was
the primary source of information for_ determination of resolution' status.
Five GSla cut of- a total of 116 in Category _3a owere not backfitted. _ f

CSI 131, with an "S" resolution category-(see Table _1-1)-indicating that-
the issue was covered under'other NRC programs, was also included for-
evaluation in Phase 3 Thus, a total _ of 139. GSIs out. of a total of

249 GSIs were determined not to have'been backfitted. These GSIs were
_

reviewed in detail to deterrine any potential revision in their resolution -
basis by license renewal cons iderations.

As noted in the previous _Section, t'he detailed _ review. focused on the
qualitative resolution basis and, when available,~on the quantitative-V/I-,

| = information. This is summarized under the fields labeled'" Resolution
Rationale," and " Revised:V/1,".respectively, in,the CSI database.

.The impact of a six percent increase'in population density on
| calculation _of averted public dose is overshadowed by consideration of

the additional 20 years of plant operation that a: counts for approximately_
80 percent of the total increase'in avertedLpublic Jose.

3-1
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3.3 -NON BACKFITTED CSIs TilAT COULD BE AFFECTED BY LICENSE RENEWAL

detailed review of all CSIs that were not backfitted did not
ident ' fy arpt instances where the remaining plant life or the population.

density was the' sole basis for determining that-backfitting was not
required. Approximately forty percent.of these GSIs had a quantitative
V/I analysis where the explicit consideration of extended-remaining life
or population density could indirectly influence the resolution basis = (see-
Figure 3-2). However, in most instances, the role of qualitative factors
outweighed the consideration of V/I estimate Lor other quantitative factors
in determining that backfitting was not required.

Of the 116 CSIs in Categories 3b_and-_3a, MITRE identified only three-
Category-3b CSIs where quantitative V/I estimates played-a-relatively
significant role in their resolution and where the revised V/I estimates
were: judged to be sufficiently close to the reference' guidelineL of 1,000
person rem /$M that NRC has used in the.past.for resolving CSIs. . Only six
CSIs in Category LOW are- affected by-: license ~ renewal. The discussion:in- i

the following subsections is organized according to the three: categories
iof GSIs: 3b, 3a, and LOW. ;
!

Appendix A includes a list of resolved CSIs -that were-not backfitted =
-(Categories 3b and 3a) with revised V/I estimates exceeding the value of-
500 person rem /SM. _ MITRE-selected this value1to highlight those GSIs with'
V/I estimates close to the reference _value of 1,000 person-rem /$M for -
which qualitative factors considered:in their resolution not to backfit
played a. dominant role. The resolution basis for these GSIs is-provided
in Appendix B.

3.3.1 Category 3b CSIs
.

1of the 111 issues in Category 3b,- only:10 issues had a regulatory
. .

.-- .

. analysis and another 30 issues _had a V/I analysis performed in support
of _ their prioritization. .The remaining'71 issues were resolved based on
qualitative factors and engineering judgement. :Threeuof 10 regulatory-
analyses did not_contain any quantified _V/I estimates.-

CSIs in Category;3b were resolved on the basis of-a number of
different reasons. -However', dering the course of the evaluation, it
became apparent that the resolution bases 1could be grouped. These groups.
are listed below and.their-letter designations are used in'the database to
indicate-how each CSI'was resolved.

3-3 i
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A CSIs resolved based on NRC initiatives including the following:
issuance of policy statements (A1); actions taken to address
other concerns (A2); issuance of documents, including NURECs;
computer code manual upgrades, etc., (A3); administrative and

|organizational changes (A4); and GSIs to be revisited by the
staff in the future (A5).

B Further investigation of the issue by NRC determined that there
was no concern.

C The issue was covered-in other NRC programs (e.g., Individual
Plant Examination-(IPE), Nuclear Plant-Aging Research (NPAR),
etc.).

D Industry initiatives and actions mitigated or eliminated the
Concern.

E Low risk and negligible V/I values.

Figure 3-3 depicts a breakdown of the resolution bases for
Category 3b issues consistent with the grouping described above.

A review of the resolution bases of GSIs in Category 3b identified
only three GSIs that are potentially affected by license renewal
considerations. These are discussed below.

CSI III.A.1.3(2): Maintain Supplies of-Thyroid Blocking Agent for the
Public

Federal Emergency Management Administration'(FEMA) developed a policy
statement against a nationwide requirement'for the distribution or stock-
piling of KI for use _ by the general public -and left- the final | decision for
its use to state and local authorities on a site-specific basis. The NRC
concurred with the policy statement that was based on a V/I estimate.

Units for the cost / benefit analysis were $/ thyroid nodule-averted and
ranged from $300,000 to $40 million/ nodule, depending on' distance .from the-

plant. This was compared to an average cost of treating a thyroid nodule
case of $17,000. The analysis _was performed independent of plant lifetime
and the number of plants operating in the U.S. , although the analysis
acknowledged that multiple reactors at sites would decrease the cost /
benefit ratios correspondingly. Also, the analysis assumed a uniform
population distribution of 100 persons / mile 2 rather than the standard
340 persons / mile 2 used in V/I analysis of potential GSI. resolutions.

3-5-
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Cost and benefit results are provided on an annual, single reactor inci-
dence basis. Thus the results would remain constant regardless of renews 1
term, except for any changes in the population density. However, given
that the unit of analysis and population density assumed are different for
chis issue. HITRE did not revise the results of the V/I analysis. The NRC
plans to perform an updated V/I analysis to consider the implications of
latest available research and new information on estimated iodine releases
from severe reactor accidents on the values and impacts of alternative,

approaches to address the issue (55 FR 29768).

CSI 82: Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Fuel Pools

Several alternatives to address damage in spent fuel pools in
response to beyond design basis accidents were evaluated in the regulatcry
analysis (NRC, 1989). Alternative 4, installation of a spray system,
resulted in V/I estimates of approximately 330 and 833 person rem /$M for
the best-estimate and worst case scenarios, respectively. Because of
license renewal considerations, the best estimate and worst case V/I-
estimates could increase to approximately 500 and 1,400 person-rem /$M,
respectively.

It should be noted that the original V/I analysis has considerable
uncertainties. Furthermore, the worst case estimate applies to the Zion
Nuclear Station with its specific meteorology and population density of
860 people per square mile.,

CSI 101: BVR Water Level Redundancy

This CSI is concerned with the ability of BWRs to mitigate water
level instrument sensing line leaks or breaks that could affect both
control and protection systems.

Based on the low probability of core melt (<2E 6)-and the highest
V/I estimate of 909 person-rem /$M to reduce public risk, the resolution
of CSI 101 did not call for any additional actions. 'The NRC concluded
that all BVR designs already provide acceptable protection, in conjunction
with operator, training and procedures, to mitigate a line break in any of
the water level instruments. 1

License renewal consideration increases the most-limiting V/I
estimate in the regulatory analysis to over 1,600 person rem /$M for one
group of plants with a particular proposed modification to the Automatic
Depressurization System.$

3-7
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3.3.2 Category 3a CSIs

Of the total of 116 CSIs that resulted in new requirements on the
licensees, only five issues were forwardfitted without any backfit
requirements. These issues are identified and summarized in the CSI
database in Appendix B. These five GSIs were identified in the mid to
late 1970's and were resolved based on a variety of reasons, including
initiatives by the industry. There is limited quantitative information
available in support of their resolution. Only two CSIs in this category
had a quantitative regulatory analysis. Consideration of license renewal
factors would increase the V/I estimates for these two Category 3a issues
beyond the NRC's guideline of 1,000 person rem /$M. However, other factors
considered in the resolution override the V/I estimates, so that these
CSIs are not affected by license renewal.

3.3.3 Oategory LOV CSIs

Of the 22 GSIs in Category LOW, 14 r nad a V/I estimate. The
remaining issues were placed in Category . based on qualitative reasons'

and engineering judgement. In addition, '.-66, which is in Categocy 3b,
includes four sub-issues that were eliminared from further evaluation
based on their DROP priority categorization on a ranking scale that
combined LOW and DROP priority ranking. MITRE reviewed these Category
" DROP" issues since they could move up to MEDIUM priority ranking, and
determined that they were not affected by license renewal.

Based on V/I estimates and averted ~public dose, as well as
qualitasive information supporting the resolutions, MITRE identified the
following six Category LOW CSIs that could move up to MEDIUM priority.

CSI II.D.2: Research on Relief and Safety Valve Test Requirements

The revised V/I estimate of 113 person rem /SM in conjunction with the
revised total averted public dose of 2,432 person rem could place the
issue in the MEDIUM priority category.

CSI III.D.2.1: Radiological Monitoring of Effluents

This issue consists of three distinct GSIs (III.D.2.1.1 through
III.D.2.1.3) that were evaluated together. The revised V/I value of
66 person-rem /$M and revised averted total public dose of 7,714 person-rem
could place the issue in the MEDIUM priority category.

3-8
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GSI 35: Degradation of Internal Appurtenances in LVRs !
.

1Originally the issue was placed in the 14W priority category since <

all scores, except for the core damage frequency, which was marginally
in the Catecary MEDIUM, placed the issue in Category thW. The revised
V/10: 77 person rem /$M and the revised total averted public dose of
8,1.75 person rem could move the issue to the MEDIUM priority rank.

CSI 80: Pipe Break Effects on CRD Hydraulic Lines in the
Drywells of BWRs Mark I and II Containments-

The issue was originally assi ned 1DW priority ranking because of6
V/I estimates. The revised V/1 of 45 person rea/$M and the revised total <

averted public dose of approximately 100 perron rem could move the issue-
to the MEDIUM priority rank. >
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SECTION 4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

MITRE conducted a review and evaluation of resolved CSIs that have
not been backfitted to determine the potential iLpact of an additicnal
20 years of plant operation permitted under the proposed license renewal
rule, and the projected increase in population density.

The review was based on a systematic evaluation of 772 generic
issues, in a two phased approach, to identify those CSIs that were
resolved through October 1.990 and that did not result in backfitting.
As a result of Phase 1 screening, 249 in Categories 3b, 3a, and LOW were
identified to have been resolved through October 1990. A further review
of this set of CSIs in Phase 2 identified 139 issues that did not result 1

in backfit requirements. MITRE constructed a database to capture essen-
tial iniormation associated with these 139 CSI, including the following:
resolution basis and references, original V/I estimate, and revised V/I
estimate. The database will provide NRC with the capability to perform
future analyses and monitoring of non backfitted CSIs.

There were no instances where the remaining plant life or the
population density was the sole basis for resolving a CSI without
imposing backfit requirements. however, a limited number of CSIs that
have a V/I estimate could be affected by license renewal considerations
(see Figure 4-1). The CSIs that are potentially affected by license
renewal considerations are briefly discussed in Table 4-1.

CSIs in Category 3b are those that have been resolved without
resulting in any new requirements for either operating or future nuclear
power plants. Of the 111 CSIs in this category, nnly three CS)s could be
affected by license renewal considerations.

' CSIs in Category 3a are those that have been resolved with new
requirements for either operating and/or future plants. Of a total of
116 CSIs in this category, five were not backfitted. However, none of
these CSIs was affected by lict:nse rencval considerations, Tha V/I
estimates for two CSIs in this category exceeded 1,000 perton rem /$M.
However, the qualitative resolution basis outweighed the quantitative
revised V/I estimates (see Appendix B).

CSIs in Category LOV are those that have been eliminated from further
evaluation by NRC based on their limited safety significance as determined
in the priority ranking process and peer review. Of the 22 CSIs in this
category, only 14 had V/I estimates, These were revised to account for

41
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Table (-1. CSIs Potentially Affected by License Renewal

-

G31
Identi- Cate-

*
fication sory Title Diocession

III.A.1.3(2) 3b Mainteto suppliet of The toevo is conceraed with steekpiles of EI asent for poblic wee to MLp

Thyroid Blockins A6mt provost radiation injery to the **yrnid slend by redienseltd. re' ees *n
the event e,. e neclear pcuer pierc eccident. A TDM policy state =or t that
recoereended against a estion=tdo requirmeent wee oppreeed by the trRO. Tbo
volse impect enelyste in MTRIS/CR-1433 showed thet 12 effered e2 estr===1y
emell benefit in reletten to its cast ever the encertainty rense.- N T/1
enelysis to unique since it censiders the eserted public dose in unite of

2thyreid nodules and esswees e populetten density of 100 pereece/ mile , ;p,

i
T/I estimate calculated by frRC is not effected by the g emeintes plant life

W end to only infloenced by the repulation density espect of alcone, rene e1.
This issue is corrently ender review by the itRC staff (33 rR 39755). and
license renewel seeld be f actored inte any new reseletion of this teeee.

82 3b Beyond teelse Be-is tr7 REG-1353 incledes the value 1 erect enelysis for different optiees to

Accidente in Feei 2 nolo eddroso deresse in opent feel poole in roepeese to beyond deetsn beels
occidente. Ersleetion of instellins a sprey evoten resalted in T/I esti-
mates of 330 and 833 pereen-rom /$M for the best eetteete end eset ces.

Z1 Zion stetlee pepelotten of eso persons / mile ) econeries, respectively.

Caesideration of liconee rene el seeld increase thee. T/I eetimetes to
apprezimately 300 and 1.400 pereen-ree/SM accordingly.

101 3b BWR Weter Level Re6asdency The lesse le concerned with BWR plant roepones to e 1e.el instrement line

break concurrent with e einste fellese. WORZO/C1-3112 inclodes the volse
tapect enelyste for this lesee. Beeed en low probability of core seit end
a serieuse T/I estimete of 909 person-rom /R the reeeletite of this sense
did not cell fer any additional actions. The staff c w leded that all
BWR designe elreedy provide ecceptable protectier.. in ee senction with
operator training and procedarse, to roepend to en instrument line break.
Canoideretten of license renewel increesee the seet limiting T/I wetimate

to -1.606 person-rom /$'t.
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Table 4-1. GSIs Totentially Affected by License Renewal (Concluded)

f. GSI
f Identi- Cate- )* Disevseien

fication gory Title

.

Consideratien of lice-rse renveel ineressee T/I estimete end W tetal
II.D.2 1DW Research on Rallef :end

Safety Velve 7est awrted public dose to 113 person-ree/SM end 2.e32 pereen-ree.
respectively. This may piece the issue in MIDITM priority.

Caesideration of license rene-el in reeses V/I estimete and the tetel
III.D.2.1 LCW Radiologscel h itarins

(3 separete of Ef flue =rts* verted public dn e to 66 person-ram /SM and 7.716 pereen-ree, respec-
tively. This mey piece the lesse in MEDILM priority.

GI5s under
Ferts 1 thru 3)

Consideration of license renewal increasee Y/I estisete end the total7 35 LOW Degradation of Int +rnel
# Appurtenances in 1 4 e everted #11: dose to 77 med h.325 respectively. This eey piece the

issue in PTJILM pristity,

Consideration of license rene-el increeeee Yil eetteete ed h
30 LOW Fipe Break Effectoren

total everted public dose to 45 pers<m-rese/$M and -100 person-ree.Central Rod Drive
Eydraulic Lines terthe respectively. This way place the issue in MEDItM priority.
Cryeells of BHL Merk I
and II Containmentra

* Consistent eith the designation used by FRC (see Table 1-11

-_ _. - J
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the additional plant life and population density increase. Five of the
14 CSis in Category 1DV are potentially af fected by license renewal
considerations and inay shift to MEDIUM priority status.
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APPENDIK A

CSIs IN CATECORIES % AND 3a VITil REVISED V/I ESTIMATES
EXCEEDING $00 PERSON 4REli/$M

.

OSI
Identi- Category V/l Revi.ed t/lficetton fitto (kUklG 0933) Reference Person-rom /DM

!.C.9 Lorip -t ore, Fa r s t arn Finn f or & N'Ato 0933 522Ug gr adir a of Frocedos es

1.D. Coritrol Soum Design etendard 3b N11 KEG-0933 1,022

!!.C.1 lbterim Rellab!!!ty 3b NURin-0933 977Evaluation Irogr am (!Rtt)

11.C.2 Continuetton of Iriterte 3b NURIG 4933 983Reliability tweluation

Frostwm (FRIF)

II.C.4 Reliability f r:s tweerirg 3b NUE O 0933 $28

!!.t.2.2 Research or: rcall treak 3b NUREG 0933 1,750
LOCAs and Anunalus Iranstants

!!!.A.1.3tt) Public (Maintain suptlies 3b NUREG/CR- See Note 1of thyrund blothing ager.t)
1643

!!!.A.3.4 Nuclear tieto Link Ib NVkt0-0933 3,$30
!!!.D.2.5 Of f ette Dose Calculation 3b NVREG 0933 1,211Manual

111.D.$.1 Radiation trotection Flans 3b NURIG-0933 3,439
(Worker Radietton Trotec tion
Imptovement)

IV.E.S Asseta currently Operattrg 3b NUREO-0933 2,137Flants (Satety
Der ision-Mak ing )

A 12 Fractute toughness of Steam 3e NUREG 0$'/7 Ranges
)

Ger. orator and Reactor (Rev.1) betweenCoolant Pep Supports ('JSI)
133 and
~60,000

A 43 Containment !aargency Sump 3% WWEG-0469 Ranges
Performanc e (Former US1) between

4,652

and
13,533

A-45 Shutdown Decey Heat Removal 3b NUREG 1149 Vart eRequirements (T< rear USI)
widely

B-S buckitng Behavior of Steel 3b NUREG-0933 782Containments

A1

..
. - - - _ _ _-_ - -
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APPENDIX A

CSIs IN CATEGORIES 3b AND 3a VITH REVISED V/I ESTIMATES
EXCEEDING $00 PERSON REM /$M (Concluded)

i

__

ost
Identi- Category V/1 Revised V/1

facetion Title m Rro 0033) meterence Forson tem /sM

82 Beyond Design Basis ab NVP.E0* 13 $3 ~$00
Accidente in Tuol Popis

101 BWR Water Level Redundancy 3b NUkt0/CR* 1,606
$112

115 Reliability of Westinghouse 3b NUA10 1361 1,956
Solid State Flent Protection
System

127.2 Initteting feed and Bleed ab N0kt0-0933 4.244

125.1.3 SPDS Ave 11eb111ty 3b NUR10-0933 962

(Devis tense 1oss of All
Feedwater Event of June 9,
1985, Long fore Actions)

w

NOTE la The cost-benefit ratio in the regulatory analysis of $300,000 to $40M cor thyroid
module is independent of the remaining plant. Life and assumes a population density

2of 100 persons / mile , The tsaue is currently under review by NRC and license'

> renewal would be factored into any new resolution of the issue.

A2-

. . . . .
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APPENDIX B

DESCRIPTION OF GSI DATABASE,

The following is a description of the different data ficids in the CSI
database printout. "LR" is used to abbreviate license renewal in the
database.

CSI IDENTIFICATION: Identification number of the Generic Safety Issue
(CSI), consistent with NUREC 0933.

TITLE: Title of the CSI as it appears in NUREG 0933 and its Table II.
Additional text providing supplemental information is included in
parenthenes.

ISSUE TYPE: CSI type consistent with NUREG-0933 as being one of the
following:

TMIAP TMI Action Plan
TAP Task Action Plan
NGI New Generic Issues
HF Human Factors

CATEGORY: Designation of the issue consistent with NUREC-0933, Table II,
and GMICS (10 August 1990) information (i.e., 3a, 3b, and LOW)

DECISION RATIONALE: A brief description of the resolution basis. In
general, information is obtained from NUREG 0933 unless other references
as designated in NUREC-0933 are specif'cally identified. Any relevant
risk information such as core damage frequency, total and per plant
averted dore, etc., is also included. Revised estimates of these

parameters based on extended plant life and increased population are also
included in a separate paragraph, where necessary.

V/I REFERENCE: References providing value/ impact (V/I) information. A
reference to NUREC-0913 indicates that only a V/I ratio used in the
prioritization war, available. Otter references are indicative of the
presence of a more detailed analyris (e.g. , Regulatory Analysis). An "N"
in this column indicates that no references that provided V/I estimates
w re identified.

B-1
i

i
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i

OLD V/I (P-rem /$M): V/I estimate, if available. Otherwise, an "N/A',
indicating Not Available, appears in the coluan.

REV V/1 (P rem /$M): Revised V/I estimate including the impact of License
Renewal (i.e., additional 20 years and population density increase). In

general consideration of licensing renewal typically increases V/I ratios
by at most a factor of 1.7 assuming the original average remaining plant
life of approximately 28 years. All available V/I estimates have been
revised to include license renewal factors.

RES. BASIS: The basis for the resolution of 3b items. Any one er a
combination of the following codes are used as the basis for the
resolution of the issue:

* Al Resolved with the issuance of a Policy Statement

* A2 Is resolved because of the NRC action taken in response to
other concerns and not the CSI

* A3 The issue is resolved and resulted in an NRC action including:
Tech Specs changes-

Issuing NUREGs/BTP/ Clarified SRPs-

Changes to inspection programs *-

Computer code development-

* A4 The issue is resolved and resulted in interval administrative
or organizhtion changes

* AS Resolved requiring future assessments

* B Resolved since there was no problem based on further review

* C Covered or subsumed it other NRC programs (e.g. , IPE, NPAR)

* D Resolved based on industry initiatives

* E Resolved based on values and/or impacts

RES. DATE: The year when the issue was resolved as specified in CIMCS.
R6aolution dates not identified in CIMCS are designated as "<83". "N/A"
designation for resolution date of LOW category CSIs indicates the date as
not being available,

l

B-2

_ _ y
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GSI 18iLE ISSUE CATE DECIS19e RAitokALE V/l CLD W/t REw. VII' sES.

REFERENCE P-reum/SM P-rem /SMv.J15 CATE
IDENTIFICATIO TYPE GCRf

I.A.2.2 Training and cualification of TMIAP 3b Ref 777: The Comissien formatty WAfr 1933 177 173 AT,L $3

Operations Persomel recognized the irdustry progress to
inprove training & qualifications. In
1985, issued a Policy Statement on
the issue ".. endorsing the
IkPO-managed training Accreditation
Program...."

1.A.2.5 riant Dritts
TMIAP 3b Ongoing work by DFFS was corpteted in NUREG-0933 62 67 A3.C <S$

1985 and ptbtished W information as
a FSEG. The short-ters objective of
manipateting controts was acheiv?d in
NUREG-0737. The long-term goat of z

Wyetoping NRC stendards for dritIs
| was lef t to INPO & the inr1Jstry. The
! issue was given LOW priority since

v/t analysic overestimated the rist.
es

Total m arted pubtle dose of 4,605e

i os P-ree increeses to 8,562 tn/ L9.
!

l.A.2.6(2) $taff Review of WRR 80117 TM*AP 3b Resolved under item I.A.2.6(1), which u N/A N/A A2 <83

resulted in revised RS 1.8.
NUREG-0933 reports V/t of 60 for itee
I.A.2.6(1) whic' 's in la category.

I.A.2.6(4) Operator Workshops TMIAP 3b tef 804: Both methods of condxting NUREG-0933 165 177 0,E 25

workshop & survey test cases proved
to be effective means of tetting
fee & ack. Because of low V/I value
and Industry willingness to provide
fee &ack dur8pg the studr, the issue
should be resolved.

Total averted PJbtic dose of 7,140
P-ren increases ;n 9,930 because of LR.

I.A.2.6(5) Develop Inspectico TMTA* 3b same as Item I.A.2.6(2) N N/A N/A A2 <S3

Procedures for Training

Program

m___.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ ---
~
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G5i IITLE ISSUE CATE DECISIDs RA110 MALE VII OLD W/l REW.'W/8 RES. RES.

IDENTIFIEATION TYPE CORT REFERENCE P-reav5M P-reuv5M Basts DATE

I.A.2.7 Accreditetton of Train!ng TMIAP 3b Ref 777: The cesarissim forently muREG-0933 6&.4 71 A1,0 85

Institutione recognized the imintry progress to
irorove training & quotifications. In
1985, issued a Poticy Statement on
the issue *.. endorsing the

tuPO-managed traicing Accreditation
Program...*.

I.A.3.2 operator Licensing Progra:a TMIAP 3b The fellowing tetions we e taken: 1- N N/A af/A A3,9 <83
Changes ett Regions were given operator

licensing authority, 2- a study of
w. Licenslog progrant was docscented
in WUREG-1021, and 3- reperting of
operator error was octeted.

txt

h I.A.3.3 Requirements for Operator TM1AP 3b Ref 956: A regulatory am roach to NUREG-0933 13.4 11.3 A1,0 87

Fitness fitness for duty was originetty
purs*d. In 1986, e Consmission Policy
Statement recognized the ins;stry
efforts and resolv=d the issue.

|

!

I.A.3.4 Licensing of Additional TMIAP 3b Ref 778: There was insufficient MUREG-0933 20 23 A1 85

Cprrations Persorvet evidence to steport new reqJirements.
In accordance with current Coussission
statement, relateo to NLMARC
initiatives, there vautd be no
proposed rute for 2 years. A1to the
Policy Statement on training and
qualification witt cover ie.u section
of utilities' training progros.

I.A.4.1(1) short-terni study of Traicing TMIAF 3b As required by TMI Actim Pten, e u m/A u/A A3 <83

Simulaters study of training sisutators was

co-iscted & doctamented in
dVREC/CR-1482. Iss w I.A.4.1(2)
required i glenentation of corrective
actions identified in Part 1, which

sulted in issuing RG-1.149.

- ___

---
-. __ -
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GSI T31LE 155UE CATE taLCIStou RAi!0 MALE v/I OLD VII REY. V/I EES. EF S.

IDENTIFICATION TYPE GORY REFEREmCE P-re=m/18e P-ev=!q/sae 8asts care

I.8.1.1(1) Prepere Draf t Criteria TMIAP 3b Ref 956: Iteas 1-4 ef I.8.1.1 ere N W/A N/A A1,9 87

(Organization & Manormnt teminsterf besed tc=:n irtisstry

Long-tens Inprovewnt) initistives thrc:. aft MUMARC eruf ti e
Cerveisssion's Policy Guidatines. This
is in tune with the Cerveisssien
poticy: "..WRC is moving teward
perime-besad retMr than

} preseriptive reguteticr*.." soREG-0733
j

V/I for ett 7 parts ef f.8.1.1 is'

-760.

I.8.1.1(2) Prepere Comission Paper TMIAP 3b Same es I.8.1.1(1). N u/A m/A A1.0 87

!
|

1.8.1.1(3) Issue sequircaents for the TM AP 3b Same es I.8.1.1(1). N m/A m/A A1.0 87

to Upgrading of Manegament and'

& Technical Issues

1.8.1.1(4) Review Resporers to TMIAP 3b S ee as I.8.1.1(1). N m/A N/A At,D 37
Determine Acceptabitity

1.8.1.* d) Review Isplesentation of TMIAP 3b Same as 1.8.1.1(1). Also Ref 956 N N/A N/A A1,0 67

Upgrading Activities indicates that IE routinely deveteps

inspection procedres which address
new or revised regtrirements.

I,8.1.2(1) Prepare Draf t Criterie TMIAP 36 The issue was to be apoticable to N N/A N/A A3 483

(Evettetion of org, & Maneg. WTOLs eruf findings were incorporated
involvements of hear-term into corresponding SERs. A!! 3 parts
operating License Applicants) of issue 1.8.1.2 were resolved.

I.8.1.2(2) Review weer-term operating TM1AP 3b Same as I.8.1.2(1). N N/A C/A A3 <83

License Facilities

I.8.1.2(3) include Findings in the SER T4fAP 3b Same es !.8.1.2(1). N N/A m/A A3 <S3

for each near-term Operating

- a
-

7



GSI itTLE 155UE CATE DECist0N RATIOsALE v/l OLD w/I REv. v/I RES. RE5.

IDENTIFICATION TYPE GORf REFERENCE P-resm/9st P-resvisst SAsts DATE

License Facility

I.C.1(4) Confirinetory Anotyses of - TMIAP. 3b Ref 383: Confirmotory anstysis of N N/A N/A A3 <83

Selected Transients setected vendor transient
1

(Operating Proce &res)' calculations resulted in: 1- I

confirmed celes, 2- confirmed cetes. &
i: required changes to guidettars, 3- I

NRC methods need development & 4-
jneed for additionet emperiment61
|date.'(NUREG-0933 repnrts a v/I of '

1,650 person-reuvtse for ett 4 parts
of I.C.1.)

1.C.9 .- Long-tern Program Plan for 'TMIaP '3b Ref 955: Thet part of the Iteur NUREG-0933 . 461 522 C 26

Upgrading of Procedures desting with E0Ps has been
implemented e der t.C.1 mandsted I
ander Septement 1 to NUREG-0737. The

T' . scope of this issue is limited toe tong-tene upgrade of abnerust and
cperating prc<e&res. Issue NF-C2,
Meintenance & surveittence Progree,
includes addressing meintenance

,proce &res. The remaining concerns
are covered in Numen Factors Program,'
Issue NF-01.

'

I.D.4 Control Room Design Stenderd TNIAP '36 Ref 1101: The objective une to NUREG-0933 604 1,022 C 88
' establish guidelines thru IEEE and
RGs..Iseue I.D.1 requirements os

. documented in NUREG-9700 (referenced
in SRP 18.1) covers the scope of
Issue I.D.4.

'T.D.5(1) Operator Process TM1AP M The objective was to evoluete N N/A ' N/A ' A3 ' <83

Comammicetions (Improved CR . mon-mechine interface in CR. RES
-Instrumentation Research) research was docuumted irw

NUREG/CR-2147 and a research
infonnetten tetter (Ref 245) made
severet i n A tfo m for the .
future, including assessment of

- , . .. . _ . .. .. .. _ .

_
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GS3 tt1LE ISSUE CATE CECIStou RAIIONALE v/1 CL9 w/l REY. v/l RES. PES.
IDENTIFICATION TYPE GORY REFERENCC P-reag/SM P-re=m/SM BASIS DATE

NUREG-0700, EPRI/14P0/NER/DCD
cooperation, & modifiestion of risk
onetysis prograns.

I.D.$(4) Process Monitoring TMIAP 3b A directly related issue, Iten II.F.2 N N/A N/A C <83

Instrwent ation in NUREG-0737, manaated that industry
develop & inplement PuR liquid tevet
detection system. Also Nec evaluated
a ruter of system at LOCA
esperiment facilities.

f.F.1 Expand GA List TMIAP 3b Ref 1181: The Cownission disagprewd N N/A N/A 3 69
the proposed rule. It was determined
that SERs approved statements made in
SARs. Isportant to safety (ITS)

,

conpanents that were etso safetv
!

related G/a) were identified a not
! tp

| 0 ITS that were non S/R. Operating
plants were identifying ITS/N$t

- consistent with their iicensing

bases. The cost to licensees was
estimsted to be S22.25M.

f.F.2(1) Assure the Independence of TMI AP LN cA in seleer plants wes an issce of M N/A N/A N/A N/A

the Organization Performing high priority. Newever, it was felt
the Check 8ng F metion that resolution of CA deficiency, es

described under issue !.F.2 (escept
for parts 2, 3, 6, and 9 that leposed
new reep.sirewents), failed to address
the problem of mer:egement acceptance
of CA programs. Ports 1, 4, 5, 7, 8,
10 and 11 ef issue f.F.2 were given
LOW priority.

I.F.2(4) Establish Criteria for TMIAP LOW Sese as Issue I.F.2tt). N N/A N/A N/A N/A
Determining QA Requirements

1.F.2(5) Establish Quellfication TM!AP L W Same as issue I.F.2(1). N N/A N/A E/ % N/A
Requirements for QA and CC

__ . _ _
. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . .. .. . _ _ . . . . .. . . .. _ .. ..
.. .. .. ___
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GSI T3fLE ISSUE CATE DECISION RA!!Co-.LE W/l OLD w/1 REW. v/I RES. mES.

IDF.NTIFICATIOC TYPE GCRY REFERENCE P-ree/SM P-ree/SM BASIS OATE

I.F.2(7) Clarify that the CA Program TMIAP LOW Same as issue !.F.2(1). N N/A N/A N/A N/A

Is a Condition of the
Construction Permit ard
Operating License

f.F.2(8) Compare NRC QA Requirements TMIAP LOIJ Same as Issue f.F.2(1) N N/A N/A N/A N/A
with Those of other Agencies

1.F.2(10) Clarify Reg;irements for TMIAP LOW Same as Issue f.F.2(1) N N/A N/A N/A N/A

Maintenance of "As Buitt"

8.F.2(11) Define Rote of oc in Design TWIAP LOW Same es issue f.F.2(1) N 3/A N/A N/A N/A

and Analysis Activities
8

to
II.A.1 $lting Poticy Reformulation TMIAP 3b Ref 655: The Carraission determined NUutG-0933 60 102 A5 84

that before taking on this issue, a
new source term sust be aW and
the safety goals established. The
issue would be reessessed in the
future.

II.C.1 Interim Reilability TMIAP 3b Ref 813: PRA analysis for 4 plants NUREG-0733 931 977 A3 85
were ctrpteted and the results i.ere j

Ideted in N' SEGS. Other progrew,
!such as ASAP, exteW PRA modeling

to other plants. This issue was |

grimarity Intended to devetcp and j
idocunent methods to perform
I

rettability analyses. The intent of |
the program was accorptished. A
forset information letter would be
sent to NER to close out the issue.

The pu pose of this issue, ut2EG-0933 954 983 C 85II.C.2 Continuation of Interim TMIAP 36 Ref 816: e

Reliability Evaluation as stated in NUREG-0660, was to
Program (NGEP) " initiate" ! REP studies on at t

|
|
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G51 TITLE ISSUE CATE DECISION RAI!OmaLE V/I OLD w/I eEV. V/4 eEs. .tES.
IDENTIFICATION TYPE GORT REFERENCE P-reen/gM P-rest'SM GASIS DATE '

[

reamining operating plants ISAP f
program recysired mder Issue IV.E.5 t

i initi ted the enetyses et stume ;

plants. In eddition, the Severe ;i

Accident Folicy Statement regaires ' i
.

! plants to perform limited-scope FRA 5

to identify plant wealtnesses. These !

octions fulfitt the regstrements of
Iteps II.C.2 and IV.E.5. - i

I
L

i ,
!!.C.4 Reliability Engineering TMIAp 3b mef 1131- NRC design regsirements in muREG-0933 478 528 C 29 L

10CFR50 reflected retlebility i

principles. Operationet retlebility |

could be implemented more etfectively [
in performance-bosed regutetton ,

imtred of a prescriptive momer. {
Elements of a retlebility program ;

3

1 es were included in recent WRC ;

i Initiettwee to taprove meintenance, |oging, inproved risk-based Tech t4

'specs, plant performance indicators,
and more recently, EED rellebility. 1r

,

I,

i

!

~,
II.D.2 Research en Relief and Safety TMI4P LOW The portion of this issue involving 'muREC-0933 63 113 N/A N/A L

Vetwo Test Regstrements vetwe testing was coteced under |
II.D.1 shich laposed rw i'

,

regsirements. The second port was f,

concerced with a possibility of ATWS 6

because cf inodsupote . f
depressurization. The leeue was i

esslywd LOW priority cetegory. I

< ' [
The overted public dose of 1,300 '

; P-ree for half of att plants (35 f
reectors) that are potentietly ;

affected increases to 2,432 becomee i

of LR. [,

I
t

II.E.2.2 Reseorch on SmetL sreek TMIAP 3b Ref 817: The issue is concerned with muREG-0933 1,000 1,N t.3 85 ,

LOCAs and Anometus Transients uncertainties in codes used for [,

j $8LOCA enelysis. Based on test
[

4:

i-

r
e

.
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GS! TITLE ISSUE CATE DECISION 8.ATIONALE W/I OLD V/3 REV. W/l RES. RES.
IDENTIFICATION TYPE GORY REFERENCE P-rent /Sm P-rvuv3m 5 ASIS CATE

-

results, TMAC & RELAP were modified
end the issue was closed out.

.

II.E.2.3 theertainties in Performance TutAP LOW RSS noted tnet mer r of the tecimical MUREG-0933 52 59 N/A N/A
Predictions espects of this issue are teing i

investIseted under Itee I!.K.3(30),
" revised SSLOCA modet to comply with
50.46 ord Appendia K,* which was in ,

progress. Based on V/t value ord (
evertopping activities of it.K.3(30), '

the issue was given LOW priority.

Total overted pihtic dose of 1,565
increases to 2,607 because of LR.

r

'II.E.3.4 Alternate Corcep* Research 7;tlAP 3b eES expected Sendia to complete the u m/A N/A A3 <$3y,
a study on the usefulness of Instetting

5 en add-on CNR system in existing ;

plants (NUREG/CR-2M3) in 1983. The
results wastd be used in A-45. ;

II.E.4.3 Integrity Gwck (Contelrument) TNIAP 3b NUREC/CR-4330 enetyses indicated that NUREG-1273 R/A s/A E 83
conteiraient leekoge contributes 1-2
emn-resVRT of the total e m for
DBAs. Reduction cf conteirment
teskoge ty a factor of 10 rakced
risk very little. This issue deelt4

1
with Jestyi basis events & not severe

accidents, eAle_h are covered 1:y IPE.
4UREG-0933 V/1 is -220. Issue was
c GN priority because of high C)F. r

'

NUREG-1273 reports e dose redation
as high as 230 P-reuv2Y.

_

II.E.4.4(4) Evoluete venting and Purging TM!AP 36 Ref 382: The primary concern ues NUREG-0933 17 32 A2 <53
During Normet Operation felture of the pJrire line isolation

volves. The efforts colled for br the
issue iretuding NRC octiers were ;

ccepteted. The issue was resolved :
without requirements based en st4r

-
- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - -
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GSI fliLE ISSUE CATE DECISION RATIDeALE W/1 OLD v/1 REY. V/I #ES. sES.

IDEuflFICATION TYPE CORY ' SEFEREW2 P-ren W M P-ireu W N BASIS DATE

results & isplementetfan of AuS & CSS
reconsiendations. NueEG-0933 reported
a amminue V/t of 17 for combined 3:erts
II.E.4.4(4) and II.E.4.4(5).

II.E.4.4(5) Issue Modified venting and TMIAP 3b Ref 332: A study of the radiological a n/A m/A 3 <s3

Purging R w irements. consequences of conteirusent purging
was corubeted under II.E.4.4(4). The
study results indicated that
tteemisting requirements were
odegate.

11.N .1 Maintain Safety of TWi-2 and TMIAP 3b The issue is programatsticatty u n/A s/A A3 <g3

M!nielre Envirorimentet resolved with aw rapriate management
resources and priorities assig W .Impacts.
Ref 377 (TMIPO memorandus) stated the

, status of cleanup operations.
a

w
W

III.A.1.3(1)Woriers (Meletsin sapplies IM1AP 3b the licensee wee already required to N- u/4 m/A C 85

of thyroid blocking agent) meintain sacolies cf thyroid blocking
e m as a protective meesure for
emergency workers.

III.A.1.3(2)meintain S W ies of Thyroid TM148 3b A FERR Federet Policy statement that uutfG/CR- Rarges I/V At E 85

Stockfrw Agent (for the was reviewed and eccepted by the 1443 freut wetues

P etic) Comunisssion recomumended against a 1300,000 decreose
notionwide regirirement for to S40M ty

distribution of KI for use by the per less
pihtic. The V/t anstysis, that wes module then
reviewed and revised by mRC, showed 101
that Kt offered an entremely semit
benefit in relation to its cost over
the weertainty rarge. The issue is
receiving furthe review by mec (55
FR 'I9768.)

III.A.3.1(1) Define t#C Role in Emergency TMIAP 3b Refs 408 and 548: The proposed u m/A N/A A4 <83

Situatiers revision to NRC Martet, Chapter C502,
was approved by the Ceaurisssion &

L .. .. . . .. .. . . . .
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GSI IIILE ISSE CAIE DECISION RATIDsALE V/t OLD V/t REY. V/h RES. RES.

IDENTIFICATION int GORT REFEREuCE P-ren/$w P-res/sst Basts CAtt

resolved att 5 parts of the issue.

Resolution of Itt.A.3.1 also resolves
8-71, which was essentially s m eded
i9r iII.A.3.1.

III.A.3.1(2) Revise aM Upgrade Plans ard TMIAP 3b Same as Itee III.A.3.1(1). N m/A N/A A4 <&$

Procedres for the NRC
Ewrgmey Operations Center

!II.A.3.1(3) Revise Marve! Chapter 05C2, TM!AP 3b Same as Ites II1.A.3.1(1). u m/A N/A A4 <a3

Other Agancy Procedres, and
WWEC-0610

Ill.A.3.1(4)Prm are Commission Pa m TMIAP 3b same as ites III.A.3.t(1;. s w/A m/A As <s3

to
a

C III.A.3.1(5) Revise Isplecenting T4 TAP 36 same as Ite= tt!.A.3.1(1). u w/A N/A 44 <s3

Procedures and Instructions
for Regicnet Offices

III.A.3.2 I mrove Operations Center TMIAP 3b Refs 235 & 379: mear-tere N w/A N/A AZ <33

i+, m ~ .;s to operetione Center
(OC) were ende. A study deterudned
the long-tets reeds, including a
corptete redesign of CC. GIE
considered this issue important &
wanted co mtetton by the eed of 1983.

III.A.3.4 tucteer Data Link TWIAP 36 Inittat stuty tw sandia identified PJREC-0933 2,100 3,530 C 25
several cetions, none of sich were
acceptable. The Staff detereined that
Eeergency Response Data System
developed by the Licensees, and
atrendy a5 proved by the Corsaission,
provided e seens for electrortie
transfer of infonnation, & ticensees
should not backfit their Emergency

Response Data System.

t

I

i

|
,
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REFERENCE P-reuv3M P-rem /SM SASIS DATE

IDENTIFICATION TYPE GORY

III.A.3.5 Training, Dritts, erd Tests TMtAP 3b Refs 235 & 379: Exercises, schedating N- N/A N/A C <83

ord training were being conducted,

with graduelty increasing scope & had
been incorporated into routine
ongoing NRC geratic.s.

Itt.A.3.6(1)toternettonet (Interaction TM1AP 3b WUREC-072f gmblished in 1980 N N/A N/A A4 483

of WRC & Other Agencies) desce4 bed s w ret WRC
resp a ibilities & piens for
responding to emergencies and
coordiretion w/ other egencies.
NUREG-0845 phtished in 1982
contained deteited procedures for
interaction with others.

III.A.3.6(2)Federot (Interaction of NRC TM!AP 3b Some es III.A.3.6(1).
N N/A N/A A4 <83

cp
e .& Other Agencies),

j

IIt.A.3.6(3) state and tocet (Interaction TMIAP 3b same es III.A.3.6(1).
N N/A N/A A4 <83 {

of MRC & Other Agencies)

!

III.s.1 Transfer of Responsibilitter .TMIAP 3b leeserendan M thderstanding between N N/A N/A A4 <83i

fem crai NRC woe issued. FEMA and WRCto FEMA (Emergency
Propor d ess of State and. had completed evolustian of the first

- Locet Govercaments) round of joint encercise et ett
operetIng ptonts. Items !II.B.1 and
!!.s.2 were combined let the
ewetustion.

II1.8.2(1) The Licensing Process TMIAP 3b Combined with Itee !II.5.1 sturve. N N/A N/A A4 <83

(Esplementetion of FEMA & '
.NRC responsibititles)

III.S.2(2) Federet Guldence' TMIAP - 3b Combined with item III.B.1 above. N N/A N/A A4 <83

(Isolementation of FEMA &
NRC responsibitities)

r

- _ . - -
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GSt TITLE ISSUE CATE DECISION BA180NALE V/t OLD V/I REV. V/t RES. RES.
REFEREBCE P-rent /SM P-ree/SM 8 ASIS DATETYPE GCNtfID(WTIFICATION

lit.D.1.3(4) sponsor stisfies to Evaluate TM!AP 3b Att four parts of issue fit.D.I.3 N N/A N/A A3,C <33 I

were ccabined and evetusted together.
Chercost AG.v. W e The first three parts were covered by

different programs under Severe
Accident Research Prograre (SARP).
Part & associated with the evaluation
of charcost fitter perform nce m der
occident conditions was cceteted eruf
results reported in utstEG/CR-2550.

III.D.2.1(1) Evaluate the Tessibility and TMIAP LOW Att three ports of tssue fit.D.2.1 FREG-J933 41 66 s/A m/A
were evolunted together. MinorPe*fone a Value-Ispect

Anotysis of Modifying persat-ree savings might occur mder
Effluent %nitoring Design accident conditions due to better

direction of the field survey team.Criterie Also there was a potentist risit
increase of 36 P-ree for att plants,

, towering the V/I estimates further.
e There was no accident avoidance cost
7 since the issue was related ta

post-accident scenerlos. The issue
was assigned LOW priority.

The totat everted p Atle esposure of
3,797 P-ree increases to 7,714
because of LR.

f
III.D.2.1(2) Study the Feasibility of TMIAP LOW The issue is combined ard evaluated N R/A E/A N/A N/A

,

Requiring the Development cf under issue !!!.D.2.1(1).
Effective Means for
Monitoring sM sanpling
noble Cases and Radiolodine
Released to the Atsesphere

I tit.D.2.1(7) Revise Regulatory Guides TMIAP LOW The issue is combined and evetusted a N/A N/A 5/A N/A

m der issue !!!.D.2.f(1).

!!!.D.2.2(1)Perfere Study of TMIAP 36 The item was Cgteted in 1981 and W N/A N/A A3 <83

Radiolodoine, Carbon-14, and results were doctanented in muREG-0771
Tritius Behavior & 0772.' This ites is closed with no

_ _ _ _ _ _
.. . .. . . . . -. . _ . . . . .. ... . . . ._. .. . . . ,. ._

,

_



G11 TITLE ISSUE CAIE DEC1510e RATIONALE V/5 CLD v/l REv. v/1 aEs. RES.
-IDEWTIFICATION TYPE GotY- REFERENCE P-rom /SN P-reserSR SASIS DAtt

new requirements.

III.D.2.3(1)oewetop Precedures to- ToIAP 3b Anotyses for Zion and 173 were a N/A N/A A3 83
Discriminste between . pJbtished in NURES-0850. auREG-1054
Sites /Ptents (Liquid Pethway provided a simplified method.
Radiologicot Control) Erwirorumental SRP (ESRP) 7.1.1 mes

draf ted with no tww require ==nt &
finetty published es e sumEG.

III.D.2.3(2)oiscrielnete between sites & TMIAP 3b some es Port 111.D.2.3(1). m s/A m/A A3 85
P*. ants that Require
Consideration of tiquid
Pothuey Interdiction '

. Techniques.

I ' as
i. .s III.D.2.3(3) Establish Feesible seethod of Tu1AP 3b same es Port III.D.2.3(1). a m/A N/A A3 85

, vi Pethuer Interdiction

~ !!I.D.2.3(4)Pregere e summary asport- . Tatar 3b same es port tit.D.2.3(1) ~ u .u/A m/A A3 85

-- Itt.D.2.4(1)studr Feesibility of Tntap 3b The issue includuf instettetion of a m/A m/A a <83
7'' Erwirorumentet seenitors sanitors seesurirg for reet-time rete
i

!' (Offsite Deee paneeurements)- of egooure to rete goces eruf
L- raidioledines. The issue uns co eined

with preposed revisiers to aG 1.97.
sesed en a feasibility study, the mec

staff concluded that these sonitors
were not practicat. -

III.D.2.5.' offsite Dose Ceteutetion. .intAP 3b The purpose of the issue mes to mUREG-C'33 758 1,211 A3 8A

seenuet - develop e manust. The Offsite Deee

*- Cetcutetlan peanuel, numEC/CR-3332 mes-
pJtdished irt 1963.

IIt.D.3.1 ' medietion Protection Piens Tatar 3b The stof f eccepted etterne* e .mumEG-0933 1,880 3,439 A3,0 86
(Worker Radiation Protection reputatory ccreept thet recognizes
I,,d m _~ a) - fed.rstry self-poticing progree. A
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IDENT!f! CATION TTPE GORT

sennore sism of widerstanding was
issts.d between Etc & IraO. A trerd
anstysis indicated ALARA was
integrated into the licensees'
programs.

iv.C.1 Entends Lessons Learned from TMia? 3b Ref 410: The pJrpose was to extend N m/A m/A A3 83

TMI to Other met Programs lessors frans TMt to other Nams,
incitsfing transportation, weste
- 4 , research reactors, etc.

j Studies perfornwd by an*SS resulted in
| the issuance of a draft STP on waste

form based on TMI experience.

IV.E.5 Assess Currently Operating TMIAP 3b Work completed by NRC on this item WUREG-0933 1,081 2.13 7 C 85

Plants (Safety was closely related to
occerplishments in itee II.C.2 on

Y Decision-Making)
IREP. Also ISAP has covered a fsrber#
of plants. The Severe Accident Policy#
Statement required OLs to perfoen
plant-specific PF.As.

IV.F.1 Incresse O!E security of the TMIAP 3b OIE reported that procedares have a N/A N/A A3 <83

Power-Ascention Program been issued to iincrease inspection
coverage durins power escention
testing. The item wca resolved with
chsrv,es in NRC inspection proced.res.

!Y.F.2 Evoluste lepect of Finarcist TMIAP 3b The staff ecknowtedged that there was N N/A N/A 3 <83

Disincentives to the Safety swe financial disincentive to
of Nuclear Plants plants. #-v financial b+nefit

associated w/ taking safety risks was
smelt. Other financial issues were
addressed urter proposed 50.54(W) on
insurance requirements.

A-1 Water Maneer (US1) TAP 3a As Indicated in GL 89-21, the staff N N/A N/A N/A 84

concluded that the freatsency and
severity of water heerer occurences
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had been significantly redated
through incorporation of design
features, proper design of feedveter
votwe and control systars, and
increased operator awarene,s aruf
toining. No edfitional reqJirements
were ieposed on the existing plants.
SRP chsr p were isplemented and
guidelines for upgrading training

|

! programs was developed under Issue
I.A.2.3.

I

A-12 Fracture Toughness of Steam TAP 3a During licensing of North Ame a NUPEG-0577 Ranges Ranges N/A 64

Generator and Reactor concern wes raised regarding the (Frv.1) between between
Coolant Puy S44 ports (USt) potentist for f eetter teoring and low -32,000 -60,000

fracture toughness of 5/G and RCP aruf 80 and 153
sug ert meterials. Tech sp M changesg

e for Morth Ama to reise the S/G
C suppor? teeperature prior to

pressurtretion was made. NUREG-0577
was pubtished eruf SRP changes were
ande. The V/; e.atysis, eithesh not
conclusive beceuse of uncertainties,
was a stgporting f actor in not
beckfitting.

The datebese includes the two entreme
V/t values for perforwing initlet
study and hertbere modifications,
re w tively. Since any inittet |
essessment of sigpert meterlat could I

result in impic;=mttng redif!retions,
the smetter V/1 estimate was used in
the decision not to beckfit.

A-15 System and Steam Generator TAP 3b Two mete of strong solution N N/A N/A A3 <83

Decontamination decontamination and ditute
contaminetton solutluns were
considered. NUREG/CR 2963 reported
the decontamination criteria.

4

- me
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NUREG-1229 m/A N/A C,E 29

A-17 Systems Interactims in TAP 3b Resolutim cf A$erse Systee
Interection (ASI) had not proved te

Nuclear Power Plants (USI) te cost-effective in past & did not
guarantee that att ASIS would be
identified. GL 29 18 was issued, IPE
ond G1!s A-46 and CSI-128. cover some
AS!s. Also CL 89-21 indicates that
the staff expected licensees to
evaluete events in accordance with
the requirements of 1.C.5 mandated by
Nt.*EG-0737. A proposed change to SEP
was not i glemented.

!

WUREG-0933 40 67 P/A N/A
A-21 Main Steam Line Break Inside TAP LOW The issue was given ICW

Conteitrient Evaluation of prioritiration besee m the totat
Envircreental Conditions for

everted dose of 618 p rsm-rem and
the W/l vetue of <40 person-rem /SM.Equipment cuetifications

y
e Total overted phtic dose increases
y f rom 660 P-rem to 1,023 becsuse cf

LR.

A-29 vulnerability to Industriat TAP 3b Ref 1267: Incider sabotega hea not NUPEG-1267 N/A N/A C 90

twen a prebteg in U.S. Sectim 50.73Sabotage covers security that corptetely
eliminates or mitigates sabotage.
SALP ensured effectiveness of
security prograr.u. Seismic actions
tsrier A-46, extenaton of IPE to
incttuse flocding-type events, ard
NGI-128 included certain aspects of
the issue.

wuREG-1267, the regulatory onstysis,
did not inctisse any osantitative
arguments. NUREG-0933 reports e V/I
of 34 & wted dose of 24,140, uht:h
placed it in MED!tM Svierity.

A-31 1,R Shutdc.#n Requirewts TAP 3a As indicated in CL-69-21, the ability N N/A N/A N/A 73

to transfer heet from the reactor to(US!)
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the envirorment is an irportant

safety fisiction. The issue was
resolved Nith tM issuance cf 53
Section 5.4.7, which was acclicable to
plants licensed after January 1,
1977. There was eo backfit for
operating plants based on evaluations.

A-33 Tomado Missiles TAP LW There was uncertainty in estiesting asSEG-0933 0.4 0.42 h/A <t3
cost sewings resultirg from

t relaxation of missite protection
I

requirements. The 1: sue was given LOW
,

|
prioritiration instcod of DROP, since
new ptonts coutd be buttt in the

i

irdefinite fJtuee.

!
'

tw
# A-39 Determination of Safety TAP 3a The issue involved h $ 4 d c tends W N/A N/A 5/A 33

$ actief Valve Pool Dynamic in the surpression pool resulting
Loads ord Terpe-sture Limits f rom initist vent etenrirg of relief

(USI) valve piping end stees quenching d;e
to high local pool teeperature.
NUREGs 0763, C783, ord 08C2 were
ptblished, ard SRP Sectim 6.2.1.1.C
was issue <. GL 29-21 E dicates that
Mark I plants were cevered urder
issue A-7, iAlch was bedfitted.
Discussions with met staff indicates
that mark i plants voluntarity
implemented esodificatierw.

A-41 Long Tern Seismic Program TAP 3b Ref 692: The purpose of this issue M N/A N/A C 85
was to gather and develop
information. There were 2 programs:
1- quant fication of seismic uwerginsi

ard 2- earthquekes in eestern U.S.
These programs were inte>W d to e
gather & oevelop informailon. Also
other NRC plans cover some issues in
A-41.
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A-43 Contairinent Emergency Simp W 3a NUREC-0869: C2GR concluded that the NUREG-0069 sanges Ranges N/A 86
Performance (Former USI) issue should not te backfitted twtw.e betwee1

because of potentietty everstated 276 4,652
risk ty a f actor of greater than "10 r, d and
or 100" and tsderestimated costs. es,818 13,533

A-45 shutdown Decay West Removat TAP 3b Ref 1443: 6 plants were analyted NUREG-12C7 ver o up ty a C.E 88
Requirements (Former USI) considering 6 cifferent alternatives. widely factor

The issue was determined to be and cf -2 .

plant-specific and not generic. does because
Originet v/Is vary widely & sometimes exceed of
exceeds the 1,. ' t' hit. IPE wcastd 1,000 one-time
address the issse, f'so Issue A-44 costs
would cover a part of it.

to B-5 Buckling sehevier of Steet TAP Sb kef 1107: There were two parts to NUREG-0933 495 M a 88
* Contaireents this. Issue: 1- dxtility of two-way
" siebe which was resolved based ono

availsflity cf su8ficient
information ard 2- buckling of steet
contaiteent, which was resolved based
on eveluations condxted by NRR
indicating that the proposed $RP
safety mergins were overly

- conservative, and that there was
general consensus that existing
plants had acceptable safety margin.

B-9 Electrical Cable Penetrations TAP 3b Draf t CRNL report indicated that N N/A N/A B 43<

4 of Contairvnent then existing recpirements in IEEE
317-1976 and RG 1.65 provided

,

adequate guidance on design of
penetratforts. and tf e issue was
resolved.

8-12 Contaireent Cooling TAP 3b Ref 991: The issue was resolved N N/A N/A 8 <!C
Requirements (Non-LOCA) for since: 1- normal ventitation was not
BWRs On / essential for cold shutdown, 2-s

feiture sf the system did not cause
accidents, arvi 3- the ventitation was

#
,
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ret considered in accident analyses.

8-19 Therinet-Nydraulic Stability TAP 3b Ref 769: There were no Ismediate N N/A N/A A3.0 85
safety correrns. 8WROG initiatives
had resulted in Tech specs changes
for serie SWRs.' The new GL

|
requirements were consistent with j

!CDCs 10 & 12.

B-26 Structural Integrity of TAP 3b Ref 647: The V/I analysis in Ref 647 23 30 8 8.
I

j Containment Penetretion NUREG-0933 was reviewed and changed.

| The revised V/I value of 23 P-rem /SM
' and ORE of 1,200 placed the 8ssue in

DROP category.

Total everted ptblic dose increeses,
a froin 373 P res to 630 by LR, which
[ could place the issue in LOW category.

B-48 85JR CRD f4echanical Failure TAP 36 ft a m ears that there were Tech Specs N N/A N/A O <83
changes leposed to shutdown within 48 ;

hours if an inoperable CR was !
1detected. GF. was working with

utilities to replace cottets.

B 54 Ice Condenser Conteirments TAP 3b Ref 648: Modificaticas 4 and 5 to NUREG-0933 23 38 A3 85
CONTEMPT user's manual were issued
providing the capability to analyte
ice-condensor contaltunents.

.B-58 Passive Mechanical Faltures TAP 3b Re: 863: Sdatantial work was done in NUREG-0933 210 214 C 85
this area. Nuclear Plant Aging
Research (MR) program covered the
scope of in.ses C-11 snd s-58. NPAR -
may result in changes to regulatory
requirements.

_ _ _ _ _
, _ ._ __ _. _ _ _ _ . . _ -

_ _. _

_
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.

.

8-60 Loose Parts Monitoring System TAP 3b Ref 670: $RP 4.4 referericing RG 1.133 N - N/A N/A E 84 |
-(issued in 19ft1) established the 3
requirements for CP & OL plants. The: .

' Issue could not be backfitted since '
1

there was no basis for LPMS rist
,

reduetion, ec m onieat ineentives to
:

| plants, and insufficient NRC
~ resources to review and property''

evaluate LPMS. !
i

-B-70 - Power Crid Frequency . TAP ^ 3b Ref 83: The issue was resolved. N N/A N/A 3- <83 - i
'

Degradation and Effects on without any actions and deleted the ,

'
RCP propobed SRP changes. The rationate

2 '-was based on industry experience,
consideration'of fre m decay in ,.

. original analysis,'past ORNL'-

analysle, and capability to atteviate +

| w - this corditon.
' t

{i

PJ

lThen existing SRP Section W: N/A N/A 8 <83-C-2 Contaltu.!nt Penetration Due TAP 3b Ref 412:<

to Inadvertant Sprey 6.2.1.1 reg 4 fred the licensees to ,

1

Operation to Determine perform en analysis of contefrument
Adequacy of. Containment depressurization, and therefore the

issue was resolved.' Extewt Dealgn Pressure
'

.C-7- ' PWR System Piping- TAP- 3b Ref 384: Saeed on' operating . 'N N/A N/A B <83
.expetlence, then-existing ISI program ;

for thin-watted pipire was adequate.
Issue C-7.was resolved without any-

-actions.

I -' C-11 Failure 'and Reliability of ' i TAP | : 3b Ref 863: Substantial work was done in "NUREC-0933 93 175 C 85

! : Puups and valves
'

: this aree. Nuclear Plant Aging ,

Research (NPAR) program covered the 4 ,

!
o

scope of issues C-11 and 8-58. NPAR=
may result in changes to regulatory |'

. ~ '

requirements.
|-
i .

4 . i

.C-12 Primary F,s'e= vibration TAP 3b Ref 384: Thefrexistig SRP W N/A N/A B <83-
4 '

;

i -
*

,

4

_ . . _ _ _ _ s 4 + - *- # . , . . % 5. ,,s_-w ,-v~. _y .g
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Assessment requirements, in conJLeictions with ~
guidelines of RG 1.133 and RG 1.20,
were deemed sufficle6t to resolve the

- issue.

[
t

D-1 Advisability of a seismic TAP L0d San onofre and Diablo Canyon have NUREG-0933 14 18 N/A N/A
Scram seismic scram systems instatted.

There la a potential for sourios:s ~
reactor scram. The potentist benefit <

j; of a seismic scrasr systee wac~
L
' potentially cverestimated.'Therefore,

the issue was given LOW p.lority.

The total averted ptette dose of 790
p-rem increases to 1,430 ty LR.

. os .

' control Rod Drop Ac=Ident TAP.- 3b Ref 382: This was an ACRS generic N N/A N/A B <838 D-3
.. .

U concern relative to calculational
uncertainty in negative reactivity
insertions (2 vs 3-D coupsterL
codels). Ref. 166 Indicates that the. ,

. issue was closed to ACRS
~

satisfaction. GE's analysis was
adecpate even though it was a
two-dimentional analysis.

31. Setpoint Drift in NGI 3b Ret 903: Rev. 2 of RG 1.105
.

N N/A 'N/A A2 86
: Instrumentation . referencing ISA standards was issued

af ter receiving pihtic comuments on
the proposed chanen. SRP dsd not .
have to be efienged. Ref 50 includes a
draft qualitative regulatory analysis
in aswort of Revision 2 to RG' 1.105.

4' Lend-of-LifeandMaintenance-'NGI- - 3b The purpose was to establish criteria N~ N/A N/A B <83

Criteria. ' for maintenance intervals eruf
' equipment aging. Then-existing SRP
1' 3.11 and RCs 1.33 and 1.89 provided

adequate guldence to the Irwisstry.

. : -
-

-
- - - - - - - _ _ .
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6 Seperation of BWR Control Rod ngl 3b Ref 382: LER review indicated that N N/A N/A B <83

from Drive separation of control rod & drite did
not increase separation or MDA
probability. Previous studies
indicated that the prt;bability cf
fuet damese from RDA was saalt. Also
increased CE enelysis mergin further
minimizes consequences,

i
|

12 BWR Jet Ptmp Integrity NGI 3b Ref 666: IE Bulletin 80-07 required NUREG-0933 284 501 0 34 4

l
inspection of hold dom beams.

iIndustry initiative to either replace
|beams or comit to en acceptable
)1ST/ISI program resolved the issue. i

f 14 PWG Pipe Crack. KGI 3b Ref 865: Both long-term (SRP changes) Ref 865 <1 <1 E 86tn

and short-term (sugmented inspection),

| $
' had very low value/invect ratios

(1.5E-4 to 1.5E-2 person-rem /5M).
Based on low V/I's and large CRE, the
issue was considered resolved.

20 fffects of Electromagnetic NGI 3b Ref 607: The results of a stufy N N/A N/A A3 84
~

Pulse m Plants performed by Sandle on Watts Bar was
ptblished in NUREG/CR-3069. With the
Consnisssion approvst the issue was
resolved with no regJirements.

22 Inadvertant Boron Dilutiert NGI 3b Originetty the issue was recensended NUREG-0933 12 - 21 E ES

Emt to be dropped based on tow V/I
ratios. Further study by DSI

indicated that the event was not
severe enough to warrent backfitting.
Existing SRP 15.4.6 requirements
address the concern. Also reconmended
deleting the SRP requirements based
on Low risk vetues.

_ _ _ _ - _ - - - . , , g ,
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GSI TITLE ISSUE CATE DECISION RAT 10 TALE.. V/1 OLD V/I REW. V/I RES. RES.
IDENTIFICATION TYPE CORY REFERENCE P-renVSM P-reWV$N 8 ASIS DATE

35 :Degradetion of Internet ngl ' LOW The scope of this issue was' limited WJREG-0933 75 77 N/A <83
Arcurtenances in LWRs to loose objects in the secondary

systeams since other issues'(8-60,
A-45, 8-5, II.E.3.2) covered other

1espects of loose part concerns. The,

i issue was given LOW priority since ;
'

eti scores plseed It in thet
category. The core-mett/yr value of
9E-5 could put the issue merginetty
in NEDitM category. There was a large

'

mcertainty In risk and cost vesue.

<

Total everted pihtic dose of 5,000'

P-ree increases to 8,325.because of tR.*

,

tp . - 36 ' Loss of Service Water NGI 3b Ref 902: The DNR & SGTR concerns of N N/A M/A A3 86'

!' b AE00 were addressed under other.
La - Issues (A-45 & 67.5.2). The scope of.,

issue 36 was limited to revision of 1,

i .SRPs 9.2.1 & 9.2.2 providing ,

additionet clarifications (notu.
requirements). SRP changes were
made.'

:47 'Less of.Offsite Power NGt 3b AEt2 made 8 recosamendations. NRR N' N/A N/A 3,C ' <23
addressed ett concerm eithe. by

,

.' referencing other Generic Issues
i' ;:overing them 1A 44, I.C.6, I.C.1),

0%Ps, or provioes justification in'

sepport of their resolution.
~

*

"L 50 SWR Rescior Vessel Levet;- NGI ' 3b AE00 made 3 recommendations. Att SWRs M N/A N/A A2,D 84 6

Instrumentction 'through DWROG ogreed to vol eterity
implement recomumended modifications
for 2 of 3 lesues. The test concern
they would not. Issue 50 was resolved
and the third AE00 concern would be
; retained as NGt 101.

]-
.
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GSI TITLE ISSUE CA;E DECI S10s RA110NALE V/I- OLD V/t #EV. V/I RES. RES.

IDENTIFICATION TYPE GORY REFERENCE P-reuVtM P-rouv$se BASIS DATE

61 'SRV Line Breek Inside the NGI 3b Ref 998: The reference st.aunerizes the NUREG-0933 164 304 E 86

BWR Wetwett Airepece of Mark results of risk enelysis

I and II Conteiraments (NUREG/CR-4594). The estimated CCF
ranges between 2.5E-7 and 22-10
CDF/RY and has a risk' tess tha. 5
p-rem /RY. When compared to other

.contributers to risk, the results did
not st.pport the need to perform e.
cost.end v/I anstysis cr impose new
requirements.

64 Identificaton of Prctection ngl . 3b The BTP draf ted in 1982 was never N N/A N/A A2,E <83
Instrument Sensing Lines issued because it would constitute e

new requirement. ICSB took a
forwardfit position whirt e s.

! rejected by CRGR besed on timited'

safety benefit and uncertain cost '
. , estimate. CRGR recomumended NRC to

t consider this issue in a proposed RGy
,IC 126-5, which endorses ISA standard -
567.02. |

66 Steen Generator Re p irements NCI 3b Ref 1147: tssue 66 was en e etution Ref 512 8,C,E 88
or. extension of A-3, A-4 & A-5 ter i

' WUREG-0844 documented resutts of.
M.1.1 375 395 !concerning S/G t@e integrity.
and- and ]

these issues with no requirements. 66.5 4 38-58 97-147 l

Issuance of the NUREG elso resolved
Issue 66. Some ports of Issue 66 wre
redirected as Staff Action Item.
Issue 67 which may result in future
re w irements. Some were licensing
issues and the femmining ports were
of little wtue to pubtle risk
reda:tiore. Ref 512 is e
prioritization report. Ports 66.1.2,
11.9, and 66.11, which were in DROP
category, are not sestantistly
ef fected by Lt.

69 B&W Plant Make-up Nozzle-- NGI 3b Ref.6671 BW owners' Group reviewed W N/A N/A D 84

I
--
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GSI TITLE. ISSUE CAIE DECISION R4110NALE V/1 OLD V/! eEV. V/I RES, RES.

IDENTIFICATION 'TTPE CORT REFERENCE P-renVM P-renVSM BASIS DATE

- Cracking. the issue and made 4 recomumdations.
NRC accepted 3 recesumenditions as
adequate to resolve the issud nii
plants volunteered to laplement ,
actions (Toledo Edison chellengad 1
itee). WRC will follow the issue
under MAP.

' 80 Pipe Breek Effects on- WGI LOW The ACRS was concerned with the NUREG-0933 26 45 N/A <83

. Control Rod Drive Hydraulic effects of a LOCA (pipe whip) on CRD
Lines in the Drywells of SWR hydraulle systems in Mark II and III
Mark I and II Conteirments - conteirments, which are smetter and -

were congested then Mark I design.
|- The issue was estrigned Ltw priority
[. status.
L
L. The overted ptblic dose of 60
i i P-rem / reactor increases ta -100 becauseT of LR.,

eo
, _

82 Seyond Design Basis . NCI . ' 3b NUREG-1353: The risk was not greater. NUWEG-1353 -300 -500 E 89
' " Accidents in Fuel Poots then risk free core damage accidents -

dJe to selsmic events beyond SSE.
Seven etternettves were identifed in
the Regulatory Anotysis. The No

'~ Action etternettve was selected boced jon v/I ratios.'

'ThE worst case V/I estimate of 830
P-ree/94 (for Zion with population of
860 persons /sq. efte) could increase

.: to c _ r.1,000 P-reavsm dee to LR
ceneiderations. The best estimate v/I

' ratio shown in the database is for the
- etternettve to instatt a pool' spray;
system.

84 -CE PORVs- ! NCI : 3b The issue was raised by Ras .. 'KUREG-1044 97 -130 E- : 90
regarding older CE plants without

- PORVs. The scope ws limited to enly .

m , _ u_ -_ __ :_
*

_ _ - __ _ ._
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CSI ilitE - ISSUE CATE. DECISICat kAT10NALE. V/I OLD V/t REV. V/t RES. RES.
IDENTIFICAfl0N TYPE .GORf REFERENCE P-reaV5M P-ren/SM SASt$ DATE

6 plants. PORVs may be beneficial for
beyond design basis events. The

' decision on the issue was deferred,
pending resolution of A-45. Per
GimCS, the'' issue was resolved in 1990
with a 3b classification. The ,

I

commission decided not to backfit . , .

since PORVs were not required to meet
'any of the regulations, and the cost-
benefit ardlysis did not justify it. j

.8 - Earthquakes ord Emergency .NGI, 3b De issue was initiated by UCS. N N/A w/A B <S3 j
'

o
Planning Proposed amendments to 10 CFR 50 App..

E were issued for pihtic cc eents. The '!
Coassisssion noted that based on the |

I

| review of phtic consents,' EP -
' requirements were well-defined w/o

to
-' need for amendments.

[. U'
90 - Technical. Specifications fer'NGI. LOW The issue was given LOW priority NUREG-0933 65 '105 N/A <83

' Anticipatory Trips based on tow safety significance and
. V/t raaber. The V/I analysis did not'

consider the averted cleante cost,

., especial!y.for the 70RV opening. This

..could have significantly increased.
.the priority category.

LTotal averted pt6 tic dose of 172.
P-res increases to 356 because of Lt.

91' -feein Crankshaft faltures in - WGI 3b Ref 1071: 701 Omers' Grosp' developed N " N/A N/A A3,D 87

1ransamerica DeLaval EDGs- a program to address the issue. In
response, the NRC issued an SER

. (NUREG-1216) concitating that the :

.Cuners' reconnendations, plus
additional actions, would address the
issue. NUREG-1216 described a
mainterance and rettability prograg
'for TDI EDGs.

. _ . . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m...... - - . - . .. - ._-.. . - > - - - . - - - - . - - - . - - . - - - - .
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GSI li(LE issue CATE DECIslON RAllONALE V/1 OLD V/1 REV. V/1 RES. RES.
IDENTIFICATION TYPE CDRT RCFERENCE P-rem /SM P-rea/SM SASt$ CATE

92 Fuel Crtabling During LOCA ngl LN The issue was plarad f.i LW priority NUREG 0933 20 20 N/A <83
category based en low safety
significarce and V/t rudwrs.
However, it was determined that the
on-going effort to develop more
reatIstic ECCS performance modeis
would consider the fuel crimt> ting
issue.

ictat averted public dose of 20 P-rem
increases to 30 because of LR.

101 Ewa Water Levet Redundancy NGt 3b Ref 1214: The issue dents with NUREG/CR- 909 1,606 E <S3
instrtraent sensing line break 5112

l coincident with a single failure. (May 1989
8ssed on tow core damage frequency errata)'

|
(<1E-6) ard high cost / benefit ratio,

Y the issue was not backfitted. NRCt

N concluded that design of BWRs ini . *
f conjtriction with operator training

and procedures prcvided adequate
protection. NUREC/CR-5112 was
attached to GL 89-11 and was
forwarded to att plants. The originnt
V/I estimate asstmed a 30-year plant
life. V/I estimate shown in the
database is for ADS modifications of
Grote 3 BWts. Issue 101 resulted from
issue 50.

102 Ruman Errors Involving Wrong rGI 3b The results of NRC review were N N/A N/A A3,C, <83
tJnit or Wrong Train- doctmented in NUREG-1192. The issue c

was being addressed t:1 der broader EOP
inspection program, CR design review,
and future integrated inspections.
Also discovered that INPO reviews of
plants were based on NUREG-1192.

115 Reliability of Westinghouse ' NGt 3b Ref 1201: ATUS Rule did not require HUREG-1341 981 1,956 0 <S3
Solid State Plant Protection SCRAM systera diversity for W plents.
System Issue 115 involves the taider voltage

_,_ _

-- - _ -
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GSI TITLE ISSUE CA1E DECISION RAflONA E V/I OLD V/I REV. V/1 RES. RES.
RffERENCE P-rem /SM P-rem /SM 8 ASIS DATE

IDENTIFICAi!ON TYPE GORT
|

f
cards in the reactor oretection
system. Industry Initiatives to
enhance the system inplementing
changes p~.osed by Westiphouse
resolved tm- issue.

122.2 Initiating Feed and 8 teed NG1 3b The issue was resotwed bas d on: 1- NUREG-0933 2,100 4,244 8 89

new E0Ps issued in response to TMI,
2- existing E0Ps provided guidance
for feed-and-bleed, 3- plants were
enhancing F&8 procecbres, 4- NRC had
program for inspection of E0Ps
including F18.

122.3 Physical Security System ngl LOW Tae issue was placed in the LOW IWJREG-0933 From 4 N/A 86

T Constraints priority category based on the safety 0.05 to
significance values and V/t a.iatysis. 2.2S

w
o

The awerted ptbtic dose of 0.45
P-rem / reactor increases to 0.8
because of LR.

125.I.3 SPDS Avaltability ngl 3b GL 82-33 (SoFptement 1 to NUREG-C''17) NUREG-0933 670 982 A2 89

(Davis-Besse Loss of Att required implementation of SPDS in
Feedwater Event of June 9 response to TM1AP ltem I.O.3
1985, Long-Ters Actions) requirements. It was determined that

2/3s of ptacts did not have SPOS
operational. GL 89-06 enetosing
NUREG-1142 was issued. Based on NRC's
effort in pursuing I.D.2, this issue

: was resolved.

125.11.7 Automatic isolation of ngl 3b Ref 1134 Inetuding NUREG-1332: CDF NUREG-1332 130 205 E 88

FM tster During SG Line and risk reduction associated with
removal of auto. AFW isolation signal

Break
was on the order of 1E-7 and 40 P-rem
per plant, respectively. The scope of
issue might also increase the risk
for some plants with no flow
restrictors. Issue resolved with no
action.

. .
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GSI II|iE ISSUE CATE DECISION RAi!ONALE v/l OLD V/1 REY. V/t RES. RES.
IDENTIFICATIEsf TTPE CORY 2EFERENCE P-rem /SN P-reaVSM 8 ASIS DATE
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a

125.11.14 Reente operation of ' ngl LOW The (ssue is placed in the LOW . NUiiEG-0933 46 93 N/A T4
Equipment Which Must.Now Be priority category based on the V/t.

;Cperated Locally. value calculated for a worrt case - *

} scenario.

The averted ptbtic dose of 2.3
** rem / reactor increases to 4.6

: because 4f LR.

127 Testing and Maintenance of ngl LOW A V/1 analysis was not peformed N N/A N/A N/A N/A
M*=1ual Valves in Safety because of the inability to ascertain r

[ Related Systeeas. the expected reduction in pthtic

i risk. However, the risk was judged to

7 be tow. An Information Notice was
sent out,

tp

b 131- Potentist Seismic NGI S The issue concerns a potentist RCS NUREG 0933 149 262 C 90
Interaction Involving the leakage during a selseic event above .-

i' Movable In-core Flux Mapping. and beyond that snelyzed in SARs and **
, System Used in Westinghouse- is limited to Westinghouse plants.
Designed Plants The issue was given a MEDIUM priority-

erank based on the estimated corei

; ; frequency values (6.42E-6/R D. Based
on RES management review, it was i

1- ' decided that the issue could more !effectively be addressed tmder IPf's- *

externet. event.

.

134 - Rute on Degree and Experience NCI 3b The Conaission issued a Policy . N N/A N/A A1 <83 !

Requirements- Statement in 1989 on Education !
Requiresumts for the SRO and SS, and 6

withdrew the proposed rule on the |
'

stbject.

- NF1.2 Engineering Empertise on NF. 3b The issue was resolved with issuance . N N/A N/A A1 86
Shift.

'

of l'olicy Stateaumt' in October 1985, j
and no new requirements were '

j. estabtished.
,i

<
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IDENTIFICATION TYPF CORY REFERENCE P-rent /SM P-reni/SM BASIS CATE

HF1.3 Guidance on Limits ard NF 3b The issue was resolved with the N N/A N/A A1 86

Conditions of Shift Work issuance of GL 82-12 and CL 82 16, and
no new requirements were established.

MF S Maintenance ana Surveillance NF 3b The issue was resolved with issuance NL4tEG-0933 25 27 A1 88

Program of Policy Statement en Maintenance,
and no new requirements were
estabtished.

tn
8
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APPENDIX C j
.1

Projected Populations Around Nuclear Power Plants
in Years 2000 and 2010

Nuclear Plant Year 2000 Year 2010

Arkansas one 210000 220000
Beaver Valley 3840000 3910000
Bellefonte 1150000 1230000
Big Rock Point 210000

. 4750000
210000

Brtidwood 4650000
Browns. Ferry 810000 850000
Brunswick 250000- .270000-
Byron 1030000 10G0000
Callaway 420000 430000
Calvert Clif fs 3140000 3260000
Catawba 1730000- 1860000
Clinton 770000 790000
Cezanche Peak- 1310000 1460000 t

Donald C. Cook 1310000 1350000
Cooper 190000 200000-
Crystal River 490000 550000
Davis-Basse 1990000 2050000
Diablo Canyon 330000 350000
Dresden 7050000- 7200000
Duane - Arnold 660000 690000
Farley- 410003 440000
Termi 5630000 5840000-
Fitzpatrick. 810000 800000
Tort Calhoun 800000 830000.
Cinna? 1120000 1100000
Crand Gulf 380000 410000-
Haddas Neck- 3770000 3910000
Shearon Harris .1570000 -IG90000
Hatch 360000. 380000

~ Hope creek 4960000- 5050000
Indian Point 15000000 14890000-
Kewaunee .670000 . 690000
La Salle 1220000 1260000
Limerick 7070000 7170000
; Maine Yankee 700000' . 750000.
McGuire 1900000 2040000;-

| Millstone. 2860000' 2960000
L Monticello- 2360000 2520000

North Anna . 1250000- 1340000
Nine Mile Point .810000 790000
Ccones 1080000 1170000

C-1
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Projected Prpulations Around Nuclear Power. Plants'

in Years 2000 and 2010
| --
|
a

I

Nuclear Plant Year 2000 Year 2010

Cyster Creek 4190000 4300000
Palisades 1220000 1250000

i Palo Verde .1330000 1450000
. Peach Botton 4850000.-. 5010000

Perry Nuclear 2530000~ 25700002

. Pilgrim 4590000 4690000
!. Point Beach 640000 660000

Prairie Island 2490000 2650000.

4 -Quad-Cities 760000 780000
! Rancho Seco 2200000 2360000

River = Bond 860000 920000
H.B. Robinsen 810000- 880000
Salen 4910000 5000000
San onofra 5950000 64000LO .

Seabrock. 2900000 4010000<

Sequoyah 1020000~ 1090000
Shoreham- 5400000 5420000.
South Texas 300000 320000
St. Lucie 780000 -860000' ~

1080000Summer 99000'
Surry 208000b 2240000 >

J Susquehanna 1510000 1530000
Three Hj'e Island -2210000 2240000
Trojan 2160000 2430000-
Turkey Point 3070000 3420000
Vermont Yankee 1500000 1620000
Vogtle '690000 750000
Waterford 2130000 2290000-.

Watts Bar 1040000- 1120003
WNP-2 310000 330000
Wolf Creek 210000 220000
Yankee Rove 1760000 1800000
Zion 7720000 7900000'

Total Population L1.6E+08' 1.7Et08

!

|
1

Source: Interim Draf t for Generic Environmental Impacc Statement for
Licence Renewal at Nuclear Power Plants, dated October 15,-1990

C-2
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[ TYPED COPY OF HARD-TO-READ HAND-WRITTEN LETTER)

8/21/93

Dear Sir:

I wish you would realize that your job is to protect the public
,

and net the nuclear industry.

Greed seems to be very desirable to you, but even if you aren't
interested in protecting the people, you should be interested in
protecting your children & grandchildren and not becoming their
murderer.

I am greatly opposed to the plant life extension rule!! You are
trusting the nuclear industry to be honest and they are not
honest but greedy. A licensee only violates the provisions if it
" fails to notify the Commission of information that the applicant
or licensee.has identified as having a significant implication
for public health and safety or the common defense and security."
Therefore, if there is a safety issue and they made it, they are
safe. They are obeying the rules, the license can be renewed
without the utilities implementinc amended safety rules. These
should be implemented before license issuance. Also, you're out
to insulate the licensee from having to address age-related
problems encountered in the 20 years between the application for
a renewed license and the end of the orginal 40 year licenso.

Future generations, if they ever make it are really going to
curse our greed and the way we have destroyed _ the purity of our
soil and water and the multitude of cancers and other diseases we
bequeath them from our destruction of the soil, air & water.- We
are only on the verge of the holocaust and they say by the year
2001, 9.85% of every 10 people will get cancer and you are one of
the biggest causes of it and you are suppose to protect us (the
public)!!

Your truly,

Helen M. Everett
s

Helen M. Everett
Hix Rt Box 56
Hinton, WV 25951

'

.
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Note: The following is a tabulation of the bandwritten comments that were
received. As indicated below, these brief comments were either opposed to
license renewal in general, or were opposed to_ the continued operation of
the Yankee Rowe plant.

Comment No. Comment Commenter

6 Opposes extension Bill Hierstealt

7 Opposes extension David Hammond

10 Opposes extension Linda Krop

11 Opposes extension Nancy Florshein

15 Opposes Yankee Janice Staimer

16- Opposes Yankee Pam Roberts

17 Opposes Yankee David Bohier

18 Opposes Yankee Abby Rothschild
'

19 Opposes Yankee Susan Kramer

20 Opposes Yankee James Perkins

22 Opposes Yankee Jamie Balser

24 Opposes Yankee- Besty Evans

25 Opposes Yankee Marcey Goustein

26 Opposes Yankee Lisa Finestone

27 Jpposes Yankee Lisa Lamont

28 Opposes Yankee Barbara Schneide

31 Opposes-Yankee. Andrew Ferguson

49 Opposes extension Peter Di-Nardo f

x j
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1 PROCEEDINGS

2 [8:30 a.m.]

3 MR. RICHARDSON: Good morning. My name is Jim

4 Richardson. I am the Director of the Division of Engineering

5 Technology, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. My co-

6 chairman is Larry Shao, Director, Division of Engineering in

7 the Office of Research.

8 This is Session 6, where we are going to talk about

9 issues related to license extension and license renewal,

10 associated with containments and, perhens, expand a little bit

11 to other Category 1 structures. Just as a way of introduction,

12 I think it is good to remind ourselves of what we are facing

(') 13 and why we are interested in the integrity of the cantainment.
\_)<

14 Of course, the containment is the final barrier in

15 the Defense ,In-Depth Concept. It is that last barrier that

16 prevents release to the public. In our Code of Federal

17 Regulations in Appendix A, it requires the containment to

18 establish a leak-tight barrier, and that assurances be provided

19 that the design basis requirements for postulated accidents.not

20 be exceeded.

21 Several types of degradations that can occur over

22 time in containment - and here we have listed certainly not an
,

23 exhaustive list but some of the more obvious mechanisms

24 including loss of tendon prestress, corrosion of tendons, Mark

25 1 Drywell shells, BWR Torus, PWR Ice Condenser containments.-
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1 These are cases where we have seen this mechanism in the recent

() 2 past. Of course, one must watch out for corrosion of rebar in

3 reinforced concrete containment and corrosion of rebar and

4 spalding of concrete in intake structures and other Category 1

5 structures.

6 I am hoping that today we can generate some

7 interesting feedback from you all. The real objective of this

8 workshop, I remind you again, is to get feedback from you in

9 helping us to formulate the proposed rule that we are putting

10 together. I think it is essential that we hear your views. We

11 have in your handout, three questions that the Staff has put

12 together. There are, I am sure, other issues that need to be

13 addressed,

Os
14 What we are going to do this morning is go through

15 the three questions that the Staff has raised to see what

_6 esponses we get from you regarding those questions. After

17 that, we have four speakers that have asked to make

la presentations, and then we will open it up for anybody else who

19 would like to make a presentation.

20 I think Larry-Shao is going to monitor the first

21 questions.

22 MR. SHAO: The first question is, what kind of

23 additional measures should be taken to monitor the degradation

24 of containment. As you know, there are three kinds of

(~lhs- 25 containment: steel containment, reinforced concrete

.. .

. . . .

. ..
_ - _ - _
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1 containment, and prestressed concrete containment. Right now,

() 2 the ASME Code have issued two sections, the IWL for inspection

3 of steel containment and inspection of concrete containment and

4 IWE, the inspection of steel containment.

5 The question is whether this Section 11 code is

6 sufficient to monitor the degradations. Right now the code has

7 been issued, but NRC has not endorsed the code yet. We are in

8 the process of endorsing the code. The question is whether IWL

9 and IWE is sufficient to monitor the degradation of the

10 containment.

11 I would like to have some comments from the floor.

12 (No response.]

13 MR. SHAO: Containment is two kinds of tests; one is

14 structure test and one is a leak test and also the inspection.

15 Right now, so far, the containment has not really been

16 inspected except when we see some problems like some kind of

17 corrosion in containment. Then we do a very, very detailed

18 inspection. But in general, it is mostly a visual type of

19 inspection.

20 MR. KATZ: Len Katz, Westinghouse. I have been

21 around Section 11 for a good number of years. One of the

22 things that we have been disappointed in is tho' fact that the

23 NRC has waited this long to adopt IWE and IWL. We-think'it is

24 a document that can do the job and can do the job for the
'(3
\_) 25 future as well.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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1 I guess I would like to ask you a question. What has

() 2 been the reluctance on the part of NRC to adopt that?

3 MR. SHAO: I cannot agree with your comment here

4 today. IWE I think was issued in 1981, and has been a long

5 time. We will try to endorse as soon as possible, especially

6 IWL that has come out. I think I have no excuses to make for

7 NRC. We are just slow.

8 MR. MCCUMBER: Joe McCumber, Yankee Atomic. To add

9 to what Len just said, I think the sections of the Code are

10 designed to maintain a continuous leve) of safety that should

11 be equally applicable to the current license going on and to

12 the future.

13 MR. SHAO: At should be, but you discuss somehow

14 degradation may go beyond for the years because it is possible

15 the rebar may have some kind of corrosion and the tendon may

16 lose the tendon forces beyond your control after the 40 years.

17 The steel containment is only - it may have a tendency to

18 corrode, anu any corrosion can be significant give to the steel

19 liner.

20 MR. KATZ: In answer to that just generally, I Know

21 that the subgroup containment in Section 11'has been studying -

22 first of all, they are studying the IR's for the moment. They

| 23 just came out and they have been studying the results of the
i

24 pilot studies on containment. They have on their agenda, at
| [
' \- 25 least three or four items to augment what is already in there

. .
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1 to cover it. t

2 So, things are moving ahead in 11, and I think that

3 could be a Code very soon.

4 MR. SRAO: So, your comment is that IWE and IWL, it

5 is sufficient to monitor degradation?

6 MR. KATZ: Yes.

7 MR. BAGCHI I am Goutam Bagchi, with the Staff of

8 the Structural and Geosciences Branch. I would like to observe

9 that IWE, the welding inspection has nothing to do with

10 inspection of the base metal. It does not address that kind of
'

11 problem. I think we need to have some effort in that !

12 particular area.

( 13 MR. SHAO: That's a good comment. In Section 11,

14 usually inspection mostly during the wells, but steel

15 containment in the aren because they are so thin. Not only thes

10 well but the base metal, because any corrcsion to the base

17 metal can be very severe. If you only have one-fourth of an

18 inch that erode away, it can be very important.

19 So, you want to give some comment on Bagchi's
s

20 comment?

21 MR. KATZ: Only to say that I think some of the
.

22 additions that are to be looked at address that'very issue now.

23 Maybe they are not in there yet, but they will be,
,

24 MR. BAGCHI Well, I have looked at the draft.s s

(_ -

25 101. SHAos You mean the Code will have to try to

.

.

T,4 . , . -
. .

.

. . . . _ _ . _ _ .
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1 inspect the base metal?

2 MR. SHAO: Yes, they are just items on your agenda

3 at the moment but you don't soo the draft yet.

4 N9. BAGCHIt That's right. My point is that this

5 really doesn't serve the purpose as yet, and I urge *he

6 Committee ro It ok into the current day problems.

7 MR. SHAO: Okay..

8 MR. BAGCIII: On the reinforced concrete, I might like

9 to make one more commerit. On the reinforced concrete, the

10 visual examination cf the reinforced steel line containments

11 does not receive any attention. Also, for the prostressed

12 concrete containment, I have not addressed the prostressed

() 13 concrete containment entirely and does not address the other

14 part.

15 It-misses certain things. We-are seeing leakage

16 outside of the prestressed concrete containment, and that has

17 not been addressed. Part of the reason why the endorsement has

18 been somewhat slow is because of the activity that han been

19 going on at 135 which deals with prestressed concrete

20 containment stress surveillance.

21 I think we very much look forward to the industry

22 participation and the section 11 work that has gone on. We

23 wholeheartedly endorse that, but we would like to encourage

24 that group to address that kind of problem.O 25 MR. SHAO: Also, I underttand the Code has a section

_ _ _

. _ - . _ _
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1 in IWE to suggest also future corrosion problem, a couple

2 months now.

3 MR. BAUER: Ken Bauer, ASME. I just wanted to

4 ampitfy what Mr. Katz was saying. We recently at subco'mitteem

5 level, passed a revision column to cover examination of base

6 metal containment and should be coming out in an addendum in

7 Eection 11. They are addressing a lot of the concerns that the

8 NRC has expressed.

9 MR. SilAO: llow about corrosion of reinforming bar, is

10 there a possibility for not only the containment but for

11 concrete when there is water there?

12 MA. BAUER: I don't know if all the subgroupn are

() 13 contained in there, but I assume in looking at this that they

14 are working pretty closely with Len's group in identifying

15- complex issues.- Basically, Lon's special working group on

16 extension is an issue that is significant and daily contact is

17 with Section 11 subgroups to have them look at it in further

18 detail to determine whether additional changes should be made

19 to the code.

20 In terms of what you said, as I said,-I haven't

11 really looked at the entire subgroup, but I am sure that they

22 are looking at this issue.

23 MR. RICHARDSON: Any other comments?
-

24 MR. SRAO: In some, the oteel liner, the water

O
25 cannot go through the steel liner. But in other structure

._ _

_
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1 where there is no liner, the concrete is permeable and any

( 2 vater can go through the robar and cause corrosion in robar.

3 Any more comments?

4 MR. LANDOVER: -I have one comment. You raised the

5 question of local corrosion, of some thinning. Have you also

6 assessed just how important that is?

7 MR. SHAO: Yes.

8 KR. LANDOVER: A local area that would be thinned?

E 9 Because when you think - my comment is directed because in many

10 We talk about hydrostatic testing as being for materials so

11 important, there are so many natorials that have local spots

12 that are very thin and still withstand a test.

13 MR. SHAO: Yes. I don't know that your are familiar

14 with Austin creek corrosion issue. They have a lot of thinning

15 becauso.of some kind of water coming from the outside. They-

16 show stress tests to show, but they keep on eroding. They keep

17 on eroding, as a matter of time, another 10 years or 20 years.

18 Even lccal thinning is getting more and more. It is a question

19 that we have to address.

20 MR. BAGCHI: May I amplify one more point? Not only

21 did we-look at that, we had to use material strength to justify

22 t.his existing condition.

23 MR. SRAO: I think the license here to do three

24 dimensional test okay, it's not just two-tier. - You do a so-

25 called, reinforcement of corroded part to show containment.

qy
''

's3''i
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1 Any more comments?

2 (No response.)

3 MR. SHAO: If not, let me summarize the conclusion

4 here. The conclusion is, the general feeling is that IWE and

5 IWL will do the job. NRC should get off its dead ass to

6 endorse the IWE and IWL. There was one comment that IWE only

7 just the one part of it they should address, the inspection of

8 base metal. The code is working on this issue.

9 There was some concern about corrosion of robar where

10 there is a water source. Those NRC individuals are going to

11 look into this.

12 MR. RICHARDSON: The cocond question is that we have

13 talked about corrosion in the environment. The question is,

14 what additional environments or degrading mechanisms could be

15 present that would affect the integrity , the containment.

16 At least a subset of that question is, how can,

17 detrimental long term chemical interactions in concreto

18 containment be measured and predicted, as one example of an

19 additional degradation of environment and mechanism.

20 Do you have any thoughts on what other environments

=21 or mechanisms should be considered in containment integrity?

22 Specifically, how do we handle chemical interactions of

23 concrete.

24 MR. KATZ Len Katz, Westinghouse. One of the issues

25 which came up I remember in the pilot-study on plant life-

a
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1 extension was the question of whether or not one of the most

() 2 important challenges to the containment is the testing that is

3 required. The question of fatigue and whatever happens as a

4 result of this testing was an issue that was raised.

5 Do we consider the degradation that could occur as a

6 result af too much testing?

7 MR. SHAO: You mean the structure test?

8 MR. KATZ: Right.

9 MR. BAGCHI: The structural test is only done once.

10 MR. RICHARDSON: _The one that is repeated.

11 MR. BAGCHI: I would like to address some part of

12 that. You are probably aware that these tests are done hardly

13 ever as a full accident stress test. There are containment,

14 that have gone through full pressure tests, parhaps only once
,

15 in life. How can you say that pressure test that may be 25,

16 30, 40 percent of the design strength is going to be causing

l' degradation.

18 MR. KATZ: I am not saying that. I am just saying it

19 is a potential -

20 MR. BAGCHI: It is a concern that has been expressed,
'

21 and I just don't know the real-technical reason for expressing

22 that concern. What stress level do you think could cause

23 degradation?

24 MR. SHAO: The structure test.. The 1.4, 1.5, right?

- 25 MR. KATZ: That's only once.

_ _ - _ _ -. _
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1 MR. SHAO: During the retest, the pressure. is more

() 2 powerful.

3 HR. BAGCHI No. If they can do it at a reduced

4 pressure and predict the leakage rate at the design pressure

5 and that in mostly what they do. c

6 MR. SHAO: At what reduced pressure?

7 MR. BAGCHI I said mostly. Most of the time 20, 25,

8 PSI.,

9 MR. SHAO: Twenty-five percent pressure.

10 MR. BAGCHI: Probably not more than 50 percent.

11 MR. SHAO: If it is only 25 percent of the pressure,

12 I can't understand the point.

13 MR. KATZ: I wasn't aware that it was only 25 percent

14 pressure.

15 MR. RICHARDSON: The form here is not to debate the

16 issue, but get to the question of what is the issue.

17 MR. KATZ: It's another challenge.

18 MR. BAGCHI: What I should express is uhat what

19 percentage of design pressure could cause'a potential to be

20 concerned? I don't see it.

21 MR. KATZ: Somebody should look into that= question.

22 I don't know what it is.

23 MR. RICHARDSON: Thank you.

24 MR. BURKE: My familiarity with Region 1, at least

O)\_ 25 with water reactor contingent in the region, all tests were

-
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1 conducted, the periodic tests at Pa Sub A which is 44 pounds of

2 the design accident pressure. In fact, I conducted over four

3 of those tests on positive effect.

4 MR. BAGCHI I know about that, the tests that were

5 done. Let's not say Region 1. Maybe it is from some types of

6 containments.

7 MR. RICHARDSON: I would love to get into a good

8 debate, but not on resolving the issues but merely what are the

9 issues. This is something that we ought to at least pay

10 attention to.

11 MR. SIDERICK: I think the EPRI study that you

12 mentioned Len, suggested that additional use could be made of

13 every core tilat is drilled, overy core that is taken. I don't

14 know if that is something that is done or not. I see value in

15 those core plugs that are removed for different modifications.

16 You could analyse concrete and rebar a little bit first hand

17 once you have such a scrap.

18 MR. RICHARDSON: Any other response to this question?

19 MR. BAGCHI: I would like to endorse that point,

20 because some do take core samples and look at the decrease of

21 -the concrete as a measure of degradation of concrete over the

22 period of years. I think that is an excellent suggestion.

23 MR. RICHARDSON: Are there other comments?

24 (No response.)

O 25 MR. RICHARDSON: This one will be easy to summarize.

-

.:)
. u
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i
' 1 There are two observations. One, we need to at least be aware

|,

2 that certain tests and perhaps a periodic test could challenge

| 3 the containment to the point where life may be degraded,
,

4 souething that we need to at 1 cast look at.

5 Secondly is to make better use of core samples to

6 take advantage of that material becoming available to detect

7 degrading mechanisms.

8 Larry, you have number three.

9 MR. SHAO: The third question is, before granting a

10 licence renewal, should the licensee be required to perform a

11 continuing icak rate test, a continuing structure test,

12 continuing configuration surveillance; that is first part of

() 13 question.

14 The second part of the question is, or other Category

15 1 structures where there is a water source, what kind of

| 16 surveillance should be required for detection of likely

17 degradation during extended license?

18 Any comment?

19- MR. BURKE: Rich Burke, EPRI. Numarc Industry will

20 report on Class 1 r,tructures - it is being worked on at this

21 point, that will address other than containments. Concreto

22 structures in general, including those that would see water

23 like at the intake and discharge structures, et cahera that are j

24 of a safety class nature. That IR is presently scheduled to beg

%-
25 submitted to the NRC by June of 1990.

..- - .,_ - ,,- ._- ._ -, . . . . . - - .
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1 MR. SHAO: Let me ask a general question here. For

() 2 other structures, other than containments, what is the

3 inspection requirement right now; do we have any inspection

4 requirement?

5 MR. KATZ: No.

6 MR. SHAO: What has licensee been doing for

7 inspecting the structures-for the last 20 years, in the rango

8 of 20 years. Do we look at degradation of structures at all,

9 is there a vision inspection? Does the code do any work in

10 this area?

11 MR. KATZ: In Section 11 is not looking at general |

| 12 concrete structures, et cetera, containment area. |

| 13 MR. SHAO: Not through ASME but remember the
l -

( .

containment code was written that the ACI and ASME, 349. Does|
14

15 ACI do any work in this area? What about the steel structures,

16 the steel frame structures, does that belong to the AISC.

?.7 MR. MCCUMBER: Joe McCumber from Yankee Atomic. I

18 think in general, I just hate to hear silence. I think in

19 general, I think all licensees may have a major investment in

20 the structures of their plant. I think in. general, there are

21 walk downs, there-are upgrades, there are touch ups here and

22 there to handle degradation as it is. required.

23 The ACI codes give all kinds of guidance for what you
1

' 24 should do to look for types of degradation and how to correct

25 it. So, I think in general, structures of the plant are being

. .- -. .
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1 kept at a good level.

() 2 MR. SHAO: I realize that. Some licenseo may do a

3 good a job and some licensee might not do a good job, but there

4 is no requirement. Maybe the question is, since there were no

5 inspection requiremont for other category i structures, both

6 concreto and steel, should we have baseline inspection, visual?

7 MR. RICHARDSON: Let me turn the question around and
,

8 see if I can stir up some controversy here. Let's assume that

9 the NRC is going to, as part of its license-renewal criteria- *

10 let's for argument sake assume that the NRC is going to require

11 a re-baselining of the containment, a structural integrity

12 test, leak surveillance test, configuration control test; that

13 is, walking down, visual examination of dimensions and that

14 sort of thing.

15 If those requirements are imposed, I am gatherir.g

16 from this audience at least if it is representative of the

i 17 industry, that I am going to get a shrug of the shoulders

18 saying okay. Is that true? You nood to sov something.

19 MR. BURKE: Rich Burke, EPRI. I don't work for a

20 utility, but tha industry reports that we are writing look at

21 degradation mechanisms, look at current practices. If there is

22 something that is deficient within any of these irs, whether it

; 23 be concrete structures that see water or containments,
1

24 recommendations will be made where it is justified.that for
f

25 greater than 40 years the current programs are insuffic'ient.

.

n , -,e, --, e , , - , , e , ~ - ~ - . , , + - -r -,
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1 As you recall, ths NRC had Commission studies on

) 2 concrete over the years but the Now study shows that concrete

3 was inherantly rugged. To say that proof tests, walk downs,

4 new certifications are needed seems a bit capricious when one

5 looks at it where there is no real technical bases.

6 I would ask the NRC - maybe posing a question that

7 was asked earlier - why were there never any requirements

8 imposed upon the licensees for the last 30 years on these, if

9 you didn't believe that they were inherently rugged?

10 MR. SHAO: Section 11, the ACI, they will do some

11 work. In my view - it is not NRC view - is that there so:ne be

12 some time inspection for other structure. They can be visual

13 or whatever. But you cannot let this structure go 30 or 40

14 years without any inspection requirement.

15 MR. BAGCHI: Sixty years, 70 years.

16 MR. SHAO: Fifty or 60 years.

17 MR. BAGCHI: I would like to make one comment.

18 Industry has said that there is no reason for doing inspection

19 control. They have been lot of foundation d, gradations.

20 Control, li. sing is extremely important. Containment capacity

21 could be highly uffected by what the foundation had done over

the last 40 years or so. We haven't looked. We have alreadyc,

23 experienced those kl.1ds of cracks.

24 MR. SHAO: This is beyond the question. I have no

25 comment on the question of this'here. Should we have a

4

-

. mm -. _ - - . _ . - . _ _ _ _ - . _ - . . _
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1 structure test before license renewal? I would like comment on

i 2 that?
4

3 MR. MCCUMBER: Joe McCumber from Yankee Atomic. I

4 wanted to read - I don't know if this cano out in other
,

5 sessions. There is a task force that looked into the need for

6 supplemental for baseline test in Section 11. I just want to
,

7 read the results of that which basically were, Section 11

8 should not develop spt; al supplemental requirements related to

9 license renettal. That would include re-baseline inspection.

10 Section 11 should continue to play a proactive rola i.n
,

11 addressing degradation. This should include code changes when

12 technically justified on a time scale relevant to the

(} 13 particular aging process.

14 If there is a concern, I see no justification waiting

15 for the year 40.

16 MR. SHAO: In answer to this question you said thero
|
!

17 should be no pre-baseline, so there would be no additional

18 test.

19 MR. MCCUMBER: Not tied to a calendar year.

20 MR. SHAO: That is a answer to the question. How

| 21 about for those structures where there was no inspection

j 22 Pmfore? You cannot call then re-baseline. .There is no data at
i

23 all, then what do you do about that?

O .

I think each licensee is going to have24 MR. MCCUMBER:

25 to demonstrate a progra9 to show that his structures are

. . --.. - - - . - . _ - . - . - .
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1 continuing to keep at level of safety, and it may vary

2 depending on the structure.

3 MR. SHAO: The answer is the licensee should have a

/ program to inspect other Category 1 structure, right?

5 MR. MCCUMBER: Right.

6 MR. SHAO: Do you want to report this or not?

7 MR. BURKE: Yss. We are working on a Class 1

8 structure that will be out again, in June of 1990. I can't

9 give you the results of work that has not been completed. You

'

10 will .. ear about some of the other work that was done.

11 MR. SHAO: Is this class 1 structure, Class 1

12 concrete structure.

( 13 MR. BURKE: Class 1 concrete structures.

14 MR. SHAO: How about Class 1 steel structurcs?

15 KR. BURKE: Can you define one for me?

16 MR. SHAO: Tanks and wraps.

17 MR. BURKE There may be some tanks.

18 MR. SHAO: Tanks and frames.

19 MR. BURKE: Yes.

20 MR. SHAO:' We have the whole thing, not only half of

21 it.

22 MR. BAILEY: Tim Bailey, Northern States Power. As

23 part of the Monticello plant life extension pilot study, we did

24 numerous visual. inspection tests throughout both concrete and

25 steal structures. We really didn't find the need from those

'
_ _ _
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1 results to do a lot of these *.< tensive qualification tests that

2 you_are suggesting here.

3 It is quite easy by visual examination to identify '

4 any significant configuration problems such as settlement,

5 cracking of the structures and that kind of thing. Those are

6 the kinds of tests that --

7 MR. SHAO: Wnen I say inspection, I didn't exclude

8 visual inspection. Visual inspection may be sufficient.

9 MR.-BAILEY: I_think as Joe mentioned, the utilities

10 will be expected to prova that their programs do a decent job

11 of these kinds of inspections. I think-typically, visual

12 inspections will be the key item.

13 MR. RICHARDSON: You don't think that you are in any

14 danger of not picking up things because of inaccessibility;

15 there are parts of the structure that you just can't see?

16 MR. BAILEY: The other thing that I should point out

17 is both in the pilot study and in the irs, parcicularly in the
18 containment, there will be selected areas of special concern

19 you might say. For those particular areas where there might be

20 a significant-potential for corrosion on the steel liner or

21 something like that, then both the. irs and.the plant-specific

22 reports will identify those as activities that need to-happen

23- and indeed they will_ happen.

24 MR. SHAO: The last question is, what about_the_

25 structures that are in contact with' water like ultimate heat

_
<
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1 sink, water retaining structures. Any particular maintenance

2 that is required to make sure that the robar is not corroded?'

3 Are there comments on this?

4 MR. MCCUMBER: Joe McCumoer, Yankee Atomic. I think

5 that would be covered pretty much by what Tim just expressed,

6 that you will do a level of checking out depending on what the

7 concern is. I guess we will see that the structure would be

8 looked at.

9 MR. SHAO: -I see normal checking out would be

10 maintenance, to make sure water - you have to do a little bit

11 more than just inspection. You have to do maintenance, to make

; sure that - checking out to see sufficient year to see that

(} 13 maintenance and present what it does to the rebar.

14 MR. MCCUMBER: You will have to do whatever is

15 necessary to do that.

16 MR. SHAO: Is that going to be covered in your

17, report?

18 MR. BURKE: Yes. t

19 MR. BAILEY: Maybe I could just expound on that.

20 When you do your visual inspections of these structures you
1

21 will find any potential problems where the water might get to

22 the rebar and that will typically be fairly large cracks. If
-

23 those cracks are not there, then you really don't have a

24 concern.OV 25 MR. SHAO:- Yes and no though, if permeab'e. If you

i
-
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1 have water there for 40 years or 50 years, somehow the water

2 will get in.

3 MR. BAILEY: The water might be permeable, but it is

4 shown by the ACI codes that cracks of only certain depths. The

5 chemistry of the concrete is such that it protects the steel

6 rebar.

7 MR. SHAO: Yes, but in the compressor area, the

8 tension area the cracks. Suppose you have a concrete that is

'
9 subjected to maybe 400 PSI-somewhere and it cracks there.

10 MR. BAILEY: What you are saying is the tension area?

11 MR. SHAO: Yes, the tension area.

I 12 MR. BAILEY: You are suggesting ACI covers that.

13 MR. SHAO: Right.

14 MR. BAGCHI: May I make an observation. The test has

15 come to maturity and that can be used in concrete structures as

16 has been shown by experiments to reveal cracks that may not be

17 that accessible at all, because they_are in contact with the

18 foundation or there-is something else that_you cannot access.

19 There has to be a consensus and a systematic way of

20 looking at degradation, looking at the structures and looking

21 at the high stressed area. There has to be a systematic method

22 of looking at that. Without that, we are not going to-find

23 anything.

24 MR. BAILEY: I believe the irs that Rich is talking

25 about will address those particular issues.

.
_ .
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1 MR. SHAO: Let me summarize this. No re-baselining,

( 2 is a general comment that I get. No to-baselining necessary
,

3 and no additional retest of structure to.st. For other Category

4 1 structures, the concern was that there was no inupaction

5 requirement at all. The licensee should have an inspection
,

6 program after he is working on concrete structure but also

7 working on steel structure.

8 Hopefully, the licensee will follow this inspection

9 program. For structures that faces water some special

10 attention should be made, especially on the retention side to

11 make sure the water doesn't get into the rebar.

12 MR. RICHARDSON: I have to confess, that portion of

13 the workshop was singularly uninspiring. Maybe that was to be

14 expected.

15 PARTICIPANT: Can I make one comment on the

16 conclusion. You make it as though water shall not get in. If

17 water does get in, then an evaluation is necessary.

18 NR. SHAO: Yes.

19 PARTICIPANT: It is not a black and white.

20 MR. SHAO: Water will get in and there is corrosion.

21 MR. RICHARDSON: We may now be getting into the more

22 interesting part of the workshop.--That is, the presentations

23 .by the four organizations that asked to be on the agenda;

24 Numarc, EPRI, Northern. States and Yankee. Is Humarc going to

make a presenta ien this morning?25 r

|

__
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1 MR. NICKILL: I am going to do it.

() 2 MR. RICHARDSON: Bob Nickill is going to - you ara

3 representing whom?

4 MR. NICKILL I am representing Numarc. I am Bob

5 Nickill from EPRI, and I am here today representing the Humarc-

6 Nuplex working group. That is the group that has
,

7 responsibility for endorsing, reviewing and endorsing the

8 industry reports that Tim addressed yesterday to some extent in

9 the general session, in the pressure bounding portion of this

10 workshop.

11 I should make a little prefatory remark, to the

12 extent that the program at Numarc includes not only the irs but

13 also two other legs of a three piece stool. That is, the

14 industry is taking a fairly comprehensive approach toward

15 license renewal. The three parts of it are a general

16 methodology document intended to cover the evaluation

17 procedures for componer.rs, system components'and structures

18 that do not wind up in our' irs.

19 (Slide.)
20 That methodology document has been discussed in

21 another portion of the workshop, methodology to evaluate plant

22 equipment for license renewal. The procedures that are

23 contained in that' document are roughly parallel to those that

24 we use in the industry reports. So, there is a-solid base of

\se 25 consistency between those two legs of the stool.

l
____---_ __ _ _ _ - - |
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1 The third leg is the demonstration of the license

2 renewal process, and that's the two lead plant projects that we

3 are all familiar with, the PWR at Yankee Atomic arid the PWR at

4 Monticello.

5 Today, I am only going to talk about a few industry

6 reports, those that are directly relevant to containment or to

7 Class 1 structures. One of those irs has already been

8 completed and forwarded to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

9 that is the PWR containnent that is shown on this slide. The

10 Class 1 structures and the PWR containment irs are scheduled

11 for submissions around June of 1990. The work on the Class 1

12 structure IR is proceeding on a pretty good pace. We already

() 13 have a draft. I would say that it will probably be in somewhat

14 reasonable shaps by about March of 1990. The.PWR containments

15 is proceeding on an accelerated scale that has really onlyi

'
16 gotten underway a few weeks ago.

17 The next viewgraph, please.

18 (Slide.j

19 A bit about irs. The purpose of the irs are shown on

20 this particular viewgraph. We have a fundamental formatting

21 and. procedural way of dealing with degradation mechaniamst that :

22 is, to identify all of the plausible age related degradation

23 mechanisms for particular structures, systems and components,

24 and we attempt to dispose of those issues or define additional

(
25 requirements in a rery systematic way.

,-. - - -. , - - . . - , . . . ~ . - . .--
>
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1 We first of all go through an exercise trying to i

() 2 determine whether a given system structure or component is

3 important to safety. It if is, then it winds up having to be

4 evaluated for the plausible aging degradation mechanisms.

5 Those are then defined, and we determine whether or r.ot

6 particular aging degradation mechanisms are covered by current

7 plant programs. By p)snt programs, we include not only those

8 mandated by the NRC and those mandated by the ASME code, but

9 also those that are scif-imposed by the applicant themselves.

10 There are a number of programs in place at plants for l
i

11 dealing with aging degradation that are not imposed by

12 regulation and are not imposed by code requirements, and are

13 simply a part of good management practice at the utility.

14 Where a deficiency is observed, we try to recommend strategies

15 or options for aging degradation management. I will show you

16 on the next couple of viewgraphs - not quite yet - how that '

,

1

17 logic follows through.

18 I must also point out that it is intended that these

19 irs are supposed to close out issues generically to the extent

20 possible, and can therefore be used in a reverential way by

21 license renewal applicants. They have a responsibility to

22 demonstrate whether or not-in their particular plant,.there are

23 plant specific design features or operational procedures or
!

24 whatever that might tend to defeat.the conclusion that has been

25 reached by the industry on a generic basis.

_ - _- ... _ - - .
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1 The next viewgraph please.

2 (Slide.]
3 As I said before, the irs have a well defined

4 structure. They are all going to look exactly alike, at least

5 in format, certainly not in total content. We have an

6 executive summary in the very beginning that is intended to

7 provide a synopsis of all of the issues that are closed and

8 those that remain open throughout the document.

9 We have a section two that provides the definition of -

10 the scope, any excitsions or supports included or not, or steam

11 generators in or out, whatever that might be, and any special

12 considerations such as whether some form of risk base

13 assessment is included in the document.

14 Section three then provides the first meaty part of

15 the document. It includes three sections; system component

16 descriptions, a second where we describe the design bases of

17 the generic design bases that tell us what requirements are

:
18 being laid on this particular system, structure or component,

19 all of the standards and regulations that apply to that

20 particular system structure. And, in_some cases there is a

21 wide variation so this description in Section 3.2 can be quite

'

22 extensive depending on the variation that exists out there_in
,

23 the world.

24 Finally, 3.3 contains a-description of operating and

25 maintenance history, evidence that gives us information that

_ _
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1 guides us toward defining the plausible aging degradation

2 mechanisms.

3 Next viewgraph, please.

4 (Slide.)
5 Further need is provide.d then in our logical

6 progression as we try to close out issue. In Section 4, we

7 define the degradation mechanisms and do an evaluation of their

8 significant to the extent that we can on a generic basis, and

9 this is primarily a qualitative evaluation. Temperaturns are

10 sufficiently low that we don't have to worry about freeze.

11 Flow rates are so low that we don't have to worry about

12 erosion. Neutron flux is so low that we don't have to worry

13 about the radiation.

14 Those are the kinds of qualitative judgments that can

15 be generically and readily made for those particular systems

16 and components. Then we jump into Section 5. For those that

17 cannot be closed are then evaluated against existing plant

18 programs. Those plant programs can be inspection based,

19 testing based, analysis based. -Those plant programs are then

20 used in an attempt to tind out whether or not they are valid

21 not only in the 40 year _ term but also in the license renewal

22 period.

23 We believe that the continuation of the current
24 requirements-for Appendix J type A integrated leak rate testing

25 has extended into the license renewal period and will.still

.
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1 remain valid for exposing any utility which will see ultimate

() 2 containment structure. That determination was, in fact, made.

3 other kinds of quantitative evaluations arc provided; fatigue,

4 et cetera.

5 Finally, we are left with a number of issues in

6 general that cannot be closed generically on the basis of -'

7 current plant programs. We have to drop into Section 6, where

8 we have to describe the options that are available for that

9 aging degradation.

10 Next viewgraph, please.

11 [ Slide.]
12 You will see that when you read these irs, the

[) terminology is potentially significant for significant aging ~13

14 degradation. T'!s is the definition that we use. It is a part

15 and parcel of our whole process. You will get a copy of this

16 in the proceedings. We use it extensively in all the irs. The

17 important thing to iote here is that if the degradation is
18 allowed to continue without mitigation or whatever, then it

19 could become significant. If you can show based on standard

20 accepted practices that you confine the deterioration within

21 established limits, and thct it is no longer potentit i

.,

22 _significant then it-is not signif': ant.

23 - Next-viewgraph, please.

24 (Slide.)
O 25 We tried to identify the responsibilities in the Ie,

_ _ _
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1 The responsibilities for the industry as a whole when we close

() 2 out an issue and the responsibility of the license renewal

3 applicant who may choose to reference this document in a

4 submittal. Industry, in the case of those conclusions that

5 arisa from Section 4 of the IR, the industry has a
,

6 responsibility to define their assumptions, define on what

7 grounds that they close an issue, and the applicant has the

8 responsibility to make sure his plant design feature does not

9 defeat the assumptions and the conclusion reached in the IR.

10 Next viewgraph, please.

11 (Slide.)

12 The same is true for Section 5. Industry is quite

13 clear about what evaluation procedures and testing programs and

14 inspection programs are used to close out an issue. The

15 applicant has the responsibility to determine whether those

!

16 established programs are in effect and in use at his plant so

17 that that conclusion can be taken advantage of.

18 Finally, I am now ready to talk about a particular

19 IR. As Rich Burke has pointed out, we only have one that we

20 have in. The other two are in the process of being prepared.

21 In some cases, we are not ready at this point to define the

22 industry conclusions as to what might happen, for example, for

23 water retaining structures' that are category 1 equipment.
I

24 I would like to talk, however, about the conclusions

25 that were reached in the PWR containment IR today. PWR

-.. _, __ __ ._ __ _.~. _ _ - -
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1 containment industry report takna advantage of four pieces of

2 evidence upon which en base its conclusions. There are other

3 pieces of informat J well, but these are the tour. First

4 of all, there is historical !,,erformance of related structureo

$ that show that 40 years la a rather artificial requirement or

6 limit being placed on the life of these structures. Many of

7 these kinds of reinforced and prestressed concrete structures

8 last ever so much longer.

9 Secondly, there are construction quality standards

10 that apply to the Nuclear Industry that provide additional

11 protection over and above standard construction on which this

12 historical performance is based. Third, we have available to

() us a number of inspection and testing requirements, either13

14 through the ASME code, the regulatory guides and other means,

15 to ensure that these structures continue to maintain their

16 performance during their intended life.

17 Finally, and importantly, there have been a number of

18 test programs - many of them conducted by the NRC and their

19 contractors - that demonstrate the tremendous amount of

20 capacity margin that these structures have available and,

21 therefore, they are resistant to small amounts of degradation

-22 that do not inflict-any harm on that capacity margin.

23 In the PWR containment IR, we found that based on

24 current plant programs, primarily again IWE, IWL, Reg Guides

O 25 such as 1.35 and other things like the integrated leak' rate

___
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| 1 testing, the Type A as well as the B and C, that we can

| 2 dispense with a number of issues. Corrosion of grounded and

3 ungrounded pre-stressing tendons primarily based on Reg Guides

4 and on IWL, progressive reductions in the level of tendon
|

5 prestress which is an item that was pointed out in ona of your

6 questions. It was felt by the industry group that prepared

7 this IR that that was a manageable form of degradation; that it

8 would bo detected and managed with current plant programs.

9 Degradation of exposed concrete surfaces, and I

10 emphasize the vord exposed; that are accessible for visual

11 inspection. The IR is also very careful to point out those

12 regions that are not readily accessible for visual inspection

13 and proposes alternativ6 strht.egies for those.

14 General corrosion of concrete containment liners Pnd

15 free-standing steel containment shells again, especially in

16 visually accessible areas. To some extent, even in visually
|

-

17 inaccessible areas because of the ability of the integrated

18 leak rate testing, could expose potentiel problems. Finally,

i
19 fatigue damage of free-standing steel containment expansion

| 20 bellows, which was called out as a potentially significant item

21 but was felt to be able to be' treated by an extension of
;

22 existing fatigue analysis requirements.

23 Next viewgraph, please.

24 [ Slide.)
| O'l 25 The issues that were left open that require

l
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1 degradation management are listed on this viewgraph, and there

() 2 are three of them. We were concerned about aggressive chemical

3 attack on below grade or inaccessible portions of the

4 containment. That, by the way, also included such things as

5 ice condenser systems and there are potential areas there that

6 you might want to consider as well.

! 7 We were concerned about floor beneath the concrcte
|

8 floor slab which could corrode without being observed

I
9 initially. We were concerned-about the degradation of coatings

10 used to try to mitigate corrosion. I am going to go through

11 briefly here un my last vicwgraph, the kinds of options that

12 the industry has prepared for applicants to use at their

.

discretion.13)
l 14 You will recall in Section 6 we tried to cffer

| 15 options, strategies. It is up to the individual plant

16 applicant for these open issuea to define a program for closing

17 out that issue. The industry has attempted to close out issues

18 . generically in Sections 4 and 5 of the IR, but in Section 6 we

19 merely provide-options. This is an example.
!

| 20 With regard to the possibility of aggressive chemical

21 attack on portions that are not accessible for visual

22 inspection, one thing you might consider doing is monitoring-to

23 find out whether or not you have aggressive conditions

24 sufficient to cause probleus in the first' place. If you don't,

O 25 no further requirements are'in place.- Therefore, you might

_
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consider the possibility of just providi:'.g some so:t of
,

f k7 monitoring system far your groundwater. If the groundwater

[- turns out to be aggressive, then it throws you into a different

category,

b S You could consider the possibility of mitigating the

6 possible corrosion through some sort of protective system,

f 7 including auch things as coatings - that is a choice. Finally,

- 8 you might wish to take advantage of the robustness of the
.

9 intograted leak grade testing to try to determine whether or

10 not you s;.m tolerate the potential leak that might be caused by

11 excessive degradation, corrosion in an inaccessible region.

12 These are merely three options. They are described

13 in somewhat greater detail in the IR. It gives you a flavor of

14 the kind of approach that the industry has taken for providing

15 options to the individual plant applicants for license renewal.
3

16 Thank you.

17 MR. RICHARDSON: Does an.yone have comments or a need

18 .to clarify?

19 11 BAGCHI: I would like to ask one question. You

20 have mentioned a number of aging degradation mechanisms. Those

21 are dealt with as important or not important, based on wnat you

'
22 studied.

23 MR. NICKILL: Yes. Significantly is the term, yes.

24 HR. BAGCHI: Significant or not significant. Did you

25 consider foundation settlement and relative displacement as

i- _ .. -- __
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1 being a potential aging degradation mechanism?

) 2 MR. NICKILL: No, we did not. For the moment, we did

3 not consider it in the IR.

4 MR. BAGCHI: Do you think that is a potential

5 degradation mechanism?

6 MR. NICKILL: I think it is a potential degradation

7 mechanism. On the other hand, it is nu: unlike some of the

8 other degradation mechanisms that were closed out in Section 5

9 on the basis of current plant programs. We probably could have

10 considered it and still closed it out. This was not included

11 in our scope,

12 MR. BAGCHI: I would just like to offer one thought

(~} 13 though, that contai.naent is designed for accident pressure
b

14 which it really doesn't see, and most of the leak rate tests

15 are done at a much lower pressure. Therefore, some of the

16 stress is particularly - could be imposed on the map of the

17 -foundation could be exacerbated by this foundation problem.

18 .You would not see it from the report.

19 MR. NICKILL: That's right.

20 MR. SHAO: Does it include very acti're within the

21 lead plant program? What about the ACI 349, are they doing any

22 work in the lead plant program?

23 MR. NICKILL: To my knowledge, they are not. If that

24 is something that we need to look-into, we would. We have used

O' 25 ACI documents extensively in the irs for providing the basis

5
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1 for-some plant programs not mandated by the NRC. For example,

- 2 condition monitoring. To the extent that condition monitoring
-

3 as described right now by ACI, is insufficient. It would

4 probably be wise to go back for additional help.

5 I think the lead plant program might be-the place

6 where we could find out whether those conditioning monitoring

7 suggestions and recommendations are effective. We will ;

-8 probabl; ae-checking with Monticello as to whether or not those

9 ACI conditioning monitoring suggesticas are useful and are-

10 being implemented.

11 MR. BAGCH1: Another question is, how about the

12 foundation, the soil conditions, the sediments and 60-year

(}
13 life; would that-be an i. sue for the extension?- Are you going

14 to look into the soil conditions for the next 20 years?

15 MR. NICKILL: Tne soil: condition, we=-looked at.- Not.

16 movement so much as, we were very con crued about the.

17 possibility of aggressive groundwater.. That kind of soil1

18 < condition we were-concerned about.-

19 MR. BAGCHI:.,I'thinkiof. soil in1 general.

20 Groundwater, differential settlement.

21 MR. NICKILL: I think 10 differential 1 settlement;
,,

22 winds up being an; issue thatLragulators' raise, it certainly-

23 gets the attention from-industry.

24 MR. JENG: I am David Jeng,[NRC Staff. In regard;to;

_ Ou. 25. -the-excessive relaxation,'I,saw your slides. 'You put:intoithe

. .
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1 category o.f measurable relaxation. My specific question is,

2 these tendons are designed for 40 years life, and at the end of

'

3 the 40 years they are expected to reach the minimum design

4 forces. Now, we are talking 20 years extension.

5 Does your recommendation include at the beginning of

6 the 41st year, to retention to the tendon to such an extent
.

7 that they will provide additional 20 year extension; is that

8 your recommendation or not?

9 MR. NICKILL: I think the recommendation was that for

10 low monitoring prcgrams to. find out whether or not excessive

11 relaxation vould occur in the current 40 year period. That was

12 examined to see whether or not thosr programs were effective.

() 13 It was determine that not only were those programs in place and

'
14 being used, but that excessive relaxation would be observed and

15 they would be retention - yes,4

16 MR. JENG: Are you awarc that --

17 . ER . NICKILL: It was decided that the current plant

18 programs would be worrying about retentioning in the current<

19 license period and they would extend those same procedures on

20 into the past 40 year.

21 MR. JENG: There-is not a requirement to bring up the

22 notch to allow the next 20 year relaxation. There would be no

23 such requirement?

(~ 24 MR. NICKILL: I would interpret what we have in the
.

25 IR as meeting that requirement. It was not determined to be an

-

n
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1 exact 40 years as required during the current license period.

2 MR. IAPIDES: How about corrosion tendencies, it is

3 possible --

4 MR. NICKILL: The recommendation made by the industry

5 group in this case was that the Reg Guide that is in place and

6 the IWL were sufficient to --

7 MR. LAPIDES: To prevent corrosion.

8 MR. NICKILL: Yes. Both grounded and ungrounded

9 tensions.

10 MR. JENG: One more questions. On the containment

11 inspection, I wasn't quite clear. Are you recommending

12 inspection program to the effect that even in the regular

/~5[ 33 structures like bridges on highways - the bridge department do
(_/!

14 interviews there in a regular period, inspection of the

15 structures, beams and painting and so on.

16 MR. NICKILL: Right.

17 MR. JENG: I am a bit concerned about the fact we

18 have weaker structures which, in some cases, have not been

19 inspected for 40 years life and maybe the industry want to-

20 think about possibility of some inspection of some kind,

21 particularly containment.

22 - MR . NICKILL: You mean, over and'above what we

23. already aave?

24 MR. JENG: As fer as the containment structures, yes,
.O'

LI 25 some region inspection I presume is in place, but not-on other

_ - - . . _ . . . ~. -. - _ . - . - , ,-m. .
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1 Catcgory 1 structures. For that reason, I am concerned.

( 2 MR. NICKILL: For Category 1 structures, in that

3 particular case, we are well aware of the fact that integrated

4 leak rate testing which was a large part of our justification

5 for not requiring additional inspection on the containment

6 structures - that is not available to us for Class 1, Category

7 1 9tructures.

8 Therefore, we intend to look carefully at additional

9 or augmented inspection programs. That has not been finished

10 yet. We have no industry position at this time. We will keep
s

11 you informed as it develops.

12 MR. JENG: One more question, last one. You

rN 13 categorize one item as non-significant. Could you elaborate a
(~

14 bit what criteria judging, asserting degradation to be non-

15 significant. Is that qualitative or is there some guidance?

16 MR. NICKILL: There-tends to be some qualitative, but

17 there is a little bit of a mixture. For example, we considered

38 freeze-thaw damage and we looked at a weathering index which is

19 quantitative in a sense, but it tends to be barely

20 quantitative. And, we dismissed freeze-thaw damage as being

) 21 non-significant because of the weathering index considerations.

22 They tend to be qualitative and not quantitative.

23 MR. JENG: I would like to recommend when you issue a

24 report for the staff for review, to the extent that you can,
t')
%) - 25 please try to be quantitative or for those reasons you have a

i
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1 basis to be so.

() 2 MR. NICKILL: We tend to be qualitative when we think

3 it is a judgment call. That is -learly working in our favor.

4 We tend to be quantitative when we require evidence to support

5 our contention.

6 MR. JENG: Thank you.

7 MS. MITCHELL: Josslyn Mitchell, NRC Staff. I was

8 interested to see the calculations of large margin in the >

6
9 capacity of the containment used to justify the fact that it 3

10 will really support the design bases loading. I want to know,

11 did those kinds of calculationn that have been submitted tc'
1. 2 bolster the idea that they really could withstand much larger

13 than design basis modes. Would you care to comment,on how we

14 should view those in the future?
\

15 MR..NICKILL: Yes. They are not only calculations, y

16 of course, they are test results as well. The way the industry

17 used those was to demonstrate the fact that perturbations in ),

18 ,the current state and configuration would not cause that

19 margin-to erede significantly. Therefore, we attempted to take

20 advantage of that.

21 It is only one part of the whole story, of course.

22 The way we would like to do it - the way we used it in the IR

23 was to merely reference and quote significant results from

24 specific reports such as those contained in the laboratories.

'- 25 We have not made any intention at this point to submit those in

. . -_ - - - _ - _
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1 some form in any docket at this time.- Our intention was that

~2 they are accessible to the NRC and many of them were produced
.

3 by the NRC as a part of the researe5 programs.

4 However, is your questinn related to whether or not

5 further testing is. required, further analysis?

6 MS. MITCHELL: No. It was-just that the tests at the

7 International Laboratory have been used to say relative to

S severe accident world, that the capacity of the containment is

9 two to three times what the design basic is. Now I see those
,

10 same tests-saying-look, since it han all that capacity if it is

11 degraded, it really will have its one time design basis.

12 MR. NICKILL: You are surprised at that? We found it

13 instructive and informative and useful.

14 MR. RICHARDSON: Any other comments?

15 MR. COSTELLO: I am Jim Costello'of the NRC Staff. I

16 hope I am not intruding on what someone_else has already said.

17 I couldn't help but notice that - perhaps it is not surprising

18 - the difference in: viewpoint appropriate to the type A' test.

19 on the one hand, Dr.;Nickill and his. associates find. comfort'in

20 the fact that the Appendix J: test is done presumably at full'

21 pressure because less pressure-istless likely_to.give you any

22 kind of a tell tale of performance.

23 On~the other hand, Mr. Katz'and1his-associates'aro-a

24 little concerned about the' full pressure of the test. .I-didn't
~

O. 25 realize'that there may-well be'these differences:offvie'wpoint.

c.
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1 MR. NICKILL: May I comment?

) 2 MR. COSTELIA: Sure.

3 MR. NICKILL: I comment by saying that in the early

4 draft of the IR on PWR containments, we were carrying along a

5 concern about the possibility of repeated integrated leak rate

6 testing, defeating the crack width assumptions that we were

7 making as a result of ACI 318. We were going to try to make a

8 claim on the retention side that the cracks are relatively

9 narrow and the water can't make its way in because you have

10 satisfied the reinforcement spacing requirements and coverage

11 requirements.

12 Then you start doing cyclic loading on a fairly

( 13 frequent basis and you might defeat that. We haven't done the

'

14 analysis to support it, but there has been some kind of back of

15 the envelope look at that problem to indicate that we don't
i

16 think that cyclic loading of the type that people-are now doing

17 is going to exacerbate that problem. We probably ought to look

18 at it a little further. At this time, we consider-it to be a

19 non-problem at this time.

I

20 MR. JENG: Davi.d Jeng, NRC staff again. Bob, I

| 21 forgot to ask you one more question that I. thought was
|

22 important. In regard to the liner at the bottom of the,

l

23 containment normally covered with two' feet concrete, because of
l

j
,

24 the most likely cracking of some concrete'on those two feet

i 25 portion there should be some water deposited. That is my'-

, , . ,--- , . - - . ,,.
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1 belief, okay.

OJ- 2 Based on our experience at Oyster Creek, when the |

3 liner is in contact with stagnated water, the chance of

4 corrosion and thinning of the base metal will.be very highly

5 likely. Given this experience, I wonder if your committee

6 looked into the specific means of 3ooking into potential-

7 thinning of the base liners by potential rate on the part of

8 concrete and come to some kind of specific recommendations.

9 Could you elaboratt a bit?

10 MR. NICKILL: That particular issue was shown on one

11 of my viewgraphs as being a section 6 issue. It was a non-

12 closed issue requiring options and strategy. The IR merely

() 13 contains a number of recommendations. We consider it to be

14 something that each license renewal applicant is going to havc

15 co address on their own, but we provided some recommendations

16 going all the way from trying to prevent it from happening to

17 trying to just see if we could take advantage-of the integrated

18 leak rato t esting to expose the problem.

19 I don't know whether Mel-wishes to address that in

20 any more detail or not.. The issue here-is, to what extent the

21 strategies contained in Section 6 directly address the floor

22 covering degradation and potential addressing to that is to the

23 staff.

24 MR. LAPIDES: I think-you said it correctly. In

i
25 some plant-specific issues, some of them for example, have

.
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1 excellent de-waterino systems and shouldn't have such a

2 requirement. Some of them have protection systemr that would

3 preclude it. All that has been given is a section 6 conclusion

4 which liste about eight or nine different criteria which lead
,

5 you to a preferred option for managing that.

6 I can't imagine how you would give a single
<

7 recommendation, and I think that is what bothers you,

t

8 MR. NICKILL: Therefore, what you do is, it's a

9 utility base to decide whether they want to prevent it or trv

10 to live with it, or they try to dig it up and repair it and so

11 forth. Those options are all presented in the IR. The
,

12 industry takes no position as to which one is preferred, we

) merely provide the option.13

14 MR. JENG: Thank you.

15 MR. RICHARDSoa: We are going to, after the break, we

16 are going to - since the room is getting crowded, we are going

17 to switch rooms. They are going to allow us to have Room A,

18 which is a bigger room. We have two other speakers. My

19 question to you is, after those two speakers, do we have others

20 that would like to make any kind of presentation?

21 I am trying to balance in my mind, what our time

22 constraints are. Is there anybody that would desire to make

23 additional presentations?

i

24 [No response.]

'" 25 MR. RICHARDSON: Seeing none, since we only have two

, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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1 left and we are getting near break time, I am going to suggest

2 that we take a little extra time for break. Let's reconvene at

3 10:15 in Room A.

4 (Brief recess.]
5 MR. RICHARDSON: We might as well get started. We

6 have a larger roou and it looks like fewer people. We have two,

7 other presentations to be made Tim Bailoy from Northern

8 States Power and Joe McCumber from Yankee Atomic. If you have

9 questions or comments to make, I would ask that you use the two

10 microphones at the center aislo so that the reporter will pick

11 them up. I will call on Tim Bailey cf Northern States Power.

12 If you will come up, Tim to make a presentation.

('') 13 MR. BAILEY: I am Tim Bailey, and I am representing
%s

14 Northern States Fower. I would like to give an overview of the

15 Monticello pilot study, resalts on the primary containment.

16 Since Monticello was one of the pilot plants, we chose to do an

li extensive examinations to support our technical evaluatione.

18 [ Slide.)

19 One of the things that I would like to'show here is

20 that those extensive examinations haven't resulted in any

21 significant findings for our primary containment system. Our ,

22 "erall conclusion of our evaluations to date and examinations

23 is that our primary containment is in very' good condition and

_ 24 is expected to provide the struc*.ral and leak integrity well
'~ 25 beyond the current period of the initial operating license.

~ , . . . . . . .
. .
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1 The scope of the evaluation that I would like to talk

- 2 -about is the drywell metal shell, the suppression chamber shell

3 and--vent system, and the penetration assemblies. -On this next

4 sketch, we can see that-Monticello is a PWR-3, Marc

5 containment. The lightbulb shape structure _is the drywell, and

i

6 as you can see above the concrete floor of the drywell,_there

7 is two inch gap between the steel structure and the concrete

8 structure.

9 Then you can_see that there is-a vent line_-that goes

10 down to the suppression changa. Of course, the suppression:

11- chamber is the donut shaped structure that we-.can see here. I-

12- would like to point out a couple of features that we took>

13 special examinations ot. That is, right below the surface of

14 the concrete floor in the drywell or, the exterior side of the '

15 shell, there is what is known as the shnd pocket region. This

15 'is a transition zone between the-free drywell space above_it

17 and, of course, a_ vessel which allows.for thermal expansion of

18 the drywell. That is one feature.-
.

19 Of course the other feature is that'we have the vent-

20 g line going into the. torus, and-.the downcomer vent header region
i 21 there. We:found it particularly_important to take close

22 inspections-of those areas to assure corrosion is not going'to
;

-23 be a problem in the long term future.

'- O .
24

_ Our evaluation determined there to beltwo potentially

'

25 significant degradation mechanisms;-'that-being corrosion of the
o

M. ___________________.._..;
-
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1 shell, including the embedded portion that I just spoke of, and

)l 2 mechanical and thermal stress fatigue of the suppression

3 chamber shell and the vent line bellows. Conclusions of our

4 evaluations were that the drywell shell is capable of-an

5 expected life well over 16- years. The main degradation

6 mechanism that we are concerned about there is corrosion.

7 The vent line and vent header is capable of._at least

8 76 years. Again, corrosion is the main' degradation nechanism.

9 The vent line bellows is-expected to see at least a 95 year

10 life, and the main degradation mechanism here is fatigue,

11 Then, for the suppression chamber we expect well over 100

12 years, and the main degradation mechanism there is, of course,

13 corrosion.
.

14 There are several surveillance and maintenance

15 activities that were in place at Monticello-prior.to-our life

=16 extension evaluation. . I would-just like to:make note of those.-

-17 - They are that we typically visually-examined the interior shell

18 coating of both the drywell-and the torus on a cyclic basis to

.19 ensure that the coating-is1 sufficient.- Of course, we have in

20 the past and will continue to. maintain-this' coating as
.

21' . degradation is observed. Of course,Lthe other key thing.is

22 that we do-the containment leakage 1 test for the tech-spec and-

-23 ASME code.

24 As a result.of*our-study, we~ decided to do additional_

%- 25 -examinations. I have listed-here some of: those examinations and.

;

!
- 1
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1 the results of those examinations. We did decide to expand our

(f 2 visual condition survey of the suppression chamber by including

3 the interior visual examinations of the vent system on a cyclic

4 basis. We also instituted a wall thickness measurement program

5 to ensure that general corrosion of the drywell shell and the

6 suppression chamber doesn't become a long term problem. You

7 might say this is an aging manacement decision.

8 We also removed a section of concrete floor in the

9 drywell and performed wall thickness measurements. The result

10 of that inspection was that there was no significant

11 degradation found. This examination included excavation of a

12 three by three foot section of the concrete floor, and when
-

i

13 that examination was completed we just replaced the concrete.

14 We also, since corrosion of the exterior of the

15 drywell shell was a potential concern and since it cannot be

16 readily visually examined, we took a boroscope in a couple of

17 tne penetrations of the drywell and verified that there was no

18 significant' erosion going on in the exterior of the drywell'

I
i 19 shell.

20 Another concern for BWR's is the potential existence

21 of noisture in the sand pocket region. One of the activities

22 that we took on was to inspect the sand. pocket drains to ensure-

23 that there isn't water standing on the backside of the shell.

24 Again, we inspected several hot piping containment penetration
(~%
i #'1'd 25 bellows for any observable damage. Again, we found noi

_ , . . - . . . . . _ _ . . .. - - ,
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1 significant findings. Another potential source of water for

) 2 the sand pocket zone might be a leak in the drywell bellows.

3 This past outage, we went and did a visual examination of those

4 bellows and did find them to be in good condition.

5 A controlling degradation mechanism that we were

6 concerned about there was corrosion of a center spool plate

7 between the cellows convolutions. We observed that indeed,

8 very little corrosion was going on in that region. The

9 thickness of the quarter inch spool plate is still greater than

10 a quarter of an inch. We also, as a result of tte pilot study

11 recommendations, examined the vent line bellows and, again, we

12 found no significant damage or problems to those bellows.

() 13 We came up with three expectant aging management

14 activities tha^ we plan to pursue in the future, the first

15 being taking periodic wall thickness measurements and trending

-16 those results of both the suppression chamber and tne drywell

17 shell. We also plan on implementing ASME, Section IWE and

18 service inspections once we have our 10 year roll over period.

19 We-think that will enhance our ability to detect any

20 degradation mechanisms of any significance.

21 We are also planning on monitoring the sand pocket

22 drains for water flow, since corrosion of the shell and the

23 sand pocket region appears to be the main degradation of

24 serious consequence for the primary containment structure.
O' 25 That concludes my presentation. Are there any

J
~
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1 questions?

2 MS. MITCHELL: Could you clarify when you said that

3 you had expectw. lifetimes of l'" years or 75 years or 95

4 years, what criteria were you looking at to get those numbers?

5 Was it a pressure capacity and, if so, what pressure capacity

6 was it?

7 MR. BAILEY: It was mainly in the case-of the

S corrosion where we determined corrosion was the degradation--

9 mechanism of significance,-we used general textbook-type

10 numbers for corrosion rates for-the particular-material and

11 assumed that the material was not in a coat M environment. So,
_

42 we took the service life and that anticipated corrosion rate

13 and thereby came up with the expected l'ife.-

14 In-that case, we feel' that is conservative-because-we

15 are going to continually inspect our structures-and do coating

16 maintenance to upgrade those situatienc-where we might have-

17 coating degradation. As far-as fatigue concern, we-took a-look

U-18 at the typical-ASMEfevaluations of using a fatigue factor.o'f

19 one and then' plotting those out with our anticipated cycles

20 through.the rest of-the plant' life. That-isihow we came up-
,

21 with, in the case r.,f the suppression chamber, of well.over 100-

22 years' anticipated fatigue life.

23 I might-say that aven if we did approachLone-as a-
~

24 usage factor, them would be other alternatives to determine.if

Q/ I
25 fatigue really is a concern. But in this case, it appears that

-
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1 our original desian was very conservative and we can justify

- ) 2 extended life on that basis.

3 MS. MITCHILL: I don't think I made the question

4 clear. I can understand that from a corrosion point of view,

5 you evaluated that it might corrode by a certain number of

6 mills a year. But when you get down to a minimum thickness a

7 certain number of mills a year, you will able to tolerate a net

8 metal thickness of a certain amount.

9 On what value was that based? Did you say if I have

10 a quarter of an inch or half inch that it will withstand a

11 certain pressure? Was tne answer that you were looking for was
.

12 that it will be design pressure, will take a design pressure?

/'~% 13 MR. BAILEY: Yes, I think I can answer that.

U
14 Basically, there was no original corrosion allowance in the

15 original design of both the drywell and the corrosion

16 structure. We found out that the actual design pressure of the

17 vessel turns out to be significantly higher than the reanalyzed

18 design pressure, which is 41 psi. Basically, we were able'to

19 take that difference and develop a conservative corrosion

20 allowance that would-account for that. That is really, you

21 might say, the threshold of corrosien that we could-withstand.-

22 MR. SHAO: I have a question here. You keep on

23- mentioning fatigue and containment. In my. experience, fatigue

24 and containment usually is not a major factor, mainly because

(~h^
\' 25 the temperature'is quite low in the containment and wall

_ _ _ . _ . _ _ . , _ , - - =
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1 thicknesa is very thin. Usually the fatigue should not be a

() 2 major problem in containment. I am surprised to near you with

3 such a large fatigue _ factors aside from bellows.

4 MR. BAILEY: It is mainly localized areas that we are

5 talking about.

6 MR. SHAO: You are talking the main shell? b

7 NGt. BAILEY: We are talking about very large fatigue

3 life, expected life in the shell. Then there are some areas

9 such as the vent line headers which might have higher stresses

10 due to the Marc I loads where fatigue might be of more concern.
,

11 MR. SHAO: After one of the ASME co e Section 3, that

12 is one time requires 15 hours for containment. Are titre any

13 ASME Code people here? At one-time they don't even require 15

14 hours of containment because of the thick shell and low

15 stresses.

16 MR. BAILEY: Again, I guess one thing'that should be

17 pointed out is that the pilot study just went and re-evaluated

18 everything on its --

19 MR. SHAO: You go beyond ASME Code?

20 MR. BAILEY: Right, just to make sure that there

21 aren't any problets. Our conclusion is that there are no ,

22 potentially significant degradation mechanisms with the. kind of

23 cyclic pattern we expect to see in the future.

24 MR. BAGCHI: In your evaluation of the life, it
(
\ 25 appears as though the major emphasis was on the accident

m . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
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1 pressure load, which is what it should be. But, there are

2 other concerns, other loading conditions. For example in

3 external load earthquake, have you looked at the possibility

4 that if yoa lose certain sections you hava significantly

5 reduced the margin or, perhaps, the capability to resist those

6 kinds of loads?

7 MR. BAILEY: I am not real sure of the question. Is

8 the question that there may be portions of the structure that

9 might be degraded due to something like corrosion and that an

10 earthquake could therefore result in the kind of stresses that

11 might do damage and thereby lose part of the structure?

12 MR. BAGCHI: That is correct.

( _

13 MR. BAILEY: I would say we didn't specifically look

14 at that, because the results of our inspections and the results

15 of our evaluations determined that the containment structure is-

-16 still well within its design parameters, including accidents

17 such as design basis earthquakes.

18 MR. SHAO: Goutam, I think this may not be an aging

19 issue. It may not be a license issue but a-severe accident

20' issue.

21- ER. BAGCHI: My concern really is,-when one is-

22 -looking at ccntainment. category in one structure in all of

23 these things, if you have significant creep and shrinkage

24 cracks in concrete structures, the capacity to resist the

O
-

25 design base in loading including the earthquake in external

1

1
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1 loading may have been significantly_ reduced. This is something

2 that should be looked at as well. ,

3 MR. BAILEY: I would say the one thing that we did do

4 that partially addresses your question is, we did do a thorough '

5 visual examination of all the structures involved including the

6 base mat and found no evidence of degradation that would lead

7 to a configuration problem that you might be concerned about-if

8 you did have an earthquake and things were not symmetrically:

9 aligned.

10 MR. BAGCHI:' Corrosion in the Mark I wet well

11' supporting structure, for example, could significantly reduce-
1

12 your earthquake. Those are the kinds of things I would think

13 you would want to look at.

|
14 MR. BAILEY: One of the items thatLI didn't list is,

i 15 we also did a visual inspection-of the supporting.? structures on -

|

L 16 the exterior of the suppression chamber and believe that'it is'
,

|

17 in good shape and will-continue tofbe inigood shape, due.to:the

18 fact that we have_ inspection; programs in' place?that'will call '

|

. for coating maintenance as it is required.19
.

.

. . .
: *

.

| 20 MR..JENG: My-questions are'trying.to understand your
,

21 recommendations clearly. In_yourfrecommendation that you are-

| 22 going to propose.a check.of the thickness oflthe' shells, does

23 that check include opening up that you did - concrete areas-to4

:
_

look at the base metal: containment. ;Is that. included in_your--- .24
.

.25 part of'a consideration?'

1

~
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1 MR. BAILEY: Yes. We did an initial inspection,-and

t

? 2 we haven't yet set the frequency for the doing that inspection -

r

3 again. I expect that it will include at least an additional

I-
4 inspection prior to going into license' renewal.'

1

:

5 MR. JENG: In your future recommendations, you would
i

j 6 include a proposed frequency of such a check; that-chock would
|

! 7 include a scope of a check in the basement or.the bottom?- :
1
I

j 8 MR. BAILEY: Yes.
P

: 9 MR. JENG: Second question. Are thoee separate

! 10 inspections that you did for renewal purposes?-
i

! 11 MR. BAILEY: Yes.

i 12 MR.'JENG: Which have not been'done in;the past is >

i;

f() 13 part of your existing program, do you recommend 1that some of-

14 them be carried out in the extended life, say1first five years.

| 15 in a 40 yearsoor 50 years, some items which,you have not been

!

: - 16 doing which-you do feel should beirecommended for~

- 17 implementation in the-extended life period-ofjyears.-_.What are---

| 18 <those items?-
j:

--

1 19 MR. BAILEY: .I think.that's a.goodsquestion. . We do--
! -

-

i

20 plan as part of'our. license renewalfproject to're-evaluate the
;

D 21 inspections that have been done'and= determine:which'onesishould
3

- 22- be continued on a regular frequency. -I would say that those
~

,

23 recommendations that I identified-under'the expected' aging

12 4 -managementiare the_ones thatEI :an|tell'you rightinow,-.we_do
'

12 5-- : intend to do'in the future.,

4

, . _ .
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1 The other ones, we have not completed a review on,

2 and selected ones of those will be done. In some cases, we

3 have already upgraded our surveillance procedures to include

4 many of the visual examinations, such as structures outside the

5 suppression chamber, such as vent header and vent lined visual

6 examinations, those kinds of-things.
7

7 MR. JENG: Last question. In our past experience,

8 the anchor bolts opened identified one potential deficiencies

9 in pilot plants such as the lose of bolts or loss of tension

10 which in design consideration is very important.

11 In your current effort as a pilot program, did_you

12 make a consensus effort to_look into such potential
<

13 deficiencies and, if yes, what did you find? Do you think you

14 need consider just one items fcr future renewal inspection or

15 not?

16 MR. BAILEY: As part of the primary containment

17 system, I don't believe we identified any anchor bolts that

18 were of special concern as far_as a pre-tension situation.

19 MR. JENG: In particular, torus anchor?

20 MR. BAILEY: As part of the exterior visual-

21 inspections I mentioned, we do periodically inspect 1those for
e

22 -any type of --

23 MR. JENG: Visual, right?

24 MR. BAILEY: Yes.

25 MR. JENG: Tension.

. - _
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1 MR. BAILEY: On those particular enes, we haven't

D'q,) 2 committed to check the tension on those particular ones. We

2 believe by visual examination we can determine if they are

4 loose.

5 MR. JENG: Thank you.

6 MR. HALEY: Neil Haley from the Illinois Department

7 of Nuclear Safety. Would you describe for us over at

8 Monticello's operating history, what kind of corrosion control

9 and chemistry control program that vou have had in your torus

10 water and, if as a result of your investigations were any

11 changes made in those programs?

12 MR. BA' LEY: I know we do take a look at the torus

13 water as part of the pilot study. We did do an evaluation of

14 that chemistry and basically confirmed that there was no

15 chemistry problems that-would lead to accelerated aging of

16 either the containment coating-or the steel structure itself.

17 I guess what I would summarize is, we didn't identify

18 any significant problems there. Like I nentioned, typically on

19 a cyclic basis we go in and inspect the suppression chamber.

20 If, on_ occasion we might find some crud buildup or some sort of

21 problems like that in the torus, then we would take correct!ve,

22 pro-active actions to mitigate that in the future.

23 MR. HALEY: Do you use a corrosion inhibitor in --

24 MR. BAILEY: No, we don't.m

25 MR. RICHARDSON: Are there other comments?

!

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _
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1- (No response.)
,y,

]x._,) 2 MR. RICHARDSON: Thank you, Jim. Our final

3 presentation is going to be by Joe McCumber of Yankee Atomic.
t

4 -MR. MCCUMBER: Good morning. My name is Joe

.5 McCumber, representing Yankee Atomic. Today I would like to

6 talk a little bit on the containment and go a little but-
'

''

.

4 7 'further into plant structures, and then I would like to tie

8 that into the general process that is depicted in the Rule,

9 focusing on the scope and actual methods of flexibility and

10 implementing it.

11 (Slide.]
12 As was discussed in previous presentations, it was

I'l- 13' recognized that the containment has key safety importance
^LJ

14 within the plant. Because of that, it was determined to do a

15 detailed' evaluation. The industry report has been issued for

L 16 ~ PWRs._ In that, that report pretty much confirmed the inherent

-17J adequacy that is involved with-the containment structure. It-

18- also determined the generic-degradation issues that need to be a

-19 considered.

20 The potentially significant issues that were

21 determined-to require farther review were liner corrosion and,
-

122 also, coating degradation. Again, in addition to that, each

-23 licensee has;to look at the results of that report and-

24 Idemonstrate app 1'icability to their own site. Also, address anyp_s
),~ 1

~#
L25. plant-specific issues-that may arise.

q-

.,

i
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1- With respect to plant structures again, just in their

N
[ jj 2 inherent-design, there is a lot of generic aspects to ti.em.

.3 Depending on whatever structure you look at it is basically

4 comprised of' steel,' concrete, roofing materials and the like.

5- Because of that, there is a chance of doing some generic

6 coverage as far as assessing what are the concerns. There are_.

7 several management programs in place at plants today. For

8 instance, masonry wall inspections, ISI of piping supports and

9- several others that are plant-specific.

10 As far as Yankee awn review of structures, we have
,

-11 performed generic assessments'of the materials involved with

12 the different buildings and the buildings themselves to try to
.

f''i 13' determine ~what'is the potential for degradation and-how would
'

bs A.-
14 that degradation manifest itself. We then are doing very

.

15 focused plant walk downs, using'the results of those7

16 assessments and going out and looking for signs of_ degradation.

17 Based'on what we find there may be actions taken, one of which

;18 .could; include trending as appropriate to either follow a crack

19' that may be found or.something of that nature.

20 Again, it is-also understood that there'are several

21; : areas that will-require plant-specific evaluation. I think as

22 was brought up in other discussions, the level of this plant-

23 specific-review is going to depend a lot on the plant-specific

24| conditions. For instance, what_the groundwater _is_like, if you
,_

\- 25- are dealing with a soil plant versus a rock plant, the whole|:

;;

u '-
, . __ _ _

^
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_1_ concerns with settling and cracking would be different. There

( 2 is a very' key plant-specific evaluation that has to be

3 involved.

4 I would-like to turn now to the proposed rule and tie

5 in the whole review process. What is expressed in the

6 philosophy statement in the rule right now seems to kind of
:

7 exemplify a focused approach in trying to determine and get

8 .down to where are the real degradation concerns. However, if

9 you look at the proposed rule wording in Section XX.9, it seems

10 to go much further than that. We are required to identify

11 design conditions, functions and environmental conditions, as

12 well as identify degradation mechanisms, and programs to manage

13 that degradation for all equipment important to safety; that

14 is, all structures, components and systems is the way the rule

15 is worded right now.

16 We feel that this is unnecessary. It is well

17 recognized that all components aren't subject equally to

18 . degradation and should ret be give.n the same extent of coverage

19 within an application. There are many factors that affect this ;

20' rate of degradation. That would be design considerations,

21 benign environmental-conditions, inspection, maintenance that

22 -is performed,. actual refurbishment or replacement that is

23. undertaken.- The process needs to consider these factors so

24 that resources can be put where-the real attention is needed.

f: 25 .Also, the level of review and documentation of the whole

L
,

'

. . . _ _ _ _
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1 process should be tied in only as necessary to support whatever

() 2 determination that-you need to show that the degradation is not

3 a concern.

4- We feel again the wording in the rule has to better

5 show a screening process so that you can efficiently reduce the

-6 scope of equipment for license renewal to those components

7 important for safety in which degradation is a concern. We

8 feel the process has to be comprehensive and comprehensive

9 needs to be defensible, clear and consistent, very much so in

10 the scope of coverage. There can't be any ambiguity insofar as

11 what needs to be in and what is out. There needs to be an

12 efficient process to give_you flexibility in the method of

(~' 13 implementing it or managing degradation. And again, only to.

I

14 require the information necessary to support the technical

15 basis.

16 on degradation mechanisms, especially in the civil
'

17 area that we are dealing-with here, they are well understood

1;B based on years-of experience. What we are seeing though, is

19 this_ understanding tends to grow with experience as far as

p

20 -different material environmental interactions. Some examples'

|

21= are the concern with boric acid attack based on leaking, in

221 attacking support components. There is a-new emphasis on that
,

1 :-

23 today, and it is being taken-care of.:

-24 ~One that was mentioned earlier had to deal with
L( -

v 125 vibration-induced structural damage or supports loosening up.

I
l

6

.
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1 Again, there is an added awareness to that right now, and I

2 think the appropriate steps are being taken.

3 The existing programs in place today monitor,

4 maintain, refurbish and replace components and equipment. They

5 have been proven during the original licensing term, they are

6 continuously updated based on experience, and we feel that the

7 rule should allow or give credit for these programs.

8 Furthermore, we feel that license renewal should not be pushed

9 on to impose new requirements over and above the existing

10 programs that are not tied specifically to degradation. An

11 example of that would be the maintenance rule.

12' We feel there are several methods available for

13 managing degradction. This is where I was alluding to the'

14 flexibility in implementation. The best way that you deal with

15 that degradation depends on the actual conditions or the

16 degradation that you are dealing with. They include further

17 analysis to demonstrate that the projected degradation is

18 acceptable, demonstrating that the. current programs in place

19 are adequate, possibly by procedural enhancements, or including

12 0 trending where appropriate, modifying operating practices where

. :21. necessary.and even going as far as replacing or refurbishing

12 2 the component..

23 As far as additional administrative controls to

24- assure that the actions that we take are continued, we feel

.

'- 25- that these should only be applicable to those actions necessary

1

r - - = - - 7 r- y~-
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1 -to manage age-related degradation for the license renewal term,

i
2 .And that, such actions become licensing commitments for license

3 renewal. We do. feel very strongly that you don't want to

i
4 overburden your-existing tech-specs and the like, and that

,

5 these things can be covered by existing administrative

6 programs.
,

7 In summary, we feel Section XX.9 does need to embody
,

8 this screening process to be consistent with NRC philosophy so '

9 that you can focus on the important safety components which

10 unresolved aging issues have been identified, Alsr we feel

11 that the rule needs to allow the flexibility for you to manage

12 that degradation appropriately.

( 13 That is it. Are there any questions?

.14 MR. JENG: Joe, you mention about coating or-

15_ containment. Did you find particularly troublesome indication

16 in your Yankee containment; is that the basis of your

17- recommendation?

18' MR. MCCUMBER: 'No. Where I commented on the coating,
,

-19 Lthat was the result of one-of the potential areas that needs to-

20 be looked at based on the-industry report. Based on our own

21' ' inspections, the coating-looks very well. In addition to that,

-22 our design allows you to-do both an internal and external

23 review. No, we haven't found-any concerns,
s

24 MR. JENG: Another question is, did you take an

.O 25 effort to look into the potential corrosion of water structures
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1 and to ensure-that no unacceptable corrosion has been going on ,

2 in your case?

3 MR. MCCUMBER: As I stated, what we first do is look
,

4 at generically at the type of structure and what it is

5 fabricated of, and determine what are the potential for

6 degradation. For intake structures, it was clearly shown that

7 .the potential for erosion and degradation of rebar if you get

8 water inside, are concerns. Based on that assessment, we have

9 identified what you should look for to identify those concerns,

10 and that is included in the ' alk downs that we do of those

11 structures.

12 So, yes, we were looking for those types of problems.

( 13 MR. JENG: Your essence of recommendation is that one

14 should take a specific walk down of these important structures

15 and take whatever action that is consistent with the license

16 renewal. That is your basic assumption, recommendations?

-17 MR. MCCUMBER: Yes, that each plant will have to look

18 at these type of concerns on a plant-specific basis, with.a

19 focus directed .cn1 where their own site may show concerns. For

. 20 example,.a site like ours with very clean water, a rock-based
.

-21 site may not have the same concerns others may have, but maybe

22 we-have a little bit different. So, yes, I agree.

23 MR. JENG: Thank you very much.

I
.

24 MR. RICHARDSON: Are there other' questions?:( -
25 MR. STATTON: My name is Jeff Statton. I am with

i
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1 Bechtel Power Corporation. I would just to further comment on

f 2 that, that Joe is making. We are currently under contract to

3 EPRI for-the preparation of an industry report on Class 1
,

4 structures. Some points and items came up earlier, and I would

5 like to reconfirm for your own information, the scope of what

6 we are intending to review within the industry report.

7 Specifically what came up several times is the area

8 of Class 1 structures and structures exposed to flow-in water.

9. That definitely is under the review of the report. In

10 addition, we are looking at tanku and tank foundations.

11 Another issue separate from what Joe mentioned is the

12 settlement issue.. It is being addressed in that Class 1

13 structures report, as well as a last miscellaneous item of

14 steel structures.

15 Those are being address. That plant schedule, I

16 think Bob Nickill advised you a little earlier, submittal to

17 you is toward the middle of 1990.

18 As a footnote to that though, I would add and spring

19 boarding off yesterday's plenary session, that the scope of the

20 review of the license renewal issue is those degradation
t

21 mechanisms unique to the renewal term. of all of the issues<

22. that we are wrestling with at this time, we haven't found

L- 23 degradation in any of the Class 1 structures that we are

24 dealing with that isLstrictly unique to the renewal term.
[

25 MR. RICHARDSON: Thank you. Are there other

.
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1 comments?

2 (No respense.]

3 MR. RICHARDSON: That concludes the presentations by

4 those that_ requested. I would open the floor up. Is there

5 anybody else that would like to make any type of presentation

6 or comment in the area of containment or structures as related

7 to license renewal?

8 (No response.)

9 MR. RICHARDSON: If not, we will adjourn until-1:15,

10 at which time we will all come back together in a plenary

11 session here to sort of wrap the whole thing up here from the

12 different working sessions and see what conclusions can be-

13 drawn.

14 Thank you.

15 [Whereupon, at 11:05 a.m., the meeting adjourned.)

16
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SESSION 6
CONTAINMENTS

NUMARC NUPLEX Working Group industry Reports

.

PWR Containments Completed August 1989

Clas-s I Structures June 1990

BWR Containments June 1990

,
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PURPOSE OF NUMARC NUPLEX
INDUSTRY REPORTS (irs)

i

Icentification anc evaluation of age related
;

cegracation for major olant systems and structures
4

Dis.aosition of age related cegrac'ation issues:
- Non-significant

'

-

Adequately managed by current evaluation
programs
Enhanced aging management may be

1
-

required on a plant-s aecific basis
,

Intenced to be referenced in individual plant
license renewal applications to the NRC

-!.

-
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INDUSTRY REPORT OUTLINE
SECTION 1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Elements of License Renewal-

General Considerations (if needed)
-

Specific Conclusions -- Section 4-

-- Section 5
-- Section 6

SECTION 2 INTRODUCTION

Scope (Systems / Components, Exclusions)
-

Degradation Mechanisms Addressed-

Special Considerations-

SECTION 3 SYSTEM / COMPONENT EVALUATION BASIS

System / Component Descriptions-

Design Bases, Standards, Regulations-

Operating and Maintenance History
.

NICKELL 11/W3
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INDUSTRY REPORT OUTLINE
continued

SECTION 4 DEGRADATION MECHANISMS
General Mechanism Descriptions-

Specific System / Component Considerations-

Significance to Systems / Components-

(Regulatory Conclusions)

SECTION 5 COMPONENT LIFE EVALUATION
Description of Established Evaluation Procedures--

Accepted Limits of Degradation-

, Quantitative Results for Systems / Components-

'(Regulatory Conclusions)

SECTION 6 AGING / DEGRADATION MANAGEMENT
Recommended Prevention, Mitigation and-

improved Assessment Strategies
Level of Existing Demonstration-

. R & D, C & S Recommendations-

Generic And/Or Plant-Specific Actions-

(Regulatory Conclusions)

5'
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SIGNIFICANT AGING
.

DEGRADATION
.

Significant aging degradation is such that, if alowed to
contiriue, the capa3ility of the system, structure or
com aonent to perform its intended function c uring the '

license renewal term would be compromised. In that '

case, additional generic or plant specific evaluation or
aging management options sha|| be pursued for
license renewal. The evaluations may be based upon '

standard and acceated 3ractices, with the
ceterioration found to 3e within establishec limits;
otherwise, some form of improved assessment or '

areventative/ mitigative action may be required.
,

fJ!CKEl L 11/89 6
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INDUSTRY REPORT
REGULATORY CONCLUSIONS

Section 4

The first set covers issues that are considered to 3e
generically resolved for all , on

grounds that the aging degradation mechanism
under consiceration does no~: cause significan-
degradation (for particular systems, components, or
structures). Applicants seeking license renewal:

need not evaluate these issues, beyond assuring
that no plant. unique features exist that would
precluc e the 'aaplicant from verifying the conclusion
in the IR.

;

7
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INDUSTRY REPORT
REGULATORY CONCLUSIONS

continued

Section 6

A final set of issues remain in which significant aging
degradation canno be addressed on a generic level-
by the industry as a whole. For these issues, aging
management recommendations are suggested in the
IR for use. The applicant or group of applicants for
which these aging mechanisms are applicable are
responsible for implementing an effective aparoach
for resolving these issues. !

.,

,
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PWR CONTAINMENTS t

Concrete anc free-standing steel containments will
continue to 3rovide structural and :ea <-tight integrity,
well beyond t1e aerioc of the initial oaerating license, as
demonstrated by

Ultimate capacity assessments (margin)
Historical performance of related structures

.

Construction quality standards

Current testing and inspection standards

tJICKEt t 11/89 10
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PWR CONTAINMENTS

Potentially signi"icant age-related degradation
mechanisms that are acequately managed by current
effective programs -

Corrosion of both grouted and ungrouted-

prestressing tendons

Progressive reductions in the levels of tendon !-

prestress

Degradation of exposed concrete surfaces '-

General' corrosion of concrete containment |
-

liners:and free-standing steel containment shells |.

Fatigue damage of free-standing steel-
.

containment expansion bellows

j K
"mc m u use

-
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PWR CONTAINMENTS

tPotentially significant age-related mechanisms that
require plant specific evaluations and may require an
e"fective management methodology:

Acid attack on below-grade portions of the-

containment tlat may oe ex30 sed to sulfate-
bearing soils or acicic ground water

Floor liner plate beneath the concrete floor . slab-
.

whic1 cou'c corroce without being observec: and
could result in a potential leak patl

,

Interior containment coatings which are used to-

mitigate general corrosion of steel liners and
free-standing steel containment shells

'

12NICKELL 11/89
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SESSION 6
CONTAINMENTS

MONTICELLO PILOT STUDY

LO PRIMARY CONTAINMENT GVERVIEW

L

TIM BAILEY
NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY'

MONTICELLO LEAD PLANT
PROJECT TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

i

o
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SUDE 2

f3v

MONTICELLO
PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

O
Monticello's primary containment will continue
to provide structural.and leak-tight integrity,
well beyond the period of the initial operating
license as demonstrated by the pilot study
evaluation.

p,

'

O
2
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SCOPE OF SERVICE LIFE EVALUATION

O
Drywell Metal Shell

Supression Chan.ber Shell & Vent System

. Penetration Assemblies

4

h
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|
|

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT |
DEGRADATION MECHANISMS i

A' a
- Corrosion - Shell including-Embedded Portion

Mechanical & Thermal Stress Fatigue - Shell, !
Vent Line Bellows

.
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EXPECTED LIFE '

Drywell Shel! Over 100 Years - Corrosion

Vent Line & Vent Header 76 Years -g'
Corrosion

,

Vent Line Bellows 95 Years - Fatigue

Suppression Chamber Shell - Greater Than
100 Years Corrosion

.
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n
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SURVEILLANCE & MAINTENANCE
ACTIVITIES

O>
Visual Examination of Interior Shell Coating

v
Each Cycle

Coating Maintenance as Required

Containment Leakage Tests per Tech Specs

.

-

6
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SUDE 7

O

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES SINCE
STUDY CONFIRM EVALUATION RESULTS

Expanded Interior Visual Examination to
include Vent System

Wall Thickneso Measurement Program -
Actual Thickness Exceeds Design WallO Tnicaness

Removed Section of Concrete Floor in
Drywell & Performed Wall Thickness
Measurements in Sand Pocket Region - No
Significant Corrosion

Boroscopic Examination of Exterior Drywell
Shell Through Concrete Penetration - Loss of
Coating, No Metal Thinning

O
7

i
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.
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IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES SINCE
STUDY CONFIRM EVALUATION RESULTS

(Cont.)

Inspected Sandpocket Drains

O inspection of Seiectee sot eiping
Containment Penetration Bellows - No
Sigreificant Findings.

Performed Visual Examination of Refueling
and Drywe|| Bellows - Good Condition

Visual Examination of Vent Line Bellows - No
Demage to Exterior Identified

.

4

8
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SLIDE 9

O
,
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!

EXPECTED AGING MANAGEMENT
ACTIVITIES (additional)

O Take Periodic waii Thickness Measurements
and Trend Results

implement ASME IWE Inservice inspections

Monitor Sandpocket Drains for Water Flow

t

e

O
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CONT /INMENT"
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'

1

* DETAILED EVALUATION DETERMINED |

f| NECESSARY.
e 1

; * INDUSTRY REPORT '

r :

i - CONFIRMED INHERENT DESIGN ADEQUACY !

! - DETERMINED DEGRADATION ISSUES !
|- i

i . POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT ISSUES |

| REQUIRING PLANT SPECIFIC REVIEW: !
!- LINER CORROSION

- COATING DEGRADATION i

b !
: ,

; :

$

.hk-
4

i
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'

~

:

; PLANT STRUCTURES ;

i

| f
: :

:'

| * GENERIC APPROACH POSSIBLE !

- TYPICAL MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION !
i

>

:
. .

:

. SEVERAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS IN PLACE i,

EX: MASONRY WALL lNSPECTIONS .

ISI OF EQUIPMENT. SUPPORTS:

; * ASSESS DEGRADATION P.OTENTIAL AND !

|i FORM OF MANIFESTATION-

| * FOCUSED WALKDOWNS WILL.TAKE CARE OF !
| MOST CONCERNS |
;

; * AUGMENT PROGRAMS AND TREND AS >

APPROPRIATE <

I
>

; j

1

!
i ;
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PROPOSED RULE SECTION XX.9
'

REQUIRES
!

i

* IDENTIFICATION OF DESIGN REQUIREMENTS, ;

FUNCTIONS, AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS:

.

'
* IDENTIFICATION OF DEGRADATION MECHANISMS'

| * PROGRAM TO IDENTIFY, EVALUATE, AND TREND |

EFFECTS OF RELEVANT DEGRADATION j

1

4
.

FOR ALL EQUIPMENT IMPORTANT TO SAFETY.

.

- .
. _. .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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O O O,

1

SECTION XX.9 SCOPE.

UNNECESSARY

| * WELL RECOGNIZED THAT DEGRADKFION CONCERNS |

[ DO NOT EXIST FOR MANY COMPONENTS BECAUSE
-DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS !

-BENIGN ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
-lNSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE -

:

-REFURBISHMENT OR REPLACEMENT i4

2

. PROCESS NEEDS m CONSIDER THESE FACTORS
SO THAT RESOURCcS CAN BE FOCUSED ON THE

'

! AREAS WARRANTING ATTENTION

,

i

. - _ _ - _ - - - _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - --
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,

RULE NEEDS TO REFLECT ;

A SCREENING PROCESS |:

!
!

! TO EFFICIENTLY REDUCE THE SCOPE OF !

EQUIPMENT FOR: LICENSE RENEWAL TO ONLY |
-

-

.

;

L THOSE COMP.ONENTS IMPORTANT TO SAFETY j

! FOR WHICH UNRESOLVED AGING DEGRADATION |
4

| |SSUES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED. |
: ;

; ,

,

i {
l !

i !

! ,

I
:. i

f f
; !
.

I . !
!

:
, !

I

| !
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NECESSARY SCREENING ;

PROCESS FEATURES t

* COMPREHENS!VE

CLEAR AND CONSISTENT ;

|:

* EFFICIENT

* FLEXIBLE |:

: '

* REQUIRE ONLY INFORMATION
: NECESSARY TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL

BASIS OF SCREENING DECISION 1

'

!

[:

>

. .- -. .. .. _ _ .
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i !

[ DEGRADATION MECHANISMS |

1 !

!- |
:

-

; ;

f i

* IDENTIFIED AND. GENERALLY WELL UNDERSTOOD |

| BASED ON YEARS OF CIVIL EXPERIENCE !
. -

7

i

!i-

| * UNDERSTANDING OF ENVIRONMENTAL / MATERIALS i

| INTERACTIONS CONTINUE TO DEVELOP [
j - BORIC ACID INDUCED DEGRADATION :

t

! - VIBRATION INDUCED STRUCTURAL i

I DAMAGE |
| !
i e

!
! i

! !
: i

i !

|- I
e :

: .

I !
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EXISTING PROGRAMS~

-

[ |
; i

'

! * MONITOR / MAINTAIN / REFURBISH / REPLACE
i !
4 * PROVEN DURING ORIGINAL LICENSING TERM !

s i

| * CONTINUCUSLY UPDATED BASED ON
INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

* CONCLUSION - RULE SHOULD ALLOW
FOR CREDIT OF THESE PROGRAMS

!
.

I

i i

! :

|
,

i !
;
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SEVERAL METHODS AVAILABLE l
i

| FOR MANAGING DEGRADATION ;

|
*

FURTHER ANALYSIS TO DEMONSTRATE || *

! THAT THE PROJECTED DEGRADATION IS !
ACCEPTABLE THROUGH THE RENEWAL PERIOD j

i:

CURRENT PROGRAMS ARE ADEQUATE TO i
^

.

L ASSURE DEGRADATION MECHANISMS DO
NOT IMPACT SAFETY I

4

.

;,

!

[ PRO.CEDURAL ENHANCEMEN'TS MAY BE |
*

| NECESSARY FOR THE RENEWAL PERIOD !

- e.g., Trending, As Appropriate

! MODIFICATIONS TO OPERATING PRACTICES-

| i

. COMPONENT REPLACEMENT OR REFURBISHMENT !| *

l

' |
_ _ . _ _ . _ . ..- _
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L 1,
. .

! ADDITIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
!.

!

t
t i

i !
! * ONLY APPLICABLE TO SPECIAL ACTIONS i
4

.

i NECESSARY TO MANAGE AGE RELATED !

! DEGRADATION IN SUPPORT OF' LICENSE RENEWAL !
; :

| * SUCH ACTIONS BECOME LICENSE COMMITMENTS |
| FOR LICENSE RENEWAL f
,

i

f
-

t

I
: t

I
: r

| i

i

"

i

! I
.

!

!
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!: ;

! SUMMARY- !
.

MODIFY SECTION XX.9 TO: |.

L !
! !
L * INCLUDE SCREENING PROCESS TO FOCUS EFFORTS !

L ON- AREAS WARRANTING ATTENTION !
! l

'

l- ** IMPORTANT TO SAFETY COMPONENTS
i FOR WHICH UNRESOLVED AGING j

! DEGRADATION ISSUES HAVE ~l
i I

j BEEN IDENTIFIED ** j

i !
* ALLOW FLEXIBILITY IN DETERMINING OPTIMUM,

| METHOD OF MANAGING DEGRADATION ;

!
'

!
: >

|

| !
:

. t

i i

!

I. '
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1 PROCEEDINGS I

2 (1:15 p.m.)

3 MR. GILLESP.tE s Let me ask a couple of questions

4 before I turn it over to this panel. I'm left over from this

5 morning, so I don' t get a little name thing. I have to stand.
4

6 That's my punishment, I'm told, for not being argumentative

7 enough this morning.

8 Let ma aak a couple of things that would really help

9 us out. We hashed a couple of questions over at lunch, and I

10 vant to make sure I understand what you understand so I can

11 understand it.

12 The last chree speakers in this morning's session

O 13 spoke to the current licensing basis, and let me separate the

14 current licensing basis into two pieces. One is the paper

15 basis, the list, the bookshelf full of paper that says here is

16 the current licensing basis. Ne one really wants to xerex that

17 bookcase full of stuff and send it in.

18- Well, in issuing a renewed license, it was generally

19 our belief that we would have to somehow reference or to make

20 valid or-to bring it up to date-all of the old requirements,

21 and that was kind of the genesis for wanting the wording of the

22 orule the way it is, so that in the renewed license, there'would

23- be a definite reference. I.think we can take under

( 24 consideration the need for analysis of that, but we definitelyi

25 felt that we needed the reference in there to reference it back

, - . _ _ _ . - . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . _ -_ _ _ . . _ _ __
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4

() 1 as a starting point.

2 Yes.

3 MR. BURSTEIN: I am concerned with your reference to

4 a new license. I would like you to tell us why you think this

5 is not an amendment to the existing license, in which all of, ,

6 that garbage does not have to be revalidated.

7 MRa CILLESPIEt I didn't say revalidated. I said

8 listed, but let me try to Enswer you.

9 Larry, do you want to -- ! can take a chot at it.

10 ( Laughter. )

11 MR. GILLESPIE: Let me take a shot. I'll take a shot

12 at it, and I don't feel bad, because only OGC can interpret.

13 MR. BURSTEIN: You issued all that stuff initially.

14 You should have it all.

15 MR. GILLESPIE: It's a matter of whether we make up

16 the list and give.it to you or you make up the list and give to

17- us for-referenceability, but in any event, we feel we havo to

18 reference it. Let me take one step back and say the Atomic

19 Energy Act itself uses the term " renewed license". It doesn't

to say amendment. It doesn't say new. It says " renewed".

21 So, we call this a " renewed license". Now, to a

22 degree, that's calling it " George" to eliminate the pitfalls of

23 citner one, but we'll try to be fairly consistent in that, and

O'

24 I believe, in the Atomic Energy Act, there is a limit on the

25 length of time a license can be issued for. A license can only
'

I
_ _ _

_
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(,_,) 1 be issued for 40 years.

2 MR. BURSTEIN: The initial license.

3 MR. GILLESPIE: The initial license can only be

4 issued for 40 years. What's the exact wording, Gary? It just

5 says "a license".

6 It then goes on and talks about "a renewed license".

7 So, we feel we're in renewed license space, and I'm probably

a splitting hairs. I don't know if that's a whole lot different

9 from a new license. It's something in the middle.

10 MR. BURSTEIN: You are equally justified in assuming
,

11 it's an atendment to an existing licence or a continuation of

12 that existing license.(}
13 MR. GILLESPIE: No.

14 MR. BURGTEIN: Why not? Tell me why not.

15 MR. CMANDLER: It would not be a continuing license,

16 because the Act puts a 40-year limit on that license. You,

17 arguably, could talk in terms of amendment. I think,-based on
,

18 our review of the legislative history of the Act, though, we
,

,.

19 fairly well satisfied ourselves that a renewed license is

20 probably a better way of looking at it and, even more

21 specifically, looking at virtually as a nev license. It is not

22- simply an 3mondment, in conventional terms, of a license.

23 Now, I think one of the things that we would like to

O 24 elicit from you-all is any help that you have on that that may

25 persuade us otherwise. You know, if there is some argument to .

. _ , ., _ _ _ _ - - _ . . _- - _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ __
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( l be made for treating this as a somewhat routine license

2 amendment or somewhat more than a routine license amendment, we

3 certainly would be interested in knowing what the basis for

4 that view would be, but right now, we're satisfied that the

5 better way of viewing it, given the constraints of the Atomic

6 Energy Act, are to treat it as a new license, a renewed ;

7 license.
,

8 MR. BURSTEIN: What's the basis for saying it's a new

9 license, as opposed to a renewed license?

10 MR. GILLESPIE: Could we have, the gentleman in the

11 back, your name and organization, just so we have it on record?

12 MR. BURSTEIN: My name is Sol Burstein, and I am"

13 representing here ASME.

14 MR. SILBERG: I'm Jay Silberg from Shaw, Pittman.

15 Can you tell us what's the basis for saying that this should be

16- treated as a new license?

17 MR. CHANDLER: I am not sure I can distingajsh -- let

18 me back up. I am not sure I know what a " renewed" license is.

19- There is no help that we were able to find in any of our

20 research that suggests that there is an initial license or a

21 different license that's called a " renewed license" that is

22 issued v:Oetime down the roed after 40 years, which would have

23 any different limitations or have any different standards for

24 its issuance than an operating license.

25 MR. GILLESPIE: I guess, more importantly, despite

. .. _ ,____--._ _ . __ _ __ _-._ . . . ._ . _ _ _ . , _ _ _ . _ . _ . . . _
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( ) 1 what we call it, it wouldn't make any difference, would it?

2 MR. BURSTEIN: It may, yes.

3 MR. CHANDLER: Well, as a practical matter, we did

4 not see it, and as I suggest, if you-all have a thought on

5 where there would be a distinction, if it were viewed as a

6 renewed license, it would be helpful for us to know what that

7 would be.

8 MR. GILLESPIE: Generally, an amendment can go to,

9 hearing, also. So, once you notice it, it didn't seem to

10 really matter a whole lot what we called it.

11 MR. SILBERG: It's the findings that carry over or

12 don't carry over. If you treat it as a new license, somethingO
'' 13 that's fresh, something clean, then you ought to have a new

14 document and everything has to be resubmitted all over again.

15 If it's a license amendment for a renewed license,

16 something that isn't a whole new document, then it seems to me

17 you're entitled to take credit for all those things that you've

18 put on the document over 40 years and you don't have to refile,

19 -you don't have to submit a new list.

20 The Commission ought to have the list of all the

21- things that are on the docket. I don't know why anything more

22 would be necessary. You ought.to be able to take credit for

23- the findings that the Commission has made, provided that those

24 findingn are not undermined by ago-degradation.

25 MR. CHANDLER: I'm not sure, Jay, that treating it as '

. . _ _ -- _ - - - . _ _ _ . . _ . - _ _ .-
-
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|

() 1 a new license changco the ability to rely on matters of record.

2 In other words, I'm not sure that, even though the

3 staff would be looking for a current licensing basis, that

4 certain credit can't be takel. for that which is aircady a

5 matter of record. Again, if you've got a better way of
:

G skinning a cat, let us know. I'm not sure, practically, it

7 makes much of a difference, though.

8 MR. GALLO: Joe Gallo, Hopkins and Sutter. Do you

9 see a problem with simply extending the term of the particular

10 operating license from expiration date to whatever it is, to a

11 20-year period?

12 MR. CHANDLER: By amendment? Yes. ,

O 13 MR. GALLO: What is that problem?

14 MR. CHANDLER: The 40-year limitation that's imposed

15 in the statute.

16 MR. GALLO: Why? Because that would create a 60-year

17 license?
,

18 MR. CHANDLER: Yes, something that wasn't

19 contemplated when the Act was passed, recognizing that that

20 period wasn't necessarily imposed for health and safety

21 reasons.
,

22- Don?

23 MR. EDWARDS: Don Edwards, Yankee Atomic.

24 Suffice it to say that we have an unusual creature

25 here. It's not necessarily amendment and it certainly isn't-a

, . -_ - . - - .- -. -_ ,. , - . _. .. - - -. - - - - - . _ . .
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1 new licenne. We've been looking at this for quite a while, to[)
2 come up with a way to treat it. We want to carry information

3 forward. We want to recognize that the plan exists, it is

4 running, it has records, it has established itself. It is not

5 an uncertain question abou- the facility.

6 So, all of that information is readily available. We

7 ought not to have to reconstitute it and resubmit it at this

9 point.

9 What you are really concerned about is the hardware

10 degradation that you can segregate out if you analyze it

11 carefully anu systematically and make sure that that's

12 mitigated. That is really where our focus has been in the

13 development of the methodology of that whole approach. I guess i

14 what we have read doesn't seem to go in that direction. '

15 MR. GILLESPIE: I think it was our intent to submit a

16' list for referenceability that was a defined quantity that

17 would carry forward.

18 Go ahead, Larry.

19 MR. CRANDLER: Let me just add, it's more than simply

20 so that matters can be referenced down the road but today, if

21 you look at an operating plant and one of our inspectors is out

22 there, there's a defined base against which one can inspect and

23 one can establish compliance against a given set of

( ) 24 requirements and designs and procedures.

25 It's necessary to carry that base forward. Now I

. - - . -. . -- .- - . -- . . , . - - -
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() 1 don't disagree with what Jay was suggesting before. Those

2 things ought to continue forward and we're proposing, I

3 suppose, one way of carrying it forward and if there are

4 others, fine.

5 MR. SILBERG Why do you need to have anything? I

6 mean in the year 39, you don't need a new list. Why in the

7 year 41 all of a sudden do you need a nty list to carry out the

8 same inspections that you were doing yesterday without the

9 list?

10 MR. CHANDLER: It's not a new list.

11 MR. SILBERG A list that didn't exist before,

r"s 12 You're asking us to submit something now.

13 MR. CHANDLER: No, I think Frank said what it is. We

14 can do the list or you can do the list. Our proposal says you

15 do the list.

16 MR. SILBERG: Why do you need a list at all? You

'
17 don't have a list today. You don't have a list in year 39 and

18 everyono recognizes that you can inspect a site. We have

19 commitments and we abide by those commitments. Why in the year

20 41 do you --

21 MR. BOSNAK: There are things in the current

22 licensing basis, particularly in the initial design that expire

23 at year 40. They were designed for 40 years and what happens
.G
k/ 24 to those when you go beyond the 40 years? Somebody has to take-

25 a look to see if the initial design basis is adequate for 50,

. ________ _ _ _ _ _
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() 1 60, perhaps more, but until you do that there is this
;

2 uncertainty.

3 MR. SILBERG: That is the analysis which would be

4 done, degradation time, dependency --

5 MR. BOSNAX: Right. Exactly.

6 MR. SILBERG: And that's the list that we get

7 submitted, not the list of everything.

8 MR. BOSNAX: I think we recognize that. That is the

[ 9 list that we all want to see.

10 MR. SILBERG: Ycu won't find it.

11 HMR. GILLESPIE: I think we're not going to probably )
,

12 argue it out here. The comment is good. We coulo put a

13 comment in the rules rather than .1 list.

14 One alternative would bn to reference everything on

15 the docket since CP submissien as being applicable and then no

16 one needs a list. You just say everything sub:21tted under

17 docket umpty ump remains 100 percent in effect. But then

18 soneone has to give us a. list of superseded things or we'll

19 develop the list of superseded thingr., but we generally right

20 now feel and the reason it's in there was referenceability and

21 completeness.

22- Gary, do you want to add anything to that? You're

23 the one we were working with -- or Larry?

24 MR. CHANDLER: I would hope, and this even ties to

25 the question of certification, that the industry and the

- . - - - . . . _ . _ . . , . _ _ _ . . . - _ . . . _ _ _ . _ . . . _ _- - . . . _ . _ _ . _ _ . _
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e-
( 1 individual utilities have as good and likely better knowledge
L

2 of their faciliti6e than does the staff and I think that'n

3 where it becomes particularly important to have the most

4 current -- I'll use the word " licensing basis" -- but not as

5 used in the straw man regulation. That's why it becomes

6 important to have that compilation, irrespective of what you

call it and that's why in a sense the industry is in the bests

8 position to provide it.

9 MR. GILLESPIE: Let me go on to the next thing and

10 see if this can be -- at least evoke some questions.

11 The last three speakers this morning raised the

gs 12 second part of the issue with the licensing basis. That's the

N.
13 paperwork side of the licensing basis. Who writes the list.

14 Do we need a list?

15 I'm not sure that I was hearing him correctly because

16 it kind of drifted through my mind at lunch and I tended to I

17 lose it and I talked to a couple of other people -- I won't

18 mention their names but they lost it too.

'19 If a component is in fact already covered by a

20 program we say we're not now going to review and ISI is one of

21 those programs, the intention of the wording and the conceptual

22 rule we have written would be that that component still has to

23 be looked at for its material characteristics, the environment
," s

(_ 24 it sees and the judgment made as to which degradation

25 mechanisms are in play and if those mechanisms are made up for

- ___ _
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O
(s,[ 1 or accounted for by the test already being performed then

2 that's okay. You don't have to do anything more with that. If

3 it's not, then you have to either increase the frequency of the

4 test or do another test.

5 Now what I thought I heard and I might have misheard

6 it. I might have not had it come across right, was if a

7 component was currently covered by a cuttent program, it

8 shouldn't have to be looked at again at all. Now, that's what

9 I thought I heard. Would anyone like to -- is that what I

10 heard? Is that what everyone else in the room heard or is that

11 what you meant?

12 [No response.]
}

13 MR. GILLESPIE: It's not what you meant?

14 I was groping for the exactness of what I heard.

15 MR. BURSTEIN: Let me say it again if nobody else

16 will. I hope that's what you heard because that does indeed

17 represent what we do per. iodic inspections and tests for. Why

18 else-do we do them? We know that things begin to age from day

19 one and the whole period of doing these inspections and

20 revalidations of ability to perform _during the initial

21 licensing period is to take care of those things. Unless you

22 define because we haven't been able to, a new mechanism that

23 begins to show itself in year 40, then the existing ISI's and

24 tests and all the other things we do to validate equipment and'-

25 apparattc performance should continue to apply beyond the

- . . _-
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1 initial licensing period.

2 MR. GILLESPIE: Okay, and be satisfactory.

-3 MR. BURSTEIN: Unless there is some new phenomenon

4- that so far as I know has not been elicited from either side of

5 these iteme, if that's the case, I think you heard it

6 correctly.

7 MR. BOSNAK: I would just like to make one comment on

8 that. Both ISI and IST programs and other programs continually

9 change. So if we're talking about keeping up with a program

10 that does change and for instance, with respect to the

11 containment ISI, now it's just looking at wells but there-are

12 things coming forward which would require that the base

.O-.

13 material be examined to look for things like gross corrosion.

14 So there are things that are going on in existing programs and

15 7, would expect that those would be included.

16 MR. BURSTEIN: I think to make this a dialogue, would

17 that not apply to existing licenses?

18 MR. CRANDLER: Exactly.

19 MR. BURSTEIN: So what's the difference? You're

20 reinforcing my argument.

21 MR. GILLESPIE: We're not disagreeing with it. I just

22 wanted to make sure because that's not the way our conceptual

23 ruld is written and-I wanted to make sure I understood the
24 exact context of the comment, because there are other programs

25 and components which are now included in various maintenance
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O() 1 programs from anything from just looking at it and doing an

2 observation to tearing a valve down and I don't know that right

3 now I'd have to look to Bob to say ve feel comfortable that

4 those requirements and those commitments were put in place

5 necesstarily to cover the spectrum of degradations that are

6 listed in the conceptual rule.

7 We have to go back and think about that a little

8 more. In the conceptual rule, it wat asking for a match up of

9 those components with degradation mechanisms before you say the

10 test is'still all right, but in keeping with the philosophy we

11 had, if it's a problem with today's rules, then today's rules

12 would be changed and they consistently would apply.3

d
13 So it's a good comment and I've got to think about it

14 a little more because it's just not as straightforward as stuff

15 that's covered by codes.

16 Don?

17 MR. SILBERG: Let me take an extreme example of the

18 way I think the rule was written which says that you have to

19 list only the design conditions and assumptions, only

20 environmental conditions and so forth and then you decide

21- whether or.not --

22- MR. GILLESPIE: I don't disagree with that. A
|

23- specific comment this morning was on components that get

b
\m /- 24 changed out and I think the implication was it was changed out

25 at a relatively high frequency compared to 40 years.

I*

|
1
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h_/ 1 I can't argue with that at all. I agree totally with

2 that. That's a matter of needing to put more detail or

3 criteria possibly within the rule itself to fit some classes --

4 some instances where there's classes like that that says,

5 something like "any component changed out at a frequency

6 between umpty ump and umpty ump or significantly less than the

7 life of the license, you don't have to do anything further

8 with" ard that's a good comment.-

9 That's a class that's not quite as generic as the '

10 other one.

11 I'm just saying, we've got to think about it a little

(''' 12 and digest that. We had a reason we put the other way in but

13 we kind of have got to go back and we'll take a look at it.

14 MR. EDWARDS: That principle applies, although there

15 are problem, If you are concerned about pressure boundaries

16 and integrity, and monitoring pressure bondaries, then you have

17 a program that takes care of the item of concern.

18 If you have an operation, you may need to augment.

19 That is the difference.

20 MR. GILLESPIE: But as components age, they will have

21 less and less margin in them. I think the general thought was

22 that you may actually have to look at testing even more and

23 more and it was the words -- you know, I see him throwing his,-

24 hands in the air. If the code changes; that would do it.

25 But the code won't change by February, and we're
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I~ i 1 probably going to have the wcrds of the rule down to submit it
V

2 through, you know, our chain. That is why I have to go back

3 and think about that.

4 When you look at pipe wall thinning rates, when you

5 look at the technology that is coming out of the research

6 program, I am not sure, standing here, that the current rates

7 of testing, the current types of tests, aren't types of tests

8 done.

9 MR. EDWARDS: Excuse me again.

10 Take the pipe wall and you have a minimum thinning.

11 If you are going to catch that in that period, then you have a

12 problem. The margin is at minimum thickness. What else was

O
13 left there, or to throw it away is operations. It is a

14 problem.

15 KR. GILLESPIE: I am saying that I have to go back

16 and think about it. I'm not going to promise anything,

17 standing here, because a lot of hashing around went around

18 exactly on that topic. I have to go back and revisit with all

19 of the experts who were revisiting with at the time as to what

20 way we go.

21 But it's -- I accept the comment and I agree totally

22 with the one on replacement. If you are replacing with that

23 frequency, it's crazy to have to do a lot of analysis on it.

24 As we work through the other classes, I have to think about it

25 more.

-
.

_ _ _ _ ____
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) 1 So, I now have a clear understanding. I had thef

2 right understanding of what was said, and that helps me out a

3 lot.

4 One other comment on -- this came out after the first

5 sessions in the hall, and I'll throw it out -- and that was on

6 doing all this analysis on components that are even already

7 covered. This is somewhat analogous to reconstituting or a

8 piece of reconstituting the design of the plant.

9 If we're not happy with the current constitution of

10 designs of plants, or if we are, why couldn't we continue to be

11 happy with that. I was told that I ought to at least mention

12 the view that SSFIs have been finding on the ability of some
7~s
(

13 utilities to know the reason their plants were designed the way

14 they were.

15 The part of that was part of the thought that went

16 into requiring all that analysis. Right now, as a here-and-now

17 problem, we are working on design reconstitution guidance in

18 NRR and that may become a here and now problem and I have to

19 think about the phasing of that also. We might have been

20 fixing a current problem with a future rule.

21 I've got to give that some thought because the rule

22 may be out before the guidance is, in which case I'm not sure

23 which fixes the problem. I thought I would mention that, and

24 we will give that some consideration also, because that goes

25 into the mix of the same database we'd be asking for.

__- _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ __-_--_ __
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(qj 1 With that, that clears up my problem. Does anyone

2 else.have something left over from the morning?

3 MR. WARD: I have one followup question which you

4 just talked about, referring to the docket as a means of

5 getting at the Current Licensing Basis. If one were to do

6 that, would that preclude the need for any type of

7 certification?

8 MR. GILLESPIE: Larry, do you want to --

9 MR. WARD: Since the cumulative effect of all the

10 corporato officer signatures along the way --

11 MR. GILLESPIE: Is the equivalent of certification.

12 MR. WARD: What would it gain you to certify it in

13 bulk?

14 MR. GILLESPIE: I think Larry already agreed that

15 we'd go back and look at that this morning. Do you want to add

16 anything?

17 MR. CHANDLER: I think we will look at certification

18 _again, but I go back to the comment I made a few moments ago,

19 and that is, I guess I don't fully appreciate the reluctance of

20 the industry to sign off on what their plant is all about. I

21- recognize those are very major and complex creatures out there,

22 but they've been operated for many years now and they will have

23 been operated for many more years as we get down the road and

'

24 closer to actual renewals.

' 25 I would think that corporate officials ought to have

. . _ .
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g ,/ 1; sufficient confidence in their plant that they -- you know,

-2 after due-review, be willing'to sign on the bottom line, so to

3 speak.- ,

~4 MR. WEISEMAN: With regard to that-last remark, this

5 'is Bob Weiseman, Westinghouse.- There-is a board decision and -

6- the calloway proceeding that says the NRC regulations-do not 4

7 require: inspection. In the building of a plant there are-going
,

8 to be a lot of things that don't come out exactly the way they

9 should.

10- If you.have an adequate QA program, you will find the

11 -most important; maybe not right away, but lator on. I think

12 every utility will--have no problem if it's' certifying a plant

.13 designed and built'in accordance with-Part 50, Appendix B. But

14 it becomes another matter to certify;that everything in the

15 plant _ satisfies the regulatory requirements, because-Part 50,

16 Appendix B did not require you to provide that kind of

- 17 -- assurance.
.

,-

18 I can speak =for one who has been involved in'trying-

.

to help-utilities provide-certification in other areas. I willI 119'-

20 tell.you that its requires' practically;a one hundred percent
,

21 ' check, rather=than_a Part 50, Appendix B check which is very:
~

22, ~Lexpensiverand on-_the basis of the kinds of thing that we found,-
'

~

23 ru) one could ever' justify the expense based on-the nature of --

h *
'

24 the discrepancies that were found and the pctential offect they

25 -might have on safety.

- - _ - . . - _ , . ., a . .; . .
- . _ . -. - .-. . -
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A 1 MR. CHANDLER: I don't disagree.
-> i
'V

2 MR. WEISEMAN: I can't speak for the utilities. But

3 from ny own view that is why people are reluctant to certify

4 that something is a hundred percent all right.

5 MR. CHANDLER: Sure, I understand that.

6 MR. WEISEMAN: There is no basis on which to base

7 that certification.

8. MR. CHANDLER: Recent history suggests that one ought

9 to be most careful about certifications and assertions of

10 compliance. I think it may be a question of what the

11 certification calls for; in other words, what is required by

12 that certification.

O
Is/ 13 In other words, are you going to require

14 certification that every nut, bolt, and color of paint is just

15 as billed, or is there some lesser standard? As I also

16 mentioned early this morning, there is 50.9 which is one of the

17 requirements in our regulations now, which deals with

18 completeness and accuracy of information.

19 If you put that together with the oath or affirmation

20 that presumably will be required for the submission of an

21 application that was suggested a moment ago, it's something

22 that's worth considering.

23 MR. GILLESPIE: Jim?

( 24 MR. SNIEZEK: Jim Sniezek, NRC; I think one of the

25 philosophical underpinnings of our thought in this is an
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1 appropriate assumption of the current licensing basis with(~}\J
2 sufficient and adequate assurance of public health and safety.

3 That's an underlying premise flowing into this program. That

4 is cur underlying premise.

5 If you're going to use that as an underlying premise,

6 I believe it's very important that the utility and the NRC have

7 a mutual understanding of what constitutes that Current

8 Licensing Basis. That's the premise we're going in under. We

9 should be in a agreement on what constitutes license basis.

10 Secondly, we hold utility first, as responsible for

11 the safety of their plants. That's why we've asked for a

12 certification that, in fact, the plant does meet the Current
,

\> 13 Licensing Basis. There is nothing more to it than that. That

14 is the rational why we wrote what we wrote.

15 MR. BURSTEIN: May I ask why that is necessarily the

16 year 41 and not in year 39?

17 The same questions come back about our treating this

10- as a different license,oas a-new= license. You don't necd it-

19 for anything sooner than the expiration of the current license

20 term. Why-is it necessary beyond that?

21 MR. SHIEZEK: Well, I'd say it's because that that

22 we're treating this as a super-session type license.

23 KR. BURSTEIN: Again it comes back to your definition

V)I 24 of what the license is and I think that's the rub.

25 Please revisit that, gentlemen.
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(f 1 MR. GILLESPIE: Okay, one other question came up in

2 the hall. That was the disincentive that may be built into

3 this rule. Let me throw this out.

4 We have got to figure out how to put an incentive in

5 because both we and you want to get this over with as soon as

6 possible -- not the meeting necessarily but getting the rule on

7 the street and getting some applications in so we can both do

8 some orderly planning.

9 The disincentive that was pointed out was that if
4

10 someone comes in at year 20 and we issue a new license, he's

11 probably going to have identified many, many components which

12 will be folded in into his maintenance program or which he is-

13 going to do trend analysis on or take some kind of measurements

14 where if he waits until three years before his license expires

15 he gets away with not knowing that information for 17 more

16 years and therefore not paying for that to be done.

17 The question was, well, how can you allow that? No

-18 one will ever come in early, given that they are going to have

19 to go through all that extra expense for all that 10 or 15

20 years.

21 I have to admit we hadn't thought about that.

22 We'll figure some suitable punishment out.

23 [ Laughter.]
,

I
24 MR. GILLESPIE: So --

| s_
t

!

| 25 MR. BURSTEIN: Again, there must be some naivete that

|
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(v) i exists out in the halls.

2 (Laughter.)

3 MR. BURSTEIN: Let me just point out the reality of

4 what the utilities face. If it gets to continue to operate its

5 existing nuclear plant, it does not have to seek to build a

6 replacement generating facility. If it doesn't get such a

7 license amendment or extension, then it certainly has to go out

8 and construct, pre-license, design, finance, get all the

9 regulatory state and Federal permits necessary to do that,

10 which unless it's a combustion turbine type thing will probably

11 take six to ten years.

12 There is no way that anybody can wait until three

13 years before the present nuclear plant license expires to find

14 out whether it is going to be able to continue to operate that

15 plant or not.

16 MR. GILLESPIE: Well, that's what I said, but it's

17 funny because we'd still have, you know -- the effects would

18 still be of a timely renewal so the plant would not be shut

19 down.

20 MR. BURSTEIN: I submit to you it'll probably be a

21 lot earlier rather than later.

22 MR. GILLESPIE: Well, that was the question. I felt

23 that the certainty of knowing 10 or 15 years in advance that a

24 plant would operate would more than offset the added cost of

25 coming in earl / and folding all these extra components and
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I trend analysis in.()
2 If this was an industry person who asked me had I

3 thought about it and it was in the vein of if someone's coming

4 in and therefore at the end of their 40 year license they've

5 been under the renewal program for 10 or 15 years and have

6 developed a lot of trending information on corrosion, on wear,

on thinning, what would there be to induce someone to know that7

8 that same quantity and type of information for that same type

9 of time frame should be available for the plant that comes in

10' at the last minute, and I just wasn't to answer the question

11 and I thought I'd ask it here to get it on the record since I

12 was asked in the hall.
f'i

'

'' ' '' 13 I would hope the economics would say the earlier, the

14 better but it was a question that was asked.

15 Would anyone like to comment on that? Anyone else?

16 Or is there general agreement that the view is the economics

17 .-would cause the utility to want to get that certainty in their

18 license?

19 [No response.]

20 MR. GILLESPIE: All right. With that lack of

21 response --

22 [ Laughter.]

23 MR. GILLESPIE: Maintenance does become a key to this

() 24 whole thing. Our second principle was that the plant is

25 maintained in a condition commensurate with the first 40 years.
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O) 1 Cecil Thomas is from our Division that is dealing in(,

2 NRR with the maintenance policy statement and its interfaces.

3 He does have a list of questions that we published.

4 Bob Bosnak I think is going to be interested in how

5 this is going to be done, what types of tests will be committed

6 to, so let me turn it over to them to get into the more

7 detailed and maybe technical areas in question on maintenance

8 and how the plants will be maintained.

9 Cecil?

10 MR. THOMAS: Thank you, Frank. This morning we heard

11 that our proposed regulatory approach to license renewal is

-12 founded on two key principles.

13- The first one is the current licensing basis provides

14 an adequate level of safety for operation during the renewal

15 period, and second).y that that level of safety will not degrade

16 during the renewal period.

17 We believe that the licensee's programs for

18 maintenance, surveillance and record-keeping are going to play

19 very important roles in assuring that the level of safety will

20 not degrade during the renewal period.

21 To stimulate discussion, we have proposed a list of

22 -13 questions which you all received and we encourage you as you

23 make your statements and go through the discussion period this

(3km) 24 afternoon you'll focus on them, we really want to hear your

25 views on those questions.
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1 With that, let me turn it over to Bob.
;-

2 MR. BOSNAK: This might be a good time for those

3 persons that have' indicated that they'd like to make a

4 statement for the session and we have listed apparently the

5 same individuals that spoke this morning.

6 I'd like to ask the first gentleman who spoke for

7 NUMARC if John DeVincentis is here he'd like to make a further

8 statement in this arec for Session 5.

9 MR. DeVINCENTIS: I'm here and I don't have a

10 prepared statement.

11 MR. BOSNAK: Okay. Is there anybody else, because we

12 also have Northern States Power, Terry Pickens.-

13 Any of the other individualo? EPRI? John Carey?'

14 Joe Gallo for Hopkins, Sutter? Again we have Yankee Atomic and

15 Pennsylvania Power & Light? Douglas Walters?

'16 - Are there any of those individuals or any other

17 individuals that would like to make a statement in this area of

18 maintenance or trending recordkeeping?

'19 Obviously it is very important that there be programs

20 and that there be programs obviously for the existing 40 years

21 but to identify the degradation mechanisms that we have listed

'22 in the rule and to be able to know what's going on with respect

23 to ' trending information is to me quite important.

24 One of the things that we talked about and I have --

25 at the risk of putting it up on the screen I'll still do so is
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,im.
( ,/ 1 the difference between short-lived and long-lived components.

2 It's an important aspect.

3 Let me illustrate what I mean.

4 (Slide.)

5 MR. BOSNAK: This has a lot of things associated with

6 it. And first of all, I'm talking about the long life of the

7 component design. And we showed it going all the way into 40

8 years. But you could go just before or could go just

9 afterwards.

10 If you trend what is going on with respect to the

11 _ component, you will know exactly what you have to do with age-

12 related degradation. The short-lived components, as you canj'~}-
\_'

13 see,~are being replaced periodically. And those are the ones

14 that I think we can both agree on, if they are done with some

15 -sense of perhaps reliability in mind, there are no problems,

16 with respect to license renewals. It is the long-lived

.17 components I think that we are all_ concerned about.

'18 And _ by the way, some of the terms that we have on

19 there are perhaps not the best choice of words. " Fragility

20 level" means to me a point at which the component, system or

21 structure will fail. The " safety margin" that you see, and it

22 is a variable term, the horizontal term, the constant licensing

23 basis, can be higher or lower depending on the plant that you
,_

('-) 24 are talking about. It is a variable for plants. But again,

25 for all the plants, wherever you are, it is safe operation for
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(D-
( ,/ 1 the first 40 years and beyond.

2- So what we are trying to get at here in the

3 maintenance area is how do we decide what is adequate for the

4 short-lived components? And I think perhaps that is much

5- easier to do. But what do we do for the long-lived components,

6 those that have a life perhaps greater than 40 years, 50 or 60?

7 Some of the vessels that are out there, depending on how they

8 are operated, can go much longer than the 40 years. But unless

9 you have the information available, unless you are doing your

10 surveillance testing, trending, you won't know where you stand.

11 And that is the purpose of showing you th!=.

/~h 12 Does that generate any comments, any discussion?

V-
13 [No response.].

11 MR. BOSNAK: There is a lack of response.

15 MR. THOMAS: You better respond, or Frank will get

16 back and give some hall talk.

17 What should be required in a rule for maintenance?

18 Anything? What about trending? How are you going to provide

19 the assurance that we need that things won't degrade during the

12 0 renewal period? Any views? You don't care?

21 (No response.]

22 MR. THOMAS: I warned you.

23 MR. GILLESPIE: I know he was kidding. But I am

x- 24 going to ask Guy Arlotto -- Would you care to say anything,

25 Guy?
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(~N 1 MR. ARLOTTO: I would like to ask Bob just one simple
-U

2 question. Where would you place steam generating recirculating

3 piping for BWRs on that curve? Long-term component, or short

4 term?

5 MR. BOSHAK: They are somewhere in between, Guy, I

6 believe.

7 (Laughter.)

8 MR. GILLESPIE: Let me throw one last item out --

9 Okay.

10 MR. COWAN: Bart Cowan. Did I read that slide

11 correctly, that you assume that the safety margins are set for

- 12 the long-term components at 40 years?p_
\- 13 MR. BOSNAK: Some of the safety margins, if they are

14- defined in a code,_are standard. This was similar to the

15 question that we had this morning. Fatigue. You have a usage

16 factor of 1. And that_is defined. But as you use up your

17 fatigue life, you are going to be somewhere between the zero

18 and one. The one-is the requirements that the design standard

19 -has. And obviously,-you are not going to fail if you reach the

[ 20 level of one. So that is tho, if you will, the safety _ margin,
|'

21 for that particular parameter. If-you are talking about some

i 22 other parameter or some other inherent property, again you have

|
| 23 a variable safety margin. But it_is very difficult to try to
i

'I 24 cartoon here in one diagram things that can vary for different

1.
' 25 component systems and structures.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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E0x
_ Let me raise a question _about backfit;1_ .MR.-GILLESPIE:

'

12- again.

3 There are-problems and limitations ~on the backfit
.

>

-4 rule. And if I understand what I heard on,the comnents this
:&

5 morning, counter to'the way it would stand right'now, the

h 6 Leomment' was _that the backfit rule should apply to this y ale.

,
.

l[t snould apply to anything extra -- I will call it extra for7
'

- .

19 8- now --Labove and-beyond what-is-currently in place as part of a

9 license-application.
,

10. -And the Staff would have several options for putting-

11 that extra on. One would be to call-it,'under 5109 there is a

12- paragraph under " Adequate Protection," to say this-is-necessary

( 13 for. adequate. People understand when we say something is

14 necessary for adequate, there's no exemptions, hence, into the
n

15 future on it.

'

16 .That_means if you don't meet .that particular criteria-

17_ _for adequ_ ate,-you shut down.

18 I~ don't know that you really want that. I/ don't know

.19 - that we really,want that. Because when we think of adequate,

L20- we think of'an. integral set'of requirements._ And_if we have;to

c21- _ start looking at every. single' individual requirement and'

22- labeling it, it can>present, I will call"them bureaucratic

23 . problems later, where you work yourself!into a hole. So it is.

24- very.-important to think about how you are saying the staff()
o 25 should use the word " adequate." We are very careful of how we
i

, + - , , . -
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f"'i 1 use it any more. We have lots of fights about how to use it.
V

2 When some parts of the Staf f want to call something " adequate"

3 on the regulatory side we try to protect our flexibility

4 because we can't tell in the future where we will need to grant

5 an ex6mption. So, very difficult. It is a concept to grasp.

6 And I would ask that when you are preparing some comments on

7 this, think about that, that if the Staff says this is

8 necessary for adequate, be it for welds, pipe thinning or

9 components, there is no exeuption from it, from the time it is

10 issued.

11 The other part is we would end up doing some kind of

12 FRIST ef fectiveness or cost-benefit analysis on other changes,

h\# 13 We are noping, although it is maybe a tiger getting unleashed,

14 that the NRC has developed enough discipline within its own

15 ranks that it is not our intention to go forth and unmercifully

16 ratchet. But I will say that, from the way the rule reads, in

17 the perspective of the people reading this morning, it does

-10 give the impression of the option being there, although it is

19 not our intent.

20 So let me leave those two thoughts there on backfit

21 and please ask you to think about those as you are submitting

22 comments.

23 Does anyone else have a comment they would like to

O(_j 24 make on backfit? It evoked some emotion this morning.

25 MR. COWAN: Bart Cowan. let me make a preliminary
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('' 1 comment on one of your questions.

D)
2 Reasonable assurance, or adequate protection, are

3 statutory standards. From a time concept, what is reasonable

4 assurance at one point in time may not be reasonable assurance

5 ten or 20 years later. And what is reasonable assurance at one

6 point in time may not be reasonable assurance if you are going

7 to extend the life of the plant for 20 yearn. So that you can

8 have requirements that are necest'.ry for adequate protection in

9 the context of plant life extension and not shut current plants

10 down. In fact, some current regulations, when they were put in

11 as requirements recognized that time concept because they

12 phased in instead of having to have this done by a certain

t
A/ 13 date, or so much of this done by a certain date.

14 So it is not a cliff, you will.

15 MR. GILLESPIE: No, it is not a cliff. But when it

16 becomes effective, then it is effective.

17 MR. COWAN: That is right. But it depends on how the

18 rule is written as to those things that are needed, if you are--

19 raising the level of what-is needed for adequate protection, in

20 that category.

21 MR. GILLESPIE: It applies to both the rule and the

i

j 22 individual licensing subsittals themselves, on the individual
,

23 backfit basis.

() 24 That's all I have. No one else talk to me in the

!

| 25 halls. I mean, that censumeo my lunchtime.

|
l

__
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/N 1 John?^

.t >

LJ
2 MR. DbVINCENTIS: John DeVincentis. And I am wearing

3 my Yankee Atomic Electric hat.

4 I feel a little guilty that we didn't go into

5 discussion a little further with Bob on the maintenance and

6 what we are really, how we see maintenance changos being

7 required.

8 And part of this is, we have a session going on now

9 on screening. And where this really impacts the process is,

10 the screening process itself identifies those issues that

11 require some sort of action to be taken, some sort of

12 evaluation or further analysis.
r%
k- 13 And until you have participated in the screening

14 process itself, and have done that binning and funneling to

15 identify those components that require something in addition

16 to what they have, you don't have a good enough understanding

17 -of what you are really trying to accomplish.

=18 I said this morning that what we were looking for

19 from NUMARC with maintenance was anything that had to be

20 addressed we would address with our existing programs. And we

21 -ourselves on our screening process evaluated some 600

22 maintenance procedures. And we bumped up the particular

23 components that were covered by the maintenance program by the

1 24 adequacy'of those procedures. And if the procedure needed a

25 little enhancement like, and since I didn't participate I can't
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1 describe what the enhancements were.J

2 But say, for example, it was a sticky issue, and we

3 looked'at it with our PRA, and it looked a little uncertain.

4 We might change the frequency of testing it from semiannually

5 to quarterly. Now, we can handle that in our existing

6 procedures.

7 And subsequent discussion with Frank was, how do we

8 make sure we are not going to change that again? Then we've

9 decided we'd flag those procedures.

10 so we are not talking a whole new system, we are

11 working within the current guidelines and practices that we

12 have currently. And to date we haven't really run up against

U,_s
13 anything substantial that would have us even consider a new

14 program or changing our philosophy with respect to maintenance.
!

15 MR. DeVINCENTIS: I am not sure if that is adequate

-16 for discussion. Maybe this afternoon. Maybe if our people in

17 the bottom end of our screening process free up, they might

| 18 give you more concrete examples.

19 MR. BOSNAK: I think we recognize that the screening

20 session on this one had some overlap, but it was one of the

21 questions that we had here. I think it's number 13 on the

22 list.

23 In reviewing the NUMARC screening document, one of
r

24 the big problems was those components that are routinely'

25 maintained. How do we define that? Is that set by some basic
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() 1 reliability goals? What is routine maintenance?

2 on the slide we had up here, we talked about the

3 short-lived components. Guy has something about it, things

4 that are somewhere in between, like steam generators and other

5 components. How do you decide whether or not age-related

6 degradation is important and may give you a surprise if your

7 routine maintenance is not adequate and doesn't trend, for

8 instance, and tell you what you should be concerned with or

9 what you don't have to worry about?

10 So, it was that kind of aspect that we were trying to

11 get at with question 13.

r- 12 MR. DeVINCENTIS: Well, I think we would be looking

-Q)
13 at the functional capability of that piece of equipment, and if

14 that equipment function would be diminished in the renewal

15 period, then we'd take some sort of action. If the pressure

16 boundary was going to be maintained and we could predict it

17 would be maintained for an additional 40 years, then it would

18 be continued to be covered under our existing program.

19 MR. BOSNAK: But that is based on trending and

20 prediction, what you say. In other words, say we had a

21 particular plant which had not been doing any work in the

22 trending area and now decided it wanted to come in for license

23 renewal, and I think we had a question like that in one of the

24 other sessions -- it was probably 2 or 3, but should you not%

25 have any idea of a long-life component -- could be the vessel,

- .
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_
1 could be something else, but you had no idea of where you were

2 in time, what do you do for license renewal?

3 MR. DeVINCENTIS: Well, you either do further

4 analysis or change out the piece of equipment. We're not

5 advocating shirking our responsibility. I think that our

6 position is we'll do an evaluation, and if it isn't clear from

7 the evaluation what the corrective action is, then we'll either

6 change it out or refurbish it or redesign it.

9 I think there are many options available other than

10 trending every parameter in the plant, and whether you've been

11 trending it for 40 years or trending it because now you know

12 you've got to trend it, I think the engineers are capable of'
,

t

13 identifying where you go forward with the trending and how far

14 back you can responsibly take credit for, but.I think the

15 analysis will be very comprehensive. . If I'm going to sign

16- under oath and affirmation, then I'll be sure as hell that we

17 can stand behind the analysis that was provided.

18 MR. GILLESPIE: 'I think, John, since you've got your

19 Yankee hat on, I'll talk to you like you're a Yankee person and

20 not a NUMARC person.

21 You just describe exactly the situation which gives

22 me hesitancy earlier in answering the question on if it's

23 covered by a current program, because I've been to Yankee a

O
( j 24 couple.of times, because you were almost to the point of

25 sending in some submittals, some initial work, and in fact, in

._-- . - ._ _
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t "N 1 those cases where you had things that were already being#

d
2 maintained, you did-look at them and say is this procedure good

3 enough? Do we have to do anything more to fix it?

4 MR. DeVINCENTIS: Yes, we did.

5 MR. GILLESPIE: We definitely are not telling anyone

6 to initiate a new program. Our general expectation is that we

7 fold it under what exists now, but that's exactly what we saw

8 being done there. It looked like a good job being done, which

9- gives me hesitancy to say if it's already in a maintenance

10 program, you don't have to do anymore, because there were some

11 tweaks that you were making on it.

12 MR. DeVINCENTIS: We were. We are, in fact.
,

13 MR. GILLESPIE: And there's maintenance and there's-

14 maintenance. So, I can't view with broad generalities quite

.15 yet until I go back and talk to people, because there's certain

16 components that you might walk by and do just a visual

17 surveillance on, or there's certain components that you're

18 going to strip down, but you're going to add a step into a

19 procedure that makes sure that the guy checks off or initials

20 off that he's observed that the seat doesn't have any cuts in

21 it. Now, you'd say, well, a good mechanic is going to see

22' that, and if he sees a cut, he's going to bring it up, but

23 we'll add the step in just to make sure he knows he's supposed

(, ~)
,

24 to look down at that seat and make sure there isn't.v

25 Those are the kinds of things, in many cases, we
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l' expect are going to'take care'of the concerns that come up.

-2 We're not advocating a massive _new-progrem, but also, on the

3 other hand, at can't use a vague generality and say everything

4 that's'already having something done to it is good enough.
'

5 So, I'm groping for a middle ground, and that's why I

~6 .couldn't respond-earlier. It's exactly some -- what look like

7' successful application.at a pilot plant -- and that's what

8 pilot plants are for, to demonstrate how to do things -- that

9 gives_me pause in_ reacting to that, and when Don brougnt up

10 .about the short-lived components, I totally agree. I've got no

11 problem with that, and as a class, I can cope with that, and

12- -there's probably some other classes I can cope with in the

13 rule; but I don't know that I can;put it all together in one-

'14 class. That's-what I've got to go.back and talk to the

15 _ engineering guys and -- we have to beat it-around a little

-161 more.

17 }C1. DeVINCENTIS: Well,emaybe-after we submit-the
,

18' pilot studies, the pilot system screening results, we'll be-in

-19 La better position to come up with some suitable appropriate

20- wordingithat Ve can understand and can find acceptable.

.

21J -MR. GILLESPIE:: iThe only problem I have with:that-is,-

_

22' Lthat we're trying to get a rule out-by April and you told me
-

23: your report <was coming in in April.

() '24 MR.-DeVINCENTIS: Our report is coming out ---
,

25 MR.-GILLESPIE: The screening report was coming in'

. . . - . .- - - , . . - .
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(~ 1 this month, I thought.
\m,

2 MR. DeVINCENTIS: This month, right.

3 MR. GILLESPIE: Yes, but the actual list of systems

4 was sometime in the spring.

5 MR. DeVINCENTIS: The pilot report is all the syatem

(i 1cve? screenings.

7 MR. GILLhSPIE: Okay.

8 MR. DeVINCENTIS: The component screening for a fluid

9 nystem and electrical, structural, and INC.

19 MR. GILLESPIE: We'll see what kind of insights we

11 can get from it, but --
-

12 bdt. DeVINCENTIS: No, no. Maybe we can take the lead

33 --

14 MR. GILLESPIE: Okay.

15 [!R . DeVINCENTIS: -- and follow it up with some
,

20 insights from our side.

17 KR. GILLESPIE: If you could suggest some worth.9, ;

r. 18 how would you cut these things into classes? We're open tv

19 surjgestions . I'm not disagreeing with the concept. I just,

20 right now, don't have the words. So, if there's classes and

21 you can suggest some wording, I'm more than happy to take it

22 erd givo it real serious consideration.

23 MR. DeVINCENTIS: Okay.

() 24 MR. BAILEY: Tim Bailey, Northern States Power.

25 I think one of the things that's going through the
,

, ,. --
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( 1 .ma'rtenance area is that we are taking a look at the different

2 safety functions of a component, and what we may find is that

3 it may take more than one effective program, such as an IST
'

4 program, and to appropriately cover all of the safety

5 functions. So, I would like to submit to you that maybe this

6 the reason, but it's not possible just to say that sinen we

7 have a Section 11 IST program on this valve that we have all

8 the necessary programs.

9 MR. GILLESPIE: It would cover the functionality of

10 it. That's why the rule -- the concept we put in there is the .

11 vay it's there, but for short-term replacement, again, that's

12 an easy class to deal with, maybe that class. Is there other
[)

13 classes you could come up with? We'd be very receptive to the

14 help in that.

15 I think Northern States also found that they have put

16- in place a lot of trend programs to start collecting data to

17 build the case for why you don't have to do more, and as I

18 recall, you said you were putting them in place at other than

19 Honticello, or considering it anyway, to design the programs to

-
20 ensure there was enough information available to make the case

21 on what you had to or not have to do.

22 MR. BAILEY: The point I'd like to make about-

| 23 trending is that trending is just one aging-management option

O'

24 for those components that have been determined to havel

|
25 potentially-significant degradation, and therefore, I'm not'

|

.-_ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ - _ _ _ . , - , , _ , , _ . . __ __ ._,_ __._m , _ - _ _ _ , - - - . ,.
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1 sure that it makes a lot of sense to have very post-scripted

2 rules on trending, where I think it basically up to the utility

3 to determine where trending is to be the best option for a

4 managing agent.

5 MR. GILLESpIE: We've got to two extremes. I'll go

3 with something Joe Gallo said this morning. A very general

7 rule is open to very general inturpretation; a very specific

8 rule is very specific; and somewhere in the middle is what we

9 are shooting for.

10 Right now, in the maintenance and trending area, we

11 have something that's very general. Is there anything any

12 better we can do? Is there a topical report kind of something

O 13 that can be written on classes of plants, types of degradations

14 for given environments, or classes of components which could

15 then be referenced, which is kind of a middle ground, and the

16 staff rees on record with an SER saying we agree with this?

17 You know, maybe it's an extension of what NUMARC is

18 already doing in the component area, and the coraponent report
.

19 we got on containments was, in our first looking at it, very

20 good. We might not have agreed with all the articulation that

21 was in there, but the topics covered were the right topics, and

22 we felt we wanted to change some "shoulds" to'"shalls", but in

23 general, it was a very good report. It was pretty

() 24 comprehensive,. and ' 5at kind of good work, extended into
,

25 generic maintenance practices, would be a big help -for us,

i

- .-. - - - , . - . - . , . - ..
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1 reference-ability-wise, and maybe helpful to you.

O -2 Right now, it's left plant to plant. We have a vague
,

3 generality in thare that says you're going to do maintenance

4 and recordkeeping.

5 MR. GILLESPIE: How much is enough? We are hoping to
,

6 get information today on how much is enough. Otherwise, you

7 are kind of leaving it to us to determine how much is enough.

8 .ioca anyone have any other questions?

9 (No response.)

10 MR. GILLESPIE: The priority session is in the room

11 we all started in this morning, but it's got a door halfway

12 across that closed off. So if people would like to catch the

() 13 tail and of the screening process, it is in that same room,

14 with maintenance as the two key elements of the rules.

15 Any other questions?

16 MR. GRIFFING: Ed Griffing from NUMARC.

17 I would just like to say that our intentions were to

18 respond to your questions after we had a chance to at least

.19 deliver them our working group.
|

| 20 MR. GILLESPIE: Okay.
r

21 MR. GRIFFING: That is one of the drawbacks that we
;
t

22 had in preparing this workshop. So it is not that we don't
:

23 want to answer. But we are going to at least attempt to get

24 them before the working group to develop our normal consensus
)

| 25 approach. We are not trying to avoid you.

.- . . .- - .. .- . - --
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1 ( Laughter. )
O-

'

i

2 MR. GRIFFING: We are looking at maybe one week away. |

3 HR. GILLESPIE: That's fine. We are operating on a

4 pretty tight schedule. The important part for us to get out of

5 today was any feedback we can get, but for you to be able to

6 ask us what did we intend by a particular not of words, so that

7 we are talking in the same context?

8 Inevitably we start talking past each other, because

9 we are not articulating very well what our intention was.

10 With all the questions that we listed out in

11 maintenance, I think it was 13 to 14, I think where we are

12 coming from is reasonably plain. Yes.

13 MR. WEISEMAN: Bob Weisoman from Westinghouse. I'm

14 not involved directly in the maintenance. However, I see part

15 of this problem as being most of what has been talked about is

16 surveillance, where we establish certain requirements that

17 safety equipment has to meet in order to be able to perform a

18 safety function, and then you do surveillance to determine when

19 you must take some action to correct the situation. And that

20 could be a lot of different actions. But I don't view that as

21 being maintenance. But I see you people are looking at that as

22 maintenance. I see that as a thing that we have always had in

23 the licensing process, a set of surveillance requirements, so

() 24 that there will be, so we would know that the equipment was in

25 the operating mode that it ,,eeds to be for the plant to be

. ___ ., .- - .-_. .
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1 safe. And then there was some kind of an action that would be

2 taken if we found that it wasn't, there would be time for some

3 action to be taken before it would be necessary to alter the

4 mode of operation of the plant.

5 But it seems to me from what I have listened to here

6 that the concern seems to have to do with implications that the

7 NRC is going to require certain kinds of actions to be taken

8 once you have identified the need to do something. There is ;

9 not so much a disagreement as the need to make sure that in the

10 surveillance requirements you have taken into account -- I

11 think the comment was made that you might have to do

12 surveillance more frequently involving certain items, for some

() 13 age-related offect.

14 If you go back to experience on steam generators,

15 steam generator surveillance requirements were established

16 taking into account the rate at which degradations occur in

17- steam generators.

'18 Limits were placed on the, acceptance limits place

19 on the ability to demonstrate that the equipment was able to

20 withstand accident forces, in a loss-of-coolant accident or

21 steam-break accident.

22 So I think it may be helpful if we were to

23 dif ferentiate between that or talk about it as surveillance and

24 not talk about it as maintenance.()
25 MR. GILLESPIE: We generally are not differentiating

- _ _
_ . _ _ . _ _ _ -
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1 when we use maintenance between maintenance and surveillance.

2 It is all together.

3 MR. WEISEMAN: I think it is two different things.

4 Maintenance is what you do te correct things and keep them in

5 the condition you need. Surveillance is what you do to

6 determine when you need to do something.

7 MR. GILLESPIE: I am not disagreeing with that. I am

8 just, in our use of it I think generally we include maintentence

9 and surveillance as virtually the same category.

10 In fact, we are not going to tell you how to fix a

11 valvo, if you find it broke. You are going to have an LCO on

12 it, which is going to give you so much time to fix it and get

13 it back in or shut the plant down.

14 So in fact, it does stem more on surveillance, or a

15 great deal on surveillance, rather than maintenance. Because

16 if you can detect it and you know it is not right, then you can

17 fix it.

18 So I just, I am agreeing with you.

19 Yes, Joe? He's the man that knows where the

20 microphone is.

'

21 MR. GALLO: Right. My name is Joe Gallo from Hopkins

22 & Sutter.

23 One of the questions that was submitted, and you

() 24 raised it this morning, had to do with whether or not

25 additional programs should be added to the exclusion list. And

. . -. .
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() 1 I took a look at them. And as you know, NUMARC submitted a

2 document that addressed that subject.

3 It struck me that there are a number of regulations

4 that were addressed in the NUKARC document that are not on your
,

5 exclusion list, that ought to be considered for inclusion in

6 your exclusion list. An example is hydrogen control.

7 As you know, 50.44 contains different measures for

8 dealing with hydrogen generating as a result of an accident.

9 And the measures differ depending on the containment design.

10 I view those as performance requirements. And an

11 expert, an engineering expert could well find that those

12 performance requirements, if met, are good enough for the

O 13 renewal period as they were for the original 40-year period,

14 and therefore you need not revisit that for license renewal.
I

15 I think there are others on the NUMARC list that, if

16 looked at from that perspective, might also make your exclusion

17 list.

18 MR. GILLESPIE Okay. We are in the procens of

19 building our exclusion list. And the difference between-our
,

20 approach and the NUMARC document is, I call it one of research.

21 Going back and finding that the old statement is
i

~22- considerations that the rule had in it, says for a license. It

23 doesn't say what kind of license. And we are needing to do a

24 whole lot more research than just saying, you know, this one --

25 I agree. And what we are going to have to do is, we will be

|
_ -- _ _ . _ ._ ,, .-_. ..__.,_. ...,__-_ . . _ , _ . , , _ . - . _ _ . _ _ , , , . - - - _ - _ . _ , _ _ _ , , ,. . _ _ . , - - . .-
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1 going back and locking at the exclusion list, looking at those(
2 rules, going into their statements of consideration, seeing is

3 there anything that can catch us in thoro, that we have to

4 counter with this statement of considerations.

5 But c1carly, if something is dependent on a

6 flammability limit, then the science isn't changing. And if

7 the science doesn't change, it sticks. No argument there.

8 If you want to help us, tell us what we missed.

9 We're going to go back and do the comparison, anyway. But the

10 kind of backup we need for it is more in the sense of

11 developing that legislative history to make sure that wo

12 encounter it all. And that level of detail was missing out of

O 13 what we got. So we didn't just take that list and use it. The

14 list we have there actually has that legislative history built

15 already and we have to report about, it must be about three
-

16 quarters of an inch, half or three quarters of an inch thick

17 now, as we are building this thing, excluding different

18 sections. It is not all-inclusive. So we will go back and wo

19 will be relooking at that.

20 MR. GALLOt All right. I know NUMARC intends to

21 address that question in more detail. I just presented an

22 example.Yes

23 MR. GILLESPIE: Yes.

24 MR. GALLO: Let me just suggest to you that the

25 exercise has a byproduct result. Not only do you enhance or

:

"-~ - -- _ - - _ -m___ _
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1 increase your exclusion list, but the exorcise of determining

2 whether or not a particular regulation should be on your

3 exclusion list seems to me to represent a judgment, if it does

4 make your exclusion list, that that regulation is adequate for

S the renewal period. And that is part of your justification for

6 relying on the current licensing basis.

i

7 MR. GILLESPIE: No, I am not going to use the word

8 " adequate." I'm going to say that the regulation does not need

9 any supplemental activity to go on with it. I'm not going to

10 use the word " adequate," just because I am the biggest advocate ;

11 of never using the word " adequate" in our office.

12 MR. GALLO: Well, " sufficient," or any one of the

13 other synonyms.

'

14 MR. CTLLESPIE: " Sufficient."

15 MR. GALLO: " Sufficient."

16 MR. GILLESPIE : It does. I agree.

17 Anything else? Yes.

18 MR. COWAN: Bart Cowan. There seems to be an

19 underlying assumption on the maintenance, su rveillance , and

L 20 recordkeeping questions, at leact on some of them, that some

|

| 21 form of maintenance rule is needed as part of plant life
i
L 22 extension.

?3 In view of the fact that the Commissionnrs recently '

l

( ) dropped the idea of having a maintenance rule and said in24

25 variouts forms that it is not required for reasonable assurance,

|

. _ . . _ . _ . . - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . , _ __ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _-
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1 what is the basis for now suggesting that a maintenance rule or
)

2 a partial maintenance rule be adopted as part of plant life

3 extension?

4 MR. GILLESPIE: Okay. It is not a maintenance rule, i

!

5 but it is the partial piece. And you can definitely read that

6 into the questions.

7 Part of extending the license, part of the basis for

8 that extension is going to be a commitment of some kind that we

9 have done this screening, these components came out the bottom,

10 it needed this kind of augmentation on each of those

11 components, we are committing to doing that, and tharefore we

12 should now have a license.
(

' 13 That commitment now becomes a requirement, a

14 requirement somehow that needs to remain valid now through the

15 additional term of the license. And it is that increment that

16 we are dealing with.

17 MR. COWAN: What changes the requirement after your

10 ' reporting but not required for plants that don't go in for

19 plant life extension?

20 MR. GILLESPIE: That the component was never analyzed

21 to go past 40 years, that we have evidence that there are

22 cracks showing up more rapidly than we thought in welds.

23 MR. COWAN: Once you have that analysis done, what

() 24 changes the requirement with respect to the maintenance rula,
t-

25 that it is different after your reporting than was present in
'

. - - - _ . .. . - - . - - - - .
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1 year 35 when you discovered that there were more cracks than

2 you had thought?

3 MR. GILLESPIE: If we didn't have confidence that the

4 component would make it from year 35 to year 40, nothing. But

5 if we have reasonable belief that it will make it to 40, and

6 then the plant is going to be shut down, then it has everything

7 to do with it. Because that commitment to do that upgraded

8 maintenance on that component becomes part of the basis upon

9 which we are renewing the license.

10 MR. GILLESPIE: Another part is how do you maintain

11 the vitality of that commitment?

12 MR. COWAN: Let's look at it in a difforent way. How

13 do you define the commitment today for a plant that's 30 years

14 old with respect to maintenance?

15 MR. GILLESPIEt What do you mean " define the

16 commitment?"

17 MR. COWAN: There has to be a commitment on present

~

18 plants that they will be maintained in such a --

19 How is that commitment any different than the

20 commitment with-respect to plants that have a renewed life

21 because a plant --
,

'

22 MR. GILLESPIE: In order to carry that out, right

23 now, certain components and systems are being maintained and

24 they're being surveilled. So I'm not --

25 MR. COWAN: That's without a maintenance list.
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() 1 MR. GILLESPIE: I didn't advocate a maintenance rule.

2- MR. COWAN Why is the rule needed as part of the |
!

3- plant life extension for an extension of the plants beyond 40
;

4 years, it's not required now.

5 MR. GILLESPIE: It may end up not being there. The

6 current rule -- the conceptual rule we have written doesn't
.

h

7 have a maintenance rule in it. It's got a sentence. So I'm

8 not -- you're .trying to read it into the questions. Whether

9 you call it a rule or whether you de it independently at overy

10 plant in the country -- we can try to do it either way so when ;

11 we ask the questions, the questions were to evoke, should this

12 be in the rule? Should it just be in the rule or in fact, it ,

O 13 may be so plant-specific that you can't cope with it any other

14 way_than on a plant-specific basis. Those questions are not
,

15 advocating or unadvocating a maintenance rule. They were
i

16 questions to evoke discussion. So far,.no one has raised a hue
-

:

17 and cry that says we should put more maintenance requirements *

^

18_ into the rule we. currently have written. Jim?

19 MR. SNIEZEK Jim Sniezek, NRC. Let me mention why

20 the words are in that purported working group language. About

21 three months ago,-four months ago, we had a group of four or

22 .-five engineers ~from NRR, Research, along with OGC, sit-down and

23- say, what can we exclude from the maintenance rule. They

() 24 looked at all the programs, regulatory programs, industry

25 programs that were in place, formal-programs.

_.~u.,._,_. a. _ .- _. .___ _. _.........__-....._.2... , , _ . . _ . _ _ _
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1 They came up with many of the things that you see we
)

2 can exclude from the rule. They ran into components that had a

3 40-year design life. They said, all right. It's adequate for

4 40 years of design life but what's in place beyond that? They

5 came to the conclusion that for some type of periodic

6 surveillance, predictive maintenance, trending, things of that

7 nature that we generically exclude things from the rule to hang

8 our hat on, we could exclude a lot more things from the rule.

9 It didn't exist. We couldn't hang our hat on it.

10 That's why that type of language basically is in the

11 rule -- the proposed languaga. It's as simple as that. No

12 hidden agenda.

13 MR. GILLESPIE: Anything else? Okay.

14 MR. RIDER: (Inaudible.)

15 MR. GILLESPIE: Would anyone in the audience like to

16 respond?
,

1 71 (No response.)

18 MR. GILLESPIE: I think what we've got and let me

19 reference -- I've read through the NUMARC screening criteria

20 that we're currently looking at. In the NUMARC screening

21 criteria, there's two types of screening mechanisms in there

_22 which cover _the same basic block diagram and same steps. One

23 is somewhat deterministic and one is probabilistic.

() 24 I can cope with deterministic pretty easily. We

25 probably have questions as I think anyone who goes to the

, . , . -. - , ~ - ,
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1 screening process meeting or looks at the questions under

2 screening process. There's a number of questions in there on

3 the use of the probabilistic.

4 It's not prohibited. I'm just not sure right now how

5 we would cope with it in regulatory space. For example, one of

6 the criteria in there is -- and someone from NUMARC can correct

7 me on this if I don't quote it right -- if a particular

8 component does not increase the risk more than a factor of

9 three or cause the core melt frequency to be greater than 10 to

10 the minus 4th, then the component is not safety significant.

11 Is anyone from NUMARC here? Did I say that

12 correctly?

Ov 13 (No response.)

14 MR. GILLESPIE: It's pretty close. Something like

15 that. How do I cope with a number that's not an engineering

16 number because the PRA now does not have a normalized human

17 being in it. So now I've got every facility in the country

18 being able to use a different operator model with different

19 recoverv reactions and I don't have it baselined on the

|

| 20 operator end.

21 So I can now mask what's going on in the engineering
V
! 22 plant with the operator. Also, it was not necessarily our

23 intent to review 110 PRAs as part of life extension. Now could

24 they use the IPE one? If it was dcne in sufficient detail and

25 they could answer some of the questions that are listed in

. -_ - . .- . - -- _ - - _ -
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() 1 there to everyone's satisfaction, we'd probably negotiate it or

2 discuss it but those are tough questions to answer.

3 The IPE is looking for outliers and when you start

4 getting down into the refinement of which components or systems

5 are in or out and making regu story decisions on it, it's a

6 much tougher decision and there was a lot of concern this
,

7 morning about dragging the current licensing basis into

8 litigation.

9 Well, I think there would be just as much concern I

10 would think about dragging a PRA into litigation and litigating

11 the numbers because it seems like everyone's expert and says

12 .something different with the same thing. So we don't7-
V

- 13 . anticipate right now the IPE necessarily being used but it's

14 not prohibited and NUMARC has taken that as one of two ways of

15 fulfilling their approach and we're going to review it and

16 comment back to them on it.
,

17 MR. WEISEMAN: I would just like to direct your

18 attention to what the Commission is doing with respect to

19 prioritizing generic safety -- that nothing needs to be done.

'20 MR. GILLESPIE: 0933.

21 MR. WEISEMAN: That's right. I think that there is a

22 methodology that has been adopted,-successfully, by the NRC --

23 whatever problems there arc -- generic -- using a methodology

) 24 of that type to exclude things, basically excludes those things

25 that do not rise above a significant level of risk.

. - - - _ -- ., - . . - _ - - . . - - .,
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() 1 MR. GILLESPIE: Well, I'm going to fall back and the

2 0933 document deals with things on a generic basis. Similarly,

3 the safety goal deals with it on a generic basis. In making

4 that leap of faith from generic to plant specific, that's a 1

5 technological leap. Someone may convince someone of it but no

6 one has convinced me of it yet.

7 MR. WEISEMAN: Do you talk about how you deal with

8 numbers? You do it all the time with express limits and so

9 forth. This is something that you do every day in licensing

10 process. You have a stress number. How can you be sure that

11 all these different plants are going to come up with the right
t

12 number? You have to review how they do the direct analysis.

13 MR. GILLESPIE: Yes. I don't think it's our position

14 right now to want to do that depth of review of every PRA.

15 MR. WEISEMAN: I don't know that it necessarily

16 requires that but I think --

17 MR. GILLESPIE: Well, okay. That's a valid comment.

18 MR. WEISEMAN: What's the alternative? Include a lot

19 of things that don't need to be included?

20 MR. GILLESPIE: I am not all that convinced that the

21 -- in seeing how the two methods might work, that the

22 deterministic approach includes that many extra items that the

23 probabilistic wouldn't.

24 MR. WEISEMAN: I guess if you can't do it, you don't

25 know.

. .. .. - -_ _- . _ _ _
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1 MR. GILLESPIE: In the one application I did see of

2 the probabilistic, it screened out core spray and the utility

3 itself said, core spray, that's important. You can't screen

4 that out. So they put it back in within their process because

5 they had a review check at that point. Defense and depth gets

6 lost en a PRA because you've got multiple systems doing it and

7 it's those questions, it's that -- going from generic to plant

.8 specific is a leap of faith that I don't know that we're quite

9 ready to make yet but we're looking at it.

10 If all the questions we've asked could be

11 successfully answered, it's probably okay. So we know we're

12 looking at apples and apples from plant to plant.

13 MR. WARD: Pat Ward, Engineering. I had talked about '

14 the Final Safety Analysis Report, FSAR. We talked about -- did
,

15 you mean that in the sense of a normal Final Safety Report, or

16 a safety analysis report for renewal?

17 MR. GILLESPIE: We picked that up after we got it up.

la I'm surprised it took this long for somebody to come up with

19 it.

20 We've got to noodle the wording a little more. The

21 intent really is an incremental FSAR: in other words, another

22 chapter on the end.

23 Because actually that's in conflict to what it says

24 in the beginning of the rule when it talks about

25 referenceability. Clearly, referenceability is what we intend

__ _ _ .- _ . _ . . - - _ ___ _ _ _ _ _
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1 and it's not to generate a whole new document for the sake of a

2 new document. So we would picture some addendum to the current

3 SFARs to cover it. The minimal documentation that we could

4 have and fit it in -- limited rewriting.

5 MR. BELLt Frank Bell, Baltimore Gas and Electric

6 Company.

7 I just had a thought I'd like to give you all. One

8 of my hobbies through the years is to track the issue of

9 important safety equipment. I've noticed that in the

10 beginning, it seemed like there vann't a whole lot of

'

11 agreement between the industry And the IIRC on just what

12 important safety meant. ;

13 Through the last several years, unt.11 Admiral Zech

14 recently left the word " safety" kind of took a low profile.

15 You didn't see it a whole lot with the generic writers and

16 stuff.

17 liow, it seems like the word " safety" has raised its

18 ugly head again in this proposed rule.

19 I also noticed that the definition provided in the

20- notice had a striking resemblance to the definition for

21 environmental qualification of electrical equipment, 50.49.-

-22 So it's not really a question. It's just that I'm

23 still not sure what "important safety equipment" means. I'm

24 not sure rchashing the old 50.49 definition does anything for

25 me either, so I am still looking for a better definition ofj

__ __ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ ,_
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() I what the safety equipment means in the context of license

2 renewal and why that has no effect on our current, day-to-day

3 business.

4 MR. GILLESPIEt Okay. I very seldom come up short

5 for something to say.

6 It, in fact, is not a coincidence that it mimics the

7 Q rule. That's virtually by design.

8 our general feeling is that people had finally

9 figured out what that meant. Therefore, it was probably a good

10 thing to tako on. I'm not sure that I want to put more

11 definition in the rule or not.

12 If it still appears ambiguous, I think we have to go

17 back and do something to cicar it up, be it in the rule or
,

14 putt.ing examples in a guide or having a typical example list

15 for a B and a P or something. We will re-look at the lack of

16 clarity in the definition, though.

17 Any other questions?

18 (No response.)

19 MR. GILLESPIE: Thank you very much.

20 (Whereupon, at 2:47 p.m., the workshop was concluded.)

21

22

23

24

25

.
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1 PR0CEED1NGS

2 MR. SPEIS: I think we are ready to start.
!

3 Ladies and gentlemen, my name is Themis Spels. I am
,

f4 from the Office of Research, Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Of

5 course, this is the last session of the workshop, and it's

6 called Summary of Concurrent Session. The workshops we had

7 yesterday and today, we will summarize this afternoon.

8 What we would like to do is call upon the chairmen of

9 the concurrent sessions to provide 4 summary of most of the

10 important issues or some of the key issues or questions that

-11 were raised during these workshops, and in addition to our

12 people who do it for the seven concurrent sessions, the

() -13 industry representatives will also provide their summary of

14 what happened the last day and a half here.

15 The next step on our side is to inform our Commission

16 offwhat took place here the last two days or so. They have

17 asked us specific questions that we have to provide answers to,

18 and of course, the other thing that is more important is to

19- take the questions and the insights and the comments that were

20- provided by you and start fjnalizing the proposed rule.

21 As was indicated the last two days, the schedule for

22 the proposed rule is next spring, and the final rule-is 1992.

23 Of course, you have provided very strong comments that'you ,

24 would like to see the rule done a year earlier, to make sure

25 that the rule-is available when the lead plant applications

_ __ _ _ _ . ._ _ _ _ _ _,_. .- .. . ____._ _ _ _ _ -__ _, __ _ _ _ . _.
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1 come in, and this is something that we will nave to consider

2 very carefully.

3 As you know, the key issue that has led us to choose

4 1992 is the issue of the GEIS, the Generic Environmental Impact

5- Statement, so these are things that we have to think very

6 carefully on, and we will do the best we can.

7 We don't have in mind to provide any positions today

8 based on what we heard, it's premature. We understand also

9 'that in addition to what we heard, and the viewgraphs, industry

10 will provide detailed responses to the issuon that have been

11- raised, as well as the answers to the specific questions that ;

,

12 we have been able to put together.

( 13 So we are looking forward to those answers before wo

14 finalize our positions on these important issues. !

15 I think, speaking for the Staff, that this workshop

16 accomplished the objectivou that we have set forth. We want to

17 make sure that you people understand our approach, and i

18 understand the details of implementing this approach.

19 As most of you have said, there seema to be general

20 ' agreement or general philosophy on the generel approach, but

21 there are differences, different views on the details of

22 -implementation. And, of course, our position has been a draft

23 one, and this workshop is part of the process of going forward

24 'and putting the rule together.-

25 So, without losing any more time, I would like to

-- ,- - , _ , - - , - _ . - . . - - - - - . ._ . - - . . . . - - - . . _ _ - - - .
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1 call upon the chairmen now to summar.ize the issues. I hope

2 that they can keep their presentations to no more than 10

3 minutes, so we can have some time for the three industry

4 representatives, as well as maybe open the floor later on for
,

5 some additional questions or comments. And I am sure that all

6 of you are looking forward to rushing to the airports or

7 wherever to go back to where you came from.

8 So, with that, again I thought that this was a very

9 constructive workshop, because I had the honor or dishonor of '

10 chairing the IPE seminar back in Texas the earlier part of the

11 year,-and it was full of fire, and I thought that Zeus was

12 coming down from the mountain.

33 (Laughter.)

14 MR. SPEIS: So, with that, I will call upon Bob

15 Bosnak to provide his summary of Sessions 1 and 5.

'
16 MR. DOSNAK: Yes, thank you, Themis.

17- What I tried to do here first, and we may have left

18 some important ones out, but we tried our best to include all
,

19 .the issucs, and the first slide indicates how we grouped these

20 things.

.21 A are issues on which there was general agreement. i

,

22- -There were five of those.-

23 B are the ones that are more difficult to fix.

24 C are the ones that perhaps are easier to fix, and

25 things that were put into categories B or C -- there was not

. . . . ,_ ,_.. - . _ ~ _ . . . . . - . . _ . . . _ _ _ . _ . . _. . . . _ . _ . . _ . _ _ - . _ _ . _ _ . . _ . . . - -
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1 general cyreement. I didn't have a chance to talk with

'
2 industry or the staff, so there may be disagreements on what's

3 easy and what's difficult. There's a total of 19, as you see

4 here.

5 Let's just go quickly throagh some of them to give

6 you an idea of where there is general agreement.

7 The current licensing basis provides adequate safety

8 level and, of course, the license renewal should focus on

9 aging.

10 Next, it is important, we think, because we want to

11 know what is necessary in the area of regulatory guidance, and

12 we did hear some comments that format and content and

() 13 screening, there was some guidance needed.

14 Now as far as the lead plants and their influence on

15 this whole process, we would wait for the reviews of the lead

16 plants to see if there is anything else that is needed.

17 The last bullet that you see, specifics and details

18 on Reg Guide versus the detailed rule, I thought I heard that

19 people preferred to have those in the Reg Guide. If there's

20 disagreement on those, perhaps in the written statements, you

21 can clarify that.

22 Next.

23 Now we get into the ones that are a little more
.

24 difficult. The current licensing basis should not be

..O
25 documented, and you only want aging-related portions and time-

-
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1 dependent exemptions, and we will get into those a little

2 later, because there may be again disagreements as to what the

3 staff feels are important time-dependent areas and aging-

4 related areas, and what the industry as a whole thinks of

5 those.

6' Certification of compliance is unnecessary, and-

7 there's no need to define the current licensing basis in the

8 rule. Obviously the utilities felt they have a complete

9 knowledge of current licensing basis and they should make this

10 available.

11 Next.

12 Another one of the more difficult ones is with

13 respect to the conceptual approach is inconsistent with the,( )
14 basic philosophy. The requirements with respect to components,

15 systems and structures does not give enough credit to existing
!

16- programs for managing aging. These were the points that were

17 made. And it is not necessary to reanalyze design of aging as

18- adequately addressed initially. It may be difficult to prove,

19 but again that was a point thr. cur made.

20 You wanted the options, you did not want to have it

21 included in the rule to specifically identify evaluated trend

22 degradation mechanisms. You felt that this was excessive,

23 particularly if you looked at all the numbers of components.

24 There are many thousands ir, a given plant, and you felt that
j

25 this was too prescriptive for the license renewal rule.'

.

n - m
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1 Tech specs are not a suitable instrument for

2- controlling aging management \t.s a point that was made.

3 Backfit. This is a difficult one. The rationale for

4 the backfit rule, I think the point was made that it's valid in

5 relationship to license renewal issues, including aging

6 concerns; that if an aging concern is valid, you should go

7 through the benefit and cost relationships to show that that is<

a a valid point, and the backfit rule again has the built-in

9 procedures that if you were talking about a minimum level,

10 adequate protection, it's already included.

11 There was an additional point about ambiguity in the

12 backfit rule and the conceptual approach, and that should be

13 corrected.

14 twintenance requirements, you felt that they should

15 not ser. uc .aplace a maintenance rule, and any r_quirements

16 put in t.rm 3h anse renewal area should relegate itself to aging

17 degradatic.a We should accept current practices, supplemented

18 as needed for aging management, to support the license renewal,

19 and aging managemont methods should not be prescribed in

20 detail. Those were the points, again, and they are important

21 ,because maintenance is a vital thing with respect to managing

22 aging.

|

| 23 Now we are getting into the last category, and some
|:

24 people may disagree with respect to easy to solve or hard to

O 25 solve, but one of the points that you made on severe accident
i

'

- = - .
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1 closure was that there is an existing generic letter out, and

2 it should take care of the severe accident area, and since

3 severe accidents are not a consequence of aging -- although

4 some people might want to debate that -- the current licensing

5 bsais should be defined as including treatment of severo

6 accidents. That was a point that I think was made by Joe

7 Gallo. And the accident management programs are being

8- addressed. The NUMARC working group has guidelines for

9 evaluating accident management capabilities.

10 The rulemaking schedule, I think, was one of the last

11 things that I wanted to mention, and you have heard about that

12 again with respect to mid '91 for the lead plants, but if we

-13 are going to couple environmertal and technical issues, it may

14 go as far as April 1992.

15 Now into an area just very quickly of definitions,

16 and_there'is a group from NRC and EPRI that are working on the

17 time-dependent processes. The issues that are important to

18 -safety, I think_the point was made that there is an existing

19 -definition of important to safety. Even though the one that is

20 in the current rule is clearly stated, there could be some

21 problems if people don't understand what important to-safety

22- really means.

23. And finally, the last thing, the current licensing

- 24 basis, what we are trying to say here, that there are important

25 things that go into age-related degradation mechanisms. If we

-
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1 don't agree on what they'are, and that's the last bullet on the.

G(_) slide, we have indicated nine identified mechanisms -- if we2

3 don't agree on what they are, then we're going to have problems

4 in trying to decide what to do with respect to the current

5 licensing basis.

6 And the properties and parameters that change with

7 time, we ought to agree on what vital properties and parameters

8 change with time. So there is work going on with that. It sas

9 an area that was perhaps not discussed in the general sessions

10 al much as in the specific technical sessions.

11 Thank you.

12 MR. GILLESPIE: I want to add two things to what Bob

13 said, because I think in two different sessions, we went round

14 and round and round the horn on this. I try to say this

15 without getting into too much trouble. I've been advised by

16 legal counsel not to-do it but I'm going to give it a try

17- anyway.

18 One of the links -- in the wording of the rule, we

19 may have to go back and we'll take a look at it -- but one of

20 the links between the existing license and this thing, this

21 renewed license, I won't call it anything else than renewed

22 license, it's that ill-defined, is a listing of what the
_

23 current obligations are.- As those obligations get carried

24 forward, so do the original findings and it's an important link
,s

25 to make.

- . . . _ . . _ _ _ . . _
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1 If you look in the standards, in the conceptual rule
/~ -
\s- ~ 2 right now, you'll find in the standards that we're not remaking

3 the original findings. So one reason for having and I'll call

4 it a list, a list of what it is as a minimum, is to make that

5 vital link to also carry forward we hope, the findings.

6 Now, that's what we're trying to do. That's our

7 intent. I don't know if we'll be fully successful or not but

8 that's the intent of making the link. So, I was asked to at

9 least clarify that and that might be helpful.

10 The other thing was in the screening -- in the rule

11 -- our rule has been described as not like a funnel like people

12 would like to see it but more like a trough or a toilet --

13 [ Laughter.)

14 MR. GILLESPIE: -- where everything gets flushed down

15 or nothing gets flushed down. One of the things that I think

16 -we would at least be receptive to some comments on is how to

17 integrate some screening clacses, I'll call them, the classes

18 which are very, very well defined into the rule itself,

19 realizing that it never can be all inclusive but it's a middle

20 ground between a prescriptive and a broad rule we currently

21 have now which causes certain analyses and information to be

22 collected and decisions made on every component.
L

23 The example which came out in one session which is-

o 24 -one of the easier cases is, if a component has a fixed life and
l \

25 we basically have fixed that life because we know everything or

!
!
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1 think we know everything that's going to happen to it over that

2 time, then why should we have to do an analysis of that piece?

3 Well, that's one class which ve'd have to think about it more

4 but it's a good comment. It's not currently in the rule and if

5 there's other classes of things like that which are very

6 definitive, very deterministic in nature, I think we'd be happy

7 to entertain those kind of comments as far as coming to a

8 middle ground in_the screening process in the rule.

9 Those were and/or slots. I want to get Don off the

10 hook because Level III PRA came up in several sessions and I

11 guess it came up most in the environmental sessions. I'm going

12 to~let Don address it there. The general concepts of, should

_

the rule mandate a PRA, as Bob said his slide came across as13

14 no, it shouldn't mandate it.

15 For other reasons not on the technical portion of the

16 rule but on the environmental portion, Don has to deal with the

17, question of off-site doses and some people relate a Level III

18 PRA one for one with off-site doses and I think where Don's

19 going to lua coming from is maybe that isn't a one for one

20 relationship. You maybe can address off-site doses without

21 necessarily going through all the steps of a Level III PRA.

22 For the technical portion, we did not anticipate at

23- this time in the conceptual part, of requiring a PRA.

.

24 MR. SPEIS: The next speaker is Don Clearly who will

|-
' - 25 discuss the environmental issue. That is the issue that

:

!
- . _ - -
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1 received considerable discussion, dialogue, views, and based on
A
(,)f 2 what we heard, at least wishing that you do understand our

3 position because as I said earlier, one of the objectives of

4' the workshop is to make sure you understand where we're coming

5 from.

6 So, Don, we thought, let's go into that issue and

7 then we'll proceed to the technical issues after Don is through

8_ with his presentation.

9 MR. CLEARY: We heard a number of points being made

10 addressing the questions that had been put out in the

11 environmental area. Our impression was that there seemed to be

12 pretty L.uch of a consensus. We didn't hear differing opinions.
.. w

('D~)
Weheard-thata(newa$hadbegunforthelicenserenewalrule,13

14 that the schedule for that rule should be accelerated so that

15 the final rule is published in May of 1991 and this-is tied to

16 the lead plant applications.

17 We heard that a generic NEPA study is either okay or

18 there are some merits to it. We didn't hear any negative

19 comments on it. That generic study however should be decoupled

20 from the Part 50 rulemaking. We heard the encouragement that

21 in developing a generic NEPA study that the staff should be

22 very careful to build on existing policies and documents that-

23- have,been generated over a number of years within NRC, for

24 example, in the waste confidence area.-

25 We heard relative to the question of Level III PRA,"'

,

- _. -. .-.
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1 an acknowledgement that off-site consequences of severe
,

\'- 2 accidents have a legitimate place in the NEPA analysis and that

these off-site consequence analyses are tied or can be tied to-

4 Level III methodologically in that they address the same thing

5 and that many of the tools are the same, or several of the

6 major tools are the same.

7 However, we did not see support for the feedback from

8 these off-site consequence analyses to the decision process on

9 the safety side. We also heard an offer from NUMARC to work

10 with the staff in developing information that would go into a

11 generic study and we look forward to hearing more hopefully in

12 the responses in the next two weeks as to areas where NUMARC

() 13 and its members might be prepared to provide assistance.

14 This is as we develop our work plan for the GEIS

15 assuming that we get the go ahead from the Commission. Wo

16 certainly will open this prospect up for further discussion

17 with NUMARC and with any other source of information.

18 Relative to the question on sources, both

19 environmental-effects, this wasn't addressed in any detail but

20 we-did hear several individuals make the statement that there

21 shouldn't be any significant effects, that whatever effects

22 there might be have been pretty much bounded by experience

23 already.

24 Relative to alternatives, we did hear the advice that

25 alternatives be carefully defined in terms of a sharp

<
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definition of exactly what the Federal action is that the NEPA1

h 2 analysis is-supporting. I think those are the important points

3 that we got out of the discussion in Section 8.

4 MR. SPEIS: Thank you, Don.

5 Now we're going to get into the detailed technical

6 -issues and the next speaker will be Larry Shao who will discuss

7 the primary boundary.

8 MR. SHAO: We had very discussion yesterday in

9 Session 2. Reactor pressure boundary. It was agreed that the

10 reactor r. assure boundary must have very high reliability for

11 the operating life of the nuclear power plants. The key

12 components in the reactor pressure boundaries are reactor

' (a'') 13 vessel, steam generators, pipings, pumps, and valves.

14 The key aging mechanisms for-these components are

15 radiation, fatigue, erosion, corrosion, wear, and

16 embrittlement. The seven prepared questions we discussed in -

17 great details. It was concluded that seven code groups such as

18 ASME, ASTM, are looking at issues of reactor vessel safety

19 programs and currently ISI and IC programs for license renewal.

20 For aging of cast stainless steel, it was felt that

'

21 there were no sufficient data and more work needed to be done

22 in this area. Howev'er, the experience of cast stainless steel

23 can be evaluated from our service components. Mechanical

24 analysis can be used to resolve this issue.

25 In=the ASME code -- need to be considered. These

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ ---J_
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1 curves are being developed by ASME and PVRC. The use of

.O
-s/ 2 exotransients in lieu of these X-rays is likely to reduce the'

3 fatigue usage factor. -- in the area of cancellations.will

4 also reduce fatigue usage factors.

5 For wear overlay repair, it was recommended that

6 improved techniques should be developed and the repair pipings

7 should be properly analyzed for the effects of wear overlay.

8 It is agreed that a new criteria could be developed. It is

9 very important that the full experience should be utilized as

10 much as possible.

11 There was also interesting discussion as to how to

12 tackle the issue related to areas that have no detailed fatigue
.

/''h 13 analysis. There were three options. The first option is to
.O

14 perform reanalysis. The second is use analysis and inspection

15 results for similar plants and the last one is use fatigue

16 monitoring.

' l'7 In addition to NRC staff, several presentations were

18 - made by the industry grcups. The industry groups have prepared

19 generic technical reports for PWR and BWR reactor vessels and

20. primary pressure boundaries. These reports were addressed all

21 age-related degradations. Each licensee has to show how these

22 generic reports are applicable to his plant. For areas of the

23 plant that are not properly covered by these reports, plant-

24 specific analyses had to be performed for these areas.

O ' 25 MR. SPEIS: Thank you, Larry.

. -
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1 The next speaker is Milt Vagir.s who will address the
q
(,/ 2 section on fluid and-mechanical systems.

3 Milt.

4 MR. VAGINS: Of course, part of our session in

5 reality was covered by boundary compone.% You can't have

6 fluid mechanical systems that don't include boundary components

7 but wo stuck more or less to things like pumps and valves and

8 things not generally thought of as the primary boundary.

9 We start off by -- we had seven questions but the way

10 the answers came in, the way the comments came in, didn't

11 generally follow those questions. However, one thing that

12 became very clear is that clarification, at least in our area

/ 13 was necessary to assure that the philosophy of the rule was

14 kept into or was involved in the details. I think you've heard

15 this before and you'll probably hear it again. The purpose of

16 the preposed rule is to maintain safety of current licensing

17 basis, in other words, assured continued safety -- not to

16 enhance safety.

19 This is what we've been saying all day long. One of

20. the_ questions raised was should we require hot functional

21. testing, benchmarking, et cetera, for license renewal and the

22 comment again was that most components are tested, inspected,

23 repaired, refurbished,'or replaced under NRC programs that are

24 effective now and_will continue to be effective during extended.

_' 25 operating term. Additional requirements are not needed for
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1 license renewal. Understood, of course, that involved here

' '
2 were the words, that items not affected or not showing aging

3 degradation. In other words, this is true, but there are areas

4 where aging degradation which is not or may not be a principal

5 concern now could very well be a principal concern in the

6 license renewal period.

7 Of course, pressure boundary degradation needs to be

8 assessed and that was covered by Mr. Shao, so we'll continue on

9 the next one.

10 What equipment should be included for license renewal

11 review? Here we have some very succinct statements. The only

12 components important to safety with unresolved aging

'T 13 degradation issues as stated in philosophy. The kicker there(a
14 was definitionu of importance to safety and it's obvious we're

15 going to have to do some more work to be sure that we have the

16- definition well pinned down and well-defined and consistent

17 .throughout the rule.

18 Section XX-9 is inconsistent with philosophy because

19 it requires detailed information for all-equipment important to

20 safety. The philosophy again states that we are really only

21 concerned with those equipment which show aging degradation

22 which are not handled by present licensing basis. The third

23- item was that screening is essential to allow focusing

24 resources on important issues.

O 25 I think of course, there's general concurrence on

.
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1 that. That's exactly what we want screening for. We don't

p
. (,j . 2 want you to waste time on issues that are not important. There

3 becomes a basis -- a point -- to agree or disegree as the case

4 may be on what are important issues.

5 The inclusion of balance playing components should

6 follow same criteria as screening rule. The issue was brought

7 up about initiators and it was brought up in several of my

8 sessions and I'm sure in other sessions, too. Again, it's

9 something that's going to have to be examined very clearly. We

10 certainly don't want to be looking at all initiators of balance

11 of plant but we certainly do want to be looking at balance of

12 plant components that may prevent or mitigate safety systems

13 from operating it they fail.

14 We certrinly don't want the old assistance to be

15 challenged more than they are now. So again, some further

-16 points of analysis is required. There was a definito

17 disagreement on inclusion of components that increased

18 frequency of accident initiators. This is the point I was talk

'19 I was talking about. The initiators -- some people felt that

20 initiators -- looking at these subclasses of initiators were

21 extremely important and the general feeling of the audience was

22- that initiators fall outside the bounds of present day-

i
'

23 licensing basis and really shouldn't be involved because that's

!
24 what the safety systems are for, the backup systems, et cetera,

,

25 to take care of the initiators.^

|

|
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1- Then we moved on to the next one. Of course, the
' C \'
x# - 2 question arises, do we need augmented inspection and/or

3 analyses for aging pumps and valves and this really became

4 involved with today-tomorrow problems. We all know that there

5 are weaknosses in the ISC program but we're working on it. So

6 comments said that augmented needs will be developed as part of

7 an evaluation procedures for selected components. The lead

8 plants are working specifically on that. They did feel that a

9 good part of the inspections will be handled by the IFC's and

10 that the O&M committees on ASME, the NRC, various groups, are

11 working on improving IFC's and those are today's problems.
#

12 The issue of trending came up in the same area and

() 13 most comments were, use trending only where absolutely

14 necessary and where they're effective. The issue was brought

15 up that if you have something that is due to replacement or

16 refurbishment at a periodic period and that periodic period was

17 shown to.be effective, in other words,-no increased failure

18' rate, then you don't need trending. It's hard to take issue

19 with that.

20 The next question _was-should functional or proof

21 tests be required as a prerequisite. This is a point I raised

22 before and it goes back to the general clarification and again

23 it says, current in-service testing is sufficient. If we have

- q' 24 problems with in-service assessing, let's settle them today --

N.)
25 let's handle them now.

-
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1 'The question of what requirements be for including
O_
k- 2 - operating history, water, environment, and higher temperatures

3 of fatigue evaluation, you've heard that addressed in the

4 boundary _ components sections and the same goes here. Very

5 briefly, ASME is working on it. NRC is working on it. Other

6 people are working on it and again, I don't see that as

7 tomorrow's problem.

8 The next question is tomorrow's problem and that is,

9 how should the life of ASME Class II and III components be

10- determined? The general comments there were that the two and

11 three components do not normally experience severe thermal

12 = cycles and the load cycles are not severe and therefore, the

() 13 original acceptability criteria using ASME directions were

14 sufficient. However, we brought up that in cases where a water

15 hammer has been identified and water hammer has been an issue,

161 then special analysis has to be attributed to that.

17 I'm not quite sure what that analysis will be but

18. certainly something will be necessary in that area.

19 Final question, I believe, right, is additional

20- guidance needed? Do the utilities have all the guidance they

21 need to do a good job in license renewal right now? The

22 general _ comment was no, no new regulatory guides are needed but

23 after issued, they should take advantage of the NUMARC NUPLEX

24 .the industry technical reports and absolutely should not delay
U \

'

25 -- there should not be a reason for delaying evaluation and

!
.
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1 license renewal for the lead plants.

\. 2 Again, I'm not quite sure we totally agree with the

3 fact that guidance is needed but those were the comments that

4 were made. Thank you.

5 MR. SPEIS: Thank you, Milt.

'

6 Ashok Thadani from the Office of Nuclear Reactor

7 Regulations will discuss the screening methodology for systems,

8 structures and components, and you might as well stay here to

9 discuss the electrical systems.

10 MR. THADANI: Actlally I think Milt has covered

11 everything, but since I made these notes, I might as well go

12 through these.
- -

I' Y 13 The screening methodology session was a fairly lively
V

14 session, not quite close to the IPE workshop, but it was

15 somewhat lively.

16 There were three formal presentations. NUMARC and

17 Yankee Atomic made presentations on the proposed screening

18 methodology. They indicated that there is a basic

19 inconsistency between NRC staff philosophy and the explicit

i

i 20 requirements of the proposed rule and gave several examples.
|

L 21 Bill Vesley of SAI described his work on the use of
|

22 PRA methods to quantify the impact of aging on component

23 failure rates, the effect of multiple aging mechanisms, and the

- 24 effect of maintenance and surveillance programs on failure

25 rates.
.

__
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1 These three formal presentations led to a fair amount

2 of discussion, and let me give you a sense of some of the

3 issues that people raised.

4 First, the industry consensus seems to be that the

5 information requirements in 9(c) are in fact excessive. Milt

6 also touched on that. They believe that the required

7 information should be related to the results of the screening

8 process, and on different aging managcment strategies that are

9 chosen.

10 They also indicated that the focus of the screening

11 process should be on structures, systems and components, which

12 are important to safety as defined in the licensing basis.

[ )- 13 This initial scope of the systems, structures and

14 components should then be reduced, based on existing programs

15 and those not subject to significant age-related degradation.

16 Only the remaining components which have unresolved

17 age-related degradation issues should be required for further

18 evaluation.

19 There was a fair amount of discussion on the

20 inclusion of balance of power equipment that could lead to

21 transients. There seemed to be consensus that it's okay to

22 include balance of plant equipment if it's utilized to mitigate

.23 transients, but not necessarily as the initiating equipment.

1 24 There seemed to be a general sense that the utility

A ;

~

25 that embarks on license renewal activity should have a pretty

_.
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1 good handle on design basis information.

2 There was concern that not enough credit, at least

3 the language in the conceptual rule doesn't give enough to the

4 established programs to mitigate aging-telated degradation.

-5 Bill Vesley raised some questions about whether the

6 methodology proposed by NUMARC is able to deal with multiple

7 component failures due to aging and the impact on that failure

8 rate.

9 PRAs can be used to evaluato aging effects and

10 effectiveness of maintenance programs and controlling coremelt

^11 frequency, and are useful in priorization. The key word there

12 is priorization.

() 13_ The NUMARC methodology is based cn a deterministic

14 approach with PRA used to augment and provide additional

15' insights, but the sense was that PRA should not be mandatory.

16 Those are some of the highlights of Session 4.

17 Now let me go to Session Seven, which is the

18 electrical systems.

19 Again there were three formal presentations . ring
,

20 this session. NUMARC discussed'the approach to life extension

21 of electrical components, with specific emphasis on cables and

22 containment.

23 Yankee Atomic commented on the appropriateness and
:

24 scope of Section 9 again, and that kept coming up again and

A/
25 again, and I think in all the sessions,

l

. _ _ _ _ .
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1 Bob McCoy of Yankee Atomic also addressed the

2 benefits of existing programs that apparently are not

3 recognized, and' indicated that Section 9 should incorporate a

4 screening process and only look at equipment not in_the

5 existing programs, and only equipment subject to significant

6 aging degradation, one morpe time. :

7 Mr. J.B. Gardner, consultant, gave some comments on

8 the rule and some of the other issues he was concerned about,

9 and then let me give you again the flavor of the type of

10 comments that were made.

11 Tne: a is, one more time, inconsistency between the

12 proposed rule and the staff philosophy, and there was a

13 question in terms of what should be included under important to

14 safety. A discussion on how credit will be given for existing

15 programs; how much description of these programs should be

16 provided in submittals.

17 There was a fair amount of discussion, but not real

18 answers, I would say, to what are considered the now issues,

19 and let me clarify what that means. Some people in the

20 -audience said that we know of a number of problems with

21 electrical systems, and how are these problems going to be

22 treated in the license renewal process? And questions came up,

23 are those problems that should be dealt with right now, because

24 they are problems today, and what is the significance of these~

N)
- 25 problems for license renewal activity? Lots of discussion; no

|
4
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1 answers.
p'
Ns 2 Some people, of course, feel that today's problems

3 should be dealt with.today, and should have nothing to do with

4 the license renewal process.

5 Generally the industry feels that no additional

6 requirements should be imposed on systems that are covered by

7 the EQ rule.

8 There also seemed to be a common view that the

9 effectiveness of the EQ program for older plants may need a

10 further look,:if one were to go-through the license renewal

11 process for those older plants.

_2 Redundancy. There was a fair amount of discussion.

{ ) 13 What does one mean by important to safety? Redundancy is there

14 to provide defense-in-depth, and the general sense was that

15 even failure of a single crane, if caused by aging, should be

16 given close attention.

:17 There was a fair amount of discussion, one more time,

18 on wheth'er the equipment that could-lead to transients should

19 be included in the scope ~or not, just as it was discussed in'

20 the screening session.

21 Gardner raised some questions. He said, you know,

22- this research shows good-and research shows bad, and he said if

23 we utilize research, things are actually better tnan we thought

they mignt~be and take credit for that, then we should also

' O
24

|

25 recognize that research is showing that there may be problems

|

r
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1 where we didn't realize there were problems, and we ought to be,.

A 2 focusing attention on that. I think he was looking for some

3 balance in the way we look at the issues as we go through this

4 process.

5 There was some discussion of what is meant by

6 trending and what needs to be trended, but a comment was made

7 that was sort of interesting that -- again it was Gardner, I

8 think, who said he had looked at some data and found that the

9 root cause analysis was not very good, and he says this root

10 cause analysis is not very good, and what are you trending?

11 Good question, I think.

12 Also another comment in the area of electrical

;
.

systems, we focused a lot of attention on cables. The point13
N

'14 was made that we should be careful when we talk about cables,

15 we should really be talking about cable systems. This includes

16 connectors and so on, the whole thing, and not just cables.

17 Again the session was quite effective.in surfacing

18 some of the major issues, I think.

19 Thank you.

20 MR. SPEIS: Richardson will now give the last

21 technical presentation from the staff side on the session on

22 containments.

23. MR. RICHARDSON: Session 6 dealt with containments,

f- 24 We also had three formal presentations by industry.

_k_/
25 The first presentation, by Bob Nichol, representing

- ..
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1 NUMARC, noted that there are three industry reports coming
g
(_,)- 2 forth in the area of containments and structures -- one on PWR

3 containments, one on BWR containments, and the third on Class I

4 structures, and he also noted that these industry reports will,

5 in general, make generic conclusions, and then it will be up to

6 each of the licensees to show that those conclusions are, in
,

7 fact, applicable to their individuals plants, but it was Bob's

8 conclusion that containments, in general, continue to provide

9 the structural and leak integrity necessary and that there is

10 no real concern about corrosion of tendons, or reduct!'n in

11 tendon pre-stress, that cannot be detected over the course of

12 time, and that fatigue of expansion bellows, which is of

f~} 13 concern to people, should be able to be handled by normal
LJ

14 fatigue analysis.

15 He also noted that there is a need, however, to

16 manage degradation mechanisms in the area of acid attack, -

17 particularly associated with acidic soils and ground water, for

18 those structures that are below grade; also noted a concern

19 regarding floor liner, plates that are beneath the floor slab,

20 attacked by corrosion; and finally, a need to pay attention to

21 interior coatinus.

22 Tim Bailey, from Northern States Power made a

23 presentation represen :g the MARC I containment at Monticello,

24 and again, Tim concluded that the MARC I containment is-

!'~) 25 expected to continue to provide structural and leak integrity.

. - - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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1- Their extensive examinationo, to date, have shown no

2- indications of any substantial degradation. They have

3 estimated that their dry well is good for in excess of 100

4 -years; the vent line and vent header good for at least 76

5 years; and the bellows -- vent line bellows good for something

6 on the order of 95 years; suppression chamber shell something

7 in excess of 100 years.

8 Joe McCumber, from Yankee Atomic, identified what

9 they felt were to be the significant issues in the containment

10 area, and that is liner corrosion; coating degradation, again;

11 boric acid-induced degradation; and vibration-induced

12 structural damage.

[/l 13 He pointed out the importance of walk-downs and the
N-

14 valuable information that can be obtained.from a good walk-down

15 and that existing programs need only be augmented, as

16 necessary, when appropriate degradation mechanisms are

17 detected.

18 To repeat a song that has been sung in, I guess, all

19 of the sessions, Joe commented that XX9 goes beyond the basic

20 philosophy. One gets the idea that this may have been

21 orchestrated --

22 [ Laughter.]

23 MR. RICHARDSON: -- and unnecessary.

f-s We need to focus our resources on the real problems,24

V
25 and the rule needs to better define the screening process. It

__.
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1 needs to be comprehensive, clear, consistent, efficient, and

2 flexible. Sounds like the Boy Scout oath.
-

3 The belief we heard was that, in general, the

4- degradation mechanisms associated with containment and

5 structures are pretty well understood.

6 In general, there was comments in response to some of

7 the NRC questions that the NRC itself needs to do a bettet job

8 and perhaps get off its collective duff and endorse IWE and

9 IWL; that they are, in fact, being modified and expanded to

10 include inspection of the base material and that, in general,

11 these consensus standards will do a pretty good job in

12 detecting aging mechanisms.

() 13 We heard that we ought to pay attention, take note of

14 the testing process itself. In some cases, it may be

15 challenging the containment to the point of degrading it, and

16 it's something we need no pay attention to.

17 It was also noted that there are no real-NRC

18 requirements for inspecting Class I structures, and maybe that

19 needs to be remedied.

20 From time to-time, people take core samples of

21- concrete. Maybe we're not taking advantage of.the information

22 that those core samples may provide and that we ought to devise

23 some programs or methods for taking advantage of these concrete

24 core samples when they're extracted, and again, as was pointed

-25 out, the industry reports that are forthcoming will address the

.
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1| need for additional inspections and tests in the concrete and

I 2 steel structures, and the bottom line is that the feeling we

3 heard was that there is no real need for rebaselining the

4 containment.

5 MR. SPEIS: Thank you, Jim.

6 I assume, Jim, that since NRC's Joe Scinto is not

7 here, what you meant by Joe -- Joe Gallo? When you said Joe

8 said something.

9 MR. RICHARDSON: No, it wasn't Joe.

10 MR. SPEIS: Oh.

11 VOICE: Unfortunately, Scinto is here.

12 MR. SPEIS: Oh. My apologies. My apologies. Oh did

(''s 13 I put my foot into the --
\.

14 [ Laughter.]

15 MR. SPEIS: -- into my pocket.

iG- . Joe Haseltine,_of the Yankee Atomic, will give us a

17 summary of his-perspective of what happened here.

18 MR. HASELTINE: It's with some intrepidation I get up

19 here,-because I,may repeat something somebody might have said,

20 but I would like to summarize, from Yankee's point of view,

21 what we consider the important points made during-the last day

22 and a half, starting with the current licensing basis.

:23 As you have heard, we think it should be limited. At

24 -the most, we think we should provide a listing of the documents

O 25 that are associated with the system structures and components.

,

, n
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1 It should be analyzed only to the extent that you need to for

2- time dependency and for aging of the SSCs.

3 In the screening area, we believe you should only

4 supply the design information that you need to do your aging

5 evaluations and to do your screening.

6 A total list of degradation mechanisms, which a

7 comprehensive list is probably not worthwhile to try and to put

8 together, becauan somebody's always going to dream up a new

S one, and it should be, really, on a component-by-component

10 basis.

11 In the maintenance area, we need flexibility so that

12 when we go through the procesu, those components that don't
. -

[VD A3 have any degradation or tnat are covered by-existing programs

14 can be put aside, and those that need a detailed evaluation can

15 have a detailed evaluation. We shouldn't have to treat them

16 all the same.

17 In the trending area, we obviously don't have to

18 trend every component. Again, it should be on some type of

19 component-by-component basis.

20 schedule -- we want to see the proposed rule issued

21 .next May. We want to see the final rule issued 1 year after

-22 that. In order to do that, obviously you've got to get into

23 the environmental area, and we believe that you should perform

- 24 an environmental assessment to support the part 50 rulemaking,
t
'

25' consisteat with the issuance of the final rule in 1991.

L
. - _ . . . _ _ . _ , _ _ , . . _ . ,.- . . _ _ . . . _ . - , . _ . . _ . . - _
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. 1 We also need an administrative change to part 51.20
.

' s- 2 in the same timeframe.

3 We need a substantial change to part 51 before the

4 lead plant SERs are-issued in 1992.

5 So, it's a parallel path, and that's how we believe

6 you can accomplish all objectives here and get to 1992 with

7 everything in place.
.

8- As far as severe accidents, we don't believe there is

9 a place for it in the rule. It is going to be part of our

10 current licensing basis, and if you have to put it anywhere, we

11 think it should be in the statement of considerations.

12 PRA -- we do not believe that a PRA is needed for

) 13 screening -- you can do it deterministically, but we do believe

14 there's a~1ot of merit in using it individual component

15 evaluations.

16- The Level III PRA, we don't believe is'needed in the

17 Taging' evaluations, since we're only interested in degradation

18 mechanisms.

19 The backfit rule should be applied to the development

20 of the renewal rule and especially in the review of Yankee's

21 application.

22- [ Laughter.)

23 MR. HASELTINE: Earlier, in the first session, we

|~

r- 24 -talked about those programs which should not be subject to a
,

1 -|
25 review, and I think it was Frank asked whether some other

_ .. _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ~ _ - __ __.
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1 programs should be omitted, and we have a few here.

n/'- 2 We believe that the station blackout should be

3 omitted, as well ATWS, hydrogen control, decommissioning, fire

4 protection, those general design criteria which are not subject

5 to age-related degradation, and those siting criteria which are

6 not subject to age degradation.

7 In summary, we think the NRC has done a lot of work,

8 has made a lot.of progress, and you should be commended. The

9 opportunities for interactions such as this workshop have been

10 very helpful and we think they should continue.

11 Thank you.

12 MR. SPEIS: Thank you, Joe.

() 13 Now, Mr. Pickens, from Northern States Power, will

14 provide his perspective through his summary.

15 MR. PICKENS: Thank you, Themis.

16 Actually, I'm going to play a dual role here. Based

17 on some input that we received last night -- or feedback --

18 primarily from people who were in the Structure, System, and

19 Component Evaluation Section, we just wanted to very briefly

20 run through some of the key points that we made on each one of

21- the steps and that is to go into a little bit what it is as we
~

22 go through the screening that we intend to provide to

23 disposition components and structures and the type of

. r's 24 information that we think is necessary-in the application.
I

25 In the first step, Step 1-A, let me first go back.

- _
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1 It's a two-level evaluation.- There's a system level ovaluation

O-
. j

2 and once we've gone through the system-level evaluation, wo
,

3 take the systems that remain that have not bo dispositioned and

4 we put them through e component level evaluation. I think it's !

S Worth stressing that we feel we are actually doing ovaluations

6 -- not just screening. We're rot just taking things out and i

}
7 putting them out there and kind of leaving them in never, never

8 3and. We are going to at each stop of the process provido
i

9 documentation as to why it was appropriatn and how wo drew
,

I10 those conclusions for thu HRC's review in the application.

11 Stop 1-A, very quickly, just gets into taking all -

'

12 plant systems, putting them into 1-A and really looking at

() 13 those that nro relied upon to operate safely. Wo believe that

14 the list of systems that we've come up with, the way vo've

15 defined the critoria, comes very close to giving us that list
,

16 of' systems that is important to safety and we didn't have a lot

17 of conflict or discussion on that point yesterday during that
|

18 session.

19 In Step 1-B, we are going through and wo are -

20 identifying the systems and structures that significantly

21- affect the radiological health and safety risk to the public, q

22 To be dispositioned from'further evaluation-at this stop, we

i| 23 are going to document what the system function is and the

- 24 conclusion that it does not affect the radiological health and

25 safety risk to the public and the basis on which we've made
,

9

.
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1 that conclusion. Again, this will be part of the application

2 so that the NRC can review the basis of our conclusion and how
.

3 we're dispositioning it at this point.

4 For those systens which are dispositioned at thiu
t

5 point and throughout all the stops as we go through, that's

6 where we come from when wo say wo don't need to provido the |

7 level .af inforr.ation that's called for in 9-c of the conceptual

8 cutline.
I

9 Step 2-A, Step i is where we got down to the

10 component level evaluation. This is where we're looking for

11 those components in a system which do not contribute to

12 per1 timing a n. +ty function or could prevent or preclude tho

(- 13 system safety functisn from being performed. To be

14 dispositioned, the industry will document that a component is

*

15 not necessary for a system to perform the safoty function and
,

R146 conversely, that its failure also would not preclude the system .

17. safety function from being performed.
,

18 At Step 2-B, we are going to be getting into

19 reviewing compononts that are subject to established effective

20 replacement, refurbishment, or inspection programs -- credit

21 for existing programs that we koop talking about. To be

22 dispositioned from further evaluation at this step, the

23 industry approach would document that the components' safety

24 functions, the degradation mechanisms whien could preclude

1 25 those components from performing thoso safety functions and the

_ . . , , .,. _ . . , . - - ._ _ . _ ~ _ , _ . . _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . ~ , - . . . _ . . . _ . - . _ - . _.
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1 programs which onsure thn function te maintained.

2 So step by step component degradation mechanisms and

3 the prr.. grams and how they offectively deal with those safety

4 functions and the degradation mechanisms.

-5 At-Step 2-C, we're going to identify those components

6 which are subject to significant ege-related degradation, or,

7 to put it another way, we're going to look for existing,

8 established, documented sources that have precluded that

9 there's significant age-related degradation that would affect a

10 component. To be dispositioned from further evaluation at thin

11 step, we would reference the documents which provide the basis
,

12 for_the conclusion that the component is not subject to

() 13 significant ago-related degradation or with_the risk criteria

14 that are included, we would provide the risk assessment results

15 which conclude that even if this component went to failure,

16 that the risk increase would not be significant.

~ 1'7 Finally, at Step 2-D, this is the components which

18 have been identified, which are subject to potentially

lt significant age-related degradation and if were allowed to

20 occur'unmanaged, could effect safety. We've listed various

21 options, by no means all-inclusivo~in the document, as examples
t

22 of different ways that we can address it. Depending on the

23 option tnat you pick to address, the significant age-related

24 degradation which might affect that component, there's varying

25 degrees of information under 9-c which would need to be

-. - - - - - - - - . - .-_- - -_. - ... , - , - - . - _ - _ . . .. . - - . - -
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1 provided. There may be some which you can just say, I know
,

2 enougn to say that this replacement interval is good. You

3 provide the basis for that. Others where you may want to do a

4 complete technical evaluation to justify that thu aging

5 mechanism, that you understand it, that you don't want impact

6 at all over the life. You need to put that forward. In that

7 case, you're going to need a lot more information -- design

8 bas.ls, environmental conditions -- all that type of

9 information.
'

10 So it varies, but at each one of these, we would

11 submit and as part of our documentation for the lead plant,

12 either reference in our ipplication or supply it, the
,

() 13 information that would justify it through the screening

14 process. I guess that c,ncludas the comments that I want to

15 make for the NUMARC screening methodology portion. Now, I

.

16 don't need that anymore. Now, I'll go through the NSP
,

17 comments.

18 I guess first Northern States Power would like to

19 express its appreciation for the opportunity to participate in

20 this forum. I think that it's a very important issue to talk

21 about license renewal. It's something that Northern States

22 Power has been very interested and active in and I guess I'm

23 very happy to see the progress that we've made over the last

24 six months to a year.

25 I think NSP's commitment in thic area is evidenced by

_ _ . . _ _ _ . . . . - . . . _ _ _ - . _ _ _ . - _ . ._ ~ . - .. _ _. _. _ _ . _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ .
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1 the participation both as a pilot study and now as a load plant

2 to demonstrate the license renewal process and I think boyend

3 that, it's worth noting too that at Prairio Island, we have

4 already initiated activities on plant life extension and

5 license renewal. I think there was a question earlier about,

6 is there going to be somo-lull after the lead plants como in

7 and I think our response to that is no, we're already planning

8 on Prairio Island, that shortly after we complete the

9 Monticello license renewal process, wo'll be coming in with our

10 Prairio Island application.

11 By way of summary on the positions taken by NSP over

12 the last--day and a half, wo bollove the NRC's philosophy stated

13 in the notice of this mooting is sound and that it providos a

14 more than adequate basis to find that the already-existing

15 adequate level of safety will be maintained during the renewal

16 period. I think the'important part now is to take that

17 philosophy and the conceptual outline which we've commented on

18 and now take that and to develop it into a regulation that

19 while it ensures consistency of application, as all utilities

20 go through this process, it also provides some amount of

21 flexibility, recognizing that by the process that we've

32 undergone as a way we are licensed, there are a lot of.

23 differences between utilities that are out there now.

24 -So we're going to need some flexibility in addressing

25 the aging _ phenomenon. NSP belicyos that the approach is
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1 outlined by the industry through the NUMARC NUPLEX working ;

2 group satisfies both of these principles. It gives the NRC the ;

|

3 information that it needs. It's going to provide consistency i

4 of application, yet it also provides a certain amount of

5 flexibility for us to meet those requirements.

6 It provides a systematic approach in assessing the

7 structures, systems, and components which ensures the ability
&

8 of the plant to operate safely. In many areas, we are going
i

9 beyond those systems which were considered as part of the

10 original licensing basis into the ba Snca clact systems.

11 I've heard a number of comments about ;t. v ty . of plant-

12 ' initiators, which ones are wo looking at, wl;Ach ones aren't.

13 We have tried to be careful througn the approach that ;)
14 we've gone through on the screening, to look at and be smart

15 about which balance of plant systems need to be included and :
~

16 indeed, in many cases, the major balance of plant systems which ,

17- can be initiators-are also being picked up as important to

18 safety support systems which support safety-related systems.

19 For those systems which are just balance of plant

20 initiator, Northern States Power believes that it's more of an

21 economic issue for utilities. It's certainly not something

- 22 - that we're-going to ignore. It's something that.we are paying-

23 attention to throughout our overall plant life extension

24 program and-:in addition to that, there are existing regulatory
~

O 25- oversight. mechanisms such as licensee event reports,

*

_ o ..........mm._ .- ~ . - _, ......, , ,_.* w. ~ ,_ .--m...,,. ,,-.--,,,,,-m.-.,.w_m-._,..,~,_ -,r.c.m_.,----..... ,,
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1 performance indicators -- different things which cause us to g

2 down and look at root cause and as we identify those types of
,

3 things, we follow through on them and if we start seeing things

4 that come down to increased failure rates from age-related

5 degradation causing an increase in BOP initiators, we're going

6 to take a look at it and make sure it's taken care of.

7 We don't think that it needs to be addressed in the

8 definition of Important to Safety DOP Initiators, that is,

'

9 being a reason in and of itself to include it in for a license

10- renewal review.

11 The process allows for focusing of reviews where

12 necessary and it also provides for providing the current

() 13 licensing basis where, in support -- in the application we need

14 to support the analysis and the resulting conditions and that's !

15 the extent to which we feel the current licensing basis should

16 need to be provided,

17 Again, we don't feel that it's necessary to submit

18 the current licensing basis nor confirm its accuracy and

19 completeness. Current programs to track or to continue to make

20 sure that we can identify the current licensing basis and keep

21 it implemented at the plant and-don't undo something that we've

22 told the NRC that we're going to do, are in place in our

23 current licensee's programs for updating the FSAR, commitment

24 tracking, a number of things that we're doing, and the NRC has
.

-

25 access through its oversight programs to review these.

. _ . . _ _ . . _ . . _ . _ . _ . . , _ . . . . ~ _ _ . . . . _ , . - . . . . _ _ _ _ , _ _ . _ . . . . _ _ . . . , _
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I We think that providos an adequate basis for the

2 continued operation in the renewal period.

3 The backfit should be maintained during the

i rulemaking process as well as during the review of our plant-

5 specific application. I think that moroso, wo scok not to say
3

6 that changes shouldn't be made but that the backfit provides a

7 disciplined process which we can all look at and review and soo

8 if changes are warranted.

9 Severe accident resolution is proceeding. It's

10 proceeding at Northern States power. We'ro well along on our ;

11 IPE evaluation and participating in the NUMARC offorts in that

12 area tco and we do not think it needs to be linked to tho

( 13 renewal process. I think that some of the things I heard

14 through the technical sessions and things is that thoro's a

15 tendency to want to get every issue that's open on the books

16 today, closed, and make that if we can part of the license

17- renewal process.

18 I don't think that we want to say that there are no

19 "today" issues that shouldn't be put in there because thero are

20 some that are very important and will impact the rencval

21 period. However, I think that we should be careful in

22 including issues that are really "today" issues in trying to

23 put them into the license-renewal area. It's going to be '

24 difficult enough to get through the license renewal process-

O.

25 without trying to solve all of the issues that we have on the

. . -_ .. .. . ~ . _ , _ . _ , _ . - . . _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ .. _ -. _ _ _ _ _. ~ _ _ _ ..__ _ . _- _ . _ . _
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1 books today. We should attempt to keep them separate and let

2- the normal processes take their own course.

3 The three other quick points that I'd like to hit

4 because I at times wanted to stand up and respond to questions

5 but I didn't, so I'll take my opportunity now. I think the

6 lead plants and it's Northern States Power's intention, is to

7 utilize the industry reports to their fullest extent by

8 reference and there was some question as to the Section 6 items
,

9 which are basically those items which could not be

10 dispositioned on a generic basis, those age-related degradation

11 mechanisms and what the standing of those were.

12 We intend to address in our application those

) findings which could not -- those items of age-related13

14 degradation which could not be resolved generically and we will
,

15 address them in our application on a plant-specific basis when
,

16 we get into those components.

17 Another item that I guess I'd like to address is the

18 current codes and what the current code activities are in

19 attempting to address license renewal. As a NUMARC working

20 group member, I am also sitting on the Board of Nuclear Codes e

21 and Standards Steering Committeo on plant life exter.aion. I'm

'22 aware of the activities that they've got going to try to direct

23 the code-related activities and improving the codes for license
|

24 renewal and to provide information to those, that body, to

O 25 guide their activities and what they need to go address, we

|
|

|
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1 have provided the follow on action item list from the pilot

2 study and I know that as well as the inputs we're getting as we
r

3 learn things from the industry reports is going to that and I i

P

4 think we should continue on with that process and that's a very

5 important process and let the code groups address them as they
,

6 see appropriate. ,

7 Finally, I'd like to address schedule. I guess we

8 are in complete agreement with Yankee Atomic that we would like ;

9 to have the rulemaking issued in May of 1991 no that when wo

10 submit our application, that it will actually be a

11 demonstration of that rulemaking and that we agree that we'd

12 like to also have the generic environmental process completed

] ) 13 in a time such that when we get our SER issued, that we can

14 close out some of those issues and I'd like to urge the staff

*

15 to work towards that scheduia if it's at all possible.

15 That concludes my remarks.
,

17 MR. SPEIS: Thank you, Mr. Pickens.

18 Bill Rasin of NUMARC now will give us his summary and

19 his impressions of what happened here.

20 MR. RASIN: Thanks, Themis.

21 . I'd like to make a few summary comments on behalf of

22 HUMARC and-the industry.

.23 I think this has been a very good workshop. I was

= 24 very happy to see the staff summary of the sessions, because it

25 shows me that they really have listened and, I think, captured

- . _ _ _ __ .--_-,.._..._ _ _ _._. . _ . _ - . . - . _ - . _ _ _ _ . . . , . . - _ _ _ ._
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1 the comments that we had to bring here to this workshop.

2 I do want to make sure I have one opportunity here,

3 just so that there's no doubt in your mind that we think

4 there's some inconsistency between the philosophy and the rule,

5 and I wanted to make sure we got that point across.

6 I will remind Frank, thought, that he did ask that

7 question the first day, and I don't think we'll be accused of

8 be nonresponsive to that question, anyway.

9 I'm not going to review all of the points and issued

10 that have been made. I think the previous speakers just did a

11 pretty good job of that. I would like to hit a few high points

12 with a little' bit of discussion as to what's behind our

() 13 thinking in some of those points.

14 We had the question of consistency in the application

15 of the current licensing basis and what information should be

16 supplied to respond to the rule and demonstrate the applicable

17 age-related degradation has been taken into account for

18 continued plant operation.

19 There was the comment nade that the current licensing

~20 basis applicability could be dea'.t with by making a generic

21 finding in the_ statement of considerations with the rule, and I

22 believe that's one that merits some consideration and may be a

23 way to resolve some of the difficulties and differences.
!

24 Our real dilemma here, I think, is that we need toO
25 see the staff lay down the standards for the findings that need

.. .. _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . -._._. _ _ . _ ,.
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1 to be made, and then we need to make sure that the information

2 provided is fully sufficient to make those findings. To supply

-3 less information than that certainly is not in the interests of

4 the industry. To provide more information than that, however,

5 1 think not only wastes resources in the industry, but I think

6 will cause an inefficient use of resources in the staff, and we

7 don't think either one of us can really afford, in this day and

8 age, to use our resources inefficiently.

9 We made some comments and you made some comments, and

10 I think, from your responses, that you will do some thinking in
'

11 the staff when you go back, and I assure you, we'll do some

12 more thinking in the industry over what you said and make sure

() 13 that our position really is consistent and that we are looking

14 to provide adequate information for you to make your findings.

'15 Let me say just a word about the environmental

16 effects area. I have a lot of sympathy with the staff over

17 coming to grips with this area, because, I'll tell you, it's

18 one that has driven us crazy. Every time we think we

19 understand it and have a handle on it, we get another opinion

~20 that sends us around the loop again.

21 I believe that we have stated the best position that

22 we can bring to fore at the time, and that's that we believe

23 that the schedule for the rule to be put in place in 1991,

24 consistent with the needs of the lead plant, is a major'

i

L ?. 5 necessity. To that end, an environmental assessment that
:

(

1.

l .-
'
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i serves that rulomaking purpose should be done, and I think, as

'

2 acknowledged by the staff, could be done on that timeframo.

3 Now, the generic environmental assousment to resolvo !

!

4 generic issues, we think, also is a worthy goal. It's one that ;

5 certainly will save the staff resources, but clearly can savo f
I

6 the industry resources, as well. .

7 The staff indicated a schedule for 1992 based on tho

8 work necessary for that endeavor. Wo believe 1992 is probably ,

9 an acceptable date for that. Evon though it will be behind tho ;

10 rulemaking of part 50, it should have the information availablo

11 before docinions have to be made on the load plants and

12 certainly before any other decisions have to be made.

13 So, that schedulo, if the resources are available for

14 that one, we think probably they both could be accomplished

15 with about the same resources by that difference in schedule,

16 and I will reiterate NUMARC's offer to the staff that, socing

17 <the advantage in this process, we do stand ready to work with .

18 the staff. The work is the staff's; the assessment is the

'

19 staff's. However, it we can provide input from the industry in

20 the form of data or analysis that can servo as input to the
'

21 staff's work, we will certainly consider doing so.

22 The backfit rule has been covered, and I think it- '

23 comes down to the point that Terry Pickens brought up. It's

24 simply discipline-in the process.

25 We know, from long histcry in this business, that all-

. - _ . - - - . - - . - . - - - . ~ . . _ - _ . . . - . - . . - . - - - , - . . . -.
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1 of us have our f6vorito issues, and I don't mean this to be

2 criticism of the staff, because I will say that the industry,

3 the utilities, our vendors, and certainly our consultants, are

4 just as guilty of finding the latest hot topic to latch on

5 their favorite issue to.

6 We have worked very, very hard, in our process in the

7 industry in our NUPLEX effort, not to let that happen on our

8 side, and we've'had a lot of criticism and disagreement, but we

-9 stuck fast to saying let's deal with this issue. It's hard

10 enough, and the other issues will be dealt with in their proper

11 forum.

12 our concern with the backfit rule is simply that wo

13 have that same disciplined approach on the part of the staff,

14 because to do otherwise will serve neither one of us. ,

15 Now, with regard to severe accidents, again it's been

16 a consistent position we don't like that in the rule. I must

17- tell you, I'm a little bit tempted to say yes, go ahead and put

'

18 it in the rule, because I assume that would also hold you, NRC

19 staff, necessary to conplete your reviews by that rule.

'20 However, I'm not so bold -- not that I don't have confidence-in

21 you, but I thir' that that adds an unnecessary degree of

22 difficulty and complication. I-will tell you that we are

23 committed to resolving the severe accident issue and having the

24 industry respond fully to the Commission's policy statement,

-25 and:we'll do everything we can to do so.

. - ~ _ _ _ . , - . ~._ ._,_ _ _ . _ .__.._ _-. _ .-_.._. _ _ . - _ . . _ - - _ ~ - _ .
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1 PRAs came up in Section 4. There was a very lively

2 discussion on the application of PRAs and some the very new

3 techniques on aging mechanisms. In that discussion -- that was
>

4 one of the more exciting discussions I viewed in the workshop -

5 - there was a very interesting technical disagrooment between

6 three experts for whom I have a good bit of respect, but as

'

7 soon as I get disagreement between expertu for whom I have a

8 great deal of respect, that tells me that technology is not

9 ready for application on a general basis.

10 I think that we should PRA as input where we have it

11 and for what it can tell us, but we are not ready to have PRA

12 be a requirement, and I don't think that the NRC is ready to

( 13 use PRA to make formal licensing decisions.

14 With regard to having PRAs in place only for purposes

15 of the environmental aspects, I would submit that that's an

16 awfully expensive way to do something that we have done pretty

17 successfully other ways in the past.

18 There was some concern, in Session 5, that discussion

19 of maintenance took place, and there was not an adequate

20 response from the industry on those issues, although in the

21 slide that was put up on that, I think the right idea was

22 captured.

-23- HovcVer, let me take about 30 seconds and answer the

24 first 9 quections, at least, on the maintenance, su rveillance ,

25 and testing.

. - - - - - - . . . . - - . _ , _ . , _ . - . - - . - . , . - - . - - , , , - . _ _ . . , _ . , - - - . .
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1 We in the industry and you in the staff are putting a
1

2 lot of effort into the maintenance question. I do not think

3 that we have hidden our feelings too deeply that we in the

4 industry would rather not have a maintenance rule. However,

'
5 it's our burden right now to convince not you, the staff, but

6 '.he commissioners that, in fact, we are doing enough in the

7 industry.so that a rule is not necessary.

8 I don't there is any misunderstanding on the part of

9 the commissioners or the staff that we hold that position

10 because we're against maintenance or don't realize >

11 maintenance's fully importance to the safety of operation of

12 nuclear power plants, but let me say, again, that's its own

() 13 issue. It is receiving tremendous attention in the industry,

14 and it should be soIved on its own merits.

15 If it comes out that the wisdom of the commission is

16 that there should be a maintenance rule, it will become part of

17 -the current licensing basis, and I'm sure we'll take full

18 advantage of it for the purposes of license renewal.

19 If, on the other hand, it's concluded by those

20 . commissioners that it is not necessary, then I think that

21 decision should stand and we should not try to use this other

22 process to put in place things that were not gained through

23 that very-extensive dialoguing process.

24 To that regard, I think that is the answer for about

.O
25 at least the.first nine questions, I don't think they need to

, - _ _ - _ . _ _ _ . - - _ _ . _ _ _ - - . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ , _ . , , _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _-
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1 be answered one by one.

O 2 Industry, through the NUMARC NUPLEX process, does

3 have in place, still, a significant amount of work. Wo

4 promised the staff 10 industry reports. These reports are

5 being sponsored Dy DOE and EPRI, and we are committed to

6 getting those reports out on schedule. We have modified that

7 schedule with what we think is a schedule consistent with your

8 rulemaking schedule, and we'll do overything we can to make

9 sure that those reports get out on time and are submitted to
,

10 you, and we'll also look forward to your questions and comments

11 and will answer those as expeditiously as we can.

12 Finally, let me end up by saying that I, too, thought

() 13 this was an excellent workshop. I did have some comments from
;

14 a few people, particularly some of the consultants and lawyers, t

15 that they missed the entertainment of industry and staff

16 yelling at one another and calling one another incompetent, but

17 I have to tell you, I didn't miss that. I think this was an

18 excellent example of a way that we can proceed forward, working -

19 fully in public, but on a very professional icvel, to state our

20 views and trade our views and then act on them afterwards.

21; So, I thank you very_much for this opportunity, and I

22 hope this is more indicative of the way we do business'in the

23 IPU workshop in the future.

24 Thank you.

25 MR. SPEIS: Thank you, Bill.
1

l'

l.
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1 Well, accordino to the schedule, we're right on time.

2 So, I would like to ofier you some options.

3 There is coffee available, but possibly, the coffee

4 can wait, unless you think this discussion can go on much |

5 longer. Maybe we can go on for the next 5 or 10 minutes and

6 see if there are any questions or some things that have been
1

7 somehow missed from the presentations or some thoughts that

8 were generated as the speakers went through their summaries and

9 see how we go from here.

10 So, let me open the floor to any questions or any

11 comments.

12 (No response.)
3

() 13 MR. SPEIS: No takers, huh?

14 Well, I guess we have done our work.

15 MR. GILLESPIE: We need to leave on a lighter note.

16 I would like to apologize for using the word

17 " initiator" in the first session. I-will never do that again.

18 MR. SPEIS: Well, if there are no questions and if

19 there are no comments, that means that we have done our work

20 properly and and efficiently and offectively, and I would like

21 to take this opportunity to thank all of you for participating

22 in this very effective and educational seminar workshop.

23 Especially, I would-like to thank the lead plant participants -

24 - Yankee and Northern States Power and NUMARC.

25 I would like, also, to thank Donna Matson for

_ , - - _ - . - _ . . _ _ , . . . _ . _ _ _ _ . . . . . , _ ~ , , _ . - _ - . _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _
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1 organizing this workshop and doing it so offectively and having

2 coffee on time and water in front of the speakers and so and so

3 forth.

4 I wish you good trips back home, and hopefully, wo

5 won't have to see you before the proposed rule.

6 Thank you.

7 [ Applause.)

8 (Whereupon, at 2:50 p.m., the meeting was adjourned.)

9
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ABSTRACT I

This regulatory analysis provides the supporting information for a final rule
that will define the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's requirements for renewing
the operating licenses of commercial nuclear power plants. The staff considers
three broad policy alternatives in relation to license renewal. These are:
(1) disallow license renewal,-(2) implement license renewal without a rule, and
(3) develop a rule to implement license renewal. The staff concludes that the
development and implementation of a license renewal rule, which specifies the
technical and procedural requirements for obtaining a renewed operating license,
is the most reasonable approach.

Four specific alternatives for the safet review of license renewal aAlternativeA--currentlicens$plicationsare defined and evaluated. These are: ng basis;
Alternative B--extension of Alternative A to require assessment and management
of age related degradation unique to license renewal; Alternative C--extension .

of Alternative B to require assessment of design differences against selected
new plant standards; and Alternative D- extension of Alternative B to require
compliance with all new plant standards. A quantitative comparison of the four
alternatives in terms of impact-to-value ratios is presented, and Alternative B
is the most cost-beneficial safety review alternative. Procedural requirements
are also considered.

.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This regulatory analysis provides the supporting's) formation for a rule thatin
defines the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (HRC requirements for renewing
the operating licenses of commercial nuclear power plants. The Atomic Energy
Act and NRC regulations limit the operating license term to 40 years; however,
the regulations explicitly provide that licenses may be renewed. The develop-
ment of the license renewal rule at this time is consistent with the need of
the nuclear utilities for advance planning with respect to future electricity
generation capacity and the expected schedule of license renewal applications.
The licenses of currently operating plants will expire starting in the year
2000, and the first license renewal application is expected in 1991.

,,

The staff considered three broad pclicy alternatives in relation to license
renewal in this regulatory analysis: (1) disallow license renewal, (2) imple-
ment license renewal without a rule, and (3) develop a rule to implement license '

renewal. With regard to the first alternativt the staff has concluded that
there is no substantive technical, policy, or iegal argument to foreclose the
license renewal option for every plant. Pursuing the second a ternative would
result in considerable uncertainties and inconsistencies in the license renewal
process since the criteria for judging the completeness of applications and the
basis for approving them would initially be unspecified and would be developed
on an ad hoc, evolutionary basis. Therefore, the development and implementation
of a license renewal rule which specifies the technical and procedural require-
ments for obtaining a rene,wed operating license, appears to be the most reasnn-
able approach. It provides a regulatory framework that meets the needs of both
NRC staff and licensees.

The specific objectives of the license renewal rule are to define the scope of
information required for the review of renewal applications, to specify proce-
dures for submitting applications, and to establish the standards for issuance
of a renewed license. In order to determine the contents of the rule that are
consistentwiththeseobjectives,thestaffhasdefinedandevaluatedasetof
specific alternatives for the safety review of license renewal applications.
They have also considered alternative regulatory positions on issues related to
environmental review and procedural requirements.

Safety Review

Four alternatives that represent a range of approaches to the safety review
for license renewal have been analyzed. These are:

* Alternative A: Current licensing basis (original licensing basis, as
amended up to the time of the renewed license) that relies on apalying
existing regulations, that is, no additional requirements would 3e
imposed on licensees.

* Alternative B: Extension of Alternative A to require assessment and
management of age-related degradation unique to license renewal.

* Alternative C: Extension cf slternative B to require assessment of design
differences against selected aew plant standards.

xiii
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e Alternative D: Extension of Alternative B to require compliance with
all new plant standards.

Differences among the alternatives exist with respect to safety standards and
assessment and management of aging effects. 'The staff has estimated the con-
sequences of implementing the above alternatives. These consequences include
the costs and occupational exposure associated w th performing analyses andi

imalementing plant modifications and the benefits to the licensee and to the
pualic of reducing the risk of accidents.

Based on evaluation of the four safety review alternatives, the staff recommends
the implementation of Alternative B. With this alternative, the licensee must
perform an integrated plant assessment to ensure that age-related degradation
unique to license renewal of all systems, structures, and components important
to license renewal will be adequately managed, and the licensee must modify the
facility or its administrative controls in accordance with the integrated plant
assessment. The licensee should consider the current licensing basis (CLB),
as appropriate, during the integrated plant assessment.

The staff recommends Alternative B because it will provide a formal and con-
sistent structure to the 1,icensee's efforts to assess and manage age-related
degradation during the perioU of extended operation. The results of the li-
censee's assessments will also provide info mation essential to the staff's
finding of whether or not the renewal term requested is justified. Further-
more, since ongoing regulatorv efforts such as individual plant examinations
and safety system functional ' inspections ensure that design-related safety con-
cerns are addressed on a continual. basis, the staff believes that additional
design review, as required by Alternatives C and D, is not necessary.

The quantitative comparison of the four alternatives in terms of impact-to-value
ratios shows Alternative B to be preferable to Alternative A in that it achieves
enough risk reduction to warrant the additional cost. The differential impact-
to-value ratio for Alternative C relative to Alternative B is very large, imply-
ing that the requirements of Alternative C, beyond those of Alternative B, are
not cost-beneficial. Alternative D is the least cost-beneficial of the four
alternatives. The uncertainty analysis shows that these results are relatively
insensitive to uncertainties in the input data. Thus, there is a high degree
of confidence that Alternative B is the most cost-beneficial safety review
alternative.

Procedural Aspects 1

License renewal will be implemented by issuing a renewed license to supersede
the current license. When the Commission approves a renewal application, it
will issue a renewed license that becomes immedictely effective, thus voiding
the existing license. The term of the renewed license will be the sum of the
remaining number of years on the operating license currently in effect, plus the
additional period beyond the expiration of the operating license (not to exceed
20 years) that is requested in the renewal application. The 20 year limit on
the additional period beyond the license expiration date provides an opportunity
to validate and reassess the current understanding of age-related degradation
effects.

xiv
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Orderly submittal and processing of license renewal applications is necessary
for effective regulation._ A procedural framework for administering license
renewal will be established in the rule. The earliest date for submittal of
license renewal applications will be 20 years prior to license expiration. A

20 year limit will allow sufficient time for review by the NRC and subsequent
planning by the licensee. It will also prevent applications from plants without
significant operating experience and data. A renewal application will be con-
sidered timely if submitted no later than 5 years prior to license expiration.
This timely renewal ptriod will give the NRC staff sufficient time to complete
the safety and environmental reviews (including hearings) of the application.
Licensees submitting applications after that point will not be assured of
continued operation when their existing licenses expire.

Legislative history of the Atomic Energy Act indicates that hearings are required
for power reactor ' licensing cases. The NRC proposes no special hearing procedure
for license renewal. All contested license renewal issues will be rasolved
through formal hearings. Since the staff findings for issuance of a renewed
license will primarily focus on age-related degradation unique to the 3eriod of
extended operation, the scope of these hearings will be more limited tlan those
for issuance of an initial operating license. The scope of litigable environ-
mental issues is also expected to be limited in any license renewal proceeding
by virtue of the proposed environmental rulemaking.

Implementation

The NRC's license renewal program includes the following separate but
interrelatedmajoractivities:

,

'

Development of the license renewal rule.*

Development of regulatory guidance to support the rule.*

Development of environmental documents to support license renewal*
rulemaking and mooifications to 10 CFR Part 51.

Review of the lead plant applications.*

The proposed rule was issued for public comment on July 17, 1990, with the final
rule expected to be issued in November 1991. A draft environmental assessment
to support the proposed license renewal rule also was published for comment with
the proposed rule. A draft generic environmental impact statement and associated
changes to 10 CFR Part 51 were published in September 1991. The final rule on
changes to 10 CFR Part 51 is scheduled to be issued in late 1992.

Implementation of the license renewal rule will require development of new
regulatory guidance and modification of existing guidance. A regulatory guide
on the format and content of license renewal applications and a standard raview
plan for review of the applications were issued in draft form for public com-
ment in December 1990. These documents are scheduled to be published on an
interim basis in 1992.
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TheU.S.'DepartmentofEnergy(DOE),thdElectricPowerResearchInstitute
(EPRI), and the utilities have sponsored research and other efforts in prepara-
tion-for license renewal. Thus, the nuclear industry already has submitted to
the NRC for review a report that describes a screening methodology for selecting
systems, structures, and components important to license renewal. It has also
submitted 10 additional industry technical reports, which address the aging
mechanisms of important components. The NRC review of these reports, which is

scheduled for 1990 throu!Rs will complement the staf f's overall regulatoryis expected to result in safety evalisation
h'1993

reports (SERs). These S
guidance for license renewal.

'

The DOE and EPRI also are sponsoring the lead plant program, for which the Yankee
Rowe and Monticello nuclear plants had been selected. Yankee Rowe later with-
drew from the lead plant program. A license renewal a) plication for Monticello
is expected to be submitted in December 1991. Final NtC determination on this
application is scheduled for 1994. Achievement of these milestones will depend
on timely issuance of the rule and development of the necessary regulatory
guides.

!
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1. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of 1954 and the implementing regulations of the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) provide a limit of 40 years on the-
duration _ of licenses issued to electric utilities that operate commercial
nuclear power plants. The AEA and the NRC regulations also provide that the
operating licenses my be renewed upon expiration of their 40 year term.
However, the regulatory process by which license renewal may be accomplished
and the requirements for the scope and content of renewal applications have
yet to be established. Considering the schedule of license expiration;, the
nuclear industry's interest in license renewal, and the advance planning
necesse *y, there is a need to define the conditions and requireraents for
license renewal.

The 40 year license terms of ~ the currently operating nuclear plants will expire
starting in the year 2000. The license expiration schedule and the resulting
effect on the nuclear. generating capacity are shown in Appendix A. Consistent
with the need of the electric utilities for advance planning with respect to
future electricity generating capacity, the nuclear industry, in cooperation-

!

with the Department of Energy (DOE), has undertaken technical and economic
studies to_ evaluate the feasibility of operating plants beyond 40 years. Based
en the results of these studies, the industry considers plant life extension
through license renewal-as a viable approach that could offer significant eco-
nomic benefits when compared to the construction of new plants. Both the nu-
clear industry and the DOE presently are supporting the efforts related to life
extension at the lead plant (Monticello), whose license renewal application
is expected in December 1991. Figure 1.1 shows the potential number of license
renewal _ applications, by year, that the NRC could receive, assuming these are
submitted 15 years prior to license expiration. By the year 2000, more than
50 applications would have been submitted for the NRC's review and approval.
Therefore, it is important that the NRC's license renewal requirements be de-
fined sufficiently in advance for utilities to plan for the resources necessary
for extending the operating period of a plant.

In light of industry initiatives and in recognition of the need to resolve
issues affecting public health and safety in a timely manner, the Commission,
in its 1986 Policy and Planning Guidance, stated the following:

Requests for en operating -license renewal are to be anticipated
and will require advance planning and analysis, The Commission
intends to continue. development of the policies and criteria to
define requirements for operating license extensions to help
assure that industry's efforts in this area are focused on the
primary regulatory concerns.

The implementation of this guidance and development of a regulatory approach
for license renewal has involved consideration of the following hierarchy of
questions:

1-1
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IJ Should the NRC allow renewal of operating licenses for nuclear power
plants?-

2. Is it necessary to develop a rule in order to facilitate or implement
-the license renewal process?

3. - What additional _ regulations, revisions to existing regulations, or
regulatory- guidance are needed as part.of a license renewal rule to -
ensure continued safe operation of plants during the renewal term?

The above questions have led to the consideration of three alternative regula-
tory policies: (1) disallow license renewal, (2) implement license renewal
without a rule, or (3) develop a rule to implement license renewal. Based on
the reasons discussed in Section 1.1, the first two regulatory policies are
considered to be neither reasonable nor practical. The staff is therefore
following the third policy alternative, which is to develop an appropriate
license renewal rule. The scope of considerations for developing the rule is
discussed in Section 1.2.

1.1 Need for License Renewal Rule

The rationale-for developing a license renewal rule has involved consideration
sof the relative merits of the three alternative policies stated above. These
are discussed here and also summarized in Figure 1.2.

1.1.1 No License Renewal

As a matter of regulatory policy, the NRC could disallow license renewal for
every plant. This could involve amending the NRC's present regulations that
allow license renewal _or issuing policy guidance to the effect that no nuclear
plant operating _ license would be renewed. One argument made in favor of such

=a policy is that, if no plant is allowed to operate beyond 40 years and the
. retired nuclear-generating capacity is replaced by new nuclear plants, this
-policy of not allowing renewal-will provide impetus to the introduction of
advanced, and_perhaps safer, nuclear plant technology. Furthermore, the addi-
tional NRC and industry research to confirm the safety of plants operating
beyond 40 years will-be unnecessary.

However, there are several arguments in support of keeping open the license-
renewal option to any given plant.- First, the 40 year statutory limit-on

.

nuclear plant licenses was not based on-the consideration of plant life or
safety. Rather, it was based on a compromise that balanced plant depreciation
and utility financing considerations with concerns about the monopolistic
advantage that nuclear utilities could derive from longer license terms. Fur-
thermore, the AEA and the NRC regulations explicitly permit license renewal.

,

Second, the NRC's aging research has shown that the many identified aging
phenomena'do not pose major technical safety issues provided plant management
effectively implements survpillance, inspection, testing, maintenance, repair,
and replacement (Refs. 1.1'and 1.2). As a result cf the NRC's Primary Systems
Integrity Research program (which includes the Heavy Section Steel Technology
program and Degraded Piping and Steam Generator Integrity projects), the major
factors affecting aging of reactor pressure vessels and other primary reactor-
coolant pressure boundary components are relatively well understood, thus

1-3
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contributing to a nigh degree of plant safety assurance. For example, the
application of the NRC's regulatory guidance to estimate the safe remaining
life of a reactor pressure vessel shows that many of the existing pressure-
vessels could be operated for longer than 60 years (Ref. 1.3). Furthermore,
several alternative strategies, such as reduced power or fluence, are available
to extend the life of such critical components and structures. The Nuclear
Plant Aging Research (NPAR) program has provided further understanding of-the
degradation processes affecting other nuclear power plant systems, structures,
and components, including replaceable items such as cables, connectors, pumps,
and valves. The technical feasibility studies and engineering evaluations

'

sponsored by the nuclear industry and the DOE in support of plant life exten-'

sion (Refs.1.4 and '1.5) have also indicated that the life of nuclear power
plants.can be safely extended beyond 40 years. Therefore, there appears to be
no fundamental. technical or safety reason to deny license renewal and to shut
down every plant when it is 40 years old.

Finally, the nuclear industr'y has made strong economic arguments in support of
its efforts to seek the renewal of operating licenses. According to studies
scansured by the DOE, the present value of benefits (in excess of costs) in-
extending the operation of plants by 20 years amounts to about $350 billion
nationally (Refs. 1.6 and 1.7). While the NRC's major statutory obligation is 1

to ensure _that plants operate safely and that they comply with the provisions
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the NRC has an established -

policy of considering in a broader context the need for, and consequences of,
its proposed regulatory actions.

Therefore, while the NRC has the authority to deny license renewal for any
specific plant whose continued operation could endanger public health and
safety, no technical, policy, or legal arguments exist to support an action
that categorically forecloses the license renewal option for every plant.

1.1.2 No License Renewal Rule

The.NRC may grant license renewals without the benefit of a license renewal
rule. Currently, 10 CFR 50,51 permits the renewal of operating licenses, but
provides no technical or procedural requirements for obtaining-such a license.

-

A case-by-case review of renewal applications and decisions on individual.
plants would therefore be required under the existing regulation. This would
likely lead to the development of d_e facto regulatory procedures and criteria
for license renewal.as better knowledge is gained in the future. The particular
requiremt.nts of each case would create the need for additional regulatory guid-
ance or cr:teria that cumulatively become part of. the standards against which
subsequent renewal applications would be judcjed.

If no regulations are developed for license renewal, it is possible that the
application of existing regulations could be interpreted as requiring the ,

licensees _to meet standards app 1_icable to new plants at the time of license
. renewal application. For example, the requirement in_ paragraph 50.34(g) of
' 10 CFR Part 50 calls-for-an evaluation of the facility against the standard

review plan (SRP).

Not providing explicit guidelines on the contents and procedures for license
renewal applications is contrary to the NRC's practice of deliberating in

1-5
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advance on potentially significant regulatory issues and providing a regulatory
framework that meets the'needs of both the NRC staff and the licensees.

Without a rule, the criteria for establishing the completeness of the informa-
tion to_be submitted in support of license renewal would remain undefined.
Under these conditions, renewal of a license would be administered in an un-
structured and highly uncertain technical, administrative, and procedural
environment. This could delay individual license renewal decisions. Under
the current provisions of 10 CFR 2.109, the operating license is not considered

'
i

to have expirsd and facility operation could continue if an application for
renewal were submitted within 30 days of license expiration and the NRC had not
acted upon the application. ,

for the reasons cited above, the alternative of not promulgating a rule that
explicitly specifies in advance the technical and procedural requirements for
license renewal is rejected at the outset and will not be further considerea.

1.1.3 License Renewal Rule

The NRC's effort on license renewal rulemaking so far has resulted in the iden-
tification of several regulatory issues. This regulatory analysis, which pre-
sents the consideration of those-issues, shows that new requirements and various
clarifications or revisions to the existing requirements may be needed. The
promulgation of a license renewal rule that sets forth these requirements appears
to be the most logical and reasonable course to follow. This is also consistent
with the Commission'_s policy of addressing issues that affect numerous licensees
by rulemaking or standard orders instead of by case-by-case review (Ref, 1.8).
A rule facilitates a coherent and efficient execution of policy and provides
consistency in enforcements

The license renewal rule will establish the scope of safety review and define
the standards that the NRC will use in determining if an oporating license
should be renewed. In addition, there are procedural aspects of license renewal
that require regulatory consideration. The following chapters discuss the
development of a rule that properly takes into consideration the plant safety
and procedural issues associated with license renewal.

1. 2 Scope of Considerations

The various. topics of concern to_ license renewal, identified as a result of the
consideration'of responses to the NRC's solicitations for public comments (Refs.
1.9 and 1.10), are shown in Figure 1.3. A discussion of these topics as well
as a summary of the public comments has been reported previously (Refs. 1.11,
1.12, and 1.13). In addition, the NRC published an advance notice of proposed
rulemaking~(ANPR) describing the NRC's regulatory philosophy and conceptual
approach for license renewal (Ref. 1.14).- The NRC held a public workshop on
November 13 and 14, 1989, to elicit public views on the philosophy and approach
set forth in-the ANPR and on a number of specific technical issues related to-
license renewal. The NRC also solicited written comments on matters covered-in

i the ANPR and the workshop. A summary of comments at the workshop and those
| submitted in written form is documented in NUREG/CP-0108 (Ref. 1.15), and the

staff's response to those comments is provided in NUREG-1411 (Ref.1.16).i

1-6
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Subsequently, on July 17, B 90,-the NRC issued.its proposed license renewal
regulations for public comment (Ref. 1.17). It also invited comments on

'various supporting documents, including the present report prepared in its
draft form, The NRC-staff response to the public comments received on the
proposed. rule and on the supporting documents is contained in NUREG-1428 (Ref.

-1.18). The draft version of this regulatory analysis has been revised, where
necessary and appropriate, to address the public comments and the staff's
resolution of the issues raised.

The public comments on technical topics received in response to the various
NRC solicitations mentioned above have helped the NRC develop a set of safety l
review alternatives for analysis. These alternatives were based on two key |

considerations:- (1) the extent to which age-related degradation is explicitly
considered; and (2)-the extent to which designs standards for new plants are
to be met. Section 3 describes the four alternatives and Section 4 summarizes
their consequences.

Another significant topic relates to the environmental review requirements for
lictnse renewal. Environmer.tal review issues are addressed in the environmental
assessment (Ref. 1.19) where it is concluded that an environmental impact
statement is not needed for changes to 10 CFR Part 54. The staff is also
proceeding with a separate rulemaking effort to make the appropriate changes
to 10 CFR Part 51 that will identify the environmental effects to be considered
in plant-specific license renewals. As part'of this effort, the staff is
performing a generic environmental-impact study.

Other areas of concern to license renewal include the procedures for license
renewal, the timing of applications, the renewal term, and the applicability of
current regulations (see Fig. 1.3). The discussion and proposed resolution of
these-issues, which involve the consideration of administrative and legal
factors, are included in the Statement of Considerations for the final rule
(Ref. 1.20) and are summarized in Chapter 5.

Based on the assessment of safety and procedural issues, the staff has developed
a set of regulatory requirements that define elements of the proposed license
renewal rule. The decision rationale for including those elements and the
method of implementing the rule are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively.

As part of the development of this rule, the staff has ident H hd various areas
where more detailed regulatory. guidance needs to be provided to license renewal
applicants. The development of this guidance should take into-consideration

.all relevant technical and other information, including-the NRC and industry
research findings. This is discussed also under the proposed implementation of
the rule in Chapter 7.

1-8
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|: 2. OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of developing a license renewal rule is to define the
-regulatory requirements for renewing the operating licenses of commercial
nuclear power plants.

The current regulation under 10 CFR 50.51 states that licenses may be renewed
but does not describe sufficiently the process for granting and implementing
license renewal so that the needs of the NRC and the licensees are served.
Therefore, the specific objectives of the license renewal rule are as follows:

1. To specify the standards and criteria for granting license renewals.

2. To specify the scope of information required for the review of license
renewal applications.

3. To specify the procedures for submitting license renewal applications.

With the implementation of the rule, the NRC intends to provide a clear under-
standing of the basis for granting renewals and to establish an efficient
structure for making individual license renewal decisions by means of uniform
and consistent procedures for submitting and reviewing license renewal applica-
tions. The NRC also expects that the contents of a renewal application will
provide the necessary information to support an NRC decision on renewing the
opersting license of a plant.

Insupportofmeetingtheaboveobjectives the staff has pre)ared this regula-
tory analysis of its requirements for licen,se renewal. Theoajectiveofthe
regulatory analysis is to ensure that the basis and consequences of the require-
ments have been sufficiently examined and explained (Refs. 2.1 and 2.2).

t
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[ 3. ALTERNATIVES FOR SAFETY REVIEW

One objective of developing a license renewal rule is to specify the standards
and criteria for the safety review of license renewal a)plications. The safety
review will provide the basis for determining whether tie plant whose operating
license is to be renewed will continue to operate safely during the renewal term
requested by the licensee. The nature and sco)e of such a safety review is
influenced by two major considerations: (1) t1e extee to which age-related
degradation of systems, structures', and components (SSLs) of the plant is
explicitly considered, and (2) the extent to which design standards for new
plants are to be met.

_

One approach for ensuring that continued aging of the plant's SSCs will not
compromise safety during extended operations is to rely on the adequacy of
existing regulatory processes and regulations and on the assumption that future
regulatory activities will-address any plant-specific or generic aging concernsas they are identified. With this approach, no additional requirements to as-
sess and manage aging effects beyond those currently a)plicable need be specified
for renewing operating licenses. Alternatively the N1C could require a compre-
hensive assessment of SSCs whose continuing gualification during the period of
extended operation is of particular safety significance. In particular, new
aging mechanisms could arise during the period of extended operation or the
magnitude of known-aging mechanisms could increase. The results of this assess-
ment, together with the licensee's plans for managing future aging of these SSCs,
would provide a greater assurance of safety and a justification for allowing
extendet operation of the plant.

There also are alternative approaches for reviewing the design of a plant against
currentlicensing(SRP). standards for new)lants, such as those embodied in the stan-
dard review plan One approac1 is not to require a comprehensive desig~n
review at-the time of license renewal. This is based on the rationale that,
while the older plants may not meet the most current interpretation of the NRC's
regulations, they would have a long and satisfactory record of operating expe-
rience at the time of license renewal. Furthermore all plants, including the
oider ones, are the sub, ject of numerous ongoing regu,latory programs that identify-
and rectify safety-significant design or operational deficiencies. Alternatives
to this approach are to require plant modifications in those areas identified as
risk-significant or to require modifications that would bring the plant into
full compliance with the standards for issuing new operating licenses. These
alternatives would incorporate the safety features found in newer plants into
the designs of the older plants.

Based on these considerations, the Commission has identified four alternatives
for the safety review of license renewal applications. They represent a spec-
trum of approaches, ranging from virtually no additional regulatory requirements
to requiring the assessment and management of aging unique to license renewal

:and compliance with all standards for new plants. As a minimum, they all will
ensure that continued aging of SSCs over the renewal term will not compromise
safety. These alternatives are as follows:

3-1
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* Alternative A: Current licensing basis (original licensing basis, as
amended up to the time of the renewed license) with no additional
requirements.

* Alternative B: Extension of Alternative A to require assessment and
management of age-related degradation unique to license renewal.

* Alternative C: Extension of Alternative B to require assessment of design j

differences against selected new plant standarus.* l

* Alternative D: Extension of Alternative B to require compliance with all
new plant standards.

Differences among the alternatives are with res)ect to safety standards and the
assessment and management of aging effects. Taales 3.1 and 3.2 show the aeneral
characteristics of the four alternative approaches. Each alternative is further
described in Sections 3.1 through 3.4.

A common thread among all four alternatives is the importance of the current
licensing basis (CLB). The CLB consists of the set of NRC requirements appli-
cable to a specific plant and the licensee's written commitments for ensuring
compliance with and operation within applicable NRC requirements and the plant-
specific design basis (including all modifications and additions to such commit-
ments over the life of the license) that are docketed and in effect. The CLB
includes the NRC regulations contained in 10 CFR Parts 2,19, 20 21, 30, 40
50, 51, 55, 70, 72,-73, and 100 and appendices thereto orders; Iicense condl-
tions; exemptions; and technical specifications. It also-includes plant-specific
design basis information defined in 10 CFR 50.2 as documented in the most recent
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) as required by S 50.71(e). In addition, the
CLB includes the licensee's written commitments remaining in effect that were
made in docketed licensing correspondence such as licensee responses to NRC
bulletins,-generic letters and enforcement actions, as well as licensee commit-
ments documented in NRC safety evaluations or as described in licensee event
reports.

3.1 Alternative A: Current Licensing Basis with No Additional Requirements

This alternative imposes no additional recuirements for license renewal other
than those that already_ apply to a plant curing its existing term of operation.

Alternative A is based on the assumption that present and future NRC regulations
and programs applying to a plant during its existing operating term are adequate
to ensure safety during the renewal period. As technical issues affecting plants

;

i because of extended operation are identified, they will be resolved and correc-
|

tive actions taken; Thus, the NRC's aging research and oversight programs, and
the licensees' programs of self-inspection, maintenance, and surveillance, are"

ascumed to address potential aging concerns without the need for formal up-front
aging evaluations.

* Standards as embodied in the regulations and regulatory guides, including the
SRP,' applicable to new operating licenses at the time of the submittal of the
license renewal application.

I
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Table 3.1 Alternative approaches for license renewal safety review.

Requirements' Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C Alternative D

Safety * Current licensing * Current licensing * Current licensing * New plant standards;
'

basis- basis. . basis. basis supplemented full application
by selected'new- of the standard
plant standards. review plan.

Assessment and * None. * Assess and manage * Same as * Same as
management of age- age-related degrada- Alternative B. Alternative B.related degrada- tion.in accordance
tion unique to with the set of re-
license renewal quirements in Sec-

[ tion 3.2.

;

.
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! Table 3.2 Advantages.and disadvantages of ,afety review alternatives.
!

|-

Alternative Advantages Disadvantages
|

Relics completely on currentLeast prescriptive-safety reviewA: Current licensing basis **

with no additional requirements. regulations to identify and
requirements address design and aging

Gives licensees more flexibility concerns.*

in addressing aging concerns.
Least uniform approach to*

Least burdensome in terms of aging assessment and*

licensee and NRC resource management; all SSCs that
requirements. are important to license

renewal and are subject to
aging may not be identified.

Lacks supporting technical*y information to justifyen
renewal term.

Requires additional licensee-Provides a systematic approach eB: Extension of Alternative A *

to require assessment at: for identifying SSCs for safety resources to perform safety
management of age-related degra- review and for evaluating the analyses and provide
dation unique to license renewal plant's physical condition. documentation.

Requires additional NRCEnsures that age-related degrada- **

tivn unique to license renewal is resources to review and
addressed in a consistent and ensure that renewal
ur3 form manner. conditions are met.

* Provides sufi.c'ent technical
*information fcr ,iustifying the

renewal tere.
. ._

N
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Table'3.2 ' Advantages and disadvantages of safety review alternatives (Continued).
~

i.

Alternative Advantages Disadvantages

C: Extension of Alternative Those listed for Alternative B.* Those listed for Alternative*
'B to require assessment of B. |

design differences against Ensures that older plants*

. selected new plant standards exempted from new plant- Uses license renewal to :
*

standards are at least impose additional require- !

reevaluated on those areas that
the NRC deems important.

~ ments that could be
addressed through continuing
NRC programs.

,

;

Imposes more requirements*

on licensees in terms of
analyses, documentation, and ;

y design upgrades.
{u,

Requires additional NRC*
.

resources to ensure that idesign differences are ;

adequately addressed (in
addition to age related [degradation). ,

i

Imposes burden on the NRC i
, *

to periodically review and <

select new plant standards i

that will apply to future
e

license renewal applications. L

,

Introduces uncertainty for*

licensees with respect to
the set of new plant >

standards that will apply. '

1
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Advantages and disadvantages of safety review alternatives (Continued).Table 3.2

Disadvantages
Alternative Advantages

Those listed for AlternativeThose listed for Alternative B. *

D: Extension of Alternative *
B.

B to require compliance with
Ensures a level of reviewall new plant standards *

Uses license renewal tocomparable to that provided for impose additional safety
*

new plants. requirements that could be
References standards that have

addressed through continuing
*

been developed and cocumented. NRC programs.

|Imposes requirements that may*

be physically impossible to
implement.

T
m
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Also, in the future, the NRC may identify the need for new rules and guidance
1

to address aging issues for specific SSCs. This could arise from the efforts '

of the Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR) program and the work being carried
out under the auspices of the various professional societies to revise appli-
cable codes and standards for extended service life of electrical, mechanical,
and structural con.ponents. The resolution of aging problems will be required
for all plants when identified as a safety concern and this will apply to
plants during their existing term of operation as w, ell as in their renewal term.

Similarly, plants applying for license renewal will need to comply with ongoing
NRC programs that identify safety-significant design vulnerabilities. Such
regulatory programs include the resolution of generic safety issues (G51s) and
the individual plant examination (IpE) program for identifying safety-significant
vulnerabilities to severe accidents.

The demonstration of continued compliance with current regulations will require
the licensees to reevaluate t' . qualification of certain equipment (limited to
what is covered in the current regulations) for extended service 1nd to submit
supporting technical information as part of f. heir license renews applications.
Listed below are examples of current regulatory provisions that, when extended
to the renewal term, will address technical issues that may arise because of
extended operation:

Requirements for environmental qualification of electrical ecuipment*
which include the consideration of all significant types of cegradation
that can affect the functional capability of the equipment (10 CFR 50.49).

Requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, which provide*

for the inservice inspection of Classes 1, 2, and 3 pressure-retainin
components and attachments and of other safety-related pipi a , pumps,gand
valves (10 CFR 50.55a).

Requirements for fracture toughness and material surveillance programs for*

the reactor coolant pressure boundary, which provide adequate margins of
safety during any condition of normal operation, including anticipated
operational tests (10 CFR 50.60).

Requirements for protection against pressurized thermal shock events,*

which provide for monitoring changes in the fracture toughness properties
of the reactor vessel resultir,g from exposure to neutron irradiation and
the thermal environment (10 CFR 50,61).

. Requirements for radiological surveillance and monitoring programs to*

confirm that environmental releases of radioactive materials are within
specifications (10 CFR 50.34a and 50.36a).

Ongoing inspecti' n prograns, including safety system functional inspections,* o
safety system outage management inspections, and independent design inspec-
tions, which verify and improve the design basis documentation for safety
systems.

Ongoing programs to evaluate operational experience and reportable events*

and to feed back significant findings to the licensees.

3-7
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Alternative A does not require a uniform and comprehensive effort by license
_ renewal: applicants-to assess the future effects of aging and to identify poten-
tial concerns based on an evaluation of the operating history and physical con-
dition of the plant.- The absence of a formal aging assessment ano management
program greatly increases the uncertainties in the prevention and control of
aging during-the period of extended operation.

3.2 Alternative B: Exten, ion of Alternative A to Require Assessment and
Management of Age-Related Degradation Unique to License Renewal

Alternative B is based on two key principles.the possible exception of age-related degradation unique to license renewal,with
The first principle is that

the ;

regulatory process provides reasonable assurance that the licensing bases of all l

currently operating plants provide and maintain an acceptable level of safety |
for operation during the period of extended operation. The second principle is !
that each plant's current licensing basis must be maintained during the period i

of extended operacion, in part through management of age-related degradation
unique to license renewal for systems, structures, and components that are
important in this connection. Alternative B differs from Alternative A in that
it requires a formal review of potential problems related to age-related degra-
dation unique to license renewal to ensure that the plant's design basis is not
compromised during the period of extended operation.

The set of SSCs whose continuing qualification for extended service life could
be of particular safety significance during the license renewal term will vary
from piant to plant. Such a olant-specific set is termed as SSCs important to
license renewal, and it inclu' des:

Safety-related SSCs, which are those relied upon to remain functional during*
and following design basis events to ensure:

The integrity of the reactor coolant boundary;-

The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe-

shutdown condition; or

The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents-

that could result in potential offsite exposure comparable to the 10
CFR Part 100 guidelines.

Design _basiseventsare,definedasin_10CFR50.49(b)(1).

All non-safety-related SSCs whose failure could directly prevent satisfactory*
accomplishment of any of the required functions identifiej for the SSCs'

above.

All SSCs relied on in safety analyses or plant evaluad ens to demonstrate*
! compliance with the Commission's regulations for fire protection (10 CFR
L 50.48), environmental qualification (10 CFR 50.49), anticipated transients

withoutscram(10CFR50.62),andstationblackout(10CFR50.63).E

AllSSCssubjecttooperabilityrequirementscontainedinthefacility*
technical specification' limiting conditions for operation.

3-8
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|

In Alternative B, the list of SSCs important to license renewal are reviewed
within the framework of an integrated plant assessment (IPA) to identify which
of the SSCs require action to manage age-related degradation during the period 1of extended operation, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

|

The requirements for Alternative B are described in more detail below.

| 1. CLB Information

1

Consider the CLB,ify and justify any changes in the CLB associated withas appropriate, when the integrated plant assessment isperformed. Ident
age-related degradation unique to license renewal that arise from the IPA
and aging management activities discussed below. Provide a description of

. proposed modifications to the facility or its administrative control pro-'

cedures, including changes to technical specifications. Also provide a
list of exemptions and reliefs, and justify the continuation of any exemp-

-

tion or-relief with time-dependent functions for the period of extended
operation. Reflect any changes to the CLB that materially affect the con-
tent of the license renewal application in annual updates during NRC re-
view of the application.

2. IPA. Requirements

Describeandjustifythemethodologyused-toidentifyallSSCsimportant
to license renewal and subject to age-related degradation. Describe the
methods;for identifying the structures and components (SCs) that contri-
bute to the performance of a required function or whose failure could pre-
vent an SSC important to license renewal from performing its required func-
tion. . Identify those structures or components that are determined to have
age-related degradation that is. unique to license renewal. Demonstrate
for those structures and-components that have age related degradation uni-
que to license renewal that effective programs for these SCs ensure that
age-related degradation uni
the bases for the programs.que to license renewal will be managed; describeAlternatively, provide justification for not
including.an SC identified above in such an effective program.

3.- Activities to Manage Age-Related Degradation Unique to License Renewal

Modify the-facility or its administrative controls to ensure that age-
related degradation unique to license renewal.is identified, evaluated,-

and mitigated throughout the period of extended operation.

3.3 Alternative C: Extension of Alternative B to Require Assessment of Design
: Differences Against Selected New-Plant Standards

TheobjectiveofAlternativeCistoupgradethesafetyofrenewed-license
i plants P.bove the degree of safety that had been deemed acceptable for the origi-
nal license term by seeking to attain.scoe of the improvements that would be'
incorporated in new plants. As such, this alternative expands'the scope of
review from that of Alternative-B to address desi
'go beyond concerns about age-related degradation.gn and cperational issues that

3-9
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Figure 3.1 Integrated plant assessinent for license renewal.
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As under Alternative E, Alternative C requires the licensee to essess age-relat?d
degradation during the period of extended operation ary ,a account for it in the
operational and maintenance plans of the fr.cility. Iri.adition safety enhance- '

mentstotheCLBwillbeevaluatedbycomparingtheplant'sdesIgnbasiswith
new-plant standards in specific areas, selected 'n advance by the NRC from the
SRP, The selection of applicable new-plant stanoards would be based on poten-
tial risk importance and tt.e practicality of overcoming obstacles to the modifi-
cations involved. Applicants would be required to demonstrate, through anal
aided by probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs), that. their specific plants' yses,

differences from the selected new plant standards age not risk-significant or
that the plant and procedural changes are adequate.

The requirements for Alternative C are describeo in more detail below.
.

1. Assess Design Differences Against Selected New-Plant Standards

identify and assess differences between the current design of the plant "

and selected aspects of the licensing basis for new plants as embodied in
the SRP. lhe initial step in this process will be to review the current
design cf the 11 ant against safety criteria in specific areas identified
by the NRC. T1e licensee will evaluate each of these criteria according
to its applicability and the extent to which it is satisfied.

3
2. Propose Plant Modifications

For those areas where differences are identified, the licensee will
pro ose hardware operational, or procedural chan es or will supply additional

f ana ysis. PRAwillbeusedtodemonstratethattedifferencs is not
safety-significant or that a proposed change will resolve the difference.

b quirements 1 through ' of Alternative B to Address Age-Related3. 3
Degradation Unique to '' nse Renewal.

3.4 Alternative D: Extensi, f Alternative B to Require Compliance with
All New-Plant Standards

Theobjectiveofthisalternativeistoseektheclosestpossiblesafety
equivalence. of the license renewal plant with new plants in recog.iition of the
historic gradual tightening of safety requirements over the years and increasing
evolution of more conservative, more risk-averse public attitudes toward safety
of nuclear aower plants. Alternative D will require plants to demonstrate com-
pliance wit 1 all standards that apply to operating licenses for new plants at
the time of license renewal application. It will ensure that the design stand-

-ards of new plants- are incorporated into plants with renewed licenses to the
maximum extent possible. Sorce limited comaromises could be involved In imple-
menting this alternative since it may not se possible or practical to comply
with all new plant re Without some tolerance for near-eqivalents or

-specific-exemptions,.quirements.this alternative may be likened to the no-renewal option,
which is not warranted on a general safety basis. However, this alternative-
would have a less liberal policy of compromises about the more difficult and
less risk-beneficial new plant requirements than those embodied in Alternative C.
Alternative D arovides the broadest scope of safety review and is the most
demanding of t1e four safety review alternatives.

3-11
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1

The SRP and the guidance referenced in it (regulatory guides and industry ccdes
and standards) will be used as a basis for the design review of plants whose
licenses are to be renewed. In evaluating the plant against safety acceptance
criteria provided in the SRP, the licensee will apply the same deterministic
safety analysis methods that are used in current licensing of nuclear power

Unlike Alternative C, an assessment of the risk significance of anyplants.
difference between plant design and SRP criteria may not be used to justify
exemptions from meeting the recuirements. Howev(r, specific exemptions from
the requiremtats may be grantec by the NRC provided they meet the conditions
specified under 10 CFR 50.12. Plant SSCs need not be new in order to meet the
design standards for new plants. Therefore, SSCs that are important to license
renewal will be identified, and the licensee will be required to carry out the
assessment and management of aging as described in Alternative B.

The requirements for this alternative are given below.

1. Assess Against All New-Plant Staadards

Similar to Requirement 1 of Alternative C except that the licensee will
review the plant design against all safety acceptance criteria specified
in the SRP.

2. Propose Plant Modifications

Propose hardware, operational, and procedural changes, or supply
analysis to demenstrate that all new plant standards are met.

3. Requirements 1 through 3 of Alternative B to Address Age-Related
Degradation Unique to License henewal.

3-12
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4. 00NSEQUENCES Of SAFETY REVIEW ALTERNATIVES
,

The safety review alternatives introduced in Chapter 3 have been evaluated with
respect to their values (reductions in radiation exposure) and impacts (costs)
to provide a common basis for comparison. The specific values and impacts that
are analyzed are designated " attributes," and they are described in detail in
Section 4.1. These attributes include the benefits of avoiding accidents as
well as the direct consequences of implementing license renewal requirements.

Alternative A was described in Section 3.1 as involving no additional require-
ments at the time of license renewal, but evolving over time to include new
requirements that address aging or design vulnernilities as new issues are
identified. Since it is not possible to predict the evolut%n of such an alter-
native, this analysis treats Alternative A as static. It :.s assumed that no
changes would be made to current requirements throughout the license renewal
term under Alternative A. Moreover, Alternative A is used as the baseline
against which the relative values and impacts of the other alternatives were
estimated. This does not imply that there are no consequences associated with

Alternative A, insofar as they differ from these of the minimum-action alterna-but that the consequences of Alternatives B, C, and D are
included only
tive. The assessments of values and impacts for Alternau,es B, C, and 0 are

described in Sections 4.2, 4.3resultsforallthreealternativesare.4,respectively.and 4 The best-estimate "

summarized in Section 4.5, and the
results of sensitivity and uncertainty analyses are described in Section 4.6.
The relationshia of the alternatives to other regulations and constraints to be
considered in tieir implementation are discussed in Section 4.7.

4.1 Attributes for Estimating Values and Impacts

NRC guidance for performing regulatory analyses and valuv impact assessments
provides a set of attributes to be considered as candidates for analyzing reactor
safetyissues(Ref.4.1). The attributes that are relevant to license renewal
regulation are shown in figure 4.1, where they are identified as arising from
avoiding accidents or as direct consequences of implementing license renewal
requirements. The attributes are summarized b low:

* Values. Two values arise from decreases in the frequency or consequences
of accidents. The change in core damage frecuency was estimated for Alter-
natives B, C, and 0 and translated into avoiced dose to the public (V1)
and avoided occu)ational exposure associatt with accident management and
cleanup (V2). T1e benefit associated with avoiding radiation exposure from
accidents is offset to the extent that there is an increase in routine occu-
pational exposure to implement and operate with plant modifications (V3).
Increases in routine occupational exposure are treated as negative values,
while decreases are treated as pcsitive values (Ref. 4.2).

'

Impacts to Licensees. The direct cost to the licensee to implement*

license renewal requirements (11) includes the cost to perform analysis,
collect data and maintain recordt, and implement and operate with plant

4-1
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modifications. These costs are treated as positive impacts. Avoided
onsite cleanup costs (12) and avoided replacement power costs after an
accident (13) are treated as negative impacts since they reduce overall
costs. Another impact that offsets the direct cost of implementation is
the cost saving associated with any increase in availability or reduction
in maintenance costs. While this saving was not included in the cost sum-
maries, a parametric analysis of its potential for cost reduction was
performed.

* Impacts to the NRC. The NRC implementation cost (14) includes the cost
to develop regulatory guidance to support the license renewal rule, to
review the license renewal application, and to inspect and enforce changes
made for license renewal.

Offsite property damage was not treated explicitly in this analysis. It is
assumed that using $1,000herson-rem to evaluate the effectiveness of a regula-
tory action is large enoug1 to account for property damage costs such as decon-
tamination and interdiction as well as the costs of treatment for radiation-
induced injuries and compensation for injuries and deaths (Ref. 4.2).

The results of quantitative evaluations are summarized as impact-to-value
ratios. Routine occupational exposure (V3) and avoided onsite consequences
(V2 12 and 13 are treated as special considerations, and impact-to-value
ratlosa,rerepo)tedwithandwithouttheseattributesusingthefollowingr
ecuations:

With special Total Impact _ 11+12+13+14
considerations: lotal value v1+v2+v3

-

Without special Total Impact _ 11+14
considerations: Total Value ~T

Impact-to-value ratios were compared across' alternatives and with the reference
value of $1,000/ person-rem. Alternatives with computed ratios larger than
$1,000/ person-rem an less cost-effective than those with ratios less than
$1,000/ person-rem.

'
Quantitative estimates of avoided accident consequences and direct consequenceso
were developed for Alternatives B, C, and D using the approacnes outlined below:

,

Alternative B. Values and impacts were developed only for those activities
that are required in addition to the activities of Alternative A.

Alternative C. Values and impacts were developed relative to Alternative
B to emphasize the effects of requiring additional design changes based on-
risk insights. It was assumed that the consequences of the additional
activities for Alternative C are independent of the activities of Alterna-
tive B that assess and manage age-related degradation unique to license
renewal.

Alternative D. All consequences are reported relative to Alternative B.

4-3
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4.2 Alternative B: Extension of Alternative A to Require Assessment and
hanagementofAge-RelatedDegradationUniquetoLicenseRenewal

4.2.1 Approach for Estimating Values and Impacts

The implementation of Alternative B would reouire the licensee to consider the

current licensing basis (CLB)lso require the licensee to perform an IPA in
as appropriate during the integrated plant

assessment (IPA). It would a
which structures and components are identified for analysis of age related

,

!degradation unique to license renewal and programs for managing such degradation
are described. Of particular concern are new aging mechanisms that could arise
during the period of extended operation, known aging effects that could increase
in magnitude, or aging effects that were not explicitly evaluated for the period
of extended operation.

.

'

In practice, each plant will develo
a plant-specific screening process.p a list of structures and components fromFor this regulatory analysis, a represen-
tative f,et of structures and components was selected to represent the items
that could arise from an IPA and require additional analysis of age-related '

degradation unique to license renewal. The list in Table 4.1 includes items
that are currently being studied by the Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR)
program, as well as several additional structures and com]onents that were-
identified as risk-significtnt on a generic basis in an NRC study to prioritize
SSCs for aging research (Ref. 4.3). The list in Table 4.1 should not be inter-
areted as exhaustive, nor should it be inferred that all items on the list would
)ethesubjectofadditionalagingreviewateveryplantrequestinglicense
renewal. Hather, this list teflects the NRC's current research priorities and
analysis of rist significance and is representative of the types of structures
and components that could oe identified as warranting additional analysis with- ;

respect to aging, i

Estimates of the ccnsequencet of assessing and managing age-related degradation
,

unique to license renewal for each of the structures and components on the re- '

presatative list were developed for this regulatory analysis. While it is
difficult-to provide a precise estimate of values and impacts until more.spe-
cific regulatory guidance is developed, industry information and results of HPAR ,

studies.were usal to estinate the values and impacts presented in this analysis.

4.2.2 Avoided Accident Consequences '

Avoided accideat consecuences include two positive values (avoided dose to the
public-[V1]_ and avoidec occupational exposure [V2)) and two negative im3 acts

| (avoided onsite cleanup costs [12) and avoided replacement power costs :13)).

I Assumptions
|

The expressions that are used to estimate the avoided consequences of accidents
are shown in Table 4.2. As indicated in the table, numerical values are
required for the following items:

* . Annual core damage frequency reduction.
Containment failure probability given core damage.*
Public dose given release.*
Accidental occupational exposure given core damage.*
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Table 4.1 Representative list of structures and components for
regulatory analysis of Alternative B.*

Components PWR/BWR

AC and DC bus, including medium voltage cables, connectors, Both
and breakers

Actuation and instrumentation channel, including associated Both
relays, breakers, cables, connectors, and instruments

Battery banks, Class 1E Both
Check valves Both
Compressed air system Both
Control rod drive mechanism Both
Critical concrete structures Both
Containment, metal (including suppression chamber) BWR
Containment (other) Both
Diesel generator, emergency Both,

Fan coolers and/or chillers Both
'

Fuel pool Both
Heat exchangers Both
Hydraulic or air-operated valve Both
Manual valves Both
Motor-operated valves Both /
Motor-driven pumps and motor Both

-

NSSS supportt, Both
Reactor coolant feedwater, and recirculating piping and Both

safeendsinsIdecontainment
Reactor coolant and/or recirculation pumps Both
Reactor pressure vessel Both
Reactor. pressure vessel internals Both
Reactor pressure vessel supports PWR
Safety / relief valves Both
Snubbers Both
Steam generators PWR
Tanks Both
Transformers, critical- Both
Turbine-driven pumps and turbine drive Both
"While it'is not expected that any particular IPA would result in this exact
set of structures and components, this list of representative structures and
components is used as a basis for evaluating values and impacts for the purpose
of this regulatory analysis.

Cleanup cost given core damage,*
Replacement power cos,t given core damage..*

Length 2f the period of extended operation.*

The first two of these factors--annual core damage frequency and containment
failure probability given core damage--are important in estimating the probabil-
ity that a large amount of radioactive material will be released to the public.
Estimating the reduction in core damage frequency for Alternative B involved a
complex modeling effort, as discussed below, For the purpose of this analysis,
getr.ric relationships between decreases in core damage frequency and releases
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Table 4.2 Equations for estimating avoided accident consequences.

Attribute Equation,

V1 Avoided dose - (Annual core damage frequency reduction)
to the public x (Containment failure probability given

core damage)
x (Public dose given release)
x (Years in period of extended operation)

V2 Avoided occupa- - (Annual core damage frequency
tional exposure reduction)

x (Accidental occupational exposure

x(givencoredamage) Years in period of extended operation)

12 Avoided onsite - (Annual core damage frequency reduction)
cleanup cost x (Cleanup cost given core damage)

x(Discountfactoraccountingforyears
in period of extended operation and
10 years for cleanup)

13 Avoided replace- - (Annual core damage frequency reduction)
ment power cost x (Replacement power cost given core

damage)
x (Discount factor accounting for years

in period of extended operation and
10 years of replat.ement power)

,

were used. The value-impact handbook (Ref 4.1) suggests that, when specific
release categories cannot be identified each core damage accident should be
assumed to result in a large-scale, early release of radioactivity. This ap-
prouch considerably overstates the change in offsite impact of events due to
a generic change in the core damage frequency. In this regulatory analysis, it
is assumed that the conditional probability that a core damage accident leads
to containment failure and a large release is 0.1. The risk assessment results
reported in NUREG-1150 indicate that this is a reasonable value to use as a best
estimate, although the conditional probability of containment failure ranges
from values near zero to approximately 0.9, depending on the reactor design and
the accident sequence (Ref. 4.4). This range of probabilities is given explicit
consideration in the sensitivity and uncertainty analyses.

The estimation of avoided dose to the public depends on the public doce given
release. The generic value of 8.3 million oerson rems per large-scale release
was used in this analysis. It was derived from an NRC siting study in which
offsite consequences were estimated for every reactor site in the United States
(Ref. 4.5). Theresultsinthatstudywereadjustedbydividingbythreeto
account only for the dose within a 50-mile radius of the release point.

The onsite consequences associated with severe accidents include occupational
exposure to chan up the accident, cleanup cost, and the cost of replacement
power for the duration of the outage. The estimation of avoided onsite conse-
quences depends on the reduction in core damage frequency, but not on assumptions
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about containment failure probability or public dose. Occupational dose to man-
age and clean up a core damage accident, given that such an accident has occur-
red is assumed to be 40,000 person-rems (Ref, 4.2). Avoided onsite cost for
accident cleanua is based on a cost per accident of $1.2 billion which is
spread over a I Fyear interval (Ref. 4.2 . Avoidedonsitecostforreplacement
power is based on a cost of $0.4 million/) day (Ref. 4.6) for a 10 year outage
or for the remainder of the period of extended operation, whichever is less.

The period of extended operation was assumed to be 20 years in this analysis, it
was assumed that the benefits arising from avoiding accidents would accrue
throughout 20 years following the first 40 years of operation under the original
license.

Estimating Annual Core Damage Frequency Reduction

Estimation of avoided accident consequences is based on estimation of the aver-
~

age annual change in core damage frequency arising from the requirements of the
alternative. in this analysis the core damage frequency reduction associated
withAlternativeBwasnotestImateddirectly. Rather, the increase in risk due
to aging was estimated for the case in which current aging management practices
are continued throughout the renewal term without additional aging management
activities, and this is assumed to be equivalent to Alternative A for tie pur-
pose of quantitative analysis. This anal i l that the inspection
arefullyeffective,andmonitoring(ISTM)yssasoassumessurveillance test activities developed for Alternative,B

in reducing the risk associated with age-related degradation
of the structures and components listed in Table 4.1. Thus, the increase in
risk due to age-related degradation unique to license renewal is treated as the
maximum potential risk reduction that could be achieved by improving aging
management through the requirements of Alternative B.

In the license renewal rule, age-related degradation unique to license renewal
is defined as including (1) degradation that occurs during the term of the oper-
ating license but whose effects are different in character or magnitude after
the term of the current operating license; (2) degradation whose effects were
not explicitly identified and evaluated for the period of extended operation;
ard (3) degradation that occurs only during the period of extended operation.

~

As-summarized below and described in detail-in A)pendix C the core damage
frequency reduction associated with Alternative 3 is modeled in this regulator
analysis as arising from an increase in'the rate at which age-related degrada y
tion-occurs or as an increase in the probability of failure due to age-related
degradation. Thus, the type of degradation accounted for in this regulatory
analysis corresponds most closely with degradation whose effects are different
in magnitude after the term of the initial operating license. Because of the
lack of plant-specific data and detailed regulatory guidance at this time, there
has been no attempt to model the other types of degradation that could te deter-
mined to be unique to license renewal when plant-specific analyses are performed.

were made using probabilistic risk assessment (y due to age-related degradation
Estimates of the change in core damage frequenc

PRA). . It was assumed t1at the
integrated plant assessments would identify all-the structures and components
listed in Table 4.1 as needing additional analysis of-age-related degradation.
Two types of im> acts were considered: (1) the impact on core damage frequency
of the unavailasility of the structure or component to prevent or mitigate an
accident, and (2) the impact due to a structure or component initiating a
sequence tnat could lead to core damage.
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In the first case, which applies primarily to active components such as valves,
pumps, and diesel generators, the change in core damage frequency was modeled as
a product of two factors: (1) sensitivity of the core damage freguency to the
unavailability of the structure or component, and (2) the change in component
unavailability, structure failure probability, or initiating event frequency,
denoted here as aq (Ref. 4.7). This is based on an approximation to a laylor
series expansion.

Sensitivity coefficients for active components can be generated in standard PRAs,
assuming that these coefficients are not dependent on the effects of aging. In
this analysis, sensitivity coefficients were obtained from dominant accident
sequences for the Surry plant and the Peach Bottom plant in the NUREG-1150 study
(Ref. 4.4). These sequences were used to generate coefficients for the con-
tribution of each SSC individually and for the effects of age-related degradation
afising from multiple interactions. If age related degradation had an con-
sidered for all components in the fault trees, additional components n ' have,

contributed to increased risk in this type of analysis.

For active components that contribute to unavailability, it was assumed that
Aq depends on the following factors (Ref. 4.8):

Age of the equipment since its last replacement or refurbishment and*
the effects of age on equipment performance.

Inspection and testing intervals and effectiveness of these activities+

in detecting failures.

Effectiveness of maintenance or replacement activities in restoring*

equipment to its original condition.

The effects of age-related degradation were modeled in this analysis by assuming
that failure rates increase linearly with the age of an SSC (Refs. 4.8 and 4.9).
Other models such as an exponential increase in failure rate, could also be
used. The linear aging model requires that the aging rate, or increase in
failures per hour per year, be specified for each SSC. The principal source of
informatinn to estimate aging rates is the 1988 HRC study (Ref. 4.3) in which a
panel of experts reviewed failure data on selected SSCs and developed estimates
of aging rates for 51 SSCs. Other analyses of failure data performed after
that study indicate that there is a large degree of uncertainty associated with
estimates of aging rates. In one survey of the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data
System and licensee event reports, statistically significant aging, effects were
found for only one failure mode of one component, failure to run for the BWR
emergency diesel generator (Ref. 4.10), with more ambiguous indications of
aging for several other components. This implies that aging rates derived frnm
expert opinion should be treated as uncertain quantities and that the effects
of different assumptions about aging rates should be analyzed.

Intervals for inspection and testing for this analysis are based on standard
intervals in the technical specifications for currently operating reactors.
Estimates of the effectiveness of these activities were made by the experts in
the NRC study and were used in this analysis.

For the case in which an SSC initiates an accident sequente the change in core
damagefrequencywasmodeledastheproductofthesensitivitycoefficientand
the average increase in the probability of the initiating event occurring. The
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SSCs in this category are primarily passive components and structures so they
are seldom included in PRAs; as a result, sensitivity coefficients are more dif-
ficult to obtain than for the active components. The 1988 NRC study (Ref. 4.3)
to develop risk-based priorities for aging research was used as the source of
sensitivity coefficients for the passive components and structures. The in-
creased probability of occurrence depends on the age of the SSC and the rate
at which aging increases the failure rate of the 550. The 1988 NRC study was
the source of aging rates for SSCs that initiate accident sequences as well as
those that contribute to risk through unavailability.

The model and data described above were used to estimate the average increase
in core damage frequency due to aging over a 20-year period of extended opera-
tion, assuming there are no changes to the current aging management activities.
The change in annual core damage frequency due to both unavailability of SSCs
and increased probability of accident initiation was estimated to be 2.2*10-3
for PWRs and 9.1*10-4 for BWRs, with an average over the 111 plants listed in
Appendix A of 1.8*10-3 As discussed above,,this change in core damage frequency

_

can be treated as the maximum potential for reduction if Alternative B is imple-
mented. This is also the difference in core damage frequency between Alterna-
tivas A and B under the assumption that Alternative A does not involve any new
activities to manage age-related degradation.

The )rincipal contributors to aging risk are shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. For
the )WR, four types of active components account for 42 percent of the total
increase in risk due to aging, while eight types of aassive components and
structures account for the remaining 58 percent of tie risk. For the BWR,

Table 4.3 Dominant contributors to risk due to age-related
degradation for PWRs.*

Average Annual Increase
SSCs in Core Damage Frequency

Contributors to unavailability 9.4*10 4

Motor-operated valves
~

Emergency diesel generators
Turbine-driven pumps
Motor-driven pumps

Contributors to accident initiation 1.3*10 3
,

Steam generator tube
Connectors
Pi)ing
Ca)le
Reactof pressure vessel internals
Bolts on primary and

secondary side components
Snubbers
Reactor pressure vessel
*See Reference 4.3 for more complete descriptions of the structures
and components and failure modes of concern.
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Table 4.4 Dominant contributors to risk due to age-related
degradation for BWRs.*

-

Average Annual increase
SSCs in Core Damage frequency

Contributors to unavailability 1.S*10 4

Air-op/ relief valveserated valves
Safety
Battery banks
Motor-operated valves
Emergency diesel generators
Motor-driven pumps
Turbine-driven pumps

Contributors to accident initiation 7.6*10 4

Connectors
Pi)ing
Casles
Reactor pressure vessel internals
Bolts on primary and secondary

side components
Snubbers
Reactor pressure vessel

'See Reference 4.3 for more complete descriptions of the structures
and components and failure modes of concern.

seven types of active components account for 16 percent of the total risk
increase, and seven types of passive SSCs account for 84 percent of the risk.
For both types of reactors, risk is dominated by a small number of SSCs, imply-
ing that aging management activities could be rather narrowly focused on
selected items.

The reduction in core damage frequency over all 111 plants was translated into
avoided public dose, avoided occupational exposure, avoided onsite cost, and
avoided replacement power cost using the assumptions described earlier in this
section. The results are sunnarized in Table 4.5.

It is recognized that there are large uncertainties associated with these
results. Some of there uncertainties arise from gaps in the analysis. For
example, there was or attempt to model the interactions between those SSCs
contributing to unavaiiability and those that increase the probability of acci-
dent initiation. Another source of uncertainty is the lack of reliable data
about aging rates and the sensitivity of the results to assumptions about these
rates. The aging rates used ia this analysis were derived from expert judgment,
with some data analysis for selected SSCs at selected plants. Recent analyses
of failure data indicate that aging rates for specific SSCs could be larger or
smaller than the values used in this analysis by more than a factor of 10,
depending on the plant-specific operating environment. Moreover, it is possible
that age-related degradation in some SSCs could be nonlinear, with increasingly
larger effects as the item ages. There are also uncertainties associated with
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Table 4.5 Summary of avoided accident consequences for Alternative B.*

Attribute Unit Best Estimate

V1 Avoided dose person-rem 29,880 -

to the public

V2 Avoided occupa- person-rem 1,440
tional exposure

12 Avoided onsite million $ (11.8)
cleanup cost

13 Avoided replace- million $ (12.1)
ment power cost

' Average over 111 plants, per reactor, over 20 years.

efficiency of detection and effectiveness of actions to manage age-related
degradation. There is some evidence that the effectiveness factors used in
this analysis overstate the effectiveness of current industry practices.

In order to determine the effect of assumptions about aging rates and effective-
two addi-ness factors on the overall estimate of increase in risk due to agingIsk basedtional risk estimates were developed: a high estimate of increased r

on high aging rates and a low estimate of increased risk based on low aging rates
and maximum efficiency of detection and effectiveness of measures to manage

as estimated to be 2.7*10' pproach, the largest increase in ris( due, and the lowest risk -increase was estimated
With this aage-related degradation.

to aging w*10-6 This implies that as assum)tions about uncertain inputs varyto be 4.4
throughreasonableranges,theestImateoftieincreaseinriskcanbereduced
by a factor of 40 with respect to the best estimate or increased by a factor of
15. One possible way to interpret this result is that thic is the type of varia-
tion that might.be observed from plant to plant, based on different maintenance
programs and operating conditions.

NUMARC observes in its comments on the regulatory analysis for the proposed rule
that industry and the NRC ongoing prog * rams would have the effect of maintaining
the overall plant risk at or below 1.0 10-4 This implies that the maximum
potential for risk reduction associated with Alternative B relative to Alterna-
tive A is also 1.0*10-4, which lies well within the range of high and low risk

-estimates discussed above.

Another perspective on the risk results comes from looking at the risk associated
with passive SSCs only, which are treated as contributors to accident initiation.
While age-related degradation of active SSCs (contributors to unavailability) is
likely to become apparent during the first 40 years of operation and thus is
more-likely to be controlled effectively by the time a plant enters its renewal
term this may not be the case for passive SSCs. The average annual increase
inrIskduetoagerelateddegradationof-passiveSSCsaloneisestimatedtobe
1.)*'0-3, using the model described above.

-Another approach was applied to generate u timates of risk due to age-related
degradation of passive SSCs. The initiating event frequencies in tie Surry and'
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Peach Bottom PRAs were adjusted to account for the increase in failure rates
associated with some of the passive SSCs shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. With
this approach, the increase in core damage frequency was approximately a factor
of 10 lower than the 1.1*10' estimated above. Thus, there is considerable
uncertainty in these estimates of risk increase due to age-related degradation.

4.2.3 Direct Consequences

Direct consequenr*, associated with nuclear plant license renewal have been
developed to covc the range of alternative rules presently being considered.
The costs and occupational radiation exposure presented here represent the
incremental eff e on the part of both the industry and the NRC relative to
the effort c.' .d for by Alternative A,-assuming for the purpose of the quanti-.

tative ana' sis that Alternative A does not involve additional activities to
manage ag< related degradation unique to license renewal. Costs for license

-renewal activities associated with Alternative A are used as a baseline and are
assumed to be zero in assessing relative cost impacts. The discussions that
follow present only the results of the direct consequence analysis. More de-
tailed explanations of specific aspects of the cost and radiation exposure
impacts associated with license renewal are provided in Appendix D.

4.2.3.1 Assumptions and Bases

Several assumptions were made in producing the incremental cost and occu)ational
radiation exposure estimates. In addition, a number of ground rules or aases
were established and used throughout. These ground rules were needed to promote
consistency among the estimates. Several of these were discussed in Section 4.2.

-Others that-are specific to the direct consequence analysis are presented here.

Direct Consequence Baseline. Industry costs and routine occupational
radiation exposures and NRC costs associated with license renewal Alterna-
tive A are considered as consequence baselines. This baseline is repre-
sentative of the current actions'and activities on the part of both licens-
ees and the NRC that are carried out to help ensure safe operation of all
nuclear plants.

All impacts presented herein are considered to be incremental to the base-
line impacts. As such, they are the costs and exposures for activities
and actions that are over and above those "normally" incurred by both
industry and the NRC.

Credit for Changes Already Being Performad to Meet Rule Requirements.
Maximum credit is given to programs that are already required by the
NRC for all plants. Costs associated with effective programs.already
in place to satisfy requirements that apply during the initial operating
license are not included in this anclysis.. This analysis does not take
credit for programs that. might satisfy other requirements of the alter-
native license renewal- rules that go beyond current requirements, even
though some licensees may already oe performing these activities on a
voluntary basis. The approach assumes that all plants will have to im
ment the. rule requirements and bear the full costs of such implementa ple-
tion.- The information reviewed indicates that relatively few plants
currently have such programs in place.
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Replacement Energy Costs. Costsderenotincludedforreplacementpowerto
accomplish any plant modifications associated with activities to assess and
manage age-related degradation. The expectation is that these modifications
can be accomplished without impacting normal refueling and maintenance
outage critical path times for Alternatives A, B, and C. Alternative D

on the other hand,/ refurbishment activities, extended plant downtime mayFormajormay require substantial plant modifications.
repair / replacement
be required.

Routine Occupational Radiation Exposure. The only activities for which
radiation er.posure would be anticipated are those requiring access to

-radioactive systems and those related to handling of radioactive wastet or
samples. The detailed evaluations of ISTM activities performed to assess
and manage age-related degradation unique to license renewal were reviewed
to identify those activities Where radiation exposure would likely acc~ue
to workers performing these activities. For those activities that would
require access to rac|iation areas either
high(0.015 rem /hr), medium (0.00iexposurewasestimatedusing/hr) expo-5 rem /hr), or low (0.0025 rem
sure rates. The exposure rates used were determined from surveys of a
number of nuclear plant actual work activities rangingfrommajorrepair/
modifications to containment walkdowns. Specificactivitiesenvisiened
for managing age-related degradation were evaluated as to the in plant
locations involved, the local radiation levels, and the activity duration
(person-hours). From this information, the occupational radiation exposure
associated with the conduct of that activity was estimated.-

Radiationexoosureestimatesformajorrepairorreplacementactivities
were based on actual records of accumulated doses from similar activities
performed in the past. Where actual exposures were not available for a
particular activity, a generic estimating method was used to arrive at a

-dose estimate. These estimates took into . ount the normal dose rate ty)-:

ical of the system or component being re) aired or re
estimated labor required to accomplish tie activity,placed (Ref. 4.11), tieand the similarity
of the activity of interest to repair or replacement actions for which
actual exposure data are available.

All-exposures are given:in person-rems and have not been converted-to-an
equivalent dollar value, How n er, health physics-related costs have been
included and are assessed at ine rate of-$9,160/ person-rem. This exposure
cost represents the amount typically spent at nuclear-power-plants in
minimizing occupational exposures (Ref. 4.12).

-Discounting.- The alternative license renewal rules call for the conduct
of various activities that occur at various times both preceding and dur-
ing the period of extended operation. The different alternatives call for
different activities, and the schedule for performing these activities
also varies from one requirement to the next. Defining cost impacts for
the different alternatives required that they be. normalized to a common

-base or common point .n time.

-.The determination of cost impacts for the various proposed alternatives
required the use of discounting of the various cost elements to a parti-

-cular datum year keyed to a ma;or milestone. The milestone selected for
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this regulatory analysis was the point at which the licensee would submit
| a license renewal application to the NRC. All cost streams were appro-

priately discounted to the selected datum year.

In order to appropriately discount the cost impacts to the datum year,
the license renewal activities had to be scheduled with respect to this
point in time. Figure 4.2 presents the major license renewal activities
in timeline format. Both the datum year chosen and the overall schedule
shown in Figure 4.2 were judged to be reasonable by the NRC staff. The

key underlying assumption for the timeline is that the licensee should be
given assurances by the NRC that the plant in question is suitable for
relicensing 8 to Ip years prior to the expiration of its current operating
license. These 8 to 10 years are required for the licensee to arrange for
alternative sources of power in the event that a renewed license would not
be granted. The license renewal process was presumed to start with the
licensee initiating a number of studies and analyses to support the license
renewal application 3 years before sub.nittal of the application to the NRC.
The NRC would then perform a detailed review of the application and, in the
successful cases, issue a new license 2 to 4 years after the application is
received. This 2-to*4 year period would also allow for any necessary hear-
ings. The new license would go into effect at that point. It would cover
the balance of the original 40 year term as well as a maximum 20 year period
beyond that time.

As Figure 4.2 indicates, development of CLB informatien, preparation of the
IPA, planning of activities to manage age-related degradation unique to
10 anse renewal, and assessment against new plant standards (Alternatives
C and D only) all occur in a time period characterized by an intensive
3 year effort following the decision to start the license renewal process.
After the application is submitted, the licensee would enter into 6 main-
tenance mode for these functions ending only at the end of the license
renewal period. The activities to manage age-related degradation unique
to license renewal are characterized by the im)lementation of the hardware
and training of personnel for the enhanced ISTi orogram. For the purpose
of this economic analysis, it was assumed that t1ese activities would be
fully implemented by the beginning of the period of extended operation.
The cost impacts associated with the NRC reviews and inspections were
presumed to occur in two distinct periods. The first period is an inten-
sive period following the submittal of the license application in which
fourmajorreviewactivitieswereidentified: review of the CLB informa-
tion; review of the IPA and the selection of structures and components for
analysis of age-related degradation; review of activities to manage age-
related degradation unique to license renewal; and review of the assessment
against nec plant standards (Alternatives C and D only).

The second major period for NRC activities is associated with the ongoing
review of changes to programs to manage age-related degradation and inspec-
tion of license renewal activities, which is initiated at the start of the -
renewal term and is terminated at the end of the renewal term.

This regulatory analysis is based on using the date at which a licensee
submits an application for license renewal to the NRC. This is the refer-
ente point used for discounting. Further, all costs are expressed in con-
stant 1991 dollars. The effects of selecting a different datum year for
the economic analysis are discussed in Section 4.6.
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Discount Rates. Cost analyses were perforned using a discount rate ofi

5 percent for the base case. The discount rate is interpreted as the
rate of return on invested funds over and above the rate of inflation.

Litigation Costs. Proposals to extend the operational life of nuclear
plants are expected to provoke litigation actions from intervenor groups
others opposed to the continued operation of particular plants. Such co as
can be very substantial, with licensee costs ranging f rom $10 million to
$30 million (Ref. 4.13). NRC costs associated with license renewal litiga-
tion could also be substantial. The nature of the alternative rules sug-
gests that litigation costs could well be the highest for Alternative A
andwoulddecreasesomewhatinprogressingthroukeassessmentoflicenseC, andh Alternatives B
D. Litigation costs have nul been included in t
renewal consequences because it is difficult to quantify with any confidence
the differences in such costs among the alternative rules. Therefore, for
the puraoses of this analysis, litigation costs are considered to be equal
for eac1 of the alternative rules and, thus, they do not enter into the
assessment of cost differences among the alternatives.

4.2.3.2 Approach

Alternative B requires licensees to perform certain actions over and above those
called for by Alternative A, as described in Section 3.2. Themajorrequirements
for Alternative B are characterized by the following three groups of related
activities:

1. CLB information, including:

Changes to the CLB due to IPA results.*
Analysis and documentation of plant-specific exemptions and re-*

liefs hat were granted on the basis of an assumed service life
or period of operation bounded by the original license term.
Annual updates to the list of SSCs important to license renewal*

and to age-related degradation management programs.
Updates to the CLB during the application review period.*

2. IPA requirements, including:

Identification of important SSCs and SCs.*
Assessment of age-related degradation unique to license renewal and*
establishment of effective aging dete tion and mitigation programs.
This requirement can further be divided into the following elements:

Performance of aging assessments.-

Establishment of criteria for taking corrective action.-

Assessment and selection of aging-detection techniques.-

Assurance of program implementation.-

Collection and analysis of data.*

3. Activities to manage age related degradation unique to license renewal

In order to provide this information and to comply with the requirements of the
rule to assess and manage age related degradation, the licensee must perform
certein actions and analyses both prior to license application submittal and
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during the period of extended operation. The following sections discuss cost
to both the licensees and the NRC for each of the elements above and radiationexposure impacts to the licensees.

1. CLB Information

Alternative B requires the maintenance of certain CLB documentation. The costs
of these activities are discussed below.

Licensee Costs

Changes to CLB Due to IPA Results

The licensee costs for documenting proposed changes to the CLB that are assoc-
.

iated with age-related degradation unique to license renewal are included in
the IPA cost ' timates.

Analysis and Documentation of Plant-Specific Exemptions and Reliefs

Alternative B re uires that all applications for license renewal include a re-
analysis of all lant-specific exemptions and reliefs that were based on an
assumed service ife bounded by' the initial 40 year operating license. Each ofthese analo)eration.yses must be revisited with consideration for the period of extendedThe effort to perform this reanal
tian 1 person year and is estimated to cost $ysis is estimated to require more130,000 for the average licensee.

Annual Updates to SSC List and to Programs to Manage Age-Related Degradation
Unique to License Renewal

Once the renewal license is granted, licensees are required to include as part
of their FSAR updates any SSCs newly identified as important to license renewal.
These annual updates must also describe whether age-related degradation unique
to license renewal occurs and, if so, how the degradation of these SSCs will be
effectively managed during the license renewal term. In addition, the licensees
must submit to the NRC at least annually a list of all changes made to the pro-
grams implemented to manage age-related-degradation unique to license renewal
for important SSCs and SCs. Written documentation must be maintained by the
licensee to provide the basis for concluding that any such changes do not re-
duce the effectiveness of the programs. These activities are estimated to re-
quire about one quarter person effort per year for the duration of the renewed
license period, at a cost of about $25 000 per year. The equivalent cost at
thetimeoftheapplicationsubmittalIsabout$40,000.

Updates to CLB During Application Review Period

Alternative B requires that amendments to the renewal application be submitted!

at least annually during the application review oeriod to identify any changes
to the current licensing basis of the facility t1at materially affect the co1-
tents of the license renewal application. These annual updates of the CLB are
estimated'to cost about $51,000/ year for an average licensee.
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The total cost to the licensee to perform these CLB-related activities is esti-
mated to be about $650,000 at the time of the application submittal."

NRC Costs

The NRC staff will review the analysis of plant-specific exemptions and reliefs
and make decisions regarding the implementation of previously exempted recuire-
ments. The total present worth of NRC costs for the review of CLB-relatec
activities is estimated to be $450,000.

2. IPA Requirements

The requirements of Alternative B specify that each ap)licant for license renewal
perform an IPA. The direct consequences associated wit1 performing and reviewing
an IPA were estimated from the specific requirements and submittals called for
by the rule. In addition, certain support activities on the part of licensees
are deemed necessary to carry out the ira requirements and requirements associ-
ated with managing age-related degradation unique to license renewal of SSCs
important to license renewal. The IPA related requirements, and the assessment
of their direct consequences to both licensees and the NRC, are discussed in
the following paragraphs. The discussions are divided into the following
groupings:

Consequences related to identifying important SSCs, as well as for provid-*
ing descriptions of the methods and decision criteria used in the screening
and identification process;

Consequences related to defining and describing programs that ensure that*
age-related degradation unique to license renewal of SCs will be adequately
managed and the bases for concluding that they are effective. This activ-
ity must identify significant age-related degradation uniquc to license
renewal, establish criteria for taking corrective action, and ensure
implementation of the program.

Consequences related to establishing and maintaining a recordkeeping system*

suitable for the collection, storage, and trending of data needed to assess
age-related degrecation unique to license renewal and to evaluate the
status of important SCs.

The following discussions present all IPA-related licensee costs first. These
are followed by the associated NRC costs to perform the necessary reviews.

*This estimate of the licensee cost associated with the CLB is significantly'Regft
less

than the estimate of $2.2 million in the July 1990 version of huREG-1362
ulatory Analysis for Pro 30 sed Rule on Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal (Dra
Report for Comment)." lie largest dif.ference is due to the requirement for com-
pilation of the CLB that appears in the proposed rule but not in the final rule.
CLB-related activities and costs have been included in the analysis of the final
rule only to the extent that they are needed to support the IPA. In other re-
finements to the analysis of the final rule, explicit cost elements have been
included for reanalyzing plant-specific exemptions and reliefs and for submitt-
ing amendments to the renewal application during the application review period.

l
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Licensee Costs

Identification of Important SSCs and SCs

Alternative B requires that each licensee perform an IPA that identifies the
plant-specific SSCs that are important to license renewal and the constituent
SCs that should be analyzed for age-relateo degradation unique to license renewal.
Among the SSCs that must be included in the evaluation are safety related SSCs
and non-safety-related SSCs whose failure could prevent satisfactory accomplish-
ment of the function of a safety-related SSC. SSCs relied on to meet requirements
related to fire protection, environmental qualification, pressurized thermal
shock, anticipated transients without scram, and station blackout must be in-
cludedintheassessments,asmusttheSSCssubjecttotheoperabilityrequire-
ments contained in the facility technical specification limiting conditions for
operation. The licensee must also demonstrate that the effects of any age-related -

degradation unicue to license renewal will be effectively managed throughout the
period of extenced operation. In addition, the licensees must describe the
methods and decision criteria used to select SSCs important to license renewal.
To fulfill these requirements, licensees will also have to perform supporting
actions such as aging assessments, recordkeeping, and trending.

In order to list the SSCs and SCs important to license renewal, licensees must
first establish or adopt appropriate screening methods. The screening methods
chosen may be those proposed by industry groups if such methods have been found
acceptable to the NRC. Alternatively licensees may propose their own methods
to identify SSCs important to license, renewal. In either case, each licensee
applying for license renewal must exaend some effort to review available methods
or to establish the specific approaca that the utility proposes to use.

Once a screening approach for SSCs is chosen, the licensee must then apply the
methods and decision criteria to identify the SSCs important to license renewal.
As such, the safety functions of each SSC and/or the potential impacts on other

SSCs with safety functions must be carefully'important to license renewalreviewed. This will likely require
a review of each SSC to establish which are , as
defined in S 54.3(a) of the license renewal rule. The licensee must then de-

-

-scribethemethodsusedtoaccomplishthescreeninbaswellasprovidetheresultant list of SSCs. Based on the number of SS in a typical light-water-
reactor plant that must be reviewed, and allowing a reasonable amount of time
to perform the required review and screening _ this step in the process is esti -
mated to require roughly 2 person years per p,lant. Some additional effort would
be needed to document the methods used and prepare the resultant list of impor-
-tant SSCs.

Once the SSCs important to license renewal have been identified by the licensee,
the licensee must review the SSCs to identify the SCs that contribute to the
performance of a required function, or that, if they fail could possibly pre-
ventanSSCimportanttolicenserenewalfromperformingitsrequiredfunction.

As with the identification of SSCs important to license renewal, the licensee
must describe the methods and decision criteria used to evaluate and screen the
SCs. Screening methods for identifying important SCs may be proposed by indus-
try groups and, if such methods have been found acceptable to the NRC, licensees
may adopt these methods. Alternatively, licensees may propose their own(
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methods to identify important SCs. Whatever approach the licensee aroposes,
each must expend some effort to review available methods or to esta)lish his
own specific approach and then document the selected methods for submittal with
the licence renewal application.

The licensees must apply the selected screening methods to the SCs. The assoc-
iated effort to select and apply the screening methods is estimated to require
about 8 1/2 person years. This estimate assumes that, even if generic screening
methods are developed by industry groups and acceoted by the NRC generic lists
ofimportantSCswillnotbeavailableorapplica>lesothataplant-specific
effort will be required.

The total cost incurred by licensees in performing the screening selection
processes and applying them is estimated to be about $1.2 million. This effort
is assumed to be accomplished during the period prior to the submittal of the
license renewal application.*

Assessment of Age-Related Degradation Unique to License Renewal and Establish-
ment of Effective Programs

This activity on the part of licensees must identify significant age-related
degradation unique to license renewal, establish criteria for taking corrective
action, and ensure implementation of the program.

Performance of Aging Assessments. Alternative B requires that an aging assess-
ment be performed for all items that arise from the screening. These analyses
would have to be completed prior to submittal of the application for license
renewal and updated periodically throughout the renewal term to take account of
actual duty cycles changes in operating conditions, or other factors that could
degradetheintegrItyoftheitemsofconcern.

The licensee costs associated with aging assessments were derived assuming two
major aspects to this effort: -

Aging assessments performed prior to license renewal submittal; and
-

*

An ongoing program to periodically update the aging assessments*

throughout the renewal term.

The identification of significant age-related or performance degradation unique
to license renewal will likely recuire that assessments be performed on the
structures and components selectec in the screening processes. In performing
these assessments, the assumption was made that licensees will evaluate each
structure or component individually. The efforts to perform such assessments
were estimated to take a few person weeks for each SC; these assessments would
then need additional review by licensee boards or committees. The estimated
effort does not allow for indepth analysis of all degradation mechanisms for
all SCs. Rather, the assumption was made that only a limited number of such

*In the analysis of the proposed rule, the cost for this activity was estimated
to be approximately $4.0 million. This estimate was derivcd from consideration
of the cost of performing and maintaining a PRA. The revised analysis of the
final rule is focused on the specific requirements of the rule and takes into
account recent work on screening methods.
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indepth analyses will be necessary and that given analyses will apply to a
number of similar SCs that experience similar conditions. The large number of
SCs that require evaluation, coupled with the need to assess multiple degrada-
tion mechanisms for each, however, still results in a potentially large effort

; to perform the needed assessments. The licensee cost to perform these assess-
ments is estimated to be about $5.8 million. At the time of license renewal
application submittal, assuming a 5 percent discount rate, this translates into
a cost of about $6.1 aillion in 1991 dollars.

Industry groups may develop generic a
may be able to apply in assessing ageging assessments that individual licenseesrelated degradation of important SCs.
Such generic efforts, if sufficiently comprehensive, have the potential to sig-
nificantly reduce the aging assessment efforts required for individual plants.
However, to date such industry studies have been performed for only a limited
number of SCs, and these may or may not be accepted by the NRC. Therefore nocredit has been taken for generic assessments. Similarly, licensees applylng
for license renewal af ter several such applications have been made and approved
could well benefit from the experiences of the forerunners. Any prior experi-
ences with license renewal, including the performance of aging assessments and
the results achieved, might be applicable to subsequent submittals for plants
of similar designs and environments and could serve to reduce the subsequent
efforts. Here also, however, no credit has been taken for these potential
" learning curve" effects related to license renewal since they are highly
speculative.

The aging assessment program is geared to providing periodic updated evaluations
of component status. The cost estimate for this element assumes that an initial
effort is expended to establish the program. This effort would include the pur-
chase of analytical tools, software, etc., that can be used to assess aging ef-
fects throughout the renewal term. It also includas training plant personnel so
that they can effectively perform these periodic analyses or monitor the results
if the actual analysis is performed automatically. This initial effort also
includes tailoring of analytical tools or data sets to the specific condition
and configuration of the plant. Finally, the cost estimates for this aspect of
aging assessments include the labor effort to perform the periodic analysis up-

.

dates, to evaluate the results, and to document the results periodically during
the period of extended operation. This initial setup of the program was esti-
mated to cost about $1.5 million. This effort is expended prior to license
submittal. The assumption was also made that roughly a one-half person effort
per year would be expended in maintaining the tools and programs used, keeping
documentation up to date, etc. These recurring costs have a value of $0.7
million for the renewal period. This effort is separate from and in addition
to,thatneededtoactuallyperformtheperiodicaginganalysIsupdates.

Little data were fcund reflecting actual or industry estimated costs for perform-
ing the ongoing assessment activities, although Nine Mile Point (Ref. 4.14) did
report fracture analysis estimates. The cost estimates provided here assumed
that the analysis required by these activities could be accomplished by the
equivalent of slightly under 1 person year per plant on the average, with an
associated equivalent annual cost of about $82,000 (1991 $). This estimated
level of effort assumes that data on the comaonent status, operating cycles,
etc., are provided by the ISTM program and t1at the data are readily available
from the data collection and storage activities called for by Alternative B.
The equivalent value at the time of license submittal is about $1.1 million.
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Establishment of Criteria for Taking Corrective Action. Alternative B requires
!

that licensees establish acceptance criteria against which the need for correc-
tive action can be evaluated. Evaluators are assumed to perform a review of
each SC selected in the screening process for each pertinent age-related degra-
dation mode unique to license renewal. This process should establish the ac-
ceptable limits for each degradation mode, as well as any additional limits
imposed by particular combinations of degradation modes. Key parameters to be
monitored for assessing the status of SCs should also be established in this
process. The assumption was also made that all proposed acceptance criteria
would have to be reviewed by appropriate licensee committees. This effort to
establish acceptance criteria for determining the need for corrective action is
estimated to be a modest effort per SC, but the many SCs requiring evaluation
will result in an estimated cost of about $2.4 million.

Assessment and Sr:lection of Aging Detection Techniques. Successful management
of age-related iTegradation requires that suitable tecnniques be identified and

-

applied for monitoring the status of critical parameters on important SCs. The

present analysis assumes that licensees will expend some effort in investigating
appropriate instrumentation, diagnostics or test equipment, or other methods
that can be used to periodically assess the status of important SCs for the
extent of age-related degradation unique to license renewal. This type of as-
sessment can focus on the various degradation mechanisms and the means to detect
and monitor their progression. Suitable techniques for the various mechanisms
must then also be evaluated for their use on specific SCs and the various envi-
ronments that are operative. The expectation is that this effort would provide
a matrix of degradation modes, suitable detection / diagnostic techniques, and
pertinent environments. In addition, this activity would produce recommended
frequencies for performing the suggested ISTM actions deemed necessary to detect
and follow the progression of age-related degradation unique to license renewal.
This effort is estimated to cost about $720,000 per plant.

Assurance of Program Implementation. Alternative B requires that licensees
implement activities to manage age-related degradation unique to license
renewal. This requires that plant operating procedures and technical specifica- ~

tions be updated to reflect revisions in the operations, ISTM requirements,
acceptance criteria, etc. Licensees must submit any revisions or additions to
technical specifications necessary to account for any plant modifications and
the activities implemented to manage the age-related or performance degradation
unique to license renewal. The technical basis for any such changes must also
be submitted. To estimate the costs associated with technical specification
changes, the number of changes were defined based on the number of ISTM chans s
identified with the enhanced aging management program. Twenty such changes
were identified. The costs associated with making technical specification
changes were derived from NRC's generic cost estimation methodology (Ref. 4.15).
The further assumption was made that these changes would be split about evenly
in the categories of complicated versus noncomplicated and the costs per change
selected accordingly. Costs of changes to plant operational procedures were
similarly estimated using the generic cost estimation methodology. This approach
yielded industry costs of about $630,000 per plant to accomplish the expected
technical specification and operational procedures changes.

The cost for assessment of age-related degradation unique to license renewal and
establishment of effective aging management programs is the sum of the costs
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for the four elements: performance of aging assessment, establishment of cri-
teria for taking corrective action, assessment and selection of aging detection
techniques, and assurance of program implementation. The total cost is $13.3
million at the time of the license submittal.*

Collection and Analysis of Data

Under Alternative B, a renewal applicant may have to collect and analyze certain
types of data for the structures and components identified as requiring addi-
tional assessment of age-related degradation unique to license renewal. The
-effort evaluated here assumes that background information regarding the design
and fabrication of the components and'o>erating and maintenance histories during
the 11 ant initial licensing term would )e collected. This effort would also
esta)lish a data collection scheme applicable to the period of extended opera-
tion. Some of the effort may be devoted to the reconstruction of operating
histories if these histories have not been rigorously tracked and recorded dur-
ing the initial licensing term. This type of information is needed to assess
the current status of the structure or component and is input to any residual
life assessments that must be performed or evaluations of the effectiveness of
current ISTM programs.

The costs of establishing and maintaining a data collection program were esti-
mated on a total plant basis rather than on a component-by-component basis. In
defining these program costs, the assumption was made that the most efficient
means of maintaining most data is through electronic data sets (or computer data
bases). Advantages include compact storage, perpetual data organization by data
set structure (no misfiling or multiple formats for a given type of data), the
facility for direct loading of input data for analytical codes (either at the
plant or at corporate headquarters), the facility for input from multiple unpro-
tected terminals to a protected computer aid ease of data review. Envisioned
hereisadatabasedevelopedbytheutili'.yorbythenuclearindustryfor
aging recordkeeping (and obviously, many other purposes). The costs indicated
fortheseactivitiesreflectthecostofinstalling, adapting cnd checkout of
the software system at an individual plaat, the supervisory ov,ersight of the

and the routine entry of data. In addition, for data not suitable for
program,ic data sets (such as plant drawings and control room strip charts),electron
estimates are made for hard copy data assimilation and storage. Costs cited
here are not to be considered the cost of complete record activities for a
nuclear plant,.but rather only those incremental activities associated with
age-relateddegradationunIquetolicenserenewalandneededtohelpensurethat
critical systems end components still retain reasonable safety margins. Appen-
dix D discusse the types of data collection activities taken into account in
developing cost estimates.

The licensee costs associated with the collection and analysis of data result
in up-front costs (prior to license submittal) of about $530,000 per plant.

*This cost is about 20 percent larger than the $10.9 million reported in the
regulatory analysis of the proposed rule. The increase in the estimate for,

the final rule arises primarily from refinements in the analysis and changes
in the definition of SSCs important to license renewal that had the net effect
of expanding the scope of SSCs in ISTM programs.
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' The ongoing costs were estimated to be about $120,000 per year for updating
and maintaining the data ard record systems. These recurring costs have a worth
of about $1.6 million at the time of license submittal. There also would be
recurring costs associated with analyzing the data to assist in monitoring the
performance of the SSCs with respect to age-related degradation. An effort of

lant would be needed for this annual analysis,
about 1 person year per year per p$). The present value of this continuingat a cost of about $103 000 (1991
effortin1991dollarsIsabout$1.4million.
Some credit has been taken for the impacts of the recently enacted maintenance
rule relative to the establishment and maintenance of the recordkeeping system
needed to support license renewal requirements. The maintenance rule requires
that licensees establish a system for tracking the performance of certa' SSCs.

This recordkeeping system, once in place, should as a minimum provide a model
for the system needed to support license renewal programs and analyses. In
addition, some of the data collection specified by the maintenance rule will be
directly ap licable to the license renewal data collection needs. The conse-
quence anal sis performed here assumed that the maintenance rule effects would
reduce by a out one-half the license renewal requirements associated with estab-
lishing and maintaining the recordkeeping/ data collection system. The recurring
cost associated with analyzing data to assist in the assessment of age-related
degradation unique to license renewal, however, was assumed to be independent of
any similar analysis required by the maintenance rule. As such, no credit was
taken here for the potential benefits resulting from analysis for the maintenance
rule in terms of reducing license renewal program costs.

The total licensee cost associated with data collection and analysis is the sum
of the costs incurred prior to license submittal, the recurring costs a m ciated

~

with updating and maintaining the data and record system, and the recurring costs
associated with analyzing the data. Properly discounted to the time of license
submittal, this total cost is about $3.6 million.*

NRC Costs

The NRC must review the licensee's methodology for identifying and screening SSCs,
the resultant list of SSCs important to license renewal, and the structures and
components identified as contributing to the performance of a required function
or whose failure could prevent an SSC important to license renewal from perform-
ing its required function. These review efforts on the part of NRC are estimated
to require about 13/4 person years, with an attendant cost of about $170,000
(1991 $) at the time of the application submittal.

Other NRC costs related to IPA requirements arise from NRC's review of updates s

to plant operating procedures and technical specifications to ensure that action t

has been taken to manage age-related degradation unique to license renewal.

*The estimate for this cost element was reported to be $4.6 million in the
analysis of the proposed rule. Since the proposed rule was issued for comment,
the Commission has amended its regulations to require licensees to monitor the
effectiveness of maintenance activities. The analysis of the final rule takes
credit for the activities associated with the maintenance rule by reducing the
costs of establishing and maintaining a data collection system, as described
above.
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l

These costs are estiaated to be about $300,000 when valued at the time of the
application submittal and are based on NRC s generic cost estimation methodology
(Ref. 4.15). Additional review efforts will be required by the NRC to assess
theadequacyofalicensee'sproposedadngmana Costs for theseefforts are discussed in the following section. gement program.

3. Activities to Manage Age-Related Degradation Unique to License Renewal

Licensee Costs and Occupational Radiation Exposure

Alternative B recuires licensees to develop and implement a program to manage
the age related cegradation of those structures and components identified in
the IPA as being imaortant to license renewal and having degradation unique to
license renewal. T11s regulatory analysis is being performed before any plant-
specific IPAs have been completed, so it is not possible to base the estimates
of costs and occupational radiation exposure on the set of 15iM activities that
would result from any particular IPA or IPAs. Moreover, it is not possible to
perform a generic IPA to derive a set of generic ISTM activities since the IPA
is explicitly tailored to account for plant specific configuration, experience,
and operating and maintenance practices.

In lieu of the results of an IPA, a representative set of structures, components,
and typical ISTM activities has been developed for the sole purpose of providing
estimates of the costs and exposures for Alternative B. The process of develop-
ing this list of typical ISTM activities is summarized in Section 4.2.1 and
described in more detail in Appendix D. The ISTM activities included in this
analysis are those that are judged to be reasonably representative of the nature
and extent of actions expected to be required to effectively manage age-related
oegradation unique to license renewal. It is not expected that the set of ac-
tivities used as a basis for the cost and exposure estimates in this regulatory
analysis will correspond in specific detail to any particular IPA, but they
should be close enough approximations to be adequate as a basis for evaluating
the values and impacts of Alternative B for the purpose of this regulatory
analysis.

The aging management program assumed here, and which was used to provide the
basis for estimating costs, provides the means for plant personnel to adequately
monitor the condition of selected SSts. While nuclear utilities currently do
considerable ISTM activities, these efforts may not be judged adequate for
assessing and managing age-related degradation unique to license renewal during
the period of extended operation. The ISTM activities used for preparing cost
estimates pertinent to license renewal are considered to be incremental to cur-
rent utility practices as defined by technical specifications. The enhanced
ISTM program should give indications of when selected SSCs in the plant must be
repaired, replaced, or refurbished to ensure that they perform their required
function. However, for most components, the program costs presented here do
not include any costs associated with additjonal analysis or diagnostic effort,
for items determined to be at or near a questionable state, nor does it include
the costs to actually repair or replace the degraded items. These additional
analysis and diagnostic efforts, as well as most component repairs or replace-
ments, were considered to be part of the utility's normal responsibility to
ensure that its plants are safe and in sound operating condition.

Exceptions to the above approach for calculating program costs were made for
certain cases. In particular, where the reference ISTM program called for a
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phased replacement or refurbishment of the entire population of an 'C over a
fixed period of time, the consequences accounted for here included both labor
cost and the cost of replacement parts, components, or materials. Motor-operated
valves are an example of a component in this category.

The cost estimates for ISTM activities were developed on a component-by-compunent
basis. They were developed based on the types of activities identified in the

wellastheguidanceprovidedinrecentNRC-sponsoredstudies.17,and4.18)as
industry allot plant studies on life extension (Refs. 4.16 4

on component aging
and aging mitigation (Refs, 4.19 and 4.20).

All recommendations for ISTM activities (Refs. 4.19 and 4.20) were evaluated to
ensure that they were not elready within the sco3e of current NRC requirements
and to assess whether a significTnt portion of tie effort was already being
accomplished by licensees. In addition, all candidates for ISTM activities were
evaluated as to their potential effectiveness toward reducing failure rates of
the selected SSCs. Only those activities with an apparently significant poten-
tial for reducing failure rates were retained. The cost estimates provided are
based on this revised listing of ISTM activities.

The costs of performing ISTM activities in support of an aging management program
vary somewhat between BWRs and PWRs. The differences are due to the differences
in the components and systems between the two reactor typ" and the different
types of ISTM activities appropriate for BWRs versus PWRs. The ISTM costs for
each reactor type are estimated to differ by about $4 million on a per plant
basis between tiWRs and PWRs when these costs are discounted to the datum year,
with BWRs having the higher estimated costs.

Appendix 0 lists the components for which ISTM activities were defined and eval-
usted for the current cost analysis. It also lists the specific activities
included in the BWR and PWR ISTM programs to manage age-related degradation
unique to license renewal.

Significant radiation exposure to plant personnel is anticipated in carrying out
the ISTM activities required by the aging management program. Personnel will
have to conduct much of this effort inside containment where radiation levels
are relatively high. In addition, these activities must be repeated throughout
the period of extended operation. Some ISTM activities must be performed as
frequently as every few months; in other cases, the inspection interval is as
infr?quent as every 5 or 10 years. Radiation exposure estimates were derived
for ISTM activities using the number of person-hours spent in a radiation field

,

'

to carry out each activity and for each component, factoring in the number of
times each activity would be performed over the period of extended operation,
and assuming a nominal effective dose rate typical of the location where the
activity was carried out. The different exposure rates used were discussed in
Section 4.2.3.1. Overall, the increase in occupational radiation exposure is
estimated to be approximately 340 person-rems per plant over the lifetime of
the program.*

*In the analysis of the proposed rule, the estimate of occupational radiation
exposure was 173 person-rems. The increase in the estimate for the final rule
arises primarily from refinements in the analysis and changes in the definition
of SSCs important to license renewal that had the net effect of expanding the
scope of SSCs in ISTM programs.
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The undiscounted incremental costs associated with an enhanced ISTM aging man- *

agement program are estimated to be about $20 million per plaat on average over
the entire reactor population. This estimate includes the related health physics
support costs that are charged at the rate of $9,160herson-rem of radiation
exposure received. When discounted to the point of tie license renewal appli-
cation submittal by the licensee (i.e., the datum year), the average. cost per
plant for the enhanced ISTM program is about $9.3 million.

NRC Costs Associated with Review of Activities to Manage Age-Related Degradation
Unique-to License Renewal

The programs to assess and manage age related degradation unique to license
renewal will result in the production of significant quantities of new informa-
tion on the part of licensees. Each licensee program must be thoroughly reviewed '

by the NRC to ensure that it meets ertablithed guidelines and standards. Analy-
ses performed to assess component /syster u t a regarding the effecti m ess of
ISTP programs also must be thoroughly redem by NRC analysts.- Independent
ariysee a,ay also he performed as a check on tb adequacy and accuracy of licen-
su submittals. Therefore, a substantial NRC review effort will be associst'd
with this aspect of license renewal. The estimates provided here include .ughly
a 21/3 person year effort per plant for the initial review and a continuing
effort of slightly more than 1 person year per year per plant. The continuing
effort will be needed to perform ongoing reviews of licensee submittals on *

aging assessnients, to verify ISTM activities, and to ensure that plant data
records are suitably maintained and mdated throughout the renewal term. The
recurring NRC efforts are assumed to begin as soon as the new license is
granted and continue throughout the period of extended operation. The NRC's
expenditures for this 30rtlon of its reviews are estimated to be abcut $115,000
per year per )lant. Tie NRC's initial review effort immediately following the'.

licensee's suamittal for license renewal is estimated to cost about $230,000
per plant. This overall effort is considered-to be' incremental compared to-

L current NRC review efforts and the efforts caH9d for under Alternative A. The
datum year worth of these NRC review activities is about $1.8 million.

4.2.3.3_ Summary-of Direct Consequences of Alternative B
l

| Table-4.6 summarizes the estimated per plant _ direct consequences associated
with Alternative B. Thecostsareshownforeachofthethreemajorelements
listed in Section 4.2.3.2. The numbers shown are based on a-5 3ercent discount
rate. In addition, the values presented represent the mean or aest estimate
for each particular elemer,t.

.

Table 4.6 indicates that the' typical licensee costs associated with Alternative B
are estimated to be about $28 million per plant. In addition, the imposition
of this alternative is expected to result in a cumulative incremental exposure
to plant workers of about 340 person-rems. NRC costs are about $2.7 million
per plant. These costs, in 1991 dollars, represent the worth at the time of
licensee submittal of the expenditures called for by the Alternative 8 require-
ments. Exposures are not discounted, but represent the linear summation of
personnel ex-)osures incurred both in the setup of the required programs and the
conduct of taese programs during the period of extended operation.
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Table 4.6 Individual plant impacts for Alternative B relative to Alternative A.

Estimated Impacts

Attributes Cost Exposure
($ million) (person-rem)

Licensee Implementation Costs

1. CLB information $0.6 0

2. IPA requirements

a. Identification of important
SSCs and SCs 1.2 0

b. Assessment of age-related degradation
unique to license renewal and establi3h-
ment of effective programs 13.3 0

c. Colle: tion end analysis of data 3. 6 0

3. Activities to manage age-related
degradation unique to license renewal 9.3 340

Licensee subtotal 28.0 340

NRC Implementation Costs

1. Review of CLB information 0.4 0

2. Review of IPA 0.5 0

3. Review of activities to manage
age-related degradation unique 1.8 _0
to license renewal

NRC subtotal 2.7 0

Total 30.7 340

Notes:
1. Estimates are in 1991 dollars for a licensee that applies for license

renewal in 1991.
2. Costs reflect a 5 percent discount rate.
3, License rencval period is 20 years plus the balance of the current license

term at the time the extended license is granted (assumed to be 10 years).
4. Estimates do not include potential improvements in plant performance due to

enhanced ISTM requirements called for b'y Alternative B.

4.2.3.4 Potential Improvements in Plant Performance Oue to License Renewal
Requirements

The requirements called for unter license renewal Alternative B (and C and D)
have the potential for improving plant performance compared to what might be
expected under Alternative A. The improved performance aspects are discussed
below.

'
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1.- Averted Costs and-Radiation Exposure Due to Enhanced ISTM

The impacts of the proposed enhanced ISTM program used in this regulatory analy-
sis di not include two major factors that could be attributed to incipient
failure detection--averted ridiation exposure and averted repair costs.

Essentially every separate element of an enhanced aging management r:rogram has
some potential-for averting problems by a %rting plant personnel to impending
failures, breakage, etc. This will allow them 1;o take corrective action before
problems and failures develop. Considerable cost and exposure can be avoided
in that the efforts required for the preventive actions should be less diffi-
cult and should involve less exposure than corrective actions taken after a
component has failed or broken. In effect, the ISTM activities called for by
Alternatives B, C, and D should be useful in predicting when maintenance and
repair actions shoulc' be- performed. Predictive systems and approaches have
been applied at some nuclear plants with good results (Ref. 4.21). '

The current assessment of values and impacts associated with license ranewal
recuirements has o W to quantify in any comprehensive manner the cost
anc exposure reh .? ble due to enhanced ISTM programs. While theser
benefits for t% compl> program have not been quantified, they have the
potential for N t: ge fraction of the implementation and operation
costs associa m gram.*

2. Averted Cm . + covements in Availability

The impacts of the r. # ed alternatives estimated in this regulatory analysis
did not include any averted costs due to improvements in availability that may
result from the enhanced ISTM program, better insight and understanding of the
aging and wearing processes, and higher reliability of new components. These
averted costs would 3robably vary considerably from one plant to another. On
a per plant basis, t)ey can be characterized as percentage improvements over a
year of plant operation. Using the point estimate of $0.42 million per day of
operation, Table 4.7 depicts averted costs fc a 1 through 5 aercent improve-
ment in availability for a single operational plant. Using tie discounting -

methods previously descrit,ed, Table 4.7 also presents estimates for the averted
costs over a 20 year period of extended operation for the 5 percent discount
rate.

_ The impact of increased availability does not contribute significantly to a
decreased risk of core damage. The potentially averted costs are, however,
rather significant. For even a modest' improvement of availability of 1 per-
cent over the entire reactor pcpulation of 111 plants, the potentially-averted

~

costs.are impressive--approximately $1,200 million over 20 years. These-averted
costs ar_e approximately 38 percent of the best estimate for the industry costs
of Alternative B for a 20 year period of extended operation. In_ addition to
the averted costs, the increase in availability could also avert occupational
radiation exposure due to decreased repair and maintenance exposures. No esti-
mates were made for averted occupationa! radiation exposure due to increased-
availability.
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Table 4.7 Potential cost savings due to
improvements in availability.

Annual
Availability Cost Savings
Improvement ($ million)

1% $10.7
2 21.4
3 32.1
4 42.8
5 53.5

Note: All costs are presented for one
plant in millions of 1991 dollars and
are discounted relative to the license
application date. Savings are assumed
to start by the end of the 40 years of
the original licensing term.

4.3 Alternative C: Extension of Alternative B to Require Assessment of Design
Diff rences Against Selected New-Plant Standards

1

This alternative supplements the aging assessment and management requirements
of Alternative B with additional requirements to ensure that renewal plants meet
the intent of selected. safety acceptance criteria used for new plants.

4.3.1 Approach for Estimating Values and Impacts-

In order to implement this alternative, the NRC would have to identify a specific
set of standards to be reviewed at each plant. Since this set of standards has
not been developed and it would be a major effort to do so, the analysis of the
values and impacts'of Alternative C is based on an NRC program that had similar
objectives. . The NRC's Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was initiated in
.1977 to determine the extent and significance of differences between the designs
of the 10' older plants shown in Table 4.8 and the newer design standards embodied

=in the standard review plan ~(Ref. 4.22). The first phase of the SEP was a
_

review of a wide: range of safety issue's that identified a set of 137 topics to
investigate at.each of the 10 plants. This was followed by plant-specific
reviews in which deviations'from new plant standards were assessed as having
high,- medium,- or low risk significance. Finally, corrective actions were iden-
tified to minimize the risk due to the design differences.

If the NRC initiated a similar systematic review of all new plant standards for-
license renewal, it is~ possible that a different list of topics and resolution
of issues would result. However, the process of developing the list of topics
and the general conclusions of such a review for Alternative C snould be similar
enough.to the SEP process that SEP can be used as a surrogate for the purpose of
estimating risk reduction and costs.
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Table 4.8 Plants reviewed in Systematic Evaluation Program.

Date of Power Type of Reactor
Name Operation Level Reactor Manufacturer

Yankee Rowe 1961 167 PWR Westinghouse

Big Rock Point 1962 69 BWR General Electric

Lacrosse 1967 50 BWR Allis-Chalmers

Haddam Neck 1968 582 PWR Wertinghouse

San Onofre 1 1968 436 PWR Westinghouse

Oyster Creek 1969 620 BWR General Electric
-

Dresden 2 1970 772 BWR General Electric

Millstone 1 1970 654 BWR General Electric

Ginna 1970 470 PWR Westinghouse

Palisades 1971 730 PWR Combustion
Engineering

There are several reasons to be cautious about applying the SEP results directly
to license renewal. First, all of the 10 plants that were reviewed for the SEP
were designed and built before the NRC formalized the general design criteria
and the standard review plan. Nuclear regulation was changing and expanding
very rapidly during the 1960s and early 1970s, and all of the 10 SEP plants were
in operation by 1971. For many other plants, the change in regulations has been
less dramatic. For example, all plants that started operation after 1982 were
explicitly reviewed against the standard review plan at the time the license was

_

granted, and there has been relatively little change in its requirements in
recent years. If tuis trend continues, it can be expected that the 44 plants
starting operation after 1982 would show fewer differences at the time of
license renewal than did the 10 plants in the SEP review (Refs. 4.22 and 4.23).

Another facter to consider in inter)reting the relevance of the SEP results to
license renewal relates to ongoing 4RC reviews. Since the completion of the
SEP, the.NRC has initiated a number of programs to address safety issues at
currently operating olants. While the focus of these programs was not neces-
prily to assess differences from new plant standards, many of the modifications
that arose from these programs have the effect of reducing the significance of
these differences. For example, a recent rule requires that all licensees
demonstrate that their plants can cope with a prolonged loss of all ac power
(Ref. 4.24). The direct effect of this rule is to reduce the risk associated
with station blackout, and this indirectly reduces tne significance of differ-
ences between older plants and new standards for the SEP topics on electrical
power systems, including emer0ency at and dc power. Another NRC activity that
will probably narrow the gap between older plants and newer standards is the
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| individual plant examination (IPE) program in which comprehensive, plant-
specific evaluations will be prepared for every operating plant to identify
and minimize vulnerabilities to severe accidents (Ref. 4.25). Since these
evaluations will be completed by the time of license renewal, it is less likely
that as many high-risk differences will be discovered through an SEP-type
review at the time a licensee submits a renewal application.

In summary, although the SEP is used to develop values and impacts for the
purposes of regulatory analysis, it is likely that the risk reductions asso-
ciated with license renewal would be less for Alternative C than those found
for the SEP p' ants, particularly for later applicants for license renewal.

4.3.2 Avoided Accident Consequerces

In the SEP, differences from the standard review plan were identified. Although
a plant-wide PRA was used for Millstone 1 to translate differences with new plant
standards into contributions to core damage frequency, in most cases the assign-
ment of risk significance was based on systems-level analyses of reliability or
on qualitative considerations. An estimate of the total risk reduction asso-
ciated with SEP at each plant was made by summing the risk reductions for all
risk significant differences. The best estimates of the total risk reductions
for the 10 plants ranged from a low of 7.1*10' core damage / year to a high value
of 2.9*10-4 core damage / year. While the list of identified differences was not
checked against corrective measures at all the plants to ensure that the full
amount of risk reductica was achieved, the NRC review of the SEP indicates that
corrective actions were taken to fully resolve most of the identified differences
(Ref. 4.23).

The extrapolation of SEP results to other reactors is based on the assumption
that the smallest of the risk reductions found at the 10 alants is the most
representative of the type of risk reductions that could 3e achieved by imple-
menting Alternative C for license renewal plants. The principal reason for this
assumption is that ongoing programs, including generic safety issue resolutions,
individual plant examinations, and backfits associated with rules such as station
blackout, will have the effect of narrowing the gap in risk between older and
newer plants. In subsequent calculations, a value of 7.1*10' is used as the
best estimate of the reduction in risk for Alternative C relative to Alternative
B. In Section 4.5, a fairly wide range of uncertainty is considered for this
estimate.

The avoided accident consequences for Alternative C arising from a reduction in
core damage frequency are summarized in Table 4.9.

4.3.3 Direct Consequences

Alternative C imposes the requirements discussed for Alternative B in Section
4.2.3 and also calls for an assessment against selected new plant standards. As
discussed above, licensee and NRC costs associated with the assessment against
new plant standards were based on SEP results. All cost and occupational radia-
tion exposure estimates for Alternatic C were based on the assumptions discussed
in Section 4.2.3.
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Table 4.9 Summary of ,toideo ,ccident consequences for
Alternative C relative to Alternative B.*

Attribute Units Best Estimate

V1 Avoided dose person-rem 1,180
to the,public

V2 Avoided occupa- person-rem 60
tional exposure

12 Avoided onsite million $ (0.5)
cleanup cost

13 Avoided replace- million $ (0.5)
ment power cost -

* Average over 111 plants, per reactor, over 20 years.

4.3.3.1 Assessment of Design Differences Against Selected New-Plant Standards

The licensee costs for the evaluations and engineering analyses required by the
SEP were about $4 million per plant in 1980. This equates to a cost of about
$6.5 million in 1991 dollars. Since the SEP dealt only with older nuclear
plants, these costs should represent an upper bound estimate for the evaluations
and analyses needed to assess design deviations against selected new plant stan-
dards. Newer plants are assumed to require a less extensive and less costly
effort than older plants. This is because there will be fewer deviations as a
whole for newer plants relative to new plant standards. Less effort will have
to be expended by newer plants in evaluating the significance of, and remedies
for, deviations. Based on engineering iudgment, the assessment efforts for
newerplantswereestimatedtobe' rough |;y35to40percentoftheeffortsneeded
by plants whose design basis is further removed from new plant standards. The
average cost for newer plants to perform the needed analysis is assumed to be -

$2.4 million per plant (1991 $).

For the purpose of establishing and assigning costs, the following division of
the plants into the high and low cost categories was used:

BWRs PWRs

Number Low Cost Plants 15 34

Number High Cost Plants 23 39

The BWRs were roughly categorized according to containment type. The Mark I
containment designs were classified in the high cost group; those with Mark II
or Mark III containments were classified as low cost plants. For the PWRs,
those with initial operating dates prior to the accident at Three Mile Island
were considered high cost. Those PWRs with post-TMI accident start dates were
considered to be in the low cost category. This approach was judged to provide
a reasonable scheme for classifying plants.
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4.3.3.2 Plant M;difications

The assessment of new plant standards could indicate a need for physical
modifications and/or revised operating procsdures. The costs of such actions
are difficult to estimate since specific differences from new plant standards
have not yet been identified and SEP actions are used as a surrogate in this
analysis to estimate costs. The costs of plant modifications due to the SEP
ranged from an equivalent of $4.8 million to $41 million per plant (Ref 4.22)
in 1991 dollars. Older plants are assumed to have extensive deviations from
new plant standards and are assumed to incur higher-range costs in remedying
deficier.cies, i.e., on the order of $41 million per plant. Newer plants are
expected to have few deviations on average and will require less costly modifi-
cations to correct deficiencies. A figure of $4.8 million is used for the newer
plants. These costs are assumed to be incurred after the renewed license is
issued and prior to the time when the original 40 year license period would
have expired. At a 5 percent discount rate, the value at the time of license
submittal becomes about $25.2 million for high cost plants and about $2.9 million
for low cost plants. As noted 3reviously, the variation in costs among plant
groups should be characterized )y factors other than strictly plant age. There-
fore, plants whose designs deviate substantially from new plant standards are
referred to as high cost plants; plants with fewer deviations are referred to
as low cost plants.

The physical modifications performed as a result of assessing selected new-
plant standards and the changes to procedural or operational activities are not
expected to c> tend plant outages,'so no replacement energy cost inipacts are
expected.

Physical modifications made to nuclear plants to comply with selected new plant
standards will almost certainly result in radiation exposure to plant workers.
Since specific modifications to comply with these standards have not yet been
identified, only gross approximations can be made regarding the associated
radiation exposure. Estimates of radiation exposure were produced here by
reviewing previous ratios of person rem per dollar for both large and small
plant modification efforts. The ratios thus derived were used to estimate -

radiation exposures associated with plant modifications as might be required by
Alternative C. Different ratios were used for the high cost versus the low
cost plant categories. This differentiation between high and low cost plants is
based on the assumption that a high fraction of the modifications in high cost
plants will be made to radioactive systems or take place in radiation areas.
Using this approach, the higher cost plants are estimated to incur about 550
person rems in carrying out the needed modifications, while the low cost plants
incur about 40 person-rems.

4.3.3.3 NRC Costs

NRC costs associated witn assessments of design deviations from selected new-
plant standards are assumed to be comparable to the NRC costs on SEP for the
purpose of this analysis. SEP required 8 professional staff years and $860,000
(1980 $) in contractor support per plant. This is equivalent to an NRC cost of
about $2.02 million per plant (1991 $). These are the costs applicable to plants
with significant deviations from new plant standards. The more recent vintage
plants should present fewer differences when compared against the selected new-
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plant standards. Therefore, their associated review effort by the NRC should
also be less complex and should require less resources than is the case for
plants with substantial deviations. For these plants, the NRC review costs
are assumed to be 35 to 40 percent of those for the higher cost plants. This
assumption yields an NRC review cost for the low cost plants of $0.78 million
per plant, or about-$ 0.7 million considering its value at the time the licensee
submits the application for license renewal.

4.3.3.4 Summary of Direct Consequences of Alternative C

Table 4.10 summarizes the estimated cost impacts associated with Alternative C,
not including costs associated with the requirements of Alternative B. The

: presentation in Table 4.10 shows costs seaarately for high cost and low cost
plant categories. Table'4.10 indicates tlat cost impacts for the high cost
plants are more than five times those for the low cost plants, while the high
cost plant radiation exposure is more than 12 times that estimated for the low ~

cost plants. The-dominant effect is the perceived need for the higher cost
plants to undergo more substantial physical modifications to meet the selected
new-plant standards. Substantial worker radiation exposure is incurred in
making these physical modifications.

4.4 ' Alternative D: Extensior,of Alternative B to Require Compliance with All
New-Plant Standards

4.4.1 Approacn for Estimating Values and Impacts

As discussed in Cha)ter 3, Alternative D requires compliance to the maximum
extent possible wit 1 all provisions of the standard review plan (SRP) at the
time of the license renewal application. The impacts and values for this iter-
native will be discussed relative to Alternative C; which requires a review
against a selected list of SRP topics. The two alternatives differ in sc n :

since Alternative D requires review against all SRP topics while the review for
Alternative.C would be limited to some subset of the full list'of topics. More
importantly, Alternatives C and D differ in the criteria by which the plant is
judgedtosatisfyanySRPrequirement. With Alternative C, a licensee could
provide analysis to demonstrate that a difference from the SRP is ntt risk-
significant, and this would be-a sufficient justification to relax that SRP-

requirement. Many of the SRP recuirements could be judged to be too severe and
-costly to warrant the minimal recuction in risk that full compliance would
achieve. Several examples from the SEP illustrate how risk-based arguments
could be used to -justify _ deviations from new plant standards;

* . Flood protection requirements. Less than full compliance was required
for external events with a likelihood of 10-6 to 10-' per year and minimal
offsite consequences.

Missiles generated by natural phenomena. In the SEP analysis, the*

frequency of energetic tornado generated missiles was estimated to be less ;

than 5*10-8-and the probability of such a missile generating a core damage
accident less than 5*10-9

Reactor core isolation cooling system. Risk assessments indicated that*

failure to generate initiating signals did not contribute to risk at
operating plants.
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- - Individual plant impacts for_ Alternative CTable 4.10
relative.to Alternative B.-

i

Low Cost Plants High Cost Plants- .;
_. _ . Cost Exposure Cost Exposure !

Attributes ($ million) (person-rem) ($ million) (person-rem)

II. Licensee implementa-
tion costs

Assessment against $2.4 0 $ 6. 5 0
selected new plant
standard,

Upgrades to_ meet 2. 9 44 25.2- 555
^

selected new plant-
standards '

Licensee subtotal 5.3 44 31.7 555
;

14. NRC implementation
costs.

Assessment against- 0.7 0 2.0 0
selected new plant a
standards !

Total 6.0 44 33.7 555

Notes:
-L -Estimates are presented _in 1991 dollars for a licensee that applies for

license renewal in 1991.
2. Costs reflect a 5 percent discount rate. !
3.- License renewal period is 20: years plus'the remaining term of the

original license.
4. Estimates do not-include potential improvements in plant performance due

--to enhanced:ISTM requirements' called for-by Alternatives B-and C. ,

The safety repiew for. Alternative D will be based on the deterministic methodo-
logy _used in reviewing operating licenses. This implies that exemptions for
design differences from the-SRP thatimight be-justifiable based on a risk

: argument in_ Alternative C will not be allowed with Alternative D.

iSince Alternative D. requires full compliance with the SRP, it.is likely that
it would require more extensive analyses and plant modifications than needed

,for the implementation of Alternative C. It is difficult, however, to . identify-
' specific _ modifications to quantify values and impacts. The approach in~this
analysis:for. estimating avoided accident consequences is to use the results of
the-SEP end'other NRC risk assessments to provide'a perspective on the maximum

- amount of risk.that could be reduced by implementing Alternative D. The!
approach for estimating direct costs-is to identify several modifications that.
could involve extensive downtime to complete._ An estimate of the replacement-

. power costs associated with,these modifications is made and treated as the lower
bound of the cost to implement Alternative D.
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4.4.2 Avoided Accident Consequences

The requirements for assessing and managing aging for Alternatives C and D are
the same, but the requirements for design review in Alternative 0 are broader
in scope than those for Alternative C; hence, larger risk rede:tions (and much
larger costs) are expected for Alternative D. Moreover, Alternative D could
require more extensive plant modifications than Alternative C to address the
same topics. However, it is unlikely that the difference in activities to
address common topics would involve significantly greater risk reductions for
Alternative D as compared with Alternative C since Alternative C already
requires compliance with selected new plant standards unless the difference is
not risk-significant.

Overall, the risk reduction associated with Alternative D is likely to be at
least slightly larger than that for Alternative C. In this analysis, a value
of 3.0*10 4 is used to represent the risk reduction that might be achievable ~

with Alternative D. This number is larger than any of the risk reductions
estimated from the SEP, which ranged from 7.1*10' to 2.9*10-4 As previously
discussed, the largest of these risks overestimates the average amount of risk
reduction that could be achieved through the application of Alternative C in two
ways: (1) it was the largest risk reduction found in the review of a set of
plants for which the risk reductions couid be expected to be larger than average
since they were all licensed before the standard review plan was developed; and
(2) ongoing NRC programs to identify and correct significant contributors to
risk will further reduce the risk associated with differences between older
plants and new plant standards. By extension, the average risk reduction that
could be achieved under Alternative D is probably less than 3.0*10~4, so this
number will be used to represent the upper bound of average risk reduction.
Table 4.11 summarizes the avoided accident consequences associated with this '

reduction in core damage frequency.

4.4.3 Direct Consequences

Alternative D requires an evaluation against all new plant standards. This
alternative could well require substantial physical modifications to a large '

number of nuclear plants, especially those whose design basis is considerably
different from what is called for by the newer standards. Thesemajorphysical
modifications, should they be required, will likely necessitate periods of
extended plant downtime. Outage durations of 1 to 2 years can be expected,
depending on the nature and extent of the required modifications. Replacement
energy costs, therefore, may well be in the range of $150 to $300 million per
plant at the time the modifications are made. These estimates are consistent
with those presented by industry for major repair / replacement activities under-
taken in support of plant life extension (Ref. 4.20).

Although the basic requirements of Alternative D have been formulated, the
impacts in terms of mandated )hysical, procedural, or operational changes to
plants have not yet been estaal'ished. Therefore, cost impacts associated with
the adoption of Alternative 0 have not been developed. Since Alternative D
imposes more demanding requirements on licensees than does Alternative C, the
cost and occupational exposure impacts for Alternative D will be larger than
those for Alternative C. This is especially true considering the sizable
replacement energy costs expected with Alternative D.
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Table 4.11 Summary of avoided accident consequences for
Alternative D relative to Alternative B.*

Attribute Unit Best Estimate

V1 Avoided dose person rem 4,980
to the public

V2 Avoided occupa- person-rem 240
tional exposure

12 Avoided onsite million 5 (2.0)
cleanup cost

13 Avoided replace- million $ (2.0)
ment power cost

* Average over 111 plants, per reactor, over 20 years.

4.5 Summary of Values and Impacts for Alternstives B, C, and D

The values and impacts from Sections 4.3 and 4.4 are summarized in Table 4.12.
When special considerations * are included in the results for Alternative B, the
best estimate of the net value relative to Alternative A is 30,980 person-rems
aer reactor and the net impact is $6.8 million per reactor. Recall that this is
'ased on the assumption that Alternative A would not involve additional activi-a

ties to manage age-related degradation. The costs for the licensee and the NRC
to implement the requirements of Alternative B are largely offset by the cost
saving expected from avoiding accidents. The impact-to-value ratio for Alterna-
tive B is $220/ person-rem, which is considerably less than the reference number
of$1,000/ person-rem. When special considerations such as avoided onsite costs
are excluded, the impact-to-value ratio for Alternative B is $1,027/ person-rem.
It can be concluded that the requirements implied by Alternative B are cost-
effective when compared with Alternative A under the assumptions used in gener-
ating these point estimates.

For Alternative C, the total values and impacts reiative to Alternative B are
890 person rems and $20.4 million, respectively, when special-considerations
are included. The impact-to-value ratio for the additional requirements of
Alternative C is $23,000/ person-rem, including special considerations. Since
this ratio far exceeds $1,000/ person-rem, the requirements of Alternative C
that are superimposed on Alternative B are not cost-effective.

For Alternative D, no attempt was made to develop accurate estimates of the
values and impacts. Rather, an upper bound was developed for avoided accident
consequences, and a lower bound was developed for cost to the licensee and NRC.

* Recall from Section 4.1 that special considerations include routine occupational
exposure (V3) and all avoided onsite consequences (V2, 12, and 13).
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Table 4.12 Summary of values and impacts for
Alternatives B, C, and D.*

Attribute Units Alt. B Alt. C** Alt. 0**

V1 Avoided dose person-rem 29,880 1,180 4,980
to the public

V2 Avoided occupa- person rem 1,440 60 240
tional exposurc

V3 Routine occupa- person-rem (340) (345) Not est.
tional exposure

Total value
With SC*** person-rem 30,980 890 5,220
Without SC person-rem 29,880 1,180 4,980

11 Licensee imple- million $ 28.0 20.0 236
mentation cost

12 Avoided onsite million 5 (11.8) (0.5) (2.0)
cleanup cost

13 Avoided replace- million $ (12.1) (0.5) (2.0)
ment power cost

I4 NRC implementa- million $ 2.7 1.4 Not est.
tion cost ;

Total impact
With SC million $ 6.8 20.4 232
Without SC million $ 30.7 21.4 236

Impact-value ratio
With SC $/ person-rem 220 23,000 44,400
Without SC $/ person-rem 1,027 18,200 47,400

* Average over 111 plants, per reactor, over 20 years.
** Relative to Alternative B.

***Special considerations.

The overall effect of this approach is to provide the lowest possible estimate
of the impact-to-value ratio. As discussed in Sections 4 3 and 4.4, the average
reduction in core damage frequency _ assumed for Alternative D is 3.0*10-4 and
the cost to provide replacement power during plant modifications is $236 million.
With these assumptions, and accounting for special considerations, the impact-
to value ratio for Alternative D relative to Alternative B is $44,400/ person-
rem, and this is much greater than $1,000/ person-rem. Since further refinement
of the values and impacts would increase the ratio, it can be concluded that the
design-related activities of Alternative D are not cost-beneficial relative to
Alternative B.
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4.6 Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analyses of Alternatives B and C

Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses were performed to determine-the effects of
changing the values of specific parameters on the impact-to-value ratios of-
Alternative B-(relative to Alternative A) and Alternative C (relative to Alter-

-native B). Both analyses started with the identification of parameters that '

affect the im)act-to-value ratios and estimation of the likely range of each
parameter. The sensitivity analysis involved calculating impact-to value
ratios, including special considerations, as each parameter was varied-indi-
vidually throughout its range, while the uncertainty analysis examined the
combined effects of simultaneous variation in all the parameters using proba-
bility models.

The_nine parameters-selected for u udy are: |

1. Licensee cost.
2. NRC cost.
3. Routine occupational exposure.
4. Core damage frequency reduction.
5. Containment failure probability given core damage.
6, Public dose given release.
7. Accidental occupational exposure given core damage.
8. Cleanup cost given core damage.
9. Replacement power cost given core damage.

Parameters 1, 2, and 3 are _the direct consequences of implementing any alterna-'

tive. The best estimates of these consequences were developed in Sections 4.2
.

and 4.3 for Alternatives B and C. In this section, the effects of variations |
in the estimates of direct consequenc'es for the two alternatives on the impact-
to-value ratio are examined.

Parameters 4 through 9 are inputs to the equations for estimating avoided
-accident consequences, as shown in Table 4.2. Core damage frequency reduction

i, -(parameter 4) varies depending _ on_ the requirements of the alternative, but it
is assumed that the values of parameters 5 through 9 are common to all

_

'

: alternatives.

High and low estimates were developed for the nine parameters, as shown in
< Table 4.13.

4.6.1 Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity analysis was performed in two phases:
L

- 1. Impactnta-value ratios were calculated by holding the values of all but
one:of the parameters constant and. allowing-the remaining parameter to
assume its; largest and smallest values.

L
'

- 2. The ranges- of- impact-to-value ratios were compared armng the nine param-
eters to identify:those parameters that were most important to the
resultsfof the_ analysis.

The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 4.3 for Alternative B and in
Figure 4.4 for Alternative C. Several conclusions can be drawn from these
figures.

g
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Table 4.13 Parameters for sensitivity and uncertainty analyses.
~

Alternative B Alternative C
Relative to Alterna- Relative to Alterna-
tive A tive B

Parameter Units low Best High Low Best High

1. Licensee cost million $ 17.6 28.0 38.4 5.3 20.0 31.7

2. NRC cost million $ 1.7 2.7 3.7 0.7 1.4 2.0

3. Routine occupa- person-rem 160 340 690 44 345 555
tional exposure

4. Core damage fre- core damage 4.4E-5 1.8E-3 2.7E-2 1.8E-5 7.1E-5 2.9E-4
quency reduction events / year

5. Containment probability 0.01 0.1 1.0 0.01 ft' 1.0
failure proba-
bility given
core damage

6. Public case person-rem 2.1E+6 8.3E+6 3.2E+7 2.1E+6 8.3E+6 3.2E+7
given celease

7. Accidental person-rem 2.0E+4 4.0E+4 6.0E+4 2.0E+4 4.0E+4 6.0E+4
occupational
exposure given
core damage

8. Cleanup cost million $ 600 1,200 1,800 600 1,200 1,800
given core
damage

9. Replacement million $ 1,095 1,460 1,825 1,095 1,460 1,825 -

power cost
given core
damage

Alternative B

The reduction in core damage frequency is by far the most important+

factor in determining the impact-to-value ratio for Alternative B. As it
varies through its low and high values, the impact-to-value ratio can
range from a negative number to a number much greater than $1,000/ person-

A negative ratio is a very favorable outcome in this case since itrem.
arises from a combination of a positive value and a negative impact, with
avoided costs that more than offset direct costs.
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The impact-to-value ratio is somewhat sensitive to licensee cost, contain-*
ment failure probability given core damage, accident cleanup cost, and
replacement power cost, but the ratio is less than $1,000/ person-rem over
nearly the full range of these parameters. It can be concluded that while
assumptions concerning these parameters could change the calculated ratio,
they would not change the overall conclusion that Alternative B is cost-
effective with respect to Alternative A.

Over the ranges considered in this analysis, the impatt-to-value ratio*
for Alternative B is virtually insens tive to assumptions about NRC costi

increase, routine occupational exposure increase, public dose given
release, and accidental occupational exposure given core damage.

Alternative C

The impact-to-value ratio for Alternative C with respect to Alternative B*

is very sensitive to,the values of several parameters: licensee cost
increase, core camage frequency reduction, public dose given release, and
containment failure probability given core damage. However, the variation
of any single parameter through its full range of values always results in
impact-to-value ratios that exceed $1,000/ person-rem. It can be concluded
that there is virtually no set of reasonable assumptions for which Alterna-
tive C is cost effective with respect to Alternative B.

The results for Alternative C are moderately sensitive to the assumption*
about routine occupational exposure increase. The results are insensitive
to NRC cost increase, accidental occupational exposure given core damage,
cleanup cost given core damage, and replacement power cost given core
damage.

4.6.2 Uncertainty Analysis

Uncertainty (analysis was performed to supplement the sensitivity analysis intwo ways: 1) to understand the combined effect of simultaneous changes in
more than one variable, and (2) to incorporate information about the likelihood
of observing low or high estimates. This analysis was developed in three
phases:

1. The .one parameters were treated as random variables. A probability
distribution was defined for each of the nine random variables over the
ranges reported in Table 4.13. For simplicity, triangular distributions
were chosen for most of these probability distributions, with the low,
best-estimate, and high values assigned to the vertices of the triangular
distribution. Log scales were used to model the core damage frequency
reduction, public dose given release, and containment failure probability
given core damage.

2. A single value was extracted from each of the nine distributions using
Monte Carlo sampling, and an impact-to-value ratio was calculated from this
set of nine numbers. The sampling was repeated 1,000 times and the inputs
and outputs were saved from each iteration.
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3. The 1,000 impact-to-value ratios were treated as random samples from the
output distribution, and various graphics and statistics were developed
to characterize the distribution.

The output distributions for Alternatives B and C are summarized in the form of
frequency histograms in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. For Alternative B, the distribu-
tion of impact-to-value ratios is sharply peaked at values far below the refer-
ence value of $1,000/ person rem; very large or very small ratios are much less
likely than ratios near zero. Theti is a fairly large probability that the
ratio for Alternative B will be less than zero, implying that this alternative
is very cost-effective.

In contrast, the impact-to-value ratios for Alternative C relative to Alterna-
tive B are generally much larger than the $1,000/ person-rem reference value.
For Alternative C, fewer than 1 percent of the 1,000 samples resulted in impact-

-

to-value ratios that are less than $1,000/ person-rem; moreover, more than 10 per-
cent of the iterations produced the undesirable combination of positive impacts
and negative values. The negative values arise from large routine occupational
exposures that are not offset by reductions in exposure to the public and
workers from avoiding accidents. It can be concluded that the additional activ-
ities associated with Alternative C generally are not cost-beneficial.

The same results for Alternatives B and C are displayed in the form of a cumula-
tive distribution in Figure 4.7. From this graph it can be seen that more
than 60 percent of the impact-to-value. ratios for Alternative B were less than
$1,000/ person-rem. Note that nearly 40 percent of the ratios are negative,
implying that the total imaacts were less than zero while the total values were
greater than zero. From tais distribution of results it can be seen that the
impact-to value ratio for Alternative B generally is less than $1,000/ person-
rem, and hence that Alternative B is cost-effective with respect to Alternative
A. Also, the impact to-value ratios for the additional activities of Alterna-
tive C generally are much larger than those for Alternative B.

4.7 Relationship with Other Requirements and Activities: Impacts and
_

Constraints

Current requirements and activities of the NRC and other organizations may
affcct or constrain the development and implementation of the license renewal
process. Conversely, the development and implementation of the license renewal
rule may influence other requirements and activities. The differences in the
potential impacts and constraints of the rulemaking alternatives are discussed
with regard to NRC activities and requirements for the following general areas:

1. Licensing Activities,
2. Inspection Activities,
3. Research Activities,
4. Coordination with Industry Groups, and
5. Policy and Public Considerations.

Table 4.14 provides a summary view of the ongoing activities that are discussed.
Considerations arising from the requirements of each rule alternative are
analyzed.
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Table 4.14 Impacts and constraints of other NRC activities.

4.7.1 Ljcensing Activities

1. Incorporation of Aging into Licensing Process
2. New Licensing Interpretations Required of NRR
3. Review of Exemption Requests
4. NRC Management and Commission Review of Applications
5. Administration of Transition Between Original and Renewal License
6. Licensing Project Manager Interface with Licensees
7. Implementation of Individual Plant Examination Program

4.7.2 Inspection Activities

1. Reliance on Routine Headquarters and Regional Inspection Programs
2. Additional Inspection Requirements for Resident Inspectors -

3. Design Verification

4.7.3 Research Activities

1. Ongoing NRC Aging Research
2. Development of Aging Techniques for PRAs
3. Maintenance Rule

4.7.4 Coordination with Industry Groups

1. Industry Initiatives for License Renewal
2. Code and Standard Development

4.7.5 Policy and Public Considerations

1. Energy Policy and National Generation Planning >

2. Specific Demonstration of Safety for License Renewal
3. Advanced Reactors

_

4.7.1 Licensing Activities

1. Incorporation of Aging into Licensing Process

Broad technical concerns such as plant aging often require separate, independent
ef forts on the part of the NRC to ensure proper implementation in the licensing
process. For example, resolution of severe accident concerns has required a
systematic program (including individual plant examinations) in excess of
previously existing NRC activities. Alternative A rests on the premise that
aging and piant life extension technical concerns can be adequately incoraorated
into the licensing An ad hoc ratierthan a systematic) process through existing NRC programs. approach is less likely to ensure that all Tdentif(iable issues
become part of tne licensing process. Alternatives B, C, and D require an inte-
grated plant review to identify, evaluate, and account for degradation unique
to license renewal of plant systems, structures, and components. Assessment
and management of age degradation safety problems would become part of the
licensing basis of the plant under these alternatives.
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Alternative A would not establish a separate program activity (for licensees or
the NRC) to specifically account for age-related degradation unique to license
renewal at nuclear power plants. Alternative A is not a no action alternative,
however, under Alternative A, a significant amount of management initiative and
coordination effort would be necessary within the NRC to ensure that technical
issues that could affect the safety of plants during license renewal terms are
incorporated appropriately into ongoing programs. For example, as aging con-
cerns relating to license renewal (i.e., those that might limit or prevent a
renewal term) are identified by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES),
these technical issues would be communicated to the responsible branch within
the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR). The NRR technical staff would
determine whether changes needed to be made in ongoing licensing and inspection
activities to account for technical issues related to license renewal. If NRR
determined that changes were needed, then it would have a range of mechanisms
to accomplish the change--such as bulletins, notices, generic letters, or a
request for RES to develop a new regulatory guide for backfit of older plants.

-

Substantial implementation effort will be required for Alternative A, except
that this effort will not be part of a systematic ef fort for license renewal as
is defined for the other alternatives.

2. New Licensing Interpretations Required of NRR

Technical interpretations of the regulations require extensive effort on the
part of licensees and the NRC. NRC management involvement is often necessary
to resolve differences between staff and licensee technical positions. Alter-
natives A and B would not require new design interpretations. With the adop-
tion of Alternative C, however, the staff would be called upon to provide inter-
pretations of the regulations to individual plant designs in areas that may
not have been previously addressed at those plants. Each plant applying for
license renewal will have specific circumstances and designs that will neces-
sitate individual attention by staff reviewers within NRR. Because of the sub-
stantial economic impact involved with license renewal and related decisions to
upgrade, replace, or refurbish the plant, licensees will be motivated to avoio
extensive plant hardware > changes. Any differences between the licensee and

-

the NRC staff have the potential for substantial cost impact to the licensee.
These costs could be large enough to threaten the economic feasibility of the
renewal option for a particular plant.

Although the NRC would develop general positions on design issues under Alterna-
tive C, basic technical decisions relating to license renewal would be delayed
until each individual application is reviewed. Because the decisions about
plant-specific conformance to the specified set of requirements would be subject
to licensing staff interpretations, there might be some variability among re-
viewers or over time. Development of generic guidance for NRC reviewers would
be difficult because of the plant-specific nature of the technical issues of

For Alternative C, licensing review effort for each plant would beconcern.
similar to the analysis that was recu1 red for the Systematic Evaluation Program
(SEP). Plant-specific actions woulc probably include hardware, technical speci-
fication, and procedural changes. Additionally, NRC resources would be necessary
to maintain and update the list of selected new plant standards to be applied
for license renewal as experience is gained with the process and as new plant
standards evolve.
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Under Alternative D, license renewal applicants must demonstrate that new-plant
standards are met. The role of the NRC would not be as simple as an admonition
for licensees to meet the guidance of the standard review plan (SRP). Deviations
from the SRP would have to be identified and justified so that findings could
be reached about alternative means of meeting the mandatory regulations of NRC.
Informal guidance would likely be necessary for license renewal applicants
preparingexemptionjustifications.

Interpretation of the regulations, including the general design criteria, would
be of critical importance under Alternative D. Licensees doubtless would make
strong arguments that certain existing or proposed design features meet the
intent of the regulations although the proposed approach differs from the cur-
rent SRP or regulatory guide approach. For plants that choose to apply for
renewal, a considerable amount of review would be necessary on the part of the
NRC. While Alternative D might appear to be a straightforward policy decision
to require satisfaction of new plant standards, it would, in reality, become a -

lengthy process of plant-saecific technical interpretations of the Commission's
regulations. If these tecinical interpretations can be resolved between the
agency and the licensee, it is likely that they would be contested by others in
hearings, greatly increasing the level of NRC staff work required.

3. Review of Exemption Requests

NRR intends to conduct a review of current license exemptions for license
renewal applicants. The review will ensure that no exemptions based on time-
dependent variables bound by the existing license term are continued into the
renewal period without specific consideration. This process would be equallyapplicable to all alternatives. Additionally, if new requirements for license
renewal lead to licensee exemption requests, review of justifications for
exemption requests will require significant resources.

4. NRC Management and Commission Review of Applications

The amount of time NRC management spends reviewing technical issues for each
individual license renewal application is likely to differ depending on the
alternative chosen. Alternative A has no systematic means of identifying and
resolving specific technical issues for plant life extension. While this alter-
native seems straightforward on the surface, because the scope of issues to
he examined for license renewal is not precisely defined, a substantial amount
of management review would likely be necessary. For Alternative B, age-related
degradation issues unique to license renewal would be identified and addressed
within the aging assessment and management activities required of licensees.
A refined methodology for integrated plant review would focus licensee attention
and NRC review on the most important technical topics. It is more likely that
management and Commission reviews, hearings, and other proceedings would be
limited to technical aging and alant life extension safety issues under Alterna-
tive B than under any of the otler alternatives. This is true because Alterna-
tive B provides a better technical basis for life extension than Alternative A,
.and Alternative B more narrowly focuses the technical issues, than do Alternatives
C and D.

As a result of the increased number of licensing interpretations required for
Alternative C over Alternatives A or B, greater levels of NRC senior management
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review will be necessary.- It is likely that the resolution of one or more
' technical issues could determine whether or not license renewal at a particular
plant would be acceptable to the NRC and economically feasible for the licensee.
Alternative C would-likely put NRC managers and-the Commission in the position
of making engineering judgment decisions for each applicant plant for renewal.
These technical decisions would determine the fate of many license renewal '

applications.

Alternative D would require even more licensing interpretations than Alternative
C, and greater levels of review effort by NRC upper management and the Commission
would be necessary. Similar to Alternative C, Alternative D would establish
licensing criteria in the license renewal rule or by reference. However, the

-technical resolution of issues would be subject to interpretation on a plant-
specific basis.

5. Administration of Transition Between .riginal and Renewal License _

If license renewal action were to result in significant changes in the licensing
basis between the original license and the renewal license, additional admini-
strative effort would be necessary to ensure an orderly transition without vio-
lation of the license that is in effect at any particular time. Alternatises C
and D include added requirements for design adequacy and the potential for plant
hardware changes for license renewal. These alternatives would require more
attention to the transition between licenses than Alternatives A or B and would
place more importance on the determination of the effective date of the renewal

-

license (discussedinChapter5).

6. LicensingProjectManagerInterfacewithLicensees

Time spent by NRC licensing project managers (and aroject directors) with licen-
sees concerning license renewal requirements will se significant regardless of
the alte* native chosen. Other important li ensing issues may be forced to a
lower priority because of license renewal. Alternative B would require more
effort on the part- of project managers in the explanation and interpretation of
additional requirements than would Alternative A. Under Alternative C, even. _

more effort would be teruired of NRC licensing, project managers for plants that
apply for license renewal., Communication requirements with the licensees would
be extensive concerning the required assessments of risk-significant-design
differences from new plant standards. More work would be required of IGC li-
censing project managers for Alternative D than for any of the ot5er alterna-
tives. The licensing effort would likely be on the same order as the review of-

,

a new operating license application. Plant equipment changes needed to meet
current requirements may-require almost as much review as a normal operating

,

license review.

7. Implementation of Individual Plant Examination Program

The NRC has a program in place for the closure of severe accident issues. The
elements of this program include the individual plant examination (IPE) program,
the containment performance improvements program, efforts to improve plant
operations, the severe accident program, consideration of external events, and
the accident management program. Adoption of Alternative A would not affect
the implementation of the main elements of the NRC's severe accident integra-
tion plan. Alternatives B, C, and D vould require an integrated plant review
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to. identify, evaluate, and account for age-related degradation of equipment
:important to license renewal. -These requirements could influence the ways in
which licensees choose to implement the IPE program of the NRC severe accident

-integration plan.

NRC Generic Letter-88-20 (Ref. 4.25) sets forth the acceptable means of licensee
performance of the IPE. One method of implementation (among three options) is
the aerformance of a PRA-to identify plant-specific vulnerabilities. Elements
of t11s same PRA'could be used to aid in the integrated plant review for license
renewal under Alternatives B, C, and D, but would not be required. There is
more incentive under Alternative C for the licensee to perform a PRA for license
renewal, and adoption of Alternative C by the NRC could increase the attractive-
ness.of a PRA-for the IPE rather than the ulternative 10COR/IPEM method proposed-

by some members of the industry. (The third implementation option for the IPE
is for the licensee to formulate some other program that would have to be
reviewed by the.NRC on a case-by-case basis.) The NRC staff has stated that a -

PRA is the preferred IPE method, but the alternative 10COR/IPEM method appears
initially to be less costly to the licensees if only the requirements of the IPE
program are censidered.

A PRA developed to satisfy IPE requirements would be directed toward identifying
plant-specific severe accident vulnerabilities. Use of a probabilistic assess-
ment for Alternative _C would involve identification of specific plant equipment
(systems, structures, and components) needed to be evaluated for continued

-ope: Aion and use during the renewal term. For these alternatives, some addi-
tional PRA work and continued update to reflect 31 ant changes would be required'

of licensees that had performed a PRA for the IPE but much less than the work
required of licensees that had not performed a PRA.

Additionally, Alternative C would use PRA to demonstrate that design differences
from selected new plant standards are not risk-significant or that proposed
changes are-adequate. A strong correlation between any risk-significant dif-
ferences from new plant standards and any hardware change recommendations
resulting from the IPE program should develop.

Alternative 0 requires conformance with licensing standards for new plants.
.

Some_ significant plant hardware changes could be required to meet these standards
at some plants. The correlation between all changes to comply with new plant
standards and any hardware change recommendations resulting from the IPE program
may not be as strong as that of Alternative C.

4.- 7. 2 Inspection Activities

1. Reliance on Routine Headquarters-and Regional Inspection Programs
-

_The_ NRC routinely _ conducts inspections at every nuclear power plant as part of
the Master Inspection Program under -the direction of NRR. In addition to the
core inspection program that provides a balanced look at a cross section of
plant _ activities, team inspections are regularly performed to address specific
subjectareas. Recently, an area of special interest to the NRC has been main-
tenance and,-as a result, many maintenance team inspections have been performed.
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It is likely that NRC s; :ial inspection teams would be assigned to inspect
plants applying for license renewal. Many of the inspection elements currently
used by the NRC to ensure readiness of plants that are restarting from long
shutdowns could be used if necessary, to help assess licensee areas with
whichtheNRChasquestIonsconcerningcontinuingreadiness. The nature and
level of effort involved in these insaettions or assessments is likely to
evolve as experience is gained with t1e license renewal process. As with any
new technical program, experience with the license renewal process will indicate
areas where increased effort is needed as well as those that prove not to be a
majorconcernandcanreceivedecreasedattention. Efforts are also likely to
vary depending on which plant is applying for renewal.

Alternative A would likely include special verification or readiness inspections
by the NRC. While these efforts could be conducted under normal NRR programs,
significant additional resources would be required. Alternative B would require
additional inspection activity related to the integrated plant reviews required
of licensees. Greater levels of inspection would be necessary for Alternatives
C and D to verify cottatial plant hardware changes. During years projected as
having a high nun.e of license renewal applications, inspection activity would
require substantial resources for each of the alternatives, though the level
could be expected to increase from Alternative A to Alternative D.

2. Additional Inspection Requirements for Resident Inspectors

NRC resident inspectors would need to become familiar with license renewal re-
quirements. For example, for Alternatives B, C, and D, resident inspectors would
need to understand what constitutes satisfactory aging assessment and management
activities. This would likely involve the devtlopment of training and guidance
documents by NRC. Resident inspectors could become familiar with the require-
ments in advance through briefings or through interaction with inspection teams
sent to the plant at the time of the renewas application. Additionally, resident
inspectors would be expected to verify plant hardware changes urdertaken for
license renewal (whether required by the NRC or undertaken ind< 4dently by the
licensee).

3. Design Verifi.ation

Confirmation that the present configuration of a plant comports with its safety
design basis is important to proper engineering functions and operation of the
alant. Verification of proper design basis documentation at current plants is
Deing provided by ongoing inspection efforts, e.g., safety system functional
inspections.

Alternative A would rely on a rrent efforts to provide assurance that design
basis documentation is complete and accurate. Alternatives B, C, and D would
require increasingly more current licensing basis (CLB) documentation. With
Alternative B, information about the CLB relevant to the IPA will need to be
maintained in auditable and retrievable form, and this information could be sub-
ject to verification. Under Alternative C, assessment of design differences
against new plant standards would require 3 roper design basis documentation. By

applying new plant standards, Alternative ) would provide confirmation that a
plant s configuration matches its safety design basis through a special inspec-
tion similar to NRC efforts prerequisite to granting an original operating
license.
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4.7.3 Research Activities

1. Ongoing NRC Aging Research,

Extensive investigation is being done into the safety ramifications of aging by
the Nuclear Plcnt Aging Research (NPAR) program. Selection of Alternative A
would place the highest responsibility on NPAR of all the possible courses of
action on license renewal. By opting not to require comprehensive aging assess-
ment and management activities by licensees the NRC would place reliance on
ongoingresearchactivitiestocontinuetoIdentifysafetyconcernsrelatedto
aging and to address each such issue generically within the current NRC licens-
ing framework. However, much of this work is applicable to plants regarvless
of their licensing status and is not specific to license renewal. Continued
ef forts to incorporate the results of the NPAR program into the equipment quali-
fication arogram and plant maintenance activities would be of increased si
Alternatives B,ystematic license renewal activities required of licensees.gnifi-cance wit 1 no s

C, and D require licensees to perform integrated plant reviews
to identify evaluate, and account for age-related degradation effects uniqueto license r,enewal. These specif t; requirements would focus attention on tech-
nical aging issues for license renewal and responsibility for identifying and
addressing age-related safety issues would remain with licensees. While NRC
aging research woulu continue, the burden of demonstrating safety during the
period of extended operation would be on the licensee.

Under Alternatives B, C, and D, NPAR would continue to contribute by providing
detailed information regarding the specific degradation mechanisms, equipment
environments, and specific components of greatest safety concern for license
renewal. However many age-related technical issacs are not specific to license
renewal or plant life extension and are of concern during the original license
term as well, NPAR work would continue to examine the actual safety margins of
currently operating plants as they progress through their design life.

It shnuld be noted that Alt rnative D would more than likely foreclose the
renewal opticn for most current plants. In order to justify adoption of this
alternative, NPAR or some other pro v am within NRC should be able to demonstrate
why it is technically unacceptable a adopt cr.a of the alternatives that would
readily facilitate the terewal option. Such a demonstration it not necessarily
required of the rulemaking, but probably would be requested by Congress or the
courts should Alternative D be adopted by the NRC.

2. Development of Aging Techniques for PRAs

PRAs have been used to gain safety insights at nuclear power plants since the
early 1970s. Use of probabilistic techniques in the license renewal process
would be different from previous applications fcr license renewal. NRC and
industryeffortstodgvelopagingassessmenttechniquesforPRAsareinthe
preliminary stages, inese activities are in progress within RES, but the meth-
odolonv for incorporating time-dependent aging failure rates into a PRA is still
evolv!:g. Nr consensus on standards and decision criteria for aging models has
been reacheo. Alternatives B, C, and D would allow licensees to use probabilia-
tic techniques to supplement the integrated plant review, but PRA is not required.
Currently, the limits of PRA technology constrain use of this tool in license
rene al. It is unclear whether pro?er accounting fr the effects of plant aging
on the safety of the plant and on tie risk to the pw o | rom continued operation
of the plant can be made.
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The prior use of PRAs for eva bating the impact of aging on safety is limited
because of the lack of a complete understanding of the nature of aging, degra-
dation processes, ar.d the effects of aging on structures and component reli-
ability. Consequently some age-related failure modes may not be known today
andcannotbemodeledIncurrentPRAs. Failae rde models that adequately
incorporate aging generally do not exist at this time. Hnwever, research is
under way to better understand the al ng process and its effects on componentsi
and structures and to develop a>prowiate aging models. Even with the success-
ful outcome of this research, tie N C does not intend to use P"A as the sole
basis for regulatory decisionmaking.

3. Maintenance Rule

The Commission amended its regJlations (56 FR 31306, July 10,1991) to require
commercial nuclear power plant licensees to monitor the effectiveness of mainte-
nance t.ctivities for safety significant plant equipment in order to minimize
the likelihood of failures and events caused by the lack of effective maintenance.

it is necessary to monitor
The Commiss mn concluded that, to maintain safety, d appropriete correctivethe offectivanass of maintenance and take timely an

to ensure the continuing effectiveness of maintenance

action, wi'.cre secessarylear power plants,inued emphasis on the deft'ise in-depthfcr the lifetne of nuc particularly as plants age. The pub-
lished maintenance rule provides for cont
principle by including selected balance of plant (BOP) 55C2, integrates risk
consideration into the maintenance process, provides an enhanced regulatory basis
for insaection and enfe n n ent of BOP maintenance-related issues and provides a
strengthenedregulatorybasisforensuringthattheprogressachIevedtodateis
sustained in the future.

The maintenance rule requires that licensees teonitor the performance or condition
cf certain SSCs against licensee-established goals in a manner sufficient to
provide reasonable assurance that those SSCs will be capable of performing their
intended functions. Such monitoring would take into account industry-wide expe-
rience. Where monitoring proves unnecessary, licensees would be permitted the
option of relying upon an appropriate preventive maintenance program. Licensees
are required to evaluate the overall effectiveness of their maintenance programs
on at 1*ast an annual basis, again taking into account industry-wide o?erating
experience and adjust their programs where necessary to ensure that tie preven-
tion of failures is appropriately balanced with the minimization of unavailabil-
ity of SSCs. Finally, in performing monitoring and maintenance activities that
require taking equipment out of service, licensees should assess the total
plant equipment that is out of service and determine the overall effect on the
performance of safety functions.

Adoption of Alternative A would place reliance on effective implementation of a
maintenance standard that fully addressed age-related degradation. However, some
maintenance needs for license renewal might not be appropriate or necessary for
initial license terms. The quality of maintenance programs at individual plarts.

is likely to have a large effect on the license renewal process for those plants,
Alternatives B, C, and 0 require licensee efforts to assess and manage age-
related degradation unique to the period of extended operation. If ongoing
licensee maintenance efforts incorporate some of these activities, the NRC
could then monitor programs at individual plants well in advance of license
renewal application and reduce review and inspection resource requirements at
the time of license renewal. The time required to complete a licensing review
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of renewal applications could also be reduced. If maintenance programs that
addressed age-related degradation unique to license renewal were in place in
advance of license renewal some additional safety benefits could result be-
causeagereletedd:gradatIonoccursduringtheoriginallicenseperiodaswell
as the renewal period. It should be noted that comprehensive maintenance pro-
gram implementation by licensees during existing license terms would greatly
decrease the safety differential between Alternative A and Alternative D.

Research is under way in the Office of Assessment and Evaluation of Operational
Data (AE0D) to develop maintenance performance indicators. These quantitative
indicators, if successfully developed, would serve as an additional too' for
the NRC tc evaluate plant safety performance in the maintenance area. If
Alternatives B, C or D are adopted, the ecuipment trending and recordkee)ing
requirements for license renewal would neec to be considered by AE0D in tioir
development of maintenance performance indicators. Coordination of information
and paperwork needs might be possible.

4.7.4 Coordination with Industry Groups

1. Industry Initiatives for License Renewal

NUMARC,theElectricPowerResearchInstitute(EPRI)Ilotstudiesandresearchand the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) have expended resources to conduct p
efforts to demonstrate the desirability of extending the operating life of
nuclear power plants beyond the original 40 year license period. A methodology
for identifying critical components that must be evaluated for license renewal
has been developed and submitted for NRC review. If this industry-supported
document is found to be substantially sufficient for use by license renewal
applicants as a standard methodology for integrated plant review, the choice of
Alternative B over Alternative A would seem clear. Themajordifferencebetween
Alternatives A and B is the requirement for an integrated plant review. It

would be difficult for the NRC to justify not incorporating this industry safety
initiative into the license renewal process. Yankee Atomic and Northern States
Power have applied versions of this methodology at the Yankee Rowe and Monticello
plants and have submitted the initial results to the NRL for review.

Additionally, NUMARC has developed 10 other technical reports that provide more
specific evaluation of age-related degradation for selected SSCs that are impor-
tant for extended olant life. The NRC is reviewing these reports for generic
reference by license renewal candidates. Interaction between the NRC and the
NUMARC NUPLEX Committee, which is coordinating industry ef forts, will likely be
necessary to reach consensus on many tet ..iical issues. Regardless of the exact
approach adopted by the NRC, continued discussion of acceptable approaches for
evaluating equipment will be important to the license renewal process. Similar
to development of the equipment review methodology by industry successful com-
pletion of theae technical reports would reduce the incremental effort between
Alternative A and Alternative B. While these efforts by industry may also ease
implem e ation of Alternatives C and D, they would not reduce the incremental
costs betw en Alternatives B and C or between C and D.

'fhe NRC prefers that the industry continue safety initiatives relating to
license renewal. Moption ,of Alternative A would remove regulatory incentives
for the implementation of such ongoing industry programs unless such programs
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l
were required to continue as a prerequisite to NRC adoption of Alternative A. >

If Alternative A is adopted, comprehensive aging assessment and management may .

not be realized.4

Alternative B includes requirements that encompass aresent industry efforts
while not requiring extensive additional measures t1at could reduce incentives
for license renewal. For Alternative C, if the set of backfit 'quirements is
too large or costly, it could dissuade some current industry int 2 rest in
license renewal. If that were to happen the NRC would not be able to rely as
muchonindustrytoproducethetechnicaljustificationforlicenserenewal. ,

Alternative D might foreclose license renewal for many (or')erhaps all) current
plants that would not be able to demonstrate compliance wit 1 new-plant standards '

without prohibitively expensive studies and potentially costly u) grades.
Adamant op)osition to this alternative can be anticipated from tie entire
industry, )0E, and others. Industry technical safety initiatives relating to
license renewal would probably be suspended following adoption of Alternative
D by the NRC.

2. Code and Standard Development

In anticipation of extended life for nuclear power plants, industry codes and
standards groups have begun efforts to develop necessary changes to existing
codes and standards to the extent they are needed. These efforts should

reexaminesuchareasasinservicetestingIthstandardsorganizationstoensureequipment qualification, surveillance,and others. The NRC is working closely w
that they receive proper technical input during the development of these revi- i

sions. These revisions to codes and standards will be needed for license ,

renewal regardless of the rulemaking alternative selected by the NRC.

4.7.5 Policy and Public Considerations

1. Energy Policy and National Generation Planning

The DOE-is developing a compret.:nsive national energy strategy. Projections i

for electricity demand and the steps necessary to provide sufficient electrical
cancity and reserves are expected to be included in this-DOE document. While
the NRC must focus on safety in setting the standards for license renewal, the
rule alternative chosen by the NRC may affect DOE strategic planning. The four
alternatives under consideration for license renewal are likely to lead to
different numbers of plants that would attain renewal. Because nuclear power

- plants currently represent almost 20 percent of the installed national generat-
ing capacity, the NRC's choice of license renewal ap) roach would therefore have
a large effect on long-term capacity utilization. The number of plants likely
to apply and be approved for license renewal under the alternative ultimately
adopted by the NRC would need to be considered by DOE in formulating their
national energy strategy.

'

2. - Specific Demonstration of Safety for license Renewal-

TheNRC,asaFederalagencyIc.ssubjecttooversightbyCongressandreviewbyi
both the courts and the publ License renewal rulemaking-is a major action
by the NRC and will be scrutinized by these groups and others. Alternative A
relies on existing programs to identify technical issues of safety importance
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during the renewal period. Without an easily recognizable, separate process to
identify these issues, the NRC may spend a great deal of effort explaining to e

Congress, the courts, and the public how existing programs are sufficient to
deal with the technical questions inherent in license renewal.

Alternative 8 requires an integrated plant review by license renewal applicants
for the demonstration of safety during the renewal period. This systematic
effortcanbereadilyidentifiedasthemajorareaofNRCevaluationforlicense ;

renewal. By separating the technical concerns of license renewal from the
technical matters concerning day-to-day operation, explanation of the license
renewal program will be focused more appropriately.

Alternative C contains the same specific activity areas for the demonstration
of safety during the renewal period as does Alternative B. In addition, Alter-
native C contains the requirement to assess safety-significant differences
relative to selected new plant requirements. This draws other technical issues
not specific to aging or plant life extension into the license renewal process.
The inclusion of these issues in Alternative C as compared to Alternative B
wouldcreateacontradictioninpolicyforthe,NRCthatisdifficulttojustIfy.
If Alternative C is chosen, it would not be clear why similar potential safety
differences should not also be assessed for plants not applying for license
renewal. It would seem that any such backfit questions must be considered on
their own merit for all plants or for new plants, and there is no particular '

reason to single out license renewal plants.

In requiring satisfaction of all requirements to be met by new plants, Alterna-
tive D implies that many as)ects of currently operating plants are insufficient
for license renewal, even t1ough no such unsatisfactory aspects have been speci-
fically identified. Under Alternative D, it would be difficult to justify why
new plant standards should not also be met by plants not applying for license
renewal.

3. Advanced Reactors

Much of the work and research related to age-related degradation is specific to
light-water reactors. In order to effectively assess a license renewal applica-
tion for an advanced reactor, the development of analytical approaches and data
collection techniques tailored to the advanced reactor design of interest will *

! be required. Although license renewal for advanced reactors is a potential only
| for the distant' future, consideration has been given to advanced reactors in

framing a comprehensive license renewal approach to account for the different
systems and increased design life of the next generation of reactors. Concep-

each of the-four' alternative approaches could be implemented in the
tually,for advanced designs.Precise wording of the rule and su) porting guid-future
ance will ensure that the overall framework chosen has the flexi)ility to
account for future reactor designs.
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5. PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS

Procedural topics relevant to implementation of license renewal involve a
combination of technological, administrative, and legal factors. These issues
relate to relatively broad areas of concern, including the licensing procedures
for renewal, the timing of applications, and the applicability of current NRC
regulatory policies and practices. Many of the topics discussed in this chapter
were previously identified through public comments on NRC salicitations on "

license renewal efforts. . Resolution of each of these issues will be the same
regardless of the rule alternative adopted by the NRC.

5.1 Nature of License

Section 103c of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) and 10 CFR 50.51 explicitly permit
the renewal of nuclear plant operating license!.. However, very little guidance
is provided concerning the process to be 4110wed to achieve renewal.

.

The approach chosen for license renewal must satisfy the limitations set forth
in the AEA and be a workable regulatory licensing scheme. Two potential forms

3for license renewal have been identified. The first is the use of an amendment '

of the current license to extend the term of operation. Alternatively, a
license renewal application could be treated as a request for a completely
separate license.

An additional consideration is the effect of the two types of operating
licenses granted by the NRC. Section 103 of the AEA authorizes NRC licensing
of commercial nuclear power plants, while Section 104b authorizes the lic e sing
of reactors whose construction permits had previously been issued as research
and development facilities'under Section 104b. Until 1970, the NRC issued a
Section 104b license to all applicants for an operating license because the
Commission had not made the required finding of practical value 1or any reactor -

design. Thus, many operating plants hold Section 104b licenses, in 1970, Con-
gress amended the AEA to eliminate the finding of practical value. Thereafter,
all plants whose construction permits were issued after December 1970 have
operating licenses issued under Section 103. The issue of interest in this
distinction between the license types is that the AEA Section 103 license is
limited to a 40 year term, whereas no limit is explicitly set for Section'104b
licenses.

Thus, while a Section 103 license may not be amended to exceed 40 years because
of statutory limits of the AEA, a Section 104b license conceivably could be so
amended.

The NRC has determined that the form of license renewal will be to issue a
separate, renewed license to supplant the current license. Licenses issued
under Section 103 of the AEA are limited to a maximum term of 40 years.
Therefore, license renewal for these plants must be accomplished by issuing a
separate, renewed license.

5-1
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Although licenses issued under Section 104b could legally be anended to exceed
40 years, most Section 104b licensed commercial plants have no special techni-
cal features that distinguish them from Section 103 plants. Creation of a
separate licensing process for the Section 104b plants would neither be equit-
able for. all licensees nor lend itself to regulatory clarity. NRC policy and
practice is to treat all, licensees in the same manner. NRC regulations will be
developed to treat both license types identically for license renewal. Life
extension for both Section 104b licenses and Section 103 licenses will be
accomplished through the issuance of renewed licenses.

5.2 Public Hearings

The AEA does not specifically adorkss the issue of hearings with reference to
license renewal. Section 189 of the AEA is the only section dealing with
hearing rights. It states in part:

"In any proceeding under this act, for the granting, sus)ending, revoking,
-or amending of any license or construction permit, ... tie Commission
shall-grant a hearing upon the request of any person whose interest may be
affected by the proceeding...."

The word " renewal" is not used in contunction with the requirement for an
op>ortunity for public hearing.- The initial question to be resolved regarding
pu)lic hearings is whether there is a right to a hearing opportunity under the
AEA for license renewal decisions. However, the lack of specific reference to
renewals in Section 189 may well be because Congress understood that a renewed
license is a license and, therefore, is covered by the statutory language

-

requiring an opportunity for hearing concerning the granting of an operating
license As a conceptual matter, once a license expires, it normally ceases to
have any further legal life or validity. Thus if a renewed license is issued,
itshouldbeviewedasagrantofanewoperatInglicenseforwhichan
opportunity for hearing is provided under Section 189 of the AEA.

Congressional intent on the formality of Section 189 hearings is somewhat
unclear from the legislative history of the AEA. The rationale for requirin
formal, on-the-record hearings under the Administrative Procedwe Act (APA) gis
that if the investigation and the possible resulting actions are of such far- )
reaching importance to so many interests, sound and wise government requires'

that the proceedings be conducted publicly and formally so that the information
on which these actions are based may be reviewed, tested, and recorded. This
Ensures the opportunity for all parties to present evidence and make arguments
before the official body having authority to make a final decision. It has been
suggested that special hearing procedures be established for license renewal,
which would encompass limits on the number of contentions and interrogatories
that can be filed by an intervenor. Such procedures were considered but are not
included in the rule. This decision is based in part on the timely renewal doc-
trine of the APA, which allows the licensee to continue operation of the plant
until final determination of its renewal application is made, even if the existing
license expiration date has passed. Therefore, a license-renewal applicant is
not as substantially affected by the hearing process as the applicant for an
initial operating license. In addition the Commission has recently adopted
changestoPart2(54FR33168,8/11/89} that raise the threshold for admis-
sion of contentions, reduce discovery against the staff, and explicitly autho-
rize the presiding officer to require the filing of cross-examination plans
(although a suit has been filed challenging the validity of these changes).
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These procedural changes are likely to be more effective in focusing and expedit-
ing the hearing process than any special procedures for license renewal hearings.
Furthermore, tie NRC intends to propose technical findings for issuance of a
renewed license that focus primarily on aging degradation unique to license re-
newal and, therefore, are much narrower in scope than the 10 CFR 50.57 findings
for issuance of an initial operating license. As a result, only issues directly
related to age-related degradation unique to license renewal would be expected
to be issues for litigation at a license renewal hearing. The scope of litigable
environmental issues is expected to be similarly limited in any license renewal
proceeding by virtue of the generic environmental rulemaking. Certain other
issues unique to license renewal, claimed to he necessary to ensure adequate
protection during the renewal term, may be admitted in a formal hearing on a
case-by-case basis, but only at the direction of the Commission.

5.3 Backfit Rule

Promulgation of the license renewal rule raises the issue of the need to per-
form a backfit analysis under 10 CFR 50.109. This analysis involves identify-
ing the costs of the proposed backfit and comparing thote costs with safety
benefits to be derived from implementation of that backfit. The industry has
asscrted that a backfit analysis should be prepared for the license renewal
rule in order to impose discipline in the rulemaking process when determining
what additionai actions are necessary to adequately address age-related degra-
dation. The industry has also pro)osed that the license renewal rule contain a
provision that explicitly imposes )ackfit requirements during the license re-
newal review process in order to control the reconsideration of the adequacy of
the current licensing basis.

The NRC does not believe that a backfit analysis is required for the license
renewal rulemaking since backfitting concerns are not relevant to the type of
rulemaking represented by license renewal. The Commission has never estab-
lished the technical standards for operating a nuclear power plant beyond the
initial 40 year term, nor has it defined in detail the procedures to be fol-
lowed in applying for, evaluating and' approving an apolication for renewal.
ThelifeextensionrulemakingisIntendedtoaddreristieseneedsbyestablish-
ing specific technical standards and requirements, as well as the procedures to
be followed in issuing a renewed operating license.

The NRC will be guided by the criteria of the backfit rule during the review,
evaluation and disposition of license renewal applications. Althoughmany
technicalIssueswillbetreatedgenerically,decisionsanddeliberationsrela-
tive to the imposition of additionsl plant-specific requirements on a case-by-
case basis are anticipated. Analogous to the " adequate protection exemption
in 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(ii), all age-related requirements necessary to ensure
adequate protection would be imposed without regard to cost. Analogous to the

" compliance exemption" in 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i)|th the plant's current licens-all age-related c1anges to thelicensing basis necessary to ensure compliance w
ing basis (CLB) al o would be imposed without regard to cost. In both cases,t

the basis for such conclusions would normally'be documented by the NRC in a
safety evaluation re) ort containing the staff s review of the renewal applica-
tion and a separate aackfit finding would not be made or documented. For all
other changes representing enhancement to safety, the staff would make a backfit
finding using the criteria in 10 CFR 50.109(c) and document its analysis in the
safety evaluation report.
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| Where there tre alternative ways of achieving adequate protection, compliance,
or enhanced levels of safety, the licensee would be free to select an alterna-
tive to achieve +he backfit. However, the NRC could specify a specific alter-
native if it finds, with an appropriate sMement of justification in the
safety evaluation report, that it is desirable to use a particular alternative.
In such cases, cost may be considered in determining what alternative should be
required.

Once a renewed license is issued, the Com4nission believes that all additional
regulatory actions that impose new or different requirements would necessitate
the preparation of a backfit analysis for the additional requirements (unless
one of the exceptions in 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4) is met). In this case, prepara-
tion of a backfit analysis is consistent with the backfit rule's policy of en-
couraging regulatory stability and predictability throughout. the term of a
license.

In summary, the NRC does not regard preparation of a S 50.109 backfit analysis
as required for the license renewal rulemaking. However, imposition of new re-
quirements, other than age-related requirements needed for adequate protection
or to ensure compliance with the CLB, would be subject to the backfit rule.
The backfit rule also would be applicable during the renewal term.

5.4 Earliest Date of Application for License Renewal

Currently, there is no statutory or regulatory limit as to how early a renewal
application may be filed by the licensee or approved by the NRC. Licensees
have indicated a need to know the outcome of license renewal decisions 10 or
more years in advance of license expirations so that they can build replacement
capacity should the NRC decline to approve the license renewal application.

License renewal application and subsequent NRC review that occur closer to the
existing license expiration date would provide more data for assessing compo-
nent aging. A significant amount of o)erating history should be accumulated so
that the license renewal ' decision can 3e based on as much technical information
about the individual plant as possible. For example, more data concerning
pressure vessel embrittlement can be obtained from sample capsules analyzed
later in plant life. This information could be vital in establishing the lim-
its of the renewal term. Licensee experience with aging management during the
existing license will probably be the best indicator of aging management per-
formance during the renewal term. More demonstrated experience by the licensee
in the original term will lend more assurance to the license renewal decision.
Additionally, uncertainties in the analysis of the effects of aging would be
minimizedforprojectionsmadeclosertotheoriginallicenseexpirationdate.
In fact, the Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) Nuclear Plant
Life Extension (NUPLEX) Working Group has taken the position that premature ap-
plications should be avoided. While these points argue for a decision on li-
cense renewal later in the existing license period, data analysis will continue
after renewal in ongoing utility programs monitored by the NRC, reducing any
potential disadvantage incurred by early review of license renewal applica-
tions. The NRC has existing programs that monitor operations at new and older
plants to ensure safety.

A limit on how early a plant may apply for renewal must allow for adequate
licensee planning so as to not impact regior.al electric generation capacity.
Ten- to 14 year planning horizons are of ten necessary for the development of
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additional capacity that would not preclude any electric generating options.
NRC review and disposition of the application should be complete with at least
10 years remaining on the existing license to allow maximum licensee flexibil-
ity. With staff review of license renewal applications estimated to take up to :

3 to 5 years (including hearings), de)ending on resource allocation, the earli-
est date of submittal must allow for iRC review and subsequer.t industry capaci-
ty development in the event of a denial of the renewal request. A 20 year limit
on the earliest date before existing license expirations has been set for submit-
tal of license renewal applications. A 20 year limit is far enough in advance
to allow flexibility for licensee submittals and sufficient time for NRC evalua-
tion and subsequent licensee capacity planning. However, 20 years is also late
enough to ensure sufficient time for accumulation of significant plant operating
data and licensee experience in the assessment and management of age-related
degradation unique to license renewal.

5.5 Timely Renewal Period and latest Date of Application

A timely renewal application is currently defined by 10 CFR 2.109, "Effect of
timely renewal applicatin " which allows continued operation if an application
for renewal is made 30 day. before expiration. The 30-day period was estab-
lished well before the NRC had fully focused on the technical and policy issues
of license renewal. At that time only a few plants had been licensed and there
was very little operating experience information or aging research data avail-
able. Thus the timely renewal period was established without consideration of
the time nec,essary for the NRC to complete its review and make a determination
as to the at.ceptability of en application for renewal. In view of the techni-
cal matters that are not .ealized to be involved with license renewal, 30 days
is an insufficient time period Pr adequate NRC review. Additionally, the cur-
rently stipulated 30-day perioo could serve as an incentive for late applica-

analyzed license p,eriods.g to incomplete review by the NRC or operation past
tions for renewal leadin

The original intent of the timely renewal doctrine was to prevent inaction by a
government agency from restricting the private sector. Any period determined
as reasonable for NRC review of license renewal applications should ideally not
be restrictive to licensees. The first consideration in setting the timely re-
newal. period is to ensure that the NRC has sufficient time to review the appli-

| cation, evaluate the adequacy of the application and the plant in que' ion, and
conduct administrative actions necessary to grant or deny license renewal prior
to the expiration of the original license.

The NRC has determined that the timely renewal period should be set at 5 years.
In addition the Commission will require the timely filing of a " sufficient ap-
plication.", This should not present any significant difficulties for licensees
who plan ahead. Licensees who apply for license renewal less than 5 years be-
fore the expiration of their original license will not be permitted to continue
operation unless a final determination on the application is made before the
end of the original license. - The licensee may apply for an exemption of this
limit under the existing regulation.

While NRC review of license renewal applications is likely to be significant,
this review will not be as resource-intensive for the NRC as the analysis nec-
essary for original plant licensing. The technical areas that need to be re-
viewed for license renewal applicants will be substantially smaller than those
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; reviewed for initial licensing. The original (and ongoing) licensing analysis
for each plant provides much of what is likely to be required for evaluating
license renewal applications.

Industry sources, including NUMARC, have indicated that utilities plan to sub-
mit applications for license renewal from 5 to 15 years in advance of their li-
cense expiration dates. Most licensees should apply for license renewal well
in advance of license expiration for their own planning purposes. Proper staff
allocation of review resources and NRC management prioritization of license re-
newal applications should result in proper NRC evaluation and licensing action
within 5 years of docketing the application. However, adverse impacts could
result if the NRC finds that a renewal application is insufficient, especially
near to or after the ex3iration of the current license term. In order to pre-
vent such impacts, the 4RC has modified its standard review plan for license
renewal to provide a set of criteria by which to judge whether an application
is sufficient to begin review. The standard review plan also provides guidance
concerning timely notification that the staff review of the application has
begun.

5.6 Effective Date of License Renewal

The effective date of license renewal must be defined with respect to the expi-
ration date of the existing license and with respect to the time of approval by
the NRC. There are two basic approaches available in setting the effective
date of renewal. A renewed license could be issued that would become effective
at the expiration of the existing license ("teck-on" license). Alternatively,
the license renewal could take effett at the time the application is approved

by the NRC,d (p' supersession" license).su erseding the remaining term of the existing license, which wouldthen be vol

The significant i. sue relating to the effective date of renewal concerns the

manner in which potential equipment changes are accomplished at the plant. plant changes deemed necessary (whether initiated by the NRC or the licensee) yAn

must be performed in accordance with the operating license that the licensee
possesses, as well as the licensing framework defined by the rule. _Conformance '

among licensing commitments, licensing documentation, and the actual plant con-
figuration must be maintained. Because much of this concern involves adminis-
tration, consideration must be given to the requirements of the rule in this
regard.

In some ways, the tack-on license renewal approach would encourage early submit-
tals. From a capacity-planning standpoint, licensees would benefit from early
application. Early approval by the NRC could also give the plant the opportu-

9nity to make any modifications or refurbishments necessary for license renewal
during the remaining existing license term, taking full advantage of regularly
scheduled outages and eliminatir.g the need for a special shutdown period to
complete plant changes for license renewal. It is likely thet incorporating
license renewal hardware activities into regular refueling outages would be
preferred by most utilities for financial reasons. This would be a major bene-
fit of tack-on license renewal.

To fully achieve this benefit, NRC approval of license renewal would need to be
final and depend only on the licensee's achievement of the state of readiness
described in its application. Ideally, ongoing NRC review of that readiness
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could ensure proper and timely regulatory verification. Care would be necessary
in the administration of licensing during the transition period (the period be-
tween renewal ap)11 cation approval and effective renewal date) to ensure that
licensee plant clan es did not constitute a violation of the existing license in
an effort to satisf the pending renewal license. Additionally, there is little
precedent for grant ng licenses that do not become effective until some years in
the future.

Supersession of the existing license at the time of NRC approval of the renewal '

application raises a different set of considerations. Necessary plant equip-
ment changes could be accomplished in two ways. Plant changes could be re-

; quired )rior to approval of the supersession license. A disadvantage of this
approac1 is that resource commitments would be required of the licensee with no
assurance of approval of the renewed license. This would encourage late appli-
cations as licensees would have an incentive to postpone any expensive refur-
bishment or replacement. Alternatively, the NRC could a) prove a renewed
license with necessary changes as license conditions. lie use of an integrated
schedule would ensure accomplishment of necessary changes without creating fi-
nancial incentives for the licensee to delay application for renewal.

The Commission has decided that a supersession license provides the best alter-
native in terms of administration and enforcement simplicity. Thus, when a re-
newal application is approved the renewed license will immediately be
effective and the existing lic,ense will simultaneously be voided. The term of
the renewed license will Se for the period (beyond the existing license expira-
tion date, but not to exceed 20 additional years) requested by the licensee,
and approved by the NRC on a technical basis, plus the remaining life of the
old license. However, if the Commission's decision to issue a renewal license
is overturned on appeal, the original license will be reinstated. *

The total term of the license will not exceed 40 years due to the statutory
limitations of the Atomic Energy Act. Modifications or refurbishments required

,

for license u newal would need to be accomplished prior to the expiration date
of the old license or would be written into or committed to with the new li-
cense as a condition with a technical basis for implementation by a specified
time.

An example of this approach is illustrative. If a licensee applied for a 20-
extension that was approved 15 years before the end of the existing license, year

<

a
new 35 year license would become effective, and the old license would be sur-
rendered. The total licensed life of the plant under both licenses would become
60 years (25 years under the initial license, the 15 years of remaining time

.

now authorized under the renewed license, and the additional 20 years of extended
life under the renewed license).

This approach makes the licensing decision final and enacts the renewed license.
This administrative finality will reduce the litigation vulnerability and the
licensing basis changes inherent in the interim period of the tack-on approach
while still providing full opportunity for public participation and discussion
of the technical issues during the decisionmaking stage. The simplicity of hav-
ing only one license of concern is important. Such a renewed license would
remove any ambiguity that would otherwise exist concerning the conditions under
which a licensee would operate a plant during any period that may overlap the
issuance of the renewal license and the term of the pre-existing license. Under
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the supersession approach, any modifications or refurbishments necessary will
become licensing commitments similar to those imposed on operating plants under
current procedures. Safety requirements for license renewal would be tracked
and verified by existing NRC inspection and enforcement programs.

5. 7 Renewal Term

Fach renewed licenso will necessarily have some fixed term of duration. The term
of license renewal could be set generically by the rule or decided individually '

for applicants within some established range of values. The NRC is authorized,
under Section 103c of the Atomic Energy Act, to issue operating licenses for a
" ... specific period, as determined by the Commission, but not exceeding forty
years..." As discussed in Section 5.1, the NRC will limit all commercial reac-
tor licenses, including renewals, to a maximum of 40 years.

No minimum term is set by the statute; the Commission is charged with the re-
sponsibility of determining the appropriate length of each license up to the
40 year limit. Initially, the Commission set operating license terms to expire
40 years from the date a construction permit was granted. In the early 1980s,
however the NRC started dating its 40 year operating licenses from the time the
applican,t received a full power operating license. Since then, the Commission
has changed the starting dates on the licenses of over 20 units that began
operation before 1980 and has applications pending for many other units for
similar extensions.

In the iicense renewal rule, the renewal term is defined as the sum of remain-
ing years on the current operating license plus the additional amount of time
beyond the expiration date of the existing license (not to exceed 20 years)
that is requested in the renewal application. Since no ap)11 cation for renewal
will be accepted more than 20 years before expiration of tie current operating >

license, the renewal term is effectively limited to 40 years. This is consis-
tent with the 40 year limit imposed by the Atomic Energy Act.

Although there is no strong technical reason for setting a maximum period of
extended operation under the renewed license to 20 years, there are important
policy considerations that support this restriction. Currently, experience with
the aging of nuclear power plants is limited, and a conservative approach by the
NRC is warranted. If plants subsequently justify operation for longer periods
than the 60 year maximum allowed by the original license and one renewal term,
additional renewal applications will be considered by the _NRC. Until that time,
however, the NRC has determined that it is prudent to proceed cautiously in

I setting limits on the period of extended operation.

On the other hand, a renewal term limitation that is too restrictive would un-
necessarily discourage renewal applications. The administrative, technical,
and legal costs associated with pre aration and processing of renewal applica-
tions for a short renewal period mi ht not be justified relative to the bene-
fits to be gained from the limited icense extension. The NRC believes a
potential 20 year period of extended operation is sufficiently long to preclude
administrative burdens of this type from discouraging license renewal applications.

;

|
|

|
'
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If no limit were set on the period of extended operation for a reaewed license,
a subtle incentive might be created for licensees to delay application until
very late in the existing license term so as to receive the maximum life extension
period. The NRC believes that license renewal will be better accomplished with
a more orderly approach that will encourage licensee application and subsequent
NRC review well in advance of license expiration. Under the present approach,
licensees will request the full 20 year extension or a specific renewal period
consistentwithprojectedtechnicalrestrictionsrelatedtoage-relateddegra-
dation of safety-related components. Essentially all technical analyses would
therefore be based on a fixed total plant life equal to the original license
duration plus the requested additional renewal period.

Setting a minimum te.... ; s license renewal is a policy matter rather than a
technical concern. It is possible that the NRC could eliminate or reduce the
necessity for repetitive review by setting a minimum term for renewal. Howev-
er, properly setting the timely renewal period for license renewal will elimi-
nate any incentives for licensees to apply for a series of short terms in an
attempt to continue operation past expiration without complete NRC review.

.

(This scenario seems unlikely to be attempted or permitted in practice regard-
less of the framework of the rule, but the possibility has been repeatedly
raised in comments concerning the general timing topic.)

It is more likely that establishing a minimum term would unnecessarily limit
licensee flexibility Such a limit would have the potential for impacting
short-term regional generating capacity if a licensee needed to continue plant
operation during a short period until new ca)acity is completed. With no itdi-
cation that short renewal requests will over)urden NRC staff review resources
and a good likelihood that some licensees may desire renewal for onl
period, no minimum length is set for the terms of renewed licenses. y a short

In summary, the Commission set a maximum limit on the renewal term but no mini-
mum limit. The 20 year restriction on the period of exte ded operation combined
with the proposed 20 year restriction on early a] plication for renewal effectively
ensure that the renewal license will be within tie 40 year maximum permitted by
the Atomic Energy Act. Individualplantsmaybeabletojustifyonlysome -

- shorter-term, and each plant will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. Specif-
ic licensees are likely to request shorter terms that are bounded by technical
limitations such as total pressure vessel neutron embrittlement or component
time-at-temperature.

5.8 Decommissioning Rule Requirements

The decommissioning rule enacted by the NRC in June 1988 specifies requirements
of licensees that must be considered in-the context of the license renewal ap -
plication. Section 50.75, " Reporting and recordkeeping for cecommissioning
planning," states in paragraph (f):

"Eachlicenseeshallatorabout5yearspriortotheprojectedendofop-
-- eration-submit a preliminary decommissioning plan containing-a cost esti-

matefordecommissioningandanup-to-dateassessmentofthemajor.

technical factors that could affect planning for decommissioning."
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This section of the regulations goes on to specify factors to be addressed in
the plan and makes it clear that this plan will require a considerable amount
of work for the licensee to prepare and similarly for the NRC to review. Sub-
sequently,10 CFR 50.82, " Application for termination of license," requires
submittal of a complete proposed decommissioning plan no later than 1 year pri-
or to expiration of the opercting license. Preparation of a final decommis-
sioning plan is an extensive effort and NRC review of such a plan would
require significant resources as wd l.

The intent of these decommissioning regulations is basically twofold:
.

* To ensure that a licensee has sufficient financial resources dedicated to
fully and safely accomplish decommissioning, and

To ensure-that a licensee has adequate programs and plans in place at ap-*

propriate times to accomplish decommissioning.

The NRC has established a process to provide assurance that adequate funding
will be available for the decommissioning of each reactor facility. Each
licensee must periodically update the certification of funds defined in the
regulations and 5yearspriortotheprojectedendofoperations,providea
plant-specific a,ssessment. The decommissioning regulations require continued

certification' of general decommissioning' plant life to ensure that sufficientfunding throughout plant life with
specific evaluation close to the end of
funds are available at the permanent end of operations to safely decommission
the plant.

The actual cost of decommissioning at a facility may increase because of the
additional operation durina the renewal term. Since a license renewal will
postpone decommissioning of a facility, the effect of inflation and the poten '
tial for increase in the level of effort required to decommission the facility

'

at a later date must be considered. The effect of inflation on the cost of de-
commissioning has been considered and incorporated into the present require-
nents. The decommissioning rule requires maintenance of funds in a manner to
keeppacewithinfla.tionwithadditionalreviewandadjustmenttoensurethat
funding methods have accounted for actual inflationary effects. Current regu-
lations that address the effect of inflation on the funding of decommissioning |
will continue to apply during a renewal period. l

A second decommissioning cost concern associated with license renewal is the
likelihood that an increased level of effort will be necessary to decommission
the facility at a later date. However, the decommissioning regulations require
licensees to submit periodic updates to the funding plan and to maintain the
plan in accordance with 10 CFR 50.71. Any increased cost of decommissioning
due to operation during the license renewal term would need to be addressed in
updates'to the decommissioning funding plan. -Current requirements for periodi-
cally updating the decommissioning funding plan will continue to apply during
the iicense renewal period.

The final rule t.o longer postpones decommissioning planning. The net effect is
that it reduces the possibility that a plant's operations would be terminated
(at the end of the existing license period with renewal denied) with no decom-
missioning plan under development.
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The Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) assists NRR in the
review of decommissioning plans. Once a nuclear power plant has been defueled
at the end of life and certain steps toward decommissioning are taken, the fa-
cility ceases to function as, or embody the risks of, a power reactor. Activi-
ties at such a facility fall under the jurisdiction of NMSS. NRR and HMSS have
developed a protocol for the transfer of licensing responsibility from NRR to
NMSS both during the review of plant decommissioning plans and once the actual
decommissioning process begins at the facility. License renewal will delay
the decommissioning of nuclear power plants and thus the transfer of licensing
responsibilities to NMSS from NRR. Because most licensees who choose the
renewal option are expected to apply significantly in advance of license
expiration, ample time should be available to the NRC for allocating resources
appropriately among the licensing offices.

5.9 Irradiated Fuel Management Program Requirement:

A licensee is required by 10 CFR 50.54(bb) to submit a program for the manage-
ment of irradiated fuel no later than 5 years before license expiration. T 11s
program must provide for the handling of irradiated fuel af ter license expira-
tion until title transfer to the Department of Energy (DOE) for ultimate dis-
posal in a high-level waste repository. Plans for the funding of irradiated
furl management must also be included. Though the intent of the irradiated
fuel mana ement plan is separate from that of the decommissioning plan the ef-
fecton1censerenewalofthissectionoftheregulationsisverysimllarto
that of decommissioning planning discussed above.

.

If a renewed license becomes effective, the irradiated fuel management program
plan becomes unnecessary until the end of the renewal term, at which point any
such plan is likely to be significantly different because of developments in
technology and the DOE high-level waste program. If the renewal application is
denied the irradiated fuel management plan becomes necessary to ensure final
dispositionofspentfuel.

As discussed above for decommissioning considerations, most licensees are like-
ly to apply for license renewal 10 or more years prior to scheduled termination
of the license. NRC review of such applications is expected to take 2 to 3
years and a decision regarding the renewal application is expected tr, be made
before the 5 year point prior to expiration, thereby eliminating unnecessary
irradiated fuel management plan submittals.

Only in the most extreme scenario could a piant reach final shutdown without an
irradiated fuel management plan. Such a case should not pose a safety hazard,
however. Sufficient s)ent fuel storage capability is ensured at each plant by
current regulations. Jelay in the removal of the fuel from the site and ulti-
mate decommissioning is a remote possibility in this framework. The licensee
may incur some increase in decommissioning and capital costs because of delays
in finalizing a plan but should be given this flexibility if no safety risks
are present.

A separate consideration is the licensing determination that long-term, safe
disposal of spent fuel is reasonably ensured. The Commission has made this
determination generically in its Waste Confidence findings. In September 1989,
the NRC issued for public comment a revision to the Waste Confidence findings
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that specifically addressed the potential for license renewal of currently op-
erating reactors. The NRC found that temporary onsite or offsite storage of
spent fuel was available (even with increased amounts possible due to license
renewal) until completion of a permanent reaository. Delays or problems in the
DOE high-level waste program could affect tie Commission's Waste Confidence
findings and, potentially, license renewal of plants.

5.10 Material Alteration

In order to satisfy safety, reliability or regulatory requirements, signifi-
cantrefurbishment, replacement,ordeslgnalterationmaybedeemednecessary
(either by the operating utility or the NRC) for nuclear power plants seeking
license renewal. An important procedural question is whether a construction
permit is required for plant equipment changes that may be necessary to comply.
with technical requirements of the license renewal rule.

The Atomic Energy Act requires a construction permit of the applicant in order
to " construct" or " modify" a facilit A construction permit is required by 10
CFR 50.92 if a " material alteration"y.to a licensed facility is proposed. The
concern for license renewal is whether modifications reatesenting material al-
terations will be necessary and, if so, the manner in w1ich such changes will
be administered.

In the absence of a specific statutory definition for material alteration, the
historical practice of the NRC with regard to changes in design and construc-
tion has been examined. There have been two facilities that held operating li-
censes and subsequently received construction permits in order to perform
hardware changes or additions. The extent of the facility changes in each case
is summarized in Table 5.1, No other changes to licensed facilities have re-
suited in the issuance of a second construction oermit. Neither of the facili-
ties in Table 5.1 is a commercial reactor, but t1e examples indicate that some
changes to a commercial reactor could conceivably be of such significance as to
require a construction permit.

Table 5.1 Material alterations requiring a construction permit
for a licensed facility.-

Licensee Proposed Material Alteration to facility

University of Maryland Change in type of reactor, new reactor control
1969-1971 and instrumentation systems, new control console,

and substanti61 change in reactor building

Nuclear Fuel Services Application to construct additions to existing
West Valley Fuel plant to provide for new and different plant
Reprocessing Plant, 1975 reprocessing capabilities

.

Licensees perform changes under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 and under the
authorization of license amendments without requiring the issuance of a con-
struction permit. Such modifications do not represent material alterations.
Examples of changes to licensed plants that have not required a construction
permit include those listed in Table 5.2.

I
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Some of the changes listed in Table 5.2 were performed adhering to the require-
ments of 10 CFR 50.59, including the preparation of safety evaluations provid-
ing the bases and documentation of the acceptability of the change, and some
required formal licensing amendments.

Commenters from both the industry and the public agree that the question of
whether a construction permit is necessary to erform construction to comply
with license-renewal requirements is not a sub ect for generic treatment in the
license renewal rule. The NRC will address th issue on a plant-specific
basis.

Table 5.2 Changes to licensed plants not requiring new construction permit.
~

Equipment Change Licensing Process Used

PWR Steam Generator License Amendment and 50.'59
Replacement (IndianPoint3,
1988)

BWR Recirculation Piping License Amendment and 50.59
Replacement (Nine Mile Point 1, 1982;
Honticello,1982)

Installation of Vent on Mark I 50.59
Containment (Pilgrim 1987)

Change from Low to High Density License Amendment and 50.59
Spent Fuel (Peach Bottom 2 _1986;
SouthTexasProject1,1985)

Addition of Safety Components License Amendment and 50.59

AuxiliaryFeedPump(RanchoSeco,1988)
s or Emergency

Diesel Generators

The NRC concludes that plant changes for license renewal should not be ad-
| dressed differently from changes at currently licensed plants. Tables 5.1 and

5.2 indicate that it is unlikely that plants would propose material alterations
for license renewal that would require a construction permit. Plant changes
related to license renewal that would require a license amendment under normal
operation will be authorized by the renewed license issued by the Commission.
If the Commission determines that a construction permit is necessary, the regu-
latory fiamework is in place to respond to such requests.

5.11 Antitrust Review

Section105coftheAtomicEnergyAct(AEA)requiresthattheNRCobtainanan-
titrust review of certain license applications from the U.S. Attorney General.
Under the AEA as originally enacted, the Atomic Energy Commission could license
a reactor as a commercial facility under Section 103 or as a research and de-
velopment facility under Section 104b. The legislative history of the 1970
amendmentstotheAEAindicatethatSection104blicensesarenotsubjectto
the antitrust review of Section 105c unless there is a modification to a fa-

;cility such that it constitutes a new or substantially different facility. The
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:

.

NRC does not expect that any Section 104b plants will require such modifica-
tions as a prerequisite for license renewal. Therefore, the NRC concludes that
no antitrust review is required with respect to renewal of Section 104b operat-
ing licenses. With respect to Section 103 licenses, the legislative history of
the 1970 amendments indicates that Congress intended to require antitrust re-
view only of initial licensing actions unless there is a modification to a fa-
cility such that it constitutes a new or substantially different facility. As
with Section 104b plants, the NRC does not expect that any Section 103 plants
will require such modifications as a prerequisite for license renewal aaproval.
Thus, antitrust review of the renewal of an operating license is not li(ely.

,

,

I'
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6. DECISION RATIONALE

This section provides a summary of the various elements of the regulatory action
and the principal reasons for recommending them. The action is to issue a rule
that specifies the NRC's requirements for license renewal. The rule will con-
sist of a new section, 10 CFR Part 54, and appropriate revisions to 10 CFR
Part 51, which together will set forth all of the license renewal requirements.

At the start of this regulatory analysis, the staff considered two other policy
alternatives to developing a rule; namely, disallowing license renewal and
implementing license renewal without a rule. The reasons for not recommending
those alternatives were discussed and summarized in Section 1.1 and, therefore,
will not be repeated here.

6.1 Summary of Safety Review Requirements

Based on the evaluation of the four safety review alternatives described in
Chapter 3, the staff recommends the selection of Alternative B. The requirements
of this alternative, which were detailed in Section 3.2, are restated briefly
as follows: perform an integrated plant assessment to ensure that age-related

degradationuniquetolicenserenewalofallsystems, structures}fythefacility
and components

important to license renewal will be adequately managed; and mod
or its administrative controls in accordance with the integrated plant assessment.

These requirements will define the scope and nature of the technical information
to be provided by the applicant for license renewal and the scope of the NRC's
safety review effort in approving or disapproving the application.

In arriving at the selection of Alternative B, the staff has considered the
relative merits of imposing no additional requirements and simply extending the
current requirements to the renewal term (Alternative A); requiring a program
to assess and manage age-related degradation unique to license renewal
(Alternative B); and requiring, in addition to the requirements of Alternative
B, varying degrees of design review (Alternatives C and D). The rationale for
selecting Alternative B is provided beluw.

1. Justification for Determination of the Renewal Term. The requirements of
Alternative B are directed toward providing information on the projected
service life of components and on the conditions for extended service,
which will be essential to the staff's finding of whether the period of
extended operation requested by the license is justified. Age-related
degradationoccurringonlyduringtheperiodofextendedoperation,whose
efiects are different in character or magnitude during that period, or
whose effects were not explicitly evaluated for the period of extended
operation must be addressed before a new license is issued. Such age-
related degradation is not treated in a comprehensive fashion in the
ongoing eversight of operating reactors but may be critical to safety
during the term of the renewed license. The extension of current reg-
ulatory requirements alone, as required under Alternative A, will not
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provide sufficient information with respect to the projected service life
and aging management plans for all safety-significant components of the
plant.

2. Safety Assurance Through a Formal Progrhm to Assess and Manace Age- i
Helated Uegradation Unique to License Renewal. Alternative t ensures

efforttoassessandmanageageyprovidingthemajorstepsofaf0rmal
safety during the renewal term b

related degradation unique to license '

renewal of selected structures and components. Those steps also will ,

ensure a uniformity in the scope of the licensees' efforts and in the
standards that they must meet, while allowing the necessary degree of
flexibility. The nuclear industry's pilot plant and lead plant studies,
while not ' identical to all aspects of Alternative B, underscore the
importance of aging analyses in support of license renewal and life
extension. It is reasonable to expect that similar efforts will be under-
taken by all the licensees applying for license renewal and that these will
take into account the significant findings of the NRC's and the industry's ,

own aging studies. The aging management strategies for the renewal term i

that will be adopted by tie licensees will likely be plant specific, depend-
ing on plant type and vintage. However the development and implementation
of these strategies will depend also on,the cuality of data and methods
used-in the aging analyses. Therefore, the tRC's s)ecification of a formal

. framework-for these analyses, high level of safet
such as embodied in tie requirements of

Alternative B,l term.will provide a assurance during the
license renewa Also itisthestaff'sj gment that the extension
ofcurrentrequirementsto{heperiodofextende operation under Alternative
A will not be adequate to ensure the scope of the aging assessment and
management effort needed for license renewal.

3. Need for Additional Design Review. The issues of regulatory concern for
a plant that-nas a long operatinc history are expected to be related to
the aging and degradation of-harcware and not to the basic design as)ects
of the plant. As noted in Chapters 3 and 4 and discussed fully in NJREG-
1412, various past and current regulatory actions as well as the NRC's
evaluation of abnormal operational events and insp,ection efforts ensure
'that design-related safety concerns are addressed on a continual, basis and
modifications are made to the plant as necessary. Thus, the regulatory
process provides reasonable assurance that the licensing basis of all
currently operating plants provides an-acceptable level of safety for

operation. Therefore,l requirements for design. review against new plant
the staff believes that Alternatives C and D, which

include the additiona
standards, are unnecessary.

4. Favorable Impact-to-Value Ratio. The analysis of values and impacts
described and summarized in Chapter 4 shows that Alternative B provides
the smallest ratio for the total impact per avoided person-rem of expos-
dollars, in other words, the greatest value per unit of total impact in .ure or

The impact-to-value ratio for Alternative B is also much smaller.

than the reference value of $1,000 per avoided person-rem. The ratio
remains favorable even when uncertainties of the parameters used to esti-
mate the impact-to-value ratio are considered, furthermore, Alternatives
C and D result-in very large impact-to-value ratios when they are evaluated
.in relation to Alternative B. This implies that the design-related activi-
ties in Alternatives C and D that go beyond the aging assessment and man-

.agementactivitiesofA,1ternativeBcannotbejustifiedonthebasisof
6-2
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' quantitative values and impacts, Therefore, both qualitative and
quantitative considerations provide strong support for adopting the
requirements of Alternative B.

6.2 Summary of Environmental Review Requirements

The environmental assessment of 10 CFR Part 54 included an assessment of the
possible differences in environmental impacts that might arise because of reli-
censing under the provisions of 10 CFR Part 54 rather than 10 CFR 50.51. It
concluded that license renewal under either rule would involve essentially the
same types of analyses and activities specifically inspection, surveillance,
testing, and monitoring, and repair, r,eplacement, or refurbishment of selected
nuclearplantcomponentsandstructuresthataresubjecttoaging. % a result,
the promulgation of 10 CFR Part 54 would not significantly affect , "iv i ron-
ment. A Finding of No Significant Impact has been made, and an envi Sental
impact statement will not be prepared for the rule.

The environmental review to support 11 ant-specific license renewal decisions
will follow the requirements of 10'C R Part 51. The necessary changes to 10
CFR Part 51 are being developed in a separate rulemaking effort.

6.3 Summary of Procedural Requirements

A. procedural framework has been established in the rule for administering license
renewal. The resolution of procedural issu s would have been essentially the
same regardless of the safety review alternative chosen by the NRC. Several
procedural issues that were analyzed are appropriately dealt with by the current
regulations and no NRC action is necessary for resolution of these topics. More
detailed discussion of the procedural issues, associated considerations, and
alternative approaches to each issue is presented in Chapter 5.

License renewal will be accomplished by issuing a separate, renewed license to
supplant the current license. When the Conimission approves a renewal applica-
tion, the renewed license will immediately become eff ective and the existing
license voided. The term of the renewed license will be for an additional
period (beyondtheexistinglicenseexpirationdate)requestedbythelicensee,
plus the remaining life of the previous license. The NRC will limit the addi-~-

tional period of license renewal to a maximum of 20 years. While there is no
firm technical reason for the limit, the NRC sees strong reasons to
cautiously with regard to the safety of long-term reactor operation.proceedA 20 year

,

limit would not unreasonably restrict or burden licensees.

Orderly and predictable submittal and processing of license renewal applications
are necessary for effective regulation. The earliest date for submittal of
license renewal applications will be 20 years prior to expiration of the exist-
ing license. - A 20 year limit will allow sufficient time.for NRC evaluation and
subsequent licensee capacity planning while also preventing a>plications from
p h nts without significtnt operating data and experience in tie management of
a%ng. A renewal application will be considered timely if submitted 5 years
prior to license expiration. This requirement is necessary to ensure sufficient
time for safety review of the application by the NRC staff. Licensees submitting
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a>pilcations after that point will not be assured of continued operation after
tie expiration date of the existing license if application review by the NRC
is not completed.

Federal licensing actions require the opportunity for public participation in
varying degrees. Legislative history indicates that formal hearings are required t

for power reactor licensing cases. The NRC proposes no special hearing procedure
for license renewal. . All contested license renewal issues will be resolved at
formal hearings. The scope of these hearings will likely be more limited than
original operating license hearings, however. ,

The cost / benefit analysis requirements of the backfit rule do not apply to the
general requirements that the NRC finds necessary to specify in its regulations
in order to provide adequate protection to the health and safety of the public
for a plant ,lth a renewed license. Safety improvements beyond age-related
requirements needed for adequate protection or to ensure compliance with the
CLB will be subject to the cost / benefit analysis of the backfit rule both during
the review of license renewal applications and during the renewal term.

.
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7. IMPLEMENTATION

Development of the regulatory framework for license renewal is a major NRC
action. Similarly, the preparation and application for license renewal will be

!a major undertaking for licensees. The schedule for necessary NRC staff actions
to implement license renewal rulemaking is described in this section. )

i

7.1 Schedule

The schedule for im>1ementation of the license renewal process (see Fig. 7.1)
includes separate, aut interdependent, schedules for each of the following:

Regulatory guidance development,*

Generic environmental review and Part 51 rulemaking, and*

Lead plant implementation.*

Appropriate participation by the industry has been assumed based on commitments '

and sc les provided to the NRC by the Nuclear Management and Resources
Council (NUMARC).

7.1.1 Part 54 Rule Implementation

The requirements of 10 CFR Part 54 are applicable to and must be met by any
licensee seeking the renewal of a commercial nuclear power plant's operating
license. The staff will implement Part 54 as applications for license renewal
are received. The implementation of the license renewal rule will not be a
reanalysis of a plant s current licensing basis but rather will concentrate
on identifying systems, structures andcomponentssubjecttoage-related
degradation unique to license renew,al and ensuring the continued safe operation
of the plant during the period of extended operation. The provisions of Part 54
apply to first-time renewal applicants as well as to licensees seeking the
renewal of a renewed license, shoulo that case arise.

7.1.2 Regulatory Guidance Development

Implementation of the license renewal rule will require development of new
regulatory guidance and modification of existing guidance. Drafts of a regula-
tory guide on the format and content of license renewal applications and a stan-
dard review plan for-license renewal were issued for aublic comment in December
1990. These regulatory guidance documents will be pualished on an interim basis
in 1992. Regulatory guidance addressing the screening methodology for selection
of systems, structures, and components important to license renewal will be
provided through a safety evaluation report (SER) of an industry report submitted
sy.NUMARC entitled " Methodology to Evaluate Plant Equipment for License Renewal."
If a complete endorsement is not possible, the staff will generate necessary
supplemental guidance for performance of the integrated plant assessment for
license renewal.

7-1
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i

The NRC staff anticipates other necessary guidance will be provided over the
next 3 years through SERs on 10 additional industry technical reports. If the
staff deems necessary, individual industry technical report to fully address

a separate regulatory guide could be developed on the i

subjectmatterofany
related technical issues. Work on the SERs and necessary regulatory guides will i

,

proceed in parallel with other license renewal implementation activities. These
industry technical reports will address such topics as fatigua evaluations, low-

' ,

'

temperature neutron embrittlement, and other age-related effects associated with ;

containments, Class I structures, nrimary system boundaries, etc. Staff review
of industry efforts will include consideration o) whether the collective industry
efforts comprehensively cover all major license renewal concerns. i

7.1. 3 Generic Environmental Review and Part 51 Rulemaking

Compliance with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) regulations relative
to the two distinct, but related, actions of promulgating a license renewal rule
and renewing licenses of individual nuclear power plants has been given consid- '

erable conside i by the NRC and interested cn=~anters. A draft environmental t
assessment (E,; published for comment along C the proposed Part 54 in,

July 1990. The rinal EA addresses whether Part 54 o 41 have significant
environmental effects. The EA would not be used to legally limit the scope of
environmental effects treated in individual license renewal actions.

The basis for a change to Part 51 to limit the environmental impacts to be
considered in individual license renewal actions is the development of a gen-
eric environmental impact statement. This document would be tiered on the envi-
ronmental assessment. The generic environmental impact statement will address
the potential environmental impacts in sufficient detail to bound all site-
specific conditions. NUMARC is making available industry sources of informa-
tion to aid development of the generic environmental impact effort. A draft
generic environmental impact statement and proposed changes to 10 CFR Part 51
were )ublisheri for public comment in August 1991'and September 1991, respectively,
and tie final rule is scheduled for publication in late 1992.

7.1.4 Lead Plant Implementation

Yankee Atomic Electric Company's Yankee Ret:s and Northern States Power Company's,

| Monticello were selected as the industry's lead plants for license renewal. The
preparation and application work at these plants was sponsored jointly by the -
Department of Energy and the Electric Power Research Institute in an effort to
test the license renewal process established by the NRC. A series of meetings
among the lead plants, the lead plant program sponsors, and-the NRC have been
continuing since they began in 1989.-

In July.1991, Yankee Atomic announced a @ferral of its pian to seek a renewed-
license for the Yankee Rowe facility, lhis decision was based, in part. on
questions regarding the integrity of the Yankee Rowe reactor vessel. Subsequently,
Yankee Rowe withdrew from the lead alant program. The Monticelin application

-is scheduled for December 1991, wit 1 a final-determination-by December 1994-.
Achievement of these milestones will depend on timely issuance of the rule,
development of regulatory guides, and resolution of technical issues.
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7.2 Staff Actions

NRC staff action will be required for each of the three activity areas det;cribed
in Section 7.1. Various staff license renewal efforts are being ccordincted at
boththeworkinglevelandamongseniormanagement. A brief description of
those efforts and organizationai responsibilities follows.

7.2.1 Office of Nuclear 2egulatory Research (RES)

RES has the lead responsibility for the development of the appropriate regulatory
guiuesaddressingthetechnicalissuesrelatedtoaging. Draft Reg.1 atory1

uuide DG-1009 on standard format and content of technical information for appli-
cations to r?iew nuclear power plant oaerating licenses is scheduled t.o be issued
on an inten na basis in 19S2. It will 3e revised, if needed, based upon the
experience that will be gained from the reviews of the lead plant applications.
If deemed necessary, RES will develop additional regulatory guides on specific __

technical issues related~to aging and license renewal. .

RES also will continue to support NRR in the development of the strodard review
plan for license rer.ewal and the safety evaluation reports on tech 1ical issues
related to aging and license renewal.

RES has lead responsibility for developing and publishing the revisions to 10
CFR Part 51 regarding the scop of environmental effects and the associated
generic environmental impact statement.

7.2.2 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)
.

NRR has the lead responsibility for the review of license renewal applications.
Upon receipt of an application for license renewal, the staff will aerform a

. . .

4 sufficiency review to determine if the application provides reasonaaly completes

ie technical justification for the granting of a renewed license. It is noted
that this review is neither a detailed, in-depth review of the technical aspects- -~

of the application nor a simple checkoff sheet. Additionally, acceptance of the
application based on this preliminary review neither precludes the staff from _

requesting additional information as the review proceeds, nor does it predict-

the NRC!s final determination,

Once an ap;1ication is accepted, the formal to 5nical review by the staff begins.
; This will se conducted in a manner similar to regular licensing reviews, except
; that the scope of the review will be limited to the proper identification of

systems, structures, and components important to license renewal and age-related
degradation unique to license renewal and to aging management programs. Whilei

performing this review, the staff may choose'to conduct inspections at sites and
various offices where specific technical documentation is maintained by the
licensee.

The guidelines for the stair review are in the SRP-LR, Oraft Regulatory Guide
DG-1009, and any industry reports that have been reviewed and approved by the
staff and referenced by a licensee in a renewal application. The manner in

-which the staff conducts the review of a plant may vary in different areas.
In some cases, the staff may be able to complete some portions of the review

l
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on a generic basis if a licensee has chosen to reference and follow the guidance
r.ontained in approved industry reports. In other cases, the staff may need to
review plant-specific features.

In addition ' tv + Mg license renewal applications, NRR has the lead respon-
sibility for tapsting the SRP-LR and supports the development and completion
of Draft Regulatary Guide OG-1009 on the standard format and content of technical
information for applications to renew nuclear power plant operating licenses.

7.2.3 Office of the General Counsel (0GC)

OGC will participate in appropriate technical and policy meetings and will review
written material for legal considerations. 0GC will also provide legal represen-
tation in any hearings associated with the lead plants' renewal applications.

7. .'t Relationship to Other Major NRC Actions

Licence renewal is a major regulatory action that will influence a m other NRC
programs and activities. Current regulatory activities and sot p,it decisions
may need to be revie ed and possibly reworked in light c.f gene- c . plant-
specific implications arising from renewed operat . ' " mses. i.g or areas of
impact involving integration of license renewal activicies and requirements are:

Aging Research--Continuing research to identify and mitigate the effects of
aging on safety-related systems, structures, and components is an essential
element in tne implementation of license renewal. Strong financial incentives
exist for the extension of qualified design life for many of these components
rather than the ccstly alternative of removal and replacement.

To ensure safety during the period of extended operation, it is expected that
industry will bear the major burden for research. Also, the NRC will serve its
traditional role of providing independent confirmatory research. For example,
in the past several years some evidence has arisen that steel reactor support
structures may exhibit greater embrittlement than originally estimated at low
flux levels. The NRC has undertaken to resolve these ur. certainties and ensure
that adequate safety margins exist. Effective aging management programs,
including analysis, surveillance, and testing, will be predicated on the results
of such aging research.

Equipment Qualification--Revised equipment qualification reports will be required
,

of license renewal applicants for review by the NRC staff in its evaluations of '

license renewal applications. Significant NRC staff rescurces will be required
to support evaluation of equipment qualification considerations from multiple
license renewal applications. Coordination between aging research within RES
and equipment qualification activities.within NRR will need to continue.

Severe Accident Resolution--The final license renewal rule (Alternative B) doesnot specifically ac; dress severe accident closure. Resolution of severe accident
issues (through the individual plant examination (IPE) program, the accident
managemert 3rogram, and other current initiatives) is expected to occur at almost
all plants oefore those plants submit license renewal applications. Plants will
have completed IPEs and have in place accepted implementation schedules for
resultingactions. Specific consideration of the lead plants for license
renewal is anticipated, however.

7-5
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Maintenance Rule--The NRC has taken initiatives to emphasize the importance of
maintenance practices at nuclear power plants. Careful coordination is necessary
in the development of the , maintenance regula'ory guide, which implements the new
maintenance rule requirements, to ensure that elements that relate to recon'
keeping, trending, and surveillance important to license renewal are considered.
The NRC recognizes that consistency between these two important regulatory areas,
maintenance and license renewal, is of great importance.

Generic Safety Issues--Ongoing NRC research in resolving generic safety issues
TUSIs) will need to consider the potential for plant life extension as well as
additional licensee actions in preparation for license renewal. In considering

the NRC has performed
new hardware requirements for tie resolution of GSIs,ider the average remainingregulatory analysis and cost-benefit analysis to cons
operating life of the reactors that would be affected by a generic action. With
implementation of license renewal, the actual remaining life of at least some
reactors will be greater than that considered in the analysis of past safety
issues. The NRC 1as performed a comprehensive review of resolved GSIs to
determine whether extended plant life would have affected the decision outcote
of such issues.

Of the 249 GSIs that were resolved through October 1990 139 did not result in
backfit requirements. Threeofthe139GSIswereidentIfiedaswarrantinga
reexamination of the backfit determination for the license renewal aeriod. It

was determined that an additional 20 years of operation would not caange the
conclusion that a backfit was not required for two of the three GSIs, while the
third issue is currently being reevaluated. None of the issues identified for
reexamination involve adequate protection concerns.
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Table A.1 Schedule of license expirations for currently operating plants.

Date of Date-
Design Operating of

,

Nameuof Rating License License i

No. Plant PWR/BWR (Net MWe) Issuance Expiration
'

1 Big Rock Point BWR 72 08/62 2000
2 Yankee Rowe PWR 175 07/60 2000
3 Oyster Creek-1 BWR 650 08/69 2004
4 San Onofre-1 PWR 436 03/67 2004
5 Nine Mile Point-1 BWR 620 08/68 2005
6 Dresden-2 RWR 794 12/69 2006
7 Ginna PWR 470 09/69 2006
8 Haddam Neck PWR 582 06/67 2007
9 Palisades PWR 805 10/72 2007

10 Quad Cities-1 BWR 789 12/72 2007
11- Quad Cities-2 BWR 789 12/72 2007
12 Robinson-2 PWR 700 09/70 2007
13 Turkey Point-3 PWR 693 07/72 2007
14 Turkey Point-4 PWR 693 04/73 2007
15 Cooper BWR 778 01/74 2008
16 Diablo Canyon-1 PWR 1086 11/84 2008
17' Fort Calhoun-1 PWR 478 08/73 2008
18 Maine Yankee PWR 825 06/73 2008
19 Peach Bottom-2 BWR 1065 11/73 2008
20 Peach Bottom-3 BWR 1065 07/74 2008
21 Salem-1 PWR 1115 12/76 2008
22 Salem-2 PWR 1115 05/81 2008
23 Zion-1 PWR 1040 10/73 2008
24 Zion-2 PWR 1040 11/73 2008
25 Cook-1 PWR 1030- 10/74 2009
26 Cook-2 PWR 1100 12/77 2009
27 Indian Point-3 PWR 965 04/76 2009
28 Brunswick-1 BWR 821 11/76 2010
29 Brunswick-2 BWR 821- 12/74 - 2010
30- Diablo Canyon-2- PWR 1119 08/85 2010
31 Duane Arnold-1 BWR 538 02/74 2010
32 Millstnre-1 bnR 660 10/70 2010
33 Montice;io-1 BWR -545 09/70 2010
34 Point Beach-1 PWR 497 10/70 2010
35 Davis-Besse PWR 906 04/77 2011
36 Dresden-3 BWR 794 03/71 2011
37. Trojan-1 PWR 1130 11/75 2011
38 -Arkansas-2 PWR 912 09/78 2012
39 Pilgrim-1 BWR 655 09/72 2012
40 Surry-1 PWR 788 05/72 2012
41 Vermont Yankee BWR 540 02/73' 2012
42 Browns Ferry-1 BWR 1065 12/73 2013
43 Indian Point-2 PWR 873 09/73 2013
44 Kewaunee-1 PWR 535 12/73 2013
45 Oconee-1 PWR 887 02/73 2013
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Table A,1 (Continued)
.

Oate of Date
Design Operating of

Name of Rating License License
No. Plant PWR/BWR (Net MWe) Issuance Expiration

46 Oconee-2 PWR 887 10/73 2013
47 Point Beach-2 PWR 497 05/72 2013
48 Prairie Island-1 PWR 530 08/73 2013
49 San Onofre-2 PWR 1070 09/82 2013
50 San Onofre-3 PWR 1080 09/83 2013
51 Surry-2 PWR 788 01/73 2013
52 Arkansas-1 PWR 850 05/74 2014
53 Browns Ferry-2 BWR 1065 08/74 2014
54 Calvert Cliffs-1 PWR 845 07/74 2014
55 Fitzpatrick BWR 816 10/74 2014
56 Hatch-1 BWR 776 10/74 2014
57 Oconee-3 PWR 887 07/74 2014
58 Prairie Island-2 PWR 530 10/74 2014
59 TMI-1 PWR 819 04/74 2014
60 M111 stone-2 PWR 870 09/75 2015
61 Beaver Valley-1 PWR 835 07/76 2016
62 Browns Ferry-3 BWR 1065 08/76 2016
63 Calvert Cliffs-2 PWR 845 11/76 ?016
64 Cryctal River-3 PWR 825 01/77 2016
65 Saint Lucie-1 PWR 830 03/76 2016
66 Farley-1 PWR 829 06/77 2017
67 Hatch-2 BWR 784 06/78 2018
68 North Anna-1 PWR 907 04/78 2018
69 North Anna-2 PWR 907 08/80 2020
70 Sequoyah-1 PWR 1148 09/80 2020
71- Farley-2 FWR 829 03/81 2021
72 McGuire'l PWR 1180 07/81 2021

'73 Sequoyah-2 PWR 1148 09/81 2021
| 74- Grand Gulf-1 BWR 1250 11/84 2022

75 LaSalle-1 BWR 1078 08/82 2022
76 Summer-1 PWR 900 11/82 2022
77 Susquehanna-1 BWR 1050 11/82 2022
78 LaSalle-2 BWR 1078 03/84 2023

-7C McGuire-2 PWR 1180 05/83 2023
80 Saint Lucie-2 PWR 830 06/83 2023
81 WNP-2_(WPPSS-2)_ BWR 1100 04/84 2023
82 Byron-1- PWR 1120 02/85 2024
83 Callaway-1- PWR 1171 10/84 2024
84 Catawba-1 PWR 1145 01/85 2024
85 Limerick-1 BWR 1055 08/85 2024
86 Palo Verde-1 PWR 1270 06/85 2024
87 Susquehanna-2 BWR 1050 06/84 2024
88 Waterford-3 PWR 1104 03/85 2024
89 -Fermi-2 BWR 1093 07/85 2025
90 Millstone-3 PWR 1154 01/86 2025
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Table A.1 (Continued)

Date of Date
Design Operating of

Name of Rating License License
No. Plant PWR/BWR (Net MWe) Issuance Expiration

91 Palo Verde-2 PWR 1270 04/86 2025

92 River Bend BWR 936 11/85 2025

93 Wolf Creek-1 PWR 1170 06/85 2025
94 Braidwood-1 PWR 1120 07/87 2026

95 Byron-2 PWR 1120 01/87 2026

96 Catawba-2 PWR 1145 C3/86 2G26

97 Clinton-1 BWR 933 04/87 2026

98 Harris-1 PWR 900 01/87 2026
99 Hope Creek-1 BWR 1067 07/86 2026

100 Nine Mile Point-2 BWR 1080 07/87 2026

101 Perry-1 BWR 1205 11/86 2026
102 Seabrook-1 BWR 1150 05/89 2026
103 Beaver Valley-2 PWR 836 08/87 2027
104 Braidwood-2 PWR 1120 05/88 2027

105 Palo Verde-3 PWR 1270 11/87 2027

106 South Texas-1 PWR 1250 03/88 2027

107 Vogtle-1 PWR 1101 03/87 2027

108 South Texas-2 PWR 1250 03/89 2028

109 Limerick-2 BWR 1055 08/89 2029

110 Vogtle-2 PWR 1160 03/89 2029

111 Comanche Peak-1 PWR 1150 04/90 2030

TOTAL CAPACITY (HWe) 101,414

Sources: Design Rating and Date of Operating License Issuance from U5NRC,
" Licensed Operating Reactors Status Summary Report Data as of
12-31-88," NUREGr 0020, Vol.13, No.1, January 1989.

Date of License Expirations based on information from USNRC,
" Nuclear Regulatory Information Digest," NUREG-1350, Vol. 3,
1991 Edition.
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Table B.1 A representative list of selected new plant standards
for Alternative C based on review of SEP experience.

Applicable
Safety Review Topic SRP Section

Stability of Subsurface Materials and Foundations: ?.5.1-5
Assurance of all safety-related structures and buried 3.8.1
equipment against potential static and seismically 3.8.5
induced settlement. 3. 1-6

Flood Protection Requirements: Assurance of structural 2.4.2
integrity against loads and dynamic effects from winds, 2.4.5
tornado flooding, hurricanes, tsunami, and seiches, 2.4.10

_

taking into accuunt the following plant characteristics 2.4.11and capabilities:
,

Site hydrologic characteristics.*

Capability of structures important to safety*

to withstand flooding.

Adequacy of cooling water supply.*

Adequacy of inservice inspect 1on of water control*

structures.

Identification of Potential Hazards in Plant Vicinity: 2.2.1
Assurance of integrity of safety related systems, 2.2.2
structures, and components against the following
types of hazards:

Shock waves from explosions.*
_

Fires or explosions from chemicals and gases*

transported in the vicinity of the plant. ,

Missile and debris impact from explosions.*

Missiles Generated by Natural Phenomena: Assurance of 3.5.1.4
systems, structures, and components important to safe
shutdown capability to withstand the impact of an
appropriate spectrum of tornado generated missiles.

Turbine Missiles: Assurance of the following: 3.5.1.1-3
10.2

Turbine disc and rotor integrity through material 10.2.3*

quality and inspections.

Overspeed protection systems to preclude turbine*

missile generation.

Unobtrusive protective barriers to mitigate*

consequences from missile impacts.

B-3
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Table B.1- (Continued)

. _

Applicable
Safety _ Review Topic SRP Section

ASME-Code Class 1, 2, and 3 Components, Component supports, 3.9.1-3
and Core Support Structures: Assurance of Category 1 5. 2.1.1
structures (the containment, structures inside containment, 5.2.1.2
and structures outside containment) safety functions, in
accordance with up-to-date standards for the design,
fabrication, erection, and testing of structures.

Concrete Containment: Assurance of the adequacy of the 3.8.1-3
inspection program for prestressed concrete ccntainments.
Inspections should include' liftoff tension and acceptance
criteria, testing or prestressing of tendons, and review of
deterioration and corrosion of prestressed tendons.

Seismic Design P'arameters: Verification of the design 3.7.1-4
adequacy of_the plant, particularly structures, piping, and
equipment, with respect to appropriate free ground-motion
spectra of the safe shutdown earthquake. Emphasis to be
placed on the following:

Structural integrity of anchorage and support*

systems of all safety related electrical equipment.

Structural integrity of vertical pumps.*

* Field-erected tanks.

Support systems of small-diameter, safety-related*

piping with large valve opcrators.

Safa Shutdown Systems: Assurance of adequate design, fabri- 7.4'

cation, an'd testing of systems components, and equipment |
-necessary to achieve safe shutuawn under postulated external
events.

Residual Heat Removal System: k.surance of electrical, 5.4.7
instrumentation, and control features to' achieve safe
shutdown using only safety equipment.

Station Service Water System: Assurance of the station 9.2.1
se-vice and cooling water systems to remove decay heat 9.2.2
from the core under normal and emergency conditions.
Specifically, assurance _ of the -following should be provided:

B-4
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Table 8.1 (Continued)

Applicable
Safety Review Topic SRP Section

' Cooling water system capable of transferring heat*

from systems, structures, and componentsf
important to safety to the ultimate heat sink.

Adequate physical separation of systems to avoid*

adverse systems interactions.

Sufficient cooling water inventory or provisions*

for makeup water.
'

Ventilation Systems: Assurance that ventilation systems 9.4.1-5
have the capability to provide a safe environment under all
modes of operation for plant personnel and for engineered
safety features.

-Interlock Systems Important to Safety: Assurance of 7.6
sufficient redundancy and reliability of valves and BTP ICSB-3
valve interlocks between tlee high- and low pressure
safety injection systems.

Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS): Assurance of 6. 3
procedures, instrumentation, and information display BTP 1C58-20
for manual switchover from injection to recirculation
mode for the ECCS if automatic switchover is not an
attribute of the original design.

AC Power Systems (Onsite): Assurance of electrical 8.2
independence of redundant safety-related onsite power 8.3.1
sources.

DC Power Systems (Onsite): Assurance of dc power 8.3.2
system redundancy, battery system. capability, and Appendix 7-A
bus voltage monitoring and annunciation design. BTP EICSB-6

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leak Detection: 5.2.5
Assurance of the reliability and sensitivity of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary leakage detection system to provide
the reactor-operator with adequate time te identify, isolate,
and repair the leak.

Shared Systems: Assurance that safe shutdown capability BTP EICSB-7
for one unit at a site is not compromised by accident
conditions at a second unit.

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System: Assurance of 5.4.6
adequate isolaB on devices to prevent nonsafety failures 7.3
from propagating to cor.imon-mode failures of safety systems.

B-5
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Table 8.1 (Continued)

Applicable
Safety. Review Topic SRP Section

Reactor Protection System and Engineered Safety Features: 6.3
Assurance of an adequate integrated test program for ECCS
components.

Protective Coating Systems (Paints) for Organic Materials: 6.1.1
Assurance of organic paints, coatings, and insulation 6.1.2
materials to withstand harsh environments inside containment
so as not to contribute to corrosion and debris that could-
adversely affect plant operation.

Reactor Water Cleanup System: Assurance of the reactor 5.4.8
water cleanup system capability to remove contaminants
introduced by main condenser leakage and the maintenance of
water purity limits consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.56.

Steam System Piping Failures Inside and Outside Containment: 15.1.5
Assurance of pipe break and crack propagation analyses in 15.2.8
evaluating dynamic effects of high- and moderate-energy fluid
system piping'.

Containment Isolation System: Assurance of containment 6.2.4-7
penetration integrity to prevent uncontrolled release of BTP ICSB-6-4
radioactivity and primary system coolant.

!
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C,1 DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSES PERFORMED

The objective of this work is to quantify the core damage frequency increeses
that result from component aging under current test and maintenance practices.
The core damage frequency increases from the aging of both active components
(valves, pumps, etc.) and passive components (containment, piping, etc.) are
calculated. To quantify the core damage frequency increases due to the aging
of active components, two NUREG-1150 probabilistic risk analyses (PRAs) are
used, one for a PWR and one for a BWR (Ref. C.1). Aging models are incorporated
into the PRAs to calculate the core damage frequency increase that is due to
aging. The methodology used to calculate the core damage frequency effects due
to the aging of active components is taken from NUREG/CR-5510 (Ref. C.2) and is
described in a subsequent section.

To quantify the core damage frequency increases due to the aging of passive
components, the core damage frequency importances of the passive components are
combined with the associated passive component aging effects to obtain the core
damage frequency increases due to aging. The core damage frequency importances
used are those given in the TIRGALEX report (NUREG/CR-5248) (Ref. C.3). The
methodology used to combine importances and aging effects is again taken from
NUREG/CR-5510 and is described in a later section. The passive components
require a separate evaluation because the NUREG-1150 PRAs used do not incor-
porate passive component contributions to the detail required for the aging
evaluations.

Point estimates of the core damage frequency increases due to aging are obtained
using component and structure aging rates and using .nodels for current testing
and maintenance practices. Sensitivity studies are also performed using upper-
bound data values and lower-bound data values. Uncertainty analyses are further-
more carried out to calculate the probability distribution of the core damage
frequency increase due to aging by astigning probability distributions to the
data to represent the data uncertainties. By carrying out point evaluations,'

sensitivity evaluations, and uncertainty evaluations, more comprehensive anal-
yses of the core damage frequency increases due to aging are obtained.

C.2 BASIC METHODOLOGY USED TO CALCULATE AGING EFFECTS ON CORE 0AMAGE FREQUENCY

The basic methodology used to calculate the increase in the core damage fre-
quency from aging effects is that described in NUREG/CR 5510 (Ref. C.2). The
core damage frequency increase is the increase above the baseline core damage
frequency calculated in the PRA. Using the methodology in NUREG/CR-5510, the
core damage frequency increase AC due to aging is expressed as a sum of con-
tribution terms from successively higher order aging interactions:

(1}ACy + AC2 + ... + ACMaC =

where

SC = the increase in core damage: frequency due to the aging of (2)
y

individual components

C-7
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AC the increase in core damage frequency due to the (3)2 = simultaneous aging of two components
,

.

.

ACM = the increase in core damage frequency due to the (4)
simultaneous aging of M components

The maximum size of aging interactions M is the maximum combination of compo-
nent failures considered in the PRA that results in a core damage (i.e. , the
largest core damage frequency minimal cut set evaluated in the PRA). Equation
(1) for AC is exact in that all the contributions included in the PRA are
included in the contributions to the core damage frequency increase due to

-aging.

Fro * N EG/CR-5510, the terms AC ,aC ,...,aC are given by:y 2 g

;( a 5 c4 (5)

AL -a I cqj (6)
1>j

AC3 = I I I cijki>j>k
.

.

hcg =II I c g g ...g (7)
12 Mf > i '' ' I 'j 2 M

Each core damage frequency contribution is a sum of individual component
contributions e , cg3, etc., over all the components in the PRA. The terms cj

4

give the contribution from each component'i, the terms c ) give the contribu-g

tion-from the simultaneous aging of components i and j, and so on, up to the,

maximum component interactions considered in the PRA. Thus, the detailed aging'

contributions from every component and from every component' interaction are
identified, providing comprehensive information on the aging contributions.

Finally, NtJREG/CR-5510__shows that each component contribution cq, cg), etc.,
|| can be' expressed as a product of aporopriate risk importance factors and' aging

factors:"

:

cg = S aqq (8)j

=S acgj $3 g oq) (9)g

cijk * SijkO9 O9j 9k0i
.

.

! *

| c = 5 Aqq ...aq$ (10)4 ..g 9.9
| 1 M 1 M 1 M

|
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-where S , 5 ), etc., are the risk importance factors (or risk sensitivityj 9

factors)_and Aqj are the' aging factors.- More specifically, i

5 = the core damage frequency importance of component'i (11)
'

9

Sqj =-the core damage frequency joint importance of components (12)i and j
,

.

.

S = the core damage frequency joint importance of components (13)
'

4..9
1 M i,...,iy g

The aging factors are defined by:

Aqj = the aging effect in component i due to aging (14) e

aq Aq) = the product of the aging effects in components i and j (15)j

l ' j . '. Aq
Aq j = the product of the aging effects in components (16)Aqj

2 M i .....it M

The cure damage frequency importance factors S , 5 ), etc., are determined fromj 9

the-PRA using importance algorithms such as defined in NUREG/CR-5510. The aging
-effects Aq are' calculated-_from appropriate aging models.j

Substituting the above component formulas into the core damage frequency
contributions, the core damage frequency increase AC can then be explicitly-
expressed in' terms of the component risk importance factors and aging effects:

AC = I S aqj+- .S ag Aq)-j jj j

+...+ I I...I --S j j ..j Aq Aqq ...Aq - (17)
t >i ''''I 12 M - {1

q
2 My 2 M

i:

L 'As NUREG/CR-5510 indicates, this detailed expression for AC can be viewed as a
Taylor expansion, which is encountered in standard' calculus and which contains
all the PRA contributions. The advantage of this methodology, in addition to-
explicitly identifying all the component contributions, is that the risk impor-
tance factors S , 5 ),-etc., can be computed from presently available PRAs thatj 9

do not-include aging effects and then_the aging effects Aqj can be calculated
from separate aging models. The risk importance factors 5 , 5 ), etc. , thus9 9

need to be only calculated once from the. original PRA. As different aging
effects or different maintenance programs are evaluated for;their_ effectiveness-
in contro111ng' aging, only the aging effects _Aq need to be changed and_be sub-q

stituted into. Equation (17) to. determine the resulting core damage frequency
changes AC.

C-9
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C. 3 APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY TO ACTIVE COMPONENTS

To calculate the contribution to the core damage frequency increase from the
aging of active components, the contributions from the aging of individual
components and from the interaction of two aging components are calculated.
This amounts to calculating the first two contributions to the core damage
frequency increase:

AC = ACy + AC2 (18)

AC = I S ag +1 S aq aq) (19)j g jj j

The truncation of higher order aging interactions, i.e., AC , AC , etc., will
3 4

result in a slight underestimation of the total core damage frequency change aC.
However, as NUREG/CR-5510 discusses, this underestimation is generally negli-
gible and the truncated result for AC is accurate to several significant figures
unless AC is very large (e.g. , when AC is greater than 1x10 2 per year). For these
cases of very large core damage frequency increases, the approximation given by
Equation (19) will also show a large core damage frequency increase, but the
value will be somewhat smaller than the actual increase.

For the calculations performed, the core damage frequency increase AC due to
agi ' effects at a plant age of 50 years is calculated. The 50 year time point
is the midpoint between 40 years and 60 years, representing a 20 year life-
extension for the plant. The use of the 50 year time point also gives results
that are numerically equal (to several significant figures) to the results
obtained by averaging the aging effects from 40 years to 60 years.*

For active standby components, the appropriate aging effect aq to calculate is
the increase in component unavailability due to aging. Because of the 50 year
time period, if the replacement interval for the component is less than 50 years,
then the unavailability increase aq is calculated to be the average increase in
unavailability due to aging between component replacements. Using the average
unavailability increase between replacements corresponds to replacements being

,

equally likely to be performed anywhere in the time period eo to 50 years, when '

replacements are performed.

When the replacement interval for the component is longer than 50 years, the
aging effect aq is calculated to be the unavailability increase at the 50 year
time point. There is no averagin'g of the unavailability increase between
replacements for this case because there is no expected replacement in the time
period up to 50 yeao.

The formula for the average unavailability increase aq between replacements is
taken from NUREG/CR-5510. This formula is:

-og = la(L-T)T + laT2 (20)
4 3

where L is the replacement interval (overhaul interval) and T is the surveil-
lance test interval for the component. The other parameter in the formula is-

*For the linear aging models used, as subsequently discussed.
C-10
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the component aging rate, which is denoted as a. As discussed in NUREG/CR-5510,
the above formula models surveillance tests as being functional tests with
minimal replacements being carried out if no functional failure is detected.
(In reliability terminology, the surveillance tests are modeled as leaving the
component in "as good as old condition" if no functional failure is detected.)

If there are no surveillance tests expected on the component between replace-
ments, then T is set equal to L in Equation (20) as discussed in NUREG/CR-L510.
In Equation (20), replacements are modeled as involving complete restorations
of the component with no burnup problems, (In reliability terminology, the com-
ponent is modeled as being restored to "as good as new condition" after
replacement.)

If there are inefficiencies associated with the surveillance tests or replace-
ments, as NUREG/CR-5510 discusses, L and T in Equation (20) are the effective
intervals, which are the actual intervals divided by the respective surveillance
and replacement efficiencies:

T
o (21)

T=7
T

and
L g @

L=7
L

where T, and L are the-actual interval:, and c and e are the efficiencies.g i t

For component replacement intervals larger than 50 years, the unavailability
increase aq is calculated using the formula given in Appendix B to NUREG/CR-5510:

ag = 1 a [t T + T2) (23)
2 I

where t is set to 50 years. The above formula is an average unavailabilityo

increase between surveillance tests at t, = 50 years. If there is no surveil-
lance test expected in 50 years, the formula for the unavailability increase
with no testing and replamement is used:

ag = 1 at 2 (24)
2

As NUREG/CR-5510 indicates, the above formulas are standard first order
equations for the unavailability increase when the aging rate is modeled as
being a linear aging rate.* For the linear aging rate model, the failure rate
increase A(t) in the component due to aging is modeled as being linear with
component age t:

A(t) = at (25)

^To minimize truncation errors, aq is replaced by the formula 1 - exp(-aq) when
aq is larger than 0.3.
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where a is the' aging rate. NUREG/CR-4769 (Ref. C.4) describes the bases for
the linear aging model and its applicability. It is important to note that the
above formulas also apply if the parameter a is the time trend in the failure
rate due to any causes, not only aging-related causes. Thus, the above formulas
apply for any failure rate time trend.

C.4 APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY TO PASSIVE COMPONENTS

The methodology in NUREG/CR-5510 can be applied to passive components if the
component aging effect aq .is properly calculated. As NUREG/CR-5510 discusses,
the aging effect Aq can be a change in unavailability, a change in failure pro-
bability, or a charge in initiating event frequency depending upon the contri-
bution of the. compotent to the core damage frequency or to the risk result.

Two types of passive components are evaluated here. For a passive component
whose failure constitutes "n accident initiating event, aq is calculated as the
change in the failure frequency of the passive component due to aging. Examples
of passive components whose failure causes aa accident initiating event include
small piping (initiating events for small loss-of-coolant accidents (small
LOCAs)) and large piping (initiating events for large LOCAs). To avoid confu-
sion with the previous section where aq is used to denote the change in unavail-
ability, the change in failure frequency due to aging will be denoted as af.

From NUREG/CR-5510, if a is the aging rate for a passive component whose failure
causes an accident initiating event, then the change in the failure frequency af
is given by:

Af = at (26)

where t is the time (age) from last renewal or rep?acement of the component.
The quantity af is simply the increase in component failure rate due to aging
as modeled by the linear aging model and was previously given by Equation (25).

.

For a passive component whose failure initiates an accident, the risk importance
factor S is the change in core damage probability given the initiating event.*g

The change in core damage frequency AC g due to aging of the passive component '

is then:

404 = S afj (27)$

The contributions AC9 are summed over all passive components whose failure
causes an initiating event to obtain the total core damage frequency increase

~

from aging. Contributions from multiple interactions of passive components can
also be obtained using the NUREG/CR-5510 methodology but they are not evaluated
for these analyses.

The second type of passive component considered for these analyses is one whose
function is to mitigate or control consequences from an accident. Examples of

*When aq is an unavailability change, S is the change in core melt frequency.
$

When aq is the change in frequency, S is the change in core melt probability
$

since the frequency factor has been removed.
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such components are the containment and containment systems. For these compo-
nents, aq is the increase in unavailebility of the component to perform the
mitigation or control function caused by aging, Because aq is an unavailability,
the unavailability formulas given in the previous section apply to these passive
components.

When the passive component-unavailability is included as a contributor to con-
tainment failure probability, the applicable risk importance 5 is the increase

4in the conditional containment failure probability when the component is
unavailable. The conditional containment failure probability is the contain-
ment failure probability given a core damage. If ac is the increase in thej
conditional containment failure probability due to the passive component aging,
then:

ac9=Saqj (28)j

In the above formula, the lower case letter "c", i.e., ac , is used to differen-j
tiate from the core damage frequency increase calculated earlier and denoted by
AC. The sum of acg over all the contr1buting passive components gives the total
increase in the conditional containment failure probability from aging of the
relevant passive components. Contributions from interactions of aging passive
components are again not included in the present analyses.

C.5 DATA USED TO APPLY METHODOLOGY

To apply the previous methodology to calculate aging effects, the following data
are required:

1. The risk importance coefficients, 5 , 49),etc.,9

2. The component aging rate a for each component, and

3. The test and replacement (or overhaul) intervals T and L for each
component,

i The following subsections discuss the data used for each of these items.

C.S.1 Risk Importance Coefficients Used

As was discussed in Section C.2, the risk importance coefficients S 5 ), etc.,$ 9

that need to be obtained for the active components are the core damage frequency
importance coefficients (previously defined by Equations (11')-(13)). For the
single component contribution (AC ) and double component contribution (AC )y 2
obtained, the core damage frequency coefficients 5 and S for individual

9 jj
components i and for double components i and j are calculated using two NUREG-
1150 PRAs, one for a PWR and one for a BWR. (The PWR is also termed Plant A
and the BWR,. Plant B.)

The algorithm used to calculate the core damage frequency importance coeffi-
cients is described in Appendix A to NUREG/CR-5510. The computer program used
is also described in NUREG/CR-5510. Since the individual importance coeffi-
cients S are also given in the NUREG-1150 reports (and are also calledj

C-13
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Birnbaum imprtance coefficients), the individual coefficient values from the
computer prog:Am are compared to the values in the NUREG-1150 report as an
additional check. The two: sets of values agree, generally to at least two
significant figures. The double coefficients S have also been hand-checked

$3
for specific cases. Because there are a large number of core damage frequency
importance coefficients, the values that are obtained are reported in the
tables given in the subsequent sections reporting the results.

For passive components, as was described in Section C.4, the risk importance
coefficients needed are the core damage probability importances 5 for passive

4

components whose failure constitutes an accident initiating event. For passive
components whose unavailability is included as part of containment unavail-
tbility, the risk importance coefficients required are the containment failure
;vobability importances 5 . The core damage probability importance S is the

4 4

increase in core damage probability when the passive component has failed and
has caused an initiating event. The containment failure probability importance
S is the increase in the conditional containment failure probability when thej
passive component is unavailable.

The values for both the core damage probability importances and the containment
failure probability importances are taken from Table 2.5 of the TIRGALEX report,
NUREG/CR-5248 (Ref. C.3), and are reproduced again here in Table C.1.

It should be-noted that NUREG/CR-5248 reports all importances in units of core
damage frequency per year (CD/yr) and does not differentiate between core damage
probability importances and containment failure probability importances. The
objective of the TIRGALEX report was different from the present analysis and was
solely to rank the relative importance of aging contributors and not to quantify
the core damage frequency and risk effects of aging as is the objective here.
For more detailed evaluations as done here, the differentiation of importances
is necessary.

,

As the TIRGALEX report warns, there are large uncertainties associated with the
passive component importance values that are given and are used here. Because
of the uncertainties associated with the values, the values should be inter-
preted only as gross, order-of-magnitude characterizations of the importances.
The uncertainties-assigned to the results and described in subsequent sections
-reflect the uncertainties in these impertance values.

All the sensitivity coefficients used i. this study were extracted from the
TIRGALEX report for consistency, but for a few selected components the TIRGALEX
values can be compared with sensitivity coefficients obtained in the more recent
NUREG-1150 study; for example, steam generator tube ruptures are modeled for
Plant A in NUREG-1150 with a sensitivity coefficient of 1.9E-04. This is 60%
of the value shown in Table C.1 for steam generator tubes. Two other sensitiv-
ity coefficients can be extracted from NUREG-1150 for Plant A: S$ = 7.4E-03 for
large safety piping (16% greater than the value in Table C.1) and S9 = 4.9E-04
for small pipe (one-half the value in Table C.1). As indicated in Section C.7
in the discussion of uncertainty analysis, these values fall well within the
iange of uncertainty since an error factor of 5 was used for all sensitivity
coefficients. Thus, while the sensitivity coefficients used in this analysis

C-14
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Table C 1 Risk importance coefficients used-for passive components.

PWR/BWR Core Damage Proba- Containment FailureComponent Only bility Importance Probability Importance

Steam Generator P 3.0E-04
Tube

Connector 2.0E-02

CRDM B 1.0E-01

Small Safety Piping 1.0E-03

Cable 1.1E-01

Reactor Internals 1.0E-01r

Bolts 1.0E-04

Small Pipe (Small- B 1.0E-03'

LOCA)

Large Safety Piping 6.4E-03

Snubber 1.1E-06

Reactor Pressure 1.0E+00
Vessel

Concrete Structures 1.0E+00

CRDM P 1.0E-03

Containment B- 1.0E*00

Chiller 6.0E-04

Containment (Other) 1.0E+00

"

are not entirely consistent with NUREG-1150 for. passive components, the
: differences are small and accounted for by the uncertainty analysis.

C.5.2 -Component Aging Rate Data Used
.

For the active and passive components, the base case aging rates (a) that are
used are those. reported in the TIRGALEX report, NUREG/CR-5248. These aging rates

.are' reproduced in-Tables C.2 and C.3-for the active 1 components and passive
components,'respectively, which are considered for their aging effects. The
TIRGALEX aging rates for active components have also been used.in NUREC/CR 5510.
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Table C.2 TIRGALEX aging rates used for active components.

Component Aging Rate (per hour per year)

AC Bus 1.0E-09

Air-Operated Valve 4.0E-07

Battery 3.0E-07

Check Valve 4. 0E- 09

Circuit Breaker 2.0E-08

DC Bus 1.0E-09

Tiesel Generator 3.6E-06

Motor-Driven Pump 2.0E-07

Motor-Operated Valve 3.6E-06

Relay 3.0E-07

Safety-Relief Valve 7.0E-07

Transformer 2.0E-09

Turbine-Driven Pump 3.0E-06

Solenoid-Operated Valve 6. 7E-07

C-16
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Table C 3 TIRGALEX aging rates used for passive components.

Component Aging Rate (per hour per year)

Steam Generator Tube 5.0E-06

Connector 2.7E-08

CRDM (BWR) 3.0E-09

Small Safety Piping 3.0E-07

Cable 2.7E-09

Reactor Internals 2.0E-09

Bolts 5.1E-07

BWR Pipe (Small LOCA) 3.0E-08

Large Safety Piping 3.0E-09

Snubber 5.1E-06

Reactor Pressure Vessel 2.0E-12

Concrete Structures 1.0E-13

CRDM (PWR) 3.0E-11

Containment (BWR) 1.0E-07

Chiller 1.5E-06

Containment (Other) 1.0E-13
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The TIRGALEX aging rates are generic aging rates and have large atsociated
uncertainties. The TIRGALEX report warns about their use. NUREG/CR-5510
compared the TIRGALEX aging rates with aging rates obtained from a sample of
licensee event report (LER) data, data from the nuclear plant reliability data
sy tem (NPRDS), and plant-specific data. For diesels, pumps, and motor-operated
valves, the estimated midpoint aging rate values from the independent samples ,

of data agreed within approximately a factor of 5 with the associated TIRGALEX
,

values. There was approximately a factor of 10 oncertainty associated with the
estimated aging rates. For check valves, the TIRGALEX aging rate value was a
factor of 10 to 100 lower than the estimates obtained from these other data
sources.

Because theid are large uncertainties associated with the TIRGALEX aging rates, <

uncertainty analyses are performed and are reported in a later section. Also,
two additional aging rate data beses are constructed for sensitivity studies.
These sensitivity aging rate dats bases are specifically constructed for active
components that are dominant c>ntributors in the PPAs.

Table C.4 gives the low sensitivi'.y agi.7 rates that are defined for those
components indicated. The aging rates are lower-bound aging rates in that the
aging rate only doubles the baseline PRA failure rate of the component af ter -

40 yens. All aging rates for other colaponents not shown in the table are kept
at their TIRGALEX values. These low sensitivity aging rates are a factor of 2
lower than the low threshold aging rates defined in NUREG/CR-531E (Th6 inw
thrtshold aging rates defined in NUREG/CR-5510 cause a doubling of the Milure
rate after 20 years.)

Table C.5 gives the high sensitivity aging rates that are defined. Except for
the components indicated, all other component aging rates are kept at their
TIRGALEX values. These high sensitivity aging rates are the same as the upper
threshold aging rates used in NUREG/CR-5510. These high aging rates cause an
unavailability of 0.1 after 18 nonths, which is characteristic af e more severe
type of aging.

C.S.3 Telt and Replacement Intervals Used

The final data required for application of the methodology are the test and
raplacement intervals (or overhaul interval as tarmed in NUREG/CR-5510) for !

each component. The surveillance test interval T used for each comnonent is |

the technical specification (tech spec) interval. The test interval used for
each component is printed out as part of the results given in subsequent
sections.

Two sets of efficiencies are assigned to the tech spec surveillance tssts for
detecting aging effects. For one set of evaluations, the surveillante tests are'

assumed to have perfect efficiency (efficiency cT = 1), for the second set of
ievaluatians, the surveillance tests are assigned the efficiencies cT 9 V'" I"

Taile 2.6 of the TIRGALEX report NUREG/CR-5248. fhe efficiencies are reproduced
in Table C.6. When the TIRGAIAX efficiencies c are used, the effective test

i

interval printed out is the adual test interval divided by cT (Equation (21)
in Section C.3).
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Table C.4 Low sensitivity aging rates used for active components.

Component Aging Rate (per hour ael year)

I Air-Operated Valve 7.0E-08

Battery 2.0E-08

Check Valve 5.0E-09

Diasel Generster 2.0E-07

Motor-Driven Pump 2.0E-07

Mot <a Operated Valvs 2.0E-07

Safety-Relief Valve 7.0E-08

Turbine-Driven Pump 2.0E-00
i

i
Table C.5 High sensitivity agina . ate. used for active components.

Conponent Aging Rate (per hour per year)

Air-Operated Valve 1.0E-05

Battery 1.0E-05

Check Valve 1.0E-05

Diesel Generator 1.0E-05

Motor-Driven Pump 1.0E-05

Motor-Operated Valve 1.0E-05

S2fety-Relief Valve 1.0E-05

Turbine-Driven Pump 1.0E-05

The replacement interval L used for each component is the nan time between
failure for the component. Use of the mean time between failure as the replace-
ment interval represents current maintenance practices in which the component
piecepart that failed is replaced at failure and not before. At a component
failure, it is assumed that the entire component is restored to as good as new
condition (i.e., the age of the component is set back to zero).

The mean time between failure for the component is calculated as one over the
couponent failure rate, where the failure rate is that used in the PRA (con-
verted to an hourly failure rate). The value for the mean time between failure
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(

Table C.6 TIRGALEX surveillance test efficiencies.

Component Efficiency
__

AC Bus 0.45

Air-Operated Valve 0.45

Battery 0.86

Check Valva 0.09

Circuit Breaker 0.45

DC Bus 0.45

Diesel Generater 0.27

Motor-Driven Pswp 0.44

Hotor-Operated Valve 0.60

Relay 0.18

Safety-Relief Valve 0.82

Transformer 0.62

lurbine-Driven Peep 0.44

Solenoid-Operated Valva 0.82

(MTBF) for each component is given as part of the results presented in sub-
sequent sections.

Use of the PRA failure rate ignores the additional effects that the aging rata 1
|

has on the mean time between failure. For the TIRGALEX aging rates and low sen-
sitivity aging rates, these effects are small compared to the uncertainties in

i the failure rate. For the high aging rates, neglect of these effects will cause
: the mean time between failure to be larger than if these effects were considered.
| This will add an extra conservatism to the high aging rate results (somewhat
'

higher core damage frequency increases). Use of an hourly failure rate also
|- does not differentiate between a pure cyclic contribution and a time-related

contribution to the failure rate, which is consistent with current PRA practice.
| The uncertainty analy.es described in subsequent sections include uncertainties
| in the near. time between failure estimates to cover the above effects.
1

C.6 POINT RESULTS OF CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY INCREASES FROM AGING OF ACTIVE
COMPONENTS'

Tables C.7, C.8, and C.9 present the point results of the core damage frequency
increases for Plant A (the PWR) for the three cases analyzed, which consists of
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Table C.7A Core damage frequency increases from active components
for Plant A: Base case, single contributions.

Plsnt A: Stogle Coctnbuuons 13-Feb-90
TIROALEX A tog Rates 11:32 AMl

TIROALEX Testans EWiencias
Expanded Coctnbutors Total a C: 1.8E-04 / year

Test
Rank Conrponent Name f.easitivity Agieg Rato MTBF !stervsl a 41 aC

CoeWient (/hrlyt) (months) (months)
~

(/ year)
1 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E44 3.6E-06 167 30' 2.6E41 3.9E-05
2 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E44 3.6E46 167 30 2.6E41 3.9E-05
3 LPR-MOV-FT-II90A 1.4E-04 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 3.5 E-05
4 HPI-MOV-FT-1350 6.7E-05 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.7E45
5 LPR-MOV-FT-18623 2.!E-05 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E41 5.4 E-06
6 OEP-DON-FS-DG01 3 8E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E42 5.3 E-06
'/ LPR-MOV-FT-18608 2.0E-05 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 5.3E-06
8 OEP-DON-FR-6HDOI 3.4E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1,4E-02 4.IE 06
9 OEP-DON-FS-DOO3 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.8E-06

10 OEP-DON-FS-DOO2 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E42 2.8E-06
11 OEP-DON-FR-6HDO3 1.9E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.7E-06
12 OEP-DON-FR-6HDO2 1.7E-04 ' 3.6E-06 72 4 !.4E-02 2.5E-06
13 PPS-MOV-PT-1535 9.5E46 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 2.4E-06
14 'PI-CXV-FT-CV225 2.15-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 I.7E-06
15 HPI-CXV-FT-CV25 2.lE-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8 E-04 1.7E-06
16 HP!-CXV-FT-CV410 2.!E-03 4.0E49 720 11 4.tE-04 1.7E 06
17 HPI-MOV-FT-1IIW 5.7E46 3.6E-06 167 - 30 2.6E41 1.5E-06
18 HP!-MOV-FT-Ill5D 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 ~ 6E-01 1.5E-06
19 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5B 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E41 1.5E-06
20 HP!-MOV 8T-ill5E 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.5E-06
21 LPR-MOV-T T-1890R ' 4.5E-06 3.6E-06 16' 30 2.6E-01 1.2E-06

,

22 PPS-MOV-FT-1536 3.4E-06 3.68-06 167 30 2.6E-01 8.8E-07
23 HPI-MOV-PT-IS67D 2.9E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-0: 7.5E-07
24 OEP-DON-FR-DOO! 5.0E-05 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 7.2E-07

_ 25 S!S-ACT-FA-SISA l.8E-05 3.0E-07 720 6 1.8E-02 5.4E-07

*The effective test-interval is the ratio of the actual test interval (according
to the technical specifications) and the efficiency. In the case of motor-
operated valves (MOVs), the technical specification interval is 18 months for
failure due to plugging, which is the failure mode of principal concern for.
this analysis. With an efficiency of 0.6 for KOVs from Table C.F. the effec-
tive test interval is (18 months)/(0.6) = 30 months.
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Table C.78 Core damage frequency increases from active ccaponents
for Plant A: Base case, double contributicns.

13-Fe& 90' Plent A: DouNe Comeritations
11:33 AM [

! TIRGALEX Agrng Retes
!TIRGALEX Testeg Effscir.cies

~

7.6E-04 Iyese
,

Total a C:Expanded Conenbutors
Test Test }

. Rank Componeet Nevee Sensetivity Agag Ksee MTBF laterval a ql C - -,.aNome Aging Rete MTBF inservel a q2 aC [

Coefficient ( A fyr) (months) (moothel (htyr) (neontin) (months) (tyeer)

I IIPI-MOV-FT-ill5B I.9E-03 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-Cl HPI-MOV-FT-III5D 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-Cl 1.3E-Dai

2 IIPI-MOV-FT-III5C I.9E-03 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 HPI-MOV-FT-ilI5E 3.6E-06 167 30 2_6E-01 1.3E-04

3 LPR-MOV-FT-Is90A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 LPR-MOV-FT-It908 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1 DE-04 ,

4 LPR-MOV-FT-IS60A I.5E-03 3.6E-06 I67 30 2.6E-Ol LPR-MOV-FT-II608 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.0E-04

5 LPR-MOV-FT-It62A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 I67 30 2.6E-CI LPR-MOV-FT-IB608 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.0E-04

6 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 3 6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.CE-04

7 LPR-MOV-FT-It62A 1.5E-03 3.6E-46 167 30 2.6E-Cl f PR-MOV-FT-3862B 3.6E-06 167 30 2 6E-01 1.0E-04

7 8 SIS-ACT-PA-SISB 6.5E-03 3.0E-07 720 6 I.8E-CI SIS-ACT-FA-SISA 3.0E-07 720 6 1.SE-02 5.9E-%

y 9 RMT-ACT-FA-RMTS 1.5E-03 3.0E-07 720 6 3.8E-02 RMT-ACT-FA-RMTS 3.0E-07 720 6 3.8E-42 1.4E-06 >

10 OE *-DGN-FR-6HDG3 5.6E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-61tDGI 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 1.IE-06
'

II OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 4.9E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FS-DG02 3.6E-DE ~ 72 4 1.4E-02 9.9E-07
,

! 12 OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 4.9E-03 3.6E-16 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 9.9E-07

13 OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 4.0E-03 3.6E-05 72 4 I.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG2 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 8.lE-07

14 OEP-DGN-FS-DGol 4.0E-03 3 6E-06 72 4 IAE-02 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG3 3.6E-05 72 4 1.4E-02 8.lE-07 !,

15 OEP-DGN-FS-DG02 4.0E-03 3.6E-06 '72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDGI 3.6E-06 72 4 14E-02 8.lE-07

s I6 OEP-DGH-FR-61lDGI 4 DE-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG2 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 . 8.lE OF

17 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 - 3.9E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-61tDGI 3 6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 7. 8E -07

I It OEP-DGN-FS-DGol 5.0E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7.0E-07 22 22 3AE-0J 2AE-07 I
I

19 LPI-MDP-FS-SilB 1.5E-03 2.0E-07 84 2 5.3E-44 LPR-MOV-FT-IS62A 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 2.3 E-07

20 LPI-M DP-FS-Sil A 1.5E-G3 2.0E-07 E6 2 5.8 E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-I860B 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-CI 2.3E- 07 j'

2I LPI-MDP-FS-SilB 13E-03 2.0E-07 26 2 5.SE-04 LPR-MOV-FT-It60A 3 6E-06 I67 30 2 6E-CI 2.JE-07 .

I 22 LPI-M DP-FS-Sil A LSE-02- 2.0E-07 56 2 5.tE-04 LFR-MOV-FT-1862B 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-Cl 2.3E-07 [

23 OEP-LGN-FR-6f tDGI 4 6E-03 3 6E-06 72 4 IAE-02 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7.0E-07 22 22 3.4E413 2.2E 07 1

24 PPS-MOV-FC-1536 2.9E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-CI PPS-MOV-FC-1535 3 6E-06 167 30 2 6E-01 1.9E-07 i
>

25 , OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 9.lE-04 3.6E-06 72 4 I.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-DGOI 3.6E-06 72 4 I.4E-C2 I.8E-07
,

i

i
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Table C.8A Core d wage frequency increaser, from active components
for Plant A: Upper-bound case, single contributlons.

!
Plant A: Segle Contnt>utions

13-Feb-90
High Aging Rates ,

!!:02 AM
TIROALEX Testing Efficiencies
Expanded Contnbutors Total & C: 1.0E-02 / year

Test
Rank Component Name ' Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF laterval a ql aC

Coefficient (/htlyr) (months) (nxanths) (/ year)
1 HPI-CKV-FT-CV225 2. l E-03 1.0E45 720 11 7.0E-01 2.5E-5I"
2 HPI-CKV-FT-CV410 2. lE-03 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 2.4E-03
3 HPI-CKV-FT-CV25 2.lE-03 1.0F-05 720 !! 7.0E-01 2.4E 03
4 ACC-CKV-FT-CVl45 5.0E-04 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E41 5.8E-04
5 ACC-CKV-FT-CVl47 5.0E-04 1.0E-05 720 !! 7.0E41 5.8E-04
6 ACC-CKV-FT-CVl30 5.0E-04 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-Cl 5.8E-04
7 ACC-CV.V-FT-CYl28 5.0E-04 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 5.8E-04
8 LPR-MOV-TT-1862A 1.5E-04 1.0E-05 167 30 5.!E-01 7.8E-05
9 LPR-MOV-TT-1860A 1.5E-04 1.0E-05 167 30 5lE-01 7.tE-05

10 LPR-MOV-PT-1890A 1.4E-04 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 7.0E-05
II HPI-MOV-FT-1J50 - 6.7E-05 1.0E-05 167 30 5.1E-01 3.4E-05
12 OEP-DON 45-DG01 3.8E-04 1.0E-05 72 4 3.9E-02 1.5E-05
13 OEP-DON FR-6HDOI 3.4E-04 1.0E-05 72 4 3.9E-02 1.3E-05
14 LPR-MOV-FT-1862D 2.lE-05 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 1.!E-05
15 LPR-MOV-FT-18608 2.0E-05 1.0E45 167 30 5.lE-01 1.0E 05
16 OEP-DON-FS-DG02 2.0E-04 1.0E-05 72 4 3.9E-02 7.9E-04
17 OEP-DON-FS-DG03 2.0E-04 1.0E-05 72 4 3.9E-02 7.9E-06
18 OEP-DON-FR-6HDG3 1.9E-04 1.0E-05 72 4 3.9E-02 7.6E-06
19 OEP-DON-FR-6HDO2 1.7E-04 1.0E-05 72 4 3.9E42 6.8E-06
20 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 9.5E-06 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 4.8E-06
21 MSS-CKV-FT-SGDHR 4. l E-06 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 4.7E-06
22 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5C 5.7E-06 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 2.9E-06
23 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5D 5.7E-06 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 2.9E O5 s

24 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5E 5.7E-06 1.0E-05 167 30 5.!E-01 2.9E-06
25 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5B 5.7E-06 1.0E-05 167 30 5. lE-01 2.9E-06

.
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Table C.8G Core damage frequency inCrcases from active components
for Plant A: Upper-bound case, double contributions.

13-Fet *9

Plane A: Double Conenbutens 1830 AM

iligla Agmg Rates
TIRG ALEX Testag EITeciencies Teal a C: 4.5E-03 /per

Expe uned Contnlmeers Test
Test

Rank Ca-monent Name Sensitivity Agmg Rate MTBF !sser==1 a ql Componene Name Agog Rete MTBF Inserv=1 4 g2 aC

(flufp) (months) Inacs) (tyemi
Coefficient 3-/p) (mnneln) (n L)i

i liPI-MOV-FT-Ill5B 1.9E-03 1.0E-05 167 30 5.IE-CI IIPi-MOV-FT-18150 l.CE-05 167 30 5. lE-01 4.9E-04

2 !!*l-MOV-FT-Ill5C 1.9E43 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 fiPI-MOV-FT- t il5E I.0E-05 167 9) 5. lE-01 4.9E -04

3 IIPI-CKV-OO-CV258 1.3E-02 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-CI IIP!-MD?-FR-I A24H 1.0E-05 86 2 2.9E-02 4 4E-04

4 LPR-MOV-FT-It60A 1.5E-03 I.CE-05 167 30 5.IE-01 LPR-MOV-FT-1162R I.0E-05 167 30 5 IE-0I 3 9E 04

5 LPR-MOV-IT-1890A 1.5E-03 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE42 LPR- MOV-FT-18908 I.OE-05 167 30 5. l E-O f 3 9E-04

6 LPR-MOV-FT-1860 A 1.5E-03 1.0E-05 167 30 5.IE-01 LPR-MOV-FT-18608 IDE-05 167 30 5 IE-01 3 9E 04

7 LPR-MOV-FT-3862 A 1.5E-03 1.0E-05 .167 30 5. lE41 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B l.0E-05 167 .30 5 IE-01 3.9E-04

7 8 LPR-MOV-FT-3 862A 1.5E-03 8.0E-05 177 30 5.IE-01 LPR-MOV-FT-15608 I CE-05 167 30 5 IE41 3 9E-04

$ 9 AFW-TDP-FS-FW2 5.4E43 1.0E-05 72 2 2.4 E-02 AFW-CKV-OO-CVI42 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 1.5E-04

10 IIPI-CKV-OO-Cv258 4 CE-03 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 IIPI-MDP-FR-1 A6f tR I .0E -05 86 2 2SE-02 8.4E-04

II AFW-MDP-FS-FW3 A 3.6E-03 1.0E-05 $6 2 2.9E-02 AFW-CKV-OO-CVI57 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-OI 1.2E-04

12 AFW-CKV-OO-CVi?2 3 6E-03 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 AFW-MDP-FS-FW3B IOE-05 86 2 2.9E-02 1.2E-04

13 PPS-MOV-FT- 1535 1. IE44 f.0E-05 167 30 5.IE-Cl AFW-CKV-OO-Cvl42 1.0E-05 720 11 7 OE-01 6.7E-05

14 AFW-CKV-OO-CV142 1.lE-04 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 PPS-MOV-FT-1536 I CE-05 167 30 5. l E -08 6 7E-05

15 LPI-MDP-FS-Sil A 1.5E-03 1.0E-05 * 86 2 2.9E-02 LPI-CKV-OO-CV53 1.0E-05 720 11 7.OE -04 5IE05 {

16 LPI-MDP-FS-SilB 1.5E-03 1.0E-C5 86 2 2.9E-02 LPI-CKV-OO-CV50 1 DE-05 720 11 7 t)E-01 5.lE-05

17 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7.9E-04 1.0E45 22 22 4.9E-02 AFW-CKV-OO-CV172 I OE-05 72J II 7 OE-01 4 SE-05

18 AFW-CKV-OO-CVl57 6.4E-05 1.uE-05 720 11 7.0E-01 PPS-MOV-FT- 1536 i CE-05 167 30 5 IE-ol 3.8E-05 !

19 AFW-CKV-OO-CVl72 6.4E-05 1.0E-05 720 If 7.OE-01 PPS-MOV-FT- 1536 I OE-05 167 30 5 IE-01 3 SE-05

20 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 6.4E-05 1.0E-05 167 30 5. I E-OI AFW-CKV-OO-Cvi57 1.0E45 720 11 7 CE-01 38005

21 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 6 4E-05 1.0E-05 167 30 5.IE-OI AFW-CKV-OO-CVl72 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E - 01 3 SE 05

22 OEP-DGN-FS-DGot &6E-04 1.0E-05 72 4 3 9E-C2 AFW-CKV-OO-CV172 i OE E 720 11 7.0E 01 3OE 05

23 LPI-MDP-FS-SilB 1.5 E-03 1.0E-05 86 2 2.9E-02 IJ'R-MOV- FT-1860 A 1.0E-05 167 30 LIE-01 2 2EM

24 LPI- MDP-FS-Sil A 1.5E-03 1.0E-05 86 2 2.9E42 LPR -MOV-FT-18629 1.0E -05 167 30 5 IE-01 2 2E -05

25 LPI-MDP-FS-Sil A I .5E-03 1.0E 05 86 2 2.9E-02 LPR-MOV-TT-18609 ICE-05 467 33 5IE-01 2.2E 05

)
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Table C.9A Core damage frequency increases from active components
for Plant A: Lower-bound case, single contributions.

Plant A: Single Contnbuuons 13-Feb40
Low At nt Rates 11:11 AMi

Efficiency = 1
Expanded Contn'rtors Total a C: 6.4E-06 / year

Test
Rank Coroponeet Name Sensitivity Aging Rate a ql MTBF Interval aC

Coefficient (/hrlyr) (months) (months) (/ year)

| 1 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E-04 2.0E-C7 8. 8 E-03 167 18 1.3 E-06
2 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-04 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 1.3E-05
3 LPR-MOV-FT-1890A 1.4E-04 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 1.2E-06
4 HPI-MOV-FT-1350 6.7E-05 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 5.9 E-07
5 HPI-CKV-FT-CV225 2.lE-03 5.0E-09 5.5 E-05 720 1 1.9E-07
6 HP!-CKV-FT-CV410 2.lE-03 5.0E-09 5.5E-05 720 1 1.9E-07
7 HPI-CKV-FT-Ci 25 2.lE-03 5.0E-09 5.5E-05 720 1 1.9E-07
8 LPR-MOV-Fa*-1862B 2.lE-05 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 1.8E-07
9 LPR-MOV-FT-1860B 2.0E-05 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 1.8E-07

10 AFW-TDP-FS-FW2 6.8E-05 2.0E-06 2.2E-03 72 1 1.5E-07
11 S!S-ACT-FA-SIFA 1.8E-05 3.0E-07 3.3E-03 7D 1 9.8E-08
12 Sis-ACT-FA-SISB 1.8E-05 3.0E-07 3.3E-03 720 1 9.8E-08
13 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 9.55-06 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 8.4E-08
14 OEP-DON-FS-DOO! 3.8E-04 2.0E-07 2.2E-04 72 1 8.2E-08'

15 CEP-DON-FR-6HDol 3.4E-04 2.0E-07 2.2E-04 72 1 7.4E-08
16 AFW TDP-FR-2P6HR 2.6E-05 2.0E-06 2.2E-03 72 1 5.6E-08
17 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5B 5.7E-06 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167, 18 5.0E-08
18 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5D 5.7E-06 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 5.0E-08
19 RPI-MOV-FT-ill5C 5.7E-06 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 5.0E-08
20 HPI-MOV-FT-li tsE 5.7E-06 2.0E-07 8.8E-03 167 18 5.0E-08
21 ACC-CKY-FT-CV130 5.0E-04 3.0E-09 5.5E-05 720 1 4.5E 08
22 ACC-CKV-FT-CV145 5.0E-04 5.0E-09 5.5E 05 720 1 4.6E-08
23 ' CC-CKV-FT-CV124 5.0E-04 5.0EM 5.5E-05 '/20 1 4.6E-08
24 ACC-CKV-FT-CV147 5.0E-04 5,0E-09 5.5E-05 720 1 4.6E-08

_25 OEP-DON-FS-DOO2 2.0E-04 2.0E-07 _2.2E-04 72 1 4.3 E-08
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Table C.9B C0re damage frequency increases from active CoopOnents
for Plant A: Lower-bound case, double contributions.

13-Fetr-90
Plant A: DouNe ContrAmeions II:31 n Ma

tow Aging Rates
Efficiency = I Tessi aC: 1.IE-06 tyear

(., Ex, - ": " Contrameers TestTest

Rosit Comipaneet Nesne ? Agisig Rate MTBF Inservel a ql Comiposent Nesne Agirg Reen MTBF Inserval a q2 4C
. . ,

C- *t ient (ihrfyr) (snonebs) (sionehs) (artyr) (nsomehs) (e amchs) (ryrne)

I SIS-ACF-FA-SISB 6.5E-03 3.0E47 720 1 33E-03 SIS-ACT-FA-SISA 3.0E-07 720 1 33E-03 f.9E-07

2 HPI-MOV-FT-Ill5C 1.9E-03 2.0E-07 167 IS 8.8E-03 HPI-MOV-FT-I!!5E 2.0E-07 16' 18 8.8E-03 1.5E-07

3 IfPf-MOV-FT-III58 f.9E-03 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 HPI-MOV-FT-III5D 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 1.5E-07

4 LPR-MOV-FT- 3862A 13E-03 2.0E-07 167 IS 8.8E-03 LPR-MOV-FT-lar's 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 1.2E-07
I

$ LPF.-MOV-FT-3862A I.5E-03 2.0E-07 . 167 18 8.8E-03 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 2.0E-07 I67 18 8.8E-03 I .2E-07

6 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-03 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 2.0E-07 167 18 8SE-03 f 2E-07

7 LPR-MOV-FT-3860A 1.5E-03 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 LPR-MOV-FT-38609 2.0E-07 167 .(8 8.8E-03 f.2E-07

Q 8 LPR-MOV-FT-1890A IJE-03 2.0E-07 167 IS 8.8E-03 LPR-MOV-FT-IB90B 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 f.2E-07

g 9 RMT-ACT-FA-RMTS f.5E-03 3.0E-07 720 1 33E-03 RMT-ACT-FA-RMTS 3.0E-07 720 I 33E-03 4.5E-08

10 LPI-MDP-FS-SilB I.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 1 2.6E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-IS60A 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 3.4E-09

II LPI-MDP-FS-Sil A 1.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 1 2.6E-04 LrR-MOV-FT-18609 2.0E-07 I67 s8 8.8E-03 3 4E-09

12 LPI-MDP-FS-SIIB 1.5E-03 2.DE-07 f5 1 2.6E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-IS62A 2.0E-07 167 18 8 SE-01 3:4E-09

13 LPI-M DP-FJ-Sil A I.5E-03 2.0E-07. 36 I 2.6E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-3862B 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 3.4E-09

14 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A l.0E-03 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 LPI-MDP-FR-821HR 2.0E-07 86 1 2.6E-04 23E-09

15 LPR-MOV-FT-IB62B I.0E-03 2.0E-C7 +167 IS 8.8E-03 LPI-MDP-FR-A2IllR 2.0E-07 86 1 2.6E-04 23E-09

16 LPR-MOV-FT-1860B l.0E-03 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 LPI-MDP-FR-A21HR 2.0E-07 86 I 2.6E-04 23E-09

17 LPR-MOV-FT-IS60A 1.0E-03 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 LPI-MDP-FR-82tilR 2.0E-07 86 3 2.6E-04 23E ~ 9
^

IS AFW-TDP-FR-2P6HR I.8E-04 2.0E-06 72 I 2.2E-03 AFW-ACT-FA-PAPJB 3.0E-07 7;0 I 33E-03 2. E-09

19 AFW-TDP-FR-2P6HR 1.8E-04 2.0E-06 72 2 2.2E-03 AFW-ACT-FA-PMP3A 3.0E-07 720 I 3.3E-03 2. I E-09

20 LPI-MDP-FS-Sil A I.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 I 2.6E-04 SIS-ACT-FA-SISB 3.0E-07 722 1 33E-03 2.IE-09

28 LPI-MDP-FS-SilB I.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 1 2.6E-04 SIS-ACT-FA-SIS # 3.0E-07 720 1 33E-03 2. l E-00

22 LPR-MOV-FT-IS62B 5.0E-04 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 LPI-MDP-FR-A24IIR 2.0E-07 86 I 2.6E-04 t.lE-00

23 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 5.0E-04 2.0E-07 167 18 8.8E-03 LPI-MDP-FR-B24HR 2.0EM 36 I 2.6E-04 I.lE-09

24 AFW-TDP-FS-FW2 5.4E-03 2.0E-06 72 1 2.2E-03 AFW-CKV-C O-Cvl42 5.0E-09 720 1 5.5F-05 1.IE-09

25 AFW-TL9-FS-FW2 13E-03 2.0E-06 72 1 2.2E-03 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7.0E-08 22 18 3. lE-04 9.CE-10
,

:
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thi base case, th6 upper-bound sensitivity case, and the lower-bound sensitivity
Tables C.10, C.11, and 0.12 present similar results for the three casescase.

analyzed for Plant B (the B'd).

For each plant, the base case uses the TIRGALEX aging rates (previously given
in Table C.2) and the TIRGALEX surveillance test efficiencies (Table C.6). Theupper-bound case uses the hi
TIRGALEX test efficiencies. gh sensitivity aging w es (Table C.5) and theThe lower-bound case uses the low sensitivity
aging rates (Table C.4) and surveillance test efficiencies of unity. All otherdata are unchanged. The upper-bound case thus represents an upper-bound type
of evaluation on the core damage frequency increases from aging using high agingrates. The lower bound case represents a lower bound on the core damage fre-
quency increases from aging using low aging rates and perfect test efficiencies.

For each case analyzed, two tables are presented. The first table presents the >

core damage frequency increases, 40 , from single component aging effects. The1

second table presents the core damage frequency increases, 40 , from double compo-
2nent aging interactions. For example, Table 7A presents the single contributions-

for the base case for Plant A and Table 78 presents the double contributions.*

The top 25 contributors are given in each table, representing approximately99 percent of the contribution. The component name is given as used in the PRA;
the name identifies the system-component type failure mode and specific compo-nent identifier.

The core damage frequency sensitivity coefficient Sg or Sgg si
then given for the contributor. The aging rate and the mean time between fail- a

ure (MTBF) are next given. N HTBF is used as the replacement time (L). Com-
ponents whose MTBF is larger than 50 years are indicated by HTBFs of 720 months;
for these components the appropriate nonreplacement unavailability formala is
used (Equation (23)).

The remcining entries in each table are the test interval, the unavailability
increase aq due to aging, and the core damage frequency increase AC for the
contributor. The test interval T is the effective test interval if TIRGALEX
efficiencies are used and is the actual test interval according to tech specs
if efficiencies e l are used. The Aq value in the table (i.e., aqt or aq2) 15

t the unavailability increase for the component for the given aging rate, test
interval, and MTBF (or at the 50 year time point if the MTBF is set at 720
months). The core damage frequency increase AC is the incroace in core damage
frequency due to aging for the individual component contributor or double
component contributor.

For a given table, the sum of the core damage frequency increases from the
contributors is given at the upper right-hand side of the table. For example,
for the base case for Plant A shown in Table C.7A, the total core damage fre-
quency increase AC due to aging from single contributions is 1.8x10 4 per year.
From Table C.7B,_the total core damage frequency increase oC from two compo-
nents simultaneous'y aging is 7.6x10 4 per year.

<

*The term " Expanded Contributions" in the upper left-hand side of the table
indicstes that all t~e PRA minimal cut sets are evaluated for the sensitivityn
coefficients.
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Table C.10A Core damage frequency increases from active components
for Plant B: Base case, single contributions.

Plant B: Smgle Coctnbuuons 13-Feb-90
TIROALEX Agmg Rates 11:37 AM
TIRO ALEX Testmg Ernciencies
Expanded Contnbutors Total a C: 7.lE-05 lyest

Test

Rank Compooeot Name Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF Interval a ql aC
Coefficient (/hr/g (months) (months) (/ year)

I ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 9.70E 05 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-01 2.8E-05
1 2 EHV-AOV-CC-CCF 6.34E-05 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-01 1.8E-05

3 ESW-AOV-CC-0241B 3.68E-05 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E41 1.lE-05
4 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t C 3.68E-05 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E 01 1.lE-05
5 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 2.53 E-05 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E-Ol 7.0E-06
6 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 2.53E-05 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E-01 7.0E-06
7 DCP-BAT-LF-CCF 2.16E-04 3.0E-07 720 4 1lE-02 4.lE-06
8 hcl-MOV-CC-MV14 5.42E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.4E-06
9 hcl-MOV-CC-MVl9 5.42E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.4E-06

10 ACP-DON-FR-EDCC 2.09E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 7.0E-07

11 ACP-DON-FR-EDOB 2.09E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 7.0E-07
12 ACP-DON-LP-EDOB 1.31E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 4.4E-07

13 ACP-DON-LP-EDOC 1.31E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 4.4E-07

14 ACP-DON-LP-CCF 1.16E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 3.9E-07

15 ESW-CKV-HW-CV513 4.25E-05 4.0E-09 72J 11 4.8E-04 3.4E-08
*

16 ESW-CKV-CB-CS15 A 4.12E-05 4.0E-07 120 11 4.8E 04 3.3 E-08

17 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 4.12E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 3.3E-08

18 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPB 2.35E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 2.7E-08

19 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2.35E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.!E-03 2.7E48
20 HCI-TDP-FS-20S37 5.42E-06 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 2.4E-08

21 hcl-TDP-FO-20S37 5.36E-06 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 2.4E-08 I

22 SLC-CKV-HW-CV17 2.69E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 2.2E-08

23 SLC-CKV-ItW-CVl6 2.69E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8 E-04 2.2E-08

24 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 1.60E45 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 1.8E-08

25 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 1.60E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 1.8E-08

I
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Tcble C.108 Coro damage frequency incre ses from cctive components
for Plant B: Base case, double contributions.

Plant B: Doub8e Cw.oons
TIRGALEX Aging Rates 13-Feb 90

TIRGALEX Testing Efreciencies II:31 AM
Expearted Contrilmstors

Total * C- 1.6E-04 / year
Test Test'

Rs4 C% z Nenne Seessemry Aging Rene MTBF !sterval agl Cosmponent Nanie Aging Rate MTBF laserval a q2 aCCoefficient (/betyr) (esomahe) (smonebs) (thrfyr) (msooths) Isot=ths) Uyeas)I 25W-AOV-CC-024 t B 134E-03 4.0E47 720 40 1.7E-Cl ESW-AOV-CC-024IC 4.0E47 720 40 I.7E-01 I.lE-042 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 3.50E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024 tC 4.0E-07 720 4': 1.7E-01 8.lE-063 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 5.50E-04 3.6E-06 I67 4 33E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-01 1.lE-064 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 7.69E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 EHV- SRV-CC-Rv2 7.0E47 720 22 1.7E-01 7. l E-065 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 7.69E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33 E-02 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E-01 7. l E-066 ACP-DGN-FR-EDOC 4.79E-04 3.6E-06 161 4 33E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-01 4.6E-067 ACP-DGN FR-EDGB 4.79E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 3JE-02 ESW- AOV-CC-0241C 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-Cl 4.6E-068 ACP-DGN-l'R-EDGC 4.40E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E42 ENV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E-01 4. lE-069 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.40E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E-Cl 4.lE-06Y 10 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 534E-04 3.6E-05 167 4 33E-02 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 5.9E-07@ II ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 5.17E-04 3.6E-06 161 4 3JE42 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 5.7E-07 '12 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 5.17E-04 3.6E-06 167 * 3JE-02 ACF-DGN-LP-EDGB 3.6E-06 167 4 33E42 5.7EE13 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA IJtE-03 2.0E-07 167 2 1.IE-03 ESW-AOV-CC424 tC 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-Ol 4.5F 0714 ESW-M DP-FS-M DPB IJEE-03 2.0E-07 167 2 I.lE43 ESW-AOV-CC-02418 4 OE-07 720 40 1.7E-Cl 4 ',6-07
15 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA IJ4E-03 2.0E-07 ,167 2 .1.lE-03 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E-Ol 4.2E-0716 ESW-M DP-FS-MDFB IJ4E-03 2.0E-07 167 2 1.IE-03 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-07 720 22 1.7E-O'. 4.2E-07
17 ESW-CKV-CB-C515 A 1.54E-03 4 nE-09 720 JI 4.5E-04 ESW-AOV-CC424IB | 4.0E-07 720 40 1 %CI 3 6E-07
18 ESW-CKV-CB-CSI58 1.54E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4 SE-04 ESW-AOV-CC-014 tC 4 OE-07 720 40 L7E-Ol 3.6E-07
19 ESW-CKV-CB-C5ISB I.49E-03 4.0E-09 720 II 4.SE-04 EIIV-SRV-CC-Rv3 7.0E 47 720 22 1.7E-01 33E-07! 20 ESW-CKV-CB-C515A 1.49E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.E E-04 EIIV-SRV-CC-R v2 7.0E-07 720 22 I.7E-Cl 3 3E-07
21 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA ti.2 E-04 2.0E-07 167 2 3.lE-03 ESW- AOV-CC-024 t C 4.nE-CT 720 40 1 7E-0 2.0E-07
22 ESW-MDP-Fk-MDFB 6.2EE-04 2.0E-07 167 2 I.IE-03 ESW-AOV-CC-02418 4 CE-07 720 40 1.7E-01 2.0E-07

'

23 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF t. ISE- 05 4.0E-07 720 40 I.7E-01 HCI-TDP-FR-20S37 3 OE-06 44 2 4 4E-03 1.0E-07
; 24 hcl-TDP-FS-20S37 8.1RE-05 3 OE-06 44 2 4.4E-03 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 4 CE-07 720 40 1.7E-Ol I,0E-07

25 EHV-AOV-CC-CCF 535E-05 4.0E-07 720 40 1.7E-01 HCI-TDP-FR-20S37 3.0E-06 44 2 4 4E-03 6. 5 E -02

!
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Table C.11A Core damage frequency increases from active components
for Plant B: Upper-bound case, single contributions.

Plant B: Smgle Contributions 13-Feb-90
High Agtng Rates 11:34 AM
TIROALEX Testing Efficiencies i

Expanded Contnbutors Total a C: 8.2E-04 / year
Test

Rank Component Name Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF Interval a ql aC
Coefficient (/hrlyr) (mooths) (months) (/ year)

1 ESW-AOV-CC CCF 9.70E-05 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 1.6E-04
2 DCP-BAT-LF-CCF 2.16E-04 1.CE45 720 4 3.2E-O L 1.lE-04
3 EHV-AOV-CC-CCF 6.'14 E45 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 1.0E-04
4 ESW- AOV-CC-0241C 3.68E-05 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 6.!E-05
5 ESW- AOV-CC-024 t B 3.68E45 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 6.1.5-05
6 ESW-CKV-HW-CV513 4.25E-05 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 5.0E-05
7 ESW-CKV-CB-C515 A 4.12E-05 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 4.82-05
8 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 4.12E-05 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 4.8E-05
9 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 2.53 E-05 1.0E-05 720 22 9.lE-01 3.8E-05

10' EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 2.53E45 1.0E-05 720 22 9.lE-01 3.8E-05
11 SLC-cKV-HW-CV16 2.69E45 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 3.lE-05
12 SLC-CKV-HW-CV17 2.69E-05 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 3.lE-05
13 ESW-CKV-HW-C515 A 7.63E-06 1.0E-05 72( 11 7.0E-01 8.9 E-06
14 ESW-CKV-IlW-C515B 7.63E-06 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 8.9E-06
15 HCI-CKV-HW-CV65 5.01E-06 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 5.9E-06 .

16 hcl-CKV-HW-CV32 5.0lE-06 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-0 5.9E-06 .

'17 hcl-MOV-CC-MVl4 5.42E 4 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 2.8E-06
18 HCI-MOV-CC-MVl9 S.42E-06 1.0E-05 167 30 5.lE-01 2.8E-06
19 ACP-DON-FR-EDGC 2.09E-05 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 1.9E-06
20 ACP-DON-FR-EDGB 2.09E-05 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 1.9E-06

.

2i ESW-MDP-FR-MDPB 2.35E-05 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 1.3 E-06
'

22 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2.35E-05 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 1.3E-06
23 ACP-DGN-LP-EDOB 1.31E-05 1.0E45 167 4 9.2E-02 1.2E-06
24 ACP-DON-LP-EDGC 1.31E-05 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E42 1.2E-06
25 ACP-DON-LP-CCF 1.16E-05 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 1.lE-06

.
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Table C.11B Core damage frequency increases from active components for
Plant B: Upper-bound case, double contributions.

13-Feb-90
Plant B: Double Cordnbutsons 11:35 AM
High Agmg Rates
TIRGALEX Testing Efficiencies Total a C: 1.7E-02 tyear
Expended Coednbesors TestTu

Rank Component Name Sensitmry Aging Rete MTBF laserval aql Ceergoner! Nome Agag Rete MTBF Intervel aq2 aC
(N/yr) (months) (ameths) (ryces)

Coefficient (thrtyr) (morabs) (mooths) i

i ESW- AOV-CC-024 t B IJ4 E-03 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 ' tSW-AOV-CC-CAC 1.0E 'S 720 40 9.9E-Ol 3.6E-03,

2 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B l.54E-03 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 3.0E-03

3 ESW-CKV-CB-C515 A 1.54E-03 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-CI ESW-AOV-CC-024tB l.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-Ol 3.0E-03

4 ESW-CKV-CB-C5 th I.49E-03 f.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 1.0E-05 720 22 9.IE-CI 2.6E -G3

5 ESW-CKV-CB-C5ISB I.49E-03 1.0E-05 720 II 7.0E-01 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 f.CE-05 720 22 9.IE-01 2.6E-03

6 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 3.50E-04 I.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B I.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 IJE-04

7 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 3.50E-04 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 1.CE-05 720 40 9.9E-01 13E-04

7 3 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA I.J8E-03 I.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024IC 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-Ol IJE-v4

$ 9 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB IJ8E-03 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B l.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-Cl IJE-04

10 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA I 34E-C3 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 ENV-SRV-CC-Rv3 , I.0E-05 720 22 9. l E-0I f .2E-04

II ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 134E-03 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 ENV-SRV-CC-RV2 I.0E-05 720 22 9. I E-CI 1.2E-04

12 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B l.05E-03 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-01 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC l.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 IIE-04

13 ESW-CKV-CB-C515A 1.05E-03 1.0E-05 720 Il 7.0E-Cl ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB I.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 1.IE-04

14 ESW-CKV-CB-C515 A 1.70E-03 1.0E-05 T20 11 7.0E-O f ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 1.!E-04

15 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 1.70E-03 1.0E-05 720 11 7.0E-O t ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB I.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 1.IE-04

16 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 7.69E-04 1.0E-05 ,I67 4 9.2E-02 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 f.0E-03 720 22 9. IE-01 f.lE-04

17 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 7.69E-04 !.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 1.CE-05 720 22 9. I E-01 1.IE-04

18 ACP-PGN-FR-EDGC 4.79E-04 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 ESW- AOV-CC-0241B 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9 E-OI 73E-05

19 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.79E-04 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C I.0E-05 720 40 9.9E -01 7.3E-G5

20 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 5.77E-04 I.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 ESW-CKV-CB-C515 A 1.0E-05 720 Il 7.0E-01 6 2E-051
6 2E-05 h

21 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 5.77E-04 1.0E-05 157 4 9.2E-02 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 1.0E-05 720 Il 7.0E-01

22 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 4.40E-04 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 ENV-SRV-CC-Rv2 1.0E-05 720 22 9. lE-OI 6.2E -05

23 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.40E-04 1.0E-05 167 4 9.2E-02 EHV SRV-CC-RV3 f .0E-05 720 22 9.lE-Ol 6,2E-05

24 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 6.2SE-04 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 ESW- AOV-CC-024 tC I.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 5.YE- 05

25 ESW-MDP-FR-MDr8 6.28E-04 1.0E-05 167 2 5.7E-02 ESW- AOV-CC-024 f B 1.0E-05 720 40 9.9E-01 5.9E-OS

_ _ _ _ _ ____
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Table C.12A Core damage frequency increases from active components
for Piant B: Lower-bound case, single contributions.

Plant B: Single Contribuuons
13-Feb-90

tow Aging Rates
11:35 AM

Efficiency = 1
Expanded Contnbutors Total a C: 6.9E-06 / year

Test
Rank Component Name Sensitivity A in8 Rate MTBF Interval 6ql aC8

Coefficient (/hrlyr) (months) (months) (/ year)
i ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 9.70E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 2.2E-06
2 EHV-AOV-CC-CCF 6.34E-05 7.0E-08 710 18 1.4E-02 1.4E-06
3 ESW- AOV-CC-024 t C 3.68E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 8.4E-07
4 ESW- AOV-CC-0241D 3.68E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 8.4 E-07
5 ENV-SRV-CC-kV2 2.53 E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 5.8E-07
6 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 2.53E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 5.8E-07
7 DCP-BAT-LF-CCF Ll6E-04 2.0E-08 720 3 6.6E-04 2.4E-07.

8 hcl-MOV-CC-MVI4 5.42E-06 2.0E 07 167 iB 8.8E-03 4. BE-08
9 HCI-MOV-CC-MVl9 5.42E-06 2.0E-07 167 18 6.8E-03 4.8E-08

10 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2.35E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5.1E-04 1.2E-08
11 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPB 2.35E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-04 1.2E-08
12 ACP-DON-FR-EDOB 2.09E-05 2.0E-07 167 I 5. l E-04 1.lE-08
13 ACP-DON-FR-EDOC 2.09E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-04 1.lE-08
14 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 1.60E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-04 8.lE-09
15 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 1.60E-05 2.0E-07 167 I 5.lE44 8.lE-09
16 HCI-TDP-FS-20S37 5.42E46 2.0E-06 44 1 1.3E-03 7.2E-09
17 HCI-TDP-FO-20S37 5.36E-06 2.0E-06 44 1 1.3E-03 7. lE-09
18 ACP-DON-LP-EDOB 1.31E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-04 6.6E-09
19 ACP-DON-LP-EDOC 1.31E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5.!E-04 6.6E-09
20 ACP-DON-LP-CCF 1.16E-05 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE44 5.9E-09
21 ESW-CKV-HW-CV513 4.25E-05 5.0E-09 720 1 5.5E-05 3.9E-09
22 ESW-CKV-CE-C515A 4.12E-05 5.0E-M 720 1 5.5E-05 3.8E-09 !
23 ESW-CKV-CB-C5158 4.12E-05 5.0E-09 720 1 5.5E-05 3.8E-09
24 SLC-MDP-FS-CCF 6.08E-06 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE44 3.lE-09
25 SLC-CKV-HW-CVl6 2.69E-05 5.0E-09 720 1 5.5E-05 2.5E409

'

l
;
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!Table C.128 Core damage frequency increases from active conoonents,

!: for Plant B: Lower-bound case, double contributions. '

t

h
Plent B: DouMe Conenbetsons 13-Feb-93 l

Imw Aging Rates 11-36 AM
Effei-ncy = I !

,

Espen&d Contnbutors Total a C: 8.5E-07 tyear *

Test Tee
Rark Cosmponeet Neree ~ Sensitivity b4 L . MTBF latervel aql Coeipteent Nerne Agreg Race MTBF laterv=l a q2 aC

Coeflicket Jwpe (months) (enanths) (/brtyr) (armahs) (ninnthr} (lyear)
1 ESW-AOV-CC-0241B 134E-03 't h 720 18 1.4E-02 ESW- AOV-CC-024 tC 7.0E-08 720 18 I.4E42 7.0E-07
2 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 138E-03 2K 167 I 5.lE-04 ESW-AOV-CC-024 tC 7.0E-08 720 15 l.4E42 1.6E-08 ,

3 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB I38E-03 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-04 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B 7.0E 41 720 18 I.4E-02 1.6E-08 !

4 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB I34E-03 2.0E-07 167 I 5.lE-04 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.CE-08 720 II 1.4E42 1.5E-08 f
.

! 5 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA IJ4E-03 2.0E47 167 1 5.lE-04 EHV-SRV-CC 7.0E-08 720 18 I.4E-02 1.5E48 |

| 6- ACP-DGN-LP-EDG B 8.50E-04 2.0E-07 167 I 5.lE44 ESW-AOV-CC-024 tC 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 9.8E-09 !'
7 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 8.50E-04 2.0E-07 167 I 5.1E-04 ESW AOV-CC-024tB 7.0E--18 720 , 18 1.4E-02 9 8E-09 j

? e ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 7.69E-04 2.0E-07 167 1 5.IE-04 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 8.9E-09
,

! $ 9 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 7.69E-04 2.OE-07 167 1 5.IE-04 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 8.9E-09
j 10 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 6.78E-04 2.0E-07 : 167 1 5.lE44 ESW- AOV-CC-0241" 7.0E-08 720 18 I.4E-02 7JE-09 |

11 ESW-MDP-FR-MDFB 6.28E-04 2.0E47 167 1 5.lE-04 ESW- AOV-CC-024 t B 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E4 73E-09 [
12 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 439E-04 2.0E41 167 1 5.IE-04 ESW-AOV-CC-02418 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 5 5E-09 |

j 13 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 439E-04 2.0E-07 167 I 5.lE-04 ESW- AOV-CC-0241C 7.0E-08 720 18 I 4E-02 5.5E-09
14 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 4.40E-04 2.0E- 07 167 1 5.IE-04 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-08 720 18 I.4E42 5.lE-09 |

; 1 15 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.40E-04 2.0E-07 167 1 5.lE-04 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0C-08 720 18 I .4E-02 5.IE-09 f

16 ESW-CKV-CB-C515A 1.54 E-03 5.0E-09 720 I 5.5E-05 ESW-AOV-CC424 t B 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 3.2E-M I

17 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B l.54E-03 3.0E-09 720 .I 5.5E-05 ESW- AOV-CC-0241C 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 3.2E 09
18 ESW-CKV-CB -C515B 1.49E-03 5.0E-09 720 1 5.5E-05 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7 CE48 720 18 1.4E-02 3.IE-09; ;

f 19 ESW-CKV-CB-C515 A 1.49E-03 5.0E-09 720 1 5.5E-05 EIIV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-08 720 11 1.4E-02 3. I E-09 ,

20 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 8.18E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 1.4E-02 hcl-TDP-FR-20e's7 2.0E-06 44 I 13E-03 2.5E-09 f
21 hcl-TDP-FS-20537 8.18E-05 2.0E-06 44 1 13 E-03 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 7.0E-08 720 18 f.4 E-02 2.5E-09 !

22 hcl-TDP-FS-20537 535E-05 2.0E-06 44 1 13E-03 EllV-AOV-CC-CCF 7.0E -08 720 18 1.4E-02 3.6E-09 j

i 23 EllV-AOV-CC-CCF 535E-05 7.0E-08 720 18 I.4E-02 hcl-TDP-FR-2053' 2.0E-06 44 I 13E-03 I.66-09 |

I 24 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 6 o''G-04 2.0E4; 167 1 5.lE-04 'ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2OE-07 I67 I 5.lE-04 1.8E-10 !
25 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPD , 6.99E-04 2.0E-07 167 I 5.lE-04 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2.0E-07 167 I 5.lE-04 1.8E-10 (
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For a given case analyzed, the total core damage frequency increase due to
aging is the sum of the single component contribution and the double component
contribution. Thus, for the base case for Plant A from Tables C.7A and C.7B,
the total core damage frequency due to aging is 1.8x10 4 + 7.6x10 4 = 9.4x10 4
per year. Consequently, the table;, provide comprehensive information on the
core damage frequency increases due to aging, giving the detailed component
contributors, the component interactions, and the factors constituting each
contrioution.

C.7 UNCERTAINTY ANALYSES OF CORE DAMAGE FREQllENCY INCREASES FROM AGING OF
ACTIVE COMPONENTS

In addition tn the point evaluations, uncertainty analyses of the core damage
frequency increases from the aging of active cwip n:nts are carried out. The
uncertainty analyses consist of assigning probability din..@utions to the input
data to represent the associated variability and uncertainty. The uncertainty
distributions are then propagated to obtain the resulting distribution in the
core damage frequency increase due to aging.

For the uncertainty analyses, the base cases for Plant A and for Plant B are
used. Error factors are assigned to the base case values to represent the
5 percent and 95 percent lower-bound and upper-bound values, respectively, of
the range. As in NUREG/CR-5510, a log uniform distribution is assigned as the
distribution over this range. A log uniform distribution is flat on a log
scale over the range with no most likely value.

The error factors that are assigned to the data are:
DATA ERROR FACTOR

TIRGALEX aging rates 10
TIRGALEX testing efficiencies 2
MTBFs 3
Risk sensitivity coefficients 5

The above error factors are similar to those used in NUREG/CR-5510 and cover
signifi: ant uncertainties associated with the data. -The uncertainty propagation
that is carried out is similar to that deccribed in NUREG/CR-5510 except that
correlated sampling is carried out for the TIRGALEX aging rates, TIRGALEX test-
ing efficiencies, and the component HTBFs. In correlated sampling, when one
value is selected for the aging rate, efficiency, or MTBF, then all similar
components having that aging rate, efficiency, or MTBF, respectively, are
assigned that value. This type of correlated sampling is analogou. to the type
of correlated sampling performed for the uncertainty analyses for the NUREG-
1150 PRAs.

Figures C.1 and C.2 show the results of the uncertairity analyses for Plant A and
for Plant B, respectively. The y-axis of each figure is the probability that
the core damage frequency increase exceeds a given value. In PRA terminology
this is called the CC0F, or complementary cumulative distribution function. The
x-axis is the log to the base 10 of the core damage frequency increase; the
x-axis is thus exponent of 10 of the core damage frequency increase.
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On each figure, curves for tl.e singles contribution, doubles contribution, and
the total contribution are given. For example, in Figure C.1, the probability
that the doubles contribution gives a core damage frequency increase that is
greater than -4 on a log scale (i.e., greater than 10 4) is approximately
80 percent. The probability that the total core damage frequency is greater
than -2.5 on a log scale (i.e., 10 2 s or 3x10 3) is approximately 40 percent.
The uncertainty curves thus provide descriptive information on the uncertainty
and variability in the core damage frequency increase for the input distribu-
tions used.

C.8 RESULTS OF CORE DAMAGE FREQl. NCf INCREASES AND CONTAINMENT FAILURE
PROBABILITY INCREASES FROH AGING OF PASSIVE COMPONENTS

Tables C.13 and C.14 give the core damage frequency increases and containment
failure probability increases, respectively, that are calculated for the aging
of passive components. The calculations use the methodology described in
Section C.4 and the risk importances and aging rate data given in Section C.S.
The risk importarces and aging rates are reproduced again in the tables. The
assigned error factors to the results are shown in parentheses. The errcr
factors are assigned to help account for the associated uncertainties in the
data as described in the TIRGALEX report.

C.9 CONTROL STUDIES

This final section presents examples of how aging effects on the core damage
frequency can be controlled by appropriate additional aging management programs.
In many cases, the additional control measures will not necessarily involve
large resources, provided the aging controls are focused on the dominant con-
tributors to the core damage frequency increase.

The examples provided involve additional aging management of risk-important
active components to reduce the core damage frequency due to aging of these
components. The specific aging control measures examined involve instituting
scheduled overhauls or replacements and modifying surveillance tests to be more
effective in controlling aging. Two additionai aging control alternatives are
illustrated for each plant. The benefits of these control alternatives are
measured with regard to the base case core damage frequency increase for each
plant previously giver in Section C.6 (Table C.7 for the PWR and Table C.10 for
the BWR).

Tables C.15 and C.16 give the results for the additional two control alterna-
tives for Plant A (the PWR), and Tables C.17 and C.18 give the results for the
two additional control alternatives for Plant B (the BWR). Each table gives
the single and double contributions to the core damage frequency increase with
the modified replacement and testing schedules. The modified schedules are
indicated with asterisks in the table.

For the first control alternative for Plant A (Table-C.15), because the motor-
operated valves (MOVs) in the emergency core coolant system (i.e., the HPI and
LPR systems) are the dominant contributors to the aging effects at was identi-
fied in Table C.7, additional aging management is focused on these valves. The
aging management considered consists of overhauling or replacing the valves
every 60 months and improving the test and increasing the test frequency so
that the effective test interval is 6 months. A total of 14 valves are
involved in this additional aging management.
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Table C.13 Core damage frequency increases due to
aging of passive components.

Aging
Core Damage Rate Core Damage

PWR/ Probability (failures / Frequency
Component BWR Importance br/yr) (yr)

Steam Generator P 3.0E-04 5.0E-06 6.6E-04 (10)
Tube

Connector 2. 0E-02 2.7E-08 2.4E-04 (10)

CRDM B 1.0E-01 3.0E-09 1.3E-04 (10)
_

Exall Safety Piping 1.0E-03 3.0E-07 1.3E-04 (10)

Cable 1.1E-01 2.7E-09 1.3E-04 (10)

Reactor Internals 1.0E-01 2.0E-09 8.8E-05 (10)

Bolts 1.0E-04 5.1E-07 2.2E-05 (10)

BWR Pipe (Small B 1.0E-03 3.0E-08 1.3E-05 (10)
LOCA)

Large Safety Piping 6.4E-03 3.0E-09 8.4E-06 (10)

Snubber 1.1E-06 5.1E-06 2.5E-06 (10)

Reactor Pressure 1.0E*00 2.0E-12 8.7E-07 (30)
Vessel

Concrete Structures 1.0E+00 1.0E-13 4.4E-08 (30)
-

CR06 P 1.0E-03 3-0E-11 1.3E-08 (30)

TOTAL PWR 1.3E-03

BWR 7.6E-04
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Table C.14 Containment failure probability increases due to
aging of passive components.

Containment Aging
Failure Rate Core Damage

PWR/ Probability (failures / Frequency
Component BWR importance br/yr) (yr)

Containment B 1.0E+00 1.0E-07 4.6E-02 (10)

Chiller 6.0E-04 1.5E-06 4.8E-04 (10)

Containment (other) 1.0E+00 1.0E-13 1.1E-06 (30)

From Table C.15, this first control alternative results in a core damage fre-
quency increase from aging of 3.8x10 5 + 1.9x10 5 = 5.7x10 5 per year. This
compares to the base case core damage frequency increase from aging of 1.8x10 4
+ 7.6x10 4 = 9.4x10 4 per year from Table C.7 without the additional aging con-
trol. The additional aging control thus produces a factor of 16 reduction in
the core damage frequency increhse due to aging (from 9.4x10 4 to S.7x10 5 per
year). For this alternative, it is important to note that aging controls need
to be focused not only on the top single HOV contributors (in Table C.7A) but
also on the H0Vs involved in the top double interactions (Table C.78) since
different velves are involved.

For the second control alternative for Plant A, in addition to the H0V aging
management, aging management is also focused on the remaining contributors iden-
tified in the base case evaluations in Table C.7. The diesel generator test
efficiency is improved so that the effective interval is 1 month, the three
check valves in the high-pressure injection system are overhauled or replaced
every 20 years (240 months), and the four actuation trains are replaced or
renewed every 20 years. From Table C.16, for this second control alternative,
the core damage frequency increase from aging that results is 2.3x10 5 per year,
which is now a factor of approximately 41 reduction in the core damage frequency
due to aging as compared to the base case (9.4x10 4 per year).

For Plant B, the dominant aging contributors to the core damage frequency
increases as shown in Table C.10 are the air-operated valves (A0Vs) and safety-
relief valves in the emergency service water system and in the emergency heat-
ing and ventilation system. Four specific valves are involved. The batteries
are also important contributors. The additional aging management is thus focused
on these four valves and the batteries. The aging maintenance considered con-
sists of overhauling or replacing the valves every 10 years (120 months) and
improving the tests so that the effective test interval is 18 months. In addi-
tion, the batteries are overhauled or replaced every 10 years and the tests are
improved so that the effective test interval is 3 months. As shown in Table
C.17, this additional aging maintenance results in a core damage frequency in-
crease from aging of 1.0x10 5 + 5.0x10 6 = 1.5x10 5 per year. This represents
a factor of approximately 17 reduction in the core damage frequency increase
from aging as compared to the base case value of 2.5x10 4 per year in Table C.10
(9.1x10 5 + 1.6x10 4).
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Table C.15A Core damage frequency increases for Plant A: Control
alternative 1, single contributions.

Plaar A: Stagle Coctnbuuons 14-Feb-90
Cootrol 1 11:21 AM
TIROALEX Aging Rates
TIROALEX Testing Efficiencies Total A C: 3.8E-05 / year

Test
Rank Coruponent Nacte Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF Interval aql aC

Coefficient (/hrlyr) (months) (:nooths) (/ year)
1 OEP-DON-FS-DG01 3.8 E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 5.3Ed
2 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG1 3.4E-04 3.6E46 72 4 1.4E-02 4. 8 E-06
3 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E44 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.9E-06
4 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.9E-06
5 OEP-DON-FS-DG02 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.8E-06
6 OEP-DON-FS-DG03 2.0E4A 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.8 E-06
7 OEP-DON-FR-6HDG3 1.9E46 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.7E46
8 LPR-MOV-FT-1890A 1.4E44 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.6E-06
9 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG2 1.7E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.5E-06

10 HPI-CKV-FT -CV225 2.lE-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 1.7E-06
11 HPI-CKV-FT-CV25 2.lE-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8 E-04 1.7E-06
12 HPI-CKV-FT-CV410 2.lE-03 4.0E-09 720 !! 4.8E-04 1.7E-06
13 HPI-MOV-PT-1350 6.'7E-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.3E-06
14 OEP-DGN-FR-DG01 5.0E-05 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 7.2E-07
15 SIS-ACT-FA-S!SA 1.8E-05 3.0E-07 720 6 1.8E-02 5.4E-07
16 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 2.lE-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E42 4.0E-07
17 LPR-MOV-FT-1860B 2.0E-05 3.6E-06 60 * '6 * 1.9E-02 3.9E-07
18 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 9.5E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.8E-07
19 HPI-MOV-FT-lll5B 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 co * 6 * 1.9E-02 1lE-07 '

20 HPI-MOV-1-T-ll15D 5.7E46 3.6E-05 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.lE-07
21 HPI-MOV-PT-1115C 5.7E-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.1E-07
22 HPI-MOV-FT-1115E 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E42 1.lE-07
23 LPR-MOV-FT-18903 4.5E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E42 8.5E-08
24 PPS-MOV-FT-1536 3.4E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 6.5E-08
25 HP1-MOV-FT-1867D 2.9E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 5.6E-08

* - Control Value

1
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Table C.158 Core damage frequency increases for Plant A:
Control alternative 1, double contributions.

14-Feb-90

| Plant A: DouNe Contributions 18:25 AM
Ct= trol I

1

Total a C: 1.9E-05 tyear |TIRGALEX Ageg Rates
TIRGALEX Testmg Efficiencies '

TestTest

Rank Comgument Name Seusstivity Ages Rate MTitF laterval a ql Comptment Pseie Agwg Rate MTBF laterval aq2 aC

Coetrariest f/hrfyr) (amnihs) (nonths) (thclyr) (awmehs) (awmehs) (tyees)

I SIS- ACT-FA-SISD 6.5E-03 3.0E-07 710 6 1.8E-02 SIS- ACT-FA-SISA 3.0E-07 720 6 1.8E-02 5.9E46

2 RMT ACT-FA-RMTS 1.5E43 3.0E-07 720 6 1.8E-02 RMT- ACT-FA-RMTS 3 0E-07 720 6 1.8E-02 1.4 E-06

3 OEP-DGN-FR4HDG3 5.6E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR44tDGI 3.6E-06 72 4 I 4E-02 f.IE-06

4 OEP- DGN-FS-DGot 4.9E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FS-DG02 3.6E46 72 4 1.4E-02 9.9E-07

5 OEP-DGN- FS-DGol 4.9E-03 3.6E-05 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 9.92-01

6 OEP-DGN-FS-DGOI 4.0E-03 3 6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-6flDG2 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4 E -02 8IE-07

7 OEP-DGN-FS-DGol 4.0E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG3 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 8. l E-07i

f
8 OEP-DGN-FS-DG02 r.0E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR4HDGl 3.6E-06 72 4 IAE-02 3.IE-CT

7 9 OEP-DGN-FF.-6HDGi 4.0E-03 3.6E-05 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-63tDG2 3.6E-06 72 4 I.4E-02 8.IE-07

O 10 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 3.9E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-6flDGI 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 7.8E-07
*

11 IIPI-MOV-FT-Ill5B I9E-03 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 HPI-MOV-FT-Ill5D 3.6E-06 60 * 6* I .9E-02 6 SE-07

12 IIPI-MOV-FT-Ill5C ' ?E-03 3.6E-06 to * 6 * l.9E-02 IIPI-MOV-FT-III5E' 3 6E-06 60 * 6* 1.9E-02 6.8E -01

13 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A JE-03 3.6E-06 to * 6 *I.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-IS608 3 6E-06 60 * 6 * I.9E-02 5.4~~ JT

| 14 LPR-MOV-7 T-IS62A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 60 * 6 *I.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 5.4E-0Tt

15 LPR-MOV TT-1860A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 eo * 6 * l.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 3.6E-06 60 * 6* I.9E-02 54E-07

16 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 to * 6 * 1.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-18608 3.6E-06 60 * 6* 1.9E-CZ 54E-07

| 17 LPR-MOV-FT-1890A I.5E-03 3.6E-06 to * 6 91.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-18908 3.6E-06 60 * 6* 1.9E-02 5.4E-07|

| 18 OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 5.0E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7.0E-07 22 22 3.4E-03 2.4E-07

19 OEP-DGN-FR4flDGI 4.6E-03 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV 7.0E-07 22 22 3.4E-03 2.2E-07
'

20 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 9.IE-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 OEP-DGN-FR-DGot 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 f .8E -07

2I LPI-MDP-FS-Sil A l.5E-03 2.0E,-07 86 2 5SE-04 LPR-MOV-FT-II62B 3.6E-06 60 * 6* 1.9E-02 1.7E 08

22 LPI-MDP-FS-Sils 1.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 2 5.8E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-3 862A 3.6E-05 60 * 6* I .9E-02 1.7E-08

23 LPI-MDP-FS-SilB 1.5E-03 2.0E-07 36 2 5.8E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-ItoCA 3.6E46 60 * 6* I .9E-02 IJE-08

24 LPI-MDP-FS-Sil A 1.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 2 5.8E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-Itto8 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * I.9E-02 f.7E-08

25 PPS-MOV-FC-1536 2.9E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 *I.9E-02 PPS-MOV-FC-1535 3.6E-06 60 * 6* I.9E-02 1. IE-09
i

* - Owwrol Value
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Table C.16A Core damage f requency increases for Plant A:
Control alternative 2, Jingle contributions.

o

Plant A: Smgle Contribuuons it-Feb-90
Control 2 01:46 PM
TIROALEX Aging Rates

TIROALEX Tesun!t Efficiencies Total a C: 1.8E-05 / year
Test

Rank Component Name Sensitivity Aging Rats MTBF Intervsl a ql aC
Coefficient (/hrlyr) (months) (months) (lyem)

I LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.9E-06
2 LPR-MOV-FF-1860A 1.5E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.9E-06
3 LPR-MOV-FT-1890A 1.4E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.6E-06
4 OEP-DON-FS-DG01 3.8E-04 3.6E-06 72 1 * 3.9E-03 1.5E-06
5 OEP-DON-FR-6HDOI 3.4E-04 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 1.3 E-06
6 HPI-MOV-FT-1350 6.7E-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.3E-06
7 OEP-DON-FS-DOO2 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 1 * 3.9E-03 7.8E-07
8 OEP-DON-FS-DOO3 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 1 * 3.9E-03 7.8E-07
9 OEP-DON-FR-6HDO3 1.9E-04 3.6E-06 72 1 * 3.9E-03 7.5E-07

10 OEP-DON-FR-6HDG2 1.7E-04 3.GE-06 72 1 * 3.9E-03 6.8E-07
11 LPR-MOV-FT-1862D 2.lE-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 4.0E-07
12 LPR-MOV-FT-1860B 2.0E-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 3.9E-07
13 HPI-CKV-FT-CV225 2.lE-03 4.0E-09 240 * 11 1.6E-04 3.4E-07
14 HPI-CKV-FT-CV410 2.lE-03 4.0E-09 240 * 11 1.6E-04 3.38-07
15 HPI-CKV-FT-CV25 2.1E-03 4.0E-09 240 * 11 1.6E-04 3.3E-07
16 OEP-DON-FR-DG01 5.0E-05 3.6E-06 72 1 * 3.9E-03 2.0E-07
17 PPS-MOV-PT-1535 9.5E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.8E-07
18 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5B 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.lE-07
19 HPI-MOV-FT-ill5E $.7E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.lE-07,

20 HPI-MOV-FT-1115D 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.lE-07
21 HP!-MOV-FT-ill5C 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1lE-07
22 S!S-ACT-FA-SISA 1.8E-05 3.0E-07 240 * 6 6.0E-03 1.lE-07
23 LPR-MOV-FT-1890D 4.5M6 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 8.5E-08
24 PPS-MOV-FT-1536 3.4E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 6.5E-08
25 HPI MOV-IT-1867D 2.9E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 5.6E-08

* - Control Value
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Table C.16B Core damage frequency increases (Or Plant A:
Control alternative 2, double contributf0ns.

14-F A-90
Plena A: DoaNe Comentantsons og.35 g g

Con rol 2
TIRGALFX Agung Reees

-
Total aC: 5.lE-06 ! year

TIRG ALEX Testing Erlicaen.ies
TestTest

Raek Componese Naame Sensetsvity AgagRace MTBF latervel a ql Component Nome Agwg Rate MTEF laserval a q2 aC

Coeffecient Chrlyr) (awwuhs) (montles) Car /yr) (amophs) (awwwhst (ryese)

! HPI-MOV-FT-Ill5C I.9E-03 3.6E-06 60 * 6 *l.9E-02 IIPI-MOV-FT-IIISE 3.6E-06 to * 6 * 1.9E-02 6 SE-07

2 IIPI-MOV-FT-Ill5B 1.9E-03 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 3.9E42 HPI-MOV-FT-IIISD 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 6 8E-07

3 LPR-MOV-FT-8862A 1.5F-03 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * I.7E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 36E-06 60 * 6 * I 9E-02 5.4E47

4 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 60 * 6 *I9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-18608 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * I.9E-02 5.4E-07

5 IIR-MOV-FT-3860A I.5E-03 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * l.9E-02 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 3.6E-05 60 * 6* 1.9E-OZ 5.4E41

6 LPR-MOV-FT-1890A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 60 * 6 *I.9E-02 IIR-MOV-FT-1890B 3.6E-06 eo * 6* I.7E 02 5.4E47

7 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 1.5E-03 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * l 9Eh lfR-MOV-FT-Is508 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * t 9E-02 5.4E-07

o 8 SIS-ACT-FA-SISB 6.5E-03 3.0E-07 240 * 6 5.0E-03 SIS-ACT-FA-SISA 3.0E-07 240 * 6 6 0E-03 23E-07

E 9 OEP-DGN-FR-6IIDG3 5.6E-03 3.6E-06 72 1 '3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDGI 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 16E-08

10 OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 4.9E-03 3.6E-06 72 1 '3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 3.6E-06 72 8 * 3.9E-03 7.5E-08

II OEP-DGN-::3-DG01 4.9E-03 3.6E-06 T2 I '3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FS-DG02 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 7.5E-08

12 OEP-DGN-FS-DG01 5.0E-03 3.6E-06 72 1 '3.9E-03 MSS-SRV-CO-SGSRV 7.0E-07 22 22 3.4E-03 5.7E-08

13 OEP-DGN-FS-DGOI 4.0E-03 3.6E46 72 I *3.9E-03 OEP-DGP8 FR-6tIDG2 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 6.2E-08

14 OEP-DGN-FS-DGot 4.0E-03 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 |OEP-DGP.fR-6HDG3 '*-M 72 I * 3 9E-03 6.2E-08 |

15 OEP-DGN-FS-DOO2 4.0E-03 3.4E-06 72 I ' 3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDGI % 72 1 * 3.9E-03 6.2E-08 l

16 OEP-DGN-FR-63IDGI 4.6E-03 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 MSS-SRV-OO-SGSRV- ( 22 22 3 4E-03 6.lE-08

17 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDGI 4.0E-03 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG2 e-06 72 I * JSE-03 6 IE-08 ' !

18 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 3.9E-03 3.6E-06 72 I *3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDGI 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 6.0E-08 |

19 RMT-ACF-FA-RMTS 1.5E-03 3.0E-07 240 * 6 6.0E-03 RMT-ACT-FA-RMTS 3.0E-07 240 * 6 6 OE-03 5.4E 08

20 LPI-MDP-FS-Sil A l.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 2 5.8E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-ISG 3.6E-06 60 * 6* I .9E-02 f.7E-08
*

21 LPI-MDP-FS-SIIB 1.5E-03 2.0E-02 86 2 5.8E-04 ISR-MOV-FT-1860 % 16E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 f.7E-08

22 LPI-MDP-FS-S!!B l.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 2 5.8E-04 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * I 9E-02 f.7E-08

23 LPI-MDP-FS-Sil A I.5E-03 2.0E-07 86 2 5.8E-04 11R-MOV-FT-18608 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.7E-08

24 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 9.lE-04 3.6E-06 72 1 ' 3.9E-03 OEP-DGN-FR-DG01 3.6E-06 72 I * 3.9E-03 1.4E 48

25 PPS-MOV-FC-1536 2.9E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * I.9E-02 PPS-MOV-FC-1535 3.6E-06 60 * 6 1.9E-02 1.lE-09

* - Control value

|
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Table C.17A Core damage frequency increases for Plant B:
Control alternative 1, single contributions.

Plant B: Single Ccetnbuuons 14-Feb-9n

Control 1 11:28 AM

TIROALEX Aging Rates
TIRO ALEX Testing Efficiencies Total a C: 1.0E-05 lycar

Test

Rank Component Name Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF Intervel a ql aC
Coefficient (/hrlyr) (months) (months) (/ year)

i hcl-MOV-CC-MVl9 5.42E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.4 E-M

2 HCI-Mov-CC-MV14 5.42E-06 3.6E46 167 30 2.6E-01 1.4E +1

3 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 9.70E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 1.21 *$

4 EHV-AOV-CC-CCF 6.34E-05 4.0E 47 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 7.9E-01

5 ACP-DON-FR-EDOC 2.09E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 7.0E47

6 ACP-DON-FR-EDOB 2.09E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 7.0E-07

"i EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 2.53E-05 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 5.5E-07

8 EHV-SRV-CC-RV1 2.53E-05 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E 02 5.5E-07

9 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 3.68E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 4.6E-07

10 ESW- A0V-CC-0241B 3.68E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 4.6E-07

11 ACPOON-LP-EDOC 1.3tE-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 4.4E-07

12 ACP-DGN-LP-EDOB 1.3tE-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 4.4E-07

13 ACP-DOH-LP-CCF 1.16E-05 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 3.9E47

14 DCP-BAT-LF-CCF 2.16E-04 3.0E-07 12) * 3 * 1.6E-03 3.5L v7

15 ESW-CKV-HW-CV513 4.25E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 3.4E-08

16 ESW-CKV-CB-C515 A 4.12E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4. 8 E-04 3.3E-08

17 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 4.12E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 3.3E-08

IS ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2.35 E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 2.7E-08,

19 ESW-MDP-FR-MLPB 2.35E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 2.7E-08

20 HCI-TDP-FS-20S37 5.42E-06 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 2.4E-08

21 hcl-TDP-FO-20S37 5.36E-06 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E-03 2.4E-05

22 SLC-CKV-HW-CV17 2.69E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 2.2E-08

23 SLC-CKV-HW-CV16 2.69E-05 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 2.2E48

24 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 1.60E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 1.8E-08

25 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 1.60E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 1.8E-08 |

* - Control Value
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Table C.17B Core damage frequency increases for Plant B:
Control alternative 1, double contributions.

14-Fe d
| Plana B: Double Contributsons 11:29 AM
Contsul I
TIRGALEX Aging Rates T<<si a C: 5 OE-06 / year
TIRGALEX Testing E(Ticiencies

TessTest

Rank Componeet Name Tw. . .:y Aging Rene MTBF Intervel a ql Component Name Apag Rate MTBF Inserval aq2 aC
(r .e,)

CoefFiciens (/hr/yr) einnths) (winnths) (!betyr) (einndia) Imnaths) y

l i ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 534E-04 3.6E-06 I67 4 33E-02 ACP-DGN-F R-EDGC 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 5.9E-07

2 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 5.17E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 ACP-DGN-l P-EDGC 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 5.7E 77

3 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 5.17E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 ACP-DGN-I.P-EDGB 3.6E-06 167 4 33E42 5.7E-07

4 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 7.69E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E42 5 6E-07

5 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 7.69E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 3]E-02 E11V-SRV-CC-Rv2 7 CE-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 5 6E-OF

6 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 850E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33 E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-02418 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * IlE-02 3 5E-07

7 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 8.50E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33 E-02 ESW- AOV-CC-C241C 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E 42 3.5E-07

5 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.40E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E42 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.CE-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 3 2E-07 i

9 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 4.40E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 3.3E-02 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-07 120 * * 2.2E-02 3.2E-07

vi 10 ESW-AOV-CC-0241D 1.34E-03 4.0E-07 120 * 18 *l.2E-C2 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 4 0E-07 120 * 1.2E-02 2. l E-07

11 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.79E-04 3.6E 06 167 4 3.3E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 4 DE-07 120 * lb * 8.2E-02 2.0E-07

22 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 4.79E-04 3.6E-06 167 4 33E-02 ESW- AOV-CC-0241B 4.0E47 :20 * 18 * l 2E-02 2 0E 07

13 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 134E-C3 2.0E-07 167 2 1.IE-03 EHV-SRV-CC-Rv2 7.0E47 120 * 18 * ? 2E-C2 JJE-08

14 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 134E-03 2.0E47 167 2 1.lE-03 EHV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 820 * 18 * 2_2E-02 33E 08

15 ESW-CKV-CB-C515A 1.40E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 EHV-SRV-CC-RV2 7 CE-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E42 2.6E-08

16 ESW-CKV-CB-C5158 f .49E-03 4 OE-09 720* 11 4.8E-04 EHV-SRV-CC-Rv3 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2 2E-02 2 6E 08

17 ESW-MDP-FS-M DPA 1.38E -03 2.0E-C7 167 2 . I . l E-03 ESW- AOV-CC-424 t C 4.OE-C7 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 2.0E -08

18 ESW-MDP-FS-M PPB 138E-03 2 CE-C7 167 2 1.lE-03 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B 4.0E-07 120 * IB * I 2E-02 2.CE 08

19 ESW-CKV-CB-CSISB 1.54E-03 4 0E-09 720 II 4.8E-04 ESW-AOV-CC-024 f C 4 0E-C'r 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 16E-04

- 20 ESW-CKV-CB-C515 A 1.54E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 ESW- AOV4I-024 f B 4 0E-07 120 * 18 * I2E-02 1.6E-05

21 ESW-MDP- FR-MDPB 6.28E-04 2.0E-07 167 2 f.lE-03 ESW- AOV-CC-02410 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 8.2E-02 8 9E-09

22 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 6.28E-04 2.0E-07 567 2 1.lE-03 ESW- AOV-CC-0241C 4 CE-07 120 * 18 * I 2E-02 8 9E-00

23 E n - AOV-CC-CCF 8.18E-05 4.0E-07 120 * II * l.2E-02 HCI-TDP-FR-2GS37 3.0E-06 44 2 44E-Of 4 SE-09

24 IICl-TDP-FS-20S37 8.18E-05 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4E43 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 4 OE-07 120 * 18 * I2E-02 4.5E @

5 35E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * l.2E-C2 hcl-TDP-FR-20S17 3 0E-06 44 2 4 4E-03 30E4N
j5 |EilV-AOV-CC-CCF

* - Cont.d Value
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Table C.18A Core damage frequency increases for Plant B:
Control alternative 2, single contributions.

jN L': Singio Coat:.. , ' 14-Feb-90I
'Centrol 2 01:59 PM

WCALnX A ing Rates
[Tp GAi.EX Testics EfFeien..es

b

I Total e C: 5.0E-06 /yent
| Test,

Ranic 2.>mpes.s %sitivity Aging Rate MTBF Interva'. a ql aC
e cient (/ht/yr) (montL:) (months) (/ year)

1 7$ ' "I DE-05 4.UE-07 1207 18 * 1.2E-02 1.2E-06
2 e~i; ; I'- 4E-05 4.0E-47 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 7.9E-07

'

,

7 ;.sh . 'r .33E-05 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 5.5E-07
4 EHV C soc-r' 2.53E-05 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 5.5E-07
5 ESW-ACV-CC< ' 68E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 4.6E-07
6 ESW-AOV-CC4hH b .688-65 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 4.6E-07
7 DCP-SAT-LF-CCP 16E-0$ 3.0E-07 120 * 3 * L6E-03 3.5E-07

?
8 hcl-MCV-CC-M Y19 5.42E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.0E-07

i 9 HCI-MOV rr MVI4 5.42E-06 3.6F-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.0E-07
20 ACP-DON-FR EDGB 2.09E-05 347| o3 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 8.2E-08
11, ACP-DON-FR-EDGC 2.09E-05 3.6EM 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 8.2E-08
il AC1'-DCN-LP-EDGC 1.31E-05 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 5. l E-Os
13 ACP-DON-LF-EDOB 1.31E-05 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 5.lE-08
14 ACP-DON-LP-CCF 1.16E-05 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 4.6E-08
15 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 2.3fE-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 2.7E-08
16 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPD 2.35E-05 . 07 4 ! 167 2 1.lE-03 2.7E-08

-17 hcl-TDP-FS-20S37 5.42E-06 3.C'. M 44 2 4.4E-03 2.4E-08-

18 HCI-TDP-FO-20S37 5.36E-06 3.0E-06 44 2 4.4 E-03 2.4E-08
19 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 1.60E-03 2.0E-07 167 2 1 lE-03 1.8E-08-

20 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 1.60E-05 2.0E-07 167 2 1lE-03 1.8E-08
21 ESW-CKV-HW-CVS13 4.25E-05 4.0E 09 240 * 11 1.6E-04 6.8E-09 1

22 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 4.12E-05 4.0E-0) -240 * 11 1.6E-04 6.6E-09
23 ESW-CKV-CB-c 515A 4.12E-05 4.0E-09 140 * 11 1.6E-(4 6.6E-09
24 SLC-CKV-Fi#-CV17 2.69E-05 4.0E-09 240 * 11 1.6E-04 4.3E-09
25 SLC-ChV-HW-CV16 2.69E-05 4.0E-09 240 * 11 1.6E-04 4.3 E-09L

* - Control Value

'
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:Table C.188 Core damage frequency increases for Plant B:
Cont.rol alterflative' 2, . double contributions.

f

Plant B: Double Contributions -
14-Feb-90Control 2
11:18 A M

TIRGALEX Agi-ng Retes
TIRGALEX Testing Efficiencies

Total a C: 7.2E-07 / year
Test Test

Rank Componcol Name Sensitivity Aging Rate MTBF l.aterval a ql Component Name Aging Rate MTBF Interval a q2 aC
Coefficient (/hr/yr) (awnths) (moc*.hs) (thr/ys) inumdis) (numths) (/yeer)

.I ESW- AOV-CC-024 t B 1.34E-03 4.0E-07 120 * IB * I.2E-02 ESW-AOV-CC-024 tC 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * I .2 E-02 2.lE-07
2 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 7.69E-04 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 EllV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 6 (E-08
3 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 7.69E-04 3 6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 ElIV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 6.6E-08
4 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 8.50E-04 3.6E-06 72 * l * 3.9E-03 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 4.2E-08
5 ACP-DGN-LP-EDG B 5.50E-04 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 ESW- AOV-CC-024 tc 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * I.2E-02 4.2E-08
6 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.40E-04 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 EHV-SRV-CC-Rv3 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 3.8E-05
7 ACP-DGN-FR-EDUC 4.40E-04 3.6Fi-06 72 * I '3.'9E-03 ElIV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 12E-02 3.8E-08
8 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPB 1.34E-03 2.01 - 0 7 167 2 1.lE-03 Ell *f-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E 02 3. 3 E-089 S ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 1.34E-03 2.0E-07 It 7 2 1.lE-03 EllV-SRV-CC-RV3 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 ' 3E-086 10 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 4.79E-04 3.6E-06 ' 72 * I * 3.9E-03 ESW- AOV-CC-0241B , 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 2.3E-08

.

II ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 4.79E-04 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 ESW-AOV-CC-024IC 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 2.3E -08
12 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPA 1.38E-03 2.0E-07 167 2 1.lE-03 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * I.2E-02 2,0E-08
13 ESW-MDP-FS-MDPD l.38E-03 2.0E-07 167 2 f.lE-03 ESW- AOV-CC-0241B 4.OE-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 2.0E-08
14 ESW-M Dr*-FR-M DPB 6.28E-4 2.0E-07 167 2 1.IE-03 ESW-AOV-CC-024 t B 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 8.9E-00
15 ESW-MDP-FR-MDPA 6.28E-04 2"JE-07 167 2' l.lE-03 ESW-AOV-CC-0241C 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 89E-09
16 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB I 5.340-04 3.6E-06 7{ * I ' 3.9E-03 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 8.2E-09
87 ACP-DGN-FR-EDGB 5.17E-04 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGC 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 8.0E-09
s. ACP-DGN-FR-EDGC 5.17E-04 3.6E-06 72 * I ' 3.9E-03 ACP-DGN-LP-EDGB 3.6E-06 72 * 1 * 3.9E-03 8.0E-09
19 EsW-CKV-CB-C515A 1.49E-C3 4.0E-09 240 * 11 1.6E-4.4 EllV-SRV-CC-RV2 7.0E-07 120 * 18 * 2.2E-02 5.7E-09
20 ESW-CKV-CB-CSI58 1.49E-03 4.0E-09 240 * 11 1.6E-04 ElIV-SRV-CC Rv3 7.0E-07 820 * 18 * 2.2E-02 5.2E-09
21 11Cl-TDP-FS-20S37 8.18E-05 3.0E-06 di 2 4.4E-03 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 4 OE-07 120 * 18 * I.2E-02 4.5E-09
22 ESW-AOV-CC-CCF 8.18E45 4.0E-07 I?O * 18 * I.2E-02 IICI-TDP-FR-20S37 3.0E-06 44 2 4 4E-03 4 5E-09
23 ESW-CKV-CB-C515B 1.54E-03 4.0E-09 240 * II I.6E-04 ESW-AOV-CC-024 f C 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * I.2E-02 3 IE-09
24 ESW-CKV-CD-C515 A 1.54E43 4.0E-09 240 * 11 1.6E-04 ESW-AOV-CC-0241 B 4.0E-07 170 * 18 * 1.2E-02 3. l E-09
25 EllV-AOV-CC-CCF 5.35E-05 4.0E-07 120 * 18 * 1.2E-02 IICI-TDP-FR-20S37 'OE-06 44 2 4.4E-03 3.0E-09

* - Control Value
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For the second control alternative for Plant B, additional aging management is
focused on additional _-aging dominant contributors for the base case identified 4

in Table C.10. The additional aging management considered consists of over-
hauling-the dieselt every 6 years (72. months) and making the surveillance tests
more effective so that the effective test interval is 1 month. The five check
valves in the standby liquid control system are ov9rhauled every 20 years.
Finally, the two MOVs in the coolant injection system are overhauled every 5 years
and the surveillance tests improved and increased in frequency so that the
effective interval is_6 months.

'

As shown in Table C.18. for the second control alternative, the resulting core
damage frequency-increase due to aging is 5.0x10 6 + 7.2x10 7 = 5.7x10 6 per
year. This represents a faaor of approximately 44 reduction in the core damage
frequency increase due to aging as compared to the base ca e value of 2.5x10 4
per year. It is interesting to note that, from Table-C.10B, the dominant aging
interactions involve not only A0V interactions 'ut also interactions betweena

an A0V and a diesel. Thus, to control these interactions, additional aging ,

management for alternative ? is focused on the air-operated valves and the
diesels.

The above eva;uations only represent examples of possible aging control alterna-
tives. 'More thorough evaluations would need to be performed in actual practice
and would need to encompass expanded considerations. However, the above examples
illustrate that by implementing additional aging control management practices. in
a focused manner,-core damage frequency increases from aging can be effectively
controlled.
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.. This appendix presents additional in "rmation on the direct consequences asso-
! ciated with the license renewal rul, requirements. The discussions focus on

two elements called for by Alternatives B, C, and D. These are (1) the data
-

collection and analysis activities needed to support the integrated plant
assessment (IPA), and (2) the efforts needed to adequstely manage aging.
The basis for other aspects of cirect consequences were aaequately treated in
the body of this analysis.

D.1 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS EFFORTS

The costs of establishing and maintaining a data collection program were esti-
mated on a total plant basis rather than on a component-by-component basis.
The types of data pertinent to this type of data collection, analysis, and
storage requirement are listed in Table 0.1. The following discussions present
the rationale used in establishing data collection and analysis costs.

D.1.1 Electronic Records

Installation of the required data set would include adapting the program to the
particular facility computer system, providing for automatic en',ry of some data
(such as location-s
system transients) pecific temperatures and pressuret resulting from plant andfrom the reactor computer,, tailoring the program for any
site-specific peculiarities, and training key and clerical personnel. This
activity is estimated to require slightly under 2 engineering person-years.
Slightly under a one-half person year effort would be required to maintain
continuous administrative oversight of the system.

Reconstruction and entry of historical data would likely be a significant ef-
fort for the older olants and would involve engineering, administrative, and
clerical personnel.' This effort is estimated to require sliahtly under
nne-half engineering person year and about 3 person years miied administrative
and clerical personnel (includes tiaining of clerical personnel).

Maintaining the data set would require slightly over 100 engineering person-
hours and about one-fourth clerical person year on an annual basis. Initial
procedures and familiarization would ccst approximately $17,000.

0.1.2 Hard Copy Records

Included in this activity is a minimal cost storage facility in the administra-
tive area priced at $125 per square foot.

The major effort associated with hard copy reccrds would be the one-time col-
lection, organization, and filing of historical and baseline information. The
cost estimate includes slightly under one-third engineering person year and
about 4 administrative and clerical mixed person years. The reconstruction of
basic information and data, if needed, is assumed to be accomplished in the
effort ext, ended to identify the current licensing basis.

Maintenance of the records would require aaproximately 100 clerical
person-hours per year. Procedure establisiment would be approximately $5,000
in engineering costs and $10,000 in administrative / clerical costs.

D-5
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Table 0.1 Typical plant record data requirements.

General: LER synopsis
Other off-normal events / indications
Hard copy record indexing / file locations
Available past control room strip charts
Equipment qualification records
Caseline design and fabrication data
Current plant configuration

Plant piping and instrumentation drawings
Plant layout drawings
Electrical distribution system
Security system

Primary System: Temperature / pressure transients
Weld inspections
Inservice inspection and maintenance records
Coolant levels and flow rates
Water chemistry analysis
Piping vibration data
loose parts monitoring data
Reactor internals vibration monitoring data
Reactor coolant pump vibration monitoring data
Ultrasonic test results
Eddy-curre a test results -

Leak rates
Integrated neutron dose

Safety Systems: Electrical measureme m:
Inservice inspection and maintenance records
Performance data
Replacement and repair data

- Daergency diesel generator inspection, testing, and
maintenance records

_

Concrete Structures: Inservice inspection and maintenance records
Repair history [
Crack locations and propagation
Tendon surveil hnce

-

Protective coatings
Water chemistry results
Core sample analysis
Vibration monitoring data

D.1.3 Aging Records Supervision

Supervisory oversight of the aging records is estimated to require one-half
-time of one engineer. This is in addition to the efforts noted above.

The licensee costs associated with the collection and analysis of data result
in up-front costs (prior to license submittal) of about $530,000 per plani..
The ongoing costs were estimated to be about $120,000 per year for updating
and maintaining the data and record systems. These recurring costs have

D-6
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a worth of about $1.6 million at the time of license submittal. The pre-
submittal costs of about $0.5 million must be added to the recurring costs.

D. 2 ASSFSSMENT OF AGING MANAGEMENT DIRECT CONSEQUENCES

The assessment of direct consequences associated with aging management required
an evaluation of the inspection surveillance, testing, and monitoring (ISTM)i

and repair / refurbishment / rep: ace, ment practices that may be used to mitigate theI

effects of aging degradation unique to license renewal of systems, structures,
and components (SSCs) important to license renewal. This evaluation looked at
both current practices and proposed enhanced practices that may be needed during
the license renewal period to help ensure that adequate safety margins areI

maintained for all critical SSCs.

The list of SSCs that arise from an integrated plant assessment will be
unique to each nuclear plant. However, for the purposes of this analysis an
example list of specific SSCs was developed and presented in Table 4.1 ( ee
Table D.2). The items included in the list are considered to be representative
of the SSCs that are likely to be both safety-significant and susceptible to
age related degradation unique to license renewal.

The requirement to assess and manage aging basically calls for a program that
determines the condition of critical items in the plant at reasonably frequent
intervals and then takes action to ensure that ris(s are maintained at accept-
ably low levels. Such a program, to be effective, requires that limits of ac-
ceptability regarding-the condition of each important SSC be established.
Further, an effective aging managemer,t program must also specify the actions to
be taken when an SSC is found to be outside its establisaed limits of accept-
.1 ''ty. When an out-of-bounds condition is detected, or perhaps at more fre-

., intervals, the item in question must be maintained, refur'bished, or'

i .slaced in order to mitigate or eliminate the effects of aging,

An effective ISTM program may require the installation of additional instrn-
mentation and surveillance equipment relative to what is currently instailtd in
nuclear plants.

.

D.2.1 Evaluation of ISTM

Ali recommendations for ISTM activities (Refs. D.1 and 0.2) were evaluated to
ensure that those recommendations were not already within the scope of current
NRC requirements and to assess whether a significant portion of the effort was
already being accomplished by licensees. In addition, all candidates for en-
hanced ISTM activities were evaluated as to their potential effectiveness to-
aard reducing failure rates of important SSCs.

The process used to evaluate ISTM effectiveness for detecting and mitigating
ging degradation of important SSCs is illustrated in Figure D.1. This evalua-
tion process was undertaken for two purposes in support of the license renewal
regulatory analysis. First, the process provided a means for evaluating indi-
vidual candidate ISTM activities for each important SSC in terms of their quan-
titative contribution for reducing plant risks. The evaluation produced
numerical estimates of the following measures of ISTM ef fectiveness:

D-7
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Table D.2 Representative list of structures and components
for regulatory analysis of Alternative B.*

,

Components PWR/BWR

AC and DC bus, including medium voltage cables, connectors, Both
and breakers

Actuation and instrumentation channel, including associated Both
relays, breakers, cables, connectors, and instruments

Battery banks, class 1E Both
Check valves Both
Compressed air system Both
Control rod drive mechanism Both
Critical concrete structures Both
Containment, metal (including suppression chamber) BWR {
Containment (other) Both a
Diesel generator, emergency Both
Fan coolers and/or chillers Both
Fuel pool Both
Heat exchangers Both
Hydraulic or air-operated valves Both
Manual valves Both
Motor-operated valves Botn
Motor-driven pumps and motor Both
NSSS supports Both
Reactor coolant feedwater, and recirculating piping and Both

safeendsinsidecontainment
Reactor coolant and/or recirculation pumps Both
Reactor pressure vessel Both
Peactor pressure vessel internals Both
Reactor pressure vessel supports PWR-

Safety / relief valves Both
Snubbers Both
Steam generators PWR

Tanks Both s

Transformers critical Both 3

Turbine-driven pumps and turbine drive Both
.

*While it is not expected that any particular IPA would result in this exact
cet of structures and componen+s, this list of representative structures and
components is used as=a basis for evaluating values and impacts for the pur-
pose of this regulatory analysis.

-

* '
Event detection efficiency,+

Renewal probability,
Mean renewal rate,e

Degree of renewal, and*

% an event detection rate.*

These parameters could then be used in risk models to assess the risk reduction
effectiveness of the proposed ISTM actions. In f act, each proposed ISTM en-
hancement (in conjunction with its associated repair or replacement actions)

D-8
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Develop Lists of SSCs Failure Modes.
Important to Licens D'gradauon

Renewal Mh 1

Failure Rate Acceptance j
Pumps Data Criteria |

( *

* Valves i f

Containment Assess ISTMa

Reactor Vesse; Characteristics Quantify ISIM| *

Effectiveness inl EtC-* * Types of Activities Detecting and Mitigating
* Frequency Estimate M "2-

* Izvel ofInspection 1mnwV 3 * Detection EIInciency* Inspection Coverage I and Type of

| Action * Renewal Probabill'yAssess ISIM * Probability Not Within
|

g Practices LCO* * Degree of Renewala j (
4 . Probabuity of Detection * Renewal Rate~ - -

* Current . EKecuveness of Renewal * Event Detection Rate
- Tech Specs * Mean Renewal Rate

# '
- NRC Studies = Mean Event

* Enhanced Renewal / Repair Detection Rate
- NRC Aging Re- SSC Status $ Actions

Isearch Programs
* Good as Old- Industry Research . Operational

Good as Newand Development * Standby
a

* ILO - Ikniting Conditions of Operation

Figure 0.1 ISTM evaluation process.
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was evaluated as to its relative effectiveness for reducing failure rates of
important SSCs. Only those activities with an apparently significant potential
for reducing failure rates were retained. Several modifications to the origi-
nal ISTM recommendations resulted, and the cost estimates provided are based on
this revised listing of candidate ISTM activities. Reference 0.3 discusses the
effectiveness evaluation methods.

Inspection, surveillance, and test intervals, as d l as intervals for repair-
ing, refurbishing or re) lacing critical SSCs, were determined in several ways.
First,foranactIvitytlatisacurrentpractice,currentintervalswere
maintained unless factors such as failure rate data indicated that the current
interval was inappropriate. For activities that are currently practiced, only
changes that might result in reduced intervals were considered. That is,
current interv'als were either maintained or raduced but were not lengthened.
Intervals for new ISTM or repair /refurbishmera./ replacement actions were deter-
ined based on both suggestions from industry studies, if available, and NRC's
research programs. In addition, intervals were set based on considerations of
SSC failure rates, i.e., the intervals were set so as to detect SSC oeterioration
in its early stages. Failure rates were used to gage appropriate intervals in

'these cases.

The second purpose accomplished in evaluating ISTM practices was to character-
-ize them so that the associated costs and occupational radiation exposures
could be estimated.

Table 0.3 lists the specific ISTM activities evaluated in this analysis. The '

table is comprehensive in that it lists most of the ISTM activities identified

by the NRC research p-ograms and those resulting from the industry pilot and
lead plant studies supporting license renewal. Table D.3 does not reflect

= current ISTM practices but rather only potential enhancements to ISTM activities. ;

Table 0.3 should be regarded as an example of potential ISTM activities. The
actions noted therein are not firm since the actual ISTM requirements have not
yet been fully defined. However, the actions used in this analysis are
representative of what might be expected as the requirements are developed.-

D.2.2 Costs and Occupational Radiation Exposures- )
The aging uanagement program assumed here, and which was used-to provide the ;

basis for estimating costs, provides the means for plant personnel to adequate- '

.ly monitor the condition of SSCs important to license renewal. While nuclear

. utilities currently do considerable ISTM activities, these efforts may not be ,

sufficient-for managing age related degradation unique ' license renewal. The
ISTM activities used for preparing cost estimates perA nent to license renewal,

1therefore, are considered to be incremental to current utility practices.

-The- cost estimates for ISTM activities were developed on a component-by-component
' basis. They were developed based on-the types of activities identified in the
industry pilot plant studies on life extension (Ref1 D.4, 0.5, and D.6) as

-well as the-guidance provided in recent NRC-sponsored studies on component aging
and iging mitigation (Refs. D.1 and D.2).
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Table D.3 Typical candidate ISTM x tivities.*

1. Typical Candidate BWR ISTM Enhancements

BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel 4

Volumetrically examine all RPV beltline welds every 10 years.
** Add fracture toughness and tensile stress specimens to surveillance

arogram.
Expand ISI beyond ASME Section XI requirements to include:

UT of support knuckle and attachment wuld*

Dimensional survey of studs, refueling beilows, and skirt weld*
UT of CRD stub tube to bottom head clad weld and stabilize:s*

** Visually assess condition c f vessel exterior when insulation is removed
for general degradation of surface.
Perform a BWR vessel replacement study, including complete replaceme,t of
the vessel internals and support attachments.
Enhance monitoring of core spray nozzles and CRD penetrations.

** Install additional neutron flux dosimetry near the predicted peak fluence
locations at vessel beltlir.3 and near sample baskets.
Increase scope of volumetric weld examination from one weld every 10
yeurs to all welds every 10 years.

BWR Recirculation Piping and Safe Ends

** Install numidity sensors in containment to detect leaks.
Implement an online monitoring system to monitor pipe condition.
including piping vibration and dynamics effects measurements.
Provide additional piping and safe-end temperature monitoring to better
characterize transients experienced by piping.
Periodically inspect selected piping locations for mechanical wear caused
by contact with attachments.'

Perform an evaluation on the remaining service life cf the recirculation
pipe svstem cast austenitic stainless cteel components oue to the effects'

of SCC', fatigue, and thermal embrittlement.
Increase inspection frequency of stainless steel safe ends and pipe

-welds.

BWR Metal Containment Including Suppression Chember '

Develop and implement an enhanced monitoring of the metal containment
structure to include wall temperature, bellows alignmeni, and exterior
surfaces and penetrations.
Adopt ASME containment inservice inspection revisions.** Perform a surface and volumetric exami1ation of fabrication welds.

,** Inspect suppression pool and vent system exterior.
** Examination and analysis of shell liner base, including removal and

replacement of e 6" square section of concrete.
Install neutron flux measuring device in drywell to record integrated
flux.

D-11
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Table D.3 (Continued)
_._

BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals

Develop anc implement ultrasonic testing (UT) techniques to inspect the
top guide in the cents al core region for IGSCC, the shroud-to-shroud
support cylinder welds, the core spray inlet tee attachment, and the jet
pump riser elbow to thermal sleeve weld regior and the jet puttp
diffuser-to-adapter weld joint.
Monitor for degradation the performance of th" s2% cnd replacement on
thejetpumpriserbrace.
Perform underwater ISI of core plate for IGSCC.
Develop and implement a procedure for inspecting shroud-to-shroud support
flange and access hold cover.
Develop and implement a procedure to predict incipient bolt failure due
to high-cycle fatigue and stress corrosion cracking.

** Install an enhanced loose parts monitor in accordance C th proposed ASME
Oh-12.

.

BWR Reactor Recirculation Pumps

** Perform perindic detailed inspection (disassembly / reassembly) of pump and
motors.
Implement an improved pump shaft inspection using UT techniques.

** -Im'plemert a ccmprehensive pump shaf t vibration monitoring program.
Periodically determine ferrite level on pump casing exterior (thermal
embrittlement).
Perform periodic surface and volumetric inspection of pump shaft.

BWP. Control Rod Drive Mechanism

Perform ultrasonic examination of CDR housing.
Develop and implement a crack detection and crack growth monitoring
prograra of URD houcing. '

Visually inspect CR0 housing for leakage.
** Perform discharge and vent valve tests at frequent intervals.

,

BWR Auxiliary Pumps (Motor and Turbine Driven)

Install hypass piping to allow testing during optrational periods.
Install monitors for motor / turbine fault indicatiens.

** Perform periodic detailed disassembly-inspection-overhaul-reassembly of
pump internals.
Implement a standard sequence of full service testing.

2. Typical Candidate PWR ISTM Enhancements

PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel

** Add fracture toup aess and tensile stress specimens to surveillance
program.
Volumetrically examine all beltline welds every 10 years.

** Install additional excore neutron dosimeters near predicted peak fluence
locations at beltline.

** ?erform visual examination of RFV exterior.
1
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Table D.3 (Continued)

Increase scope of volumetric weld examination from one weld every 10
years to all welds every 10 years.

PWR Reactor Coolant Piping-

** Install humidity sensors in main reactor building compartments and HVAC
intakes for leak detection.
Perform piping vibration testing per ASME OM-3 during post refueling hot
hydrotesting.
Perform piping deformation testing par ASME OM-7 during post-refueling
hot hydrotesting.
Increase safe-end inspection frequency.
Establish and implement a program for periodic visual inspection of
piping during refueling outages. ~

Increase frequency of nozzle weld inspections.
Continuous monitoring of coolant water chemistry (conductivity
measurements).

PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Supports

Add neutron monitoring in RPV support structure area.
Evaluate support structure scrapings for radiation history and perfcrm
nil ductility tests on samples.
Inspect conditions of dry lubricants in sliding foot areas.
Inspect neutron shield for corrosion.

PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals

Visually examine internal component mounting bolts.
1

Develop _ procedures to predict incipient bolt failure due to high-cycle
I

fatigue and IGSCC degradation.
** Establish and implement a vibration monitoring program of internals in

accordance with ASME OM-5.
**

t Install an enhanced loose parts monitor in accordance with proposed ASME
OM-12.

PWR Containment

** Examine fabrication welas.
Examine base metal'and concrete core sample (removal and replacement
of 6" square section of concrete).

_

PWR Steam Generators

Increase scope of steam generator tube eddy current testing.
Perform volumetric weld examination.

** . Install enhanced secondary-side loose parts monitoring system.

PWR Reactor Coolant Pumps

**- Perform periodic detailed inspection (disassembly / reassembly) of pump and
motors.
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Table D.3 (Continued)

Install comprehensive online shaft vibration monitoring system**
Periodically determine ferrite level on pump casing exterior (thermal
embrittlement).
Perform periodic surface and volumetric inspection of pump shaft.

PWR Control Rod Drive Mechanism

Perform visual inspection of CRDMs.
Perform electrical characteristics test to detect abnormal drive current
requirements.

PWR Pressurizer and Surge 1.ine

Perform volumetric inspection of the spray and nozzle safe ends.
Install online transient monitoring system.

PWR Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps (Motor and Turbine Driven)

Install bypass piping to allow testing during operational periods.
Install monitors for motor / turbine fault indications.
Perform periodic detailed disassembly-inspection-overbaul reassembly of**

pu p internals.
Im lement a standard sequence of full-service testing.

3. Typical ISTM Enhancements on Componants Common to Both PWRs and BWRs

Critical Concrete Structures (CCS)

Implement methods to inspect or remotely monitor the condition of
reinforcing steel for corrosion.
Implement a program to identify and quantify degradation in reinforced
and prestressed concrete. '

Derform periodic boroscopic examination of exterior surface near
penetrations.
Take core samples to determine material properties of concrete.
Inspect accessible concrete surfaces for freeze-thaw damage, calcium
hydroxide leaching, and chemical attack.
Monitor temperature and radiation levels at penetrations and other
strategic locations.
Monitor ground-water level, chemistry, and pH where lower containment
concrete could be affected.
Monitor and evaluate the condition of pad.

monitoring and analysis)g and growth monitoring progrt:.. (periodic
Implement a crack mappin

.

Establish and implement a long-term program of periodic visual condition
survey of CCS.
Implement a vibration monitoring program.
Implement a program to verify concrete protective coating thickness.
Perform periodic evaluation of tendon condition.
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Table 0.3 (Continued)

Emergency Diesel Generators

** Monitor engine starting system for the following three functions:
Control current operation*

,

Engine cranking*

Fuel delivery*
** Implement a vibration signature analysis program for diesels.

Develop, actual loads and profile analysis for load shedding and ioad
sequencing.
Develop an inspection program for windings.
Implement a surveillance program for the turbocnarger drive gearing.

AC and DC Electrical Cables and Buses (including medium voltage connectors and
circuitbecakers)

Install online circuit characterization system.
Use characterization system to develop and trend electrical signatures of
safety critical circuits.
Develop and monitor temperature and radiation map for cable locations in
containment.
Develop criteria for cable replacement in severe environments.
Develop an integrated system for testing electrical and mechanical
. functioning of critical circuitbreakers.
Add cable inspection to routine outage inspection requirements. Inspec-
tion topics include: corroded terminals; brittle or cracked insulation;
water in conduits /J boxes; physical damage of cables / connectors; plugged
weep holes.
Inspect medium-voltage breakers per manufacturer's recommendations.**

Class IE Station Batteries

Perform loaded-battery cell voltage tests more frequently.
Vary discharge current to enable cell resistance calculations.

9' Perform impedance measurements at various frequencies and calculate
f- reactance.
! Excite battery with white noise for indications of degradation

mechanisms.
Analyze electrical noise generated by batteries under discharge condi-
tiens for indicati]ns of degradation.

Actuation and Instrumentation Channel

Perform enhanced surveillance testing of all safety critical relays.
Increase scope of calibration and automatic actuation testing.
Inspect connectors and penetrations for channels.**

Hydraulic or Air-0perated Valves

Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves for
leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage or degradation of
stem packing.
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Table 0.3 (Continued)

Perform visual inspection of lines and reservoirs for signs of hydraulic
fluid leakage or air system deterioration.

** Refurbish operator on valves. Regrind valve seats.

Safety / Relief Valves

Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves for
leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage.

Manual Valves

Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves for
leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage or degradation of
stem packing.

Check Valves

Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves for
leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage

** Overhaul each safety check valve seat and hinge mechanism every outage.

Motor-0perated Valves

Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves for
leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage or degradation of
stem packing.

** Install diagnostic system such as MOVATS.
** Overhaul worst 20% at each outage. -

F
Snubbers %

Perform perio u enhanced qualification testing on snubbers rated at or
below 50 KIPx

Main and Critical 1ransformers

Install combustible gas monitoring system on main and critical
transformers.
Perform partial discharge measurements. 2

Inspect terminations and bushings, k

Heat Exchanprs

Periodically perform eddy-current testing of heat exchanger tubing.
Periodically perform hydrostatic testing of heat exchanger shell.
Perferm periodic shell thickness measurements.

** Perform periodic comprehensive efficiency test.
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Table 0.3 (Continued)
..

Compressed Air System

** Inspect wall thickness of tanks and pipinn.
** Perform frequent checks of compressed air system, including filter

pressure drop tests and leakage checks.

Fuel Pool

** Perform visual inspection of pool liner.

NSSS Supports

** Torque component support anchor bolts.i

|
Tanks

Perform inspection of tank welds and wall thicknesses.
** Renew prctective liner coatings on inside of tanks.

fan Coolers / Chillers

Perform visual inspection of chiller assembly.
Perform electrical inspection of motor.
Perform periodic vibration checks.

Nhile it is not expected that any particular IPA would result in this exact
set of ISTM activities, this list of ty)ical activities is used as a basis
for evaluating values and impacts for tie purpose of this regulatory analysis.

**ISTM activities marked with "**" are included in the cost and exposure
estimates.

,

.-

I

The costs of performing ISTM activities in support of an aging management pro-+

gram vary somewhat between BWRs and PWRs. The differences are due to the dif-
f' ences in the components and systems between the two reactor tyaes and the

management (pes of ISTM activities appropriate for BWRs versus PWRs.ISTh) costs are estimated to differ by about $4 million on a
L.;ierent ty The aging

per plant basis between BWRs and PWRs.

The example aging-degradation management program activities identified in Table
D.3 were individually evaluated in terms of new monitoring equipment requirements,
engineering and craft labor needed to install any new monitoring equipment,
labor associated with aerforming periodic ISTM activities, and any radiation
exposure incurred in-tie process. In addition, for each aging monitoring and
management activity, labor and exposure estimates were based on the number of
times each activity would be performed, accounting for repetitive actions on
individual SSCs, the number of similar items in the plant subject to these
activities, and the specific times during which each activity would be 1erformed.
Summation-of the costs of carrying out all activities associated with tie BWR
aging management program resulted in an estimated cost of $12.4 million per
plant, while the PWR program resulted in an estimate of $8.4 million per plant.
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These figures represent the discounted costs at the time of the license renewal
application submittal and are in 1991 dollars. The weighted average program
costs ere estimated to be about $9.3 million per plant for the reactor popula-
tion as a whole. Note that these direct consequences represent incremental costs
of Alternative B relative to Alternative A.

Some incremental occupational radiation exposure to plant personnel is antici-
pated in carrying out the inspection, surveillance, testing, and monitoring ac-
tivities required by the aging management program. Personnel will have to
conduct much of thie effort inside containment where radiation levels are rela-
tively high. In addition, these activities must be repeated throughout the
liter.se renewal tena. Some ISTM activities must be performed as frequently as
every refueling outage (18 months); the inspection interval is as infrecuent as
every 5 or 10 years. Radiation exposure estimates were derived for ISTE activ-
ities using the number of person-hours spent in a radiation field carrying out
each activity and for each component, factoring in the number of times each
activity would be perforued over the license renewal term, and assuming a nomi-
nal effective dose rate typical of the location where the activity was carried
out. For the purpose of this analysis, exposures were estimated using either
high (0.015 rem /hr), medium (0.0075 rem /hr), or low (0.0025 rem /hr) equivalent
dose rates. The equivalent exposure rctes used were determined from surveys of
a number of nuclear plant actual work activities, ranging from major repair /
modifications to containment walkdowns. For certain activities, the radiation
exposures could be estimated directly based on actual experience with similar
activities. Such actual data were used wherever possible.

The summation of radiation exposures yielded an estimate of 504 person-rem incre-
mental exposure for the example BWR license renewal aging management program,
while that for the PWR wes estimated to be 254 person-rems. These figures repre-
sent total per plant incremental exposures associated with carrying out the
Alternative B aging management programs over the entire duration of each program.
Factoring in the number of BWRs and PWRs in the reactor plant population consid-
ered for license renewal resulted in an average estimated incremental exposure z
df about 340 person-rems per plant.

'
D. 3 OTHER TOPICS

d rtain oth r aspects of the direct consequence analysis are pertinent. The
aspects are briefly discussed here.

D.3.1 Sensitivity to Datum Year Chosen

The estimates of cost impacts discussed previously assume a basepoint or datum
year centered around the licensee's submittal to the NRC of the application for
license renewal. This event is assumed to take olate 12 years prior to the
expirstion of the initial license period for eac1 plant. This choice of a da-
tum year is somewhat arbitrary, but it does have an important impact on the
discounted cost results. In broad terms, the costs based on the licensee ap-
plication submittal date give the then present value of the identified expendi-
tures that will occur over the extended lifetime. As depicted, the costs shown
indicate the amount of funds the utility would have to have available, if they
could achieve the designated discount rate, at the time of license application
that would be sufficient to pay for the costs of the entire program.
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Other datum years could have been -hosen. Another obvious choice is the year
that the extended operation of a plant goes into effect (i.e., at the end of
the initial 40-year license term). Using this time point as the reference, all
costs would increase by about 80 percent for a 5 percent discount rate.

D.3.2 TjmingofPhysicalModificationsforAlternativesCandD

For Alternatives C and D, the assessment against new plant standards would oc-
cur over the 3 year period following the detision to start the license renewal
process with the actual implementation of any required plant modifications oc-

curring between years 5 and 10 of the new license (i.e. Initial 40 year term).they would be completed
not later than the time coinciding with the end of the
For Alternative D, if major modifications / upgrades are required, it is likely
that an extended plant shutdown (1 to 2 years) would be required. This activity
is assumed to start at a point coinciding with the end of the initial 40 year
license term. Alternatively certain major modificatic,ns could be progressively
accomplishedovertheseveraloutaaesoccurringbetweenthetimethenewlicense
is granted and the end of the original 40 year license term. These outages would
be longer than normal refueling outages. This approach would reduce (but. not
eliminate)theamountofmajermodificationworkthatwouldhavetobeperformed
arior to the period of extended operation. For either approach, the assumption
las been made that the total incremental plant dowatime needed to accomplish the
modifications would be about the same. Reference 0.7 provides examples of the
approach where major modifications are accomplished over several outages.
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ABSTRACT

The Atomic Energy Act and Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations
provide for the renewal of nuclear power plant operating licenses beyond their
initial 40 year term. The Act and NRC regulations, however, do not specify the
procedures, criteria, and standards that must be satisfied in order to renew a
license. The NRC is promulgating a rule (10 CFR Part 54) to codify such require-
ments prior to the receipt of applications for license renewal.

The NRC has assessed the possible environmental effects of promulgating require-
ments in 10 CFR Part 54 now rather than employing such requirements in an ad hoc
manner in individual licensing actions. The final Part 54 rule requires tee
development of information and analyses to identify aging problems of systems,
structures, and components unique to license renewal that will be of concern
during the period of extended operation and will not be controlled by existing-
effective programs. In general, licensee activities for license renewal may
involve replacement, refurbishment, inspection, testing, or monitoring. Such
actions will generally be within the range of similar actions taken for plants
during the initial operating term. These actions would be primarily confined
within the plants with potential for only minor-disruption to the environment.
It is unlikely that these actions would change the operating conditions of
plants in ways that would change the environmental effects already being experi-
enced. Relicensing under existing regulations would also be primarily focused |on aging degradation and would likely result in requirements similar to those '

that will result from relicensing under the final rule. The promulgation of
10 CFR Part 54 has clear advantages relative to regulatory stability and admini-strative efficiency. However, it will not result in_ environmental effects sig-
nificantly different from those arising from relicensing under existing regula-tions. The NRC concludes that promulgation of 10 CFR Part 54 would not signi-
ficantly affect the environment and, therefore, a full environmental impact

| statement is not required.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is amending its regulations to define
the regulatory requirements for renewing operating licefifes for nuclear power
plants for up to 20 years. In fulfillment of the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) of 1969 and 10 CFR Part 51, the NRC must consider the impacts on the
environment of the promulgation of the rule. The purpose of this environmental
assessment (EA) is to provide an evaluation of those impacts and to determine
whether an environmental impact statement (EIS) needs to be prepared in support
of this rule.

Description of Proposed Action

| The proposed 6ction is the issuance of a final rule (10 CFR Part 54) by the NRC
! that will set forth the procedures and requirements for utilities to submit license

renewal applications and that will provide the standards for NRC staff review and
approval of those applications. Under this rule, a licensee submitting a license
renewal application would be required to provide to the NRC sufficient informa-
tion to determine whether continued operation of the facility during the renewal !

license term would endanger public health and safety or the environment. This
information may indicate a need to take certain actions such as inspections,
surveillance, testing, monitoring, replacement, and refurbishment.

Regulatory guidance and a standard review plan are also being developed to
provide guidance to the industry and to the NRC staff on the manner in which

,

the rule will be implemented. Part of the regulatory guidance to industry will
be provided by safety evaluation reports on 11 industry technical reports.

Need for Proposed Action

In anticipation of the expiration of nuclear power plant 40 year operating
licenses, the NRC is adopting 10 CFR Part 54 and associated safety and aging
criteria. The NRC believes that a rule for license- renewal that-sets forth-
clear standards and technical requirements for the license renewal process is
desirable:

| To ensure uniformity and consistency'in implementing license renewal.*

To ensure that aging of nuclear plant components during the period of-*

extended operation is adequately considered.

_To ensure that the license renewal review process is efficient and*
t effective.

To allow timely and adequate planning by the electric utility industry.*

Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action

The staff has considered how environmental _ impacts from license renewal under
10 CFR Part 54 might differ from environmental impacts that might occur with
license renewal under existing regulations. There will be little difference in
environmental impacts because the requirements for a renewed license and extended

ix
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operation should be similar. Both approaches would result in operation of plants
up to 20 or more years beyond the expiration of the initial license. Under both
approaches, there will be emphasis on the identification, monitoring, and miti-
gation of aging degradation during the period of extended operation that can

,

affect the safety performance of systems, structures, and components. In J

recent years, increasing attention is being given to aging degradation as the i
central technical concern for plant life extension and license renewal, both ,

in this country and abroad. There is reason to believe that license renewal
under present regulations has the potential for recuiring the same or more
monitoring and mitigation of potential aging degracation in the same or more

,

systems, structures, and components than would the final rule. The final rule
gives credit to the existence of effective programs to manage age-related
degradation and focuses the renewal assessment on systems, structures, and
compenents that require special attention relative to aging degradation during
the period of extended operation. 4

In developing the final rule, the staff considered and resolved a number of-
topics that would likely be considered on an ad hoc plant-by plant basis under
the existing regulations. Under the existing regulations, regulatory guides,
and standard review plans, there is the potential for more requirements being

,

placed relative to plant modifications, refurbishment, testing, mo..'toring, and
operating conditions. These differences, however, are not expected to result-
in significant differences in the relative environmental impacts.

Many of the potential requirements involve enhanced inspection, surveillance,
testing, monitoring and engineering analyses. These activities will identify-

necessary plant modifications, refurbishment, and additional testing and moni-
toring requirements. The construction impacts are expected to be insignificant :

and will not differ greatly between the two approaches.
>

Under both approaches, the modifications, repairs, and replacements undertaken
in each plant would not entail changes to the overall design of the plant;
thus, basic plant operating parameters,- such as thermal performance,- power out-
put, and fuel utilization would not, in general, be expected to differ ~or to
change during any renewal term under the proposed action. -Occupational expo--

sure and both radiological and nonradiological releases.from the plant after-
the renewal are therefore not expected to differ in kind or magnitude between
approaches nor from those experienced during operation prior to license renewal.

,

The current (1987) average dose per_ plant of 425 person _ rems per year or lower| - is expected to continue under each regulatory approach 'at about that-level or'

lower through the 20 year license renewal term.
~

Under either approach, each licensee.would be required to identify components-

and structures.of the plant that are important to license renewal and-that are:
subject to age-related degradation unique to the: period of. extended operation
to assess and manage the agiryg degradation of those components. These activities
will ensure that a-reactor will be maintained'so as-to-prevent degradation of-

plant systems that could initiate core damage accidents and' degradation of-
systems designed to prevent accidents or mitigateitheir consequences-.

| Finally, license renewal under 10 CFR Part 54 would not significantly change =
the environmental impacts from storage of spent fuel and high-level waste as
compared with_ license renewal _under existing requircments.

X
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!

Conclusions

After reviewing the possible differences in requirements for license renewal
under the final rule arJ under the existing regulations and the environmental !

significance of these differences, the staff found no significant environmental
impacts from 10 CFR Part 54.

Additional Alternatives Considered

In addition to the final rule, the following aiternatives were evaluated in the
regulatory analysis (NUREG-1362):

License renewal using current licensing basis with no additional*
requirements.

License renewal using extension of the proposed action to require*
assessment against selected new plant standards.

License renewal using extension of the proposed action to require*
compliance with all new plant standards.

Environmental Impacts of Alternatives to Proposed Action

The environmental impacts of the rulemaking alternatives to the proposed
action would be similar to those of the proposed action.

xi
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1. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission-(NRC) is responsible for licensing-and
regulating civilian nuclear power plants, as mandated by the Atomic Eaer
of 1954, as amended, and by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)gy Act-of1969. These responsibilities include protecting the public health and safety
and the environment. The nuclear power industry has matured, with several
plants in operation for more than 20 years. The Atomic Energy Act and the NRC
regulations provide for the renewal of nuclear power plant operating licensesbeyond their initial 40 year term. The NRC is promulgating a rule,10 CFR ;

Part 54, that will establish the standards that must be met by all license-

renewal applicants, define the scope of information required for reviewing the
applications, and specify the procedures for submitting license renewal appli-cations. As required under the provisions of NEPA, the-NRC must consider the
environmental impacts of the promulgation and implementation of the-fins! rule.
The NRC must also decide whether or not to prepare an environmental impactstatement (EIS) to support the final rule.

1.1 Background

The identification and management'of aging degradation during the period-of
,

extended operation is a central concern of license renewal. Over the past
decade, efforts have been made by the NRC, industry, and the Department of

-

Energy (00E) to better understand the degradation of nuclear power plant
systems, structures, and components.
aging phenomena began in the early 1980s.The NRC's: research on degradation due toIn 1982, the NRC staff, recognizing
the potential impact of plant aging phenomena on the continued safe operation
of nuclear power plants, convened a workshop on plant aging in Bethesda, Maryland(Ref. 1.1). The purpose of the workshop was to focus attention on how to best
proceed to identify and resolve the various technical- plant = aging issues
relevant to life extension. In 1985, the Division of Engineering.of the Officeof Nucleal Re
(NUREG-1144) gulatory lesearch issued.the~first comprehensive program planfor nuclear plant aging research (Ref. 1.2). By 1986,: age-related
degradation became i more important priority with the-recognition that utilities~

were interested in extending the life of their existing power plants beyond the ,

term.of-up to 40 years cf their. original operating licenses. . In responce,'the
-

NRC staff, developed a s cument,' the " Plan to Accomplish Technical-Integration
-

-

for Plant Aging / Life Stension," and established a Technical Integration Review
Group'forAgingandLifeExtension(TIRGALEX).-TheobjectivesofTIRGALEXwere2
to clearly define the technical safety and regulatory policy issues associated >
with plant aging and life extension and to develop a plan for resolving the

-

issues in a timely, well-integrated manner. - In May 1987 the TIRGALEX reportwasissued(Ref.-1;3). It identified a broad spectrum of technical safety'andregulatory policy issues. These ~1ncluded identification of systems, structures,'

and components that are susceptible to aging and could adversely affect safety;
degradation processes;: testing, surveillance, and maintenance requirements;;and

;

criteria- for evaluating residua 1Llife. TIRGALEX concluded that many. aging
phenomena are readily' managed and do not pose major technical issues that would

.
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preclude life extension, provided that necessary compensatory measures such as
maintenance, surveillance, repair, and replacement are ef fectively implemented
during the period of extended operation.

Also, in 1988 the NRC, in cooperation with the American Nuclear Society (ANS),
the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), the American Society of Mechan-
ital Engineers (ASME), and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

The(IEEE), sponsored an International Nuclear Power Plant Aging Symposium.
symposium, which was held in Bethesda, Maryland, from August 30 to September 1,
1988, was attended by more than 550 internationally prominent nuclear scientists
and engineers from 16 countries. The symposium focused on the potential safety
issues arising from progressive aging of nuclear power plants. These issues

included aging of structures in austenitic steel, fatigue life of structural
materials, aging of insulating materials, degradation of pumps and valves,
reliability of safety system components, radiation and thermal embrittlement of

Discussion addressedmetals, and erosion-corrosion of fluid-mechanical systems.
topics in the NRC staff's report NUREG-1317, which had been published imme-
diately preceding the symposium. The proceedings of the symposium were
published as NUREG/CP-0100 (Ref.1.4).

The NRC has been closely monitoring industry efforts in plant life extension.
The DOE and the Electric Power Research Institute are sponsoring a Lead Plant
Program tu demonstrate the viability of plant life extension and the license
renewal process developea by NPC, under this program, a renewal application for
the Monticello, Minnesota (541 MWe) plant is scheduled to be submitted to NRC
in 1991. The Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) is coordinating
the development of a series of industry technical reports dealing with aging
degradation of major plant components and structures. One report provides a
methodology with criteria for evaluating plant equipment for license renewal.

On November 6, 1986, a request for comments on the establishment of a policy
statement on life extension of nuclear power plants was published in the
Federal Register (Ref. 1.5). Comments were requested on seven major policy,
technical, and procedural issues (21 separate questions). Comments received
were reviewed, and a summary was provided in SECY-87-179, " Status of Staff
Activities to Develop a License Renewal Policy, Regulations and Licensing
Guidance and to Report on Public Comments" (Ref. 1.6). The staff published an
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) on August 29, 1988, in the
Federal Register (Ref.1.7) in which the Commission announced its intention to
bypass a policy statement and go directly to preparing a proposed rule on
license renawal. The ANPR also announced the availability of NUREG-1317,
" Regulatory Options for Nuclear Plant License Renewal" (Ref. 1.8) and
requested comments on the issues discussed in the NUREG.

Fif ty-three written comments were received from nuclear industry groups and
individual utilities, public interest grouas, and Federal and State agencies
in response to the ANPR and commenting on 1UREG-1317. An overview and summary

analysis of the comments are containei) in NUREG/CR-5332, " Summary and Analysis
of Public Comments on NUREG-1317: Regulatory Options for Nuclear Plant License
Renewal" (Ref. 1.9). The NRC staff's views on specific license renewal issues,
as they evolved in early 1989, were presented to the public in an NRC panel
discussion and question and answer sess'on at the NRC's Regulatory Information
Conference, held on April 18, 19, and 20, 1989,

1-2
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On October 13, 1989, the t'ommission announced in a Federal Register notice that
a workshop would be held on November 13 and 14, 1989, to focus on specific tech-
nical issues, including identification of the significant technical issues bear-
ing on safety (Ref. 1.10). The workshop included a session on " Environmental
Effects." The schedule for rulemaking and alternatives for addressing compliance
with NEPA were identified as issues for discussion. -The Federal-Register notice

alsoincludeda" Preliminary'OutlineofaConceptualApproachtoaLicenseRenewal
Regulatory Philosophy and Approach ~for License

Renewal Regulation" and an
Rule." Two hundred and one persons (not including NRC staii) representing 89
organizations registered for the workshop. In addition, written comments were
received from 12 organizations. The proceedings of the workshop were published -

in NUREG/CP-0108 and NRC's responses to comments received were published in
NUREG-1411 (Refs.1.11 and 1.12).

On July 17, 1990, the Commission issued for public comment the propo ed rule
for license renewal (55 FR 29043) (Ref. 1.13). Comments were also st'icited
on the following supporting documents that provided the basis for the rule:
NUREG-1412, " Foundation for the Adequacy of the Licensing Basis" (Ref. 1.14);
NUREG-1398, " Environmental Assessment for Proposed Rule on Nuclear Power Plant
License Renewal"; and NUREG-1362, "Re
Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal" gulatory Analysis for Proposed Rule-on(Ref. 1.15). A 90-day comment period was'

provided, which expired on-0ctober 15, 1990.

An analysis of the public comments ano the Commission's-response to these
comments are documented in NUREG-1428, ' Analysis of Public Comments on the Pro- '

posed Rule on Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal" (Ref.1.16). The Cc:nmission's
consideration of principal issues raised by the commenters'is also-incorporated-

in the pertinent sections of the Statement of Considerations'for the final'
rule.

Implementation guidance for 10 CFR Part 54 has been drafted on the basis of the
-

proposed rule and issued as drafts for public comment on December 10, 1990.
Two staff guidance documents were included: Draft Regulator Guide DG-1009,
" Standard Format and Content of Technical Information for Ap lications~to Renew
Nuclear Power Plant-0perating Licenses" (Ref. 1.17) and NUREG-1299, " Standard-
Review Plan for the Review of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power
Plants" (Ref. 1.18). The public comment period closed on March 8, 1991. These-
documents will be revised as a-result of public comments, this final rule, and
the experience gained during the review of the. lead plant license renewal.
applications.

' '

In a separate rulemaking, the NRC is developing changes to.-its environmental
protection. rules (10 CFR Part 51), which will assess the environmental impacts
that may result from the renewal of an operating license- and to codify any
generic findings so that they may-be adopted'in future individual plant license
renewal environmental reviews.- A .draf t generic environmenta' impact statement
'(GEIS) is being prepared as the basic informational-and analytical-document sup-

'

-

,

porting the rule change. The.GEIS scope includes all environmental issues:that'
may be of reasonable concern in renewing the operating license of any of the-
current population-of nuclear power plants. .The scope reflects all activities,_
. including potential plant refurbishment' associated with license renewal, an
additional 20 years of_ operation, and possible changes in the environmental set-
ting cf the plants. The GEIS study: attempts to bound the full: range of-plants
and sites in order that a generic conclusion will be applicable to as-large a-
number of plants asLpossible. Guidance |on tne submission of environmental

1-3
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information and analyses by applicants and on review criteria for the staff is
also being prepared.. In developing the GEIS, the NRC has followed the general
requirements specified in 10 CFR Part 51. The proposed changes to 10 CFR
Part 51 and the GEIS were published in. September 1991 and August 1991, respectively
(Refs. 19 and 20).

i

1.2 Purpose of This Environmental Assessment !
|

Under the NEPA, all Federal agencies must consider the effect'of their actions
on the environment. Section 102(1) of the NEPA requires that-the policies,
regulations, and public laws'of the United States be interpreted and administered
in accordance with the policies set forth in the NEPA. Section 102(2) contains
provisions to ensure that Federal agencies act according to;the letter and spirit
of the NEDA. Regulations of the U.S. Council on Environmental-Quality, contained
in 40 CFR 1500-1508, implement tha requirements of Section 102(2) of NEPA within
the Federal government. Regulations implementing the NEPA within the NRC are ,

contained in 10 CFR Part 51. This rulemaking is a major Federal action under
the criteria set forth in 10 CFR Part 51. The preparation of an environmental
assessment of the proposed action is an~ initial step in fulfillin'g an agency's
responsibilities under NEPA. If the appropriate NRC director determines from
results of the assessment that the proposed action will significantly affect the
cuality of the human environment, an EIS-must be prepared. If tiie NKC director
cetermines that the environmental impacts of the-proposed action are not signif--
icant, a Finding of No Significant Impact-(F0NSI) qs prepared. A determination
may be made to issue a-draft F0NSI for public review and comment before making
a final determination whether to prepare an EIS or.a final FONSI on the proposed

-

action. The objective of this environmental-assessment then is to assess the
potential environmental impacts of promulgating the final rule to set standards
and 3rocedures to renew nuclear p
whetier the propored action will_ower plant licenses in order to determinesignificantly affect the quality of the human
environmenL thus requiring the preparation-of an EIS.

1,3 Ccmments on Draft Environmental Assessment

This environmental' assessment (EA) with. findings of no-significant impact was
published as a draf t in-July 1990. A proposed rule with_ supplementary infor'--

-

mation was-published in the Federal Register on July 17, 1990-(55 FR'29043) .
(Ref. 1.13). That notice advised of the. availability of the draft EA-and th'ree

-

other documents supporting the rule. The Federal Register notice was mailed to-
approximately 600 organizations and-individuals includ'ing utilities ~and-indus-

|- try organizations, Federal and-State agencies, public interest groups,-and;any-
L one previously informing NRC;of their interest in the-rulemaking. Comments-on

the draft rule and supporting documentation were submitted by 146 organizations 1
and individuals. . Comments on environmental matters, including the EAi-were
received from 23 organizations and individuals. All comments'have been sum -

-marized and staff responses provided in NUREG-1428-(Ref. 1.16). These' comments
have been considered in revising this EA. The comments have resulted in clari-
fications and further explanation-but have not~ altered.any of: the conclusians
in the draft IA.

-_ -
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2. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action is the issuance of a final rule,10 CFR Part 54, " Require-
ments for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants," and conform-
ing amendments to other parts of 10 CFR. The Atomic Energy Act, which permits
renewal of licenses, and the license renewal rule already in_effect-(10 CFR
50.51) do not contain specific procedures, crite ia, and standards that must be
satisfied in order to renew a license. 10 L N ru.*. 54 codifies in NRC regula-
tions the procedures, criteria, and standards governing nuclear power plant
license renewal. Relicensing ender the previous license renewal rule (the no
action alternative) probably would focus on the same age-degradatiop concerns
addressed in the development of the proposed rule and would rely on current
regulatory guides and standard review plans (SRPs) but likely would result in
less consistent and perhaps less systematic reviews of individual plants during
the license renewal review.

The principal elements of the final rule for the purposes of this environ-
mental assessment (EA) are:

The licensing basis for a nuclear power plant during the renewal term will*
consist of the current licensing basis, to which will be added new commit-
ments to monitor, manage, and correct age-related degradation as appropri-
ate. The current licensing basis includes all applicable NRC requirements
and licensee commitments, as defined in the rule.

Provisions are included requiring renewal applicants to perform and submit*

an integrated plant assessment, in which systems, structures, and components
important to license renewal are identified and evaluated to determine and
describe the actions required to manage age-related degradation unique to
license renewal.

An application is required to contain specified information for NRC review,*

including a desc 'iption of plans for aging management.

Concurrent with the rulemaking,'the NRC is developing regulatory guidance as to-
what will satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR Part 54. Two staff guidance docu-
ments were issued as drafts for public comment in December 1990. The two docu-
ments are: Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1009, " Standard Format and Content of
Technical Information for Ap'plications to Renew Nuclear Power Plant Operating
Licenses," and NUREG-1299, Standard Review Plan.for the Review of License-
Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants." Additional regulatory, guidance
will be provided by the NRC through safety eva_luation-reports on a series of-
industry technical reports on major components and structures of concern for
license renewal and an industry report on the process of identifying at individ-
ual plants those systems, structures, and components'that are subject to aging-
and require special attention for license renewal.

2-1
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3. NEED FOR PROPOSED ACTION

3.1 Introduction

The installed capacity of the approximately 111 nuclear power reactors that will
be in operation by the year 2000 will total about 101 GWe. The first two oper-
ating licenses of these plants will expire in 2000, the next-two will expire in
2004, and the licenses for the other 107 reactors will expire between 2005 and
2030.

The NRC believes that development of a rule for license renewal that establishes
clear standards and technical requirements for the license renewal process is
necessary:

To ensure uniformity and consistency in the regulatory process of imple-*

menting license renewal.

To ensure that aging of nuclear plant components during the period of*

extended operation is adequately considered.

To ensure an efficient and effective application review process by the NRC.*

To allow timely and adequate planning by the electric utility industry.*

3.2 To Ensure Uniformity and Consistency in Implementing License Renewal

Not providing explicit guidelines on the contents and procedures for licenso
renewal applications is contrary to the NRC's practice of deliberatin
advance on potentially significant regulatory issues and providing a g inregula-
tory framework that meets the needs of both the NRC staff:and the licensees.

Under the final rule, the license renewal process would be administered in a
structured and predictable technical, administrative, and 3rocedural manner.
Because the criteria for determining the completeness of tie information to be
submitted to the NRC in support of license renewal would be well defined, the
possibility for nonuniformity in license renewal decisions would be largely
avoided. The uniformity and consistency associated with this approach will
enhance the regulatory process.

3.3 To Ensure That Aging of Nuclear Plant Components Is Adequately Considered

The NRC believes that specifying license renewal requirements through rulemak-
ing, supplemented by revisions to regulatory guidance and standard review plans
and by safety evaluation reports prepared for industry technical reports, will-

ensure that all- technical information relevant to aging of systems, structures,
and components important to license renewal that are not already subject to-

effective programs and for which the age-related degradation during the
period of extended operation is significant, is cons,idered in the preparation
and review of applications for license renewal The technical information that
must be considered includes appropriate analysis of component aging unique

__ . _ _ _ - .
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|- to license renewal; remaining service life of selected components;-and, as-
necessary, identification and implementation of surveillance, inspection, testing,'

maintenance, repair, and replacement activities to ensure that component aging
is adequately addressed during the' period of extended operation.

3.4 To Ensure an Efficient Application Review by NRC

The license renewal requirements specified in a rule would provide the rigorous-
and consistent bases for review by the NRC staff of the utility technical sub-
mittal and for regulatory guidance and the standard review plan that would be
prepared to support license renewal. This guidance will be used by the.NRC
staff in its evaluation of the adequacy of the license renewal-justification =
provided by the utilities, thus ensuring that all relevant technical issues |
would be consiwred. |

: :

3.5 To Allow Timely and Adequate F'anning by Electric Utility-Industry

The nuclear power industry must plan for future electricity' generating. capacity
needs. This planning must include consideration of the likelihood and timing
of renewal of licenses for nuclear power plants. The electric utility industry
believes that economic considerations will be the main determinant as to.whether
or not a renewal license-will be sought for a particular plant. To calculate,

the costs and benefits-of renewing the license-for-a plant,-the industry has
stated th1t there must be a clear,-practical,:and predictable framework for the
renewal prccess. Although safety of the plants is the major statutory = obliga-
tion of the.NRC, it is also the NRC policy to consider the need for and the
consequences of its regulatory actions in a: broader context. The NRC believes

,

! that promulgation of-a rule will meet the planning needs of the industry by'
( reducing uncertainty and ensuring the timeliness.of the review process.

i

|
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

4.1 Activities Associated with Relicensing

4.1.1 Relicensing Under Final Rule

The final rule carries the licensing basis existing at the time of submitting
a renewal application into the renewal term and reouires an integrated plant
assessment to demonstrate that age-related_ degradation unique to license ~

renewal of the facility's systems, structures, and components (SSCs) have been
identified, evaluated, and accounted for as needed to ensure that the facility's-
licensing basis will be maintained during the period of extended operation <
The required assessment consists of a screening 3rocess to select SSCs
important to license renewal; an evaluation of tie age-related or 3rformance-

degradation of those SSCs important to_ license renewal to determine if the
degradation is unique to license renewal; and, when such. degradation.is-
identified, an evaluation and demonstration that new programs or licensee
actions will be implemented to prevent- or mitigate the age-related ' degradation
unique to license-renewal during the period of extended operation. .The renewal
applicant must specifically identity those components that are determined to-
have' age related or performance degradation unique to license renewal,and
provide the technical basis for structures and components _ that the a)plicant
has determined do not have degradation unique to license renewal. T ie

-

justification for excluding components should address such factors as the
design iife or service life of the component or structure.

The recognized elements for timely mitigation of age-related degradaticn effects '

include inspection, functional testing, surveillance, condition monitoriiig,
'

maintenance, trending, recordkeeping, replacement, refurbishment, and appropriate-
aujustments in the operating environment of: the equipment in which the degrada-:

tion occurs. Additional inspection,-surveillante testing,andmonitoring(IS1M)
would be incremental to routine plant operation an,d maintenance that would be
continued from the initial-license term to the period of extended operation.

Table 4.1 is a-listing of candidate ISTM activities that were evaluated-under
the rule. These activities do not-include repairsand replacement of: equipment
and structures identified as a' result of ISTM and related assessment activities.
The components and structures similarly identified would also beLthe likely-
focus 'of refurbishment or replacement requirements coming from an_ integrated
plant assessment;

Issuance of a renewed license under the' final rule would result in re) air,-

re)lacement, or refurbishment of selected components and structures taat are
sunect to aging.

Renewal under the final rule would also result in an incremental increase in-
surveillance, inspection, and maintenance activities.- The environmental impacts
associated with repair, replacement, or refurbishment would be:of the same mag-

.
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Table 4.1 Typical candidate ISTM activities.

1. Ty_pical Candidate BWR ISTM Enhancements

BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel
Volumetrically examine all RPV beltline welds every 10 years.
Add fracture toughness and tensile stress specimens to surveillance
program.
Expand 151 beyond ASME Section XI requirements to include:

UT of support knuckle and attachment weld*
Dimensional survey of studs, refueling bellows, and skirt weld*
UT of CRD stub tube to bottorr. head clad weld and stabilizerr,*

Visually assess condition of vessel exterior when insulation is removed
for general degradation of surface.
Perform a BWR vessel replacement study, including complete replacement
of the vessel internals and support attachments.
Enhance monitoring of core spray nozzles and CRD penetrations.
Install additional neutron flux dosimetry near the predicted peak
fluence locations at vessel beltline and near 3 ample baskets.
Increase scope of volumetric weld examination from one weld every
10 years to all welds every lu b ars.

BWR Recirculation Piping and Safe Ends
Install humidity sensors in containment to detect leaks.
Implement an online monitoring system to monitor pipe condition,
including piping vibration and dynamics effects measurements.
Provide additional piping and safe-end temperature monitoring to
better characterize transients experienced by piping.
Periodically inspect selected piping locations for mechanical wear
caused by contact with attachments.
Perform an evaluation on the remaining service life of the recircula-
tion pipe system cast austenitic stainless steel com
effects of stress corrosion cracking (SCC), fatigue,ponents due to theand thermal
embrittlement.
Increase inspection frequency of stainless steel safe ends and pipe
welds.

BWR Metal Containment Including Suppression Chamber
Detelop and implement an enhanced monitoring of the metal containment
structure to include wall temperature, bellows alignment, and exterior
surfaces and penetrations.
Adopt ASME containment inservice inspection revisions.
Perform a surface and volumetric examination of fabrication welds.
Inspect suppression pool and vent s~ stem exterior.
Examination and analysis of shell 1mer base, including removal and
replacement of a 6" square section of concrete.
Install neutron flux measuring device in drywell to record integrated
flux.

4-2
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Table 4.1 (Continued)
_

. . !BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals
Develop and implement ultrasonic _ testing-(UT) techniques-to inspect
the top guide in the central core region for IGSCC, the shroud-to-
shroud support cylinder welds, the core spray inlet tee attachment, ;

and the jet pump riser clbow to thermal sleeve weld region and the-

jetpumpdiffuse~to-adapterweldjoint.
Monitor for degradation the performance of the safe-end replacement ,

on the jet pump riser brate.
Perform underwater ISI of core plate-for IGSCC,
Develop and implement a procedure for inspecting shroud-to-shroud
support flange and access hold cover
Develop and-1mplement a procedure _to-predict-incipient bolt failure
due to high-cycle. fatigue and stress corrosion cracking.
Install an enhanced loose parts monitor in accordance with proposed
ASME OM-12.,

,

BWR Reactor Recirculation Pumps
Performperiodicdetailedinspection(disassembly / reassembly)of-
pump and motors.
Implement an improved pump shaft inspection.using UT techniques.

.

'

Implement a comprehensive pump shaft vibration monitoring program.
Periodically determine ferrite level-on pump casing exterior (thermal
embrittlement).
Perform periodic surface and volumetric inspection of-pump shaft.

BWR Control Rod Drive Mechanism ~

Perform. ultrasonic examination of CR3 housing.
Develop and implement a crack detection and crack growth monitoring
program of CRD-housing.
Visually inspect CRD housing for leakage.
Perform discharge and vent valve tests at frequent interval.s.-

BWR Auxiliary Pumps (Motor and Turbine Driven)
Install bypass piping to-allow testing during operational periods.

- ..
.

__ __

;
Install monitors for motodturbine fault indications. i

Perform periodic detailed disassembly-inspection overhaul-reassembly jof pump' internals.
_

_. -i
Implement a. standard sequence of full-ser_vice testing,

2. Typical Candidate-PWR ISTM Enhancements-

PWR' Reactor Pressure Vessel
Add fracture toughness.and_ tens 11.e stress specimens-to surveill.ance'

,

program.
Volumetrically' examine all beltli.n'e' welds every_10' years.
Visually examine RDV stabilliers during.each outage.
Install additional.excore neutron dosimeters near-predicted peak 1
fluence locations 1at beltline. - -l

~

Perform visual examination of RPV exterior;-
Increase scope of volumetric weld examination from one weld _every 10
years to'all welds every 10-years.

,
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Table 4.1 (Continued)

iPWR Reactor Coolant Piping
Install humidity sensors in main reactor building compartments and
HVAC intakes for leak detection.
Perform piping vibration testing per ASME OM-3 during post-refueling
hot hydrotestlng.
Perform piping deformation testing per ASME OM-7 during post refueling-
hot.hydrotesting.
Increase safe-end inspection frequency.
Establish and implement a program for periodic visual inspectio_n'of )
piping during refueling outages.
Increase frequency of nozzle weld inspections.*

Contiruous monitoring of coolani. water chemistry-(conductivity-
measurements).

PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Supports
Add neutron monitoring in RPV s.upport structure area.

..

<

Evaluate suppcyt structure scrapings for radiation history and-
perform nil ductility tests on samples.
Inspect conditions of dry lubricants in sliding foot areas.
Inspect neutron shield for corrosion.

PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals
Visually examine internal component mounting bolts.
Develop procedures to predict incipient bolt failure due-to.high-
cycle fatigue and IGSCC degradation.
Establish and implement a vibration monitoring: program of internals ;
in accordance with ASME OM-5.
Install an enhanced loose parts monitor in accordance with proposed-

ASME OM-12.
~

PWR Containment
Examine fabrication welds.
Examine base metal and concrete .on sample (removal and replacement- -

of 6" square section of concrete)

PWR Steam Generators
Increase scope of steam generator tube' eddy-current testing.
Perform volumetric weld examination.
Install enhanced- secondary-side loose _ parts.monitoringLsystem.

PWR Reactor Coolant Pumps - _

.
-

.

Perform periodic detailed inspection (disassembly /reassemuly) of pumn-
and motors.
Install-comprehensive online: shaft vibration eonitoring' system.

-Periodically' determine ferrite level on pump casing exterior _ ,

(thermal embrittlement). !

Perform periodic surface and volumetric inspecti.on 'of_ pump shaf tc _i
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Table 4.1 (Continued)

PWR Control Rod Drive Mechanism
Perform visual inspection of CRDMs.
Perform electrical characteristics test to detect abnormal drive
current requirements.

.

PWR Pressurizer and Surge Line
Perform volumetric inspection of the spray and nozzle safe ends.
Install online transient monitoring system.

PWR Auxiliary feedwater Pumps (Motor and Turbine Driven)
Install bypass piping to allow testing during operational periods. '

In: all monitors for motor / turbine fault indications.
Perform periodic detailed disassemoly-inspection-overhaul reassembly
of pump internals.
Implement a standard sequence of full-service testing.

3. Typical ISTM Enhancements on Components Common to Both PWRs_and BWRs

Critical Concrete Structures (CCS)
Implement methods to inspect or remotely monitor the condition of
reinforcing steel for corrosion.
Implement a program to identify and quantify degradation in reinforced
and prestressed concrete.
Perform periodic boroscopic examination of exterior surface near
penetrations.
Take core samples to determine mat.erial properties of concrete,
inspect accessible concrete surfaces for freeze-thew damage, calcium
hydroxide leaching, and chemical attack..
Monitor temperature and radiation level: at penetrations and other
strategic locations.
Monitor ground-water level, chemistry, and pH where lower containmcnt
concrete could be affected. ,

Monitor and evaluate the conditici s nad.
Implement a crack mappin
monitorina and analysis)g and gr A r .iitoringprogram(periodic

.

.

Establish od implement a long-tc. .ogram of periodic visual
conditior survey of CCS.
Implement s vibration monitoring program.
Implement a program to verify concrete protective coating thickness. i
Perform periodic evaluation of tendon condition.

Emergency Diesel Generators |
Monitor engine starting system for the following th9 e functions:

Control current operation' *
;

Engine cranking )
* '

Fuel delivery 1
*

Implement a vibration signature analysis program for diesels. I
Develop actual loads and profile analysis for load shedding and load I

sequencing. I
Develop an inspection-and trending program for windings. |
Implement a surveillance program for the turbocharger drive gearing, i

4-5
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Table 4.1 (Continued)

.

I

: AC and DC Electrical Cables and Buses (including medium voltage connectors
and circuit breakers)

Install online circuit characterization system.
Use characterization system to develop and trend electrical signatures
of safety critical circuits.
Develop and monitor temperature and radiation map for cable locations
in containment.
Develop criteria for cable replacement in severe environments.
Develop an integrated system for testing electrical and mechanical
functioning of critical circultbreakers.
Add cable inspection to routine outage inspection requirements.
inspection topics include: corroded terminals; brittle or cracked
insulation; water in conduits /J boxes; physical damage of cables /
connectors; plugged wee) holes,
inspect medium-voltage areakers per mahufacturer's recommendations.

Class 1E Station Batteries
Perform loaded battery cell voltage tests more frequently.
Vary discharge current to enable cell resistance calculations.
Perform impedance measurements at various frequencies and calculate
reactance.
Excite battery with white noise for indications of degradation
mechanisms.
Analyze electrical noise gertrated by batteries under discharge
conditions for indications of degradation.

Actuation and Instrumentatic,ri Channel
Perform enhanced surveillance testing of all safety critical relays.
Increase scope of calibration and automatic actuation testing,
inspect connectors and penetrations for channels.

Hydraulic or Air-0perated Valves
Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves
for leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect _ valve leakage or degradation

ofstempackingInspectionoflinesandreservoirsforsignsofPerform visual
hydraulic fluid leakage or air system deterioration.
Refurbish operator on valves. Regrind valve seats.

Safety-Relief Valves -

-

Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves
for leak detection.
-Install acoustic. monitoring to detect' valve leakage.

iManual Valves
Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves |

Jfor leak detection.
' Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage or degradation )

- of stem packing.
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Table 4.1 (Continued) !
:

i

Check Valves ;

Install temperature sensors on coid side of normally closed valves I
for leak detection. L

Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage.
Overhaul each safety check valve seat and hinge mechanism every outage. |

Motor-Operated Valves
,

Install temperature sensors on cold side of normally closed valves +

for leak detection.
Install acoustic monitoring to detect valve leakage or degradation
of stem packing.
Install diagnostic system such as MOVATS. ,

Overhaul worst 20% at each outage.
,

Snubbers
Perform periodic enhanced qualification testing-un snubbers-rated at
or below 50 KlPs.,

,

Main and Critical Transformers
.

I

Install combustible gas monitoring system on main and critical
transformers.
Perform partial discharge measurements.
Inspect terminations and bushings.

Heat Exchanger 5
y

Periodically perform eddy-current testing of heat exchanger tubing.
Periodically perform hydrostatic testing of heat exchanger shell.
Perform periodic shell thickness measurements. "

I Perform periodic comprehensive efficiency test.

Compressed Air System
:

Inspect wall thickness of tanks and piping. !

Perform frequent checks of compressed air system, including filter- ,

drop tests and leakage checks. '

Fuel Pool r

Perform visual inspection of pool liner.- .;

NSSS Supports
Torque component support anchor: bolts.

Tanks
Perform inspection of tank welds and wall thicknesses.
Renew pretective liner coatings on inside of tanks.

Fan Coolers / Chillers
Perform Visual inspection of chiller assembly.
Perform electrical inspection of motor.
-Perform periodic vibration checks.-

|
3

Source:' Reference 4.1.
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nitude as those experienced during other maintenance or replacement activities
conducted during the previous operation of the planc and are not expected to
differ from renewal under existing requirements.

The modifications, repairs, and replacements undertaken in each plant under the
final rule would not entail changes to the overall design of the plant. Thus,
basic plant operating parameters, such as thermal performance, power output,
and fuel utilization, would not be expected to change during the period of
extended operation or differ f rom renewal under existing recuirements. Fur-
the>, occupational exposure and both radiological and nonraciological releases
from the plant are not expected to differ in magnitude from those experienced
during operation prior to license renewal or from renewal under existing re-
quirements.

There are, however, two situations that could occur during the renewal process '

or during the period of extended operation at some plants that would result in
operational changes with minor implications for environmental impacts. The
first involves the potential for increased outage time du ing either the
renewal process or the period of extended operation. The second is the pos-
sible derating of the power output of the plant. The potential for increased
outage time is due to the expanded scope of ISTM activities required either in
conducting the integrated plant assessment or as a result of it. Both the fre-
quency and duration of periodic planned outages could increase to accoumodate
expanded ISTM requirements A utility _could elect to lower plant-power level
to extend the operating life of some major corpor.ents as an alternative to
costly repairs or raplacements. This could be considered as an option in cases
where the anticisated length of the period of extended operation at the full-
power level is s1 ort, for example, 5 to 10 years. Licensees would have to
decide on the merits of derating by weighing the avoided costs of major repairs
and replacements against the costs of replacement power, penalties in plant
performance, and technical and safety considerations associated with operating
the plant in a derated mode. Examples of situations where piant derating might ,

be selected over equipment repairs or replacements include: |
|

Reducing reactor neutron flux to reduce pressure vessc:1 embrittlement as*
an alternative to replacement or annealing.

Blocking out degraded portions of PWR steam genecators as an alternative*
to their repair or replacement.

4.1.2 Relicensing Under Existing Rules

Both the Atomic Energy Act and implementing regulations of the NRC provide that
licenses may be renewed upon the expiration of the initial license term. Thus,
the NRC may grant license renewals without the benefit of a license renewal
rule. Implementing this alternative would result in a case-by-case review of
license renewal applications. Decisions on individual plants reviewed in this
manner would lead to the development of de facto regulatory procedures and
criteria for license renewal. -The particular equirements of each case would
create the need for additional regulatory guidance or criteria that cumulatively
become part of the standards against which subsequent renewal applications would
bejudged.

|

|
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The existing regulation governing operating license renewal (10 CFR 50.51)
allows the NRC to consider applications for license renewal. Adoption of this
alternative would result in the review of each epplication without the use of
specific and uniform criteria for determining renewal recuirements. Under this
alternative, the plant license renewal requirements coulc be as minimal as t

allowing license renewal with no new safety or aging requirements or as exten-
{

sive as requiring the licensees to meet standards applicable to new plants at '

the time of license renewal application. For example, the requirement in 10 CFR i

50.34planfg)callsforanevaluationofthefacilityagainstthestandardreview
.

s5RP). Such requirements would penalize older plants since they were not
reviewed under the current version of the SRP. A more likely scenario, however,
would be that, without specific guidance to the staff, case-by-case review of
renewal applications and decisions on individual plants as they are presented
to the NRC for review would lead to the development of de facto regulatory pro- .

cedures and criteria for license renewal as experience is gained from each
application review. The widespread emphasis on aging degradation as the focal*

issue of plant life extension and license renewal would certainly imply that the,

same em)hasis would be maintained in the de facto approach under the existing
rule. iowever, without specific guidance the manner in which the aging of
components is handled could be inconsistent from plant to plant if left to
the discretion of inoividual reviewers. Also, reviewers would tend to apply the
standards and requirements of the current SRP for each SSC. The particular
requirements of each case would create the need for additional regulatory gui-
dance or criteria that cumulatively become part of the standards against witch
subsequent renewal applications would be judged. This is essentially what a
occurred in the time period before development of the SRP by the NRC staff.

There is reason to assume that relicensing requirements and standards under
existing regulations would tend to converge on those in the final rule. The-
widespread attention being given to aging degradation as the central technical
concern for plant life extension and license renewal, both in this country and
abroad, would make ag,ing degradation a central concern of the NRC in license
renewal reviews. NRC s activities involving aging degradation were described
in Chapter 1. It is conceivable that relicensing under existing rules would
tend to result in increased ISTM and refurbishment and replacement relative to i

the final rule.

4.2 Environmental Impacts

Tne )otential for environmental effects from relicensing under the final rule
has )een assessed relative to the potential effects from relicensing under
existing regulations. No basis was found for believing that the effects would
differ significantly. To the extent that there may be some differences in the
requirements for ISTM and refurbishment and replacement, linkage between the
activity conducted within the plant and support buildings and the external <
environment is limited. In addition to identifying linkages to the environment-
to assess aossible ' differences in environmental impacts between license-renewal
under 10 C:R Part 54 and the no action alternative,' a check was made of the
environmental topics covered in NUREG-0099 (Regulatory Guide 4.2," Revision 2),
" Preparation of Environmental Reports for Nuclear Power Stations, and NUREG- i

0555, " Environmental Standard Review Plans for the Environmental Review of
Construction Permit Applications for Nuclear Power Plants," to determine if
there is cause to believe that the impacts associated with any of these topics

_

|

|
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would dif fer between the two approaches to renewal (Refs. 4.2 and 4.3). The
*

differences in relicensing requirements may result in differing worker
exposure and generation of low-level radioactive waste. To the extent that
current SRP standards are applied in an ad hoc manner in renewal reviews,
there would be more extensive refurbishmE t and replacement and thus greater,

exposure and waste generation than under the final rule. .

'

4.2.1 Occupational Radiation Dose for Requirements Implemented for License
Renewal

Worker exposure to radiation during special ISTM activities, which may be
required in addition to those continued from the initial license term, has been
estimated as part of the regulatory analysis of the license renewal rule (Ref.
4.1). For those activities that would require access to radiation areas, expo-
sure was estimated using either high (0.015 rem /hr), medium (0.0075 rem /hr), or
low (0.0025 rem /hr) exposure rates. The cumulative worker exposure per plant
was estimated to be 340 person-rems for these activities. For comparison, the
average total occupational dose per plant in 1987 was 425 person-rems.

The total eg osure resulting from special ISTM activities at all 111 plants is
estimated to be about 37,700 person-rems. Based on the cancer risk estimator
(800 potential cancer fata'ities per million person-rems; Ref 4.4), this total
exposure translates to about 30 potential cancer fatalities. In comparison,
about 14,000 cancer deaths due to causes unrelated to nuclear power plant o) era-
tion would occur within the total work force of at least 72,000, assuming aaout
650 edditional workers per plant to implement license renewal.

Implementing license renewal under existing regulations will also involve
similar worker e:Josures. The increased level of ISTM activities will be the
result of resolving aging degradation concerns and implementing appropriate aging
managtment activities, as aging degradation issues are identified on an ad hoc
basis. Also, the tendency [o apply current SRP standards for each SSC wElif~i50st
likely increase the amount of refurbishment and replacement. Therefore, worker
exposures due to relicensing under existing rules will be comparable to, or
greater than, those resulting from the spccial ISTM activities pre planned and
1mplemented as part of the aging management requirements of the final-license
renewal rule.

In order to extend the useful life of their plants, the licensees may'also
propose major re31acements and upgrades of plant equipment. These changes pri-
marily would be )ased on the licensee's economic evaluation of the costs and
benefits of life extension and the proposed term for a renewed license. Examples-
ofmajorreplacementsorupgrades,andworkerex30suresassociatedwithsuch
changes, are provided in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 for 3WRs and PWRs, respectively.
These proposed changes will be reviewed by the NRC whether license renewal is
implemented using the final rule or using the existing regulations; any mitiga-
tive' actions resulting from such review and analysis would likely be the same
in tach case,

BaseC'on the above considerations, occupational. exposures from license renewal
activities would not be expected to differ significantly between,the alterna-
tive relicensing regulations.

,
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Table 4.2 Estimated radiological impacts for boiling water reactor
upgrade items implemented at license renewal.

OccupationalExposure(person-reml

Older Plants Newer Plants
(24-month (12-month

Activity or Item outage) outage)

Replace pressure vessel 2000 - 3000 --

or
Anneal pressure vessel 50 - 400 50 - 400
Replace safe ends 100 - 800 100 - 800|

Replace pressure vessel
internals 100 100

Replace recirculation
piping 1600 - 1900 --

Replace recirculation
pumps 100 - 300 --

Replace recirculation
system valves 100 - 300 --

.,

Mark I containment
improvements 50 - 1000 --

Replace station batteries -- --

New control room -- --

New Class 1E building -- --

Replace one diesel generator -- --

Replace 30% of electrical
cabling 100 - 1000 100 - 1000

4.2.2 Population Radiation Dose for Routine Operation

The airborne and liquid effluents released during normal operation translate
into radiation dose to the ge1eral public through direct radiation from the
plume, ground deposition, inhalation, and food consumption Figure
4.1sabwsadownwardtrendinpopulationradiationexposure?Ref.4.{T.

-

:since1f7.
The public risk due to continued radiation exposure during the renewal term may
be estimated by using the somatic (cancer) and generic risk estimators and the
projectedpopulationdoses. The following estimators are used: 800 potential
deaths from cancer per million person-rems and 220 potential cases of all forms
of genetic disorders per million person-rems (Refs. 4.4 and 4.0). The number
of nonfatal cancers would be approximately 1.5 to 2 times the number of fatal
cancers (Ref. 4.6). The total annual po)ulation dose used in estimating the
health effects is based on multiplying tie last reported (1985) average indivi-
dual total body dose commitment per year (0.002 mrem) within 50 miles of a
nuclear plant by the projected population (170 million) within the same distance
of plant sites in the year 2030. The year 2030 is rearesentative of the mid-
points of 20 year periods of extended operation for tie operating and planned
nuclear plants. The result of multiplication is a projected value of 340

4-11
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Table 4.3 Estimated radiological impacts for pressurized water
reactor upgrade items implemented at license renewal.'

.

Occupational Exposure (person-rem)
. .

Older Plants Newer Plants
i

(24-month (12-month
Activity or item outage) outage)

Replace pressure vessel 2000 - 3000 --

or
Anneal pressure vessel 50 - 400 50 - 400
Replace safe ends 100 - 800 100 - 800
Replace pressure vessel

internals 100 100
Replace primary coolant

pumps 100 - 300 --

Replace steam generators 1400 - 2000 --

Replace primary coolant
piping stainless steel
components 1000 - 2000 --

Ice condenser containment
improvements

.

50 - 1000 --

Replace station batteries -- --

/.ew control room -- --

New Class 1E building -- --

Replace one diesel generator ----

Replace 30% of electrical
cabling 100 - 1000 100 - 1000

person-rems for the annual )opulation dose from the continued operation of all |
nuclear plants. Based on tie above assumptions, the health effects of exten- !

ding the operation of all plants by 20 years are estimated to be six potential
deaths from cancer,-two potential cases of genetic disorders, and 12 cases of-
nonfatal cancer. These estimates cover 20 years of additional operation at 70

i nuclear plant sites.
I

The radiological impacts of the extended operation of plants may be compared
with the incidence of actual cancer fatalities and genetic disorders within the
exposed 30pulation due to causes unrelated to nuclear plant operations. Multi-
plyingt1eprojectedpopulationwithin50milesofnuclearalantsitesby.the-
current incidence of actual _ cancer fatalities (about 20%). slows that about
34 million fatal cancer cases would be expected to develop' in this group of'
persons over their lifetimes (Ref. 4.7). -Also,.the annual population dose due
to extended power plant operation, estimated above at 340 person-rems, is negli-
gible compared to the annual dose due to natural background radiation received
by the same 30pulation, which will amount to about 17 million person-rems.
Therefore, tie radiological risk of fatal- cancer due to continued normal opera -
tion of nuclear plants is insignificant.- Operating parameters are expected to
be the same whether the operating license is renewed under the final rule or-.
under existing reaulations. There is then no reason to anticipate that
population radiation doses for routine operation would be dif ferent.

i
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Figure 4.1 Total-body population dose from nuclear power. '
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4.2.3 Occupational Radiation Dose for Routine Operation

Most of the dose f rom routine operation to nuclear plant workers results from
external exposure to radiation emitted by radioactive materials during the
performance of maintenance and inspection of primary coolant systems inside the
containment. Figure 4.2 shows the collective occupational radiation exposures
from 1973 to 198/. It exhibits a downward trend during the last 8 years; the
average person-rem exposure per year for all plants has declined from 791
person rems in 1980 to 425 in 1987. The lower occupational exposures have been
attributed to better chemistry and radiological controls and as-low ss-reasonably-
achievable (ALARA) programs. Better water chemistry control in the secondary
system of PWRs reduces steam generator tube corrosion and the need for more fre-
quent inspections. The application of hydrogen water chemistry in BWRs mitigates
intergranular stress corrosion in the primary system and the need fer inspection.
The major factors in higher radiation exoosures at some plants have oeen steam
generator inspection, repair, and ceplac'ement in PWRs and primary system piping
repairs and replacement in BWRs.

The collective occupational radiation done to all nuclear plant workers due to
20 additional years of operation at each of 111 plants is expected to be about
940,000 person-rems. This is based on assuming the 1987 average collective
occupational dose of 425 person-rems per plant. The 425 person-rem figure is
assumed because, although exposure is expected to decrease further because of
improvements noted in the previous paragraph, exposure will increase somewhat
because of enhanced ISTM requirements to accommodate potential aging. However.
the increase should be similar for current and proposed regulations. Multiply-
ing this collective dose by the cancer risk estimator of 800 potential deaths
from cancer per million person-rem exposure results in an estimate of about 750
additional cancer fatalities over the lifetime of the entire work force (approx-
imately 72,000 workers). About 14 000 fatal cantor cases would be expected to
develop in this group over their lifetime from natural causes. The risk of addi-
tional cancers is small compared to the incidence of naturally occurring cancers
and does not differ si0nificantly between existing requirements and the final
rule.

The risk of potential genetic disorders caused by exposure of the work force is
a risk borne by the progeny of this group of population and is thus properly
considered as part of the risk to the general public. An estimated one-third of
the occupational radiation dose is received by workers who have offspring subse-
quent to the radiation exposure (Ref. 4.8). Multiplying one-third of the total
occupational dose by the genetic risk estimator gives an estimate of 69 potential
genetic disorders among the progeny of nuclear plant workers. Adding this to
the earlier estimate of two such disorders due to radiation exposure of the pop-
ulation surrounding the plants, about 71 cases of potential genetic disorders
may occur in all future generations of the exposed population. This increase
should be about the same under the existing regulations and under the final rule.

This estimate may be compared with the risk of actual genetic disorders in
future generations of the exposed population, including the nuclear plant work
force, due to causes unrelated to nucloar plant operation. Since the mean per-
sistence of the major types of genetic disorders is about 5 or 10 generations
and the incidence of actual genetic disorders in each generation is about
11 percent (Ref. 4.6), about 94 million genetic abnormalities are expected in
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the five generations of the population within 50 miles of nuclear plants
(0.11 x 5 x 170 million). The risk of genetic disorders due to radiation expo-
sure during periods of extended operation of nuclear plants is therefcre also
insignificant compared to naturally occurring causes.

Most of the occupational radiation doses for routine operation received by
workers are from maintenance and inspection of the primary coolant system. Age-
relateddegradationofthissystemwouldbeamajorconcernunderboththefinal
rule and the existing rule. Relicensing under either rule is expected to require
an enhanced ISIM to manage age related degradation, lhe ISTM techniques and
frequencies will be primarily dependent on the conditions and design of the pri-
mary coolant system. Significant differences in occupational radiation doses
are not expected between the final rule and the existing rule.

4.2.4 Severe Accidents

Under the final license renewal rule, each licensee will be required to
systematically identify important components and structures of the plant and
to assess and manage the age related degradation unique to license renewal of
those components during the period of extended operation. These activities
will preserve the operability of plant systems that could initiate core damage
accidents or of systems designed to prevent accidents or mitigate their
consequences. The potential for risk due to severe accidents would be mitigated
since those areas in which risk might be increased because of plant aging would
be addressed during the license renewal process and potential degradation of
equipment would be mitigated. Based on these considerations, the frequency of
occurrence of a severe accident is not <!xpected to increase during the period
of extended operation of a plant.

The offsite consequences of a severe accident during the renewal term could be
different from those at the time the initial license was granted because of
changes in population and land use. One of the principal offsite impacts of a
large release of radioactive material is the latent cancers among the population
near the plant. The number of latent cancers is approximately proportional to
the total exposed population.

An estimate of the impact on public risk due to severe accidents is provided by
multiplying:

1. Average frequency of latent cancer fatalities for the five plants evaluated
in the NUREG-1150 study (approximately 0.01 per reactor year),

2. Factor of three as an upper-bound adjustment for consistency with BEIR V
risk estimate (Ref. 4.4),

3. Factor of 1.2 to adjust this frequency estimate for the increase ir,
population at a site from 1980 to 2030,

4. The period of extended operation (20 years), and
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5. The number of plants (111).

The result is an estimate of 80 additional potential cancer fatalities that may
occur with license renewal within the projected total population of 170 million
living within 50 miles of all nuclear power plants-in the year 2030. In com-
parison, about 34 million cases of latent cancer fatalities will occur in the
same population due to causes other than nuclear power operation. The impact
of license renewal on public health due to potential severe accidents is insig-
nificant and about the same under both the current requirements and the final
rule for license renewal.

4.2.5 Ecological Impacts

4.2.5.1 Requirements Implemented for License Renewal

Terrestrial Ecosystem Impacts

impacts to terrestrial ecosystems principally arise from land disturbance dur-
ing construction that removes wildlife % bitats from biologic production. Most
construction activities would likely take place within existing structures and
facilitics so the potential for extensive disturbance associated with excava-
tion and site development is very low. Also, similar activities are antici-

pated under both the current and final regulations._ Disturbances occurring
under typical conditions of the proposed action are short-term increases in use -
of site acreage for laydown areas, the construction of tem)orary buildings and
trailers to house contract personnel, and the use of some leavy equipment not
typically found at plant sites during routine operations.

Impacts of these site disturbances will be site specific, depending on the-
extent of plant modifications, their timing, and the-physical characteristics
of each plant site. The potential for adverse impacts on terrestrial ecosystems
is minimal and about the same under the current and final regulations.

Aquatic Ecosystem Impacts

Aquatic im) acts will not dif'ir in relicensing under the current regulations
or under tie final rule since no changes in plant systems that would affect
entrainment, impingement, thermal discharges, biocide and other chemical dis-
charges, site-runoff, water quality, or water use are anticipated.

4.2.5.2 Operation

Terrestrial Ecosystem Impacts
|

Onsite land use during the period of extended operation would be the-same-
!

whether plants are relicensed under the final rule or under current regulations. '

Some additional land may be required for additional onsite fuel storage facili-
ties. The land occupied by these f acilities in comparison to ._the-total _ land
area already occupied by the plant and its support facilities would have mini-
mal additional impact on the terrestrial ecosystem. The only additional ter-
restrial impact of plant operation under a renewed license would be the addi-
tional plant operating period.
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Aquatic Ecosystem Impacts

Power plants use large quantities of water for condenser cooling and lesser
quantities of water for other cooling. Most plants use adjacent surface water
as a source of cooling water and receiving water for cooling system discharges.
Potential environmental impacts associated with cooling systems can result from
impingement of aquatic organisms on water intake structures, entrainment of
organisms into the cooling system, use of chemical and other methods to control
biofouling in the cooling system, and discharge of heated eff'.aents into the
receiving waters.

Entrainment is the process of aquatic organisms being p.411ed through the con-
denser cooling system along with the cooling water. T ie organisms most affected
by entrainment include phytoplankton, zooplankton drifting macroinvertebrates,
and fish eggs and larvae. OrganismsoraquaticIIfethatareaffectedby
entrainment are damaged by a number of causes, including physical impact in
the pump and condenser tubing, pressure changes caused by the flow or the pump-
ing of cooling water, thermal shock in the condensers or the discharge stream,
and chemical toxicity caused by r.tifouling agents.

Impingement is the entrapment of larger aquatic life against the outer parts
of the cooling water intake structure. It is generally caused by the hydraulic
forces of the intake stream as the flow passes through the screens or other
intake protection devices.

Entrainmentandimpingementhavebeenmajorconcernsandwillcontinuetobe
studied. Because of the passage of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and
the implementation of Section 316(b) of this act, this environmental aroblem has
been maintained at acceptable levels at existing sites. Also, with tie institu-
tion of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System NPDES) permit
system, Section 316(b) is continuously enforced through perm (it reissuance at
least every 5 years and more frequently, if deemed necessary. The NRC staff
does not anticipate that this will be a significant future environmental issue.

Biofouling is a problem for every electric utility because these organisms are
found in all aquatic environments--fresh water, marine, and estuarine. Biofoul-
ing occurs when organisms, animal or plant, may be impinged or attached to and
grow on the condenser tubesheet and other power plant components. The basic
ef fects are reduced heat transfer, decreased flow, increased backpressure, and
accelerated corrosion. Biofouling at nuclear power plants is also a safety
concern because of the potential for clogging or severe flow restriction of
safety related components of open-cycle service water systems.

Certain developments are likely to occur by the time of license renewal that
can affect a plant operator's activities with regard to biofouling control.
Federal and State regulatory agencies are increasingly concerned about all
chemical discharges. Although chlorination will continue to be a major method
of biofouling control, it is highly probable that effluent limitations for
chlorine residual products (such as trihalomethane) will be reduced compared
to present limitatiors, increasingly stringent effluent limitations will
often require utilities to adapt their present biofouling control to meet
these new limitations.
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Research will continue on new methods of biofouling control. Whether by the
.

use of chemicals other than chlorine, the development of better methods for i

using the chemicals, or the development of nonchemical control methods, many
utilities will very likely be required to add dochlorination systems to their
effluent controls. The development of any new method of biofouling control
will require considerable expenditures.

Another factor that will affect the methods and costs of biofouling control
during the period of extended operation is water quality. The existing
controls and new limitations on effluents from all sourccs will generally |

produce a higher water quality in the source water used by a power plant. |

This can have a twofold effect on biofouling control. A cleaner source will
have increasingly stringent limitations for all effluents. In addition, the
cleaner waters may allow for the reappearance of species not presently
occurring in more polluted waters, and such species can include organisms not

,

presently seen as a biofouling problem at a particular location.

The need to dissipate excess heat is commen to all nuclear power plants. Many
'

different systems are used to handle the excess load, including mechanical draft
and natural draft cooling towers, cooling lakes and reservoirs, spray canals
and once-through cooling. All power plants must obtain an NPDES permit. This
permit sets the conditions for thermal effluents. The 5-permit allows for modifications of effluent limitations. year cycle of the NPDES

License renewal would net cause any change in thermal effluents at a nuclear
power plant compared with present thermal effluents unless the olant is derated.
Thermal discharge temperature and vulume would be the same in tie renewal term .

as in the original operating term since plant operating parameters would not
change. There would be a continuation of any environmental effects of thermal
discharges experienced at all plants before license renewal for the additional
period of time of the license renewal, No difference in operatin0 parameters
is expected between license renewal under the final. rule and the existing regu-
lations; thus, the aquatic impacts would be the same.

4.2.6 Socioeconomic Impacts

4.2.6.1 Construction

The socioeconomic impacts of cnnstruction associated with license renewal under.
the final rule are not expected to differ significantly from those that would
result from license renewal under the current regulations. Generally, the same
requirements relative to 71 ant modifications, refurbishment, testing, and moni- -

toring are anticipated; tius, about the same size labor-force would be required.
The range of community impacts associated with this labor force would be within
the range of experience for major outages already encountered by a number of
plants.

-4.2.6.2 Operation

Socioeconomic impacts of operation span a range of-issues concerning the social,
economic, and political well-being of community residents. These issues typi-
cally involve employment o)portunities in both the public and private sector
and services administered ay Federal, State, and local government agencies. The
presence of a nuclear power facility creates opportunities for employment at the
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site, which in turn creates secondary opportunities to support facility opera-
tions. Such opportunities include employment for housing and school construction,
retail sales, and the creation of recreational facilities to accommodate a grow-
ing and diverse population. All these activities provide direct inputs to the
local economy. This section addresses the existing socioeconomic conditions in
terms of employment, wages, and tax revenues attributable to nuclear power
facilities.

In terms of socioeconomic impacts, operation of plants in a renewal term, whether
licensed under the final rule or existing regulations, would be similar to the
operation during the initial operating term. In both cases, direct employment
required for extended plant operation would be the same or slightly greater
than in the initial operating term because of the requirement for more frequent
surveillance and inspection as part of the aging management program.

Wages paid to plant personnel would not change because of license renewal since
the plant would not operate differently in the extended period. Total wages
paid could increase slightly if additional personnel are hired because of
increased inspection and surveillance requirements. Money in the local economy
could increase slightly because of more frequent visits of crews for maintenance
activities and increased plant expenditures for goods and services due to more
frequent surveillance, inspection, and maintenance activities. State and local
tax revenues are generally site specific and can change in their level and
distribution over time. There is no reason to anticipate any differences in
these ef fects between license renewal under the final rule and the existing
regulations.

4.2.7 Environmental Impacts of Decommissioning

The environmental impacts of decommissioning are not expected to differ signifi-
cantly in relicensing under the final rule or under the current regulations.
Decommissioning procedures would not differ but the time of decommissioning
would differ as relicensing under Part 50 would permit up to 40 additional years
of operation rather than the 20 additional years allowed under Part 54.

4.2.8 Economic Impacts on Utilities and Ratepayers

Under the final rule and under current regulations, renewal of a plant operating
license will not alter the piant design basis or other plant operating parameters
and conditions. During the period of extended operation, therefore the plant
would operate in the same manner in which it operated during the initial license
term. In both cases, there is expected to be added costs associated with
preparing and reviewing the license renewal application, added costs associated
with the ongoing ISTM effort, and costs associated with plant replacement and
refurbishment to accommodate aging problems.

4.2.9 Spent Fuel Management

The environmental impacts of spent fuel storage do not significantly differ in
relicensing under the final rule or under the current regulations. The fuel
characteristics are not changed in either case. To the extent that the final
rule provides a climate of regulatory stability, utilities may find relicensing
more attractive for a greater portion of their plants, thereby leading to a
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greater volume of spent fuel to be stored over time. The environmental impacts
of spent fuel storage, present and future, have been shown to be insignificant,
as discussed below.

The NRC has assessed the environmental effects of spent fuel storage in numerous
licensing actions and two rulemakings. Over 110 actions to provide additional
reactor pool storage capacity through reracking have been assessed with no
significant environmental impacts found. The long-term integrity of spent fuel
in wet storage stora
wellanalyzed(Refs.kebasins, ands)entfuelstoragepoolcom)onentshasbeen.9 and 4.10). )ry storage of spent fuel las also been
assessed with no significant environmental impacts found. Dry storage has been
licensed by the NRC at the H. B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2, in South
Carolina and the Surry Power Station in Virginia. An environmental assessment
of dry storage at the Oconee Nuclear Station in South Carolina also resulted
in a Finding of No Significant Impact. The environmental assessment for an
amendment to 10 CFR Part 72 (Licensing Requirements for the Independent Storage
of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-level ladioactive Waste) assessed dry storage of-
spent fuel for a period of 70 years af ter recel)t of spent fuel from a reactor
and found no significant environmental impact (lefs. 4.10 and 4.11). Most re-
cently, the Commission's rereview of-its-waste confidence decision resulted in a

proposedrevisionto10CFR51.23(a)affirminbicantenvironmenfalimpactsfor
" ... spent fuel enerated in any

reactor can be stored safely and without sign
atleast30yearsbeyondthelicensedlifeforoperation(whichmayincludethe
term of a renewed license) of that reactor-at its spent fuel storage basin or
at either onsite or offsite inde)endent spent fuel storage installations"
(54 FR 39765). While the rule clange continued to refer only to environmental
impacts beyond the licensed life of reactors, the waste confidence review sup-
porting the rule change did refer to considerable evidence of the general lack
of environmental effects of fuel storage during the operating term (initial and
renewed) of reactors (54 FR 39767).

4.2.10 Low-Level Waste Management

Low-level radioactive wastes from nuclear power plants arise primarily from-
routitte plant operation and maintenance activities and from repair, modifica-

tion,icuids that, after generation, are segregated by type
or replacement of plant _ equipment. Low-level wastes consist of solids-

and l , stabilized
(liquics are reduced and concentrated by evaporation and mixing with solidi- <

fiers), reduced (solids are compacted), packaged, and' transported-to interim
storage or to disposal sites. Typical low-level-waste (LLW) volumes from
routine operations range from about 33,000 to 57,000 cubic feet'per reference,
reactor year (RRY) for PWRs and BWRs, respectively (Ref 4.12). Wastes
typically consist of solidified (stabilized) and packaged liquids, spent'
resins, filter sludge, and compactable refuse.-

Under the requirements of the Low Level Waste Policy Act of 1980:(PL 96-573),
responsibility for disposal of low-level radioactive wastes was transferred-
from-the Federal government to each State, The act encourages the formation of
interstate compacts which, upon approval from Congress, may refuse to accept
LLW from outside their respective compacts after January 1,1986 (Ref. 4.13).
Each State, or group of States, must site, develop,-operate, and maintain its >

own LLW disposal facilities, subject to-the-licensing. requirements of 10 CFR.
Parts 20 and 30,
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Model LWR plants would typically require from 0.1 to 0.2 acre aer year for dis-
posal of LLW from routine operation only (Ref. 4.14). Using t1is acrea0e for the
40 year initial license term results in 4 to 8 acres of LLW burial area required
per model LWR plant. Extending the term results in total acreage of 6 to 12
acres for LLW disposal per plant, depending on reactor type, size, and length
of renewal term.

License renewal would necessitate an approximately 50 percent increase in LLW
storage capacity. Issuin 10 year licenses for replacement capacity could
double the required LLW d(isposhi area allotted for routine operating wastes.
Additional national total area for routine LLW disposal would range from 650
to 1,300 acres for 20 year periods of extended operation and up to 1,700 acres
for 40 year licenses for replacement nuclear plants.

Duringthetotalplantlifetime,repairandreplacementofsomemajorplant
components will likely take place. Examples include steam generators, primary
loop piping, valves, pumps, and other hardware. Some recent studies by PWR

vendorsindicatethatdisposalvolumesassociatedwithsteamg)eneratorreplace-ments range from about 37,000 to 58,000 cubic feet (Ref. 4.15 . Althoughmajor
hardware replacements would not be specifica;1y required as conditions for
license renewal, a decision by a licensee to operate a generating unit for more
than 40 years could be a deciding factor in determining the hardware replacements
or repairs undertaken.

License renewal under both the final rule and the existing regulations could
result in increased volumes of irradiated components and materials requiring
storage, transportation, and ultimate disposal at LLW burial sites. The above
estimates imply that 1 or 2 acres of total LLW space per plant could be required
asaminimumtoaccommodatewastesresultingfrommajormaintenanceandrepair
activities.

Sustained impacts of LLW disposal sites are the withdrawal of land from altarr.-
tive use for periods of several hundred years and the emission of low levels of
radiation, which results in personnel and public exposure.

There is no basis to believe that relicensing under the final rule will signifi-
cantly alter the nature or volume of the low-level wastes that would be generated
otherwise.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

License reneral is permitted under the Atomic Energy Act and NRC reaJ1ations.
The proposed 6 t 4a in this environmental assessment is to set forth the prece-
dures and requirements for stfliMes to submit license renewal aopiications and
to provide the standards for stafi review and approval of the tro kations~ in
the new 10 CFR Part 54. The staff hr.s reviewed the possible-dttferences in
requirements for license renewal under the final rule and under the existing
regulations and the environmental significance of these differences. Both
approaches to relicensing would emphasize the-identification and mitigation
of aging degradation of systems, structures, and components during the period
of extended operation. Requirements under both approaches would be similar.
Majorareasoftheenvironmentwereexaminedtodeterminewnteeranydifferences

,

4

in possible impacts existed between the two approaches to relicensing. No
significant differences in impacts were identified. The promuigation of 10 CFR
Part 54 will have no significant impact on the environment, and therefore a
full environmental impact statement is not required.

-|

1

i
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APPENDIX

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVES TO FINAL RULE

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

The NRC has considered four alternative ways to further define its requirements
for license renewal. They differ in terms of the scope of technical assessment
information that would be required of the licensees in support of license renewa,l
applications, and the standards for issuance of a renewed license.

The four safety review alternatives for license renewal are those that have been
evaluated in NUREG-1362 for their values and impacts-in the regulatory analysis-
for the final rule (Ref. A.1). -Differences among the alternatives exist with

'

respect to the extent to which age-related degradation unique to license.
renewal is explicitly considered and the extent to which design standards for
new plants are to be met. In NUREG-1362, the staff has estimated the consequences
of implementiry the alterr.atives. These consequences include the costs and

.

occupational exposure associated with performing analyses and implementing plant
modifications and the benefits to the licensee or the public of reducing the
risk of accidents. The differences among the alternatives regarding the-
environmental review are not significant.

A. License Renewal Using Current Licensing Basis With No Additional
Requirements

This alternative is based on the use of the plant current licensing basis as
the review standard for issuance of a renewed license. It would impose no
additional recuirements for license renewal other than those that were applied
to the plant curing the initial term of operation.

IThis alternative is based on the assumption that current and future NRC regula-
tions and programs will be adequata to ensure safety throughout the period of
extended operaticn. As tec'.nical issues affecting plants due to extended
operation are identified, adoption of this alternative would assume that these

3issues will be resolved and corrective actions taken.- Thus, the NRC would
assume that its aging research and inspection programs and the' licensee
maintenance and surveillance programs would address potential aging concerns
without the need for formal plant aging evaluations prior to issuing a renewal
license.

-

B. License Renewal Using Current Licensing Basis With' Requirement for '

Assessment and Management of Aging Unique to License Renewal (Proposed
Action)

_

Alternative B is also based on the use of the plant current licensing basis as-
the raview standard but in addition would require licensees to assess
age-related degradation unique to: license renewal and-to~ account for this in.

-

the operation, surveillance, and maintenance of the' plants during the period
of extended operation. This analysis would be documented-in an integrated plant
assessment (IPA).-
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This alternative's requirements are as follows:

The licensee will consider the current licensing basis (CLB), as*
appropriate, during the IPA. Thelicenseewillidentifyandjustify
changes to the CLB associated with age related degradation unique to
license renewal and describe proposed modifications to the facility or its
administrative control procedures. Justification will be provided for
continuation of any exemption and relief with time-dependent function for
the period of extended operation.

The licensee will describe and justify the methodology used to identify*
all $5Cs important to license renewal. The renewal applicant must
identify those components that are determined to have age-related
degradation unique to license renewal. The licensee will describe
the effective programs that ensure that age related degradation
unique to license renewal will be adequately managed for the period of
extended operation or will provide the technical basis for why an
effective program is not necessary.

The licensee will modify the facility or its administrative controls*

to ensure that age-related degradation unique to license renewal is
identified, evaluated, and mitigated throughout the period of extended
operation.

C. License Renewal Extending Proposed Action to Require Assessment Aga'n:ti

Selected New-Plant 5T.andards

This alternative expands the scope of review from that of Alternative B to ad-
dress design and operational issues that go beyond aging concerns. In addition
to satisfying the aging requirements specified under Alternative B, the licensee
would be required to satisfy the intent of safety acceptance criteria used for
new plants (at the time of submitting the renewal application) in specific se-
lected areas identified in advance by the NRC. These selected safety review
areas would be derived from the NRC standard review plan (SRP), which embodies
the regulatory standards applicable to new operating licenses (Ref. A.2). The
detailed list of additional safety review areas is yet to be determined.

The requirements for this alternative are:

The licensee will follow all Alternative B requirements to assess and*
manage aging unique to license renewal.

The licensee will ident.ify and assess differences between the current*
design of the plant and selected aspects of the licensing basis for new
plants as embodied in the SRP.

For those areas in which differences are identified, the licensee will*
propose hardware, operational, or procedural changes or will supply addi-
tional analysis.

Supporting information, such as probabilistic risk assessment or deterministic
analysis, will be provided to demonstrate that the difference is not safety
significant and thus may be granted an exemption from the regulations as speci-
fied in 10 CFR 50.12 or that a change in plant design or operating procedures
will resolve the dif ference.
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D. License Renewal Extending Proposed Action to Require Compliance With All
New-Flant standards

In addition to satisfying the aging requirements specified under Alternative B,
Alternative D would require the licensee to demonstrate compliance with all
standards that apply to operating licensa for new plants at the time of the
license renewal application. It would ensure that the design standards of new
plants are fully incorporated into plants with renewal licenses.

The current SRP and other relevant guidance referenced by the rule (re ulatorys
guides and industry codes and standards) would be used as a basis for the design
review of plants whose licenses are to be renewed. in evaluating the plant
against safety acceptance criteria provided in the SRP, the licensee will apply
the same deterministic safety analysis methodology that is used in current li-
censing of nuclear plants.

The requirements for this alternative are:

Follow all of Alternative B requirements to assess and manage aging*
unique to license renewal,

Second requirement of Alternative C-except that the licensee vill he*
required to review the )lant design against all safety acceptance
criteria specified in tie SRP, and

Third requirement of Alternative C.*

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVES TO PROPOSED ACTION

A. Current Licensing Basis With No Additional Requirements (Alternative A)

This alternative is based on the assumption that NRC regulations and programs
that apply to plants in their initial term of operation will be adequate to i

ensure safety throughout extended operation. As technical issues affecting
plants due to extended operation are identified, adoption of this alternative
assumes that they will be resolved and corrective actions taken. Thus, the NRC
aging research and inspection programs and the licensee maintenance program
will be assumed to address potential aging concerns without the need for formal
plant aging evaluations prior to issuing a renewal license.

Also, in the future, the NRC may identify the need for new regulations and guid-
ante to address aging issues for specific. components. This could arise from
the efforts of the Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR) program and the work
being carried out under the au;pices of the various professional societies to
revise the applicable codes and standards for extended service life of elec-
trical, mechanical, and structural components. The resolution of aging problems
would be required as a backfit for all plants when identified as a safety con-
cern. This applies to plants in their initial term of operation as well as in
their period of extended operation.

The demonstration of continued compliance with current regulations will require
the licensees to evaluate the-qualification of certain equipment-(limited to
that which is covered in the current regulations.) for extended service. It
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1

would also require licensees to submit supporting technical inforaation as pert
of the license renewal application.

Under this alternative, plants would continut to operate under their current
licensing basis as amended during the initial operating license terms or during
their renewal terms. No specific requirements for plant assessment of aging
effects, or programs of enhanced inspection, surveillance, testing, and moni-
toring (ISTM), would be conditions for license renewal. Effects of aging would
be addressed as they arise or as regulations evolved before or during any
period of extended operation.

Since changes to the plant licensing basis would not be required as a condition
for license renewal under this alternative, plant operating practices and para-
meters, in general, would not be expected to change from those that occurred
during the initial operating license term. Consequently, there would be no
significant changes to operating parameters such as the volume of cooling water
required, temperature of cooling water released, or the types and amounts of
spent fuel and low-level radioactive waste produced as a result of plant
operation in the period of extended operation.

Ei.vironmental Impacts

While this alternative does not require specific enhancements to ISTM during
the period of extended operation, it is expected that there would be some in-
crease in these activities to address the effects of aging as the need arises.
In this analysis, as in the regulatory analysis, the impacts of such changes
have not been considered. lne environmental impacts associated with continued
plant operation would be of the same magnitude as those experienced during
other maintenance or replacement activities conducted during the previous opera-
tion of the plant. Nonradiological impacts and radiological releases would
continue with little change because the fundamental operating characteristics
of the plant would not be altered. The only impact would be that associated
with the additional years of release due to extended plant life.

There would be some increase in occupational exposures as plant components that
may require modification, repair, or replacement are identified during the
extended life of the plant. The impact of plant modifications under this alter-
native should be equivalent to those of the proposed action. This impact was
estimated to be about 37,700 person-rems for all of the 111 plants that could
eventually receive authorization for extended operation. Using a conversion of
800 potential cancer fatalities per million person-rems, this total exposure
equates to about 30 potential cancer fatalities for the nuclear power plant
work force.

There is potential for increased risk of severe accidents if plant aging con-
cerns are not adequately addressed. The regulatory analysis for the final
license renewal rule (Ref. A.1) estimates that core damage frequency, under
this alternative, could increase by as much as 1.8E-3/ year if plant aging can-
cerns are not adequately addressed. Even if this maximum increase occurred,
the corresponding potential increase in radiation dose to the public from a
core damage accident (that leads to containment failure) over a 20 year renewal
period would only be about 30,000 person-rems for a typical plant. This trans-
lates to about 24 additional potential cancer deaths in the population within
a 50-mile radius of a nuclear power plant.
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These calculations should .- taken only as suggestive since there are large
uncertainties in the estimate of risk increase due to aging.

Environmental Impacts of Decommissioning

The impacts of decommissioning under this alternative would be similar to those
of the proposed action.

Economic Impacts on Utilities and Ratepayers

Renewal of a alant operating license under this alternative would not alter the
plant design aasis or other plant operating parameters and conditions. During
the period of extended operation, the plant would operate in the same way that
it operated during the initial term. Except for the added costs associated
with preparing and reviewing the license renewal application and with as yet
unspecified plant modifications to accommodate aging problems that are identified
as operation continues. the economic costs associated with this alternative will
be similar to those encountered during operation prior to license renewal.

Alternative A has the lowest implementation cost since it requires the least
analysis and documentation for the license renewal and is the least likely
alternative to involve replacement and refurbishment. On the other hand, the
lack of-additional specific requirements to manage aging would likely lead to
a lower capacity factor-and increased probability of accidents with the
consequence of greater need for replacement power.-

Spent Fuel Management I

The impacts will be essential./ the same as for the proposed action discussed
in Section 4.2.9.)
Low-level Waste Management

Under this alternative, no more low-level radioactive waste will be generated
than under the proposed action. This issue is discussed in Section 4.2.10.

I

B, license Renewal With Assessment Against Selected New-Plant Standards-
(Alternative C) '

With this alternative, the scope of the review is increased to include plant
design and operational. issues not considered in the assessment and management
of aging concerns for the period of extendedLoperation. As with the proposed
action, this alternative will require the licensee to assess aging unique to
license renewal and to account for aging in the' operational. and maintenance -
plans of the facility during the period of extended operation. In addition,
the plant licensee will be required to satisfy the intent of safety acceptance-
criteria used for new plants (at the time of submitting the renewal application)
in specific selected areas identified in advance by the NRC. These selected-
review areas will be derived from the NRC standard review plan, which contains
the s egulatory standards applicable. to new operating licenses.
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In addition to plant changes that are necessary to address aging concerns for
the period of extended operation, hardware modifications would be required for
some plants to meet selected new plaat standards.

Modifications necescary to 11 ant equipnant and facilities for license renewal
cannut be predicted since t1ey have not cet been identified by the NRC. Also
they would be specific to each alant based on the findings of a systematic
review. The results of recent iRC investigations of the significance to plant
safety of the differences in design between older plants and current newer
31 ants can serve as indicators of the general types of modifications that might
se required for license renewal under this alternative.

The process to determine which new plant standards must be incorporated at a
plant to qualify for license renewal might aarallel a previous NRC program,
called the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP). It should be noted, however,
that the experience obtained through the SEP might not be directly applicable
to license renewal because the 10 nuclear plants in the SEP all predated the
standard review plan (SRP). f;st-SRP plants included many of the design require-
ments that encompass the current design basis. Nevertheless, the SEP serves as
an example of the scope of plant modifications that might be required under this
alternative.

The SEP was carried out to determine the extent and significance of differences
among the design bases of 10 older operating nuclear units and the current SRP,
which is the cucrent design basis for new plants. The program objective was to
document and confirm the safety of the 10 plants. Results of the effort revealed
areas for each )lant in which some SRP requirements were not being met. Table A.1
summarizes the aardware related plant modifications that resulted from the SEP
at three of the participating plants (San Onofre 1, Millstone 1, and Palisades).

Examination of the modifications to plant facilities and equipmerit that may
occur as a result of this alternative shows that no significant changes to
plant operating conditions would be likely to result from these modifications.
Plants would operate the same in the period of extended operation as in
the initial operating term. There would be no changes in plant parameters,
such as in the volume of cooling water requiref., temperature of the cooling
water released, and types and amounts of radioactive effluents, solid wastes,
spent fuel, and nonradioactive waste products.

Environmental Impacts

The potential for nonradiological ef fects would be about the same at plants
under this alternative as for the proposed action. There is a potential for
somewhat more construction because of the added requirements to comply with
selected new plant standards. Land required, however, should not exceed that
already disturbed during original plant construction since overall activities
would still be less than during original construction and would likely be
internal to the plant rather than external,

Renewal of plant operating licenses under this alternative would not alter the
majorplantoperatingparametersorconditions. The potent 41 impacts of rou-
tine operation during the period of extended operation would be the same as
those discussed for the proposed action.
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Table A.1 Summary of hardware-related modificaticis
resulting from Systematic Evaluation Program
reviews of three nuclear power plants.

SAN ONOFRE 1

Install grade beams to span the backfill soil beneath safety-related,

structures and components.
Make unspecified seismic design modifications.-

Touch up paint on reactor coolant pumps, containment batch door, and HVAC-

recirculation fans.
Remove coating of surface rust on piping.-

Recoat HVAC equit, ment exterior surfaces.-

Install locking devices for the refueling water ',upply line.-

Provideautomaticterminationofthefeedwatersafetyinjectionflowon-

low refueling water storage tank level.
Relocate air horn and provide drip proof cover for emergency core cooling

-

system.
Install pc.wer intercept devices on safety injection system.-

i
Reroute power cables for emerasncy core cooling system.

-

Provide physical separation of vital buses for emergency core cooling
-

system.
Install new tank of condensate water for auxiliary feedwater that is-

Seismic Category 1.
Replace existing relays of the degraded grid voltace with coincident logic.

-

1

Remove tsunami gates to ensure that tsunami-induceci valve failure will not-

| contribute to salt water cooling system unavailability.
Install a dedicated safe shutdown system consisting of a new diesel-

generator (non-safety-related) and associated switchgear and transfer I

switches.
Install a remote shutdown panel for-

Provide a third train (motor-driven) process instrumentation and controls.of auxiliary feedwater to prevent
-

single failure of the pump.

MILLSTONE 1-

Install scuppers on roofs of the turbine building, reactor building,
-

warehouse, and heating and ventilation areas.
Modify doors of the floodwalls to ensure adequate-design for flooding

-

events.
Remove handrails obstructing floodgates.--

Replace-flood door gaskets.-

. Provide-aconnectionuothe.undergroundcitywatersystemandamissile-
-

protected pump in the reactor;buliding to supply additional cooling water
to the isolation condenser.
Modif
tank.y the anchoring system of the condensate storage tank and firewater

-
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Table A.1 (Continued)

Install recirculation pump snubber supports.-

Modify pipe supports for seismic purposes.-

- Install an independent pressure interlock for activator of the reactor
water cleanup system relief valve.

- Incorporate degraded grid voltage protection.
- Modify the gas turbine generator start logic to bypass excitation trips.
- Modify five gas turbine generator output breaker protective trips.

Modify electrical supplies for the feedwater and feedwater coolant-

injection area coolers for automatic sequencing onto a gas turbine
generator.

- ciodify the power supply for the intake structure exhaust fans to allow
automatic sequencing of nne fan onto a gas turbine generator and the other
onto a diesel generator.

PALISADES

- Modify the main steam isolation valves /ncin steam line configuration to
make it single failure proof to alleviate potential for two steam
generator blowdown events.
Automate and add a third pump to the auxiliary feedwd w system.-

Change manual isolation valve in the containment isolation system to mwer-

operated.
- Modify threaded pipe connectors in the containment isolation system.

Place block valves in front of threaded caps on various containment-

peretrations or weld caps.
Add qualified isolation devices on the steam generator A and B pressure-

channels and on the reactor coolant flow channel going to the plant
computer.
Install another level sensor to the component cooling water surge tank and-

its indicator in the control room.
Replace one 26-inch manhole cover with a grated cover to increase drainage-

flow.
- Add fans to provide cooling to invertor cabinets, charger cabinets, and

auxiliary feedwater junction boxes.

Under this alternative, plant changes will be required to meet selected new-
olant standards. Since specific modifications to comply with these standards
lave not yet been identified, the associated radiation exposures can be only
grossly aoproximated. In the regulatory analysis of the license renewal rule
(Ref. A.l'), the estimated additional occupational exposure, relative to the
proposed action, ranges from about 40 person-rems per plant to 550 person-rems
per plant. The upper bound applies to those plantc where a large fraction of
the modifications will take place in highly radioactive areas, and this dose is
equivalent to about 49 additional cancer fatalities'over the lifetime of the
nuclear plant work force, based on 111 nuclear reacto.'s potentially seeking
license renewal.
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The additional requirements to comply with selected new plant standards may-
potentially reduce the risk of severe accidents. Estimates of core damage fre-

-

quency reduction in the regulatory an:$ lysis of the final -license renewal- rule
(Ref. A.1) indicate that risk reductions for the 10 plants reviewed under the
NRC SEP ranged from 7.1 x 10 6 core damage per year to 2.9 x 10 4 core damage-
3er year. The regulatory analysis uses the lower value of 7.1 x 10 6 as the

-

3est estimate of risk reduction for this alternative relative to the proposed
action. The principal reason for this assumption is that past and ongoing
programs, including SEP generic safety issue resolution, individual lant
examinations,andbackfitsassociatedwithrulessuchasstationblacout,have ireduced the potential for further risk reduction. If the additional require-
ments of this alternative were to result in a reduction in core damage fre-
quency of 7.1 x 10 b for a t
amount to 1,180 person-rems ypical plant, the reduction in public dose wouldo ur a 20 year period of extended operation. This
represents less than 4 percent reduction in radiation exposure due to severe
accidents relative to not modifying to new plant standards.

Environmental Impacts of Decommissioning

The imlacts of decommissioning under this alternative would not be different
from tiose of the proposed action since plant operation during the period of
extended operation would be the same, j

,

Spent Fuel Management '|

The impacts will be essentially the same as for the proposed action discussed-
1 in Section 4.2.9.

. Low-level Waste Management

Under this alternative, there is a potential for a greater amount of refurbish-
ment and plant modifications and consequently more associated low-level radio-
active waste. This issue is discussed'in Section 4.2.-10.

Economic-Impacts

The additional analysis and especially the possible requirements for plant-
modification under Alternative C result in the cost to the average plant being
about twice that of Alternative B-(Ref. A.1). -The analysis in Reference A.1-
results in-only a small decrease from Alternative-B in avoided onsite-cleanup
costs and replacement power costs.

C. License Renewal With Compliance With All New-Plant Standards (Alternative D)s

) In order to receive a renewal licens'e with this alternative, the' licensee's
plant must be in compliance with all standards that apply ta o
for r.ew plants at the time of the license renewal application.perating licensesThe licensee-
must also carry out a program for the assessment and management ~of aging
unique to license renewal. - The NRC.SRP'and the guidance referenced in it
(regulatory guides and industry codes and standards) would:be used as a basis-
for the design review of plants for which a renewal license ~is requested.
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Under this alternative, nuclear units would have to meet all applicable licens-
ing standards and requirements in effect at the time of license renewal. This
overall requirement could be met through a combinatien of refurbishment of
existing plant systems, structures, and components and/or the addition of new
safety systems as backfits. These modifications would be in addition to those
undertaken specifically to address aging effects.

The modifications needed to meet new plant standards cannot be predicted and
would depend on the circumstances of each plant at the time of renewal. The
modifications, however, are likely to be extensive. Examples include:

Addition of redundant trains in safety-related systems, such as auxiliary*
feedwater systems.

Addition of switchgear and cabling associated with emergency power*

scpplies as required from station blackout considerations.

Rearrangement of equipment to meet fire protection standards or to reduce*
the possibility of adverse system interactions in plant transient
conditions.

Modifications of these types have the potential for requiring concomitant
changes in interfacing systems and structures so that plant construction activ-
ities could extend beyond those required to make the identified licensing basis
changes.

While considerable rebuilding and modifications of power plants may be required
under this alternative, no changes to plant operating t.cnditions weJ1d likely
result. The plant would operate the same during the extended period as in
the initial operating term. There would be no changes in such plant parameters
as the volume of cooling water required, temperature cf the cooling water
released, and the types and amounts of spent fuel and radioactive wast > produced.

Environmental Impacts

Collective dose would be at the high end of the estimates given in Tables 4.2
and 4.3, considering that up to 950 additional workers per plant may be needed
to perform hardware modifications consistent with new plant standaras. The
7,200 person rem upptr limit radiation dose noted in Table 4.3 for an older
PWR (with no reactor pressure vessel annealing or replacement) equates to the
equivalent of about six cancer fatalities per plant. The regulatory analysis
of the license renewal rule (Ref. A.1) identified 62 plants (23 BWRs and 39 PWRs)
as high cost plants based on design basis used, design features, and operating
experience to date. If the above assumptions were applied to these plants alone,
an additional 360 cancer fatalities, relative to the proposed action, may be
expected uader this alternative.

Another method of estimating this same impact places the impact at 13 cancer
fatalities per plant or 806 total. These figures are derived by multiplying
1,000 workers per plant by 2 years by 2,000 working hours per year by average
dose of 0.004 person-rem per hour to obtain 16,000 person-rems, which equates to
about 13 cancer fatalities per plant.

NU1398 APP A A-10
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Renewal of a plant operating license under this alternative may potentially
change the plant operating parameters or conditions. The potential radiolog-
ical impacts of routine operation during-the extended period should be similar
to those discussed for the proposed action.

The more stringent requirement of meeting all new plant standards, as called
for in this alternative, may further reduce the risk of severe accidents. The
regulatory analysis for the final license renewal rule (Ref. A.1) assumed that
the risk reduction for this alternative is 3 x 10 4 core damage per year rela-
tive to the proposed action. The modifications that may be needed to a plant
under this alternative will depend upon its specific design. A risk reduction
of the amount stated above translates to 4,980 person-rems avoided dose to the
public for a typical plant over a 20 year pericd of extended operation or
about 17 percent reduction in radiation exposure due to severe accioents
relative to not modifying to new plant standards.

Em ironmental Impacts of-Decommissioning

The impacts of decommissioning under this alternative would not be different
from those discussed for the proposed action since plant operation during the
period of extended operation would be the same.

Spent Fuel Management

The impacts will be essentially the same as for the proposed action discussed
in Sectiun 4.2.9.

Low-level Waste Management

) Under this alternative a greater amount of low-level waste would be generated
becauseofplantmodiflcationsandrefurbishment. This issue.is discussed in
Section 4.2.10.

Economic Impacts

Alternative 0 would likely result in major economic impacts.because.of the-
increased capital and operating costs necessary to meet all the new plant
standards. Implementation costs are estimated in Reference-A.1 to be 10 times -

higher than for Alternative B with only-a small decrease in estimated avoided
onsite cleanup costs and replacement power costs from the decreased risk of
accidents.

|

|

|
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ABSTRACT

The-objective of this report is to describe the regulatory processes that
assures that any plant-specific _ licensing bases ~will provide reasonable.
assurance that the operation of-nuclear power plants will not be inimical
to the public health and safety-to the end of the-renewal period. It is-on

-

the adequacy of this process that the Commission has determined that a formala

renewal licensing review against the_ full range of current safety requirements ;
would not add significantly to safety _and is-not ne ed to assure that- -

continued operation throughout the renewal term is not inimical to the public '
health and safety or common defense and security.

This document illustrates in general terms 'how the regulatory process has . <

evolved in major safety issue areas. It also-provides examples illustratin0
.why it is unnecessary to re-review an operating plant's licensing = basis, except
for age-related degradation- unique to : license- renewal, at the time of license-

. renewal.

This report is a supplement to the-Statement of. Considerations for.the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's rule (10 CFR Part_54) that establishes the criterin
and standards governing nuclear power plant-license renewal.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective of This Analysis

The objective of this analysis is to describe the regulatory processes that
assures that the plant-specific licensing bases provide reasonable assurance
that the operation of nuclear power plants will not be inimical to the public
health and safety. It is because of the adequacy of this process that the
Commission has determined that a formal renewal licensing review against the

.

full range of current safety requirements would not add significantly to safety '

and is not needed to assure that continued operation throughout the renewal '

term is not inimical to the public health and safety.

ThisreportsupplementstheStatementofConsiderationsfortheNuclearRegula-
tory Commission s rule (10 CFR Part 54) that establishes the criteria and
stardards governing the renewal of a nuclear power plant's operating license.

1.2 Scope of This Analysis

This document discusses in' general terms how the regulatory process has evolved
in areas of major safety concerns. -It also provides examples illustrating why
it is unnecessary to re-review an operating plant's licensing basis, except for
age-related degradation unique to license renewal. Plant-specific-details of
how the regulatory processes have been implemented for specific technical areas
can be found in the records of each plant s license applications and-licenses.
These are maintained in the docket files.

The statement of considerations for the license renewal rule in:ludes an
overview of the basis for the Commission conclusion that the regulatory pro-
cesses provide reasonable assurance that the current licensing basis (CLB)-
provides an acceptable level of safety and that licensees comply with their-
CLB. The elements of the regulatory process relied on are identified and
explained. Among these elements are the ori
workings of the Commission's backfit policy,ginal licensing basis, theand the roles.of-operating event
monitoring and safety issue resolution. In the present document, that overview
is restated ard is also supp'orted by the addition of a substantial detailed
examination of the CLB adequacy basis for the full range of specific areas of
majorsafetyissues. In the examinations for each of these areas, the safety
issues involved are described, the key features of the regulatory requirements
are noted, the evolution of the current licensing bases is explained, and con-
clusions are presented, stating once more the main foundations for-the continued
acceptability of the CLB for older as well'as newer plants.

1. 3 Technical and Policy Overview

1.3.1 Principles of the License Renewal

The license renewal rule rests on two key principles. The first principle is
-that, with the exception of age-related degradation unique to license renewal,
the regulatory process provides reasonable assurance that the licensing bases

1-1
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of all currently operating plants provide and maintain an acceptable level of
safety for operation during any renewal period. The second and equally
important principle is that each plant's current licensing basis must be main-
tained throughout the renewal period, in part through a program of age-degrada-
tion managemtnt for systems, structures, and components that are important for-
license renewel. This report relates to the first of these principles that
the regulatory process provides reasonable assurance of adequate protection to
the public health and safety.

1.3.2 Current Licensing Basis

The current licensing' basis (CLB) is the set of NRC requirements applicable
to a specific plant __and a licensee's written commitments for assuring compliance
with and operation within applicable NRC requirements and the plant-specific
design basis-(including all modifications -and additions to such commitments
over the life of the license) that are docketed and in effect. -The CLB
includes the NRC regulations contained in 10 CFR Parts 2, 19, 20, 21, 30,
40, 50, 51, 54, 55, 70, 72, 73, 100, and appendices thereto; orders;_ license
conditions, exemptions; and technical specifications. It also includes the-
plant-specific design-basis information defined _in 10 CFR 50.2 as documented-

-

in the most recent final safety analysis report (FSAR) as required by 10 CFR,50.71
and the licensee's commitments remaining in effect that were made in such
docketed licensing correspondence as such licensee' responses to NRC bulletins,
generic letters, and enforcement: actions, as well as-licensee commitments
documented in NRC safety evaluations, or as described:in _ licensee event reports.

The CLB differs among plants. These differences arise because plants are li-
censed at different times, at:cifferent sites,-with_different designs and indi-
vidual operating experience. This document-describes and discusses the regula-
tory processes designed to ensure that notwithstanding the_se differences the
CLBs of all plants remain acceptable throughout plant. life, including any re-
newal period. This document also notes the' role of the backfi_t' process in
incorporating newly evolving requirements in previously licensed plants and the
contribution made to safety by staff and-industry guidance. Analyses in this-

document show in specific detail how these evolutionary processes have worked-
in the various safety-issue areas to provide reasonable assurance that the NRC-
licensed nuclear power plants provides-and maintains an acceptable levelLof-
safety.

1.- 3. 3 Acceptable Level of Safety _

The Atomic Energy Act of.1954,.as amended, directs th'e Commission to ensure
thatnuclearpowerplantsop'erationisnotinimical,tothehealthandsafetyofthe public. However, this not inimical" standard contemplated neither an
absolute protection or zero risk and, therefore safety improvements'beyond the-

minimum needed for adequate protection are possible. As-new information.is
-developed on' technical subjects, the_NRC_ reviews the potential-safety concerns-

and then requires that; plant designs be able to' cope with the_ identified con-
cern with sufficient safety margins and reliable systems. Should new infor-

_

mation reveal an unforeseen significant !safetyJconcern or insufficient margins
and backup capability, the new information is' carefully evaluated 'and the Com -

i mission may, in light of the information, conclude that the existing regula--
| tions.need to be. changed in order to contir.ue to assure an acceptable level af

safety, or that some other regulatory action:needs to 'be taken ~ - Therefore,: as
the Couission identifies new issues or concerns,. reasoned engineering'deci -
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sions are made within the Commission about whether any additional measures must i
be taken at plants to resolve the issues. When specific actions are identified, i
the Commission, through its regulatory programs, can modify the licensing i

bases at operating plants at any time to ' solve the new concern. The process j

of backfitting requirements to plants already licensed is currently guided by i

the provisions of the backfit rule (10 CTR 50.109). Before promulgation of the
backfit rule, similar considerations were applied,,although the backfit rule
gave the process more structure.

1.3.4 Regulatory Oversight

The Commission's regulatory oversight programs ensure that the plant's licensing
basis is modified as appropriate to reflect significant new information on tech-
nical topics, including the effects of age-related' degradation affecting the
design or operation of the licensed plant so that the licensing bases at operat-
ing plants continue to provide an acceptable level of safety. These continuing
activities in place during the initial license term would continue to the end of
the renewal term as well. ' Examples of such-programs include operating events
assessment and generic issues programs, discussed in:the subsections that follow,
as well as the Commission's inspection program. Should the Commission find that
additional protection-is needed to ensure the'aublic health and safety or if
significant additional protection at a'reasonaale cost would substantially.
enhance plant safety, the Commission may require the.backfit of a licensed plant,
that is, the addition of, elimination of, or modification to plant systems,
structures, or compcnents.

Operating Erants Assessment

The Commission has an aggressive program for reviewing operating events |at
nuclear power plants. As a recuirement of the. current licensing basis, and one
which would cetinue to the enc of the renewal term, each licensee must notify
the Comm.ission promptly of-any plant event that meets or exceeds the threshold
defined in 10 CFR 50.72 and must file written licensee event reports-(1.ERs) for
those events that meet or exceed the threshold defined'in 10 CFR 50.73. -The -

staff reviews this information daily and follows up on events that appear to be
potentially risk significant or are judged to be a possible precursor to.a more
severe event. -Depending on the significance of the reported event,'the staff
may take.further action to notify one or more classes of-licensees or to impose
additional requirements on some or all licensees. Industrygroups,notablythe
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INP0), disseminate information in signi-
ficant operating experience reports (50ERs). -The total process offers a high
degree of assurance that events'which are potentially risk significant or are-
precursors to potentially significant events- are being reviewed and resolved

| exgditiously.

Generic-Issue Programs

.

As described in SECY-89-138, the Commission also maintains an active 3rogram

| for evaluating and resolving generic safety. issues-that may impact puilic health
| and safety. A generic safety. issue (GSI) involves a' safety concern that may

affect the design, construction, or operation of all', several,.or a class of-
reactors'or facilities. Its resolution may have-a potential for. safety improve-

-ments and promulgation of new or revised requirements _or guidance. The prioriti-
evaluates the safety significance of

zation process, as described in NOREG-0933,L medium, or low priority GSIs.an issue and classifies.the issues as high, GSIs
p
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that are categorized as high priority are further evaluated to determined whether
th.sy involve questions regarding adequate protection of the oublic health and
safety and therefore should be re-categorized as unresolve( safety issues (USIs).
GSIs are issues that involve enhancements to safety but do not call into question
the adequacy of the current licensing basis. By contrast,-USIs-are defined as
issues that potentially involve adequate protection of the public health and
safety. Thus, a USI may represent a matter where tne adequacy of the current
licensing basis has not been established Resolution of a USI may result in a
determini. tion that action is necessary to ensure adequate protection, or it
may result in a conclusion that, in. fact, there are no concerns-as to adequate
protection of the public health and safety and further action is not warranted.
The licensing basis of individual plants includes changes'that have resulted
applicable generic generic issues determined to be applicable and wil_1 _ include
from resolution of

issue-derived changes in the future. It should be noted,
however, that, as discussed immediately below, all currently unresolved GSIs
address only enhancements of safety. This conclusion was determined during the-
initial evaluation of the generic concern, which assessed whether any aspect of
the generic concern might have.a significant impact on the protection of the.
public health and safety such that immediate action would be warranted. Since-
GSIs involve only enhancements to safety, implementation of the resolution of-
any GSI ir not necessary to ensure public health and safety during the renewal
term.

A saecial group of 22_GSIs deemed-to be of sufficient significance to warrant
bot) a high priority resolution effort and special attention!in tracking were
designated as Unresolved Safety Issues (USIs). All USIs-have been resolved.
Most of the USI resolutions have been implemented; the remainder are being im--
plemented on a satisfactory schedule. In one case, USI A-46,-" Seismic Qualifi-
cation of Equipment in the Operating Plants," the NRC and the utility groups
are negotiating the implementation schedule in accordance with the NRC policy-
on integrated Schedule for Plant Modifications, Generic Letter 83-20, dated
May 9,_1983.

This process for ensuring implementation of these remaining USIs is the same
arocess used by the NRC in the past-to ensure resolution and-implementation of
JSIs. Furthermore, this process will be used in the future if the NRC.iden-
tifies new issues that meet the definition of a USI,

i
l

The generic issues program-is described and: discussed more fully in Chapter 19.

1.3.5 Evolution of'NRC Requirements

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's (now-
Nuclear Regulatory Commission) scope of review of proposed power reactor designs

| was evolving. In the same way that the scope of review evolved,.the licensing-
bases for early' plants have evolved as appropriate actions were identified ~g
through the NRC s continuing oversight activities and regulatory processes. In
1967, the Commission
Design Criteria (GDC) published for' comment and interim use a proposed " Generalfor Nuclear Power Plants" that established minimum require-
ments for the principal _ design standards. -The GDC were formally adopted in 1971-

and have been used since that time.as guidance in reviewing new plant ap31ica-
tions. The general design criteria are contained in Appendix A to 10 CFF Part 50.
They establish minimum broad requirements for the1 principal criteria for the'

materials, design, fabrication,= testing,-inspection,-and certification of all
structures, components, equipment,|and systems in nuclear power plants that are

' 1-4
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important to safety. The staff's plant specific reviews with respect to the
various areas of safety (discussed in Chapters 2 throu2h 19) must arrive at a =

conclusion that the overall plant design-satisfies the-intent of the GDC re-
quirements and that the plant can safely be operated.

Safety guides issued in 1970 became part of the regulatory guide series in 1972.
These guides described methods acceptable to the staff for implementing specific
portions of the regulations, including certain GDC, and formalized staff tech-
niques for reviewing a facilit . In 1972, the Commission distributed for infor-
mationandcommentaproposed{StandardFormatandContentofSafetyAnalysis
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," now Regulatory Guide.1.70. It gave applicants
a standard format for these reports and identified the principal information
needed by the staff for its review. The. Standard Review Plan (SRP), NUREG-75/087,
was published in December 1975-and revised in July 1981 (NUREG-0800) to give.-
the staff more guidance for improving the quality and uniformity of its reviews.
This guidance consisted of acceptance criteria and review procedures necessary
to provide the staff with the basis for concluding that applicable'GDC have
been satisfied. For the most part, the detailed acceptance criteria prescribed
in the SRP were not new; rather, they were methods of review that, in-many cases,
had not been previously published in any regulatory document.

1.3.6 Systematic Evaluation Program

in 1977 the NRC initiated the Systemati: Evaluation Program (SEP) to review the
designs of 10 of the oldest operating nuclear power plants and thereby confirm-
and document their safety. The reviews were organized into approximately 90
review topics (reduced by consolidations from 137 originally identified).-

,

'

The SEP effort highlighted a group of 27 regulatory topics for which corrective'

action was generally found to be necesst.ry for the initial SEP plants and for
which safety improvements for other operating plants of the same vintage _could
be expected. The topics on this smaller. list are referred to as the SEP lessons
learned, and the Commission expects that these topics would be generally applic-
able to operating plants that received their construction permits in the late
1960s or early 1970s.

Of the 27 regulatory topics highlighted in the SEP-effort, four have been com-
pletely resolved and one is of such low safety significance as-to require _no
regulatory action. -Of the 22-i_ssues remaining open, the. Commission has deter-
mined that none require immediate action to protect the public health and safety.

The Commission has incorporated the 22 is;ues into the established regulatory
process for determining.the safety importance of.GSIs and has determined that
none require immediate action as part of a license renewal application. As
with the case for GSIs and USIs, the existing prioritization process to be used-
during the review and prioritization of the.SEP lessons learned issues should
prove to.be adequate in the future to resolve these issues.

1.3.7 Review of Changes in NRC Requirements and-Guidance

The NRC has arranged _for systematic review to= help ensure the effectivenese
efficiency, and coherence of changes in requirements and_ guidance. The Com-
mittee To Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) has the responsibility to review
and-recommend to the Executive Director for Operations'(ED0) aaproval or-dis-
approval of requirements or staff positions to be imposed by t1e NRC staff on

-
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one or more classes of power reactors, This review applies to_ staff proposals
of requirements or positions that reduce existing requirements or positions and-
proposals that increase or change requirements. This responsibility is imple-
mented in such a manner as to ensure that the provisions of 10 CFR 2.204,10.CFR
50.109, and 10 CFR 50.54(f) pertaining to generic requirements and staff. posi-
tions are carried out by the staff. The CRGR process aims to eliminate or re-
move any unnecessary burdens placed on licensees,- reduce the exposure of' workers
to radiation in adhering to some of these requirements, and conserve NRC-
resources -- all to be done without impair _ing_ the' adequate protection of the
public health and safety and with furthering the review of new, cost-effective
requirements and staff positions. The CRGR and the associated staff-procedures
are intended to ensure NRC staff implementation of 10 CFR 50.54(f) and 50.109
for generic backfit matters. By having the committee submit recommendations-
directly to the EDO, only a single agency-wide point of control is transmitted.

For those rare instances where it is judged that an immediately effective action
is needed to ensure that facilities pose no undue risk to the health and safety
of the public-(10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(ii)),-no prior review by the CRGR is neces-
sary. However, before or after_any such action, the staff conducts a documented
evaluation that includes a statement of the objectives of and reasons- for the -
actions and the basis for invoking the exception.

In earlier years, the function of the CRGR to determine the need for backfit
was performed by the Regulatory Requirements Review Committee;-the CRGR process
introduced enhanced discipline and documentation to the determination.

Throughout the process of evolution of requirements and staff guidance,'the
Commission has had the benefit of advice on significant safety issues from the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS).

1.3.8 Detailed Analyses

Chapters 2 through 19 of this report describe and discuss, in more specific
terms, how the previously stated regulatory programs and processes.have worked
in major administrative, technical, and procedural areas, thereby detailing the-
Commission's reasons for considering it unnecessary .to: review an operating.
plant's licensing basis, except for age related-degradati_on. unique to license
renwal, at the time of license renewal. These discussions are indicative of-
how the regulatory pro.ess will continue to ensure:that,L despite the variations
in plant design criteria, an operating reactor will_ continue.to provide.an
acceptable leve_1 of_ safety.

1. 4 Conclusions

The processes outlined above and discussed more substantially in the specific-

areas.on major safety- 6 ue; supports as the justification for focusing the NRC
review to only act related degradation' unique to license renewal. The= key
elements inclurethe original licensing basis 'and the Commission -rules,'regula-
tions, requirements, and reviews underlying _it;:the Commission's backfit
po_licy; which.5as historically __ resulted in backfit of _new requirements when
required for adequate protection of public. health and safety; compliance With
the plant _ licensing basis, or. when cost-justified as safety enhancements; and

-

the- Commission's programs of inspection', of monitoring; operational ^ events, and :
for resolution of plant-specific and generic safety issues. It__is through
these processes and programs-that the-staff ensures the continued acceptability
of the licensing bases of'all. plants'.'
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2 SITE-RELATED ISSUES

The following section discusses a number of site-related topics that include
general site geography and demography, potential site-vicinity hazards,.and
potential accidents from natural phenomena. The natural phenomena discussed in-
this section include regional climatology and local meteorology, site hydrology
and potential flooding issues, as well as geology and related seismic consider-
ations, The nature of the licensing basis for each of these topics will be
discussed in greater detail below.

2.1 Geography, Demography, and Potential Site-Proximity Hazards

2.1.1 Scope

Site geography includes the consideration of site location and description,
exclusion area authority and control, and broad land use patterns. Demography
covers the population distribution in the vicinity of the site.. With_ respect
to both, geography and demography, changes over the licensing term are ad-
dressed by making conservative projections for land use and population changes.

;

Nearby industrial, transportation, and military facilities can pose a threat- to- '

the safe operation of a nuclear power Site acceptability depends, in
part, on the adequacy of the licensee' plant.s assessment of and protection against|

| the hazards posed by nearby man-made activities. Although these activities
| present a wide range of external events, the'halards associated with them can
| be grouped into four broad categories: (1) missiles, (2) explosions, 4

(3) fires, and (4) toxic gases.'

2.1.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements-

The Commission regulations require that site evaluation factors be considered
in the review of a license application, including those relating to site _loca-
tion, exclusion area, low population zone, and population center distance. 'In
addition, the -regulations require that plant systems, structures, and c_ompo-
nents important to safety be appropriately protected against the dynamic ef-
fects from events and conditions outside the nuclear power unit.

2.1.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Prior to the issuance of the Standard _ Review Plan (SRP), the staff reviewed
site exclusion area control and demography on a case-by-case basis,,with empha-
sis on independent verification of site-specific characteristics such as prop-
erty ownership, mineral rights, and nearby porulation distributions. It was '
recognized that land use and local and State regulations can and do change with
time. Hence, for example, staff review of the licensee's-ability to exercise
appropriate authority and control-of the activities within the exclusion area --

focused on those aspects that were deemed to be time-dependent.

! With respect to demography, efforts were ma'de to obtain reasonable projections

L
of population distributions to the end of the licensing term. This was done in
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recognition that population changes, driven by such factors as local socio- !

economic conditions, can be potentially significant with passage of time.

Similarly, potential external hazards in the vicinity of the site that could
affect plant safety were reviewed on a case-by-case basis, with emphasis on
independent verification of individual hazards for each site. Review of numer-
ous license applications in the early and middle 1970s led to a two part ap-
proach in addressing site hazards. First, the site and its-surroundings were
examined with the intent of identifying all existing hazards that had a poten-
tially significant impact on the safe operation of the plant. Once the hazards
were identified, they were evaluated in terms of their severity and likelihood. g[

For hazardous industrial or military activities, conservative projections were
made concerning transportation traffic or accident-rates. Where projections
were not feasible, conservatism commensurate with the potential changes to the
hazardous materials operations was applied to the current conditions.

The SRP was published in the early 1970s to improve the quality and uniformity
of staff review in the particular subject areas as well as to specify accep-
tance criteria of the staff for concluding that the applicable regulations had
been satisfied. The detailed acceptance criteria contained in the SRP were not
new, but rather standardized the acceptance practices which had been estab-
lished in previous reviews.

As mentioned earlier, the regulations require that reactors.be protected
against the dynamic effects of events and conditions outside the nuclear-plant.
For external hazards such as toxic gases or airplane hazards, the licensees
frequently provided information, during the initial licensing review, concern-
ing the frequency of shipments or the amount of airplane traffic and then pro-
posed plant protection features or determined that no protection was necessary
based on a determination or analysis of-the-hazard. Because the regulations:
remain in effect for the term of the license, licensees have the responsibility
to ensure that the plant remains appropriately protected from any site-related-
hazards, new or existing at the time the plant was licensed. The staff recog-
nizes that licensees cannot control development around the site and the regula-
tions do not require licensees to do so. However, the regulations clearly
place the responsibility on licensees for ensuring the protection of the
reactor.

The Commission inspection activities also provide another source of information
concerning changes that are occurring around the-reactor site. The resident
inspector, who typically resides in the area of-the plant, has direct knowledge
and access to the local media and therefore can be informed of potential devel-
opments in the surrounding environment t_ hat can potentially ' affect plant safe - '

ty. In addition,-regional-and headquarters-based inspectors routinely visit
sites, thereby affording further opportunities for observations of potential'
changes of the surrounding environment. As new issues are identified, these
issues are raised to both the licensee and the staff for resolution. The staff
is undertaking revisions to selected inspection procedures to require routine

~

documentation of potential changes in-the-general environs of the. facility.
,

j
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2.1.4 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude _that the plant siting met the staff acceptance criteria and the intent-,

2of all applicable regulatio'ns. The staff has and will continse to obtain new ,

information related to this subject area through a variety of sources such as-
updates to the FSAR, research reports, operatin0 plant events and routine' plant :

*

inspections. The staff reviews this information and, in the past,_has required.
licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to' provide continuing assurance i

of adequate protection of the_public_ health and safety. In. addition, the_ staff
will continue to review new information in this subject area and-if the staff--

.

determines that new or different requirements are:needed, the staff has the- <

capability within the ex,isting regulatory process to require additional analys - 3

es or plant modifications, as necessary,_ to ensure _ the continued health and
safety of the public, in conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current-
regulatory process has and will continue to provide reasonable: assurance that
t b licensing basis of all currently: operating plants-are sufficient to' assure
that operation is not inimical to the public health and safety.

2.2 Meteorology .

2.2.1 Scope

This section discusses the regulations- and licensing requirements used by the
NRC to ensure safe siting and operation of nuclear power plants with respect to
meteorology. Site-specific data on meteorology and regional climatologyxis

,

used to' ensure that continuing staff awareness of both regional and local mete-
~

orological trends is maintained to_ ensure that the design _ basis meteorology|

conditions remain sufficient-to ensure safe plant operation ~in accordance with1
the current licensing basis'(CLb).

~

,

2.2.2 ~ Safety IssuesLand Regulatory Requirements
|

Nuclear power plants are' designed, ope. rated,.and maintained such that offsite
L exposure to accidental gaseous releases and their resultant dose?to receptors

at the plant exclusion. area boundary, low population: zone distance,:and the- .

(: population center and offsite exposures from routine' normal operational ~ releas-
es at nearby' receptors including residences,-dairies, farms, schools, etc?,
comply with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 100 and-10__CFR Part 50, Appendix I,
respectively.

2.2.3- Evolution of- Current Licensing Basis

" Meteorology and Atomic' Energy-19_68," AEC 1968, generally, served as-'a compen~
dium of meteorology measurement, dispersion modeling, and dose-determination.
during1the early 1970s This document was laterEused as the foundation -for-
ismance of safetyiguides, regulatory guides, and _the Standard Review Plan' ser-
tions-in'the. meteorology; area of review.

Regarding the regional. climatology,:the long-term meteorological conditions
af fecting the~ plant vicinity, as described in'the plant final safety ' analysis
report (FSAR) submitted by the li_censee, and ' addressed in the staff safety

The basis--evaluation _ report (SER),'are not expected to change-significantly.
| for the expectation of minimal change' lies 'in' the meteorological and

.

| _
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climatological records collected from as far back as 1895 and published in doc-
uments prepared by the National Climatic Center. The published data
demonstrate that nearly constant climatological conditions exist in a local
area with only small anomalies on a monthly or seasonal basis. Studies by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (formerly National Bureau of
Standards) using long-term data show the low probabilities of rapid significant
changes in long-term temperature, precipitation, and wind speeds. Thus, design
basis characicristics might only be exceeded for brief time periods in the near
term (say, next 50 to 100 years), while greater frequency of duration of "ab-
normal" conditions might provide evidence of a possible worldwide major climat-
ic change. The changes of global extent and recognition of its happening would
be expected to provide sufficient time to allow the staff to take appropriate
measures to deal with the changes such that the current licensing basis contin- '

ues to remain valid for the licensed term.

Recently, the staff considered the changes to global climate due to atmospheric
ozone depletion in response to concerns raised by the Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) pursuant to NEPA. The thrust of the memorandum dealt with high-
and low-level waste repositories and impact of global warming on rainfall and
flooding due to changes in climatt. The original plant site evaluation was ,

based on the premise and expectation that site area climate would generally not
change significantly during the ope"ational life of the plant. Based on cur-
rent information and staff review experience, site data concerning regional
climate provided in FSARs and staf f conclusions contained in plant SERs are
expected to remain valid during any extended term of the operating license.

With respect to the review area of local meteorology, the local meteorology
conditions, generally, reflect the expected regional climate influence and
unique topographic features that may result in micro-scale phenomena that had
been addressed in the FSAR and SER and should remain the same as described in
those documents during any renewal period. However, in the event of a marked
climatic change, it is probable that parameters representing " normals," such as
extreme wind, precipitation, temperature, and structural capacities may require
reevaluation, since climatic change may result in storm systems with greater
intensities and frequency than those assumed in the design basis of the plant.
However, this type of reevaluation is a part of the NRC staff's continuous
plant safety assessment effort to ensure continued adequacy of the
meteorology-related current licensing basis for operating plants. The licensee
routinely publ shes specific information related to meteorology in semiannual
reports of meteorological joint frequency data as required by tmergency plan-
ning requirements. Plant modifications or improvements in the meteorological
monitoring system dictated by the semiannual reports have been implemented by
the staff or licensee to ensure the validity of the current licensing basis.

The current licensing basis requires each plant to have an onsite meteorologi-
cal monitoring program. This onsite meteorological measurement program contin-
ues to monitor local conditions that would affect the dispersion of radict.:ctive
and toxic gaseous effluent from or to the plant.

2.2,4 Conclusions

The staf f review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the meteorological and climatological factors related to the sit-
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ing of the facility met the staff acceptance criteria and the intent of'all-
applicable _ regulations. The acceptance criteria are constructively established
to ensure adequate protrection from extremely-low probability meteorological
phenomena. The design basis for these extremely low probability meteorological
events is related with conservation.ar.d-is not experted to= change appreciably-

during the next 50 to 100 year period. However, the staff has~and will_ contin-
ue to obtain new information related to this subject area through a variety of-
sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating plant events
and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this information and, in the
past, has required licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to provide
continuing assurance of adequate protection of the public health and safety. In
addition ~, the staff will continue to review new information in this subject-
area and if the staff determines that new or different requirements are needed,
the staff has the capability within the existing regulatory process to require
additional analyses or. plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure _the contin-
ued health and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes ,

-

that the current regulatory process has and will continue to provide reasonable
assurance that the licensing basis of all currently operating plants are suffi-
cient to assure that operation is not inii.;ical to the public health and safety.

2.3 Hydrologic Engineering

2.3.1 Scope

Nuclear power plants interact continuously with their hydrosphere (e.g., riv-
ers, lakes, coastal environments, ground water, and water control structures).
Such interactions present potential hazards of flooding as'a result of severe
hydro-meteorological conditions. -This section discusses the regulations and
licensing requirements adopted by the NRC to ensure safe: operation of nuclear-
power plants against severe flooding hazard over the licensed plant life - The
continuous review process used by the NRC staff to assess safety _ impact result-
ing from changes.in hydrometeorological parameters and new information'related

| to floodino hazard is also discussed. Lastly, the rationale'for an=NRC staff
|

conclusion that the current licensing-basis.for operating plants _is adequate to
protect public health and safety is discussed.

2.3.2 Safety Issues and-Regulatory Requirements

The Commission's regulations require, in part, that- systems,- structures, and-
components important to safety be designed to withstand ~the effects of natural-
phenomena such as floods, tsunami, and ~seiches-without loss of capability to
perform their _ safety functions. . In addition, the regulations require that
physical characteristics.of the site, including meteorology and hydrology, be
taken into account in_ determining the acceptability of aLsite for a' nuclear
power reactor. More specifically, the_ regulations require that a detailed
study be performed and that:the design bases _for seismically induced floods and
water waves be based on the results-of the required geologic'and seismic inves--
tigations and that these design bases be taken.into account in the design:of.
the nuclear power plant.

In order to demonstrate compliance with the above regulatory quirements, nu-
clear power plants are designed to prevent ~or mitigate the loss'of capability
for cold. shutdown and maintenance thereof resulting from'the most severe flood
conditions that can reasonably be predicted to occur at a site as a result-of
severe hydrometeorological conditions, seismic activity, or both,

i 2-5
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2.3.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The NRC has recognized the potential hazards resulting from the-flooding of a
commercial nuclear power plant since the mid-1960s. The flooding hazard review
of plants licensed in the late 1960s used a formal and disciplined evaluation
process but on a plant-specific basis.

.

In order to independently _ evaluate the potential for flooding at proposed reac-
tor sites, the Atomic Energy Commission contracted the U.S. Ar_my Corps _of Engi-
neers and the U.S. Geological Survey to-evaluate flooding poter.tial at coastal.
sites and river sites, respectively. In.1970 the AEC staff. developed-specific-

guidance for use in determining flood protection requirements for all plant
sites. The staff adopted the concept of the " Probable Maximum Flood" from the

.

Corps of Engineers and applied this concept to sites along_ streams and rivers.
Guidance for determining the Probable Maximum Hurricane Surge, Probab'e Maximum-
Seiche, and Probable Maximum Tsunami flooding was also developed and applied
for plant sites along lakes and oceans.

|
During 1973 through 1975, the NRC, based on the above work, published integrat-
ed staff positions and acceptance criteria related to acceptable design of nu-
clear power plants against flooding hazard.

As part of the Commission's process of reviewing new information related to
specific technical issues, the staff learned that a number of probabilistic
risk assessments completed batween 1981 and 1987_ concluded that external flood-
ing could be a key contributor to overall plant risk. As a result, the NRC

-

staff determined thet it would be useful to evaluate the-continued adequacy of
) the existing flood protection regulations by performing an-individual plant

examination at each reactor site. The staff developed regulatory guidance and
acceptance criteria for the evaluation of plant-specific vulnerabilities to-
beyond design bases events initiated from a severe flooding event and incorpo-
rated this evaluation into the Individual Plant Examination External Events '

;

(IPEEE) program. The staff intends .to evaluate the results of the~ IPEEE pro--

gram, not on a plant-specific _ basis, but as.an aggregate to determine appropri-
ate changes to the regulations related to protections from aotential externalflooding. If any changes are identified, modification'of tie regulations will
proceed and implementation of.any plant modifications would-be required on- ;

plant-specific bases to meet the revised regulations.

In October 1989, NRC issued Generic Letter 89-22 to inform licensees that the
staff has adopted for future plants the latest probable maximum precipitation
(PMP) criteria published by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric-Administration-
(NOAA), National Weather Services (NWS), to establish acceptable' design config -
urations for safety related nuclear power plant facilities. In this letter the
stcff also concluded and stated that the existing criteria for determin'ng PMP
at oaerating plants still arovided reasonable assurance.of the-protection of

!the lealth and safety of t1e public and that no additional _backfit action by-
licensees was necessary.

2.3.4 Conclusions

The' staff review at-the time of the initial-licensing of.a facility determined-
that the information provided by.the applicant was sufficient for the staff-to-
conclude that the design to-protect the facility from floods met the staff ac-
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ceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations The staff has
and will continue to obtain new information related to this subject aru
through a variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports,
operating plant events and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this
inforrotion t.nd, in the past has required licensees to take actions to upgrade
the rlant to provide continuing assurance of adequate protection of the public4

hed ta arJ safety, in addition, the staff will continue to review new informa-
t- in tnis subject area and if the staff determines that new or different
requiro:nents are needed, the staf f nas the capability within the existing regu-
latory process to require additional analyses or plant modifications, as neces-
sary, to ensure the continued health and safety of the public. In conclusion,
tha Comission concludes that the current regulatory process has and will con-
tinua to provide reasonable assurance that the licensing basis of all currently
operating plants are sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical to the
public health and safety,

2.4 Gpol,ogic, Seismologic, and Geotechnical Engineering

L 4.1 Scope

i This section discusses the regulations and licensing requirements adopted by
theNRCtoensuresafeoperationofnuclearplantssubjecttotheinfluenceof
site"Decific geologic, seismologic, and geotechnical hazards over the licensed
plant li/c. The ongoing review process used by NRC staff to a sess the safety
fapact resulting from changes in parameters related to the ha v ds e.) perti-
ntot new information is also discussed.

2.4.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements
|

The Commission's regulations require that systems, structures, c.d components
important to safety bt designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to quality
standardt commensarate with the importance of the safety function to be per-
formr:J and that nuclear power plant systems, structures, and components impor-
tant to safety be designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such,

! u car * nquakes without loss of capability to perform their safety functions,
in addition, the regulations require, in part, that suitable redundancy be pro-
v.ded for the cooling water system to ensure that its safety function can be ,

accomplished and that measures be established te ensure design control, materi-
al control, special processes control, and inspection and test controls. The
mg;M'ch3 d50 require that all nu:k6r ;cwar plaats ht dodgacd 30 that, U
the ssfe shutdown earthquake (SSE) occurs, all safety-ralated systems, struc-
tures, and components remain functional.

In order to demonstrate compliance with these regulatory requirements, nuclear
i power plants are designed to prevent or mitigate the loss of capability for

coid shutdown and maintenance thereof resulting from the safe shutdown earth-'

getke, foundation settlement, or instability.

2.4.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

When the NRC first began to review nuclear power plant seismic designs in the
1960c, the reviews were performed using a formal evaluation process but on a
plant-specific approach.
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In 1971, the General Design Criteria (GDC) for Nuclear Power Plants were for- '

mally adopted as the minimum requirements for the principal design standards.,

These requirements generally adopted the existing staff practice in effect at
!

,

that time. The GDC have been used as guidance in reviewing new plant applica- t

tions since then.
{

Because of the evoluticnary nature of licensing requirements and the develop- |

ment of technology over the years, nuclear power plants employ a broad spectrum
of design features and requirements depending on when the plant was designed

,

,
'

and constructed, who was the manufacturer, and when the plant a s licensed for i

operation, i

The NRC statf, as part of its routine review process, continues to assess the
potential safety impact of any new information related to geologic and seismo- i
logic issues. New information can be derived from research or additional data
observations since the issuance of operating licenses. Whenever the results of -

such information indicated the need for remedial actions}on of such actions to
including plant modi- !

fications, the staff has acted to ensure the implementat
ensure that the current licensing basis at potentially affected plants remains :
adequate to protect the health and safety of the public.

;

Examples of this include the discovery of the capable Hosgri fault near Diablo
Canyon a W the assessment of earthquakes occurring near Maine Yankee. One nu-

,

t

clear power plant (Humboldt Bay) and one non power reactor (General Electric ;
Test Reactor) were shut down, and remain permanently shut down, as a direct '

result of geologic concerns. Another example is the " Charleston Earthquake
Issue" which was raised as a result of a U.S. Geologic Survey letter in 1982.
This letter highlighted the possibility that large damaging earthquakes have
some likelihood of occurring at locations not formally considered in past li-
censing decisions. The staff initiated the Seismic Hazard Characteriza+ ion +

Project, which provided )robabilistic seismic hazard estimates for nuclear pow-
:er plant sites east of t1e Rocky Mountains. A similar project was carried out

by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) for the electric utility indus-
try. The staff's purpose in evaluating the probabilistic studies has been to !

identify plants in the central and eastern United States where past licensing *

decisions have resulted in' the potential for plant-specific vulnerabilities to-
beyond c'esign basis events with respect to seismic hazard.- The staff's plan
for documenting and reconfirming the degree of protection from reismic safety-
issues is part of the staff resolution of Generic Issue A-46, " Seismic.Qualifi- !

Cation vf Equipment 16 Operating Nuclear Power Plants."
,

The purpose of the A-46 is to reverify and' document the seismic adequacy of |mechanical and electrical equipment qualification to ensure the survival and,

functionality of equipment, required to safely bring the reactor and plant to a !safe shutdown condition. Consistent with the-guidance for developing an unre-,

solved safety-issue, the staff performed an analysis to determine if the iden-
tified seismic concern might have a significant impact on the protection of the-
public health and safety'and,-therefore, that immediate remedial. action would
be warranted. The staff s conclusions:and their technical bases ~have been pub-
lished in NUREG-1211, " Regulatory Analysis.for Resolution of Unresolved Safety
Issue A-46, Seismic ~ Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants," February '

,

1987. In this document, the . staff concluded that equipment installed:in nucle-
ar power plants is inherent _1y' rugged and not susceptible to seismic = damage. .i

,

However, the staff also concluded that sufficient justification of.a safety
e

,
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benefit could be made because, although the equipment was inherently rugged and ,

not susceptible to seismic damage, failures resulting from seismic loads were i

possible if the equipment was not adequately supported or anchored. As a
result, the staff issued Generic Letter t17-02 to all operating reactors, which ;

required, as a backfit under 50.109, that licensees reverify the seismic quali- i

fication and anchorage of installed equipment to provide additional assurance ;

of the continued protection of public health and safety.' ,

in the staff review of areas related to plant foundation stability / settlement,- !

water control structural safety and heat sink integrity, etc., the staff has ,

generally upgraded established geotechnical engineering criteria and methodol-
ogies, which have been widely used to ensure full compliance with the necessary .!

regulatory requirements. |
,

As part of the staff's routine review effort, any new geotechnical engineering 1

'
data or analysis techniques, which are judged by the staff as pertinent for-
inclusion in the current licensing criteria, have been incorporated following
established NRC procedures. Where appropriate, the new analysis techniques
were applied to assess design adequacy and any plant-specific modifications
were implemented on plant-specific bases in-order to ensure continued validity

'

of the plant-specific licensing basis. Examples of such staff actions are
(1) resolution of Waterford basemat cracking and structural integrity issue,
(2) resolution of North Anna buried piping settlement and support integrity
issue, and (3) resolution of San Onofre Unit 1 settlement of foundation and -

burkd equipment issue.
P

As part of the staf f's ef fort to assess the continued adequacy of the existing
regulations, the staff has implemented the Individual Plant Examination Exter- '

As part of this program licenseos will be requested tonal Events program.
look for potential plant-specific vulnerabi1Ities to beyond design basis acci- ,

dents initiated from postulated seismic events and to report their findings-to -

the Commission. The staff intends to use the.results from all the plants in ,

aggregate to determine if deficiencies exist in present regulations governing
seismic hazards. If such deficiencies are identified, the staff intends to
modify the regulations as necessary and would require plant-specific modifica-

-.

"

tions as necessary to establish. compliance with the_new regulations. t

2.4.4 Conclusions
,

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined-,

that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the-staff to-
conclude that the seismic design of the facility' met the staff acceptance cri-.

I

teria and the intent of_all applicable regulations. The staff has and will
continuetoobtainnewinformationrelatedtothissubjectareathrougha' vari-
ety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating plant
events and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this information and,
in the past, has' required licensees to take actions to u) grade the plant to

d. provide continuing assurance of adequate protection of tie public health an . ,

safety. For~ example, a program currently in-process is requiring-licensees to: |
confirm-and document the seismic qualification and-anchorage of equipment _and,
where necessary, to.make plant-specific modifications to ensure the continued s

adequate protection of public health and safety. As part of the continuing =as-
sessment of-the adequacy of-the existing regulations,'_the Commission has re-

!
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quested licensees to evaluate their plants for potenti61 vulnerabilities for
beyond design basis accidents resulting from geologic, seismologic, and

! geotechnical hazard considerations. If the results of this-evaluation indicate
that the existing regulations need modification, then the staff will proceed to
revise the regulations and require plants to meet the revised regulations. In
addition, the staff will continue to review new information in this subject

i area ari 'i the staff determines that new or different requirements are needed,
the sti. i Ms the capability within the existing regulatory process to require*

additional analyses or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the contin-
ued health and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes
that the current regulatory prccess has and will continue to provide reasonable-
assurance that the licensing basis of all currently operating plants are suffi- !
cient to assure that uperation is not inimical to the public health and safety.

t

+
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3 DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, COMPONENTS, EQUIPMENT, AND SYSTEMS !
i

3.1 Scope j

This section addresses the principal criteria required for the materials, de-
sign, fabrication, testing, inspection, and certification of all structures,
components, equipment, and systems that are important to safety. Important to
safety is defined in the introduction to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, as those i

systems, structures, and components that provide reasonable assurance that the 1

facility can be operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the
public. The topics covered by this section are: the NRC General Design Crite-
ria; classification of systems, structures and components; wind and ^ornado
loadingsandwaterlevel_(flood) design;mIssileprotection;protectionagainst
dynamic effects associated with postulated rupture of piping; seismic design;
design of Seismic Category I structures mechanical systems, and components;
seismicanddynamicqualificationofSelsmicCategoryImechanicalandelectri-
cal equipment; and environmental design of- mechenlcal and electrical equipment.

.

3.2 Conformance With NRC General Design Criteria

3.2.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements
e

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, contains General Design Criteria (GDC) that estab- -

lish minimum broad requirements for the principal criteria mentioned in
Subsection 3.1 above.

3.2.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's (now
Nuclear Regulatory Commission) scope of review of proposed power reactor de-
signs was evolving and somewhat less defined than it is today. The require-
ments for acceptability evolved as new facilities were reviewed. In 1967, the

.

Commission publhhed for comment and interim use proposed General Design Crite-
ria (GDC.' for Nuclear Power Plants that established minimum requirements for
the principal design standards. The GDC were formally adopted in.1971 and have
been used as guidance in reviewing new plant applications.since that time.
Safety guides issued in 1970 became part of the Regulatory Guide Series in
1972. These guides describe methods acceptable to the staff for implementing :

specific portions of the regulations, including certain GDC, ard formalize
staff techniques for performing a facility ~ review. -In 1972, the Commission
distributed for informatior.'and comment'a proposed " Standard Format and Content
of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear _ Power Plants," now Regulatory

_

Guide 1.70. It provided a standard format for these reports and identified the .

principal information needed by.the staff for its review. The Standard Review'
Plan (SRP),-NUREG-75/087, was published in December 1975 and> updated in July:
1981 (NUREG-0800) to provide further guidance for improving the._ quality and . a
uniformity of staff reviews. This guidance. consisted of acceptance criteriO i

and review procedures necessary to provide the staff,with the basis for con 'i

cluding.that applicable GDC=have been satisfied. :For the most part- the de-
tailed acceptance criteria prescribed in the SRP were not new; rather they were |
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'

methods of review that, in many cases, were not previously published in any
regulatory document.

|
Because of the evolutionary nature of the licensing requirements discussed i

above and the developments in technology over the years, operating nucles" pow- t

er plants embody a broad spectrum of design features and requirements depending i

on when the plant was constructed, who was the manufacturer, and when the plant
.

was licensed for operation. The amount of documentation that defines these |

safety-design characteristics also has changed with the age of the plant. Al- .

though the earlier safety evaluations of operating facilities did not address |

many of the topics discussed in current safety evaluations,-all operating fa-
cilities have been reviewed more recently against a substantial number of major
safety issues that have evolved since the operating license was issued. Con-
clusions of overall adequacy with respect to these major issues (e.g., emergen- ,

cy core cooling system, fuel design and pressure vessel design) are a matter of ;

record. On the other hand, a number of other issues (e. ,, seismic considera- ,

tions, tornado and turbine missiles, flood protection, p pe break effects in- ,

side containment, and pipe whip) were not originally rev ewed against today's !

acceptance criteria for many operating plants,.

The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was initiated by the staff in 1977 to- ;

review the designs of older operating nuclear power plants in order to enhance
the documentation of their safety. The review provided (1) an assessment of
the significance of differences between current technical positions on safety ,

issues and those that existed when a particular plant was licensed, (2) a basis
for deciding on how these differences should be resolved in an integrated plant
review, and (3) a documented evaluation of plant safety. The results of the ,

staff's SEP reviews'are documented in a. series of Integrated Plant Safety As-- '

ses: ment Reports.

3.2.3 : Conclusions ;

.
. 1

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to ;

conclude that the plant design met the *+aff acceptance criteria, and the intent
of all applicable regulations. 1he staff has-and will continue to obtain new
information related to this subject; area through a variety of sources such as
updates to the FSAR,.research reports,-aperating plant events.and routine plant
inspections. The staff reviews this information and, in the past, has required-
licensees to take actions to' upgrade the plant to provide continuing assurance ;
of adequate protection of the public health and safety. In addition, the staff
will continue to review-new information in this subject ~ area and.if-the staff- ,

determinos that new or different. requirements;are needed,.the staff has the
- capability within the existing regulatory process to require additional analyses
or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continued: health and safety :
of the public. 14 conclusion,:the Commission concludes that;the current

' '

regulatory process has and.will continue to provide reasonable ' assurance that' ,

the licensing basis of all currently-operating plants"are sufficientLto-assure.
' !

.

that~ operation is not inimical to the public health;and-safety.
~ !

!

$
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3. 3 Classification of Structures, Components, and Systems

3.3.1 Safety lasues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that systems, structures, and components
important to safety be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to quality

,

i standards commensurate with the importance of the safety functions to be per- :
formed. Regulatory Glide 1.26, " Quality Group Classifications and Standards |

'

for Water , Steam , and Radioactive-Waste-Containing Components of Nuclear Pow- '

er Plants," contains staff guidance that may be used to determine how a ;
plant-specific design satisfies the regulations.

In addition, the regulations require that systems, structures, and components
important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of earthquakes without.
loss of capability to perform their safety functions. Regulatory Guide 1.29,
" Seismic Design Classification," contains staff guidance that may be used to
determine how a plant-specific design satisfies the applicable regulations by.
identifying all systems, structures, and components that should be classified
as Seismic Category 1. ;

3.3.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

During the 1960s, when General Design Criteria and the ASME Section III Code i

for Nuclear Power Plant * Components were evolving, the staff reviews of quality
group and seismic classification'were performed on a plaat-specific basis.
Decisions on the classifications for systems, structures, and components were
made based on staff positions at that time relative to the importance to safety ,

of each item. These positions were first documented in Safety Guides 26 and-29
in 1970 and 1971 and later in Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29 in 1972.

Subsecuent to an exchange of correspondence between the General Electric Compa-
ny anc the staff during 1973 and 1974, the staff developed its position on
classifications of the main steam and feedwater lines for BWR/6 plants. Thist ,

position allowed BWR/6 applicants the option of installing a third shutoff
valve and a seismic restraint downstream of the outside isolation. valve in
these lines. If the-a)plicant chose this option, then the main steam and
feedwater lines could ae classified as Quality Group D.(Non-Nuclear Safety) and- ,

non-Seismic Category I downstream of the seismic restraint. This position was i

implemented by the staff during its reviews of all BWR/6 plants'between 1975
and 1981.

3.3.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a faciHty determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that t'e the quality group and' seismic classification met the. staff-n

acceptance criteria and the intet of all applicable regulations. The staff:
L has and will continue to obtain new information,related to this subject area

through a variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports,
oper& ting plant events and. routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this
information and,.in Ge past~, has required licensees to take actionsito upgrade?

_the plant to provide continuing assurance.of adequate protection of the public
health and safety. In additinn, the staff will continue to review new informa-
tion in this subject area and if the staff determines tnat new or-different

.
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requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within the existing regu-
latory process to require additional analyses or plant modifications, as neces-
sary, to ensure the continued health and safety of the public, in conclusion,

.

the Commission concludes that the current regulatory process has and will
continue to provide reasonable assurance that the licensing basis of all cur-
rently operating plants are sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical<

to the public health and safety.
.

3.4 Wind, Tornado, and Flood Protection

3.4.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require, in part, th:.c systems, structures, and compo-
nents important to safety shall be designed to withstand the effects of natural
phenomena such as tornadoes, hurricanes, and floods.

'

3.4.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The Commission has recognized the potential . hazards resulting from wind, torna- .

'

does, and floods imposed on a nuclear power plant since the early 1960s These
early reviews were performed on a plant-specific basis and-the staff's guide-
lines for acceptability evolved as new facilities were reviewed. In 1975, the-
staffpublishedsectionsoftheStandardReviewPlanaddressingthesesubject
areas. These guidance documents formally published regulatory positions that
had been in practice at that time but had not been previously published in any
type of regulatory document. Minor revisions were made to these SRPs in 1981;
however, guidelines therein have remained virtually unchanged since 1975.,

3.4.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility dotcrmined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the designs for protection against tornadoes, and floods met the-
staff acceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations. .The
staffhasandwillcontinuetoobtainnewinformationre'Atedtothissubject
area through a variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research re-
ports operating plant events and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews
thisInformationand,inthepast has required licensees to take actions to
upgradetheplanttoprovidecontInuingassuranceofadequateprotectionofthe
public health and safety. In addition, the staff will continue to review new
informationinthissubjectareaandifthestaffdeterminesthatnewordif-
ferent requirements are needed _the staff has the capability within the exist-
ing regulatory process to requlte additional analyses or plant modifications,
as necessary to-ensure the continued health and safety of the public. In con-
clusion, the Commission concludes that the current regulatory process has and
will continue to provide reasonable assurance that the licensing basis of all-
currently operating plants are sufficient to assure that_ operation is.not inim-
ical to the public health and safety.- ,

|
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3. 5 Missile Protection .

3.5.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Although large steam turbines and their auxiliaries are not safety-related sys- |
tems as defined by NRC regulations, failures that occur in these turbines can
produce large, high-energy missiles. If such missiles were to strike and to
damage plant .,afety-rulated systems, structures, and components, they could

,

render them ur.available to perform their safety function. Consequently, the *

regulations require, in part, that systems, structures, and components impor-'

i

tant to safety be appropriately protected against the effects of missiles that
might result from such failures.

1

3.5.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The standard review plans for turbine missile protection were first published
in NURTG-75/087 in December 1975 and updated in NUREG-0800 in-July 1981. Regu- <

1atory Guide 1.115 was revised in July 1977. The staff's guidance in these *

documents indicates-that the hazard rate for the losi, of essential safety sys-
tems from a single turbine missile event must be less than 10-.7'per year.
Plants constructed prior to the publication of the staff ~ guidance and evaluated
as part of the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) were reviewed to ensure that
an adequate levul of protection from turbine missiles existed at these plants. -

Turbine missiles are identified as SEP Topic III-4.B.

In the initial reviews of this topic, the value for the probability of turbine
failure resulting in ejection of turbine fragments through the turbine casing
(P ) was assumed be a constant of 10 4 per year for all turbines. Licensees or3

applicants evaluated.the strike probability'(P ) and the damage probability2
is less than 10 7 per year.(P ) to ensure that the product of P , P , and P33 i 2

These early reviews indicated that large uncertainties exist in P2 and P3 be-
cause of the difficulty in modeling missiles, barriers, obstacles,- and trajec-
tories and in determining critical impact energies. In an Electric Power :
Research-Institute sponsored seminar on " Turbine Missile Effects in Nuclear. ,"Power Plants" in October 1982, the staff indicated that,-because-of the uncer-

2 and P , they would emphasize the missile generation probability !tainties in P 3
(P ) in future turbine missile reviews. P2 and Pa probabilities are to be3

order-of-magnitudn estimates that are dependent on 'the orientation of the tur-
bine to essential safety systems. The revised method also ensures that the
hazard rate would be less than 10 7 per year'. -In this method the staff evalu-
ates the procedures and methods used by turbine manufacturers to calculate the
total missile generation probability and the associated turbine maintenance and
inspection procedures.

3.5.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant.was sufficient for-the staff to
conclude that the protection from turbine missiles met the' staff acceptance
criteria and the intent of all-applicable regulations. .The staff has and will ,

continue to obtain new information related to this subject. area through a vari-
ety.of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating plant
events and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this information and,

in the past, has required licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to
,

provide continuing assurance of adequate-protection of the public health and
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safety. In addition, the staff will continue to review new information in this'

subject area and if the staff determines that new or different requirements are
needed, the staff has the capability within the existing regulatory process to
require additional analyses or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the
continued health and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission con-
cludes that the current regulatory process has and will continue to provide ;

reasonable assurance that the licensing basis of all currently operating plants
are sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical to the public health -

and safety. ,

3.6 Protection Against Dynamic Effects Associated With Postulated Ruptu e of
Piping

3.6,1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that systems, structures, and components impor-
tant to safety be appropriately protected against the dynamic effects that may
result from ecuipment failures, including the effects of pipe whipping and dis-
charging fluics.

3.6.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis >

In 1972, the staff documented the deterministic criteria that the staff had
'

been using for several years as guidelines for selecting the locations and ori-
entations of postulated pipe breaks inside containment and for identifying the
measures that should be taken to arctect safety-related systems and equipment
from the dynamic effects of such areaks. Prior to use of these deterministic
criteria, the staff used non-deterministic guidelines on a plant-specific ba- e'

sis. The staff criteria were subsequently revised and issued in May 1973 as
Regulatory Guide 1.46, " Protection Against Pipe Whip Inside Containment."

Prior to 1972, the staff did not require postulation of pipe breaks'outside
containment. However, as a result of the continuing review of plant safety
during that time period, the staff determined that such breaks should be postu-
lated and the offects of these breaks should be evaluated by all licensees of
operating plants and all applicants for Construction Permits or Operating Li-
censes. Therefore, generic letters were sent to all licensees and applicants
from late 1972 through mid-1973. These -letters provided deterministic criteria
to be used for postulating pipe breaks outside containment and guidelines for
evaluating the dynamic effects of these breaks. The letters requested that all
recipients submit a report to the staff that summarized each plant-specific

'analysis of this issue. All operating reactor licensees and license appilcants
-

submitted the requested analyses in separate correspondence or updated the *

-

safety analysis report for the proposed plant to include the analysis. The
staf f reviewed all of these submitted analyses and prepared safety-evaluations-'

for all plants.

L -In November 1975, the staff published Standard Review Plan sections that-
slightly revised the two generic letters discussed above. As a part of-its
plant-specific reviewr between 1975 and 1981,- the staff used the guidelines in--

Regulatory Guide 1.46 for postulated pipe breaks-~inside' containment and SRPs
3.6.1 and 3.6.2 for outside containment. In July 1981,'SRPs 3.6.1 and 3.6.2-
were revised to be applicable to both outside 'ind-inside containment. On

| June 19, 1987,' Generic Letter 87-11 was issued to provide revised guidelines
for locations of postulated pipe ruptures.'

,

'
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Another example of the continuing review of new technical issues is the poten-
tial problem of asymmetric loading on reactor vessel supports following a pos-
tulated reactor coolant pipe rupture. In 1975, the staff was informed that
asymmetric loading on the reactor vessel supports resulting from a postulated
reactor coolant pipe rupture at the vessel nozzle had not been considered in
the original design of PWR plants. Following a brief review of this problem, i
the staff determined that a reevaluation of the reactor coolant system of all |
PWR plants was necessary to determine its capability to withstand these new |
loads. Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-2 was originated to address this prob-,

lem. All licensees of PWR operating plants were requested to submiti

plant-specific analyses. In response to this request, several licensees formed 4

an owners group and, in lieu of an analysis, submitted a report that incorpo-
rated advanced fracture mechanics techniques to demonstrate that a full diame- |
ter break could not occur in their primary loop piping. In Generic _
Letter 84-04, dated February 1,1984, the staff agreed that.such a break was
unlikely to occur, provided it could be demonstrated by deterministic fracture.

mechanics analyses that postulated through-wall flaws in plant-specific piping
would be detected by the plant's leakage monitoring systems long before the
flaws could grow to unstable sizes. The concept underlying such analyses is
referred to as " leak-bef ore-break" (LBB). . Subsequent evaluations of this issue
by-the staff led to the so called " broad scope rule," which revised GDC-4 in

,

1987 to permit the use of LBB-type analyses in both PWRs and BWRs. |
,

3.6.3 Conclusions 3

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined :that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
tconclude that the evaluations of the effects of postulated pipe breaks both,

inside and outside containment met the staff = acceptance criteria and the intent' -

; of all applicable regulations. The staff has and will continue to obtain new
information related to this subject area-through a variety of sources such as :
updates to the FSA,R,-research reports operating plant events and routine plant
inspections. ThestaffreviewsthisInformationand,inthepast,-hasrequired
licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to provide ~ continuing assurance
of adequate protection of the public health and safety.-In addition, the staff,

| will continue to review new information in this subject area and if.the staff
'

determines that new or different requirements are needed, the staff has-the
capability within the existing regulatory process-to require additional analys-
es or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continued health and

| safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current
^

.

regulatory process has and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that
the licensing basis of all currently operating plants are sufficient-to assure
that operation is not inimical to the;public health and safety.L

|
,

e

3.7 Seismic Design

-3.7.1 Safety _ Issues and Regulatory Requirements . 4

The Commission regulations require, in part, that- systems, structures; and com-
ponents important to safety be designed to-withstand the effects of earthquakes
without loss 'of. capability to perform their. safety. functions and provides,-in-

part, criteria required to determine the suitability of the plant design bases
that were established by: consideration of the' seismic characteristics of the
proposed plant site.
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3.7.2 Evolution of Current Lit.ensing Basis

The Commission has recognized the potential safety-related consequences of the
occurrence of a significant seismic event at a nuclear power plant site since

,

the staff first began reviewing applications for licenses in the late 1950s.
These early reviews were performed on a plant-specific basis, and the stai r's
guidelines for acceptability evolved as new facilities were reviewed. 10 CFR
Part 100, Appendix A, was later issued to establish the seismic design basis !
for systems, structures, ano components.

'

In 1973, Regulatcry Guides 1.60 and 1.61 were issued to provide staff positions
relative to seismic input levels to be used for plant designs to ensure ade- ;

.

quete consideration of historical data, site characteristics, and material be- !

havior. In 1975, SRPs 3.7.1, 3.7.2, and 3.7.3 were issued to provide detailed i

guidelines for analytical modeling techniques for seismic analyses. These i
guidelines were used by the staff to determine that a plant-specific design -|
satisfies applicable portions of the Commission's regulations. These SRPs were }
revised in 1981 to reflect changes in these guidelines since 1975. For exam- !

ple, one of the significant changes was related to the staff position on j
soil-structure interaction which was based on 1975 state-of-the-art. This po- i

sition was widely debated among industry ACRS, and the staff. These debates |
provided the basis for significant industry research effort-on this issue dur- !

ing the 1970s. The staffs' evaluation of this research provided the basis for i

a change in the staff position which incorporated the research recommendations ,

and led to more realistic criteria. |,

,

In the course of evaluating several plant-specific piping designs in the late I
1970s, the staff became aware of significant discrepancies between the original 1
piping seismic analysis computer code and a staff-approved benchmark code.
This problem led to a March 13, 1979 Order to Show Cause from the'Commissien,
which resulted in-the shutdown of five plants whose piping designs had involved ,

the use of the suspect computer codes. The differences between the computer
codes were attributed to the use of an inappropriate method of combining cer-
tain seismic-induced loads in the original codes. In April 1979, IE' Bulletin
79-07 was issued to request all licensees and applicants to review their piping
analyses and determine if any of their computer codes contained the unaccept-
able method of combining loads. In addition, they were requested to_ verify
that all piping computer programs were checked against either staff-approved
benchmark problems or other acceptable piping conputer programs. 'All licensees
were to submit reports to the Commission describing the results of;their-re- ;

view. The staff reviewed the submittals from all licensees and applicants.and !
the issue was resolved on a plant-specific basis by arriving at one of the fol- !
lowing conclusions: !

!

1. The licensee or-applicant used acceptable methods of combining loads _in
their piping analyses.

_2. If the_ original _ analyses used the unacceptable method of combining'_ loads,
all applicable piping was reanalyzed using-acceptable methodology. The
results of these new analyses.showed that all piping stresses were within- !

'

the allowable stresses of applicable ASME Section!III or ANSI B31.1 Codes.

i
s

>
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3.7.3 Conclusions

The staf f review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determine:*
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staf f to
conclude that the design for protection against earthquakes met the staff ac-
ceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations. The staff has
and will continue to obtain new information related to this subject area
through a variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports,
operating plant events and routine plart inspections. The staff reviews this
information and, in the past, has requ, sed licensees to take actions to upgrade
the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate protection of the public
health and safety. In addition the staff will continue to review new informa-
tioninthissubjectareaandIfthestaffdeterminesthatnewordifferent
requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within the existing regu-
latory process to require additional analyses or_ plant modifications, as neces-
sary, to ensure the continued health and safety of the public. In conclusion,
the Commission concludes that the current regulatory process has and will con-
tinue to provide reasonable assurance that the licensing basis of all currently
operating plants are sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical to the
public health and safety.

3. 8 Design of Seismic Category I Structures

3.8.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations contain various requirements for the design and con-
struction of concrete and steel containments as well as requirements for all
other Seismic Category I structures both inside and outside centainment.

3.8.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

When the NRC staff first began to review design of Seisnic Category I struc-
tures in the 1960s, its scope and depth of review were not well defined and the
staff acceptance was generally based on an ad hoc and plant-specific approach
that provided adequate protection of the gefieraTpublic.

Staff review of design adequacy of containment and other Category I structures
has been generally upgraded to use established. structural design criteria and
methodologies. The primary codes used in the early 1970s to review the design
adequacy were the Building Code Requirements for Reinforced _ Concrete (ACI-318)
and AISC, " Specification for Design, Fabrication,-and Erection of Structural.
Steel for Buildings," American Institute of Steel Construction. for concrete-

)and steel structures, respectively.
1

In 1973, the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Divisions 1 and-
2, became the standards for the design of steel and concrete containments. In
1975ethe staff published the_ Standard Review Plans (NUREG-0800), which adopted-
the above-listed codes and standards with appropriate. inclusion:of new load
combinations and analysis methods. The Standard Review Plans were revised in
1981 and Sections 3.8.1 through 3.8.5 of the plans form the _ bulk ~ of the current

-licensing criteria for containments and Category I__structur_es.
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The staf f, as part of its routine review process, continued to assess the po-
tential safety impact of any new information related to design of structures
and, as appropriate, caused plant modifications to be implemented for affected
plants to ensure continued conformance with the current licensing basis (e.g.,
modifications of torus supports and header piping supports for all Mark I
plants).

3.8.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the design of seismic catetory I structures met the staff accep-
tance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations. The staff has and
will continue to obtain new information related to this subject area through a
variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating
plant events and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this information

'

and, in the past, has required licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant
to provide continuing assurance of adequate protection of the public health and
safety. In addition, the staff will continue to review new information in this
subject area and if the staff determines that new or different requirements are
needed, the staff has the capability within the existing regulatory process to
require additional analyses or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the .

continued health and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission con- !
cludes that the current reguistory process has and will continue to provide :

reasonable assurance that the licensing basis of all currently operating plants,

are sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical to the public health
and safety.

.

3.9 Mechanical Systems and Components ;

3.9.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations contain requirements to ensure that all of the dif-
ferent types of mechanical systems, components, and. equipment will maintain
their structural and functional integrity _for the life of the plant.

3.9.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

During the early 1960s when 10 CFR 50 General- Design Criteria and the ASME
Section III Code for Nuclear Power Plant Components were evolving, the staff
reviews of design criteria for mechanical systems and components were performed
on a plant-specific basis. ASME Section VIII, " Pressure Vessels," and American
National Standards Institute (ANSI)-B31.1, " Power Piping," were the two main
design standards that were accepted by the staff to ensure the structural in- ,

tegrity of safety-related mechanical systems-and components. In 1963, ASME
Section III, " Nuclear Vessels," was published and accepted by the staff as a
replacement for ASME Section VIII.: In 1969, ANSI B31.7, " Nuclear Power Pip-
ing," was-published and accepted by the staff as a replacement for ANSI B31.1.:
In 1971, ASME Section III-was expanded to include rules for vessels, pumps,
valves, and piping. ANSI B31.7 was included in ASME Section 111-1971. In that
same year,-10 CFR 50.55a was added to the regulations to provide a-raquirement
for applicants to use ASME Section III for the design of reactor coalant pres-

'

sure boundary components. _ Subsequent editions of. ASME Section III through the
.

present 1989 edition have been required by 10 CFR 50.55a for the designs of
mechanical systems and components.
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In 1975, Standard Review Plans 3.9.1 through 3.9.5 were issued to document
guidelines that the staff had previously been using in its plant reviews of
mechanical systems and components to demonstrate compliance with the applicable- i

Commission regulations. SRP 3.9.6 was also issued in 1975 to provide guide- !

lines for the staff to use in evaluating inservice testing (IST), programs for
safety-related pumps and valves in non-operating plants.- At that time, there

I was no requirement for IST applicable to operating plants. Therefore, in
February 1976, 10 CFR 50.55a(g) was revised to include specific IST require- +

ments in accordance with ASME Section XI for all licensees of operating plants ;

and all applicants for a license to operate. Included in this revision was a
requirement for_ all licensees to submit-a new IST program to the staff every 10
years. These new programs are updated to reflect the latest ASME Section XI
requirements and staff positions. 'Each licensee's' program is reviewed and ap-
proved by the staff.

Prior to 1979, light water reactors experienced a number of occurrences of int- !

proper performance of safety and relief valves installed in the reactor coolant
system As a result in 1980, the staff issued NUREG-0737, " Clarification of
TMI Action Plan Requirements," Item II.D.1,-which required all BWR and PWR r

licensees and applicants to qualify reactor coolant system safety and relief
valves, block valves, and associated _ piping and supports under expected operat-
ing conditions for design basis transients _and accidents. -In response to this
requirement, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) conducted a series of '

tests for licensees and applicants in 1981-and 1982 to demonstrate operability i

of the compenents under the required loading conditions. All licensees and
applicants have submitted information to demonstrate-applicability of-the EPRI
test results to their plant-specific equipment. - The s.taff has reviewed all but ;

a few plant-specific responses on this issue. The staff's reviews assure that-
all applicable valves, piping, and supports in each plant are enveloped by the
EPRI test program. These reviews are scheduled for completion in 1990.

'

3.9.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the design of_ mechanical systems and components important to
safety met the staff acceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable _regu-
lations. The staff has and will continue to obtain new information related to ;

this subject area through a variety of sources such as updates to the-FSAR,
research reports, operating plant events and routine plant inspections. The.
staff reviews this information and, in the past, has required licensees to take-
actions to upgrade the plant tu provide continuing assurance of adequate pro ;-

tection of the public health and safety.-In addition,-the staff _will continue-
to review new information in this subject area and:if the. staff determines that
new or different requirements are needed,7 the staff has the capability within-
the existing regulatory process to require additional analyses--or plant modifi-
cations, as necessary, to ensure the continued health and safety of the public.
In conclusion, the Commission concludes that-the, current regulatory process has
and will; continue to provide reason ole assurance that the, licensing basis of.: 1
all currently operating plants are sufficient to assure that operation is not- (
inimical to the public health and safety.

,
-

t
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3.10 Seismic and Dynamic Qualification of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment

3.10.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Cornission regulations contain requirements to ensure that mechanical and
electrical equipment important to safety remain operable under the full range
of normal and accident loadings, including seismic.

;

3.10.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The evolution of the GDC, safety guides, regulatory guides, and SRPs is dis-
cussed in Subsection 3.2.2 above. Commission guidance was originally issued in
March 1976. These guidelines documented staff positions on seismic and dynamic
qualification of equipment that had been implemented by the staff since the
early 1970s. The analysis and te!,t criteria used by the staff to review this
issue evolvad rapidly between 1971 and 1980. Consequently, for plants that-
were reviewed by the staff prior to the early 1970s, the margins of safety pro-
vided in equipment to resist seismically-induced loads are uncertain. This-
concern led tne staff to originate Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46, " Seismic

' 'Qualification of Equipment in Operating Nuclear Power Plants."

NUREG-1211, " Regulatory Analysis for Resolution of USI A-46," February 1987,
identified some operating plants to be reviewed under USI A-46 as-those plants
whose equipment had not been qualified by using IEEE Standard 344-1975 or later
revision. On February 19, 1987,=the staff issued Generic letter 87-02, " Veri-
fication of Seismic Adequacy of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment in Operat-
ing Reactors, USI v 46." This letter provided the staff's requirements for.

implementing the resolution of USI A-46. A utility owners group has been
formed and is negotiating with the staff on the implementation schedule in ac-
cordance with the NRC policy on integrated schedule for plant modifications,
Generic Letter 83-20 May 9, 1983. In addition, the staff will-conduct de-
tailedauditsofailmitednumberofplantstoverifythatthelicenseehas
implementad its program in accordance with GL 87-02. Enforcement or other reg-
ulatory actions could result from these audits. When a licensee completes.its
followup actions, it will be required to submit a letter stating that all plant
modifications-or followup actions related to USI A-46 have been completed.-

1

3.10.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of.the initial licensing of a facility determined-

that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the seismic and dynamic qualification of mechanical and electri-'-
cal equipment met the staff acceptance criteria and the intent of all applica- >

ble regulations. The staff has and will continue to_obtain'new information
related to this subject area through a variety of sources such as updates-to
the FSAR,'research reports, operating plant events and routine plant inspec-
tions. The staff reviews this information and, in the past,~has required

.

licensees to take actions to upgrade the: plant to provide continuing assurance;- .

of adequate protection of the public health and safety. In addition,-.the staff -
.

will-continue to review new information in_this subject area and if the staff-
determines that new or different requirements are needed, the-staff.has the
capability within the existing regulatory process to require additional analys-
es or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continued health and
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safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current i

regulatory process has and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that i

the licensing basis of all currently operating plants are sufficient to assure
that operation is not inimical to the public health and safety.

3.11 Environmental Design of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment

3.11.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that systems, structures, and components i

important to safety be designed to accommodate the effects of and be compatible
with the environmental conditions associated with normal operation, mainte-
nance, testing, and postulated accidents, including loss-of-coolant accidents.
They are to be appropriately protected against the effects of discharging flu-
ids. Environmental qualification is one means of satisfying the above require-
nent for essential components. Specific requirements for environmental
1ualification of electrical equipment important to safety are contained in
10 CFR 50.49, which requires each licensee to establish a program for qualifi-
cation of essential electrical equipment subject to harsh environmental condi- '

tions, and maintain qualification of this equipment for the lifetime of the
plant.

For purposes of the discussion on the environmental design basis, it should be
noted that licenseed current environmental qualification programs will include
equipment subject to' periodic replacement and equipment that has been qualified
for the currently licensed plant lifetime. A review of the program covering
equipment periodically replaced is not necessary as this process will continue
during the renewed license life. <

3.11.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis !
i

In November 1977, the Union of Concerned Scientists petitioned the Commission
to upgrade the environmental qualification of equipment in operating facilitics
to current standards. This petition led to the Commission Memorandum and Order
of May 23, 1980 (CLI-80-21) which provided guidance and directives to resolve
this matter in an expeditious manner. Part of this activity included develop-
ment of a new rule for environmental qualification of electrical equipment.
This action culminated in issuance of 10 CFR 50.49 dated January 21,1983. All-
licensees have implemented programs consistent with 10 CFR 50.49 and supple-
mental staff guidelines to ensure the safety function of electrical equipment -

subjected to harsh environments (radiation, temperature, pressure, and mois-
ture) following postulated design basis accidents. This has resulted in assur-
ance of safe plant shutdown following loss of coolant and steam line break
accidents.

.

3.11.3 Conclusions
,

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of-a-. facility determined,

that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to *

i conclude that the environmental qualification program'for electrical equipment
important-to safety met the staff acceptance criteria and the intent of all

j applicable-regulations. The. staff has and will continue to obtain new informa-
tion related to this subject area-through a variety of sources such as updates. '

to the FSAR, research reports,. operating plant events and routine plant inspec-

|
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,

tions. The staff reviews this information and, in the past, has required
licensees to take actions to upgrade-the plant to provide continuing assurance
of adequate protection of the public health and safety. In addition, the staff
will continue to review new information in this subject area and-if the staff
determines that new or different requirements are needed, the staff has the
capability within the existing regulatory process to require additional analys-
es or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continued health and
safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current
regulatory process has and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that
the licensing basis of all currently operating plants are sufficient to assure
that aperation is not inimical to the public health and safety.
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4 REACTOR ,

;

4.1 Scope '

, This chapter addresses the evaluation and supporting information reviewed by
| the staff to establish the capability of the reactor to perform its safety

functions throughout its design lifetime under all normal operational modes,
including transient and steady state, and accident conditions. The evaluation
covers the areas of fuel system design, nuclear design, thermal and hydraulic
design, reactor materials, and functional design of reactivity control systems. '

'4.2 Fuel System Design

4.2.1 3afety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that the reactor core and associated coolant,
control, and protection systems be designed with appropriate margin to ensure
that specified acceptable fuel desi
any condition of normal operation, gn limits (SAFDLs) are not exceeded duringincluding the effects of anticipated opera-
tional occurrences, and that the reactor core and associated cociant systems be
designed so that in the power operating range the net effect of the prompt in--

herent nuclear feedback characteristics tends to compensate for a rapid in-
crease in react ivity. These regulations also address the requirements of
maintaining the capability to cool the core under postulated accident condi-
tions. Methods of adequately predicting fuel rod failures during postulated
accidents are adopted so that radioactivity release estimates are not underes-
timated and thereby ensure that the plant in question would continue to satisfy
the related requirements of-10 CFR Part 100. Also, the acceptable' fuel perfor-
mance limits under a postulated loss of coolant accident are specified in -

10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50,

4.2.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The evolution of the general design criteria (GDC), safety guides, regulatory
guides, and standard review plans (SRPs) is discussed in Section 3.2.2 above.

4.2.3 Conclusions

The staff review-at the time of the initial licensing and before each refueling-
of a facility determined that the information provided by the applicant was
sufficient for the-staff to conclude that the fuel system design met the staff-
acceptance criteria and the intent uf'all applicable regulations. The staff- -
hasand_willcontinuetoobtainnewinformation-relatedto.thissubjectarea
through a variety of sources such as updates to the'FSAR, research reports,
operating plant events and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this

i. information and, in the past, has required licensees to take-actions.to upgrade i

the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate protection of the public
health and safety. In addition, the staff will continue to review new informa- ;

tion in this subject area and if the staff determines that new or different |
requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within the existing- !.

'l
;
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regulatory process to require additional analyses or plant modifications, as
necessary, to ensure the continued health and safety of the public. In conclu-
sion the Commission concludes that the current re ulatory process has and will
continuetoprovidereasonableassurancethatthe icensing basis of all cur-
rently operating plants are sufficient ta assure that operation is not inimical
to the public health and safety.

4.3 Nuclear Design

4.3.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that acceptable fuel design limits be specified .

ithat will not be exceeded during normal operation, including the effects of
anticipated operational occurrences, and require that in the power operating I

range,thepromptinherentnuclearfeedbackcharacteristicstendtocompensate ~|
for a rapid increase in reactivity. The regulations also require that power
oscillations that could result in conditions exceeding SAFDL are not possible
or can be reliably and readily detected and suppressed; and require instrumen-
tation and controls to monitor variables and systems that can affect the fis-
sion process over anticipated ranges for normal operation and accident
conditions, and to maintain the variables and systems within prescribed operat-
ing ranges. Further, the regulations require automatic initiation of the reac-
tivity control systems to ensure that SAFDLs are not exceeded; that reliable
reactivity control systems be provided under normal or accident operating con-
ditions; and that the effects of postulated reactivity accidents neither result
in damage to the reactor coolant pressure boundary greater than limited local
yielding, nor cause sufficient damage to impair significantly the capability to
cool the core.

4.3.2 Evolution of Current ticensing Basis

The evolution of the GDC, safety guides, regulatory guides, and SRPs is dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.2 above.

4.3.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing and before each refueling
of a facility determined that the information provided by the applicant was
sufficient for the staff to conclude that the nuclear design met the staff ac-
ceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations. The staff has
andwillcontinuetoobtainnewinformationrelatedtothissubjectarea
through a variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports,
operating plant events and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this

theplanttoprovidecontinuIngassuranceofadequateprotectionofthepubrade
information and, in the past has required licensees to take actions to up

lic-
health and safety. In addition the staff will continue to review new informa--

tioninthissubjectareaandIfthestaffdeterminesthatnewordifferent
requirements are needed,-the staff has the capability within the existing regu--

latory process to require additional analyses or plant modifications, as neces-
sary, to ensure the continued health and safety of the public. In conclusion,
the Commission concludes that the current regulatory process has and will: con-
tinue to provide reasonable assurance that the licensing basis of.all currently

4-2
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operating plants are sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical to the
public health and safety. i

4.4 Thermal and Hydraulic Design

4.4.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that the reactor core and associated coolant,
control, and protection systems br designed with appropriate margin to ensure

any condition of normal operation, gn limits (SAFDLs) are not exceeded duringincluding the effects of anticipated opera-
that specified acceptable fuel desi

tional occurrences.

4.4.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis |.
The evolution of the GDC, safety guides, regulatory guides, and SRPs is dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.2 above.

4.4.3 Conclusions
'

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing and before each refueling
of a facility determined that the information provided by the applicant was
sufficient for the staff to conclude that the thermal and hydraulic design met
the staff acceptance criteria and the intent of-all appilcable regulations. The
staffhasandwillcontinuetoobtainnewinformationrelatedtothissubject
area through a variety-of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reaorts,
operating plant events and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews t11s
information and, in the past has required-licensees to take actions to upgrade i

theplanttoprovidecontinulngassuranceofadequateprotectionofthepublic;

health and safety. In addition, the staff will continue to review new information
in this subject area and if the staff determines that.new or different requirements
are needed, the staff has the capability within the existing regulatory process
to require additional analyses or plant modifications,.as necessary, to ensure
the continued health and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission
concludes that the current regulatory process has and will continue to provide
reasonable assurance that the licensing basis of.all currently operating plants
are sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical to the public health
and safety.

4.5 Reactor Materials

4.5.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations, in part, require that-the reactor coolant pressure
boundary have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage, of rapidly
propagating failure, and of gross rupture under operating, maintenance,. test-

.

ing, and p stulated accident conditions. These regulations also require that-
strut;ures,-systems, and components important to' safety be designed ( fabricat-
ed, erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate.with the importance

,

of the safety functions to be performed. In addition, the regulations require
that one of the reactivity control systems shall use control rods, preferably.

including a positive means for inserting the rods, and shall be capable of re-
liably controlling reactivity changes to ensure that fuel design limits are not-
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exceeded under conditions of normal operation, including anticipated opera-
tional occurrences, and that components that are part of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary be designed to permit periodic inspection and testing of
critical areas to assess their structural and leaktight integrity.

To satisfy these regulations, the staff recommends that control rod drive
structural materials, reactor internals, and core support materials be de-
signed, fabricated, erected, and tested using the published regulatory guidance
and inspected to the guidelines of Section XI, Code Class 1, of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (hereafter ASME
Code). The staff reviews proposed alternatives to the recommendations in the
current. criteria to ensure that they provide an acceptable level of quality and
safety.

When inservice inspection requirements of Section XI of the ASME Code are de-.

termined to be impractical, the NRC, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6),
may grant relief and may impose alternative requirements that are determined to
be authorized by law, will not endanger life or property or the common defense
and security, and are otherwise in the public interest, giving due considera-
tion to the burden upon the licensee that could result if the requirements were
imposed on the facility.

The staff has implemented requirements in addition t'o Section III of the ASME
~

Code because many of the components are constructed of austenitic stainless
steel material that is susceptible to intergranular stress corrosion cracking
in the water environment of the boiling-water reactor (BWR).

4.5.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis
't

Sections Ill and XI of the ASME Code have changed and will contir,ue to change
as technology and operating experience change. The staff actively participates
in the process that revises the ASME Code and reviews these changes to deter-
mine whether they should be incorporated into plants' licensing bases.

Section XI of the A WE Code contains updating provisions. It requires-
licenseas W evise W !r inservice inspection program every 10 years. The
revisW por,3s in:orporate all the changes required by ASME Section XI of the
11cen & p gram and, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6), the staff may '

grant M fr impose alternative requirements.- -

1

Changes in technologies (i.e. , radiation embrittlement, ultrasonic. examination,
etc.), which are nnt addressed by the ASME Code, are described-in generic let-
ters and regulatory guides. These letters and guides are prepared and pub-
lished by the staff and-become-incorporated into the licensing basis of any-
nuclear power ple.rd Many of these guides recommend changes-to the-
plant-specifir %x ing basis when environmental conditions change. The staff
reviews these M e y changes and approves them on a plant-specific basis t

using generic acc.o oce criteria. -

4.5.31 Conclusier.s

| The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of.~a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the control rod drive structural materials:and reactor internals. .
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met the staff acceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations.
The staff has and will continue to obtain new information related to this sub- :

ject area through a variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research i

reports, operating plant events and routine plant inspections. The staff re- :

views this information and, in the past has required licensees to take actions
toupgradetheplanttoprovidecontinuIngassuranceofadequateprotectionof
the public health and safety. In addition, the staff will continue to review
new information in this subject area and if the staff determines that new or
different requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within the ex-
isting regulatory process to require additional analyses or plant modifica-
tions, as necessary, to ensure the continued health and safety of the public.
In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current regulatory process has
and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that the licensing basis of
all currently operating plants are sufficient tt, $sure that operation is not
inimical to the public health and safety.

|

( :

4.6 Functional Design of Reactivity Control Systems

4.6.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that the protection system be designed to fail ,

into a safe state or into a state demonstrated to-be acceptable on some other
'

defined basis if such conditions as disconnection of the system, loss of energy
(e.g., electric power, instrument air), or postulated adverse environments
(e.g., extreme heat or cold, fire, pressure, steam, water radiation) are expe-
rienced. TheseregulationsalsorequirethattheprotectIonsystembedesigned
to ensure that SAFDLs are not exceeded for any single malfunction of reactivity-
control systems, such as accidental withdrawal of control rods, and require
that two independent reactivity control systems of different design principles
be provided.

One of the systems uses control rods, preferably including a positive means for
inserting the rods, and shall be capable of reliably controlling reactivity
changes to ensure that under conditions of normal operation, including antici- ,

pated operational occurrences, and with appropriate margin for such malfunc-
tions as stuck rods, SAFDLs are not exceeded. The second reactivity control
system shall be capable of reliably controlling the rate of reactivity changes
resulting from planned, normal power changes (including xenon burnout) to en-
sure that SAFDLs are not-exceeded. One _of the systems shall be capable of'

holding the reactor core subcritical under cold conditions.

Further, these regulations require that the reactivity co!'rol systems be de-
signed to have a combined capability, in conjunction with poison addition by
the emergency core cooling system, of reliably controlling reactivity changes
to ensure that under postulated accident conditions _atA with ap3ropriate margin
for stuck rods the capability to cool the. core is maim.d ned; t1at the reactiv"
ity control systems be designed to consider the effects of postulated reactivi-
ty accidents and maintain core coolability; and that the reactivity control ,

systems be designed to ensure an extremely high probability of accomplishing
their safety function.in the event of anticipated operational-occurrences.

4.6.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis
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;

The evolution of the GDC, safety guides, regulatory guides, and SRPs is dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.2 above.

4.6.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing and before refueling of a
facility determined that the information provided by the applicant was suffi-
cient for the staff to conclude that the' functions 1 design of reactivity con-
trol systems met the staff acceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable
regulations. The staff has and will continue to obtain new information related
to this subject area through a variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR,
research reports operating plant events and routine plant inspections. The
staffreviewsthIsinformationand,inthepast,has.requiredlicenseestotake
actions to upgrade the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate pro-

,

tection of the public health and safety. In addition, the staff will continue
to review new information in this subject area and if the staff determines that
new or different requirements are needed,.the staff has the capability within

cations, as necessary,y process to require additional analyses or plant modifi-to ensure the continued health and safety of the public._
the existing regulator

4

In conclusion the Commission concludes that the current' regulatory process has
andwillcontlnue-toprovidereasonableassurancethatthe_licensingbasisof ,

all currently operating plants are sufficient to assure that operation is not. *

inimical to the public health and safety.

;
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5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM AND CONNECTED SYSTEMS

5.1 Integrity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary and Reactor Vessels

5.1.1 Scope i

This section addresses an evaluation v/ the reactor coolant system and systems !

connected to it. Special consideration is given to the reactor coolant system
and pressure containing parts out to and including isolation valving which is
the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB), as defined in 10 CFR 50.2(v). The
evaluation covers the areas of integrity of RCPB, reactor vessels, and component
and subsystem design. ;

5.1. 2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements ;

Commission reguations require that the RCPB have an extremely low probability
of abnormal leakage, of rapidly propagating failure, and of gross rupture under
operating maintenance, testing, and postulated accident con:litions and require
that the reactor coolant system and associated auxiliary, control, and protec-
tion systems be designed with sufficient margin to ensure that the design condi-

.

tions of the RCPB-are not exceeded during any conditions of normal operation, i

including anticipated operational occurrences. These regulations also require ,

that components that are part of the RCPB be designed, fabricated, erected, and
tested to the highest quality standards practical and also that they be designed
to permit periodic insaection and testing of critical areas to assess their
structural and leaktigit integrity.

To satisfy these requirements, RCPB components must be designed, fabricated, i

erected, and tested to 10 CFR 50.55a(c), inservice inspection must be performed
'

according to 10 CFR 50.55a(g), and RCPB components must meet.the fracture tough-
ness and material surveillance requirements of 10 CFR 50.60 ' Additional frac- '

ture toughness requirements for prctection against pressurized thermal shock
events are contained in 10 CFR:50.61. Also protection against overpressure is
provided per the requirements of American Society of_ Mechanical Engineers Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code),-Section III, Article NB-7000.

10 CFR 50.55a(c) requires RCPB components to meet the edition'and addenda of
Section III of the ASME Code that was required by Commission regulations at the
time the regulations were issued, 10 CFR 50.55a(g) requires-RC)B components to-
meet Section XI of_the ASME Code. Proposed alternatives to these ASME Code-
requirements are permitted in 10LCFR 50.55(a)(3),-provided the' licensee demon-
strates that_(1)-the proposed alternative would provide an acceptable level of
quality and safety or (2) compliance with the specified requirements would in -result in hardship or unusual difficulties without- a compensating increase
the level of quality and safety. When inservice inspection requirements of Sec-
tion XI of the ASME Code are determined to be impractical.:the NRC, in accor- -

dance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6), may grant relief and may impose alternative'

requirements that are_ determined _to be authorized by_ law, will not endanger life.-

or property or the common defense and security, and are otherwise in the public _ i

interest, giving due consideration to the burden upon the licensee that could-
,

'
!

result if the requirements were-imposed on the facility.
.
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10 CFR 50.60(a) ru uires that RCPB components meet the fracture toughness
requirements in Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50, and requires the reactor vessel
material surveillance program to meet the requirements in Appendix H to 10 CFR
Part 50. These appendices impose additional requirements on the reactor vessel
because the reactor vessel is subject to neutron irradiation embrittlement.
10 CFR 50.60(b) permits licensees to meet alternative requirements to those

specified in Appendices G and H when an exemption is granted by(the Commissionunder 10 CFR 50.12. A low-temperature overpressure protection LTOP) system is
provided to ensure that the pressure-temperature limits per the Appendix G
requirements are not exceeded.

5.1.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The RCPB is composed of piping, pumps, valves, and vessels. Before 1970, piping.

in the RCPB was constructed and fabricated to the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) Code B31.1, " Power Piping," and pumps and valves were con-
structed and fabricated to manufacturer specifications. In 1970, the ASME Code-

was revised to include requirements for RCPB piping, pumps, and valves in Sec-
tion III. Vessels within the RCPB are constructed and fabricated to ASME Code ,

requirements. Earlier plants were constructed to Sections I and VIII, and later
plants were constructed to Section III requirements.

>

ThefabricationrequirementsforRCPBpipingIsrepor,t(FSAR).
pumps valves, and vessels are

specified in the plant's final safety analys The staff reviewed'

' the plant's FSAR to determine that the alternative requirements to Section-III
of the ASME Code provided an acceptable level of quality and safety.

Sections III and XI of the ASME Code have changed and will keep changing during
the licensed lifetime of nuclear power plants including the renewal period. The
staff reviews these changes to determine whether they should be incorporated
into the individual plant licensing bases.

The most significant change in Section III of the ASME Code, which affects RCPB
integrity, was a change in fracture toughntss requirements initiated in the
Summer 1972 Addends to the 1971. Edition of'the ASME Code. This chan
additional material testing and required pressure / temperature (P/T) ge required

-

limits dur-
ing heatup, cooldown, and hydrotest of the reactor vessel. All licensees are >

required to heat up, cool down, and hydrotest the reactor vessel in accordance
with plant-specific P/T limits that are based on linear elastic fracture mechan-

! ics technology. However, the Commission decided that plants built before 1972-
| and plants that had ordered their reactor coolant pressure boundary material

before 1972 did not have to perform the additional testing required by the
Summer 1972 Addenda. Except for reactor vessel materials, the Commission con-
cluded that the earlier test requirements were adequate to ensure RCPB integrity.-
Commission acceptance of_these requirements is documented in Appendix G to -

10 CFR Part 50. For reactor vessel materials, the staff issued: Branch Technical
Position (MTEB) 5-2, " Fracture Toughness Requirement." This branch technical
position described a method of updating the earlier test data ~to Summer 1972
Addenda requirements. -The test data must be' updated in order to calculate-P/T- ,

limits. Licensees utilized this method-or. developed their own method to update
their reactor vessel material test data.: Methods developed by licensees were

-reviewed and approved by the staff.
,

k
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10 CfR 50.55a(g) requires that RCPB components meet Section XI of the ASME Code.
Section XI of the ASME Code contains updating provisions. It requi*es licensees j

to revise their inservice inspection programs every 10 years. The revised pro- i

grams incorporate all the changes required by Section XI of the ASME Code,
except for those that are impractical. The staff reviews the licensee's program
and, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6), the staff may grant relief or |
impose alternative requirements. -|

Changes in technologies (i.e., radiation embrittlement, ultrasonic examination, f
etc.), which are not adoressed by the ASME Code, are described in generic letters !

and regulatory guides. These letters and guides are prepared by the staff and i

may be incorporated into the licensing basis of the nuclear power plant. Many ,

of these guides recommend changes to the plant licensing basis when env uonmental
conditions change. These licensing changes are reviewed and approved by the ,

staff.
1

In addition to these requirements. the staff may recommend or require additional
programs when it determines that the operatirg environment for the component isi

particularly severe. These-programs are imposed tbrough issuance of technical.
specifications or are recommended through issuance of branch technical positions,
regulatory guides, standard review plans, or generic letters. Examples of compo-
nents that operate in a particularly severe environment and for_which the staff
has either recommended or imposed additional requirements are hoiling-water
reactor (BWR) coolant pressure bcundary piping, pressurized-water reactor (PWR) 1
steam generator tubing, and-all light-water reactor-(LWR) vessels. Generic.Let- '

'

ter 88-01 specified additional recommendations for BWR coolant pressure boundary
piping because the piping was subject to intergranular stress corrosion cracking
(IGSCC).. Generic Letter 88-11 recommended a revised method of cal alating neu-
tron irradiation embrittlement of LWR reactor vessels because analysis of sur-
veillance data in Appendix H to 10 CFR Part 50 indicated that the previous
method did not adequately address the issue. The staff imposes augmented _
inspection program requirements on PWR steam generator tubing by issuing
technical specifications. .

The staff reviewed the capability to remove contaminants fr_om the reactor
coolant system. The reactor water cleanup systems in direct-cycle'BWR plants,
in conjunction _with the primary water monitoring system must have the. capability -

to remove contaminants introduced.by main condenser leakage. Since the SEP-
effort, the staff has encouraged the preparation and implementation of Electric
Pnwer Research Institute (EPRI) and BWR owners group-normal and hydrogen water '

chemistry guidelines. These guidelines, implemented by all BWR~ owners, specifi- ;

cally address action recommendations in the event of condencer in-leakage tran---
sient implementation _ of the water chemistry guidelines through the use of NRC--

Inspection Procedure 79501. On the basis of such regulatory activities, the
staff has concluded'that the SEP lesson-learned issue has.been acceptably.
resolved and that no additional regulatory action is necessary.to address this. '

' issue.
,

A reliable and sensitive leakage. detection system is important to. monitor the 1

reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage to the containment and interconnecting
r.ystem and it provides operators with an. adequate margin _of_ time =to initiate

-actions to_ identify, isolate, and repair the source of a leak. Revisiensito
procedures or technical specifications were made for_.some plants which reflected'
system limitations _and to enhance system reliability.- Generic Letters-84-04 and

Y
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88-01 addressed improved technical spe:ifications for leakage detection on PWRs
and BWRs, respectively. All plants have technical specifications that address
allowable rates for leaks in the primary coolant system. Additionally, proce-
dures and operator training improvements also address the detection of primaryi

coolant system leakage and necessary actions.

I 5.1.4 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial 'icensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the reactor coolant pressure boundary as defined in 10 CFR
50.2(n) met the staf f ac.eptance criteria and the intent of all applicable
regulations. The staff has and will continue to obtain new information related
to this subject area through a variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR,
research reports, operating plant events and routine plant inspections. The
staff reviews this information and, in the past, has required licensees to take
actions to upgrade the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate-pro-
tection of the public health and safety, in addition, the staff will continue
to review new information in this. subject area and if the staff determines that
new or different requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within
the existing regulatory process'to require additional analyses or plant modi-
fications, as necessary, to ensure the continued health and safety of the
public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current regulatory
process has and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that the licen- '

sing basis of all currently operating plants are sufficient to assure that
operation is not inimical to the public health and safety.

5.2 Component and Subsyftem Design

5.2.1 Scope

This section addresses the performance requirements and design features to
ensure overall safety of the various components within the reactor coolant
system and subsystems c1cceiy allied with the reactor coolant system. This
component and subsystem include reactor coolant pumps, steam oenerators, reactor
coolant piping, main steamline flow restrictions, main steam 1Tne isolation sys-
tem, reactor core isolation cooling system, residual heat removal' system, reactor
water cleanup system,' main steamline and feedwater piping, pressurizer, pres-
surizer relief discharge system, valves, safety and relief valves, component
supports, and reactor coolant system high point vents.

5.2.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements
'

Commission regulations require that systems, structures, and components important
to safety be designed, fabricated erected, and tested to quality standards com-
mensurate with the importance of the-safety _ functions to be performed and that
systems, structures, and components important to safety shall be appropriately

_ protected against dynamic effects, including the effects of missiles, pipe whip-
ping, and discharging fluids that'may result from equipment failures and from i

events and conditions outside the plant.- In addition, the regulations require :

(1) that the RCPB shall se designed, fabricated, erected, and tested so as to-
have an extremely low probability of abnormal-leakage, of rapidly propagating-
failure, and of gross rupture; (2) that the reactor coolant system and associ-
ated auxiliary systems shall be designed with sufficient margin io ensure that--
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the design conditions of the RCPB are not exceeded during any condition of nor--

mal operation,-including anticipated operational occurrences; (3) that the RCPB
shall be designed with sufficient margin to ensure that, when stressed under
operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated accident conditions, the bound-
ary behaves in a nonbrittle manner and the probebility of rapidly propagating;
fracture is minimized; (4) that components that are part of the RCPB shall be
designed to permit periodic inspection and testing of important areas and fea-
tures to assess their structural-and leaktight integrity; and (5) that a system
to supply reactor coolant makeup for protection against small breaks in the RCPB
shall be provided.

The system safety function shall be to transfer fission product. decay heat and
other residual heat from the reactor core at such a rate that specified accept-
able fuel design limits (SAFDLs) and the design conditions of the RCPB are not
exceeded. Suitable redundancy in components and features and suitable
interconnections, leak detection, and isolation capabilities shall-be provided.

5.2.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The licensing basis for various components within the reactor coolant system and-
subsystems has evolved as reactor events _and_ generic studies by the_NRC staff
provide new information that is determined tn improve component and subsystem
performance. The process of evaluating operating experience and assessing plant

3 data to determine the need for additional actions is a continuous one.

From operating experiences, many different forms of steam generator tube degra--

dation have been identified, including stress corrosion-cracking, wastage, inter-
granular attack, dentSg, erosion-corrosion, fatigue cracking, pitting, fretting, y

support plate degradaGon, and mechanical-damage resulting from impingement of
foreign objects or loose parts on the internal components of steam generators.
These degradations have resp t ri n extensive < steam generator inspections, tube-i

plugging, repair, or repla n n+- Also steam generator tube rupture (SGTR)
events have occurred in a fe.! n ,reting reactors. Steam generator tube inte-
grity was designated an unresolved safety issue (USI) in 1978 and Task Action
Plans (TAPS) A-3, A-4, and-A-5 were established to evaluateithe safety signifi- ,

cance of degradation in steam generators of various designs. NUREG-0844 was !

published in September 1988 to present the results of:the NRC integrated program
for the resolution of USIs A-3, A-4,'and:A-5 regarding steam generator tube

-

integrity. A generic risk assessment is provided and indicates that risk from
SGTO events is not a significant contributor to total risk at a given site, nor ,

to the total risk to which the general public is-routinely exposed. This find- !
,

ing is considered to be indicative of tne effectiveness of _ licensee programs and
regulatory requirements for ensuring steam generator-tube integrity in
accordance with Appendices A and.B to 10 CFR Part 50.- This report also identi-
fies a number of staff-recommended actions that'can'further improve the effec-
tiveneus of licensee programs in ensuring the integrity of steam generator tubes
and in mitigating the consequences of an SGTR. As part of the integrated: pro-
gram, the staff issued Generic letter 85-02 encouraging licenseeg of PWRs to
upgraie~their-progrcms,-as necessary,-to meet the intent of'the staff-recommended

,
'

actions; however, such actions do not constitute _ NRC requirements. In addition,

the staff is pursuing a number of actions and_ studies involving steam generator;
issues to gain added assurance that risk from SGTR events will. continue.to be
small.
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Following the accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2 (TMI-2), the staff _found
that additional means were necessary to vent noncondensible gases from the reac-
tor coolant system which may inhibit core cooling during natural circulation.
On the basis of knowledge gained from the TMI-2 accident, Item II.B.1, " Reactor
Coolant Syster Vents," was_ incorporated into the licensing bases for individual
plants when all operating nuclear power plants were required to implement reactor
coolant system high point venting capability in accordance with these guidelines,

Also from the experience of the TMI-2 accident, the staff found that operationali

performance of the relief and safety valves under various operating conditions
is significant to safety. Performance testing of BWR and PWR relief and safety
valves was incorporated in individual plant licensing bases when all nuclear
power plants were required to implement testing requirements in accordance with
the guidelines contained in TMI Action Plan Item II.D.I.

5.2.4 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to

i

conclei that the components within the reactor coolant system and subsystems Imet tD u." acceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations.
The s i n and will continue to obtain new informatifa related to this sub-

.

jec: 'ough a variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, researchm o

repi cerating plant events and routine plant inspections. The staff re-views O formation and, in the past, has required licensees to take actions
to up oa m t a plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate _ protection of-
the pui:- lealth and safety. New criteria and improvements necessary for
safety which have resulted from the continuous staff review have included steam
generator tube intergrity_(GL 85-02), reactor coolant system vents (NUREG-0737,
Item II.B.1), and performance testing of relief and safety valves (NUREG-0737,
Item II.D.1). In addition, the staff will continue to review new information in
this subject area and if the staff determines that 'new or different require-
ments are needed, the staff has the capability within ti,e existing regulatory
process to require additional analyses or plant modifications, as necessary,-to
ensure the continued health and safety of the public.- In conclusion, the'Com-
mission concludes that the current regulatory process has and will continue to
provide reasonable assurance that the licensing basis of all currently o) era-
ting plants are sufficient to assuie that operation is not inimical to tie
public health and safety.

.
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6 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

6.1 Scope

Engineered safety features (ESFs) are provided to mit-igate the consequences of
postulated accidents in spite of the fact that these accidents are very unlike-
ly. The engineered safety features included in plant designs vary depending on
the type of plant (PWR or BWR) under evaluation. This section will discuss
five general categories of features routinely considered under the subject of
ESFs. These include: metallic and organic materials, containment systems,
emergency core cooling systems, habitability systems, and fission product re-

'

moval and control syctems.
,

6.2 Metallic and Organic Mattrials

6.2.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that th'e containment boundary be designed
maintenance, testing,

withsufficientmargintoensurethat,underoperatingIalsbehaveinaits ferritic materand postulated accident conditions
nonbrittlemannerandtheprobabilItyofarapidlypropagatingfractureismin-
imized. In_ addition, the regulations require that systems, structures, and
components important to safety be desigcad, fabricated, erected, and tested to
quality standards commensurate with the importance of the safety: function per-
formed. Specific guidance on satisfying these requirements is contained in
applicable regulatory guides that refer to the: criteria of ASME Section III for
metallic materials used in ESF system construction. In specific cases, with
proper justification, the ste.ff evaluated and found acceptable alternatives to
these criteria that continue to ensure ESF system integrity and performance.

In addition, 10 CFR 50.55a(g) requires that essential components in ESF systems
built to ASME Section III criteria receive-regularly scheduled inservice in-
spection in accordance with the criteria of ASME' Section XI. Relief can be
granted against the criteria of.ASME Section XI when the NRC staff determines
that alternative measures are in-place to ensure fracture' prevention of the
pressure boundary.

6.2.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Sections III and XI of the ASME Code have changed.and will continue-to change-
during the plant lifetime of nuclear. power plants based on operating experi-

The staff reviews these-changes to determine whether they-should be in-ence.
corporated into the licensing basis of operating plants.

Section XI of.the ASME Code contains updating provisions. It requires licen-
sees to revise their inservice inspection program every 10 years. The revised
programs incorpo. rate-all changes required by Section XI of the licensee's'
program and, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6),-the staff may grant relief
or impose alternative requirements.
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The staff reviewed the use of organic materials inside containment. The basis
for the selection of paints and other organic materials is not documented for
most operating reactors. The plant design must assure that organic materials,
such as organic paints, coatings and insulation materials, used inside_contain-
ment do not adversely affect the operation of the engineered safety feature'
equipment inside containment during accidents when they may be expmed to high
temperatures, staam environments, high radiation fields, and containment spray
systems. Since the completion of the SEP effort, the staff has implemented
some actions related to this topic: RegulatoryGuide1.54,whichensorsed
industry standards ANSI N101.4 (1972), Quality Assurance for Protective Coatings-
Applied to Nuclear Facilities," and ANSI N101.2 (1927), " Quality Assurance
Program Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants." In addition the NRC issued

_.

NUREG-0897, " Containment Emergency Sump Performance," and NUREG/CR-2791, " Method-
ology for Evaluation of Insulation Debris Effects," to provide a basis for
making an evaluation of sump performance and insulation debris effects.

Based upon the above and industry actions, the staf f concludes that adequate
guidance and information has been issued and that licensee actions are adequate

ito address this issue.
]

6.2.3 Conclusions

Thestaffreviewatthetimeoftheinitiallicensingofa.facilitydetermined
that the information provided by the applicant was. sufficient for the staff to
conclude that ESF sy. stem components met the staff acceptance criteria.and the
intent of all applicable regulations, The staff-has:and will continue to obtain

,

new information related to this subject area through a variety ~of sources such
as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating plant events and routine-
plant inspections. The staff reviews this:information and -in the past has
requiredlicenseestotakeactionstoupgradethe'planttoprovidecontlnuing
assurance of adequate protection of the public health and safety. In addition,
the staff will continue to review new information in this subject area and<if
the staff deterdnes that new or_ different requirements are needed the _ staff
has the capability within the existing regulatory process'to require additional
analyses or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continued health -
and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the:
current regulatory process has and will continue to provide reasonable . assurance
that the licensing bases of all-currently operating plants'

assure that operation is not inimical to the public health' are sufficient toj.and: safety.

6.3 Containment Systems
,

:

6.3.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements-
'

The Commission regulations require that nuclear power: plants be provided with
an-essentially leaktight containment'as a'. barrier against uncontrolled release
of radioactivity to the: environment following' accidents. More specifically,

, the regulations require that containment heat removal systems be designed, yin-
! spected, and tested in a manner | intended to ensure their safety ~ function and

that containment atmosphere cleanup systems;be designed, inspected,.'and tested
~

.
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in a manner intended to ensure their safety function. In addition, the regula-
tions require that the containment be designed to (1) withstand post-accident
temperature and pressure conditions without exceeding the design leak rate,
(2) prevent fracture, (3) permit periodic integrated leakage testing, (4) permit
periodic inspection and pressure testing of resilient seals, and (5) provide
appropriate isolation valves.

6.3.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

In order to demonstrate that containment designs are capable of withstanding
post-accident temperature and pressure conditions without releasing excessive
radioactivity, licensees and the staff have used mathematical models to estab-
lish and confirm acceptable conta* ament performance. These models and the in-
put assumptions are conservative and have demonstrated that containments are
designed with substantial margin. As new information and research on contain-
ment design and post-accident energy _ release are obtained, such information is
applied to the analytical' methods as appropriate to-ensure that adequate mar- *

gins against excessive leakage are maintained.

I For example, in the early 1970s, General Electric identified concerns regarding
post-accident pool dynamic-loads on BWR pressure suppression containments. The
staff and BWR licensees performed significant reanalyses of containment perfor-
mance based on this newly identified load phenomenon. The result of this ef-
fort was the formation of programs for modifications to the Mark I, II, and III
BWR containment designs in order to reestablish the original containment design
margins.

In the early 1980s, Vestinghouse informed the_ staff that steam line break ana-
lyses may not have properly considered superheated steam-blowdown conditions-
into the containment which could occur as the steam generator drys out. This
information led to revised steam line break analyses by licensees which incor- -

porated the new blowdown input. The new analyses confirmed that containment
performance remains acceptable and appropriate margins are maintained.

Following the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 in March 1979, the NRC-staff
noted several concerns with regard to containment performance during the event
that warranted improvement. One area of major focus concerned tne capability
to control combustible gas following accidents. Initially,~ the NRC staff re-
quired licensees to provide dedicated hydrogen penetrations to ensure the abil.-
ity to employ hydrogen recombiners to reduce post-accident: hydrogen concentra-
tion in the containment. This improvement was implemented as. Item II.E.4.1 of
the TMI Action Plan Clarification, NUREG-0737. However, the NRC staff also.
recognized that further research into combustible gas _ concerns was necessary.
This led to substantial modifications to 10 CFR 50.44cin-1981 and 1985 wherein
more stringent combustible gas control measures were specified for. pressure
suppression containment plants.- Implementation of these requirements has
improved combustible gas control capability.-

The TMI-2 accident also pointed out the need for improvements in containment.
isolation dependability. New criteria in this regard were implemented |as part
of TMI-2 Action Plan, Item II.E.4.2, which required all licensees to evaluate
their post-accident containment isolation capability against current criteria
and make the:necessary changes to improve its dependability.
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Over the past few years, the NRC staff has undertaken research into severe ac-
cident effects on containments for all types of operating plants. To date,
this program has pointed out weaknesses in the capability of BWR plants with
Mark I pressure suppression containment cesigns to ensure adequate containment
integrity under severe accident conditions. This has resulted in issuance of
Generic Letter 89-16, which indicated the staff's intention to pursue plant-
specific backfit procedures for a wetwell vent on all Mark I plants if the
licensee does not voluntarily install the vent. Implementation of this im-
provement is currently proceeding.

Based on the continuous review of Appendix J leak rate test results, the NRC
staff has periodically updated this rule to incorporate improved containment
leak rate testing guidelines. One recent change was to permit use of the mass
point method when conducting a Type A integrated leak rate test. Other revi-
sions to Appendix J are currently pending and will provide further improvement
in leak rate testing.

In addition, inservice inspection requirements for the containment structures
and components are identified in Appendix J, 10 CFR Part 50. Section V.A in
Appendix J requires a general inservice inspection of the accessible interior
and exterior surfaces of the containment structures and components prior to any
Type A test to uncover any evidence of structural deterioration that may affect
either the containment structural integrity or leaktightness.

As part of the SEP effort the staff reviewed the isolations capability of lines
that penetrate containment. Isolation provisions for lines that penetrate the
primary containment maintain an essential leaklight barrier against the uncon-
trolled release of primary system coolant as result of postulated pipe breaks
outside containment. The isolation function must be accomplished without en-
dangering the performance of post-accident safety systems. Since the effort,
the staff has implemented a number of regulatory initiatives that address the
topic. TMI Action Plant item II.E.4.2 addressed actions relating to containment
isolation system dependability, such as isolation of non-essential systems,
diverse signals, and the reset of the containment isolation system (CIS) actua-
tion. The TMI Action Plan also addressed procedural improvements. Type C test-
ing required by Appendix J and by plant-specific TS periodically verify accept-
able leak rates from containment. The NRC inspection program examines the valve
arrangements and administrative controls on manual valves. Although not required
to address this SEP issue, the IPE program will also include a review to identify
specific vulnerabilities.

6.3.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the containment design met the staff acceptance criteria and the.
intent of all applicable regulations. -The staff has and will continue to obtain
new information related to this subject area through a variety of sources such
as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating plant events and routine
plant inspections. The staff reviews this information and, in the past, has
required licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to provide continuing
assurance of adequate protection of the public_ health and. safety. In addition,
the staff will continue to review new information in this subject area and if
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the staff determines that new or different requirements.are needed, the staff
has the capability within the existing regulatory process to require additional
analyses or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continued health
and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the. -

current regulatory process has and will continue to provide-reasonable assurance
that the licensing bases of all currently operating plants are sufficient to
assure that operation is not inimical to the public health and safety.

6.4 EmergencyCoreCoolingSystems(ECCS}

6.4.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that nuclear power plants contain abundant
emergency core cooling capability and specifies the specific safety functions
fr- these systems. 10 CFR Part 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 estab-
lish the criteria and evaluation methods to oe used by licensees and vendors to
evaluate ECCS designs. The ECCS cooling performance must be evaluated using an
acceptable model and must be evaluated for a number of postulated loss-of-coolant
accidents of different sizes, locations, and other properties to ensure that the
range of postulated loss-of-coolant accidents are considered.

6.4.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

in June 1971, prior to establishing Part 50.46 or Appendix K, the Commission
published interim acceptance criteria for ECCS designs by Westinghouse and Gen-
eral Electrir rec tor plants, and concluded that these criteria provide a rea-
sonable assurance that ECCS will be effective in the unlikely event of a
loss-of-coolant accident. flowever, research was:under way at the time, and
increased knowledge of heat transfer, fluid flow, and engineering disciplines
important to ECCS anslysis was anticipated.

Based on this research, modifications were made to the ECCS analysis guidelines.
In December 1971, the NRC amended the interim criteria'to add evaluation models
for reactor designs by Babcock and Wilcox and Combustion-Engineering. In
January 1972, the AEC undertook an extensive rulemaking hearing. As a result
of this proceeding, the Commission established a new Part 50.46 and Appendix K
in January 1974, setting forth the acceptance criteria and the ECCS evaluation-
models in a final rulemaking. These regulations, which were enacted only after
extensive rulemaking' hearings, established the general-approach that: remains in
use today. Between 1974 and-1976, extensive efforts were made to apply the
requirements and criteria of.Part 50.46 and Appendix K to all: light water reat-
tors then in operation. All plants ~ subsequently licensed have been found to
meet Part 50.46 and Appendix K.

In 1987, the Commission proposed modifications to the regulations because re-
search, performed since the current ~ rule was written',.has shown that calcula-
tions performed using current methods and in accordance with the current-

.

requirements result in estimates'of cooling system performance that are.signif-
icantly more conservative than estimates based-on the improved knowledge gained---

'

from this research.

The final rule incorporating new evaluation-models was published in September-
1988, but did not force facilities that had used previous models to perform new
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analyses. The_ Commission concluded at that time that existing Appendix K eval-
uation models should be permitted indefinitely. The Commission also believes
that the decision to permit continued use of such models can and should be made
at this time because it believes that both methods provide adequate protection
of the public health and safety.

During the process of licensing, each applicant must submit in the FSAR suffi-
cient information to describe the design bases for each ECCS subsystem, includ-
ing its functional requirements, reliability requirements, protection from
physical damage, and environmental conditions. Significant design parameters
such as design flow rates, system temperatures, etc., along with piping and
instrumentation diagramt, are routinely included.

Prior to granting an operating license, the staff reviews the described ECCS
design against established acceptance criteria and concludes, in general, that
the plant-specific design of the ECCS meets all necessary requirements and is -
acceptable.

The review process does not stop. The performance requirements'of the ECCS are
routinely evaluated during each plant refueling to ensure that operation during I

the subsequent cycle will be within the cafety envelope of the plant design.
In many instances, technical specification changes or license conditions are
implemented to govern operation during the period of operation. In the extreme
case, plant modification may be required to provide continued assurance of pub-
lic health and safety.

Plant operating events also generate 7ew information thst may require operating-
plants to reanalyze the performance cf the ECCS and, as necessary, make plant
modifications. One such example was the lessons learned from the accident at
TMI-2. Following this event, all operating reactors were required.to reanalyze
their plant-specific response to a range of small-break LOCAs. In some cases,
these reanalyses resulted in plant modifications or changes-in operating proce-
dures being made. Another result of the TMI event was the requirement to in-
stall reactor head vents and to have operating procedures that describe how to
use these vents in the event of certain postulated accidents. The net' result
was an overall improvement in the level of safety provided by the ECCS-at oper-
ating nuclear power plants.

6.4.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by..the applicant was-sufficient for the staff to-
conclude that the ECCS designs met the staff acceptance _ criteria _and the intent--
of all applicable regulations. The staff has and will continue to-obtain new
information.related to this subject area through a variety of sources such as-
updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating plant events and routine plant
inspections. The staff reviews this information and,-in the past, has-required--
licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant.to provide continuing assurance
of adequate' protection of the public health and safety. In addition,-the staf_f
will. continue to review new information_in this subject area and if the staff-
determines that new or different requirements are needed,-the staff has-the-
capability within the existing regulatory process to require additional analyses
or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continued, health and safety
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of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current regula-
tory process has and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that Lthe
licensing bases of all currently operating plants are sufficient to assure that
operation is not inimical to the public health and safety.

6.5 Habitability Systems

6.5.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements-

The C'= mission regulations require that control rooms at_ nuclear power plants
be y sided with adequate radiation protection to-permit access and occupancy.
under accident conditions such that personnel do not receive radiation expo- ,

sures in excess of 5 rem whole body or its equivalent to any part of the body ,
for the duration of the accident. Additional guidelines are contained in regu-
latory guides for assuring operator protection against _both radioactivity and.
toxic gas (e.g., chlorine) releases following postulated accidents.

6.5.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis-

To satisfy the Commission requirements, all licensees have performed dose ana-
lyses using mathematical models to ensure'that post-accident radiation levels
within the control room are within the required limits. Guidelines for con-
ducting _these analyses have remained essentially unchanged since the mid-1970s.
The assumptions used are considered to be-conservative in order to account for
uncertainties in the actual radioactivity release mechanism following an
accident.

The accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 in March 1979 pointed.ou.t potential
vulnerabilities in the capability of control room habitability' systems, .i.e. , s

the control room ventilation system to ensure adequate radiation protection for ,

the operators. Therefore, Item-III.D.3,4 of the.TMI Action Plan Clarification,
NUREG-0737, was implemented at all operating plants. This item required
licensees to evaluate their control room hebitability systems-agai_nst_the cri-
teria of Standard Review Plan Section-6.4 and perform the necessary analyses of
toxic gas and radiation exposure to the operators in order to demonstrate com- .

pliance with these criteria. All plants provided responses.to.thistissue and.
made improvements in the control- room ventilation systems, as, appropriate.

The. staff also recognized the need to-conduct a longer term review of criteria
for ensuring control room operator protection and began a study in this regard
under Generic Issue 83 in the mid-1980s; This effort began with a1 survey of 12-
nuclear power plants to determine what, improvements had been madenas part of~-

the NUREG-0737, Item III.D.3.4, implementation. -Based on the results-_of the-
survey, the staff _ determined-that further guidance to improde control: room hab-
itability systems was_necessary. This guidance is currently.under developments

.

and is intended to be issued in a generic letter to all licensees soon.-

6.5.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial--licensing of a . facility: determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for.th_e' staff to
conclude that-the control' room habitability system met the staff acceptance
criteriaandtheintentofallapplicableregulations..ThestaffhasandwIll
continue to obtain new information related to this' subject area through a variety-
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of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating plant events
and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this information and, in the-
past, has required licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to provide
continuing assurance of adequate protection of the public health and safeiv. In
addition, the staff will continue to review new information in this sub fc% area
and if the staff determines that new or different requirements are needen, the
staff has the capability within the existing regulatory process to require addi-
tional analyses or plant modifications, 6s necessary, to ensure the continued
health and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that
the current regulatory process has and will continue to provide reasonable
assurance that the licensing bases of all-currently operating plants are suffi-
cient to assure that operation is not inimical to the public health and safety.

6.6 FissionProductRemovalandControlSystems

6.6.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that containment atmosphere cleanup systems
be designed, inspected, and tested in a manner to ensure their safety function j
following postulated accidents.

6.6.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Staff guidance in the fission product removal and control area has changed lit-
tle over the years. Most nuclear power plants are equipped with ventilation
systems containing charcoal and high efficiency particulate air filters for
fission product removal and prevention of unacceptable radiological releases
during normal operation and post-cccident conditions. Plants with filters have
technical specifications that require surveillance and testing of those filters
to ensure their continued satisfactory performance. PWR plants are also
equipped with containment spray systems that provide both a post-accident heat
removal and fission product control. safety functicq in containment. As a means
of controlling pH in the spray water, these plants have utilized a sodium
hydroxide solution as a spray -additive. Over the years, however, the staff-
recognized, through research of the post-accident. source term, that a lower
spray water pH (no lower than 7) was acceptable to ensure lodine retention an'd-
long-term corrosion control in ECCS systems. As a result, some PWR licensees-
have r_emoved the sodium hydroxide addition system and. replaced it with much
simpler trisodium phosphate baskets placed directly in.the containment sump in
order to achieve necessary pH control.

In BWRs, blowdown of the reactor through the suppression pool results in some
fission product removal following an accident. However, the staff had-not pre-
viously credited this pathway in dose analyses. Staff review of recent analys-
es by General Electric resulted in a recognition of the suppression pool'as a
means of fission product control and led to a revision of the Standard Review
Plan to credit an appropriate decontamination factor. Future BWRs will utilize

-

this additional credit in post-accident dose ~ analyses as may currently operat-
ing p,lants when proposing changes.

6.6.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined:
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
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conclude that the fission product removal and control system met the staff
acceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations. The_ staff
has and will continue to obtain new information related to this subject area
through a variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports,
operating plant _ events and routine plant inspections _The staff . reviews this
information and, in the past, has required licensees to take acticns to upgrade
the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate protection of the public
health and safety. In addition, the staff will continue to review new informa-
tion in this subject area and-if the staff determines that new or different
requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within the existing reg-
ulatory process to require additional analyses or plant modifications, as neces-
sary, to ensure the continued health and safety of the public. In conclusion, !

the Commission concludes that the current regulatory process has and will con- |
tinue to provide reasonable assurance that the licensing bases of all currently
operating plants are sufficient to assure that operation _ is not inimical to the
public health and safety.

-

;
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7 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

7.1 Scope

The licensing bases and regulatory requirements for instrumentation and control
(l&C) systems are discussed in the following sections,

lhe systems to be discussed in this section include the reactor trip system,
engineered safety features actuation system, safe shutdown systems, and safety-
related display systems. Remote shutdown systema are included in safe shutdown
systems and post-accident monitoring and safety parameter display systems are
included in safety-related display systems.

7.2 Development of Regulatory Requirements

l Initially the regulatory recuirements came from the need to develop highly
reliable instrumentation anc control systems:to monitor and control the operation

cepts and methods such as the single failure criterion;ponse to this need, con-
of nuclear reactors and-other critical systems. In res

failure mode and effects
analysis, reliability, fai. lure rates, sneak circuit-analysis, redundancy, and.dsdiversity were developed and applied.- In August 1968, these concepts and metho
were originally collected into-proposed IEEE Standard 279,-" Criteria for Protec-
tion Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," which was incorporated into
10 CFR 50.55a(h) in 1970. In addition, these concepts and methods were made
part of the Commission regulations governing the design, fabrication construc-
tion, installation, testing, and operation of these highly reliable Instrumen-
tation and control systems for nuclear-reactors.

In 1974 and 1975, the staff went-further-in providing guidance by drafting and
issuing criteria by which they would review the safety analysis .repor.ts-(SARs)
and other information submitted by licensees and applicants. The totality of.
these requirements has become the regulatory requirements that the licensees
must address for their plant. This body of requirements .is frequently revised
and upgraded to take into account technological advances and lessons' learned

.from operating experience.

The licensee, however, is-authorized through 10 CFR 50.59 to make changes to
the plant-and its procedures and to conduct tests or experiments not described
in-the SAR without prior NRC approval unless the proposed. change, test, or-
experiment' involves changes to the technical specifications or introduces an
unreviewed safety question. - This body-of ~ requirements as it exists at the time-
application is made for an operating license and as reviewed and-approved by the
staff..becomes.the specific regulatory; requirements for that p.lant.

7.3 Reactor Trip System

7. 3.1- Safety Issues-and Regulatory Requirements

The primary safety function of the reactor irip system-(RTS) instrumentation is -
to monitor selected reactor and: plant parameters related to nuclear power
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generation and transfer of the heat from that generation to the power conversion
devices. When these parameters approach and exceed values deemed unsafe by
analysis, the system shall initiate reactor shutdowns that shall.promptly make
the reactor core subcritical, i.e., stop the generation of nuclear power, by
rapidly inserting control rods into the core or by other means of rapidly -
inserting enough negative reactivity into the core to make it subcritical and
to keep the core subcritical.

The RTS instrumentation must be highly reliable, minimize false ' shutdowns,
possess high availability, be automatically initiated,' provide for manual
initiation, and be designed so that the operators can easily _ and quickly.
determine the state of the plant. Applicable design requirements ensure t' .t
trip parameter monitoring channels and trip logic and actuation trains are
redundant and independent; that all channels and trains meet the single failure
criterion; that monitored parameters are sufficiently diverse; and that
measuring instrumentation possesses adequate range, sensitivity, and accuracy.
and has adequate capability for test and calibration. These design require- 4

ments ensure that ,. arts and components are specified that meet plant-specific '

seismic and environmental requirements in accordance-with IEEE Standard 344 and
10 CFR 50.49. Fabr# cation and installation requirements: ensure that the system
or subsystem is built of Class 1E parts-and components, that it is fabricated
and installed to meet plant-specific seismic and environmental requirements,
and that quality control and quality assurance programs and procedures are used
that meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix ~B, and| applicable IEEE
and ANSI standards. Testing and operctional requirements set forth. in-10 CFR
50.36, 10 CFR Part 50 Appendices A and B,.IEEE standards, and various regulatory
guidance ensure that the system is adequately tested prior to and during
operation and that the system is operated within the limits specified in tlse
plant technical specifications.

7,3.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

As plants became operational during the 1970s,. operating-excerience indicated
the need for improvements and changes in branch technical positions,-technical
specifications, regulatory guides.-and IEEE standards. . Changes at the nuclear
power plants were also recommended in-generic letters-and bulletins. However,
several major = events occurred that caused major. changes to be made to the
licensing basis.

The Brown's Ferry fire in'1975 taught lessons about'' separating and protecting
safety-related instrumentation, control, and power cabling. It also emphasized
the importance of providing remote initiation capabilities for. safety-related
equipment-that could be made independent-of cabling and-equipment in the cable
spreading and main control rooms. Revision of,the IEEE standard'and the regula-
tory guide on separation and independence as well as revisions to other IEEE
standards relating to testing, qualification, and-. installation of safety-related
equipment resulted from staff experience with this event. . All plants licensed
subsequently were reviewed by the. staff to confirm that the protection' system
design precludes the use of components that are: common to. redundant channels,=
such as: actuation, reset, mode and test switches, common' power supplies, or
any other features that could compromise,the independence of. redundant channels.
IEEE-Std. 279-Sec. 4.6;.IEEE Std. 384; Regulatory Guide:1 75; GDC-22; and SRPs.

7.2 and 7.3 were used as acceptance. criteria for these reviews,
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The lb11-2 event in 1979 mandated many changes, which included significant
revisions to operating procedures, incorporation of human factors concepts into
the design and arrangement of inst *umentation and controls on main control
boards, monitoring of reactor vessel water level for BWRs and for PWRs, and new
instrumentation to indicate reactor coolant sub-cooling margin for PWRs. The-
changes were implemented through generic letters and confirmatory orders.

The Salem ATWS (Anticipated Transients Without Scram) events in 1983 involved
the only failure of a U. S. reactor to shut down on demand. The rapid interven-
tion of the operators limited the consequences but the implications regarding
shutdown reliability were significant and brought changes in operating procedures,
reevaluation of on-line testing capability of the RTS, modifications to RTS
breakers for B&W and Westinghouse plants, and changes to associated maintenance
procedures. These improvements were requested by Generic Letter 83-28. Each
licensee response was reviewed and approved by the staff. In 1984, the Commis-
sion issued 10 CFR 50.62, which added diverse and independent reactor trip sys-
tems to.further improve reactor shutdown reliability and reduce the risk from
potential occurrences of ATWS events. The NRC is presently reviewing and
inspecting each plant to ensure that the systems have been installed properly.

7.4 Engineered Safety Features Actuation Systems

7.4.1 Scope

In this section are the actuating systems for typical ESF systems such as
containment and reactor vessel isolation, emergency core cooling, containment
heat removal, auxiliary feedwater, diesel generators, and standby gas treatment.

t

7.4.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The primary safety function of the engineered safety features actuation system
(ESFAS) is to sense the need for, select, and initiata. systems that take action
to terminate or control and contain the effects and consequences of design basis
accidents and operational occurrences.

As for the RTS instrumentation and logic, the ESFAS instrumentation, logic, and
actuation equipment should also be highly reliable, minimize spurious actuations,
possess high availability, be automatically initiated,- provide. for manual
initiation of protective action from the control room, and be so designed that
the operators can readily determine the status of the ESF systems and theirt

actuating systems.

7.4.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The ESFAS and the RTS are very similar systems, the difference bei'ng principally
in the systems controlled or actuated and the mission of those systems. The
licensing basis for the two systems evolved in very much the same way. The same
IEEE standards and the same regulatory guides apply to both systems. Some staff
re.quirements. apply to the ESFAS-that do not apply to the RTS and vice v_ersa;
however, the:batis for applying the requirements to the ESFAS and RTS subsystems
is the same. Similarly, the modif' cations to the licensing bases .for the ESFAS'
caused by the Brown's Ferry fire, TMI,' Salem ATWS, the ATWS rule, and the feed-
back of operating experience are mLch the same for the ESFAS as they were for
the RTS and are therefore not presented again.
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7.5 Safety-Related Display Instrumentation

7.5.1 Scope

This section includes the post accident monitoring instrumentation (PAM) and the
safety parameter display system instrumentation with the normal safety-related
display instrumentation.

7.5.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The primary safety function of the safety-related display instrumentation (SRDI)
is to assist in meeting the Commission regulations by providing the capability
to display the instantaneous values of the monitored plant operating parameters
that provide the operators the-information they need to form and update their
assessment of the plant's operating status.

The primary safety function of the PAM is to provide the capability to monitor-
appropriate plant parameters during and after plant accidents and_ transients to
assist the control room operators in preventing and mitigating the consequences
of those events. The primary safety function of the safety parameter display-
system (SPDS) is to provide a concise display of critical plant variables to the
control room operators to aid in rapidly and reliably determining the safety
status of the plant.

As with the RTS, PAM instrumentation must be highly reliable, possess high avail-
ability, and be so designed that the operators _can readily determine the status
of the key variables. Applicable-design requirements ensure that instrumentation
channels are redundant and independent; that all-channels meet _the single failure
criterion; that monitored parameters are sufficiently diverse; and that the mea-
suring and indicating instrumentation possesses adequate range and sensitivity
and has the capability for test and calibration. These design requirements also
ensure that parts and components are specified that meet plant-specific seismic
and environmental requirements in accordance with IEEE Standard 344 and 10 CFR
50.49. Fabrication and installation requirements ensure that the instrumentation
is built of Class 1E parts and components, that it_ is- fabricated and installed
to meet plant-specific seismic and environmental requirements,-_ and that quality
control and quality assurance programs and procedures are used that meet the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B and applicable IEEE and ANSI standards.
Testing and operational-requirements set forth in 10 CFR 50.36,- 10:CFR-Part. 50-

Appendices A and B, IEEE standards, and various regulatory guides ensure that-
the instrumentation is adequately tested and that the instrumentation is operated
within the limits specified in the plant technical specifications.

1

7.5.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The TMI-2 event mandated many changes in safety analysis philosophy, operating
procedures, incorporation of human factors concepts into'the_ design and arrange-
ment of instrumentation _and controls on -the main control boards, monitoring of
reactor vessel water level for.BWRs and for PWRs, and: reactor coolant sub-cooling.
margin for PWRs. Following the THI-2 event, the-NRC_ staff developed a compre--
hensive and integrated plan to improve safety at power reactors. As part of|
this plan, the Commission required the installation of: improved post-accident-
monitoring instrumentation and SPDS. These improvements were intended to pro-
vide the operator with a broader range of information for accidents, including
those beyond the design basis.
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The SPDS-and Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, were items identified in the
TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0737). Additional clarification for implementation of
these items was addressed in NUREG-0737- Supplement No.-1 via Generic Letter,

82-33. The SPDS and the instrumentation in Regulatory Guide 1.97 were required
for all operating plants, applicants for operating licenses, and holders of
construction permits. The staff has reviewed almost all the submittals on
conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.97 and SPDS. Generic Letter 89-06 was issued
to all licensees for the purpose of certifying that the SPDS fully meets or
will be modified to meet the requirements of NUREG-0737, Supplement 1.

7.6 Safe Shutdown ana All Other Systems Required for Safety

7.6.1 Scope

This section includes systems and interlocks required for safe shutdown and safe
i

operation of the reactor which were not included as part of either the reactor '

trip system, engineered safety features actuation system, or the safety-related
display instrumentation. Examples include, for PWRs: residual heat removal,
auxiliary feedwater, boration, interlocks, and radiation monitoring systems and
remote shutdown facilities; for BWRS: reactor core isolation cooling, residual
heat removal (shutdown cooling mode), standby liquid control, neutron monitoring

.

(including rod block monitor), recirculation pump trip,' interlocks, and radia-
tion monitoring systems, low level set instrumentation, and remote shutdown-
facilities.

a

7.6.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The safety functions of the systems in this section vary with the system or
equipment but, for the majority of these systems, it is preventive for the
interlocks, boration, and SLCS systems and protective for the shutdown cooling

-

systems and radiation monitoring systems.

In general, the instrumentation and logic systems in this'section should meet
the same safety criteria and regulatory requirements discussed in Section 7.4.1
for the ESFAS instrumentation and logic systems; however, some systems and por-
tions of systems, particularly radiation monitoring systems and-portions of
interlock systems, may not be required to meet all the. requirements for_ Class 1E
systems. In addition; the Commission regulations require the provision for
remote shutdown facilities that are located outside of the main control room
and that meet the regulatory requirements.

7.6.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The licensing basis for these systems and equipment contains~the same basic-
requirements as the RTS and ESFAS relating to system and equipment; reliability;

-

availability; redundancy; independence; ability-to meet the single failure cri-
terion; provision of adequate range, sensitivity, and accuracy'in sensing and
monitoring equipment; and provision of capability for test and calibration of-
the systems r.ra equipment to which these requirements-apply.

Modifications to the lic9nsing basis for the safe shutdown and all other systems-
required for safety.that were found necessary by experience gained from the
Brown's Ferry fire, THI, Salem ATWS, the' ATWS rule, and the feedback of oper-
ating experience that updates it are the same for the requirements applicable:
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to these systems and equipment as they are for the RTS and ESFAS systems. These
were previously discussed in Sections 7 2.2 and 7.3.2 and will not be discussed
further.

7.7 Control Systems

7.7.1 Scope ;

This 3ection includes those control syctems used for normal operation that are
not relied upon to perform safety functions following anticipated operational
occurrences or accidents but that control plant processes having a significant
impact on plant safety. Examples include the reactivity control systems; the
reactor coolant pressure, temperature, flow, and inventory controls; the secon-
dary system pressure and flew controls; and the environmental control systems
for safety-related instruments and instrument sensing lines.

7.7.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The licensing of earlier plants in the control system area usually encompassed
the review of the interaction of the control systems with the safety systems
that have been discussed in the previous sections. This review-was performed
to ensure that no interactions existed that would prevent or inhibit the safety
system from performing its intended safety function.

7.7.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

As the licensing process evolved, the review of the control system mentioned
above became somewhat more detailed, In addition, the environmental control
systems were added to the list of significant control systems and a regulatory
guide that detailed the review bases for this system was published. During the
later licensing years, plant-specific studies were performed to determine the
effects of high energy line breaks on control systems, the effects of the loss
of power to control systems used to shut the plant down in a normal manner, and
the results of multiple control system failures on the existing- safety analysis.
Accordingly, requirements and criteria for the review of these control systems
have been included in the SRP, and they have been made a part of the licensing
bases.

A generic study was undertaken (USI A-47) that led to the conclusion that
some modifications to plants should be made and that the failure of.some control
systems would have an impact on the safety analysis and, therefore, surveillance
of these systems should be included in the technical specifications along with
the safety systems mentioned in the previous sections. For example, Generic
Letter 89-19 requested all reactor licensees to install, if not already present,
overfill protection instrumentation. All responses to the generic letters as
well as all changes will be reviewed by the staff.

7. 8 General Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that instrumentation and control systems, including the reactor trip,

1
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engineered safety features actuation, safe shutdown and safety-related display
systems, met the staf f acceptance _ criteria and the intent of all c4/!icable
regulations. The staff has and will continue to obtain-new infocmation related

-

to this subject area through a variety of sources such as updates to theLFSAR,
research reports, operating plant events and_ routine plant inspections. The-
staff reviews this information and, in.the past, has required licensees to take
actions to upgrade the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate protec-
tion of the public health and safety. In addition,- the staff will continue to
review new information in this subject area and if the staff datermines that new
or different requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within the
existing regulatory process to require addition:al analyses or plant modifications,
as necessary, to ensure the continued health an3 safety of the public. In
conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current regulatory process has

' and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that the licensing bases of
all currently operating plants are sufficient ",o assure that operation is not
inimical to the public health and safety.

,
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8 ELECTRIC POWER

8.1 Scope
;

Electric power systems power safety-related equipment that is necessary for
mitigating the consequences of design-basis accidents and for bringing the plant
to a safe condition and maintaining it in that condition. Electric power sys-
tems comprise an offsite power system and an onsite power system. These two
systems ,Ill be discussed jointly in this chapter since their licensing basis
is often cntained in common regulatory requirements.

8.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations establish the basic criteria to which the offsite power
system and the onsite power system must be designed. These regulations require
that each system (offsite and onsite) have sufficient capacity and capability
by itself to support vital functions necessary to respond to operational occur-,

rences and mitigate the consequences of design-basis accidents. In addition,.-

the onsite power system must be able to withstand a single failure and the off-
site power system must have two power circuits designed and located so as to
minimize to the extent practical-their simultaneous failure.

The regulations also require that the electric power systems be designed to
permit appropriate periodic testing and inspection _and that all operating plants
have the capability to withstand and recover from a station-blackout (loss of
all ac power). These regulations also apply to portions of the electric power
systems insofar as they provide general requirements for_ safety systems or i

provide requirements for systems that interface with the electric power systems.

8.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Commission regulations published in February 1971 constitute the primary -
licensing basis for the electric ~ power systems. More recently, these regulations '

have been supplemented with the requirements in 10 CFR 50.63,' published jn June
1988, that require all plants be able to withstand and recover from a station

3 blackout (loss of all ac power). The station blackout rule illustrates-how the
regulatory process functions to modify _ the licensing basis'in the electric power
systems area when a need is identified.

_

As operating experience was accumulated from license event reports (LERs), diest:1
generator failure reports, and feedback from-the regions,.a concern arose.that
the offsite and onsite emergency ac power systems might-be less reliable than
originally anticipated, even designs that met the requirements of the Commission
regulations. Some operating plants had experienced a-total loss of offsite
power, and operating experience with onsite: emergency' power systems included
many instances of diesel generators failing to start. In a few cases, there a
was even a complete loss of both-the offsite and the onsite ac power systems,

'

although ac power was restored in a short time without any serious consequences.
In 1975, the results of the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) showed that station
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blackout could be an important contributor to the total risk from nuclear power
plant accidents. Although this total risk was found to be small, the relative
importance of the station blackout accident was established. Subsequently, the
Commission designated the issue of station blackout as an unresolved safety
issue (USI), and initiated studies to determine _if additional-safety requirements
were needed.

As a result of the station blackout studies, a proposed rule was published for
comment in the Federal Register in March 1986. The final rule was published
in June 1988. Concurrent with the development of this regulatory guida.nce, the
Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) also. developed detailed guide-
lines and procedures for assessing station blackout capabilities at light-water
reactors (NUMARC 87-00). The staff reviewea and approved NUMARC 87-00 and found
the guidance therein acceptable for implementing the station blackout rule. The
purpose of the effort in developing the NUMARC 87-00 guidelines and the staff's
cooperation with this effort was to iron out differences and misunderstandings
in advance and to establish acceptable approaches to various station blackout
issues for all utilities in responding to the rule.

In April 1988, the staff received all licensee responses to the-station blackout
rule. The staff is presently reviewing these submittals and will issue safety
evaluation reports (SERs) for each plant when the review is completed. It is

expected that all licensees will have implemented all required modifications and
procedure changes within 3 years. Although final plans-for inspection have not-

,

been completed, it is likely that an audit inspection will be performed at some 1

plants to monitor licensee implementation efforts.

In addition to rule changes, the staff has employed other less rigorous methods
to make improvements in the electric power systems area when a need is identi-
fied. These include the use of generic letters, bulletins, revision to regula-
tory guides, creation of new regulatory guides, modifications to the standard
review plan, and, more recently, cooperation with the nuclear power industry
in the development of industry-sponsored guidance documents.

Generic Safety Issues B-23 and B-48 on degraded grid voltages and station
electric distribution system voltages are examples of the use of generic letters
to implement improvements to electric power systems. Events at Millstone and
Arkansas Nuclear One power plants raised a concern that the.offsite power sys-
tems required by Commission regulations may not satisfy the capability require-
ments of the criteria because they may not always provide. adequate voltages to
operate safety-related-loads. This could cause loss of or damage to redundant.
safety systems during an event. As a result, the staff issued generic letters
to all power reactor licensees in June 1977 and: August 1979 requesting thatt they
analyze their electric distribution systems for adequate voltages and-describe
to the staff the modifications _ to ungrade- the protectionJof electrical relaying
that separates the of fsite power system from the safety loads when voltage levels
are insufficient to operate these loads. These guidelines were'later.incorpo-
rated into a new branch technical position (PSB-1) in the standard review plan
in order to ensure they are consistently applied to new plant license applica-
ti ons .' As of today, all operating plants have' submitted and receivea approval--

for plant modifications that implemented a second level of voltage protection
L for their safety-related electrical; buses.
|
( ^
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NRC Bulletin 88-10 on nonconforming molded-case circuit breakers is an exmple
of how the staff has used a bulletin to require that licensees take some action
to verify that their electrical system is in conformance with Commission require-
ments. Here again it was a question of whether the plant electric power-systemc
were continuing to meet the capability requirements specified in the applicable
Commission regulations. The staff found that at some plants circuit breakers
supplied by a particular vendor-were refurbished, not new as indicated by the
supplier, and that several breakers did not meet required performance specifi-
cations. If these breakers were used in safety-related circuits, the reliable
functioning of the circuit could not be assured. As a result, the staff issued
Bulletin 88-10 in November 1988 requesting that all licensees verify traceability
of certain circuit breakers used in safety systems and test those breakers whera
traceability to the original manufacturer could not be shown and report the
results to the Cornission. The staff is reviewing the licensee responses to
determine if the licensee has implemented the actions contained in the bulletin.
If the staff determines that the licensee has implemented the actions contained-
in the bulletin, no further staff action will be performed. If a licensee pro-
poses alternative actions, the staff will handle these proposals on a case-by-
case basis.

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) B-56 on diesel generator reliability improvement
serves as an example of the use of revised regulatory guides and industry-
sponsored guidance documents to implement improvements to electric power safety
systems. GSI B-56 was initiated as a response to the lower than expected
reliability of diesel generators as emergency power sources in the onsite power
systems. It is related to the station blackout issue in that it is one of the
primary sources of unreliability in the total-loss of ac power event. As a
result, the station blackout regulatory guidance called for a reliability pro-
gram at nuclear power plants designed to monitor and maintain the reliability
of the diesel generators and improve the reliability if an acceptable level is
not achieved. Specific guidance to the utilities on how to implement such a
program is being provided under the GSI B-56 resolution in the form of a revision
to Regulatory Guide 1.9, which will reference a NUMARC document for the diesel
generator reliability program recommendations. The NUMARC document (NUMARC
87-00, Appendix D) was produced by the nuclear power industry with input from
the NRC staff (as described above) in the discussion on station-blackout. The
resolution of GSI B-56 will be complete when, consistent with the recuirements
of the station blackout rule, each licensee implements an emergency ciesel
generator reliability program to enhance the reliability of the onsite diesel
generators.

Problems in the electric power systems, such as those discussed above, are
identified by the staff on an ongoing basis through the review of LERs and other-

licensee notification requirements and through the staff's various license
review and inspection activities. In addition to the vehicles identified above
for making changes to the licensing basis for electric power systems, the staff
often issues information notices to notify licensees of problems found in the
electric systems at some plants. Although the notices do not require licensees
to take any action, they serve to quickly advise licensees of problems that may-

exist in their plants, while the staff determines what, if any,-additional action
is warranted.
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8.4 Conclusions
'

The staff review at the time of the initial. licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the design of the facility's electrical. power systems met the
staff acceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations. The
staff has and will continue to obtain new information related to this subject
area through a variety of sources such as updates.to the FSAR, research reports,
operating plant events and routine plant' inspections. The staff reviews this
information and, in the past, has required licensees to take actions to upgrade
the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate prc %cti_on'of the public
health and safety. For example, the Commission recently nisued 10 CFR 50.63 to
require electrical system upgrades. In addition, the staff will continue to
review new information in this subject area-and if the staff determines that
new or different requirements are needed, the staff has the capability w dhin
the existing regulatory process to require additional analysts or plant modifi-
cations, as necessary, to ensure the continued health and safety of the public.
In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current regulatory process has
and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that the licensing bases of
all currently operating plants are sufficient to assure that operation is not
inimical to the public health and safety.
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9 AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

9.1 Scope

Auxiliary systems are those secondary systems provided to support operation-and
function of primary engineered safety features (ESFs); other systems not directly
related to safe reactor operation and safe shutdown are also included. Their
primary function is to remove heat from essential components (e.g., cooling
water and ventilation systems) or provide motive power (e.g., compressed air)
to equipment needed for safe reactor operation and postaccident shutdown. Sup-
port systems include cooling water systems (e.g., station service water, reactor
auxillaries cooling water, and the ultimate heat sink); compressed air systems;
hea. ting, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems for various plant;
areas; and diesel generator auxiliaries (e.g., fuel oil, cooling water, lubri-
cation, and combustion air systems). Other auxiliary systems not.directly
related to safe reactor operation and shutdown include new and spent fuel stor-
age and handling systems, process sampling system, equipment and floor drainage
system, fire protection system, and communication and lighting systems. In
addition, the chemical and volume control system that provides normal reactor
coolant system inventory in-pressurized-water reactor (PWR) plants and the-
standby liquid control system that provides an emergency backup means of reac-
tivity control in BWR plants are also within the scope of the auxiliary systems.

9. 2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations reauire that cooling water systems supporting primary
ESF systems be designed, tested, and inspected in a manner intended.to ensure
their safety function and that ESF systems be compatible with environmental con-
ditions, which includes HVAC systems relied on to provide proper ESF equipment
operating conditions. These regulations also require that spent fuel storage
and handling systems be designed with features that ensure a safe spent fuel
storage facility and that nuclear power plants be designed to minimize the prob-
ability of fires and-have fire protection features to minimize-the adverse
effects of fires. Specific additional fire protection requirements are-
contained in 10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R to 10 CFR.Part 50.

9.3 Evolution of Curr, Licensing Basisu

The licensing basis for auxiliary systems h'as evolved as reactor events and
generic studies by the NRC staf f provide new information that is determined to
be helpful in improving the performance of-auxiliary systems. -The process of
evaluating operating experience and assessing plant data to determine the need
for additional actions is a continuous one.

One important source of operating experience information is the reports on events
and equipment failures prepared by all licensees in accordance with the require-
ments of 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73. -The NRC Office for Analysis and Evalua-
tion of Operational Data (AE00) reviews this.information and develops recommen-
dations for action. Examples of this with regard to auxiliary systems are
discussed below.
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Another means of identifying the need for further actions is through the
process of identifying, prioritizing, and evaluating generic issues when poten-
tial safety concerns arise that require longer term study. Examples of the
generic issue process on auxiliary systems are also discussed below.

In 1980, the NRC staff became aware through reported events of fouling of
service water systems and the resulting degradation in system performance caused
by biological organisms. This resulted in the issuance of IE Bulletin 81-03,
" Flow Blockage of Cooling Water to Safetv-Related Components by Corbiocula-Sp.
(Asiatic Clam) and Mytilus Sp, (Mussel),T' dated April 10, 1981. Licensees were
requested to assess the potential for biofouling at their sites and implement
appropriate monitoring or corrective actions. Subsequent service water system
problems were also identified and generically communicated in IE Information
Notice (IN) 85-30, " Microbiological 1y Induced Corrosion of Containment Service
Water System" (April 19, 1985); IN 86-11 " Inadequate Service Water Protection
Against Core Melt Frequency" (February 25, 1986); and IN 86-96, " Heat Exchanger
Fouling Can Cause Inadequate Operability of Service Water Systems" (November 20,
1986).

In response to service water system degradatior, problems, several generic issues
(GIs), but primarily GI-51, " Proposed Requirements for_ Improving Open _ Cycle
Service Water Systems," were initiated to study the need for further recommenda-
tions for improving service water system performance. In addition, as part of
its responsibility to evaluate operational data, AE00 undertook a study of ser-
vice_ water system problems. The AEOD findings were eventually published in
" Operational Experience Feedback Report - Service Water System Failures and
Degradations," NUREG-1275, Volume 3, dated November 1988.

The AE0D report and GI-51 resolutian led to development and issuance of Generic
Letter (GL) 89-13, " Service Water System Problems Affecting Safety-Related Equip-
ment," which recommended additional performance monitoring and design verifica-
tions in order to ensure the safety function of the service water system. All
plants were required to respond to GL 89-13 by indicating their plans for accom-
plishing the NRC staff's intent to improve service-water system performance.
Through the inspection program, the NRC staff is' performing audits of the imple
mentation of the actions identified by the licensees in response to the generic
letter and will assess the adequacy of the licensee's actions.

A similar process was followed during the early 1980s to correct reported-
failures and problems with degradation in the instrument air systems. Parallel
NRC staff evaluations were conducted under GI-43, " Air System Reliability," and
in AE00, which resulted in publication of " Operational Experience Feedback |

Report - Air System Problems," NUREG-1275,' Volume 2, dated December 1987. The
GI-43 resolution and the AE0D report led to development and issuance of GL 88-14,
" Instrument Air Supply System Problems Affecting Safety-Related Equipment," which
requested that licensees perform a design-basis verification of their instrument
air systems and make the necessary improvements to ensure _its proper function.
All licensees were required to respond to GL 88-14 indicating that they had-
accomplished-the recommended actions. Within the framework of the inspection
program, the NRC staff is performing audit inspections of instrument air systems
to assess the adequacy of the licensees' actions for improving _the systems'
performance.
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After the THI-2 accident, it became apparent from analysis of the event that
additional means were necessary to ensure prompt and accurate postaccident -i
sampling of the containment environment and reactor coolant conditions in order
to get the information needed to manage recovery. On the basis of experience
gained from the TMI-2 accident, Item II.B.3, " Post-Accident Sampling Capability,"
was incorporated in NUREG-0737. All nuclear power plants were required to
implement postaccident sampling capabilities in accordance with these guidelines,

,

Because of the safety significance of the fire at Browns Ferry Unit 1 in 1975,
the staff undertook a comprehensive effort to develop more specific criteria to
improve fire safety. This effort resulted in. issuance of various staff positions
and guidance in 1976, which included Branch Technical Position (BTP) Auxiliary
and Power Conversion System Branch (APCSB) 9.5-1 and Appendix A to BTP APCSB
9.5-1. The Commission eventually codi_fied fire protection requirements when
it issued 10 CFR 50.48, " Fire Protection," and Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50,
dated November 19, 1980. All licensees whose plants had been licensed to operate ,

before January 1,1979, were required to compare their plant fire protection
features to the new criteria and make the necessary modifications. Plants not
licensed in 1979 or later were reviewed against-similar criteria as part of the
normal prelicensing review. Completion of these actions has resulted in sub-
stantial improvement in fire protection and post-fire safe shutdown capability
in all plants.

With the recognition in the mid-1970s that' spent fuel from commercial _ nuclear
power plaats would not be reprocessed, it became apparent that much greater

,

quantities of spent fuel would be stored in onsi_te spent fuel nools. This led
to the development of additional guidance for ensuring safe spent fuel storage i

when license amendments were requested for expanding capacity in spent fuel
pools. This guidance was issued to all nuclear power reactor licensees by a
generic letter, dated April 14, 1978. This guidance continues to serve |as a
basis for ensuring safe onsite storage of spent fuel. Subsequent generic
concerns regarding suc5 spent fuel storage safety were evaluated by the NRC
staff under Generic Issue 82, "Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel
Pools." This effort led to the determination'that _ additional criteria beyond
these currently established for ensuring safe spent fuel storage were not neces-
sary. In addition, the requirements .of.10-CFR Part 72 must be satisfied if a
licensee proposes _to store spent fuel in an independent storage facility-
separate from the spent fuel pool itself.

Concerns with regard to the safe handlips of heavy loads at nuclear power plants

were the subject of a generic study under Generic Technical Activity' Control. ofA-36 during
the late 1970s. This study resulted in publication of- NUREG-0612,
Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants," dated July-1980, and issuance of a generic
letter, dated December 22, 1980. The generic letter requested _that, as' stated
in NUREG-0612. all licensees imalement improvements to procedures, training,
identification of safe load patis, and crane _and lifting device maintenance and
testing, in order to reduce the probability of.a heavy load drop near spent fuel
or safety related equipment that could lead to an unacceptable release of radio-
activity. The staff reviewed and provided a safety evaluation of each licensee's, 1

proposed actions to handle heavy loads more safely. Through the inspection pro-
gram, the NRC staff audited licensee-identified actions to satisfy the concerns

,. identified in NUREG-0612. Following these reviews,.the staff undertook a pilotf program to assess the need for implementation of additional-NUREG-0612. guide-
F- lines. 'On the basis of the pilot program, the staff determined that further-
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actions recommended in NUREG-0612, which inclJded the installation of single-
failure proof cranes and performance of load drop analyses, were not necessary,
This conclusion was described in Generic Letter 85-11, dated June 28, 1985,
wherein it was determined that actions already completed by licensees have
satisfactorily reduced the probability of unacceptable heavy load drops.

Since the TMl-2 accident, the staff has begun in a systematic manner to review
the capability of nuclear power plants to cope with beyond-design-basis (severe) ,

accidents. This effort has relied largely on probabilistic risk assessment
techniques. A major objective of these reviews was to identify potential olant
vulnerabilities and take corrective actions accordingly. These reviews show that
auxiliary and support systems can be dominant contributors to risk, and atten-
tion to their continued proper operation is important to plant safety. Future
licensee activities requested by the staff as part of the Individual Plant
Examination of internally initiated events (IPE) and the Individual Plant Exami-
nation of External Events (IPEEE) will include a focus on auxiliary systems and
their contribution to plant safety.

9.4 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the facility's auxiliary systems met the staff acceptance criteria
and the intent of all applicable regulations. The staff has and will continue
to obtain new information related to this subject area through a variety of
sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating plant events
and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this information and,_ in _the
past, has required licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to provide
continuing assurance of adequate protection of the public health and safety.
Examples of instances where staff review and examination has led to issuance
of new criteria and implementation of improvements to auxiliary systems include
service water system upgrades (GL 89-13), instrument air system upgrades-
(GL 88-14), post accident sampling in public upgrades (NUREG 0737, Item II.B.3),
fire protection upgrades (10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50), spent
fuel storage upgrades (GL of April 14,1978), and heavy load capability upgrades
(NUREG-0612). In addition, the staff will continue to review new information
in this subject area and if the staff determines that new or_different_ require-
ments are needed, the staff has the capability within the existing regulatory
procese +o require additional analyses or plant modifications,-as necessary, to
ensure ue continued health and safety of the public, in conclusion, the Commis-
sion concludes-that the current regulatory process has and will continue to
provide reasonable assurance that the licensing bases of all currently operating
plants are sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical to the public
health and safety.
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10 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

10.1 Scope

The steam and power conversion system consists of those balance-of plant systems
necessary to provide feedwater to the reactor in boiling-water reactors (BWRs)
and steam generators in pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) in order to produce
the main steam supply to the turbine for generating power as part of the normal
operating function of the nuclear power plant. With the exception of system
piping interfaces to the primary (in BWRs) and secondary pressure boundary (in
PWRs), these systems have no safety function and are not relied on to ensure a
safe postaccident shutdown with one exception. The auxiliary feedwater system
in PWR plants has an important postaccident and transient decay heat removal
safety function, as is discussed below.

10.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commissic'1 regulations require that the reactor coolant pressure boundary have
an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage, of rapidly propagating failure,
and of gross rupture under operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated
accident conditions. These requirements pertain to the steam and power conver-
sion system in PWRs because control of the secondary water chemistry and inser-
vice inspection to technical specifications limits are essential to ensuring
steam generator tube integrity and preventing unacceptable primary. coolant leak-
age into the secondary (steam) system.

In addition, the regulations require that nuclear power plants have a system to
remove residual heat following accidents and transients and specify design
requirements for the system. In PWRs, the auxiliary feedwater system provides
this function for most events, except for postulated large-reactor coolant pipingfailures.

10.3 Evolutior; of Current Licensing Basis

The 1979 accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2-(TMI-2) heightened'the NRC staff's
awareness of the importance of the postaccident decay heat removal safety func-
tion provided by the auxiliary feedwater system. Improper isolation of the
auxiliary feedwater flow path at TMI-2 delayed the initiation of decay. heat
removal through the steam generators. -This.resulted in implementation of Items
II.E.1.1 and II.E.1.2 of NUREG-0737, which required upgrades to the auxiliary-
feedwater system in all PWR plants to improve its reliability. .The specific
improvements were identified in NUREG-0611 and-NUREG-0635 and included changes
ir ;ystem design, including initiation and flow indication, operating procedures,
ar d technical specifications. The staff reviewed licensee responses to this
item and wrote a safety evaluation-for each plant.

Despite the improvements obtained by this effort, concern with auxiliary
feedwater system reliability remained. This concern grew out of the review of
auxiliary feedwater system reliability studies and continued failures noted from
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operating experience data reviews. The specific concern was that the availabil-
ity of an auxiliary feedwater system with two pumps was not sufficient-to ensure
the secondary decay heat removal safety function when compared to that of a
three pump system. .This concern was. amplified by the loss of all feedwater
event at Davis-Besse in June 1985. The staff pursued the issue under Generic
Issue (GI) 124 where those few plants with just two auxiliary feedwater pumps
were evaluated to determine the need to make further hardware changes to improve
their auxiliary feedwater system reliability.

G1 124 was ultimately resolved with a requirement that two pump auxiliary
feedwater system plants backfit a third means of removing decay heat through
the steam generators. Those few licensees affected by this decision have
committed to implement this additional improvement for ensuring the auxiliary
feedwater system safety function.

In addition, although the remaining portions of the power and conversion system
do not perform a direct function in ensuring-postaccident plant safety, events
involving balance-of plant systems have made the staff recognize that certain
improvements were necessary in order to ensure the safety function of interfacing
systems or reduce the likelihood of unanticipated plant trips. Two such areas
of improvement include preventing erosion / corrosion and preventing waterhammer.

In the 1970s, waterhammer events in main feedwater systems at several PWR .
plants, including Indian Point Unit 2, Calvert Cliffs, and others, demonstrated
the need for hardware improvements in order to reduce the chance of breaching
the secondary side of the steam generator. The staff evaluated this issue under
Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-1. As a result of-this effort, PWRs have-
installed J-tubes on the feedwater ring header within the steam generator to
reduce the likelihood of steam void formation in the feedwater line and potential ;

waterhammer from collapse of the steam bubble on auxiliary feedwater system
initiation. These actions have been effective at reducing the probability of-
damaging waterhammer.

The _feedwater line break event at Surry-Unit 2 in December 1986 pointed out the
adverse consequences to plant safety from unplanned reactor trips cau A by to
balance-of plant failures and to personnel from high energy system stew
releases. As a result, the staff issued Bulletin 87-01, which requested that-
all licensees examine plant piping for wall thinning and take corrective action
as necessary. A' subsequent audit of licensee actions in response-to Bulletin--
87-01 indicated that continued programs to monitor for future erosion / corrosion
were not in place at the plants. Therefore, the staff issued Generic Letter
89-08, which requested that licensees implement a continuous monitoring program
to detect unacceptable pipe wall thinning and certify that the program 1.s- in--

,

place. These' programs provide the necessary assurance against the type of severe
wall thinning event that challenges plant safety systems. Tnrough the inspectio'n
program, the staff: audits licensee actions to ensure that adequate implementation
has been undertaken,

1
'lAs a result of steam generator tube degradation and leakage problems at many- PWR

plants in the 1970s, PWR licensees, nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendors,. i
and the NRC staff initiated studies to improve steam-generator tube integrity. !

One major early outcome of these studies was a recognition-that typical secondary
water chemistry programs that included sodium phosphate'were potentially contri-
buting to the tube degradation being experienced. As'a result, NSSS vendors
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recommended a change to an all volatile treatment (AVT), secondary water chemis- ftry program utilizing ammonia and hydrazine. Licensees have adopted this change, :and subsequent operating experience indicates that it has been effect1ve in i
improving steam generator tube integrity. Steam generator tube integrity was i

also designated an unresolved safety issue (U$1) by the NRC staff in 1978 and :

Task Action plans (TAPS) A-3, A-4, and A-5 werc established to evaluate the i

safety significance of degradation in Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering, and |Babcock and Wilcox steam generators, respectively. These studies were later i
combined into one effort because many of t'ie problems being experienced at these i
plants were similar. The staff prepared a drafi USI report regarding this issue, !

which primarily consi m ed corrosion-related failure mechanisms, including the !
" denting" mechanism, since those failures were the main concern during the !

period when most of the nhnical studies were performed.
|

In May 1982, subsequent to the Ginna steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event', :
the staff initiated an integrated program to consider the lessons-learned from ;
the Ginna SG1R event, and from the three previous domestic SGTR events. The
staff also conridered the recommendations in the draft USI uport. The objec-

.

tive of the integrated program was to resolve USIs A-3. A-4, and A-E and deter. !

mine the need for further requirements to improve steam generator tube integrity. .

.

Concurrent with the completion of the staff study under USIs A-3, A-4, and A-5, .

in 1985, the NRC staf f issu(d Generic Letter 85-02, which requested that all PWR !

licensees describe their progrsms, including secondary water chemistry control,
for ensuring steam generator tube integrity. The NRC staff reviewed these- ,f

programs and accepted them with necessary changes made by licensees. |
t

The results of the NRC staff integrated program for resolution of USIs A-3 A-4, 5
'and A-5 were ultimately documented in NUREG-0844, "NRC Integrated Program for

the Re.olution of Unresolved Safety Issues A-3, A-4, and A-5 Regar."ng Steam Gen- -)
erator Tube Integrity," September 1988. In NUREG-0844, the NRC staff concluded
that sufficient regulatory requirements were in place, in conjur.ction with ;

industry initiatives, to ensure that SGTRs do not contribute significantly to i

nuclear power olant risk, and thus, no further regulatory requirements were
necessary.

10.4 Conclusions
|,

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility' determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the. staff to
conclude that those portions of the steam and power conversion system performing
essential safety functions met the staff acceptance criteria and the intent of.

.

all applicable ragulations. The staff has and will continue to obtain new infor- !

mationrelatedtothissubjectareathroughavariety.ofsourcessuchasupdates
to the FSAR, research reports,-operating plant events and routine plant inspec-
tions. The staff reviews this information and, in the past, has required li- !

censees to take actions to upgrade me plant to provide continuing assurance of I

adequate protection of the public health and safety.. The TMI-2 accident-led,to
-

significant improvements in the availability and reliability of the auxiliary- :
feedwater system, which is-the portion of the steam and power conversion system ;
providing a c:ecay heat removal safety function in PWRs. Events at other plants '

in balance-of plant systems led to improvements to redr.e the likelihood of-

t

i
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damaging waterhammer and unanticipated plant trips due to errosion/ corrosion
of piping, in addition, the staff will continue to review new information in
this subject area and if the staff determines that new or different requirements
ar^ needed, the staff has the capability within the existing regulatory process
to require additional analyses or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure
the continued health and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Consnission
concludes that the current regulatory process has and will continue to provide <

reasonable assurance that the licensing bases of all currently operating plants
are sufficient to assure ', hat operation is not inimical to the public health
and safety.

,
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11 RADIDACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

11.1 Scope
<

Radioactive waste management systems are provided to control releases of
radioactive materials to the environment in liquid and airborne effluents and
to handle radioactive solid wastes produced during normal reactor operation.
Process and effluent radiological monitoring and sampling systems are p:ovided
for monitoring effluent discharge paths for radioactivity that may be released
from normal cperations and from postulated accidents.

Radioactive liquid and solid waste management systems are relatively indepenuant
of the type of plant; however, radioactive gaseous waste management systems at
boiling-water reactors (BWRs) differ significantly from those at pressurized
water reactors (PWRs).

11.2 Safety issues and Regulatory Requirements
|
|

Commission regulations limit and otherwise govern the radioactivity in effluents
released to unrestricted areas for the. purpose of providing protection against
the hazards of radiation from normal plant operation. These regulations (1) pro-
vide requirements regarding the characteristics of radioactive waste prepared I

and packaged for transfer to offsite disposal sitestivesforequipmenttocontrolreleasesofradioactive(2)providedesignobjec-)
materials in effluents,

and (3) require technical specifications to keep releases of radioactive
materials to unrestricted areas during normal operations as low as is reasonably
achievable.

Furthermore Commission regulations require that (1) the plant desigh include
meanstosuItablycontrolthereleaseofradioactivematerialsingaseousand
liquid effluents and to handle radioactive solid wastes produced during normal
operations, including anticipated operational occurrences; (2) radioactive waste
systems be designed to ensure adequate safety under normal and postulated acci-
dent conditions; and (3) means be provided for monitoring eff?uent discharge
paths for radioactivity that may be released from normal operations, including
anticipated operational occurrences, and from postulated accidents.

11.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Significant changes to the regulations governing radioactive waste management
systems occurred with the establishment of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 in 1975
and 10 CFR 20,311, and 10 CFR Part 61 in 1982.- Appendix I was. issued because
the NRC recognized that specific numerical criteria were necessary to ensure
that licensees were maintaining radioactivity levels within normal effluent
releases to as inw as reasonably achievable limits as required by 10 CFR Part 20.

The technical specifications established under 10 CFR 50.36a (" Appendix I
technical specifications") for all plants are intended to ensure that radioactive
waste processing operations are conducted within specific limits. These techni-
cal specifications provide limiting conW . ions for operation and surveillance
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requirements regarding (1) operation of the liquid and gaseous radwaste treat-
ment systems, (2) radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous effluents,
(3) offsite doses due to radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous effluents
(4) total offsite doses, (5) radiological environmental monitoring, (5) content
of liquid and gaseous waste storage tanks, (7) explosive mixtures in gaseous
radwestes management systems, and (8) processing of solid radioactive wastes.

Subsequent experience and problems with the acceptability of aclid waste packages
from commercial nuclear power plants intended for burial at licensed offsite
facilities resulted in issuance of 10 CFR Part 20 requirements to more closely
control transfers of radioactive waste intended for disposal at a licensed land
disposal facility. These problems included excessive amounts of water in solid
waste packages and overly rapid deterioration of the waste form itself. Under
10 CFR 20.311, licensees are required to (1) prepare all solid wastes so that
they can be classified eccording to 10 CFR 61.55, (2) meet the waste character-
istic requirements of IV CFR 61.56, and (3) conduct a quality control program-
to ensure compliance with 10 CFR 61.55 and 10 CFR 61.56. These requirements are
intended to ensure that future solid waste packages from all plants will be
acceptable for burial c+. storapa facilities and will maintain their long-term-

integrity.

Additional generic requirements that have evolved governing radioactive waste
management systems are as follows, NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TM1 Actica
Plan Requirer,ents," Item II.F.1, issued in November 1980, provided new generic
requirements regarding additional monitoring and sampling,-and analysis of post-
accident releases of radioactive materials. These requirements were-added
because of weaknesses noted at Three Mile Island, Unit 2 (TMI-2) in +his area
after the THI-2 accident.

,

In the early 1980s, uncertainty arose with regard to future availability of
low-level waste disposal capacity at the licensed burial sites. This concern
resulted in the issuance of Generic Letter (GL) 81-38, " Storage of low-Level
Radioactive Wastes at Power Reactor Sites," dated November 10, 1981, which pro-
vided generic guidance to be used by_ licensees in the design, construction, and
operation of such onsite storage facilities. Licensees continue to use this,

guidance to ensure proper storage of low-level waste at nuclear power plants.

11.4 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to -
conclude that the radioactive waste management system met the staff acceptance
criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations. The staff has and will
continue to obtain new information related to this subject urea through a variety
of sources.such as updates to the FSAR, research reports.soperating plant events
and routine plant inspections.- The staff reviews this information and, in the
past has required licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to provide
contInuingassurance-ofadequateprotectionofthe-publichealthandsafety.

-

In addition, the staff will continue to review new information in this subject
area and if the staff determines that new or different requirements are needed,
the staff has the capability within the existing-regulatory process to. require
additional analyses or plant modifications, as.necessary, to. ensure the continued
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health and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that
the current regulatory process has and will continue to provide reasonable
assurance that the_ licensing bases of all currently operating plants are suffi-
cient to assure that operation is not inimical to the public health and safety.

L
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12 RADIATION PROTECTION

12.1 Scope
'

General standards are provided for tH w tection of the individual from radia-
tion hazards associated with activii:es # ~ mi tv the NRC. In this chapter, ,

the staf f will discuss the different cca n ete M in place to limit the ,

exposure of occupational workers ano Ve p w > .c to ionizing radiation, j

12.2 Safety Issues a_nd Regulatory Requireme;tj

Commission regulations _ provide standards for ti;e protection of liewees, thrdr
employees, and the general public against the radiation hazards arising out of
the possession or use of special nuclear, source, or byproduct material under
license issued by the PRC. Certain precautionary procedures and administrative

'

controls are provided to ensure that the evaluation of these radiation hazards
are adequate and that the resulting radiation doses are kept as low as is rea-
sonably achievable (ALARA). Different limits and controls are provided for
occupationally exposed individuals and members of the genera public. ;

12.2.1 Occupational Exposures

10 CFR Part 20 prescribes dose limits that govern the exposure of personnel _to
radiation from sources external to the body. In addition, limits on the
qLantities of radioactive material taken into the body through inhalation or
absorption are provided to control the dcses to individual organs and tissues
from internal sources.

10 CFR Part 19.12 prescribes that plant workers be informed of the radiation
hazards to which they are subjected and be instructed in the-purpose and functio _n
of radiation protection devices in use and controls that they-must observe. t

12.2.2 Exposures to the General Public
'

10 CFR Part 20 provides controls for radiation exposure _to the general public
by limiting the radiation levels that can exist in areas not controlled by the r

licensee and concentrations of radioactive material that may be discharged from t

the facility in gaseous and_ liquid form, and by regulating the transportation
and disposal of radioactive wastes.

In addition to the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 that apply to all NRC licensees,
design specifications and operating requirements are provided in Appendix I to-
10 C:R Part 50 to ensure that each power reactor licensee operates its facility- '

so that the quantities of radioactive materials released to the environment in-
gaseous and liquid effluents are maintained ALARA,_ .

Also, NRC licensees are subject to regulations promulgated by other agencies.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) provides limitations on the dose to ,

members of the public from facilities in the uranium fuel cycle (including those ;
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licensed by the NRC) in 40 CFR Part 190. The Department of Transportation (DOT)
regulates tN shipment of radioactive materials in Title 49 to the Code of
Federal Regulations (49 CFR).

12.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The adoption of 10 CFR Part 20 in 1957 established the basic framework currently
employed for the protection of licensee personnel and the public from exposure
to radiation. Extensive changes to the dose limits and the permissible concen-
trations of radioactive material in air and water contained in 10 CFR Part 20,
were adopted in 1960. Thesedoselimitsandpermissibleconcentrationswere
based on the latest scientific knowledge of the time on the biological effects
of radiation exposure.

An assumption basic to the radiation protection methods used in 10 CFR Part 20
is that any exposure to ionizing radiation results in a proportional health risk
and that there should be no radiation exposure without a commensurate benefit.
From 1970 to 1975, the Commission undertook a series of rule changes to improve
the framework in 10 CFR Part 20 for ensuring that reasonable efforts are made
to keep exposures to radiation, and releases of radioactivity in effluents, ALARA
and to specify design and operating requirements in Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50
to restrict quantities of radioactive materials released in gaseous and liquid
effluents from light-water reactors (LWRs).

The dose criteria specified in Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 correspond to
continuous effluent releases that are a small fraction of the concentration
limits in 10 CFR Part 20. Licensees were required to implement technical
specificationt to ensure plant operations within the Appendix'I requirements.

In 1981, the Commission amended 10 CFR Part 20 to incorporate the EPA require-
ments in 40 CFR Part 190, " Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for
Nuclear Power Operations"; 40 CFR Part 190 3rovides that LWRs be operated so
that releases of radioactive material and tie resulting radiation doses to:the
public are below specified limits. These dose limits are comparable to, and in
some cases more restrictive than, the dose objectives and operating conditions
contained in Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.

In 1983, 10 CFR 20.311, was adopted to establish administration procedures and
recordkeeping requirements to support the licensing requirements for-land dis-
posal of radioactive wastes contained in 10 CFR Part 61. The waste manifests,
specified in 10 CFR 20.311, document that radioaci.ive wastes are properly clas-
sified, described, packaged, marked, and labeled, and are in proper condition.
for transportation according to the applicable 00T regulations.

During the licensing process, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.34, the'aaplicant must
submit a final saf ty analysis report (FSAR) that describes tie facility, the'
kinds and quantities of radioactive materials expected to be produced,_ and the
means for controlling and limiting radioactive effluents and radiation exposures
within the limits of 10 CFR Part 20.

Additional design criteria are provided in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part-50 governing-
the radioactive exposure to plant operators under accident conditions, the expo-
sure to radiation during fuel handling and storage, and the adeq'uate monitoring
of radioactive concentrations in plant effluents and radiation levels _in plant
environs.during. normal operations and postulated accidents.
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Before granting a license, the staff reviews the FSAR against establishcd
acceptance criteria and concludes that the facility design, and the radiological
controls proposed, are adequate, and that the facility can be operated within
all applicable limits and radiation cxposures will be maintained ALARA.

The NRC inspection program ensures that each licensee adequately implements the
radiation protection controls described in the plant FSAR and incorporated in
the plant technical specifications. The performance of each licensee's radia-
tion protection program is inspected by the NRC resident inspectors on a weekly-
basis, by region-based specialists routinely, and by teams of specialists when-
ever deemed necessary. 'Jhen deficiencies are noted, the licensee-is required to
modify its program or implement additional controls as corrective action. An
example of this is the finding from the 1980-1981 Health Physics Appraisal Team
inspections that efforts at maintaining occupational radiation exposure ALARA
lecked licensee support. Sebsequently, each licensee implemented additional
programs to ensure occupational exposures are maintained ALARA.

) Plant operating events also provide new information that may require changes to
a plant's licensing bases. Two examples are the serious exposure of plant work-
ers during a fuel transfer operation in 1978_and the radiation protection ex7e-
riences during the 1979 accident at Three Mile Island. In both cases, each LWR
licensee was required to reanalyze its plant design and make appropriate modiff-
cations to ensure adequate protection to workers during spent fuel transfer oper-
ations or during postulated accident situations. In addition, the TMI accident
indicated a need throughout the industry to improve accident assessment and mon-
itoring capabilities related to potential radioactive releases off site during
an accident. Upgrades in radiation protection during fuel handling operations
were made at all operating reactor licensees as a required response to Bulletin
78-08, " Radiation levels From Fuel Element Transfer Tubes," dated June 12, 1978.
Improvements in radiation protection programs-to protect workers during a post-
ulated plant accident were contained in NURLG-0660 and NUREG-0737 and the
implementationateachplantwassubsequentlyrequiredbyCommissIonorder.

Advances in the scientific and technical knowledge of radtsbiology and the. risks
associated with radiation exposure have been made since the current limits in-
10 CFR Part 20 were adopted in 1960. The current recommendations of the Inter-
national Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)-provide a radiation pro-
tection framework that relates the risks of nonuniform irradiation to individual-
tissues and organs from internally deposited radionuclides to the risk of uniform
irradiation of the total body. This method differs from the current standards
in 10 CFR Part 20, which limit internal and external exposures separately.

The Commission staff has reviewed the ICRP recommendations and has concluded
thtt the framework more firmly establishes health risk as-the basis for radia-
tion protection than was evident for the current standards. The Commission is
currently engaged in a rulemaking proceeding to revise 10 CFR Part 20 to be con-
sistent with these international recommendations and practices, even though the
standards in the current 10 CFR Part 20,-in concert with the ALARA programs-
implemented at.LWRs, result in doses generally far below the limits specified
in the proposed revision. Thus, revising the limits in 10 CFR Part 20 will.have
little impact on reactor licensees. For example, limiting the sum of the dose
from internally deposited radioactivity and the dose from external sources will
not be a significant impact for LWRs since engineering and administrative con-
trols, already required, generally reduce the intake of radioactive material to
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insignificant levels. If approved by the Commission, all NRC licensees will be
required to change their programs to implement the- radiation protection strategy

,

provided by the revised 10 CFR Part 20. As additional scientific findings become !
available, such as those recently published by the National Academy of Sciences |
in its fifth report on the biological effects of ionizing radiation (BEIR V), !

the Commission will consider their significance and make changes to its rules '

and regulations as appropriate.
:

12.4 Conclusions :

The staff review at the time of the initial _ licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the control strategies in place to limit the exposure of occupa- .

tional workers and the general public to ionizing radiation met the staff accept-
ance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations. The staff has and '

will continue to obtain new information related to this subject area through a
variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating-plant
events and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this information and,
in the past, has required licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to-
provide continuing assurance of adequate protection of the public health and
safety. In addition, the staff will continue to review new information in this '

subject area and if the staff determines that new or different requirements are
needed, the staff has the capability within the existing regulatory process to ;

require additional analyses or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the-
]continued health and safety of the public, in conclusion, the_ Commission con-

cludes that the current regulatory process has and will continue to provide
reasonable assurance that the licensing bases of all currently operating plants
are sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical to the public health
and safety.
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13 CONDUCT Of OPERATIONS

Thefollowingsectionsdiscussanumberofsubjectareasthatgenerallyaffect
the conduct of operations around operating facilities. These subject aree

include discussions of the management, operationstrainingprograms;emergencyplanning;IIcensee'chnicalsupportorgan-
and te

ization s self-assessment
capabi1I' ties;plantprocedures;andphysicalsecurity.

13.1 Management, Operations, and Technical Support Organizations

13.1.1 Scope

During the licensing of an operating plant, the staff reviews the licensee's
management and support organizations. This particular review area is limited
to ensuring that corporate management is involved with, informed about, and
dedicated to the safe design, test and operation of the~ plant; that there are
sufficienttechnicalresourcesavailabletoensureplantoperational-safety;
and that the structure, functkns,-and responsibilities of the licensee's
onsite organization are acceptabb defined.

*

13.1.2 Safety issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that a licensee must be. technically qualified to
operate the plant before a license can be granted and that provisions relating
to organization and management be included in the administrative controls
sect';n of the plant technical specifications. The regulations also describe
licensed operator requirements during operation of a facility. The TMI' Action
Plan (NUREG-0737) also describes specific requirements with respect to the
responsibility of both the shift supervisor and shift technical advisor.

13.1.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

In general the safety evaluation report or its supplements contain descriptions
of the uanagement, operations, and technical support organizations for each fa-
cility at the time the license was issued. A licensee's management, operations,
and technical support organizations continually change during the term of the
license. Changes to the management, operations, and technical support organiza-
tion are monitored throughout the term of the license, and new criteria are
applied, if applicable.

10 CFR Part 50.71(e) requires each licensee to periodically update the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for their facility. The FSAR contains information
with respect to the management, operations, and. technical support organizations.
If changes are made to provisions relating to management and organization that
are in the technical specifications, the Commission reviews and approves these
cha'nges. Thereby, the Commission is continually updated on the licensee's-
management and technical support organizations at each facility.

The management, operations, and technical' support organizations at each facility
are evaluated continually. The Commission, on a continuing basis, interacts
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with the licensee through the evaluation of reportable events, license changes,
10 CFR Part 50.59 changes, the Commission resident inspector program, and
special inspections. These activities provide insight into tie capability of
the technical support organization for the facility. The integration of all
these interfaces with the licensee provides a continual evaluation of the man-
agement, operations, and technical support organization at each facility.'

13.1.4 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the-applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the applicant's technical qualifications to manage and support
plant operations met the staff acceptance criteria and the intent of all
applicable regulations. The staff has and will continue to obtain new infor-
mation related to this subject area through a variety of sources such as
updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating plant events and routine plant
inspections, The staff reviews this information and, in the past, has required
licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to provide continuing assurance
of adequate protection of the public health and safety. Reviews and approval of
technical specification changes, interactions with the-staff, and the inspection
program provide the Commission with a continuing evaluation of-the licensee's
management, operations, and techncial support organizations. In addition, the-
staff will continue to review new information in this subject area and if the
staff determines that new or differet requirements are needed the staff has
thecapabilitywithintheexistingregulatoryprocesstorequIreadditional-
analyses of plant modifications, as necesery, to ensure the continue health
and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the
current regulatory process has and will continae to-provide reasonable assurt.nce
that the licensing bases of all currently operating plants are sufficient to
assure that operation is not inimical to the pub 1!c health and safety,

13.2 Training

13.2.1 Scope

This section describes information relating to the operational training and
licensed operator requalification programs of the plant. The purpose of these
programs is to provide assurance t1at the licensee will-adequately-train a staff
to safely operate the plant and, thereby, protect the public health and safety.

13.2.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that licensees provide training and instruction
to individuals who manipulate the controls of.a facility or direct any licensed
activity of a licensed individual and provide information concerning organiza-
tional structure, personnel. qualifications, and related matters to ensure that
proper administrative and managerial controls are in place to ensure safe-
operation.

13,2,3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Following the accident at Three-Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2), the NRC emphasized
the need to upgrade training and qualificationr, of nuclear power plant person-

.nel. In the "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident"
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(NOREG-0660, July 1980), the NRC cited its ongoing study of accreditation of
training as a possible means of upgrading training programs in the industry,

in the " Clarification of IMI Action Plan Requirements" (NUREG-0737, November
1980), the NRC cited interim procedures to improve training programs and to
upgrade the qualifications of personnel prior to accreditation of the facility
training programs. Since that time, the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
(INPO), with its associated National Academy for Nuclear Power Operations
(Academy), has developed a training accreditation program that the NRC has
found to be an acceptable means of self-improvement of training.

On March 20, 1985, the Commission published its policy statement on training
and qualification of nuclear power plant personnel allowing the industry a
minimum of two years of accreditation activity without the introduction of new
NRC training regulations. In the policy statement, the Commission further
endorsed the training accreditation program managed by INPO, as it encompasses
the elements of effective-performance-based training and provides the basis to-
ensure that personnel have qualifications commensurate with the performance
requirementsoftheirjobs,andrecognizedtheaccreditationof10 utility-
training programs.

On November 18, 1988, the Commission published a revised policy statement that-
reflected the minor modifications made by the Academy to its accreditation pro-
gram and the NRC staff to the methods by which it monitors the industry training
programs. Specifically, the amendments of the revised policy statement are:
(1) recognition of the establishment of an eleventh accredited training program;
(2) NRC staff will monitor the industry training programs.and training program
results by conducting post-accreditation reviews; and (3) NRC will conduct in-
spections, as deemed necessar
cordance with the Commission'y,.and take appropriate enforcement. action in ac-

s enforcement aolicy in 10 CFR Part 2,s policy has
Appendix C,

when regulatory requirements are not met, lowever, the Commission
been successfully challenged [Public Citizens v. U.S. NRC No. 89-1017 - D.C,
Circuit, April 17,1990]. The Commission has this matter under consideration.

To ensure that the nuclear industry's training program improvements are effec-
tive, the NRC monitors the accreditation process and its results by attending
and observing Accreditation Board meetings, observing trJ ning accreditation '

team visits, conducting operator licensing and requalification exams, and con-
,

ducting performance-oriented training inspections to assess the level of
knowledge of plant personnel.

13.2.4 Conclusions =

The staff review at the time of the initial-licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient-for the staff to.,

conclude that the applicant's training of licensed operators met the staff
acceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations. .The staff.
has and will continue to obtain new information related to this subject area
through a variety of. sources such as updates to the FSAR research reports,
operating plant events and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this
information and, in the past, has required licensees to take actions to upgrade
the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate protection of the public
health and safety. In particular, 10 CFR 50.34 and 10 CFR Part 55 establish
the requirements for the development and implementation of training and
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requalification programs for facility personnel. The Commission has determined
that the INPO training accreditation program with its periodic re evaluation
requirements is an adequate means of self-improvement training. In addition,
the staff will continue to review new information in this sub;ect area and if
the staff determines that new or different requirements are needed, the staff
has the capability within the existing regulatory process to require additional
analyses of plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continue health
and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that tne
current regulatory arocess has and will continue to provide reasonable assurance
that the licensing )ases of all currently operating plants are sufficient to
assure that operation is not inimical to the public health and safety.

13.3 Emergency Planning

13.3.1 Scope

This section discusses the requirement that reactor licensees develop.and
implement emergency plans to ensure the continued protection of-the public
health and safety in the event of a radiological accident.

13.3.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Prior to the issuance of a full power operating license, the emergency planning
regulations require a finding that there is reasonable assurance that adrquate
protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emer- 7
gency. The regulations were adopted as an added conservatism to the defense-
in-depth philosophy. They differ in character from most of the NRC's siting
and engineering design requirements which are directed at achieving or
maintaining a minimum level of public safety protection.

13.3.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

13.3.3.1 Onsite Emergency Planning

In June 1979, NRC began a formal consideration of the role of emergency planning
for ensuring the continued protection of the public health and safety in areas
around nuclear power plant facilities. A final rule, effective November 3, 1980,
was published in the Federal Register on August 19, 1980 (45 FR 55402). It pro-
vides that an initial operating license will not be granted unless NRC can make
a favorable finding that the integration of onsite and offsite emergency planning
provides reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be
taken in the event of a radiological emergency. NRC will base its finding on a
review of Federal Emergency Management _ Agency (FEMA) findings and determinations
as to whether State and local emergency plans are adequate and capable of being
implemented, and on the NRC assessment as to whether the applicant's onsite emer-
gency plant, are adequate and capable.of being implemented. In the-case of an
operating reactor, if it is determined that there are such deficiencies that a
favorable NRC finding is not warranted, and if the deficiencies are not corrected
within four months of that determination, the' Commission will determine expedi-
tiously whether the reactor should shut down or whether some other enforcement
action is appropriate. In any case, where the Commission believes that the pub-
lic health, safety, or interest so requires, the plant will be required tr shut
d w n-immediately. Licensees, however, will have an opportunity to demonstrate
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to the satisfaction of the Commission, for example, that deficiencies in emer-
gency plans are not significant for the plant in question, that adequate interim
compensating actions have been or will be taken promptly, or that there are

<

compelling reasons to permit plant operation. '

The 1980 rule required that emergency planning cosiderations be extended to <

emergency planning zones and that these consist of an area of about 10 miles (
in radius for exposure to the radioactive plume that might result from an acci- i

dent in a nuclear power reactor and an area of about 50 miles in radius for
food that might become contaminated. Additicnally, the final rule sets forth
16 emergency planning standards that must be met by onsite, State, and local
emergency plans within the emergency planning zones, j

13.3.3.2 Offsite Emergency Planning
!

Section 109 of the NRC FY 1980 Authorization Bill (PL 96 295) required-that NRC 1
consult with the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) on ;

the status of State radiological emergency response plans with respect to the
!issuance of an operating license for a reactor facility.
:

In response, FEMA issued a rule concerning review and approval of State radio- 1

logical emergency plans and preparedness (44 CFR Part 350, September 28, 1983). *

This rule established policy and procedures for review and approval by FEMA of
State emergency plans and preparedness for coping with the offsite effects of
radiological emergencies that might occur at nuclear power facilities. The ,

rule sets out criteria that are used by FEMA in reviewing, assessing, and eval-
uating the plans and preparedness it specifies how and where a State may sub-
mitplans;anditdescribescertalnoftheprocessesbywhichFEMAmakesfind-
ings and determinations as to the adequacy of State plans and the capability of '

State and local governments to implement these plans and areparedness measures.
Such findings and determinations are to be submitted to tie Governors of
affected States and to NRC for use in its licensing proceedings.

13.3.3.3 Current Program

As experience was gained in the implementation of the revised onsite and offsite
emergency plans by both the licensees and the State and local governments,
revisiont to the regulations were' deemed ~ appropriate. For example, the 1980- !

regulations required that the licensees and State and local governments within- :
the 10-mile plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone conduct an annual, !

full participation exercise. After considering the experience gained-by all of-
the participants in these annual exercises,.the Commission proposed, and then . '!

<

adopted in 1984 a change to a biennial full participation exercise. The. revised
rule continued to require an annual onsite' exers,se for licensees, required
State and local governments _ to participate every 2 years with a provision for

.

remedial exercises to ensur.e that any deficiencies are corrected, and provided-
the opportunity for State and local government participation in the annual: li-
censee exercise, if desired. 'The rationale behind the change was that (1) expe-
rience in observing and evaluating over 150 exercises had shown a disproportion--
ate amount of-Federal, State, and local government resource's were being expended
to conduct and evaluate'the. annual exercises, (2) State and local. governments
respond to a variety of actual emergencies on a continuing basis, thus exercising
their emergency preparedness capabilities, and (3) the flexibility provided for

1
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in a biennial frequency would provide an incentive for State and local govern-
ments to perform in a satisfactory manner in order to avoid conducting remedial
exercises,

in order to ensure that emergency prepar9dness around licensed nuclear facilities
continues to reflect current conditions and circumstances, licensees are permit-
ted to make changes to emergency plans without NRC approval if those changes do
not decrease the effectiveness of these plans, and the plans, as changed, con-
tinue to meet the standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b) and the requirements of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix E. Changes made without approval must be reported within 30
days after the changes are mado.- Proposed changes that decrease the effective-
ness of the approved plans may not be implemented without application to and
approval by the NRC. This requirement is found in 10 CFR 50.54(q) of the
regulations.

As required by 10 CFR 50.47(b)(8), licensees are to provide and maintain adequate
emergency facilities and equipment. To satisfy this requirement, licensees must
inspect and perform operability checks of emergency equipment and instruments at
frequent intervals throughout the year. In addition, the NRC performs an annual
inspection of the licensee's program and equipment to ensure that essential
emergency f acilities, equipment, instrumentation, and supplier, cre being main--

tained in a state of operational readiness. Based on the above discussion, the
staff does not-believe that equipment used in assuring the effectiveness of the
emergency preparedness program needs to be evaluated as part of the plant assess-
ment of aging degradation required by the new Part 54.

13.3.4 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a f acility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was suf ficient for the staff to
conclude that the facility's emergency plans met the staff acceptance criteria
and the intent of all applicable regulations. The staff has and will continue
to obtain new information related to this subject area through a variety of
sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating plant events
and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this information and, in the
past, has required licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to provide
continuing assurance of adequate protection of the.public health and safety.
In addition, the staff will continue to review new information in this subject
area and if the staff determines that new or differet requirements are needed,
the staff has the capability.within the existing regulatory process to require-
additional. analyses of plant modifications, as necessary to-ensure the continue
health and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that
the current regulatory process has and will continue to provide reasonable
assurance that the licensing bases of all currently operating plants are
sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical _to the public health and-
safety.

13.4 Review and Audit

13.4.1 Scope

This section-discusses the licensee's operational review program. The purpose
of this program-is'to implement the licensee's responsibility related proposed
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changes, test evaluations of unplanned events, and provisions for the evalua-
tion of plant operations.

13.4.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that one of the considerations in granting a
license is the technical qualifications of the applicant. NUREG-0737, "Clarifi-
cation of TMI Task Action Plan Requirements," describes the requirements for an
Independent Safety Engineering Group (ISEG) for post-1MI licensed plants. In
addition, the regulations require that certain provisions relating to adminis-
trative controls be incorporated into the administrative controls section of
the plant specific technical specifications.

13.4.3 Evaluation of Current Licensing Basis

In general, the safety evaluation report for each facility contains a descrip-
tion of the operational review program at the time the facility was licensed.

,

A licensee's operational review program is of ten revised during the term of the
license. Changes to the program are monitored by the Coamission throughout the
term of the license, and new criteria are applied if-applicable.

10 CFR Part 50.71(e) requires each licensee to periodically update the Final-
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for their facility. The FSAR contains a descrip-
tion of the facility operational review program. In addition, the Commission
reviews and approves any changes to the operational review program that are in
the f acility technical specifications. Thereby the Commission is periedically
updated on the current operational review progra,m at each facility.

The Commission's inspection program provides for periodic evaluation of the
facility operational review program. Inspection Procedure 40500 " Evaluation of
Licensee's Self-Assessment Capability " and Inspection Procedure 88005, " Manage-
mentOrganizationandControls,"providefortheperiodicinspectionandevalua-
tion of the facility operational review program.

13.4.4 Conclusions

The staff review at & ti:r,e of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the applicants operational review program met the staff acceptance
criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations. The staff has and will
continue to obtain new information related to this subject area through a
variety of sourcca such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating
plant events and routine plant inspections. The. staff reviews this
information and, in the past, has required licensees to take actions to
uagrade the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate protection of
tie public health and safety. -In addition, the staff will continue to review
new information in this subject area and if the staff determines that new or
differet requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within the
existing regulatory process to require additional analyses of plant
modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continue health and safety of thepublic. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current regulatory ;
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process has and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that the
licensing bases of all currently operating plants are sufficient to assure
that operation is not inimical to the public health and safety.

'L 3. 5 Plant Procedures

This section discusses two general categories of procedures; administrative
procedures and operating and maintenance procedures. Administrative procedures
include (1) those that provide the administrative controls with respect to pro-
cedures, and (2) those that define and provide controls for operational activi-
ties of the plant staff. Operating and maintenance procedures are used by the
operating organization (plant staf f) to ensure that routine operating, off-
normal, emergency, and maintenance activities are conducted in a safe manner.

13.5.1 Administrative Procedures

13.5.1.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

The Commission regulations require that one of the considerations in granting a
license is the technical qualifications of the applicant to engag. in the activ-
ities of the license and require that the licensee designate individuals to be
responsible for directing the activities of licensed operators. The regulations
also require provisions relating to administrative controls in the Administrative
Controls Section of the Technical Specifications. Further, NUREG-0737, "Clari-
fication of TMI Task Action Plan Requirements," describes certain requirements
with respect to administrative procedures requirements.

'

3.5.1.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis
'

The safety evaluation report (SER) and its supplements describe the administrative
controls program at the time of licensing of the facility. The administrative
controls relate to, in part, procedures and programs and to designating indivi-
duals to be responsible for directing the activities of licensed operators.

A licensee's procedures and program for the control of procedures may change
during the term of the license. Changes to these procedures and programs are
monitored during the term of the license and new criteria applied if applicable.

10 CFR Part 50.71(e) requires each licensee to periodically update the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for their facility. The FSAR contains the admin-
istrative controls program for procedures. Changes to the procedures control
program that are included in the technical specifications are reviewed and ap-
proved by the Commission. Thereby, the Commission is continually aware of the
administrative controls program.

The licensee's administrative controls program at each facility is periodically
evaluated through the Commission's inspection program. In particular, Inspection
Procedure 71707, " Operational Safety Verification," and Inspection Procedure
88005, " Management Organization and Controls," provide for a continual review of
the licensee s administrative procedures control program.
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13.5.1.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the applicant's administrative controls program met the staff
acceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations. The staff
has and will continue to obtain new information related to this subject area
through a variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports,
operating plant events and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this
information and, in the past, has required licensees to take actions to
upgrade the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate protection of
the public health and safety. In addition, the staff will continue to review
new information in this subject area and if the staff determines that new or
differet requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within the
existing regulatory process to require additional analyses of plant
modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continue health and safety of thepublic. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current regulatory
process has and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that the
licensing bases of all currently operating plants are sufficient to assure
that operation is not inimical to the public health and safety,.<

13.5.2 Operating and Maintenance Procedures_,

13.5.2.1 Safety 1ssues and Regulatory _ Requirements

The regulations applicable to administrative procedures require the determina-
tion that the licensee is technically qualified to engage in licensing activi-
ties and that the licensee designate individuals to be responsible for direct-
ing the licensed activities of licensed operators.

Commission regulations also govern operating _ procedures used by licensed
operators in the control room and other operating procedures and maintenance
procedures. Additionally, the TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0660 and NUREG-0737)
requires licensees to upgrade their Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs).

Commission regulations also require that activities affecting quality be
prescribed by and accomplished in accordance with documented instructions,
procedures, and drawings.

@
13.5.2.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Requirements for the commercial nuclear power industry to improve the quality
and usability of plant procedures were established as a result of the accident
at Three Mile Island (TMI). Following TMI,-the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation developed the TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0660 and NUREG-0737) which.re-
quired licensees of opera.iny reactors to reanalyze transients and accidents
and to upgrade E0Ps (Item I.C.1). _NUREG-0660 (Item I.C.9) committed the NRC to
develop a long-term plan for the overall= improvement of _ nuclear power plant'--
procedures.

Requirements for E0Ps were further defined in Generic Letter 82-33. Generic-
Letter 82-33 transmitted Supplement 1-to NUREG-0737, " Requirements for Emergency

_
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Response Capability," and directed each licensee to submit to the NRC a Proce-
dures Generation Package (PGP) from which licensees were to develop function or
symptom-based E0Ps. This document also indicated that the NRC staff would audit
E0Ps on a selective basis.

Early reviews of E0P programs identified potential concerns with their imple-
mentation. In response to these findings, the NRC staf f conducted inspections
to monitor the industry's procedure upgrade programs. Initial inspect'ans re-

vealed a number of problems, and Infctmation Notice 86-64 was issued in August
1986 to alert licensees to these problems. Subsequent inspections revealed sim-
ilar results and Information Notice 86-64, Supplemer.t 1, was issued on April 20,
1987, to describe further problems with E0Ps and PGPs and to inform the industry
that the inspection effort would be intensified. NRC Temporary Instruction 2515/
92 was issued in April 1988 and defines the objectives of the E0P inspection. 3

The inspection effort now extends to all operating reactors in the United States
and has two objectives: (1) to assess the adequacy of the E0Ps themselves, and
(2) to establish that the supporting programs and documents are sufficient to
ensure the integrity and continued adequacy of the E0Ps.

13.5.2.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that the applicant's procedtire revision process met the staff acceptance
criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations. The staff has and will
continue to obtain new information related to this subject area through a
variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating
plant events and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this
information and, in -the past, has required licensees to take actions to
upgrade the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate protection of
the public health and safety, in addition, the staff will continue to review
new information in this subject area and if the staff determines that new or
different requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within the
existing regulatory process to require additional analyses of plant
modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continue health and safety of the
public, in conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current regulatory
process has and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that the
licensing bases of all currently operating plants are sufficient to assure
that operation is not inimical to the public health and safety.

13.6 Physical Security

13.6.1 Scope

This section discusses the evolution of the basis of the reactor security pro-
gram. The licensee's security program consists of the following three plans:
security, security contingency, and guard training and qualification. These
three plans provide the physical protection envelope that provides the assur-
ances that the operation of these plants does not constitute an unreasonable
risk to the public health and saf ty.
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13.6.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements i

The Commission regulations require licensees to establish and maintain a physical i

protection system and security organization that provides high assurance against
~r9diological sabotage.
,

13.6.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The purpose of nuclear power reactor security requirements is to protect-against !

the design basis threat of radiological sabotage. The design basis threat is >

generally considered to be the worst-case scenario of attack by ~ w ral well- !
trained and dedicated individuals and an individual inside the fat ity. In

'

1977, specific requirements of physical protection of licensed nuclear facil- ;

ities against radiological sabotage were set forth by the NRC in 10 CFR 73.55.-
In publishing this rule, the Commission stated the following: "The level of ;

protection soecified in Part 73.55 is adequate and prudent at this time. The
kind and degree of threats will continue to be reviewed by the Commission.
Should such review; show change that would dictate different levels of protec-

| tion, the Commission would consider changes to meet the changed conditions
(42 FR 10836)."

.

.

-

The Commission has since made a number of changes to the requirement to main-
tain or increase the-level of assurance. In 1978, the Commission issued re-
quirementsforasafeguardscontingencyplanandguardtrainingandqualifica-tion plans to be prepared and noted in a facility s license conditions. Sub-
sequent changes in Part 73 have required the reporting of physical security *

events, the protection of unclassified safeguards information and the " Mis-
cellaneous Amendments." Those amendments include a refined Vital area access :
policy, authority-to suspend safeguards during safety emergencies, protection
of certain safeguards equipment, and upgrades to key and_ lock controls. Most ;

recently the regulations have been revised to require that any individual in
need of unescorted access at a facility submit to a Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation fingerprint check and chemical testing to determine that they are-
fit-for-duty.

=

a

These changes were made to ensure that the level of protection remains adequate i
considering all new information and potential threats. In 1989 the Commission ^

requested licensees to include in their safeguards contingency-plan procedures,

for-short-term actions to protect-against attempted radiological sabotage in- .

volving a land vehicle bomb if such a_ threat were to materialize.
-

.

The NRC has conducted Regulatory Effectiveness Reviews (RERs) since 1982 to-
.

ensure that safeguards recuired by NRC's regulations, as implemented by licen-
,

sees, provide the-intendec level of protection without compromising safety of '

operations. The RER teams use NRC security personnel and members of the U.S.;
Army Special Forces to test plant security systems and personnel. Regional r

safeguards inspectors continue their routine-unannounced and special inspec-
tions at all licensed facilities,

a
In addition to continued NRC review of industry-wide conditions,. the status _of I

physical security measures are reviewed at each individual plant in the System-
atic Assessment _of Licensee Performance (SALP) prog" ram. Both headquarters and
regional safeguards staff provide comments for_the Security" functional area. *

$
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Licensee-initiated changes to approved security plans (also contingency and
guard training) may only be made by two inethodr. Changes made pursuant to 10i

CFR-50.54(p) may be made without prior Commission approval if the changes do
not decrease the safeguards effectiveness of the plan.; The changes must be
submitted to the Commission within two months and changes are reviewed by the
staff. The second method for plan changes involves the amendment process as
specified in 10 CFR 50.90 to include reviews by the staff and Federal Register
notices Aoliciting public comment. These changes may involve measures that are
notcontainedin10CFR73.55(b)through(h),butprovidetheequivalenthigh
assurance against radiological sabotage.

Age-related degradation of safeguards equipment is not a license renewal issue
because it it an issue that is being currently experienced and managed.. A num-
ber of the originally licensed sites have reached the life expectancy of certain
types of security equipment. Because of the general performance objectives and
requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(a) and the site-specific commitments contained in
the individual plant security plans, normal inspection activities will force the
replacementofdegradedequipmentorsubjectth'elicenseetoenforcementaction.

13.6.4 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the-staff to
conclude that the physical security program met the staff acceptance criteria
and the intent of all applicable regulations. The statf has and will continue
toobtainnewinformationrelatedtothissubjectareathroughavarietyof
sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating plant events
and routine plant inspections. The staf f reviews this information and, in the
past has required licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to Movide
contlnuingassuranceofadequateprotectionofthepublichealthandsafety.
In addition, the staff will continue to review new information in this subject
area and if the staff determines that new or different requirements are needed,
the staff has the capability within the existing regulatory process to require
additional analyses of plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continue
health and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that
the current regulatory process has end will continue to provide reasonable
assurance thai, the licensing bases of all currently operating plants are
sufficient to assure that operation is not-inimical to the public health
and safety.
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14 INITIAL TEST PROGRAM

14.1 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require, in part that an applicant for a license to t

operateaproductionorutilizationfacilityincludetheprincipaldesigncri-
,

teria far the proposed facility in the safety analysis report (SAR). These
regulations state that these principal design criteria are to establish the
necessary design, fabrication, construction, testina, and performance require-
ments for systems, structures, and components impor{ ant to safety, that is,
systems, structures, and com)onents that provide reasonable assurance that the

public.y can be operated witiout undue risk to the health and safety of.the
facilit

!These regulations also require that a test program be established to ensure
that systems, structures, and components will perform satisfactorily in service.
Since all functions desigt.ated in the general design criteria are-important
to safety, all systems, structures, and components-required to perform these
functions need to be tested to ensure that they will perform properly. These-
functions, as noted throughout the specific general design criteria, are those
necessary to ensure that specified design conditions of the facility are not
exceeded during any condition of normal operation, including anticipated opera-
tional occurrences, or as a result of postulated accident conditions."

14.2 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis .

The NRC safety evaluation report-(SER) and supplements describe and attest to
the adequacy of the initial test program for each facility at the time the-
license was issued. Upon completion of the test program, the results~are docu-
mented in a final test report subsequent to issuance of an operating license
for each facility. The satisfactory completion of the test program provides- -

assurance that the systems, structures and_ components important to safety will
perform as designed and that the facillty can be operated without undue risk to
the health and safety of the public. During the term of the initial license,
Commission oversight, regulatory actions, and the implementation of technical
specifications provide assurance that the plant _ continues to meet the current
licensing basis. This is sufficient to conclude that the level of safety is

,

also adequate for continued operation during any renewal period.

14.3 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant.was sufficient for the" staff to
conclude that the licensee's test program met the staff acceptance criteria
and the intent of all applicable regulations. The staff has and will-continue ;

toobtainnewinformationrelatedtothissubjectareathrough-avarietyof
sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating plant events-
and routine plant inspections. The staf f- reviews this information and, in the -
past, has required licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant-to provide
continuing assurance of adequate protection of the public health and safety.

.
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In addition, the staff will continue to review new information in this subject
area and if the staff determines that new or different requirements are
needed, the t-taff has the capability within the existing regulatory process to
require additional analyses or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure
the continued health and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commission
concludes that the current regulatory process has and will continue to provide
reasonable assurance that the licensing basis of all currently operating
plants are sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical to the public
health and safety.

_ _ _ _ .
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15 ACCIDENT ANALYSES [
15.1 Scope

This chapter addresses the analyses of the response of the plant to postulated ,

accidents and to postulated malfunctions or failures of equipment. Such safety
analyses provide a significant contribution to the selection of limiting condi-
tions of operation, limiting safety system settings, and design specifications
for components and systems from the standpoint of public health and safety. Also,
the effects of anticipated accidents and postulated component failures are exam-
ined to determine their consequences and to evaluate the capability built into
the plant to control or accommodate such failures and situations. The situations
analyzed include anticipated operational occurrences (e.g., a loss of electrical
load resulting from a line fault), off-design transients that include a small
amount of fuel failures, and postulated-accidents of low probability (e.g., the
sudden loss of integrity of reactor coolant pressure boundary). The analyses
include an assessment of the consequences of an assumed fission product release.

15.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements
,

Commission regulations require, in part, that the reactor core and associated
coolant, control, and protection systems shall_ be designed with appropriate mar-

'

,

gin to ensure that specified acceptable fuel design limits (SAFDLs) are not
exceeded during any condition of normal operation, including the effects of-
anticipated operational occurrences;_that the reactor coolant system and
associated auxiliary, control, and protection systems shall be designed with
sufficient margin to ensure that the design conditions of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary are not exceeded during any condition of normal operation,
including anticipated operational occurrences; and that redundant and reliable

.

reactivity cont systems are provided to ensure that under conditions of
normal operatio.., including _ anticipated operational occurrences, SAFDLs are not'

exceeded.

15.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

The licensing basis for transient and accident analyses has_ evolved as reactor
events provide new information that is determined to provide improvement in the ,

methods of evaluation. The process of evaluating operating experience and
assessing plant data to determine the need for additional actions is a continuing
one.

General staff guidance specifies that the trarisients and accidents analyzed in
the plant safety analysis report ensure that a sufficiently~ broad spectrum of ."initiating events has been considered; ensure that initiating-events of'certain,
types and expected frequencies of occurrence be analyzed so that_only_the limit-
ing cases in each group are quantitatively evaluated; and permit ~the consistent
application of specific acceptance-criteria for each postulated initiating event.
In general, each initiating event is assigned to one of three frequency groups:
incidents of moderate frequency, infrequent incidents, or limiting faults. The
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quantitative evaluation of each initiating event in each of the three frequency
groups establishes the limiting conditions of operation for the required safety
systems and the limiting parameters are routinely placed in the plant technical
specifications to ensure that the plant is operated within its established
design envelope.

The evolution of the corrent licensing basis regarding the performance of the
emergency core cooling iystem following a postulated loss-of-coolant accident
is discussed in Section 6.4.2 of this report.

The 1979 accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2 (TMI-2) raised several issues
(TM1 action items) that affect the management of plant transients and accidents,
items ll.E.1.1 and ll.E.1.2 of NUREG-0737 required upgrades to the auxiliary
feedwater system in all pressuriz(d-water-reactor (PWR) plants to improve its
reliability. The tpecific improvements include changes in design regarding sys-
tem initiation and flow indication. Item II.K 3.5 provides guidelines on auto-
matic trip of the reactor coolant pump during a postulated loss-of-coolant acci-
dent. Item II.K.3.44 requires an evaluation of anticipated transient with single
failure to verify no significant fuel failure.

Within the framework of the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP), the staff
evaluated the need for all plants to adopt the reactor coolant system specific
activity limits found with the Standard Technical Specifications (SEP Lessons
Learned Issue 6.3). The coolant activity levels have a proportionate offect
on those accidents involving pri n ry coolant release (without core damage) to
the environment. Impleme:.tation of Standard Technical Specifications (STS)
limits are usually adequate to alleviate the concerns regarding resultant
offsite doses.

The staff examined the plant's technical specifications to determine the degree
of compliance with the appropriate STS. An evaluation was performed t deter-
mine the adequacy of the existing plant technical specification limits in p
restricting offisite dcie. The review covered those accidents whose primtry v

dose contribution is from reactor coolant leakage to the atmosphere (e.g., main -

'

steam line break outside of containment, steam generator tube rupture, ana small
line breaks outside containment).

With respect to hoiling-water reactors (BWRs), the staff reviewed Generic Safety
Issue (GSI) 74 On the basis of this review, the staff determined that GSI 71
had low safety significance and that no further staf f review was warranted. I
Additionally, as a result of improvements in nuclear fuel performance, steam
generator performance for PWRs, and chemistry control for both PWRs and BWRs,
the pntential sa'ety significance of this issue has been further reducea.
Therefore, the staff concluded that this SEP lessons learned issue have been
adequately addressed by other regulatory initiatives. The staff no longer
believes that this is an issue for any generating plant.

15.4 Conclusions

The staff review at '., time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that transient and accident analyses conducted by the licensee met
the staff acceptance criteria and the intent of all applicable regulations.
The staff has and will continue to obtain new information related to this
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subject area through a variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR,
research reports, operating plant events and routine plant inspections. The i

staff reviews this information and, in the past, has required licensees to j
take actions to upgrade the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate |
protection of the public health and safety. Before each plant refueling, the i

'

transient and accident analyses are reviewed by each licensee to verify the
changes resulting from new core don not-result in an unreviewed safety <

question. If an unreviewed safety question arises, or if any technical !
specifications require modification, staff review and approval is required
before plant restart. In addition, the staff will continue to review new ;

information ir. this subject area and if the staff determines that new or ;

different requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within the ;

existing regulatory process to require additional analyses or plant modi- !
fications, as necessary, to ensure the continued health and safety of the
public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current regulatory
process has and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that the
licensing bases of all currently operating plants are sufficient to assure
that operation is not inimical- to the public health and safety. i
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16 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

16.1 Scope

Each applicant for an operating license is required to submit proposed technical
specifications and their bases for the facility as a chapter in the final safety
analysis report (FSAR). They should be consistent with the content and format
of the Standard Technical Specifications available from the Commission for the
appropriate nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor. After review and needed
modification by the NRC staff, these technical specifications are issued by the
Commission as Appendix A to the operating license.

The equipment included in the technical specifications is a broad spectrum of
structures and electrical and mechanical systems and components taken from the
safety analyses of the FSAR or updated safety analysis report (USAR). It in--
cludes such structures as the reactor vessel and containment, such systems such
as the emergency core cooling system and reactor protection system, and such '

components as circuit breakers, valves, and pumps in these systems.

16.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that each license issued by the NRC authorizing
operation of a utilization facility shall include tec%ical specifications,
These regulations also describe the required contents of the technical specifi-
cations. Safety limits, settings for automatic protective devices, and limiting
conditions for operation are required to be included in these technical
specifications. Surveillances are also required to ensure that the necessary
quality of systems and components.is maintained, that important parameters are
maintained within specified limits, and that the limiting conditions for opera-
tion are satisfied. Compensatory actions, which may include shutting down the
reactor, are required when it is found that these conditions are not met.

The technical specifications are h iv d from the analyses in the final.(or
updated) safety analysis repor' <y ensure that the plant will~be. operated
so that-the assumptions of tb ...ety analyses remain valid. The assumptions |
include both initial conditi,.; and availability.of equipment..

16.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

Technical specifications are required by the' Atomic Energy Act of 1954'(Section
182), which states, in part, that

The applicant shall state sur.h technical specifications, including
information of the amount, kind, and source of special. nuclear mate-

| eial required, the place of the use, the specific characteristics of-,

the facility, and such other information as the Commission may, by.
rule or regulation, deem necessary.in order to enable it to find that-
the utilization or production of special nuclear material will ....

| provide adequate protection to the-health and safety of the psblic.!

Such technical specifications shall be a part of any license istued,

i
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In 1968, the Commission issue 10 CFR 50.36 t specify the content of the
technical specifications. From this tire ud!1 1973, each plant's technical
specifications were unique but similar. In 1973, the concept of Standard Tech-
nical Specifications was introduced in an atte.npt to make technical specifica-
tions of different plants more consistent. When'a plant is ready to be licensed,
it uses the applicable Standard Technical Specifications as a startir.g point.

-

ticensees typically request changes to the technical specifications zin accor-
dance with existing regulations as the plant is operated throughout its life
to re" ect modifications to the design and different methods of operation. '

When such changes are iequested, the NRC must review and approve the requested
1

changes before they can be impicmented. In addition, the NRC also requires
changes to the technical 50ecifications as new safety and licensing-issuesf

arise. For example, changes were required to plant technical specifications as-
a result of the Three Mile Island, Unit 2 accident. The resolution cf other-
important issues, such as the potential for overpressurization of reactor
vessels at low temperatures and isolation-of low-pressure systems from high-
pressure systems, have led to additions to' technical specifications to ensure
that plant operttion is in confurmance with the resolution of these problems.

As discussed above, the surveillances required by the technical specifications-
ensure that the plant is operated so that the technicai specifications require-
ments are mat. Technical specifications requirements on equipment are p imarily
a check on operability of the equipment. Degradation (as, for example, from
aging) is in most cases not specifically required to be measured, although the
American Society of American Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME*

Code) (which is incorporated in most technical specifications) requires a limited
amount of trending of performance for pumps and valves. However, the surveil-
lances are generally done frequently enough so that degradation is not expected,

to occur to the extent that operability is affected between surveillances.

16.4 Co clusions

The staff review at ths time of the initial-licensing of-a facility. determined
that the information p avided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to '

conclude that the plant's technical specifications met the staff acceptance
criteria and the intent of all applicaole regulations. The staff has and will-
continue to obtain new information related to this subject area through a

-

variety of sources such as updates to the FSAR, research reports, operating
plant events and routhe plant inspections. The staff reviews this
information and, in ti,a past. has required licensees to take actions to
upgrade the plant to provide continuing assurance of adequate protection of
the public health and safety. _In addition, the staff will continue to review
new information -in this. subject area and if the staff determines that. new or
different requirements are needed, the staff has the capability within the
existing regulatory process to require additional analyses of plant '

.

modifications, as necessary,. to ensure the continue health and safety _ of the
.

|public. In conclusion, the Commission concludes that the current regulatory j
process has and will continue to provide reasonable assurance that-the
licensing bases-of all currently operating plants are sufficient to assure
that operation is not inimical to the public health and safety.
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17 QUALITY ASSURANCE

17.1 Scope

The quality _ assurance (QA) program of licensees applies to systems, structures,
and components that prevent or mitigate the concequences of postulated accidents-
that could cause undue risk to the health and safety _of the public. The QA pro-
gram of each licensee is reviewed by the NRC to ensure that it meets the require-
ments n Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, and the-NRC oerforms inspections to
determine whether the program is being hr.piemented effectively.

17.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

Commission regulations require that licensees establish and maintain a QA|

l program for the design, construction, and operation-of systems, structures, and
components that prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents
that could cause undue ritt to-the health and safety of the public.

17.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis

In publishing a proposed rule in 1970 to add Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, the-
Commission stated that its purpose was to establish QA requirements.for systems,
structures, and components to prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated
accidents that could cause undue risk to- the health and safety of the public.
Further, the Commission stated that the requirements of Appendix B would apply
to all activities during design, construction, and operation of such systems,
structures, and components and that the criteria of Appendix B would be used'

for guidance in evaluating the adequacy of-the QA programs in use by holders of
both r.onstruction permits and operating licenses. In essence, Appendix B estab-
lishes the minimum acceptable QA requirements for providing reasonable assurance-
that (1) applicable regulatory requirements and the design basis for systems,
structures, and components, ar specified in-the license-application, are cor---

rectly) translated into speci'. cations,. drawings, procedures; and! instructionsand (2 subsequent activities, such as construction, operation, testing,
refueling, repair, maintenance, modification, and decommissioning, are-con-
ducted and verified in accordance'with appropriate procedures and instructions.

In the early 1980s, the Commission identified.a concern with plant-specific
implementation and modification of NRC-approved QA programs. The Commission-
noted that changes being made in previously approved QA programs could diminish
their effectiveness and result in unacceptable QA programs at some licensed
facilities. In publishing a final rule addressing this concern, the Commission
stated that an NRC-approved QA program becomes a principal inspection and
enforcement tool in ensuring that a licensee is in compliance with QA require-

- In addition, the final rulements for protecting the public health and safety.|
[10 CFR 50.54(a) and 10 CFR 50.55(f)] established a procedure requiring review
and approval by the Commission before implementing any ' change to a previously
approved QA program that would reduce its effectiveness.
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The final rule also required that each licensee-submit a current description of
its QA program and thereafter submit any revisions annually for NRC revaw andre-approval. Through these requirements, . the Commission established an accept-
able baseline for a QA program at each plant against which future changes to the
program would be judged, and ensured that future changes would be available.
This_ rule change created a regulatory process by which the Commission ensures
that an acceptable QA program wi" xmain in place at a licensed facility-
throughout the life of the license and that c1anges to that program would be
routinely reviewed and evaluated to ensure that the program would continue-to
satisfy the regulatory-requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. Toward
ensuring this end, the NRC routinely inspects _ the implementation of QA programs.
Safety-related activities undertaken by licensees to obtain a renewed license
are also subject to the requirements of Appendix B.

17.4 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the applicant was sufficient for the staff to

iconclude that QA program met the staff acceptance cr.iteria and the intent of
all applicable regulations. The staff has and will continue to obtain new'
information related to this subject area through a variety of sources such asupdates to the FSAR research reports, operating plant events and routine

<

plant inspections. ,The staff reviews this information and, in the past has
requiredlicenseestotakeactionstoupgradetheplanttoprovidecontinuingassurance of ade
10 CFR 50.54(a) quate protection of the public health and safety. Under 1

and 10 CFR 50.55(e), any subsequent chan3e tu relax or reduce
the previous commitments of the QA program of a licensee must receive NRC
approval beft e the licensee can implement the change. In addition, the staff
will continue to review new information in this subject area and if the staff
determines that new or different requirements are needed, the staff has the
capability within the existing regulatory process to require additional
analyses or plant modifications, as necessary, to ensure the continued health i

and safety of the public. In conclusion, the Commissi n concludes that the
current regulatory process has and will continue to provide reasonable
assurance that the licensing bases of all currently _ operating plants are
sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical to the public health andsafety. ;

|
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18 HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

18.1 Scope

This chapter describes the regulatory requirements in the human factors area.
Human factors engineering has played a significant role in control room design
and in the te'hnical areas of safety parameter display.

18.2 Control Room

18.2.1 Scope

Nuclear power plants have a control room from which employees can operate the
plant safely under normal and accident conditions. Outside the control room,
equipment has the design capability for prompt hot shutdown of the reactor,
which includes the necessary instrumentation and controls to maintain the plant

- in a safe condition during hot shutdown, and with a potential capability for
cold shutdown.

18.2.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements-

The safety issue addressed is to confirm that _the design of the plant's control
room and remote shutdown capability facilitates the plant operator's ability to
prevent accidents or cope with accidents if they do occur.

The basis for regulating the design of the plant's control room and remote
shutdown capability is given in the enclosure to Generic Letter 82-33, " Supple-
ment 1 to NUREG-0737--Requirements for Emergency Response Capability."

18.2.3 Evolution of Current Licensing Basis-

Requirements for commercial nuclear power plants to review their control room
design and correct deficiencies were established as a result of the Three Mile
Island (TMI) accident. In May 1980, NUREG-0660, "TMI Action Plan Developed as
a Result of the TMI-2 Accident," was issued. Item I.D.1, " Control Room Design-
Reviews," stated that "NRR will require that operating reactor licensees and
applicants for operating licenses perform a detailed control' room design review
to identify and correct design deficiencies." The review was to be performed on
a schedule consistent with the implementation of other requirements for enhanc-
ing operator effectiveness, including necessary retraining. In November 1980,
the NRC published NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Items," which
identified the requirements associated with detailed control room design reviews
(DCRDRs). Guidance published as NUREG-0700, " Guidelines for Control Room Design
Reviews" (1981), was also issued to the industry. In December 1982, " Supplement
1 to NUREG-0737--Requirements for Emergency Response Capability," was issued as
Generic' Letter 82-33. This document implemented existing requirements |for plants
to conduct a DCRDR and identify human engineering discrepancies and provided
additional clarificati ,,i. For some, but not all, plants, the NRC issued confir-
matory orders, which required plants to submit schedules for completing a prngram
plan and a summary report (including a proposed schedule for implementation) of
their DCRDRs.

10-1
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For operating plants, the staff has reviewed the program plans for conducting
and implementing the DCRDR. These plants also have submitted a summary report
of their completed review, which outlines proposed control room changes and
implementation schedules. Using established criteria, the staf f reviews plant-
specific summary reports and determines whether a praimplementation audit is
necessary. After completing its review, the staff issues a safety evaluation
report documenting the acceptance of the licensee's proposals.

Since the issuance of Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737, no new requirements have been
identified for completing the DCRDR. Through periodic resident and regional
inspections, and 10 CFR 50.59 reviews, the staff will ensure that future modifi-
cations to plant control rooms and remote shutdown facilities are holemented
in a manner consistent with the plant's approved DCRDR process and EC acceptancecriteria. The staff will review and evaluate advances in technology that may
affect the design of the plant control room or remote shutdown facility through
periodic plant inspections and by sponsoring research in advanced control room
design. If changes to the current requirements are needed, they could be imple-
mented using existing regulatory programs, as necessary, to ensure continued
public health and safety.

18.2.4 Conclusions

The staff review at the time of the initial licensing of a facility determined
that the information provided by the ap)licant was sufficient for the staff to
conclude that Control Room Design met t1e staff acceptance criteria and the-
intent of all applicable regulations. The staff has and will continue to
obtain new information related-to this subject area through a variety of-
sources such as updates to the CSAR, research reports,_ operating plant events
and routine plant inspections. The staff reviews this information and, in the
past, has required licensees to take actions to upgrade the plant to provide
continuing assurance of adequate protection of the public health and safety.
For example, the requirements for the DCRDRs were established in response to
the TMI accident and are contained in NUREG-0737, Supplement 1. The staff
reviews and approves plant-specific DCRDR efforts and-documents these approvals
in published safety evaluation reports after the review is completed.- Resident
and regional inspections, and 10 CFR 50.59 reviews, will ensure that-future-
modifications to plant control rooms and; remote-shutdown facilities are made
in accordance with NRC approved DCRDR programsLand NRC_ac_ceptance criteria.
Ia addition,-the staff will continue-to review new information-in-this subject
are and if the staff determines that new or different requirements are needed,
the staff has the capability within the existing regulator
additional analyses or plant modifications, as necessary, y- process to require <

to' ensure.the-continuedhealth and safety of the public. In conclusion, the-Commission concludes that-
the current regulatory process has and will continue to: provide reasonable
assurance that the licensing bases of all currently operating plants are sufficient
to assure that operation is not' inimical to. the public health and safety.

;
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18.3 Safety Parameter Display System

18.3.1 Scope

In addition to upgrading the design of their control rooms, licensees are to
install a safety parameter display system (SPDS) as an aid to operating person-
nel in rapidly and reliably determining the safety status of the plant and in
assessing whether abnormal conditions warrant corrective actions to avoid a
degraded core,

18.3.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements-,-

The safety issue addressed is to confirm that the' design and implementation of
the plant's SPDS facilitate the user's ability to rapidly and reliably determine
the safety status of the plant.

In May 1980, requirements for commercial nuclear power plant licensees tr,
install an SPDS were established as a result of the TMI-accident.- The basis
for regulating the design and implementation of the plant's SPDS is given in the
enclosure to. Generic letter 82-33, " Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737--Requirements for
Emergency Response Capability."

18.3.3 - Evolution of Current Licensing Basis
'

NUREG-0660,-Item I.D 2, " Plant Safety Parameter Display Console," stated that
"In conjunction with the control room design upgrade described in Item-I.D.1,
NRR will require all licensees and applicants. to install a safety parameter dis-
play system that will-display to operating-personnel a minimum set of parameters
(safety state vector) which define the safety status of the plant." In November
1980, the NRC published NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Items,"
which identified i.ne specific requirements associated with the SPDS. Guidance
published as NUREG-0695, " Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities"
(1980), and NUREG-0835, " Human Factors Acceptance Criteria for the Safety Para--
meter Display System, Draft Report for Comment" (1981),-were also issued to-the
industry. In December 1982, " Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737--Requirements for Emer-
gency Response Capability," was issued as Generic Letter 82-33. This: document
implemented the requirements to install an SPDS and provided additional clarifi-
cation. For_some, but not all, plants, the NRC issued confirmatory orders,
which required plants to submit schedules for the design, installation, and

_.

implementation of an SPDS.

In 1986, the staff issued NUREG/CR-4797, " Progress Reviews of Six Safety Para-
meter Display Systems," and concluded that utilities may be having major dif-
ficulties in designing and implementing their SPDSs. The staff' subsequently
issued NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) Information Notice-(IN)--
86-10, " Safety Parameter Display System Malfunctions" (1986)..to inform licens-
ees of the results of the survey. After issuing IN 86-10, the staff received

-

several requests from licensees for extensions to impinentation' schedules,
requests for clarification regarding the definition _of an " operational SPDS,"

-

and questions about SPDS deficiencies and how to resolve them. :In response-to i

the continuing concerns related to SPDS designs, NRC published NUREG-1342, "A
Status Report Regarding Industry Implementation of Safety. Parameter Display Sys-
tems," which_ described methods used by some licensees to implement the SPDS in a

18-3
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manner acceptable to the staff and issued Generic Letter 89-06 in April 1989-
nquesting that licensees certify the operational status of their SPDSs to the
NRC, using guidance contained in the generic letter anti NUREG-1342. The staff
is presently reviewing licensee submittals requested by GL 89-06.

Since the issuance of NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, and the guidance described above,
no new requirements have been identified for installing and implementing the
SPDS. Through the process of periodic resident and regional inspections and
reviews, the staff will ensure that future modifications to plant SPD$s are
implemented in a manner consistent with the plant's approved design-and NRC
acceptance criteria. The staff will review and evaluate advances in technology
that may affect the design of the SPDS through periodic plant inspections and
by sponsoring research in advanced SPDS design. If changes to the current
requirements are needed, they w uld be implemented by rulemaking on existing
requirements or under the backfit rule to ensure continued health and safety to
the public.

18.3.4 Conclusions

The requiremcnts for the SPDS were established in response to the TM1 accident
and are contained in NUREG-0737, Supplement 1. Since NUREG-0737, Supplement 1,
was issued, there have been no new requirements for SPDS. The staff reviews and
approves plant SPDS designs, and a safety evaluation report is issued after the
staff completes its review. Resident and regional inspections and 10 CFR 50.59

,

reviews will ensure that future modifications to plant SPDS designs are made in
)iaccordance with NRC guidance and acceptance criteria. Advances in design tech-

nology will be reviewed by the staff and if changes to the existing requirements
are necescary, they will be implemented within existing regulatory programs, as
necessary, to ensure the continued public health and safety. In conclusion, the
Commission concludes that the current regulatory process has and will continue
to provide reasonable assurance that the licensing bases of all currently
operating plants are sufficient to assure that operation is not inimical to the
public health and safety.
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19 RESOLUTION OF SAFETY ISSUES: TECHNICAL AND IMPLEMENTATION STATUS

19.1 Scope ,

The NRC has an integrated program in place for reviewing and analyzing operating
experience in order to identify specific events and generic situations in which
the margin of safety established by design through the licensing process has
been degraded, or where new information or insights lead to new concerns. The

program also includes steps to identify and implement corrective actions that
will restore the intended margin of safety.

19.2 Safety Issues and Regulatory Requirements

NRC licensees must report any unexpected occurrence in operation that has actual
or potential safety significance. Some events must be reported within one hour
via dedicated direct phone lines, 'and many must be reported in writing within a-
few weeks. These written reports, required by 10 CFR 50.73, are called licensee
event reports (LERs) and provide a clear,-narrative description of the event and
the cause of each component or system failure, if the cause is known. The staff
reviews these LERs to determine the adequacy of short-term corrective actions

; and the need for possible action at other plants, or to identify potential
generic problems and significant safety concerns warrenting further study.

19.3 Regulatory Process and Implementation Status

For many safety-related operational events, NRC resident inspectors perform the
initial NRC investigations, and the appropriate NRC regional office conducts
reviews. In addition, the technical aspects of potentially significant opera-
tional events are studied by appropriate organizations within the NRC, including
the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data.(AE00) and the Offices
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES).

The AE00 analyzes and evaluates all operational safety data and provides a
strong technical capability that is independent of-regulatory activities asso-
ciated with licensing and inspection. Engineering evaluations are performed to
examine the implications of operating experience and to determine if-intensive'
analysis and evaluation as a case study are warranted. If necessary,.in-depth
case studies are performed to determine the level of safety concern,-and findings
and recommendations are sent to the appropriate NRC office for action.

The AE00 recommendations and suggestions addressed to NRR are reviewed and
prioritized according to.a judgment of their safety significance. If an item
appears to have a high degree of safety significance, the need for an informa-
tion notice, generic letter, bulletin, or other appropriate prompt action is
determined. If the recommendation does not appear to warrant immediate action,,

i

it is considered within NRR for appropriate action'or a determination whether it
can be addressed as part of an existing issue (such as a generic issue) or by
creation of a new generic issue. If this occurs, the issue-is formally trans-
mitted to RES for its_ consideration and prioritization or for inclusion into an
existing generic issue.
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The AE0D also screens the recommendations and suggestions contained in its
studies and evaluations for identification as potential generic issues. A gen-
eric issue is an issue that is applicable to all, several, or a class of reactors
or reactor-related facilities. Such issues are identified to RES, which tnen
evaluates and prioritizes the issue in accordance with established procedures
(see below). Generic issues may also be suggested by individuals within the NRC,
the Advisory Committee on- Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), the nuclear power industry,
or the public.

The generic issues management program comprises six distinct stages. In
addition to the identification stage (discussed above), the stages are prioriti-
zation, resolution, imposition, implementation, and verification. Each new gen-
cric safety issue (GSI) is prioritized by developing a quantitative assessment
of safety benefits (risk reduction) and impact (cost)-for the utility, the NRC,
and any other entities involved, as described in NUREG-0933, "A Prioritization
of Generic Safety Issues." On the basis of the extent of potentici risk reduc-
tion to the public and the value/ impact ratio developed from this. assessment,
and as further adjusted by qualitative judgments a priorit

Following peer review of the initial priorltization, y is assigned to eachGSI.
- a final priority is

recommended and assigned.

Issues that receive a high or medium priority are designated for mulution by
the staff. An issue given a low or drop priority is, by nature of the rating
standard, of so low a public risk reduction potential that resolution of:the
issue is not pursued. All issues are documented in the catalog of ge'neric '

s

issues maintained in NUREG-0933.

The resolution process requires the development of a plan and schedule for the
work that needs to be done to resolve the issue. The plan also identifies-

needed resources and coordination points. Following completion of the techni-
cal studies, a final resolution package is prepared that includes a regulatory
analysis describing various potential solutions and justification for any pro-
posed requirements based on a consideration of value and impact. The'resolu-
tion package is considered by the ACRS and-by-the Committee for. Review-of
Generic Requirements (CRGR) if new requirements are proposed. Resolved issues
are forwarded to NRR for imposition, implementation, and verification, This
includes issuance of generic correspondence to licensees informing them of the
issue resolution, establishment of an acceptable schedule for implementation of-
the resolution by the affected licensecs', and verification that the required
improvements have been made in an acceptable manner.

Value impact analyses =were employed as part of.the basis of resolving some
GSIs. In the tradeoffs between net-safety benefit and net-cost, the remaining-

plant operating term ordinarily enters the calculations. Both the safety value
and the cost inpact can increase over time more -than the cost impact, as would -
be the case when costs _are largely one-time initial costs but the risk reduc-
tion benefit accumulates' year after year with cc-tinued operation. Consequently,
the consideration of extended plant life, and also any increase in population-_
around_ nuclear plant sites, may alter the- resolution bases of 'GSIs that have_

been resolved but not backfitted.

The staff performed a systematic evaluation of all GSIs resolved through October
1990 NUREG/CR 5382 to determine those whose resolution bases:could be affected by
an additional 20 years of plant life. A screening-analysis was performed on 249
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GSIs that were resolved through October 1990, and 139 GSis were identified that
did not result in backfit requirements. This total includes issues that were-.
resolved without backfit and issues that were prioritized low and not considered
further. Three GSIs were identified in which the value-impact estimates played
a relatively significant role in the resolution and the revised estimates were
judged to warrant a further reconsideration of decision not to backfit. These
issues are:

GSI-III.A.1.3(2) Maintain Supplies of Thyroid Blocking Agent*

* GSI-82 Beyond-Design-Basis Accident in Fuel Pools
* GSI-101 BWR Water Level Redundancy

Due to considerations aside from license renewal, GSI-III.A.1.3(2) has been
returned to the issue resolution process and is _ currently under reevaluation.
The resolutior bases of GSIs-82 and 101 were also reconsidered and the staff
determined that the dacision not to backfit is still appropriate.

The screening analysis of issues that were originally prioritized in the low
category indicated that four issues could be placed in the medium category.
These issues are: n

+ GSI-II.D.2 Research on Relief anri Safety Valve Test Requirements
* GSI-III.D.2.1 Radiological Monitoring of Effluents)
* GSI-35 Degradation of Internal Appurtenances in LWRs
* GSI-80 Pipe Break Effects on Control Rod Drive Hydraulic Lines

in the Drywells of BWR Mark I and II Containments

The prioritization of the issues has been reconsidered and determined that
GSIs II.D.2, 111.D.2.1, 35, and 80 should remain in the low category.

The generic issues management program was initiated in 1981. At that. time, 511
issues were identified to be prioritized; 369 were TMI followup items (NUREGs-
0660 and -0737) and 142 were identified by previous assessments of generic issues
(NUREGs-0371 and -0471). These issues included 22 issues (Appendix A) that had
previously been identified as unresolved safety issues (USIs). In the.past 10
years, an additional 264 issues have been identified, for a total of 775; this
number includes various human factors issues andLissues identified by the staff
assessment of the Chernobyl accident. As of. December 1990, 721 issues have been
resolved, including all the USIs. 'Of-the remaining 54 issues, 26 are to be
prioritized and 28 are in the resolution process.

The implementation status of USIs was recently reviewed by the NRR staff. NRR's-
findings indicate that, in general, mest USIs have been implemented ano that
unimplemented USIs are being addressed on a schedule satisfactory to the staff.
The implementation status of the remaining generic safety issues is currently
being assessed by NRR.

19.4 Conclusions

The NRC has an effective program in place for reviewing and analyzing operating
experience and other new information, and for implementing any necessary modi-
fications at operating reactors. The process allows for early notification of
licensees of potential concerns,'if deemed necessary, or for more thorough eval -
uation through the generic issues management program. Plant modifications are
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implemented following an evaluation of various reasonable alternative solutions
and justification based on an assessment of value and impact. The licensing
basis for individual operating plants includes changes resulting from resolution
of generic issues determined to be applicable.

.
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APPENDIX A

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES FOR WHICH A FINAL

TECHNICAL RESOLUTION HAS 8EEN ACHIEVED

Number Title Report Number Date

A-1 Water Hammer NUREG-0927, Rev. 1 March 1984
NUREG-0933

A-2 Asymmetric Blowdown Loaus NUREG-0609 November 1980
on Reactor Primary Coolant
Systems,

A-3 Westinghouse Steam NUREG-0844 September 1988
Generator Tube Integrity

A-4 CE Steam Generator Tube NUREG-0844 September 1988
Integrity

A-5 B&W Steam Generator Tube NUREG-0844 September 1988
Integrity

A-6 Mark I Short-Term Program NUREG-0408 December ' ,77

A-7 Mark I Long-Term Program NUREG-0661 July 1980
NUREG-0661 Suppl.

A-8 Mark II Containment Pool NUREG-0808 August 1981
Dynamic Loads

A-9 Anticipated Transients NUREG-0460, Vol. 4 September 1980
Without Scram

A-10 BWR Feedwater Nozzle NUREG-0619 November 1980
Cracking

A-11 Reactor Vessel Material NUREG-0744, Rev. 1 October 1982
Toughness

A-12 Fracture Toughness of Steam NUREG-0577, Rev. 1 September 1982
Generator and Reactor Cool-
ant Pump Supports

1
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UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES'FOR WHICH A FINAL'
TECHNICAL RESOLUTION HAS BEEN ACHIEVED

,

(continued) !

Number -Title Report Number Date
:

A-17 Systems Interactions NUREG-1229 August 1989
Generic Letter 89-18

A-24 Qualification of Class IE NUREG-0588, Rev. 1 July 1981
Safety-Related Equipment

A-26 Reactor Vessel Pressure NUREG-0224 September 1978
Transient Protection

A-31 Residual Heat Removal SRP 5.4.7 1978
Shutdown Requirements

A-36 Control of Heavy Loads Near NUREG-0612 July 1980-
Spent Fuel

A-39 Determination of SRV Pool NUREG-0802 September 1982
Dynamic Loads and Pressure
Transients

,

A-40 Seismic Design Criteria NUREG-1233 September 1989

A-42 Pipe Cracks in Boiling NUREG-0313, Rev. 1 July 1980
Water Reactors

A-43 Containment Emergency Sump- NUREG-0897, Rev. 1 October 1985
Performance

A-44 Station Blackout Regulatory Guide 1.155 ' August 1988
NUREG-1032 June 1988
NUREG-1109 June 1988

A-45 Shutdown Decay Heat Removal .-NUREG-1289 September 1988
Requirements NUREG/CR-5230

A-46 Seismic Qualification of NUREG-1030 February 1987
Equipment.in Operating NUREG-1211-
Plants

A-47 Safety Implications of NUREG-1217 September 1989
Control Systems NUREG-1218

Generic-Letter 89-19

A-48 _ Hydrogen Control' Measures NUREG-1370- September 1989-
and' Effects of Hydrogen
Burns on Safety _ Equipment

1

A-49 Pressurized Thermal Shock ~ Regulatory Guide 1.154 _ February 19871

2
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DISCLAIMER-

This is an unofficial transcript of a meeting of
,

the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission held on

May 21. 1991, in the Commission's office at One

White Flint North, 'Rockville, Maryland'. The meeting _was
4

open to public attendance and observation. This trinscript

has not been reviewed, corrected or edited, and. 'it may

contain inaccuracies,

The transcript is intended - solely for general

informational purposes. As provided by 10|CFR 9.103, it is
~

not part of the formal or informal record of decision of

the matters discussed. Ekpressions of ' opinion in this

transcript do not necessarily reflect' final determination c

'

or beliefs. No pleading or other. paper may: be filed.with

the -Commission in any proceeding as- the result - of , or

addressed to, any-statement or argumenticontained herein,

except-as the Commission may authorize.
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2 2:04 p.m.
.

3 CHAIRMAN CARR: Good afternoon, ladies and ' -

4 gentlemen,
i

5 The purpose of today's meeting is for the

6 NRC staff to brief the Commission on the final rule

7 on license renewal, Part 54. The need to establish - i

8 regulations and procedures for license renewal has

9 been one of my highest priority _ issues. It is

10 important that we establish the framework for. license

11 renewal .so that utilities understand what it will take

12 to continue to operate existing plants safely beyond <

13 the present licenso termination dates as a basis for
.

14 . planning decisions for future generating capacity.
|

h
I am pleased to_be able'to_ consider this-15

li ..

16 -matter.today. The proposed rule was. published;in the

.

17 Federal Reaister-in July and the public comment period . 1

- .

18 closed in October of 1990._ Regulatory: guide and the
_

19 standard review plan _were_ issued for public; comment-
~

_

20- -in December of-1990..

21 Copies off=the _ slide presentation are:

.22 available -at .the. entrance to: the J meeting room. We-

23 - expect. t'o release- the _ Commission - paper, . |SECY-91-13 8

24 this week.
'

I

25 I Do my- fellow- . Commissioners have any
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1 opening comm nt?

2 If not, Mr. Taylor, please proceed.

3 MR. TAYLOR: Good afternoon. With me at

4 the table, starting on my left, from the Office of

5 Research, Eric Beckjord, Warren Minners and Karl

6 Kniel, and on my right from the Office of NRR, Tom-

7 Murley, Bill Travers and John Craig.

8 The preparation of this rule package has

as it recruired close9 been a very closely --

10 cooperation between the two staff offices and the

11 Office of the General CocusC1. It's been quite

12 extensive and I appreciate the efforts of all

13 involved.

I14 The issue that has elicited the most

15 comment from industry and others in this rulemaking

il
16 has be in t .e compilation of the current licensing'

i

17 basis, or CLB as we have come to refer to it. Final

18 rule as recommended by the staff retains the

i

requirement for license renewal applicants to compile19 4

20 their plant-specific CLBs. This compilation would be

21 a starting point far the integrated plant assessment

22 that a renewal applicant is required to perform in the

23 process of managing the age-related degradations of

| systems, structures and components important in24

25 license renewal.
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1 Our prac ntation will includo a diccuccion

2 of this issue, including alternatives to the

3 compilation requirements, the alternatives that in the

4 staff's opinion are viable options for Cornission .

5 consideration.

6 With that brief introduction, I'll ask

7 Doctor Murley to continue.

8 DOCTOR MURLEY: Thank you.

9 Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, I have some

|
introductory remarks to outline the logic of how we10

11 arrived at this proposed final rule for license

12 renewal. The staff recognized early on the

13 significance of this rule. It will govern much of our

14 h review activities for the next 20 to 30 years. It has

15 been estimated that over 70 percent of the current

i

h' licenses will be proposed for renewal. So, in that j16
!! !

sense in the near-term at least, it's probably a more |17 |

18 significant rule than Part 52.
i

h We further recognized that we would be19
.h

20 moving into new safety as well as new regulatory,

;

21 ji territory. None of the current generation of plants

!!
22 4 is designed for operation beyond 40 years. What then

!!
23 |

should be the regulatory basis for issuing a renewal
!

24 license to operate up to 60 years? The staff

25 considered three options for the regulatory basis.
.
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1 The first option wa consid0 rod wco complianca with new

2 plant standards. Using this standard would mean

3 raising the level of safety for the renewal period

4 above the level of safety provided in the current

5 licensing basis for most plants. Since safety

6 enhancements have been added regularly to the current

7 licensing basis over the years through backfits, the

8 staff judged that an increase.d level of safety above

9 that provided in the current licensing basis was not

10 necessary for the renewal period.

11 A second option we considered was that of

12 maintaining the level of adequate protection for each

13 plant through the renewal period. Although this

14 standard has the superficial appeal of reasonableness,

i 15 it is osatisfactory for several reasons. First, the

16 current licensing basis, which includes all applicable

17 NRC requirements ud commitments for each plant,

I

,

represents a level of safety above that of the18
! !

19 adequate protection standard. Hence, regulating to

20 the standard of adequate protection could result in

21 a lower level of safety in the renewal term than in

-22 the initial license term. Furthermore, the actual

23 level of adequate protection would be difficult to

i '| define for each plant and the renewal hearing process24;

25 could become virtually open-ended concerning which
I

jj NEAL R. GROSS
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1 components of the current licanning basis constituto
. ,

2 elements of adequate protection for that' plant.
*

3 Finally, trying to regulate to an adequate

4 protection standard would leave-little or no margin

5 for unanticipated events. For instance,-the staff _;

6 would have little latitude to grant waivers of

7 compliance, but might have to order plants shut down *

8 if they fell below the level of adequate protection.

9 In sum, the staff judged that it would be

10 impractical to use the adeauste protection standard.

11- as the basis for license renewal.- The third option

12 we considered and the one we chose was maintaining the-

13 current licensing basis. . The curre'nt licensing basis
,

14 is a well understood regulatory concept ~. It has'a

i

15 il margin of safety above the adequate protection level
3

I i
'

16 and it is a useful regulatory standard for-the staff

'

17 to use in day to day practice. It-is, in effect, a- |

!!

y practical surrogate for the adequate protection-18 ' '

19 standard. For these reasons, the. staff judged.that.

ti
20 h the regulatory basis for issuing a renewal license

i
'

21 should-be.the: maintenance of the current licensing.
! -

[!
basis throughout the renewal. term.22

!
23- ! This '~ rule provides- that an applicant' must

'

24
|

continue his- existing aging.: programs and must have
!

.

25 i effective programs for, --managing- -age-related-
E,
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,

1 dcgradation of plant cyctcm3, . ctructurca and ,

2 components that are unique to the - renewal- period,'

.

3 Further, this rule is based upon the finding that the
.

*

4 NRC has or will have processes in place, including the

5 review of aging management programs, which processes
,

i 6 provide reasonable assurance that current licensing
:
'

7 bases for plants will continue to provide- an
:

8 acceptable level of safety throughout the renewal ,

9 term. That is, the rule is based on the finding that;

10 existing NRC processes in combination with the review

: 11 of aging management programs assure the continuing

12 adequacy of current licensing bases for plants.
'

.

13 In order to address age-related

: 14 degradation of structures, systems and components, 'an

i
; 15 applicant must review his currant licensing basis in

.

16 a systematic manner to enscre that all - age-related
;

; 17 issues have been identifir, Thus, the staff regards

i

18 review of the current licensing-basis as central to :

19 the finding that NRC processes assure continuing
~

20 adequacy of the current licensing basis.-

21 Jim Taylor.. mentioned a source- of
i

22 controversy has been whether an applicant must compile -

23 the current licensing basis as provided in this rule.

24 The staff will discuss 'that issue':later in 'the

! 25 briefing. But..with regard to the. need for. an

Y
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l' applicant to review the curront licanning basis, the

2 staff judged that ' review to be essential - for the

3 working of the rule.

4 Eric Beckjord.

5 MR. BECKJORD: Mr. Chairman,
,

6 Commissioners, in its staff. requirements memorandum

7 on the proposed Part 54 rule, the Commission asked-

8 that the staff ensure that _ license renewal.

9 considerations are -addressed within the context of

10 ongoing related activities such as maintenance. We've

11 done that. In his presentation on the license. renewal

12 rulemaking, Warren Minners will= discuss ~the relation-

13 of license renewal to the maintenance recommendation
|

14 and nuclear plant aging research. We recognize the

15 importance of plant aging research to license renewal.

f I want to note for you our plans for making-available-16
1 ;

17 h plant aging ~ research results to the industry for plant
lip-

p|
'

operation and for license renewal.-18
'

|

19 || The Office ~of ResearchE is preparing a
i

20 document, the title of.which is' Insights Gained from
.

| Aging Research. The document'will be provided in'two-21
u

|. parts to the: Office of Nuclear' Reactor Regulation for22
:

23 l distribution'to all-licensees during the second half-
i;

24 ! of this' year, probably late this. year. . The first part '

i ~

l~ 25 }
-- there will be two_ documents.- The plan'is thatLthe?
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1 first will b2 losund lato thio year and tha accond is4

2 expected in 1993.

'

3 The first . document will contain the

i
4 results of plant aging research and for guidance for

I5 aging mitigation and se'lected safety-related
2

i 6 components and systems for which research will have

7 been completed by June of this year. Licensees may

8 use this information in plant operation and for

9 license renewal considerations.. Also, we plan to hold

10 a public workshop tentatively in March of 1992 to set

11 forth the results of plant aging research to all
.

12 interested parties. The results of the plant aging

f

13 research program are also documented elsm:here and the

|
14 related technical information useful for_ integrated

| 15 plant assessment to manage age-related degradation
*

! 16 during the renewed license term have been referenced
i i

| and utilized in the draft regulatory guide DG-1009,! 17

i 18 which is standard format and content of- technical
'

!. t
.

[ -19 information~ for application to renew nuclear ' power
,

- ,

20 plant operating licenses and also- in. the -draft
,
;

j

| 21 standard-review plan for license renewal.. Ther3 were

i

22 issued . for comment jointly by Research and ' NRR in
r _

:

23 December of 1990.

24 So, with that, Mr. Chairman',-I'd.like to

25 ask Warren Minners to proceed with the-presentatior...
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1 DOCTOR HINNERS: (Slido) Could I hevo tho

2 first slide, please?

3 As Jim Taylor said, we're here to seek

4 approval to publish the final rule and just as
i

5 introductory or background material, I want to go over

6 the status and the schedule. But the heart of the
i

7 meeting will again be to address the public comments.

8 We already did this for the Commission a few months

9 ago and that has changed in some respects but in a
z

10 | large part it's not too much change. We'll try to

11 || focus on the significant issues and our analysis and
D

| sponse to those issues and then the general12

]4

13 [ questions that the Commission's SRM asked was its
'

I

14 relation to other programs, in luding the maintenance

15 program and the aging research program. |
!

16 (Slide) May I have the second slide,
1

'
17 i! please?

|
U10 This is the schedule and we are still on >

19 schedule. We're a little behind because we had some

20 p last minute changes and we got the rule and the
i

21 statement of considerations to you on the scheduled

h
22 h time. We now have supporting documents which we are

23 i aligning with these changes and they're goins to be

24 H a little later on, but they'll be certainly in time

25 for the Commission to consider and we can meet an
NEAL R, GROSS
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1 approval dato of tho end of Juno cnd hopsfully ncvo

2 it published soon after that. This is going to be

3 well before any lead plant submittal.

4 (Slide) Slide 3, please.

5 The supporting documents to this rule are,

6 an usual, a regulatory guide and a standard review

7 plan. They've just been put out for comment and the

8 comment period is closed and we're reviewing those

9 comments. We're scheduled to go to ACRS in November

10 and ome intent at this point, the schedule says that

11 we will publish the regulatory guide in April of '92

12 as an interim document for trial use. We will then

13 gain experience using that in the review of the lead

14 plants, and as necessary or if necessary we'll review

15 the guide and reissue it based on that experience.

16 (Slide) Slide 4, please. ,

i

{17 The industry has cooperated with us in

18
.

this rule mostly on the technical side. What they are
I, ;

19 providing are what we have called industry reports

20 which give a generic technical analysis of the aging

21 concerns of various components. They promised 11

22 reports and have submitted 11 reporte. We've

23 commented on all of,them, gotten comments back from

!24 NUMARC on most of them, still have some more meetings,

25 There hau been some delays in the original schedule,
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1 but this won't offcct tho load plants b0cauco they'ro

2 not going to use those reports. They're going to do

3 their own plant-specific aging analyses. These

4 reports will be more useful for the follow-on plants.

5 our schedule is to have the last SER of these reports

G in December of '92.

7 (Slide) Slide 5, please.

8 Of course udsociated with tr. ire rule, as

9 with any rule, is an environmental pectection rule,

]
which in our rules is Part 51. That's also proceeding20

11 along_in parallel with this. We hope to come.to you
,

12 in late June with this rule so that it can be

13 published for comment and publish the final Part 51

14 rule in June of '92. Once-again, this will be after
I

15 we get some lead plant applications, but it shouldn't
)

: !

16 !. have any impact on those plants because this is a i

I t

17 } generic thing _and those plants don't fit well into a

!! generic analyses. So, they'll essentially have to-do18
j!-

19
'

their own environmental review anyway whether they had
h*

20 h this' rule or not.

h
21 (Slide) Slide 6, please.

||
22 4 What I'd..like-to ruiterate here are the

principles on~which this rule is based, which-Doctor-23 i

h
24' ! Murley has referred to. This is kind of old stuff,

11

25 h out this is where it all starts from. What-we're

O NEAL- R. GROSS
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1 caying b thio rulo 10 th0t wo hovo o rcgulatory

2 procas d.at assuren the continuing safety of these :,

3 plants. As far as operating plants go, this process

! 4 is adequate. But for license renewal, ve need to add

5 to this process. We need to add something which looks

6 at what we call the current licensing basis of t. t

7 plant to see that that basis is adequate for the next

8 20 years, for an adlitional 20 years.

9 The plants were originally designed for

10 40 years and most of the equipment will run for that
.

j 11 time. The example being the vessel. I mean I think

i 12 the vessel is all right for 40 years and we have
,

13 requirements for that, but people have to go back and
:

14 look at their maintenance programs, their aging

'

15 management prograuic, their surveillance programs, !.

I

16 whatever, and say, " Hey, will those be adequate for {
.

17 an additional 20 years?" In the vessel's case,

18 there's some obvious cases in which what we're doing

19 now is not adequate. We're going to have to do;

'!
20 something for some of these vessels.

21 So, this rule is just another addition to

22 the process that assures that the safety of these

!

23 plants will continue to be acceptable.4

74 So, we are basing this rule, as we've said

25 _many times, that the current licensing basis must-be
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:. maintcinod during the rcntwal p0riod. That'o what,
,

2 as I'll explain later and you've heard of before, is

3 that the IPA is designed to do, is to see that the

4 current licensing basis will continue to be adequate

5 in the renewal term. As has been noted previously,

6 the current licensing basis is not the same as

7 adequate protection. It's more than adequate

8 protection and we understand that and as Doctor Murley

9 has said, that's the easiest and best way to go. We

|!
10 I could, I guess, legally go back to adequate

,

11 j protection, but it would be a very difficult process

12 p to do. We'd have to search through and find the
1

13 things that are adequate protection and those that are

(f not. It wouldn't give the samo level of safety as we14 ,

t

15 0 have now. So, the whole thing is based on maintaining
-

i 1

16 the current licensing basis. |

17 j COMMISSIONER REMICK: Warren, when I read

:

18 the first bullet, I've been wavering back and forth
n.

19 asking myself is that too strong a statement. If I

20 read, " Regulatory process assures that current

21 I licensing bases of operating plant provide and

L 9
22 [ maintain an acceptable level of safety," I agree. But

U

23 1 then when-it says, "Except for age-related degradation

24 j unique to the license renewal period," and I realize

I}
there are certainly new things that ' have to be25

!
*
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1 considored boccuco wo look parhap3 enly ct 40 yonrc,

2 but certainly some of the things in the current

3 process would carry over and be related. So, I get

4 the feeling that that's too exclusive a statement, yet
,

5 I haven't been able to think of a better way of

6 expressing it.

7 DOCTOR MINNERS: Well, I think you have .

O to focus on the word " unique to the license renewal

9 period." Okay? That's what it means. As you say,

10 there's going to be lots of maintenance programs which

11 are just going to continue on.

I
12 COMMISSIONER REMICK Sure.

13 DOCTOR MINNERS: But you're not sure of*

I

14 that until you look at them. That's what the IPA is

15 going to do. The IPA will certainly find that many,
I

16 i if not most of the maintenance programs, are adequate
t

i 17 for the renewal period, but you've got to check. I

18 i think the operative word there is " unique to the
'

19 j licensing period."

20 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Well, I agree,;

l
21 ; unique helps. It's the assures except, and I'm saying

22 that I think that even sorae of those current processes

23
'

will assure. They aren't exceptions. But it's kind

24 y of a minor point, but an I say I've -- when I read-

25 that, at one time I say, "Yes,_I understand and I
!!
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.

1 cgroo," cnd other timoc I coy it'o too strong o

2 statement. But I haven't been able to figure out 4

3 better way --

4 DOCTOR MINNERS As I tried to say, I

5 think the current process is adequate for current

6 reactors, but I don't think the current process is
i

7 adequate for license renowal. You need to add the IPA

8 for the process to adequately ansure safety in thu
a

9 renewal period.

10 | COMMISSIONER REMICKt Okay. Go ahead.

11 j DOCTOR MINNERS: As we just talked, this
!

12 is not a technical rule, it's a process rule. It

h
13 ] isn't a technical rule like ECCS or station blackout

c

14 or PTS. Okay? That stutf comes later on. The
d

15 supporting regulatory guide and SRP has a little more
!

|
16 L of that, but most of the technical stuf f, the numbers, i

|!

!j all that kind of stuff is going to be in the industry17

i||
18 4 reports and in our safety evaluation reports of those

4

19 industry reports. So, this is only a process rule.

20 j! COMMISSIONER REMICK: Okay,
h

21 L DOCTOR MINNERS: (Slide) Slide 7.

22 j{ That all said, we can focus on current
il

23 f licensing basis which everybody seems-to have a lot
!

24 of interest in. We've just broken it up into four

g subtopics.25
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1 (Slido) If I may hevo c11d2 8, plocco.

2 We had comments on the current licensing

3 basis, that it freezes the current licensing basis

4 during the renewal period, that it was too open-ended

5 and too broad, that it appeared to include oral

6 commitments and that it would not allow new issues or

7 information to be brought into the renewal proceeding.

8 (slido) on slide 8-A, if I may have that,

9 We didn't have an intent to freeze the current

10 licensing basis during the renewal rule. Now, we have

11 modified the final rule to let the current licensing

12 basin change during the review period.

13 Again, we didn't intend for oral c.omments

14 to be part of the current licensing basis and wo

15 reviewed the rule and we're quite certain it clearly

16 says that only comments that are written on the docket

17 are part of the current licensing basis.

18 As far as definition open-enced and too

19 broad, I'll let that go until I talk about -- because

20 1 think that's really talking about systems,

21 structures and components important to license renewal

22 which is on slide 14, a better place to talk about it.

23 so, the only other issue here is new

24 information and we have also changed that from the
,

,

| 1 rula and I'll discuss that on the next slide,25 prope
[
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1 if I may havo that ono, p10aco.

2 (Slide) One of the obvious questions and

3 many people commented on is whether the current

4 licensing basis is or is not adequate for renewal

5 term. As Doctor Murley, I think, summarized quite

6 well, we think that's the proper place to be. There

7 are other alternatives, but for the reasons he's

8 stated we think the current licensing basis is the

9 proper place to be.

10 So, there's also another supporting

hich is11 document, which you haven't gotten _ yet, w

12 NUREG-1412, which goes into quite a lot of detail of

13 why the current licensing basis and the current

14 process for maintaining that licensing basis is
,

11
15 || adequate. That has a lot of examples in specific

,

h
'

16 ! technical areas,

!
17 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: 1412 is here.

18 DOCTOR MINNERS: Oh, you have that now?
. L

19 j Okay. Sorry.
!!

h The other thing -- so we think the rule20

li
21 [ is properly based on the current licensing basis. The

22 final rule, although it was not --

23 MR. BECKJORD: The next slide.

i

24 | DOCTOR MINNERS Oh, I'm sorry. Slide 9-

!.

q I'm on the wrong slide?25 A.
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1 (Slido) So, tho final rulo docen't hevo

2 to make a finding that the current licensing basis is

]
3 adequate. The staff doe s n '' have to make that

; 4 finding. But we are relying on the process that will

5 keep the current licensing basis adequate. This rule

6 adds to that process the integrated plan assessment

7 which gives further assurance that the licensing basis

8 will be adequate during the renewal tern.
!

9 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Warren, two

10 questions before you go on. Would it be fair to say"

:

11 that the assumption that you've reached here reflects

12 an assumption on your part that the licensees are

13 fully familiar with their CLB, they know what it is?

'

14 Obviously the finding that you're :r 2 king hare seems

15 to presuppose that kind of familiarity. Is that, in

4

16 fact, the case?
,

17 DOCTOR MIN!!1CRS: I guess I don't know how

18 to answer that quantion. I think most of the ;

19, | licensees know their licensing basis. I don't doubt

20 that there are some instances of which there are some

21 places where they're not perfect on it, but I think

22 most of them know their licensing basis.

23 DOCTod MURLEY: The way it's defined now

24 j is it's material on the docket. So, if they don't
i

'

25 | know it, there's no real reason they shouldn't know,

h NEAL R. GROSS
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1 it.

2 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Okay.

3 DOCTOR HURLEY: It's commitments they've

4 made in writing and things like that.

5 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: That's the way I

6 read this chart, that it supposes or presupposes that

7 the licensee is familiar with all the details on the

8 dochet to the extent that the docket is --

9 DOCTOR MINNERS: Well, I guess my answer

lo was that there always are interpretations. There are

11 | words on the docket and then how those are

12 interpreted, there may be differences on that.

13 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Okay. Seconi.
|

14 { question. I haven't read the final version of 1416,

j but did you find any issues in your review of the CLB15

t

16 : question that would suggest for any plant on any
I
ti

technical issue that we know of today that this
]b

17

| 18 || assumption is not valid? Are there any outstanding
; ti

issues --19 p

| 20 DOCTOR MINNERS: Frot. 1412?,

| C

21 ;! COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Either in 1412 or
.

22 elsewhere that would call into question, based upon
j

23 What we know today, this assumption.

24 i DOCTOR MINNERS: Let me ask NRR to answer
I!
c.

[ that because they really wrote 14;125

| |! NEAL R, GROSSi
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,

f 1 DOCTOR MURLEY: John Craig con --

2 MR. CRAIG I thir.k the answer is no. The
,

;

; 3 emphasis, the conclusion is that the process that we :
L !

4 rely on to identify events, review events, operational |

5 experience, et cetera, is adequate to ensure if there
-

'a

6 in a technical issue that needs to be addressed it's
a !

7 identified and addressed. The Yankee vessel issue was
;

8 one that was identified as part of the ongoing
i

9 process. It's not a renewal issue, it's a present

I
| 10 issue, just as a host of other issues that have been
!

I 11 brought before the Commission in the past few months,
,

1
1 12 whether it's motor-operated valves or anything else. -

1

COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Okay. Fair enough.13 j
:

14 DOCTOR MINNERS: (Slide) On slide 9-B,-

.; 15 if I may have that.
!

1i The question of whether;the scope of-the,

.
.

17 hearings- should include that, the : final rule now
"

4 .

I

{ 18 before you includes a . modification to'. 2.758' which - ;
; ;

) 19 would allow some contentions in ' license renewal-
,

20 hearings. One of them would be .on adequacy.
4

i 21 Generally the adequacy of the current licensing-basis-
i
! 22 is'not litigable except under the proposed revision

~

.

23 to the rule-in.the case-in which there's-something-

24 unique to the renewal period ~that would make the CLB

f ~

25 ; inadequate during the renewal period.- .One ofLthose-

y
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da.

I thingo, of courso, is ago-roloted dogrcdction. Okay?
f

2 That's a given. That's what we're going to focus our j
.

3 attention on. }

4 The other one was a little moro !

e

5 theoretical statement of something which-is not age-

6 related degradation but is unique to the - renewal
:

7 period. I asked the question around what an example *

:

| 8 of that would be and the example I was given was that t

I
,

9 if there was a projected sudden, large increase in the !
i

10 population in the emergency planning zone, that might :
i !

11 be. something that would _ be unique _ to the renewal ;

i 4

12 period 'and might be subject to _ contentions in . a - i

_l ..

l. f

hearing.13 I

I

I
14 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Before you go_on,

'

!- -
,

l '

i- this is an opportunity to talk about-this provision.15
N ! <

: i

16 ] Are you going to come back to this issue or is i

17 0 this -- f
ta

o

18 f DOCTOR MINNERS: I'm going to say the same

thing about compliance, but no. ;19 '

'I
t -

-

20 b COMMISSIONER CURTISS: All right._ Could
I

.

i
i

21 . I ask a couple of questions - because this 'is a new
!
'

22 p'rovision--in the final rule, the 2.758 provision._ I _i
;

23 j guess I'd like to -- just=for the record, I've read
'

. . ,

\: (

24 j the provision. .Could'I'ask OGC_to. explain how you ;

H
i
'

understand this-provision ~ operating and in particular25
i
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1 opcok to tho quootion of tho kind of iccuoc thct can

2 be raised, whether they have to be age-related

3 issues -- I gather there are some circumstancen or at

4 least one that we've identified that is a non-age-

5 related issue that can be raised and what the--

6 thresholds are for raising issues through this

7 procedure.

8 MR. MMSCH: Let me begin by saying that

9 we have recognized all around, even at the proposed

10 rulemaking stage, that we had to look at 2.750,:which

11 is the traditional rule challenge provision because

12 by its terms it only applies to initial licensing

13 proceedings. So, we Mnew to have some look at that

14 provision.

I
15 i 'Jhen we looked at it, we thought that in

i

16 keeping with the concept that one ought to confine

h
17 d' renewal reviews to issues unique to operation during i

I !
18 the renewal period, that therefore we ought to confine j

i I

19 the scope of possible rule challenges similarly to ;

20 issues which are unique to the renewal period. If we

21 had drafted 2.758 ant ; Amply extended the current

22 provisions to include renewal proceedings, the result
;

23 would have been that if the thresholds on any issue,

24 including those as relevant to continued operation en

25 relevant to renewal, would also be a potentia;
o
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1 candidate for rulo changos.
;

2 CHAIRMAN CARRt Marty, I think your mike

3 is hitting the table.
,

4 MR. MALSCH: Okay. So, we drafted a
J

5 provision to 2.758 that would focus rule challenges,'

6 if there are any, on issues that are relevant only to
3

7 operation during the extended period. Now, an

8 example -- Warren Minners gave an example of that.

9 Let's suppose someone with -- let's say you have an

10 operating licease that vas issued in 1980 and is

11 scheduled to expire in, let's say, the year 2020 If
_

12 one were to come in today and say,. "I've just |

13 discovered there is plans for a 500,000 person

!

14 community within the emergency planning zone with
F ,

15 construction scheduled to begin in the year 2030," we' ! |'

|
16 would say, "Well, that's not relevant.to the current

,

17 license. It's-not. relevant;to operation during the-

18 initial term." But it'would be or.at least could be
i.

19 | uniquely relevant to. operation during a renewed' term '

.
-

'f

20 and therefore could be the potential candidate for a-

21 rule challenge.

.
;

22 Now, they would have to meet the various ;

23 thresholds-set out in'the rule challenge rule, show

24 that it:was unique, show thatLit raised a question- -

l,
about compliance with adequate protection or25' {
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|

[ 1 complianco with the current liconoing b20io, cnd ths
i

; commission itself would have to make the determination

|j 3 as to whether the rule challenge would be permitted.
<

I 4 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: The purpose of this

5 provision then and the scope of the kind-of issue that

6 it would cover would be to allow issues to be raised
J

;_ 7 irrespective of whether they're age-related, those
i

.
.

| 8 issues that are unique to the license period extended.
t

] 9 MR. MALSCH: Correct.

i 10 1 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: I understand that
I
.

11 that's what B.2(ii) provides. Does B.2(i) provide a
-

12 forum or a vehicle for raising issues that perhapsg

13 while not unique to the license renewal period can

|r
t

: 14 nevertheless be raised because they go to the kind of

r

15 presumptions'that are made in support of'this - rule

j 16 such as in the NUREG, the sdequacy of the existing

| 17 CLB? Is it intended to be ' a = vehicle for allowing-

i 18 those issues to be raised? Special circumstances with
.,

| 19 respect to the subject matter of the particular
,

20 proceeding pertaining to age-related - degradation or
,
,

' 21 environmental protection are such that the application
'

22 of the requirements of this rule in question would not;

23 serve the purposes for which'the_ruleLor regulation

24' was adopted.
,

25 -MR.= MALSCH: Well --
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1 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Let'o ony on

2 intervenor comes in and contends that there is an

3 issue and calls into question the presumption that the

4 CLB is adequate for all plants. It's not an issue

5 unique to the 20 year extension. Can that issue be

6 raised under B. 2 (i) notwithstanding the generic

7 assumption that we're making in this rule?

8 MR. MALSCH: I would say no, that B.2 (i)-

9 was designed to take care of two classes of special

10 issues. One would be age-related degradation

11 | questions unique to operation during the renewal term,
i
'

12 but somehow was not accounted for adequately by-tha

13 [ age-re)ated degradation rule. Now, we couldn't
i

14 imagine offhand what such a challenge would

15 !! constitute, but since we weren't certain we wanted to
i

4:

16 4 leave you open for such 3 possible challenge.

II

j!
The other category was NEPA and that's to17 .

!

18 i be addressed in a future rulemaking. We've designed

19 j; this just to leave the issue open, We may have to
|!

20 h reexamine this again when the Commission's generic-
|

[ environmental impact statement is completed. But this21
!!

h was designed as f ar as NEPA is concerned to leave that22

0
23 H issue essentially open.

h

24 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: So with the

:|
25 [ exception of NEPA, there aren't any issues that you've
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1 baen cble to hypothooito that would crico under B.2(i)
~

2 Pat you think it's an appropriate procedure to put in

3 nevertheless --

4 MR. MALSCH: Yes.'

to allow5 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: --

i

6 litigation which -- the essence of this provision is

7 to allow litigation on the assumptions that go into

8 this rule. It's a 2.758 procedure that would allow

9 you to challenge the adequacy of the rule itself,

10 including this presumption of adequacy in a manner

11 that we don't typically permit in the proceedings?

12 MR. MALSCH: That's true. Again though,

13 the effort here is to focus challenges on issues

i 14 unique to operation during the renewal term. Had wo

15 simply extended existing 2.758, its current language,

16 to cover renewal licenses, it would not at all have

17 been clear that any such a limitation was implicit.

18 one might have been able to : challenge the current ;

19 licensing basis on all manner of issues, including

20 those that were not unique to operation during renewal

21 period. So, the effect of this change, I think, is

22 to further narrow and focus the scope of renewal

'

23 hearings and renewal --

24 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Should I infer

25 anything from the fact that " unique to the renewal

||- NEAL R. GROSS
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a

1 torm," that 1cngungo 10 contain d in B.2(ii) but not
4

.2 B.29107

3 MR. MALSCH: No.

4 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: It's intended to

5 cover B.2(i) as well?

6 MR. MALSCH: Certeinly insofar as age-

7 related degradation challengen are concerned. As far

8 as NEPA challenges are concerned, I think the issue

9 is a little open I think because we don't have in hand

10 yet the completion of the NEPA review.

11 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Okay.
I

12 CHAIRMAN CARR Proceed. i

13 DOCTOR MINNERS: (Slide) On slide 10,

14 this is the same issue but instead of adequacy it's
,

15
.

on compliance. We had the usual range of comments of

I !

Iti j whore verification of compliance is not necessary for
l!

17 d license renewal and also the opposite view where

!!
18 |

there't, a history of non-compliance which brought the
!

19 f commenter to believe that there was a demonstrated
U

f need to verify and that compliance shouJ r1 be20

121 {; documented as part of the renewal review.
I

22 (Slide) On slide 10-A, our analysis is

23 | that licensees must comply with their current

I
I

24 i licensing basis now and in the renewal term. We
l

25 monitor the compliance. That's our job. We do it in

|; NEAL R. GROSS
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1 roncwal term co well co now. The roacon that the

2 commenter could make the statement that there was, "a

3 history of non-compliance" comes from our oversight

4 efforts and the documentation of those efforts which

5 showed the non-compliance. That's their basis for

6 getting the non-compliance corrected. That process

7 will continue in the renewal term. So, we just,

8 again, are relying on our process during the current

9 term. We'll work equally well in the renewal term to

10 assure that licensees comply with their current

11 licensing basis, whatever it is.

12 Then the only other point .is in the

?. 3 hearing the revision to 2.758 would also allow
5

14 allegations of non-compliance that are unique to the

15 renewal term to be brought up in a hearing context.

16 That's just a parallel to what would be done for

17 challenges to the adequacy of the current licensing

18 basis. .

I
i .

i

19 | (Slide) Slide 11 comes to the issue which >

i

20 there was a lot' of = discussion about, compilation. I

21 Again, the comments bracket possibilities from '

'
22 compilation 'is not necessary- to compilation .is

23 essential.

I

24 } (Slide) Slide 11-A summarizes our answers
i

25-
|

to that. We agree that all of-the current licensing.
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1 basis documsnts don't havo to ba rocubmitted. Okay?

2 What the rule before you would require is only a list

3 of the documents. We would define compilation. One

4 example of compilation would be if a utility had a

5 good technical library, which we believe that most of
8

6 them do, that's compilation. He has all his documents

7 there. We believe that consideration and review of

8 the CLB by the licensee is essential to the process

9 and that compilation will aid in that review and
i

10 ( consideration. You have to look at the CLB to

11 identify the systems, structures and components

12 important to license renewal.

13 We've had disagreements with the industry.

14 They have their opinion and we have their opinion --
;

15 i I don't know which one is right and which one's wrong

||

16 0 --as to which structure, system and components are
o
!

( 17 important to license renewal. By defining the current
H

18 [ licensing basis, i.c helps in that definition because
*

i
,

| 19 i- the industry has disagreed that post-accident
,

i

! I
20 monitoring instrumentation is necesnary for license'

,

21 renewal and we think it is. That's part of the
h
il

22 | licensing basis and therefore in order to identify
!

23 that equipment you nave to start with the current

24 licensing basis.

h
25 li Another area of difficulty is we want to
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1 includo cyctcm3 or cquip; nt whoco failuro through a

2 system interaction type thing could af fect safety-

3 related systems, and that's hard to define. We don't

4 want people to go out and do a new system interaction

5 study, but we know that some system interactions have

6 been identified, the prime example being the flooding

7 consideration which we made people do several years

8 ago. We have solved that problem by saying the system

9 interactions which have been identified in the current

10 licensing basis, those are part of the systems,

11 structures and components irportant to license renewal

>

12 and if they're not on the current licensing basis,

13 then you don't have to consider them in the IPA. So,

14 the current licensing basis is very useful in defining

15 which system interactions are in and which are out.

16 We also think that the current licensing ;

|
17 ! basis is absolutely essential for evaluation of the

|

18 ef fectiveness of programs. If you don't know what the

I19 equipment is supposed to do, you can't decide whether

20 an aging management program is going to maintain its

21 ef fectiveness or not. You're going to have to go back

22 and look at the licensing basis on this equipment

23 | because generally it's only designed for 40 years and
li

24 0 if you're going to extend it you're going to have to
d

25 ! see how you can extend it-to meet and still meet the
: i

'
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1 current liconoing bacio. All of thoco locuan woro

2 addressed in an April memo to the Commission.

3 So, in the proposed rule as written, the

4 compilation requirement is retained and we hope it's

5 clarified, that everybody understands it.

6 One of the concerns I heard was that

7 compiling the licensing basis implies a need for NRC

8 review of the licensing basis and would open the

9 current licensing basis for contentions as to whether

10 it's adequate or whether it's . being complied with.

11 I don't think compiling the licensing basis changes

12 that at all. I think the integrated plant assessment

l ', i and the completeness of the- list of systems,

14 structures and components important to license renewal
;

15 g is open to contention whether the.CLB-is compiled or
!!

16 !' not and that's the same thing as going back to the
il

17 adequacy or compliance.
2

18 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: You don't-see anyj

19 difference between the scope of issues that would be;

20 at least on the. table if-you started from.the' IPA up

I21 in terms of the licensee building the case for

22 identifying those things that-are important from_an

23 age-related standpoint and ' starting from the CLB down

24 with the understanding, -I guess, that the CLB is going

1|
- 1|

; to encompass a lot-of things that will ultimately25
h
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1 provo to bn unn:caccory for purpo003 of our ego-

2 related ovaluation? You say you see that as --

3 DOCTOP. MINNERS: But you don't know that

4 they're unnecessary until you review them. How do you

5 decide that aging management is not required on

6 something until you look at it?

7 COMMISSIONER CURTISS I don't dispute the

8 need to conduct an aging management review, but I

9 guess my question is can you -- and we'll get to the

10 alternatives, 1 guess, here in a minute, but is it

11 feasible to achieve the objectives that the staff has

12 articulated hera, and I think your objective of

13 identifying age-related issues and ensuring that for

14 the extended period of time the plant can in fact

15
.

operate safely is the proper one.

16 My question goes to the issue of whether j

17 you can best accomplish that by what I think we all

18 agree is an over-oncompassing view of a compiled CLB
,

L

19
'

or an over-encompassing requirement that the CLB be

20 compiled as opposed to the licensee performing the IPA

23 f rom the ground up and in the context of the U.w. tion

22 and answer process that the staff typically undertakes

23 to ask the very kinds of questions that I think you

24 !! properly have. Have you covered all the age-related
h
II

25 H issues?
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Jo

1 DOCTOR HIlfliERS W311, I'm not curo what

2 you tean by "the ground up." One of the proposals I

3 heard from the industry was they were going to look

4 at everything and if it had a " safety function" then

5 they would review it, and if it didn't have a safety

6 function then they wouldn't review it. That would

7 pose a difficulty for me anyway, because I don't know
|

8 what a safety function is.

9 We have many arguments over what's a

10 safety function. One of the examples is post-accident

11 monitorirg instrumentation. I was a part of putting

'

12 l that in the TMI Action Plan and under a strict PRA
!

'

| approach that has no safety function. If you look at13

||
a PRA, nobody's ever been able to come up that that14

u|
15 stuff contributes to risk reduction. Okay? But I

16 i think the staff has generally agreed that it has a
h

17 safety function and the industry does not,

i

if .18 ! So, when you start using _ these --

! !
'

h you're going to start what you call "from the groundl 19

||

20 jj up," you're going to have to start defining other
n

21 terms like " safety function," which we haven't used

22 1 before. We want to go back to current licensing
I,

'

23 bases, because we think that's something that we can

|
24 g define and everybody understands. It's on the docket.

n
I

i

25 4 It's written. If we start using other things, it
L
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1 bacomaa a lot moro vcgua, o lot herdor to pin down.

2 And, yes, you're right. We can go keep

| 3 asking the industry what about this and what about

4 that and what about another thing, but I don't think

5 we want to do that process. We'd rather have a

6 complete application submitted to us if possible the

7 first time and not have to ask 15 rounds of questions.

8 MR. TAYI4R: I think the alternatives,

9 which you'll hear a little bit more about, were

10 considered as an alternative to go through 100 percent

11 of all this material and maybe -- I'm making this up,
,

12 but maybe 70 percent doesn't apply.

13 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: That's a pretty

'

14 good number, it sounds like.

.!
"15 MR. TAYLOR: Whatever. But, the

16 alternatives considered different approaches .cally
i

17 h dealing with the two problems you're trying to deal

|
j 18 | with, the integrated plan assessment and how to get

c

19 j there. The staff believes that -- and the staff will
i

i |

20 be 2 ooking at what the licensee has reviewed in order i

i

21 to build an IPA. Ths staff will be looking for errors

i
22 | in omission of things that should have been included,

i

23 and I think as we proceed through renewal reviews we

i

24 ;j will learn by doing too, so I ' chink that's how we care
U
i

25 | up with the alternatives was working around the
t
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1 quantion you'ro ccking. Mcybo if wo got to that --

2 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: The alternatives

3 are something I'd like to talk about. I would like

4 to make sure I understand what the impact is of the

5 staff's proposed approach. I think you properly

6 emphasizc that the approach will entail requesting

7 much more information than is ultimately determined

8 to be necessary to make the licensee determinations

9 with respect .to aging issues, 70 percent, 90 percent,

10 your guess is as good as anybody else's.

11 DOCTOR MINNERS: You said requested. Do

12 you mean compiled?

13 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Compiled, that's

14 right, compiled,

[ii MR. TAYLOR There's a difference between15
d

16 our requesting --

! l
17 ! COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Right, for the |

|

18 p licensee to compile it. That leads to my second
d-

19 question, and that is would it ' be fair for an

20 objective observer here- to infer . -- by objective
,

21 observer, I guess I mean a licensing ~ board judge --

|
to infer that.by asking the licensees to compile the22

23 CLB that we have assumed that itLis adequate, which

24 we obviously have in the context of the NUREG, and we.

25 have assumed that the licensee complies with the CSB,
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1 which I teko it 1o alco o fair occunption.

2 The 2.758 door that has opened up in this

3 ptovision it seeras to me ralues the staken on this

4 very issue. If we are in fact talking about not only

5 taking a look in the adjudicatory context at the

6 process for compiling the CLB but also the question

7 of whether it's adequa',% as well as the question of

8 whether one complies with the CLB all in the context

9 of -- let's take the 70 percent figure -- all in the

10 context of an understanding that 70 percent of the CLB

11 may ultimately turn out to be -- and in fact we may

12 find fairly early to be irrelevant to age-related

13 issues, and it's that concern that causes ne to ask

14 have we succeeded in this approach in focusing not

15 just the technical review but the adjudicatory review

16 on the age-related issues that I think we all feel are

17 central to the question of license renewal.

18 As we get into the discussion of the
i

19 alternatives, we can flesh this out in more detail.

20 I'd like to consider what your views are on the

21 alternatives, but that's the concern I have.

22 DOCTOR MURLEY: The whole bauts on which-

| We come to the conclusion that it's safe to let these23
1

[ plants operate from 40 to 60 years is that they doI24
,

| review carefully the current licensing bases and that25
"
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1 thoy teko into.cccount all of thoco itcma that hava

2 potential age-related degradation that they have to

3- be concerned about because the plant was not designed j

4 to operate Myed 40 years, and th,tt 's how we catne to

5 this conclusior.. We weren't really worried. quite

6 frankly, about the scope of the hearing, I mean,

7 whether something could be called into a hearing.

8 My own view, if you're looking for

9 judgments, is that it's virtually essential to do this

10 to make sure that some important commitments that

11 might otherwise be lost are not overlooked. I don't

or Jim mentioned the 7012 | know. You talk about --

\
13 percent number. I don't know what the number is, but

14 my guess is.that we'll find that a lot of the currerit

15 | licensing bases will turn out to be important to be

16 reviewed. The only things that we know-we can not

17 consider are some programmatic things like emergency

18 preparednesc.and quality assurance-and so forth.

19 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: I understand what

20 I think is the tenor here. The flavor that I get fron

j the discussion is that the staff's interest in having21

22 the CLB compiled is 'primarily for the purpose of

^

23 ensuring that the licensee goes out and turns over all

24 the rocks to make sure they unde 2 stand What the CLB

25 consists of.
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,

1 DOCTOR MURLEY: Yoo.

2 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: And that's 'a

3 position that I think is a reasonable one. The only

4 difficulty I have is I can't square that with the

'5- question-that I asked earlier and the answer that I

6 got, which is the generic assumption that the CLBs are

7 all adequate, which as I asked I think presupposes. >

8 that the licensees are familiar with their CLBs. They

9 know what's in it. And here in this context we seem

10 to be saying we need- to -have. them' compile the _CLB so:

11 'that we' understand -- so that they turn over all(the.-

12 rocks and understand where all those commitments might

13 be.

14 DOCTOR MINNERS: They understand their CLB -

15 in the= context of a 40 year license. I-don't think

16 very many licensees have-thought about-theie CLB in-
.

1
-1

17 the context of 60 years of opera. tion. ;

i
18 CHAIRMAN CARR:- Well, let's attack'that'- ~{

-

t-

19, just a minute. You keep talking - about 40 year--

20 designs. If I approach it'and say_anything in:the1
'

..

21 plant I -- can' replace, _40 | years _doesn't . have much
-

-

-

22 significance. If I can-go-in and change-out a piece--

23 of equipment,- what: difference does 40' years make? -I f

$I

24 it wears out in_30, I replace it anyway.
.

, .

25 DOCTOR MINNERS: -You had to identify.it,---
-
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1 that's all, g

2 CHAIRMAN CARR I don't have to identify

3 it until it fails, then I can just put in a new one.

4 DOCTOR MINNERS: No, I don't agree with

that. I don't think we're going to let people run

f equipment and then replace it when it fails.

CHAIRMAN CARR Well, then we ve got a

maintenance program that takes care of that, I would

9 hope.

10 DOCTOR MINNERS: But the maintenance

11 program is based on a 40 year life and they may be

12 overlooking ,nings --

13 I CHAIRMAN CARR: I don't agree with that.

14 The things that you're worried about from 40 to 60

35 years are those things that you didn't really look at

16 carly in the plant to last beyond 40 years. Now, just

17 because the guy says when he goes in and picks out a

18 pump and says "that pump ought to last 40 years, or

19 cortainly it fits the requirements and it's designed

20 that that way," I don't think he checks that to make

!

21 sure all the numbers in there meet the 40 year j

22 requirement --

|
23

'

DOCTOR MINNERS: No.

24 CHAIRMAN CARR: -- because he knows he can

{
put a new pump in.25
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1 It occm3 to ma that you could coparato a

2 whale of a lot of things in the plant and say that

3 really isn't age-related, but there are some things

4 you can't separate, as you said, the pressure vessel,

5 you can't separate some of the insulation that you
f

6 ean't reach, the piping. Normally, you don't go in

7 and do a mass replacement of piping. You replace

8 pieces of it.

9 But it seems those things that are really

10 going to be a concern from 40 to 60 years are those

11 things that have been there for 40 years and you

12 haven't touched them or you haven't done anything to

13 them and now you've got to worry about them.

14 DOCTOR MINNERS: Like cabling.

15 CHAIRMAN CARR: And they've done a lot to

16 a lot of plants in the first 40 years. They've -- -

!
17 we've replaced everything, it seems to me, but a

i

18 pressure vessel.

19 DOCTOR MINNERS: Well, theoretically

20 cabling can be replaced, but it's not an-easy thing

21 to do and I think people don't --

22 CHAIRMAN CARR: It's properly one of those

23 things that should be addressed, but to address

24 | everything in the licensing . basis as if it was --

!

h|
wasn't designed for 40 years, that seems to me kind25 :
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1 of a funny way to look at it.

2 DOCTOR MINNERS: I don't think we're doing

3 that. As we get further on here to the discussion of

4 the IPA, I think it's a screening procedure to do what

5 you're talking e. bout is to find the things which the

6 current maintenance in adequate f'r the next 20 years

7 and throw those out. You don't have to do any more

8 on that.

9 CHAIRMAN CARR Okay.

10 DOCTOR MINNERS: But it's a systematic

11 process to find those things, and we think the

12 systematic process starto from the current licensing

13 bases.

|
14 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Well, before you

15 go on to the alternatives, let me pick up where Ken

16 left off here and sharpen the point that I'm trying

17 to make here, because I do want-to discuss how you
,

18 envision this process working. But let me articulate
t

'

l 19 the concerns that I have.

20 Number one, it does seem to me that
,

I
i

I21 requesting licensees to compile the CLB is going to
'

'

,

1

22 result in a lot of information that ultimately proves

- 23 to be' unnecessary in terms of our evaluation of the

24 age-related issues, and I want to get to the

i

25 procedural implications of that in a minute.,

|
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1 Tom, you pointed out that the hearing

2 issue was not foremost-in your mind when-you looked

3 at the technical question. -That's why we have a shop
.

4 of lawyers, but I do want to pursue that because that

5 is an important question in my own mind.

6 Number two, it's not clear to me that in

7 some respects simply saying compile the CLB_is going

B to get at information that you might deem to be

9 important for purposes of license-renewal. The depth

10 of information that you might. require _may well extend-

11 beyond docketed commitments or docketed information.--

12 The spcc: on.a particular motor-operated

13 valve are not laid out in the FSAR. They're going to

14 require going back to the. vendor and looking at the

15 engineering specs for.the pump, and so in tha't respect

16 it seems to me there may be information that' =|
! !

,
_17 compilation of the CLB. would 'not- ' capture.- I. I

la understand that the IPA will drive the' process further'

19 '' down into that depth once-you've-asked the licensee

20 to compile the CLB. Let's put that, issue-aside.

21 'The second' concern, and this gets into the

22 procedural dimensions of the problem, is that'it does
i

23 seem to.me that it is fair: for the objective observer
.- _.

24 to infer- that when we request licensees to . compile the
,

|

OS CLB and when we presume that the CLB,is adequate we-
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I

1 opan'tho door to the quootion of cdaquacy, and in fact

2 the 2.758 provision does open the door in this
,

3 proceeding.

4 We also open the door to the question of

5 compliance, again on a body of information much of

6 which or some of which may not be relevant to license

7 renewal at all. If that's technically required, if

8 this is the only way to get the information that-you

9 think is necessary, that's certainly something that's

10 going to weigh heavily in my own mind and I'd like to

11 pursue the alternatives to that.

12 But on the procedural front, it does seem

13 to me that that opens the door for someone to come.in

14 and say "we don't think you've completely compiled the

15 process, the CLB,.and.we've got-six examples here,"

16 just to take an arbitrary number, "where we think you

17 missed things." And-the licensee says, "Well,_give

| 18 us those . six and we'll put them in the CLB." Fair-

|

l 19 enough.
:. .

20 I can envision the kind of situation thatL

i . .

( 21 we faced with -the - Byron licensing _ proceeding where

I22 then the question gets raised about the process and.
|

L 23 the procedures for the compilation process itself and

24 we're into focusing on the compilation process right
t

~ 25 out of the blocks-as the first-step. Secondly, as
,

,
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1 2.758 cm revioed would allow, it do0c cocm to ins wa'ro-

2 opening the door to the litigation over the adequacy

3 of the CLB on age-related issues and on non-age-
,

4 related issues. And - third, it seems to me we're
.

5 opening the door to the question of whether the

6 licensee complies with the CLB.

! 7 I'm not suggesting this because I don't
2

8 think those are important r;uestions . - I'm just not

9 sure this is the forum in which to raise those issues.
.

10 We've got a procedure in place today, if_anybody for

11 a currently licensed plant believes that the CLB is-

12 inadequate or that it's not-been complied with, for

i- 13 them to bring that matter to our attention through

14 2206. .And that's a procedure that's available today

15 and would presumably be available for all - of . theso-

| 's issues.,

e

17 ! But.I can envision.a scenario where the
i

,

18 first- contention that comes up -has: to do with the.

19 adequacy of the-CLB or the. compliance of'the licensee !

|
t

.

20 with the CLB on a non-age-related issue where, givenc

21 the threshold for filing-contentions, the issue that

i 22- the Board'is going.to have to consider is not whether-

23 to' extend the license but whether. the issue that we've

24 got before us warrants- shutting .down ~the_ plant

25 } immediately.given the issue that's been-raised.
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1 DOCTOR HURLEY: But, Commicaionar, thic

2 rule makes it very clear that adequacy and compliance

3 with the CLB are not issues that can be -- at least,

4 that's the way I read the rule, that by adopting this

5 rule the Commission is making a finding that our

6 processes ensure the adequacy of the CLB for each

7 plant.

8 MR. MALSCH: Can I address that?

9 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Yes, please.

10 MR. MALSCH: The way I Ic ok at it, so long

11 as you structure a rule so that the focus of the

12 integrated plant assessment is assuring that the CLD

13 is maintained, notwithstanding age-related

14 degradation, and that a review of the CLB is central

I

15 i to this, it will always be relevant in any renewal
I

i

16 review or hearing to know what the CLB is and do the

17 people who conducted the integrated plant assessment

18 have the correct concept as to what the CLB is.

19 I don't see where this has any

20 implications at all for the adequacy or compliance

21 with the CLB beyond age-related degradation. In fact, '

22 to assure that it does not, we have deliberately

23 drafted the rule so _as to limit the ability of anyone

24 to challengo compliance with or adequacy of the CLB.
I

25 | We have done that by the redrafted 2.758.
!
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1 So our final rulo, for from opsning the

2 doors to broad challenges, in -fact closed them. I

3 see, in fact, no necessary connection between an

4 obligation to compile or review and the possibility

5 of entertaining challenges to the adequacy of or

6 compliance with the CLB.

7 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: I'm just looking

8 at the evolution of this from the proposed to the

9 final stage and I see here a provision added to this

10 rule, 2.758, that I guess I would characterize as'
|

11 opening the door in respects beyond that which was

12 the case in the proposed rule.

13 MR. MALSCH: I don't think so. I think-

14 it closes it further,'because'the proposed rule would

15 have been subject to a rule challenge in any event.

16 The most,that one could have done under

17 the proposed rule would adopt a-presumption that all

-18 plants are 'in compliance with their- CLB - and - all-

j
i

1.
19 plants' CLBs are adequate, but it~ would.have been open-

1

4

20 to individual challenges in individual- cases to raise

21. a question-about that, whether or not that question-

22 was -uniquely relevant -to- operation during renewal

23 period or relevant as well to operation during initial

24 period of licensing. So:I think what we've done in

25 the final rulemaking is in fact narrow the scope of-
!
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1 hearings, not brondon it.

2 CHAIRMAN CARR: Let me ask this question,

3 then. What's the staff's purpose in the proposed

4 requirement for licensee's to provide an updated CLB

5 list as part of the annual FSAR update? Why do we

6 need to do that in the renewal period and we don't

7 need to do it now?

8 DOCTOR MINNERS: Well, I guess I don't

9 think I have a good answer to that. I think it's part

10 of the assurance process. Maybe we should require it

11 | now. I think-what was --

12 DOCTOR HURLEY: Well, the purpose of

13 adding that, Warren, was to make sure that any

14 addition to the current licensing basis during the
,

l' {
review period fits -- j15 n

1 |
16 CHAIRMAN CARR: No, this is beyond the i

"

!! i

17 || renewal period, the way I read'it. !
1

18 j COMMISSIONER _CURTISS: That's right.
p.

19 DOCTOR MURLEY: Oh,.I_see,
c

CHAIRMAN CARR: Annual updates. What-20 ;

d

21 we're going to have is we're going to have list, and'

0|! in the renewal period I want them to update that list22

23 j every year.

!

[ DOCTOR MURLEY: In the renewal.24

b .
.

.

25 h CHAIRMAN CARR: I don't know why I don't
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, ,

1 do that today, if-it'o cuch a great idsc, for the next,

2 20 years, after they've got 40 in..
,

3 DOCTOR MINNERS: Well, we don't have a

'
4 convenient list of the . CLB documents now and . we

4

5 haven't required licensees to compile their CLB, so

6 to impose that on current licensees I think would be;

7 really asking them to compile their CLB.
,

8 - CHAIRMAN CARR: We're only going to impose,

s

9 it on those current licensees who want to renew their

10 license.

11 DOCTOR MINNERS: Because if this rule goes

12 through they way-wc propose, they.will.have compiled

13 their CLB. And I-guess it's ' kind of a neatness

14 argument to say -- we've asked them to compile t. heir

15 CLB. Why should we let it ~ degenerate during. the
.

,

16 course of their renewal term.*

4

17 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Well,.let me put
.

18 the-question differently.-

19 -- TCHAIRMAN=CARR: Well,-we ought to-put-it
~

i,

20 in Part 52, then.

;

! 21- MR. TAYLOR:: It was based on a presumption

! 22 that you would compile. It's based solely on that.

23 Right, Warren?-'-

24 . DOCTORLMINNERS: Right.

[s

.MR. TAYLOR: - And 'if you went to the25
{*f
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1 alternativo,-that would-fall out.

2 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Yes. I cbn
,

3 understand Tom's point that you mig' ht want to know

4 what the CLB-is doing during the review period.

5 CHAIRMAN CARR: Oh, yes. -I don't have any

6 problem with that.-

7 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: This question came

8 up earlier and the question-goes at what I think is

9 the crux of one of the issues.here. Is the need for

10 the CLB something that's_ driven ~by generic concerns

11 irrespective of whether a li~censee is coming in for

12 licensee renewal? Is it something that is unique to

13 license renewal and therefore ought to -be- done

14 specifically for license _. renewal? And the answer.to

!
-

'
15 that was - ~well, I guess in my view I wasn't sure I'

16 understood the answer.-
._

s

l'7 But the-Chairman's_ question goes to a key

18 | _ point, that you could make thh argument that you ought ;

il '

19 to have an updated CLB during the renewal period, bu ,
4

20 i when you require the CLB.to'be updated regularly for_
_

!
_

21 | the- rest- of the term you're - suggesting there that -
'

l-:

L- i . ..

I 22 _[ that's a generic concern that;the staff.has for1all

23 plants. It's a neatness matter forieveryone.
^

f MR. CRAIG:- I- think' ~there 's' .a ; better24
,

25 answer, and it~ha's two! parts.
,,

0
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1 The first port 1e ranawal 10 not a~ons-

2 time shot. You can renew the license'more than once.

3 And rather than go through- compilation of the CLB for

4 the first renewal and then drop it for 20 years and

5 go through compilation for a second - renewal, we

6 thought that it would be more appropriate'to have the-

7 requirement to maintain it. But-that's not the only

8 reason.

9 The other part of the reason is part of

10 the CLB for the renewal term is going to include aging

11 management programs and changes to those, and so the
,

12 changes to those also williget - updated as part- of |

13 that.

I
14 COMMISSIONER CURTISS:- That logic would

.

15 lead you to conclude, though, that you ought to have-

16 ' aging management programs that cover - subsequent - 20

17 year extensions as-well. I understand the argument.

18 CHAIRMAN'CARR: - Or that start when you' get

19, the initial-license. *

20 DOCTOR,MINNERS:: Well,7--I'm'not sure that:
.

21 that- requirement - has much of a practical -- ef fect, f

22 because as I read the present' requirement --

-23 i CHAIRMAN CARR:- Well,'=it;was added'in in-
1

24 the -- from the. proposed to the' final,.this was an-

,
-

I.

25 added requirement..

,
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1 DOCTOR MINNERS: I undarstand.
.

2 CHAIRMAN _ CARR: - I . was just trying to

3 figure out why it was importanti

4 DOCTOR MINNERS: But as.I -- I mean, as.

5 I read, the rules now require p' to annually update
,

6 your FSAR. And if.you change your' current licensing

7 basis, I would presume that that would be reflected

8 in your- updated FSAR and this is just kind of a -.

9 reminder to say, " Hey, remember that's what you have ,

"
10 to do." I don't think it's really - changing the

11 current requirement. I think there is a current

12- requirement - to update your . currentI licensing. basis~

.

l when you update -- through your. update-of_the FSAR..13

14 CHAIRMAN CARR: But we're now asking them

i

15
'

to upda*- the list.

16 DOCTOR MINNERS: That's a minor detail- -[.

||| ~

.

#

17 DOCTOR'MURLEY: -We'ves kind of given you i

18 | the answer. _I wouldn'.t say'that the Republic is going-
I

i to fall or rise on'this issue, but that's our reason19,

i
520 for --

>

21 CHAIRMAN CARR: 'I agree.- Let's proceed..

I

22 j!' COMMISSIONER _REMICK:[ Mr. Chairman?'
|

| ' CHAIRMAN CARR: 'fes?.'23
l-

24 COMMISSIONER REMICK: -I've been patiently;

25 ti - waiting.
I
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1 I have concorna clong the ocm3 lino cnd

2 two meetings ago I raised that very question in

3 respect to the staff's interest in compiling a list

4 and so forth. I raised the question of, if it's such

5 a good idea, why isn't it a generic requirement,

6 because I couldn't see how it was directly related to

7 license renewal. All right? And I suggested it at

8 the second meeting we had also, so I've been reading
4

9 very carefully your words explaining why you want to

10 compile, submit a list, and review.

11 Now you've already said in response to -

12 - excuse me. You already have said that the CLB is

13 adequate and I certainly concur with that. In

14 response to commissioner curtiss' questions, you said
i

15 licensees know what their current licensing basis is.

16 You said it's what's in the docket. You said if they
|

17 have a computerized library it's there already

18 compiled and we would accept it. I hope it's safe to
,

19 assume that we know what the current licensing basis

20 is for all these plants.

21 But you're saying repeatedly and'in-the

22 words in the document that you want them to compile
~

23 lists and review, but every justification you give is

24 the importance of reviewing it.

|25 DOCTOR MURLEY: Yes.
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-1 COMMISSIONER REMICK Not of compiling Ond

2 listing it. _But your basing a requirement to compile'
i

3 and list, but all your reasons are -- you say they-
<

4 know what it is and we want them to review it. That

5 to me makes sense, but why do you want them to make-

6 a separate compilation and submit you a list if they

7 know? We know. It exists. We say it's adequato.

8 And then, as the Chairman brings up, once it's

9 established we want to continue that list and I don't *

10 see the connection.
.

11 I can see the rationale why you want them

12 to turn over the rocks, review CLB. .In. fact,.I even
-

13 have a question there. Are we sure that everything
|

l
r

y' important_to license renewal and age. relation is'in ;14 -

o

15 the CLB? I assume the answer is~yes, but I'm:not
!

positive about that. We want them to turn over the16- i

h

| 17 !I rocks. We want them to do'a thorough job, a review,_

L H-

18 j identify these things:important to_ license renewal and
_

!
_

* u
-

-o .

| 19 l age degradation and 'We're going to check._- tha t--
e
1.

20 h independently. I'm all:for that, but I can't see the
_

l a
- r.

|I 21 [ connection with compiling---

22
.

DOCTOR MURLEY: IL don.'t - understand why

23 i this has raised such'_a storm in~the industry, because.

;3

24 - .it-seems-to me a logical mi'nd would-be led'to --i

!!
p- .

-

25 d COMMISSIONER REMICK:: It's not in . the
, n
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1 industry. It'o in ny mind end it obviously lo - in

2 other people's minds.

3 DOCTOR MURLEY: Well, that's where we're

4 getting it from is all these letters that have come

5 in from NUMARC and others, and I tried to outline at

6 the beginning the regulatory basis on which to grant

7 a renewal license and it comes down to maintaining the

8 current licensing basis.

9 COMMISSIONER REMICK: I agree.

10 DOCTOR MURLEY: And so it -- and I also

11 mentioned that we view it as essential. In fact, I

12 can't imagine anybody issuing a license where a

13 licensee has not reviewed his current licensing --

14 COMMISSIONER REMICK: I agree.

15 DOCTOR MURLEY: -- basis to know what's

| in there. So a logical mind, it seems to me, would-16

17 be led to say to help you review it you ought to

18 compile it.

19 COMMISSIONER REMICK: That I don't see,

20 because you say they know what it is. It!s in the

| docket or it's in computerized libraries and so forth.21

22 Why do we now want to go through --

23 DOCTOR MURLEY: It's because they ought

24 ) to have a systematic process for reviewing it ani
!

25 }; going through and looking at every --
u
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1 ~ COMMISSIONER REMICK: No-question about= a

2 it.

i>

3 DOCTOR MURLEY: -- every-commitment -- i

4 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Now maybe that ;

5 system is a process they want to compile.

6 . DOCTOR MURLEY: -- response to notice of-
'

7 violation.-
:

8 COMMISSIONER REMICK:. Excuse me.. I'm -

i

9 sorry for interrupting, but maybe in their process of

10 systematically doing it they.want to compile. That's
?

111 fine. But is that the only way,.if they know what it

12- is?

13 DOCTOR MINNERS:- That's one of the

i

14- ! alternatives.

15 ! CHAIRMAN CARR: Would it satisfy the staff |

N . .

#

16 }i if we had them certify that they hadireviewed it?--
,,

37 DOCTOR MURLEY:' That's essentially what~ f
Il
li

18 we're looking for, yes.q _

19 i; CHAIRMAN CARR: But that doesn't say how

ji
20 they.do'it. 'It just says-"I certify I_'ve. reviewed my

j.

21 0 current licensing basis."
t ,

h
22 ji _ DOCTOR MINNERS: _ That's alternative 1._

U,
.

DOCTOR -MURLEY:' .That's-- onc of.. .the23 j.
!r

.24 j; alternatives that we' provide._--

o;. .

{G{
COMMISSIONER ROGERS: ' Since everybody elseL 25
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1 has said somathing, _I want to-_ ony somothing on

2 compile.

3 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Are you from the

4 industry?

5 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: No, I'm not from the-

6 industry and I don't see'what all the fuss is either,

7 What I'm haaring from the staff seems to-

8 me eminently good sense and good management and I-

9 don't understand what the big fuss is:about putting

10 together a list.

'

'

11 If you read the presentatlons to the ACRS

12 on this subject, -it seems to me that one of the things-

13 that was said was ' that _different plants operate in

14 different places. Yes, the current licensing basis-

15 is known, but it's not all in one place. Some people-

16 have system engineers and:the systemLongineers have

17 a lot of the information.in their notebooks. Other

18 places the current- licensing _ basis relevant

19 information is someplace else and ;.e. might take them--

.,.

1-
20 two weeks to put it all together. Yes,- they. have' it, j
21 but they don't have it all in'one place where they can-

22 put their hands on-it.

23- To .me it's just so elementary that I-_ don ' t_

24 ; understand what the - big -fuss - is about this thing,-

|
'

25 { Just good management would say you'd have n a list
li
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l' someplace and'bo euro that you want through tha' list,

2 you' didn't have to go around and survey your whole

3 organization to find out.if everybody had all the bits
1

4 and pieces that you could be- sure you covered

'

5 overything. So, I really-have to disagree with my-
-

6 fellow Commissioners here that this is --
>

7 CHAIRMAN CARR:- I'm not sure you do when
'

'l

a you talk.about_ list. .A compilation is not the list. '

9 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: Sure it is.

10 CHAIRMAN CARR:- List is all we want.

11 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: You produce the list -
~

12 and you know where the. materials-are.

13 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Ken,-that goes to
;

I
'

14 ! the question is it generically a good idea. - The thing

I
15 you' re -saying, if it's good management maybe it's

p,
-

,
,

,

16 something that should be imposed for existing plants. i

17 6 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: Well, we have-to
'

.

t

18- || justify it on the-basis --

19 CHAIRMAN CARR: 'And for Part 52,;right?

i

-20 |] COMMISSIONER _ ROGERS: --- of -- making a n --
h .

.

21 I! improvement in-the current safety and', y'ou know, that
'

l!
'

22 | might be a little bit . dif ficult - to do.- But- 'I
ii --

23 h certainly know from personal-experience.that.it was
F

24 'f very important for- an organization: that ~I 'had
!.!

25 it something to do with to try to. assemble those things
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1 and got thom all._togethsr in ons placo, bscauno they
,

~

2 hadn't done it.

3 And when we hear the staff say, "yes, the

4 industry knows their current licensing basis," yes,

5 they do know-it, but they'know it in very different

6 ways and different organization. Having a simple

7 system that says you have a list and you know where

8 the documents are that are on that list, to me-that's

9 compilation. They don't all.have to be in one pile
;

10 in one room, but if you have a list and you know where.
_

,

11 they are, to me that's compilation of the list.

12 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: -The. state of CLBs

13 though,' Ken, is. sufficient-for us to be able to say-

14 generically for all 112 plants-that we are confident

15 that . compliance with the CLB ensures adequate'

16 protection and --

17 MR.-MALSCH: .Let.me address that. There

18 is no sucn-finding in the' final rulemaking document,

!
'

!<

( 19 because the final rulemaking . on license renewal did! !
4

- -

.

20 not include any examination by the staff of any
|

|. 21 particular licensing docket ; to - make any particula'r - ,

22 findings =that every single' docket fori every single:

! 23 plant-in every single aspect'of:every> single CLB is

24 adequate or that plants are in compliance.

r -
-.

-25 COMMISSIONER ^CURTISS: -Let me go back tic
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1- my earlier question, then, bscauco I asked are there

2 any safety issues for any plant today_that we know of
_

3 where the CLB is not adequate, and the answer to that

4 was "We know of no safety issues. So it's not only

5 a question of_looking at the process, which is what-
-

6 this NUREG- goes to, but -I take- it we haven't

7 determined any safety issue that we have -before us

8 today.

9 My point is that what the staff has gone-

-

10 through presupposes a certain amount of discipline and..,
;

11 order in the CLBs as they've been assembled by the

12 | licensees,

d
13 | CHAIRMAN CARR: The operative word there

:

14 | was "that we know of."
i, e

15 [ COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Right. .
'

l'
:
|

16 h CHAIRMAN CARR:- And we -haven't: gone ['
l

..

,

17 J through and.done 100 percent review of every current
(!

18 licensing basis.
,

19 !! COMMISSIONER CURTISS:- - That's right.

20 q It's not' clear to me that we need to-
6

21 comp.11e the CLB for the purpose of 'doing that, and the,

-0
22 ij debate here-sounds =very much 11ke Part 52.where you7

4
o

-23 p can look at this from-two different perspectives.

N
24 I! One, and it's not the approach that the

i
25 h staff is recommending here, is to-go'through theLIPA

c
"
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1 prococo and thG quOction cnd an0w0r procaca that wcs

2 suggested at the time and perhaps ultimately endorsed

3 and in the question and answor process elicit the

4 information that the staff thinks is necessary to

5 focus on age-related issues, and that was a very

6 strong argument that was made at the time in tha

7 context of Part 52 about how we can go about ensuring

8 that all the necessary safety information that we had

9 was in fact elicited.

10 The purpose of the CLB here I think is

11 very much akin to an argument that some of us were

12 making in a different context, and that is that the

13 vehicle of the CLB ensures that you flesh-out all ;

14 these issues, that you turn over all the stones. I'm

15 prepared to say, based upon what the staff has told

16 us here and in previous briefings, that there is a

i

17 degree of regularity and order to these CLBs in the

18 individual licensee's files that may in fact appear i

19 to be sufficient at least for purposes of what we're

20 looking at here. If it's not, it's a generic

21 question. It seems to me it's a question that arises

22 for not just the two pilot plants, but across the

23 board.

24 MR. TRAVERS: But in order to ensure the
-i

25 | maintenance of the current licensing basis, what we're
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l onforcing in thio rulo 10 e rathar cystematic

2 examination of the current licensing basis to allow

3 us to make the finding that that is in fact the case,

4 given the aging management programs that would be

5 augmented or existing as the case may be. So, we're

6 really looking at trying to gather that information

7 and forcing a review by the licensee as a starting

8 point, whether by compilation or whatever means they

9 can -- right now, the rule says compilation. We don't

10 | really look at that as fundamental.
!

11 ! It's really a knowledge, an understanding
:

12 j of the current licensing basis that allows you to, in

13 a very systematic way, identify what needs to be done
;

i ,

!14 to be e.ble to make, from the Agency's perspective, a
1

15 4 finding that these programs are effective in
4

16 ! continuing to maintain the current licensing basis,

17 j and we think that that really _ does drive a rather
i

j broad-scoped review.18

19 You may, in fact, be able to skin the cat3

20 i: in a number of dif ferent ways. Industry has indicated

- a number of instances that they think they can do it-21
q

22 ! by safety function. I think that that's probably
o

23 0 -true. They could probably get quite close. It's the
n

24 h possibility that some aspect of the current licensing

25 basis might not be captured.
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1 CHAIRMAN CARR: I cugg0ct wo movo on.

2 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: I'm prepared to

3 hear about the alternatives, I guess, see what the

4 staff's views are on those.

5 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: Well, before we move

6 on, you know this little presentation here lists

7 merits of each of these things, the current licensing

8 basis and some alternatives. It just lists. merits.

9 It doesn't say anything about any possible problems.

10 CHAIRMAN CARR: No demerits?

11 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: No demerits or no

12 problems or what-have-you, and I suggest that there

13 probably are some. I'm not sure I can write the list,

14 but we see only the merits listed here on the current
!

15 licensing basis and alternative 1 and alternative 2..

16 I think there was a question raised about
>

17 does the current licensing basis- in fact have'

18 everything in it that we might be concerned about with

19 respect to a safety issue. Is-it-conceivable that

20 there's something that isn't covered in tne current

21 licensing basis that we might be concerned about with

22 respect to safety and plant aging?
!

23 DOCTOR MINNERS: Yes, there are, and those

24 two things we have proposed to exclude from this rule. !

't
25 i One is what I'll generally not very

,

:
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1 accurately describs no balanca of: plant. That's_in ,

2 the maintenance rule but it's not in this rule, and

3 obviously balance of plant failures can have an effect 't

4 on safety, but-ve.have chosen to exclude-it from this

5 rule.

6 The other thing is equipment that's relied

7 upon for severe accidents. Our view has been that
,

8 that's last ditch equipment.- It's usually not part

9 of the current licensing basis. We don't think it.

10 [ ought to be part of this. That doesn't'mean there

11 shouldn't be maintenance done on it and there will be
h

12
~

maintenance done on it, but it's not_part_of this.

13 So, we have excluded some-things that are important
,

,

14 to safety, if I could use that word without getting
.

15 y killed, that are not part of the current licensing-

16 d basis.
-i

17 ? COMMISSIONER REMICK: You had mentioned
!

18 post-accident sampling as an argument between industry'

19 and staff on whether that's-in the current" licensing
;

20 h basis.

h DOCTOR-MINNERS: No.:21
U

"22 COMMISSIONER'REMICK: Oh,'I'm sorry. |

23 h DOCTOR ~MINNERS:- The-question of whether-
U

24 that's a safety function. ;I think we all agree:it's

25 in the-current licensing basis---
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1 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Okay.

2 DOCTOR MINNERS: -- but whether that's a

3 safoty function or not.

4 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Yes. Okay. I

5 agree. I think it is in the current licensing basis,

6 but I was wondering are there other things like that

7 that we could all agree are not in the current

8 licensing basis but perhaps are important to license

9 renewal? The answer is probably no, but that question

10 is still in my mind. I've been trying to think --

11 1 DOCTOR MINNERS Well, I gave you two
|

12 examples. We don't think ._.at they're "important to

13 license renewal." Okay? But they certainly have some

i
' 14 relationship to safety.

,.

15 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Yes. Okay. |1

I l
0 MR. TAYLOR: May we proceed, Mr. Chairman? '

16
i !
| 17 CHAIRMAN CARR: I would like that,_yes.

.

I
'

18 MR. TAYLOR: We-entered into this kind of i

- I
' I19 discussion when we considered alternatives and I think

20 we all agreed that the survival of the republic, is

| 21 that what you called it, didn't hinge on this, but the

22 discussion had ranged through much of what you've

23 mentioned. I think that's why in the commission paper

24 we attempted to come up with alternatives and have a

25 preferred one, but ones t. hat the staff think we car

'I.
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1 do the job, which 10 our job, cnd got tho right job

2 done. So, if it's okay, we'll continue.

3 Cl! AIRMAN CARRt Please.

4 DOCTOR HINNERS: (Slide) Slide 11-B,

5 please.

6 I don't want to talk too much, but I just

7 want people to focus on the pommon features. I think
h

8 I we all agree that the applicant must consider their

9 current licensing basis and that it's his

10 j responsibility that it's complete and that all the
i

11 | staff is going to do is review it.-

| I won't go over our proposed approach.12

\
13 ; I think we pretty well discussed that.

l
'

14 || (Slide) Slide 11+C is the first i

I
15 | alternative in which we would delete the requirement

16 j to compile and just ask the licensee to describe the

4
17 h method that he would use to ensure that the current

4

18 | licensing basis is considered and is complete.
)

19 CHAIRMAN CARRt Is ther:t a reason 'you,

U

20 picked the word " consider" over something? I would
u

21 [ say reviewed.

I
22 j DOCTOR MINNERS No, I don't think so.

n

fj MR. TAYLOR: I t.hink they're almost --23
!|

j wouldn't you say they're interchangeable?24

25 DOCTOR MINNERS: Review could be a better
j NEAL R, GROSS
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1 word.

2 COMMISSIONER REMICK While we're on it, ;

3 this is a nit, but it comes to mind. Your description ,

4 of altornative 1 in the SECY, there's something wrong

5 with the wording. I just mention that. It's

6 understandable, but there's something that's not quite
;

7 rigiit in the wording.

; 8 DOCTOR MINNERS We'll fix it.

9 So, we think this is an alternative to
'l

10 compiling it. At the moment, we don't -- the staff,

11 and maybe we're narrower in our view, don't see a way

12 that the licensee could do this without compiling the

13 CLB. It certainly would leave it open.

'

14 CHAIRMAN CARR Let me explore that with

I15 you because the SECY kind of bothers me in this

16 particular area with alt. 1. The SECY quotes you as
,

17 saying, "What is essential in connection with the CLB

! i

| 18 is that it be thoroughly reviewed," and I think we |

19 agree with that. Then you say, "The staff-does not

| 20 at this time know of an alternative to the CLB

21 compilation by the applicant that would be as

22 effective in ensuring that the CLB is thoroughly

23 reviewed and an adequate IPA is conducted." That's

24 a separate statement. So now you've said it's got to

I
25 be thoroughly reviev.ed and compilation is the onzy way
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I to onouro that it'o thoroughly reviewed. Not the only

2 way, but is the only ef fective way to ensure it's

3 thoroughly reviewed. But alternative 1 doesn't

4 require that it be compiled and reviewed. So how do

5 you reconcile that you're going to get there if you

6 go with alt. 17

7 ! DOCTOR MINNERS Alternative 1 would

8 i require them to review the CLB or consider it.

|
9 i CHAIRMAN CARRt So I can change

b
10 j " consideration" to " review," I guess.

,

'!
11 | DOCTOR MINNERS Yes. No. In all of

i

12 1 these alternatives, the applicant for renewal license

13 ! would have to review his CLB as part of his IPA.
;

14 h COMMISSIONER ROGERSt The way to do it,

!i
15 .i as far ic I can understand just from reading that ACRS

16 presentation, was that they would have to essentially
a

[ poll the different groups within their organization17

% 18 for that part of the CLB that they were responsible' *

19 for and see that that was reviewed. Then they'd have
, ,

20 to see the.t they'd work their way around on it without

21 y actually compiling it, namely producing a list and
f

22 h checking systematically that list. But that's another

h
23 h way to do it. It's a little hard to be sure you've

!)

24 g hit everything that way, but presumably it can be

done.25 q
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1 DOCTOR MINNERSt But if you ocked the

2 system engineer the question to review his portion of

3 the CLB, wouldn't he have to have his _ portion compiled

4 to be able to review it?

5 COMMISSIONER ROGERSt Yes, but only that

6 part.

7 DOCTOR MINNERS Okay. So, that's the

8 same thing as compiling it. So, it's in three

9 different --

10 COMMISSIONER ROGERSt I'm not arguing

11 against compiling.

12 DOCTOR MINNERSt I'm just- trying to
,

13 explain that we think it would be hard to do it

14 without --

'

15 CHAIRMAN CARRt They say in alt. I there

16 a statement that they've already made, that they don't

17 know of an alternative to -the CLB compilation that

18 would be as effective in ensuring that it's thoroughly

19 reviewed.

20 DOCTOR MINNERS: I don't know.

21 CHAIRMAN CARRt Okay. So, the-onus is

22 going to bs o'n the applicant to show you that --

23 DOCTOR MINNERS: Correct.

he's" at least as24 CHAIRMAN CARRt --

25 thorough as you want him to be.
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1 DOCTOR MINNERS: And I guoso wo have to

2 be honest and admit, with the- statements we made,

3 applicants are going to end up compiling their CLB

4 rather than come and argue with us.

5 CHAIRMAN CARR: Oh, they're going to bring

6 in a statement that says, " Hey, whatever we've

7 required them to do, they've done." So, the only

8 assurance we're going to have is when we gc_out and

9 spot check anyway.

10 DOCTOR MINNERSt Well, but this
,

11 -alternative 1 requirement--to describe the method that

12 they used to review the CLB, they can't just come in

13 and certify they review it, they-have to say, "We've,

1

14 reviewed it in this way."

f-15 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: And justify --

16 DOCTOR MINNERS: "We Vent out.and polled

17 9 our system engineers and that's how we did it." |

b
38 j COMMISSIONER- ROGERS: , Describe and-

h justified.19
.o

l
20 ; DOCTOR MINNERS: Right..

|
21 . CHAIRMAN CARR:. And they won't have'to do

i

22 [ that'if they compile it?
i

23- . DOCTOR MINNERS: =No. If they say.they've

24 compiled it, we'd accept that_ statement that they've

25 compiled it.
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1 CHAIRMAN CARRt What vould thio

2 compilation look like?

3 DOCTOR MINNERSt A technical library.

4 CHAIRMAN CARRt So it's a room full of

5 books?

6 DOCTOR HINNERS: Right. Hopefully with

7 an index.

8 COMMISSIONER ROGERSt It doesn't have to

9 be in one place, does it?

10 DOCTOR MINNERSt No, it does not have to

11 be. They could have some at their corporate offices

12 and they could have some at the plant site.

13 CHAIRMAN CARRt Essentially complete,

i
14 DOCTOR HINNERS: Does that sound familiar?

15 CHAIRMAN CARR: It sounds just like it,

16 | only I'm on the other side,
l
'

17 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Warren, could I ask

18 you on this alternative and the next one to address

19 [ two questions? Number one, how would the staff's

20 review proceed under these two alternatives? And two,

21 , would these alternatives be equally effective or

22 sufficiently offective in terms of focusing on the

!| age-related issues that are of concerned in the23
i

24 context of this proceeding? That's really the

n
25 || question. Obviously they're not going to ensure the*

b
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1 sama kind of rigorous rovicw of the CLB or et loast
i*

2 the compilation of the CLB, but we've already allowed-

3 as how that's going to go beyond age-related issues.

4 My question is would either of these two

5 alternatives serve the staff's purposo of identifying
.

6 those issues that are important in the context of age-

7 related considerations? It may take longer to do, it
1

8 may involve different staff processes and procedures.

9 DOCTOR MINNERSt You've stated in

10 absolutes. I think it's a matter of degree. I think ;

11 what we propose we think would give greater assurance
'

12 that the CLB is properly reviewed and considered in

13 the age-related considerations than the other ;

i

14 |
alternatives, but it's only a matter of degree.

I
>

15 , ' , COMMISSIONER CURTISS:- These two -

4 l
16 1 alternatives would be- sufficient to addrcss the ;

1

17 -
concerns that the staff-has?

! !

18 N DOCTOR MINNERS: Fundamentally, the intent
1.

i -.t

19 i is the same. The scope of issues would be examined.-

20 The way the staff review:would' take- place, could take .

21 place,-could be different, then thel burden _in some'

P

22 cases would shift to the_ staff to get_a sense of hok [

23 complete that review of the-current licensing-basis
- I

24 f; has been and-whether or.not all-aspects-of'the CLB
i

25 have been taken into account.
3

i
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1 DOCTOR MURLEY: I think that8 0 tho big

2 difforence, and that is any alternative would shift

3 m. " of the burden to the statf, and I can't tell how

4 much because we don't know what the alternative is.

5 But the way I see it, we would have to send our

6 inspecc.rs in and our people in and just ask them,

7 "How did you review the current licensing basis? Ir **

8 assurance do we have that it was thorough? Did you

9 look at all of the responses to notices of violation

10 and things like that?" I'm quite cure it would take

11 us more time to get the same level of assurance that

12 we need that they've done the thorough review absent

13 the compilation, but that's a qualitative judgment and

14 that's all I can --

15 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Help me understand
;

!
16 between the three alternatives, what I'll call the ;

i

17 staff recommendation alternttive 1 and 2. As I see

13 the recommendation they would need to compile and

i 19 submit a list, review and they would have the describe

20 the method, the process they went through so you would

21 know what they did. alternato 1, they may or may not,

i

22 compile. If they don't, they'd need to-explain to

23 you. But they would need to review the current
1

24 licensing basis and they would need to describe the

25 method, the process they went through. In fact, you
i
'
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2 hav6 approval on that.

2 How, as I see alternative 2, don't

3 compile, they would not compile under that. They

4 would still review the current licensing basis but

5 they wouldn't describe to you the process.

6 DOCTOR MINNERS: Correct.

| COMMISSIONER REMICK: Is that the main7

i
8

| differences between the various alternatives?

I

DOCTOR MINNERS: That's right.

0|
9

10 | COMMISSIONER REMICK: So, under
,

11 I alternative 1, we give them a little bit of

12 flexibility to perhaps propose possibly even a better

13 system, a better method for staff review. Right?
b

14 [ Okay.
.

4

15 DOCTOR MINNERS: In answer to your first>

<

!i
16 y question of how the staff would review the application

17 h in the cases of alternative 1 or alternative 2, I

9

18 don't think we know how we would do that. If the
o

19 i Commission told us to adopt alternative 1 and

20 alternative -- we would have to rethink the rule and

21 L also our SRP and things of how we would go about it.
4
n

22 g We haven't thought it through in any detal' to be able

23 ii to tell you how we would do a review in that case.
>

24 |' CHAIRMAN CARR: Let's proceed.

I DOCTOR MINNERS: (Slide) Slide 12,25
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1 plocco.

2 This is a flow diagram o '.' how the

3 integrated plan assessment goes. We would have the

4 applicant start out with ,his current licensing basis

5 and all the systems and components included in-there.

6 Then he would narrow it down to the list of systems,

7 I structures and components important to license renewal

8 by finding those which are safety-related and that's

9 a defined term. Those are ones which are used in DBAs

10 and that things. Some non-safety-related would also

11 be included and there are two types of those. One is

12 the equipment which is required to moet regulations.

13 We have some regulations like ATWS and station

14 blackout and others in which the equipment is -- those
'

.

15 are not design basis accidents. We wrote them not to

16 be design basis accidents. So therefore the equipment

17 is not safety-related and that's why we have to

18 specify a special class here.

19 In addition to that,-we would want the

20 equipment that's used in any plant evaluation or

21 safety analysis. So, if we sent out a letter or a

22 bulletin or-something and the licensee' replied-with

23 an ovaluation or analysis and it was some equipment

#
24 that was taken credit for in that analysis, that would

25 become part of'this category.
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1 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Warron, on the

2 definition of SSCs in the rule, the term that struck

3 me as a very broad one, "All SSCs relied on in saf ety

4 analyses or plant evaluations." Can you shed some

5 light on what a plant evaluation would be and I guess

6 provide some scope to that or some limits? What all

7 are we including there?

8 DOCTOR MINNERS: Plant evaluations, I

9 guess that would include things like security

; equipment because we would consider that to be an10

11 i evaluation. They've made an evaluation of what

|
equipment they need to maintain the plant equipment.12

L
13 4 Analysis, I guess, has more of a quantitative aspect

| .

14 i to it. The evaluation would be the mors qualitative

15 ? things. Emergency planning equipment would also be
L !

16 part of the SSCs important to license renewal. Okay?

Il 17 !! That's in there because it's part of an evaluation.

U

18 || I guess you could call it analysis. I don't know.

19 9 The last category is the equipment which

J
20 4 supports this other equipment or whose failure could

n

21 [ prevent operation of this other equipment. This is
I i!
! 22 i basically a kind' of a syst6ms interaction' thing. Our

23 j original problem was how to define that because we

24 don't want people to go out and do a systems

[ interaction study of their plant. We'already decidad .25
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1 that in a USI, that wo didn't went that dono. So, to

2 try to cure that problem, we said that it's only those

3 system interactions which are currently in the current

4 licensing basis.

Then, after you've got this list, you then

6 screen it down to just get structures and components.

7 We don't need systems because we're going to do aging

8 management on equipment. We're not going to do it on

9 systems basically. So you go through your systems and

10 you screen out the systems and components' which

11 contributed to the required function. If you have

-12 test valves and other things on.the plant that don't

13 contribute to the required funation, that's not part
4

14 of the aging program, or equipment in which failure

15 could prevent proper operation of the system, of the

16 required function. Maybe in that case, the test valve
'

17 would be back in because- the failure of that' valve -
|

18 could prevent the system from operating. You might !-
!

I19 want to have you would want to have aging.-- ;

20 management of it.

21 CHAIRMAN CARRt But you would have systems

22 in there like. electrical systems _and piping systems.

23 DOCTOR MINNERS: But you would look at the

24 components of those' systems --

25 CHAIRMAN =CARRr The pipe itself - and the
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1 wire itself?

2 DOCTOR MINNERSt Yes, but there might be

3 some things -- well, electrical, I can't -- on piping

4 systems, you may have some branch connections which

5 are for draining or other things which don't

6 contribute to the function of a system and we don't

7 care if you maintain that part of the system. We just

8 want the part of the system which contributes to the

9 function of the system.

| MR. . TAYLOR: We get all the pressure10

11 boundary events.

12 | DOCTOR MINNERS: . So then once you have

13 this list of structures and components, then you go

14 back and lovk at your current maintenance program and j

|
f see if you have what we define as an effective ;15

!! !

16 [ program, and the rule defines - what an effecteve j
i

37 ! program is. I

i

18 | COMMISSIONER CURTISS: -Does it ' include
*

j '.

19 environmental qualification? Would the E * program be
.

20 within the scope.of an effective program?
H

21
'

| . DOCTOR MINNERS: Would the EQ be --

22 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Steps that are

o

23 Il ~taken in response to the EQ --
1

24 DOCTOR = MINNERS: _It might b e ,-- b u t you

25 would have to go look because some of'the EQ was based
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1 on, pcrdon tho exprocolon, a 40 yOcr lito. Psople

2 pre-aged their equipment for 40 year life and on that

3 basis said it was environmentally qualified. If

4 that's the case, no, that wouldn't be an effective

5 program. But in other cases it might bs all right.

6 They might have aged it or tested it or analyzed it

7 for the proper term.

8 CHAIRMAN CARRt In some cases it wasn't

9 effective for less than 40 years,
i

10 DOCTOR MINNERS: That's right.

11 So then, part of the application would

12 I require you to list these systems and compone .cs which
1

13 | you assert have an effective program and to document
i

14 ycur conclusion of why that program's effective. !

: 15 You'd have to have some kind of a statement to back ,

1

16
.

that up, i

|
17 Then the next step is you have these which

18 aren't in an effective program and you look at them

19 1 to see if age-related degradation is significant. If

20 it's not significant, you can screen those out and.

21 jast give a list of them and why age-related

22 degradation is not significant. If not, then you have

23 to go and say for those equipment which age-related

{ degradation is significant, how the program would be4 24

25 rodified or enhanced such at the age-related
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1 degradation would bo edcquatoly n nngcd during the j

2 renewal term. And this is the addition to our process
I i

3 which assures the current licensing basis will be

4 maintained during the renewal term.'

5 (Slide) May I have slide 13, please?

6 The comments were that NUMARC's

7 methodology should be in the rule, that the
i

1

8 definitions should be broadened to include equipment
i

9 qualification and replacement as effective programs,

10 should e.11ow the use of PRA. There were some comments

11 that they thought that use of this could degrade

12 operational safety margins, although I'm not exactly

13 I sure how that would come about. There were ' some

14 comments that what was specified in the rule was too
-

,

t
15 : general and it ought to be much more specific and that

I

i

16 PRA should be required.

17 Our analysis is that we don't want to put ,

|
'

any particular methodology into the. rule. We have18 i

l.

19 just, as the ficw diagram shows, . prescribed an

20 approach and doesn't get very prescriptive about how-
I

21 to do it. There is-more guidance in the reg, guides

'

22 and in the SRPs, but that's.just guidance ~and that's
!

23 not a requirement. The IPA also is just to provide

24 a framework for the review of systems, structures and

!

25 ; components. It'.s not supposed to be a procedure. We
,

i
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1 don't bolievo that e PRA chould b3 rcquired boccuno

we don't think PRAs are mature enough at this point'

3 to be used in that context. We would allow people to

4 use PRA to add equipment to the systems, structuros

5 and components important to license renewal, but I

6 think we'd look askance at them, taking them out,

7 taking any components out on the basis of PRA.

8 of course, I think that FRA might help in

9 setting criteria for effectiveness of programs. If

10 you have some low safety-significant piece of

11 equipment, as indicated by a PRA, I think you could

I? have a program which was less comprehensive, maybe

13 with fewer inspections, less frequent inspections and

14 if the PRA showed it was a very important component.

15 So, I think that would be more the une of the PRA in

| that context.16

17 (Slide) On slide 13-B, what we have done !

18 in the rule is we have tried to clarify what we mean

19. by the IPA to take care of these concerns. We dropped

20 the concept of an established effective program and

21 just came out with an ef fective program because we

j vant to emphasize that it's an effective program22

23 during the current term as well as during the renewal

i
24 ] tern. They really shouldn't be different things.

!
25 h So, I think in answer to the questions-

H
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|

| 1 brought up 10 that como current progrcm3 may bo
|

2 acceptable for the renewal term, but it isn't an'

(

3 automatic thing. You're going to have to go wok at
;

4 it and see whether the program is there. The examplej

5 that was given to me is that probably the programs for

| 6 maintaining the operability of valves, in which we

7 sent oJt a generic letter some time ago and the

8 industry is doing a lot of effort on, but thosei

9 programs would most likely be accepted for the renewal

10 term. Okay? But they just address things like torque

11 [ switch and position switch settings and that kind of

{
12 '| thing and the diagnostic equipment for the motors.

!

]<
That would be okay in the renewal term. However,13

i

|
14 |

it's less certain that the integrity of the valve, the

15 maintenance program for the integrity of the valves
<! i

f16 would be adequate for the renewal term. We have

'l
surveillance intervals and everything, but will the !

p|
17

|

18 !i corrosion and the fatigue, stress corrosion, cracking,
H

h whatever might occur on them which.might be adequate19

| 20 for 40 years, would that be adequate for an additional
ii

! 21 20 years? So, this is an illustration of where

22 current maintenance programs might be adequate in part

I
! 23 but in other parts not adequate.
!

!
24 (Slide) Slide 14, please.

25 q The other question as I said I was going
,

| N
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1 to discuso is whethor the ccopo of tho oyotems,

2 structures and components is too broad. There were

3 some comments that we shouldn't have the non-safety-

4 related systems, structures or components in the

5 definition.

6 (Slide) On slide 14-A, as I think I

7 showed in that flow diagram of the IPA, there are some

8 non-safety-related equipment which we think is

9 important to license renewal. Post-accident

10 monitoring is one of them, for an example. So, we

11 have clarified the definition, but the basic concept

12 is maintained. I think the SSC, as I discussed

13 before, makes it clear that equipment required in

i

14 emergent / planning or security is part of this

15 equipment that has to be reviewed to see if it needs !
l
i

16 | aging management. !

17 CHAIRMAN CARR: So, are you going to ,

I18 require the same degree of documentation for the non-

i
'19 safety-related SSCs that you do for the safety-related

20 SSCs?

21 DOCTOR MINNERS: I would say it would-be

22 equivalent.- I haven't seen -- yes.

23 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Are these all non-

24 safety SSCs or certain subset -- are these all --
;

25 DOCTOR MINNERS: No, these are not all
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1 non-anfoty-rolated SSCo. Ac I ocid, tho oxcmploo I

2 have, BOP, equipment in the balance of plant, the

3 turbine condenser, things like that, are non-safety-

4 related, but they're not part of the 3SCs important

5 to license renewal. Also, equipment used for severe >

6 accident mitigation is non-safety-related and it's

7 also not in here.

8 I want to tie this again into the

9 maintenance rule. This rule is not a maintenance rule

10 for license renewal, for the renewal term. Okay?
i

11 | What this rule does is at a point in time you rereview

d
12 |

your equipment to see if it can operate in the

13 extended 20 year period. Basically what we're saying
I

14 i is the maintenance that you had before generally ought

15 to be okay in the renewal period. You just have to

i
16 9 check on some of these things. We know that the

17 d vessels are a problem. Maybe cabling will be a
a

18 problem. We have to check on those things. So, this
.

19 h is not a maintenance rule for the renewal period, it's

20 just a check to see how the maintenance that's being
o

21 |
done in the current thing has to be changed to be

!

22 || adequate for the renewal period.

d
23 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Warren, are.you on .

24 | 14-A?

!o! DOCTOR MINNERS: Yes.25
H
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i

j 1 COMMIGSIONER REMICK: Tho basis for my
1

f 2 question is on that slide, the second bullet under
.

a

j 3 analysis where it says, " Definition of SSCs important :

i I
t

4 to license renewal includes non-safety-related SSCs."
;

5 DOCTOR MINNERS: Some. i

) !

j 6 COMMISSIONER REMICX: Are we saying |
,

.

] 7 includes some?

I 8 DOCTOR MINNERS: Some.
t
!

9 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Okay. All right.

| 10 DOCTOR MINNERS: Some. Includes some, not *

11 all.;

12 COMMISSIONER REMICK: That's what caused ?

:
4 '
i- 13 me to raise the question.
!

4- 14 - DOCTOR MINNERS: (Slide) Okay. Slide 15. I

. j i

! 15 One of the comments was with would license i>

!
4

16 renewal _ adding 20 years to the life of.the plants,

||
*

;

] 17 maybe some of the generic issues:-that we didn't t

'
;

I 18 backfit should be backfit.
j

! 19 (Slide) On slide 15-A, the results of

! 20 that analysis is summarized and we didn't-find any

21 issues that another 20 years:' would cause us -to
.

'

22 backfit. '

23 (Slide) On slide 16 is decommissioning,
i

The' way the rule was written, proposed rule w a r,-24 i 3,

,

j 25 ' written, there was some confusion concerning submitta r
,

4 i
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1 of the proliminary d0commiccioning plan if tho ronawal

2 application is denied. People seem to feel that it

3 said that if you were denied renewal, you had to have

4 early termination of your license. People wanted to

5 be able to reduce their escrow fund payments if they

6 extended their licensing term. There was one comment

7 which said that you still must assure adequate funding

8 for decommissioning even if you have a renewal

9 application.

10 (Slide) On page 16-A, we did make a

11 change from the proposed rule. In the proposed rule,

12 we had that an applicant could submit his license

13 three years before the termination of his license and

14 we've now changed that to five years to be consistent

I
15 with the requirement to submit a preliminary

'

16 decommissioning plan five years before the end or your
.

17 license. There was no intent ever to require early

18 termination of the OL if the renewal is denied and we

19 i don't think the rule requires that. We didn't put
i

| any specific allowance in the rule for reducing20
i

I21 payments if you go into renewal, but if a licensee

22 wants to do that, the existing regulations have a

23 process for requesting reduced payments. So, we think

] the present rules cover that. So, our basic -- the24

25 only basic change is getting the five years consistent
!
'
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2

$ 1 with the decommissioning rule.

2 (Slide) Slide 17. There were comments
j

3 on whether a renewal is a new license or an amendment.
i
| 4 One question was whether a renewed license would have
:
1

4 5 continued Price-Anderson protection and it would have
1
,

6 a different hearing scope.

7 (Slide) On slide 17-A, our analysis is
:

8 that Price-Anderson applies whether it's an amendment

9 or a renewed license. It doesn't make any difference.
5

! 10 As a practical matter, I don't think there'd be any
i

11 effect on the hearing scope whether it . was an-
1

| 12 amendment or a renewed 1.lcense. We didn't see any
|

| 13 difference. I guess the legal theory is that it ought
,

i,

; 14 to be a renewed license and that's the way we're

'

15
|

proposirg it.
9

i

; 16 i CHAIRMAN CARR: It can be renewed.
:

! 17 DOCTOR MINNERS: (Slide) On slide 18, '

: 18 there 's ' antitrust, and again we'get -- one comment ; r

1

19 says you ought to have antitrust. and another commenter

1 20 says that antitrust is not required.
!

;. 21 (Slide) Our analysis on 18-A is that the j
6

| 22 Commission previously determined the extent of our

] 23- antitrust review and responsibility.under the AEA'and

24 we don't think that we have to do an antitrust review
1

25 j. again-for renewal. We already did it wh'en we issued
: !
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1 the operating licenco.

2 (Slide) Slide 19 is a backfit. There was

3 a comment that we should have a backfit analysis for

4 age-related degradation accidents beyond adequate

5 protection. On slide 19, our analysis is that

6 although we don't feel that the backfit rule applies

7 to a new license, which this is, the commission told

8 us what to do on backfits and backfit will - apply

9 before license renewal and after in license renewal.

10 - During license renewal any changes to the CLB that are -

11 not related to age-degradation will be subject to the

,12 backfit rule.
,

13 (Slide) Slide 20 is the hearing schedule

14 and there were those who wanted to have a - very

15 specific hearing schedule specified-in the rule.

16 (Slide) On 20-A, our analysis is that .the

17 commission and the licensing boards have the authority -

18 to adopt a schedule. We don't think that putting

19 specific guidelines in the rule is a good thing to'do

20 because it reduces people's flexibility-at the time
.

21 of the hearing and we have to guess what's going to

22 happen in the' future. We. don't know. So,-we think

23 that the existing hearing schedule provisions are

24 adequate to control the hearings and we made no change

25 to the rule in that area.;

I
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1 COMMISSIONER REMICK: I'd liko to cok a

2 question perhaps of Marty on that.

3 Are there any 1eral district court

4 practices on scheduling or controlling, limiting

5 hearings or equivalent type of legal processes that

6 might be applicable in a case like this if we wanted

7 to include them?

8 MR. MALSCH: I can't think of any that

9 would apply on a generic basis. It's one thing to

10 say, for example, as in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act,

11 when you have one proceeding in mind to set a

12 schedule. It's another when you have scores of

13 proceedings in mind ranging from those of one

14 | contention to those with hundreds of contentions '.o

|
15 |

set a single schedule. I know of no basis whereby one

I could with any confidence set a schedule that wouldn't16

17 | 'be too strict for some and too. lax for others. That's |
I

18 the difficulty. |

19 COMMISSIONER REMICKt One of the things

20 I know was proposed _was limiting the interrogatories

21 to some number. I forget what, I think-35, something

22 like_that. Is-there any ---

23 MR. MALSCH: We've looked'at that also in ;

24 the past and we've reached the same| conclusions. For
>

,

25 some proceedings that may-.be too many, for other
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procosdingo it nay bo too guch.'" i't'o hard to drew a1

2 fixed number. One could. I don't-think there's any

3 illegality associated with drawing a limit like that,

4 but I'm not sure it would be all that helpful in somo

5 cases.

6 COMMISSIONER REMICK But basically our

7 position is that the boards and the Commission have

8 -flexibility, in a particular hearing they_ could

9 propose such a proposed schedule and --

10 MR. MALSCH: The concept is that schedules

11 could certainly be set on a case by case basis. In

12 fact, I think the Commission has encouraged that sort
,

13 of thing.

.

14 COMMISSIONER REMICK: 'Jes. Thank you.

15 DOCTOR MINNERS: (Slide) Sljde 21.

16 The Commission requested-that we address

17 how the license renewal rule relates to the-

18 maintenance policy. The maintenance policy covers a
.

19 very broad scope of system components =and structures
,

20 and everything in the plant- essentially, our

21 expectation is that this maintenance would continue

22 on into the renewal period and.that-this ma'intenance.

23 now addresses aging-mechanisms--and.we've identified

24 them through our current aging research program and

25 through operating experience in what the industry.has-.
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1 dono in rococrch.

2 The only thing different in license |
|

3 renewal is this 40 year thing ago. The maintenance |

4 is generally directed towards 40 years and all .ce want

5 people to do is check that that maintenance is going

6 to be good for another 20 years. So, the IPA is a ,

:

7 systematic way of going through that exercise to see

8 that the maintenance is going to be adequate for an

9 additional 20 years. The only real difference is in

10 the IPA. The maintenance scope is the same. The IPA

11 scope is different than the maintenancauscope in a

i sense. As I said before, equipment for severe12

13 accidents that may be mentioned in an emergency

14 operating procedure doesn't have to go through this

15 IPA procedure to show that it has an effective !
i

16 t program. We think that that stuff has low safety
i

| significance. It's last ditch equipment. It's going {17
; i

| to have maintenance on it because that's already |18

|| |
19, j required, but to make people go through the IPA

20 exercise on that we think is not worthwhile.

21 That's also our opinion on equipment that

22 could cause a transient or a scram. The maintenance

23 | policy requires maintenance- on that equipment, |

|
I

24 turbines, condensers, feedwater pumps, things like

25 that, but we don't want people to do an IPA on that

d
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1 b:ccuco wo think that tho utility 10 gol g to maintcin

2 that stuff. It has to maintain that stuff to make the

| 3 plant economically viable and we're going to put our
|

| 4 assurance on that basis. We think that the transient

5 initiation rate and the scram initiation rates will

| 6 stay about the same as they are now in the license

! 7 renewal period and that the engineering safety |
l

8 features will still be adequate to take care of that

9 rate of transient initiation. |

10 CHAIRMAN CARR Let n.2 ask a question on

11 that. You say in the statement of considerations,

12 "Given the close connection between renewal and age-

13 related degradation and the fact that NRC does not

14 have a specific formal requirement that addresses age-

15 related degradation in a comprehensive fashion, the

i 16 Commission concludeo a formal discipline licensing

17 review of age-related degradation is necessary."

18 That's the preamble.

| 19 If we buy into the process-oriented j

l ,
'

20 maintenance rule, would that provide the " specific

21 formal requirement that addresses age-related

22 degradation" in a comprehensive fashion?

23 DOCTOR MINNERS: No, it wouldn't because

L 24 I presume that people only would do it comprehensively

25 in the context of 40 years.
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1 CllAIRMAN CARRt Wall, wo'ro going to

2 design them for 60 years.

3 DOCTOR MINNERS If you have a plant in

4 the standardized plants --

5 C 'RMAN CARRt They'll be up for a 20

6 year renewal on that one unless we take care of aging

7 as we go along. What I'm trying to do is not get to

a this point again. Can we build that into the

9 I maintenance rule sometime so that we don't have to go

10 back and do all this?
i

11 DOCTOR MURLEY That's a good point.

12 We'll have to think. You're talking about future

13 i standacd plants and certification. It's conceivablo

14 that we could put an aging element into the certified

15 rule that would let them deal with aging as they go.
d

16 H Since the plant's riready devigned for 60 years, it
.

17 could be that license renetral for such a plant would
i

18 ! be easy. ,

i
19 CHAIRMAN CARRt Okay. I

20 COMMISSIONER ROGERS t Just before we leave

21 that subject, I wonder if you could comment un what

22 your opinion would be of the impact of a maintenance

23 rule on the level of detail that would be required in

h a license renewal application, if we had a maintenane<24

!.

25 ! rule now. Does that have any impact on renewal
!i
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1

1

1 cpplicationa?'

2 DOCTOR MINNERS: Well, if you thought a

3 maintenance rule as opposed to a policy would better

4 describe maintenance programs, then in the application

5 the licensee when he went th;|ough his IPA could just

6 very quickly reference whnt he's done under the

7 maintenance rule and said, "I've got this program A,

8 procram B," and just cite the titles. Now under the

9 IPA, without the formalism there, he may have to j

10 provide a little more detail to demonstrate that his

11 programs are effective, his already established

12 programs are effective. Whether the rule would do

! that or not, I don't know. Whether our maintenance13

~ 14 rule would to that, I don't know,
i

''

15 COMMISSIONBR ROGERS: Okay.

16 DOCTOR MINNERS: (Slide) Slide 22, which

17 you are glad to know is the last one, discusses the

i

18 relation to the aging research program. The aging

19 research program was developed mostly to look at '
,

! '

20 systems, structures and components that are important

21 to saf ety and in which there are areas of uncert'inty

or lack of knowledge in aging, where there are gaps22 j

23 in aging. So, it's not just research for license

renewal. The aging research is just as applicable to24 i

h current licenses as renen1 licenses. In addition to
~

25
I;
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!
I looking for areco with gaps, in como cocos the

2 research is to confirm the adequacy in the standards

3 of present practices, aging management practices and

4 decisions relating to that.

5 Now, licent.c rornwal is a larger set than

6 aging research. thu applicant is responsible for all

7 of the systems, structures and components in its

8 plants. Okay? So, he has a bigger job than we do.

9 Our research is just basically in support of the NRC

10 function which is to review what-the licensee does.

11 So, we're not goino to look at everything, we're going

12 ' to do an audit review and we're not trying to develop

13 aging management programs for licensees. We're trying

14 to develop information that we can use in ovJ review

|I
15 [ and inspection to see whether the licensees' programs

h
16 y are acceptable.

17 !j MR. BECKJORD: But I think it is useful
o

II
18 [ for that purpose as well.

19 [ DOCTOR MINNZRS: Yes.

N
20 MR. BECKJORD: We'll be able to use it.

21 h DOCTOR MINNERS: Right. But that's not
I

22 the purpose, but it would be useful'for that. There's

! .

'

23 lots of information there that people can use, but

24 || that's not why we did the program.
.

25 j So, we're pratty closely coordinate 1.
H
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i Some of the psople who did the aging rossarch- also

2 worked on the license rerewal rule. I think the

3 research will be used more in the reg. guides and the

4 SRPs than it is in the rule becaase the rule is a

5 process kind of thing. I think=the most use of the

6 aging research has been in the industry reports. I

7 think the industry reports are based to a large degree g-

8 on our aging research. So, I think we're pretty-

9 closely connected between the two.

10 |
The only other-thing I wanted to discuss-

11 was in your SRM you wanted to-know how we were going

12 to get aging research dispersed or'what we were going

13 to do about using aging research1in inspection. We-
i

14 think that aging management is now woven into our

h current inspection modules. It's explicitly in15

y! Appendix B and in the general- tech.- spec. -- requirement - -

!

16
o

17 that people must have procedures for maintenance and-
--

it

18 aging. In renewal- term,-- we_ would expect that we would
q

-

i.

19 g develop some new inspection procedures ' related to

20 aging maintenance. So, that answers-.that question,-

23 [j I hope.

22 ! So, that's the end of my' presentation.-

$ -MR. TAYLOR: That - concludes -- the staff23
l- . .

h
presentation.-24

i!
25 (! CHAIRMAN CARR: Questions. Commissioner

F
'
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1 Remick?

2 COMMISSIONER REMICK: I think all my

3 questions have been answered. I do want to compliment

4 the staff on-_the job they've-.done to date in this.

5 When I came on board as a new ccamissioner and

6 participated in some of the Commission decisions on

7 the draft, I thought, "Well, this looks like a very-

8 straightforward process.- The staff will have _ no

9 problem keeping on schedule." I didn't realize how-

10 complex and difficult an issue--it is. So, I-really

11 do appreciate the staff's effort to keep on schedule

12 and handling a number of very complex issues in a _very

13 thorough manner,

i
14 I think the SECY document and draft

15 Federal Reaister notice and things do an exceptionally

16 good job explaining.your ratienale. I'm not:saying

17 in every _ case I agree and not in every case fwill-
' 18 others agree, but you've done an . excellent j ob - of

;

!
19 laying out your rationale for coming down where you '

i

20 have. - So', I want to compliment you on the job you've i

21 done and also for the presentation today. It's quite

k 22 detailed and very. helpful. I greatly appreciate it.

23 CHAIRMAN CARR: Commissioner Curtiss?
[

24 -COMMISSIONER CURTISS:- I don't'have any-

' 25 additional questions, but'I'd like to add my voice to i
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1 what Commienionar R3 mick said. I thought tha work

2 that the etaff's put in on this and the long hours

3 that I know went into this paper and all the

4 enclosures reflect the considerable thought that the

5 staff has given to the issue. There's been a good
;

6 deal if input from a lot of quarters on this issue and

7 I know you've had some difficult decisions to make in

8 coming up with the approach that you've recommended.

9 I appreciate you getting it done in the timely manner'

!
10 ! that you did and with the comprehensive analysis that

i
11 ! you've given to the Commission.

12 CHAIRMAN CARR: Commissioner Regers?

13 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: Well, I won't repeat

h

d what everyone else has said because I think - I14

U ,

15 h certainly support those warm compliments.

U | D

16 h I just have one quick-question. Some of
'

.i
17 h the commenters on the proposed rule have indicated

18 that the provisions requiring the compiling of the

19 current licensing basis would open the renewal process
L

20 p to additional litigative risk over and above the

'

21 issues the Commission feels are ~21evant for license
F
Il

22 i renewal. I wonder if you- could comment on your
i
!23 opinion on the relative possibilities for litigative

h

24 || risk for the final rule as proposed and alternatives

H

25 1 and alternatives 2.,
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l MR. MALSCH: If you'ro talking cbout

2 whether any of the alternatives would effect

3 litigation and renewal proceedings, I think there's
,

4 no effect whichever alternative you adopt. What's

5 controlling in my mind is not whether it's compiled.

6 or not, but whether a review of the CLB is central to

7 conducting an adequate program to manage age-related

8 degradation. If it is, then the completeness of your

9 concept of what the CLB is in developing this program

10 is important and there's no way you can get around

11 that whether or not it's compiled.

12 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: Yes. I'm just

13 asking about the question of compiling.

|14 MR. MALSCH: Just about compiling? I

t
'

15 don't see any of the alternatives as- effecting
1

16 necessarily the scope of the renewal preceeding. ;

17 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: Well, thank you very

18 h much.

19 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Could I add just to
4

'

20 that? What if you add to that submit the list, any

i

21 difference?

22- MR. MALSCH: Again, I don't see any

23 difference. I think what's controlling is what the

24 [ rule specifies is the finding necessary to issue a

i
25 | renewed license. That's what defines what is material

i
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1 to'a renewal review and hsaring.. Ao long as that
_

2 finding.is generally ~ confined to. management of age-

3 related degradation, then it's going to follow ~that

4 proceedings and hearings are going - to ~ be confined-

5 generally to age-related degradation 1 regardless of

6 what you choose to characterize the submittal as.

7 COMMISSIONER REMICK: _ Thank you.

8 CHAIRMAN CARR: Well, I too_would like to

9 commend the staff for. the significant effort to

10 P develop tL1 final _ rule- for Commission consideration -

11 and in keeping up with the schedule. I know - Mr.

,12 l Taylor has had his prod and-his.whipiout on this~one-
r - .

j because I know'I've had one out=as.well,13

t

14 ji MR. TAYLOR: You're right. 'l<

I
15 } CHAIRMAN . CARR: I. guess I feel like.I

II
16 can't put mine away yet.= -

17 !! But the Commission will be considering the

!|
18 li --final rule over the~ next several weeks. I agree with:

19 ; the - staf f 's approach laid _ out-in SECY-91-138 to issue-

20 j the : draf t - regulatory -guide' and the- draf t standard-

-

n

! review plan -as interim drafts in - Aprili 1991 for
'

21

I '

22 3 additional- public comment. I guess that's --in . May
..

li -i:23 -4 already, right?
' fl

24 DOCTOR MINNERS: April-1992.,

i!
25 [ CHAIRMAN- CARR: 1992. And to- gain'

il

[ NEAL R. GROSS
i; COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

i| 1323 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE, N W-

h (202: 234-4433 ' WASHINGTON. O C. 20005 (22 TN "
l{ '
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1 experience during the rGvisw 'of load plant rsnswal

2 applications before these guidance documents areJ

3 icsued in final form. I encourage the NRC offices to:

4 continue to closely work together in review of the

5 lead plant applications'for license renewal so that

6 further information gained from aging research can be

7 factored.into the reviews. I encourage the industry

8 to. address aging of systems, structures and components

9 during.their 40 year operating-term and not only for

10 license renewal.

11 Any of -my fellow Commissioners have
--

p.
12 additional comments?

13 If not, we stand adjourned.

14 (Whereupon,. at 4:16 p.m., the = above-

15 entitled matter was adjourned.)'

16

17 |.,

i.
18 i-

'

19
|

20
<

21

22
_

23

24

25
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i C,OVRT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS
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OVERVIEW OF BRIEFING j
'

L.

SEEK COMMISSION APPROVAL TO PUBLISHf PURPOSE:
FINAL. RULE' (10 CFR PART 54) AND

|| SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS'

!
1

STATUS AND SCHEDULE :CONTENT: o-
. '

3

.PUBLIC COMMENTS.o'

s

SIGNIFICANT ISSUES.AND STAFF ANALYSIS
;!

2 o
,

.

AND RESPONSE ;

! :
' i

-RELATION'TO OTHER PROGRAMS !
I- o *

.

-
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:
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|
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:
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STATUS & SCHEDULE

PART 54 RULEMAKING

PROPOSED RULE PUBLISHED 7/17/90 C>

o

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD CLOSED 10/15/90 C
o

4/11/91 C
o ACRS REVIEW

o TO--COMMISSION: RULE & SOC 5/15/91 C

SUPPORTING-DOCUMENTS 5/29/91
-

6/28/91
'

APPROVE FINAL RULEo

PUBLISH 3 WEEKS AFTER APPROVAL-

LATE 91-LEAD PLANT SUBMITTALSo

. 2
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STATUS & SCHEDULE
.

PART 54 GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS'
.

,

REGULATORY GUIDE.&. STANDARD REVIEW PLAN ,o

ISSUED FOR-PUBLIC COMMENT 12/4/90 C
-

COMMENT PERIOD CLOSED 3/8/91 C
--

i.

'
,

11/919

!' TO ACRS. :-

'

4/92. ~

- ' PUBLISH.- INTERIM
,

LEAD
.PUBL1dH' FINAL 6 MONTHS AFTER COMPLETION OF-

PLANT REVIEWF
"

'

3
.
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STATUS & SCHEDULE

INDUSTRY REPORTS

11 OF 11
SUBMITTALS' RECEIVED

| o
| 11 OF 11

STAFF COMMENTS ISSUEDo

8 OF 11
NUMARC RESPONSE TO COleEENTSo

7 OF 11
o . NRC/NUMARC REVIEW-MEETINGS

SCREENING METHODOLOGY REVISIONo
RECEIVED 12/11/90

DELAY FROM ORIGINALLSCHEDULEo

:NO IMPACT ON LEAD PLANT SCHEDULEo

o LASTLSER 12/92
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STATUS & SCHEDULE

PART 51 RULEMAKING '

.

o RULE: PROPOS.jD CHANGES TO 10 CFR 51i
'

(ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION)
,

.

DRAFT GEIS .|-

REGULATORY I. TALYSIS-

REGULATORY GUIDE, STANDARD REVIEW PLAN-

.

6/28/91TO COMMISSIONo'

\ 8/09/91 ;

PUBLISH FOR' COMMENT
-

,

^

o

6/30/92PUBLISH FINAL RULE
f

o
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PRINCIPLES.

REGULATORY PROCESS ASSURES THAT CURRENTo
LICENSING BASES OF OPERATING PLANTS PROVIDE
AND MAINTAIN.AN ACCEPTABLE LEVEL OF SAFETY

EXCEPT FOR AGE-RELATED DEGRADATION-

UNIQUE TO THE LICENSE RENEWAL PERIOD

CURRENT LICENSING BASIS MUST BE MAINTAINEDo
DURING RENEWAL TERM

IPA IDENTIFIES-ADDITIONAL / MODIFIED-

AGING' MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

!
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i

CURRENT LICENSING BASIS (CLB)

o DEFINITION

ADEQUACY AS BASIS FOR RELICENSINGo

VERIFICATION OF COMPLIANCEo

NEED TO COMPILEo
!
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CLB: DEFINITION
,

COMMENTS: o DEFINITION FREEZES CLB
!-
E

o DEFINITION OPEN-ENDED,
TOO BROAD'

'

i

t

! o APPEARS TO INCLUDE ORAL
COMMITMENTS'

:.
;

o DEFINITION WOULD NOT ALLOW
NEW ISSUES, NEW INFORMATION

.

i

.
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f
,

i

'
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CLB: DEFINITION (CONTINUED)

NO INTENT TO FREEZE CLB DURINGANALYSIS: o
RENEWAL REVIEW

CLB INCLUDES ONLY WRITTENo
COMMITMENTS

DEFINITION OF CLB REVISED TORESPONSE: o
CLARIFY AND PROVIDE FOR UPDATE
DURING REVIEW OF APPLICATION FOR
LICENSE RENEWAL

8A
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CLB: ADEQUACY FOR RELICENSING

COMMENTS: o CLB IS ADEQUATE

o CLB NOT ADEQUATE: USE CURRENT
REVIEW CRITERIA

NEW INFORMATION ON CLB TECHNICALo
ISSUES MUST.BE CONSIDERED DURING
REVIEW AND IN HEARINGS J

,

.
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CLB: ADEQUACY FOR RELICENSING (CONTINUED)

PROPOSED RULE BASED ON CLB ADEQUACYANALYSIS: o

RULEMAKING WOULD MAKE FINDINGS-

ON CLB ADEQUACY; SUPPORTED BY

NUREG-1412

FINAL RULE NOW BASED ON ADEQUACY OFo
REGULATORY PROCESS

RULEMAKING MAKES FINDINGS ON-

PROCESS ADEQUACY; PROCESS

DEMONSTRATED IN SPECIFIC ISSUE
AREAS IN NUREG-1412

| FINAL RULE NEED NOT MAKE FINDINGS ON CLBRESPONSE: o
ADEQUACY

9A
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HEARING SCOPE: FINAL vs. PROPOSED RULE

PROPOSED RULE:

o ADEQUACY OF LICENSEES' ACTIONS TO
ADDRESS AGE-RELATED DEGRADATION OF
SSCs IMPORTANT TO LICENSE RENEWAL

o CLB ADEQUACY NOT LITIGABLE, EXCEPT
PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 2.758

FINAL RULE:

o ADEQUACY OF LICENSEES' ACTIONS TO
ADDRESS AGE-RELATED DEGRADATION OF ,

SSCs IMPORTANT TO LICENSE RENEWAL
(SAME AS PROPOSED RULE)

o CLB ADEQUACY AND CLB-COMPLIANCE NOT
LITIGABLE, EXCEPT ADEQUATE
PROTECTION & COMPLIANCE ISSUES THAT
HAVE UNIQUE. IMPLICATION FOR RENEWAL
PERIOD (AMENDED 10 CFR 2.758)

|

! 9B
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CLB: VERIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE-

VERIFICATION NOT NECESSARY' COMMENTS: o

HISTORY OF NON-COMPLIANCEo
DEMONSTRATES NEED TO VERIFY

COMPLIANCE SHOULD BE. DOCUMENTEDo-
|' AS'PART OF RENEWAL REVIEW

,
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.

i
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!

CLB: VERIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE (CONT'D) |
i

i

i !

LICENSEES MUST COMPLY WITH THEIR CLBs .ANALYSIS: o
|;

1

| o COMPLIANCE IS MONITORED
!

OVERSIGHT EFFORTS DOCUMENTED (SERs,o
INSPECTION REPORTS,. ETC.)

!

IDENTIFIED NON-COMPLIANCE IS CORRECTED: o
:

ALLEGATIONS OF NON-COMPLIANCE TO-BE ;RESPONSE: o
TREATED AS 10 CFR 2.206 PETITIONS !

EXCEPTION: NONCOMPLIANCES WITH UNIQUE |-

IMPLICATION FOR RENEWAL
1

!

.

! 10A-
,
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CLB: COMPILATION

COMPILATION NOT NECESSARY TOCOMMENTS: o
. IDENTIFY SSCs IMPORTANT TO
LICENSE. RENEWAL

CLB IS ALREADY ON DOCKET AND NEEDo
.NOT BE REVIEWED

COMPILATION IS ESSENTIALo
TO LICENSE RENEWAL

.
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|

|

!
!

CLB: COMPILATION (CONTINUED) ;
;
4

RESUBMITTAL OF ALL CLB DOCUMENTS IS l
| ANALYSIS: o

NOT NECESSARY BECAUSE ALL ARE ALREADY .

ON THE DOCKET
:

CLB CONSIDERATION BY LICENSEE IS jo
' ESSENTIAL |

FOR IDENTIFICATION OF SSCs !-

i

IMPORTANT TO LICENSE RENEWAL
! !
;

' FOR EVALUATION OF EFFECTIVENESS' -

OF. PROGRAMS ,

ADDRESSED IN'EDO 4/11/9't MEMO
-

o
|

COMPILATION' REQUIREMENT IS RETAINED, |RESPONSE: o
CLARIFIED -

,

.

!
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-CLB COMPILATION vs. ALTERNATIVES

COMMON FEATURES:o

APPLICANT MUST CONSIDER CLB AS BASIS FOR IPA
APPLICANT RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPLETENESS

-

-

RESULTS REVIEWABLE BY STAFF-

RECOMMENDED APPROACH:o

APPLICANT SHOULD:

COMPILE CLB-

SUBMIT LIST OF' DOCUMENTS
DESCRIBE" METHOD TO ENSURE COMPLETENESS

-

-

OF REVIEW

MERITS: ,

|
|

APPROACH EFFECTIVE--

|_ REVIEWABLE METHOD & RESULTS
|

-

11B
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CLB COMPILATION vs. ALTERNATIVES (CONTINUED)

.

o ALTERNATIVE I: !

APPLICANT MUST' DESCRIBE METHOD USED TO ENSURE '-

.CLB CONSIDERATION IS COMPLETE
'

CLB COMPILATION IS ONE AVAILABLE APPROACH, BUT
-

STAFF-MAY FIND A DIFFERENT APPLICANT APPROACH
ACCEPTABLE

MERITS:

ALLOWS ALTERNATIVE TO COMPILING-

.

-METHOD & RESULTS REVIEWABLE BY-. STAFF-
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CI3 COMPILATION vs. ALTERNATIVE (CONCLUDED) !!
' '
.

i-

i

i
.

o ALTERNATIVE II:} !
'

APPLICANT MUST CONSIDER CLB
.

,

s-

i i
.

NOT REQUIRED TO COMPILE CLB OR DESCRIBE
.
'

-

METHOD
i
i i

MERITS:.
.

GREATEST LATITGDE TO APPLICANT, BUT STAFF !

|
' -

CAN STILL IDENTIFY INCOMPLETENESS I'd* ;

APPLICANT'S-PRODUCT- 7I
i t
,

$ |
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*
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i

i SSCs IN CURRENT LICENSING BASIS
,

| t i

NON-SAFETY RELATED
SAFETY --

RELATED MEET REGs OR SUPPORT SAFETY
,

PLANT SAFETY RELATED OR FAILURE'

| ANALYSIS COULD PREVENT

T

LIST SSCs IMPORTANT TO LICENSE RENEWAL
!

Y

I isI srs
DOES SC CONTRIBUTE TO A REQUIRED FUNCTION?
COULD FAILURE PREVENT A REQUIRED FUNCTION 7

|

^

|
yes y p no

| 15 SC INCLUDED IN AN LIST SCs
! EFFECTIVE PROGRAM DOCUMENT CONCLUSION . ,

yes y y no

IDENTIFY HOW PROGRAM IS AGE-RELATED
EFFECTIVEL ADDRESSES DEGRADATION
AGE-RELATED DEGRADATION SIGNIFICANT

| u-

i yes y y no
!

| DESCRIBE EFFECTIVE PROGRAM LIST SCs
THAT ADDRESSES AGE-RELATED- DOCUMENT CONCLUSION

,

DEGR ADATION ,

Integrated Plant Assessment Process
12
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INTEGRATED PLANT ASSESSMENTS

NUMARC METHODOLOGY SHOULD BE IN RTJLECOMMENTS: o

DEFINITION OF ESTABLISHED EFFECTIVEo
PROGRAMS (EEP) SHOULD BE EXPANDED TOL

CREDIT EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION &
REPLACEMENT

.

SHOULD PROVIDE OPTION TO USE PRAo

USE OF EEP COULD DEGRADEo
OPERATIONAL SAFETY MARGINS

METHODSFAILS TO SPECIFY SSCs,o

SHOULD REQUIRE USE.OF PRAo

13
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INTEGRATED PLANT ASSESSMENTS (CONTINUED)

IPA ESTABLISHES PROCESS; DOES NOT
ANALYSIS: o

PRESCRIBE APPROACH

IPA PROVIDES FRAMEWORK FOR REVIEWo
OF SSCs AND AGING MANAGEMENT

L

o PRA NOT REQUIRED; MAY USE PRA TO ADD
l

BUT NOT ELIMINATE SSCs FOR REVIEW

CRITERIA SET FOR EFFECTIVENESS;o
CAN BE USED TO ELIMINATE SSCs
FROM ADDITIONAL REVIEW

.
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INTEGRATED PLANT ASSESSMENTS (CONCLUDED)

RESPONSE: o IPA CLARIFIED |
-

EEP CONCEPT DROPPED IN FAVOR OF !o
" EFFECTIVE PROGRAM," TO EMPHASIZE
CRITERIA FOR EXISTING AND PROPOSED
PROGRAMS

.
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SYSTEMS, STRUCTURES, AND. COMPONENTS IMPORTANT
TO LICENSE RENEWAL

COtefENT: o SHOULD DELETE NON-SAFETY RELATED SSCs
FROM DEFINITION

GREATLY EXPANDS SCOPE OF REVIEW-

.
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i
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SYSTEMS, STRUCTURES, AND COMPONENTS IMPORTANT
1 ,

TO LICENSE RENEWAL (CONTINUED) !
;

t

FAILURES ATTRIBUTABLE TO SOME NON--
;-.

i
ANALYSIS: o

SAFETY RELATED SSCs COULD PREVENT :;

SATISFACTORY ACCOMPLISHMENT OF
|

REQUIRED FUNCTION |;
'

!

DEFINITION OF SSCs IMPORTANT TO |o'

LICENSE RENEWAL INCLUDES NON- |
'

SAFETY-RELATED'SSCsI
i

DEFINITION CLARIFIED. !
i RESPONSE:' o

BASIC CONCEPT RETAINED .

MAINTAIN CLB- - .-

ASSESS AGING MANAGEMENT BEYOND |
I- --

:;
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GENERIC ISSUES

CONCERN-THAT GSIs NOT BACKFITTED COULD BECOMMENT: o
LITIGATED Ih LICENSE RENEWAL PROCEEDINGS ON

i

BASIS OF EFFECT OF 20 MORE YEARS OPERATION
ON VALUE/ IMPACT

.
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GENERIC ISSUES (CONTINUED)

STAFF HAS REVIEWED ALL PAST GSIs NOTANALYSIS: o
BACKFITTED TO DISCERN ONES SENSITIVE
TO EFFECT OF 20 MORE YEARS,

o FINDINGS:

249 GSIs RESOLVED-

139 NOT BACKFITTED-

OF THE 139, THREE MARGINAL FOR + 20-

YEARS; ANALYZED IN MORE DETAIL

NC TIE OF THESE ISSUES INVOLVE-

ADEQUATE PROTECTION CONCERNS

NO RULE CHANGERESPONSE: o

15A
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DECOMMISSIONING

CONFUSION CONCERNING SUBMITTAL OFCOMMENTS: o
PRELIMINARY DECOMMISSIONING PLAN (PDP)
IF A RENEWAL APPLICATION IS DENIED

PROPOSED-RULE LANGUAGE WOULD REQUIREo
EARLY TERMINATION OF OL IF RENEWAL
APPLICATION IS DENIED

o REDUCE PAYMENTS ESCROW FUND TO
REFLECT ADDITIONAL OPERATING YEARS j

ASSURANCE OF ADEQUATE FUNDING FORL o
DECOtetISSIONING MOST BE MAINTAINED
REGARDLESS OF RENEWAL APPLICATION

L
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DECOte(ISSIONING (CONTINUED)

PDP,WAS ESTABLISHED TO PROVIDEANALYSIS: o
ASSURANCE OF ADEQUATE FUNDING FOR
' DECOtetISSIONING

NO INTENT TO REQUIRE EARLY TERMINATIONo
OF OL IF. RENEWAL IS DENIED

REDUCTION.IN PAYMENTS. PERMITTED BYo
EXISTING REGULATIONS

RULE REVISED TO RETAIN SUBMITTALRESPONSE: o
OF PDP REGARDLESS OF APPLICATION
SCHEDULE
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! RENEWED LICENSE vs AMENDMENT OF EXISTING (CONTINUED) |!

!
t,

[i

|f PRICE-ANDERSON WOULD APPLY TOANALYSIS: o
RENEWED LICENSE, SAME AS TO |

*

8

AMENDED<

!

NO EFFECT ON HEARING SCOPE2 o :

1 i

RESPONSE: o RENEWED, RATHER THAN AMENDED, ;

|
LICENSES TO BE ISSUED r
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ANTITRUST REVIEW

COMMENTS: o ONE COfGEENTER: ANTITRUST REVIEW
REQUIRED FOR RENEWAL

TWO COMMENTERS: ANTITRUST REVIEW NOTo
REQUIRED

:

.
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ANTITRUST REVIEW (CONTINUED)

COtWISSION PREVIOUSLY. DETERMINEDANALYSIS: o
EXTEtiT OF NRC A-T RESPONSIBILITY '

'

UNDER AEA

A-T REVIEW FOR RENEWAL NOT REQUIREDo
BY AEA

NO A-T REVIEW REQUIREDRESPONSE: o
g

-

,
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BACKFIT >
: i

I
4

i

l1

COMMENT: o SHOULD. REQUIRE "BACKFIT ANALYSIS" FOR'

AGE-RELATED DEGRADATION ACTIONS BEYOND ;

<

ADEQUATE PROTECTION j

i

STAFF SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO SHOW '.
.

-

SIGNIFICANT SAFETY IMPROVEMENT FOR f
REQUIRED AGE-RELATED ACTIONS
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! BACKFIT (CONTINUED) i
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!

BACKFIT CONSIDERATIONS DO NOT APPLY TO
.:

AGE-RELATED DEGRADATION AT RENEWAL |ANALYSIS: o
J-

,

I o REG. ANAL. SHOWS SIGNIFICANT RISK :e

f
b

FROM AGE DEGRADATION !

NO BACKFIT PROVISION IN PART 54 REQUIRED
[ RESPONSE: o ;

I
:

'

FOLLOWS COBE4ISSION DIRECTION :o
1
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HEARING SCHEDULE

COSMENT :' o RULE SHOULD REQUIRE ASLB TO ADOPT
A HEARING SCHEDULE
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HEARING SCHEDULE (CONTINUED) i

J.

.

! i
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'
i s
.

COtetISSION & ASLB HAVE AUTHORITYANALYSIS: o
TO ADOPT SCHEDULE IN ANY INDIVIDUAL i

!:

! HEARING .

t

i
*

SPECIFIC DEADLINES IN RULE COULD !,
,

| o-
UNNECESSARILY REDUCE BOARD FLEXIBILITY |,

'

,

EXISTING HEARING SCHEDULE PROVISIONS !i o
i

ARE ADEQUATE
t ,

[ '

i

RESPONSE: o NO CHANGE
ii ,
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RELATION TO MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATION

MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONo

MINIMIZE DEGRADATION OR FAILURE OF A BROAD-

SCOPE OF SSCsl

IT IS EXPECTED THAT PLANT MAINTENANCE-

PROGRAMS WILL CARRY INTO THE RENEWAL TERM
'

1

ADDRESSES AGING MECHANISMS IDENTIFIED THROUGH
OPERATING EXPERIENCE & AGING RESEARCH |

-

-LICENSE RENEWALo

CURRENT AGING MANAGEMENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO-

ENSURE THAT CLB IS MAINTAINED DURING INITIAL
40-YEAR TERM

SYSTEMATIC IPA FOR AGE-RELATED DEGRADATION-

MANAGEMENT FOR SSCs IMPORTANT TO LICENSE
RENEWAL,. TO MAINTAIN CLB

PECOEM.
SCOPE SOMEWHAT NARRONER THAN MAINT. 21-
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!RELATION TO AGING RESEARCH !
,

4

i

!
J

;

| o AGING RESEARCH !
'

|
DEVELOP INFORMATION FOR IMPORTANT SSCs !

,

j
-

IN AREAS OF INFORMATION GAPS AND |
'

UNCERTAINTIES r
;

j.
f'HELPS' CONFIRM THE ADEQUACY OF STANDARDS AND-

REGULATORY DECISIONS ON AGING ISSUES-i
c /

-

t

2

HELPS CONFIRM THE ADEQUACY OF STANDARDS AND-

REGULATORY DECISIONS ON AGING ISSUES |:

!. J

|
.

o LICENSE RENENAL
,

t

,

4

|
!

RULEMAKING COORDINATED WITH NPAR;
!

;

|
-

I ASSISTED BY PARTICIPATION OF NPAR STAFF !
j. i

PART 54 IS NOT TECHNICAL RULE: SETS r

-

PROCESS AND CRITERIA; PROVIDES PROCESS
|

'

FOR USING RESEARCH RESULTS 1;
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